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tup: doctor.
HIS RELATION AND DUTY TO THE STATE.

David C. Peytox, M.D.
Presulent of the Indiana State Jledical Association.

.TEFEEIiSOXVlLLE, IXD.

I'he word doctor means a teacher. A doctor

of medicine means a teaclier of medicine ; a doc-

tor of divinity, a teacher of divinity; and a doc-

tor of law, a teacher of law. The writer is in-

clined to a broader construction or definition, for

he believes that a doctor of medicine is not only

a teacher of medicine, but is, or should he, a

teacher and a leader in the broadest sense. The
public looks upon the doctor as a storehouse of

general information, which he generally is if he

reaches and maintains that pinnacle of true merit

and confidence that the public is inclined to give

him. It is unfortunately true that a few mem-
bers of our great profession have established in

their own minds a lower ideal as their standard,

which, of course, detracts from their real worth

and reflects discredit upon the higher ambitions

and ideals of the profession. Xo truth is more

generally accepted than the fact that doctors

have been teachers and architects of public opin-

ion from the earliest history of medicine. A rev-

erence for the true, the beautiful and the real

has characterized plH’sicians in all times. For a

long time progressive medicine was handicapped

by failure of students of science to emancipate

themselves from the prejudices and superstitions

of the times. In this connection I might quote a

paragraph from an article by King in The Nine-

teenth Centurij for 1893: “The difficulties under

which medical science labors may be estimated

from the fact that dissection was forbidden by

the clergy of the ^Middle Ages on the grounds

that it was impious to mutilate a form made in

the image of God. We do not find this pious ob-

jection interfering with such mutilation when
affected by means of the rack and wheel and such

other clerical, rather than medical, instruments.”

Higher medical education, with its ever in-

creasing requirements for entering upon the

study of medicine, is exactly the right thought

and the right spirit, and should be encouraged

and maintained by the members of the profes-

sion who are willing to stand by the principle of

higher ideals. The writer would advocate the

enactment of a law requiring all doctors to stand

state board examinations once in every five years.

This would serve as an incentive to doctors to

estalilish and continue a well directed course of

study and to further establish their rights and

claims to the position of teacher. It would also

serve to impress doctors with the importance of

taking advantage of the postgraduate course, as

planned by the American Medical Association,

which deserves the commendation of every mem-
lier of the profession. Such a law would result

in the general uplifting of the scientific standard

of the profession by causing those members who

are capable and willing to reach the higher

standard, and by eliminating' those who are un-

willing or incapable of maintaining a progressive

position.

Such exacting regulations might be questioned,

except for the fact that ours is the one profession

whose duty it is to deal not only with human
confidences but with human life itself. I speak

of the profession of medicine advisedly, because

ours is truly the only profession. The law and

the ministry are not professions in the strict

sense of the word, as is readily understood. They

practically have no standard of legalized require-
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nients, either for entering upon their study or

for maintaining a higher standard after once ad-

mitted.

Another thing indicative of the firmer estab-

lishment of the principle of higher medical edu-

cation and higher ideals is the establishment by

many of the state medical associations of official

journals, and it gives the writer pleasure to be

at the cliristening of the first issue of The Jour-

XAL OF THE IXDIANA StATE MeDICAL ASSOCIA-

TION’ and to bid those upon whose shoulders the

most of the burden must of necessity rest for its

success a hearty Godspeed in their mission of a

general scientific uplifting.

The writer is an advocate of the idea that the

doctor should take a most serious view of the bus-

iness or financial side of the practice of medicine.

While it is true that our profession is founded

upon altruistic principles, it is also true that

ultra-altruism is not sufficient to meet the exact-

ing demands made upon doctors by the members
of the various commercial interests who have

been schooled in tlie modern rigid ideas of com-
mercial principles. The doctor's success or fail-

ure depends upon his ability to establish and

maintain a respectful supremacy, and in order

to do this he must not only merit the confidence

of the people in a professional way, but he must
so conduct the business side of his profession as

to give liim recognition in the commercial circles.

No man of our profession of ten years’ experi-

ence would, I think, were he about to begin life

over again, adopt medicine and surgery as his

life work, were he actuated simply by the desire

to acquire wealth. People when in sickness and
distress fly instinctively to the medical man for

comfort, protection and relief, and as promptly
forget all about the necessity for remuneration

when the danger is past and a condition of health

restored. In this connection the following quo-

tation seems apropos

:

God and the doctor we alike adore

When sickness threatens us, but not before;

The danger past, both are alike requited,

God is forgotten and the doctor slighted.

Again, the doctor owes a certain duty to his

state, and in order that he may be able to meas-

ure up to the standard of requirement he must
of necessity combine three principles, as his du-

ties are threefold, being scientific, commercial

and political.

The members of the legal fraternity have as-

sumed a position of legislative guidance, and

they have assigned themselves the function of

complete direction of the affairs of state in this

respect. By reason of this assumption and their

concerted effort tliey have, and do now, control

the making of our laws, and in every other way
have piloted the ship of state. There is no good
reason why this should be, either from the stand-

ard of intellectuality or equity, and the doctor

owes it not alone to himself, but as a public

duty and one of the fundamental duties to which

he sliould school himself, to not only take a posi-

tion, but a leading one in the commercial and
political economy of his state. The great under-

lying principle of o'ur social and political prefer-

ment is public health, and who of all members of

society is so competent to counsel wise laws, reg-

ulating and maintaining these principles, as the

doctor? This should not be looked upon from a

selfish standpoint with a view of personal or indi-

vidual opportunity, but should be accepted by the

medical profession as a great principle of duty,

and there is no reason why with the present splen-

did organization in the State of Indiana the phy-

sicians of the state should not rise to the full

measure of tlieir duty.

SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES AND POS-

SIBLE ERPOES OP THE RADIO-
GRAPH IN RENAL, URETERAL
AND BLADDER SURGERY.

WlLLIA]\I N. WlSHARD^ A.M., M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS. ,

The following cases are reported as illustrating

.some of the advantages and some of the possi-

bilities of error in radiography as a means of

diagnosis. Fortunately the errors do not proper-

ly relate to the reliability of a:-ray photography

so much as they do to a proper construction of

the evidence presented. The cases require no

special comment and are presented because of

their interest. The radiographs were made at

my request by Dr. A. M. Cole of this city, and I

am indebted to his courtesy for the prints from

which the illustrations are made.

Case 1.—J. Me., aged 10, with the following

history: The patient had suffered from bladder

irritation and periodical attacks of severe blad-

der pain from the time he was 18 months old.

At this time he was found in the yard, screaming

with pain, which lasted for a day or two, which

gradually subsided to come on again periodically

as stated above. Wlien he was brought to my
office on Aug. 10, 1907, he was crying continu-

ally from the pain and constant desire to urinate.

Pie had not slept for four or five nights. After

obtaining the history no attempt at sounding

was made, but lie was placed as soon as possible
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under the influence of chloroform and a skia-

graph taken. While still under the influence of

the anesthetic a block tin sound was introduced

into the bladder and revealed what seemed to be

a rather large, rough stone. Suprapubic cystot-

omy was done for removal of the stone the fol-

lowing day, and the stone removed in fragments,

as it crushed under the force of the stone for-

ceps. After removal a steel pin Avas found form-

Fig. 1.—Stone in the bladder with needle as nucleus.

Removed through suprapubic opening.

ing the nucleus. His recovery was uneventful,

except for a tendency to marked phosphaturia,

Avhich caused a deposit on the drainage tube and

also about the wound, requiring the use of hydro-

chloric acid internally and a weak irrigation of

hydrochloric acid in sterile water. This child

was possibly the victim of a meddlesome nurse

in infancy. He had been suffering almost con-

tinuously since he was 18 months old.

Case 2.—Mr. J. S. of Shelbyville, Ind., had

been suffering for two or three years with con-

siderable bladder irritation, and on the day of

his examination he said that for several weeks

preceding he had had an almost incessant desire

to urinate. In brief, he complained of all the

usual and characteristic symptoms of stone in

the bladder, and, on introducing the searcher,

stone was easily felt. The bladder was irrigated,

and under local anesthesia an air-dilating cysto-

scope was introduced and a number of small

stones Avere observed that looked as though they

could be easily removed through a small perineal

opening. To avoid error as to possible existence

of other and larger stones, a radiograph was

obtained, and in the foregoing illustration the

stones are shoAAm in about their normal size.

Thirteen Avere counted in the photograph and

through the air-dilating cystoscope, and the

number verifled by removal tlirough a small me-

dian perineal opening AA’hich Avas made under

local anesthesia.

Case 3.—Mr. II., aged 02. I Avas called to

see him on Dec. 12, 1906, by Dr. J. 0. Wehrman
of Indianapolis. The patient Avas suffering with

an acute retention of urine, and repeated efforts

at catheterization had been unsiAcccssful. I suc-

ceeded in emptying the bladder by the use of one

of my flat-elboAved catheters, AA’hich is a modiflca-

tion of the ordinary Mercier, in that it is flat-

tened so that its lateral diameter is greatest, and

its flexibility thereby increased. Almost a quart

of bloody urine Avas AvithdraAvn, and it contained

a considerable amount of phosphatic sand. For

tAvo or three Aveeks the systematic use of the

catheter Avas accompanied by the passage of con-

Fig. 2.—Cluster of small stones in the male bladder.

Removed through perineal incision under local anesthesia.

siderable soft disintegrated stone. Tlie total

amount of sand obtained in this Avay Avas ap-

proximately a dessertspoonful. At the end of

three weeks the patient had a violent attack of

ureteral colic, followed by the passage of a frag-

ment of hard stone about the size of a grain of

Avlieat. This piece of stone shoAved a distinct

line of fracture and seemed to have been broken
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olf of anotlier piece. !\rore or less renal and

ureteral irritation existed, particularly on the

right side. In the attack of ureteral colic above

referred to, pain had been most marked near the

lower end of the right ureter. The natural infer-

ence was, in view of the quantity of soft stone

and the small piece of hard stone that had passed,

that probably there was more stone either within

Fig. 3.—“a” .shows shadow of wire in ureter ; “b’’ sliows

shadows suggesting ureteral stones before the above radio-

graph with wire in ureteral cathete’r showed true loca-

tion of ureter.

the kidney or the ureter. A radiograph was

made of each kidney and of the bladder, and par-

ticular effort made to show the lower end of the

ureters. Tdie first picture of the right kidney

showed a distinct shadow near the upper end of

the ureter which was thought to be an accumula-

tion of soft stone and which was absent in an-

other picture taken some two or three weeks

later. The radiograph of the lower end of the

ureters and bladder showed what seemed to be

two or three small stones in the lower end of

each ureter. I, therefore, introduced a cysto-

scope and passed a catheter fip the ureter on each

side and found both ureters perfectly permeable.

Hoping to facilitate the escape of any particles

of sand or stone, I also injected sterile water into

the pelves of the kidneys and, gradually with-

drawing the catheter, I also tried distending the

ureters by injecting sterile water. The only

result was to provoke some ureteral colic. I then

reinserted the catheter on the right side and in-

jected the pelvis of the kidney with sterile sweet

oil, and also injected the sterile oil into the ureter

as the catheter was being withdrawn. The left

ureter was then catheterized and the oil injected

into the kidney and ureter on that side. It was

hoped that the flushing of the kidneys and

ureters in this way would facilitate the escape

of any stone, but in this I was disappointed. At

a subsequent sitting a few days later the same

process was repeated with negative results. The

radiograph having disclosed two or three small

shadows parallel with the long diameter of, and

apparently not far from the lower end of both

the right and left ureter, the natural inference

was that there might be intra-ureteral stones not

felt by the catheter and possibly partially en-

cysted. To determine this fact and to disclose

the exact relation of the ureters to the shadows

of supposed stone, a catheter was passed up the

right ureter containing a small steel wire, and

while the catheter and wire were in position

another radiograph was taken. It will be ob-

served by reference to the radiograph (Fig. 3)

that the shadows “b"’ are quite a little di.stance

from the ureter, which is indicated by the shadow
on the wire marked “a.” The circular picture

shown ])v the radiograph was a little confusing

anatomically until the ureter was definitely

Fig. 4.—The arrow point shows shadow of supposed soft

stone. Tliis shadow was absent in a radiograph taken two
weeks iater. In the interval considerable soft stone was
passed.

shown by the subsequent picture with the cathe-

ter containing the wire. I\Tiether these confus-

ing shadows, that seemed in the first place ure-

teral stones, are points of beginning ossification

of the jtelvic ligaments or calcareous degenera-

tion of small glands or phleboliths would remain

for the present a matter of speculation, but it

was clinically a matter of great interest to have

the question of possible surgical procedure elimi-

nated by the information obtained by the radio-

graph. Figure 4 shows a radiograph taken in
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the same case as Figure 3, except tliat it is in- Tlie retlex act is one of the simplest of nervous

tended to illustrate the conditions higher up. actions. Two neurons are necessary, the one, sen-

The arrow point in the upper part of Figure 4 sory, which transmits its impulse to the other,

indicates a small shadow shown in one of the which is motor.

earlier examinations and which a later radio- The anatomical conditions rendering reflex

graph failed to show. In the two weeks’ interval movements possible are indicated in the diagram

between these pictures a large quantity of soft (Fig. 1). In this figure the axones (cellulifugal

stone had passed, and the inference was that the processes of the neurone) are seen to arise from
shadow indicated in Figure 4 was an accumula- the spinal ganglion and enter the spinal cord,

tion of soft stone which had been passed before where they immediately branch to send some
the later radiograph was made. The shadow in- processes upward and others downward. These

dicatcd by the arrow point in Xo. 4 is not shown ascending and descending processes give off col-

iu flic latter picture. laterals which are described by some authors as

AXATOiMK'AL BASIS FOB BEFLFX
MOVEMEXTS.

Burtox 1)oi;r Myers, A.M., M.l).
I’l-ofes.sor aiul Head of the Department of .\natoiny,

Indiana University, Schooi of Medicine.

BLOOMIXGTOX, IXD.

d’he room becomes too hot, we close the damp-
ers. The boll rings, we go to dinner. Our whole

lives are spent in activities the nature of which is

d. descendins process of a.xone coming in from s. g. ; c. coi

laterais; m. motor cells of anterior horn: i>. posterior
horn; n, neurone completing reflex arc (after (Jeliuchlen)

.

determined hy an inflow of sensations. Some
of these activities are clearly conscious and vol-

untary, as those mentioned above. Other sensa-

tions give rise to activities of which we may be

unconscious, as, for instance, the flow of the

secretions. Of still other acts we may be con-

scious, though they are involuntary or performed
even against our will, as winking or coughing.

Such involuntary acts, whether conscious or un-

conscious, resulting from conversion of a sensory

into a motor impulse, are called reflex.

Fig. 3.—Diagram to illusti-ate the mechanism of a spinal

reflex and its inhil)ition from above (after Mettler).

passing over directly to become associated with

the dendrites of the motor cells lying in the an-

terior gray horn. According to other authors,

the reflex arc is completed by the interposition of

another neurone between the collaterals of the

axones of the posterior horn and the dendrites

of the motor cells of the anterior horn. This

possible condition is illustrated in the diagram

(Fig. 2). 'Which condition is the true one is a

matter of immaterial dispute. Probably both

are correct. But that there is this connection

between the posterior horns bringing in sensory

impulses, and the anterior horns in which lie
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cells whose axones run outward carr3ung motor
impulses, has been demonstrated by many inves-

tigators. The effect of this union of the sen-

sory and motor roots is very like that of the shunt

in an electric circuit.

A shunt, a conductor of relatively low resis-

tance connecting two points on an electric cir-

cuit, establishes a shortened circuit through

Avhich a portion of the current will pass.

The anatomical connection between the pos-

terior and anterior horns operates in the same
Avay, i. e., a part of the sensory impulse is

shunted, short circuited, across to the anterior

horn and out over the motor nerve so quickly that

the resulting motion is said to be reflected or re-

Morat considers that all areas of gray matter
wherever found, including the cerebral cortex,

are capable of anatomically reflecting impulses.

It would follow, then, that we may have super-

posed reflex arcs, that the one we have been con-

sidering is the inferior arc, and that the su-

perior lies in the cerebral cortex. Indeed we
have the closed circuit here as in the inferior arc,

as illustrated in Figure 4.^

At the time of birth all movements are reflex

and impulses play chiefly over the lower arc. The
functions at this period of life are called vege-

tative, i. e., they are likened to the process of veg-

1. In explanation of this figure it should be stated that
two neurones enter into the conduction of motor impulses
from the cortex to the periphery, and at least two, more
often three and even more neurones take part in the forma-
tion of the sensory pathway.

etable growth, as digestion, circulation, secretion

and excretion, which are particularly concerned

with the growth, waste and repair of the organ-

ism; and are opposed to certain higher animal

functions, such as locomotion and cerebration.

As the cliild develops, a checking, retarding or

inhibiting influence is added to the activities of

the reflex arc. Children even at eight months of

age may be so trained, may have their reflex in-

hibitory impulses so developed, that they may soil

no more napkins. Just what the anatomical

basis for these inhibitory impulses may be is not

known with certainty, but a possible explanation

of it is shown in Figure 3. A\Jiether the inliib-

itory impulse is carried over the pyramidal

tracts or by a separate group of fibers, is not

known, but that impulses originating in the brain

cortex may act on the cells of the anterior gray

horn of the spinal cord, checking such reflex

functions as defecation and micturition, etc., is

a matter of common observation. We are all fa-

et

Figure 5.

miliar with the device of pressing on the upper

lip to inliibit the act of sneezing, and the volun-

tary inhibition of the knee-jerk. In fact, so

great is the possibility of an inhibitory impulse

interfering with the knee reflex that devices to

strengthen the reflex are resorted to.' These, in

all probability, merely interrupt an inhibitory

impulse.

In Figures 1 and 2 the simplest anatomical

condition essential to a reflex is illustrated. It is

easy to understand how the impulse from a finger

on a hot stove is carried up the sensory nerve and

reflected through the low cervical cord to the

motor roots of the brachial plexus and thus to

the muscles of the arm. Such reflex acts necessi-

tate a comparatively short passage through the

cord. On the other hand, many reflexes are ac-

complished by the intervention of a connecting

neuron of considerable length, as in the case of

the reflex maintenance of equilibrium.
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Let us study, for a few moments, the reflex

paths by which equilibrium is maintained. In

Figure 5, modifled from Lenliossek, it will be

noted that in the anterior and lateral ground

bundles are a number of tracts from which cell

processes pass over to cells of the anterior horn.

Among these is the vestibulo-spinal tract, the

fibers of which arise in Deiters’ nucleus in the

floor of the fourth ventricle and pass downward

to end in arborizations about the cells of the an-

terior horns of the spinal cord, as shown in the

illustration. Over this reflex path messages are

streaming from the vestibular nerve and cere-

bellum to the motor roots of the cord conveying

information of the position of the body and en-

abling the individual to maintain his equilibrium.

Next to the antero-median fissure (Fig. 5)

will be noted the tecto-spinal tract, sometimes

called the sulcomarginal bundle. This tract ex-

tends from the superior colliculi of the corpora

quadrigemina down the spinal cord to end about

the anterior horn cells. Inasmuch as the su-

perior colliculi of the corpora quadrigemina is

one of the terminal nuclear masses for the optic

nerve, this tecto-spinal tract is evidently the

shunt in a visual reflex arc. It is probable that

it is due to the impulses conducted over this tract

that a man suffering from tabes dorsalis is able

to stand and walk if not blindfolded.

There are many reflex arcs, however, the ana-

tomical basis of which is only conjectural. Take,

for instance, the reflex act known as coughing.

The sensory nerves involved are the laryngeal

branches of the vagus, impulses over which reach

the brain high up in the medulla. In the series

of expiratory blasts constituting coughing the

abdominal muscles chiefly are used. These mus-

cles are innervated by the anterior primary divi-

sions of the sixth to the twelfth thoracic nerves.

Now, in response to the irritation in the throat,

the abdominal muscles contract and the glottis

closes. This closing of the glottis is as truly a

reflex as the contraction of the abdominal mus-

cles. If we are determined not to cough we may
find the abdominal muscles giving a series of

three or four strong contractions which, in spite

of us, we may not be able to control or check im-

mediately. If, however, we make no effort to

check the coughing we note that the contraction

of the glottis is released, permitting a blast of

air to pass through it under pressure of the con-

tracted abdomen. Now, in some way there must
be a connection between the vagus and the lower

thoracic nerves. What this connection is we do

not know, but it is probably effected by the long

association tracts lying in the antero-lateral

ground bundle.

In like manner we might discuss the act of

vomiting, sneezing, winking, swallowing, respi-

ration, sudation, secretion and excretion and
many others, all of which are reflex. After study-

ing movement after movement we are surprised

to find how many of our acts are reflex. Even
the imprilses which reach the cerebral cortex are

in many cases reflected through the superior arc

appearing more or less modified in some act. The
reflex through the superior arc may reverse the

act of the reflex through the inferior arc. This

is probably due to the fact that in the time neces-

sary for the passage of an impulse through a re-

flex center, which is always relatively consider-

able, certain modifications of it take place, mem-
ories and possibly sensations over different affer-

ent paths are brought to bear on it so that the

motor impulse which is liberated is in a sense a

judgment elaborated from the original sensory

impulse.

The introduction of this psychic factor in the

superior reflexes enables us to make a distinction

between these activities and the so-called pure re-

flexes, but it should be understood that so far as

the nervous mechanism is concerned, conscious

reactions do not differ from pure reflexes. Though
we voluntarily close the damper, our voluntary

movement is under the control of a stream of

sensations arriving from the muscles themselves

and modifying the action of the motor neurone

through which the movement is effected. All

such movements as walking, dancing, skating,

bicycle riding, automobile driving, singing, writ-

ing, etc., though at first voluntary and conscious,

become involuntary and unconscious in propor-

tion to the skill acqiiired in them. In learning

all such movements the first thing is to establish

proper reflexes and skill in performing them
will be in proportion to thoroughness with which

our reflexes are established.

SPINA BIFIDA.*

Miles F. Porter, M.D.
Surgeon to Hope Hospital, Professor of Surgery in the

School of Medicine of Purdue University.

FORT VTATNE, IND.

By the term spina bifida is meant a congenital

deformity consisting of a defect in union of the

lamina of one or more vertebrje, accompanied or

not by malformation of the cord or its mem-
branes, or both. The defect is usually a pos-

terior median one, but it may be anterior or

* Read at the meeting of the Twelfth Councilor District

Medical Society, Fort Wayne, Ind., Oct. 29, 1907.
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lateral. De Forrest Willaril’ reports a ease in

wliieli tliere was both an anterior ami posterior

j)rotnsion, and has eolleeted tour otlier eases of

anterior spina bitida. in two of wliieli the diag-

nosis of ovarian cyst was made. Accompanying

the defects noted tliere is usually a superabun-

dance of cerebrospinal fluid. Spina bifida occurs

once in one thousand births, according to Wer-

nitz.- The etiology is unknown. To say that it

is due to the failure of the skin and medulla to

separate^ is but anothei’ way of saying that it is

due to an arrest of development. A hasty glance

at the embrA ology and anatomy of the parts con-

i'

.

-
'

I'ig. 11.- S.viingr)*myelocele (after Suttou).

cerned will help to a more perfect understanding

of the subject.

“The spinal cord and a large part of the lirain

are formed by the dorsal coalescence of tlu^

medullary folds.”'* This fusion commences in

the thoracic region and extends in both direc-

tions. This explains why spina bifida is rela-

tively common in the cervical and lumbosacral

regions and rare in the dorsal region. For a

short time after the medullary folds have co-

alesced, the embryonic cord and superficial epi-

blast (skin) remain fused. (Jradually these

layers are separated Ity a growth of connective

tissue between them, part of Avhich connective

tissue later becomes the spinal column.

Fp to the third month of fetal life the spinal

cord and spinal canal are of equal length, but,

as the bones grow much faster than the cord, the

latter recodes until at l)irth it extends only to

1. .Annals of Surgery, vol. xsxix. p. 012.

2. Keen's Surgery, vol. 11. p. 820. et seq.

.S. This is the etiology given by Marchand and others.

4. Tumors. Innocent and Malignant, .1. lUand Sutton.

llie second or tliird lumbar vertelira. In spina

bilida, however, the fusion of the superiicial layer

of the cpiblast and the embryonic cord may con-

tinue, thus ])reventing the recedtmce of tlie cord

and causing it to extend to a lower level than

normal. Sutton reports a case of sacral menin-
gocele in which the cord extended to the tip of

the sacrum. I'lic fact that the neural canal and
the enteric canal are, at a very early date, con-

tinuous, explains the frequent coexistence of

spina bifida and imperforate pharynx, or imper-

forate rectum and other similar defects of the

alimentary canal.

'Phat developmental defects are often multiple

we know; hence we are not surprised to learn

that spina liifida is frequently complicated by

club-foot, hare-lip, etc.

^'aric^ies and Pafholor/jj .
—The defect may

involve but a single lamina or be coextensive

with the spinal column (rachischisis-totalis). The
varieties of spina bifida are determined by the

stage at which development is arrested in the

embryo, and this is determined by the anatomy

of the parts.

There is much confusion in the nomenclature

and description of the varieties of spina bifida.

Perhaps the most satisfactory classification is

that given by Sutton in his work on “Tumors,

Innocent and Malignant.” It is his classifica-

tion that I shall use in this paper

:

1. Myelocele.

2. Syringo-myelocele.

3. Meningo-myelocele.

4. Meningocele.

5. Masked spina bifida (spina bifida occulta).

1. In myelocele the medullary folds fail to

unite, and in the lumbar portion the central



Fig. 1.— (After Shattuck, from Sutton, colored for the author by Mr. R. W.
Grafton). Open lumbar myelocele. Illustrating article by Dr. Miles F. Porter.
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canal opens on a shallow depression whose mar-

gins are continuous with the skin and whose
O
door is formed mainly of very vascular nerve

tissue, bright red in color. In some cases this

depression is covered by a translucent membrane.

This latter variety might properly be termed

closed or covered myelocele to distinguish it from

the 02)en variety, which is also known as the open

myelo-meningocele of v. Ilecklinghausen.

Figure 1 (after Shattock from Sutton) shows

the lumluir region of a fetus with a spina bifida

of the variety open myelocele. Children with

this deformity are usually stillborn, and, if born

alive, live l)ut a few days, because of the con-

tinual draining away of the cereljrospinal fluid

in the ojDen cases and early rupture with a like

result in the closed cases.

2. Sijvingo-myelocelc .—In this condition the

medullary folds have united, but failed to sepa-

rate from the epiblast (skin). The central canal

is dilated, and careful dissection shows the nerve

trunks running around the convexity of the cyst

to make their exit at the intervertebral foram-

ina. This variety of spina bifida is very rare

and practically impossible to diagnose during

life. Figure 2 (after Sutton) shows a syringo-

myelocele in transverse section. Meningocele in

combination with syringo-myelocele is not so

rare. Figure 3 (after Sutton) shows a sagittal

section of a case of this kind.

3. MenitKjo-nuje.locelc .—In this variety of

spina bifida the cord fails to separate from the

surface epiblast, but is closed and becomes com-

pressed against the posterior wall of the cyst,

while the nerve cords stretch across the cyst to

gain file intervertebral foramina. Figure 4

(after Sutton) is a diagram of a transverse sec-

tion of this variety of spina bifida. This is re-

garded by some writers as the most frecpient

form of spina bifida.

4. Meningocele .—This is said by Sutton and

others to be an infrequent form of spina bifida

and consists of a prohision of the membranes

tiirough a defect in the column. That such a

protrusion may make its way from a canal with-

out bone defect is believed by some writers. Cer-

tain it is that the sac of a meningocele often

emerges through a very narrow orifice, and in

some cases the communication between the cyst

and the dural space may be entirely cut off.

Virchow^ reported a case of this kind which

occurred in Central Africa and was removed

under the impression that it was a fatty tumor.

My own limited experience, covering three

cases operated on, would lead me to believe that

meningocele is one of the more common forms

of spina bifida. Two of the three cases were

of this variety, one cervical and one lumbo-sacral,

and one was a closed myelocele. Muscatello- also

regards meningocele as the commonest form of

spina bifida.

5. Spina Bifida Occulta .—In this condition

the cord and membranes are normal, but the

arches of one or more vertebrae are defective.

'I'here is no hernia of either the cord or mem-
branes. An unusual growth of hair in the loins

is not uncommon in all forms of spina bifida,

but is particularly likely to be present in the

occult variety. The association of perforating

ulcer of the foot is so common with this form of

spina bifida that one should always look for the

deformity when cases of perforating ulcer pre-

sent themselves. Krbnlein, Eeeklinghausen and

Kirrmisson® report cases of perforating ulcer of

file foot occurring in patients with spina bifida

occulta.

Symptoms.—iMany, perhaps the majority, of

cases of spina bifida present no symptoms other

than the deformity, in other cases a varying

degree of paralysis, sensory or motor, or both, is

present, dependent on the location and character

of the defect. As above noted, other defonnities

are frequently associated, especially hydrocepha-

lus, club-foot, hare-lip, cleft palate and imper-

forate anus. The bony cleft can no^ usually be

felt owing to the size or tension of the tumor, or

to the amount of fatty tissue, but may in some

cases, especially in older patients, be shown by

the x-ray. Ulceration of the skin covering the

tumor is so frequent as to be of diagnostic im-

jiortance.

Diagnosis .—The diagnosis of spina bifida in

its broad sense is easy, but the diagnosis of the

variety is usually difficult and often impossible

until the tumor is opened. The congenital ori-

gin and the location of the tumor filled with

fluid, with the change in tension on blowing,

coughing, crying, etc., are sufficient for the diag-

nosis of spina bifida. In this connection it

should not be forgotten that the communication

between the sac and the cord may become oblit-

erated, as in Virchow's case noted above, in

which case there would be no increase in tension

on coughing, sneezing, etc. Here also it may be

noted that there is no relative proportion be-

tween the size of the cleft and the tumor. That

is to say, that in a given case the cleft may be

large and the tumor small and vice versa. The

differential diagnosis between the different forms

is quite as important as it is difficult. Peduncu-

lation usually means meningocele, no matter

5. Annals of Surgery, vol. viii, p. 56.
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what the location. The pedicle may, however,

appear broad and, indeed, slightly marked from

without, while on operation and separation of

the sac from the skin and subcutaneous tissue

the pedicle is found to be quite narrow. This

was the condition presented in my third case.

!Most sacral tumors are meningoceles. Extensive

paralyses and trophic disturbances indicate the

presence of nerve tissue in the sac. Shadows

seen by transillumination indicate the presence

in the sac of nerve tissue, but the coverings of

the sac may be so thick that they can not be seen

though present. Shadows may also be cast by

septa in sacs. Prompt bulging of the fontanels

following pressure on the tumor indicate some

form of myelocele. A dimple in the sac has the

Fig. 4.—Diagram of transverse section of meuingo-
myejocele (after Sutton).

same significance. As indicated in an earlier

part of the paper an exact diagnosis prior to an

operation will be impossible in many eases.

Prognosis .—Generally speaking the prognosis

is extremely unfavorable. Thirty of thirty-two

cases observed in the St. Petersbitrg Foundlings’

Home ended in death at the end of the first few

months of life. Spontaneous cure is not un-

known, but it is so very rare that it may be left

out of the reckoning. Three cases of spontane-

ous recovery are reported in abstract in the

Annals of Surgery, vol. xii, p. 448. Compli-

cating deformities, such as imperforate anus or

pharynx, often add to the gravity of the prog-

nosis. Out of 649 deaths from spina bifida in

England in 1882, 612 died within the first year.^

Pupture of the sac with sudden evacuation of

the fluid from the ventricles of the brain may
prove quickly fatal. Urinary sepsis from paraly-

sis of the bladder, infection of the meninges, and

hydrocephalus are relatively common among the

causes of death.

Treatment .—My chief object in presenting

this paper is to assist in dispelling the all too

prevalent opinion that children with spina bifida

are doomed and that treatment is futile. The
prevalence of this opinion is costing many lives

yearly which intelligent surgery might save.

Treves, writing twenty-three years ago,®

speaking of the operative treatment of spina

bifida, says : “The operations are, as far as

surgical science at present goes, restricted to cases

that present in a marked degree the elements

necessary for spontaneous cure and to cases

where the cure has so far advanced that the

opening in the bones has become closed and the

tumor gives trouble only by its bulk. If the sac

contains cord elements the result will prove

fatal.”

As late as 1892 A. T. Cabot of Boston said’^

that the facts existing at that time justified the

statement that the conclusion arrived at by the

committee of the Clinical Society of London, to

the effect that injection into the sac offered the

best prospect of cure, was that held by most sur-

geons at that time. Mayo Eobson reports® three

cases treated by injection of Morton’s fluid, two

of which died of rapidly developed hydrocepha-

lus within three months of the injection and the

third died of shock. Keen, writing in 1895,

says :® “In the very large majority of cases

practically no treatment other than a palliative

4Diie can be adopted.”

Woolsey, in Keen’s Surgery just published,

says: “Ko operation should be done when these

tumors have a thick covering of sound skin and

are not enlarging rapidly.” He advises the open

operation in preference to injection or the use of

the ligature, and says : “At present open opera-

tion is almost exclusively used.”

The above quotations show that the treatment

of spina bifida by injection and by the ligature

has been relegated to oblivion, a fate which these

uncertain and unsurgical measures deserved long

before it was meted out to them. They also show

but little faith in the open operation. On the

other hand, the study of the literature shows

that the trend is toward earlier and more fre-

quent resort to open surgical operation. Mayo-

6. Int. Encyl. of Surgery, vol. iv, p. 900.

7. Annals of Surgery, vol. xvi, p. 121.

8. Annals of Surgery, vol. xxii, p. 82.

0. Dennis System of Surgery, vol. II, p. 793.
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Eobson, Zenenko, and otliers liave reported cases

of myelo-meningocele which recovered after op-

eration, thns proving beyond question that

Treves was in error when he said tliat operation

would prove fatal in all cases in which the sac

contains 'Tord elements.”

Confining my search to the Annals of Surgery,

I have found there reported thirty-nine cases of

spina bifida operated by the open method. Of

these, twenty-six cases were cured and thirteen

Fig. 5.—Photograph of author's third case before op-

eration.

died. To those may be added my cases, three

in number, two of which recovered and one died.

This gives in all forty-two cases operated, with

66% per cent, of recoveries. Deducting three

deaths which were in no way due to the opera-

tion, we have a mortality of 26 4/21 per cent.

Barring the rare cases in which spontaneous

cure occurs, operation offers these patients their

only hope of cure, and in those cases in which

spontaneous cure is possible the operation entails

less risk than the carrying of the deformity does.

Dangers of the Operation.—These are shock,

sepsis and loss of cerebrospinal fluid.

Shock is to be feared only in those cases which

are of such a nature as to threaten immediately

the child’s life if left to themselves. Hence to

refuse to operate for fear of death from shoch is

to sentence them to certain death rather than

give them their only chance of recovery by the

performance of an operation which may at the

most shorten their lives by a few days or weeks.

The danger of sepsis is practically within the

surgeon’s control, and it is less likely to occur

without operation than with it. By clamping

the neck of the sac or corking the opening into

the spinal canal with the finger or a sponge dan-

gerous loss of cerebrospinal fluid can be pre-

vented.

Contraindications to Operation.—Eachischisis

totalis is inoperable and nwelocele is generally

so considered, but I firmly believe that future

experience will prove that operation may save

many cases of this otherwise speedily fatal de-

formitj'', although from the nature of the condi-

tions the mortality will always be high.

Hydrocephalus is said to contraindicate opera-

tion. It should be stated here, however, that

early operation may prevent hydrocephalus, and

Fig. C.—Photograph showing cicatrix after operation in

author’s third case.

I venture the prediction, therefore, that it will

cure some cases if done early. Given a patient

with spina bifida, born without hydrocephalus,

and developing this disease later, I would advise

operation. Personally I would not refuse to

operate a patient with spina bifida bom with

hydrocephalus, for in so doing one would stand

to lose nothing that is worth keeping, and might

be rewarded by the recovery of the patient. It

goes without saying that no operation should be
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done for tlu' euro ol a spina hitida in the pres-

eiu-e of an ini])erforate pliarvnx or rectum.

Contrarv to the opinion of some surgeons,

j)aralysis is an indication for, rather tlian against

operation. Lel)run- and others liave reported

cases in wliich tlie paralysis was improved or

cured 1)V operation. Improvement or cure of

paralytic symptoms may l)c expected to follow

operation in those cases in which tliese symptoms
are due to jiressnre. l)iit. of course, no such result

can he obtained if the ])aralysis l)e due to a fetal

defect. When the tumor is so small and so situ-

ated as to give rise to no inconvenience and has a

firm, well-nonrished covering, operation is un-

necessary.

Kig. 7.—Semi-schematic ilcavvinK representing sagittal
section of tumor removed from Case Tlie posterior c.vst

is bilocular, while the anterior cvst is unilocular and com-
municates with the spinal canal. No communication be-
tween the posterior and anterior c.vsts.

Time of ()pemtiou .—(liven a tumor with

thick, well-nourished coverings, not increasing

in size and accomjtanied 1)\ no symptoms, opera-

tion had Itetter lie deferred until the child is (i

months old or a year old. Hut cases which are

operated to improve .symptoms or save life can

not he operated too (>arly.

Technic ,—Infiltration aneslht'sia may he bet-

ter in some cases, hut in the majority ether is

the ane.sthetic of choice. Seopolamin, morphin

and cocain for the production of anesthesia are,

in my judgment, nnwarranti'd. Asepsis, avoid-

ance of loss of cerebrospinal tliiid. avoidance of

injury to cord elements and avoidance of shock

are of prime importance. Hemorrhage is not

likely to he profuse, hut unusual precautions

should he taken to guard against the loss of blood

because of the extreme susceptibility of young
babes, such as most of these patients are, to

hemorrhage. Asepsis of the operating field may
be secured in any of the well-known ways, hut it

should not he forgotten that a child's skin is

tender and that too vigorous efforts in this direc-

tion may do more harm than good. IHcerated

areas should he cleansed with special care, cov-

ered during the operation, and excised if feasi-

ble. The skin covering the tumor is redundant

so that excision of a portion of it is necessary

;

hence the excision of the ulcer-bearing area is

feasible in all cases except in those in which it

is too great in extent and tho.se in which it in-

volves skin inseparable from the cord elements.

Sejiaration of the sac from the skin should he

done before the sac is opened. Clamping the

.•<ac when this is possible is the best means of ])re-

venting the loss of cerebrospinal fiuid. With

care this may he done without danger, even

though the sac contains cord elements. Having
the patient lie with the head low and the hips

elevated is a wise precaution against serious lo.ss

of cerebrospinal fiuid. It should be remembered

that nerve elements, when present in the sac,

usually occupy in the main a midline position in

or against the posterior wall. Therefore, it is

best to incise the skin laterally, open the sac in

a clear s])ot on the side and, after the escape of

the. fiuid, to examine carefully to determine

whether any nerve tissue of importance is pres-

ent, and, if so, its location. Lumbar and sacral

spina bifida usually contain no nerves of great

importance; hence in most of these cases the sac-

may be exci.sed. In case the sac contains impor-

tant nerve structures they should be separated

from the sac if this can he done without harm,

and, if not, that part of the sac adherent to the

nerve structures should be returned to the s])inal

canal. In myeloceles of the covered variety and

in large syringo-myeloceles the transparc-nt dor-

sal ])art of the sac may be excised without injury

to important nerve tissue. If the cauda is cut.

the ends should be accurately sutured. If tbe

sac is amputated in toto tbe safest way of closure

is the ligature: if a part only is remowd. it

should be closed by suture. IMiether ligature or

suture is used, the material should be absoibabb*

and tbe closure should he water tight.

IMany methods have been suggested to ro.storc

the bony canal, but a firm covering to prevent a

return of the hernia can be made of flaps made

from the connective tissue, muscles and skin ;
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lioiioe osteoplastic operations are umiecessaiT am]

iimvarranted. It is better, perhaps, that the

suture lines be so arranged as not to directly

overlie each other, but it is doubtful if this pre-

caution is of serious ini])ortance. Buried absorb-

able sutures are always to be used for the closure

of the sac and the coaptation of the muscle and

connective tissue flaps. Such a suture is prefer-

able for the closure of the skin, but, owing to the

irregularity of the wound, it will in some in-

stances be wiser to use a through-and-through

suture, in which case there can be no olijection

to the use of horse hair, although catgut

(iodized) is, in my opinion, cpiite as safe, and

by using it one has not to subject the child to

the pain and fright necessitated by removal of

stitches. Drainage is to be avoided. An ade-

(juate dry dressing, not too bunglesome, should

be applied and left undisturbed foi" a week un-

less necessity reipiires its removal within that

time. In lumbar and sacral cases in young
patients the dressings must be protected from

the discharges from the bowels and bladder by

the use of rubber dam, protective or adhesive

plaster, coupled with vigilance on the part of

the nurse. To secure further safety along this

line, no diaper is pinned, as usual, about the

child, but instead the child is laid on a pad or

folded diaper, and these are removed as .soon as

they are soiled.

A report of tlu’ee cases of spina bifida operated

by me are appended. I regret that the records

of the first two cases are as incomplete as they

are.

C.VSK 1.—Child, 6 weeks old. Healthy and

well formed, except for a tumor the size of a

Tangerine orange in the mid-cervical region.

Tumor elastic and fluctuating, coverings thick,

slight increase in tension when child cried. The
tumor was circumscribed by an oval incision ex-

tending down to the sac. This being found clear

the neck of the sac was transfixed, tied and ex-

cised. The skin flaps were closed with buried

sutures. At the end of the week the wound was

healed and the child went home, apparently

cured. This babe was operated at the St. Joseph

Hospital about five years ago and was heard

from a few months later, when it was in perfect

health.

C.VSK 2.—Keferred by Dr. Carl Schilling.

Small child, 48 hours old. Second cliild of

healthy parents. Family history good, so far as

attending physician knew, but no .special inquiry

was made. In the sacral region was an elon-

gated, flattened tumor containing fluid, about

two inches wide and three inches long, covered

i;l

with a semi-transparent membrane. There was

marked increase in tension when child cried.

Immediate operation was advised and accepted

by the parents. The child was taken to the

Lutheran Hospital for the operation, after which

it was taken home, where it was cared for by Dr.

Schilling, to whom I am indebted for the post-

operative history of the case. Ether anesthesia.

Through an o])ening in the side of the thin sac a

finger was thrust into the opening in the canal,

effectually preventing loss of cerebrospinal fluid,

'fhe trans2
)arent cover of the tumor was excised,

'fhe skin was undermined sufficiently to allow of

approximation of the edges by sliding. Flaps

were made of either side of the floor of the de-

j)ression, the free margin of each flaj) corre-

sponding to the outer rim of the depression, the

hinge being near the center. These flaps were

turned toward the center and their margins

stitched, thus closing the spinal canal, then the

skin flaps were slid over and stitched. The*

child recovered from the operation without severe

shock, but died seventy-two hours later in con-

vulsions, due to raj)idly develojjing hydrocepha-

lus.

C.vsE 3.—li. E. Female, aged T months. Was
brought to me by Dr. Wilking of Koanoke, Ind.,

to whom I am indebted for the very complete

history of the case.

Family history.—Father, who is 38 years of

age, had a fainting spell, followed by extensor

])aralysis of the third toe, five years ago. Three

years ago (1904) had a similar attack, follo\v:ed

by complete extensor jvaralysis of the foot and
anesthesia of the leg and foot, which condition is

still present. He was unable to walk until he

was 4 years old, because of “spinal trouble.’’

Specific infection denied.

The mother of the child lost one aunt from
consumption. A hrother of her jjarental grand-

father had several children who had rickets and
were feeble minded. She has been having tuber-

culosis since January. Has three children, aged

11, 8 and 4 years, respectively, in good health.

Had a miscarriage at the seventh month of an

hermaphrodite which had a tumor in the back,

but which tumor was said by grandmother not

to be in the midline. The attendant at this labor

says there was an “enormous amount of amniotie

fluid, possibly six or eight gallons.”
^

One child

died when G months old with a lumbo-sacral

spina bifida which had been leaking for two

months.

The patient was born with a lumbo-sacral

tumor three by four inches in diameter. A few

weeks later a slight paralysis of the anal sphinc-
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ter Avas noticetl, ajso a slight teudeucy to talipes

equinus. On examination I found a well-nour-

ished, bright child with a lumbo-sacral tumor

measuring five by seven inches in diameter. The

tumor was covered by healthy skin, was elastic,

fluctuated and expanded when the child cried.

There was slight paralysis of the anal sphincter.

Xo other defects. A diagnosis of spina bifida

of the variety meningocele was made and opera-

tion advised. After due preparation the opera-

tion was done at Hope Hospital.

Technic.

—

The tumor was circumscribed with

an incision down to the sac, which was separated

from the surrounding tissues down to the defect

in the spine, which was found to be about two

inches long and one-half inch wide. The neck

of the sac was carefully clamped, the sac opened

and examined. Xo important nerve structure

being found, the sac with its skin covering was

excised, the sac closed by catgut sutures, the

stump dropped and covered with flaps taken

from the soft structures on either side of the

spinal defect, and^over those the skin was sutured.

A dry dressing was applied, the lower portion

being protected from discharges from the bowel

and bladder by adhesive plaster. There was no

leakage of cerebrospinal fluid. The wound was

dressed first one week after the operation and

found healed, save for one or two small areas on

the surface where the coaptation was not perfect.

IJecovery was uneventful, save for a mild attack

of bronchopneumonia, which commenced on the

first day and lasted until the sixth day. The

child left the hospital 40 days after the opera-

tion and remains in perfect health. There is

still some anal paresis. Figures 5 and 6 are

made from photographs of the ehild before and

after operation. Figure 7 is a drawing repre-

senting a sagittal section of tlie tumor removed.

There are two distinct cysts, the posterior is

l)ilocular, the two locules connecting by a narrow

opening, while the anterior communicated with

the spinal canal.

THE WOIIK OF THE IXDIAXA STATE
BOAED OF HEALTH.

.T. X. Hurty, M.D.
Secretary of the Indiana State Board of Health.

lYDIANAPOLIS.

Before discussing the work of the State Board

of Health it is well for us to consider the mor-

bidity and mortality in Indiana for the year.

During the twelve months ending Xov. 30,

1907, there was less sickness and death than in

the corresponding preceding period.

Smallpox .—Was reported present somewhere

every month in the year. The deaths numbered

9, and for preceding period 6. The number of

cases reported is only a partial gauge of the

prevalence of smallpox, because usually only the

absolutely certain ones are reported. The hun-

dreds of mild cases, diagnosed as ‘‘eruption

caused by buckwheat cakes,” as “blood impurity,”

as “Cuban itch,” etc., escape being reported.

Also tlie thousands of cases which are diagnosed

as grip or not diagnosed at all. Seven j'ears of

smallpox in Indiana has demonstrated, as else-

where, that quarantine and isolation are useless

for the purpose of preventing the spread of the

malady. The mild unrecognized cases spread

the infection, and quarantine is never applied to

them. The remark made by Prof. John Fisk,

“It takes a thousand years to raise the human
family a single notch,” is fully sustained hy the

slowness ivith which the people take hold of vac-

cination. Here is a prophylaxis, tried, well

jiroven, harmless, and yet a so-called practical

people will not generally adopt it.

Diphtheria .—The deaths from diphtheria

numbered 353, as against 402 in the preceding

year, a decrease of 49, or 12.1 per cent. Com-
pared with 1900, the first year of the collection

of accurate mortality records, when the diphthe-

ria deaths numbered 745, the decrease is 343, or

46 per cent. Compared with the average mor-

tality for the last eight years (463) a decrease

of 23.7 per cent, appears. Despite the marked

decrease in mortality, there is no evidence to

show a decrease in morbidity. If the sickness

rate of diphtheria has not decreased, then it

seems very probable that sanitation has not been

a factor in the causing of the decrease in death

rate, and, therefore, we conclude that the more

general use of antitoxin (the application of

cure) has brought about the improvement.

Doubtless the use of antitoxin as a prophylactic

has to some degree decreased diphtheria mor-

bidity, but the effect must be very small, for dili-

gent inquiry does not warrant the conclusion

that immunizing is practiced to any appreciable

extent. It grows plainer every year that diph-

theria infection is generally spread by carriers

who have not the slightest idea they are infected.

In an epidemic in Plainfield, one hundred and

twenty cultures were taken from unsuspected

persons, and forty-four were positive. Cultures

show that diphtheria prevails in adults more ex-

tensively than has been supposed.

Scarlet Fever .—We record 97 deaths from

scarlet fever, against 101 in the preceding twelve

months. The mortality from this malady is de-

creasing, for the average annual number of
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deaths for the last eight years is 142. By this

comparison the decrease is 31.6 per cent. This

decrease is 7.9 per cent, more than the diphtheria

decrease, and, in the absence of an antitoxin,

must bo attributed to more careful and success-

ful treatment and perhaps to an extension of

toleration, for there are no facts to suggest less

prevalence. Epidemics of mild scarlet fever are

not rare and, as with diphtheria, the infection is

spread mostly by mild unrecognized cases.

Typhoid Fever .—The typhoid deaths num-

bered 858, as against 913 for the preceding

period. This is a decrease of 55, or 6 per cent.

The average annual deaths for eight years is

1,100, and by this comparison the decrease is

242, or 22 per cent. As typhoid fever is like

sin, a disgrace to any community, the state is to

be especially congratulated on account of the

decline in deaths, but, as with diphtheria and

scarlet fever, there is probably no decrease in

prevalence. Mild cases in large numbers are

undoubtedly common, and not even suspected.

On account of the existence of so many blind

carriers of typhoid infection, the prevalence of

the malady will certainly remain undiminished

until all human sewage, of all human beings, is

sanitarily disposed of, all of the time.

Diarrheal Diseases .—The mortality from diar-

rheal diseases in children under 5 years of age

and their prevalence is a fair gauge of the sani-

tary condition of a state. There w'ere 1,823

deaths from these causes in 1906, and in 1907

there were 1,679, a decrease of 144, or 7.9 per

cent. Comparison with the annual average,

1,740, deaths for the last eight years, shows for

the last year a decrease of 65, or 3.5 per cent.

Inquiry indicates a slight decrease in prevalence

of diarrheal diseases.

Pneumonia ..—The pneumonia death figures

are 3,392 for 1906 and 3,483 for 1907, an in-

crease of 96,. or 2.5 per cent. The average of

deaths annually for the last eight years is 3,419,

and, compared with this figure, the last year

shows an increase of 69, or 3 per cent. The
increase in deaths from this disease in Chicago

and other large cities is much greater than for

this state. Over one-fifth of all pneumonia
deaths, 746 in a total of 3,419, are of infants

under 1 year of age. The age period of 5 to 30

is comparatively low in pneumonia deaths, the

number almost doubling for the 30 to 60 period

and almost doubling again for the 60 to 100

period.

Tuberculosis leads as a cause of death, 4,297

deaths occurring from it in 1907. This is a de-

crease from 4,456 in the preceding year of 159,

or 3.5 per cent. The female tuberculosis deaths

always exceed the male deaths in Indiana, which

is contrary to the conditions in large cities. The

following table shows the terrible havoc wrought

in 1906 in Indiana. A like table can not be

compiled at this time for 1907, the data not

being at hand

:

Total consumption deaths 4,4.50

Males 1,075

Females 2,771

Mothers, age 18 to 40, prime of life 917

Fathers, age 18 to 40, prime of life 255

Orphans under 12 years 2,35.3

Homes invaded 3,283

Cost to the people, not less than. ....$10,000,000

Df the total consumption deaths this year

3,404 in 4,456, or 76 per cent., are in the age

period 15 to 55 years. This is the working

period. The question is always pertinent. How
much longer will those who control our political

affairs refuse to take cognizance of the awful

preventable loss to the people from tubercidosis ?

Murders, suicides and accidental deaths show a

decrease, as appears in the following tables

;

1907. 1900.

Murders 93 112

Suicides 321 343

Accidents 1,668 1,797

WORK OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

The first step in sanitary work is the collec-

tion, talmlation and analysis of the vital statis-

tics. This is done each month, and the sanitary

lesson deduced and immediately practically ap-

plied. The statistics show what diseases exist

and where, and this makes it possible to put

forth intelligent efforts against them. Better

and better cooperation of the people is given

each year, and when it is finally generally secured

the preventable diseases will be greatly reduced.

The State Board prints and distributes an-

nually 10,000 circulars on the prevention and

sanitary management of the following diseases

:

tuberculosis, diphtheria, scarlet fever, typhoid

fever, diarrheal diseases, measles and the sexual

plagues. These circulars are used to teach from

in many schools, and frequently the managers

of farmers’ institutes apply for them for dis-

tribution among farmers. The direct applica-

tions from the people for these health circidarg

number several thousand annually. Of the 20,-

000 and more letters received each year, over

5,000 are from the common people asking for

sanitary instruction and advice. The outgoing

mail of the board averages over 200 pieces daily,

and the individual calls to consult on sanitary

subjects average six per day. The secretary, as

executive officer of the board, directs all depart-

ments, analyzes the statistics, attends to all but

the routine correspondence, and makes personal
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visits and sauilai’v iiis|K'vtions in all parts of the

state. In the ]>ast year he made (!(> such visits

and inspections, and also ^ave twenty-three pub-

lic lectures to various societies on public health

subjects.

LABOKATORY OF IIYGIKXE.

In the Hygiene laihoratory the hoard does

without fee all kinds of bacteriological and path-

ological work in the interests of the health of the

jteople. In the year just passed o.420 pathological

specimens were examined and reported upon.

Sputum, blood, diphtheria cultures, cancers, tu-

more, urine, feces, pathological fluids, etc., are

some of the substances which are microscopically

examined. This woi’k is to give early aid in diag-

nosis of disease and thus to make cure more

likely and also to aid in disease prevention. The

early and certain diagnosis of typhoid fever,

diphtheria, tuberculosis and other diseases is

obviously of the greatest ini]iortance to the state

as well as to the infected individual and his im-

mediate neighborhood. The sooner the character

of a disease is determined the sooner >jn’oper

methods of cure and prevention come.

'I’he Hygiene Laboratory has been called “The
Life Saving Station," for its work is truly the

saving of life.

I’l'UE FOODS AXi) nitros.

d'he enforcement of the ])ure food and drug

law falls upon the State Board of Health. There

are live chemists, five inspectors, two stenograph-

ers and one janitor employed in the chemical

laboratory and in ins])ection work. In tbe past

year 4,0PS analvses were made. 4'he inspection

of foods and drugs and sanitary inspection of

slaughter houses, butcher shops, groceries, drug

stores, dairies, milk de])ots. etc., numbered 3,0fil.

'fhe ])orcentage of adulterations of foods, which

was 42.3 in IDOd. fell to Hi. 3 in 11)07. This im-

])rovement is attributed to inspections and prose-

cutions by the State Board on account of adulter-

ations. Wide publicity concerning the results of

the board's anti-adulteration work has been given

by the ])ublic press, and this has l)een a great

help in suppressing adulteration. The milk in-

spection and analysis in IDOf! showed 20.1 ])er

cent, of all milk samides collected to be low

standard. In 1907 this per cent, fell to 9.7.

4’here were 2,07 0 drug sani])les analyzed during

the year and the ])ercentage of adulteration was

()2..-). In 190() the total number examined was

1,.-).19, with C)2.~i ])er cent, adulterated. It ap-

pears therefore from these figures that adidtera-

tion of drugs has not decreased but, instead, has

increased. We think this is due to the fact that,

yielding to precedent and advice. \er\' few suits

have been filed against druggists, ])rosecutions.

except in flagrant instances, being suspended and

warnings given. It seems that warnings are not

sufficient and the board will promptly prosecute

in tbe future, and we feel certain the report will

show a decrease in drug adulteration next year.

The grocer may excuse the sale of adulterated

goods on the plea that customers demand cheap

foods, but the druggist has no such excuse, for

certainly no person wants cheap drugs. It is

fortunate for the people that the state as well as

the federal law compels the printing on the label

of every package containing alcohol, morphin.

opium, cocain, heroin, chloroform, chloral hy-

drate and acetanilid a statement of the (piantity

of such ingredients present, will make clear to

the purchaser what he is buying and will tend to

su])press the manufacture and sale of a large

number of worthless preparations.

THE XEW RAWS C'OXCERXIXCi ITBLIC HEALTH.

The Sixty-fifth Heneral Assembly ])assed five

im])ortant laws concerning the public healtb.

They weiv the registration law, fhe free anti-

toxin law, the pure food law, the sterilization of

degenerates law and the state tuberculosis hospi-

tal law.

The registration law covers the first and most

im])ortant stc]) in public health work. It rc(|uires

that all births, deaths, contagious diseases and

marriages shall be reported upon blank forms

furnished by the State Board of Health, and that

the same shall be ])romptly recorded in local rec-

ord books and afterward forwarded and pre-

served in fireproof vaults in the state capitol

Imilding.

It is impossible to emphasize too emphatically

the im])ortance of correct vital statistics. Birth

and death certificates are in daily demand in the

courts to ])rove date and caiise of death, place of

burial, age, sex, color, etc. They are also con-

stantly needed to prove date and ])lace of birth,

parentage, legitimacy, etc., to establish right to

])roperty inheritance, right to pension and right

to insurance. ^Mothers are particularly interested

in seeing to it that the birth of their infants are

pro])erly and correctly reported and recorded.

It is the unexpec-ted that happens, and those who

least expect have to ]u-ove legitimacy, date and

place of birth are frecpiently the very ones who

find it necessary to do it. Important as vital sta-

tistics are for the individual, they are of still

greater im])ortance in ])ublic health work. Sta-
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tistics of death and contagioiis diseases tell the

health authorities the whereabouts of the enemy
and make intelligent combat possible.

'i'he free antitoxin law compels counties, cities

and towns to supply diphtheria antitoxin free to

the poor. The physician fills out a blank fur-

nished by the State Board of Health telling how
much antitoxin he needs, giving the name, age

and sex and address of the patient and testifying

to the belief that the patients are too poor to pay

for the remedy. This properly-filled-out blank

is a valid claim upon the county, city or town,

as may be, and is current with any dealer in anti-

toxin. This law went into effect April 10, 1907,

and since that date over 200 j)oor children have

had the benefit of this marvelous remedy.

The pure food and drug law has been fully dis-

cussed, but a little history of the same will inter-

est everyone. The first pure food lau' was pre-

sented by the State Board of Health in 1897 and

was promptly rejected by the legislature. It was

again presented in 1899 and passed, but no

money and no laboratory were provided for its

enforcement and it was a dead letter. iMoney

and power for enforcement were asked from the

legislature of 1901 and 1903, but the bill was

promptly kicked out. The legislature of 190d

ju'ovided for the enforcement in a feeble way

and the State Board did the best it could with

the weak law. In 1907 there was an overwhelm-

ing demand from the people, and the .Vssembly

of that year passed an excellent pure food and

drug law and voted $15,000 for its enforcement.

The report for 1907 when printed will fully

record the work done, and the people will then

know if they want it continued.

The passage of the sterilization of degene-

rates law by the Assembly of 1907 places Indi-

ane in the lead of all states and all counties in

the practical application of the scientific and only

practical method of eliminating degenerates. The
method is to legally sterilize confirmed criminals,

idiots, rapists and imbeciles. We have heretofore

preserved and by care have increased the dura-

tion of life of these degenerates and j^ci'initted

them to procreate. To continue such a course

means that finally the unfit will predominate and
our race and nation be destroyed. The simple,

harmless, ])ainless, dangerless operation of va-

sectomy accomplishes sterilization without muti-
lation and Avithout humiliation. The sterilized

degenerate is improved in health and disposi-

tion, and in the experience at the Indiana Ee-
formatory at Jeffersonville over 250 out of 300
have voluntarilv sul)mitted.

WHAT THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
STANDS FOR.

Tlio objects of the American ^ledical Association and
its activities are stated by G. H. Simmons, in an ad-

dress before the Kentucky Stale iSIedical Association.

October l.A-17 (Journal American Medical Association,

Xovemt)er 2.3). Two of its objects, however, are more
specially treated, viz.: Afedical education and medical
legislation. He fiives a hi.storv of what has been done
in the past, showing how from the first, advancement
in medical edneation and medical requirements has
been a prominent object of the organization, and how
the a])parently fruitless early eft’erts are in great part
at least to be credited with the com])arativ"ely great
results of recent years. At ])resent the preliminary
educational requirements are among the most im-
portant matters under consideration and the advertised
statements of medical colleges are no longer accepted
implicitly, but careful inspection is made by the Coun-
cil on lUe<lical Education, with the restilt that it has
on record full data as to the equipment as well as the
alleged re((uirements of the various institutions. Edu-
cational statistics are also collected regarding other
])arts of the world, complete lists of graduates and
licentiates in this country are kept, and there is

mutual co-operation between the council and the state

e.xamining boards in this matter. Directl.y related to

the educational work is that of medical legislation,

and there has been established by the association a
central bureau to work in co-o])eration with state com-
mittees to secure ])roj)er medical laws throughout the
country. Medical legislation is not for physicians
only, but for the ))ul)lie. and what is best for all con-
cerned should be carefully considered.

The various points which must be considered are
being taken iij) by the Committee on .Medical T./(>gisla-

tion through this b\ireau. and the result will be. it is

ho])ed. a system that will be c<piitable and fair, based
oil just jirinciples and which shall jiossess some of the
features of ])ernianency. The American IMedical

Directory and the reasons for its jiroduction are also
discussed, and the iiiiiiortaiit work of the Couneil on
I’liarinacy and ('hemistrv is duly noticed. Dr. Sim-
mons appeals to the Kentucky State Aledical Associa-
tion to co-operate liy refusing to use proprietary rem-
edies that have not been passed on by the Council.
Other subjects noted are the recommendation that a
board of public instruction on medical subjects be
instituted. Dr. ^rcCorniack's work, the i»ostgraduate
work in the county societies, and the establishment of

a postgraduate course as a part of the organization
work, and, finally, the value of organization in the
medical profession under one common head with the
facilities it aft'ords of advancement in all the lines

above noticed. The association. Dr. Simmons says,

stands for higher standards in medicine, uniform and
just medical laws, honesty and integrity on the part
of all connected with the ]nofession and those who sup-
ply ])hysicians with medicinal agents, for scientific,

national and local sanitation, and, in short, for hon-
esty and fairness in eyerythipg that relates to the
health and physical welfare of the people. And. es-

pecially it stands for the indiyidual doctor, to help
him not only to become a better physician, but to
protect and promote his social, scientific, moral and
material interests, so that he can giye better seryiee
to those who depend on him. and become a scientific

and moral leader in every communit.v.
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EDITORIALS

THE JOUKHAL OF THE INDIANA STATE
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

For two or three }’ears the question of estab-

lishing a journal for the Indiana State Medical

Association, to take the place of the bound

“Transactions,” has been more or less discussed

by our members. At the 1906 meeting the House
of Delegates referred the matter to the Council

for consideration, but it was not until the meet-

ing of 1907 that the Council, in carrying out the

instructions of the House of Delegates, appointed

a committee to determine the feasibility of estab-

lishing a journal and the wishes of the various

county societies of the state as to carrying out the

ju’oject.

The committee reported that with the money
annually spent directly and indirectly in getting

out the bound “Transactions” and making the

usual Association announcements, added to the

income wdiich could probably be secured from ad-

vertising, it would be possible to publish a cred-

itable monthly journal, and that sixty-one county

societies (a large majority) had voted in favor

of the establishment of a journal. Accordingly

Ihe Council, at a regular meeting held at Indian-

apolis on Oct. 15, 1907, voted to begin the pub-

lication of a monthly journal with the first of the

year, and decided upon such policies and ar-

rangements as seemed w'arranted in order to suc-

cessfully carry out the project. This first number
of The Journal of the Indiana State Medical

Association is the result of that action and is

offered as an evidence of what the members of

the Association may expect from those upon
whose shoulders falls the editorial and manager-

ial work.

It will be our aim to publish as large and as

good a journal as the Association’s finances and

our capabilities vdll permit. It is our purpose

to give the members a journal which will serve

all the purposes of any general medical periodical

and in addition be the official organ of the Asso-

ciation. To this end we shall have, in addition

to all announcements of the Association and a

report of the annual meeting, departments de-

voted to original articles, editorials, news notes

and comments, society proceedings, abstracts

from current medical literature, and book re-

views. We shall try to keep our meml)ers in-

formed concerning medical affairs in the state,

including the work of the Board of Health, the

Board of Medical Begistration and Examination,

and such legislation as is of interest to the med-

ical profession of Indiana.

The advertising pages will at all times be free

from nostrum advertisements, as the advertise-

ment of no medical preparation will be accepted

unless the preparation is a U. S. P. or N. F.

preparation or has been approved by the Council

on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American

Medical Association, and any firm or individual

will be refused advertising space if we can satisfy

ourselves that such firm or individual is making

a practice of defrauding patrons in any way. In

other words, we shall adopt the policy that it is

better for us to piiblish a journal without any

advertising wdiatsoever than to publish a journal

containing advertising for the publication of

which we would feel that we owed our members

an apology.

An endeavor will be made by the editors to

make The Journal a truly representative organ

of the medical profession of Indiana, and to that

end the encouragement and support of every doc-

tor in the state is solicited. As the chief function

of The Journal is to further the interests of the

Indiana State Medical Association, no little ef-

fort will be put forth to aid the medical organi-

zation movement, whicln in essence means the

building up of the county medical societies. The

aim of the editors will be to make The -Journal

a valuable assistant to the officers of county so-

cieties in increasing membership and interest in

their respective organizations.

The editorial policy will be to recognize and

approve the things which make for a better med-

ical profession, and to disapprove and censure

those things which lower the moral, professional

or scientific standard of medical practice.

Indiana has long held an enviable record for

progressiveness in medicine, and the establish-

jnent of a journal to represent the interests of

the entire profession of the state is but another

step in the line of progress. To make The Jour-

nal all that it should be in order to earn the

support and encouragement of a progressive pro-

fession is the aim and hope of the editors.
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THE COUXTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Lender the present plan of organization of the

American Medical Association, the largest and

most representative organization of medical men

in the world, the county society is made the fun-

damental unit upon which the structure is built.

And of perhaps even greater importance is the

relation which the county society bears to the

state association. Hence the obvious necessity

of making this primary factor a powerful in-

strument whose every stroke shall make for the

good, not only of its individual members, but

also of those bodies of which it has the privilege

of serving as the foundation stone. How this

can be best accomplished is one of the vital ques-

tions the solution of which is now being at-

tempted by some of the ablest and most progres-

sive men of our profession.

It has become a well established fact that the

busiest practitioner is, generally speaking, the

most faithful and enthusiastic attendant upon

his county society meetings. Though his time

is worth far more than that of the mediocre man,

yet it is freely and gladly given for the upbuild-

ing of his local society; to him it is a privilege

to belong to such a body. Though yet in a some-

what embryonic state, the reports from those

who have already instituted it would indicate

that the plan of a postgraduate system of study

as a program to be followed in the county so-

ciety, pursuant to the suggestion of the Commit-

tee on Organization of the American ]\Iedical As-

sociation, is one of the excellent ways of increas-

ing the usefulness of the society.

That a capable secretary is highly essential to

the success of the county society is also self-evi-

dent
;
such a one as M'ould enter heartily into all

records and details of the work done, would keep

in close touch with the members, and furnish a

report of the proceedings of his society for pub-

lication. On the other hand, no one factor can

contribute so much to the life of a state journal

as the county society and its secretary. Indeed,

so firmly do we believe that the success of this

journal depends primarily upon the support of

each and every county society within our state

that our initial appeal is to the county secretary

to furnish us all the information available con-

cerning the affairs of his jjarticular medical so-

ciety. Hot only records of society proceedings

and papers read, but also all local news of inter-

est, matter relating to medical legislation, higher

medical education, organization, suppression of

quackery and the nostrum evil, sanitation, vital

statistics, as well as personal news; all these are

of the highest importance in promoting interest

in the state organization and hence the organ of

that body. We earnestly solicit the aid of every

county secretary within our state in making The
Journal of the Indiana State Medical Associa-

tion the best of its kind in the country, an organ

that shall be I’epresentative of the high rank that

Indiana has earned in matters educational.

A WORD TO OUR MEMBERS ABOUT THE
JOURNAL’S ADVERTISERS.

The success of any periodical depends essen-

tially upon its quality, for without quality it

cannot secure subscribers and readers, and with-

out subscribers and readers it cannot secure pat-

ronage from those firms who look for returns

from the readers who see the advertising. The
Journal has been established for the purpose of

giving the members of the Indiana State Med-

ical Association an organ which they can call

their own and in which every member may feel

a sense of personal interest, but. unlike many

medical journals, particularly of the privately

owned character, its policy will be to furnish not

only (juality in its reading pages but quality in

ihe advertising pages as well.

In carrying out this latter policy the rule has

l)een adopted that the advertisment of no medical

preparation will be accepted for publication in

The Journal unless it is a U. S. P. or X. F.

preparation or has been approved by the Council

on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American

INIedical Association, and no advertisement of ob-

jectionable character of any kind whatsoever is to

appear in The Journal. The adherence to this

policy has already resulted in the refusal of over

.$2,000 worth of advertising, but we propose to

keep the advertising pages clean and above crit-

icism even if we have to publish a journal with-

out any advertising whatever.

But we have been successful in securing a mod-

est amount of advertising patronage, and the

fact that the contracts accepted comply with our

rigid requirements is sufficient to give every one

of our advertisers an endorsement. We there-

fore respectfully ask our members to favor The
^Journal’s advertisers whenever possible. Re-

member that every dollar received from advertis-

ing enables us to publish a larger and better jour-

nal, and it is to your interest to support those

firms who advertise in your journal for the rea-

son that all our advertisers are worthy of patron-
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age and tliey slimild he shown j^refereiiee because

they are aiding ns, witli the money paid for ad-

vertising, in ])uhlishing a larger and better jour-

nal than otherwise uoidd he possible.

If you are about to purchase or prescribe any

pharmaceutical spcHualty, instrument, appliance

or otfice equipment, see if it is advertised in The
JouRXAL. Tf it is not advertised in The Jour-

XAL find out why it is not. Let those you are

dealing with know that we have a medical journal

which is owned, published and controlled by the

medical profession of Indiana and that The
JouRXAL will give value received for every dol-

lar spent in advertising, for the advertiser will

be appealing to the owners of The Jourx'al who

are going to patronize those who patronize

them.

If every member will do this for The Jour-

XAE. in which he should feel a sense of ownership

and interest, we can succeed in obtaining an ad-

vertising income which will enable us to greatly

increase the size and improve the character of

The Jourxae and at the same time imt our-

selves in touch with a class of reputable firms

who are deserving of ])atronage and can be of

service to ris and we to them.

We have helped many firms catering to physi-

cians to make fortunes, and we have seldom asked

if our patronage and endorsement were rightly be-

stowed. Privately owned medical journals have

prostituted their pages to the interests of dis-

honest advertisers for tlie ])ro(it to be obtained,

and tbe rank and file of the profession, with noth-

ing to guide them, have been the victims of the

rankest deception. But with the establishment

of medical journals which are owned, published

and controlled by the medical profession and not

by private interests it will be less possible for

medical men to be victimized, for the reason that

standards will be established and there will be

no excuse for medical men not knowing what and

what not to use and whom and whom not to pat-

ronize.

The Jourxal M'ill refuse support in its ad-

vertising pages or elsewhere to those things which

are known to be bad, either directly or indirectly,

or to those things which are not known to be

good. It will not sit in judgment upon those

things which if good are not advertised in The
Jourxal, but it will, under any and all cirerrm-

stances, maintain that as a journal owned by the

medical profession of the state and conducted on

right principles it should have the earnest sup-

port of every one of its owners, and that sup-

port should be carried to the advertising pages.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS

ADVAXCES OF SURGEllY IX PJOr.

Y'ith honoraI)lc pride we contemplate at the

beginning of another year the accumulating

wealth of surgical science and art. Surgery ad-

vances inestimably within the cycle of a year.

The apocalypse which opened the aseptic era

was only the beginning of an interminable suc-

cession of useful and fascinating innovations.

The year 1907 will not be marked in history

as one which has given epoch-making revelations,

but rather as one in which there have been

gleaned many helpful contributory bits, the sum
of which is worthy to stand in comparison with

the record of any year of the decades of marvel-

ous progress since Lister wrought. With hun-

dreds of worthy contributions recorded for the

year, it seems an invidious task to select a few,

if only for the purpose of illustration. It is clear

that even the briefest recital of the important

events woxdd fill a volume.

From Europe one of the most interesting re-

ports is that of a successful jejuno-esophago-

gastrostoniv for impermeable stricture of the

gullet. This operation of Roux of Lausanne, the

making of a new esophagus of a displaced seg-

ment of jejunum, carrying arterial supply

tbi'ough the arching branches of the vasa intes-

tini tenuis, the trunks of those vessels being li-

gated before separation of the segment of jeju-

num by division of the mesentery below the liga-

tures, stands as one of the fine achievements of

Swiss surgery. Roux successfully implanted the

segment of jejunum presternally and subcutane-

ously. The case was one of traumatic stricture

of the eso])hagus in a boy. Later, in a case of

cancerous stricture of the esophagus, Verhoo-

gen, of Brussels, successfully repeated Roux’s

operation, the patient dying shortly after of car-

cinoma cachexia. A third operation was re|3orted

from Antwerp. The performance of Roux has

more than a theatrical interest. It opens the

way into a great, new field. Two hours away

from Lausanne, Roux’s great compatriot. Kocher,

has added during the year evidence of the su-

periority of the surgical treatment of exophthal-

xnic goiter, presenting a record of cure in 73 per

cent, of primary cases, of 92 per cent, of cures

in combinations of exophthalmos with ordinary

goiter, and 100 per cent, of cures in struma vas-

culosa. In all. S3 per cent, were improved by

operation and only 3.5 per cent. died.

In England, Arljuthnot Lane has shown that

resection of the entire colon for chronic consti-
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))ation is a proceduro deserving serioiis consid-

eration, lor in more tlian forty operations there

were no fatalities and the majority were quite

cured. Xone were made worse. Owing to the

pronoiinced enteroptosis constant in such cases,

llie technic is simple and the execution of the

operation much easier than one might carelessly

imagine, hlie open treatment of fractures advo-

cated by Lane has found supporters everywhere,

and the fatuity of leaving unopened any fracture

in which there is the slightest doul)t as to precise

coaptation has become a fact.

In Great Britain the subject of accurate dosage

in anesthesia has received unusual attention in

1907, with the result that the Vernon- Harcourt

regulating inhaler, or a similar regulating device,

is to be found in almost every clinic, the Skinner

mask and drop bottle having been practically

abandoned.

In spinal anesthesia Mr. Barker, of the Lni-

versity College Hospital, London, has found it

easily possilde to anesthetize one side of the body

at a time or raise or lower the u])per limit of an-

esthesia by simply ol)serving the important role

played by gravity upon the distril>ution of the

foreign anesthetic fluid in the sj)inal canal. He
used stovain, occasionally combined with adre-

nalin (or suprarenin, the synthetic analogue of

the extract of the suprarenal gland). By chang-

ing the patient's jiosition, i. e., lifting or lower-

ing the trunk, placing the patient upon one side

or the other, or bowing the hack, he can deter-

mine with considerable precision the area of an-

esthetization. Mr. Barker illustrates this lyy

using three glass tubes with curves correspond-

ing 10 the curves of the spinal canal, fashioned

after Braune’s plate of a frozen mesial section of

a female cadaver, and filled with a solution of

the same specific gravity as the spinal fluid.

Barker's stovaine solution (stovaine 10 per cent.,

glucose T) ])cr cent., acpia dest. 85 per cent., sp.

gr. 1,0300). colored violet with methyl, is slowly

introduce<l at a ])oint corresponding with the

usual point selected for spinal puncture, and a

photograph taken two minutes later shows that

the heavy solutions have gravitated downward
(the ])elvis being elevated three inches) to about

a level with the fifth or sixth dorsal vertebra',

while Bier’s solution (stovain 4 ])er cent., XaCl

11 per cent., epirenin borate, 0.01 per cent. sp.

gr. 1,0058), which is lighter than the spinal

fluid, remains near the point of injection. It is

needless to say that Barker's observation is of

considerable clinical importance.

Auschuetz, of Breslau, has shown that one can.

in a very simple maimer, attain good results in

the resection of even large portions of liver tis-

stie and decries that complicated methods and

unusual appliances are deemed necessary in resec-

tion of the liver. He says the important ques-

tion is the ligation of the branches of the portal,

vein and of the artery. That this is possilde is

])roven by the experiments of Kousnietzotf and

I’enski.

“In resections one can simplify the ligation of

these vessels in two ways: (1) By making a

clean, smooth incision through the liver tissue,

'the bleeding vessels on this smooth surface can

be grasped with clamps and ligated. If one sep-

arates the liver tissue hluntly then the vessels,

after the extreme stretching, Tear and retract;

tbev can then be grasped only with difficulty and

uncertainty. In case of smooth incision, how-

ever, they can easily -be found. 'I’he liver wound

sbould, it }u)ssible, be made in the form of a

wedge and closed by means of sutures. (2) The

second method of procedure consists in the ap-

])lication of ligatures en masse as suggested hy

Kousnietzotf and Benski. One does not need,

bowever, a particular guiding suture or special

instruments as Ivousnietzoff's needle, but can get

along just as well with the Dechamps needle.”

In Anu'rica Van Buren Knott has described a

liver suture which will permit the coaptation of

a wound of the liver, at the same time controlling

lu'inorrhage without the necessity of packing, and

will also permit the radical extirpation of liver

tumors. Parallel with the wound in the liver or

with the area to be excised, and about one-half

ineh from its edge upon either side, he inserts-

deeply through the liver substance, by means of

a large, round, blunt needle, a strand of X'o. 3

( atgut. 'I'hese needles are modifications of Kous-

nietzotf 's blunt liver needles. The strands enter

tbe liver tissue about one inch beyond the edge

of the wound, run deeply through the liver sub-

stance and emerge the same distance from the

opjiosite end of the wound. The ends of the cat-

gut strands are fastened by drawing them up

snuglv and tying to either end of both strands a

smail ordinary skein of catgut, which, presenting

a I)road surface against the liver tissue, prevents

the indrawing of the suture ends. Transverse

interrupted sutures of X'o. 3 catgut are then in-

troduced by means of a small, blunt needle in

such a manner that they engage upon either side

of the wound the buried long strand of catgut.

'Phese may be tied as rapidly as introduced and,

('xerting their traction upon the buried long sut-

ure, may be tied snugly, ensuring hemostatis and

coaj)tation without the danger of their cutting

out.
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ll'lien it is desired to remove a portion of the

liver tissue carrying with it a tumor, this may
be done by excising between the buried long 'sut-

ures a wedge-shaped ellipse of liver substance

and introducing the transverse sutures as above

described (Xovember xinnah of Surgery).

Stamm, of Ohio, has made a useful contribu-

tion to liver surgery in the form of a liver suture

supported by bone plates taken from the thin

blade of the scapida, the bone plates replacing

the folded bundles of catgut used by Knott to

keep gut sutures from cutting through.

Thomas S. Cullen, following the example of

Keen and Tiffany in America, Terrier and Auv-

ray in France, Langenbuch in Germany and

]\Ia3-o-Eobson in England, has repeatedly made

successful hepatectomies, using a needle which,

instead of being wedge-shaped on cross section

like that of Kousnietzoft, is almost flat, making

a smaller hole in the liver substance. However,

like Knott, who also modified the Kousnietzoff

needle, he disclaims any credit for introducing

the real principle of the needle, which will push

the vessels to one side instead of piercing them,

and, like Mikulicz, he says the Kousnietzoff nee-

dle is the Columbus egg of liver surgery.

In Europe Fre}'er’s suprapubic prostatectomy

has attained a great popularity. It is a brilliant

procedure and doubtless the safest and best in

some varieties of prostatic hypertrophy, yet the

report of St. Peter's Hospital for the year

shows that of flft\'-eight operations nine were

fatal. Freyer often completes the suprapubic

extirpation within a minute, a performance sure

to appeal to those surgeons who like being timed

with a split-second watch. Fistula almost never

follows the method for the reason that the vesico-

rectal fascia is not traversed.

Eovsing, of Copenhagen, said of Freyer’s

method at the German Congress of Surgery in

April ; “Technically, this operation is so wonder-

fully easy and rapid of performance that I read-

ily understand and share the enthusiasm of the

gentlemen who have resorted to it, but the op-

eration is just as dangerous as it is beautiful and

seductive. Of four cases of prostatectomy oper-

ated by me according to the Freyer method, one

died on the second day of cardiac asthenia; a

second developed, on the fourteenth day post-

operationem, after the external wound was prac-

tically healed, profuse hemorrhage after the pros-

tatectomy wound, and death was only averted

through a finn tamponade after the method of

'Mikulicz. In two cases there developed narrow

strictures which demanded the constant use of

bougies, and in one case the urinary retention

was in no way influenced.

A useful contribution of the year is represented

by Wederhake’s silver-rubber-silk suture ma-

terial. In the Copenhagen clinics nitrate of sil-

ver catgut has been used for years, but it was

during the year just closed that Witzel and Wed-
erhake described the method of impregnating silk

with a mixture of metallic silver and rubber. It

has been clearly shown that silk or linen bearing

colloidin or rubber is relatively impenetrable so

far as bacteria are concerned, for it does not

absorb lymph. As to the value of silver as a bac-

tericide, there will be no dispute. We predict a

considerable vogue for this suture. Plain, black

linen, too, with or without celloidin, is likely to

become more generally used in America than it

has been since the old days of iron-dyed linen

and silk. The Mayos brought home from the

Stiles clinic in Edinburgh a supply of black

linen. Several years ago Halsted, of Baltimore,

began to use black linen, believing that it is more

readily seen against the tissues than the white

Pagenstecher linen or Von Brun’s hemp.

The year 1907 witnessed the adoption of

towel clips to pin heavy sterile towels precisely

round the edges of operative wounds. The long-

handled towel clips of Moyaihan are superior, the

length and shape being such that they hang quite

out of the operator’s way. The most careful

operators everywhere have begun to cover in this

manner superficial tumors or large areas of skin

to be sacrificed, as in the case of amputation of

the breast, with a gauze towel shaped about the

edge of the area to be removed so that all skin

is covered over during the operation; that is to

say, in amputation of the breast, for example, the

towels are pinned with the clips all round the

breast hanging away from the skin incisions, and

all the skin included between the skin incisions

is separately covered by gauze sewn fast around

the edge of the island or held by the clips.

The year has seen the establishment of opsonin

departments in laboratories attached to surgical

clinics everywhere and vaccine therapy has taken

as important place in the treatment of many
surgical conditions, as tuberculosis of the blad-

der and kidney, lupus, tuberculosis of bone, in

bacillus coli infections of the kidney, in common
surgical infections with the strcjptococcus, gono-

coccus, staphylococcus, etc. d’he phagoc>’tic

power may unquestionably be increased in this

way. Through the study of opsonic indices diag-

nosis has gained much. The work begun by Sir

A. E. Wright, of St. Mary’s Hospital, London,

lias been jiorhaps tlic most engrossing of the year.
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The hojjes which were entertained as to the

value of trypsin jin the treatment of carcinoma

have not been realized. However, it has appeared

that the trypsin treatment at least helps to pro-

long life and keeps nodules under control, bear-

ing about the same relation to the treatment of

carcinoma that the use of the mixed toxins of

erysipelas and the bacillus prodigiosus does to

the treatment of sarcoma.

In the Insbrook Clinic Suter has used the bal-

sam of Peru in the treatment of 562 cases of

open accidental wounds and has investigated the

action of balsam of Peru in such wounds scien-

tifically for the first time. He states that the

agent mechanically incloses bacteria, and has, in

addition, decided bactericidal power giving off

bactericidal substances to the tissues, and that

it possesses great chemotactic power. The kid-

neys were not irritated by its use. The results

of local treatment of wounds were excellent.

In the Middlesex Hospital, London, Kellock

notes good results from the use of sulphur in tu-

berculous sinuses and cavities, and remarks the

superiority of this agent over iodoform under

similar conditions.

Sir Arthur Fripp’s method of bandaging the

limb after operations upon the knee joint has

found a welcome in this country. Briefly, the

method consists of fixing the limb not rigidly but

with a very thick, soft dressing so that while the

limb is held in slight flexion it is not held rig-

idly in this position, a certain small range of

motion being permitted l)y the di’essing. It is

claimed that its adoption has decreased percep-

tibly the percentage of cases in which loss of

function is observed after knee-joint operations.

The value of the application of Bier’s bandages

with the consequent artificial hyperemia in the

treatment of tuberculosis of bones and joints hav-

ing been established, Ilertzler, of Kansas City,

and others have turned their attention to the

study of the influence of hyperemia in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis of the peritoneum, suggest-

ing the use of a flanged tube to be left in the

wound after celiotomy for tuberculous periton-

itis, with a view of permitting continuous en-

trance of air, the presence of the air producing

hyperemia. Ilertzler remarks that hyperemia has

l)een found of use in tuberculosis elsewhere, and

by analogy we may be warranted in assuming

that the same factor is active in the treatment of

lul)orculosis in the peritoneum. With these two

facts in mind, it seems quite possible that this is

the factor underlying improvement by opening

the abdomen in some forms of peritoneal tuber-

<’ulosis. ‘‘This assumption finds a clinical sup-

port in the fact that it is only the type with exu-

dation that is so benefited. This is easily ex-

plained on this theory, for manifestly in the hy-

perplastic types the vessels cannot dilate to any

considerable extent, therefore the operation can

be of no use.”

Among many interesting reports of surgery of

the vascular system Monroe, of Boston, has advo-

cated surgical interference in cases of the con-

genitally open ductus arteriosus, declaring that

its ligation must be followed by constant and per-

manent restoration of the function of the lungs

and arteries and that it can be reached by a short

surgical route.

At the meeting of the British Medical Asso-

ciation Bland-Sutton advocated the removal of

all infected gall bladders, broadly speaking, upon
the hypothesis that bile is purely excrementitious

and that the gall bladder, like the vermiform ap-

pendix, is practically useless.

To the observant it is clear that America is

keeping abreast of the most progressive nations

of the earth in the advancement of surgery. To
the traveler abroad there comes nowadays the def-

inite impression that American surgery is in the

van. In clinics everywhere abroad the names of

our teachers whom we love to honor at home are

heard upon every hand. \Ye are proud of the re-

cent developments of surger)q and we are espe-

cially proud of America’s fine part. It has been

a good year for home pride.

Joseph Bilus E.vstman, Indianapolis.,

THE FBOLKESS OF CLINICAL MEDICINE
DUBING THE YEAB NINETEEN

HUNDBED AND SEVEN.
No epoch-making discoveries have signalized

the history of medicine during the year which

has just closed. It would be a great mistake,

boAvever, to assume that but little progress has

been made. On the contrary, great activity has

prevailed along various lines of clinical research,

with, a corresponding advance. To even indicate

more than a few of the advances thus made
would exceed the limits of this brief editorial re-

view.

One of the most striking evidences of progress

in the general field of clinical medicine is the

phenomenon of the specialty of internal medi-

cine which the last year, along with those which

immediately preceded it, has helped to create.

Its recognition is practically complete, as indi-

cated by the utterance of Professor Osier in the

introductory chapter to the first volume of Mod-
rrn Medicine. He says: “The profession should
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loam to recognize tlie worker in internal medi-

cine as a man mIio has to devote so niiicli time to

his studies that it is impossil)le tor him to take

general practice, and in a way lie is a specialist,

in the broad sense of the term, like the surgeon.”

'I'lie depth and breadth and complexity of the

problems which confront the clinician to-day can

.scarcely be better emphasized than by this phe-

aiomenon viewed in its jiroper light and signifi-

canee.

Instead of merely cataloguing without ade-

qiiat(' comment what has been done during the

last year or so, 1 have decided to select a few

sulijects rej) resent at ive of the year's work and

discuss them somewhat more at length, believ-

ing that l>y this means a better view of progress

can be given and more actual information con-

veyed.

.Vmong the fields of research already referred

to may be mentioned the clinical relations of the

internal secretions, and especially those of the

thyroid gland and adrenal bodies. The pathol-

ogy of Graves’ disease may be considered as estab-

lished at least to the extent of considering a

hypersecretion of the thyroid gland as an essen-

tial and possibly sufficient factor in its causation.

The assumption of a perverted secretion appears

to be entirely uncalled for. as the physiological

effect of the normal secretion experimentally or

thera])eutically given corresponds so closely to the

syndrome of the disease as to leave but little

doubt concerning its efficiency. While hyper-

trophy of the gland exists in nearly all the cases,

and according to some observers is always pres-

ent though sometimes unrecognizable, the essen-

tial thing is not the hypertrophy but the hyper-

secretion. It seems perfectly reasonable to sup-

pose, as clinical observation indicates, that this

hypi'rsecretion may exist without any demon-

strable increase in the siz(> of the gland, althoxigh

the observations of Macallum on sixty cases seem

to ])rove that histological changes are constantly

])resent. These changes are identical with those

which arc characteristic of experimental com-

pensatory hypertrophy and consist of strands of

fibrous tissue running like scars through the

gland, while the alveoli become irregular, the col-

loid being diminished or absent, and the epi-

thelium becomes converted from the low cubical

to the columnar type. The pressing (piestion is

what causes these anatomical changes, and we

are at present without any definite information

along this line, although it may lie fairly as-

sumed to be some sort of a toxic process. The
therapeutic indications derived from these data

are fairly well defined. We can not reach the

ultimate causes for the very good reasons that

we do not know what they are, and, besides, lliey

have become fully operative and produce their

results before the ])atients present tluMiiselves for

observation. We can, therefore, only deal fun-

damentally with the clinical fact of hyperthyroid-

ism.

There are two ways of approaching this ))rob-

1cm; first, by dimini.shing the secretion of the

gland; and, second, 1)V neutralizing and render-

ing innocuous the excess of secretion after it has

found its way into the circulation. The first

method constitutes the surgical treatment either

by intra-’glandular injection with a view to de-

stroying the secreting structure of the gland or

by al)lation of more or less of the gland struc-

tures. The first of these methods has proven un-

satisfactory, while excision, if we may judge from

the enormous ex])erience of Koclier, Halsted and

others, offers the most available hope of perma-

nent cure.

The medical treatment should undoubtedly be

given a trial first and should include, along with

rest, proper hygiene and general symptomatic

control and the injection of sera or other thera-

peutic ])reparations derived from the blood of

thyroidectomized animals. If the.se measures

properly carried out, preferably under a hospital

regime, do not lead to progressive improvement,

then, in the writer's opinion, thyroidectomy

should be advised, ])ossibly preceded by ligation

of one or more of the thyroid arteries, and it

should be done early, before myocardial or other

degenerative changes ocemr. With these meas-

ures at our command the percentage of hopeless

cases of Graves’ disease should grow smaller and

smaller in the future.

Our experience with Addison’s disease justifies

the belief that one-sixth of the cases can be

cured by the timely and persistent use of supra-

renal extract, while a considerably larger propor-

tion, perhaps 85 per cent, more, can be substan-

tially benefited. It does not ajipear that surgery

can help us here, because in so far as the adrenals

are involved it is the loss of secretion, as it is of

the thyroid in myxedema, which lies at the bot-

tom of the syndrome.

Another, and possibly the most important,

field of active clinical research during the past

year is that of vaccine therapy, including its

control by the opsonic index. The technical dif-

ficulties still encountered in studying the opsonic

index are very nearly prohibitive of its wide-

spread use at this time. The errors of individual

observations are admittedly so great that several

indices should I)o taken before allowing it to
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serve as tlie unsupj^ortod basis of an important

practical conclusion. Tliis, however, has no bear-

ing upon the value of vaccine therapy. Its wid-

est application appears to be in the field of

chronic or subacute infections such as that of

tuberculosis. While professional opinion in re-

gard to many aspects of the question must be

regarded as still in a formative stage, the funda-

mental facts are Ijeyond contention. The central

truth, which has been fully established, that the

injection of dead bacteria or the products of bac-

terial growth, in proper dosage, strengthens the

defenses of the body, at least against those partic-

ular micro-organisms, and possibly others as well,

is supported b}' an accumulation of facts which

should he regarded as entirely conclusive. Clin-

ical ol)servations in suj)port of this view are not

limited to the period of technical work by the

so-called opsonic methods, but extend back over

a period of years, including Pasteur's immortal

pioneer work on rabies and the empirical use of

the old tuberculin in the treatment of tuberculo-

sis. These methods, as well as others, were in

use by many clinicians, the writer included, long

before opsonins had been christened or opsonic

methods given a place in clinical medicine. In

the opinion of many their efficiency as an im-

])ortant adjunct in the treatment of tubercu-

losis, the scientific reasons for which were made
clearer hy ^^'right's u'ork, was beyond reason-

able doubt. While the devitalized tubercle ba-

cilli have formed the basis of the opsonic work,

Poss, a co-worker with Wright, defines a bacterial

vaccine as ‘‘bacteria or their products,'’ so that

the use of the old tuberculin comes strictly within

tbe scojie of the term. There seems to be excel-

lent biological reasons, supported as they are by

clinical experience, that both the old and new
tuberculin should be regarded as valuable agents

in the treatment of tuberculosis, the former per-

haps stimulating the production of antibodies,

the latter that of opsonins. On the whole, while

we are still feeling for solid ground, it is difficult

to avoid the conviction that ive are near the cul-

mination of the greatest therapeutic triumph of

the ages, thanks to the labor of Koch, Pasteur,

Metchnikoff, Wright and others. As Eoss has

recently pointed out, the hazards of incompetent

and ill-judged over-exploitation of these methods

needs to be guarded against. Conservatism and

caution are imperative until their precise limi-

tations are better defined, but it seems certain

that they will occupy a conspicuous place in the

therapeutic field of the future.

In a general way one might say that the ad-

\ancement during the last year has been largely

along biochemical lines. Tlie illustrations al-

ready given belong strictly within this domain;
and while they may be unusually favorable ex-

amples, it is not too much to say that there has
been a general advance, although perhaps less

conspicuous in man}' other departments of clin-

ical research.

Gr:oi{GE W. ]\IcCaskey, Fort Wayne.

EDITORIAL NOTES

It avill be our aim to haA^e The .Jourx'al in
the hands of members on the morfiing of the
1 5th of each month.

The postal officials do not permit us to send
TitE .Journal regularly to any but bona fide sub-
.scribers. Therefore, before you Avrite us concern-
ing failure to receive The Journal it would be
advisable for you to make sure that you have
paid your State Association dues, which include
a subscription to The Journal.

The annual session of the Indiana State Medi-
cal Association Avill be held at French Lick, June
18 and 19. Our May number will have a pre-
liminary announcement and program of the ses-

sion, and our June number, Avhich will be in the
liands of our members by .June 10, will be a spe-
cial French Lick number, giving full information
concerning the session.

II ITH the passing of the bound “Transactions,”

as little appreciated as they AA’ere on account of

form and manner of publication, desire to pay
tribute to Dr. A. W. Brayton, aa'Iio conscientiously

and ably edited them for so many years. His
labor AA'as essentially one of loA'e, for he Avas neA'er

adequately paid for his services, and he fulfilled

the duty creditably alike to himself and the Asso-

ciation and in such a manner as Avould be ex-

pected from one of his recognized literary and
scientific attainments.

We are starting out Avith clean advertising

pages. To do so it has been necessary to refuse

over tAvo thousand dollars’ Avorth of such adver-

tising as is regularly accepted by some of the

most prominent medical journals in the country.

Rut Ave believe tliat every right-thinking physi-

cian in Indiana Avill approA'e our course, as Ave

also believe that A’ery soon every prominent medi-

cal joui’ual in the country Avill haA'e to refuse

ol)jectionable ad\'ertising or go out of business.
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because all right-thinking doctors will refuse to

suppoi’t or read any journal which publishes nos-

trum or other objectionable advertisements.

In the advertising pages of this number will

be found a county medical society directory, con-

taining the name of every organized county medi-

cal society in the State, the name and address of

its secretary, and the time and place of holding

regular meetings. Every county secretary has

received a request for information concerning his

particular Society for publication in this direc-

tory. As will be seen, many secretaries have

failed to furnish the requested information, and

in consequence many blank spaces appear in the

directory. We hope that the directory in our

next number will be complete, and to that end

we urge the county secretaries to furnish all

missing information, as well as to call our atten-

tion to any changes which should be made.

The first number of The Journal of the
Indiana State Medical Association, published

at Fort Wa}Tie, Ind., will come from the press

early in January, 1908. It will be edited by Dr.

Albert E. Bulson, Jr., assisted by Dr. Ben P.

Weaver. It will be a monthly periodical, pub-

lished and controlled by the members of the Indi-

ant State Medical Association. In starting his

work Dr. Bulson will have the great advantage

of experience, for he has lieen the bright and en-

tertaining editor of the Fort Wayjie Medical

Journal-Magazine for a number of years. We
congratulate the Indiana State Association upon
having secured his services. A good, practical

man, too I The glad hand, Mr. Editor I
—Journal

of the South Carolina Medical Association.

Thanks, Brother Editor; we hope that we
may merit the compliment.

“Uncle" Joe Cannon is gloating over the

fact that he was re-elected speaker of the House
in the face of opposition from the labor organiza-

tions. If he secures the presidential nomination

perhaps he will regret that he has unnecessarily

antagonized the labor organizations, as he may
also regret the insults he has offered the medical

profession. The members of the Legislative Com-
mittee of the American ^ledical Association who
called on him last year, all his peers in culture

and refinement, will not soon forget the dis-

courteous reception at his hands, his uncouth

manners, and the sneering way in which he re-

ferred to the medical profession in general, and
it is not likely that medical men as a class will

be found shouting his praises or sacrificing their

self-respect by voting to further his ambitions.

It is time for medical men to look beyond party

politics when exercising the right of suffrage,

and, if they do. Cannon and his ilk will receive

the rebuke they justly deserve, for the medical

profession can be a power in politics.

A NUMBER of our county medical societies have

adopted the postgraduate course of study and

without exception the reports show that the plan

is meeting with success. In some of the societies

the work is being carried on with unusual enthu-

siasm and interest and with an accompanying in-

crease in membership and attendance. To those

societies that have not as j'et considered the post-

graduate course of study we recommend a careful

investigation of the work as done by the societies

that have adopted it. Some alteration in the plan,

to meet local conditions, may be necessary in cer-

tain instances, but in the main the program as

arranged by the A. M. A. Committee on Post-

graduate Study is worthy of adoption. Full

particulars may be secured by addressing Dr.

.John II. Blackburn, Bowling Green, Ky.

The physicians of the Ninth Indiana Coun-

cilor District have dealt a severe blow to the

nostrum houses, and many well-known medical

journals, when they pledged themselves to use no

medical preparations which are not contained in

the official United States Pharmacopeia or Na-

tional Formulary or in the list of New and Non-

official Eemedies approved by the Council on

Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American Medi-

cal Association, and to refuse to receive or sub-

scribe for any medical or religious journal which

advertises fraudulent or worthless nostrums and

proprietary medicines after Jan. 1, 1908.

This is an exhibition of the right kind of spirit,

and we hope that the physieians of every other

councilor district in the State will make a similar

pledge and abide by it.

The Stewart-Hord Sanatorium, of Shelbyville,

Ind., is sending letters to physicians soliciting

whisky, morphin and drug habit cases on a com-

mission basis. The doctor receives twenty-five

dollars ($25.00) for referring the case and the

patient pays one hundred and twenty-five dollars

($125.00) for “the cure.’’ This is called a “lib-

eral offer to physicians,” but no physician who
desires to maintain his self-respect will have any-

thing to do with such an offer. If the Stewart-

Hord Sanatorium is deserving of recognition and

patronage from medical men, it can secure it
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without resorting to the deceptive practice of

paying a commission to obtain the business, for

every conscientious physician will refer his pa-

tients where he honestly believes they are to re-

ceive appropriate attention, and he will collect

his fees from the patient for any advice rendered.

But if anything is needed to condemn the Stew-

art-Hord Sanatorium as unworthy of recognition

and patronage by intelligent and ethical physi-

cians, it is only necessary to read some of the

breezy correspondence which has emanated from

the proprietors in answer to numerous inquiries

as to their metliods and standing.

Some of the county medical society secretaries

to whom we sent a request for the early payment

of dues (including subscription to The Jour-

nal) for the purpose of meeting the expenses

connected with the establishment of The Jour-

nal, have inquired as to the disposition of the

dues paid in 1907 and if the transactions for

1907 would be issued. To these inquiries we
wish to make the following answer: The dues

for 1907 were used in paying the bills incurred

in 1907, including the publication of the 1907

transactions which will probably be in the liands

of members by the time this journal is published.

The 1908 dues will be used in paying bills in-

curred in 1908, including the subscriptions to

The Journal. Heretofore it has been custom-

ary to pay dues just before or at the time of the

annual meeting, and there was little reason for

paying the dues sooner, as but few bills were con-

tracted prior to the date of the annual meeting.

But with the establishment of The Journal the

expenses begin even before the publication of tlie

first number and continue throughout the year,

and in consequence the dues are required to pay

the subscriptions, which, in turn, are used to

meet The Journal expenses. The members are

paying no more than usual, but are simply asked

to pay the dues with the beginning of 1908 in-

stead of three or four months later, and in return

are to receive The Journal for the entiz-e year.

It has beeiz said, and perhaps truthfully, that

any secretary can either make or break the organ-

ization he is elected to serve. We do know that

the life of the county medical society depends, in

a very large measure, on the -work of a capable,

energetic and faithful secretary. How necessary

it is, then, to select for the office a man who is

fitted for the work, and not one who is given the

position out of respect for his gray hairs, his

mental attainments, his political pull, his ability

to be ‘'a good fellow,’’ or the friendship which all

medical men have for him.

The selection of a capable seci’etai’y is a busi-

ness proposition and as a business proposition it

should be considered. There is scant honor in the

position, but much hard work if full justice is done

to the office. iMot all men possess the necessary

qualifications, but every society possesses at least

one such man, and he should and usually is will-

ing to accept the office for the good of the medical

profession of his community. Self-sacrifice is

necessary, but nothing good in this world was
ever accomplished without self-sacrifice, and we
will all contribute to the fund of self-sacrifice if

each does his part in helping to make the county

society what it is intended to be and what it

ought to be—aiz organization for the scientific,

ethical and social betterment of its members.

We particularly ui’ge the members of county

societies to select secretaries with caution. If

any society has a good secretary, then that secre-

tai’y shozzld be continued in office
;

if the secre-

tary is a poor one, then he should be replaced by

a better one, and if any society has a poor secre-

tary and it is impossible to get a good one, then

it is time to invite some capable and energetic

young man to locate in the county not only to

become secretary of the county medical society,

but to awaken a little interest in a medical com-

munity that is fast approaching the last stages

of decay.

The doctors of Indiana are now receiving let-

ters from various candidates for state offices and

their friends soliciting support. Before any doc-

tor pledges his support to any candidate for a

state office it would be well to definitely deter-

izzine where that candidate stands on questions

of interest to the medical profession. We have

had unfortunate and sometiizzes humiliating ex-

periences with governors and members of the

Assembly which should stand as a lesson to us,

and when we pledge support at the caucus or at

the polls let it be with a full kno'wledge that our

candidate is not only in sympathy with, but will

vote foz’, those measures which are championed

by the medical profession as a whole.

We need better and more far-reaching laws per-

taining to public health, sanitation, food inspec-

tion, medical registration azid examination, medi-

cal education, vital statistics, the cai’e of the de-

pendent, and znany other things of equal impoi’-

tance, in which the physician takes a personal

interest, and the jzublic should be interested be-

cause receiving the greatest benefit. Men aspir-

ing to state office should be given to understand

that they must champion and vote for these bene-
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fits if tlio voto and infhionce of the dootor is to

1)0 sooiirod. It is not oiiough to pledge support

because tlio candidate belongs to any particular

political party.

In this connection we desire to call attention

to the motion passed at the last meeting of the

(’ouncil to the effect that ‘‘any Indiana candidate

for county, state or national office shall be inter-

viewed by the councilor of the district in which

such candidate resides, or some one deputized by

the councilor, and information olitained as to the

])robable attitude of such candidate on questions

vital to the best interests of the medical profes-

sion, and that the views given by the candidate

be made known to the Council for publication in

Tilt: JouRXAL or such other publicity as may be

deemed advisable or expedient.”

It is asserted by certain newsjiapers of the

.state that Dan (i. Reid, multi-millionaire, rail-

I'oad man, steel magnate and newspa])er owner,

will supplant Albert J. Beveridge in the United

States Senate three years hence if certain jdans

set on foot months ago, in a (piiet way, can he

carried out. James E. Watson, one of the candi-

dates for governor, is said to be one of the lead-

ing figures in the drama that has been seriously

planned, as he and Reid are very close friends,

and it is even reiwrted that Reid is financing

Watson’s campaign.

What a pity it is that positions in the United

States Senate as well as in the national Tlouse

of Representatives can not be divorced from the

spoils system. Here we have an example of a

man as
2
)iring to the jiosition of United States

senator (a habit with many millionaires) with

but little to commend him other than his millions

and his supposed willingness to let loose some of

his hard-earned (?) money among a lot of polit-

ical leeches who no doubt would greedily enlist

tbeir symjiathies and aid in his cause. Senator

Ih'veridgc is one of the nation's great men to-

day, and he is a man whose signal ability as an

orator and a statesman has been coupled with an

unusual amount of that common honesty and a

sense of duty so lacking in many of the men se-

lected to represent the people at the nation’s cap-

ital. He has been a .justly prominent factor in

the Senate, and his distinguished services have

l)een a credit to the nation and to his own state

of Indiana. Of such men we should be proud,

and until the short-sighted, spoils-grabbing poli-

ticians in the Republican party of Indiana can

])ioduce his ecpial in mental caliber, integrity and

general fitness for the high position he now
occupies, it is the height of folly to entertain for

a moment the thought of retiring him to private

life. IMedical men owe a debt of gratitude to

Senator Beveridge for his supjiort of so many
measures advocated hy the medical jirofession,

but they owe allegiance to any man, be he Re])ub-

lican or Democrat, who so ably and so conscien-

tiously rc'presents the people of this great state.

The Jouexal op the In'dian-a State Medi-
cal Associatfon’-. It sounds well, but what does

it mean? It moans that the Indiana State Medi-
cal Association has taken a step that is in keep-

ing with the reputation which the medical pro-

fession of Indiana has established for progress

and all that goes to make success for medical

men. For many years the Association published

at great expense the bound ‘Transactions,” which
came from press six to nine months after each

annual meeting, and contained simply the pro-

ceedings of the annual meeting and a list of

county and state society members and officers.

The liook was considered of so little value by a

large proportion of our members that hundreds

of volumes usually remained uncalled for in the

offices of county secretaries, and those volumes

that did find their way into the hands of mem-
bei’s usually found a resting place on a library

shelf, where they remained unopened and often

times without the wrapper being removed.

Other state societies have had the same experi-

ence, and, appreciating the advantage of doing

away with “Transactions,” have established jour-

nals in their place, and always with the greatest

satisfaction and benefit. We are, therefore, keep-

ing up with the progress of other state societies in

establishing a journal as an official organ of our

state medical association, and we are doing this

without adding to the expense of the association,

for the C’ouncil has sjiecifically provided that the

expense to the association of publishing The
Journal shall not exceed the expense previously

incurred in printing the “Transactions.”

We propose to publish a journal which shall

perform all the functions which any progressive

and good medical journal should perform, and

at the same time be the official organ for the

Indiana State Medical Association for the pub-

lication of the transactions of the association and

its affiliated societies. The Journal will be dis-

tinctively a periodical for Indiana physicians,

and it will be our aim to make it so interesting

and so good that every doctor in the state will

want it, and raise a commotion if he does not get

it. In the pursuit of this policy we hope to

greatly assist the efforts of councilors and county

societv officei's in securing new members as well as
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stimulating interest in society work. Our mem-
bers will be kept informed on questions pertain-

ing to the v. ork of the Board of Ittedical Exami-

nation and Begistration, the Board of Health,

and all legislation concerning the interests of the

medical profession. Personals and medical news

notes of general interest will occasionally appear,

as also abstracts from current medical literature.

Original articles from Indiana men will appear

when the department devoted to such contribu-

tions is not fully occupied by the papers read

l^efore our annual meeting and approved for ])ub-

lication. Society proceedings and announce-

ments, including reports from county and dis-

trict societies, wilt be given ])rominence. And,

all in all, we hope to give the members a journal

that will be appreciated and considered the best

thing for which the Indiana State ]\Iedical Asso-

ciation is responsible.

DEA THS

Deaths of Indiana Medical Men.

Dn. CIIARLE.S Ca.mp, of C’amden, died in Cali-

fornia the last of Xovember. lie was the oldest

practicing physician in Carroll County, being

over 70 years of age.

Dit. Hamiltox Wolfe died at his home in

Washington, on Aovonil)er 9, at the age of 88

years. Dr. I\'olfe practiced medicine for fully

fifty years and Mas one of the leading physicians

in his part of the State until fourteen years ago,

when lie retired.

Di{. liATEK Gu.vy died at his home in Porters-

ville, Xovemlier 20, at the age of 26 years. Dr.

Gray was a graduate of the Louisville IMedical

College, and after leaving that institution first

located at Alford, later going to Petersburg, and

still later to Portersville, M'here he practiced for

ihe last two years of his life. He leaves a wife

and two children.

Dk. TirojEAS Bahxett Williams died at his

home in Angola, Aug. 16, 1907, at the age of 68

years, 10 months and 28 days. Dr. Williams M’as

born at Baltimore, Md., Sept. 6, 1838. He
graduated from the Cleveland Medical College in

1863 and was physician in the L". S. Marine Hos-
pital at Cleveland, Ohio, in 1861:. He located at

Angola late in 1864 and practiced there until his

death. He was a memlier of his county and state

associations and the American Medical Associa-

tion. At the time of his death he was health

officer for the city of Angola and president of the

St u lien Countv Medical Society.

Dr. Hubb.vkd M. Smith, physician, MTiter.
educator and venerable president of the Board
of Trustees of Vincennes University, died at his
home in Vincennes, Dec. 23, 1907, aged 87 years.
Dr. Smith suffered a fall on the 4th of Decem-
ber, fracturing his hip, and the forced quietude
and old age brought on a revival of some of his
old ailments and finally pneumonia set in, caus-
ing his death.

Dr. Smith s early life was one of hardship, and
his early medical education was largely acquired
at odd hours during a period ivhen he was teach-
ing school in Kentucky. After a partial course
of instruction at the Transylvania Medical Col-
lege in 1843 he commenced the practice of medi-
cine at Xew Liberty, Ky., where he remained
about six months, then moving to Warsaw, Ky..
where he practiced medicine until 1847. In tliat

year he began a regular course of instruction at
the Starling Medical College, Columbus, Ohio,
and he received his medical degree two years
later. bVllowing his graduation he located at
\ incennes, where he practiced continuouslv until
the time of his death.

One of the early experiences of Dr. Smith was
his recognition of cholera at Vincennes in 1849.
which caused alarm and excitement among the
people, protest from fellow physicians and more
or less enmity. Dr. Smith bravely held to his
opinion that the town was stricken with cholera,
and the physicians and people were finally forced
fo believe that his opinion was correct.

In 1858 Dr. Smith purchased the Yincenncs
Gazette and immediately commenced to cham-
pion the cause of Aliraham Lincoln in his memor-
able canvass against Douglass, the Gazette being
one of the first papers to put forward the name
of Lincoln for President. Immediately on Mr.
Lincoln's election and installation as President,
in 1860, Dr. Smith was appointed postmaster at

A'iucennes and held the position until 1869.

Having always been actively interested in edu-

cational affairs, he was elected in 1876 a member
of the board of trustees of the Vincennes Uni-
versity, and in 1897 became the president of that

board. In 1849 he became a member of the

Knox t'ounty Medical Society, and he became a

member of the Indiana State ^Medical Association

on its organization in 1876. He was also a mem-
ber of the American Medical Association, the

first meeting of which he attended at Cincinnati

in 1852. He was a charter member of the Tri-

State Medical Association, which originally em-
braced Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky, and
which, outgrowing its territory, assumed the

name of the IMississippi Valley Medical Associa-

tion.
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lie became a Master Mason in 1845, and at

the time of liis death was the oldest member of

the Vincennes lodge. He was a member of the

Western Writers’ Association, having joined on

its organization, and even contributed poems at

its annual meetings. Benjamin F. Parker’s late

issue of “Indiana Poets" contains several selec-

tions from Dr. Smith’s poems. In his younger

days his poems were published in Peterson’s La-

dies’ Magazine, The Philadelphia Saturday

Courier, the old Louisville Journal, the Cincin-

nati Art Journal and other prominent journals

and papers of that time. A collection of poems,

entitled “At Midnight and Other Poems,” were

published in book form by Carlin & Hollenbeck

in 1898. His last contribution to the bookmakers

was “Historical Sketches of Old Vincennes.” His

contributions to medical literature have also been

published from time to time.

He was a diligent student, an apt scholar, a

clear thinker' and a logical reasoner. He always

had the courage of his convictions, and no power

or influence was ever strong enough to cause him

to deviate for a moment from what he regarded

as the high path of rectitude. He believed it to

be his patriotic duty to take an interest in the

affairs of his city, his State and nation on all

matters of public interest. His more than fifty

years’ record as a practicing physician was ideal

from the standpoint of both the profession and

the laity. Xo taint of any professional miscon-

duct was ever attached to him, and he alway.<

had the unbounded respect of his fellow practi-

tioners and the love and gratitude of his patients.

He left an impress for good on the community

in which he lived that will remain for many

years.

The Death of Nicholas Senn.

Dr. XiCHOL^vs Sexx, former professor of sur-

gery in Bush Medical College, and one of the

world’s most distinguished surgeons, died at his

home in Chicago, January 2, as a result of heart

disease, with which he had suffered for ten weeks.

He was a physician of international reputation,

and the results of his studies in surgery and path-

ology have become a part of the medical history

of the age. A man of culture, refinement and

thorough education. Dr. Senn was peculiarly

fitted for the honored position he held in his

profession, and his success as a surgeon placed

liim among the great medical men of the day.

During his active career he found time to coif-

tribute to surgical literature a large number of

valuable works. As a teacher his success Avas

evidenced vears ago, when he first entered that

field of the profession, by tlie popularity with

whicli las lectures were received by medical stu-

dents.

Dr. Senn was born in Switzerland in 1844.

When T years of age he came to this country with

his parents. The family settled at Fond du Lac,

Wis., the same year. The boy was sent to the

public schools and finally entered the office of a

country doctor, where he took up the study of

medicine. For several years Dr. Senn practiced

at one of the smaller towns in northern M’iscon-

XicHOLAS Sexx, 1844-1908.

sin, finally moving to .Milwaukee, where he soon

made a reputation as a surgeon of more than or-

dinary ability, and eventually became recognized

as one of the great surgeons and writers of the

country. About fifteen years ago he removed to

Chicago, where he was already interested as pro-

fessor of surgery in Bush Medical College. Since

that time his reputation as a surgeon and writer

has broadened until there is no country where

he was not well and favorably known.

PERSONALS

Dr. E. 0. Buress has located at Portersville.

Dr. H. C. Kx.tPP, of Vincennes, has located in

Huntingburg.
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Di!. \V. 1\. Bckjgs, fonnorly of Illinois, has

located at Salem.

Dr. G. \V. Andkrson has hogun the practice of

medicine at Cossuth.

Dr. \V. P. Alexander has removed from Cam-

den to the new town of Gary.

Dr. Wax. F. Pusiy of Holland, is at St. Lonis,

]\lo., doing postgraduate work.

Dr. E. S. Baker and family, of Lafayette, are

spending the winter in California.

Dr. W. S. Caaii’Isell has been reappointed

health officer for Tippecanoe County.

Dr. Allison IMaxwell, of Indianapolis, left

the latter part of November for Europe.

Dr. L. C. Cline, of Indianapolis, recently

started on a pleasure trip around the world.

Dr. P. B. Earp, of Dunkirk, left December
17 for an extended tour through the west.

Dr. P. P. Urmston, Valparaiso, and Louise
IM. Tillotson, Bav City, were married Oct. 29,

1907.
“

Dr. Earl Van Peed, of Lafayette, formerly
interne at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, has located in

Lafayette.

Dr. E. P. Easley, of New Albany, is in Phil-

adelphia and other eastern cities taking postgrad-

uate work.

Dr. a. B. Knapp, of Washington, is spending

the months of January, February and March in

California.

Dr. C. E. Caylor has opened a hospital for the

public at Pennville. It has accommodations for

eight patients.

Dr. and Mrs. Frank W. Foxworthy, of In-

dianapolis, have returned from a four months’

sojourn in Europe.

Dr. Noah D. Berry, of Muncie, on Dec. 16,

1907, sustained a Colics fracture of the right

wrist, due to a fall on an extended hand.

Dr. Edward Gordan, coronor of Lake County,

announces as his deputies for 1908 Drs. E. M.
Shanklin, W. F. Honk and If. L. Iddings.

Dr. Pichard B. Wetiierill, of Lafayette,

started, on October 15, for a trip around the

world. He expects to be gone about ten months.

Dr. W. C. Cauble, secretary of the Washing-

ton County Medical Society, has been elected

secretary of the Washington County Board of

Health.

Dr. Harvey IMitchell, retired, Delaware

County’s oldest physician, fell at his home Dec.

21, 1907, sustaining a fracture of the neck of the

left femur.

Dr. Cyrus W. Campbell and wife, of Ham-
mond, have gone to California to spend the win-

ter, with the hope that the doctor will regain his

failing health.

Dr. Geo. P. Green, of Muncie, sustained a

Colles fracture of the right wrist, due to acciden-

tal release of crank while cranking an automoliile

on Nov. 9, 1907.

Dr. Joseph Pilus Eastjian, of Indianapolis,

who has been in Europe for more than a year, has

returned and resumed his work in the Indiana

Medical College.

Di!. Georoe Frederick Shrady, the founder

of the Medical Record (New York City), an

eminent surgeon, died at his home in New York

City Nov. 9, 1907.

Dr. W. W. Wood, formerly a practicing physi-

cian at Angola, has abandoned the practice of

medicine and taken a position as traveling sales-

man in the New England States.

Dr. E. E. Eiffert, a graduate of the Indiana

Medical College, class of 1907, and Dr. A. F.

Gutzsell, a graduate of the Kentucky School of

Medicine, class of 1907, have located at Jasper.

Dr. George W. McCaskey, of Fort Wayne,

delivered the address on medicine at the sixty-

third meeting of the Northwestern Ohio Medical

Association, held at Toledo, Ohio, December 11.

Dr. J. D. Hillis, health officer for the city of

Lafayette, has been systematically enforcing the

new pure food law, with the result that Lafayette

is showing a marked reduction in the amount of

illness in the city.

Dr. John W. Sluss, of Indianapolis, has been

appointed secretary of the Marion County Board
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of Health at a salarv of per aiiiunn, suc-

eeedinjr Dr. Carl ^leCauhev. wlio, in turn, he-

eoines cle])uty eoroner.

Mits. Lillian Stoltz, wife of Dr. Charles

Stoltz, of South Bend, died on December 7. Mrs.

Stoltz was ])romineiit in social and educational

affairs in South Bend and, like her hnsband,

enjoyed the friendship and (‘steem of a very large

circle.

Diis. W.\r. Siii.AtEi! and II. 11. McKinstry have

completed their terms of service as internes at

the City Hospital and located in the city of In-

dianapolis for practice, the former at did North

IMeridian street and the latter at the corner of

d'hirtieth and Illinois streets.

Dr. Kkxxetit Jeffries^ for several years

physician to the Eastern Insane Hospital, has

resigned his ])osition and gone to New York for

a few months of clinical work, after which he will

practice in Indiana])olis with his father, Dr. W.
E. .Jeffries, 811 Mrginia avenue.

Dr. Tiioaia.s .1. Be.vsley and Mis.s Nellie
Loo AILS, of lndiana))oIis, were united in mar-
riage at Indianapolis, Dee. 11, 1907. Dr. Beas-

ley is a recent graduate of the Indiana Medical

College and now has charge of the llockwood

Sanitarium for Tuberculosis near Danville.

Dr. Huy B. Leverixo, of Lafayette, coroner of

d’ippecanoe County, with his bride, left on a wed-

ding trip to Euro])(> .June K). Deputy Coroner

. M. Beser, of Lafayette, followed the e.xample

of the coroner by marrying on October 1(5. Dr.

Beser and bride took a wedding trip, which in-

cluded visits to numerous Eastern cities.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

d’liE jihysicians of New ,\lhany and .Jefferson-

ville have taken uj) the ])o.stgraduate course of

study.

ITie ])hysicians of North Vernon have decided

to charge double fees for all sick calls attended

Avithin the city limits hetAveen the hours of 9

p. m. and G a. m.

The Eort Wayne Medical Society has taken

official action concerning the hiding of cases of

contagious and infectious diseases, and has de-

termined to support the Board of Health in

efforts to suppress the practice of covering up

communical)le diseases for any cause Avhatsoever.

The Louisville Medical College and the Hos-

])ital College of Medicine, both located at Louis-

ville, Ky., lune combined under the name of the

Louisville and Hospital Medical College, continu-

ing as the medical dejiarlment of Central Eni-

Aersity.

The secretary of the Hreen County Medical

Society rejiorts the folloAving removals: Dr. W.

H. ('ole, from Sivitz City to Elnora; Dr. B. T.

Cook, from Solsherry to BoAvling Hreen; Dr. V.

S. Shanklin, from Vicksburg to Terre Haute;

Dr. .1. I’^. Bickel, from ^Midland to Indian J'erri-

tory.

'I’liE Northern Tri-State IMedical Association

meets at Toledo, Ohio, on .January 14. Dr. Al-

bert E. Bulson, .Jr., of Fort Wayne, is president

of the association, and Dr. Wm. F. Shumaker,

of Butler, is secretary. Indiana physicians repre-

sented on the Toledo program are as follows: A.

C. Yoder, Ooshen; M. Stamm, Fremont; M. F.

Porter, Fort Wayne
;
H. F, Mitchell, South Biuid

;

1\. Iv. AMieelock, Fort Wayne.

The Indianapolis City Council, on Dec. 11,

1907, A'oted to alloAv the Board of Health $51,000

for the completion of improvements in the City

Hospital. The attempts of the board to enforce

the ordinance against the croAvding of people in

insufficient cpiarters (as many as 18 Hungarians

being found sleeping in one small room) have

been frustrated by the decision of .Judge Whallon,

who declared the ordinance iiiA’alid.

The DehiAvare County Hospital Commission

has recently purchased, through the beneficence

of l\Ir. .James Lahayteau.x, of Delaware County,

the old McCulloh home in Muncie, to be con-

verted into the DelaAvare County Hospital. The

site is centrally located and one of the most de-

sirable in the city for the purpose, and Avas se-

cured by the commission for a consideration of

$18,000. The building Avill, in the near future,

lie thoroughly renovated and equipped by the

commission, and Avill be maintained by the county

under the statute providing for the maintenance

of county hospitals.

A CASE of poisoning from antikamnia is re-

ported by Dr. II. N. EoAvell in the California

State Journal of Medicine. An experienced

nurse, suffering from an ulcerated tooth, on the

advice of her dentist had taken antikamnia. She

had taken ten grains. When examined by Dr.
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Kowell she was found in a state of collapse, and a

half-hour's work with various restoratives was

I'erpiired to bring about consciousness. The pa-

tient had no idiosyncrasy, as she had taken coal

tar derivatives in the past, but under the direc-

tion of her physician. The package from which

the tablets were taken was mai’ked “Sample

Package,” and, she alleges, was left at her door.

The physicians of Bellefontaine, Oliio, have

taken action regarding evening offiee hours, thus

limiting, in all except emergency cases, the num-

ber of hours of a physician’s working day. An
agreement, signed by practically every physician

in the town, has been published in the local pa-

pers, M’hereby the physicians agree to close their

offices at 6 o’clock each evening except Saturday.

Patients are requested not to make demands on

the physicians during the evening hours except

in cases of emergency. By closing their active

work, so far as possible, at 6 p. m., the physicians

of Bellefontaine hope to have the evening for

study and reading, thus increasing their ability

and the value of their services to their patients.

The new Methodist Hospital at Indianapolis,

although still incomplete, held oj)en house New
Year’s day. A turke\' dinner was furnished from

12 to 2 1)}’ the ladies of Hall Place M. E. Church,

and a general reception from 2 to (i by the ladies

of the Methodist churches of the city. Over

(),000 persons visited the hospital during the day,

and the sum of $3,600 was contributed toward

the finishing of the stnicture. Miss iMarilla Wil-

liams, of Jetfersonville, a trained nurse and not

a physician, was chosen superintendent of the

hospital at the meeting of the l)oard. She re-

ceived her training at the Deaconess Training

School of Chicago and. has had charge of the

Jeffersonville Hospital for the past eight years.

Among the applicants or candidates mentioned

for this position there were sixty physicians. The

directors hope to have the hospital ready for occu-

pancy in about three months.

Goveuxok Haxia' issued three Christmas par-

dons to red-handed murderers. Every year sev-

eral men, who have been given life sentences for

crimes that merited such punishment, are thus

turned loose, their release vitiating to an extent

in the public mind the force of the life sentence.

This is one of the iiotent reasons why the people

oppose tlie abolition of the death penalty. They

do not fancy the idea of sending to prison for life

some infamous beast who richly deserves hang-

ing, only to see him paroled a few years later by

some sentimental governor with a mistaken

“Christmas spirit” gnawing at his “innards.”

So long as the pardoning power is so freely em-

ployed, the good people of Indiana will insist on

keci)ing a good supply of hemp rope up at Michi-

gan City for certain distinguished citizens who
manifest a i-eckless disregard for human life.—

•

Eort Wai/nc Xews, December 26.

The Avieiucax Medical Association' an-

nounces that the first number of the Archives of

Inicnuil Medicine^ a Journal devoted to the pub-

lication of articles relating to internal medicine

which are too technical or too elaborate for a

journal of general circulation, will come from

j)ress some time this month. The Archives will

not conflict with other pultlications now in exist-

ence, l)ut will be, as it were, a connecting link

l)otween technical Journals, and representing spe-

cial work so far as it relates to the internist and

uK'dical Journals in general, for which such mat-

ter would be too technical, too theoretical or too

experimental in character. The editorial board

is made up of the following well-known men

:

Joseph E. Miller, Chicago; David L. Edsall,

Philadelphia; llichard C. Cabot, Boston; Theo-

dore C. Janeway, Yew York City; George Dock,

.\.nn Arbor; Y'. 8. Thayer, Baltimore. The sub-

scription price will be $-1.00 a year, but as an

introductory price a reduction of $1.00 will lie

made to members and subscribers to The Journal

of the A. i\r. A.

Ix THE suit of the Memphis Keeley Institute

vs. the Leslie E. Keeley Company, the fraudulent

character of the “Keeley Cure” has been fully

ex])osed. In the trial it developed that the Keeley

Com])any built up and maintained its business

by fraudulent representations, and the higher

court maintained that there was abundant evi-

dence to jirove that the Keeley business obtained

its start and reached its eminence by gross mis-

ivpresentations, and that a company thus prey-

ing on the puldic should not be jirotected in its

frauds by the court. The evidence showed, as

(‘very physician knows, that there is no such salt

as the “double chloride of gold,” and, further-

more, that there is no gold in any form whatso-

ever in any of the so-called Keeley gold cure

remedies. At one time Keeley's reputation as a

pul)lic benefactor was heralded far and wide liy

pul})it and press, but the evidence now shows,

what many intelligent physicians always thought

was the case, that Keeley was a swindler of the

worst type and the “gold cure” a rank humbug
foisted on a gullible public for profit.
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Tim-: Coininittee of the x\. M. A. on “Legisla-

tive Measures to Trevent Ophthalmia Neona-

Vorunr’ recommend the following form of law as

a basis for legislative action, to be modified to

suit the needs and legal situations in each state,

and physicians are urged to cooperate, both indi-

vidually and collectively, with the committee to

secure its enactment:

AX ACT to Prevent Inflaniniation of tlie Eyes of the

Xewboi'n Itabc, or So-Called Opbtbahnia Neojia-

torum.

Section 1. The dei)artinent of health of this state is

herehjf vested with power and authority to publish and

distribute sueh information and instruction, to furnish

such remedies, and to make such rules, regulations and

ordinances as it may deem expedient to prevent the

development of intlammation of the eyes of the newborn

babe, or so-called ophthalmia neonatorum, in public

hospitals or institutions in which midwifery is prac-

ticed either wholly or in part, and in connection witn

the practice of legally licensed midwives.

Section 2. Said department is authorized to enforce

its rules, regulations and ordinances at the expense of

the state.

Section 3. Any person violating any rule, regulation

or ordinance of said dejiartmcnt of health regarding

the prevention of ophthalmia neonatorum shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor. This aet shall take effect

immediately.

In Collier’s Weekly a strong tribute is paid to

the progressiveness of the ]\Iassachusetts Board

of Health. An act which took effect on Sept. 1,

1906, provides that “it shall be unlawful for any

])crson (including physicians) to sell or to expose

or offer for sale or to give or exchange any patent

or })roprietary medicine or article containing

cocain or any of its salts or alpha- or betaeucain,

or any synthetic substitute of the aforesaid.”

Previous to the enactment of this law every Mas-

sachusetts druggist sold proprietary preparations

containing cocain in some form. Since then the

board has prohibited the sale of the following

preparations : Crown Catarrh Powder, Dr.

Agnew's Catarrh Powder, Dr. Cole’s Catarrh

Cure, I. C. P. Instant Catarrh Relief, Pretzin-

ger’s Catarrh Balm, Allenbury’s Throat Pastiles

No. 9, Tucker’s Specific for Asthma, Hay Fever

and all diseases of the respiratory organs.

Finding that many cocain preparations adver-

tised for sale belong to the list of non-proprietary

preparations sold without prescription, the board

issued an order to the effect that druggists may
no longer sell, except on prescription, the follow-

ing : Compressed Pills, Throat, Mentholated,

John Wyeth & Bro., Inc.
;
Compressed Pill, Nau-

sea, John Wyeth & Bro., Inc.; Anti-Vomiting

Tablets, Mulford; Tablets, Anti-Vomiting, No.

2. Mulford ; Compressed Tablets, Creosote Com-
pound. No. 2, C. Kilgore, New York.

Later the board advertised as unsalable at re-

tail the following; Standard Catarrh Powder,

Reeves’ Coca and Tolu Cough Drops, Reeves’

Drug and Chemical Company, Cambridge, Dlass.

;

Coca Wine, Ropes Drug Company, Salem; Coca

Wine, W. B. Markell’s Drug Stores; Coca Wine,

Lewis, the Manufacturing Chemist, Boston

;

Peruvian Wine of Coca, E. F. Mattison, Provi-

dence, R. I.; Wine of Coca, Davies, Rose & Co.,

Boston; Metcalf’s Coca Wine, Theodore Dletcalf

Company, Boston; Dr. Earl’s Coca Wine, the

New York and Boston Drug Co., Boston; Ep-

stein’s Wine of Coca, Epstein’s Cut Price Drug

Store, Boston.

This work is in the right direction and is com-

mended to the attention of various state boards

of health, Indiana included.

The Illinois State Medical Society has

recently entered into an agreement with the

American Medical Association by which syste-

matic cooperative organization work will be taken

up in Illinois. The plan is as follows: The
Membership Department of the American Medi-

cal Association has selected the best and most

competent men from among its representatives

for organization work. These men have had

much experience along this line and are thor-

oughly familiar with all the details of organiza-

tion Avork. The Avork is taken up by counties and

councilor districts. Before an organizer is sent

into a district, correct proof of the names of the

physicians of each county, indicating the mem-
bers and non-members of the county medical so-

ciety, is sent to the county secretary, who is

asked to revise it and return it to the general

office of the American l\Iedical Association. This

is done for tAA’o reasons: first, that the member-

ship list for that county may be complete and up

to date ;
second, to enable the secretary to desig-

nate on the proof those physicians in the county

Avho are not members of their county society, but

Avho are eligible and Avho Avould be acceptable to

the county society. From this returned proof a

list of eligible and desirable non-members is made

up, Avhich list is given to the organizer Avhen he

starts into the district. At the same time he is

given a letter of introduction to the councilor,

on AA'hom he calls before taking up the Aimrk in

the district and Avith Avhom he carefully discusses

the Avork in that particular district. The coun-

cilor gives him such advice and instructions as

he thinks best and also gives him a letter of

introduction to each county secretary in the dis-

trict. The organizer then takes up each county

in turn, calling first on the county secretary and
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presenting his credentials. Tlie organizer and

the county secretary then go over the list of non-

members of the county in detail, the secretary

giving the organizer such advice in the way of

suggestions regarding local conditions, individ-

uals, etc., as he may think advisable. The organ-

izer then calls personally on each desirable non-

member in the county, presenting the cause of

medical organization and endeavoring to secure

the application of the physician for the county

society. Applications are taken on a triplicate

blank, one copy of which is turned in to the

county secretary, the second is sent to the state

secretary, and the third to the general secretary

of the A. M. A. The organizer, at the time of

taking the application, collects one year's dues

for the county society, which, of course, includes

tlie state per capita assessment. As soon as the

county is completed the organizer reports to the

secretary of the county society as to the results

obtained. When an entire district is completed

a report is made to the councilor of the district.

In this way it is anticipated that within the next

few months every physician in Illinois who is a

non-member of his county society can be person-

ally interviewed, and wherever possible induced to

become a member of his county and state organi-

zations.

The advantages of this kind of organization

are many, and it is hoped that some such plan

can be adopted here in Indiana where there is

room for extended organization work. The Coun-

cil will probably make an effort to secure the

cooperation of organizers of the A. M. A., and if

suitable arrangements can be perfected the offi-

cers of county societies will be reqiiested to give

all possible aid and assistance to the organizers

sent into this state.

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

THE COUNCIL.

A meeting of tlie Council was held at the Claypool

Hotel, Indianapolis, on October 15. The meeting was
called to order by Chairman Wishard, with the fol-

lowing Councilors present: Walter J. Leach, Third
District, New Albany; W. H. Stemm, Fourth District,

North Vernon; Joseph H. Weinstein, Fifth District,

Terre Haute; D. W. Stevenson, Sixth District, Eich-

mond; W. N. Wishard, chairman. Seventh District,

Indianapolis; George Rowland, Ninth District, Cov-

ington
;

E. G. Blinks, Tenth District, Michigan City

;

Charles H. McCully, Eleventh District, Logansport;

Albert E. Bulson, Jr., Secretary, Twelfth District,

Fort Wayne; C. A. Daugherty, Thirteenth District,

South Bend. The Secretary presented the proxies and
instructions from Councilors W. R. Davidson, First

District, Evansville; G. W. H. Kemper, Eighth Dis-

trict, iMuncie, and George Knapp, Second District,

Vincennes.

The chairman stated that the business of the meet-

ing was to consider the question of the establishment

of a medical journal to take the place of the bound
“Transactions,” and that in compliance with instruc-

tions from the House of Delegates the Council had, at

a former meeting, appointed the secretary of the Coun-
cil a committee of one to collect all necessary facts

concerning the feasibility of publishing a medical jour-

nal to take the place of the bound Transactions, and

the wishes of the members of the Association concern-

ing the subject.

The secretary reported that he had sent circular let-

ters to all the county societies in the state asking that

<a vote be taken on the proposition to establish a jour-

nal for the Indiana State IMedical Association, and
that up to date sixty-three societies had voted for the

establishment of a journal and eight had voted to re-

tain the “Transactions,” thus indicating that a lai’ge

majority of the societies rvere favorable to the estab-

lishment of a journal. He also reported that in ac-

cordance with instructions from the Council he had
carried on an extensive correspondence, concerning

state society journals, with officers of various state

societies and medical editors interested in state soci-

ety publications. Much of this correspondence was
then read, showing that wdthout exception the state

organizations that have established official journals are

not only thoroughly satisfied with the results accom-
plished, but are unwilling to abandon the plan. The
secretary then presented considerable tabulated infor-

mation with reference to the cost of publication of

various journals, rates charged for advertising, sub-

scriptions. salaries paid, policies pursued, etc. He also

slated that he had secured some preliminary bids on

the publication of such a journal as he thought the

Indiana State Aledical Association ought to publish,

and that he had definitely determined the fact that a

creditable journal could be published without running
the Association into debt or raising the diies.

Following a rather extended and general discussion

on the subject. Dr. Stevenson moved that the Council

establish a journal for the Indiana State Medical Asso-

ciation lo take the place of the bound “Transactions,”

and that the first number of the journal be published

on or about .Ian. 1. 1008. The motion was seconded
by Dr. Rowland, and on vote was unanimously carried.

Dr. Stevenson moved that Dr. Bulson of Fort Wayne
be elected as editor of The Joukxae for one year and
to continue thereafter as editor until his successor is

elected. The motion was seconded by Dr. Daugherty,
and on vote carried unanimously.

Dr. Bulson moved that the name of the journal be

The Jourxae of the Indiana State IMedical As.so-

CIATION. that it be made a journal of general interest

to the medical profession of Indiana, and that it be

published under direction of the Council. The motion
was seconded by Dr. McCully, and on vote unani-
mously carried.

Sample copies of several state journals were pre-

sented for in.spection, and after a free discussion of

the subject it was decided, on motion by Dr. AlcCully,

seconded by Dr. Leach, that the new journal be made
to correspond in a general way with the size and ap-

pearance of the official organ of the Kentucky State
IMedical Association. IMotion carried.

Dr. Bulson stated that as the “Transactions” and
the various printing bills for the Assoeiation for each
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>i'ar had cost a])])i()ximatcly 7.') cents for each nieinher.

lie Ihoiijilit that such an amount from each member
should he voted as an annual subscription to The
Jouiix.\i,. and with the amount raised in this way
from subscri])tions, added to the amount that could

possibly he secure^, from advertising, he would be

willing to undertake the jmblication of a journal of

4S pages, of the size of the Kcntuckt/ Medical Journal,

each issue to eontain .3,000 eojiies.

Dr. AIcCully then moved, seconded by Dr. Stevenson,

that 7o cents from the 1008 dues of every memlier of

the Indiana State Medical Association be set aside as

a subscription to The Jot’RNAL for one year, or from
Jan, 1, 1008, to Jan. 1, 1000; that such sum be placed

to the credit of The Joi’RXAI. immediately on collec-

tion of the dues; and that the memliers of county med-
ical societies be asked to pay their 1008 dues by Jan-

uary 1 on account of the estahlishment of a journal

and the necessary exjienses incurred. ^Motion carried.

Alotion by Dr. Daugherty, and seconded by Dr. Row-
land. that the exjienses jiertaining to the publication

of The Jocrnai.. including the salary of the editor,

be limited to the income derived from the subscrip-

tions and advertising. Carried.

Dr. Rulson then stated that owing to the demand
on his time for regular jirofessional work, he would
not he able to look after all the details connected

with the jiroper editing and jiidilishing of the new
journal, consequently he would like to have an assist-

ant to share some of the resjionsibility. Dr. Rowland
then moved, seconded by Dr. Stemm, that Dr. Bulson
be authorized to select and apjioint an assistant ed-

itor. and to emjiloy such office help as required, but
that all salaries and other expenses connected with toe

jmblication of The Jot'rx.vt. be paid from journal

funds. Carried.

IMoved by Dr. Stevenson, and seconded by Dr. Row-
land. that the advertisement of no medicinal prepara-

tion be accepted for jmblication in The .TorRXAi. un-

less it is a U. S. R. or X. F. preparation, or has been

ajiproved by the C ouncil on Pharmacy and Chemistiy
of the American Aledical .Association. Carried.

Dr. Rulson said that he had the advertising rate

cards of various journals, including nearly all of the

state society journals, and he suggested that the rates

for The Joi'rxai. be made to comj)are favorably with

the rates of other state society journals of similar size

and circulation.

Aloved by Dr. Blinks, and seconded by Dr. AlcCully.

that the advertising rates he made to conform to the

rates charged bv other state journals and that the

rates as established be uniform to any and all adver-

tisers. Carried.

"Moved by Dr. Weinstein, and seconded by Dr.

Stemm. that The .lorRXAi. ))iint no free advertising

readers and have no advertising inserts among the

regular reading j>ages. Carried.

Aloved by Dr. Daugherty, and seconded by Dr.

Stemm. that all original articles for jmblication in

The .TorRX.xi, shall have the ajit)roval of the j)ublica-

tion committee of the Council. Carried.

Aloved by Dr. Bulson. and seconded by Dr. Wein-
stein. that the seci'etarv of the Association shall

j)romj)tly turn over to the treasurer all state society

dues, and that the treasurer shall likewise j)romjitly

tuni over to the editoi' of The .ToruXAi, all subseriji-

tions to The Joi rx.m.. so that the funds may be

available for the jiayment of j)ublication exjienses.

Carried.

Moved by Dr. Stevenson, and seconded by Dr.

Daugherty, that the editor he given full authority to

adojit any measures and jmrsue any jioliey. not already

provided for by action of the Council, that in his judg-

ment seems indicated as necessary or ajijirojiriate in

the best interests of The .lorRXAi. of the Ixpiaxa
St.ate IMeph'ae As.soc'Iatiox. and that the Council

extend encouragement and supjiort in all his efforts

to build up tbe journal interests. Carried.

]Moved by Dr. Stevenson, and seconded by Dr. Row-
land. that any eandidate for county, state or national

office shall be interviewed by the councilor of the dis-

trict in which such candidate resides, or some one

dejnitized by the councilor, to inquire as to the prob-

able attitude of the candidate on questions vital to the

best interest of the medical iirofession. and that such

views be made known to the Council for such publicity

as may be deemed advisable or expedient. Carried.

Adjourned. Albert F. BrL.so.x. .Tr.. Sec.

ALLEN COUNTY.

Four M AYXE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Dec. 3, 1907.)

The Society met in regular session in the assemblv

room of the courthouse, with Vice-President English

in the chair and .30 members and a number of ^guests

jiresent. The minutes of the last meeting were read

and ajijiroved.

Epidemiology of Typhoid Fever was the title of a

paper read by Dr. It. O. Bruggeman. He said that

typhoid fever is an infectious and contagious disease,

and that the immediate role of polluted water in the

spread of the disease has overshadowed all other

sources of infection. Tvj)hoid fever is a general infec-

tion. a true septicemia, and hence the bacilli 7tiay J)c

excreted by the way of the urine, feces and sputum.

The bacilli in the feces come in a large part from the

bile. The sputum may he loaded with bacilli and

esjjecially is this true if jiulnionary complications ex-

ist. The theory that intestinal worms play an im-

portant jiart in inoculating typhoid is jirobably fal-

lacious. Three or four per cent, of the jiatients who
have typhoid continue to excrete the bacilli for long

jieriods of time after recovery. These bacillus car-

riers are important factors in the spread of the disease,

and several ej)idemics have been traced to sucb a

source. Certain jiersons who have never had the clin-

ical symptoms of the disease may discharge typhoid

bacilli for long j)eriods of time. These individuals are

another imjiortant source of the sj^read of typhoid, as

are also atyj)ical cases leading to errors in diagnosis.

Aluch study has been given the q7iestion of viability

and retention of virulency of the bacillus typhosiis out-

side the body. Contradictory results have been ob-

tained. but in general it may be said that direct sun-

light raj)idly destroys the bacillus, whereas the bacil-

lus. when dried and kept in the dark, lives for many
days and is unafi'ccted by freezing and thawing. The

bacillus is viable in water from few to many days, de-

pendiTi'T on the ^amount of organic material present and

the absence of sunlight and other adverse conditions.

The oiginisms may live in the soil for a numbei- of

months, and have been known to survive for twenty-

three days on the external parts of an ordinary house

fly. Every case of typhoid fever is due to the pres-

ence of excreta on t..e food, fingers or other places

where excreta should not be found. Contaminated
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tiiifUMs £Hp a menace tjotli to their owners and the pub-

lie. Infected heddinji and clothiiifi are a source of out-

break in military conunands and amon<i laundresses.

Ttununafte sales are another source of infection, and it

is now fjenerally recognized that flies may carry the

infecting organism directly from the feces to the food.

Itust is another possible medium of transfer, and
Hurty attributes ejiidemics to the blowing about of

dust containing excreta derived from the toilet rooms
of railroad trains. Polluted water is the ])rincipal

source, not only when used for drinking p\irposes, but
also when used on tooth brushes, as a nasal douche,
in the manufacture of soft drinks and even in bath-

ing. Jlilk probably plays the next most important
idle in the epidemiology of typhoid. IMilk may be
infected by the contaminated fingers of typhoid nurses,

flies and the use of polluted water to wash the milk
containers. Alilk epidemics affect juincipally women
and children. O.vsters and fresh vegetables may al.so

be disseminators of typhoid. The disease is brought
about through the medium of food, fingers and flies.

Filth is therefore the fundamental condition for the

s])read of typhoid, and cleanliness the universal pana-
cea for its eradication. One thing is especially clear,

and that is that tyjihoid fever is a contagious disease.

Dr. Van Ruskirk opened the discussion by saying
that every case of typhoid fever has its origin in

another case, and hence the excreta from every ty-

jihoid case should be destroyed. The chronic bacilli

carriers are a prolific source of the disease. From a

bouillon culture of bacillus tyjihosis ])oured on the
ground in the fall, living organisms have been re-

covered in tbe s])ring from the surface of the gianind
and also at a dei)th of eighteen inches. This shows how
easily the ground water may be contaminated and from
that the drinking su|)])lies. rontaniinated water and
typhoid feces are the most usual diiect souices of in-

fection. Tbe urine may contain the bacilli for years.

l)r. Van Ruskirk moved that the paper be referred

to the State iiedical .Association. Motion seconded and
carried.

Dr. Ruchman said that he knew of an instance in

which two nuunbers of a family were infected by con-

taminated water used for dish washing. Kvery person
who ingests typhoid bacilli will not take tbe disease,

as the development of the disease dejiends on the gen-

eral state of the system. Inte.stinal antiseptics in the

treatment of the disease are useless because t.vphoid

fever is a systemic disease.

Dr. McOscar said that he believes that the bacilli

e.xcreted during an attack of typhoid are more viru-

lent than those excreted after Ihe attack. It was for-

merly thought that ta])c worm infection was the one
danger in using vegetables fertilized with human feces,

but it is now known that vegetables carry typhoid.

Dr. Greenawalt said that he believed that the gall

bladder was the source of the hacilli in the "bacilli

carriers'’ in the chronic disseminators of the disease.

He thinks that jiatients should not be discbarged until

an examination shows the urine and feces clear of ty-

])hoid bacilli, and that all cases of typhoid fever

should be quarantined.

Dr. Havice said that mild cases of typhom are dan-
gerous for the reason that such jiatients do not con-

sider themselves sick enoush to go to bed. and often-

times not sick enough to consult a doctor. He believes

that the Roard of Health should see that grocerymen
do not leave food nut on the sidewalk ;o gather dust
and germs.

Dr. Xierman said i.iat the only sure prevention of

typhoid is to boil all water and cook all food before

ingestion.

Dr. Squires said that he believes that there is a

great difference in the virulenc.y of the bacilhis typhn-

sis, as the severity of epidemics varies greatly. Infec-

tion from a virulent case produces a severe attack,

and conversely.

Dr. Porter said that the miclei of inany gallstones

are ty])hoid bacilli. He knows of one case of typhoid

arising from cistern water used only in bathing and
dish washing. Investigation showed <a leaking sewer
one foot from the cistern. He said that typhoid may
occur without fever and abdominal symptoms.

Dr. Drayer said that many cases of typhoid originate

from ])atients having the disease, but not recognized as

such. Sj)oradie cases may be explained on the ground
that the germs remain latent in the system until the

body resistance becomes low.

Dr. Van Sweringen said that the United States

Army Commission demonstrated the important role of

the lly in the ])roduction of t;\q)hoid. It is impossible

to get a body of men together without having ty])hoid.

He further said that he had obtained the Widal re-

action in two cases of ttiberculosis and that neither

jiatient had ever had typhoid.

Dr. Khamy said that he had seen the Widal reaction

occur in tuberculosis. He further said that it is the

mild and unrecognized cases of typhoid fever which are

the ones that do the damage. Racilli which are not

virulent may become virulent when they find a suit-

able subject. The germs in the chronic disseminator
luohably come from the gall bladder.

Dr. Rruggeman in closing said that oy.sters are

usually infected in their beds. Afild cases of typhoid
are the jnincipal cause of epidemics. One Oerman
village epidemic was traced to a woman who had bad
the disease 42 years before.

Dr. Riilson moved that the secretary invite the go\-

ernment milk expert to deliver a ])ublic lecture i nder
the ausjiice.s of the Fort Wayne Aledical Society. Sec-

onded and carried.

Dr. Porter introduced the following resolution:

Rcsoirrd. That the time for paying the annual assess-

ment for the indigent fund be changed to correspond
with the time for the ])ayment of the annual dues.

Action ])ost])oiied until second reading.

The annual election of officers resulted as follows:

Presideiu. IV. 1). Calvin: vice-president, C. R. Dancer;
secretary, .1. ('. Wallace: treasurer, W. P. Whery:
censor to fill \acancy. II. A. Duemling, delegate to

Ihe State Association. H. O. Rruggeman; alternate-

delegate. .1. R. AIcFvoy.

Dr. Porter mo\ed that the meeting of December 24
be dispensed with and the program for that evening
be taken uj) later. Seconded and carried.

Adjourned.

Charles G. Reall. Sec. pro (cm.

(Meeting of Dec. lo, 1907 .)

Society called to order at the Fort Wayne Lutheran
Hosjiital (diiiic night) by President AIcKvoy, with 32

members and several guests present. Minutes of

jirevioiis meeting read and ajiproved.

Pyelitis Accompanied by Severe Bronchitis.—Ca.se re-

port by Dr. Duemling. Patient, man. aged 22, was
seen in consultation with Dr. Guy Smith. I’atient was
found com|daining of ]>ain in the chest and the back
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(lumbar region) and of a severe cough accompanied

by free expectoration of mucus; 24 hours before had

had two chills, one following the other. Xo previous

history of any importance. On examination pulse 104,

temperature 103, respiration 3G. Percussion note same
over all areas of the chest; thought to be not as

resonant as normal. By auscultation coarse rfiles in

the bronchi, and finer ones in the smaller bronchioles.

Percussion in the right hypochondriac region caused

the patient to call attention to the pain in the back

occasioned by the transmission of the force exerted by

the percussion. Found pronounced tenderness over

the right kidney. At this point the patient gave a

history of having had gonorrhea 15 months before.

Examination of the urine showed a specific gravity of

1,033, highly acid, no albumen or sugar, no phosphates

but an abundance of urates. Pus cells found by micro-

scopic examination. On the following aay the urine

showed a larger quantity of pus cells, some staphylo-

cocci and a few gonococci. Patient expectorating freely.

Three days later the temperature and respiration

became practically normal and patient in a fair way
for recovery. Dr. Duemling said that t)ie interesting

feature of the case was that it seemed to be an ascend-

ing infection.

Rupture of the Liver.—Reported by Dr. Duemling.

Patient age 70 years, was thrown from a wagon. Xot
known whether the wagon passed over him or not.

Patient found by Dr. Duemling in deep shock, two

ribs fractured. Removed to the hospital. On arrival

the patient complained of severe pain in the abdomen,

was vomiting, restless and very pale. Abdomen dis-

tended and tjTupanitic. An exploratory incision was
made and great quantities of blood came into the field.

While clearing away the clots pieces of peculiar sub-

stance, thought to be fecal matter coming from a

ruptured bowel, were discovered, and these, on closer

inspection, were found to be pieces of detached liver.

Patient died about 24 hours after the injury. The

peculiar thing about the case is that the man could

live so long with such an extensive rupture of the liver

and so little symptoms. In connection with chis case

Dr. Duemling reported another very similar case of

ruptured liver in a young man, with death fi hours

after the injury.

Appendicitis with Resection of the Bowel.—Dr.

Duemling reported a case in which numerous attacks

of appendicitis had resulted in adhesions and a tumor

mass as large as the fisc necessitating a resection of

two or three inches of the ileum in order to secure

satisfactory results from operation.

In this connection Dr. Van Sweringen also presented

a specimen of resection of the bowel made necessary

from trouble with the appendix. Thf patient was

operated at the end of the first week of an attack of

appendicitis. Free pus and a gangrenous appendix

were found. Appendix removed ann drain inserted.

Considerable swelling around the bowel and cecum.

Removed the drain at the end of a week. Patient

worked during the summer and in the fall attended

school for several weeks when he again began to have

trouble in the right side. On examination it was

found that ne had a larger tumor than when he had his

appendicitis. The bowel was opened and a tangled

mass of bowel and inflammatory material discovered.

The bowel was resected and an end-to-end anastomosis

made. Recovery uneventful.

Removal of the Thyroid.—Dr. Duemling presented a.

thyroid tumor which grew as a retro-sternal goiter and
was all but hidden behind the sternum. It seemed veiy

small until it was uncovered. The most prominent
symptom produced by the goiter was interference with

respiration. When the tumor was removed it left a

very large cavity which had to be drained. Recovery

was uneventful despite the fact that she also had
suppurating tuberculous glands of the neck on the

left side, which were also removed at the same time.

Dr Deumling then presented a number of fibroids,

several of which had been removed from pregnant

women. He suggested that the fibroids grow faster

if the patient becomes pregnant.

In the discussion Dr. Porter said that there are

several reasons for operating a case of fibromyomata

with pregnancy present. Dr. Reed's idea is correct

unless miscarriage is liable and then it is not because

we have the miscarriage, but on account of the septi-

cemia. Another reason for operating these eases is

to save the child, for on removing the tumor and

allowing the pregnancy to go on to term the child’s

chances are better. He said that he had done this in

cases fully five months along.

Dr. Porter said that he was not sure that fibroids

grow faster on account of pregnancy. The growth of

the pregnant uterus pushes the tumor up into the

belly and it seems as though the tumor is really

growing rapidly.

With reference to the resection case report by Dr.

Duemling, Dr. Porter said that he thought it would

be advisable to make a microscopical examination of

the specimen,. as it was not unlikely that the growth

might be malignant.

With reference to rupture of the liver, Dr. Porter

said that fewer lives would be lost if we could get

the profession to realize that so-called “shock” in

nineteen out of twenty eases is not shock at all but

hemorrhage. If the symptoms do not get rapidly

better the thing to do is to open the belly and stop

the hemorrhage.

Dr. Rhamy said that in making microscopic exami-

nations for gonococci in the urine.-it is absolutely neces-

sary to use Grams’ stain to differentiate the gonococci

from other organisms which look like gonococci.

Dr. B. Van Sweringen exuibited specimens of ovarian

cysts prepared by a method which shows the size of

the cyst much better than the usual method. He rubs

the inside of the cyst with boric acid and stuffs the

cyst with cotton. He then rubs the outside with boric

and salicylic acid and hangs the cyst up to dry.

Dr. Beall said, concerning the case of hemorrhage

from ruptured liver, that it is remarkable that so-

large a rent should occur without any external mark

of violence if the liver was normal. In this case the

liver substance seemed to be diseased, as shown by

the yellowish pieces taken out by Dr. Duemling, and

this diseased condition probably accounts for the

extent of the injury.

Dr. English reported a case of rupture of the lung

by contre-coup. The patient was struck with a board

over the left side ribs to the left of the stomach. There

was very little external evidence of injury, but a great

deal of shock. There was no evidence of perforation

or injury to the abdominal contents or evidence of

hemorrhage. Patient died within twenty-four hours,

and on postmortem the tissues over the cartilages of

the ribs on tbe left side were found edematous, and on

opening the chest, the right lung was found ccdhipsed.
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the left one appearing normal. On lifting the right

lung, found a tear in the upper and outer posterior

half one and one-half inches deep. There was a per-

itonitis in the upper left portion of the abdomen, but

ab.solutely no hemorrhage.

Motion was made and 'carried that all clinical eases

reported be in writing as far as possible.

Following adjournment the members partook of

luncheon served by the hospital management.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

(Meeting of Dec. 17, 1907.)

(Meeting called to order by President (McEvoy with

35 members and a large number of guests present by

special invitation. Pending of minutes of previous

meeting postponed.

Clean Milk was the title of a stereopticon lecture by
Dr. George X. Whitaker, a government dairy inspector.

He spoke of the danger in using impure milk and

called attention to the fact that milk is frequently a

carrier of disease. Tuberculosis may be transmitted

to the human being from milk taken from a cow suf-

fering from tuberculosis. It is therefore necessary

that all cows suffering from tuberculosis should be

excluded from herds. The tuberculin test for tubercu-

losis in cows is efficient and laws and ordinances should

be passed requiring the frequent examination of herds

for tuberculosis and other diseases, and when tubercu-

losis is found in a herd the dairyman should be legally

required to remove the diseased cattle from his herd.

(Milk may be contaminated outside of the cow, and is

frequently the carrier of diphtheria, typhoid and scarlet

fever. Epidemics of these diseases have frequently been

traced to milk. Ordinances should be passed regulating

the handling of milk and milk utensils, and there should

be absolute cleanliness of water used in washing the

pans and pails used to hold the milk. By means of

the stereopticon Dr. Whitaker exhibited slides showing
dirt in the bottom of bottles containing milk. He also

showed numerous pictures of barns where milk cows

are kept and pointed out the errors in sanitary ar-

rangements. He also exhibited slides showing barns

and milk houses which could be considered entirely

sanitary. Attention was called to the various methods
and means of keeping dirt from getting into the milk,

and he advised that milk be served in bottles and that

the bottles be filled under sanitary methods and con-

ditions. All utensils used about milk should be thor-

oughly boiled. In a city of sufficient size there should

be a city milk plant and this should be run under as

aseptic conditions as possible. Tables were shown
illustrating the increased mortality of bottle fed in-

fants over those fed by the breast. This mortality

could be reduced if the milk supplied to infants was
of proper quality and free from contamination.

In the discussion Mr. Ellison, a leading dairyman,

said that while the milkman is blamed for many short-

comings in the handling of milk, the consumer is

also frequently at fault, as very many families give

milk but little care after it has been delivered.

Dr. Buchman exhibited a bottle of milk with a

great quantity of dirt in the bottom and said that the

milk had been served by one milkman but put in a

bottle furnished by another milkman. The milk may
have been all right but the bottle may not have been

clean.

Dr. Schrader said that in a number of cases his

patients had expressed themselves in favor of having

milk served in their own containers because the bottles

in which their milk had been served were either un-

clean or there was dirt in the bottles.

Dr. (McEvoy said that he has certain knowledge that

much of the milk served in bottles is bottled in the

street, and of course under such conditions it was
impossible to have either the milk or the bottles jclean.

Dr. Buchman said that under the new milk ordinance

there will be no milk bottled anywhere but in a proper

milk house.

Dr 'V^’an Buskirk said that he has been advising

consumers to visit the source of the milk supply so

as to form a fair sort of opinion as to the conditions

under which the milk is furnished.

(Mr. Ellison suggested that publicity of opinion

regarding dairymen who do insanitary work would
go a long way toward improving the sanitary condition

of the milk supply of the city.

Dr. Whitaker suggested that the score card system
be kept on file in the office of the board of health and
the results published in the newspapers. Under this

system the dairy inspector reports as to the results

found on frequent examination of the various dairies

and their product, and the publication of the facts

enables the public to know just what dairymen are

most rigidly following the requirements of the milk
ordinance. This system also has the advantage of

pointing out to the dairymian his faults and giving

the honest dairyman an opportunity to improve.

Dr. A. S. von Mansfeldc, of Ashland, Xeb., was then

introduced and gave a short talk concerning the work
of the commission appointed to investigate the cause

of yellow fever. He requested that the Fort Wayne
(Medical Society pass resolutions endorsing the move-
ment to put bills through Congress for pensions for

(Mrs. 'Mabel II. Lazear and (Mrs. Jennie Carroll, widows
of two doctors who were on the yellow fever commis-

sion. and who in the interest of science allowed them-
selves to be bitten by mosquitoes infected with yellow

fever, losing their lives in consequence.

(Motion to amend Section .3, Chapter 5, of the by-laws

to read that the time for paying the annual assessment

for the indigent fund be changed to correspond with

the time of payment of the annual dues was then

voted on and carried.

Adjourned. J. C. W.\ll.\ce, Sec.

BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY.
The Bartholomew County (Medical Society met in

regular session Tuesday. December 10, and elected the

following officers for the ensuing year: President,

Dr. John Little Morris; vice-president. Dr. .1. W. Ben-

ham
;

secretary and treasurer, Dr. George T. McCoy

:

delegate. Dr. E. E. Holder
;
member of the board of

censors. Dr. F. B. (Morton. Dr. W. S. Blue was elected

a member of the society and the application for mem-
bership of Dr. C. W. Potter was received and referred

to the board of censors. Geo. T. (McCoy, Sec.

CLARK COUNTY.
At a recent meeting of the Clark County Medical

Society the following officers were elected to serve for

the ensuing year: President, Dr. O. P. Graham, Jeffer-

sonville; vice-president. Dr. E. X. Flynn, Jefferson-

ville; secretary and treasurer. Dr. Austin Funk, Jef-

fersonville. The society formerly met every month but

has recently adopted the postgraduate course of study
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ami now liiilils waa'kly im‘ctin»s. So far tho postgrad-

uatt' coMi'se has proved very siiceossful and the meet-

ings have lieen well attended.

Adjourned. AfsTi.N FrxK. See.

CLINTON COUNTY.

The {'linton County ^ledieal Society met neeemher

5. at S ]). m.. and eleeted the following ollieers for the

ensuing yeai : Ihesident. Dr. Ceorge \V. Itrown
;

vice-

president, Dr. M. ]’. McCarty: secretary and treasurer.

Dr. Charles Chittick. Dr. M. F. Doulden contributed

a [laper entitled, "insanity Com|)ared witn Borderland

and F|)isodie States." Dr. M. F. McCarty also read a

])a])er on the subject of "The Treatment of Pneumonia."

ClI.AItl.KS ('IIITTIC'K, See.

DAVIESS COUNTY.

At the meeting of the Daviess County ^ledical So-

ciety on Decembei- ?>, the following officers were elected:

President. Dr. C. H. Yenne: vice-])resident. Dr. Henry

tiers: secretary and treasurer. Dr. T. F. Spink: eensor,

Dr. \'ance May: delegate. Dr. Henry Herr: alternate,

Dr. D. H. Smoot. T. F. Spink, Sec.

DE ivALB COUNTY.

-\t a recent meeting of the De Kalb County ^ledical

Society the following officers were elected: President,

Dr. ^I. FI. Klinger, (iarrett: tirst vice-jiresident . Dr. T.

(I. IMatheny. Auhuni: seiond vice-])resident. Dr. W. F'.

Shumaker, Hutler: secretary and treasurer. Dr. Chas.

S. Stewart, .Auburn: censors. Di'. J. H. (^aseheer. Dr.

.1. C. Pa.xter, Dr. W. \V. Swarts.

I DELAWARE COUNTY.

The Didaw-ire County Aledical Society held its an-

nual meeting F'riday. December (i. at which time the

following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, Dr. V

.

<t. Poland: vice-jiresident. Dr. A.

H. Good: secretary. Dr. II. S. Howies: censor. Dr. \V.

W. AA’adsworth. Officers holding over: Censors, Dr.

P. C. Barnard and Dr. F'. FI. Hill :
delegate. Dr. I. N.

Trent. H. S. Bowr.KS. See.

FAYETTE COUNTY.

The Fhiyette County Medical Society met in regular

session Tuesday, December 10. for the election of

officers. The following officers were elected: President,

Dr. L. D. Dillmau: vice-|iresident. Dr. J. H. Clarke;

seca'etary and treasurer. Dr. A'. 1). Ludwick ; censor.

Dr. F^. J. S])ilman. The society has decided to adopt

the full four years’ jiostgraduate course of study as

outlined by the educational committee of the American

Aledical Association, and has raised a fund to pur-

chase new hooks for use in connection with this work.

A'. D. Li'dwk’k, See.

FULTON COUNTY.
The annual December election of officers for the F'ul-

(on County Aledical Society resulted as follows: Presi-

dent, Dr. F’. C. Dielman. F’ulton; vice-])resident. Dr. A.

Johnson, Akron; secretary and treasurer, Jlr. AI. O.

King, Rochester: delegate. Dr. C. L. Slonaker
;
hoard

of censors, Drs. \V. S. Shaffer, C. 1']. (Jould and A.

Johnson. AI. 0. Kixo, Ste.'

HUNTINGTON COUNTY.
The Huntington County Aledical Society met in hu'i-

ness session December 10, and elected the following

officers: President, Dr. F’. B. Alorgan; vice-president.

Di'. FI. W. Pointer
; secretary and treasurer. Dr. Al iur-

ice H. Krebs; hoai'd of censors. Dr. Ira FI. Perry. Dr.

()li\'e O. Nelson and Dr. F'.rvin AA’right.

AIai'hick H. Kkkhs. N f .

JAY COUNTY.
The Jay County Aledical Society ludd its annual

meeting at Portland. Decendier 20. and elected the

following olncers for the ensuing year: I’resident . Dr.

C. C. Alills, Red Key: vice-])resident. Dr. Grant
Chaney. Portland; swretary and treasurer. Dr. AI. T.

•lay. Portland. The annual banquet followed the busi-

ness meeting and this was attended by the members
and their wives. Dr. AT T. Jay acted as toastmaster

and there were responses by Drs. G. AA’. Shepherd of

Red Key, FI. C. Garber of Dunkirk. Grant Chaney of

Portland, Job F'itz])atrick of Dunkirk, and Airs. AA'. D.

Schwartz and Aliss Nellie AIcF’'arland of Portland.

Adjourned. Haruiet AATley. See.

JENNINGS COUNTY.
The Jennings County Aledical Society met in regular

monthly session AA’edne.sday, December 11. The follow-

ing officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, Dr. C. C. AleFarlin; viee-|)resident, Dr. AA’. I,.

Grossman : seia'etary and treasurer. Dr. AA’. H. Stemm :

hoard of censors, Drs. D. R. Saunders. AA'. R. Robertson

and AA’. H. Richardson. The society unanimously voted

to take up the postgraduate course.

AA'. H. Stemm, See.

JOHNSON COUNTY.
The annual meeting of the Johnson County Aledical

Society was held December 30, and the following

offieers elected for the ensuing year: President, Dr.

D. S. Phipps, AA’hiteland: vice-president, Robert Repass.

Stones Crossing: secretary and treasurer, J. M. AA’al-

lace, F'ranklin :
censors, Drs. R. D. AATllan, Trafalgar:

D. AA’. Sheek. (Jreenwood; J. H. T.ainam. Franklin.

The society decided to ado]>t the postgraduate course

and liegin the regular jirogram at the first meeting

in January. Society also voted to meet on the first,

second and third Aliomiays of each month at 2:30 |). m..

and that these meetings be devoted to the postgraduate

work, and that the meetings on the fourth Alonday of

each month be devoted to reiiorls of cases as formerly.

J. AI. AA'ali.ace. See.

LAKE COUNTY.
At the regular meeting of the Lake County Aledical

Society held November 17. the committee on the

AIcCormack meeting re])ort(‘d s|)lendid success. The
suggestions of Dr. AIcCormack as to the post-graduate

cour.se of study were discussed and favorably con-

sidered. Committees were a])])ointed from each town

in the county to arrange, weekly meetings for the

doctors Of their resj)ective communities. One meeting

each month for all the doctors of the county is to he

devoted to a resume of the work done by. the sub-

committees at weekly meetings.

“infant 1‘eeding'’ was the title of a pajier by Dr
Eleanor Scull, which was illustrated by charts and

tables for the use of the busy jiractitioner. It w:i^
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shown tliat cow's milk in various dilutions is the

safest and best artificial infant’s food where healthy

human breast milk is uot obtainable.

Dr. Oberlin, who opened the discussion, coincided

with the essayist and added a suggestion that barley

water be used as a diluent.

Dr. Reiss, formerly deputy milk inspector for the

city of Chicago, ])ointed out the difficulties encountered

in securing pure milk and said that unless milk can

lie secured under sanitary conditions its use is attended

with considerable danger. He reported that in his

visits to nearly all the dairies in northern Indiana he

found a ivoeful lack of protection against contamina-

tion of the milk siijiply shipped into the cities.

The annual meeting of the Lake County IMedical

Society was held on December The election of

officers resulted as follows: President, Dr. \V. F. Ilowat,

Hammond; vice-president. Dr. A. -T. Laiier, Whitley;
secretary and treasurer. Dr. W. D. Weis, Hammond;
delegate to the state association. Dr. G. D. Brannon,
Crown Point; board of censors. Dr. E. M. Shanklin,

A. -J. Lauer and A. A. Ross; committee on legislation,

Drs. W. ^D. Weis, A. G. Schleicher, Thos. Oberlin.

The committee on ])ostgraduate course of study. Dr.

Hammond, reported a successful weekly nteeting.

At the .Tanuary meeting of the societ.v a resume of

the work of the various weekly meetings will be given.

The subjects will be "Study of iMaligiiant and Benign
Tumors” led by Drs. Ilowat and Gronian. and "The
Study of the Primary Tissues’’ led by Dr. Weis.

The president's annual address was delivered In-

Dr. W. F. Howat. Oil motion the society directed that

the address he juinted and a cojiy sent to every physi-

cian in the county.

Dr. W. D. Weis, .SVc.

LAPORTE COUNTY.
The LaPorte County Medical Society held its annual

meeting at the Public Library in ^licbigan City Friday

afternoon, Dec. l.'I. There was a large rejiresentation

of the physicians of the county present and a plan of

work for the year was laid out which will ensure meet-

ings full of interest. Dr. F. A. IMcGrew reported a case

of retroperitoneal cyst with operation. Dr. .1. .T. Ker-

rigan read a paper on “Arteriosclerosis,’’ which was
full of practical suggestions. The rational study of

drugs was dwelt upon by Dr. V. 'V. Bacon. The annual

election of officers resulted as follows; President, Dr.

J. Lucius Gray. LaPorte; vice-president. Dr. B. W.
Hollenbeck, Westville; secretary. Dr. .T. W. Milligan,

Michigan City; treasurer. Dr. E. G. Blinks, Michigan

City; censor. Dr. J. X. Ledbetter, ^Michigan City; dele-

gate, Dr. W. Bowers, Michigan City.

J. W. !Mir,r,i(i.\x, Rcc.

LAWRENCE COUNTY.

The Lawrence County IMedical Society met in regular

.session Thursday, December .5. at which time the an-

nual election of officers resulted as follows: President.

Dr. .1. D. Byons, IMitchell. Ind.; vice-president. Dr. E.

E. ^litehell, Bedford, Ind.: secretary and treasurer.

Dr. Claude Dollens, Avoca, Ind.; censors. Dr. R. B.

Short, Bedford, Ind,: Dr, .1, A. Givens, Mitchell, and.

Dr, C, H, Emery, Bedford, Ind.; delegate. Dr. .T. T. ]\ic-

Farlin, Williams, Ind.

Dr. R. B. Short read a jiaper on "Postpartum Hemor-

rhage," and Dr. C. H. Emery one on "Laryngitis.’'

Clai:i)e Doi.i.exs. See.

MARION COUNTY.

/.\ DlAX.iroLIS .l/F/l/r.l/, SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Dec. 3, 1907.)

The jirogram consisted of case rejiorts and jiresenta-

tion of sjiecimens.

Mitral Stenosis.—Case rejiort and jiatient exhibited

by Dr. E. C. Thomas. Patient, male, aged 44. ma-
chinist. .\cute articular rheumatism at the age of 14.

Fir.st seen in .Tanuary of the present year. Xow shows
the following comjilicated group of signs: Visible

throbbing carotids and brachials; visible heave of

right ventricle: visible apex beat in si.xth intercostal

sjiace tive inches to the left of the sternum; heaving
imjiulse felt in the third intercostal s|)ace to the left

of the sternum: sudden, sharji sluM-k at the apex:
pulse regular, large and soft; first sound short, sharp
and loud: second sound accented at the ajiex

:

jiresys-

tolic murmur loudest just before and merging into the

first sound, heard best just to the right of the left

nipjile. S|)hygmogra])hic tracings show sharp hut not

high up stroke, strong tidal wave, and well-marked
dicrotic wave. Dr. Thomas believed that there was
jirimary mitral incomjietence causing the left ventricu-

lar hypertrophy, followed by the |)iesent condition of

the mitral stenosis. There is a jiossibility of an aortic

incomjietence. but he does uot believe that this exists.

Opsonic Therapy in Furunculosis.—Dr. T. V. Keene
reported having treated seven cases of chronic furuncu-
losis with injections of sterilized (ultiires from the

lesions themselves. In all cases there has been marked
imjirovement. and in some cases entire cure.

Adenofibroma of the Nasopharynx.- Dr. TV. F. Clev-

enger rejiorted the case and exhibited the sjiecimen of

an adenofibroma of the nasojiharvn.x with unusual
symptoms.

Intestinal Obstruction.—Dr. T. B. Xoble reported

three cases of intestinal obstruction with oiieratio'i

Two cases had had |>revions attacks of unojierited

a]>pendicitis within a year. The third case wis a

healthy hoy. aged IS. taken suddenly ill with severe

colicky jiains while at work in the corn field. .\ll

three cases showed the complication of severe colicky

jiain, abdominal distension and obstinate constijiation.

with a little temperature. In two <-ascs the oueration

was delayed for many days hec-Mise the alteu'ling phy-

sician did not make a correct diagnosis, and also be-

cause a slight movement of the bowels after soveral

days deceived t.tc- attending ]diysician into thinking

that the obstruction had heen relieved. In one cise
the gut was so gangrenous that it rujitured as soon

as it was touched. In the third case an intussuscep-

tion was found that could not be* reducem. and t,.e

bowel was resect Cm.

Stones in the Cystic Duct.—Case rejiort by Dr. R. O.

McAlexandcn-. Patiemt, female, aged dl). .M the age

of It) had jaundice which jiersisted for some time, at-

tended with nausea, vomiting, headache and constina-

tihn. At IS she had an attack of hepatic colic which
rc'curred at inter\-als of two months. .U 24 she was
o])eratc‘cl for gallstones, one hundred stones heing rc--

moved, but one being left in thc^ cystic duct because

it could uot be removed. Patient free from gall blad-

der symptoms for six years, when there was a recur-

rence of the symjitoms, swelling in the line of the inci-

sion. s|)ontaneous opening and discharge of mucais.

and closure and reo|)cning of the wound a number of

times. Patient operated, cholecystotomy being per-

formed. Two stones were found in the cystic duct and
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the wall of the grail bladdei' was found tliickened and

the organ filled with niucns. The gall bladder was re-

moved and the wound closed without drainage, the

patient making a complete recovery.

Umbilical Hernia of Enormous Size.—Case report

by Dr. E. 0. MoAle.Kander. Patient, female, aged 52.

Umbilical hernia devclo])ed twenty years ago. Has

borne five children since the development of the tumor.

The hernia has steadily increased in size until it now

measures 33% inches at the greatest circumference,

28% inches at the base, and 17% inches from the

base to the apex. The mass is edematous and in-

durated, and has two ulcers on the surface which have

persisted for five years. The hernia contains the

omentum and bowel is irreducible. Considered inop-

erable. Basket-like truss used for a snort time, but

was not satisfactory. The patient gets about suffi-

ciently to attend to light household duties.

Bronchopneumonia Simulating Appendicitis.—Case

report by Dr. a. C. Kimberlin. Paticni, male, aged

43, was suddenly seized while at work with an in-

tense pain in the lower abdomen, most severe in tbe

right iliac region. Pulse 120, small and soft, temper-

ature 102, respiration rapid and shallow, seemingly

on account of pain. Xo history of previous cold or

cough. First examimtion of the lungs was negative.

Pain was relieved by morphin and the bowels moved

freely by castor oil. The next morning the pain was

still present, but intensified by deep pressure over the

region designated. During the night a severe pain

was felt in the region of the right shoulder, and ex-

amination disclosed an area of dulncss in the front

of the right chest, extending Tip as lar as the fourth

rib. Tbere were no rales. The breath sounds were

diminished, but of normal quality. At the end of the

second day a few fine, moist rales could be heard

over the dull area. By the evening of the fourth day

the whole lower lobe of tbe right lung showed evidence

of consolidation. On the fifth day there was exten-

sion to the left lower lobe, but it never became

as extensively involved as the right lung. Other parts

of the lungs were atTected during the course of the ill-

ness, which terminated fatally at the end of the third

week. The abdominal pain entirely disappeared in

about four days, and from that time the course of the

illness was that of a rather typical case of broncho-

]meumonia. The one notable exception in this case,

aside from the early abdominal pain, was the entire

absence of cough and expectoration. This is the sec-

ond case of pneumonia he has seen in which abdom-

inal pain was an early and prominent .symptom. In

the other case a diagnosis of appendicitis was made

bv the atcending physician, and a surgeon was called

in to operate, but fortunately discovered the true na-

ture of the illness.

Enlarged Kidney.—Dr. F. L. Truitt reported the case

and exhibited the specimen of an enormously enlarged

kidney. The exact nature of the lesion was not known,

as he had not yet had time to study sections of the

organ which are now being prepared.

Discussion.—Dr. T. B. Noble said that he was much

interested in Dr. Kimberlin’s case, as he had fre-

quently encountered the combination of pulmonary and

abdominal disease. He was called in one case where

the man, sufTering from lobar pneumonia early in eon-

valescence, developed simiptoms of acute appendicitis

and was operated. Tbe appendix was found distended

with a whitish pus, which gave an almost pure cul-

ture of the pneumococcus. In view of this relation he

would warn the general ])ract itioner to be very sure

that the symptoms in the abdomen are not caused by

real disease there.

Dr. Wynn said he had seen cases of j)neumonia with

marked abdominal symptoms, even simulating typhoid.

He said that he was in doubt as to the real lesion

in Dr. Thomas’ case. In view of the strong and visible

pulsation of the carotids and brachials, the character

of the sphygmographic tracings, the hypertrophy of the

left ventricle and the location of the murmur, he be-

lieved there must be some incompetence of the aortic

valve.

Adjourned. R. H. Eittek, Sec.

(Meeting of Dec. lo, 1907.)

Etiology and Treatment of Hemorrhoids, with Spe-

cial Reference to Operation by the Ligature Method,

Under Local Anesthesia, was the title of a paper by
Dr. H. H. Wheeler. He said that the pile tumor is a

mixed tumor made up of various proportions of venous

dilatation and connective tissue hyperplasia. The first

is always primary, but the latter ma.v become so prom-

inent that the tumor becomes almost wholly fibrous

tissue. The predisposing causes are sex, habits, occu-

pation. muscular excrlion, beredity and anatomic ar-

rangement of hcmnrrboid veins. Exciting causes are

constipation with attendant straining, disease of the

bladder, prostate, uretbra, pelvic organs, heart, kid-

neys, pelvic and abdominal uterine displacements, ob-

structive hepatic disease, pregnancy, diarrhea and tight

lacing. Tbe jiiles may be internal or external, and

(hey may be thrombotic, varicose, inflammatory or of

the connective tissue type. The symptoms include

variable pain and discomfort, not dependent on the

number nr size of (he tumors. Palliative treatment

is not now considered conservative, and is only used

when operation is refused or contraindicated. The op-

erative treatment is the most satisfactor.v to the pa-

tient and the doctor, especially since the introduction

of infiltration anesthesia. The greatest objections to

the older methods of operation are the necessity of a

general anesthetic and the loss of time to the patient.

In most uncomplicated cases inis is unnecessary if they

are operable under local anesthesia, which gives very

little pain and discomfort and a very short interrup-

tion from the daily business of the patient. Hemor-
rhoids can be safely and radically relieved by operation

under local anesthesia if the operator is a thorough

ma.ster of the principles and technic of infiltration an-

esthesia.

Before operation the patient should be thoroughly

examined to exclude the possibility of complication, as

well as to accurately locate the tumors. The bowels

should be thoroughly cleaned the day before the opera-

tion. If the sphincter muscle is found contracted it

may be anesthetized and dilated by injecting it with a

2 per cent, solution of cocain at the distribution of the

lesser sphincteric nerve. One-eighth per cent, solution

of cocain is injected into the center of the pile tumor

until the tumor turns glassy white. The pain is slight

and is relieved as soon as the dissection is begun and

the tension is relieved. The mass is grasped with a

forcep and is dissected up until it is attached by a

narrow pedicle, which is ligated with silk or linen and

the mass cut off. Skin tabs are injected and cut off

the same way. The bowels are moved on the second day

following the operation and every day thereafter. The

author gives a saline before breakfast, and when the
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impulse is felt, eight ounces of olive oil are injected.

After the movements the parts are cleansed and one

ounce of olive oil with one dram of iodoform is in-

jected into the rectum. The anal region is kept clean,

and as soon as the ligatures have come away 15 per

cent, ichthyol in castor oil, or 4 per cent, silver nitrate

solution is applied to the granulating surface until

healing is complete.

Discussion.—Dr. Goethe Link said that most people

that would consent to any kind of an operation pre-

ferred a general anesthetic. He believed that the dila-

tation of the sphincter is perhaps the most important

part of the operation. This can be done under cocain

anesthesia, but it requires considerable needling and
quite a quantity of the drug, both of which are made
more dangerous by the nature of the region. The addi-

tion of adrenalin is of advantage, as it contracts the

blood vessels and retains the cocain in the tissue into

which it is actually injected, and thus lessens the

amount necessary and the danger of absorption. The
weakest possible solutions of cocain should be used,

as the abundant vascular supply makes absorption

very easy. While the operation under local anesthesia

can be done, it is not yet wholly satisfactory.

Dr. A. B. Graham said that ligation of piles is one

of the oldest operations on record. The clamp and

cautery method was introduced about the middle of

the last century. The question as to the superiority

of either one of these operations has been debated ever

since, and the advocates of either method claim exactly

the same advantages and merits. Neither operation

is very difficult, and both are satisfactory if done

with care. Dr. Graham said that he has tried the

plan of removing hemorrhoids under local anesthesia,

following the method of Gant, but his experience has

been very unsatisfactory, and he is now most emphat-
ically opposed to it. He believed it is impossible to

thoroughly divulse the sphincter under local anesthe-

sia, and the injection of solutions into the pile mass
is very painful. Pain is only present when the piie

tumor protrudes into the lumen of the rectum, de-

scends and is grasped by the sphincter. The confining

of patients to bed for some time after the operation

is the safest plan, as there is always danger of hem-
orrhage until the ligatures have come away, and even

after that bleeding has been known to occur. Allowing
the patient to be up and attending to his business in

a few hours or days is fraught with positive danger.

Furthermore, a patient with an ulcerated rectum
should be in bed, and every effort made to stimulate

rapid healing with a minimum amount of scar tissue.

It is a significant fact that when doctors themselves

are operated on they always want a general anesthetic.

Dr. G. W. Combs said that the two chief drawbacks
to doing this operation under local anesthesia were the

interference with doing perfect work because of the

constant fear of paining the patient and the difficulty

in securing complete dilatation of the sphincter. There
are many objections to local anesthesia. Moreover, it

is not safe to let patients up soon after the operation,

as it requires a certain length of time for the rectum
to return to its normal condition.

Dr. F. E. Charlton called attention to the powerful

effect of stretching the sphincter. It is one of the

methods used to restore a patient in anesthetic acci-

dents, the profound stupor of opium poisoning, etc.

He can not understand how this procedure can be suc-

cessfully carried out under local anesthesia without

producing pain or shock or both.

43

Dr. G. J. Cook said that the old and still commonly
taught idea that an external pile may be an extrav-

asation of blood is a mistake. A true external pile

is always a dilated blood vessel that suddenly becomes
thrombosed. In nearly every case it is also infected.

He has had an extensive experience with local anes-

thesia, having done appendectomies, cholecystotomies
and other major operations under it. He has never tried

to divulse the sphincter under local anesthesia because
the quantity of the drug necessary for anesthesia is

dangerous and the muscle can only be thoroughly
deadened by extensive needling. He has never tried

to remove piles under local anesthesia and is strongly
opposed to it. He has seen and heard Gant, and be-

lieves that much of Gant’s success is due to marvelous
manual dexterity. He does not believe that Gant re-

moves the whole tumor mass, and will only be con-

vinced of the thoroughness of the work when a num-
ber of patients have been followed up for four or five

years and carefully examined to see that there .las

been no recurrence of the piles. Except in the rare
cases of complete prolapse of the pile tumor, after the
sphincter is stretched, the pile must be seized with a

forceps and forcibly pulled down. This of itself would
be a painful proceeding, but is absolutely necessary
if the whole mass is to be exposed and gotten rid of.

It is for this reason, if for no other, that he doubts
if the operation can be thoroughly done by Gant or
anyone else under local anesthesia. It is a simple mat-
ter to remove simply the upper or superficial part of

the pile, but thar is really of very little value. It is

the rule, founded on good reason, to confine the pa-
tient to bed for some time after an operation under
general anesthesia, and he can see no reason whv it

is any more proper to allow patients up sooner when
local ane.sthesia has been used. This tissue does not
heal kindly or quickly, and in the upright position the
whole weight of the column of blood in the portal
system is thrown on the lacerated area. He believes

in limiting the diet of the patient after the operation
and not moving the bowels until the fourth or fifth

day. This promotes rapid healing. The next day after

the operation his patients are given an injection of

aristol in olive oil, and this is repeated every day until

healing is eomplete. He does not use silver nitrate

until the sixth or eighth day. and only then if the
ulcer seems sluggish and needs stimulation.

Dr. T. B. Eastman said that he was impressed with
the extent to which surgeons will go to avoid the use
of a general anesthetic. The danger of a general an-

esthetic is of course too real to be neglected, but if

more care were taken and more skilled anesthetists
engaged the danger would be exceedingly slight. He
has tried the various injection methods, but has found
them all unsatisfactory, and believes the danger abso-

lutely less with skillfully given ether than cocain in-

filtration.

Dr. Wheeler, in closing, adhered to his contention

that piles can be removed and removed thoroughlv
and the sphincter divulsed under local anesthesia,

although the latter is not always satisfactory. Injec-

tion of cocain into the sphincter is not difficult nor
necessarilv painful. He does not believe that it is

necessary to confine patients to bed as long as usual
after this operation unless there is some complication.

He believes that locking up the bowels for four or

five days favors general infection, and earlier moving
with thorough washing of the site of operation is far

preferable. Pain after the use of local anesthesia is
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IK) iiiorp coiistiml or severe tliaii after tlie use of a

Seiieiiil anestlietie. Patients should he operated at

home or in a liospital, and only under exee])tiouaI cdr-

euinstiinees at the oHice.

.Adjourned. 11. 11. Ritteu, »Sec.

(Meeting of Dec. 17 , 1907 .)

The Society was called to order in the clinical

iiin|)hitheater of the (,'ity Hospital by the President,

Dr. Pfall. The minutes of the last meeting were ap-

l)i<)ved without reading. A communication was read

from Demarcus Brown, the State Lihrariaiij calling

jittention to the fact that a list of foreign medical

journals had been ordered for the State Library and

others would be ordered as the funds ])crmitted. The
secretary-treasurer called attention to the request for

the payment of dues for 1!)08 now instead of postpon-

ing it until the first of the new year. This request

wiis made because of the esta jlishmcnt of a journal by

the State Medical Association and the need for funds

immediately.

Disseminated Keratitis.—Case report by Dr. .T. 0.

Stillson. This was a child with disseminated kerati-

tis from hereditary syphilis. The iris was prolapsed

forward and adherent to the cornea, a condition called

leucoma adherens. He discussed the various forms of

keratitis and laid special stress on the distinction be-

tween inflammations of the external layer of the cor-

nea, due usually to acute infections and trauma, and

inllammations of the posterior layer due usually to

constitutional diseases. He referred to the treatment

of inflammations of the cornea, warning against the

unnecessary use of silver and other cairstics. Cocain

should be used cautiously, and only under exceptional

circumstances given to the patient.

Tertiary Syphilis.— Dr. A. W. Brayton presented

three eases.

Cask 1.—Patient, male, aged 40, a bartender and a

very heavy drinker. Two years ago he became infected

with .syphilis. Gives a clear history of secondary le-

sions ami has had only indilferent treatment. Four
months ago he began to have trouble with his teeth;

they became loose and were extracted by a dentist.

This was followed by extensive inllammation and ne-

crosis of the maxilla. Six weeks ago the nose became

red and swollen and a discharge a]>peared. There has

tiiken ])lace extensive destruction of the nasal bones

and llattening of that organ. The interesting feature

of this case is the early appearance and rapid prog-

ress of the tertiary lesions.

Cask 2.—A woman, aged 24. History of enlarge-

ment of the cervical glands in childhood. Six months

ago there appeared <1 small ])ai)ule on the ala of the

nose. This changed to a blister, became pustular and
was soon followed by other similar lesions. Some of

them healed up entirely, leaving scars, but others have

remained unhealed for the entire jieriod. The differen-

tial diagnosis is between lupus, acne rosacea and syph-

ilis. The lesion at first examination is a very indefi-

nite one, but a careful ipiestioning brings out a his-

tory of a primary lesion two years ago, followed by

distinct secondaries, and now at this early date by ter-

tiary lesions.

Cask :L—Woman, aged 2.3. Scattered over the en-

tire bod.v are numerous flat, scaly, squamous syph-

ilides which have been yiresent for about three weeks.

'This eru])tiou might easily be confused with seborrheic

eczema or psoriasis.

Brain Softening from Arteriosclerosis.—Dr. F. B.

Wynn gave the following history of the case from
which the brain exhibited came. Several months ago

a woman became suddenly hemiplegic, with no lo.ss

of consciousness. There was complete ajihasia, not

amnesie, but no paralysis of the muscles of the lips,

tongue or pharynx. There was no inqirovement after

several montlis, the fingers contracting and the joints

iKH-oming rigid. A provisional diagnosis of hemorrhage
into the internal capsule was made at this time. Two
days before her death she developed tonic convulsions,

heginning on the paral.vzed side, and became uncon-

scious. The brain was exhibited by Dr. J. V. Reed,

who explained that on opening the dura there was dis-

tinct bulging, and a quantity of fluid escaped. The
left hemisjihere was depressed and flattened; the pia

and arachnoid over this side were thickened and
o])i\que. The membranes at the base were thickened,

but there was no evidence of tubercles. There was
softening of the parench.vma, most marked in the Ko-

landic area, and the posterior portion of the frontal

lobe on the left side. There was no evidence of recent

or old hemorrhage. The basilar artery was nodular

and the Sylvian artery stiff and hard with thickened

walls. There was no thrombus found. The cause of

the syni|)toms was evidently chronic softening from
a rteriosclerosis.

Acute Meningitis, Cirrhosis of Liver and Other Com-
plications.—Case report by Dr. F. B. W^ynn. Patient

female, aged 40. One sister died of tuberculosis. Six

months ago she began to have slight dyspnea, gen-

eral indefinite jiains and malaise. Two months ago

the ankles became edematous, and in a few weeks she

became aware of fluid in the abdomen. For the last

three weeks of her life she had a persistent diarrhea.

She complained of headache, dyspnea, dizziness and

jirogressive loss of strength. For the last four months

there was an elevation of tempi-rature every day, vary-

ing somewhat, never going very high. An occasional

murmur could be heard over the heart, but this disa])-

jieared shortly before her death. She died of an acute

meningitis. The autojisy revealed an advanced stage

of a typical atrophic cirrhosis of the liver. The diag-

nosis before death was tubercular peritonitis. The

liver was demonstrated bv Dr. R. TT. Ritter.

Atheromatous Degeneration of Heart.—Dr. E. S.

Knox exhibited the heart of a patient who had died in

the hospital in the course of an operation for the re-

moval of a cystic thyroid gland. The patient was 50

years old and gave a histoi\v of alcoholism and syphilis.

The ether had been discontinued and the wound was
being dressed, when he suddenly died. Autop.sy re-

vealed extensive atheroma of the mitral and aortic

valves and aorta, with atheromatous ulcers in the lat-

ter. The left ventricle was hypertrophied and the cor-

onaries markedly sclerotic in patches. In the left cor-

onary was found an occluding thrombus. There was
right hydrothorax with diaphragmatic pleurisy.

Adjourned. R. H. Ritter, Sec.

PIKE COUNTY.
At the regular December meeting of the Pike County

Aledical Society the following officers were elected for

the en.suing year: President, Dr. William M. Hunter;

vice-president. Dr. W. J. Bethel
;
secretary and treas-

urer. Dr. E. S. Imel. Dr. T. Rice read a paper on

“Fracture of the Frontal Bone of the Skull,” and pre-

sented a clinical case history showing complete recovery
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following the removal of several spicules of bone ami

some brain substance. The paper was discussed by

various members. Drs. Coleman, Hunter, Kime and

Abbott reported cases of scalp and skull injuries.

E. S. Imel, Sec.

PUTNAM COUNTY.
The Putnam County ^ledical Society met in business

session December 10, the election of officers resulting as

follows: President, Dr. Walter M. Gaughey; vice-

l)resident. Dr. Clias. Sudranski
;

secretary. Dr. J.

Bastin; treasure)', Di'. L. ^M. Hanna. After much dis-

cussion it was decided to take up the po.stgraduate

co\irse for 1908. During 1907 the following members
were admitted to the society: Drs. Zarin, Wright, Cul-

lipber and IMoser. J. V. Ba.stix, Sec.

RANDOLPH COUNTY.
At the regular monthly meeting of the Randolph

County Medical Society, Tuesday afteinoon, December

10, the following officers were elected for 1908: Presi-

dent, Dr. W. W. Root, I’arker City, Ind.
;

vice-presi-

dent, Dr. J. E. Nixon, Ridgeville, Ind.; secretary and
treasurer. Dr. Chas. L. Botkin, Farmland, Ind.; cen-

sor (three years) Dr. .1. H. IMaroney, Winchester, Ind.

Dr. G. C. IMarkle, Winchester, read one of the most

interesting papers ever jnesented l>efore this society,

his subject being, “Advantages of the County IMedical

Society.’’ By unanimous vote of the society the paper

was referred to The Journal of the Indi.\n.a State
Medical Association for jiublication.

Chas. L. Botkin, Sec.

RIPLEY COUNTY.
The Ripley County Medical Society met in regular

session Tuesday, December .8, and elected the following

officers for the ensuing year: President, Dr. J. R. Pate,

Milan; vice-president. Dr. L. T. Cox, Napoleon; sec-

retary, Dr. M. J. Coomes, Batesville; treasurer. Dr. R.

r. Olmstead, Versailles. An interesting case of typhoid

perforation, with recovery, was reported by Dr. Pate,

and the report was followed by an intei’esting discus-

sion. )M. J. Coo.MES, Sec.

RUSH COUNTY.
The Rush County Medical Society met on ^londay,

December 9, and the following officers were elected for

the coming year: President, Dr. W. S. Coleman; vice-

president, Dr. F. H. Green; secretary and treasurer,

Dr. L. M. Green; delegate, Dr. C. II. Parsons; censors,

Dr. D. D. VanOsdol, R. T. Blount and J. C. Sexton.

L. ]M. Green, Sec.

SCOTT COUNTY.
The Scott County ^Medical Society held its annual

meeting at Scottsburg, Ind., on December 9, and elected

the following officers: President, Dr. Thomas II. Close;

vice-president, Dr. W. L. IMcClain; secretary and treas-

urer, Dr. T. E. Biery; censors, Drs. 0. C. ')M,urphy,

George H. Cline and A. J. Sarver. Dr. Biery reported

an interesting case of broncho-pneumonia, complicated

by meningeal inflammation, resulting in death. The
symptoms started with vomiting, followed by high

temperature, dilated pupils, spastic contraction of the

mn.scles of the face, and later convulsions.

The next meeting of the society will be held on

•Tannary 14, w.ien Dr. J. N. Hurty, secretary of the

State Itoard of Health, will give a demonstration of the

new antitoxin and a lecture on tuberculosis and its

prevention.

Adjourned. T. B. IUery, See.

SPENCER COUNTY.
The Spencer County Medical Society met at Christ-

ney December 17. Election of officers resulted as fol-

lows: President, Dr. S. W. Stuteville, iTiandview;

vice-president. Dr. S. P. (jwaltney, Christney; secre-

tary, Dr. II. I. White, Grandview. An e.xcellent talk

on Mastoiditis was given by Dr. W. !M. Griffith, Presi-

dent of the Kentucky State ^Medical Association.

Adjourned. Eva J. Buxton, Sec.

STEUBEN COUNTY.
The Steuben County Medical Society met in regular

session at the Court House in Angola Friday, December
18. Dr. .1. F. Cameron reported a case of glaucoma,

and one of appendicitis with ju'obable tubo-ovarian com-

plication. Dr. Mary T. Ritter reported a case of

ecto])ic gestation, showing upon operation a fetus of

twelve to fourteen weeks’ development, in which case

tliere were no signs of internal hemorrhage before op-

eration. The cases were discussed by various members
of the society. The subject for general discussion was

Pulmonary Tuberculosis and the discussion was opened

by Dr. J. F. Cameron, followed by Drs. O. H. Swan-

tusch and H. D. Wood. During the October, Novemlicr

and December meetings the following new members
have been added to the society: Drs. Nichols, Dunkel,

Wade, Lake, ^McFarland, Cunningham, Dando and Law-

rence. The following officers have been elected for

1908: Pi'esident, Dr. II. 1). Wood; vice-]nesident, Di'.

O. H. Swantusch; secretary and treasurer. Dr. Mary
T. Rioter; delegate, Dr. .1. F. Cameron: board of cen-

sors, Drs. F. B. Humj)hreys, T. J. Ci'eel, P. N. Sutli-

erland. IMary T. Ritter, Sec.

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY.
The annual election of officers of the St. .Toseph

County Aledical Society took place on Tuesday, Decem-

ber 17, the following officers being elected: President.

Dr. C. E. Hansel; vice-president, Dr. \Valter Peck:

treasurer. Dr. .1. W. Hill; secretary. Dr. Charles Rosen-

buiy; censor, Dr. H. T. ^Montgomery; delegate, Dr. R.

B. Dugdale. The society voted unanimously to take

up the postgraduate course of study and changed their

time of meeting to every Alonday evening for that pur-

pose. Dr. W. A. Pusey held a clinic on diseases of the

skin, November 20, wbich was well attended.

Chas. Rosenbury, Sec.

TIPPECANOE COUNTY.
At the annual meeting of the Tippecanoe County

IMedieal Society held December 28, the election of offi-

cers resulted as follows : President, Dr. Frank IM.

Biddle, Battle Ground; vice-president. Dr. Adam .

Shrieber, Lafayette; creasurer, Dr. Chas. Hupe, Lafay-

ette; secretary. Dr, W. !M. Reser, Lafayette; censor to

fill vacancy, Dr. G. F. Beasley, Lafayette; delegate,

Dr. W. R. Moffit, West Lafayette.

“Some Preventable Causes of Degeneracy” was the

title of a very interesting paper presented by Dr. R. S.

Cunningham. The paper was freely discussed.

W. IM. Re.ser, Sec.
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VERMILION COUNTY.

At the annual meeting of the Vermilion County

Medical Society the following officers were elected:

President, Dr. M. L. Hall, Newport; vice-president. Dr.

W. P. Darroch, Cayuga
;
secretary and treasurer. Dr.

O. M. Keyes, Dana; censors, Drs. Casebeer (Newport),

Newhouse (Hillsdale), and Newton, (St. Verniee) ;

delegate, W. P. Darroch.

Adjourned. O. :M. Keyes, Sec.

WABASH COUNTY.

The annual election of officers of the Wabash County

Medical Society took place on November 20, and re-

sulted in the election of the following: President,

Dr. Loren W. Smith; vice-president. Dr. G. M. LaSelle;

secretary and treasurer. Dr. Laurence E. Jewett; board

of cen-sors, Drs. Z. M. Beaman, North Manchester; G
L. Dickens, LaFontaine; C. F. Fleming, Wabash.

The Wabash County Medical Society was enter-

tained on Wednesday, December 18, by the newly

elected president. Dr. Lorin W. Smith, and had as hon-

or guests, Drs. J. Rilus Eastman of Indianapolis;

J. C. McDonald, of Warsaw; and Chas. II. McCully,

of Logansport. After a banquet formal talks were

made by Dr. Eastman and Dr. McCully, the former

telling much of interest concerning his recent trip

abroad, and the latter speaking on the subject of med-

ical organization. Dr. McDonald presented an interest-

ing case of Freidrich’s ataxia. A committee was ap-

pointed to investigate the work of the postgraduate

system and report at the regular meeting in January.

L. E. Jewett, Sec.

TWELFTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

That the district medical society is destined to

become no mean factor in the promotion of the plan of

medical organization of our state was well demon-

strated at the last meeting of the Twelfth Councilor

District Medical Society, held in Fort Wayne, October

29. In point of attendance it was remarked to resemble

more a state than a district meeting, the registered

attendance being 210 members, and many visitors. By

a fortunate arrangement of dates the attending mem-

bers were enabled to avail themselves of an opportunity

to hear two splendid talks by Dr. McCormack on the

day previous, the afternoon one to doctors only and in

the evening to the public. No pains were taken by

Dr. McCormack to spare the physicians just criticism

at either meeting, and yet the genial but sincere way

in which both public and physician were taken into

his confidence was a real satisfaction to all who were

fortunate enough to hear the secretary of the Commit-

tee on Organization of the American Medical Associa-

tion.

The program carried out at the District Society

meeting was as follows:

TUESDAY FOREXOOX.

Neurological clinic at St. Joseph’s Hospital, con-

ducted by Dr. Hugh T. Patrick of Chicago and Dr.

G. W. McCaskey of Fort Wayne.

TUESDAY AFTERXOOX.

1. A New ^Method of Treatment of Trifacial Neu-
ralgia Dr. Hugh T. Patrick, Chicago

2. Diagnosis of Organic Brain Disease
Dr. G. W. McCaskey, Fort Wayne

3. Leukemia Dr. S. D. Mentzer, Monroeville
4. Movable Kidney

Dr. Frederick Charlton, Indianapolis
5. Some Surgical Aspects of the Thjwoid Gland.. ..

Dr. Edward J. McOscar, Fort Wayne

TUESDAY EVEXING.

1. Spina Bifida Dr. Miles F. Porter, Fort Wayne
2. Extrauterine Pregnancy

Dr. B. VanSweringen, Fort Wayne
3. Brain Tumors (Case Report)

Dr. K. K. Wheelock, Fort Wayne

The officers of the Twelfth Councilor District Medical

Society are:

President S. H. Havice, Fort Wayne.
First Vice-President. . .D. W. Dryer, LaGrange.
Second Vice-President. J. S. Boyers, Decatur.
Secretary E. M. Van Buskirk, Fort Wayne.
Treasurer D. C. Wyborn, Sheldon.

E. M. Vax Buskirk, Sec.

BOOK REVIEWS

])lANUAL OF THE DISEASES OF THE Eye. For Students

and General Practitioners. By Charles H. May,
)M.D., Chief of Clinic and Instructor in Ophthalmol-

ogy, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Medical

Department, Columbia University, xew York, 1890-

1903. Fifth edition, revised. With 362 original il-

lustrations, including 22 plates with 62 colored fig-

ures. New York: William Wood & Co., 1907.

This is a remarkably comprehensive text-book for

such a relatively small volume. Its popularity is at-

tested hy the demand for five editions and the trans-

lation of the work into five foreign languages. The
author has succeeded admirably in carrying out his

plan to say enough but not too much, and the restric-

tion in size has Wn accomplished by omitting exces-

sive detail, extensive discussion, and lengthy accounts

of theories and rare conditions. Uncommon affections,

of interest chiefly to the specialist, have been dismissed

with a few lines; common diseases, which the general

practitioner is most frequently called upon to treat,

have been described with comparative fulness. Many
excellent illustrations, not a few in colors, aid in

elucidating the text, and a thorough and painstaking

revision of this last edition makes the book up to date

in all particulars.

The Life of Nathan Smith Da^hs, A.M., M.D., LL.D.,

1817-1904. By I. N. Danforth, A.M., M.D., Chicago.

Cleveland Press, 1907.

This little tribute to the memory of the “Father of

the American Medical Association” is an inspiration to

every student of medical biography. Within the limits

of so small a volume, full justice to such versatility

of character is out of the question, but throughout its

pages and between its lines is written the story of

what can be accomplished by honesty, industry and

unity of purpose. From the time of his pledge to his

dying mother, when but 7 years of age, to his death at

the ripe age of 87, this master workman was true to his

vow to “do good to his fellow-men.”
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In this day of specialism in medicine one is led to

wonder, upon perusing the record of all that was ac-

complished by this broad-minded man, whether or not

one day the pendulum will not swing back toward Dr.

Davis’ ideal, that of general practice in the broadest

acceptation of the term. Certain it is that his uni-

versal fee of $1 would hardly meet our present concep-

tion of justice either to ourselves or our patients, and

it is possible that had he lived and worked on in the

interests of higher medical education, a subject so

•dear to his heart, he would have admitted an incon-

sistency in such a stand.

So much does the profession owe to Dr. Davis that

its sincerest gratitude is due the author for this short

memoir.

AI.vxual of Hygiene and Sanitation. By Seneca Eg-
bert. A.^I., M.D., Professor of Hygiene and Dean of

the Itledico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia, etc.

Fourth edition, enlarged and thoroughly revised. Il-

lustrated with 9.3 engravings. Pp. 498. Philadelphia

and New York: Lea Brothers & Co., 1907.

In this new edition of what must, of necessity, be but

a brief rCsume of the important science of hygiene,

there have been added several pages on the theory of

opsonins, the latest LT. S. regulations regarding quar-

antine and disinfection, and notes on improved methods
of sewage disposal. Likewise the important study of

vital statistics has been made to include the latest U. S.

Census Bureau reports. In outlining the duty of the

physician in preventive medicine, the pertinent remark
is made in the introduetion that unworthy the name of

physician is he whose sole and primary object is to

make money. A brief but interesting chapter on bac-

teriology is followed by a review of the salient hygienic

points concerning atmospheric air. an excellent rSsumg
of questions of ventilation and heating, water, food,

personal hygiene, disinfection, quarantine, sewage, etc.

Exception might be taken to the rather high antiseptic

value accorded peroxid of hydrogen. The book con-

cludes with a condensed consideration of the subjects

of military hygiene, vital statistics and suggestions on

the examination of food, water and air.

In the abridgement of so broad a subject, statistics

must be largely sacrificed to concise statements of more
general facts, and in this work the condensation has

been well done.

Diseases of the OENiTorRiNARY Organs .vnd the
Kidney. Bv Robert H. Greene. il.D.. and Harlow
Brooks, !M.D. Octavo of .536 pages, profusely illus-

trated. Cloth. .$5.00 net; half morocco, $6.50 net.

Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Companv.
1907.

This work is systematically arranged and much space

is given to careful examination and diagnosis. The
authors, one a genitourinary sursreon and the other a

pathologist, have given much consideration to general

questions in their relation to genitourinarv conditions.

The methods of examination and the operations found
most practical with the authors are described in detail.

The chapters dealing with embryology, physiology

and pathology of the kidney and the discussion of

blood pressure and compensation in kidney diseases are

especially interesting. The treatment of Bright’s dis-

ease is presented in a thorough manner. Much stress

is placed on careful diaprnosis in tuberculosis of the

kidney. In the treatment of tuberculosis of the kidne.v

the use of drugs is discouraged, and the results ob-

tained from the use of tuberculin have not been en-

couraging.

The result of much original work on the pathology

of the hypertrophied prostate is given. Two methods

of operation for prostatectomy are described, namely,

the intra-urethral removal of the prostate through a

perineal incision, and suprapubic prostatectomy.

The volume is adequately illustrated and designed

to be of practical value to the general practitioner.

The Commoner Diseases of the Eye. How to Detect

and How to Treat Them. By Casey A. Wood,
M.D.. C.^L, D.C.L. For Students of Medicine.

With 280 illustrations (many original) and 8 colored

plates. Third edition, enlarged and improved, with

index. Cloth. 600 pages, $2.50. Chicago: W. T.

Keener & Co., 1907.

A more appropriate title for a text-book on ophthal-

mology, intended primarily for the student and fhe

physician in general practice, could not have been

selected, and the authors have succeeded in producing

a work that is unsurpassed for the purpose intended.

It is practical from the fact that it is as near as pos-

sible devoid of technicality and sufficiently comprehen-

sive in the consideration of those diseases which are

more commonly met with by the average practitioner

of medicine. The point is well taken by the authors

that many of the commoner diseases of the eye whose
signs and symptoms are often overlooked or misin-

terpreted, go on, in the ordinary course of events,

either to a more or less rapid destruction of the organ

itself, or to considerable impairment of its function,

and it is the dutv of every practitioner of medicine to

recognize these conditions and place a proper interpre-

tation upon them. This can be done by the exercise of

the same quality and amount of care and intelligence

which are commonly brought to the investigation of

diseases of the lungs, uterus, or any other organs. The
authors have therefore considered ophthalmology from

the standpoint of the physician in general practice and
produced a text-book which is peculiarly adapted to the

needs of students and general practitioners. Numerous
illu.strations. synopsis headings, and a complete refer-

ence index aid in popularizing the work. The present

edition has been thoroughly revised and several new
chapters added. The importance of the relationship of

nasal and neighboring cavity affections in diseases of

the eye has but recently been recognized, and a special

chapter iias been devoted to this interesting subject. A
few colored illustrations could profitablv be used to

elucidate the text, but lack of these is fully compen-

sated for hy the clearness and completeness with which

each subject has been handled.

Treatment of Diseases of Children. By Charles

Gilmore Kerlev. !M.D., Professor of Diseases of Chil-

dren. New York Polyclinic ^Medical School and Hos-

pital. Pp., 597. Cloth. Price, $5.00. Philadelphia:

W. B. Saunders & Company.

Under this title is presented a most thorough work
devoted to the treatment of diseases of children. The
work fills a long felt want in that details of treatment

are given great prominence, practically nothing being

left to the imagination, and. as the author says in his

introductory chapter, such ambiguous terms as “sup-

portive treatment,” “free stimulation,” etc., arc

avoided, and in their place definite directions are given.
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1 lie first chapter is devoted to general considej'ations

and contains much common sense advice pertaining to

the general care of the infant and his personal hygiene.

The author lays great stress on the necessity for intel-

ligent co-operation on the part of those in charge of

the child, without which, successful treatment is im-
possible. In the second chapter are considered the

new-born, premature, and congenitally weak infant,

asphyxia, sepsis, icterus neonatorum, atelectasis, hemor-
rhagic diseases, tetanus, etc. The third chapter deals

with nutrition and growth, and in this chapter is given
the most concise and direct explanation of the theory
and practice of infant feeding that we have read, the
subject being reduced to such simple terms as to come
within the ready comprehension of even the lay reader.

The next chapter deals with gastroenteric diseases; at-

tention being directed to the fact, often overlooked,

that most of the acute cases are preceded by distui’bance

of the process of intestinal digestion and are therefore

no^as acute as is generally supposed. The author
then takes up the various diseases of the tract, giving
to each the same careful attention to details of treat-

ment that characterize the entire work. A special

chapter is devoted to diseases of the mouth, throat and
nose, then the diseases of the respiratory tract, heart,

contagious diseases, the urine, the male genitals, the

female genitals, nervoiis disorders, syphilis, deformities,

diseases of the skin, diseases of the ear, glandular dis-

eases, heredity and environment, constitutional dis-

orders, infectious fevers, temperature in children, vac-

cination, instructions for the summer, therapeutic

measures, gv-mnastic therajxuitics, and lastly a chapter

on drugs and drug dosage are given in the order named.
The descriptions of various mechanical ineasures neces-

sary in the treatment of infants and children are made
])lain by frequent illustrations. Formulas found useful

in the author's exi)crience are given. The chapter on
g\mnastic therapeutics is well illustrated, and is a

distinct addition to a work on this subject.

Altogetber, we feel that the book is destined to be of

great value to the army of men engaged in general

|iractice, for whom it is intended.

ABSTRACTS FROM CURRENT MEDICAL
LITERATURE

THE PHYSICIAN AND PROPRIETARY REMEDIES.

Admitting that a juojuietary remedy, the formula

of which is known, and that may be a useful remedy,

can 1)0 ethically prescribed by a ])hysician, there can be

no possible excuse, 11. W. Wiley, \Vashington, D. C.,

says (Journal American Medical .‘Association, Xovem-
ber !)), for a physician ])rescribing under fancy or as-

sumed names ordinary remedies, the existence of which

in the compound is unknown to him. Xor should any

physician at the present time allow his name to be

used for the recommendation of any proprietary rem-

edy of known composition, no matter how well he may
think of it. It is not his proper function to stand as

sponsor for a preparation, the profits of the sale of

which mu.st accrue to one or a few proprietors. Many
instances of the misuse of physicians’ names have come
under Dr. Wiley’s observation in connection with the

study of adulterate<l drugs in the execution of the

Food and Drugs Act of June 30, litOti. Still more

humiliating is the direct connection of medical men
with medicinal remedies that are sometimes of the

most worthless ty]>e. The worst of all is the connec-

tion of members of tbe profession with so-called opium,
morphin and liquor cures. !Most of these are orig-

inated and carried on largely for profit, for the money
in.stead of the welfare of the unfortunate victims.

There should be such an ethical spirit develo])ed as

would make it impossible for any member of the

American Medical Association to commit offences of

the character here condemned. A number of illus-

trative instances are given, without the use of names,
of the evil practices referred to.

THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE OPSONIC INDEX.

On the evening of October 10, Dr. Richard Clarke

Cabot, of the Afedical Faculty of Harvard University,

and author of three notable text-books on diagnosis,

made an address before the Sangamon County Medical

Society which was pregnant with ]>ractical suggestions

and tempered with the soundest of good sense. .

During the evening a question was put to Dr. Cabot as

to the exact significance of “opsonins” and the “o])sonic

index,” which are to-day filling the pages of medical

journals and agitating physicians. The distinguished

guest had devoted considerable study to opsonins and

started his remarks with a bland smile and a manner
which was not indicative of great enthusiasm. Ex-

plaining the theory briefly, yet in a manner which made
it clearer to tho.se jjresent than the weighty disserta-

tions of essayists could ever have done, he pointed

out the technicalities and difficulties which, at the

])resent time, at least, render opsonic work entirely

im])racticable for the physician in practice.

Dr. Cabot then recalled the visit of Wright, the

eminent exponent of the theory of opsonins, to the

United States, and the rather disconcerting incident

of his ))ilgrimage to the ^lassachusetts Consumptive

Sanatorium at Saranac Lake, to show Dr. Trudeau

and his staff the efficacy of opsonins in dealing with

the victim of tuberculosis. Unknown to Wright, the

staff at Saranac Lake had l>een experimenting with

opsonins for about three years—almost as long as he

had interested himself in the subject—and they had

ready fifteen s])ccimens of blood of which they asked

the distingiiished visitor to determine the opsonic

index. Wright undertook his task cheerfully and an-

nounced results differing with each specimen. He was

then told that of the fifteen specimens, seven were

taken from different individuals, but eight were taken

at the same time from the same subject. According

to Wright’s res)ilts, the eight differed as radically

from one another as any one of them did from the

other seven.

It may be that Wright was a victim of that evasive

laboratory malady, “faulty technic,” but if “the master

of oj)sonins” failed in eight tests out of fifteen, there

is little hope for the ordinary physician or even for

the laboratory man who had any other idea in his

mind than the one subject of “opsonins.”

Dr. Cabot is bimself a man of wide laboratory ex-

])erience and his views of the efficacy of recent methods

of laboratory procedure may be acceptetl as quite

authoritative. By heeding his suggestions, the general

practitioner may be saved enormous useless labor en-

tailed in following the false gods of diagnosis over a

barren and fruitless waste .—Bulletin of the Illinois

Slate Board of Tlealth.
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DIKKCT LAHYXIJOSUOFY AXD THACH-
KO-EHOXSCHOSCOPY.

-Ton NT .T. Kyle, M.l).

INDIAXAPOLIS.

Tilt* iiiutliod of direct inspection of tlie larvn.x

tlirongli tlie montli has received the attention ol'

tlie medical profession for a great many years,

Iml lias had few advocates, for the reason that

a great deal of skill is rerpiired and especially-

dt'signed instruments that may easily bo passed

(hrongh the month and into the laryn.x without

producing pain or injury to the tissue are neces-

sary.

lowing the tube speculum of Killian. Chevalier

dackson has suggested a separate speculum, which

is especially useful in the examination of the

larynx as well as an aid in the insertion of the

hronchoscojie or trachco-hronchoscoiie. d’he dack-

son tube speculum has the advantage of having a

light at the distal end, thus assuring us greater

ease in passing the speculum directly into the

Fig. 1.—Jackson's sepas-able speculum. A IL baiuile ; C.

light and speculum.

Fig. 2.—.lackson's separable speculum in position for

direct inspection of the lar.vnx.

A number of years ago Kerstein invented the

auto,scope for direct inspection of the larynx,

and since that time Professor Killian of Frei-

berg has added to the armamentarium a tube

speculum (see illustration) which is more easily

manipulated than the Kerstein autoscope. Fol-

glottis than where we have to depend upon illu-

mination with a head mirror or Kerstein lamp

as in the Killian method.

There are many difficidties to be .encountered

in direct inspection of the larynx, among which

iii'c spasm of the glottis and strain upon the neck
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by prolonged drawing back of tlie bead. In those

suffering from deformities of tlie neck from

rlieumatism. ulcerations, etc., Mliieh prevent

throwing the head far i)ack, the operation is un-

satisfactory. For the detection and removal of

foreign bodies or morbid growths from tlie

larvnx, where the patient can throw the head

far back, direct laryngoscoiiy is the ideal, method

of procedure.

In the direct inspection of the larynx in the

adult local anesthesia is usually sufficient and is

secured by the application of a 20 per cent, so-

lution of cocain, applied with a cotton-tipped

probe. The first application should be about the

base of the tongue, pharynx and tonsils, and after

waiting a few seconds the probe may be passed

directly over the epiglottis and into the glottis.

After a wait of about four or five minutes the

anesthesia is usually complete enough to enable

a dextrous operator to pass the tube speculum

directly into the larynx. However, if this form

of anesthesia is insufficient, or the patient is

child, chloroform anesthesia may be nee

Under such circumstances the positio

patient is the same as that described

t racheo-bronchoscopy

.

"Where there is a small tumor locate

vocal cords it is difficult in the indirect iT

that is, with the aid of a laryngeal mirror, to iiU

sert a biting forceps with sufficient dexterity to

remove a portion of the growth for microscopical

use without at the same time injuring some of

the adjacent tissue, and if, perchance, this be a

malignant growth, such irritation is to be de-

plored. Again in the application of escarotics

to the aiwtenoid cartilages it is almost impossible,

except in the hands of those greatly skilled, to

make an application directly to the diseased area,

whereas with the tube, speculum there is no dan-

ger of injuring normal tissue when making such

application, because the lesion is directly under

the eye of the surgeon.

Direct inspection of the larynx is of ines-

timable value in the removal of foreign bodies

which have become fastened in the glottis. The

old method of opening the trachea and forcing

the foreign body out with an instrument is dan-

gerous to the life of the patient. Of course,

there is always a possibility that the exigencies

of the case might demand an opening of the thy-

roid cartilage or trachea for the removal of the

foreign body, and the same rule may he applied

to the removal of papillomata, fibromata and

other neoplasms. However, the removal of in-

trinsic malignant growths will necessarily de-

mand some external operation upon the larynx

for the reason that a large area of tissue should

be removed to insure complete eradication of the

diseased tissue. Direct laryngoscopy is most

efficient, therefore, for inspection of the larynx

and the removal of foreign bodies and non-malig-

nant growths from the glottis.

The tube speculum as described is quite suffi-

cient to thoroughly illuminate the glottis. Be-

fore insertion into the mouth the speculum

should be thoroughly sterilized by dipping in al-

cohol, dried and smeared with vaselin, after

which it is inserted in the same inanner as an

ordinary tongue depressor. The head is thrown

far hack, as shown in the illustration, so as to

bring the mouth on a direct line with the trachea.

The speculum is directed to the base of the

tongue anterior to the epiglottis
;
the tongue and

hyoid bone are firmly lifted up and held in posi-

tion and supported for a few seconds so as to tire

the constrictor muscles, and after a short time

has elapsed the speculum is lifted up and passed

_Hie epiglottis into the glottis. In passing

jn into the throat care must he taken

^)asscd too deep, that is, hack of the

ilajie or into the mouth of the

e speculum now in position, the

shown in the illustration, looks di-

the larynx. Sometimes it is better

for the assistant to stand behind the patient and

support the head. The patient is seated upon

a low stool, thus giving the operator a better

field for observation. The speculum can be

transferred from the right to the left hand for

any instrumentation that may be necessary.

By tracheo-bronchoscopy we mean 'the art of

direct examination of the trachea or bronchi,

under artificial or natural light, through a spe-

cially-designed tube or bronchoscope, either by

wav of the natural channel or through a wound

in the trachea. This method of procedure is es-

pecially indicated when we wish to discover de-

formities of the trachea,, cicatrices, enlarged thy-

mus or thyroid glands which may be pressing

upon the trachea, changes in the mucous mem-
l)rane of the trachea and neoplasms. Probably

the most useful application of trachco-bronchos-

copy is for the removal of foreign bodies from

the trachea or bronchi.

To Professor Killian of Freiberg belongs the

credit of bringing this unique procedure to its

present high plane of usefulness. In 1897

Killian first removed a foreign body from the

bronchus and suggested both upper and lower

tracheo-bronchoscopy. Tracheo-bronchoscopy is

subdivided into upper direct tracheo-bronchos-
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copy, Avhich is an approach to tlie trachea

tliroiigh the natural channel, and lower tracheo-

bronclioscopy, which is an approach to the lung

cavity through a wound in the trachea, tliat is,

by the performance of a preliminary tracheotomy.

Tracheoscopy is direct examination of the

tracliea through the glottis with a shorter tube

than that recpiired in upper direct' tracheo-bron-

choscopy. The tul)es required for upper direct

tracheo-bronchoscopy vary in size, depending

upon tlie age of the patient. Their lengths and

widtlis carry from 7 mm. by 9 cm. to 9 mm. by

18 cm.

Fig. 3.—.Jackson's modification of Killian's bronchoscope

for examination and removal of foreign bodies from the

lung.

Jackson’s bronclioscope has a small lamp at the

distal end, which is somewhat of an advantage

over Killian’s tube, which requires a Kerstein

head lamp for illumination. For lower tracheo-

bronchoscopy a much shorter tube is required

than even in the upper bronchoscopy. These

tubes are all straight and. so constructed that in

passing into the tracliea or bronchi there is little

danger of doing great trauma to the mucous

membrane.

The question of anesthesia for tracheo-bron-

choscopy is one of great importance. In adults a

20 per cent, solution of cocaine is usually all that

is necessary. This should be applied first to the

larynx with a cotton-tipped probe, the best form

of applicator being the long, flexible applicator

used by gynecologists. This probe has an olive

point and in consequence there is no danger of

losing the cotton in the larynx. The cotton

should not be changed during the anesthetization

of the larynx and trachea. After waiting a few

minutes, the tongue is retracted and drawn for-

Avard again and the applicator is passed directly

into the trachea, this usually being folloAved by a

spasm of the trachea, coughing and a great deal

of distress. The probe is quickly withdrawn and

the cotton again saturated Avith the cocain, being

inserted after a feAV minutes as before and passed

down to the bifurcation of the trachea. After

ten or fifteen minutes the anesthesia is usually

sufficient to enable a dextrous operator to pass

the bronchoscope through the larynx and into the

trachea. In children and in those of a highly

nei'A’ous temperament chloroform anesthesia is

better. It is necessary to secure complete anes-

thesia, otherwise the patient Avill toss about on

the. table and prevent the easy manipulation of

the instruments and also predispose to injury

of the mucous membrane of the larynx and

trachea. Where a local anesthesia alone is used

the ]>atient usually sits erect upon a low stool,

his spinal column in as near a vertical line as

possible and head throAAm far back and resting

upon the knee of an assistant. Of course in those

Avho are very old Avhere the neck muscles are

rigid, or in an individual AA'ho is suffering from

some spinal disease pr some condition which may
prevent the bending of the head backward to suf-

ficient degree, this method will

have to be abandoned. HoAA'ever,

Avhere the head can be turned

far back the patient’s mouth is

opened wide, the base of the

tongue and the epiglottis are

lifted upAA-ard Avith the Jackson

separable speculum so as to bring

the laryngeal box in the most di-

rect line with the mouth, and in

this position the bronchoscope is

passed directly into the larynx
and trachea, after Avhich the speculum may be
removed. The proximal end of the bronchoscope
is turned to the right or left of the patient’s
mouth and back toAvard the angle of the jaAv. By
an easy boring motion the bronchoscope is passed
into the trachea. If the right bronchus is to be
explored the proximal end of the bronchoscope is

forced to the left side of the patient’s mouth; if

the left bronchus, it is forced to the right side,

thus a direct line into the bronchial limb is se-

cured. ’Ihere is usually a great deal of mucus,
particularly in adults, which accumulates in the
bronchoscope and AA’hich may, if the manipulation

.is prolonged for any length of time, totally ob-
scure the vision of the operator. To obviate this

some form of suction tube is necessary. The one
1 used in the last tAvo operations Avas an ordinary

drainage tube attached to a large ear syringe.

Whenever the vieAv becomes obscured the assistant

should insert the tube and devote himself to keep-

ing the field free from mucus.

The choice of procedures in the removal of

foreign bodies from the bronchi of small children

depends upon the age of the child, that is,

Avh ether or not we shall do an upper or loAA'er

tracheo-bronchoscopy. According to Ingals,

upper tracheo-bronchoscopy in a child under 3

years of age is unsatisfactory, and in consequence

of this a preliminary tracheotomy should be done

and the short bronchoscope inserted in the tra-

chea for the removal of the foreign body. If
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then' is (lofomiity of tlie larynx or c-icatricial

bands or any reason which might ])revent the

easy insertion of tlie hroneliosoope througli the

natural channel, a lower tracheo-hionchoseopy

should he performed.

In adults ujcper traclu>o-hronchoseopy is prob-

ably the procedure of choice. Killian has re-

moved over 1G4 hodic's from the larynx and hn)ii-

chi by diiwt hronchosco])v and laryngoscopy. In

his collection arc buttons, lish hones, pelchles,

whistles, coins, safety-pins, etc. The (juestion al-

ways arises in cases of this character, especially

where the foreign body is lodged in the lung, as

to the time which should elapse before the sur-

geon resorts to active operative measures for its

removal. History is rei)lete with cases of foreign

bodies in the lung which have remained em-

bedded for weeks or months, finally being coughed

out. At’ith the invention of the bronchoscope it

seems to me that it would be advisable to try to

remove the foreign body at the earliest possible

moment. If the body is eud)eddc‘d in the laiwnx

it is especially necessary that it he removed with-

out delay.

'I'lic ivport of the following cases illustratc's

the value of tracheo-hronchoscopy

:

C-A.SE. 1.—This was a case of a man who was

shot near the left claviculo-sternal articulation,

the bullet ranging downward, coming out on the

light side below the scapula, 'riiere resulted

from this injury comiilete jiaralysis of the left

adductor nerve, jiroducing total loss of voice.

I’pjier tracheo-hronchoscoiyv was performed at

this time to see whether or not there was a stric-

ture of the trachea. It is nearly impossible to see

furtluu- than the second or third ring of the

trachea in laryngoscopy. Ln this case no struc-

tural change was found in the trachea and the

])aralysis was evidently due to wounding of the

lift recurrent laryngeal.

Cask 2 .
—This was a case of a woman with a

supposed foreign body in the trachea or esoph-

agus. d'he trachea and esophagus were anes-

thetized with a 20 per cent, solution of cocain. I

iirst tried to do a tracheo-lironchoscopy with the

patient in the ujiright position, but on account of

her inability to throw her head far back and keep

her s])inal column rigid without great distress,

the examination was unsatisfactory, and in con-

sequence of this I was compelled to put the ]Aa-

tient in the recumbent position. I first exam-

ined the trachea, passing the bronchoscope down
as far as the bifurcation, Init coidd detect noth-

ing. On account of the distress in breathing and

difficulty in swallowing it was presumed that the

foreign body might he in the esophagus and

pressing ujion the trachea. In consequence of

this 1 tried to do an esophagosco]iy, but on ac-

(ount of having no mandrin with the broncho-

scope it was nearly impossible to pass this nar-

row tube into the esojihagus. We were enabled,

however, to work it down into the esojihagus for

a number of inches. The mani])ulation not being

very satisfactory, the operation was suspended for

that day with the intention of operating the fol-

lowing day with the aid of the mandrin. How-
ever, on the following day the patient reported

that there was no distress in the region com-
])lained of and the foreign body had evidently

])as.sed into the stomach or the condition was one
due purely to a neurosis.

t’.A.SE 3.—'J'his was a case in which a large

piece of chewing gum was sucked into the riglit

bronchus of a man aged 7 2 years. The day
before appearing for examination, while working,

he suddeidy sucked the chewing gum down into

the lung. There was more or less pain, slight

distress in breathing and ]teriodical attacks of

coughing, ruder 20 per cent, cocain anesthesia,

with the patient in the upright position, with
liead thrown far hack, the bronchoscope was
jmssed directly into the right bronchus through
the natural channel. The object could be de-

tected with the light. I made a number of unsuc-
cessful efforts to grasp it, hut there was such an
accumulation of mucus in the tube, ohstructins:

absolutely any view of the field, that I was com-
pelled to withdraw the tube for cleansing pur-
poses. As the tube was withdrawn the chewing
gum was coughed out. Evidently in my manipu-
lation the gum had been detached, allowing suf-

licient mucus to get behind it that iu the effort

of coughing the object Avas easily dislodged.

Case 4.—This was an infant 14 months old

with a supposed foreign body in the right lung.

While playing three days before being pi’esented

for examination the child suddenly became
cyanotic, very nearly dying from suffocation.

The family at once suspected a foreign body in

the lung and thought it was one of two things, a

nail or a grain of corn. This case was brought

to Indianapolis Tuesday night by Dr. Ploughe of

Elwood. and through the courtesy of Dr. Oliver

was referred to me. Dr. Cole immediately made
an .r-ray idiotograph of the case, hut could detect

no foreign body. However, there was a blurring

of the ])late near what was presumed to be the

bifurcation of the right bronchus. The child

was seized with periodical attacks of coughing,

crying and in evident great distress from pain

and difficulty in breathing. Friday morning the

infant was in a much worse condition, was pale

and very restless, and all the symptoms de-

manded immediate relief. Friday evening the

child was anesthetized with chloroform, and in

the prone jiosition as described, Avithout any par-
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ticular effort, the bronchoscope was passed into

the right Inng. My light was somewhat imper-

fect and in consequence it was very difficult for

me to see through the long tube into the right

bronchus. I tried to grasp the foreign body,

which could be detected, with a long extracting

forceps. After making a number of efforts, and

because the child vomited while the tube was in

the trachea, T decided to abandon the route

through the natural channel and endeavor to

grasp the object through a wound in the trachea,

that is, by doing a preliminary tracheotomy. I

had some slight difficulty in doing the tracheot-

omy; however, after this was accomplished a

short bronchoscope was passed dii’ectly into the

right bronchus. With the aid of an ordinary

head mirror I could distinctly see the grain of

corn filling the lumen of the right bronchus. It

was very easily extracted with the aid of the ex-

tracting forceps. At the suggestion of Dr. Oliver,

the tracheal wound was allowed to remain open,

and this was very fortunate, for there was a

seeming edema of the larynx and a great deal of

edema of the bronchial mucous membrane as

well as of the lung structures, and for the first

twelve to fourteen hours the child had great dif-

ficulty in getting enough air to aerate the blood.

On the second day the child seemed to improve

rapidly. There was no temperature, though some

restlessness and rapid and difficult breathing.

Nourishment was taken both from a spoon and

the breast. One-twentieth grain of morphin was

given after the operation and repeated Saturday

night and likewise Sunday night. Hypodermic

injection of strychnia and digitalin were given

ihe morning after the operation. We had hoped

by the use of strong doses of morphin and atro-

pin to prevent any increase of the edema of the

lung. The day following the operation there was

no sound made by the child whatsoever, showing

that there was a total loss of the vocal action.

Sunday morning the child began to breathe very

well through the nose and mouth. We closed the

tracheal wound with the finger at times to test

this point. It also began to cry very indistinctly,

showing that the function of the larynx was

being gradually restored. About 1 o’clock Mon-
day morning the child began to show some dis-

tress in breathing, which continued throughout

the remainder of the night, and about 7 o’clock,

while the child was taking nourishment from the

breast, it suddenly stopped breathing and was

dead in a short time. I do not Imow how to ac-

count for the death of the child unless there was

a paralysis of the pneumogastrie from the edema
of the lung or suffocation with paralysis of the

heart from some undue pressure upon the trach-

eal wound which stopped respiration long enough
to produce death from paralysis.

22C The Newton Claypool Bldg.

DIAGNOSIS OF INTESTINAL
OBSTEUCTION.*

Edwin Walker^ M.D.

EVANSVILLE, IND.

Acute olistruction of the intestines is one of

the most fatal diseases the practitioner has to

encounter. The high mortality is due to delay

in making a diagnosis. If the condition is de-

tected and an operation done in the first few

hours, few would succumb; it is, therefore, to

the delay of surgical interference that this high

mortality is due.

I think all surgeons wdll agree with Moyni-

han, viz. : “It is still, unfortunately, true that

in the very great majority of cases the surgeon

is called upon to act in too late a stage of the

disease. It is not too much to say that in a con-

secutive series of twenty cases of average in-

tensity the condition disclosed at the operation

will show that in at least fifteen, operation has

been too long deferred. To operate early in a

case of intestinal obstruction is an experience

that few surgeons often enjoy.” In speaking of

the operation he says : “The surgery of acute

obstruction is disheartening work
There are few surgeons who, in a series of twenty

or more cases, can show a lower mortality than

50 per cent. Anything over a 10 per cent, is the

mortality of delay.”

The difficulty, therefore, is the failure to diag-

nose these cases before irreparable damage is

done, and this failure is chiefly due to the diffi-

culties which it presents. The symptoms so

closely resemble those of slight digestive derange-

ment, as well as other diseases of the abdominal

organs, that it is at times very difficult to dis-

tinguish between them. The physician fears

that he may unduly alarm a patient or prob-

ably place himself in an unfavorable attitude by

too early suggestion of surgical intervention.

There are not infrequently unscrupulous com-

petitors who are only too glad to make capital

out of such a position. In every community
there are doctors who pose as opponents to oper-

ations; they claim great success in treating all

sueh cases by potent medical measures known
only to themselves. There are those who never

lose a case of appendicitis and dissolve gallstones

with olive oil. They still have to be reckoned

with, but the march of popular education is fast

doing away with them.

The idea that there is any antagonism between

medicine and surgery is too preposterous to be

discussed here. The general practitioner who is

* Read before the Southern Illinois Medical Association.
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first to rocognize tlie need of operative measures

will, in the long run, win popular favor.

We should, in all cases in which pain, vomit-

ing, coprostasis and meteorism are the symptoms,

be on the lookout for a mechanical obstruction.

There are two very common errors at the onset

in these cases. The patient has pain, he clamors

for relief and a hypodermic of morphin will

give it. We have the best authority, for giving

it, the patient and his friends are delighted with

our ability to relieve. Tn mechanical obstruc-

tion the relief of pain does not stay the disease.

We must admit, however, that one dose is imper-

ative in many cases, but the necessity of a sec-

ond should be taken as almost positive evidence

that the trouble is not a slight ailment which

will right itself, but a grave one requiring our

closest attention. Another error is to give these

patients a purgative, assuring them that its

action will remove the trouble. If undigested

matter is in tlie alimentary canal or if improper

food has occasioned poisoning, this may be of

service, but as a matter of fact, in these cases,

as a rule, nature asserts herself and the patient

has spontaneous evacuation or even diarrhea

;

at lea.st, the bowels are easily moved. If, there-

fore, a few hours have elapsed and no action is

obtained, the suspicion of serious obstruction

should be entertained.

Another error at this time is delay in the effort

to make an exact anatomical and pathological

diagnosis. We need only to determine that there

is or is not a lesion requiring .siirgical interfer-

ence; now how are we to do this? Lot me
briefly discuss the S}Tnptoms aiid some of the

common sources of doubt. Eisendrath says : “If

a patient, suffering from a sudden attack of ab-

dominal pain, has constantly recurring vomiting,

and every effort to secure the passage of feces or

flatus results negatively, a diagnosis of intes-

tinal obstruction may be made.” In addition to

these symptoms, tympany is generally present.

With this symptom group but little difficulty

would be experienced; however, unfortunately,

any one of these may be abscuit and all of them

occur in other abdominal diseases.

Pain is absent in a few cases, but these are ex-

ceedingly rare, ajid in these the persistence of

the other symptoms should put ns right. Pain

is, however, almost always present, is paroxysmal

in character, and at times its location, together

with the excessive peristalsis, gives us a good

idea of the location of the lesion. The pain may
be relieved by an opiate, but will soon return and

tbere will. be a demand for a repetition of the dose.

The vomiting is persistent and worse during

attacks of pain. The contents of the stomach is

first ejected, then bile-stained mucus, later fecal

vomiting occurs, but that is not until the second

or third day and should not be waited for.

1 need hardly warn you of the necessity of

excluding meningitis; here the vomiting is ex-

plosive, nausea continuous, the abdomen is flat,

and there are the other symptoms, headache and
fever. I have seen several cases of meningitis

which were mistaken for obstruction.

Meteorism is usually early in obstruction, ex-

cept when the obstruction is near the stomach,

when it is absent except in the stomach. It

comes on more slowly also when the obstruction

is low, that is, in the colon or sigmoid. Tympany
occurs in peritonitis, but here there is a decrease,

and in extreme cases absence of all peristalsis;

with a stethoscope on the abdomen not a sound

can be heard, while with obstruction there is in-

crease of peristalsis, vdiich is evinced by gurgling

that can be heard for several feet. In obstruc-

tion, as a rule, it comes on rapidly and the bowels

become enormously distended. Constipation,

which is complete, is the chief symptom; a little

fecal matter washed out by enemas, but there is

no full fecal evacuation nor passage of gas.

Enemas are either retained or expelled without

force.

It is necessary to determine if the coprostasis

is due to fecal impaction. In all cases examine

the rectum and you may be able to locate the ob-

struction at that point. You may find it filled

with feces, and if the obstruction is higher you

will find the rectum empty and its walls bal-

looned. Fecal impaction does not occur nearly

so often as is generally supposed; when it does

occur the symptoms are not so alarming, the pa-

tient does not appear so ill, by palpation the col-

lection can be found in the colon and there is a

history of chronic constipation, of passage of

hard round fecal masses from the bowels. Unless

these ]uasses have caused obstruction there is no

severe vomiting or tympany, and in these cases,

as pointed out above, the fecal masses can gener-

ally be palpated.

hepcated efforts to move the bowels by purga-

tives or enemas are only powerful for harm. The
(juestion naturally arises : “How long should you

wait for the action of purgatives?” I have con-

sulted a number of text-books, but found no def-

inite rule laid down ; in fact, it is difficult to for-

mulate any rule which will fit all cases. The dif-

ficulty is to keep from applying a fixed rule to

those cases of coprostasis in which no true ob-

struction occurs, and I want it to be distinctly

understood that what I am about to say does not
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apiily to those cases \vhieli have slight pain, mod-

erate vomiting, little or no tympany and where

the whole aspect of the patient shows that the

condition is not alarming. The fact is we too

often forget that when little food is taken the

bowels do not move, and under such circum-

stances no liarm comes from a failure of the bow-

els to act for several days. If, in fact, no other

symptoms arise, the mere absence of bowel ac-

tions need not worry us; I mention this because

1 have seen a number of cases where obstruction

liad been diagnosed for the reason that the bowels

have not acted for a few days, when the presence

of other symptoms and the general appearance

of the patient should have excluded this disease.

When, on the other hand, all symptoms are severe

the whole aspect of the case shows that the pa-

tient is seriously ill. I can not too strongly urge

you that repeated efforts to move the bowels and

hours of waiting are dangerous; six to twelve

liours is long enough, and in a clear case do not

wait at all.

JiCt us suppose we are called to a patient who
is suffering with abdominal pain and vomiting.

Unless the pain is extreme, do not give morphin;

if you are compelled to give one dose remember

that it is not curative and you are to find the

cause of the trouble if possible and remove it. If

tliere is a probability of an error in diet, give a

dose of castor oil and an anema, and if this is

really the cause relief will soon follow. If these

measures fail, there is a return of the ]:)ain, and

vomiting and tympany appears, the patient giv-

ing evidence of grave illness, the case is almost

surely one which demands surgical interference

and stronger purgatives are poAverless. Enteritis

in rare instances causes all these symptoms, but

those in which the bowels do not move are ex-

tremely rare. All these symptoms may come
from a fecal impaction, but the previous history

and palpation of masses in the colon Avill exclude

this.

In inflammatory diseases we have fever, besides

nearly all of them are operative cases and no

time should be lost in trying to differentiate in

doubtful cases.

Do not forget to examine for hernia, and re-

member that it is not necessary to find a large

mass ; I have seen tAvo cases in AA’hich a small

bcrnia Avas overlooked until the sufferer aavts iti

c.rfremis.

You arc rarely justified in Avaiting more than

six to tAveh'e hours, and, as I said before, Avhere

the symptoms are grave do not wait at all.

I haA'c purposely avoided discussion of the spe-

cial forms of obstruction, for I Avant especially

to emphasize the importance of the diagnosis of

the obstruction and prompt surgical intervention

as the chief point. The accurate diagnosis of the

lesion and location should be made Avhen possible,

but that should not be alloAved to delay action.

Let us noAv briefly consider chronic obstruc-

tion : it is generally due to cancer or other neo-

plasm, or a gradually contracting stricture, or

bands of adhesions. The symptoms Avhich should

attract our attention are attacks of pain in

])aroxysms, the boAvels are difficidt to move and
gradually stronger purgatiA’es are necessary, and

as the trouble progresses these attacks are more
frequent and vomiting and tympany folloAv;

finally Ave have the same sjTnptom group as in

acute obstruction. In fact, Ave should be on the

lookout in all cases of constipation Avith recur-

ring attacks of pain, if repeated purgation is re-

(piired. If the obstimction is in the colon the

caliber of the stools becomes less and later only

licpiid stools pass.

By far the greater number of these chronic ob-

structions is due to carcinoma, and the early

diagnosis is their oidy hope. Unfortunately, only

a small proportion can be diagnosed early enough
for operation, but AA'ith proper care a larger num-
ber could be. I belicA'e there are some, and per-

haps many, cases of cancer which are ingrafted

on a benign trouble. I have recently seen a case

in a man avIio had suffered Avith the typical symp-
toms of jiartial obstruction for eight years, duo

to cancer of the sigmoid, and it is more than

probable that the initial lesion AA’as benign. I

had one man Avith benign stricture of the sig-

moid, Avho had suffered for fifteen years Avith at-

tacks of partial obstruction, and an operation Avas

not suggested until he Avas in extremis.

In all grave diseases of the intestines, Avhere

lliere are recurring attacks of pain, constipation,

Aomiting and tympany, a very careful investiga-

tion should be made, and unless there is some

clear cojitra-indication an exploratory colotomy

should be made.

In fact, ahvays bear in mind that an exact

diagnosis in these cases is often impossible, but

you can generally determine Avhether the lesion

is organic and can be relieved only by surgery.

Do not Avait until all chance for recoA^ery is lost,

but recommend an early exploration Avhen the

clumces are good.

The mortality in these cases Avould not be high,

and Avhen doctors learn to diagnose cases of ob-

struction early Ave Avill be able to bring the mor-

tality in acute cases to one-fourth or less the

present percentage, and in the chronic cases per-

haps make OA-en a better showing.
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OBSEEVATIOXS OX THE SUEGERY OF
GALLSTOXE DISEASE.

TiioaiAS Bakker East^c.-vx, M.D.

IXDIAXAPOLIS.

At this late date it seems quite superfluous to

attempt to establish gallstone disease as one de-

inandimj surgical intervention as well as giving

rise to a number of pathological conditions in

certain viscera adjacent to the gall bladder, yet

when cases are almost daily consulting the oper-

ator, reciting a history of all sorts of futile ef-

forts to dissolve or dislodge gallstones, or a his-

tory of divers and sundry stomach and intestinal

disorders, dyspepsia and the like, it is evident

that there are yet those who plough their fur-

rows with forked sticks.

The various sodium salts, olive oil and such in-

ternal medicaments never did dissolve a gall-

stone. They will not dissolve a gallstone extra

corporej and none of the advocates of their use

has ever given even a semi-scientific explanation

as to what chemical change they make in the bile

or blood to effect the dissolution of the stones. All

these salts and oils ever do is to reduce the in-

flammation in the wall of the bladder and render

it more tolerant of its contained foreign bodies.

Xor do the surgeons stand alone in this opin-

ion. Dr. J. H. Musser saj's ; ‘T have never seen

any relief to the gallstones from the use of olive

oil, but I am bound to say that sometimes there

is a relief to the symptoms. Such relief, so far

as I can see—and I think it is the consensus of

opinion generally—is owing to the fact that with

gallstones there is usually a hyperacidity, and

that because of this there is either simple gas-

tralgia or pyloric spasm. We all know also that

when olive oil has been administered the patient

can almost always bring the doctor a handfull

of pseudo gallstones. I think we all agree that,

even though there is a relief of the symptoms, the

patients in most instances will soon come to the

surgeon, because the symptoms continue and

something active must be done.”

It is conceded that real gallstones do pass out

into the intestine, often not through the 'ducts

but by perforation, and are discharged in the

feces, but in at least plural instances, and par-

ticularly after a long course of salts and oil, the

writer has found the so-called stones to be com-

posed of saponified oil and salts.

It is well known, of course, that not a few very

able men advocate the various water cures as

worthy of trial before operation, and that this

treatment does in a fair number of instances re-

sult in a symptomatic cure-, but it is nevertheless

the fact that many of these cases must return at

intervals for another temporary cure and, in the

meantime, who shall say that the prolonged lo-

calized irritation of the stones is not starting up
a malignant process in the gall bladder or that a

stone or stones originally in the bladder are not

working their way into the ducts, there eventu-

ally to make the case much the worse, the plainly

imminent operation more difficult, and the prog-

nosis more grave. The quiet gallstone is often

more dangerous than the one giving rise to the

most intense paroxysms.

In this connection Kehr says; “Even the lat-

ent cholelithiasis we should always regard with

suspicious eyes, for the ^quiet work’ of gallstones

is often the most destructive. Carcinoma often

arises through stones which cause no distress,

and perforations into the hollow organs develop

not rarely without any symptoms. Xo one should

trust latency too much; in malignancy and in-

sidiousness no disease of man compares with

cholelithiasis.”

The statistics of Eiedel (52 cases of carcinoma

in 650 gall-bladder operations) and Peterson

(34 cases of carcinoma in 168 gall-bladder oper-

ations) only serve to corroborate in cold figures

the statement made above. The prolonged in-

flammation of the gall-bladder mucosa fre-

quently results in a proliferation of the epi-

thelium in the depths, with a papilliferous form

on the surface. It is not at all necessary that

the stone lie in the gall bladder, since anything

which results in a damming up of bile and mucus

in the gall bladder will result in irritation quite

as much as does a stone in the bladder itself.

This is explained by F. Pels-Leusden on the basis

that in addition to the mechanical irritation

caused by a stone, there are other irritative in-

fluences, such as those caused by the presence of

bacteria or of bile of altered consistency or chem-

ical character. An early result of this irritation

is a proliferation of the lining epithelium of the

gall bladder, and this proliferation shows a

marked tendency to go over into the formation of

carcinoma.

Considered from an etiological standpoint,

gallstones rarely develop, and restitutio ad in-

tegrum does not occur here any more frequently

than it does in the appendix. Therefore, brief

consideration of the bacteria present in the in-

fected gall bladder may not be amiss. In a series

of 216 patients operated on by Deaver and dis-

cussed by A. 0. J. Kelley the infective agents of

seventy of the patients were as follows

:
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PER
CASES. CENT.

Bacillus coli communis 23 32.8

Bacillus typhosus 7 10.0

Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus 2 2.9

Streptococcus pyogenes 1 1.4

Staphylococcus pyogenes albus 1 1.4

Bacillus coli and staphylococcus aureus.. 2 2.9

No bacteria 34 48.

G

iSTaturally, one would expect to find the ba-

cillus coli communis present in the largest per-

centage of cases, but it is in the bacillus typhosus

that the most interest lies for the general practi-

tioner, and here, at the risk of being trite, slight

digression is made to emphasize the importance

of the connection between typhoid and biliary in-

fection, first noted by Bernheim some twenty-five

years since.

In 1896 Hanot and Milan demonstrated the

bacillus typhosus in the center of gallstones of

recent formation in the gall bladder. Cushing

found the organism in the bile removed from pa-

tients who had died of typhoid fever. In 32 cases

of typhoid cholecystitis which were autopsied

and operated Ehret and Stoltz found gallstones

in 20.

Chauffard found that 20 per cent, and Cushing

30 per cent, of cases of cholelithiasis gave a his-

tory of having had typhoid fever. Nor is it neces-

sary that the attack of typhoid be a recent one, as

typhoid organisms seem to be possessed of great

longevity in the gall bladder and ducts, Droba

and Hunter reporting cases in which the bacillus

was found seventeen and eighteen years, respec-

tively, after the occurrence of typhoid. And
bearing in mind this connection between gall-

bladder infection and typhoid, we must conclude

that the latter bears a more important causative

relation than is generally supposed by those not

engaged in the particular study of gall-bladder

pathology.

The symptoms of gallstone disease, in their

broadest sense, arc not always appreciated as they

should be
;

that is, the gall bladder itself fre-

quently escapes conviction by shouldering the

offense on other viscera and particularly the

stomach.

There is every reason why the gall bladder, by

virtue of its anatomy and mechanics, should

when seriously affected make itself felt in the

sjmdrome indifferently characterized as indiges-

tion or dyspepsia.

The accredited diagnostic symptoms of gall-

bladder disease have undergone a radical change

within the last few years. It is not long since

the cardinal symptom of gallstone disease was re-

garded as a shooting pain toward the umbilicus.

As a matter of fact, it is rare indeed to hear a

patient complain of this symptom. Jaundice is

no longer an essential diagnostic element. We
may find clay-colored stools or we may not find

clay-colored stools in cases where operation posi-

tively reveals gallstones; indeed, a stone must be

tightly packed in the common duct before we
have this condition.

The pain in the back does not occur in all cases

and is not essential for diagnosis. Pain in this

location occurs in so many disorders of the vis-

cera in the region of the gall bladder that it

might indicate any one of half a dozen of the

former. If there is any one train of s}Tnptoms

which should lead one to suspect the chronic in-

volvement of the gall bladder or its ducts, it is

that complex of symptoms carelessly denomi-

nated as dyspepsia, and this is true particularly

where after prolonged treatment by medical

methods now in vogue the patient is left just a

little worse and eventually reaches the surgeon

weak, thin in flesh, tender over the gall bladder,

palpation revealing a general thickening in this

region.

The gall bladder and stomach are parts of one

physiologic system, and it must be evident in this

case, as is evident in other parts of the anatomy,

that serious involvement of the one means serious

involvement of the other. The gall bladder is as

frequently at the bottom of the trouble as is the

stomach. Again, the proximity of the gall blad-

der to the pylorus affords ample opportunity for

trouble. We all know how little irritation is re-

quired to produce adhesions, and we know just

as well that a persistent inflammation of the

gall-bladder mucosa is likely to extend to its per-

itoneal covering, and, this extension having taken

place, we know that adhesions of the surrounding

viscera, particularly of the duodenum and py-

lorus, are likely to occur. It is also evident,

when we consider the close inter-relation of the

lymphatics of the lower part of the gall bladder

and its ducts with those of the pyloric end of

the stomach, that an infection in these ducts is

very likely to extend to the walls of the stomach.

Mechanically, gall-bladder diseases may affect

digestion in various ways. Stones may produce

pressure. Adhesions may drag upon the pylorus

or duodenum, or stones may be so large in the

common duct as to interfere with the flow of bile,

or in the ampulla of Vater they may be so placed

as to interfere with the passage into the intestine

of both the hepatic and the pancreatic juices.

And these latter conditions may exist for years

and not give rise to the sharp, shooting pains or

even to much distress, heretofore considered an

essential factor in the diagnosis of gallstones.
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One rarely hears a discussion upon this subject

in whicli mention is not made of the fact that

gallstones have been found postmortem in pa-

tients who never complained of them; that is,

the patients never complained of the so-called

classic symptoms of the disease. However, it

would be exceedingly interesting to know how
many of them had suffered for years from the

long list of referred and masked symptoms we
now know gallstones to bring about.

From a simple incision and drainage, gallstone

surgery has developed in its various phases into

one of the most important and beneficial depart-

ments of surgical ]>ractice. As to the indications

for operation in gallstone disease, there is little

or no question, surgeons for the last year or so

having concerned themselves with the indications

for cholecystotomy as against cholec3fstectomy,

the latter being of rather recent development, yet

a procedure warranted in a considerable number
of cases.

The gall bladder unquestionably furnishes an

ideal drainage tube where drainage is all that is

demanded. The presence or absence of stones

does not establish an indication as to which pro-

cedure to employ. However, there is a large per-

centage of cases of inflammation of the mucosa

of the ducts and bladder with stones wherein

vastly better drainage may be established through

the bladder itself than by any other device, and

here it may be said that after drainage of the

gall bladder and its fixation to the abdominal

wall, the bladder does not always atrophy, as the

writer has in two cases, upon reopening the ab-

domen for other causes, found an apparently nor-

mal bladder, and in one of the cases the bladder

in the previous operation had been found shriv-

eled down tightly upon several small stones.

Where the stomach complications have given

rise to the major sj^mptoms, and particularly

where pancreatitis is coexistent, it seems that un-

less the gall bladder is seriously involved simple

drainage will give satisfactory results.

Again, where the patient is much reduced

from long suffering with stone in ducts and blad-

der, where adhesions have formed and where

cholemia exists, making hemostasis difficult to

secure, it is frequently advisable to content one-

self with removing the obstruction and securing

drainage. The greatest reasons for removal of

the gall bladder lies in the tendency of this viscus

to undergo carcinomatous degeneration, which,

once developed, rapidly extends into the liver

substance itself.

Van Hook says : “Those inflammations that

cause distortion of the gall bladder, either by

dilatation or, more particularly, by secondary

contractures of the gall bladder, supply the best

examples of inflammatory processes demanding
cholecystectomy. Where stones are present in

the gall bladder, and especially where they have

become embedded in its walls, or where biliary

matter of one kind or another coats the wall of

the gall bladder, the organ may, unless good rea-

son exists for leaving it, be very appropriately

removed.'’

FEPOET OF A SERIES OF LEUKEMIC
CASES WITH BRIEF COMMENTS
ON THE SYMPTOMATOLOGY

AND TREATMENT.
Frank B. Wynn, M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS.

It is not designed at this time to enter into a

full consideration of leukemia. I desire simply

to report eleven out of fifteen cases of this dis-

ease seen by the writer in less than a decade

(five within the past year) and offer brief com-

ments. Of these cases, nine were of the myelo-

genous and two of the lymphatic variety. Dila-

laria appears to have had a causative relationship

in four cases and injury in one.

The onset in four of the cases was insidious,

marked by developing pallor and weakness.

These were variously diagnosed as simple or pro-

gressive pernicious anemia, till the blood exam-

ination revealed the truth. In three the begin-

ning was seemingly abrupt and characterized by

severe and persistent pain. I have found pain in

the splenic area, at one time or another in all the

myelogenous cases, sometimes very severe. On
the other hand, pain and tenderness of the bones

was present in only two, and then not a marked

svmptom. In two cases the first symptom was

“lump in the side.”

I wish especially to emphasize the importance

of hemorrhage as a s}Tnptom in leukemia. It ap-

peals to me Avith especial force for the reason

that four of the cases here reported died from

this immediate cause (tAA’o of the lAunphatic and

two of the myelogenous variety) and a fifth came

nearly doing so. The lymphatic cases died of

hemorrhage from the mucosa of the nasopharynx

and the myelogenous from subcutaneous extraA"-

asations. In this connection I am prone to sug-

gest that some of those cases supposed to be

“bleeders,” or suffering from purpura, may after

all be leukemics. Hence, in every such case there

should be a blood examination made.

It is noteAA'orthy that of the eleven cases I re-

port, seven ha\"e died. This tells the story of
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prognosis. Only one case appeared to be helped

by medication, and that was by the administra-

tion of large doses of arsenic, and this improve-

ment was only of transient duration.

I believe, liowever, a new era has dawned in

the treatment of this previously hopeless malady.

It has been my privilege to give only two of these

eleven cases a fair and prolonged treatment with

a-ray (Cases 5 and 6). Both were of the myel-

ogenous type. Treatment has extended over two

years, moderate in degree and with gradually di-

minishing frequency. It is a great mistake in

my judgment to carry the Eoentgenization to se-

vere dermatitis. ISlot only should caution be ex-

ercised in the method of the application of the

.T-ray, but still greater care should be used in

studying the physical and constitiitional state of

the patient. Most necessary are systematic stud-

ies of the blood, not alone hemoglobin estimation

and the enumeration of the blood cells, but care-

ful morphological studies of the corpuscles.

In one of these cases (Case 5) the spleen has

remained normal in size, the general condition of

the patient has been most excellent, and the state

of the blood (except a slight leucocytosis

—

10,000) has been pi’actically normal for a year.

The improvement in the other patient (Case

6), although not so marked, has nevertheless

shown the subjective sensation and outward ap-

pearance of perfect health. From being a weak,

d3'spneic, edematous and bed-ridden patient, he

has been able during the past year to continue his

work as clerk in a shoe store without losing a

day.

Certainly tlie results in these two cases afford

encouraging evidence that in the a:-ray we have

the most valuable therapeutic measure for leu-

kemia thus far discovered. And it is not too

much to hope that with a more perfect under-

standing of the method of applying this agent

permanent cures may be effected.

MYELOGENOUS LEUKEMIA.

Case 1.—L. M., a farmer boy aged 10. In
October, 1897, he suffered an attack of influenza,

which was followed by persistent weakness and
anemia. In January, 1898, Dr. 0. B. Pettijohn
attended him for a period of three weeks, when
he had daily chills, followed by high fever and
jaundice. Quinin relieved the condition and
seemed to justify a diagnosis of malaria. The
doctor was called again in April, when he recog-

nized at once a grave condition and asked counsel.

It was at this time I first saw the patient. He
was anemic and considerably emaciated; tem-
perature 102 F., pulse 120 and weak. Slight
tenderness over the ribs, sternum and right tibia.

Xo enlargement of lymph glands. The abdomen

was prominently rotund, and palpation revealed

a firm, non-sensitive, notched sjileen, almost fill-

ing the cavity; other organic conditions were

normal as far as could be determined. The blood

picture was typical. Bed cells 1,800,000, whites

304,000, hemoglobin 30 per cent. It was esti-

mated that the myelocytes constituted 36 per

cent., polymorphonuclear cells 54 per cent., and
the remaining 10 per cent, were chiefly small

lymphocytes, with a few transitional and eosino-

phile cells. A considerable number of nucleated

red cells was noted.

All therapeutic measures utterly failed in the

case. Disheartened by the gloomy prognosis

given, the parents took the little fellow to a no-

torious quack, who promised brilliant results, giv-

ing almost daily treatments for nine months,
when death came.

A restricted autopsy was permitted. Three
quarts of serofibrinous exudate were removed
from the left pleural cavity and a like quantity

from the abdomen. In the lower lobe of the left

lung were a number of pea-sized bodies, pearly

white on section. Stained sections showed them
to be lymphoid growths. The liver, enlarged to

double the normal, showed extraordinary pack-
ing of the capillarus with white cells. A thin

fibrinous pellicle covered the abdominal viscera.

Both liver and spleen were firmly adherent to the

abdominal wall.

Case 2.—For the following interesting clinical

history I am indebted to Dr. Bader S. Hunt, of

Winchester, Ind. : The patient was a basket-

maker, aged 48. There was tubercular taint

upon either side of the family. In 1889 he suf-

fered for six weeks with pain in the splenic re-

gion, and in 1894 he had a similar attack, at-

tended by chills, fever and pain, often requiring

morphia for relief. From 1894 the painful par-

oxysms came at first every two or three months,
but toward the end were of nightly occurrence,

accompanied by violent muscular contractions of

the side. The pain was controlled by morphia,

but not the involuntary movements.
Toward the end there was great sense of op-

pression in the chest. The spleen first appeared
below the ribs in 1895, and at his death extended

to the umbilicus
;
weight six pounds. There was

no lymph gland enlargement, no osseous tender-

ness. Strength and nutrition were well main-
tained. The dominant feature of the case was
pain in the splenic region. Arsenic, iron and
manganese were used without benefit. Coverslip

preparations gave the typical microscopic picture

of myelogenous leukemia.

Case 3.—Mrs. S., aged 35, German parentage,

good family history. The only previous disease

of significance from which she had suffered was
malaria, of which she had several pronounced at-

tacks, the last one four A^ears previous to her

death. Two A^ears afterward she began to note
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increase in the girth and a lump in tlie abdomen.
She passed through the hands of two reputable

practitioners without diagnosis. She then came
under the care of Dr. T. A. Wagner, who sus-

pected leukemia and souglit counsel. I saw the

jjatient about this time, six months before death.

The clinical evidences of the disease were ema-
ciation^ weakness, pallor (slightly icteric at

times), fever (101 to 103 F.), sweats, tender-

ness over the ribs, and splenic enlargement, oc-

cupying slightly more tlian the left lialf of the

abdomen. The blood examination revealed a typ-

ical ])icture : red cells 2,900,000, the percentage

of nucleated reds was large, white cells 410,000.

No therapeutic measures instituted afforded

more tlian transient benefit. The progress of the

disease was rapidly toward a fatal issue, the whole
course of the malady being two }'ears.

Myelogenous leukemia. Taken before x-ray treatment
was begun. Mark shows splenic enlargement.

At the autopsy, besides the splenic enlargement
showing fibrosis and mottling on cut surface, the

most interesting feature was the condition of the

ribs. Two of these had fractured spontaneously.

Tlie marrow was pyoid in character, and from
atroph}- the bones were reduced to mere shells,

whicli could be broken by pinching between the

fingers.

Case 4.—M. L., a young woman employed as a

seamstress. Family history negative, no history

of previous disease bearing .upon the case. The
total duration of the disease was about two years.

She had complained at times during this period

of weakness, but did not quit work till a month
before her death, when she consulted Dr. William
Wands, whose first thought was of pernicious

progressive anemia. A few days later Dr. S. E.

Crose saw the patient. I saw her with these gen-
tlemen the day before her death. She was then
in a profound state of coma. This had been pre-

eeded by rather sudden deafness in both ears.

There was a discharging furuncle behind one
ear which had occasioned her a good deal of dis-

tress. The loose connective tissue about both

eyes was enormously swollen from extravasated

blood, making the face hideous in appearance
and rendering impossible examination of the pu-
pils. The cervical l}Tnph glands were somewhat
enlarged. The spleen extended only a short dis-

tance below the border of the ribs.

Xo blood count was made, but estimated from
coverslip preparations the proportion of red to

white cells was 3 to 1. The differential estima-

tion gave a large proportion of myelocytes (44
per cent.) and a great many nucleated red cells.

It seems certain that the immediate cause of

death in this case was hemorrhage. No postmor-
tem was granted.

Case 5.—L. M., farmer’s wife, aged 36, of ex-

cellent family history, and mother of one healthy

child. Never ill till present trouble appeared in

December, 1904. She then noted a ‘dump” in

the side, and during the succeeding spring and
summer she grew weak, sweat a great deal and
tlie menses ceased for several months.

In December, 1905, the patient was referred to

Dr. 0. G. Pfaff for suspected abdominal tumor,
and by him in turn to the writer. She was then
liaving considerable pain in the splenic area and
fever (100 F.). The conspicuous feature of the

case, liowever, was the prominent abdomen, due
to the enlarged spleen which filled two-thirds of

the cavity.

Blood examination made at this time gave

hemoglobin 55 per cent., red cells 3,200,000,

white cells 257,000. The myelocytes constituted

41 per cent, and the pohmuclears 52 per cent, of

the total leucocytes. Nucleated reds numerous.
The patient has been under somewhat syste-

matic .T-ray treatment, never, however, carried to

the point of dermatitis. The splenic area, and
tlie ribs liotli in front and behind, liave been sub-

jected to short exposures from a medium vacuum
tube ; at first twice a week, gradually diminish-

ing the frequency to once a week, and for the

past year not oftener than once in a fortnight.

The clinical evidences of improvement were very

marked. In three months, besides the return of

strength, color and sense of well-being, the spleen

diminished to practically the normal size, and
has continued so up to the present time, a period

of two years.

Tlie improvement shown by the blood findings

was likewise conspicuous. Differential studies of

the leucocytes in cover-slip preparations, taken

at different times, revealed the following: In
the total decrease of leucocytes the myelocytes
showed the first and most marked diminution.

It was then observed that the number of transi-
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lional cells, those with saddle-hag nuclei greatly

increased. I construed this to mean that under

the Eoentgen stimulation of the blood-making

organs the embryonic myelocytes were manifest-

ing the normal tendency to evolve into the ma-
ture polymorphonuclear cells. The blood picture

ultimately became that of a mild leucocytosis.

't'he blood examination of Jan. 23, 1908, re-

sulted as follows : Eed cells 4,400,000, white

cells 10,000. Differential count gives polymor-

phonuclear cells 74 per cent., small lymphocytes

10 per cent, large lymphocytes 6 per cent., tran-

sitional forms, 8 per cent., myelocytes 2 per cent.

Case 6.—F. E., age 41, clerk. Family history

negative. Used liquor to some extent for five

3'ears. ISTo sickness till present trouble began in

June, 1904, when he noted growing weakness and

loss of energy. In succession there developed

pallor of the skin, loss of flesh (20 lbs.), night

sweats, tenderness and enlargement of the ab-

domen. Dyspnea was marked with even light

e.xertion and weakness made rest in hed neces-

sary.

It was at this time (April, 1906) that I was

asked by Dr. G. A. Petersdorf to see the case.

The spleen extended downward into the pelvis

and to the right of the umbilicus about two

inches. It was firm and non-sensitive. Temper-
ature 991/2 F-j pulse 120.

The blood gave a white count of 380,000, red

cells 2,500,000. A differential count at this time

gave myelocytes 42 per cent., polymorphonuclears

38 per cent., large l^'mphocytes 2 per cent., small

h'mphocytes 7 per cent., eosinophiles 1 per cent.,

large mononuclears 6 per cent.
;
the remaining 4

per cent, were transitional forms.

The patient has taken systematic a:-ray ex-

posures on an average of once a w’eek since that

time. A medium vacuum tube has been placed

nine inches from the body, exposures being made
chiefly over the ribs, in front and behind. Eoent-

genization has never been carried to the produc-

tion of more than a very slight dermatitis. The
spleen has diminished two-thirds in size. The
pallor, weakness and sweats have disappeared

and the flesh has l)ecn restored.

The only halt in continued improvement was
an attack of acute diarrhea in the summer of

1906. On one day he lost a quart of blood, and

on the three succeeding a pint each with very

disastrous consequences to his strength.

He has not lost a day from work in a year,

and so far as subjective sensations are concerned

he has not enjoyed better health in years.

The blood examination, January, 1908, shows:

red cells, 4,560,000 ;
white cells, 20,000. The

microscopic picture is essentially that of leuco-

cytosis, with a few lymphocytes and very rarely

a myelocyte.

Case 7.—ilrs. L., aged 51, rather a corpulent

German woman, was seen in consultation with

Dr. E. C. Ee}'er, Aj^ril 6, 1906, two days before

her death. For a year and a half she had com-
plained of a tired feeling and headaches for

which she often took tablets obtained at the drug
store. At intervals of thirty to sixty days she

had very profuse metrorrhagia, which aroused in

the physician’s mind a suspicion of malignanc\\

The gynecologist failed, however, to discover any
uterine disorder.

Six weeks before the end, for supposed “bili-

ousness,” she obtained at a drug store some laxa-

tive tablets of which she took several. In two
or three days the gums, tongue and lips became
greatly swollen, terminating in extreme ulcera-

tive stomatitis, with foul odor, profuse capillary

hemorrhage and very free flow of saliva. This
stomatitis, which was thought to be mercurial,

improved slowly under local measures, but the

patient grew weaker, more anemic. A tempera-

Mj'elogenous leukemia. Taken before ;r-ray treatment
was begun. Mark shows splenic outline.

ture developed ranging from 100 to 102 F.

;

there was slight diarrhea, a somewhat enlarged

spleen, and the possibility of typhoid fever was
taken into account. lodids in moderate doses

produced an eruption which became hemorrhagic.
Later numerous bloody extravasations appeared
in the skin, but there was no blood in the urine
or feces. The Ijunph glands were not enlarged.

From the rapid weak heart action the patient

was dyspneic. She manifested great depression,

foreboding, and gradual clouding of the sen-

sorium which ended in coma and death.

Xo blood count was made in this case, as the

apparatus was not at hand when the only exami-
nation was made. Cover-slip preparations stained

made the diagnosis of myelogenous leukemia easy.
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The estimated proportion of red to white cells

was 5 to 1.

A differential estimation of the leucocytes

gave
:
polymorphonuclears, 56 per cent.

;
large

lymphocytes, 7 per cent.
;

myelocytes, 30 per

cent.
;

small lymphocytes, 3 per cent.
;

eosino-

philes, 3 per cent.; mast cells and transitional

forms, 1 per cent.

Case 8.—IVm. II., aged 42, barber by occupa-

tion. Since the beginning of the Spanish-Amer-
ican war until November, 1906, he was a soldier

in the U. S. Anny. Served in Cuba and after-

ward in the Philippines. Within the past two
years he served as a helper in the TJ. S. Hospital

for tubercular cases in New Mexico. Had pneu-

monia a year ago, at which time the enlargement

of the spleen was first noticed. He suffered re-

peatedly from malaria and dengue fever while

in Cuba. For two years past has had progressive

loss of weight, weakness, pallor (almost a lemon
tint), cough, sweats and dull persistent pam in

the left hypochondrium. Since the attack of

pneumonia a year ago the foregoing symptoms
have become more pronounced and there have

been added palpitation, dyspnea, edema, fever

(temperature often reaching 103 F.) and great

splenic enlargement. Physical examination,

Jan. 2, 1908, revealed a spleen extending into

the pelvis and two and a half inches beyond the

umbilicus on the right. The blood examination
gives hemoglobin, 30 per cent.

;
white cells, 335,-

000. There are a great many nucleated red cells,

and the myelocytes are in excess of 40 per cent.

A^-ray treatment has been begun, but it is too

early to expect any material change in the blood

findings (notes of January, 1908).

Case 9.—W. N., aged 37. Farmer. Eeferred

to me by Dr. J. E. Nixon. Good family history.

When 5 years old suffered from a prolonged siege

of malaria with pronounced “ague-cake.” Has
had several attacks of mucous diarrhea, lasting

two or three months each time. Had a pro-

longed attack of rheumatism ten years ago; also

for a month the past summer. It seems likely

that this alleged rheumatism of recent date was
really a manifestation of his leiikemia.

His first knowledge of the present trouble was

in iMay, 1906, when there developed great

splenic enlargement and severe pain in that

region which lasted for six weeks. From June
to December, 1906, he took Fowler’s solution,

running the dosage up to fifteen drops thrice

daily. He experienced great benefit, regaining

weight, strength and the spleen returning almost

to the normal size, d’he organ again began en-

larging in April. 1907, and has continued to

increase in size despite the renewed administra-

tion of iron and arsenic.

Physical exploration to-day (Jan. 24, 1908)

reveals a hard, non-sensitive spleen extending to

the umbiliciis laterally and downward to slightly

beyond the brim of the pelvis. Blood examina-
tion gives : hemoglobin, 55 per cent.

;
white cells,

140,000; polymorphonuclear cells, 44 per cent.;

myelocytes, 25 per cent.; small lymphocytes, 13

per cent.
;
large lymphocytes, 4 per cent.

;
eosino-

philes, 4 per cent.; transitional cells, 10 per cent.

ly:mpiiatic leukemia.

Case 1.—E. W., school-girl, aged 15. Family
history good. Had suffered from no previous

disease of significance. During the early spring

months she had complained of weakness. The
SA'inptom was thought to be connected with the

pubescent period. Her parents thought her con-

dition benefited by some osteopathic treatments

which she took.

In Dlay, 1906, she came from her home in

Oregon to visit friends in Indianapolis. At that

time she was exceptionally well. As a proof of

her strength and buoyancy of spirits, it may be

stated that she climbed a cherry tree. She went
for a two weeks’ visit to a neighboring town,

and while there had several attacks of epistaxis

which proved extremely difficult to control. She
returned to this city in a fortnight, the hemor-
rhage from the nasopharynx recurred and con-

tinued almost without cessation to the time of

her death, ten days later. Topical and constitu-

tional measures were utterly without avail to

clieck the hemorrhage.

I was called by Dr. Frank Manker to see the

])atient ' in consultation two days before her

death. Although almost completely exsanguin-

ated, her sensorium was clear to the end. but she

was blind from brain anemia. There was an

unquenchable thirst. The temperature ranged

about too F. The pulse was very rapid (120 to

150) and scarcely palpable at the wrist. No evi-

dence could be discovered of organic lesion.

Neither the spleen nor lymph glands u’ere en-

larged. There was no periosteal tenderness.

Urine negative. From the clinical aspects of

the case neither pernicious anemia nor leukemia

was suspected.

The blood examination revealed: hemoglobin,

50 per cent.
;
red cells, 3,100,000 ;

white cells,

110,000. Differential count: small lymphocytes,

81 per cent.
;
large lymphocytes, 14 per cent.

;

polymorphonuclears, 4 per cent.
;
eosinophiles, .5

per cent.
;
myolocytes, .5 per cent.

Case 2.—K. E. T., aged 22, farmer, family

history good. Had appendicitis in 1895 and

smallpox in 1905. Early in the summer of 1906,

wliile lifting heavily on a binder, he felt some-

thing tear and sudden pain in the splenic region,

’renderness persisted for a fortnight. Even after

he suffered discomfort at times in that locality.

Ten months later he began growing pale and

weak, for which the services of a physician were

sought without definite diagnosis or benefit from
treatment. Six weeks later, July 9, 1907, he
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eonsiilted Dr. J. H. Deed, of Logansport. The
patient was then almost exhausted from weak-

ness; his pallor was extreme; there were numer-
ous eechymoses beneath the skin and mucous
membrane of the mouth and nose. Legs edema-

tous; dyspnea on slightest exertion; pulse 120;

temperature 99^ to 101 F.
;
leukemia suspected.

This was the condition of the patient when I

was asked to see him July 26. Besides the above,

a physical examination revealed a tender spleen

extending three inches below the left costal mar-
gin, but only very slight enlargement of the

lymph glands. ISlo osseous tenderness. Soon
after midnight the follou’ing day he was seized

Avith epistaxis, Avhich was controlled only by
pressure after six hours of exhausting hemor-
rhage. A fcAV hours later bleeding recurred from
the nose, pharynx and gums and continued de-

spite all therapeutic measures till his death, the

day following.

Blood examination : reds, 2,500,000 ;
whites,

180,000; large lymphocytes, 48 per cent.; small

lymphocytes, 43 per cent.
;

myelocytes, 1 per

cent.
;
polymorphonuclears, 7 per cent.

;
eosino-

philes, 1 per cent.
;
hemoglobin, 40 per cent.

BOOK REVIEWS

Dyspnea and Cyanosis. By Prof. Edmund von Neus-
ser, 5[.D., Professor of the Second Medical Clinic,

Vienna. Cloth. Pp., 203. Price, $1.50. New York:
E. B. Treat & Company, 1907.

As is stated in the preface to the American edition of

this monojiraph, the diagnosis of diseases in the great

majority of patients mu.st be determined at the Ix'dside

rather than in the laboratory, and hence the basis for

this Avork is furnished by clinical obserA’ations. The
volume has been divided into two general parts: First,

dyspnea and cyanosis in disorders of the respiration,

and, seeond, dyspnea and cyanosis due to disorders of

the circulation. The last four chapters should propeily

be classified under a third part, as they deal with mis-

cellaneous subjects, no more dependent, perhaps, upon
circulatory than respiratory disturbances. The absence

of an inde.N precludes somewhat the use of this little

volume as a ready reference AA’ork, although the A-olunie

affords interesting and profitable reading.

The Panc heas: Its Surgery .and Pathology. By A.
W. Mayo Robson, D.Sc. (Leeds), F.R.C.S. (Eng.) of

London, and P. C. Cammidge, M.D. (Eng.) D.P.H.
(t'amb. ), of London. OctaA’o volume of 540 pages,
fully illustrated. Philadelphia and London: W. B.
Saunders Company, 1907. Cloth, $5.00 net; Half
^Morocco, $0.50 net.

^

This is a timely book by authors Avell fitted for the

work. The scope of the Avork is something Avider than
the title indicates, for the first seven chapters (125
pages) are deA’oted to the comparative anatomy, anat-

omy, embryology, anatomical anomalies, surgical anat-

omy. histology and physiology, respecti\’ely. These
chapters giA'e a A'ery adequate exposition of the exi.stent

knowledge upon the A’arious subjects of which they

treat, and add much to the A'alue of the Avork. In the

chapter on surgical anatomy, speaking of the proximity

of the stomach and pancreas, a case of ulcer of the pos-

terior Avail of the stomach involving the pancreas is

referred to as folloAVS: “A middle-aged man had suf-

fered from symptoms of chronic gastric ulcer for several

years Avith A'omiting of coffee-ground material. On
exposing the stomach no evidence to account for the

trouble could be found, but Avhen it Avas opened a large

ulcer one and a half by three inches in diameter was
discoA’ered on the posterior wall, eroding the pancreas.”

That one might gain a more accurate knoAvledge of the

condition in such a case by opening the stomach is con-

ceded. but that the opening of the stomach was ad-

visable is doubtful, and that it AA*as necessary to the

discovery “of evidence to account for the trouble” is

denied. Just here it might be AA’ell to remark, also, that

it is better either to adhere to one system of Aveights

and measures, or to both continuously, rather than use

one. then the other, and again both, as is done in this

book. To say that a “man of 154 pounds Aveight might

be expected to secrete 175 prams of pancreatic juice a

day” sounds queer and looks bad in print. That

secretin is the principle excitant of pancreatic activity;

that it (secretin) is produced chiefly by the action of

hydrochloric acid on the pro-secretin of the cells of the

(hiodenum and jejunum: that the activity of fats as ex-

citors of pancreatic secretion is due to the formation of

soap: that the vagus has no secretory fibers seem to

be the conclusions reached Iw the authors. “The milk-

curdling ferment of the pancreatic juice is probably not

of much physiologic importance.” In the chapter on path-

ologA’ it is stated that as yet the number of eases in Avhich

careful macroscopical and microscopical studies of the

])anercas haA'e been conducted jointly are so fcAV, that

it is impossible to arriA-e at satisfactory conclusions as

to the relatiA’e frequency and importance of the various

disea.ses of the pancreas, apart from the clinical cau-

dence. Considerable and important pathologic changes

ma.A’ occur Avithout changes in the gross appearance and

inflammation may cause only slight an^l easily over-

looked microscopic changes. The influence of the bile in

the production of pancreatitis is established, but hoAV

much of this influence is due to micro-organisms and
hoAv much to pure mechanical and chemical causes is

not knoAvn. Fat necrosis forms the subject of one chap-

ter and is discussed in its A-arious phases, apparently

Avith tne conclusion that clinically at least it is a re-

sult of disease of the pancreas and that the necrosis is

due to the tat-splitting ferment. One of the most in-

teresting chapters in the hook is that on chemical

pathology, in Avhich are discussed the various chemical

changes produced in the body by disease of the pancreas.

These changes are considered under tAA’O heads, those

connected Avith digestion and those connected Avith in-

ternal metabolism. The “improved method” of obtain-

ing the “pancreatic reaction” is described, and Avhile a

positive reaction is not regarded as pathognomonic of

pancreatitis, it is regarded as “strongly suggestiA'e.”

The role ])la.A'ed by the pancreas in diabetes is discussed

in a separate chapter. This is folloAA’cd by a chapter

on the general symptomatology and diagnosis, after

Avhich injuries and diseases of the pancreas are consid-

ered. The bibliography is quite complete. There are

fcAv typographical errors. The illustrations are numer-

ous and good. The tvpe, paper, binding and index are

satisfactory.
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THE DIVISION OF FEES.

The division of fees, or the giving of commis-
sions for cases referred, is a subject which is

agitating medical men in many communities in

this state, and one upon which The Journal is

requested to express an opinion. The editor has

repeatedly voiced his sentiments on this subject,

and, therefore, should be excused if in complying
with the request he reproduces, perhaps in the

same words, views which he has previously edi-

torially expressed in numerous numbers of the

Fort Wayne Medical Journal-Magazine.

The giving and taking of commissions as ordi-

narily practiced is a species of deception and dis-

honesty which no right-thinking physician

should engage in for one moment. As proof of

the fact that it is deception, it is only necessary

to say that this traffic is carried on without the

knowledge of the patient and with every endeavor
to maintain secrecy as to the arrangement. It is

a practice that is absolutely dishonest on the part

of both the. giver and the receiver of the com-
mission, and is as unethical and dishonorable as

the practices of the worst of quacks. It encour-

ages deception and fraud, and if permitted to

continue and become general, would lower the

moral status of the medical profession in the

minds of the people.

In some communities where surgeons are freely

offering and giving commissions, the practice has

developed a species of graft among a certain class

of general practitioners which has gone so far

that some of them are drumming up surgical

cases and writing different surgeons for quota-

tions as to commissions, with the intent of taking

the patient to the man who pays the most. We
are also informed that the question of necessity

for an operation does not enter into considera-

tion providing the patient’s consent to an opera-

tion is secured. This is the logical outcome of

the nefarious business of giving and taking com-

missions, and the commission-giving and the

commission-receiving doctors will come to grief

just as sure as night follows day, for the simple

reason that retribution always comes sooner or

later to the one who is guilty of dishonest prac-

tices.

Fortunately there ai’e many men in the medi-

cal profession who are sufficiently conscientious

and honest to refuse to give or receive that which

they know to be vitally wrong in theory as well

as in practice. They recognize the fact that

every medical man is deserving of just remunera-

tion for his services, but that it is the duty of

every medical man to charge and collect for his

services, and not expect or request some one to

do it for him. The fees of the surgeon seem

large, and are large as compared to the fees of

the general physician, but that does not justify a

division of the fee to make up for the general

physician’s shortcomings in not charging and
collecting an adequate amount for his profes-

sional services rendered. We have contended,

and still contend, that the average physician is

too poorly paid, and we have endeavored by argu-

ment and persuasion to influence many of our

professional friends to charge fees that are in

keeping with the value of the services rendered.

If they have not the good sense and good judg-

ment to do this, then they have no one to blame

but themselves, and they should not complain

when others obtain adequate compensation, nor

should they expect those who do obtain adequate

compensation to divide with them. We are firmly

convinced that the solution of the whole problem

will be the exposure of the practice to the public.

Let it once be known that any physician is guilty

of giving or taking commissions, and trafficking

in the misfortunes of patients, and it will not

be long before that physician will lose prestige

and practice, and he deserves the fate.

Concerning this question The Journal of the

American Medical Association^ in answer to a

correspondent who invites an expression of opin-

ion, has the following logical argument in the

issue of Oct. 19, 1907 : “Let us get down to

first principles: 1. To obtain money for one

purpose, even though of itself a legitimate one,

under the pretense that it is for another purpose,

is to defraud. 2. To defraiid is dishonesty.

Therefore, it is clear that for the operating sur-

geon to claim a certain fee from the patient,

ostensibly for his own services alone, but really

for the family physician as well, is dishonest.

Such an act is economically dangerous; for he

who repeatedly performs a dishonorable act de-

moralizes both himself and his associates. The
inevitable consequence of such acts will be disre-

gard of the patient’s interest as the prime motive
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in the selection of the surgeon and the substitu-

tion of the consideration as to which surgeon will

pay the biggest commission to the attending phy-

sician.

“I.iet us now appeal to first principles to solve

the question constructively: 1. Every man is

entitled to a reasonable recompense for services

rendered. 2. That recompense is due from the

person to whom the services are rendered. 3.

The responsibility entailed on the physician in

deciding on the necessity for an operation and in

selecting a suitable ojicrator is pre-eminently a

service to the patient. So also are the pains

taken to furnish the operating surgeon with all

those data that the physician’s knowledge and

prior obsei’vation have enabled him to glean with

respect to the history of the case, and the person-

ality and iodiosyncrasies, etc., of the patient.

And so, also, is the assistance, if any, that may
be rendered at the time of operation or subse-

quently. Therefore, for any or all of these

things the family physician is just as much
entitled to compensation as for his previous at-

tendance, and that in proportion to the care and

responsibility involved. There can, of course, be

no ethical objection to the surgeon including the

physician’s charges in his bill, provided the pa-

tient clearly understands that such a division is

to take place. But in that case what advantage

is gained? And why should the surgeon collect

these fees for the physician any more than the

fees for previous services. To argue that the

only way to secure tlie physician his just dues

is for the surgeon to include it in his own fee

overthrows all possible claim for honesty in the

transaction. If this alleged objection on the part

of the laity really exists, it is because they do

not understand the position of the family physi-

cian or the amount of I'esponsibility he assumes.

Tlie true solution of the diificulty is to make the

laity understand the matter. We can hardly

refrain, however, from the belief that the diffi-

culty exists mainly in the minds of interested

parties, who find the practice of division of fees

a means of illicit gain.

“To sum up : First, if the patient knows of

the transaction between the surgeon and the at-

tending physician, there is no objection to such

a division. If not, it is clearly a dishonest trans-

action. Second, the giving of commissions is

dangerous under any circumstances, because of

its inevitable tendency to bias the physician in

his choice of a surgeon in favor of the one from
whom the most substantial consideration is likely

to be obtained. No other factor ought to enter

into the physician’s decision than the best inter-

ests of his patient. Third, the division of fees,

however theoretically different, is practically

identical in its effects with the giving of a com-

mission.”

IIURIIIED EXAMINATIONS AND “SNAP-
SHOT” DIAGNOSES.

A medical man of our acquaintance, who has

no assistants, once made the statement that he

had given professional attention to forty patients

during his afternoon office hours, from 1 to 4

o’clock, and that out of the forty patients ten

were new patients who had to have a complete

examination. A little mental calculation shows

that if the doctor worked without interruption

and spent no time in idle conversation he could

devote just four and one-half minutes to each

case, providing each case received the same
amount of attention. Of course, the doctor lied,

and he evidently thought that when he told a lie

he might as well tell a good one.

But the point is. Are there not many doctors

who are trying to give attention to too many
patients during the limited time of office hours,

and are not the patients being “railroaded”

tlirougli without receiving proper consideration?

How much does the doctor know about the aver-

age new case which comes to his office if he gives

it only the time ordinarily devoted to new cases

when the office is full of waiting patients ? How
thoroughly can he cover the history of the case,

tlie symptoms, the physical examination and the

treatment, if he crowds his work into a limited

amount of time in order to get through with a

large number of waiting patients? Is it not a

fact tliat a waiting room full of patients, every

one of whom presumably means a fee for the

physician, is not conducive to good work on the

part of the physician, and is it not frequently

the case that the busiest physicians are the ones

who most frequently do an injustice to them-

selves as well as their patients by hurried and

indifferent work?

There are some physicians who lose sight of

everything but the monetary end of the practice

of medicine, and the desire to be reckoned among
those who have large practices. These men
make many “snap diagnoses,” or more frequently

prescribe empirically. That they obtain satisfac-

tory results in a certain percentage of cases can

not be denied, but the practice does not deserve

recognition as the right method to pursue or the

true attitude to assume. Such men have built

up and hold their practices as a result of person-

ality and a studious effort to impress patients

with an exaggerated idea of quick perception and
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ability. Sooner or later the public comes to

recognize the true worth of such men and turns

to the physician Avho, Avith painstaking care,

thoroughness and scientific skill, goes over every

case with no thought of time consumed, but with

the true physician’s feelings that he owes it to

himself, to the patient and to his profession to

understand thoroughly all the features of every

case coming to him before passing an opinion or

prescribing a definite line of treatment.

If the time at the disposal of patient or physi-

cian does not permit a careful examination, and

the determination of such facts as warrant the

expression of an intelligent opinion or the pre-

scribing of a definite line of treatment, then it is

the duty of the physician to insist upon another

appointment, Avhen sufficient time can be taken

to make a thorough examination and arrive at

definite and reasonably accurate conclusions.

Many very busy practitioners are very thor-

ough and very careful in their work. Such

physicians are practicing medicine, first, because

it brings a living and, second, because it offers

the best opportunity for making a living Avith the

least expenditure of time, energy and brain

poAver.

If a thing is worth doing at all, it is Avorth

doing Avell, and this holds true most emphatic-

ally in the practice of medicine. Hurried and

superficial examinations lead to errors in diag-

nosis Avhich may be avoided if more time and

thought is devoted to every case coming to the

physician. “Hot how much, but hoAv well,”

should be the motto of every conscientious doctor

in the practice of medicine.

SUPPORT THE COUNCIL ON PHARMACY
AND CHEMISTRY.

The physicians of Indiana are at the present

time being systematically intervicAved and “sam-

pled” by the traveling representatives of several

manufacturers of proprietary drugs and pharma-

ceutical specialties. The specialties being intro-

duced have not been approved by the Council

on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American

I^Iedical Association, and in one or two instances

the manufacturers of these specialties have flatly

refused to submit their products to the Council.

One of the firms under consideration has rather

tartly stated in Avriting that the}' do not propose

to have their business run by the American Medi-

cal Association, and that they do not consider it

necessary to secure the endorsement of the Coun-

cil on Pharmacy and Chemistry in order to dis-

pose of their products.

The truth of the matter is that a firm taking

any such stand fears the results of an examina-

tion of their products by the Council, for the rea-

son that they knoAV that they are exploiting nos-

trums and an examination Avould disclose the

facts. No honest firm Avill hesitate for a moment
to have tlieir products examined by the Council

and a report of the findings made public. It is

the firms that are deceiving the medical profes-

sion Avho are most strongly opposing the Avork of

tlie Council, and they are receiving support from

a certain class of medical periodicals Avhich oaa’c

existence and perpetuation to the adA’ertising pa-

tronage of nostrum houses.

We believe that the intelligent and right-

thinking physicians of Indiana require no urging

to prompt them to refuse to prescribe prepara-

tions of unknown composition and therapeutic

value, and Avith no endorsement other than that

given by the manufacturers. Enough official

preparations of knoAvn composition are listed in

the U. S. Pharmacopeia and National Formulary

to fill the requirements of any physician, and in

addition to this a large number of new and non-

official preparations approved by the Council on

Pharmacy and Chemistry of the A. M. A. are

offered the profession. There is, therefore, no

logical reason Avhy a physician should prescribe

any one of the numerous nostrums of unknoAvn

formula or composition which are so extensively

advertised and the therapeutic action of which

is so extravagantly stated by the manufacturers.

The Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry is

composed of men of recognized ability and stand-

ing and thoroughly competent to pass an au-

thoritative opinion on the composition and char-

acter of drugs, chemicals and pharmaceutical

specialties. The Council has been organized and
established purely Avith a vieAv to protect the

physician as Avell as the patient, and it is the

pleasure and intent of the Council to deal hon-

estly and fairly with the manufacturers. The
Avork of the Council deserves the approval and
the support of every member of the medical pro-

fession, and that support can be best demon-
strated by refusal on the part of physicians to

endorse or prescribe any remedy not found in

the U. S. Pharmacopeia or National Formulary

or in the published list of new and non-official

preparations approved by the Council.

SHALL WE CHARGE CLERGYMEN?
A reader of the The Journal asks, “Shall

the physician charge members of the clergy for

professional services rendered?” Our ansAver is
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3^es, and we will ask our readers to give a single

logical reason for not charging clergymen for

medical or surgical attention.

We are aware of the fact that in many com-

munities it is the custom to render gratuitous

medical and surgical services to the members of

the clergy and their families, but that does not

mean that the custom is right or that we should

always adhere to such a custom. The average

member of the clergy has an income fully equal to

the income of the average skilled mechanic and

greater than the income of the ordinary me-

chanic, farmer, shopkeeper, clerk or laborer. In

many instances he receives free rent, and in some

instances free light and fuel in addition to his

salaiw, to say nothing of fees for weddings,

funerals, christenings, etc. Is it right that we

should charge a fee to the common laborer or

ordinary mechanic and let our sleek and well-

fed member of the clergy off without the pay-

ment of a fee ? And why does the average

physician donate his services to the members of

the clergy? Is it because he feels that the mem-
bers of the clergy can not afford to pay for serv-

ices rendered? No. He does it either because

he has not the moral courage to break away
from a vicious custom established by others, or

because he really desires to secure the influence

of the clergy, and it is generally the latter rea-

son. In other Avords, the doctor is buying the

influence of the clergy, and the average member
of the clergy who accepts gratuitous medical

services is selling his influence, as he also is sell-

ing his self-respect. By accepting gratuitous

medical services the clergyman is placing himself

under moral obligations to the physician, and

by donating the services to the clergyman the

physician is placing himself in the position of

desiring such a relationship and being willing to

pay for it. There is neither justice nor reason

in the practice, and Ave are pleased to observe

that there is a steadily increasing number of

clergymen who not only expect to pay cash for

their medical services, but insist upon doing so

in justice to their OAvn moral self-respect.

In our judgment, clergymen should be con-

sidered in the same manner as patients coming
from any other walk of life. If because of finan-

cial circumstances the clergyman is entitled to

charity, then he should be granted that charity

the same as Ave grant charity to any one else, but

Ave do not believe it is right to donate services in

Avhole or in part to a clergyman simply because

he is a clergyman Avhile AA'e at the same time

expect and demand some sort of fee from the

man Avho earns but a dollar and a half per day
and perhaps has a large family to support from
his earnings. Our religion is not of that kind.

THE MEDICAL ABOETIONIST.
The special committee appointed by the Chi-

cago Medical Society to investigate criminal

practices roughly estimates that 50,000 criminal

operations are performed annually in Chicago,

and that there are 150 private hospitals and
maternity homes in Avhich these practices are

carried on and the born and unborn infants de-

stroyed.

AVhat an appalling slaughter of human life,

and Avhat a reflection upon our courts and legal

fraternity that the murderers are not justly pun-
ished for their crimes ! But it seems almost im-

possible to convict an abortionist, OAving to the

fact that it is difficult to secure evidence even

reasonably sufficient to insure conviction in a

court of laAV. There are laAvyers and doctors

Avho Avill sell their souls for money, and the abor-

tionist knoAvs that if he is ever brought into court

it Avill be a comparatively easy thing for him to

secure acquittal through the efforts of some con-

scienceless laAvyer, aided by the purchased but

perjured testimony of some physician. He also

feels a sense of security in the thought that he

Avill be shielded by the Avoman upon Avhom he has

performed the criminal operation, as also by her

relatives and friends.

Chicago’s record of criminal operations is

probably no Avorse proportionately than the rec-

ord of many cities and toAvns in the United

States, and the question comes to us all. How
shall Ave reduce this record of crime? To us it

seems possible to accomplish much through the

efforts of a united medical profession, aided by

an improved sentiment in the legal fraternity.

When reputable laAvyers and reputable doctors

put forth every endeavor to convict rather than

acquit the abortionist, then and not until then

can Ave expect a lessening of the number of crim-

inal abortions. And the penalty for a convicted

abortionist should be hanging or a life sentence.

The average medical abortionist of to-day is a

man or Avoman Avith limited general as well as

medical education, no social or professional

standing, and morals perverted. To him or her,

criminal practices come easier and bring greater

rcAvards than the legitimate practice of medicine,

and the loAvered mental caliber is attended by a

lessened fear of punishment. Not many men
Avho are compelled to comply with rigid educa-

tional and moral requirements in order to gain
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legal permission to practice medicine will have

the tendency to engage in the performance of

criminal operations, and if they have the ten-

dency it will be held in subjection through a

wholesome fear of ruined social and professional

reputations.

In the future, therefore, much can also be ex-

pected from our higher standards of medical edu-

cation and our closer scrutiny of the moral and

intellectual attainments of those who seek en-

trance to the medical profession.

ECOXOMIC QUESTIOXS PERTAIXIXG TO
OUR PROFESSIOX DEMAND SERI-

OUS CONSIDERATION.

No profession is so philanthropic as the medi-

cal profession. We are constantly advocating

means which will eventually destroy our own

usefulness. Through our public health boards,

with their lectures and free distribution of litera-

ture, we are teaching the public how to prevent

and cure disease. AVe are sanctioning the erec-

tion and maintenance of public hospitals and

dispensaries for the free treatment of people, 90

per cent, of whom can well afford a physician s

fees. We are rising our influence to secure free

antitoxin injections, free vaccinations, free school

inspections, free tuberculosis sanitaria, and nu-

merous other free benefits for the people which

directly take from many physicians the means

of earning a living. We are countenancing con-

tract practice, which every day is widening its

sphere of usefulness to a large percentage of our

population, while at the same time lowering the

dignity of our profession and exerting a demoral-

izing effect upon fees in general for professional

services. And to cap the climax, the daily papers

announce that the courts in some states have

decided that physicians have no legal right to fix

or maintain uniform fees, while in other states

attempts are being made to enact laws perma-

nently fixing a low maximum fee for any service

rendered by a physician, and in one state an at-

tempt is being made to enact a law making it

compulsory for physicians to charge for time and

not for skill.

Is it not time for the medical profession to

awake to the danger threatening if we are to be

saved from a fate that is little short of reducing

our profession to a trade, and that trade so tied

down by legal restrictions and so harassed by

state and municipal competition from the various

free medical benefits that there is left but little

upon which the physician can feed? The eco-

nomic questions pertaining to the practice of

medicine certainly demand attention, and every

county .medical society can well afford to devote

one or more meetings each year to the considera-

tion of such questions.

As medical men we look too lightly upon the

commercial side of our work and are quite con-

tent to be imposed upon in a most outrageous

manner, and in a manner which if it applied to

any other jrrofession or calling would not go

unnoticed and unchallenged. It is not and

should not be beneath our dignity to discuss

freely and to act intelligently and thoughtfully

upon these questions which are so vital to our per-

sonal interests and to the welfare of our families.

We are in entire sr’mpathy with the spirit which

prompts medical charity for God’s poor, but it

is the flagrant abuse of the charity and the sub-

missiveness of the medical profession which de-

mand serious attention for our own self-preser-

vation as well as in the interest of justice.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIAL

LA GRIPPE AND ITS COMPLICATIONS.

Ever since 1889, when influenza became pan-

demic, there has been frequently engrafted on

other diseases a train of sj'mptoms which has

given the medical man no end of annoyance in

reaching a proper diagnosis. It is a well-known

fact that for several years after a pandemic of

influenza, commonly called la grippe, yes, for

many years thereafter, at irregular intervals, a

modified form of this disease has made its ap-

pearance in our cities and assumed the propor-

tions of true endemic epidemics, whether the

underlying bacteriological factor has been the

same (bacillus influenza, Pfeiffer) or whether it

has boon a modified form of influenza nostras.

The past eighteen years have established the

fact that a disease contagious in character, simu-

lating true influenza, has been added to our list

of human ailments, that this disease is more than

a common cold or catarrhal fever, and that it

greatly disturbs the symptom-complex of other

diseases similar in character or entirely foreign

to its etiolog}'. This disease is again with us this

year, or has been within the past two months.

Those communities from which it has departed

are thankful, but are j^et suffering from its ef-

fects, and this brings us to the purpose of these

remarks.

Physicians who were in practice in 1889 and

1890 will remember what consternation was cre-

ated in their respective communities when the

first case of influenza manifested itself— the
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panic-like fear which held that community in its

grasp while the epidemic continued. Xo one but

the doctor knew what to do, and even to him the

new disease was a mystery as to etiology and

treatment. Eepeated epidemics since that time

have familiarized the public with the SATnptoms

and treatment of a one-time dread visitation.

Fear of its consequences has been lulled to sleep,

for has not the corner druggist a supply of ‘^grip

pills’^ and headache powders? Even the every-

day physicians have permitted themselves to as-

sume an indifferent attitude and have acqiriesced

in the popular assumption that la grippe belongs

to the category of mumps, whooping cough and

measles, for which no particular treatment is re-

quired except hot drinks, a foot bath, some cough

drops and a laxative. In many eases this may be

all that is needed, and the public can not be com-

pelled to employ licensed physicians to treat what

may appear as a trivial indisposition.

The writer, whose practice extends over fully

twenty-five years, believes that he can see a

marked change in the symptom picture of dis-

ease before and after the advent of true influenza

eighteen years ago and its succeeding recurrent

epidemics, not only in affections of the respira-

tory organs but in diseases foreign to the pul-

monary system.

^\Tlenever an epidemic of la grippe, even in

light form, invades a community physicians

should be prepared to encounter the most atypi-

cal forms of bronchitis, broncho-pneumonia and

lobar pneumonia, unusual manifestations of gas-

tro-intestinal disorders, an increase in the attacks

of nephritis, atypical cases of rheumatism, and

after the subsidence of the epidemic a harvest of

empyemas and pulmonary tuberculosis, and

among children hypertrophied tonsils, adenoids

and mastoid disease.

The reader might imagine us extremists who
would tinge every indisposition with the malign

influences of la grippe. It is not our intention to

be too insistent, but simply to point out to the

busy practitioner the necessity of being on guard

in estimating the possible distortion of diseases

comparatively easy of diagnosis under normal

conditions but freqirently perplexing during epi-

demics of this latter-day visitation.

Probably no disease has so nearly approached

the white plague in its mortality, and occasionally

exceeded it, as pneumonia, and this only of late

years. Pneumonia has been steadily on the in-

crease without any satisfactory explanation except

that it is a favorite complication of la grippe.

And how insidiously it comes on the scene, not

with a chill, high fever and typical bloody

sputum, l)ut after two or three days of la grippe,

slight pain, sometimes none, consolidation of a

lobe, scanty sanguino-purulent expectoration,

moderately ^igh temperature, frequently albu-

minuria and rheumatic pains. The usual thera-

peutic measures are of no avail, no matter what

favorite treatment be adopted, whether quinin in

massive doses, cold or hot applications, or vera-

trum, the disease does not terminate by crisis, but

lingers on like the last days of typhoid.

Empyemas during la grippe epidemics are more

frequent as a complication or sequela of pneu-

monia than at other times. It is the writer’s

honest opinion that statistics, if available, would

prove that empyemas have been more frequent

in the last twenty years than prior to that period

—not as a primary complication of la grippe but

as a sequela of pneumonia during epidemics of

the former—at least this has been the wwiter’s

personal experience. During this past epidemic

as it appeared in his community the writer has

observed an unusual manifestation of gastro-

intestinal disturbance, protracted nausea and
vomiting, persistent diarrhea without much pain

and with the prostration of cholera nostras.

When the epidemic disease attacks children all

the usual points of vulnerability are extremely

affected. The vocal cords become so edematous

that membranous croup is suspected, and aural

symptoms are the rule. Coryza of an extreme

type is present, also an irritable cough persisting

for weeks, and as sequela hypertrophied tonsils

and adenoids. After every epidemic of la grippe

the specialists’ offices are crowded for months

afterward with tonsillar affections, elongated

uvula’, adenoids, middle-ear diseases, frontal

sinus disease and affections of the ethmoidal

cells. An unusual mortality constantly prevails

among persons over 60 years of age during the

la grippe season.

Any pre-existing ailment is marked by exacer-

bations. The sufferers from rheumatism expe-

rience renewed and violent attacks. Those af-

fected with cardiac affections rapidly succumb.

Chronic invalidism of every form is but an open

door inviting this grim spectre to commit his

depredations. It goes without saying that tuber-

culous patients are exquisitely sensitive to the

infections of la grippe. After an epidemic the

number of deaths in the course of the following

3’ear is markedly increased.

The writer can not better express his views

than by stating that he believes that concurrent

and intercurrent diseases during an epidemic of

la grippe such as has prevailed throughout Indi-

ana, and is still prevailing in many localities.
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should be considered and treated as mixed infec-

tions, and it is of small consequence whether la

grippe is the primary affection or whether it is

engrafted upon some other acutely or chronically

existing disease.

Joiix B. Bertelixg, South Bend.

EDITORIAL NOTES

OxE of the prominent physicians of the state

writes us: ‘‘The Jourxal as compared to the

old transactions is like comparing a live man to a

corpse.”

The Journal has already been the means of

bringing many new members into the state asso-

ciation. We hope that it may continue to stimu-

late interest in our organization.

AVe avant reporters for our columns devoted

to medical news notes and personals. Send us

marked copies of newspapers or write out the

items. AA"e prefer to know the name of the

sender in every instance.

Eemember our advertisers. AA^ith their pat-

ronage they are helping us to publish a larger

and better journal than otherwise would be pos-

sible. Give them your support, and Avhen doing

so mention The Journal.

Put little confidence in the doctor who intro-

duces the name of some new pharmaceutical spe-

cialty into his paper. He generally recommends

the new remedy because he has received or ex-

pects to receive a consideration for so doing.

Rev. John Thoaipson, of Chicago, thinks

that the Christian Scientists should not be al-

lowed to monopolize the act of healing, and he

predicts that the Methodist Episcopal Church

will some day practice the art of healing the

sick. Of course there is a crying need for a few-

more fakers pretending to heal the sick under

the cloak of religion.

Dr. E. P. Thomas, of Bowling Green, Ohio,

is looking for dupes among the medical men of

Indiana. He offers “to the profession only”

forty-five recipes for the small sum of five dol-

lars. Many of the recipes are for concoctions

which the enterprising old faker says are “sure

cures” for some of the incurable diseases, and

every one is offered as a winner.

How often we hear the expression, “The doctor

said I came very near to having typhoid,” or

“The doctor said I had a ‘touch’ of pneumonia.”
In this age of definite diagnosis of the infectious

and contagious disea'^es it is time for some of

the doctors to catch up with the procession and
understand and know that a patient definitely

has or has not one of the communicable diseases.

The secretaries of county medical societies

have recently received a letter from Dr. G. AAh H.

Ivemper, chairman of the Committee on Necrol-

ogy of the state association, asking them to re-

port all deaths of members of their respective

societies to the editor of The Journal for pub-

lication. These reports should be sent in prompt-

ly, and whenever possible the newspapers con-

taining the obituary notices should be mailed

to us.

In the i^roceedings of the Indianapolis Med-
ical Society, published in this number of The
Journal, is an account of a death from hyoscin,

morphin and cactin anesthesia. How many more
reports of similar character will it require to

prove that hj^oscin, morphin and cactin anesthe-

sia is very dangerous and should not be em-

ployed? The record of published and unpub-

lished deaths directly due to this treacherous

form of anesthesia should be sufficient to con-

demn the practice of giving hyoscin, morphin

and cactin.

Some of the physicians w-ho received a copy of

our January number have not been sent a copy

of this number. This is due to the fact, as

pointed out in our January number, that the

postal authorities do not permit us to send The
Journal regularly to any but paid subscribers.

No one who has not paid his dues to the state

association for 1908, which includes a subscrip-

tion to The Journal, can expect to receive The
Journal regularly. Secretaries of county medi-

cal societies should impress this fact upon the

members of their respective societies.

AA'e avish again to remind our county secre-

taries that reports of meetings of their respective

societies should be sent in promptly. This num-
ber of The Journal should contain the reports

of all county society meetings held during the

month of January, but many of the January

reports arrived too late for insertion in this

number. As the success of our department de-

Amted to society proceedings depends in a large
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measure upon the promptness with which we

receive reports from county secretaries, we hope

that we may have the cooperation which we ask.

It has been recently announced that Mother

Eddy, founder and high priest of the Christian

Science Church, has decided to devote $1,000,000

of her fortune to establish a school and charitable

institution in Boston. Following close after this

announcement conies another announcement to

the effect that the trustees of Mrs. Eddy’s fortune

forbid the use of such an appropriation or any

other appropriation for the founding of a chari-

table institution. All of which reminds us that

the Christian Scientists as a class are not very

strong on the practical application of charity, and

the Christian Science healers as a rule make short

work of the patient who is unable to pay a fee for

services rendered.

WiTiiix twenty-four hours after mailing our

January number we began to receive telegrams

and letters from almost every section of Indiana

offering congratulations and expressing words of

praise for The Journal. Several editors of

medical journals in other states have also written

letters of felicitation, and even a few of our ad-

vertisers have felt called upon to extend compli-

ments and express their appreciation. We are

pleased to know that the initial number of The
Journal has given such general satisfaction,

and we sincerely hope that this and future num-
bers will merit a continuance of the interest and

appreciation already shown.

The “Boy Phenomenon,” who has been adver-

tised in some of the Indiana towns as possessing

wonderful magnetic healing powers, but who in

reality was the rankest of swindlers, has been

driven out of the state by the Board of Medical

Examination and Registration. The doctor who
was employed by the “Boy Phenomenon” has

been cited to appear before the board and show
cause why his license shall not be revoked for

gross immorality in that he has become a party

to a scheme to defraud and deceive the credulous

sick and obtain money under false pretenses.

The board deserves great credit for this work,

and we hope that some of the other notorious

quacks and medical pretenders who make Indiana

their home will be investigated and their licenses

taken from them unless they change their tactics.

Any person who has suffered repeated attacks

of quinsy and follicular tonsillitis, to say nothing

of earache and perhaps suppurative otitis media,

and who has been free from such distressing

manifestations for a protracted length of time

as a direct result of thorough removal of the

tonsils, will have little faith in the old theory,

now being revived by some writers, that the ton-

sils have a beneficial function and, therefore,

should not be removed. Theory is all right in

its place, but in the end it is the practical re-

sults wdiieh count. If the Creator had intended

a pair of large tonsils to have a beneficial func-

tion, some of us have been slighted, and the good

results succeeding the removal of tonsils in thou-

sands of sufferers show that the nearer we come

to having no tonsils the nearer w^e come to- being

free from numerous painful if not dangerous

affections.

Yin Mariani, a nostrum at present adver-

tised in some of the prominent medical journals

of the country and formerly advertised in the lay

press, is now claimed to be absolutely free from

cocain. Before the hTational Food and Drugs

Act went into effect Yin Mariani was put up
under a label which distinctly stated that the

preparation was not a cocain preparation. After

the hlational Food and Drugs Act went into

effect Yin ^lariani came out under a label wdiich

announced “Seventeen per cent, alcohol by vol-

ume—Each ounce represents one-tenth of one

grain of cocain.” The exploiters of this fraudu-

lent preparation recommend it as good for almost

every ill to which flesh is heir, and they wind up
by saying, “Mlien everything else has failed try

it to prove merits.” And some medical journals

have thrown aside the cloak of respectability and
continue to advertise Yin Mariani after the dis-

closure of such a record.

Rev. Corydon Millard, of Milwaukee, highly

recommends Duffy’s Pure Malt Wliiskey because

it makes him feel younger. Preacher Millard

does not say how much Duffy's “fire water” he is

in the habit of taking, but we can readily under-

stand that if he takes enough of it he will feel

hilariously younger and perhaps have an inordi-

nate desire to preach overtime on account of his

temporarily renewed mental and physical vigor.

Perhaps he also recommends Cascarets for that

“dark brown taste” of the morning after. Any-

way, we admire Rev. Millard for his frankness,

and wdsh that there w’ere more members of the

clergy who would admit that they regularly take

“booze” in the form of such atrociously bad

cocktails as Hostetter’s Bitters, Peruna (the

women’s favorite toddy) and a score of other
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patent medicines -wliicli owe their virtue and

their enormous sale to the fact that whiskey

forms a large part of the ingredients.

Every county medical society in Indiana

should purchase from fifty to five hundred re-

prints of Samuel Hopkins Adams’ series of ar-

ticles on the nostrum evil and quacks, entitled

“Tlie Great American Fraud,” and distribute

them gratuitously among influential people. The

articles first appeared in Collier’s Weekly, but

have been reijriutcd in liook form by the Ameri-

can IMedical Association and will be furnished

at cost in quantities for free distribution. Fifty

copies may be secured for two dollars, one hun-

dred copies for four dollars, and five hundred

copies for eighteen dollars. No society is so poor

that $2.00 can not be expended in purchasing-

fifty copies for free distribution as an educating

influence. Nothing has ever done so much to

acquaint the public with the real evils of the

patent medicine and quack doctor methods, and

the exposure should be given the widest publicity

in the interest of suppression of the evil.

To THE Secretaries op County Societies.—
The American Medical Association officials long

ago urged that all the changes occurring in the

membership of the county societies should be re-

jiorted immediately to the secretary of the State

Association, and cards for this purpose were

sent to the county society secretaries. Unfortu-

nateW but few of the cards have been used, and,

in spite of frequent requests, most of the officers

have only reported the changes at the time of

their annual report. The establishment of The
.louRNAi, furnishes an additional reason for put-

ting these changes on record as soon as they

occur. All of the secretaries of county societies,

therefore, are hereby urgently requested to in-

form the undersigned of any death, removal, ex-

pulsion, withdrawal or admission of members

whenever such change takes place, instead of

waiting for the annual report, such information

to be given either by letter or on the cards fur-

nished for the purpose.—F. C. Heath, Secre-

ianj Indiana State 2Iedical Association.

Dr. McCormack has been working in the

eastern states since leaving Indiana, and from

every city and town where he has spoken come

reports of large and enthusiastic meetings. He
has been introduced to his audiences by govern-

ors, congressmen, judges, clergymen, college

presidents and prominent business men, and his

instructive talks, given in a pleasing but forceful

manner, have done much to awaken a sentiment

favorable to a more general recognition of the

great work for humanity being done by the med-
ical

2
)i'ofession. AVith a better understanding be-

tween the i)rofession and the laity it will be pos-

sible to secure greater cooperation of laymen in

cll'orts to conserve the lives and health of the

public. It is regretted that we have no more
McCormacks to ])ut in the field, for there is room
for a dozen such workers, and the American
iVIcdical Association never did a better thing than

to start this evangelistic work with the public.

With the ])ublic educated as to what may be ac-

complished it will be possible for the medical

profession practically to stamp out many pre-

ventable diseases.

The State Board of Health is sending out cir-

cular letters to the county councils and county

health boards of Indiana, urging that everything

possible be done during this year to prevent the

spread of disease. The letters call the attention

of the officers to the fact that the protection of

the publie health is of first and utmost impor-

tance, and the county councils are urged to make
liberal appropriation for the prevention of dis-

ease. In the letters the following resolution,

adopted recently by the New York City Board of

Trade, is quoted

:

“Health and the protection of life are more
precious to the people and more necessary to

their happiness than even the extension of our

commerce, the fostering of our agricultural in-

terests, the solving of our financial problems, the

cheapness or efficieney of our postal service, the

improvement of our rivers and harbors or the en-

largement of our navy.”

I'lie letters also say that the first step in the

protection of the public health is to collect vital

statistics. The health officers, the letters say,

must know about the deaths and contagious dis-

eases before they can find the enemy intelligently.

Strange things happen in this world. A
noted Indiana author gets “fuller than a goat”

on various brands of “fire water,” becomes hi-

lariously boisterous, then pugilistic in his de-

meanor, tries to thrash two policemen and nearly

succeeds in doing it, is carried to the police sta-

tion in a carriage, permitted to go on his ovm

recognizance, and the next day the court allows

the episode to pass as though it had never hap-

jiened. An ordinary laboring man with half as

much “jag” would have been beaten into insensi-

bility for striking an officer, carted to the police
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station in the patrol wagon, thrown into a cell,

and the following morning would have found

him sentenced to jail at hard labor for three to

six months. But the strange part of the whole

proceeding is that the supposed noted author was

not the author at all, but his double, who really

should have been dealt with severely, as is the

case when ordinary mortals get into trouble with

police officers. The real author is reported by

s}Tnpathizing friends as having been home on the

evening in question, where he played dominoes

with his Sunday-school teacher, after which he

read Bunyan’s “Pilgrim’s Progress” and his

prayer book until time to retire at 3 a. m.

The Committee on Medical Education of the

American Medical Association, after careful in-

vestigation, has rated all of the medical colleges

of the United States on a percentage basis as

regards equipment, course of study and require-

ments of students, and general qualifications for

teaching medicine and granting the medical de-

gree. A rating of 70 or above has entitled the

college receiving such rating to be listed among
the colleges approved by the committee. The
ratings of the committee have been accepted by

a majority of the state medical boards of ex-

amination and registration.

Our Indiana board has shown a disposition to

refuse to accept the ratings of the committee.

This, we believe, is a serious mistake and one

that has a tendency to place the board in the

position of favoring a lowering of the standard

of medical education. The fact that some of the

medical colleges of Indiana have not been proven

worthy of a rating sufficient to secure entrance

to the list of colleges approved by the committee

should not for one moment deter the Indiana

Board of Medical Examination and Registration

from accepting the ratings of the committee.

Any medical college in Indiana which can not

prove itself worthy of a rating entitling it to

entry upon the committee’s list of approved med-

ical colleges is not entitled to recognition by the

Indiana board, and any leniency shown such a

college is a reflection upon the integrity of the

board.

Therapeutics is a neglected art. If one does

not believe it let him read the physicians’ pre-

scriptions in any drug store. Hundreds of ready-

to-use remedies and nostrums are prescribed by

the average doctor without a, knowledge of what

exact therapeutic effect is to be obtained from

their administration. More often the doctor

does not know the ingredients he is prescribing,

but accepts the word of the manufacturer that

the iiroprietary concoction is good for this or

that ailment and he prescribes accordingly. It

is an easy way to practice medicine, and the doc-

tor is willing to accept anything which offers a

means of accomplishing results without the ex-

ercise of much judgment or thought on his part. A
reason for this practice is that the average doctor

is ignorant of the real action of many useful

drugs and he knows that he would display his

ignorance if he attempted to be his own judge as

to what drugs or what combination of drugs are

indicated to meet certain pathological conditions.

The fault lies with our medical colleges, where
too little time and attention is devoted to the

study of materia medica and therapeutics. Ho
man should receive his medical degree until he

has been thoroughly trained in this branch, and
it would be a good thing if he were taught to

consider it beneath professional dignity and
standing to prescribe anything but preparations

the ingredients and quantities of which have

been selected by him as a result of accurate

knowledge of their therapeutic action.

An article by Dr. G. Stanley Hall on sexual

instruction of boys and girls, which appeared a

few months ago in the Ladies’ Home Journal,

has aroused considerable discussion, both pro and

con, of this interesting subject. Dr. Hall advises

explaining the phenomena of reproduction, es-

pecially maternity, to boys of 7 years of age,

and couples the advice with the statement that

there is a great deal of private vice which could

be prevented if boys and girls received sexual in-

struction at a comparatively early age.

We believe that sexual instruction should be

given to boys and girls by the parents, but we

seriously doubt the propriety of giving that in-

struction before the age of puberty. It is a deli-

cate subject and one that will not be jiroperly

understood by the boy or girl of 7 to 9 years of

age, and it is even questionable if such informa-

tion would not stimulate an unhealthy curiosity

which would be satisfled at any cost. Some chil-

dren may be precocious and naturally inquisitive

concerning sexual subjects, but such are the ex-

ception rather than the rule, and should be dealt

with accordingly. We are inclined to believe that

the best plan to pursue is to encourage healthful

activity. Keep the boy or girl busy with honest

work and wholesome amusement and direct at-

tention away from sexual subjects during the

years preceding puberty. If children are en-

couraged to confide in their parents, and to ob-

tain companionship as well as wholesome advice
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from parents, it is not ditricnlt to keep the aver-

age child’s mind free from that inquisitiveness

and cnriositv concerning sexual questions which
Dr. Hall seems to think occupies the mind of the

majority of girls and boys at 7 to 9 years of age

and has to be satisfied.

The Pluntington County Medical Society has

passed a resolution requesting the newspapers of

the city and county of Huntington to omit the

names of the attending physicians when publish-

ing news concerning the sick and injured. While
the resolution did not meet with the approval of

the newspapers, they acceded to the request to

the extent that they agreed not to publish the

names of physicians unless requested to do so

by the physicians interested in tlie cases reported

for publication. But, sad to relate, a few mem-
bers of the society were opposed to the resolution

and have now declared their intention of giving

up membership in the society rather than submit

to the wishes of the other members. As an evi-

dence of their attitude these men have since per-

mitted, if not requested, their names to appear in

local papers in connection with sensational re-

ports of successful operations or treatment.

In our opinion the best plan to be pursued by
the Huntington County Medical Society is to

take these erring brothers at their word and per-

mit them to relinquish their membership in the

society. The society can never be benefited by
having on its membership rolls the names of men
who so bi-azenly display their want of self-respect

and res])ect for the medical jirofession, and who
are so admittedly willing to adopt the methods of

the (piack and medical pretender. We can forgive

the man who has done wrong and when his error

has been pointed out is willing to make amends,
but we do not believe in showing leniency to the

man who, knowing that he is wrong and being
importuned by his friends and associates to

change his course, not only persists in wrong
doing, but attempts to make it even more objec-

tionable. The medical men of Huntington who
acknowledge that they prefer to advertise them-
selves in connection with the cases they treat

may be termed undesirable members of the medi-
cal fraternity, and imless they are willing to

conform to the reasonable and right regulations

which any physician of self-respect is bound to

uphold then the sooner they join the ranks of

the advertising fakers the sooner the respectable

element in tbe medical profession will be rid of

factors which do not add to its betterment.

DEA THS

Deaths of Indiana Medical Men.
Dr. Cii.\rt.es Burner died at his home in

South Bend earl}' in January.

Henry N. K.vrchner, M.D., Central College

of Physicians and Surgeons, Indianapolis, 1899;
died suddenly in his office in Indianapolis, from
heart disease, January 12, aged 34.

Louis Kern, M.D., Medical College of Indi-

ana, Indianapolis, 1870; one of the oldest prac-

titioners of Howard County, Ind.
;

died at his

home in Kokomo, January 10, from senile debil-

ity, aged 76.

John K. Smauley, M.D., IMedical College of

Indiana, Indianapolis, 1882, Jeffersonville Med-
ical College, Philadelphia, 1887; at one time a

member of the county board of pension examin-

ing surgeons; president of the First National

Bank of Hartsville, Ind., died at his home re-

cently and was buried January 3, aged 58.

Dr. John A. Coviinoor, for many years a

]iractitioner in Indianajiolis and at one time pro-

fessor of surgery in the Medical College of Indi-

ana, died January 8, 1908, in his eightieth year,

at the home of his daughter in Davenport, Iowa,

where he has resided for the past two years. The
funeral took place in Indianapolis, Jan. 10, 1908.

Dr. IV. T. V.vrner died at his home in Evans-

ville, January 30, aged 39 years, from a paralytic

stroke induced by uremic poisoning accompany-

ing acute nephritis. He leaves a widow and three

children. He was one of the well-known physi-

cians of Evansville, having located there imme-

diately after graduating from the Barnes Med-

ical College at St. Louis in 1896. He was born

in Spencer County in 1866. Following his com-

pletion of the common schools he entered Indi-

ana University, from which institution he grad-

uated with the A. B. degree in 1891. Before

entering the medical profession he took up the

vocation of school teaching, and for several years

served as the principal of schools of both Troy

and Dale, Ind. In 1890 he was married to Miss

Frances Salm, of Troy, Ind. For a number of

years Dr. Yarner served as city physician of

Evansville. Fie was known as a man of strong

principles and upright character, a member of

his county medical society, the Indiana and the

.Vmcrican ^ledical Associations.
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Dr. Lewis KERisr, dean of tlie medical profes-

sion in Howard County, died at his home in

Kokomo, Jan. 14, 1908, aged 77. Dr. Kern was

born in Virginia in 1831. When 7 years of age

he came with his parents to Shelby County, Ind.,

and later, while still a young man, came to How-
ard County. He taught school and studied

medicine, finally taking up practice in Alto in

1852, moving to Kokomo in 1878. At the time

of his death he was an honorary member of the

Howard, Tipton, Cass and Miami County Medi-

cal Societies. Having located in Kokomo at the

time when that section was a part of the Miami

reserve, he was one of the oldest and best known

practitioners in the county and enjoyed the high

esteem of his fellow practitioners and the com-

munity at large. He was a man true in his fidel-

ity to professional integrity and to his friends.

PERSONALS

Dr. K. T. Cook has located at Bowling Green,

Clay County.

Dr. K. H. Boss, formerly of Cassville, is now

located in Kokomo.

Dr. J. C. Gifford, of Brazil, is spending the

mid-winter at Manatee, Fla.

Drs. J. FI. Boss and L. A. SniOK, of Kokomo,
are in Florida for the winter.

Dr. Geo. D. Marshall, formerly of Young
America, has located in Kokomo.

Dr. B. F\ Srellbring has removed from Bra-

zil to Saline City, his former location.

Dr. William S. Leiter, Claypool, was in-

jured in a runaway accident, January 14.

Dr. Jarvis J. Howes, late of Bowling Green,

has located in Sellersburg, Clark County.

Dr. Joseph Saunders, Anderson, is reported

to he critically ill with cerebral hemorrhage.

Dr. H. X. ^Filler and Miss Florence Baff,
both of Soutli Bend, ivere married February 8th.

Dr. Chas. W. Fry, of Huntington, has been

elected county health officer of Huntington
County.

Dr. George J. Studer, Fort Wayne, has been

appointed e.xamining surgeon of the police de-

partment.

Dr. Leonard F. Schmauss and family, Alex-

andria, returned January 10, after five months
in Europe.

Dr. j. Aaron Meiner has been appointed

health officer of Alexandria, vice Dr. Augustus

B. Schaefer, resigned.

Dr. William S. Campbell, Lafayette, who is

now in California, has been reappointed health

officer of Tippecanoe County.

Dr. John I. Baird, of Albany, is suffering

from a jiartial right-side hemiplegia, due to an

attack of apoplexy occurring January 30.

Dr. j. Smith, of Brazil, has lately enlarged

his hospital, making it thoroughly up to date in

every detail. The hospital was established in

1901.

By the will of Mrs. Julia Hoefgen, Craw-

fordsville, her estate, valued at about $2,500, has

been becpieathed to Dr. Jacob B. Etter, her fam-

ily physician.

Dr. William F. King has been appointed sec-

retary of the Columbia City board of health, and
Dr. David S. Linville, Columbia City, physician

of Whitley County.

Drs. M. H. Young and William Palm, of

Harmony, are candidates in their respective par-

ties for the office of coroner. Dr. A'oung is now
serving his first term and is a candidate for re-

election.

Dr. Chas. F\ Xew, of Indianapolis, professor

of pathology and clinical psychiatry in the Indi-

ana IMedical College, and IMiss IMary Ellen Jones,

of Columbus, Wis., were united in marriage De-

cember 25.

Dr. LI. II. Holder, of Washington, was sud-

denly stricken with blindness while suffering

with la grippe last month, and was taken to In-

dianapolis and put under the care of a specialist.

He has returned to his home with recovery of

fair vision in the right eye, but has become to-

tally blind in the left.
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Di!. Hahhy S. Hicks, of ]\Inncie, is charged

with being perniciously connected with the “Boy

riienomenon,” who claims to cure different dis-

eases by unusual methods. The Indiana Board

of Medical Begistration and Examination have

been asked to take appropriate action. Dr.

Hicks, against whom charges have been filed, is a

graduate of the Medical College of Indiana, class

of 1901. He practiced in Marion previous to lo-

cating in IMuncie. Dr. John W. White, of Mun-

cie, is reported as having also been connected

with the “boy phenomenon’’ combination, but has

severed his connection.— Abs. Muncie Morning

Star, Feb. 4, 1908.

Dr. C. II. English, of Fort Wayne, was held

up by a highway robber on the night of Febru-

ary 1. The doctor had just stepped out of his

house when he was commanded to throw up his

hands or have his head blown off. He complied

with the request. The thug, in true professional

style, turned his victim around and searched the

front trousers pockets, securing a small amount

of change. The robber proceeded to search the

hip pockets, the right one of which contained

about $60. During the proceeding Dr. English

gradually edged around until he could grasp the

revolver, when a rough-and-tumble fight began,

with the physician endeavoring to secure the

weapon. The combatants fought desperately for

several minutes, neither uttering a cry. At one

time the robber wrenched the revolver free and

snapped the trigger twice with the weapon

liressed against the physician’s breast, but the

cartridge failed to explode. Finally after a des-

perate fight Dr. English grasped the highway-

man’s throat and began choking him, which

brought forth a yell for mercy and attracted at-

tention. Several people rushed to the scene and

found the doctor kneeling on the highwayman in

the middle of the street. Police officers soon ar-

rived and took the highwayman to the police sta-

tion, and two days later he was sentenced in the

circuit court to from two to fourteen years in the

penitentiary on his plea of guilty to the charge

of highway robbery.

The revolver used by the highwayman was

found near the scene of the fight and was fully

loaded, but contained rim-fire cartridges while

the pistol w'as a center-fire weapon. The robber

is thought to have been the perpetrator of sev-

eral of the recent attempted holdups in the city.

Dr. English is being freely complimented for his

courage.

Feb. 15, 1908.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

Du. G. AV. Lee, formerly of Indianapolis, has

located in Greenfield.

The History of Delaware Count}’, now in

ju’css, is authority for the statement that 430

])hvsicians liave at one time or another resided in

Delaware County.

d'liE meeting of the Second District Medical

Society will be held at Bloomfield, Ind., on May
14, 1908. A banquet Avill be given by the Greene

County Medical Society to the visiting members.

John D. Eockefeller has given $2,600,000

to form the endowment of the Eockefeller Insti-

tute for iMedical Eesearch, which he founded in

New’ York six years ago. This gift will insure

the continuance and enlargement of the institu-

tion itself and provide support for scientists en-

gaged for it in medical research in all parts of

the world.

The La Grange County Medical Society has

tw’enty members. As there are only tw’o other

doctors in the county who are eligible to member-

ship and they are expected to join the society at

the next meeting, the record of the officers of the

La Grange County Medical Society is one to be

proud of. AAY w’ish that other county societies

would make as good a showing.

The Kokomo Academy of Medicine w'as or-

ganized on the evening of January 11 in the of-

fices of Drs. AA''. I. Scott and AA^. J. Martin. The
following officers were elected : President, J. 0.

Garr; vice-president, Edgar Cox; secretary and

treasurer, 0. D. Hutto; censors, Drs. N. D.

Varner, AA’. I. Scott. The Academy meets each

Monday in the offices of Drs. Scott and Martin.

The State Board of Medical Eegistration and

Examination, at its annual meeting, January 11,

elected the following officers : President, Dr. J.

Edw’in P. Holland, Bloomington; vice-president.

Dr. AVilliam A. Spurgeon, Muncie; secretary.

Dr. AA^illiam T. Gott, Crawfordsville, and treas-

urer, Dr. Moses S. Canfield, Frankfort. The
lioard decided not to recognize the Eclectic Med-
ical College of Indiana as an approved institu-

tion.

The Vigo County Medical Society has pur-

chased a stereopticon at a cost of $125, and
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nearly every lecture or paper read before the so-

ciety is now illustrated by slides, diagrams and

photographs. The society has also purchased

500 copies of “The Great American Fraud” for

distribution among the teachers of the county.

Some of the other county societies of the state

might with profit imitate the example of the

Vigo County society.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Dela-

ware County Medical Society, Feb. 7, 1908, the

following motion was presented and unanimously

passed

:

“That the society instruct the secretary to

write a letter of commendation and congratula-

tion to the editor of The Journal oe the Indi-

ana State Medical Association in reference to

the style, contents and general character of said

journal.”

Dr. G. W. H. Kemper, of Muncie, is writing

an article on “What Indiana Men Have Done for

Medicine.” Dr. Kemper is the author of several

books and papers of historical value, and will

undoubtedly write a history of Indiana medicine

which will be read with much interest by the

medical profession of this state and serve to place

on record and preserve many facts which a few

years later it would be difficult, if not impossible,

to authenticate. Dr. Kemper requests us to say

that he desires every physician in Indiana who
can give him the name of an Indiana physician

—

living or dead—who has written a medical book,

contributed a valuable article on medicine, per-

formed an unusual surgical operation, or, in fact,

done anything unusual in the realm of medicine

or surgery, to write him about it.

The Journal of the Indiana State Medi-

cal Association, devoted to the interests of the

medical profession of Indiana, is now issued

monthly under the direction of the Council,

under the charge of Dr. Albert E. Bulson, Jr.,

editor, and Dr. Ben Perley Weaver, assistant ed-

itor, at 219 West Wayne Street, Fort Wayne.

Number 1 of Volume 1, dated Jan. 15, 1908, has

just been issued, and shows that this publication

at once takes a high rank among its contempo-

raries. It gives evidence of careful preparation

and editing, and we are sure that it will take a

strong position in the leading of the Indiana pro-

fession in every good line of work. The Indiana

journal is to be congratulated on its advertising

:

we fail to note anything objectionable in the six-

teen pages in this issue.

—

Journal of the Ameri-

can Medical Association, Jan. 25, 1908.

The first^ number of The Archives of Internal

Medicine, published by the American Medical

Association, was issued in January. It is a mag-
azine of 150 pages, containing no advertising

and issued in the best style of the printer’s and

bookmaker’s art. The editorial board consists of

such well-known men as Joseph L. Miller, Chi-

cago; Richard C. Cabot, Boston; David L. Ed-

sall, Philadelphia
; George Dock, Ann Arbor

;

Theo. C. Janeway, New York, and W. S. Thayer,

Baltimore. . The initial number contains nothing

but five original articles, but those are of the

ultra scientific type and are an evidence of the

high class of research work which it will be the

mission of The Archives to report. The Archives

of Internal Medicine will be issued monthly and
two volumes will be published annually, each to

consist of about 600 pages. The subscription

price is $4.00 per year.

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

ADAMS COUNTY.
At the regular meeting of the Adams County IMed-

ieal Society, held on Dec. 13, 1907, the following offi-

cers were elected to serve for 1908: President, Dr. H.
F. Costello, Decatur; vice-president. Dr. L. L. Mattax,
Geneva; secretary-treasurer. Dr. IMarie L. Holloway,
Decatur. After' much discussion it was decided not to

adopt the po.stgraduate course for the present, but as

an experiment to take up some review work for a

few evenings. Dr. Graham read a very interesting

papier on “Conjunctivitis,” which was discussed by all

present. The meeting adjourned to meet the second
Friday in .January, 1908.

The society met in the office of .J. !M. Miller, Decatur,
on Friday, .January 10. Minutes of the previous meet-

ing read and approved. Dr. H. F. Costello gave a very
comprehensive and interesting talk on “Anatomy,”
which served to take many of the members back to

their college days. The meeting adjourned to meet
the second Friday in February.

Marie Jj. Holi.oway, Sec.

ALLEN COUNTY.
FORT WAYFE MEDIC.IL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Jan. 7, 1908.)

Society called to order at St. Joseph Hospital by
President W, D. Calvin, with 38 members and guests

present. Reading of minutes postponed. The meeting
was a regular clinical meeting, and was in charge of

Drs. Rosenthal and Bulson, who exhibited cases.

Glaucoma.—Case report and patient exhibited by Dr.

Bulson. Patient, aged G^i, said that about fifteen years

ago he began to notice a halo around lights. This man-
ifestation continued a short time and then disappeared,

but was followed by pain at intervals in the right eye.

The pain seemed to be periodic, and at times would dis-

appear for several weeks. At first the pain was worse

at night, hut finally it became just as severe during

the day. Vision began to fail several years later and
became much impaired three or four years ago, follow-
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in<i a severe siege of pain. Tlie attending pliysicians

pronounced the trouble glanconia. Treatment did not
seem to stop the ])rogress of the disease, and finally the

right eye went totally blind, though it continued to be

painful. One year ago the left or good eye began to

show symptoms of ])ain and impaired vision, and sud-

denly went blind for a few days, hut finally became
better. Under appro]>riate treatment the disease

seemed to be held in check, hut the blind eye continued

to grow worse, and was finally removed in order to save

him from suffering. Since the removal of the blind eye

the eye that was good has failed so ra])idly that now
not even light is distinguished and the pain in this

eye is severe. Dr. Bulson presented the pa'tient for ex-

amination, and showed that the socket where the eye

had been removed is filled with granulation tissue. The
left, or only remaining eye, is congested, has a shallow

anterior chamber and dilated pupil, and the tension is

decidedly increased. There is also haziness or steami-

ness of the cornea which prevents ophthalmoscopic ex-

amination. Under eserin treatment the pain has dimin-

ished to some extent, hut has not disappeared, nor has

there been any marked diminution in the tension. Dr.

Bulson said that he would perform iridectomy witli a

view to relieving the patient of his suffering and per-

haps by a reduction of the tension secure a little vision.

He held out little hojie of securing anything but a re-

lief from pain, and in case this was not accomplished

the only thing left was removal of the eyeball.

In discussing the case Dr. TTavice said that all these

cases of glaucoma are doomed to blindness unless care-

fully treated or operated, and even then a large per-

centage of the cases will go to the bad. He said that

increased tension could not always lx; detected and a

diagnosis would have to he made by the ophthalmo-

sco])ic examination. This is particularly true in cases

of simple chronic glaucoma in which there are no con-

gestive symptoms.

Several questions were asked, and in answer Dr. Bul-

son stated that the halo around lights is considered a

very characteristic symptom of glaucoma. The cardinal

symptoms of acute glaucoma are congestion of the eye

ball, increase of the tension, shallowing of the anterior

chamber, dilatation of the pupil, cloudiness of the

cornea, as well as anesthesia of the cornea in some
ca.ses. If an ophthalmoscopic e.xamination can be made,

cupping of the disc will he detected. In simple glau-

coma there is rarely congestion, and oftentimes no in-

crease of the tension, no shallowing of the anterior

chamber, no dilatation of the pupil, and the diagnosis

has to be made from cu|q)ing of the disc and contrac-

tion of the field of vision. Myotics are only useful in

those cases where they contiact the ])upil. Operation

is of signal benefit in some cases, hut fails utterly in

others. There is a division of opinion among authorities

as to how long myotics should be used before resorting

to operative procedures.

Spontaneous Cure of Glioma.— Case report by Dr.

Bulson. Patient, aged 20, gave a history of having been

blind in one eye from birth. Three or four weeks ago

the blind eye became red, painful and tender. When
seen a week or ten days later the eye exhibited all the

charaeteristic symptoms of an irido-cyclitis. There

were tenderness, injection and subnormal tension. No
ophthalmoscopic examination possible owing to the

cloudiness of the media. Patient was given appropriate

treatment for several days without result. Enucleation

was then advised and accepted. On removal of the eye-

ball a staphylomalous bulging of the sclera and to the

side of the optic nerve was detected. On hardening and
cutting the specimen a tumor about the size of a large

])ca was found in the vitreous chamber, immediately
o]>|)osite the sta])hylomatous bulging, and apparently

S])ringing from the optic nerve by a pedunculated at-

tachment. Dr. llhamy, the jiathologist who examined
microscoiiical sections, reported that the tumor is a
glioma which has undergone degenerative changes, thus
indicating what is exceedingly rare, a spontaneous
cure. The optic nerve, posterior to the eyeball, was not

found diseased.

Dr. Bulson stated that considering the fact that

glioma is malignant and generally destroys life, this

case is unique, though there are a few similar ones on

record and several cases reported in which in children

a cure has resulted from excision of an eyeball con-

taining glioma.

Double Herniotomy.—Case report and exhibition of pa-

tion by Dr. Rosenthal. Patient, boy, aged 14, operated

upon ten days ago and making an uneventful recovery.

Commenting on the methods of operation in these cases

Dr. Rosenthal said that there were two methods of

suture for closing external wounds, subcutaneous and
cutaneous. The former makes the better looking

wound and is less likely to he infected. As to the opera-

tion the speaker said that he preferred the Ferguson

operation in operating upon children because there is

less trauma to the cord and vessels. He then described

in some detail the steps of the operation.

Tuberculous Peritonitis.—Case report and patient ex-

hibited by Dr. Rosenthal. Patient, female. 30 years of

age, was operated on one week ago. The diagnosis was
one of ajqiendicitis and involvement of the right tube

and ovary. I^pon opening the belly a tuberculous condi-

tion was found. There was a mass of adhesions, and in

this was found a sinus containing muco-purulent mate-

rial. The tubes were removed, as also the appendix. The
bowels were found denuded of the serous coat in the

region of the tumor and there were numerous tags of

adhesions. On account of these, as well as on account

of the fistula and the character of the contents, it was
thought advisable to resect the bowel, and this was
done, the Murphy button being used. Dr. Rosenthal

said that in using the ItIurphy button the incision

across the bowel .should be in such a manner as to not

cut off the circulation. The gut -should also be sutured

around the button to reinforce the attachment. In the

case exhibited, the bowels moved on the following day

and have moved through the button ever since. The

]iatient still has the button, but it is expected that it

will he passed at any time, though in some eases it is

retained for periods of from three to four weeks.

Suprapubic Prostatectomy.—Case report and patient

exhibited by Dr. Ro.senthal. Patient, male, aged 60,

was suffering from the effect of a large pro.state. Upon
being cathetcrized more than a quart of urine was ob-

tained. Suprapubic prostatectomy was made. The

bladder was found extremely large, reaching to the

zijihoid appendix and had a septum in it. The ad-

hesions ])revented the patient from completely emptying

his bladder. Patient has made an uneventful recovery

and is now very comfortaole.

Sepsis Following Operation for Retroverted Fibroid

Uterus.—Case report and patient exhibited by Dr. Ros-

enthal. Patient was operated upon and apparently was

doing well when she suddenly developed a chill and rise

of temperature on every other day. Assuming that she

might liave malaria quinin was administered in 10 grain
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doses, and as this prevented the development of chills

and fever for a week, it was thought that the diagnosis

was correct. She then began to have chills and fever

again, and an examination of the blood shows no
malarial organisms. She is suffering from sepsis.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

(Meeting of Jan. 14, 1908.)

Society called to order by President W. D. Calvin,

with twenty-five memhers present. Minutes of previous

three meetings read and approved. The papers of the

evening were hy Dr. Guy A. Smith, on “Anatomy and
Histologj’ of Epithelial Tissues;” Dr. Chas. G. Beall,

on “Anatomy and Histology of Connective Tissue;”

and Dr. B. W. Rhamy, on “Anatomy and Histology of

IMuscular and Nervous Tissue.” These papers were a

part of the postgraduate program adopted for the

year.

^lotion was made and carried that the committee
appointed to investigate the alleged conditions con-

cerning commissions be discharged.

Application of Dr. Kaadt was received and referred

to the board of censors. The board of censors reported

favorably on the apjilication of Dr. A. E'. Fauve, and

on motion he was declared elected to membership.

The annual reports of the secretary and treasurer

were read and referred to the auditing committee.

Motion was made and carried that the secretary com-

municate with the congressional representative from

this district to the effect that it is the unanimous

sense of the Fort Wayne ^fedical Society that suitable

remuneration be granted by this Congress to the

widows of Drs. Lazear and Carroll.

Adjourned. J. C. W.vll.\ce, See.

(Meeting of Jan. 21, 1908.)

Society was called to order by President W. D. Cal-

vin, with twenty-eight members present. The meeting

was devoted to postgraduate work. Dr. Rawles took

up the subject of “Chondroma, Osteoma and IMyoma,”
giving the location, varieties and microscopic and
gross appearance of these tumors. Dr. G. Van Swerin-

gen presented the subject of “Fibroma and Lipoma,”
giving location, varieties and microscopic and gross

appearance. He exhibited a number of gross and micro-

scopic specimens to illustrate his talk.

Following the discusion the society voted to hold the
next meeting at the assembly room of the court house,
at which time the lawyers are to take part in the
program.

The secretary then read a list of names of physicians
who are eligible to membership in the society. Motion
was made and carried that the secretary write a letter

to each physician on the list inviting him to become a
member of the society. The board of censors reported
favorably on the application of Dr. Kaadt, and on
motion he was duly elected.

A letter from the Kentucky Medical Society concern-

ing nostnims was read and on motion referred to Dr.

Bulson for revision, with request that he present resolu-

tions to the society covering points in the letter.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY.
The regular meeting was held in the Public Library

at Columbus on January 14. The program consisted

of an address by Dr. Albert C. Kimberlin, of Indianap-

olis, on the subject, “Pericarditis,” with presentation

of pathological specimens. The discussion was opened

by Dr. A. M. Kirkpatrick. Geo. T. McCoy, Sec.

CLAY COUNTY.
The Clay County Medical Society meets in Brazil

the third Thursday of each month. The next meeting
will be held on February 20, when Drs. Heath and
Kiml)erlin of Indianapolis will address the society.

About half the members of the Clay County Medical

Society constitute a medical study club which meets

in Dr. Hollingsworth’s office each Thursday evening

for postgraduate study, according to the plan outlined

hy the American Medical Association. At the last

meeting an interesting and profitable program was
offered. (Microscopical demonstrations of histological

and pathological tissues were made by Drs. Hollings-

worth and others, and many interesting macroscopical

specimens were exhibited and studied in connection

with the reports on tumors as well as in connection

with the case reports and demonstrations on the

skull while studying the physiology and pathology of

brain structures.

The officers of the county society for 1908 are as

follows: President, Dr. S. G. Hollingsworth, Brazil;

vice-president. Dr. R. W. Hawkins, Brazil
;

secretary-

treasurer, Dr. G. W. Finley. Brazil
;

censors, Drs. H.

J. Pierce, Cloverland; W. H. Orr, Brazil; and F. G.

Dilley, Brazil; delegate to the state association. Dr.

Frederick Nussel, Brazil. G. W. Finley, Sec.

DAVIESS COUNTY.
The special annual meeting of the Daviess County

(Medical Society was held January 9, at Washington,

Ind. Dr. W. N. Wishard of Indianapolis gave an in-

teresting and instructive talk on the “Diagnosis and
Treatment of Enlarged Prostate.” Papers were also

read by Dr. R. J. Danner, of Elnora, on “The Treat-

ment of a Cold,” and by Dr. T. F. Spink on “Post-

Graduate Work.” Dr. C. A. L. Reed, of Cincinnati,

had arranged to give a public lecture at the Peojile’s

Theater in the evening, but illness prevented his com-

ing. At 8:30 p. m. the members and their wives en-

joyed a hanquet at the Meredith House.

At this meeting Dr. Maude Arthur of Glen Dale was
admitted to member.ship in the society. She is the first

of her sex to enter the local field, and is meeting with

deserved success. T. F. Spink, Sec.

ELKHART COUNTY.
At the January meeting of the Elkhart County (Med-

ical Society the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Dr. J. H. Snapp. Goshen
;
vice-president. Dr. W.

A. Stauffer, Elkhart: secretary-treasurer. Dr. Geo. W.
Spohn, Elkhart.

FOUNTAIN-WARREN COUNTY.
At the December meeting of the Fountain-Warren

Medical Society it was decided to adopt the post-grad-

uate course of study, and as the territory includes

•several towns with poor facilities for weekly meetings,

it was decided to organize a local society in each of

the chief towns, with weekly meetings in each. Ev'ery

three months a joint meeting will be held, at which
clinical reports will be presented and the work of the

different sections taken up in detail.

C. G. Beckett, See.
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GRANT COUNTY.
At the regular meeting of the Grant County Medical

Society, held on January 28, the committee on post-

graduate work made its report which was discussed

and favorably considered. The committee on public

health and legislation was instructed to ascertain if

any candidate for the state legislature held views that

were antagonistic to any legislation affecting public

health which may be introduced at the next session.

A most excellent paper on “The Effects of Light”

was read by Dr. C. A. Warwick, which corroborated

Woodruff’s findings that in the land of the sunshine

here, as under similar conditions in the tropics, the

nervous system is markedly affected, and more so in

blondes than in brunettes; that light is an active

agent capable of doing much good or harm, and that

we should be less orthodox in its application and follow

more closely natural selection.

Dr. Joseph Maurer read a paper on “Otitis Media,”

which was illustrated by charts.

0. W. McQuowx, Sec.

GREENE COUNTY.

The annual meeting and banquet of the Greene

County Medical Society was held at Linton on Jan.

16, 1908. Dr. Potter, of Indianapolis, delivered a bril-

liant and interesting address on “The Early Recogni-

tion of Tuberculosis.” A number of distinguished vis-

itors were present from out of the county, and an ex-

ceptionally enjoyable and profitable meeting was the

result. Dr. August F. Knoefel, of Linton, was elected

president, and Dr. Frank A. Van Sandt, of Bloomfield,

secretary and treasurer for 1908. The next meeting

of the society will be at Switz City on February 13.

F. A. VAX S.xxDT, Sec.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Hancock County Medical Society, at its regular

meeting on December 7, elected the following officers

for 1908: President, Dr. C. A. Barnes, Greenfield;

vice-president, Dr. C. K. Bruner, Greenfield; secretary-

treasurer, Dr. E. R. Gibbs, Greenfield
;
board of cen-

sors, Drs. J. A. Comstock, L. B. Griffen and C. K.

Bruner.

At the -January meeting of the society a paper on

“Neuralgia” was presented by Dr. C. A. Barnes. The

paper reported some very interesting cases showing

remote causes of neuralgia. A general discussion fol-

lowed. The application of Dr. G. W. T>ee was referred

to the board of censors. E. R. Gibbs, Sec.

HUNTINGTON COUNTY.
The regular meeting was held on Jan. 14, 1908. The

society placed itself on record concerning newspaper

advertising by physicians in connection with news

items, by unanimously .adopting the following resolu-

tions :

“Whereas, The promiscuous coupling of the names
of physicians and surgeons in connection with cases

occurring in their practices as reported in the press

of the city and county of Huntington violates the eth-

ical practices of the medical profession and also violates

Chapter II. Article I. Section III. of the Code of

Ethics of the American Medical Association, which
code has been adopted by the Huntington County Med-
ical Society; therefore, be it

licsolred, That it is the sense of the society that an
effort be made to have such violations abolished; and
therefore, be it

Resolved, That it be requested of the newspapers of
the city and county of Huntington that in the publica-
iton of their news in relation to the sick and unfortu-
nate, the names of the attending physicians and sur-
geons he omitted.”

While this resolution did not meet with the approval
of the papers, the editors acceded to the request oi the
societj’ to the extent that they will not publish the

names of physicians unless requested to do so by the
physicians interested in the cases reported in the news
items. A small number of members of the society

were opposed to the resolution and have declared their

intention of giving up their membership in the society

rather than submit to tne wishes of the rest of the
medical fraternity.

Dr. Ervin Wright read a very interesting paper on
“Brain Storm,” which was generally discussed.

Maurice H. Krebs, Sec.

JEFFERSON COUNTY.
The .Jefferson County Medical Society had its reg-

ular meeting .Jan. 5, 1908, and elected the following

officers: President, Dr. Chas. Denny, Bryantsburg;
vice-president, Dr. Carl Henning, Hanover; secretary

and treasurer. Dr. J. Cooperider, Madison. The sub-

ject of discussion was “Bronchitis.” The next meeting
of the society will he held February 19, and the subject

for discussion will be “Rheumatism.”
J. Cooperider, Sec.

MADISON COUNTY.
The Itladison County Society has adopted the post-

graduate course of study and has been divided into

two sections. The first section includes Anderson, Pen-

dleton, Lapel and Perkinsville ; the- second section,

Elwood, Alexandria. Orestes and Summitville. Each
section meets weekly, with a joint meeting monthly,

at which a review of the work of the month is given.

The monthly meeting is migratory, with Anderson,
Elwood, Alexandria, Pendleton and Summitville as the
meeting places. Vex H. Cook, Sec.

MARION COUNTY.
7.YD7AVAPOL7S MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Jan. 7, 1908.)

Society called to order by President Pfaff. Reading
of minutes of previous meeting postponed. Applica-

tions of Drs. Lindemuth, Shimer and Lowder, having
been posted for thirty days, were read the second time

and referred to the council. Applications of Drs. Gay-
lord and Dowd were read for the first time and ordered

posted. The secretary-treasurer read his report for the

year 1907.

The election of officers resulted as follows : President,

Dr. F. B. Wynn; vice-president. Dr. T. W. DeHaas;
secretary-treasurer. Dr. R. H. Ritter; councilors to fill

vacancies, Drs. S. E. Earp and H. E. Gabe.

Dr. Pfaff, the retiring president, delivered his ad-

dress, which was an historical review of the work of

the society, in which he mentioned the fact that many
of the great men in American medicine have gone into

larger fields from the halls of the Indianapolis Medical

Society. He dwelt upon the opportunities before the

society at this time, and in the future to wield a greater
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influence in the great problems of public health and
social welfare. He made a plea for greater activity

on the part of the society in the consideration of these

questions. •' •

In view of the feeble health of Dr. W. H. Wishard,

and his absence from the city, the secretary Avas in-

structed to transmit to him the greetings from the

society.

The neAvly elected president, Dr. Wynn, upon request,

made some remarks in which he thanked the society for

the honor conferred upon him and emphasized the ob-

ligations resting upon each member of the society to do

all in his power to advance the interests of the organ-

ization.

The selection of a staff for the colored orphans’ home
Avas left to the judicial council.

Adjourned. R. H. Ritter, Sec.

(Meeting of Jan. 14 , 1908 .)

Society called to order by President Wynn. Minutes

of previous meeting read and approA^ed. Applications

of Drs. Chapman, Witt and Stinger Avere read for

the first time and ordered posted. The council reported

faA'orably upon the applications of Drs. Henry and
Wells and the report Avas adopted. Motion was made
and carried that in future no names of physicians be

carried upon the membership rolls unless dues have
been paid.

The program of the cA-ening cons*ted of ease reports.

Unusual Number of Gallstones.—Case report by Dr.

John Kolmer. The patient, aged 40, had suffered from

recurrent attacks of pain in the region of the liA’er, but

with no positiA-e evidence of gallstones. Patient Avas

operated on. On opening the gall bladder 417 stones

AA'ere remoA’ed, one of them being imbedded in the cystic

duct. RecoA'ery Avas complete. The interesting features

of the ease Avere the number of stones present, the ab-

sence of jaundice or any rheumatic or infectious dis-

ease. and the age of the patient.

Strangulated Hernia.—Tavo eases reported by Dr.

John W. Sluss. In the first case a man, aged 45, Avith

an old oblique inguinal hernia Avhich he had for years

held Avith a truss, suddenly found that the hernia had
descended and AA’as causing him much pain. Taxis
failed to reduce the hernia, and as there Avere typical

symptoms of obstruction, including pain, nausea and
AA'eak, rapid pulse, patient Avas taken to the hospital

for oper.ation. On opening the sac the gut AA'as found

to be blue-black, but there were no greenish color nor

erosions of the peritoneal surface. The boAvel was
opened in the usual Avay. ImproA’ement Avas uneA’entful

until the end of the first week, Avhen a cough dcA'eloped

Avith bronchitis. He died on the ninth day. Autopsy
rcA'ealed broncho-pneumonia and acute fibrinous peri-

carditis.

Case tAvo, man, aged 35, AA'ith an old hernia, had only

in recent months AA-orn a truss, and on the morning he
was taken ill he had failed to apply it. The hernia

descended and in spite of the pain he Avent to his work
in the kitchen of a hotel and remained there until the

middle of the afternoon, when he applied at the dis-

pensary for relief. Attempts at reduction under a gen-

eral anesthetic Avere unsuccessful. Although there were
no shock, only slight nausea and moderate tympanitis,

there Avas a certain elasticity of the tumor that pointed

out the absence of bowel. No boAvel Avas found in the

sac, but the omentum was anchored to the bottom of

the sac by a firm fibrous cord. A part of the omentum

Avas resected and the rest reduced. All AA'ent AA’ell until

the fifth day, AA'hen the temperature rose to 105. The
pulse Avas not disturbed, there Avere no nausea, ab-

dominal distension or tension. In a feAV hours there

was a profuse eruption of urticaria Avhich rapidly sub-

sided under intestinal cleansing. Further recoA-ery Avas

uneventful.

Syphilitic Epiphysitis.—Dr. O. N. Torian exhibited

a child from the Eleanor Hospital suffering Avith this

disease, and presenting the usual manifestations.

Esophageal Stricture.—Dr. .J. V. Reed exhibited a
child, 4 years of age, from the Eleanor Hospital, Avho
seA^eral years ago swallowed lye, with the subsequent
dcA'elopment of an esophageal stricture. Dr. Reed
produced a gastric fistula through Avhich the child is

being fed with gratifying improvement in the general
condition.

Sarcoma of the Groin.—Dr. T. B. Eastman described

the removal of a mass from the groin Avhich had been
diagnosed as an appendiceal abscess, but which proA’ed

to be a sarcoma arising from an undescended testicle.

Ectopic Pregnancy Ruptured Into the Bowel.—Dr. T.

B. Eastman reported a case in which he had cut doAvn
on a mass in the pelvis which proA'ed to be the sac of

an old ectopic pregnancy Avhich had ruptured into the
boAvel. A resection of the boAvel AA’as necessary because
of the impossibility of closing up these rents. Since
time Avas a most important element in the operation
this resection was done Avith a Murphy button, and the
recoA’ery of the patient was excellent.

Strawberry Seeds Mistaken for Crystals.—Dr. S. E.

Earp reported haA'ing received some time ago a number
of small reddish granules, supposed to be crystals,

which Avere passed in large amounts from the bowel.

Dr. Earp sent some of the granules to some of the state

institutions, but failed to reeeiA-e any information

from them. After considerable study himself he finally

discoA-ered that they were A’egetable seeds. Inquiry re-

A'ealed the fact that many strawberries AA’ere groAvn in

the district and AA’ere faA’orite articles of diet.

In the discussion Dr. T. B. Eastman, in commenting
on Dr. Sluss’ cases, said he had seen seA’eral cases of

hernia in Avhich the omentum had come doAvn Avith the

boAvel, had lapped itself about the boAvel, and ap-

parently acted as a cushion or pad, prev’enting harmful

pressure on the boAvel.

Dr. D. F. Lee reported a case in Avhich a man had an

old inguinal hernia on one side for many years. He
slipped on the ice and fell heaA’ily. Shortly afterAA'ard

he noticed a lump appearing in the other groin. This

had some signs of a hernia, but still lacks the necessary

diagnostic signs. He is in doubt as to the precise

nature of the tumor.

Dr. John Kolmer described a recurrent carcinoma

AA’hich first appeared as a lump on the groin of a Avoman
aged 38. This resembled someAA’hat the picture giA’en

by Dr. Lee.

Dr. H. H. Weer, referring to the sudden deA'elopment

of abdominal pain, reported the case of a man who Avas

rather suddenly seized with seA’ere pain in the side,

Avhich was diagnosed as appendicitis. In a short time

he had copious mov’ements of the boAvels, in Avhich were

found numerous small clumps of crystals of sodium
oxylate. The condition was easily recognized as acute

colitis. Inquiry rcA’ealed the fact that the man had

been eating freely and frequently of green fruit and
vegetables. Complete recovery occurred after the

ordinary medication and change in the diet.
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l)v. T. Ki'eii repoifcd on tlie positive results of the

Calmette oj)lithalmo-tubereulin tests. In one ease the

reaetion could be verified with the ordinary means of

physical examination.

Dr. II. H. Hitter spoke of the postmortem findings

in one of the cases reported by Dr. Sluss. The external

wound was almost completely healed and the peritoneal

wound was so perfectly and smoothly healed that it

required considerable search and a strong light to find

it at all. There rvere no peritoneal adhesions. .Just

beneath the hejiatic Ilexure of the colon there was a

knuckle of small intestine that showed considerable

discoloration of the gut wall next to the mesenteric

attachment for a distance of about eight inches. This

was the only portion of the bowel snowing any lesion

whatever, and it was concluded that this was the por-

tion of the bowel that had descended into the hernial

sac. This diseoloral ion was not due to necrosis, for the

tissue was firm. It was apparently only an extravasa-

tion of blood into the tissue. The interesting feature

was the location of the loop of bowel after the hernia

had been rc])laeed. There was also found an acute

pericarditis, and this had not been recognized before

death. Scattered through both lungs were numerous

small areas of broncho-pneumonia. There was a cough

after the o])cration. which grew worse, and just before

death there was a sharp rise of temperature. The his-

tory of the ))atient after the operation was very sug-

gestive. Such a history should always put a surgeon

on his guard. A cough, increasing in severity after the

operation, with or without a rise in temperature, not

evidently dne to wound infection and other evidences of

illness, in the majority of instances means pneumonia.

Acute pericarditis is also often overlooked as shown by

antop.sy.

Death from Hyoscin, Morphin and Cactin Anes-

thesia.—Case report by Dr. T. B. Noble. The opera-

tion performed was laparotomy. The anesthetist in-

sisted upon using the tablets of hyoscin, morphin
and cactin, three of which were given at intervals of

a few hours before the ojicration. The patient came
on the table breathing heavily, slightly c,vanotlc. and
the whole body rigid. Ether was administered, and it

was thirty minutes before the operation could proceed

at all. Even then the abdominal nuiscles were so rigid

as to make all mani|uilation very difficult, but as it

seemed im])ossible to relax her, he finished the operation

with the patient in this condition. The patient went
ofj the table in mnch the saine condition as she came
to it. Consciousness was never regained, but the

jiatient died rather suddenly a few hours later, ap-

|iarently from heart failure. Dr, Noble said that he be-

lieved the death was due directly to the drugs used and

not to the ether or the direct effects of the operation.

Adjourned. R. IT. Ritter, Sec.

(Meeting of Jan. 21, 1908.)

Society called to order by President Wynn. Minutes
of ]irevious meeting read and approved:

Tuberculin Therapy was the title of a paper pre-

sented by Dr. W. T. S. Dodds. The speaker said that

empiricism in the treatment of tuberculosis is fast be-

coming obsolete. Laboratory methods and laboratory

technic have developed to such a stage of perfection

that, assisted by biologic agencies, there is no longer

any reason for the haphazard and careless findings

tolerated a few years ago. It has taken years of hard

labor to place tuberculin in the position to which it

rightfully belongs. The trouble was and is now that

the majority of the men who are attempting the use of

tuberculin do not understand the reactions which take

place in an individual who is subjected to doses of a
biologic product as strong and powerful as any of the

tidierculin j)roducts which we now have at our com-
mand. The action of tubercidin is almost exactly op-

posite to that of antitoxin, because we introduce toxin

the same as is already being produced in the tissue by
the growth of the tubercle bacilli, while with antitoxin

we use a substance which, by its own action, neutralizes

the toxin which is being produced by the growth of

bacteria in the body. In conclusion Dr. Dodds gave
the following rules as a safe and conservative method
of producing immunity in tuberculosis:

First, tuberculin should be used in only incipient

eases or in purely surgical tuberculosis; second, the

initial dose should not be larger than .0001 mg., and he

prefers to begin with .00001 ni,g.
;

third, the interval

between injections can be determined only by the length

of the negative phase, which will vary materially in

different individuals
;
fourth, the initial dose should be

established if possible by the opsonic index; fifth, if a

hypersusceptibility is established then you must rest

until this has disappeared, when you can again begin

with your initial test; sixth, tuberculin therapy is best

given by laboratory men, or at least by clinicians who
can control the increase of dosage by laboratory find-

ings.

Opsonins and Vaccines, with Report of Cases.—This

jiajier was pre.sented by Dr. II. S. Thurston. The speak-

er said that the theory of Wright has been assumed to

be correct in regard to the protective bodies designated

by him as opsonins. Ilis methods of diagnosis and treat-

ment of certain infections diseases have been followed.

The opsonic index was not taken in all cases because

the clinical symptoms were a sufficient guide. In all

cases of tuberculosis the opsonic index was taken every

other da.v from ten days to fourteen days and then

weekly. Autogenous vaccines were used in practically

all eases except in tuberculosis, where Koch’s new tuber-

culin T.R. was given. Stock opsonins were used a few

times, but their influence was so little that their use

was discarded and autogenous vaccines were substituted.

IMost cases had single infections and it was ea.sy to

isolate the disturbing organisms and make a vaccine.

Small doses of vaccine seemed to have given better re-

sults than large ones. The dose which gives the min-

imum local reaction without any general manifesta-

tion seems to have the best influence. In five tubercular

cases, at first a small dose of tubereulin was given, then

the dose was increased in frequency and strength. The
cases did not improve but began to grow worse. The

tidierculin was then discontinued for a few days, when

it was resumed under smaller dosage and with marked

improvement of the cases. The use of a preservative

in the vaccine has been discarded. The vaccine is

diluted to any desired strength and sterilized in glass

bulbs blown out of ordinary glass tubing.' No cloudiness

of solution developed as when a preservative was used.

The report of eases included the combined work of

Drs. Reed, Shinier and Thurston. Out of eleven cases

of acne, five were reported as well, four improved, and

two unimproved. In one case the patient had been

suffering from acne for fourteen years, two injections

at intervals of a week relieved the patient of the lesions,

and there has been no recurrence.

Five cases of furunculosis were reported, all of which

are well. In only one of the five cases was a second in-
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jcc-tion of autogenous vaccine required. At the time of

the injections the boils were punctured and cupped, but

no antiseptics were employed.

In two cases of chronic urethritis the staphylococcus

was isolated, autogenous vaccine was given, and both

cases are improved. In one ease of suppurating sinus

leading down to the kidney, in which the colon bacilli

infection was demonstrated, four injections of autoge-

nous vaccine resulted in healing of the kidney wound.

Seventeen cases of tuberculosis were reported. Three

were observed for diagnosis. In one case the opsonic

index was negative for tuberculosis, and later clinical

observations bore out the opsonic findings. In one ease

nothing definite could be determined by the index. In

the third case the opsonic finding was positive, and four

weeks later tubercle bacilli were found in the sputum.

There was a marked improvement in all cases of genito-

urinary tiiberculosis and one ca.se is apparently well. A
suppurating wound of long duration has healed and re-

mained closed. There has been iniprovement in jirac-

tieally all the cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. In one

case of suppurating tubercular adenitis with sinuses,

seven weeks’ vaccine treatment has resulted in the

closure of two of the sinuses, and the swelling of the

glands has diminished at least two-thirds.

In the discussion. Dr. Potter called attention to

Koch’s insistence on certain rules in the administration

of tuberculin and the careful selection of cases. While

the great mass of medical men have discarded the use

of tuberculin, a small number have persisted in its use.

but without any definite theory as to its action. The

great advantage of Wright’s theory is that it gives us

a definite basis for the use of tuberculin. Dr. Potter

said that he used tuberculin both for diagnosis and for

treatment, and has had various and anomalous results.

Pather strange to say, he has seen most marked im-

provement from the use of large doses. In several cases

he has used a considerable dose for diagnosis with the

production of intense reaction. This was later followed

by great improvement of the condition of the patient.

He has had difficulty in holding and controlling patients

through the long period necessary for the satisfactory

administration of this procedure. He can hardly believe

that in private practice the use of tuberculin will be

successful, but in proper sanitaria it promises much.

The discovery of Wright is a distinct advance and help

in the combat with infections.

Dr. .1. V. Reed said that he was convinced from his

e.x])erience with the vaccines that there is great vahie

in this method, although the whole question is just now
in the experimental stage. The danger of doing actual

harm is real. In treating local infections some of the

older methods will still be employed. Abscesses shoiild

be opened and drained, washed out with a normal or

stronger salt solution, and if possible cupped. Strong

antiseptics should be avoided as they are almost univer-

sally anti-opsonins. He reported one case of tubercu-

losis of the knee in which treatment has consisted

wholly in the injection of tuberculin and the application

of Bier's bandage. Treatment was begun in August,

H)07, and at the pre.seut time the case is practically

well.

Dr. T. V. Keene described the various varieties of

tuberculins on the market at the present time and the

manner of making. The opsonic index is valuable in

treatment only in regard to the negative phases. The
index in tuberculosis is very hard to estimate because

of the tendenc,v of the bacilli to clump and cause con-

fusion in the counting. The best indication in treat-

ment is the change in the local phj'sical signs. Clin-

ical signs as a rule are more valuable than the index.

Dr. Tucker of Noblesville is still doiditful as to the

choice of tuberculins. At the present time he is treat-

ing five cases, using different forms of tuberculin.

Treatment has been in progress for eight months, but

he still is without conclusions.

Dr. .1. R. Eastman said that he had recently been in

the laboratory of Wright and Douglas. In surgical and
genito urinary tubercnilosis he found that Wright and

Douglas did not pay much attention to the index. He
believed that a great field has been qpened up for

further study and progress in our treatment of infec-

tions. This matter is taken very seriously by the Lon-

don surgeons who send many cases to Wright and

Douglas. Dr. Eastman called attention to the rvork of

Spingler in Switzerland who is using vaccine made from

cultures of bovine tubercle bacilli.

Dr. C. E. Ferguson said that he had recently been in

the laboratory of Wright and Douglas and he believed

that the statements attributed to Cabot concerning

Wright's work in this country should be carefully in-

vestigated. and if the statements given out by Cabot

are found to be correct, even then the results are sub-

ject to explanation. Any one who has done any of this

work knows the difficulties of the technic and the

necessity of having a perfect emulsion. Wright might

have as easily as any one else shown a discrepancy in

his results if he had not been able to prepare his own
emulsion. The voluminous and accurate records of

Wright’s laboratory remove any question as to the ac-

curacy of the procedure and jn-ove that experienced and

capalde workers show a. wonderful uniformity of re-

stilts. Dr. Ferguson stated that the index can be raised

in tuberculosis, but it is true that it can not be main-

tained permanently. The subject is as yet too young
to allow any one to condemn or to speak dogmatically

about it.

Dr. .1. X. Hurty spoke of the careful laboratory work
done at the Saranac laboratory, and by von Ruck , at

Asheville. The work of the latter has been most pains-

taking and persistent, and has vindicated all the claims

made for it. Von Ruck uses the outdoor treatment and

the watery extract of tubercle bacilli to produce specific

immunity.

Dr. Dodds closed the discussion with a brief .state-

ment as to the difficulties of this method of treatment,

and emphasized the necessity of a thorough understand-

ing of the questions involved and the various theories

of immunity.
Adjourned. R. H. Ritter, Rec.

MIAMI COUNTY.
The Miami County Medical Society held a regular

meeting in Peru .Tanuary .’ll. Society was called to

order by President E. IT. Griswold, with thirty-four

members and guests present. ^Minutes of the previous

meeting were read and approved. The question of

adopting the postgraduate eonrse was taken up and
thoroughly discussed, and on motion it was decided

that the course should be adopted and that hereafter

the society bold weekly meetings. The president ap-

pointed a program committee, consisting of Drs.

Carter, Spooner and Goodrick. Dr. Carl, who had pre-

pared a paper for the meeting, was unable to be present

owing to the serious illness of his father. Motion was
made and carried that the president appoint a com-

mittee to confer with the school board with a view
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to securing an iinfinislicd and unoccupied room in the

basement of the city library for the use of the society.

During the progress of the meeting a short recess

was held, during which time the members of the so-

ciety, together with guests from societies of adjoining

counties, organized the Eleventh Councilor District

Medical Society.

Adjourned. D. C. Ridexour, Sec.

PORTER COUNTY.

The Porter County ^Medical Society met in regular

session in the Woodmen’s Hall, Valparaiso, on Jan-

uary 7. Two interesting papers were presented, one

on "Intestinal Indigestion,” by Dr. E. J. Ball, the sec-

ond on “Acute Nephritis,” by Dr. A. B. Dobbins.

Both papers were followed by free discussion. Three

applications for membership were rejected on account

of unethical advertising in newspapers.

P. R. Urmstox, Sec.

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY.

The St. Joseph County Medical Society held a special

meeting in South Bend Tuesday, January 28. A very

interesting program was presented. Dr. R. C. Shank-

lin of South Bend read a paper on “One Phase of Race

Suicide.” The discussion was formally opened by Dr.

J. W. Hill of South Bend and Dr. J. C. Fleming of

Elkhart. “Surgery of the Gall Bladder” was the title

of a paper presented by Dr. Thos. J. Eastman of In-

dianapolis. The discussion was formally opened by

Dr. J. B. Greene of Mishawaka and Dr. C. A. McDon-

ald of Warsaw. Dr. G. W. Spohn of Elkhart presented

a paper on “Diseased Conditions Caused by !Mouth

Breathing: Prevention.” Dr. J. A. Cook of Goshen

presented a paper on “A Brief Rgsumg on General

Anesthesia.” The discussion was opened by Dr. R. B.

Dugdale, of South Bend and Dr. W. H. Thompson of

Winamac. Dr. A. C. IMcDonald of Warsaw presented

a paper on “Operation of Neurotics; Final Results

with Report of Cases.” The formal discussion was

opened by Dr. Charles Stoltz of South Bend and Dr.

W. C. ^icCutcheon of Cassopolis, IMich. The society

tendered a banquet to visiting guests in the evening.

The society is now holding weekly meetings and has

taken up the postgraduate work as outlined by the

American !Medical Associfition.

Ch.vs. S. Rosexbury, Sec.

SULLIVAN COUNTY.

The Sullivan County Medical Society, at its regular

meeting January 8, elected the following officers:

President, J. E. IMcConnell, Carlisle; vice-president, E.

;M. Deputy, Dugger; secretary-treasurer, E. M. Corbin,

Sullivan;' delegate to the state association, W. N.

Thompson, Sullivan; censors, Drs. E. D. Thixton, Sul-

livan, J. R. Crowder, Sullivan, and C. T. Briggs, Sul-

livan. E- Corbin, Sec.

UNION COUNTY.

The Union County Medical Society met in annual

session at Liberty, Dec. 4, 1907, and elected the fol-

lowing officers: President, Dr. E. R. Beard, Liberty;

secretary and treasurer, Dr. E. P. Weist, Liberty;

board of censors, Drs. F. T. Dubois, M. F. Veraker

and J. E. Morris; delegate to the state association.

Dr. Garrett Pigman, Liberty. Regular meetings will

be held the first Wednesday of alternate months, be-

ginning with February. E. P. Weist, Sec.

WARRICK COUNTY.

A meeting of the Warrick County Medical Society

was held in the B. M. A. rooms, Boonville, Dec. 10,

1907. Meeting was called to order by President G. J.

Hoover at 10 a. m. Dr. A. M. Hayden, of Evansville,

presented a paper on “Some Points in the Diagnosis of

Cancer of the Stomach.” Dr. Dalton Wilson reported

two cases of pericarditis, one of which came to autopsy.

The early part of the afternoon session was devoted

to business, among other things a committee being

appointed to revise the constitution and by-laws, and

to report the second Tuesday in January. Dr. E. D.

Youngblood then read a paper on “Neurasthenia.”

Daltox Wilsox, Sec.

WAYNE COUNTY.
At the annual meeting of the Wayne County ^led-

ical Society, the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Dr. 0. N. Huff, Fountain City; vice-president.

Dr. C. P. Colburn, Richmond; secretary-treasurer. Dr.

A. L. Bramkamp, Richmond; censors, Drs. H. B.

Boyd, M. F. Johnston and M. E. Hervey. The society

has adopted the postgraduate course and through a

special committee is taking an active part in a vig-

orous, systematic campaign for pure milk. Through
the influence of the society a federal inspection of all

animals slaughtered for local consumption has been

secured. A reference library and a pathological

museum is being established in connection with the

society. A. L. Bramkamp, Sec.

FOURTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

The third annual meeting of this society was held in

Columbus, Thursday, Oct. 31, 1907, with seventy mem-
bers in attendance. The meeting was formally opened

by an address of welcome by Dr. J. D. Marshall, presi-

dent of the Bartholomew County Medical Society, with

response by Dr. L. B. Hill, of Seymour.

Professional Ills.—This was the title of the annual ad-

dress delivered by the president of the society. Dr. A.

J. Osterman, of Sejunour. On motion the paper was

referred to the publication committee of The Journal
OF THE Indiana Medical Association. The minutes

of the previous meeting were then read and approved,

and the treasurer gave his annual report, which was

also approved and accepted.

Acute Intestinal Diseases of Children in Summer.

—

The scientific program was ushered in with a sym-

posium on Acute Intestinal diseases of Children in Sum-
mer, to which papers were contributed by Drs. C. W.
Gibson, Batesville; A. D. Freeman, Osgood; A. G.

Osterman, Seymour; J. K. Hawes, Columbus; and E.

U. Wood, Columbus. The papers were all very inter-

esting and instructive, and brought out an extended

discussion.

Dr. M. J. Coomes, of Batesville, reported a case of

Uterine Sub-Involution with Pseudo-Diphtheritic Com-

plication. This report was freely discussed.

At the afternoon meeting it was decided to hold the

next meeting at Madison, and the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President, Dr. E. D.

Freeman, Osgood; vice-president. Dr. Scott Culbertson,

Vevay; secretary. Dr. George H. Denny, Madison;

treasurer, Dr. James H. Green, North Vernon.

The councilor, Dr. W. H. Stemm, then spoke on the

advisability of having two meetings each year, and
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tlii.-j was also aihocated by Dr. G. T. ^Ic-Coy, of Coliini-

bus. A motion to hold the next meeting the last Thurs-

day in ^lay, 1908, was defeated.

Inguinal Hernia.—This was the title of a paper hy Dr.

G. H. Denny, of iladison, which was illustrated hy

several charts showing the steps in the Ferguson opera-

tion. The paper was a very comprehensive one and was

well discussed. Other papers on the afternoon program

were as follows: Kheumatisin, Dr. George O. Coshy,

Hurnsville; Typhoid Fever, Dr. John \V. Benhani,

Columbus; Pathology and Treatment of Typhoid Fever,

Dr. William J. Xorton, IIoj)e; Fibroid Tumors of the

Uterus, Dr. W. H. Stemm, Xorth Vernon; Hysteria,

Dr. K. F. Olmstead, \'ersailles; The X"ew Anesthetic,

Dr. C. F. Kercheval, Greenshurg; Anomalies of Ob-

stetrical Practice, Dr. H. F. Davenport, Xorth Vernon
;

Glaucoma, Dr. K. W. Cochran, IMadison; The Use of

Inspection in Diagnosing Diseases of the Eye by the

General Practitioner, Dr. J. H. Ritter, Seymour;
Arteiiosclerosis, Dr. ^Nf. F. Gerrish, Seymour; Acute
Gastritis, Dr. Benjamin F. Armbruster, Columbus;
Some General Remarks on Xej)hritis, Dr. Charles L.

Williams, Greenshurg; Menstrual i^isorders. Dr. G.

Butler Hill, Seymour ; A Plea for Definite Diagnosis in

Disease of the X'ervous System, Dr. Curtis Bland,

Greenshurg; X'asal Catarrh, Dr. J. A. Cooperider,

Madison; Oxaluria, Dr. F. M. ^fueller, Lawrenceburg.

At the conelusion of the scientific program. Dr. 1).

C. Peyton, of Jefi'ersonville, president of the Indiana

State iledical Association, was introduced. Dr. Peyton
made a few remarks on postgraduate work in the

county societies, and this was also followed by remarks
in a similar strain by Dr. W. H. Stemm, vice-president

of the state association. At the conclusion of the meet-

ing the members and guests enjoyed a banquet at the

Christian Church, given under the auspices of the

Bartholomew County Medical Society.

.Tohx Little ^Iorris, .s'er.

EIGHTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

In reS])onse to a request from Dr. Kem])er, I l>eg to

re|)ort to you the following facts about the Eighth
Councilor District Medical Society, which was organized

two years ago. About 150 out of 184 members of the

Madison, Delaware, Randolph, .lay and Blackford

County Societies are members of the District Society.

It holds its meetings twice a year, in A])i il and October.

The ofiicers of the society are: Dr. G. W. H. Kemper,
])resident

;
Dr. C. L. Botkin, vice-president; Dr. !M. A.

Austin, secietary-treasurer. An advi.sory committee
is made u]) of one member from each of the county
societies. Dr. Harriett Wiley, Portland; Dr. U. G.

Poland, '.Muncie; Dr. ]M. iM. Clapper, Hartford City;

Dr. C. L. Botkin, Farmland; and Dr. IM. A. Austin of

Anderson are members of this committee. ^Membership

in the District Society is limited to members in good
standing in the county societies. The cost of member-
ship is .fl.OO a year which pa.ys for two dinners,

these dinners being a feature of every meeting.

The ex])ense of advertising the district meetings has

been met hy a pro rata assessment amounting to

about .$4.00 a year for each county society. It has been

deemed advisable to eliminate from the eighth district

the presentation of the customary medical papers,

and papers on medical economics are requested of those

who are asked to accept j)laces on the program. Local

and foreign talent is impartially utilized to make the

meetings a success, and an attendance of GO to 80 per

cent, of the memhershi]i has rewarded the officers of

the society for their efforts.

At the last meeting, held in ]Muneie on October 2‘2,

Dr. M'. A. S[)urgeon, of Muncie, read a paper on.

“How can the State Board of Health and County IMed-

ical Societies act togetner to Improve Sanitary Con-

ditions and Prevent Disease?” Dr. Chas. R. Sowder, of

Indianapolis, read a paper on “The County ^Medical

Organization; How to make it Interesting and Profit-

able.” These papers were followed by a free discussion.

The ladies of the High Street ^Methodist Church
.served an e.xeellent ihnner at 1 o’clock. Following this,

Dr. E. G. Reynard, of L'nion Cit.v, responded to the

toast, “Ethical Advertising.” Dr. Reynard’s talk was
particularly pleasing and possessed an amount of

satire which gave double interest to his views on the

subject. Dr. I. X. Trent, of ^luncie, responded to the

toast, “Some Animals I Have ^Met.” He brought with
him his double barrelled shotgun loaded with buck-

shot for the cheap doctors who take care of the “Eagles,”

the ‘AIooso.” and the “Owls,” on a contract basis.

Dr. R. O. ilcAlexander, of Indianapolis, spoke on “But-
ting In,” and made a happy talk on the greater benefits

to be derived by utilizing home talent rather than
calling on foreign assistance. Dr. J. T. Dickes, of Port-

land. spoke about the next meeting to be held in .Jay

County, April, 1908. Dr. A. E. Otto, of Alexandria,

was unable to be present on account of illness. He
was to have spoken on, “Club Practice.” Dr. W. X’.

Wishard. of Indianapolis, who was to have responded

to the toast, “'Ihe Doctor In Politics," telegraphed his

regrets, having been detaineu by his professional work.

M. A. Austin, Sec.

NINTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

The House of Delegates of the Xinth Councilor Dis-

trict ^Medical Society met at 11 a. m. in the Public

Library at Lebanon, X'ov. 21, 1907. ’Jbe following

officers were elected to serve for the ensuing year:

President, Dr. Chas. Chittick, Frankfort; first viee-

jjiesident, Dr. W. IT. Schulz, Lebanon; second vice-

])resident. Dr. H. II. Thompson, X’oblesville
;
secretary.

Dr. George F. Keiper, Lafayette; treasurer. Dr. E. Co.x,

Kokomo.
Dr. Cox, the treasurer, made his report showing a

balance of .$2.71 in the treasury. After auditing it

the same was approved.

It was ordered that each county societi^ be assessed

ten cents per member per year to defray expenses of

the annual district meeting.

The following committees were appointed:

SciEXTiFic Work.

—

Dr. Charles Chittick, Frankfort;

Dr. R. .1. Bali, Lebanon; ex-officio. Dr. G. F. Keiper,

Lafayette.

Public Policy a.xd Legislation.—Dr. Paul .1. Bar-

cus, Crawfordsville
;

Dr. S. M. Cotton, Goldsmith; Dr.

L. S. Varner, Kokomo; ex-officio. Dr. Chittick, Frank-

fort
;
Dr. George F. Keiper, Lafayette.

It was ordered that the secretary have printed and
distributed to each member the Constitution and By-

Laws.

The following resolutions were adopted unanimously

and recommended for adoption by the general meeting
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ill tlio aftcMiiooii, and to the eoiinty associations for

ado])tion

:

WiiKUEAS. Throufili tlio cn])idity and avarice of

drnji inamifacturers, many nostrnnis and so-called

])ro))ric1ary medicines have been put on the market
and used hy doctors in the treatment of sick people;

and,

Whereas, The majority of the physicians of the

I'nited States, acting in their organized capacity
through the American ]\redical Association, which is

comjiosed of the county and state medical societies of

the country, have established a Council on Pharmacy
and Chemistry, whose sole panpose is to examine new
preparations not in the United States Pharmacopeia
or National Foraiaaalary for their chemical and phar-

naaceutical purity; and.

tViiEREAS, The said Coamcil has examined many hun-
dreds of such preparations and have found the large

majority of them to he fraudulent or worthless, or

both, and has published a list of those which it has ap-

])rovcd
;
now, therefore, he it

Resolved, That the Ninth Councilor District ^Medical

Society, ami the medical profession in sympathy with

it, in session, assembled, hereby expresses its confidence

in the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the

American ^ledical Association, and in order to make
the work of force and effect among the physicians of

this district and their sick and afllicted patrons; be it

further

Resolved, That in so far as may he jiracticahle, we
and each of ns will confine our prescription writing

and the use of drugs to those preparations contained

in the United States Pharmacopeia and National For-

mulary, which has been established as the law of the

land by the National Pure Food and Drugs Act, and
that we will not use, or permit to be used, any pro-

])rietary preparation until it has received the approval
of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the
American ISIedical Association; and, be it further

Resolved. That we condemn the acceptance of adver-

ti.sements of fraudulent nostrums and proprietaries by
the medical and religious press, and that we and each
of us decline to receive any copy of any medical or drug
jotirnal, whether owned and controlled by a medical
society, layman, druggist, or doctors, which advertises

such preparations after Jan. 1, 1908.

We, the undersigned, and each of us, hereby pledge
ourselves to abide by the above resolutions and to use
no medical preparations which are not contained in

the official i nited States Pharmacopeia or National
Formulary, or in the list of New and Non-Official

Remedies approved by the Council on Pharmacy and
Chemistry of the American Medical Association, and
that we will subscribe for no medical or religious

journal, nor will we receive sucb journal from the
])ostoffice which advertises fraudulent or worthless
nostrums and proprietary medicines after Jan. 1, 1908.

That these resolutions be forwarded to the Journal
OF THE Indiana State Medical Association and the

Journal of the American Medical Association in order
to show the profession of the country that the phy-
sicians of the Ninth Councilor District of the Indiana
ISIedical Association propose to free themselves and
their patients.

The above resolutions were submitted to the district

association meeting in the afternoon and adopted. On
motion the House of Delegates adjourned.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The meeting was called to order at 2 p. m. by Presi-

dent Chittick, with fifty-four members and a number

of guests present.

The secretary reported the business transacted by

the House of Delegates in the morning, and submitted

the resolutions, which were unanimously adopted.

During the reading of the resolutions Dr. George H.
Simmons, editor of the Journal of the .American Med-
ical Association and General Secretary of the American
Medical Association, came in, and on request s])oke in

endorsement of the lesolutions.

The first paper of the afternoon was by Professor

Burrage, of Purdue I.Iniversity, who S])oke on the

“Opsonic Index.” The paper was discussed by Drs.

Beasley, Clark, Dinsmorc and 'Moflet. Dr. Paul J.

Barcus then read his jiaper on “Oxygen in General

Anesthesia,” and it was discussed by Drs. Newcomb,
Williams, Kennedy, Rowland, Miller, Boonhill,

IMcAlexander, Bolden and IMofTct.

The third paper was by Dr. Geo. Rowland, on

“^Management of Acute Delirium Tremens.” It was dis-

cussed by Drs. Beasley, Fitch and Hort.

On request. Dr. Simmons then addressed the meet-
ing on the work of the American Medical Association.

On motion, a vote of thanks was extended him.

The title of the next paper' was “The Doctor and
Superstition,” bv Dr. Femald. It was discussed by Dr.

Ball.

Dr. Cotton presented the last paper, taking for his

subject, “Laboratory Versus Bedside Diagnosis.” It was
discussed by Dr. Wynn and Professor Burrage. Dr.

Bareus, in behalf of the ^Montgomery County Medical

.-Association, invited the District Society to meet at

Crawfordsville next October. The invitation was ac-

cepted nnanimously. On motion the society adjourned

to a banquet at the Alethodist Episcopal Church.

George F. Keiper, Sec.

ELEVENTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT.

The Eleventh Councilor District ^Medical Society was
organized in Peru Jan. 31, 1908. The election of

officers resulted as follows: President. Charles H.

AfcCull.v, Logansport; secretary-treasurer, IMaurice H.

Kiel )s, Huntington; committee on by-laws, Charles H.

McCully. Logansport, IM. H. Krebs, Huntington, G. D.

Aljller, Logansport; committee on program, 0. W.
McQuown. Alarion, W. R. Quick, Delphi, C. L. Wright,

Huntington. Dr. Krebs offered the following resolution

with reference to medical legislation

:

Whereas, We are approaching the period when it

will be necessary for the people of this district to elect

representatives for legislative offices, both state and
national; and,

Whereas, The medical profession as an organization

and as individuals, is vitally interested in legislation

in reference to medical organization, public health,

hygiene and sanitation; be it

Resolved, That the Medical Society of the Eleventh
Councilor District seek an expression of views from
candidates for legislative office: and, be it further

Resolved, That we are unalterably opposed to any
candidate whose views are opposed to medical organiza-

tion and the advancement of public health and sanita-

tion; and, be it further

Resolved. That this organization appoint a commit-
tee consisting of the councilor and a member from each

count.v of the district which shall be empowered to

seek such expression of views from candidates, and to

advise the medical fraternity against all candidates
whose views are opposed to medical organization.

.After considerable discussion action upon the resolu-

tion was deferred until the next meeting.

Maurice H. Krebs, Sec.
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TREATMENT OF TUBERCULAR GLANDS
AND GOITER WITH THE Z-RAY,

WITH REPORT OP CASES.

Albert M. Cole^ M.D.

Professor Electrotherapeutics and Radiology, Medical Col-

lege of Indiana.

INDIANAPOLIS.

The value of radiotherapy in superficial cancer

and many skin diseases is well attested by many

observers, but that the x-ray possesses decidedly

curative action in certain diseased conditions

below the skin is not so widely known. It was

long ago shown that the chief effect of the ray is

expended upon the skin
;
but that we can obtain

effects upon the deeper structures, no competent

observer will deny. Anyone who has watched the

action of this agent upon the glandular and

splenic enlargements of Hodgkin’s disease or

leukemia will be impressed by this latter state-

ment.

However, failure has attended the use of the

x-ray in several internal diseases that were, in

the beginning of Roentgen therapy, thought to

be curative by this new agent. To-day no repu-

table authorities make any claim to cure cancer

below the skin with the x-ray, although in rare

cases they have disappeared under its use; but

as a palliative and to prevent a recurrence after

operation, Roentgenization should be advised. In

leukemia it has thus far brought only disappoint-

ment, notwithstanding the pronounced effects

upon the spleen and blood. In Hodgkin’s disease

the results have been better, but as yet the mor-

tality is very high. We must consider, however,

that in the above diseases we are dealing with

very grave disorders of unknown etiology that

have thus far resisted every therapeutic measure.

When we turn to some other subdermal dis-

eased conditions of a less malignant nature, we
find that the success of Roentgen therapy is more
])ronouuced. Only during the last few years has

the x-ray been advised for tubercular glands and

goiter, and lately many favorable reports from

competent observers have attested the value of

this new treatment and have brought it into

wider recognition.

There will be many skeptics, however, who will

deny or doubt the efficiency of the x-ray or any

other non-surgical agent in what has always been

considered a surgical disease, such as tubercular

glands. Moreover, it can not be denied that

therapeutically, for various reasons, the x-ray has

fallen into a certain disrepute among many phy-

sicians. I shall not attempt to explain away

these reasons, but will state the fact that no

therapeutic agent has been so abused as the x-ray,

and so long as this agent is employed by many
physicians who are ignorant of its physics, its

action and the proper technic of treatment, so

long will we hear of severe burns, failure to

achieve results, and many objections to its use.

The x-ray, if intelligently used, does not admit

of half the dangers of many of our drugs, and

certainly not a small fraction of the dangers of

anesthetics and the surgeon’s knife.

In employing the Roentgen treatment in tu-

bercular glands and simple goiter the proper

technic is most important, for without it only

indifferent results can be obtained. The technic

of treatment should be altogether different from

tliat used in surface conditions. Only a moder-

ately high vacuum tube should be used, reading

No. 4 on a Walter scale, or backing up three or

four inches of spark. The tube should not be

lu-ought closer than six inches to the part, and

the treatment given every second day for eight

or ten minutes with one and one-half amperes of
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curi’cnt through the primary. Tlie face should be

well protected with lead foil. After six to ten

treatments I am now using a piece of sole leather

over the surface treated, which acts as a filter to

alDSOrb the low penetrating rays which affect the

skin. ^Yhen employing the filter I prolong the

treatments to twelve or fifteen minutes. I change

the titbes often, for the reason that in my ex-

jierience better results are thus obtained, some

lultes giving better therapeutic effects than oth-

ers. AMien the first symptoms of dermatitis arise,

stojD the treatment. Usually twelve to twenty

exposures may be given before mild inflamma-

tory symptoms, such as redness, slight l)urning or

itching, supervene. At times there is consider-

able tanning of the skin, especially when the

leather filter is not used.

When the treatments are suspended it is best

to allow a month’s rest, and then if necessary

repeat. The average case will require from
twenty to forty treatments. The best results in

most cases are obtained only after prolonged

treatment, whose effects are carried to a point

short of a marked dermatitis. The timid oper-

ator will fail in these cases; the over-bold will

sometimes cause a painful burn, but this accident

will occur very rarely if the proper technic is

followed.

In exophthalmic goiter I employ a high

vacuum tube (No. 6 Walter) placed fifteen or

eighteen inches from the thyroid gland
;
the time

of exposure, ten to twelve minutes, three times a

week. I desire no effect upon the skin except a

slight tanning. The treatments are thus con-

tinued until there is a relief of symptoms, and
then I advise treatment once a week, gradually

lengthened to once a month for a considerable

time.

In tubercular glands the effect of the x-ray is

a gradual diminution in size. Usually there re-

mains some enlargement, which is fibrous tissue

(the .T-ray affects this but little) surrounding the

diseased glands. This enlargement usually dis-

appears after a year or two. If there is pus it

must be evacuated before beginning the treat-

ment.

In simple goiter the gland is reduced in vary-

ing degrees. In recent soft goiter there is usually

complete reduction; in long-standing hard thy-

roid enlargement there is a reduction in size of

one-third to one-half. Some observers report

total failure in a small per cent, of these cases.

In my own experience I have had no complete

failures in cases of either tubercular glands or

simple goiter. In exophthalmic goiter the treat-
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ment is usually decidedly palliative, and in rare

cases curative.

I now append some condensed case histories

and results;

TUBERCULAR GLANDS.

Case 1.—Mr. L., an Italian, aged 30, came
to me three years ago with an enlarged gland the

size of a walnut over the clavicle. There was no

tubercular family history. The gland was re-

moved surgically by Dr. F. M. Dorsey. Six

months later there appeared in the upper cervical

region a large mass of glands the size of a small

fist. • The Eoentgen treatment was advised, and

after twenty exposures the mass was reduced two-

thirds. After a rest of several months the lower

cervical glands on the same side began to enlarge.

The patient decided to try a change of climate,

and returned to his old home in Italy, where these

lower glands were removed surgically. There

have been no recurrences. The upper mass of

glands treated by the x-ray has completely disap-

peared.

Case 2.—Miss E., aged 16, came to me in the

spring of 1906, on account of enlarged gland the

size of a hickory nut in the middle cervical re-

gion, which had appeared six months previously.

There was a family history of tuberculosis. Fif-

teen x-ray exposures were given, followed by one

month’s rest, when it was found that the gland

was reduced one-half. It has remained quiet

since, is becoming smaller, and is in all proba-

bility cured. An accompanying acne of the chin

also disappeared under the infiuence of these

Eoentgen treatments.

Case 3.—Miss M., aged 15, consulted me two
years ago on account of enlarged cervical gland

below the right ear. She had first noticed it one

year previously. The enlargement was the size

of a small egg. Twelve exposiires were given,

and after an interval of several months there was
noticed a marked reduction in the size of the

tumor. The patient has passed from under my
observation, so I can not report the present con-

dition.

Case 4.—Miss F., aged 30, was referred to me
in the spring of 1906 by Dr. Hayworth, of No-
blesville. There was no tubercular family his-

tory. Five years previously the right cervical

glands began to enlarge, and after two and one-

half years had attained such size that an opera-

tion was deemed necessary. After a time the

other side of the neck became involved, and the

whole chain of glands enlarged very rapidly. In

January, 1906, they were removed surgically, but

the upper portion of the wound failed to heal and
the nearby glands became involved. "When I first

saw the case in July there was a large mass below

the left ear and a small enlargement the size of

a walnut imder the chin
;
both were rapidly en-

larging. Twenty-nine treatments were given over

a period of ten weeks. Considerable dermatitis
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was excited througli the prolonged treatment, in

order to control this unnsnally severe case. After

a rest of a month, treatments twice a week were

given until fifteen were administered. At the

end of this time the enlargements had almost

disappeared, and at present, four months after

the last treatment, the case has all the appear-

ance of being cured.

Case 5.—Mr. G., aged 25, consulted me in

May, 190G, on account of a large tumor in the

right cervical gland. It had been present for six

months and was growing rapidly. A questionable

diagnosis of tubercular glands was made, al-

though certain characteristics of sarcoma were

present. After twelve treatments there was no-

ticed a considerable reduction in size and the

tumor became less hard. The patient then dis-

appeared and the history remains incomplete.

Case 6.—Miss W., aged IG, was referred to me
last June by Dr. Bates, of Broad Kipple. The
family history was tubercidous. Under the right

ear there appeared a large mass of glands the size

of a baby’s fist. The tumor was rather soft and

palpitant, but showed no distinct evidence of pus.

Lower down in the cervical region there was an-

other enlarged gland the size of a marble, which

was very hard. This patient has taken about

twenty-five treatments, with a marked reduction

of the size of the glands. At present she is con-

tinuing treatment.

.

Case 7.—Miss M., aged 19, was referred to me
last year by Dr. J. P. Eobertson, of this city.

There is a tuberculous family history. The upper

cervical glands were markedly enlarged. Pour-

leen treatments reduced the glands more than

one-half in size. The patient passed from my ob-

servation, so I can not state the present condi-

tion.

SIMPLE GOITER.

Only three cases of simple goiter have been

treated in the last year by the x-ray. Before

this time I have used the static wave current,

which gives very fair results in most cases, but

is slower in action and not so satisfactory as the

Eoentgen ray.

Case 1.—Miss P., aged 22, consulted me in

fall of 190G for simple goiter of several years

standing. The voice was affected, and at times

the patient could not speak above a whisper. She
had been treated with drugs without any im-

provement. Eoentgen treatment was advised,

and fifteen exposures were given, followed by a

month’s rest. At the end of this time the voice

was completely restored and there had been a

reduction in the thyroid to one-half its former

size. During the eight months which have in-

tervened there has been noted a further reduc-

tion in the size of the gland.

Case 2.—Miss D., aged 20. This ease was

very similar to the one just described. There

was almost complete disappearance of the thyroid

enlargement after a dozen treatments.

Case 3.—Mr. M., aged 40. He came to me
ten months ago with a very large, hard goiter of

ten years’ duration. He complained of mild pres-

sure symptoms. He wore a No. 17 collar. Thir-

ty-five irradiations were given over a period of

three months. At the end of this time there was

a reduction of about one-fourth. A No. 16 collar

could be worn comfortably, and the patient was

so satisfied that no further treatment was under-

taken. At present there are no pressure symp-

toms, and the thyroid seems somewhat smaller

than at the close of the treatments.

EXOPHTHALAIIC GOITER.

Case 1.—^Ir. L., aged 22, referred to me last

spring by Dr. J. A. McDonald of this city. The

disease was first noticed two years previously. On
examination there could be noted a slight en-

largement of the thyroid and a moderate exoph-

thalmos. The pulse was 120, great palpitation,

some dyspnea, and fugitive sweatings were com-

plained of. This patient was given two or three

treatments a week for several months, with con-

siderable amelioration of his symptoms. The

])ulse is usually between 80 and 90 now, palpita-

tion is only occasionally felt, and there has been

improvement in a general way. Since July only

occasional treatments have been given.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Tubercular glands are very amenable to

Eoentgen treatment. When the glands are broken

down, pus should be evacuated, followed by the

ray.

2. Simple goiters in a large percentage of cases

are successfully treated with the Eoentgen ray.

Even in long-standing cases, with considerable

hardening of the glandular structures, there may

l.ie effected a considerable reduction. A small

percentage of these cases fail to respond at all to

the Eoentgen treatment.

3. Somes cases of exophthalmic goiter are

symptomatically improved by the ray, and there

have been a few cures reported.

4. The technic of the Eoentgen treatment in

these diseases is exceedingly important. No cur-

ative results can be expected unless the proper

skill is employed in the application of the ray.

5. No unfavorable effects have ever been re-

]iorted. There may be a possibility of a painful

dermatitis, which, however, should be exceedingly

I’are if the proper technic is used.
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DISEASED COXDITIOXS CAUSED BY
MOUTH BBEATIIIXG, AXD TIIEIB

PKEVEXTTOXU

George IV. Spoiix, M.D.

ELKHART, IXD.

The function of breathing includes both in-

spiration and expiration. Tlie object of respira-

tion is to supply oxygen to the blood and to

throw off carbon dioxid and other waste products

to the expired air. Tlie interchange of gases in

the air vesicles is carried on by osmosis.

Tlie nose is usually spoken of as the organ of

smell, but its chief function is to prepare the

air for respiration. As generally understood, air

should be warmed, filtered and moistened before

inhalation. The nose has a special construction

for this purpose. The three large turbinated

bodies in each nostril are well supplied with
blood vessels. They warm the air as it passes to

the pharynx and furnish a large surface upon
which dust or any particles of foreign matter can
lodge.

Every twenty-four hours there is thrown off

from the nasal mucosa from sixteen to twentv
ounces of serum. This supplies the air with its

proper humidity as it passes to the pharynx and
lungs.

The respiratory organs, from the nose to the

air vesicles, are lined with mucous membrane
the histology of which differs in different organs.

The mucosa of the air vesicles contains but few
glands and only one layer of epithelium. It is

stated by some writers that when there is not suf-

ficient moisture in the cells the epithelium piles

up so that osmosis can not be carried on properly.

Because the vesicles have but little if any mois-

ture of their own secretion the air should contain

the proper humidity as it enters the air vesicles,

or otherwise there would be a lack of oxj’gen in

the blood and the carbon dioxid would not pass

off properly. There is not the same smooth and
velvety touch to the pulmonary as there is to the

oral and nasal mucosa. Fortunately there is a

hardness and firmness to the former which is a

protection against disease. A mucous membrane
lacks the horny layer of the skin, and unless its

surface is moist it can not do its physiological

functions.

A dry mucous membrane in any part of the

system will soon become diseased. This is illus-

trated in the conjunctiva in advanced Graves’

disease, where the eyelids can not cover the

eyeball. Hence any portion of the respiratory

* Read before the St. Joseph County Medical Society,

Jan. 28, 1908.

mucosa whicli lacks in moisture must fail in its

normal functions. Air taken through the nose

to the pharynx and lungs carries with it the

proper moisture and distributes it over the whole

mucous lining; but air taken by the mouth not

only lacks in proper moisture and warmth, but it

causes a dryness and irritation of the mouth,

pharynx and all the lower respiratory tract. It

becomes a substitute unfitted for normal respi-

ration.

The serum is naturally aseptic as it passes

through the nasal mucosa. Carried to the lungs

with the inspired air it bathes the whole respi-

ratory lining; but when allowed to remain in

the nose, as in the case of mouth breathers, it

becomes a rich field for bacteria. This condition

generally results in chronic catarrh. The natural

direction of the air column as it passes through

the nose is upward, backward and downward. It

tends to keep the nose open and free, and in

many cases corrects slight inflammations. It also

acts as a prophylactic to catarrhal troubles by

clearing the mucosa of all excreta. But imper-

fect nasal ventilation and respiration will soon

lead to catarrhal troubles and nasal obstructions.

In nasal breathing the respirations are very

much deeper than in mouth breathing. The
former is like drawing air through a long tube,

and thus all the muscles of the thorax are put at

work. In fact, nasal respiration will compel one

to take long, deep inhalations, thus developing

the whole thorax, while oral breathing, with its

shallow respirations, develops a short and narrow

chest, or the so-called “pigeon breast.”

The human being is the only animal that

breathes through the mouth. The painter throws

the spirited horse upon the canvas with the nos-

trils distended, but not with the mouth open.

When the veterinary surgeon has a horse that

breathes through the mouth he expects it to die

very soon.

It is a law with some tribes of Indians that

mothers must compel their children to breathe

through the nose. The mouth of the infant is

tied shut and, Spartan-like, the little one must

breathe through the nose or die. Even the unciv-

ilized recognized the needs of growing strong

warriors and strong wives. The Indian learns

his lessons from Xature.

There is a principle in physics that moisture

is essential to carry on osmosis. Mouth breath-

ing causes such a dryness in the air vesicles that

the cells fail to do their normal work. MTien the

air fails to give up its oxygen and take on the

carbon dioxid the blood becomes impoverished

and tliis leads to anemia and other diseases. Good
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blood can not be obtained without sufficient oxy-

gen. The habitual mouth breather is generally

lacking in vigor, showing a lack of red corpuscles

and hemoglobin. Anemic cases are frequently

sent to the country by the attending physician

for fresh air, but all patients can not enjoy this

privilege. In many cases there is such complete

muscular relaxation during sleep that the mouth
opens. Many cases that are not suspected by the

family are mouth breathers. They are often

treated with iron and divers tonics with no suc-

cess. But after giving them good free nasal res-

piration and compelling them to breathe through

the nose it is surprising to note what results are

obtained even with the same tonics that pre-

viously failed.

Hoarseness is often caused by oral breathing.

It is a common occurrence with mouth breathers

to retire in the evening feeling well and arise in

the morning with a husky voice. The cold air

produces a dry and congested state of the vocal

cords. Nor is this condition produced only dur-

ing sleep; a drive or walk in the open air, espe-

cially if it is cold, will often cause hoarseness.

To breathe through the nose at all times prevents

this. No one should walk so rapidly or exert

himself to such an extent that the supply of air

through the nose is not adequate.

We are a people of mouth breathers. The habit

is growing, even with all the work that has been

accomplished by the medical profession. One
can stand on a busy street corner and observe

how many of those passing are mouth breathers.

Out of every one hundred of those who do not

smoke nor chew thirty-five practice mouth breath-

ing. If this condition is allowed to continue it

will weaken us as a nation, both physically and

intellectually. No one can think as well with the

mouth open as when it is closed. The physical

and intellectual giants obtain their air by way
of the nasal route. To correct this oral breath-

ing requires more than the work of the laryngolo-

gist. It requires the support of the family physi-

cian.

Croup is a laryngitis that is usually caused by

mouth breathing. If there is ample breathing

space through the nose and the patient has the

mouth closed there can be no croup. In croup

the lumen of the larynx is decreased, or there is

a spasm of the glottis, both of which are caused

by the effect of the cold dry air on the larynx.

The ordinary treatments will verify these state-

ments. The inhalation of medicated steam gives

relief because the warmth and moisture over-

come the laryngeal hyperemia. The emetic treat-

ment gives relief by compelling Nature to throw

out at the offending point moisture which causes

relaxation.

Spasm of the glottis from any cause is more
easily overcome by exclusive nasal respiration.

To illustrate : if water or any foreign body drops

into the larynx or trachea, oral breathing will ir-

ritate the condition, but slow, deep nasal inhala-

tions will sooth the irritated spot and supply the

proper mental stimulus. The oft-repeated sore

throat may sometimes be due to constipation

with attending autointoxication or exposures, but
careful observation will prove to the patient that

oral breathing is generally the cause. It is a

common occurrence for some persons to retire in

the evening feeling well and arise in the morning
with a sore throat, all caused by mouth breathing.

There are three classes of cases that breathe

through the mouth, viz. : those that have nasal

obstructions and can not breathe through the

nose, those that have ample nasal space but lack

in mental stimulus to the masseter muscles, and
those that are imbecilic. The first class needs

operative work for relief. The second class

breathe through the mouth only when extremelv
tired or relaxed. They rarely acknowledge that

they ever breathe through the mouth even during
sleep, but the condition of the pharynx and not

the opinion of the patient should be the guide for

the physician. This class of cases should wfear

an anti-mouth breathing appliance during sleep.

Even the physician, retiring late at night, tired

and worn out, had better have his mouth tied

shut during sleep than arise in the morning with
a sore throat, husky voice and a dull headache.

The third class of mouth breathers are subjects

for an asylum.

The headache coming on during the latter

part of the night or on arising in the morning
may be uremic, but it is not an uncommon thing

to find the ease one of lack of nasal respiration.

Any one doubting this can easily verify the

statement by securing proper nasal breathing.

In uremic headache the pain will not cease by
changing position in bed, but a nasal headache
will cease by closing the mouth and spraying the

nares. Excellent results can be had with this

latter class of cases by giving them the free and
open nose. Then to overcome the old habit of

mouth breathing, let them wear the anti-month
breathing device every night for three or four

months.

In febrile diseases, as typhoid fever, pneu-
monia, etc., patients will often breathe through
the mouth for weeks. The dry parched mouth,
cracked lips and sordid teeth should be a condi-

tion of the past. There is generally no need of
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tliis because fevers do not cause congestion of the

Scimeiderian membrane. The dryness of the

nares Avill give the patient a “stuffy sensation,”

but tliis can be easily controlled with mild oily

sprays. In fact nothing will be necessary in many

cases of fever. If all the respiration is wholly

nasal the nose will not become so disagreeably

dry nor will the patient’s fever be as high as it

would under mouth breathing. Proper nasal res-

piration will not only give the patient more com-

fort and rest, but it will increase the oxygen in

the blood and thus lower the temperature and

respiration. Patients can be taught to keep the

mouth closed. The suggestion will be a mental

stimulus which acts well on the niasseters.

Some writers claim, and with good reason, that

the bacillus of rheumatism and tubercular bacil-

lus enter the system by way of the tonsils. The

tonsil is a gland and is supposed to have the same

function as any lymphatic gland. The normal

tonsil stands as a citadel and prevents the en-

trance of bacteria and toxins into the general

system, but the diseased tonsil forms a culture

field for bacteria and opens the way for entrance

into the system. The child is boi’n with tonsils,

but not diseased tonsils, and why should the ton-

sillar gland become inflamed more frequently than

other lymphatic glands? The natural lubricant

of the mucosa is its own secretion. Kemove this

moisture and there will soon be a denuded

epithelium, which opens the way for bacteria to

be taken into the system, and results in a sore

throat. This is just udiat happens during mouth

breathing. The cold air evaporates the mucus

of the pharynx and the repeated attacks of sore

throat leave chronically diseased tonsils.

It is a common occurrence to have a simple

rhinitis terminate in a bronchitis. The patient

speaks of his “cold having gone to the lungs.”

The physician speaks of it as having “extended

by continuity of tissue.” The fact is the rhinitis

caused a nasal stenosis, the compulsory mouth

breathing caused a pharyngitis and bronchitis

which sometimes leads to tuberculosis. The

writer does not wish to convey the idea that oral

breathing is the direct cause of tuberculosis or

any other disease. It does its part in causing

or, at least, influencing pathological conditions.

Oral breathing causes relaxation and thicken-

ing of the lips. In some cases the upper lip be-

comes so thickened and shortened that it will not

cover the incisors. Such an unfortunate condi-

tion can be avoided if the children from infancy

are taught to breathe wholly through the nose.

An open mouth cultivates looseness, relaxation

and indifference, as is indicated in many of the

African race. A closed mouth cultivates firm-

ness, decision, strength of character and positive-

ness, as is shown in some of the tribes of the

American Indian. The brain is the seat of all

important nerve impulses. If the mouth is open

the fault generally lies in the brain. The nasal

obstructions and the physical deformities that

are met in the exceptional cases were acquired

either from habit or inlieritance, and even inher-

itance was due to habits of the ancestors. To
overcome a habit it is sometimes necessary to do

as Holmes suggested—to begin the correction

two or three generations before the child is born.

If the child is taught and compelled to breathe

through the nose, and given to understand that

oral breathing is absolutely wrong, the nasal

route will become a fixed habit. Parents do not

understand the necessity of this. They do not

understand that good blood is absolutely essential

to good manhood and good womanhood, and that

this desideratum can not be secured without the

requisite amount of oxj’gen in the blood.

COXCLUSIONS.

1. AH' respiration should be nasal.

2. At birth the child’s respiration is nasal and

not oral.

3. fl’lie human being is the only animal that

l)ecomes a mouth breather.

4. Xasal breathing will prevent diseases of the

respiratory mucosa.

5. Oral breathing will cause diseases of the

mucous membranes.

6. Oral breathing becomes a habit or a neces-

sity.

7. If a habit, the fault lies in the brain.

8. In adults the proper mental impulses will

correct the habit.

9. In children the habit can be stopped with

suggestions or by wearing an anti-mouth breath-

ing device.

10. If oral breathing is a necessity the nose

and throat should be freed of all obstructions.

Diseased tonsillar tissue in the postnasal space

or in the pharynx should be removed. Neo-
plasms, hypertrophies, exostoses, deviations or

anything which interferes with nasal breathing

should be removed.

11. Every case of mouth breathing can be im-
proved and most cases can be cured.
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PROPHYLAXIS, THE ESSENTIAL FUXC-
TIOX OF THE TONSIL.*

Bexjahix H. Orxdoff, M.D.

CHICAGO.

I believe that prophylaxis is a function of the

tonsil. This belief is based on observations and

studies. That the functions most important to

the organism are manifest as soon as the being

is ushered into the world is apparent by the fully

developed, highly functionizable tonsil at birth.

Immunity against the hoards of bacteria that

infest the human organism as soon as it becomes

a separate individual is one of the earliest and

most essential functions to be established in

order that the organism can maintain an inde-

pendent existence. I propose in this paper to

show that the tonsil, for a time at least after

birth, is coupled essentially with the function

of establishing this immunity.

PHYSIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTIOX.

To one attempting a somewhat careful investi-

gation of the literature^ concerning the tonsil,

it is remarkable how little has been written on

their functions. By this I mean functions that

are real physiological processes, not hypotheses

of mystical foundation.

The tonsil is an organ that has attracted the

attention of some of the most able men of our

land. It has been the nidus for research and

investigation along lines of anatomy, their clin-

ical significance, and the technic of their removal.

But with all regard for these men and their well-

spent energies, they have not solved the problem

which gives the tonsil a right for its real exist-

ence.- In the present status, then, we may say

that the tonsil is an organ having no real impor-

tant physiological value, that it would probably

be a prophylactic step to remove the tonsils of

healthy individuals.

Spicer" gave the tonsil the function of elim-

ination of certain elements from the system. He
is most heartily supported by Brown* and others.

Fox® allots to the tonsil the power to absorb the

products of salivary digestion, and he is sup-

ported in his views by such men as Hill.® A
barrier to bacterial invasion—per orum—is the

• Read before the Porter County Medical Society, Dec.
3, 1907, and referred by the society for publication in The
Journal.

1. The John Crerar Library, Wabash Avenue and Wash-
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function given them by Gulland.’ He seems to

have based his theory on Stohr's phenomena,

which is merely the enormous emigration of

leucocytes from the tonsil into the buccal caviti’,

and the great work on comparative pathology by

MetnichnekotE.® Wood^ has claimed for the ton-

sil a primogenial source of leucocytes. If this

be true, as he concludes, then we have been wrong
regarding the embryological origin of the white

corpuscles of the blood. The function of fur-

nishing an internal secretion comparable to that

of the adrenal gland has been advanced by

Masini.*® Ydiatever importance may attach to

these functions, as well as many others, I will not

take space to consider, and to what extent the

tonsil carries them. We do know that at the

time of life when they are ordinarily removed,

the human economy knows no loss. So, then, it

would not seem unreasonable to conclude that

the function which explains the reason for the

real existence of the tonsil has ceased to exist be-

fore tonsils are removed ordinarily.

EMBRYOLOGICAL DESCRIPTIOX.

The first evidence of the appearance of the

tonsil occurs about the fifth month of fetal life.®

It develops in the sinus tonsillaris, which is the

distal portion of the second visceral cleft or

groove, after its separation by the growth of the

palatal process. It is in the latero-distal portion

of the sinus tonsillaris that the lymphoid accumu-

lations, vessel aggregations and epithelial down-

growth appear, and this do^vn-growth continues

until the sinus tonsillaris is all but filled, the very

proximal portion remaining as the recessus su-

pratonsillaris. This development explains very

satisfactorily the direction the trypts assume, the

points on the surface from which the vessels

enter, the absence of afferent lymph vessels, and,

finally, the time at which development is begun

shows that the function calling for them is one

imposed on the organism after development had

reached quite a high degree of complexity.

Wlien we consider that the organism was far

along the path of development before there arose

that rivalry in the struggle for existence which

ultimately meant symbiosis and parasitium, and

that here began the function which called for a

structure to support it, and finally that the ton-

sil begins to make its appearance about this time,

i. e., late in the process of development and is

mature by birth; considering these facts we can

7. Gulland, G. I. : Edinburgh Med. Jour., July, 1891.
8. Metnichnekoff : Comparative Pathology of Inflamma-

tions, Edition of 1883.
9. Robertson, Charles M. : Jour. Am. Med. Assn., Xov.

24, 1906, xlvii, pp. 1725-1731, Certain Facts Concerning
Faucial Tonsils.

10.

Massini, G. : X. Y. Med. Jour., Sept. 23, 1898.
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not but see the happy associations of this most

essential problem which the organism was com-

pelled to meet, and the evolution and resulting

functions of the tonsils.

Immediately after birth the individual is in-

fested with many different species of bacteria

(Miller^® has recognized more than thirty spe-

cies in the mouth of healthy individuals), to

which an immunity must be established
;

to many

of these species the immunity once established is

permanent and we know them then as non-path-

ogenic bacteria. From this the period of estab-

lished immunity lessens in time until they are

placed in another class, the pathogenic bacteria.

However, were it not for a process by which im-

munity can be established in the system before

bacteria entering the body have time to there

multiply and produce their poisons and in turn

be absorbed, the individual would probably suc-

sumb in most instances; or, in other words, if

the individual was compelled to await the multi-

plication of bacteria within the tractus intestin-

alis, and the subsequent toxemia and final immu-

nization, the latter would certainly be seldom es-

tablished. So the tonsil provides nicely for this

difficulty by producing immunity not associated

with a toxemia and the actual time required is so

very short that by the time the system is to labor

under the toxemia it is far along in the process

of immunization.

AXATOMICAL DESCRIPTION.

The tonsil may be described as consisting of

four structural elements,” the connective tissue

capsule with its trabeculae, the loose, finely reti-

culated connective tissue meshes filled with

lymph cells, the germinating lymph cells com-

posing the tonsillar follicles, and the crypts with

their stratified epithelium.

The peritonsillar glands” are mucous glands

situated in the immediate vicinity of the tonsil

and whose ducts empty into the crypts at their

depths. It is these glands which keep the crypts

filled with a material that serves as a most excel-

lent culture media for the different species which,

on landing within the nasal or buccal cavity, are

collected almost immediately into the crypts,^®

and there so managed that the proper substances

are distributed throughout the system and there

incite the elaboration of protective substances.

In other words, Ave may say that the crypts serve

as the culture tubes for the body, in AA'hich the

19. Miller: Quoted by Metnichnekoff.

11. Poirier, P., Cuneo. B., and Delmare, G. : The Lym-
phatics, translated into English by Cecil H. Leaf, 1904.

12. Piersol, George A. : Text-Book of Normal Histology,

Seventh Edition, 1903, p. 158.

15.

Wright, Jonathan : N. Y. Med. Jour., Feb. 16, 1907,

Jan. 6, 1906, Jan. 20, 1906.

vaccine of that particular species of bacteria is

manufactured, or, as Good” so appropriately

expresses it, “The battlefield in which the first

fight occurs between bacteria and the leucocytes.”

The position of the tonsil has contributed greatly

to the successful execution of this function. Were
it not for a very important function being en-

hanced by the position of the tonsil, it ivould

seem to be a serious mistake in nature to place

this most susceptible structure v'here it is to be

the subject of severe traumatism from so many
sources.

The tonsil is so located within the grasp of

the muscles, i. e., the muscles composing the pil-

lars and the superior constrictor^^ that it is me-

chanically thrust against each bolus of food as it

passes by en route to the stomach during deglu-

tition. Its location affords another important

factor. The cilia of the nares and accessory

nasal sinuses®® keep a constant flow' of the lymph

in udiich they exert their power toward the fossa

supratonsillaris where it finally accumulates.®®

It is marvelous, to say the least, when we con-

sider critically the phenomena which exist in the

tonsil, viz.

:

(a) Emigration of phagocytic leukocytes®® into

the buccal cavity giving rise to the so-called sal-

ivary corpuscles,®® Stohr's phenomena.

(b) Passing beneath the cryptal epithelium on

non-living matter.

(c) The current of lymph that constantly col-

lects within the crypts from the tonsillar surface

and sinks beneath the epithelium.

(d) The scrutiny with which the living matter

(bacterial) is selected from this lymph current

and retained within the crypts.

With these established observations in mind we
can readily see how a perfect equilibrium can

be maintained Avhereby a certain species of bac-

teria remains just long enough within the crypts

to elaborate sufficient vaccine Avhich, when trans-

ported by this lymph current throughout the sys-

tem,^ to establish immunity and subsequently

return enough bacteriotrophic substances, e. g.,

opsonins and phagocytes,®® to annihilate that spe-

cies of bacteria from the tonsil, and establish im-

munity in the system. Stohr’s phenomena serves

to avoid the harmful collection of non-living ma-

13. Good, Robert H. : Treatise on the Tonsil, Chicago Col-

lege Medicine and Surgery.
14. Nothnagel : System of Medicine, Volume on Tuber-

culosis. p. 123.
16. Trans, of the Congress of Am. Phys. and Surg.^ v. p.

12, 1900.
17. Goodale, J. L. : Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., civ, pp.

278-286, Systemic Infection Through the Tonsils.

18. B^own, Robert Curtice : Med. Rec., Ixxi, p. 341, Nov.
9. 1907.

20. Hollister, J. C. : Surgery, Gyn. & Obstet., December,
1906, Bier's Hyperemic Treatment and Vaccine Therapy.
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terial -within the tonsil. The phagocytes select

these particles of dust from the flowing lymph

and transport them into the oral cavity.

SUMIMARY.

1. Location of the tonsil explained. The most

suitable point for the certain collection of a spec-

imen of every species of bacteria entering and

lodging within the oro-nasal cavities.

2. Stohr’s phenomena explained. The removal

of dust from the tonsil, and destruction to some

extent of the bacteria within the crypts.

3. Miraculous selective ability of the cryptal

epithelium better understood. The bacteria of

the hunph current constantly sinking beneath sur-

face, carrying non-living matter, have an affinity

for the contents of the crypts, i. e., the secretion

furnished by the peritonsillar glands.

4. Eemoval of the tonsils in the adult being a

prophylactic step, rather than a detriment, the

essential function has been principally or wholly

completed.

5. Why so little distress is brought to bear on

the organisms, when it is subjected almost

synchronously to invasion by such great numbers

of bacteria. Immunity is established through the

action of the tonsils, devoid of the usual toxemia

associated with infection and its subsequent im-

munization.

6. The function which explains the reason for

the real existence of the tonsil.

These facts have been brought to my attention

through an effort to obtain a pathological report

on one hundred pairs of tonsils, removed by Dr.

Good in his clinics at the dispensaries of the Chi-

cago College of Medicine and Surgery.

Ileyworth Building.

PEACTICAL NOTES FEOM A GENEEAL
PEACTITIONEE OF MEDICINE.

George Eowland, M.D.

COVINGTON, IND.

It has been my observation, as a general prac-

titioner of medicine, that numerous people and

not a few physicians depend altogether too much

upon drugs and medicines alone in the manage-

ment and treatment of diseases. In such in-

stances medicines alone are expected to accom-

plish everything needful. The multiplicity of

new remedies, alleged to be curative for all the

diseases of man, and the avalanche of advertise-

ments fresh from the steam presses, crowded

upon the masses, has much to do with this state

of affairs. Patients will always take medicine

when they will not take advice, and the physician

knows or should know that it is the advice they

need and not the medicine. The physician whose

force of character makes his advice sought after

and followed is the one who accomplishes the

most good.

Likewise it has been my observation that there

has been and now is too much self-medication by

the people. And in the instances where medica-

tion is right and properly needed the wrong med-

icines are self-administered. Instances are very

numerous of late years of young unmarried men,

who, when afflicted and not having been accus-

tomed to consult a regular physician, consult

with their intimate companions, resulting in the

laying of the case before a druggist from whom
voluminous advice and expensive supplies are se-

cured, with the result of an aggravation of all

the difficulties and requiring much time to cor-

rect.

Long years ago it was my observation that in

the treatment and management of sick people

each individual patient had self-powers, more or

less, for recovery, which are known in modern

medical language as the opsonins. Such condi-

tion is a very important factor as an aid in the

patient's recovery. Not to disturb, not to di-

minish nor to in any way injure such power was

constantly uppermost in my mind. Numerous
times when a stomach needed to be emptied in

great haste one or two pints of the warm normal

salt solution promptly introduced into the stom-

ach were vastly superior to any emetic usually

found in medicine cases, thus saving the patient’s

self-powers and hastening recovery.

With the rapid and modern increase of our

knowledge of infection, contagion and inocula-

tion, these terms have a very much lessened value.

We have learned now that there is no sharp line

of distinction between infection, contagion and

inoculation, for in a single disease any one of

the three methods may be operative. As an in-

stance, in a disease like scarlet fever it may be

conveyed by milk and is, therefore, infection, by

direct contact or contagion, and by the injection

of some fluid, as that of saliva, or its falling upon

an abraded surface, and is, therefore, inoculation.

And, under our statute law, in the cases of infec-

tion and contagion the rules of quarantine should

be observed, but not so literally under the third

instance. I only mention this to show the impro-

priety of the indiscriminate use of the terms

infection, contagion and inoculation.

The rapid progress of civilization and of

Imman knowledge will soon bring the future

physician to the point where his chief duty will

be not to treat disease but to point out how it

may be prevented. The prize fights and football
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games, with their results, may continue in de-

fiance of the humane societies
;
the profligate, the

inebriate and the glutton may persist in spite of

the reformer, and through all the numerous

avenues of human activities the physician’s warn-

ing will continue to go unheard, but from all this

vexatious turmoil and confusion there will still

be heard the physician’s voice pleading preven-

tion. "Witness the cases of blood poison and lock-

jaw after each of our notorious and glorious cele-

brations of July 4.

The first observation of a damaged or fissured

nipple, soon after delivery, should put the medi-

cal attendant on his guard to prevent mammary
abscess. These troublesome things have very sel-

dom appeared of late years, and can always be

prevented by timely and proper attention. Such

abscesses are produced usually by septic infection

through erosions, fissures or through the external

orifices of the milk ducts and the accumulating

engorgement of stagnant milk. By enjoining

rest in bed, rest of the inflamed organ and not

allowing the child to suckle from it, administer-

ing saline cathartics, abstaining from fluids, feed-

ing oatmeal gruel, giving proper attention to the

nipple, and, last but not least, by the application

of numerous adhesive strips one and one-fourth

inch wide, firmly binding and compressing the

mammary gland to the extent of squeezing out

the blood, like water from a sponge, thus con-

tinuously preventing the breast becoming en-

gorged with blood, the condition may be con-

trolled. For many years it has been my custom

to apply these adhesive strips in such a manner

as to produce immediate and permanent relief.

Chloroform should never be administered to a

patient under any circumstances except by a

physician of experience. It is always a dangerous

remedy, and when given the effect should be

watched with extreme care. The patient should

receive it fasting. The room should be well aired,

quiet, with but few attendants, and no excite-

ment. The patient should be recumbent. The

pulse, the respiration and, in fact, the patient

as a whole should be carefully and continuously

watched. Xo rule can be given as to how much
chloroform should be administered. Xationality

of patients is an important factor. An Irish man
or woman will require five times as much chloro-

form as a German, a Portuguese, a Swede or a

full-blooded negro.

In gunshot wounds the wound of exit is always

very much larger than the wound of entrance,

and it is always important to secure copious

drainage in the direction the missile has passed.

This ’s important to prevent infection of adja-

cent tissues. For the first forty-eight hours the

more frequently the wound is properly dressed

the better the results that will obtain. This state-

ment will meet Avith objections from numerous

practitioners, but with an experience of nearly

forty years’ practice, Avith sAich numbers as usu-

ally fall to the lot of a general practitioner, I

have no reason to abandon the method.

The rapid application of cold and freezing

mixtures to produce insensibility for the purpose

of performing an operation should be condemned.

The reason for this is that after the tissues have

been frozen the cells fail to regain their former

functions Avhen the normal temperature is re-

stored, and the blood does not enter the involved

area, and hence a local death.

In the treatment of acute rheumatism the ad-

ministration of medicines is usually of less im-

portance than the correction of the habits and

customs of the patient. Advising the patient

Avhat he should not do AA'ould fill a large Amlume,

but the proper things he should do are simple,

feAv, plain and easily understood. A comfortable

bed, a room temperature of about 70 to 75 de-

grees F., a full hot bath, sufficient purge, every

affected joint Avrapped Avell Avith best commercial

cotton, an abundance of cold Avater and lemonade

Avithout sugar, any kind of light broth and crack-

ers, bread and milk and no other diet, a Dover
jAOAvder as required in a capsule to secure rest,

and that is about all. For a continuous medicine

a teaspoonful of colored SAveetened Avater every

tAA'o hours Avill come as near meeting all the re-

quirements as any or all the multiplicity of medi-

cines recommended for rheumatism. It must be

remembered that the true nature of what is al-

leged to be acute rheumatism is not knoAA’n.

There is no speedy method to carry these cases

of acute rheumatism on to an ultimate successful

recovery. Time is an important factor. Too
much medication and frequent doses are very an-

noying and burdensome to the patient, denying

him the opportunity to recoA^er.

In the management of convulsions of babies it

has been my observation that it is much easier to

treat the patient than to manage the excited pa-

rents, friends and a room full of attendants.

There is really no cause for alarm in infantile

convulsions. Proper attention Avill giA^e good re-

sults. Too much domestic interference is far

more injurious than othenvise. It is natural for

some babies to haA'e convulsions. I have told

mothers that they may look for convulsions in

their babies and not to be alarmed. There is a

taint in the general makeup of the babe and an
inherited predisposition transmitted. When the

proper environments are met an explosion of eon-
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vulsions ensues. To the laj’mau tlie scene ap-

pears frightful, but to the medical attendant it

is a physical objective symptom, full of numer-

ous valuable suggestions for its proper successful

treatment.

The early medical writers urgently recom-

mended that for the treatment of uterine hemor-

rhage it was always important to elevate the foot

of the bed from twenty to thirty inches. That
same suggestion is equally as useful in the man-
agement of acute diarrhea or acute dysentery.

Many years ago it was my custom to take advan-

tage of such position, especially in the treatment

of young children and babies. A few years ago

an Irish girl, aged 20 years, came under my
charge from another physician. Her previous

health was good in every respect. She was at-

tacked with acute dysentery. I was called in the

night, and so violent was the case that the sister

of the patient informed me that during the pre-

vious fifteen hours the patient had been assisted

upon the commode 150 times. She was being

rapidly reduced and in much distress. Imme-
diately the foot of the bed was raised thirty-six

inches. This was objected to strenuously for a

few hours, but the objection was disregarded, and
in the succeeding twenty-four hours the patient

was assisted upon the commode but three times.

Little or no medication was required. After a

proper time the bed was gradually lowered and
the patient went on to a successful recovery.

There is no question in my mind that the fre-

quent operations for the removal of the appendix

for the treatment of appendicitis are very often

uncalled for and should be condemned. I have

personal knowledge that an appendicitis opera-

tion had been urgently recommended and met by

a refusal on the part of the patient and friends,

and the jiatient went on to a good recovery. The
operation for apjiendieitis is not a dangerous one,

but there is too much of a widespread tendency

for early operations, and the patient’s recovery is

attributed to the removal of the appendix,

whereas the patient might have recovered with-

out an operation.

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US

The Journal op the Indiana St.vte Medi-

cal Association is the latest addition to the

list of state publications. It is a credit to the

organization, and the editor. Dr. A. E. Bulson,

Jr., of Fort Wayne, is to be congratulated upon

the splendid appearance and table of contents

of the first issue.

—

The Journal of the Michigan

State Medical Society.

The latest recruit in the ranks of medical

journals jDublished by and for the medical profes-

sion is The Journal op the Indiana State
Medical Association, the first number being

that for January, 1908. To say that it is a fine

tribute to the Association which it represents is

merely to give no more than due credit to the

able editor. Dr. Albert E. Bulson, Jr., Fort

Wayne, who for many years edited the Fort
Wayne Medical Journal-Magazine with credit to

himself and his publication. But Dr. Bulson,

with rather unusual broadmindedness, has recog-

nized that the proprietary journal can not serve

the best interests of the medical profession so

well as the publication of and for the organiza-

tion representing the whole of the profession,

and he has, therefore, discontinued the Fort
Wayne Medical Journal-Magazine, or, rather,

merged it with The Journal op the Indiana
State Medical Association. That this newest
of state journals will be welcomed by the physi-

cians of Indiana, we have no doubt; that it will

greatly aid in perfecting and maintaining the

organization of the medical profession in that

state is a foregone conclusion; that it will keep

the place in the first rank of medical journals to

which it is entitled by this initial number, may
be safely believed. And not the least pleasant

thing to note in regard to the newly-born journal

is the statement that it will advertise no prepa-

rations other than those of the Pharmacopeia,

the Xational Formulary, or such as have been

approved by the Council on Pharmacy and Chem-
istry of the American Medical Association. Some
state journals—notably Xew York—still main-

tain that they will not accept the ruling of the

Council alone, but will be guided by individual

judgment. “Individual judgment” is not worth

a rap when one is dealing with a bunch of liars,

and of all liars the nostrum man is king. He
can tell more lies, of more kinds, in more ways,

with more semblance of truth, in a more san-

guine and ajiparently truthful way, with more
persistency, more deliberately and with greater

profit—to himself—than any cuss that has yet

been discovered. It takes time, jiatience and

much money to disclose these lies, and all these

things are being spent by the Council—but not

by any state medical organization or its publica-

tion. As a natural result, we find that the pro-

fession in the great state of Xew York is having

foisted upon it, through the pages in its own
journal, some nostrums for the presence of which

the physicians of Indiana will not have to blush

with shame.

—

California State Journal of Medi-

cine.
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EDITORIALS

A PLEA FOE THE ASSISITVA'CE OF THE
COUNTY SOCIETY SECRETAEAT

Before the publication of the initial number

of The Jourxai, we wrote to every county so-

ciet}’ secretary whose address we could obtain

and made a courteous request for cooperation in

making The Journal successful as an organ of

the whole profession of the state. We requested

every secretary to furnish us his correct name

and address, the frequency and time of meetings

of his respective society, complete reports of every

meeting, and as many news notes and personals

concerning the profession in his locality as pos-

sible to secure. AVe fully exjdained that it was

our intention and desire to make The Journal

of particular interest to every physician in each

county in the state, but that our efforts in this

direction would not meet with the best success

unless we could have the cordial and willing as-

sistance of the county secretaries to whom we are

rightfully entitled to appeal for cooperation.

We are pleased to acknowledge tlie fact that

many of the secretaries promptly complied witli

our request, and are now our most valued assist-

ants by continuing the work begun. Other secre-

taries have been repeatedly urged to give us their

cooperation before we could stimulate them to

action, while some secretaries have absolutely

failed to make any response of any kind whatso-

ever. Our County Society Directory contains

some blanks as a result of this apparent indiffer-

ence or negligence.

Three questions have been asked every county

society secretary, and in some instances the ques-

tions have been asked a number of times, the in-

formation being desired for our directory. The

questions were: 1. Give your correct name and

postoffice address. 2. How often does your so-

ciety meet? 3. What day does your society

meet? Some of the secretaries answered all of

the questions promptly
;
some answered the ques-

tions incompletely and seemed provoked because

we requested more complete information; some

wrote in answer to repeated letters that they had

answered the questions once and did not know

why they should do so again, while a fe,w entirely

ignored the repeated requests. One secretary

wrote us a long letter to the effect that he had

no time to furnish such information as we re-

quested, and we reminded him that with the

same expense of time and effort that he put on

his letter to us he could have furnished us with

the information desired and a report of several

meetings of his county society.

Now, the truth of it is, we are asking for that

which it should be a pleasure for any county

secretary to furnish and for which we should not

have to beg. No secretary is so busy that he can

not give us the little we ask. And this reminds

us that it is always the busiest men who have

time to do things and are always accomplishing

something which not only makes for themselves

but for others as well. We each owe something

to others as well as ourselves, and in the practice

of medicine if we pursue a narrow, selfish course

we will never make any advances.

The Journal has been started with a view to

broadening and increasing the number of bene-

fits which the Indiana State Medical Association

affords its members. 'The Journal demands an

enormous amount of work on the part of the

editors, far more perhaps than the average reader

imagines, and this work is carried on most of the

time when rest from the duties of regular labor

would seem indicated. But The Journal work

is carried on cheerfully and uncomplainingly in

the hope that it is of some real service and value

to the medical profession of Indiana, and as such

will be appreciated. To be of most service The
.Journal must be the organ of all the physicians,

and as such we must report the proceedings of

the various county societies and information of

interest regarding the members of those socie-

ties. How essential it is, then, to have the as-

sistance of the county secretaries in procuring

this information, and in the interest of the pro-

fession how willing the secretaries ought to be

to furnish the information. And how it lightens

our burdens and how it helps us to make The
.Journal better.

A\'e want to make this a personal appeal to the

secretaries for the cooperation which we have

. solicited. AVe have our faults and they are many,

and we may fail to properly indicate our appre-

ciation of assistance, but our shortcomings in

this direction, often due to exactions upon our

time by the burdens which fall upon our shoul-

ders, should not be considered as an evidence of

lack of appreciation of assistance. On the other

hand, even our failure to give proper credit

should in no way influence any person in not

giving what he can to the cause of the medical

profession as a whole.
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THE IXSUIEVXCE EXAMINATION FEE.

Following the roiiort of the Committee on In-

surance of the American Medical Association and

the recommendation that the county and state

societies take such action as is deemed wise and

proper to secure for medical men five dollars as

a minimum fee for medical examinations for life

insurance, the medical men in several states, as

a result of imited effort, have succeeded in secur-

ing favorable action from a large number of

insurance companies iipon the request for a flat

five-dollar rate. Of the three large New York
companies which had reduced the fee to three

dollars—the New York Life, the Mutual Life,

and the Equitable Life—only the New York Life

still continues the three-dollar fee, the others

having restored the ffve-dollar rate.

Some of the best managed, and therefore the

safest, companies have always paid the five-

dollar rate in the warranted belief that a trust-

worthy medical examination for life insurance

is worth five dollars, and that with the payment
of such a fee it is possible to regularly secure

men of ability and experience to act in the capac-

ity of medical examiners. Some of the newer

and smaller companies belong to this list, but

there are many companies who, from false ideas

of economy, continue to pay less than five dollars

for their examinations.

Among those companies paying the five-dollar

rate for life insurance examinations are the fol-

lowing :

American National Life, Galveston, Texas.

Boston Mutual Life, Boston.

Citizens’ Life, Louisville, Ky.

Commonwealth Life, Louisville, Ky.

Capital Life, Denver, Colo.

Colorado National Life, Denver, Colo.

Connecticut Mutual Life, Hartford, Conn.

Equitable Life of New A'ork.

Etna Life Ins. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Fort Worth Life, Fort Worth, Texas.

Guarantee Life, Houston, Texas.

Manhattan Life, New A^ork.

Massachusetts Mutual, Springfield, Mass.

Mutual Benefit Life, Newark, N. J.

Mutual Life of New A'ork.

National Life, Montpelier, Vt.

New England Mutual Life, Boston.

Northwestern Mutual Life, Milwaukee.

Pacific Mutual Life, Los Angeles.

Pacific Mutual Life, San Francisco.

Provident Life & Trust Co., Philadelphia.

Penn Mutual Life, Philadelphia, Pa.

Peliance Life, Pittsburg.

Southwestern Life, Dallas, Texas.

State Mutual Life, Pome, Ga.

Southern States Life, Atlanta, Ga.

It will be observed that not one of the Indi-

ana companies is included in the above list, and

yet there is no logical reason why they should

not pay the five-dollar rate. If the Indiana med-

ical men will take such a stand as has been taken

by the doctors of Texas, Kentucky and some

other states, the Indiana coni2)anies will very

soon see the necessity, if not the justice, of pay-

ing the five-dollar rate, which is a respectable

as well as a just fee for the services required.

As long as the medical men of Indiana remain

ununited and inactive in the consideration of

this question, just that long will the insurance

companies of Indiana continue to impose upon
us. What has already been accomplished in se-

curing a restoration of the five-dollar rate by

such strong companies as the Equitable and
IMutual of New A'ork has come through the

united action of medical men in other states.

We have not contributed to the movement. But
we should not Avait for medical men of other

states to accomplish for us all that can be accom-

plished in the Avay of securing proper recogni-

tion from the Indiana insurance companies, but

let us at once put forth an effort to secure our

just dues.

To bring about the desired results in this life

insurance examination question, it is only neces-

sary for the members of the various county so-

cieties in the state to individually and collectively

refuse to make any complete life insurance ex-

aminations for less than five dollars and then

religiously stick to the decision. United action

on the part of even a majority of the county

societies of the state Avould place all of the life

insurance companies paying less than the five-

dollar rate in a decidedly uncomfortable and
dangerous position in Indiana. The cause is a

just one and entitled to the consideration and
action Avhich avc recommend.

THE GPEAT M'HITE PLAGUE.

In the light of our present knoAvlcdge of tuber-

culosis and the necessity for prompt I’ecognition

of the disease in order to accomplish results for

the patient as Avell as protect those Avith Avhom

the patient comes in contact, it Avould seem un-

necessary to call the attention of the medical

profession to the knoAAUi means of promptly and
certainly diagnosing this dread destroyer. But
as a matter of fact there are medical men in

every community Avho are constantly failing to

recognize tuberculosis until it has reached that
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advanced stage where the best results for the

patient have been reduced to the minimum.

Cases of advanced pulmonary consumption are

very frequently diagnosed by supposedly good

physicians as ^h-hronic stomach disease,” “liver

trouble,” “chronic la grippe,” “chronic bronchi-

tis,” etc., until the disease progresses to the point

where even a layman can make the diagnosis and

it is too late to accomplish such benefit for the

patient as would have been possible had correct

diagnosis and appropriate attention Ijeen adopted

earlier in the history of the disease. Some physi-

cians never make a diagnosis of pulmonary con-

sumption until the afternoon fever, with flushed

face, the steady loss of weight, the night sweats,

and the prolonged cough with its attendant ex-

pectoration of purulent material, conclusively

points to the nature of the disease. Other physi-

cians wait until tubercle bacilli are found in the

sputum before making a diagnosis of the disease,

apparently forgetting that when tubercle bacilli

are found in the sputum the disease is already

well advanced.

^^"e owe it to ourselves as well as our patients

to make an early diagnosis, and the earlier we

detect the disease the better the chances of secur-

ing good results from appropriate treatment.

There is now no excuse for neglect on the part

of the physician to have the sputum of any pa-

tient examined bacteriologically. If he is not

competent to do this work, the sputum should be

sent to some one who can do it, and our State

Board of Health now has a laboratory where such

examinations are made and without expense. The
existence of tubercle bacilli in the sputum is an

infallible indication of the existence of tobercu-

losis. The presence of elastic fibers in the spu-

tum denotes destruction of lung tissue, and in a

large proportion of cases this also indicates the

existence of tuberculosis.

But of particular importance is the method of

diagnosing the disease before tubercle bacilli are

detected in the sputum, and here we refer to the

injections of Koch’s tuberculin for diagnostic

purposes and the more recently used ophthalmo-

tuberculin reaction.

The method of employment of these tests is so

fully given in late text-books and current medi-

cal literature that it is unnecessary to enter into

description in detail. Suffice it to say that by the

injection method the j^atient is given a dose of

one milligram after a careful two days’ record of

temperature, taken every two hours, has been

made. If no reaction occurs a larger dose of

two or three milligrams is given. Eeaction oc-

curs from ten to fourteen hours later, the tem-

perature often reaching 1U3 or 104 degrees. The
reaction is considered significant, but with the

view of eliminating a possible coincident rise of

temperature from other causes it is advisable to

repeat the test two or three weeks later, when if

a similar reaction is secured the diagnosis of

tuberculosis may be considei’cd fairly .conclusive.

The ophthalmo-tuberculin reaction, which has

come into prominence during the last few

months, depends upon a local rather than a sys-

temic reaction for its value as a diagnostic aid.

A one-half or 1 per cent, aqueous solution of

dried Koch’s tuberculin is employed, and one or

two drops of the solution, freshly prepared, are

instilled in one of the patient’s eyes. A local

reaction, consisting of the development of a con-

junctivitis with stringy secretion, occurring

from three to twelve hours later, may be consid-

ered fairly positive as to the presence of tuber-

culous infection in the system of the patient.

While there may be some inaccuracies in the

results secured from one or both of these tests,

they are so generally recognized as being dis-

tinctly of value as diagnostic aids in a very large

proportion of cases that it is unwise for us to

ignore their value, and we should employ them

in those suspected cases in which positive diag-

nosis can not be arrived at by any other means.

In no other way is it possible for us to do justice

to our patients or to ourselves.

IXYESTMEATS FOB THE MEDICAL
MAN.

“Get rich quick” schemes seem to have a

peciiliar fascination for the average medical man,

if we can believe the stories of our friends who

have siistained losses and the reports from pro-

moters who in confidence confess that the most

readily secured patron is the doctor. And the

worst part of it is, the greater the swindle the

more likely the doctor is to invest, providing a

smooth-talking promoter gets hold of him.

Worthless mines, stocks, bonds, oil wells, pat-

ents and numerous other things have been the

means of inducing the doctor to part Avith his

hard-earned money. The doctor has also been a

ready patron of numerous companies, without

tangible assets, organized purely with a view to

produce profit for the promoters and in which

the innocent doctor has invested on the supposi-

tion that he was being let in “on the ground

floor.” These fraudulent companies are usually

not satisfied with the returns from the sale of

their worthless stock, but manage to secure, on

one pretext or another, numerous assessments or
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advances which still further bleeds the stock-

holding victims. If, perchance, the doctor hap-

pens to get into a company that really develops

into a profitable concern, the chances are ten to

one that the large stockholders or promoters will

succeed in some way in securing his interest

without affording him an opportunity of secur-

ing profit, and perhaps not even permitting him
to get off without loss.

If the doctor desires to invest his surplus in-

come in a way that promises to make the invest-

ment safe as well as profitable, he can do no bet-

ter than buy productive real estate in his owm
community. In this connection we shall quote

the views of three prominent men

:

“Every person who invests in well-selected real

estate in a growing section of a prosperous com-

munity adopts the surest and safest method of

becoming independent, for real estate is the basis

of all wealth.”—President Eoosevelt.

“Eeal estate is the best investment for small

savings. More money is made from the rise in

real estate values than all other causes com-

bined. To speculate in stocks is risky, and even

dangerous, but when you buy real estate you are

buying an inheritance.”-—William Jennings

Bryan.

“No investment on earth is so safe, so sure, so

certain to enrich its owner as undeveloped realty.

I always advise my friends to place their savings

in realty near some growing city. There is no

such savings bank anywhere.”—Ex-President

Cleveland.

THE CEAXTIXG OF PATENTS TO
PHYSICIANS.

“Yliy should not a physician enjoy by right

of patent the fruits of his genius as well as any-

one else?” This was the trite question recently

propounded to us by a physician.

The answer to the question depends entirely

upon the purpose a man has in the practice of

medicine. If financial gain is his goal, then

naturally he can see no wrong in an attempt at

controlling the output of something intended

for the benefit of the human race. If, on the

other hand, he has entered the practice of his

profession in the true spirit of the Hippocratic

oath he has taken, he would no more think of

asking of a fellow-practitioner a royalty on a

mechanical idea put into working form than he

would refuse to divulge without remuneration a

peculiarly efficacious drug or combination of

drugs in a given set of symptoms or disease.

Imagine for the moment Koch demanding of the

scientific world a bounty for his discovery of the

tubercle bacillus. Lister for his original work in

asepsis and antisepsis, and Jenner for his discov-

ery of vaccination. A right-minded worker in

any vocation will receive his reward in one form
or another just as Jenner did in his award of

£10,000 from Parliament. If the compensation

be not monetary, then the knowledge alone of

having done mankind in general a service, or

having made the world better for his existence,

is a reward, the measure of which can not be

taken.

That money is not only a comfort but a neces-

sity of life there is no disputing, and the physi-

cian owes it to himself and to his family to be

fairly paid for his services and skill, but that he
should so debase his calling into a trade as to

demand a special monetary reward for a scien-

tific achievement, mechanical or otherwise, is cer-

tainly not in keeping with the highest ideals of

our profession.

A SEQUEL TO THE DIVISION OF FEES.

Eecently there has come to our notice one of

the sequels of the baneful infiuences exerted

upon the lay mind by the pernicious practice of

division of fees in surgical cases.

Living in a small town, within the confines of

which an unscrupulous doctor bartered in

“drummed up” operative cases, a woman under-

went repeated acute attacks from a chronic, re-

curring appendicitis and pelvic inflammation.

Naturally enougli, relief by surgical intervention

was not accejfied, because of the impression that

she was merely another one of the victims in-

tended for mulct. Subsequently she suffered

with similar recrudescenees in two different cities,

and finally in her suffering accepted operation as

a dernier ressort. As might be surmised, shi

succumbed, leaving four motherless children, be-

sides a husband, who doubtless blames the opera-

tion for the loss of liis wife, whereas, in reality,

a timely interval operation would, in all prob-

ability, not only have cured the patient, but pre-

vented much needless suffering for her.

Just how long a physician believes he can pur-

sue the nefarious practice of trafficking in the

misfortunes of others without coming into his

own at the hands of his clientele is a matter of

little concern as compared to the greater harm he

is capable of bringing upon the profession and
public at large in his vicinity. The time has

come when the “commission man in medicine”

no longer merits the protection of honest prac-

titioners of medicine, and the quickest and surest

way of remedying the evil is by publicity. Abuses

in our profession, so flagrant as this has come to
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be, should no more be exempt from public scru-

tiny than the recently exposed wrongs in the

financial world. Indeed, if we mistake not, even

greater protection from such evils should be ac-

corded the public because vital interests and not

property rights are at stake. Once let the light

shine in and the public Avill do the rest.

CHLOEOFOEM VS. ETHEE AXESTHESIA.

It would seem that the superiority of ether

over chloroform as a general anesthetic for rou-

tine work had, in point of safety, been estab-

lished beyond all doubt or cavil, and yet there are

those who continue to jeopardize their patients’

lives three times as much with chloroform as

would be done by the use of ether.

As is well known, the mortality from chloro-

form anesthesia has been variously estimated at

from one in two thousand to one in five thousand,

while that of ether has been found to be one in

twelve thousand to one in twenty thousand. And
not only has the ancient conception of kidney

irritation by ether been overthrown, but it has

been definitely proven that chloroform has not

only just as marked an effect on the kidneys, but

a more prolonged one. Furthermore, the ob-

servations of Bevan, Favill, and others establish

beyond a question of doubt that the condition of

acid intoxication or hepatic insufficiency, so

much more common after chloroform than after

ether, bids fair to become no negligible quantity.

The only possible time when a choice might

legitimately be made in favor of chloroform

would be in intracranial work where the question

of vascular tension might be of importance.

In view of these facts, can the surgeon who
continues to demand chloroform anesthesia feel

anything less than a sense of guilt for a chloro-

form fatality when he has at hand an equally,

if not more, efficacious agent with a knoum mor-
tality of only one-third that of chloroform ?

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS

GASTEO-IXTESTIXAL DISEASES.

The systematic review of current medical lit-

erature tends very naturally to make one believe

that this is an age in which gastro-intestinal dis-

eases stand prominently in the foremost place of

subjects which interest the progressive physician

and surgeon. The advances of chemistry have

converted much, that was purely theoretical and

based upon hypothesis a few decades ago. into al-

iiiost absolute knowledge. Investigators, in their

study of metabolism, have made clear much that

was formerly obscure. A better knowledge of

chemistry, physiolog}' and pathology, and their

intimate connection in the investigation of dis-

eases of the gastro-intestinal tract, has been of

invaluable assistance to the physician and sur-

geon in their efforts to afford relief to suffering

humanity. In addition, abdominal surgery has

aided much in the endeavor to place the diagnosis

and treatment of these diseases upon a firm and

solid foundation. As a result of the painstaking

efforts of scientific investigators, both physicians

and surgeons, quite a surgical literature is to-day

conspicuous. That much has already been ac-

complished can not be questioned; that greater

advances may be expected is the candid opinion

of every member of our profession.

Xotwithstanding the fact that marked ad-

vances have been made; notwithstanding the

fact that careful macroscopic, microscopic, bac-

teriologic, chemical and surgical investigations

have made clear many problems; there still re-

main many indefinite and unsettled questions

which can only be solved by a combined effort on

the part of both the physician and the surgeon.

In other words, not only the solution of unsettled

(piestions, but that the rank and file of the pro-

fession may understand and fully appreciate those

problems which have been solved and made clear,

demands the earnest and hearty co-operation of

every physician and surgeon. Until such a co-

operation is accomplished I am satisfied that the

general profession will occupy the same position

toward many gastro-intestinal diseases that it did

ten years ago.

While the majority of us believe that some dis-

eases are purely medical, and that others are

purely surgical, in character, we as a profession

must recognize the fact that not a few gastro-

intestinal diseases occupy a borderland position.

This fact alone, it seems to me, is sufficient to

justify the assertion that ideal work in the diag-

nosis and treatment of such diseases must of

necessity demand the co-operation of both physi-

cian and surgeon.

iMany ve.xed questions, pertaining to diagnosis

and especially treatment, very naturally arise and

call forth a difference of opinion between the

physician and the surgeon. According to Ochs-

ner, neither is likely to be able alone to form a

just opinion, because each naturally sees prin-

cipally the failures and not the successes of the

other. In order that these differences may be

eliminated as speedily as possible, it is essential,

on the one hand, that the surgeon does not ignore

the good work already accomplished by the physi-
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cian, and, on tlie otlier hand, it seems most im-

portant that tlie physician should make a regular

practice of witnessing surgical operations. Both

physician and surgeon must w'ork hand in hand

to discover the etiology of a disease, to make its

diagnosis and prognosis certain, and to formulate

correct therapeutic indications for the same.

I\Iany of the results in the realm of gastro-intes-

tinal diseases we owe to the physician, and many
we owe to the surgeon who actually makes autop-

sies in vivo. However, in spite of the numerous

researches and statistics from both sides, they

have not completely elucidated many most vital

questions.

Unfortunately, at the present day, in the treat-

ment of gastro-intestinal diseases, we must recog-

nize two extremes, namely, the surgeon who not

only fails to recognize a disease as being purely

medical in character, but is eager to resort to

surgical interference; and, on the other hand,

the physician who not only refuses to recognize

the value of surgery in certain diseases, and in

case he does, fails to refer his patients to the sur-

geon at an opportune time. Such extremes do

not indicate a harmonious working together of

the profession; they do not indicate a working

of the physician and surgeon, hand in hand,

with the idea of formulating correct therapeutic

indications. Granting that there is much room

for improvement on the part of both, it can not

be denied that, at the present time, the surgeon’s

word regarding many gastro-intestinal diseases

carries the v'eight of authority, and already al-

most identifies an early operation with a radical

cure. However, he may any day be surprised by

discoveries of progressive physicians which will

cause certain operative procedures to meet the

same fate as did tracheotomy in true diphtheria.

While we are awaiting the arrival of this for-

tunate epoch, the profession as' a whole, in justice

to both the physician and the surgeon, must limit

itself in any given case to protecting the patient

from the two extremes—eagerness to operate, and

failure to recognize the right time for operation.

There are probably no pages in the history of

surgery that are so encumbered with descriptions

of useless methods as those dealing with surgical

interference in gastro-intestinal diseases. Vari-

ous and numerous have been the methods of tech-

nic which have been advocated, and to-day it is

an easy task to find an author who is willing to

advocate something new. The ever constant and

laudable striving after perfection by investigators

is to be commended. The steps upon the road to

success have been infinite in number, and yet

they have not all been steps in a forward direc-

tion. Even to-day the subject is not free from

Ihe incursions of the eager surgeon, enthusiastic

as to the claims of his newest methods, despite

the fact that such methods are unnecessary. No
one will deny the fact that it will be a very diffi-

cult task for a surgeon to advocate any one

method which will receive universal acceptance.

However, when such a method has been estab-

lished “it will undoubtedly combine in the high-

est degree two essentials—simplicity and safety.”

The same is true of the countless pages in the

liistory of medicine that are so laden with useless

descriptive methods pertaining to the diagnosis

and treatment of gasti’o-intestinal diseases. As

with the surgeon, the steps of the physician have

not all been in a forward direction. Notwith-

standing the great number of ingenious and com-

])licated chemical methods which have been de-

vised, the daily toiler in this field of work en-

deavors to make his diagnosis by the use of meth-

ods which are extremely simple. Success does not

always follow his earnest efforts, and he is

ofttimes unjustly criticized on account of his in-

ability to make an early diagnosis of a disease,

in which properly directed and early surgical

interference would in all probability be followed

by most brilliant results. On the other hand, we

ofttimes hear unjust criticism of the surgeon for

his early exploratory laparotomy in a case where

the physician finds his methods insufficient for

the making of a positive diagnosis. However, it

is a well-known fact that where the physician

shows a deficiency in his work, a careful perusal

of medical literature will show a surgeon keeping

pace with him.

In general, quoting Dr. George W. McCaskey’s

words, it may be said that every case of progres-

sive and intractable stomach disease, especially if

developing in an otherwise healthy patient, should

not be allowed to continue for more than four

or five weeks without an accurate diagnosis being

made by a competent physician. If the patient

does not improve with favorable environment and

proper local and general treatment, but instead

grows progressively worse, there comes a time

when an exploratory laparotomy should be ad-

vised for the twofold purpose of determining the

presence or absence of a neoplasm and its remo-

val if present. The same will apply to all dis-

eases of the gastro-intestinal tract. If such a rule

were followed by every physician, the skilful and

competent surgeon would be enabled to obtain

results that can never be obtained in any other

way.

While it is the duty of every physician to im-

prove his methods of investigation in order that
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he may do liis work well; while it is his duty to

assist tlie surgeon in securing better results, and
while he deserves censure for failing to perform
this duty, yet, on the other hand, the primary
essential of the surgeon is that he be a competent
man. He must take a broad and comprehensive
view of the subject. He should show a tendency
to be conservative and not too radical. His early

experience and training should be of such a char-

acter as will enable him to choose wisely between
the operative and non-operative. A four, eight

or twelve weeks’ postgraduate course will not, and
does not, make him a competent surgeon.

The late Mr. Greig Smith fixed the surgeon’s

standard of attainments for abdominal surgerv

in these words : “To be prepared, at the appear-
ance of any complication, to apply the best known
surgical technics; to do what is wanted, and no
more than is wanted

;
to have the manner and

method of each procedure mentally laid down in

clear and definite lines, and to perform the oper-

ation in a steady, straight-forward, workman-
like manner, through the endless complications

that may arise, is no trifling call on the capabili-

ties of a human beiPg. Much of it may be
learned by intelligent practice at the expense of

the patient; much ma}' be learned by careful

study and practice on the dead body, but most of
all will the young surgeon derive information
from close and personal attendance at the opera-

tions of our great masters.”

Gastro-intestinal surgery is no longer a field for

legitimate and versatile experiment. Certain
fixed and useful laws and customs have been laid

down by the dearly bought experience of great
men. The surgeon in this field of work ought
to begin fully equipped with such knowledge as

has been gathered for him. Good work must
necessarily imply the hearty co-operation of good,
honest and competent physicians and surgeons.

Both are essential; both must work hand in

hand, as neither physician nor surgeon can ever
hope to attain brilliant results in this work alone

and unaided. Alois B. Graham, M.D.

illoughby Bldg. Indianapolis.

EYE-STEAIX AXD WHO SHOULD
TBEAT IT.

A PLAIX TALK TO THE GEXERAL RRACTITIOXER.

Every specialist should know something of

general medicine, and every general practitioner

should know something of the different special-

ties. It is a lamentalfie fact that the ophthalmol-

ogist finds it very difficult to induce physicians to

read his papers or give him a hearing. This

comes partly from the notion that the eye is too

nn’sterious and obscure for the average man to

expect to know much regarding it. Then, too,

ophthalmology has been a special field so long

that it seems more divorced from general medi-

cine than any of the other specialties.

Whenever any field is ignored by the regular

it offers a good opening for the irregular and the

quack. We see this in the prosperity of the os-

teopath, due to neglect to teach massage in our

medical schools, and the prominence of the Chris-

tian Scientist, due to the indifference of physi-

cians to the great power of the mind over the

body. And now, for similar reasons, we see

mechanics, merchants and peddlers encroaching

upon the field of ophthalmology, due to the fail-

ure of the general physician to recognize the

vital importance which eye-strain bears to eye

disease and the necessity of having it corrected

by medical men.

Let us consider together, then, doctors, a few

of the important points about eye-strain—some-

thing you can not afford to ignore, for many of

you are yourselves sufferers personally from this

affliction and you have many patients who will

go unrelieved unless you give this subject due at-

tention. Seek not to brush it away with any re-

marks about exaggeration—that is not logical.

Because some claim too much for this factor as

a cause of suffering is no reason for declaring

that it is not a factor, nor for ignoring its im-

portance.

The first man to draw the attention of the pro-

fession to this matter, in any prominent way at

least, was not an eye specialist but a neurologist.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia. It is true

that we have to-day some oculists, like Gould, for

instance, who go to an extreme in attributing so

many ills to eye-strain, but many oculists, and
the majority of the profession, unfortunately, go

to the other extreme, almost ignoring the subject

altogether—far worse for the poor sufferers as

well as for the profession. The truth as usual

lies between the extremes. E}’e-strain does not

cause all the ills of life, and its remedy, glasses,

should not be regarded as a panacea. But there

are many symptoms due to eye-strain, and they

will not yield to any treatment but the proper ad-

justment of glasses. This is a common, every-

day experience with the oculist, and is becoming

.so well known to the intelligent laity that they

seek the relief experienced by their friends or

suggested to their own good sense when they note

the aggravation of their symptoms on using their

eyes constantly, and the relief after giving them
rest.

Eye-strain causes two kinds of symptoms; the
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first are localized—congestion and inflammation

of the eyelids, styes, chalazia, and in extreme

cases possibly inflammations within the eyeball

itself. The other kind of symptoms is of a reflex

or nervous character. The muscles of accommo-

dation and fixation of the eyes are constantly at

work, or practically so, when we are awake, the

hardest work being done, of course, when used at

close range and upon fine objects. Normal eyes

do this work usually without trouble. The hyper-

opic or short eyeball requires excessive action of

the focusing muscle to make clear pictures on the

retina, and the astigmatic eye requires unequal

action in different meridians while the fixing

muscles, if not properly balanced, are kept paral-

lel only by constant effort. This excessive and

unusual work, continual “nagging” in many
cases, gives rise to nervous symptoms, most fre-

quently frontal headache, sometimes occipital or

temporal pain, occasionally nervous indigestion,

dizziness, nausea, extreme nervousness and in-

somnia. A long continuance of such symptoms

may seriously affect the general health. It is no

uncommon thing to hear parents say that their

children are in much better health since they

began to wear glasses, and the explanation is

easy, if they are relieved of headache, insomnia

or nervous indigestion.

All thoughtful readers of this article will prob-

ably concede the truth and reasonableness of the

above position. But what shall we say of those

who claim that serious nervous diseases, even

epilepsy and insanity, may be due to eye-strain?

One is almost tempted to question the sanity of

those making such extravagant claims. Eye-

strain might aggravate such affections but surely

could not cause them. iMigraine probably has

many causes, an inherited predisposition being a

frequent factor, with indigestion, worry, over-

work, eyestrain, female troul)les and other factors

as the exciting causes.

Now for the practical part. These symptoms
of eye-strain show disturbance of function if not

organic disease of an important part of the

human anatomy. Their relief belongs to the do-

main of our profession. In other words, the pre-

scribing of glasses for eye-strain is practicing

medicine. Unfortunately our medical law orig-

inally exempted non-itinerant opticians, from
fear that their opposition would defeat the bill.

The last legislature did worse, creating a board

of optometry to license opticians for this part of

the practice of medicine.

As every physician resents the prescribing of

medicine by the druggist, so every oculist has

equal reason to object to the prescribing of glasses

by opticians, jewelers or peddlers, who are me-

chanics and merchants with no training to pre-

pare them to do the important work of prescrib-

ing for eye-strain. Some people regard this work

as simply mechanical. They forget that the eye

is a complex, vital organ, that the non-medical

man frequently puts glasses on eyes that need

treatment for disease, and that he has no right

to use cycloplegics to paralyze the accommoda-

tion, the only thorough way to determine the re-

fraction in a large proportion of cases; for the

use of these substances would l)e ]tracticing medi-

cine and would be dangerous in his hands. In-

numerable instances cotdd be given of the awful

mistakes of opticians in putting glasses on people

suffering from intra-ocular tumors, glaucoma,

cataract, chorioiditis and other affections, and

prescribing concave lenses for eyes requiring the

opposite, glasses greatly aiding to suffering in-

stead of relieving it.

Let the profession, then, unite and say that

the optometry law shall be repealed and that the

medical law sliall be so amended as to make the

prescribing of lenses for eye-strain, in law what

it is in fact, the practice of medicine. Meanwhile

let no doctor so stultif}’ himself as to refer his

cases of eye-strain to the optician or any other

quack. F. C. Heath, M.D.

Newton Claypool Bldg. Indianapolis.

THE ETIOLOGY OF MOTION SICKNESS.

In a review of the literature of sea-sickness or

motion-sickness, as it is more properly called, one

is at once impressed with the great variety and

divergence of tlie theories that have been offered

relative to its causation, and at once begins to

question wliether or no any one of these theories

is in any degree correct. I have Ijeen forced to the

conclusion tliat there are but few facts to be of-

fered in suppoi't of some of these theories. That

an interrupted descent of the liver, being the

heaviest viscus, should serve as an etiological

factor, as some have supposed, is not at all prob-

able, since so many of the natural movements of

the body involve this same principle without the

resultant sickness. Neither does the disturbed

pressure of fluid in the semicircular canals i^re-

sent a theory without fault, though I believe this

to be a little nearer the truth than the former.

Motion sickness sometimes results from purely

visual disturbances which in no manner could

change the pressure direction of the fluid in these

canals. Neither can it be said that motion sick-

ness is caused alone by either visual or auditory
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disturbances, for botli tlie blind and the deaf are

susceptible.

Since tlie principal factor in the cause of mo-

tion sickness is motion in some form or other,

and since the most pronounced symptoms are

vomiting and unsteadiness of gait, no etiological

theory is worthy of consideration that does not

bear a direct relation to motion and to the center

for vomiting situated in the fourth ventricle.

The exact quality of motion concerned in this

peculiar affection seems to be somewhat evasive.

It has been asserted that the necessary factor is

a regularity of undulation, but the theory is at

once untenable when we recall that there is

scarcely a more certain method of inducing mo-
tion sickness than the circle swing which is often

quite free from this particular form of motion.

Xeither is there any rhythm or regularity in the

motion of a steam or electric car, in which we
not infrequently find a eause. In ship, on board

which we have the most pronounced cases of

motion sickness, we meet with irregularity,

rhythm and undulation. The pitching of the

vessel is more likely to induce the sickness than

the rolling motion, and the downward motion

more potent than the upward. In the old-fash-

ioned swing it is the downward sweep which is

most likely to cause a disturbance, while in the

steam or electric car, in which we are least likely

to meet with the sickness, we find little or none
of this peculiar quality of motion. This peculiar

quality of motion seems a rather indefinite term,

but I am at a loss to know just how to designate

it. I think I can describe it in no better terms

than to say it is a combination of muscular sense

and the sense of equilibrium, by muscular sense

meaning that peculiar sensing of the state of

muscles and just what movements are required

to maintain an equilibrium; a sort of pressure

sense or sense of support or confidence in one’s

position. This quality of motion is to my mind
the one directly concerned in the causation of

motion sickness.

Let us see how this view harmonizes with the

anatomical and sraiptomatic facts of motion

sickness. This so-called muscular sense is the

peculiar property of the cerebellum, the posterior

columns of Burdach and Goll, and the direct

cerebellar tracts. These columns in their course

to the brain are in close anatomical relation to

the center for vomiting in the fourth ventriele,

and any impressions carried along these tracts

must of necessity influence this vomiting center

and its blood supply, naturally stimulating it to

activity. Xear to this center for vomiting we
have a center for sweating, and a vasomotor cen-

ter depressant in character; and in conjunction

with the vomiting of motion sickness we find de-

pression and sweating. We also have a center

for co-ordination of the eyes, and the disturbanee

of this center gives disturbance of vision. Xot
infrequently it results in vomiting, unsteadiness

of gait, depression, etc.

In the act of vomiting from any cause what-

ever we have concerned the third, fourth, fifth,

sixth and eighth nerves, the vagus, the glosso-

pharyngeal, and sometimes the nerves of the kid-

ney or testicle. Xot one of these nerves but can

be traced in direct anatomical relation to the

center for vomiting or indirectly through these

columns of muscular sense. The effect of posi-

tion in riding in a steam or electric car is of-

fered in support of this theory. In riding with

the face forward we meet the gx’ound and com-

ing objects in a perfectly natural manner and

we are much less likely to suffer from motion

sickness than if we ride backward, in which latter

position the ground seems to recede from us, leav-

ing xis without support. These same effects are ob-

served in certain patients who suffer mildly from
watching moving pictures in which the observer

seems to be riding on a ship or in a car, show-

ing that the stimulus may be of a purely psychie

character, no muscles being called into use to exe-

cute the imperfect orders of the imperfectly stim-

ulated brain. Again, in the extremes of age the

individual is accustomed to a sense of insecurity

of position and support, and we meet with fewer

cases of motion sickness in these individuals.

Will any one suppose the liver of the child or

the aged less likely to displacement than that

of the middle-aged or that with these there is less

probability of an equal distribution of fluid pres-

sure in the semicircular canals? There is some-

times experienced something akin to motion sick-

ness when certain individuals stand on high

towers, bridges, etc. In this instance there is

again a sense of insecurity, an indeflnable some-

thing drawing one into the abyss. The faint-

ness, etc., are unexplainable save on this same
theory of a disturbance of the muscular sense,

this time from purely psychic influences.

How these various factors operate to influence

the center for vomiting is, of course, in some de-

gree problematical, but to me the most probable

solution to the question is in a theory that the

continued, repeated afferent and efferent im-

pulses necessary to a maintenance of equilibrium

or sense of security of position act as a local vaso

excitant and cxxcasion a dilatation of the blood

vessels of the fourth ventricle and consequently

excite the vomiting and sweat centers.
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I believe this theory to be still further borne

out by the fact that all remedies which are of

service in the treatment of this disorder act

either as vaso constrictors or so depress the cere-

bral and cerebellar functions as to make the in-

dividual less suscejitible to motion or other in-

fluences.

CiiAS. II. McCully, ^I.D., LogansiJort.

EDITORIAL NOTES

Seven' i^rominent cities in ISTew Jersey have

elected physicians as mayors. This speaks well

for the good judgment of the Xew Jersey voters,

as it also indicates an increasing willingness on

the part of medical men to enter politics.

Twelve physicians are needed to take care of

the poor in the city of Toledo, Ohio. The Coun-

ty Infirmary Board has passed resolutions limit-

ing the amount to be paid any one physician to

$25 for six months’ service. We believe that a

physician who gets up right early in the morn-

ing and is “real pert” in his work will be able to

hold the job and earn at least 10 cents an hour

while doing the work required by the generous

Infirmary Board of Lucas County, Ohio.

Beware of the collection agency that requires

you to pay a “'membershij) fee” or requests you

to advance money for postage or anything else.

Any person or agency who will not take accounts

and collect them on a straight commission basis,

and without any advancement of money for any

purpose, is not worthy of patronage. Accounts

should not be turned over to any one for collec-

tion without first determining that the collecting

agent is thoroughly responsible and that correct

periodic reports of collections will be rendered.

The next annual session of the State Associa-

tion will be held at French Lick June 18 and 19.

Members who desire to present papers at the

meeting should have them referred promptly so

that the secretary of the Association can list

them on the completed program, which will he

published in The Journal. County secretaries

should make it a point to refer only good papers.

The compilation or paper copied wholly from
text-books should not be given a place on the

State Association program. Generally speaking,

our meetings are productive of more benefit to

the members when there are fewer papers and
more discussion.
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During February several of the departments

of the public schools of Fort Wayne were closed

for a few days at a time on account of scarlet

fever. With commendable energy and good judg-

ment the city board of health, aided by the

school board, suppressed the spread of the dis-

ease by suitable disinfection and quarantine

measures. But the fact that children suffering

from mild forms of scarlet fever attended school

for a few days without the nature of the disease

being discovei'ed is an argument in favor of the

medical inspection of our schools. We hope to

see the time when this feature will be a part of

the duties of all health officers, and suitable sala-

ries paid to insure not only competency in the

work, but warrant for the devotion of the entire

time of the health officers to public health mat-

ters.

“How I Cahe to Originate Osteopathy”

is the title of an article by Andrew T. Still ap-

pearing in the Ladies Home Journal. We have

always thought Mr. Bok was possessed of a fair

amount of common sense and good judgment,

l)ut we are inclined to believe that he was a fit

subject for a lunacy commission when he ac-

cepted for jmblication the article to which we

refer. The rank absurdity of some of the state-

ments and claims put forth by Still ought to

have barred his article from acceptance by any

level-headed editor of a lay journal having the

least intention of publishing the truth. But the

fact that the article is a shrewd piece of advertis-

ing for the osteopathic cult permits the query

:

Is it possible that Mr. Bok was paid for the pub-

lication of the article, and, if so, how much? It

should have brought a large pecuniary profit.

The latest social organization in Xew A"ork

is “The Association of Thaw Jurors.” It will be

a select organization and membership will be

limited to those upon whose shoulders hung the

fate of Thaw following his two trials. It is now
in order for some of the acquitted murderers who
have been freed by such jurors as those before

whom Thaw was tried to form- select (?) social

organizations. Thaw, Xan Patterson, Mrs. Brad-

ley, Mrs. McDonald and several other notorious

moral degenerates who have luckily escaped the

gallows and righteous punishment ought to be

star jierformers in such an organization. The
acquittal of these lecherous homicides and the

maudlin sympathy bestowed upon them by a

sentimental public and a sensational press is a

disgrace to our courts and a reproach to our civ-

ilization.
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La Giupi’i-; is prevalent in various sections of

Indiana. The State Board of Health in the

report for January says that during the month

17G people in Indiana died from the effects of

la gripi^e. This ought to indicate to physicians

and the public that la grippe is not a trivial

disease, hut one which should be reckoned with

as a source of serious results. The prevailing

tendency is to give la grippe cases too little at-

tention. Complete rest, warmth, suitable diet

and elimination until the ]iatient is well will go

a long M^ay toward preventing serious if not fatal

complications. Above everything else, the pa-

tient should he confined indoors until well. l\Iany

persons recovering from la grippe and not con-

sidering themselves sick enough to remain in-

doors have suffered from serious complications

from injudicious exposure and too early return

to work with its drain upon an already debili-

tated system.

It is announced that Philadelphia has taken

u}) modern ideas as regards membership in her

county society and no longer excludes a physi-

cian from membership sinijily because he hap-

pens to have graduated from some school other

than a regular one. In doing this the society is

following the suggestion of one of its former

presidents. Dr. John B. Boberts, who, in an ad-

dress to the society, said that “the society should

be liberal enough to accept as a member any

jihysician whose education and personal charac-

ter make him a fit associate for intelligent men.”

lie further said that “the test of qualification for

membership should not he the college from which

the applicant received his diploma, but an educa-

tion enabling him to understand and appreciate

the science of medicine and the honest purpose

to treat his patients by all means and methods

which experience, investigation and research

show to be serviceable.”

A FEW men in medicine, like the law has in

Hughes, of Xew York, would work wonders in

freeing us of some of the evils rampant in our

midst, such as the division of fees, giving of

commissions, etc. While we would be the last

to seek notoriety through the public press, yet

the profession could well profit by Hughes’ ex-

ample of taking the jicople into confidence, as

he did when exposing the insurance, beet sugar,

and traction evils. And he took the pains to see

that the people were correctly informed, not leav-

ing the task to a third-rate news reporter who is

looking for a “scoop.” These abuses in medicine

should, of course, be thoroughly discussed first

among ourselves and every attempt made at

righting them without need for publicity. But

that failing, the public has just as much right to

know that it is at times being fraudulently dealt

with by doctors as it has to demand a pure food

and drug law that tells them when and how
much poison they are taking.

The manager of the Kondon Manufacturing

Comjiany of Minneapolis does not require a nerve

tonic. He is sending samples of “Kondon’s

Catarrhal Jelly” to Indiana physicians with the

recommendation that it will be found the very

best remedy for chronic nasal catarrh and all

catarrhal affections of the upper respiratory

tract and should, therefore, be prescribed for the

cure of such affections. The literature accom-

panying the sample says that the jelly does not

contain any cocain, morphin, chloral or other

dangerous drug, but, judging from the effects of

the jelly on the mucous memlirane and the meth-

ods employed by most vendors of proprietary

catarrh remedies, we do not feel warranted in

betting any of our small change on the truthful-

ness of the manufacturer’s statement. Anyway,

the Indiana physicians will prove themselves

good subjects for a lunacy commission if they

use or prescribe “Ivondon's Catarrhal Jelly,” a

secret proprietary remedy which is advertised to

the public and samples of which are distributed

promiscuously to the laity.

McClure’s Magazine deserves the unstinted

support of the medical profession for the faith-

ful portrayal of the true character and history of

Christian Science and its founder, Mrs. Eddy.

If Miss Milmine’s treatment of the subject be

accurate as to data, and we have every reason to

believe that it is, it is easy to understand why
this cult has seemed to flourish as it has. First,

it appeals to a class of people of whom there are

many who, like Mrs. Eddy herself, have, from

childliood up, been hysterical and pampered, with

little to divert their attention from themselves

and their ills, real or imaginary. Second, what-

ever other faults or virtues l\Irs. Eddy has pos-

sessed, she has been gifted with an unusual herit-

age of keen business instincts. Charity and per-

sonal consideration for others have ever occupied

a place secondary to her own selfish interests, and

through her indomital)le will many a precocious

student has been forced into the background the

moment he gave promise of eclipsing his precep-

tor. Though to the great majority of thinking

jieople her methods of accomplishing her ends

are revolting, and her practices disgusting, yet
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there are ever the blessed few wlio do, and prob-

ably ever will, love to be hoodwinked. What a

pity that the venerable matron of many hus-

bands (and few children) has had to be so con-

stantly hounded by that hete noire to her exist-

ence, “mesmerism !”

A BILL to equalize the salaries for both sexes

of public school teachers has recently been intro-

duced in the New York legislature, and has met
in opposition the argument that male teachers

are, as a rule, married, with family responsibili-

ties, while the same does not hold for teachers of

the opposite sex.

Be that as it may, and jmtting aside the ques-

tion of fhe equalization of salaries, we wish to

call attention to the necessity for higher salaries

to teachers in general. With the increased edu-

cational requirements, the lengthened time of

training and the greater cost of living and ac-

quiring a good college training, there should be

a commensurate increase in the remuneration to

this sacrificing profession. The time has passed

Avhen an individual witli the ordinary common
school education is eijuipped to teach our chil-

dren the subjects required for college prepara-

tion. And, aside from the mere didactic learn-

ing acquired from their texts, we are expecting

more and more training from our teachers. We
want them to represent high standards of intelli-

gence and refinement, to be well versed in cur-

rent as well as historical events, to be alive to

questions of public health and hygiene, and in

every way capable of being entrusted with the

training of our children in so far as it is to bo

carried out away from home. Hence the neces-

sity for getting the best that can be had.

“Is IT not time that we should be aroused to

the importance of protecting our own interests

when one of the senators of our own state, a man
who has received for years the highest honors in

eur commonwealth, openly antagonizes the 8,000

physicians of Ohio, affronts their representatives,

accuses them of ulterior motives, and, worse than
these, opjioses public health measures of vital

importance to the well-being of our citizens, in

the interests of those criminals against humanity,
the selfish and soulless trade monopolies? His
characteristic attempt to evade the issue by de-

claring that he voted for the Pure Food Law
will not mislead the medical profession, which,

through its representatives, watched his strenu-

ous efforts, detecting his ‘fine Italian hand’
throughout in endeavoring to emasculate the

bill, and finally saw him, chagrined at his defeat.

voting for the measure simply because public

sentiment demanded it.”—Ohio State Medical
Journal.

Senator Foraker is no worse than many other

men in Congress who believe that doctors and
the humanitarian measures jiroposed or sup-

ported by doctors are good targets at which
should be aimed the poisoned arrows of opposi-

tion. Tes, we believe it is time for the medical
profession to take a hand in politics—not parti-

san politics, but the politics which make for the

interests of the medical profession and for hu-
manity.

Ax OFFICER in one of the state medical asso-

ciations in the south writes us as follows

:

‘A our Council did an excellent thing the other
day when it resolved to inquire into the position
of every candidate offering himself for political

office in your state, in order to ascertain the posi-

tion upon matters relating to the medical profes-
sion and the public health. The question of the
doctor in politics is an important one, and within
the proper limitations it is eminently desirable
that the doctors take note of jiolitical exigencies
and necessities. AVe have been pursuing this

ju’inciple for nearly two years in our state, with
the result that this year the legislature has just
given us everything we asked for without a word
of important opposition.”

Nc might quote similar sentiments from let-

ters received from other medical men outside of

Indiana. It all indicates that the doctor is tak-

ing a groat interest in politics, and purely with
a view to benefiting the medical jirofession. No
other organization of men, from hod-carriers to

ministers, have so thoroughly ignored the ques-

tion of politics, and it is high time that medical
men now take such an interest as will insure

some attention on the part of politicians to those

interests which are of vital concern to the medi-
cal iH’ofession.

The Jourxal is not going to take a hand in

partisan politics, and will not recognize anv poli-

tician because of his party affiliation, but it will

discuss the (piestion of the fitness of men in poli-

ties. and the interests they represent, so far as

medical affairs are concerned, and this discussion

will be without fear or favor.

Dr. J. N. Hurty, Secretary of the State Board
of Health, has recently inspected the public

schools of Terre Haute and found a condition of

affairs there which is not conducive to good
health for school children. Some of the school

buildings were found in a dilapidated condition,

the rooms poorly ventilated and heated, and in

some of the schools pupils were found in such a
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condition of ill health as to warrant the services

of a physician. In an address before the school

board and citizens of Terre Haute, Dr. Hurty

pointed out the defects and said that the secret

of betterment of the conditions would be found

in the establishment of regular medical school

inspection.

It is hoped that Dr. Hurty will inspect the

public schools in other cities and towns of the

state, as we believe that the conditions found at

Terre Haute ai’c no worse than will be found in

nine-tenths of the cities and towns of Indiana.

By his plain talks to school boards and the pub-

lic Dr. Hurty can arouse a sentiment among the

people in favor of the medical inspection of our

schools, and with the influence of the medical

profession back of him it ought to be possible to

secure laws and ordinances providing for this

much needed feature.

In our judgment, the regular medical inspec-

tion of schools should be in the hands of county

and municipal boards of health, acting under the

advice and direction of the State Board of

Health. The officers entrusted with this work

should be selected because of their competency

and peculiar fitness for the position, and they

should be paid salaries sufficient to make it pos-

sible to enlist their entire time in the work.

Some of the agents of life insurance companies

paying but $3 for medical e.xaminations are now-

saying that their companies pay $5 for a medical

examination, d he doctor who puts his confi-

dence in such a statement without having some

written expression of opinion from the company

sometimes finds to his sorrow that his bills for

life insurance examinations are paid on a basis

of $3 for each examination. Examiners should

also be on the lookout for companies that pay $5

in some states and $3 in other states. The sim-

plest way to avoid being imposed upon by either

agents or comj)anies is to have a written state-

ment from the insurance company seeking medi-

cal services to the effect that $5 will be paid for

any life insurance examination. If this policy

is adopted it will prevent some of the life in-

surance companies from securing competent e.x-

aminers until they change their medical examina-

tion fees, but the company which will not pay $5

for a life insurance examination is not entitled

to the services of any reputable and experienced

physician, and the life insurance companies that

secure cheap medical examiners through a sense

of economy only are unsafe companies and the

public should know the fact. So far as we know

there is not a life insurance company organized

in Indiana that pays a respectable fee for medical

examination. We know that in some portions of

this state these companies have accepted examin-

ers of inferior ciualitications because the better

physicians would not sell their services for the

small fees offered. This means the possibility

of acceptance of bad risks and attending great

losses to the companies, which they deserve for

their short-sighted policy. It is up to the medi-

cal men of Indiana to unite on a policy which

will place the Indiana companies in a position

where they will see the error of sirch false econ-

omy.

Ix KESPOXSE to a letter from a county society

secretary asking for information concerning his

society, we have received a letter which we think

deserves publicity. The letter, in part, is as fol-

lows :

“In answer to your favor of recent date I am
sorry to be obliged to make the following state-

ment, but the facts seem to warrant it: Our

society exists in name only. I took it upon my-

self to pay the dues of the members accredited

to this county. If I never receive return from

said accredited members I am free to say that

it would bo no more than has occurred before.

It is supposed that we have four meetings yearly,

but the fact is we have no meetings, and if I

should drop out there would be no society.

“I am the youngest man practicing medicine

in the county, but, as I am 50 years past, that

does not count for much for men of up-to-date

practices and the possession of advanced ideas

concerning medicine, as I am the only one own-

ing a microscope and a reasonably good library.

i\Iost of the physicians in the county meet the

cpiestion of maintaining a society with the ex-

pression, DVhat’s the use? There’s nothing in it.’

These men do not hesitate to freely criticize the

methods and work of others, and they deliberate-

ly seek to secure the patrons of other physicians

or assume charge of the cases of other physicians

in a most unethical way. They even, in ignor-

ance or through intention, make such diagnoses

as swinepox, waterpox, Cuban itch, and call

smallpox chickenpox, etc. To those families who
have contagious diseases, properly diagnosed and

(juarantined, these physicians send word that if

other doctors were employed less trouble would

be encountered with quarantine laws. These

men look with disgust upon any jiroposition to

maintain a medical society, and yet pretend to be

reputable, regular practitioners of medicine.
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Xow, with this statement of facts, can you sug-

gest a remetly? 1 can’t."’

We sympathize with any progressive, ethical

physician who finds it necessary to live in a com-

munity where medical affairs are in the condi-

tion above described. Fortunately there are only

a few such communities in the State of Indiana,

and we hope that as the organization movement

spreads over the state the few communities of

this character will be wiped out altogether. We
contend that any reputable medical man with

the slightest spark of enterprise in him can alone

succeed in making ignorance and unethical con-

duct decidedly unpopular with the people of his

community, providing he so conducts himself

that the people of his community are able to dis-

tinguish between the good and the bad. We
admit that it is discouraging for a man who tries

to do the right thing to have to contend with

such embarrassing conditions, but it ought not

prevent the following of right rules of conduct.

It is far easier to fall into the ruf with others

than keep out of it, but in the end the e.xample

of progressiveness and adherence to ethical prac-

tices has its influence in stimulating others to

emulate the example. We, therefore, suggest to

our medical friend who is laboring under such

disadvantages to keep up the good work and

eventually he will secure his reward. Inciden-

tally we ho])e to enlist in his support the good

offices of the councilor of the district in which

these unfortunate medical men live and the help

and encouragement of active and influential

members of societies in adjoining counties. Such

a county needs evangelistic work, and we hope

that we may be able to supply the need, and that

later we shall be able to report that there has

been a change of sentiment and action as a result

of our efforts.

CORRESPONDENCE

DEATH FIfOM CHLOROFOEM ANES-
THESIA.

GREEysBURG, Ind.^ Jan. 30, 1908.

To the Editor :—I regret to make the follow-

ing report of a death from chloroform anesthe-

sia, but duty to the profession compels it.

History .—Harold D., aged almost 6, when a

few months old, was severely burned in the right

hand and to a lesser degree on the right side of

the face. Otherwise he gave a negative history.

Examination .—With the exception of a slight-

ly noticeable scar on the right side of his face

and a deformed right hand he was a well-devel-

oped and a perfectly healthy boy. The deform-

ity was due to the contraction of the scar tissue,

leaving the little and ring fingers almost wholly

contracted, the middle finger about half con-

tracted, while the index finger was only slightly

contracted. All the joints were free and mov-

able. Operation was advised and both mother

and child were anxious that it be done. On
Jan. 22, 1908, the operation was done under

chloroform anesthesia. My confrere. Dr. E. M.

Thomas, who has given chloroform hundreds of

times, a man who is exceedingly careful in all

Ills work, administered the anesthetic. The ]3a-

tient took the anesthetic beautifully, his breath-

ing was even and regular at all times, his pulse

was continuously steady and of good quality.

Within 12 to 15 minutes from the beginning of

the anesthetic, M’ithout warning, the patient

ceased breathing and, do all we could, we could

not resuscitate him, though his radial pulse was

perceptible for nearly a minute longer. Evi-

dently it was a clear case of paralysis of the res-

piratory center. Curtis Blaxd, M.D.

EEl’OET OF A CASE OF HEART-BLOCK,
Fort AVayxe, Ixd., Feb. 27, 1908.

To the Editor :—The following rejiort of a case

of heart-block may be of sufficient interest to

warrant publication:

March 9, 1907. Patient, Mr. S., aged G5,

laborer. Father killed at age of 71. Mother
died at age of G6, cause unknown. Wife died at

10 years of age of pueiqieral fever. Has one

boy, aged 26, and one girl, aged 17 years, both

in good health. Wife never had any miscar-

riages. Last child was born dead. Has always

worked hard. A"ery moderate user of alcohol.

Forty years ago was struck on the right side of

the head and was unconscious ten minutes. No
venereal diseases. Gets up once in the night to

void urine. In excellent health until present ill-

ness, which began one week ago, Mhen he sud-

denly became dizz}q fell down and remained un-

conscious about half a minute. No convulsion

or stupor afterward. Since then has had several

dizzy spells, but did not fall until yesterday.

Physical examination shows a well-nourished

man, with well-developed muscles and good color.

Pupils equal and react to light and convergence.

No Ehomberg's sign. Knee-jerks normal. Sen-

sation to pain, touch, and temperature normal.

.Marked arcus senilis, both eyes. Temporal ar-

teries barely palpable. Lungs negative. Heart

apex in nipple line in sixth interspace. Some
accentuation of second sound at apex. Pulse,

53 per minute. Tension not marked to touch
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Slight systolic murmur at apex, transmitted V/2

in. into axilla. Blood pressure, sitting (Biva

Bocco), 190 mm. Weight one year ago, 157

2
)ounds. Present weight, 147 |iounds. Urinaly-

sis—Amount in 24 hours, 3 pints; specific grav-

ity, 1023; bare trace of albumin; no casts, no

sugar. Given 1 drop spt. glonoin, t. i. d.

March IG, 1907.—Eeports attacks not so nu-

merous. Blood pressure, 150 mm.
Dec. 25, 1907.—Attack of influenza, during

which dizzy spells were somewhat more frequent.

Jan. 13,"^ 1908, 10 a. m.—Called hurriedly to

see him. He had taken by mistake a teaspoonful

of potassium nitrate at 7 :30 a. ni. At 8 o’clock

a. m. had a severe dizzy spell and continued to

have them every few minutes until 1 o’clock

p. m. He was pale and in a good deal of distress.

Bational during attack; no convulsions. Eadial

2
)ulse, 23 per minute. A^enous pulse in neck,

108 per minute. During a severe dizzy spell

radial pulse was 18 j^er minute, venous pulse in

neck 120 per minute. AVith the stethoscope at

the apex and a finger on the radial artery, a dis-

tinct first and second sound could be heard cor-

responding with the radial pulse. In the inter-

vals of the radial pulse faint sounds could be

heard corresponding to the venous pulsations in

the neck. These sounds were heard more dis-

tinctly with the bell of the stethoscope at the

base of the heart. At 1 p. m. he had a bowel

movement, passed considerable gas, and from

then on had no more attacks that day.

CiiAs. G. Beall, AI.D.

DEATHS

Dr. AV. II. Beed died at his home in Hartford

(fity, February 18, aged 54 years. He was a

graduate of the Curtis School of Medicine, which

was formerly located at Alarion.

Dr. Edw'ard AValker died at his residence in

Delphi, Feb. IG, 1908. He was born in Erie

County, Ohio, Alarch 14, 1829. By the death of

Dr. AValker, Carroll County is left without a

representative of the old pioneer doctors.

Dr. Thos. C. Xeat, born April 21, 1839, at

Frankfort, Ky., died Feb. 1, 1908, at his home

in Xew Albany, Ind., after three days’ illness

due to Tiremic poisoning. Dr. Xeat graduated in

('incinnati and was a military surgeon in the

('ivil AA'ar.

Di!. S. L. Broulette died February 2 at his

home near Clay City, aged G5. He was a grad-

uate of the Alcdical (’ollege of Ohio, and for

many years was a successful practitioner. He
was attacked last year witli a malady which

2
)roved to be malignant and fatal.

Dr. Elmer Shirts died at his home in Bloom-

field, Ind., Feb. G, 1908, aged 46 years. The
immediate cause of death was edema of the glot-

tis and larynx as a residt of neurotic edema
angiosa. He was a member of his county and
state medical associations, and at the time of his

death was treasurer of the Green County Medical

Society. He graduated from the Kentucky
School of Aledicine and for several years prac-

ticed medicine at Lyons, Ind.

PERSONALS

Dr. a. B. Knapp, of AVashington, Ind., is in

the South for his health.

Dr. Mayfield, late of the Soldiers’ Home in

Lafayette, has located in Brookville.

Dr. James A. Co:mstock, of Greenfield, has

been ill for several weeks with sciatica.

Dr. John A. Little, of Logansport, has re-

turned from an extended vacation trip through-

out the West.

Dr. T. B. Cook, formerly of Solsberry, has

been admitted as a member of the Clay County

Aledical Society.

Dr. K. K. AVheelock, of Fort AA’ayne, has re-

turned from Texas, where he visited for several

weeks.

Mrs. Emma E. Dryer, wife of Dr. D. AV.

Dryer, of LaGrange, died at her home Friday

morning, Alarch G, aged 42 years.

Dr. D. AI. Shoe:maker, of Brookville, has re-

cently retired from the
2
iractice of medicine and

gone to live with his son in Chicago.

Dr. Z. AI. Beaman removed from Urbana to

Xorth Alanchester in December. The doctor was

of the 190G class, Indiana Aledical College.

Dr. E. B. Gibbs, of Greenfield, secretary-

treasurer of the Hancock County Aledical So-

ciety, has been ill for the last few weeks with

mumps.
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Dr. Warrex E. King, of Greenfield, has ae-

cepted an appointment as assistant surgeon at

tlie Soldiers’ Home, Lafayette, Ind., to begin

with February 20.

Dr. Leila Andrews, formerly located at

Korth Manchester, is now located in Oklahoma

City, Okla. She was a very prominent member
of the Waliash County Society.

Dr. W. D. Weis has l)een appointed secretary

of the Board of Health of Hammond. He has

recently returned from a two weeks’ visit at the

Mayo clinics at Kochester, Minn.

Dr. J. S. Coverdale, of Decatur, who has

been a sufferer from bronchial asthma during the

winter, has gone south for rest and recuperation.

His son, Dr. Earl G. Coverdale, will look after

liis business in his absence.

Dr. Earl G. Coverdale has just returned

from Chicago, where he has had a position as in-

terne in the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Hospital.

He will be associated with his father. Dr. J. S.

Coverdale, but will make a specialty of eye, ear,

nose and throat diseases.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

The graduating exercises of the Hope Hos-
pital Training School for Nurses at Fort Wayne
were held on February 23 and 24. A class of ten

received degrees.

The Indiana State Nurses’ Association will

hold a regular meeting at Fort AVayne, Friday

and Saturday, March 27 and 28. All nurses of

tlie state are cordially invited to attend.

Agitation has been started toward having a

new and much-needed pavilion for contagious

diseases, other than smallpox, on the City Hos-
pital grounds in Indianapolis, but sufficiently

removed from the main building.

Dr. AV. a. Evans, Health Commissioner of

Chicago, has been visiting and studying the

sanitary conditions of all Indiana cities along

the lake shore. The prevailing typhoid fever

epidemic has been the special object of study.

The annual meeting of the Eighth District

Aledical Society will be held at Portland, April

16, 1908. The morning session will be devoted

to a symposium on “Eace Suicide.” The banquet

at noon will be followed by the customary series

of after-dinner speeches.

Dr. j. N. McCormack gave a very interesting

and entertaining lecture before the Farmers’ In-

stitute at the Opera House in Seymour, Ind., on
the evening of January 31. The Opera House
was crowded and the audience listened with
marked attention to the speaker’s remarks.

Mrs. j. E. Morris, wife of Dr. J. E. Morris,

the oldest physician of the Union County Medi-
cal Society, died at her home in Liberty, Febru-
ary 4. Airs. Alorris will be deeply mourned by
the large circle of friends who have known her
during her more than 40 years’ residence in

Liberty.

The Hodgkins Fund Prize of $1,500 is offered

by the Smithsonian Institution, AAmshington,

D. C., for the best treatise that may lie submitted
to the International Congress on Tuberculosis,

which meets in AAmshington, Sept. 21 to Oct. 12,

1908, on the subject, “On the Eelation of Atmos-
pheric Air to Tuberculosis.”

The doctors of Charles City, Iowa, adopted a

fee bill and entered into an agreement to main-
tain a certain standard of fees. Several of them
have since been indicted on the charge of at-

tempting to fix, regulate, and maintain prices.

The case will be carried to the Supreme Court
to determine whether the anti-trust laws have
been broken.

The physicians of one of the suburbs of Paris

have recently adopted the following schedule of

fees (the equivalent in U. S. money is given) ;

For ordinary day visits to laborers, 60 cents;

to small merchants and salaried clerks, 80 eents;

to large manufacturers, merchants and rich land

holders, $1.00. From 10 p. m. to 7 a. m., for

each visit, $2.

The committee of arrangements for the meet-
ing of the State Association to be held at French
Lick, June 18 and 19, has decided to issue a

handsome souvenir program. The program, aside

from giving information concerning the meeting,

railroad rates and connections, hotels and other

items of interest, will eontain ethical advertisinsr,

tlie income from which will be used to defray

the expenses of the meeting.

Examination for internes on the house staff

of the City Hospital, New York, will be held on
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March 27 and 28 of this year in New York City.

'J'he City Hospital has a large general service,

with about 800 beds, comprising all branches of

medicine, and the length of service is 18 months.

All apidications for the
2
)osition should be ad-

dressed to the chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee, Dr. Smith Ely Jelliffe, 04 West Fifty-

sixth street, Xew York.

TifE Middle Section of the American Laryn-

gological, lihinological and Otological Society

liehl an annual meeting at Indianapolis on Feb-

ruary 22. The meeting was devoted to a sym-

])osium on “The Suppurative Diseases of the

Temporal Bone.” Of the Indiana physicians on

the program. Dr. George F. Keiper, of Lafayette,

]iresented a paper on “The Treatment Other

Than Surgical of Suppurative Diseases of the

4'emporal Bone,” and Dr. John J. Kyle, of In-

dianaimlis, presented a paper on “The Eadical

iMastoid Operation.”

A SERIES of public lectures is being given in

the Public Library Building at Chicago under

the auspices of the Chicago Medical Society. In

December the following lectures were given:

‘“nm iMethod by Which Insects Carry Disease,”

lyy Dr. Howard T. Eicketts; “The Importance of

Proper A’entilation in the Dwelling,” by Dr.

Sanger Brown, and “The Use and Abuse of the

Eyes; Why So Many of Us Are AVearing

Glasses,” by Dr. AVillis 0. Nance. Other public

lectures under the auspices of the society will

be given throughout this year.

AVe are far from constituting ourselves the

champions of Christian Science, or blinding our

own or others’ eyes to its glaring inconsistencies

and dangerous springs of action. But we have

repeatedly asserted, and we now reiterate, that

if upon its essential concept there have been

grafted wild absurdities and hazardous practices

it is chielly because medical science, which should

have l)een the logical exponent of the truths

which Christian Science has distorted, has stu-

pidly ignored their significance and neglected

their apidication.

—

Medical Standard.

The: Philadelphia Aledical Schools, at an in-

formal conference, adopted, through their lead-

ing representatives, the following resolution:

^’Resolved, That it is of the utmost importance

for accuracy in prescribing, and in the treatment

of disease, that students of medicine be in-

structed fully as to those portions of the United

States Pharmacopeia wliicli are of value to the

practitioner, and that members of the medical

profession i)e urged to
2
)rescribe the preparations

of that publication; and, further, that this reso-

lution be forwarded to the medical and pharma-
ceutical journals in the United States.”

'I'liE dentists of the United States Army are

anxious to be established as a department of the

army with permanent locations. They are now
hurried from America to the Philippines, to

Panama, to Cuba, to Alaska and all parts of the

United States on a moment’s notice and there is

no apparent head to the dental service. Attor-

neys representing the dentists are now in AVash-

ington in consultation with congressmen and

senators, endeavoring to secure legislation which

will provide for a dental department having simi-

lar rules and regulations as now pertain to the

medical department.

A MOVEAIENT is on foot for the organization

of a health board of municipalities along the

south end of Lake Michigan, for the purpose of

devising ways and means of disposing of sewage

instead of permitting it to flow into the lake to

contaminate the people’s water supply. At a

recent meeting held in Michigan City, it was

decided to call together the health boards and

other officers of the towns along the south end

of the lake to meet in conjunction with the state

boards of Indiana and Illinois, to promote the

movement to protect the water supply of the lake

from further contamination. Dr. ^Y. A. Evans,

Health Commissioner of Chicago, is the prime

mover in the jilan.

The members of the Carlisle County Medical

Society (Kentucky) have adopted a fee bill, and

plans for the distribution of “information lists”

concerning tbe credit of patrons, which promises

to result in economic returns to the members.

Each member binds himself to report the names

of patrons who have persistently refused or neg-

lected to settle accounts for medical or surgical

services rendered, to render statements to his

patrons at least quarterly, to abide by tbe mini-

mum fees as set forth in the fee bill adopted, and

to uphold and abide by the code of ethics. The

penalty for violation of the agreement is a fine of

from $5 to $10, or expulsion from the society;

as may be determined by a two-thirds vote of the

members.

Eockeeeller is just now in the limelight and

it will be of interest to note what he has done

for medicine.

He has given away 70 per cent, of his Stand-

ard Oil income to public objects, and the amount
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reaches $102,055,000. Those particularly ap-

plied to medical interests are: University of Chi-

cago, $21,400,000; Rush Medical College, $6,-

000,000 ;
Institute for Medical Research, $2,000,-

000; Harvard University, $1,000,000; Johns

Hopkins, $500,000; Indiana University, $50,000.

Perhaps some of the miscellaneous gifts not item-

ized might include some under this head, and

the amount prior to 1892 was $7,000,000. Mr.

Rockefeller could not do better than endow sev-

eral large hospitals.

—

Central States Medical

Monitor.

The following appropriations have been made

by the Philippine Commission for the Philippine

Medical College : Thirty-three thousand six hun-

dred and twenty dollars for salaries and wages;

$26,574 for contingent expenses; $720 for main-

tenance of internes, and $280 for the purchase

of clinical apparatus. An appropriation of $12,-

500 was also made for the endowment of beds in

St. Paul’s Hospital. The advisory board has sug-

gested to the l)oard of control that a school of

midwifery be established in connection with the

school. The new hospital, for which $390,000

has recently been appropriated, will contain a

maternity ward and, on the establishment of that

ward, the necessary material for giving practical

instruction in midwifery will be available.

—

Chicago Medical Recorder.

The American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science held its fifty-eighth annual meet-

ing in Chicago during the week beginning Dec.

30, 1907, and was one of the largest and most

important gatherings of scientific men that has

taken place in this country, over two thousand

being in attendance. The Association performs

a highly important service for the advancement

of science and the diffusion of knowledge. The
annual meetings furnish a clearing-house to

which men of science of the whole country bring

the results of the year’s work, and from which

they return to their homes with a renewed in-

terest in research. These meetings are held in

widely separated jdaces and consequently extend

an intelligent interest in science and lead to a

greater appreciation of the importance.

The physicians of Ohio are planning to intro-

duce in the next session of their legislature the

following bills: One to regulate the manufac-
ture and sale of proprietary medicines within

the state, securing the full benefits of the provi-

sions of the Xational Food and Drugs Act; a

bill creating the position of medical officer of

health; a bill amending the law regarding crimi-

nal abortion : a bill forbidding the advertisement

in the public press and elsewhere of cures of

venereal diseases and of flagrant medical frauds;

a bill providing for the registration of vital sta-

tistics; a bill re-establishing a local board of

health for cities under the merit system, and a

bill providing for the appointment of all public

medical officers from nominations made by the

state and county medical societies.

—

The Journal

of the .1. M. A.

Extract from cable dispatch to Cincinnati

Enquirer of October 26, from Manila, P. I., rela-

tive to Secretary W. H. Taft:

‘‘The secretary also inspected the newly estab-

lished medical school in Manila. Speaking to

tlie medical students, he said he considered this

new work fully as important as any work taken

up by the government, and that the islands were

in need of physicians and a hj’gienic system of

living. He paid tribute to American doctors.

Without the knowledge of tropical diseases gained

by American doctors during the Spanish-Ameri-

can war, the construction of the Panama Canal

would have been impossible, but with this knowl-

edge they have been able to clean up the canal

zone and make it healthy, and the completion of

the canal is assured. In conclusion, the secre-

tary complimented the medical school upon the

harmonious cooperation of American and Fili-

j)ino instructors.”

—

Lancet-Clinic.

Uxder the auspices of Rush Medical College,

Xorthwestern University Medical School, College

of Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago Medical

Society, C'hicago Surgical Society, and the Xicho-

las Senn C’lub, memorial services to the late Dr.

Xicholas Senn were held at the Music Hall, Fine

Arts Building, Chicago, Sunday, February 2, at

2 :45 p. m.

Prof. Albion W. Small, of the University of

Chicago, acted as chairman. Dr. Frank Billings,

speaking for Rush Medical College, took as his

subject “Xicholas Senn as a Teacher.” Dr.

Albert J. Ochsner, representing the Chicago Sur-

gical Society, spoke on the subject “Xicholas

Senn as a Surgeon.” Dr. William E. Quine,

representing the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, spoke on “Nicholas Senn as a Man.” Dr.

Henry B. Favill, representing the Chicago Medi-

cal Society, spoke on “Nicholas Senn as a Physi-

cian,” and Dr. D. R. Brower, representing the

Nicholas Senn Club, spoke on “Nicholas Senn as

a Traveler.”
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The Supreme Court of Ohio lias recently de-

cided that witnesses called as experts can he paid

only ordinary witness fees and not the special

fees which have been allowed them as experts.

The decision was made by the Supreme Court in

the case involving the payment of $25 per day

fees to Drs. Baldwin and Parker in the Taylor

murder trial. This means that idiysicians in the

future must see that they have a clear and bind-

ing understanding for special witness fees before

agreeing to give expert testimony. Before the

service is rendered the prosecutor deals in glit-

tering generalities; he does not wish to agree to

pay a certain sum lest “it might prejudice the

case in the minds of the jury,” hut assures you

that “you may rely upon it that it will be all

right.” Sometimes it is, and sometimes it isn’t,

and it behooves the members of the medical pro-

fession to protect themselves in advance and in

some way see to it that they may have some as-

surance of fair remuneration for the responsibil-

ity incurred in the giving of expert testimony

and for actual time lost.

—

Ahs. Ohio State Medi-

cal Journal.

A PHYsiciAX who crossed the ocean upon the

same steamer with Dr. Senn shows the charac-

teristics of Dr. Senn by the following report:

“Upon these occasions, when other men would

have been absorl)ing health and vitality from the

l)eauties of the ocean and the (juiet monotony of

the journey. Dr. Senn was found from 8 o’clock

in the morning until 11 o’clock at night, day

after day, in the smoking room of the ship, with

a pile of Ijooks, manuscripts, notes and j-efer-

ences, utterly and completely al)Sorbed in his

work, writing, thinking and studying, while he

smoked his famous brand of Mayville cigars,

utterly unconscious of the noise and clamor of

the games of other men going on about him,

self-contained, absoiBed, deep in the world of

thought and work, so far removed from his sur-

roundings that no greater incongruity could pos-

sibly be imagined.” And what is true of Dr. Senn
on ship board was true of Dr. Senn in his library,

on the train, in the hotel or wherever he might

be. His capacity for work was unbounded, and
no limitation of time, marked by the hands of

the clock or by the rising and setting of the sun,

in any wise modified his persistent impulse for

work when work was to be done—and with Senn
there was always Mork to be done.

—

Ahs. \Viscon-

sin Medical Journal.

The International Congress on Tuberculosis

will meet in Washington, D. C., Sept. 21 to Oct.

12, 1908. This congress meets once in three

years. It has never met in America, and after

this year may not meet in this country for many
years to come, d’he congress Mill carry on for

three M'ceks public discussions of the tuberculosis

problem, led by the most eminent authorities on

this subject in this and other countries. Official

delegates Mill l)e present from nearly all civilized

countries. There M'ill be a course of special lec-

tures, to Mhich all members of the congress and

the general public are invited. The congress

M'ill be divided into sections, giving ample scope

for perception of both scientific and lay mem-
bers. There M'ill be a great tuberculosis exposi-

tion in M'hicli one can see M'hat is going on the

M’orld around in the campaign against tuberculo-

sis. There will also be clinics and demonstra-

tions throughout the M'hole period of three M'eeks,

giving medical and lay delegates object lessons

on the causes and prevention of tuberculosis.

The proceedings of this congress M'ill require

four volumes, and these are free to all members
of the congress who have paid their membership

fee of $5. Applications for membership should

l)e sent to Dr. John S. Uulton, Secretary Gen-

eral, 714 Colorado Building, AVashington, D. C.

The Old AVo.mex.^—

T

hey have been M'ith us

since Eve grev' old, and, like the poor, M'ill always

abide. If they are such an evil as most doctors

claim they are, then it is pertinent to ask, AAdiat

can be done M'ith them? Alany times a dismissal

of them M'ill carry M'ith them the patient. We
must learn to use them to our own advantage,

and make friends and advertising mediums out

of them. They are the critics mIio must be

reckoned M'ith. Under no circumstances should

you lose the mastery of the situation M'ith these

critics looking on. Give them all something to

do. One heating cloths, another brings a glass

of M'ater, and an errand or task for each—any-

thing to keep them busy. They M'ill sing your

praises all over toM'n if handled right. Do not

forgot to tell them, M'lien you go, hoM^ much help

they have been to you. The “old M'omen” can

make or mar your career
;
utilize them to make it.

A fcM' moments’ conversation M'ith them, di-

rected along the right spirit, M'ith a little tact,

M'ill remove the “thorn in the flesh” to most doc-

tors. They can be made just so many solicitors

if treated M'ith consideration and policy. Few
doctors realize M'hat a field there is here for help-

ing themselves. Get M'ise—make friends; master

all forces ; direct sentiment. Talkers either help

or hurt; it lies Muth j'ou.

—

Chicago Medical

Times.
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The Xickel Plate Pailroad had a wreck uear

Fort Wayne early in the fall of 1907. Several

Fort Wayne physicians and surgeons were called

to assist in caring for the injured. It fell to the

lot of Dr. Charles E. Barnett to care for a woman
who had been severely injured about the head.

Xumerous cuts about the eyes, nose, ears and

scalp were given attention. There was also a

fracture of the skull which demanded the sur-

geon’s consideration. A bill for $100 covering

the services rendered was presented the railroad

company and refused payment. Suit was brought

against the company and the same has recently

been decided by Judge Heaton, of the Superior

Court, by allowing the full amount of the claim.

In making the decision Judge Heaton said:

“How shall we decide when doctors disagree?

Six eminent doctors say plaintiff should have

$100 or more. Six doctors of equal credit, in

the judgment of the court, say he should have

$50 or less. xC lady is injured in a railroad

wreck. Her face is cut, ears and nose torn and

skull fractured. The plaintiff is selected by Dr.

Dinnen, the chief surgeon of the defendant rail-

road, to treat these injuries, and no fault is

found with the skill or ability with which plaint-

iff performed that service. I conclude that a

high degree of skill was required to treat such

injuries to avoid leaving sears or paralysis of

facial muscles and to treat the fractured skull.

Dr. Barnett, the plaintiff, testifies as to the char-

acter of the injuries, the service performed, and

values his services at $100. In the opinion of

the court, that is a very reasonable estimate. I

will not render a compromise decision. I give

judgment for $100.”

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

ADAMS COUNTY.
The Adams County Aledical Society met in regular

session on February 14, with most of the Decatur
members, and Dr. Wilson, of Berne, present. Dr.

Waldo E. Smith read a very interesting and compre-
hensive paper on “The Physiologj' of Digestion,” which
was much appreciated by those present. Adjourned.

Marie L. Holloway, 8ec.

ALLEN COUNTY.
FORT WAYNE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Jan. 28
, 1908.)

Society called to order by President Calvin, with

over 100 members and guests present. Minutes of

previous two meetings read and approved. Application

of Dr. Frank Greenwell was read and reported to the

board of censors. The meeting was a joint one between
the physicians and lawyers.

The Legal Aspect of Malpractice was the subject

of an address by Attorney H. W. Townsend, in which

he presented the subject from a legal standpoint. The
speaker said that in looking up the records of juris-

prudence he was able to find only about twenty- four

malpractice suits entered in the courts of Indiana, and

among these there is just one for the improper admin-

istration of medicines, all of the others being surgical

or quasi-surgical cases. Eighteen of the cases were

affirmed in the lower court, and twelve of the eighteen

in the higher court. The reason that there is such a

large proportion of cases that are surgical instead of

medical is that the layman is not so able to tell that

there has been a misapplication of remedies while it

is comparatively easy to detect defects resulting from
surgical work. The law only requires that a practi-

tioner shall have the average skill of practitioners in

such locations generally.

There are two forms of action : One for the violation

of a contract, and this may be brought any time within

six years, and the other for negligence, and this may
be brought at any time within two years. The speaker

said that if physicians were more active in making
prompt collections there would be fewer malpractice

suits. He said that if the physician has any idea

that the patient is going to enter suit for violation

of contract or for negligence in treatment, it is bet-

ter for the physician to get his bid in first and collect

for the services rendered, even if eollection has to be

forced by legal process. If the doctor sues for his

bill and the patient swears that the services were

worthless, but notwithstanding this fact the doctor

gets a judgment, such judgment will be a bar against

the patient’s case should there be a suit for mal-

practice. It is the duty of the patient to follow the

instructions of the doctor, and it is the duty of the

doctor to be very particular in giving instructions to

the patient.

From a legal standpoint, if a patient is of sound

mind and mature judgment, and insists on an opera-

tion against the judgment of the doctor, in law the

doctor is not responsible for the performance of such

operation. In this connection a Case was cited in which

the lower court found in favor of the patient, a judg-

ment of .$.3,000 being rendered, nut this verdict was re-

versed by the higher courts. In giving gratuitous

services the doctor is just as liable as if he were paid

for the services, and it does not matter by whom em-

ployed. A doctor called in consultation is also liable

for bad results occurring before or at the time of con-

sultation. providing he makes no effort to remedy

such bad results. In this connection a case was cited

in which a Vermont surgeon set a fractured limb im-

properly, and a surgeon who saw the case later and

might have corrected the deformity, but did not do so,

was held liable. In Pennsylvania a doctor set a dis-

located arm and it failed to heal in the proper man-

ner. Another physician was consulted in his absence

and anesthesia was administered with the intention of

reducing the dislocation. The father would not allow

the operation. In the suit .against the original sur-

geon for malpractice, the courts held that the father

was not required to permit the second operation in

order to do away with the liability attached to the

first operation.

A physician is not liable for the actions of a nurse

unless the said nurse is working under the directions

of the physician. Kegarding the responsibility for the

care of sponges during an operation, the doctor, ac-

pans st .io:)Dop aqf n 'adnosa qou uco o; Suip.io.a
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for malpractice, all prejudices are in favor of the lay

witness, as an educated witness is the worst witness

to make an impression on a jury. An educated wit-

ness gets no show on cross-examination.

The Medical Aspect of Malpractice was taken up by
Dr. AI. F. Porter. The speaker said that a doctor

who is conscientious and capable may be sued or

threatened with a suit for malpractice, but is in no

danger of being mulcted. The man who undertakes to

do a thing he is not competent to do is either ignorant

or dishonest, and days himself liable to malpractice

suits and to convictions tbereon. Honesty and com-
petency. then, are the great safeguards against an-

noyance from malpractice suits. These safeguards

are practically perfect in the prevention of verdicts

against one for malpractice, but they frequently fail

to prevent the threatening of suits.

Simply stated, then, the law requires of the doctor

honesty and competency. Possibly there are degrees

or grades of honesty, as there are degrees and grades

of light and shade, but personally, I hold that a man
is either honest or dishonest, just as a given surface

may be said to be black or not black, or white or not

white. A man may be more or less dishonest than

another, but if he be honest, he is honest, and there is

the end. and no man can go farther on that road. De-

grees of oishonesty there certainly are, but degrees

ol honesty are to my mind impossible. Two equally

honest men may differ much in their ethical concepts

and conduct, but this signifies different degrees of

ethical perception, different degrees of knowledge, not

different grades of right. The honest marr may want
to do right, but because of lack of wisdom do wrong.

How much must a doctor know of the kno-wn in

medicine to be competent in the eyes of the law?

This depends much on where the particular doctor,

whose competency is to be judged, lives. At first

thought this seems strange, and more un-American

than strange, for it would seem that human life and

comfort should have the same value in the eyes of the

law in Puckerbrush that it has in the largest city,

and the keynote of our Constitution declares that all

men are born equal. Yet if one stops to think he

will conclude that the gravitation of the best men in

all walks of life is toward certain centers offering bet-

ter or more desirable environment, and that this grav-

itation is as natural, and therefore as inevitable, as

tbe gravitation of the finer grains to the bottom of

the sand pile, and that therefore the requirement of

the law which provides that to be competent a doc-

tor must be possessed of a degree of knowledge which

will measure up to the average of that possessed by
his confreres is right and reasonable.

I was once told by an eminent jurist that law in its

essence is common sense. This is of course equivalent

to saying that some of the legislative enactments are

not law, which is of course true. Doctors who are

both competent and conscientious are not infrequently

sued for malpractice. Usually the problem mathe-

matically stated is about as follows: A mean, meddle-

some doctor + shyster lawyer =: a suit for mal-

practice. Sometimes there is to be added a black-

mailer, but perhaps more often a man too ignorant to

appreciate the limitations of medical science and

therefore honestly of the opinion that he has been

maltreated.

I regret that honesty compels me to say that the

first cause in many malpractice suits is a doctor, and

more to be regretted still is the fact that this doctor’s

pernicious activity is usually due to a small soul, com-
bined with mental myopia. ‘"’Tis true, and pity ’tis,

’tis true,” a man may be mean enough to instigate a

suit against a fellow-practitioner, but he will not do

it if he is wise, for he knows that “crows come home
to roost.” Hence, I say that the instigator of these

suits is usually both mean and lacking in common
sense. Inadvertent remarks, made without more or

less forethought, but misinterpreted, is another one

of the causes of the institution of malpractice suits.

Over-anxiety on the part of the doctor, interpreted by
the patient as a lack of knowledge or skill on the doc-

tor’s part, is another of the causes of the institution

of malpractice suits. The best prophylaxis is that the

doctor shall know himself, which means that he shall

know his own limitations and the work for which he

is competent, as well as that for which he is not com-

petent, and to do such work as well as those in the

neighborhood in which he lives.

Envy and jealousy on the part of physicians is not

infrequently an inciting cause for malpractice suits.

The man who succeeds is not infrequently made the

target for uncomplimentary remarks and criticism by

his envious confreres, and this may lead to a suit for

malpractice on the part of some ignorant or mis-

2uided patient.

Fractures are among the most difficult surgical con-

ditions the surgeon meets, and yet the popular idea is

that fractures are rather trivial affairs. A doctor may
repair a broken limb as well as anyone can possibly

do it, and yet the limb may not look good and may be

practically useless. To-day it would be difficult to

convince an intelligent judge or jury that all had been

done that could be done unless the x-ray has been em-

ployed in the treatment of a fracture.

The safeguard for a doctor in treating a patient who
will not follow directions is to tell the patient em-

phatically, “you follow my directions or get another

doctor.”

The entrusting of the counting of sponges to nurses

in a well-organized hospital is in the best interest of

the patient, and makes it safer for the patient, but the

law holds the doctor responsible. It would seem that

the law should look first to the patient’s safety.

Discussion .—.Judge Heaton emphasized the fact that

whatever a physician holds himself to do he is held

by the law to do well, and whenever he attempts

to do that which he is not competent to do he is liable

to a suit for malpractice.

Dr. McCaskey asked the question if a physician is

called in an emergency and did the very best he could

under the circumstances, and did it badly, would he

be held responsible? .Judge Heaton, in answering, said,

“Yes, under the law, but looking at it from a hu-

mane standpoint, no judge or jury would give the

doctor the worst of it.”

Attorney Hoffman suggested that the lack of a

proper law requiring that those desiring to practice

law should come up to a certain standard may be con-

sidered as a reason for the existence of shyster law-

yers. He agreed with Dr. Porter in the statement

that to avoid malpractice suits the physician should

be honest and should know what he is doing.

Lawyer Guy Colerick said that lawyers were often

compelled to take cases which, after trial, were proved

to be based on false premises, because before the trial

the lawyer has no way of seeing the other side and the
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trial is tlie only way to get at the truth. In other

words, a lawyer must assume that his client’s case is

true until, by proper courts, it is proved true or un-

true.

Dr. Buchman said that the surgeon has the whole
responsibility, while the lawyer has an umpire and set

of rules and laws and decisions to guide and direct

him. The surgeon, on the other hand, must rely on
his own judgment in many instances. While the vast

majority of fractures unite kindly, j-et some do not

do so, and occasionally under the very best care there

are failures. This is almost impossible to satisfac-

torily explain to a jury, which, in the majority of in-

stances, is made up of men of not very strong mental
attainments.

Lawyer Townsend said that in emergencies if you
feel that you are not competent you must refuse or

the law will hold you liable. Yet, from a humane
standpoint it would be very hard to get a jury to in-

flict penalty on one who had done the very best he

could do in such an emergency. On the counting of

sponges the principles of law say that if the doctor

feels competent to count sponges he can not delegate

that work to the nurse, but must be held responsible.

With reference to the liability of a company surgeon,

Mr. Townsend said that it is fundamental in law that

the company is not liable if they can prove that they

did the right thing in securing a competent surgeon.

By so doing they clear themselves.

In closing the discussion. Dr. Porter said, with ref-

erence to the counting of sponges, that he did not

think that the doctor should be held responsible for

the counting of sponges in a well-organized hospital,

and that the patient’s interests were better served

by having a competent nurse look after that part

of the work. He said that it was his practice to hold

the nurse responsible for the counting of the sponges,

and that he would continue to do so, law or no law,

for he believed that in so doing he was acting in the

best interests of the patient, and that was of first con-

cern to him.

Adjourned. J. C. W.\.Lr,ArE, .Sec.

(Meeting of Feb. 4, 1908.)

Society called to order by the secretary. Dr. J. C.
Wallace, with 35 members and guests present. On
motion. Dr. O. W. ]\Icraskey was called on to pre-
side. Minutes of previous meeting read and ap-
proved.

Hydatid Mole of the Uterus.—Dr. Drayer reported
<a case of hydatid mole of the uterus and presented a
fresh specimen. Patient, aged 42, mother of seven
children, missed two periods. Bleeding began, and
diagnosis of abortion at about two months was made.
Uterus was packed and 1 dram of ergot administered.
On subsequent visit the mass exhibited was found ex-
pelled. The cervix was found well dilated. (Hysterec-
tomy was done one week subsequently.)

In the discussion of the case. Dr. Rosenthal said he
believed it to be a hydatid mole. If it is malignant
patient will not get well, even after removal of the
uterus, as this is not the early stage if it is sarcoma.
He believed this has to do with her pregnancy and
that she will get well after curettage.

Dr. Porter .says it is a syncytioma malignum. It
looks like fatty tissue. The undeveloped pregnancy
is shown in the body of this specimen. He advises

removal of the uterus at once, as the woman is 42
years of age. A large number of syncytioma occur
in women who have been possessors of hydatid moles.

Dr. Duemling says he believes that if this is really

malignant the patient’s fate is sealed, and if not she
will get well after curettage. He has seen three such
hydatid moles, two in the same individual.

Dr. Xierman said that this condition of syncytioma
is extremely malignant and is disseminated by the

blood stream.

Dr. Greenwell, of Huntertown, was elected to mem-
bership.

The regular postgraduate program was carried out
and consisted of papers, talks by Dr. IM. F. Porter on
“Angioma and Lymphangioma;” Dr. H. G. Mertz on
“Sarcoma,” and Dr. .1. B. IMcEvoy on “Carcinoma.”
Dr. Porter gave the varieties, structure, distribution

and prognosis of simple nevus and cavernous nevus.

He said that the latter should be removed, not only

because they sometimes become very unsightly, but on
account of the danger of their undergoing malignant
changes. The best method of removal is by excision.

The plexiform angioma or cirsoid aneurism occur more
frequently in the negro race. They are most usually

found in the scalp. Lymphangioma is a multiplication

and increase in the size of the lymph vessels. Lym-
phatic cysts are most frequently found in the neck.

They also occurs in the omentum and mesentery. In

the sigmoid mesocolon they have been mistaken for

ovarian tumors. Chyle cysts may form anywhere in

the mesentery where there are lymph vessels. They
are most often found at the junction of the bowel
and leaflets of mesentery. They may produce obstruc-

tion of the bowel, and Dr. Porter said that he had seen

one case of chyle cyst producing volvulus, which was
mistaken for a case of appendicitis, as the tumor was
in that region, and the patient died. He said that in

1900 he had occasion to look up the literature on chyle

cysts of the mesentery and found a record of twenty
cases. He exhibited a drawing illustrating a chyle

cyst of the mesentery which had occurred in his own
practice.

Dr. II. G. IMerz then read a paper on “Sarcoma,”
desciibing the structure, microscopic section, distribu-

tion, age and prognosis of the different varieties, and
considered the general character of sarcoma, such as

vascular supply, inetastasis, capsule, infiltration, lym-
phatic supply and secondary changes.

The third paper of the evening was by Dr. .1. B.

McEvoy, on “Carcinoma.” His discussion covered both

glandular and squamous-celled cancer, and took up the

question of distribution, gross and microscopic appear-

ance, lymph and blood vessels, secondary changes and
differential diagnosis.

In opening the discussion. Dr. Beall said it was a

peculiar fact that hypertrophy of the subcutaneous

tissue in the colored race is often well marked. One
form is that of the keloid. In regard to sarcoma, he

said that the ordinary mole has the microscopic ap-

pearance of sarcoma. This might explain the tend-

ency to become malignant, the change, however, usu-

ally being carcinomatous.

Dr. Rosenthal, in discussing telangiectatic tumor, re-

ported a case on the face of a child one and one-half

years of age. The growth extends over the face and

back of the ear, and is nearly as large as a man’s fist,

soft, pultaceous, and fluid can be expressed by pres-

sure. Over this growth, and extending down the neck,
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there are two largre veins, the size of the little finger.

Tlie skin is very thin; j)artial atrophy well marked,

lie has treated two such cases by injecting them with

steam and intends treating this one the same way.

As a rule, in injecting steam he says you get no

slough, the tissues becoming white at once and absorb-

ing. Carcinoma are decidedly infectious, hence the

necessity of Ireing very careful not to transplant or

infect new ground with knives, needles, etc.

Drs. Xierman and Rhamy also discussed the papers.

In closing. Dr. Porter said that alt sarcomas are

connective tissue, while carcinomas are epithelial tu-

mors. Hence the fibroid is a sarcoma in every sense

except its behavior. A sarcoma is malignant because
its cells have a tendency to multiply, but do not be-

come mature. The nearer they come to maturity the

less malignant is the tumor. When macroscopic and
microscopic appearances of a tumor give evidence of

a malignant condition of the tumor it should be re-

moved. Tumors should always be regarded as sus-

picious and be removed as soon as possible.

Drs. Alerz and !McEvoy closed the discussion of their

papers.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

(Meeting of Feb. ii, 1908.)

Society met in the assembly room and was called to

order by President Calvin, with 2.o members and
guests present. ^Minutes of the previous meeting read

and approved. The regular postgraduate program was
continued and the following papers and talks, illus-

trated by microscopic and macroscopic specimens, were
given: “Papilloma and Adenoma.” by Dr. J. D. Mercer;
“Dermoid Cysts,” by Dr. H. G. Xierman; “Cancer of

the Uterus,” by Dr. C. H. English.

Dr. Porter opened the discussion by saying, with
reference to cancer of the utenis, that if we wait for

the so-called symptoms of carcinoma of the uterus,

we have waited too long. If a thorough physical ex-

amination is made in suspicious cases, and a micro-
scopical e.xamination of scrapings is made, carcinoma
will be found much more often. Aluch better results

are secured by removal per vagina than by any other

method. Complete removal of the pelvic lymphatics,
as mentioned by some writers, is practically an impos-
sibility. He said that the jr-ray had either cured a

nuinher of inoperable cases of carcinoma for

him or else they have recovered in spite of the use of

the ir-ray and other treatment. With reference to

prognosis, he said that carcinoma in a young individ-

ual, other things l)cing equal, is much more unfavor-
able than in elderly persons. He is of the opinion

that the immediate repair of the cervix is bad surgery
except where hemorrhage makes it necessary. Immedi-
ate repair of the perineum is, as a rule, the correct

procedure unless the tissue is so badly bruised that it

is l>etter to allow Xature to take care of the con-

dition.

Dr. Porter said that he took exception to the ex-

pression that dermoids of the ovary are rare, if Dr.

Xierman will allow that the so-called dermoids are

dermoids. From a technical standpoint dermoid cysts

of the ovary are the worst cysts of the ovary to re-

move. They not infrequently undergo malignant
change.

Dr. B. Van Sweringen reported a case of dermoid
in the region of the appendix, which seemed to spring

from the omentuih. In taking it out it came loose

from its attachment and it was impossible to find the

origin of the tumor, but it was supposed that it origi-

nated from the right ovary. He re])orted another case

of dermoid cyst of the abdominal wall, communicat-

ing with a dermoid within the belly. Operation was re-

fused.

Dr. Beall said that to avoid the tendency to re-

currence papilloma should be widely removed. A
papilloma in an elderly individual should be very care-

fully watched. He said that it was not surprising that

dermoids arise in the testicles and ovary. Some slight

stimulus may stimulate the cells to form new beings.

Dr. Drayer said that he had treated a number of

cases of cancer of the uterus with the x-ray. Some
have recovered and some have not. Of those who re-

covered he was not sure whether they recovered be-

cause of the x-ray or in spite of it. He said that

repair of the cervix after involution is the proper pro-

cedure. Primary repair should only be done to stop

hemorrhage.

Dr. C. E. Barnett, referring to cancer of the uterus,

said that the removal of the deep iliac glands is of

doubtful efficacy. Wertheim, by a careful selection of

operated cases, has a mortality of less than 6 per cent.

This indicates that a careful selection of cases is of

importance in deciding on the value of operative pro-

cedures.

Dr. Weaver said that cervical carcinoma occurs much
more often in mothers than in nullipara. He consid-

ered it bad practice to curette or incise a piece of tis-

sue for examination with the idea of performing an

operation later if thought advisable. He contended

that a frozen section should be made immediately

while the operator and the patient are ready for im-

mediate operation should the pathologist report ma-
lignancy.

Dr. Rhamy said that dermoids of the testicle are

rare, but teratomas of the testicle are not so rare.

Resolutions concerning nostrums, recommended for

adoption by the Kentucky State Aledical Society, were

again presented, and on motion the same were unani-

mously adopted.

The president appointed Drs. E. IM. Van Buskirk,

J. B. McEvoy and J. H. Gilpin a committee on public

health and hygiene.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

BLACKFORD COUNTY.
At the annual meeting of the Blackford County

Aledical Society the following officers were elected

for the year 1008: President, C. Q. Shull, Montpelier;

vice-president, Charles A. Sellers, Alontpelier; secre-

tary-treasurer, M. M. Clapper, Hartford City; dele-

gate to the State As”sociation, W. E. Thornton; alter-

nate, W. A. Hollis; board of censors, Samuel Hollis,

J. D. H. Lorimor and Charles A. Sellers. The society

decided to adopt the postgraduate course as recom-

mended by the American Medical Association. The
society will be divided into two sections for weekly
meetings; one section to meet in IMontpelier each

Tuesday night and the other section to meet in Hart-

ford City on each Wednesday night. The society as a

whole will meet at Montpelier on the last Frida.v of

each month to review the work done by the sections.

M. M. Clapper, Sec.

V
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CLAY COUNTY.

On the evening of February 20, the Clay County

Medical Society entertained as guests the dental sur-

geons and pharmacists of the county, together with a

number of visiting physicians from other counties, in-

cluding Drs. Brayton, Kimberlin and Heath of In-

dianapolis, Dr. Cook of Bowling Green, Dr. !Mercer of

Reelsville and Drs. Weinstein, Luckett, M. R. Combs
and C. X. Combs of Terre Haute. A very practical

paper was presented by Dr. A. A. Spears of Brazil on

“Care of the Teeth and its Relation to the General

Health.” Dr. Heath read a paper on “Eye T>esions of

Diabetes,” wdiich was highly appreciated. The prin-

cipal address of the evening was then delivered by Dr.

Kimberlin on “Pericarditis.” This proved most in-

tensely interesting, as it was freely illustrated by
more than a dozen prepared specimens showing the

great variety of lesions caused by this affection.

A luncheon and smoker was provided by the local

committee of arrangements and served by them in the

Elks’ banquet rooms adjoining the hall. During the

discussion of this feature, all present became mutually
better acquainted, and with felicitous speeches by Drs.

Brayton, Combs, Kimberlin, Heath, Smith and Dis-

trict Councilor Dr. J. H. Weinstein, the later hours

were most pleasantly employed. Adjourned.

G. W. Finley, Hec.

CLINTON COUNTY.
A regular meeting of the Clinton County Medical

Society was held on Jan. 2, 1008. Interesting papers

were presented by Dr. .Tames W. Hadley on “The Ther-

apeutic Value of Sulphate of Calcium,” and A. G.

Chittick on “The Ophthalmo-Tuberculin Reaction,” with
report of eleven cases. At this meeting of the society

it \vas decided to procure the services of an attorney

as common collector. The attorney is to furnish each

doctor a list of the persons who do not pay their doc-

tor bills and from whom it is impossible to make col-

lections.

Adjourned. A. G. Chittick, Acting Hec.

ELKHART COUNTY.
The Elkhart County Medical Society met in regular

session in the office of Dr. W. B. Kreider, Goshen, on

February 6, with 25 members present. Dr. Kreider

read an interesting paper on “The Principles and Ther-

apeutics of Light,” and referred particularly to the

therapeutic use of the leucodescent lamp. The paper
was well discussed. The regular meetings of the so-

ciety are held on the first Thursday evening of each

month.
Adjourned • Geo. W. Spohn, »8ec.

HENRY COUNTY.
At a recent meeting of the Henry County Medical

Society the following officers were elected to serve for

one year: President, J. A. Tully, Millville; vice-presi-

dent, H. E. Hiatt, New Castle; secretary-treasurer,

E. K. Westhafer, New Castle. The society meets in

New Castle the second Thursday of every other month,
beginning with February.

Adjourned. E. K. Westiiafer, Sec.

GREENE COUNTY.
The Greene County Medical Society met at Switz

City on February 13, with President Knoefel in the

chair. On account of e.xceedingly bad weather but few

members were present. Next meeting will be held

Alarch 12, and the subject for discussion will be

“Acute Mania.”

Adjourned. F. A. VanSandt, Sec.

JACKSON COUNTY.

At the annual meeting of tlie Jackson County Aled-

ical Society the following officers were elected to serve

for the year 1908: President, C. E. Gillespie, Crothers-

ville; vice-president, L. B. Hill, Seymour; secretary-

treasurer, G. H. Kamman, Seymour; board of censors,

J. K. Ritter, Seymour; AI. F. Gerrish, Seymour; A,

Alay, Crothersville; delegate to the State Association,

L. B. Hill, Seymour; committee on Public Health and

legislation, D. J. Cummings, Sr,, Aledora; AI. F. Ger-

rish, Seymour; -J. K. Ritter, Seymour. The society

meets at Seymour on the first Thursday of each month

at 3 o’clock p. m. The society has adopted the ])ost-

graduate course as recommended by the A. AI. A., and

has rented a suite of rooms over Cox’s drug store,

where all the paraphernalia of the society is kept.

G. H. Kamman, Sec.

JAY COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Jay County Aledical So-

ciety was held on February 14, and was the first meet-

ing under the program of the postgraduate course of

study as outlined for county societies by the A. AI. A.

Dr. C. E. Caylor presented the subject of tumors, viz.:

“Fibroma. Lipoma, Chondroma, Osteoma, Alyoma, Alyx-

oma and Neuroma.” He illustrated his paper with

charts and drawings, which made it very interesting.

W. D. Schwartz, of Portland, read a paper on “Benign

Tumors of the Breast; Cause, Diagnosis and Treat-

ment.” There was a good attendance and much inter-

est manifested.

Adjourned. AI. T. Jay', Sec.

LAKE COUNTY.

The Lake County Aledical Society met in regular ses-

sion at Hammond on February 0, with 15 memlx'rs

present. Dr. E. AI. Shanklin read an excellent paper

on “Tumors in and Around the Ev’e,” which was illus-

trated by numerous sketches and pictures showing the

various eye lesions under consideration. A general

discussion followed, in which many practical points

were emphasized, and in particular those points which

are of particular interest to the general practitioner

in his daily work.

A communication from the secretary of the state

board of health was read, in which was pointed out

the failure of many physicians to use proper terms in

giving the causes of death when signing death certifi-

cates. Cards w'ere distributed illustrating the various

terms improperly used by physicians in signing reports.

The society unanimously adopted resolutions con-

demning all forms of contract practice where a limited

amount of service is rendered for a fixed sum.

Dr. A. S. Schleicker, secretary of the board of health

of East CTiicago, explained the objects of the Chicago

and Suburban Health League. It was generally recog-

nized that a combination of the health departments

of Chicago and surrounding municipalities would prove

of great value to the entire district. Meekly reports

of the prevailing diseases in each district are to be

sent to the central office on Saturday. On Alonday a
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general report from the central office is to be sent to

each member of the League. By this means it is hoped

tliat the transmission of contagions diseases from one

district or city to another may be prevented.

Dr. W. A. Evans, Health Commissioner for Chicago

and Secretarj- of the Leagne, will be asked to address

the Lake County Medical Society at its March meet-

ing.

Adjourned. ^YILLIAM D. Weis, Sec.

LAPORTE COUNTY.
Tlie LaPorte County Medical Society met in regular

session at LaPorte February 14. Dr. F. A. McGrew
read a veiy interesting paper on “The Surgical Side of

Gastric Ulcer,” and Dr. IT. W. Wilson presented a

well-prepared paper on “Pneumonia.” Both papers

merited and received much discussion. Dr. F. T. Wil-

cox reported an unusual case of “Torsion of the Great
Omentum, with Operation and Recovery.” The next

meeting of the society will be held at Michigan City

on April 10.

Adjourned. J. W. ^Ijlligax, Sec.

LAWRENCE COUNTY.
The Lawrence County lUedical Society met in regu-

lar session on Thursday, February C. Dr. J. A. Gibbons
read a well-prepared paper on “Bronchopneumonia,”
after which followed a lengthy and general discussion.

Dr. G. W. Walls reported a case of central placenta

prsevia. The patient, Airs. II., third pregnancy, at the

seventh month of gestation, began to flow profusely.

The hemorrhage was found to come from a placenta

covering the whole outlet of the uterus. Hemorrhage
soon ceased, and directions were left to call assistance

immediately should it recur. Ten days later the symp-
toms returned. Examination showed dilatation of the

cervix to the size of a half dollar. Uterine contractions

absent. Consultation was called. Forced dilatation

was resorted to and a quick delivery made by pushing
through the placenta and doing a podalic version. Only
a small amount of hemorrhage followed. Eight days
later the temperature rose to 104 degrees. The uterus

was thoroughly douched with an antiseptic solution,

and from that time recovery was uneventful. Dr.

Walls urged the necessity of adopting prompt meas-
ures for the treatment of this class of cases, and said

that the pulse and respiration should be earefuBy
watched to warn one of eoncealed hemorrhage.

Adjourned. Claude Dollens, Sec.

MADISON COUNTY.
At the annual meeting of the ^ladison County Med-

ical Society the following officers were elected to serve

for the year lfl08: President, L. E. Alexander, Pendle-

ton; vice-president, William A. Boyden, Anderson;
secretary-treasurer, Benj. II. Cook, Anderson; censors,

S. C. Xewlin, William A. Boyden and T. 0. Annfield.

The society meets the fourth Tuesday of each month,
except June, July, August and September. Each alter- ,

nate meeting is held at Anderson, beginning with
February. The other meetings are held at other towns
in the county. The January meeting was held at

Alexandria, the March meeting- will be held at Elwood,
the !May meeting at Pendleton, and the November
meeting at Summit ville. Since the adoption of the

migratory feature the interest of the society has

been much better. Bexj. H. Cook, Sec.

MARION COUNTY.
77/ A’ l\I)[.iX,U‘OUS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Jan. 28, 1908.)

The society was called to order by the president. Dr.

Wynn. The minutes of the last meeting were read and
ajjproved.

The evening was taken up with a general and inr

formal discussion of the work of the society. The dis-

cussion was concerned, chiefly, with the character of

the programs and the relation of the society to mat-

ters of public health and welfare. Nearly every one
was heartily in favor of the “Case Nights.” It seemed
to be the concensus of opinion that all case reports

should be carefully written up, that more purely med-
ical cases should be reported, that the especially inter-

esting and valuable features of the eases should be-

emphasized and that a greater number of men should

be urged to appear on these nights. It was also sug-

gested that the program he not too long and so con-

trolled as to allow more discussion of the cases re-

ported. Drs. Brayton and Earp, as representatives of

the Council, explained fully the work of the Council in

making up the program, and their absolute dependence
for the program on the voluntary contributions of the

memher.s of the society. It has not been the custom of

this society to ask certain individuals to contribute

papers except in rare instances, and the plan pursued
has always seemed the best. Several of the speakers

thought that work should be assigned by the Council

to various individual members either as isolated papers
or as symposia. Dr. Potter suggested the plan of in-

viting prominent medical men to address the society

from time to time, and also that some collective in-

vestigation be begun in this community by commit-
tees.

In the discussion of the wider activity of the society.

Dr. Clark, president of the city Board of Health, was
strongly in favor of the society actively supporting all

measures tending to the improvement of the public

health and benevolence. He also believed that it

should assist most vigorously in the prosecution of

illegal practitioners and charlatans.

Among the other suggestions made were that the

proceedings should he reported by a stenographer and
published in detail; that those who are assigned to

discuss papers should he informed as to the contents

of the paper so as to allow some preparation before-

hand; occasional meetings devoted to a review of the

progress of the various branches of medical science;

and the appointment of standing committees to carry

on the broader Mork of the society.

Dr. Freeland made a plea for greater interest in the

City Hospital. This would he of benefit to the mem-
bers of the society and help greatly in pushing forward
the institution to the place where it .should be.

Those who took part in the discussion were Drs. A.
W. Brayton, T. B. Noble, R. H. Ritter, 0. G. Pfaff, E.

D. Clark, G. D. Kahlo, Theodore Potter, J. V. Reed,

F. C. Charlton, J. R. Eastman. Hannah Graham, S. E.

Earp, Henry Ostroff, H. J. Weil, J. H. Payne, J. L.

Freeland and C. F. Non. The society adjourned.

R. H. Ritter, Sec.

(Meeting of Feb. 4, 1908.)

The society was called to order by the president. Dr.

Wynn. The minutes of the last meeting were read and
approved. The apj)lication of Dr. Charles D. Humes
was read the first time and ordered posted. The pro-

gram was made up entirely of case reports.
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Calculus of the Ilium.—Eeported by Dr. O. G. Pfaff.

Patient, woman, aged 42. For the past year had oc-

casional attacks of abdominal pain with vomiting. She

uas subject to spells of constipation. She was sud-

denly seized with a severe pain in the abdomen, fol-

lowed by vomiting which became stereoraceous. Opera-

tion after about forty-eight hours disclosed a hard

mass in the ilium which proved to be a calculus wholly

occluding the lumen. This was removed and the

patient did well for a few hours when, without any
jH’emonition, she suddenly died. This is the second case

of this kind that Dr. Pfaff has seen in the past six

months.

Removal of Cyst of the Ovary in the Presence of

Pregnancy.—Reported by Dr. O. G. Pfaff. Patient,

woman, aged 24, five months pregnant. A small tense

cyst was discovered imbedded in the left cul-de-sac.

Believing that this would interfere with delivery, the

abdomen was opened and the cyst of the ovary re-

moved. The patient made an uneventful recovery and
went home in two weeks.

Successive Operations on One Patient for Gallstones.

—Reported b_v Dr. O. G. Pfaff. Patient, woman, aged

45, was operated on for gallstones and a number of

medium-sized stones removed. She recovered promptly
but returned in a short time complaining of the same
symptoms. A second operation found an encysted stone

in the cystic duct and another imbedded in the hepatic

duet. These, together with the entire gall bladder,

were removed. Again there was a prompt recovery.

Several weeks later she again returned complaining of

the old symptoms. A fine probe introduced into the

old tract came in contact with a hard mass. After

freezing the surface a small incision was made and
one stone the size of a marble was removed, as well as

five or six smaller stones. The patient returned home
and nothing has been heard from her since.

Intussusception in an Infant.—Dr. E. D. Clark re-

ported the case of invagination of the bowel of an in-

fant aged nine months. The child suddenly began to

cry and persisted in this till the mother became un-

easy and called in the family physician. The next

morning there were frequent movements of the bowels
with some blood and mucus. At this time a sausage-

shaped mass could be felt and the diagnosis of intus-

suseeption was made. Operation was done two days
later. Three feet of the ilium with its mesentery was
found to be invaginated into the colon together with
four or five inches of the colon itself. The mass was
dark red but not gangrenous. The infolding was easily

reduced, the bowel immediately filled with gas and it

seemed unnecessary to anchor it. The little patient

made an uneventful recovery. Dr. Clark discussed

briefly the diagnosis and treatment of such cases.

Operation to Lengthen the Sciatic Nerve.—Dr. J. R.

Eastman detailed a plastic operation for the elongation

of the sciatic nerve. The patient was a girl about 15.

Two years previous she had had a severe attack of

typhoid, followed by a deep phlegmonous suppuration

of the posterior aspects of both legs extending almost

from the hips to the ankle. As a result of this local

infectious process, there gradually developed marked
contractures with shortening of all the flexors on the

knees, and on both sides the legs were tightly flexed

upon the thighs. She also became very fat. At opera-

tion both legs were straightened by elongation of the

tendons implicated in the contractures. In spite of

freeing the sciatic nerve and bringing great strain on

it it refused to stretch enough to allow the permanent
straightening. The elongation was made by splitting

the nerve for three inches, then severing by cutting the
fibers upon the right side above and upon the left side

below. Then the ends of the fibers of the outer half of

fhe nerve were united to the ends of the fibers of the
inner half, thus completely disarranging the axis cyl-

inder ends, and was united to its corresponding central
end. The patient was kept in plaster-of-Paris bandages
for three weeks to prevent recurrence of the contrac-
tion. Later hot and cold applications and massage
were eifiploycd. After three years the girl, though still

obese, walks without crutches and goes up and down-
stairs without difficulty. INIotion of the feet is almost
perfect, being still slightly defective in the left. Sen-
sation is not impaired.

Myomata.—Dr. Goethe Link reported three cases of
myomatoma on which he had operated. He also ex-
hibited the specimens which showed typically the three
regions from which these tumors may develop.

Brain Hemorrhage.—Dr. Paul Coble reported the case
of a man who was found unconscious and taken to the
City Hospital. The next morning he regained con-
sciousness and told that he had had a number of such
attacks. Soon after he again became unconscious and
died on the third day without regaining consciousness.
Autopsy revealed a recent diffuse hemorrhage situated
over both Rolandic areas and for some distance on both
sides. The cerebellum was congested and on the under
side was found a firm, dense, fibrous clot, irregular in

outline, about one-half inch in diameter. The patient
had told during his brief period of consciousness of
frequent severe pain up and down the spine, which was
jirobably due to the old cerebellar clot, while the pres-
ent trouble was due, evidently, to the recent meningeal
hemorrhage.

Inguinal Hernia.—Dr. .1. H. Oliver reported the case
of a man who had had an inguinal hernia for five

years. One morning soon after arising his hernia sud-
denly descended and the tumor reached an enormous
size; the mass hung down almost to the knees: reduc-

tion was impossible and the man was removed to the
hospital for operation. The sac was found to contain
omentum, small intestine, transver.se colon and almost
the entire stomach. It was necessary to puncture the
stomach and remove a large quantity of fluid before

the contents of the sac could be reduced. The patient
seemed to recover well from the operation for a few
hours when he suddenly became worse and died. On
autopsy the stomach was found in its normal location,

but the puncture wounds could be easily seen.

Discussion.—Dr. Stillson was much interested in Dr.

Eastman’s work with splicing the sciatic nerve. He
has frequently resected nerves about the orbit for the

relief of pain and has been struck with the difficulty in

jireventing the reunion of the cut ends. In one case in

which he removed at least one inch of the supraorbital

nerve there was permanent relief, but in many others,

in which it was impossible to remove so much but still

a considerable length had been removed, reunion had
occurred as evidenced by the return of pain. It would
seem to him that in such large nerves as the sciatic,

elongation by stretching ought to be satisfactory, es-

pecially if the ends could be made to even approx-

imately meet.

Dr. Eastman called attention to the difference be-

tween the restoration of sensation and motion after

section of a nerve. The former is usually much sooner

and more complete than the latter. He has seen ilius
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in a diilR produced api)arcntly by a ealcarious mass

situated in tlie mesentery directly opposite the site of

the invagination. This was probably from an old in-

llamcd gland.

Dr. J. W. Sluss recently saw a case in which the

musculo-spiral nerve had been severed by a cut on the

arm. The wound had been closed without repair of

the nerve and there was complete paralysis of the dis-

tribution of this nerve. The wound was opened and the

ends of the nerve exposed. The upper end imbedded in

the scar tissue was in good condition but the lower end

seemed to be atrophic. The ends were overlapped and

sutured. In thirty-six hours the fingers could be ex-

tended and in three weeks there was almost complete

restoration of function of the arm and hand. He em-

phasized the significance of acute intestinal obstruction

in a child. It usually means intussusception.

Dr. I). F. Lee reported a case of extremely large in-

guinal hernia of long standing. Prolonged rest in bed,

with elevation of the hips, eventually almost putting

the patient in the suspended position, somewhat re-

duced the size of the mass. Twice operation was done.

Each time some improvement was noted. The patient

died of an intercurrent trouble before complete cure

could be effected.

Dr. Goar confirmed Dr. Oliver’s description of the

contents of the hernial sac in the case reported. He

had seen the patient five years previous for his hernia.

At this time the gut could be reduced but the omentum

could not be.

Dr. Oliver has seen restoration of function early

after suturing of several nerves which had been injured

several years before. In three eases when it was neces-

sary to elongate the nerve he had split the nerve and

slid down a piece to fill in the gap. In each case the

restoration of function was most satisfactory. The

society adjourned. K- H. Ritter, aS'cc.

(Meeting of Feb. ii, 1908.)

The society was called to order by the president. Dr.

Wynn. In the absence of the secretary the president

called Dr. T. V. Keene to the secretary’s desk.

Dr. Barnhill invited the society to attend the meeting

of the western section of the American Laryngological

Society to be held on February 22 in the rooms of the

society.

Dr.*T. V. Keene presented the following resolution

regarding a contagious hospital in conjunction with

the present City Hospital

:

Resolved. That the Indianapolis Medical Society

heartily endcArses the movement inaugurated by the

City Board of Health, the Commercial Club, and the

staff of the City Hospital, to secure a pavilion at the

City Hospital for the reception and treatment of con-

tagious diseases other than smallpox.

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent by

the secretarv of this society to the mayor, the president

of the Common Council and the chairman of the finance

committee of the Common Council.

This resolution was discussed by Drs. Freeland, Earp,

Wilson and Kimberlin and then adopted. Dr. Keene

then moved that the president of this society and the

president of the judicial council comprise a committee

to represent this society and to act with the City Board

of Health, the committee on grounds and buildings of

the staff of the City Hospital, and the committee from

the directors of the Commercial Club in such manner

as may seem best indicated to lend to the securing, for

the city, of this much needed improvement to the City

Hospital. This motion was" carried.

The Treatment of Diabetes was the title of a paper

read by Dr. Geo. D. Kahlo. The first essential in treat-

ment is now, as it has always been, the diet. Next to

this are mineral waters and general hygiene. Drugs

are of least importance. An accurate diagnosis must

include a careful study of metabolism based upon

calorific requirements, the digestive capacity and the

amount of food lost by failure in oxidation in each

case. To do so requires quantitative estimation of

sugar contained in twenty-four hours’ urine, as also

urea excreted in the same period, taking into consid-

eration quantity, kind of food and liquids ingested and

exercise taken. The object in the diet is to prevent the

glycosuria and at the same time maintain a normal

nutrition. To determine the carbohydrate tolerance we
give a test diet containing 100 grams of bread. As
soon as sugar is absent we increase bread by 50 grams
each day until sugar reappears, then give a diet, the

carbohydrate content of which is a little below the

limit of tolerance. Potatoes or cereals may then be

substituted for a part of the bread.

In redueing carbohydrates, the urine must be

watched for the presence of acetone bodies, partieularly

oxybutyric acid, as. when this substance exists in the

urine in quantity, there is danger of coma and carbo-

hydrates must be increased. Diet lists, as ordinarily

found in the text-books, are suggestive and useful, but

must be modified to meet individual requirements.

There is no- food that is suitable in unrestricted

amounts, and consideration must be given to the ques-

tion of digestibility as well as to that of nutrition.

Carbohydrates should be permitted in as great amount
and variety as can be tolerated, and often considerable

variation will be found in the ability of the patients

to assimilate different forms of such food. Fruits

should be allowed if possible. Aleats are especially

valuable, particularly those containing considerable fat.

Fat foods, as olive oil. butter and cream are the most
valuable of all. The essayist reported 142 cases

treated at French Lick Springs, including both diabetes

mellitis and glycosuria. The results were as a rule

highly satisfactory. In the mild cases sugar disap-

peared from the urine in from three to four days

without alteration in the diet. In those of medium
severity a week to ten days was required to produce

the same result, and in the severer forms of the dis-

ease from two to three weeks. The improvement ob-

served was not only in the reduction or disappearance

of glucose, but in an improvement in digestion and

nutrition and in an increased tolerance for carbohy-

drates. as also an amelioration in symptoms dne to

complications. In addition to the effects of the water,

patients under treatment at a resort have the ad-

vantage of rest, change of scene, opportunity for out-

door life, and as a rule, better facilities for the regula-

tion of the diet. As regards prognosis, the essayist

expressed the opinion that a majority of cases taken

early are curable; for what is primarily a glycosuria

develops into a diabetes through improper care. The

disease when it appears at an early age offers little

hope of recovery, and much is not to be expected in

cases which are already far advanced. In those cases

in which it is impossible to eliminate glyco-suria en-

tirely, life may be often prolonged to its full expect-

ancy without discomfort or great deprivation. Alkaline

mineral waters act by diminishing acidosis and by in-

creasing tolerance for carbohydrates and the relief of

complications. These results may often be obtained

also by the use of bicarbonate of soda anu carbonate of
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calcium. The salicylates are useful in cases showing
a tendency to the uric acid diathesis. Opiates may be

employed in eases in which we are unable to relieve

glycosuria by dietetic and hygienic measures. The best

preparation is codeine, which should be administered

in minimum doses to accomplish this result.

The Value of Dermal Diagnosis.—Paper by Dr. S. H.

H. West. This study was not from any special view-

point, but was an effort to show how all specialties are

materially aided by tracing all skin manifestation to

their causes and deciding if they be sequelae or caus-

ative factors.

Discussion.—Dr. Earp: But little is known regard-

ing the etiology or pathology of diabetes, and as a con-

sequence the treatment is largely empirical. lie re-

viewed the various theories regarding the causation of

this disease and accepts Opie’s theory of the associa-

tion of diabetes and pancreatic diseases. The Islands

of Langerhans are usually involved; invariably there

is a lesion present although it is frequently a simple

atrophy. The theory of Sajous regarding the relation-

ship of the pituitary body and the pancreas was dis-

cussed, but the speaker did not view this theory with

the same degree of acceptance that he accorded the

theory of Opie. He does not believe in the Spartan
interdiction of starches in the dietary as desirable in

the treatment, but would be rather con.servative in the

matter of the withdrawal of starches wholly from the

diet schedule. The vigorous exclusion from the daily

diet frequently distinctly harms the patient more than
the continuous ingestion of sugar. He agreed with the

essayist that a quantitative estimation of the amount
of sugar excreted should be made in all cases, as only

by this means can an accurate estimate of the calorific

value of the utilized food be made. The medical treat-

ment did not offer much hope in the way of per-

manent effect, and he agrees with Hare and Sajous
that arsenic in the form of Fowler's solution, and
opium were of the most service. Alkaline treatment
should be pushed upon the slightest symptom of coma
appearing.

Dr. C. E. Sowder: The diagnosis can not with ac-

curacy be made upon a single finding of sugar in the

urine; glycosuria does not mean diabetes. One should
have a patient under observation some weeks before

hazarding a positive diagnosis of diabetes. It is likely

that most of the cases reported in literature as having
recovered have been cases of transient glycosuria and
not real diabetes. A case should be under observation

from one to six months before a definite diagnosis of

diabetes is made. He summarized the treatment under
three heads, diet, hygiene, drugs.

Dr. Kahlo and Dr. Weer closed the discussion and
the society adjourned.

T. Victor Keexe, .Sfec. pro tern.

(Meeting of Feb. i8, 1908.)
The society was called to order in the clinical am-

phitheater of the City Hospital by the president, Dr.
Wynn. The minutes of the last meeting were read and
approved. The application for membership of Dr. D.
F. Lee, accompanied by a certificate of membership in

the Boone County Afedical Society was read the first

time and referred to the council. Dr. Wynn announced
the appointment of the following members as the com-
mittee on public health, A. C. Kimberlin, H. H.
Wheeler, T. V. Keene.

Arthritic Lesions.—Dr. Louis Burckhardt presented
a number of illustrative cases.

Case 1.—Young woman with ordinary acute poly-

articular rheumatism. This was a typical case. In-

cidentally attention was called to the fact that this

case has been treated by passive hyperemia induced by
the elastic bandage. The relief from pain was re-

markable, so marked in fact that the patient asked to

have the bandage reapplied when it was left off for a
time. The whole condition had rapidly improved under
this plan of treatment.

Case 2.—Alan of about 50, with typical gouty accre-

tions in the ears and on the hands. This man suffered
from severe pains in the legs which were supposed to
be rheumatic in nature, but a closer examination re-

vealed the fact that he was suffering from flat foot.

Case 3.—Woman mIio had an acute attack of ar-

thritis, supposedly rheumatism, some years ago. She
now shows marked enlargements about the phalangeal
articulations of both hands. There has been a hyper-
trophic osteitis.

Case 4.—Woman who has a persistent atrophic in-

flammation of the joints of both hands, most marked
in the metacarpo phalangeal articulations. There is

now subluxation, rigidity and great deformity of many
of these joints.

Incompetence of the Aortic Semilunar Valve.—Dr. A.
C. Kimberlin presented a man with a pronounced in-

competence of the aortic semilunar valve. With the
Erlanger sphygmomanometer he demonstrated the vari-
ous tests for determining the functional capacity of the
heart. Following Schapiro’s method this man showed
a difference of six beats when he lay down. Herz’s
self-checking test by flexion and extension of the fore-
arm gave a normal reaction in this man. Levy's
method of compressing the femorals showed an in-

crease of 22 mm. Graupnier's showed a slight fall in
blood pressure after exercise. According to all these
tests this man's heart showed a good functional
capacity and the prognosis is good. Dr. Kimberlin ex-
hibited a chart of the results of these tests on another
case which failed to appear. In this ease all these pro-
cedures showed a weakened heart in marked contrast
to the results obtained in the patient presented.

Disctissioti.—Dr. A. F. Sterne spoke of the diagnostic
value of the capillary pulse in certain heart lesions.

He attached great importance to it. He believes that
the instruments for the estimation of blood pressure
have added much to our knowledge. The Erlanger is

by far the best of all these.

Dr. R. II. Ritter spoke of the increasing interest

shown in the use of mechanical means of diagnostic
study. Like the microscope and stethoscope they at
times give little or no information, but at other times
they are of immense value and substitute accurate,
scientific information for mere philosophic speculation.
Too much should not be expected of these mechanical
means any more than their real value should be neg-
lected. Their actual value should be properly ap-
preciated. Neither the blood pressure instruments nor
any other will be of any service to the ignorant man.

Dr. Clark spoke of the use of braces for flat foot.

A properly made brace should be .strong enough to bear
the full weight without breaking down, and should ex-

tend up along the inner side of the foot so as to pre-
vent the bones from rolling in. The ready-made ar-
ticles are defective for this reason and also because
they do not possess sufficient strength. He thinks these
braces should be made from plaster casts of the foot
taken when there is no pressure on the foot. The so-

ciety adjourned. R. H. Ritter, Sec.
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77/ /v' YOUXOEIi PIIYSICIAXS’ CLl'Ii OF IXDIAX-
APOLIS.

The Younger Physicians’ Club of Indianapolis gave

its second smoker social at the Commercial Club on

Saturday, Feb. 8, 1908, at 8 p. m., and if enthusiasm

and smoke count for aught the organization has

already demonstrated its success, and raison d’etre.

Prof. Stanley Coulter gave a short but very inter-

esting and helj)ful talk on “Side Lines of Interest to

a Physician,” urging all to beware of ruts and main-

taining that true happines-s lay in a broad culture.

Afterward all repaired to the assembly room above,

where many things of good cheer awaited the inner

man.

The Younger Physicians’ Club was organized last

October, and the following oflicers were elected: Presi-

ident. Dr. C. F. Neu; vice-president. Dr. P. B. Coble;

secretary-treasurer. Dr. J. R. Thrasher. The purpose

of this organization is purely social, and its object to

bring the practicing physicians of the city in closer

touch with each other. The club offers four smoker
socials a year, and at such occasions all things med-
ical and scientific are rigorously tabooed, and the doc-

tors give themselves over strenuously to things of

lighter nature. All practicing physicians of the city

in good standing are eligible to membership. Drs.

Cabe, Garrett and Wales were appointed by the presi-

dent, Dr. Neu, to serve on entertainment committee

and provide for the next smoker social to be given

some time in May. J. R. Thrasher, Sec.

ORANGE COUNTY.

At the annual meeting of the Orange County Med-

ical Society the following officers were elected for

1908: President, R. E. Baker, Orleans; vice-president,

W. W. Sloan, French Lick
;

secretary-treasurer, J. I.

!Maris, Paoli; censors, C. II. Stewart, Orleans; C. E.

Boys, West Baden; L. Lindley, Paoli. The society

meets every other month throughout the year.

Adjourned. J. I. Maris, Sec.

OWEN COUNTY.

A regular meeting of the Owen County ^Medical Soci-

ety was held on Jan. 9, 1908, at which time the fol-

lowing officers were elected to serve for one year:

President, C. II. White, Cataract; vice-president, Ralph

R. Coble, Spencer; secretary-treasurer, Allen Pierson,

Spencer. The society holds regular meetings the third

Friday of each month in the Public Library in Spencer.

Adjourned. Allen Pierson, Sec.

PUTNAM COUNTY.
The meeting of the Putnam County iMedical Society

was held Thursday, February 25, in the City Library

at Greencastle, and was well attended, not only by the

regular members of the profession, but also by mem-
bers of the faculty and students of the university. Dr.

Ford, chief surgeon of the Big Four railroad, was to

speak first at 10:30, but did not arrive at that hour,

and Dr. IMyers, at the head of the medical department

of the State University, delivered an able lecture on

“The Anatomy of the Brain.” He brought with him

the finest anatomical sjiecimens of that organ ever ex-

hibited to a 'Greencastle meeting of physicians. He
began by exhibiting and describing the membranes of

the brain; then taking up the subdivisions in their

minuti®, locating and showing all the ventricles,

cranial nerves, and sulci of the brain substance; locat-

ing also, as far as known, all the sensations of sight,

hearing, tasting and smelling. His lecture was ex-

ceedingly interesting. Dr. Ford lectured at 1:30 on
“The Divisions of the Brain.” The interest in medical

matters was greatly increased by the visit of these

able men. Adjourned. J. V. Bastin, Sec.

STEUBEN COUNTY.
The Steuben County Medical Society held a regular

meeting on January 10. The subject for discussion was
“Tuberculosis,” and a very interesting and instructive

meeting resulted. The members of the society ex-

]iressed themselves as well pleased with The Journal,
and wish to e.xtend encouragement and best wishes.

Adjourned. Mary Ritter, Sec.

SWITZERLAND COUNTY.
At the annual meeting of the Switzerland County

^Medical Society, held Jan. 2, 1908, the following officers

were elected to serve for one year: President, Scott

Culbertson, Y'evay; vice-president, J. H. Smith, Vevay;
secretary-treasurer, .John H. Shaddy, Vevay. The so-

ciety meets on the second Friday of each month.

Adjourned. J. H. Shaddy, Sec.

UNION COUNTY.

The annual meeting of the Union County Medical

Society was held at Liberty on December 4, and the

following officers were elected to serve for one year:

President, E. R. Beard, Liberty; secretary-treasurer,

E. P. Weist, Liberty; censors, F. T. Dubois, Liberty;

M. F. Vereker, Kitchel; and J. E. Morris, Liberty;

delegate, Garrett Pigman, Liberty.

E. P. Weist, Sec.

VIGO COUNTY.

The Vigo County iMedical Society held its annual

banquet .Jan. 7, 1908, at which time the following

officers were installed: President, B. V. Caffee, Terre

Haute; vice-president, R. H. Leavitt, Terre Haute;

secretary-treasurer, C. N. Combs, Terre Haute; dele-

gate, i\L R. Combs, Terre Haute; board of censors,

O. R. S])igler, Terre Haute; J. R. Yung, Terre Haute,

and C. S. Carmichael, Seeleyville.

The regular meeting of February 18 was of excep-

tional interest, the subject being “Pneumonia.” The

lectures were by Drs. Kutch, McConnell and Layman.

Slides showing the different stages of the disease and

a pure culture of the pneumococcus were shown by the

lantern. The entire fresh lungs of a man dying dur-

ing the early part of an attack of lobar pneumonia

were exhibited, and also a dissection of a fetus show-

ing the embryonic pulmonary structures.

A public meeting was held on February 18, with

the city council, school board, city officials, principals

of the schools and faculty of the state normal, to

consider the question of Medical Inspection of Schools.

Dr. E. D. Clark, president of the Indianapolis City

Board of Health, read an able paper on the subject,

which was discussed by Dr. J. J. Kyle of the faculty

of the Indiana IMedical College, and Dr. Eugene Bueh-

ler, Indianapolis City Sanitarian. Dr. J. N. Hurty,

secretary State Board of Health, followed with a

practical illustration. He had been in Terre Haute

all day and inspected a certain school, one of the

worst in the city, and the statement of the conditions
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he found and the diseases he noted in certain pupils

was a most convincing plea for the establishment of

medical inspection in Terre Haute.

C. N. Coombs, Sec.

WABASH COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Wabash County Medical

Society was held at the County Hospital in Wabash
on Wednesday, February 10. The treatment of puer-

peral fever was the title of a paper presented by F. S.

Kilson of North Manchester, which proved very inter-

esting and brought out an extended discussion. In ad-

dition to the paper a clinic was held by Dr. L. W.
Smith at which an operation for appendicitis was per-

formed. The president of the hospital. Miss McDougal,

served dinner to the members and invited guests.

J. E. Jewett, See.

WARRICK COUNTY.

At the annual meeting of the 'Warrick County Aled-

ieal Society the following officers were elected to serve

for one year: President, J. G. Hoover, Boonville; vice-

president, Thomas IVright, Boonville; secretary-treas-

urer, Dalton Wilson, Yankeetown; delegate to the state

association, IV. A. Hewins, Chandler; censors, IV. H.

Alills, Boonville; N. M. Spradley. Tennyson; E. L.

Youngblood, Boonville. Three new members have re-

cently been taken into the society, namely : J. T.

Samples, Boonville; IVilliam Walden, Newburg; 'Wal-

ter P. Robinson, Boonville. The society meets the sec-

ond Tuesday in each month at Boonville.

Adjourned. Dalton Wilson, Sec.

The Warrick County Medical Society at the meeting

of Tuesday, January 14, adopted the constitution and

by-laws recommended by the state association and the

American Aledical Association and has applied for a

charter. The officers are: President, Dr. J. G. Hoover,

Boonville; secretary. Dr. Dalton Wilson, Yankeetown.

The society has twenty-four members.

TWELFTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

The Twelfth Councilor District Medical Society will

meet at Fort Wayne, Tuesday, April 7, 1908. This

society has established a reputation for a high class

of practical scientific work and those who attend the

next meeting may look forward to a program of un-

usual excellence. Dr. James Nevins Hyde and Dr.

J. Clarence Webster, both of Chicago, will be the guests

of honor and present addresses. There will be a morn-

ing session devoted to clinics, and afternoon and even-

ing sessions devoted to papers and addresses.

BOOK REVIEWS

The Sexual Instinct. By James Foster Scott, B.A.,

M.D., C.M. Second edition, revised and enlarged.

New York: E. B. Treat & Company, 1908. Pp. 473.

Price, $2.00.

This is an excellent little treatise on a subject of

vital importance to both layman and physician. In

this second edition two new chapters have been added

and a useful index has replaced the table of contents

of the first edition, a thing that always adds to the

value of a work that can be used for reference.

The conscientious physician can not peruse this

little volume without feeling an increased responsibil-

ity in his vocation, any more than the fair-minded

layman can fail to find in it a faithful portrayal of

the evils consequent upon the tritely expressed “early

sowing of wild oats.” One of the strongest points the

author emphasizes is the fallacy of the “double stand-

ard” of morals which is so commonly accepted by tbe

world at large. Likewise the history of the various

attempts at the regulation of prostitution are reviewed,

and the inconsistency and failure of such proven. It is

greatly to be hoped that such productions as this will

help along the one possible way of combating the

“great black plague” by educating the public in sexual

matters and venereal prophylaxis.

International Clinics. AMI. 4, Seventeenth Series,

1907. Pp. 308. Profusely Illustrated. Philadelphia
and Lonclon : .1. B. Lippincott Company.

This volume of a Mell recognized high grade quarterly

seems unusually rich in material of interest to both the

general practitioner and to him who limits his practice.

The general subjects considered in this number are:

Treatment, medicine, surgery, gynecology, genitourinary

diseases, orthopedics, neurology and otology. One of

the most interesting contributions under the head of

treatment is that of AA'arthin’s on the “Comparative

value of Roentgen irradiation and the administration

of arsenic in the treatment of leukemia.” Under med-

icine Calmette presents his results and technic of the

o])thalmo-reaction to tuberculin as a diagnostic measure

in human tuberculosis, which reaction, if ultimately

proven trustworthy, will be a great boon to the diag-

nostician as well as the patient who must submit to

it. A beautifully illustrated radiographic study of gas-

troptosis is offered by Pancoast. In surgery Greene

presents a second part to his study of surgical syphilis.

In the other departments as well, so much of value ap-

pears that the whole volume is well worth careful

perusal throughout. Indeed it is difficult to do justice,

in a short review, or even to mention in the most cur-

sory manner, the meritorious things that are to be found

herein.

The Principles anh Practice of AIodern Otology.
By John F. Barnhill, AI.D., Professor of Otology
Laryngology and Rhinology, Indiana University

School of Medicine, and Ernest de AV. Wales, B.S.,

AI.D., Associate Professor of Otology, Laryngologc'

and Rhinology, Indiana Lbiiversity School of Aled-

icine. Octavo of .575 pages, with 305 original illus-

trations. many in colors. Philadelphia and London:
AA^. B. Saunders Company, 1907. Cloth, $5.50 net.

Half morocco, $7.00 net.

In the preface of this work the authors state that

among others the following objects have been kept in

view: 1. To modernize the subject; 2. To correct cer-

tain traditional beliefs; 3. To advocate the earliest

possible prophylaxis or treatment ; 4. To emphasize

the importance of a thorough examination and a defi-

nite diagnosis as a basis for rational treatment; and,

5. To thoroughly illustrate the text. They have suc-

ceeded admirably in accomplishing their purpose. The

methods of practice in otology have changed rapidly

during the last few years, and this becomes emphasized

by reading the authors’ detailed and complete descrip-

tion of the more modern and latest accepted methods

of practice as followed by leading otologists in this

and other countries. Of particular interest and im-

portance are the recommendations and description of

various operative treatment for the relief or cure of

aural pathological conditions, and here the latest and
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most approved information is given. One of the

striking features of the book is the wealth of beautiful

and accurate illustrations which elucidate the text.

There are also a few instructive chapters on subjects

directly associated with the practice of otology, but not

usually found in works of this character. Considered

as a whole, the work reflects great credit upon the

authors and is deserving of its descriptive title.

Diseases of the Xose and Throat. By D. Braden

Kyle, IVI.D., Professor of Laryngology and Rhinology,

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. Fourth

Edition Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. Octavo

volume of 725 pages, with 215 illustrations, 28 in

colors. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders

Company, 1907. Cloth, $4.00 net. Half morocco,

$5.50 net.

One can not critically examine this work without

being impressed with the fact that the author has

covered the subject of diseases of the nose and throat

in a very practical, thorough and comprehensive man-

ner. The diseases are classified according to the path-

ological alterations caused by them, and each chapter

is complete in itself, so that the reader on turning to

a certain subject may find under that heading the mat-

ter desired. A particularly commendable feature is the

taking up of each subject from a general standpoint

and the consideration under diagnosis, pathology and

treatment of all systemic conditions in their relation

to the special diseases of the throat and nose. Much
attention has been given to the etiology and pathology

of the various diseases so that by such detailed descrip-

tion the treatment is indicated and easily directed.

In considering the subject of treatment definite doses

or strengths of solutions to be used have been given,

and operations or other procedures minutely described.

Considerable space has been devoted to certain dis-

eases which are somewhat rare, and this materially

adds to the vahie of the book. The popularity of the

work is attested by the demand for four editions within

a few years. This last, or fourth edition, has been

entirely and thoroughly revised. A large number of

new articles have been added and many additions and

alterations have been made in the other chapters in

order to bring the work thoroughly up-to-date. The

work is excellent in every particular, and will con-

tinue to meet with approval from students, general

jjractitioners and specialists.

Surgery; Its Principles and Pr.\ctice. In five vol-

umes. By 00 eminent surgeons. Edited by W. W.
Keen, M,D., LL.D., Hon. E.R.C.S., Eng. and Edin.,

Volume 3. Octavo of 1132 pages, with 502 text-il-

lustrations and 10 colored plates. Philadelphia and
London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1908. Per vol-

ume: Cloth, $7.00 net; half morocco, $8.00 net.

In this volume is treated the surgery of the head by

Harvey Cushing; the surgery of the neck, by E. Wyllys

Andrews; the surgery of the thyroid gland, by A.

Kocher; the surgery of the larynx and trachea, by

George Emerson Brewer; the surgery of the thorax, by

the same author; the surgery of the breast, by John

^1. T. Finney; the surgery of the mouth, teeth and

jaws, by Edmund Owen; the surgery of the tongue, by

John Chalmers Da Costa; technic of abdominal sur-

gery, by John C. IMunro; surgery of the abdominal

wall, and surgery of the peritoneum and retroperitoneal

space, by the same author; the surgery of the esopha-

gus bv Georg Gottstein; surgery of the stomach, by

A. \V. .Mayo Robson; surgery of the liver, the gall-

bladder and biliary ducts, by William J. and Charles
II. Mayo; surgery of the pancreas and the surgery of

the spleen, by B. G. A. Moynihan.

Cushing divides his subject, the head, into four

parts—the scalp, the cranium, the meninges and the
brain. Each subject is treated in a very practical and
thorough manner. He makes a plea, very properly, for

more neurologic study by those who would practice

neurologic surgery. One or more quotations, medical
and otherwise, precede each part of this chapter and
add to the literary entertainment afforded the reader.

Perhaps the most interesting part of the chapter on
the surgery of the neck by Andrews is that devoted to

“operations,” and especially that portion devoted to

Crile’s operation, which is tersely described and thor-

oughly illustrated.

The chapter on diseases of the thyroid gland could

have been written by no one better able to perform the

task than Albert Kocher; hence it follows as a matter
of course that this chapter is classic in character. The
danger of excision of goiters is so slight (3 in 1,000 in

Kocher’s hands) that surgical treatment is advised in

all goiters with nodules that are degenerating, diffuse

colloidal goiters which do not respond promptly to

iodin, goiters producing either pressure or cardiac

symptoms, abnormally situated goiters and rapidly

growing or sensitive goiters. Excision is the operation

of choice. It is to be regretted that the author does

not give the bibliography of his subject as do all the

other writers in this volume.

The chapter on the nose and accessory sinuses is

disappointing. Kasai deformities is disposed of in

four pages, of which one and a half are given to

paraffin injections. The propriety of treating such

subjects as rhinorrhea, tuberculosis of the pharynx,

acute superficial tonsillitis and follicular tonsillitis

in a work of this character is questionable. The ton-

sillotome is advised for the removal of enlarged ton-

sils, and no mention is made of complete removal by
dissecting them out.

In the chapter on surgery of the larynx there is in-

troduced quite a little matter that is purely medical.

We are told by the author that intubation and tra-

cheotomy yield about the same results in diphtheria

of the larynx. This is a mistake. The percentage of

I'ccoveries is much larger in intubation than in tra-

cheotomy. Local antiseptics used in the way of

sprays, gargles and local applications as advised by
the 'author probably do more harm than good, espe-

cially in children. Barring the above exceptions this

chapter is satisfactory. The surgery of the thorax is

by the same author and treats of the injuries, dis-

eases and malformations of the chest walls and con-

tents. Sauerbruch’s cabinet is described and its ad-

vantages named.

The surgery of the breast is very properly allotted

a chapter of its own which is sufficiently comprehen-

sive, is written in a very clear and entertaining style,

and in addition to other illustrations contains three

beautiful plates.

The mouth, teeth and jaws are treated in one chap-

ter, and the tongue in another, and by different au-

thors. Just why this w'as done is not apparent. More
space is given to a consideration of the surgery of the

tongue than to that of the mouth, teeth and jaws com-
bined, which apportionment seems not in accord with

the relative importance of the subjects. The consid-
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eration of dental caries and pyorrhea might better be

left to works on dental surgery.

The technic of abdominal surgery, surgery of the

abdominal wall, and surgery of the peritoneum and

retroperitoneal space are the subjects of the next three

chapters, respectively, and are written by John C.

Munro. Because they are so terse, so comprehensive

and evince such true conservatism and sound surgical

judgment, the.se chapters deserve special commenda-
tion.

Tlie surgery of the esophagus is a very complete

presentation of this rather unsatisfactory chapter in

surgery.

One naturallj' expects much of a chapter on surgery

of the stomach by Mayo Robson, and it is but fair to

say that his expectations are fully met in this chapter.

The chapter on the surgery of the liver, gall bladder,

and bile ducts is written by the Mayos. The chapter

is divided in two parts; the first is devoted to the

liver, and the second to the hile ducts and gall bladder.

Both parts are introduced liy a concise statement of

the embryology, anatomy and jihysiology of the struc-

tures. A better exposition of the subjects in the space

allotted can scarcely be conceived. Among the com-

plications arising from gall-stones we fail to find any
mention of obstruction of the bowel from large stones.

The two closing chapters are by M.oynihan, of Leeds,

England, and deal with the pancreas and spleen, re-

spectively. A very valuable part of the chapter on the

pancreas is the description of the technic of examina-
tion of the urine and feces in suspected cases of pan-

creatic disease. Splenectomy offers the only hope of

cure in Banti’s di.sease. The operation should be done
liefore serious changes have occurred in the liver or

bone marrow. The danger of the operation per se is

slight. The bibliography of each subject is given at

the end of the chapter in which it is treated, with the

exception of that of goiter. The illustrations are many
and good. This volume is a fitting companion for its

worthy predecessors.

ABSTRACTS FROM CURRENT MEDICAL
LITERATURE

THE MEDICINES THE PHYSICIANS SHOULD
PRESCRIBE.

Among the many very interesting subjects discussed

in an admirable address delivered before the Kentucky
State Medical Association by Dr. George H. Simmons,
secretary of the American Medical Association, refer-

ence was made to the work being done by the Council
on Pharmacy and Chemistry as the most important of

all the good things with which the American Medical
Association is to be credited. Concerning this work.
Dr. Simmons says:

“1. The council investigates such proprietary med-
icines as the manufacturers offer for investigation. If,

on investigation, the .council believes the preparations
are what they are claimed to be, and if they comply
with the rules, they are accepted. A full description

of these preparations is published in The Journal
A. M. A., and afterward incorporated in a book, “New
and Non-Official Remedies,” for easy reference.

“2. For obvious reasons, the council can not take
up a preparation for investigation and inclusion in this

book unless the manufacturers are willing, and submit
it for the purpose.

“3. This work is primarily in the interest of manu-

facturers of proprietaries. The majority of them are

opposing it—especially is this true of those who put
out typical nostrums—and consequently they will not
submit their preparations. Even many of the legiti-

mate pharmaceutical houses are secretly opposing this

work, and will continue to do so unless they find it

good policy to do otherwise.
“4. The work is directly in the interest of physicians

and indirectly of the public. Naturally, therefore, if

physicians do not co-operate with and support the
council, manufacturers will not. If physicians do sup-
port it, the viewpoint of the manufacturers will change.

“5. There is one effective way by which physicians
can co-operate and change the viewpoint of the manu-
facturer, and that is by refusing to use any proprietary
medicine that is not to be found in the approved list.

“And this is the appeal that I want to make to
every member of the medical profession of Kentuckv'.
Give this movement your support by refusing to recog-
nize as worthy of your consideration any proprietary
medicine that has not been investigated and approved.
And in making this appeal I want to assure you that
it will not require any sacrifice on your part, nor will
your patients suffer. If one in five of the physicians
of the United States will do what I am asking you to
do, the greatest evil that rests on American medicine
will be removed—the curse of the nostrum and the
blight of commercialized therapeutics.

“It is a simple thing to ask and is easily done.
The book, which contains a full description of the
recognized articles, can be had for the asking, and a
list without descriptions costs but a postage stamp.
Do not forget that this propaganda is affecting one of
the most profitable enterprises of the day, one from
which millions of dollars profits are drawn annually;
that linked with it, and a part of it, is the ‘patent
medicine’ business, and that these are combined in
the opposition.”—Abs. Kentucky Medical Journal.

THE ORGANIZED MEDICAL PROFESSION AND
POLITICAL DUTY.

Politics and medicine meet on common grounds with-

in the limits of state medicine and public hygiene.

Disraeli said “the first duty of the statesman is the
public health.” This truth applies also to the or-

ganized profession. The co-operation of political and
medical organizations in this common field of action

would result in the realization of the grand possibil-

ities of sanitary science for the public good. The ul-

timate object of both medicine and politics is the public

welfare. Their co-operation for the public health de-

fense is the measure of mutual obligations. This ideal

can be attained only after establishing right relations

between medicine and politics. Although they seem
foreign to each other, the failure of each to meet its

obligation to the public welfare is the real cause of

their estrangement.

An awakened public conscience is demanding a con-

scientious performance of duty. On analysis of the

situation, the public has learned that health interests

have not been protected in accord with the advance of

sanitary science. Public officials do not properly esti-

mate the value and importance of sanitary administra-

tion. The people know that this subject is neglected,

from congress to the town council
;
they realize now, as

never before, that political authority runs to partisan-

ship rather than to public health affairs, that sanitarv

organization is too often a part of the political

machinery.
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The people also realize the fact that the medical

profession is derelict in public duty. Activity on the

part of the laity resulting in the passage of the pure

food law, and the detailing of the “Great American
Fraud” by the popular press, were required to teach

the profession its defenseless disregard of the public

health.

The fight against that pandemic disease, tuberculosis,

by organized effort is being conducted almost single-

handed by the laity. Sanitary officials, as the expres-

sions of partisan politics and an indifferent medical

profession, do not aid the public, as their name would

indicate, not even in their capacity to make official

records, for the reason that physicians refuse to co-

operate. Public health authority should be the joint

expression of good polities and good physicians.

The medical profession has been too much absorbed

in scientific work to engage in public health affairs or

to “meddle in politics.” Besides, the dignity of profes-

sional men, as a rule, keeps them out of politics.

There is a feeling of repugnance toward any movement
that offers to inject politics into medicine. The fear is

that medical organization will be used for partisan

purposes. Certainly this will never happen, medical

organization will never be used as a political machine

in the interest of any party.

The question is not how much politics may be injected

into medicine, but how much medicine should be in-

jected into jiolitics, as exampled by the Bureau of

Legislation of the American ISIedical Association.

Viewed in this light there is no excuse for the pseudo

dignity of physicians that inhibits their performance

of public duty. To secure the co-operation of political

parties and government officials for the public health

would add to the dignity and usefulness of the profes-

sion. This public service is needed to keep the pro-

fession in tune with an altruistic age. It is needed in

every community. This necessity threads it way into

every avenue of life, penetrates public office and insti-

tions, municipal and state government. The public

health service naturally in the keeping of the medical

profession has much to do. Our army sanitation, a

national disgrace, and the necessity of a federal health

commission languish, like hungry dogs, at the door of

congress. Tj'phoid fever runs epidemic from water

taps in thousands of homes, becau.se of the sanitary

misrule of the civic authorities. Tuberculosis and other

communicable and preventable diseases continue their

ravages upon health and life for the lack of official and
medical eo-operation. There is need of medical service

improvement in nearly all public institutions.

The public service of the medical profession is fur-

ther needed to correct the evils of proprietary medicine

and the fraud of charlatans. This service is needed to

protect medical interests and standards from the in-

cursions of quacks and cult-bound healers. It is needed

to place health boards upon a sanitary basis and to

maintain the medical practice act.

Self protection is the object of many other associa-

tions, and if for no other reason medical men should

give more attention to medical economics .—OTiio State

Medical Jourval.

THE ELIMINATION OF DEGENERATES.
Degeneracy is a defect which differs from disease in

that it can not be cured. It is an incurable defect and

means there is something lacking in the mental or

nervous makeup. Degenerates are increasing faster

than the increase of the general population. All the

states arc continually finding it necessary to erect new
institutions for the care of the degenerate, the delin-

quent and the dependent. The class known as degen-
erates includes most of the insane, the idiotic, the epi-

leptic, the confirmed inebriates, the imbecile, the se.xual

perverts, the prostitutes, the tramps, the criminals and
the habitual paupers.

Education does not and can not eliminate degen-
erates. There is but one way, and that is to prevent
their being created. The duration of the lives of the

insane, of criminals, of idiots, of epileptics and habitual

paupers has been increased about eight years in Indiana
in the last two decades. The average duration of life

in the same period for the whole population has in-

creased only four and one-half years. The perfect care
given the defective class is the cause of the increased

duration of life. This increase is a disadvantage to

the degenerates as well as to society in general. But
sentiment demands that the care be given, and it is

well for the sane and the strong that this sentiment
exists. It is the good animal that makes a success of

life. It takes good animals to make a nation strong
and persistent. Only good human animals are wanted.

The restricting of propagation must be adopted. This
is necessary to preserve the nation and even the race

under the present conditions of civilization. These
truths have led Indiana to adopt scientific and prac-

tical methods for eliminating the unfit. The law af-

fecting the problem from the marriage side was passed

in 1905. “No license to marry shall be issued except

upon written and verified application. The form of

application shall be supplied by the state board of

health and said board may revise said forms from time

to time as may be advisable. No license to marry
shall be issued when either of the contracting parties

is an imbecile, epileptic, of unsound mind, or under

guardianship as a person of unsound mind, nor to any
male person who is or has been within five years an

inmate of any county asylum or home for indigent

jiersons, nor shall any license issue when either of the

contracting parties is afflicted with a transmissible dis-

ease.” The marriage is illegal without a license, and
a penalty of $100 fine lies against any county clerk for

issuing a license contrary to law, and the same penalty

lies against any person authorized to marry who does

so when the applicants have no license.
,

Strongly enforced, this law, without doubt, will re-

duce degeneracy in some degree, but will not very

greatly affect the evil. The second law aiming at the

prevention of the creation of degenerates passed at the

la.st session of the Indiana legislature, permits castra-

tion, but vasectomy is the operation usually performed.

It is simple, without the slightest danger, does ne*^

mutilate, and may be performed in three minutes

without local or general anesthetic. Since October,

1899, Dr. H. C. Sharp, surgeon of the Indiana Reforma-

tory at Jeffersonville, has operated upon 300 cases, and

up to the going into effect of the law most of the men
sterilized by vasectomy submitted voluntarily to the

operation. Dr. Sharp says: “I have never seen any un

favorable symptoms. There is no atrophy, no cystic

degeneration, and no disturbed mental or nervous con-

dition following vasectomy. On the contrary, the

patient becomes of a more sunny disposition, brighter

of intellect, ceases bad practices, and advises his fel-

lows to submit to the operation for their own comfort

and good.”—Dr. J. N. Hurty, Secy. Indiana State

Board of Health. Abs. Illinois Medical Journal, Jan-

uary, 1908.
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SPOXGES LEFT IX THE ABDOMEX.
AX UXCSOAL CASE WHICH THROWS A NEW LIGHT

OX THE SUBJECT.

Miles F. Pouter, A.M., M.D.

Surgeon to Hope Hospital ; Professor of Surgery in the
Indiana Medicai Coiiege. the School of Medicine of

Purdue University.

FORT WAYXE, IXD.

]\Irs. X., roferrud by Dr. Fisher, of Markle,

Ind., was admitted to Hope Hospital, Feb. 22,

1908. Family liistory good. Menses came at

10 years, regular. Was married eight years ago

and has one child. Had measles two years ago.

Three years ago had hematuria for a time, which

cleared up and she has had no trouble of this

kind since. Has had attacks of pain and tender-

ness in right side of belly for two years. At first

these attacks wore accompanied by fever, but not

lately. Has had constant f<^i’ tlie past

two months, during which time she has been able

to get out of the house but twice. Bowels regular

Examination. — Dark complexion, well nour-

ished, hazel eyes. Hyperesthesia of skin and ten-

derness to pressure over quite a large area of the

abdomen, the center of which area is at ilcBur-

ney’s point. Bimanual examination reveals a

small tender mass in right ovarian region and
tenderness in left, but no tumor.

Diagnosis .—Chronic appendicitis with salpin-

gitis duplex.

Operation. — Midline incision. Bight small

parovarian cyst, double hydrosalpinx and oblit-

erating appendicitis were found. The cyst was
excised and both tubes and appendix removed.

The subsequent record shows a perfectly normal
recovery. The patient left the hospital March
15, 1908 (twenty-two days after the operation).

feeling well. Eight days after she left the hos-

pital I got a telephone from Dr. Fisher saying

that he had removed several pieces of gauze from
her vagina. On inquiry from him, I learned

that the pieces did not tear off but came away,
or rather were removed with forceps, in the shape

of rolls about the length and size of a lead pencil

(Fig. 5), and after all presenting were removed
others would jircsent in a few hours, recjuiring

that he visit her three oi' four times a day to take

them away. The doctor thought that the pieces

came from the pelvic cavity through “an opening

in the right side of the vagina about the size of a

lead pencil.”

On the next day but one after learning of the

matter I visited the patient at her home with her

doctor, found the jiatient on a cot apparently suf-

fering some pain, whicdi she said was due to more

pieces “coming down.” She did not look sick.

In reply to my question, she said she felt well

until she got a jolt on the car on her way home,

and that since then she had been having pain,

which was worse at times, and had not been so

severe since the pieces began to come away. The

first knowledge the doctor had of the nature of

the trouble came through the patient’s husband,

who told the doctor that there was a piece of

gauze protruding from the vagina. I asked to

see what had lieen removed and was shown a large

number of pieces of different texture, whereupon

I remarked that the goods was not such as I used

as sponges, that there were more pieces than had

been used all told in the operation, and that con-

sequently they had not been left in the woman’s

belly by me. It was averred that they could get

into her lielly only through the wound made by

me and at the time it was made, because it had

been closed, healed by first intention, and was

still closed. The patient facetiously remarked
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tliat slic ‘‘supposed she swallowed 'em.'*’ “Xo,”

1 replied, “had you swallowed them they would

not come out throu"!! the vagina.” t)r. F. now

asked the patient it she thought more “pieces

were down,” and being answered in the aitirma-

tive, he introduced a speculum and found that

she was right. I removed the speculum and in-

troducing my linger I came upon a small wad of

something which ujion removal proved to he a

jhece of ordinary white muslin about three inches

wide by seven inches long, twisted into a rope

(Fig. 5), doubled upon itself so as to make a

small irregular hall or wad (Fig. 6). It was

perfectly clean and was so saturated with what

looked and smelled like urine that on squeezing

between the lingers several drops were squeezed

out. I examined the vagina with my finger, as-

suring myself that there were no more “pieces”

there, that there was no hole leading into the

pelvic cavity, and that in fact it was a perfectly

healthy vagina and in no wise unusual except its

eleaidiness, for which, of course. Ihe freipient

wipings it received were accountable. In the

presence of the patient, her mother-in-law and

the doctor 1 said, pointing ]iiy linger at the pa-

tient: “Doctor, I don't know where those rags

come from, hut that woman knows—well, and

could tell if she would.” The mother-in-law ob-

jected to my statement rather forcibly, but the

patieiit said nothing. I then took the doctor

outside, told him that the woman was a ma-

lingerer, and that we would give her a chance

to put some more rags in for removal. We re-

covered one more piece before we left. Before

leaving I insisted upon both the doctor and my-

self making a thorough inspection of the vagina

with the eye and the finger as well. This was

done, but no abnormality was found. It should

be stated that some of the “pieces” were tinged

with blood, but none of those removed during my
visit were so tinged. I brought ten specimens

with me, from some of which the accomi^anying

illustrations were made. The figures are about

half the actual size. Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show

the texture of four different kinds of goods found.

1 did not look to find more kinds and can not

say positively that the ones represented are a

complete exhibit of the variety in the stock.

Eight da}'S after my visit Dr. Fisher reported “no

more exhibits.” So far as 1 know, no threat was

made of a suit for damages, nor did the patient

or her mother seem out of humor with me. The

husband was at his work and not present during

my visit, although he presumably knew the day

before that I was to be there, as I had sent word

that I was going.

The woman is a malingerer, of course, but the

interesting query arises as to her object. With-

out discussing the subject 1 will mention the pos-

sible explanations that occur to me.

1. Desire for money.

2. Desire for sympathy.

3. Desire to avoid work.

4. Sexual perversity.

During the patient’s stay in the hospital noth-

ing pointing to a neurotic coudit.on was noted.

Indeed, she was regarded as an unusually nice

and agreeable patient. The case is placed on

record because, so far as I know, it is unique,

and for the further reason that it throws, what

is to me, a new light on the subject of foreign

bodies left in the belly at operations.
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TIJEAT.MEAT OE ACXE VULGARIS.

Ale.mbekt W. Rraytox, xi.M., M.D.

I’l-ofessor of Diseases of the Skin and Syphilology in the

Indiana Medical College.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Acne vulgaris is the most prevalent of skin

tliseases. The predisjiosing cause is youth; 80

per cent, of the cases begin before the sixteenth

year. With puberty comes hair on the parts be-

fore hairless, and the sebaceous glands of the face

and back—survivals of a period when the whole

body was hair}’—experience in an abortive man-

ner the impulse to growth given by the ripening

of the ovaries and seminal glands, the develop-

ment of the breasts, and the entire pilo-sebaceous

system.

Acne is common in young men, who usually

pay little attention to it. It is a source of an-

noyance and mortification to young women, the

greatest impediment to their sexual allurements,

crippling them in their natural desires to appear

well in society and to achieve their natural func-

tions as women—to have a home and a husband

and their normal position in social life. This

disease may be cured, or at least controlled, dur-

ing this storm and stress period of girlhood,

when they are

‘•Standing with reluctant feet

I\'here the brook and river meet,”

and, therefore, every doctor should be as familiar

with acne and its treatment as with that of ec-

zema or syphilis. Cure or control the acne of a

young girl or woman, and you will secure the

gratitude of herself, her family and her friends.

The young man or girl comes to the office with

a nose, chin and forehead which feel greasy; the

face is studded with comedones and blackheads;

there may be white or red papules, and these in-

termingled with large, pustular and dull red,

deep, indurated nodules. The same conditions

may be on the back, chest and tops of the shoul-

ders, the skin of the chest and back greasy as

observed by sight and touch. This is acne in a

severe form; it may be very slight; it may be

that tlie whole face is red, swollen and looking

as if the skin would slough.

The patients, if women, and particularly un-

married women, are gloomy; they seek retire-

ment
;
they go veiled

;
they are kept from social,

business and educational opportunities and priv-

ileges; they sufi'er from introspection; they are

housebound; they may become the victims of

melancholy and insanity. To cure them, or to

alleviate the disease so there will be no extensive

pitting or disfigurement, is as great a necessity

and victory as to arrest a beginning tuberculosis,

or cure a syphilis or gonorrheal urethritis.

We may accept the varying views of Unna, of

Saliouraud, or of Gilchrist, as to the parasitic

origin of acne, but this is not so important in

practice as to begin an empirical treatment at

once. Treatment should begin with the first acne

jiapules and pustules on the face of the schoolboy

or girl, thus preventing scarring and pitting and

shutting the }’Outh out of the joys and oiipor-

tunities of the golden years from puberty to the

close of adolescence.

The condition of the skin must be improved,

as with eczema, so that it will be resistant to in-

vasions. Eczema is a catarrh of the skin due to

malnutrition. The keynote of success is proper

feeding and exercise, combined with elimination

of toxins. The constitutional treatment for

acne is not very diverse from that for eczema.

Build up the skin, empty the follicles of their

grease and pus and the invading bacilli. Keep

the skin aseptic, so there may be no extension.

Use freely the curette, the lancet and the comedo

exjiressor to empty the follicles. Improve the

regimen. Closing a long paper on the treatment

of acne. Dr. George Henry Fox, of Kew York,

says : “If I were asked to give the treatment of

acne in the fewest possible words I would simply

recommend a strict diet, cold morning sponge

baths, systematic exercise, massage of the parts,

the frequent use of the curette, and the applica-

tion of antiseptic lotions.”

And now as to the details of the above treat-

ment, hygienic, dietary, medicinal and local.

First, the hygiene. Daily cold or tepid baths

on arising, with brisk towel friction of the entire

skin; once a week a warm soap and water bath

before retiring; a half hour’s walk morning and

evening for the sedentary and housebound; well-

ventilated bedrooms and eight hours of sleep;

deep lireathing; horseback riding; golfing, skat-

ing, housework and dancing - are all good forms

of exercise.

Second, as to diet. Do not give too strict

rules. Stimulating foods, highly-spiced; beer,

spirits, tea and coffee should be avoided. They

are bad in excess and lead to overeating. A cup

of coffee for breakfast, water for dinner, and a

cup of tea for supper, may be permitted. Elim-

ination may be secured by a cpiarter of a grain

of calomel at night and a lieaping teaspoonful of

light calcined magnesia in the morning liefore

breakfast in a glass of water. The water alone,

with a teaspoonful of salt, may do for many.

Discard fresh breads and cakes. Pastry and fried

foods are obnoxious, and too much sugar and

candy should be avoided. Eat slowly, chew the

food well, take little or no water at meals. Milk,

if good, taken between meals or at bedtime if out
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late, 01- if Iningrv, is esteemed liy Dr. L. 1).

Bulkley of Xew York, and vas advocated by the

late Dr. Joseph Eastman of Indianapolis. Milk
is an excellent diet in eczema and the erythemas,

and notal)ly in pruritis, hecanse of the large

amount of its calcium content, thus alkalinizing

the blood, shortening the time of coagulation and
])revcnting leakage into the skin.

l\’ater may ho taken an hour or two after

meals, d’he bowels should he made to move at

the same time each day. This is a matter of

habit and can he securc'd by effort. The writer

sympathizes with Dr. Edwin AValker’s views that

purgatives are the frequent cause of constipa-

tion, hut he also believes in the night dose of

calomel, for selected cases, as it is laxative, diu-

retic, a glandular stimulant and given in decreas-

ing doses from one-quarter grain to one-eighth

or one-tenth at night, with the magnesia mixture

or the glass of warm water on rising, will secure

a regulai’ morning habit of moving the howels,

and so oppose autointoxication.

The old “Startin’s solution,” the “Mistura

ferri acidi” serves a good purpose in plethoric

girls with costiveness, a coated tongue and much
local hy])eremia of the face, the hands and feet.

It is as follows: Sulphate of magnesia, one

ounce; sulphate of iron, ten grains; common
salt, thii'ty grains; dilute sulphuric acid, two
drams; infusion of gentian, enough to make
four ounces.

The dose is a largo tahlespoonful in a glass of

\vater one-half hour before breakfast, and at

night if needed. This is a valuable laxative,

diuretic, iron tonic and stomachic stimulant. It

was a great favorite of the older school of prac-

titioners in Indianapolis—Drs. T. B. Harvey, J.

B. Eastman, 11. X. Todd, L. II. Dunning, among
scores of others—really the old “Dorsey’s solu-

tion,” which radiated from the old Ohio Medical

College after its great value in the dysentery of

pioneer days was recognized by Dr. Dorsey of

Cincinnati. Arsenic, from 1/40 to 1/20 grain

three times a day, is often beneficial, because of

its specific effect upon the skin.

Third and last, the local treatment. And here

we can not go far astray for the path of the der-

matologist has been liberally sprinkled by the

AAdiite Lotion, the Lotio Alba of dear old Dr.

Duhring of Philadelphia for the last forty years,

and made so dazzling white that no doctor who
reads any modern skin book can fail to find it.

In nine out of ten books on the skin this lotion

is deservedly given the leading place. I quote

Dr. Hardaway of St. Louis, who has just brought

nut the most jiractical and generally useful work
on Cutaneous Therapeutics yet published. “'Chief

among the local remedies for acne stands sul-

phur, and ])erhaps the most generally useful

metliod of its application is in the form of the

lotio all)a.” fi’o make this invaluable lotion, use

a good article of liver suljdiur—yellow, hard and
malodorous lumps, from well-sealed tin cans. It

costs 35 cents a ])ound, and a poTind with a

pound of sulphate of zinc will make eight quarts

of the lotion.

'riie usual prescription is one dram each of

the potassium sulphide and sulphate of zinc, dis-

solved in foil I' ounces of rose water. The best

way to make it is to dissolve an ounce of the ])o-

tassiiim sulphide in one-half pint of water, and

an ounce of sulphate of zinc in another half-

])int
;
then pour them together in an open basin

and stir well until you have a thick, creamy,

]uire white mixture. Put in a quart bottle and

dispense to patients in four or six-ounce bottles,

and shoiv them how to dah it on the face, hack,

etc., with a hit of cloth, best once or even twice

thoroughly at night, so that the face is well whit-

ened. It will fieck off in the morning and may
then be reapplied lightly. This lotion may be

used as weak as from twenty grains of each of

the salts in four ounces of water up to the con-

sistency of a thin paste. It is invaluable for

common acne, and also for acne rosacea, for pus-

tular eczema, ecthyma—in brief, for all pustular

conditions of the skin ; it also prevents l)oils and

cures scabies.

Bose water is not essential in making this lo-

tion; any clean water, hard or soft, hot or cold,

will do. Ten drops of glycerin may be added to

each ounce to soften the harshness. A dram of

white sidphur may also be shaken up with each

four or six ounces. An excess of siilphate of zinc

makes it too astringent and p»eels the face, but

this frequently does good. An excess of the sul-

phide makes the lotion alkaline and soft to the

feel. It must always be sbaken, so that the pre-

cipitate of sulphur, of potassium sulphate, and

the white pulverulent and hydrated zinc sulphide

thrown down will be well mixed with the water.

Ladies will often come hack to get the lotion for

a cosmetic. If the face is harsh, scaly or peeled,

reduce the strength by adding water, or substi-

tute for the day an ounce of cold cream, to which

is added a dram of sulphur—really the most de-

sirable sulphur ointment, excellent according to

Jackson, used once a week for dandruff of the

scalp, es])ecially if strengthened with thirty

grains of salicylic acid to the ounce of the sul-

})hur ointment.

The third step in the treatment by sulphur is

the use of a good, well-scented boro-talcum pow-

der to which is added one-fourth of its bulk of
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white sulphur. These are sliaken togetlier in a

l)ox and used to whiten the face on going to

school or in societ}". It covers the acne redness

where present and continues the sulphur treat-

ment, which summed up is as follows

:

(1) Wash the face well at night with cold or

tepid water and good soap; tincture of green

soap is desirable. Open with a sharp lance all

pustules, scrape off all acne tops, use the come-

done expressor, dry the face and whiten with the

white lotion. (2) In the morning flick off the

white powder with a soft towel. It is not then

necessary to wash the face. Use the ointment of

sulphur in the morning if the skin feels dry and

harsh in spots or places. Or apply the lotion

lightly if about the house. (3) On going out

use the powder as a cosmetic and at night wash

the face and liegin the treatment again.

The patients should see the physician at the

office twice a week until under way with the

treatment. The surgical work— opening the

deep pustules, curetting the shallow ones, ex-

pressing the comedones, etc.—should be done by

vhe physician himself, but some patients become

expert in the work. The use of the white lotion

with correction of diet, attention to hygiene, and

such remedies as are indicated, will l)c enough
for most patients.

For some cases the Kummerfeld sulphur lo-

tion is excellent and sufficient. It is essentially

a handful, half an ounce, of white sulifluir,

shaken in eight ounces of lime water, or, more
elaliorately : white sulphur, half an ounce; pul-

verized camphor, fifteen grains; glycerin, one

dram
;

lime water and rose water, three ounces

of each. Mix, shake well, ajiply night and morn-
ing. This lotion does not show on the face; it

may be used often and is very efficient.

With the above treatment, varied as systemic

conditions may recpiirc, the disease can be con-

trolled and almost universally cured, ddiis we

have proved by a long and satisfactory experi-

ence. The treatment is simple, not expensive,

and accessilile to thousands of patients scattered

over the country whose faces would otherwise be

])itted and scarred by neglect of these simple toi-

let measures, for such in practice they are.

Much has been hoped tor in rebellious cases of

acne by the use of bacterial injections, the dosage

and spacing of the doses being regulated by the

freejuent estimation of the opsonic index. Stock

vaccines are uncertain in this treatment; the

autogenous vaccines are preferable. This treat-

ment means that the patient must go to a place

where this most delicate method is thoroughly

understood and constantly practiced. The ex-

pense is great; the laboratories are as yet but

few and the results are not at all positive. In the

summary of his notable paper on the treatment

by opsonic methods of boils, sycosis vulgaris,

acne, imstular dermatitis and septic ulcers. Dr.

Whitfield, jirofessor of dermatology in King’s

College, London, in a paper read l)efore the

Sixth International Dermatological Congress in

Kew York last Septemlier, said: “In acne the

treatment is uncertain, in some cases being most

brilliant and in others without the slightest

avail.” The same uncertainty was exjiressed l)y

Professor Jay F. Schamberg, of the University

of Pennsylvania, and by Dr. Yon Eberts, of

Montreal, in papers read on the same subject

l)efore the congress. These three notable papers

on the treatment of the suppurative diseases of

the skin after the method of Wright, emanating

from London, Philadelphia and Montreal, re-

spectively, are of the highest value to the physi-

cian and surgeon; they may be read in the De-

cember, 1907, issue of the Journal of Cutaneous-

Diseases.

The hygienic, dietic and local treatments

which have been detailed in this paper may be

combined with the opsonic method and also with

the .T-ray treatment in those few cases of acne

which are not cured or alleviated after a reason-

able period.

The .r-ray treatment is often efficient and is-

regai-ded as the best single treatment of acne by

various writers, among them Pusey of Chicago
and Ilardaivay of St. Louis. But these same au-

thors all admit that the older forms of treatment

are too valuable to be abandoned, and that some
cases of acne are incurable by the rays alone.

• Other authors and practitioners of long expe-

rience before and since the x-ray therapy was in-

troduced, onh' resort to the .T-rays in a tew ex-

treme eases. Among those who have l)een very

guarded as to the use of the ray treatment are'

Drs. L. D. Bulkley, (leorge T. Jackson and
George Henry Fox of Kew York, and also Dr.

F. B. Wynn of Indianapolis, who has used the

]’ay treatment in perhaps a larger range of dis-

eases than any other of our local practitioners.

d’ho dangers are manifold
;

atrophy, telangiec-

tasis, permanent erythemas, ])ermanent loss of

hair, and even incurable burns. The number of
these accidents with the rays decreases with the
perfect technic and experience of the operators.

The x-ray acts in various ways : leucocytosis

is increased; the lymph supply is made greater

about the lesions, thus increasing the local op-

sonic index. But these excellent results are also

secured by dietetic, hygienic and medicinal meas-
ures, and also l>y Bier’s method of passive hyper-
emia. Originally applied to tuberculous arthri-
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tis, tliis method is now employed in a wide

range of diseases, as lias lieen especially exempli-

fied before oiir local and state societies by Dr.

Tmuis Bnrekhardt of Indianapolis in numerous

essays and discussions. Moscliowitz has success-

fully applied the method to paronychia, cellulitis

and more recently to acne. Small cupping glasses

with rubber bulbs are applied for one or two

minutes at brief intervals through the space of

an hour, in daily sittings, with improvement ap-

jiarent in from two to five days. The same

method has long been used by Stelwagon in

emptying the small pus areas which complicate

severe acne. It is becoming a common treatment

for lioils, carbuncles and large abscesses, such as

those of the l)reast. Cupping glasses with an

inch-wide mouth and rubber suction ball may be

used for the acne lesions.

In the good effects upon the tissues mentioned

the rav treatment and the passive hyperemia

treatment have much in common. The liacteri-

cidal effect of the rays lies in their power to in-

crease the local opsonic index just as it is in-

creased by the old treatments—the soil is made

olnioxioiis to the seed. But the rays also bring

internal and local treatment such as is indicated

above. Had it lieen commenced as soon as the

lirst eruptions of acne occurred the pitting and
scarring might have been avoided and the pleas-

ures and iiossibilities of girlhood and woman-
hood increased.

.’l.'U) Xewton Claypool lliiilding.

I’LASTIC OPEILVTIOX FOR ELOXGA-
TIOX or THE SCIATIC XEBYE.

JosMiMi Bii.us Eastman, M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS^ IND.

The observations of Waller, made in 1<S50, in

effect that lioth peripheral and central degenera-

tion occur after division of a motor nerve, are,

after many years of dispute, in the main ac-

ceptable. At present it is clear that complete

perijiheral degeneration occurs and that centrip-

etal atrophy extends over several nodes of Ean-

vier. Division of a sensory nerve is followed liy

clianges essentially the same. After division of

a sensory nerve peripherally to the spinal

ganglion, degeneration liegins which eventually

extends throughout the whole nerve and includes

about a vascular constriction and produce atro-

phv of the sebaceous glands in which all acne

begins. The uncertainty of currents, the variance

of tubes, the personal idiosyncrasy of the patient,

the factors of knowledge gained by experience

on the part of the operators, must all be given

weight, and these collective!}" make it impossible

to state in any given ease what the result, bene-

ficial or harmful, of ray treatment may be. The

legal rule is now established by precedent that if

the ray operator possesses and exercises the aver-

age knowledge of the treatment he is not respon-

sible for the injuries that may occur. The pa-

tient should always be warned of the dangers of

the ray treatment. This warning is not only

cautionary but is morally and legally obligatory

upon those operators who use the ray treatment

upon minors, because of the danger of producing

sterility, temporary or even permanent, in young

men and women, an accident that has not infre-

(piently happened to the ray operators themselves

and to their patients, both male and female.

But not one case of acne in a hundred can be

treated with .r-rays; and as the great majority

of adolescents have acne which should be relieved,

the ordinary medicinal, hygienic, dietary and

local treatments which have served so long and

so certainly should not be ignored or neglected.

Xot infrequently physicians have brought

their daughters to me for advice as to an acne

which had already pitted the cheeks but which

yielded promptly to a rational hygienic, dietetic.

the end organs. If cut lietween the cord and the

ganglion, centripetal degeneration extends into

the cord (Keen).

In traumatic degeneration the cut ends of the

medullary tubes swell, and the neurilemma cells

are changed into an homogeneous, deeply-stain-

ing mass. The axis cylinders become thickened

and marked by beadlike masses and the myelin

droplets described by Xasse exude.

Ijater the medullary sheath breaks up into

small particles. The axis cylinder undergoes

fragmentation of its fibers and the staining reac-

tions are lost.

In regeneration after division the neuclei of

the peripheral neurilemma cells enlarge with

proportionate increase of chromatin, evidence of

active proliferation. Leucocytes remove the

debris of the degenerated axis c}dinders.

These phenomena have been observed con-

stantly. However, whether these proliferating

neurilemma cells of the peripheral portion of a

divided nerve actually re-establish the degener-

ated axis cylinders is doubtful. Many authors

have said that all new axis cylinders must grow

out from the central end from a central ganglion

cell or from an undegenerated fiber extending

from the central end of an axis cylinder. This

means that such a new bridging fiber must occa-

sionally grow for more than fifty centimeters to

reach its end organ.

Ballance believes that, after division, periph-

eral axis cylinders are regenerated in sections,
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different segments of the neurilemma distal to

the cut forming new short nerve fibers which

eventually join ends, forming a continuous axis

cylinder. There is, therefore, still a question as

to whether all regeneration is from the central

cut end.

At any rate, it is certain that within a few

days after division fine febrils grow out from the

central end of the axis cylinder, penetrating the

substance of Schwann and entering the sur-

rounding granulation tissue. If the peripheral

end is not too far away, these fibers bridge the

defect. If protected and guided by an enclosing

tube of decalcified bone or formalinized artery,

such outgrowing fibers will, as is well known,

traverse a distance of several centimeters. It is

suspected that an attraction like that of chemo-

taxis draws the bridging fibers to the peripheral

end.

Gotch and Harrison,^ believers in the central

outgrowth theory of regeneration of divided

nerves, observed that after division and suture of

the sciatic nerve in the rabbit, sensation reflexes

appeared first in the peripheral portion nearest

the point of suture, and at later periods at more

distant points in the peripheral end as if the new

axis cylinder were slowly growing from the cen-

tral end along the track of the peripheral portion.

The length of time elapsing before return of

motor response varied directly according to the

proximity of the site of division and suture of

the supplied muscles.

Eobert Kennedy,- upon the other hand, re-

marks that “from the clinical point of view there

is a well-established observation which the central

view of regeneration of nerves can not explain.

This is the early return of sensation after sec-

ondary suture of divided nerves. When the di-

vided nerve has remained ununited for, say, a

jieriod of three months, and when the area of

skin supplied by that nerve has remained com-

pletely devoid of sensation, then after-suture sen-

sation returns in the insensitive area in a day or

two. The sensation which is found restored is

of an ordinary kind. Thus, the pricking of the

skin with a needle causes acutely painful impres-

sions.”

Kennedy states that “Eanvier’s central out-

growth view can not explain such rapid restora-

tion, for, in the first place, unnaturally rapid

growth of the new fibers from the central end

would be required, as no sensation could be felt

till the axis cylinders had reached the end-organ.

In the second place, there would be a difference

of time in the reappearance of sensation, accord-

ingly as the section of the nerve was near or far

1. Liverpool Medico-Chirurgical Journal, 190G.

2. Murphy’s Year Book, 1907.

removed from the end-organs, which there is not.

As regards suture of a nerve immediately after

section, sensation takes much longer to appear,

and this is what one would expect, as time is re-

quired for regeneration of the new nerve fibers

in the distal segment. Where suture is per-

formed at a time remote from accident, the distal

segment has already had time to form its new’

nerve fibers. The only difficulty is to explain the

very early passage of impulses across the plane

of suture, but this, in Kenned3^’s opinion, is prob-

ably lu’ought about by the junction of neuri-

lemma cells, newly produced from both the cen-

tral and peripheral ends, the gap being thus

lu’idged and the impulses apparently having the

power to pass along the protoplasm of such cells.”

“The reason why motion recovers later than

sensation is owing to the fact of the rapid de-

generation of the muscles after nerve section,

w hich degeneration must be repaired by the nerv-

ous impulses reaching them through the restored

nerve.”

The last statement of Kennedy is not easily

understood unless we assume that degeneration

of muscle begins instantly and proceeds wuth

lightning rajiidity after division of a motor

nerve.

It is remarkable, in view of Kennedy’s ex-

])lanation, that in cases of immediate suture, the

motor response is always tardy. The circum-

stance of constant tardy motor response after

immediate suture is more plausibly explained by

assuming that some time is required to re-estab-

lish continuous and complete w’orking neurones

after the inevitable destruction, a more definite

readjustment being essential for the transmission

of co-ordinate muscular movements than for the

carrying of mere tactile sensation.

From observation made in the past few years,

Kennedy is of the opinion that the muscular tis-

sue never disappears entirely although separated

from the nerve centers, and this is important

from the surgical point of view, as operation may
Ije undertaken with prospects of success although

the muscles have been paralyzed for very long

periods.-

The position at present occupied by Mott,

Halliburton, Edmunds, Cajal, Langley and An-

derson® is the one which most investigators are

taking. They believe that the axis cylinder has

an exclusively central origin. They have observed

llie neurilemma proliferation in the periph-

eral segment of the cut nerve, but think that

this activity is for the purpose of building “scaf-

folding” for the guidance, support and nutrition

of new' outgrow'ing nerve fibers, and are unalile to

3.

British Medical Journal, Sept. 29, 1906.
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accept the view of tlie antagonists of the old

Wallerian statement—that tlie peripheral neu-

rilemma can jiroduce new axis cylinders. If we

could fairly assume that uhereas new centrally

developed axis cylinders are essential for motor

response, sensation may he passed along the neu-

rilemma of a cut-olf peripheral segment, the

chapter would be clear.

I’ecresse collected sixty-two cases of division

of the great sciatic nerve, an,d there are twelve

reported cases of suture of the ends. These re-

ports show great disparity in the time of restora-

tion of sensation. For example, in the case of

Bossuet, the ends were sutured five days after

the accident, and after almost a year there was

still great disturbance of sensation. The anterior

half of the dorsum of the foot showed distinct

anesthesia and the whole of the calf was marked

by deep hyperesthesia. In a case of Lannelongue,

sensation returned after six hours. In a case of

Boswell Park, it returned after thirteen days.

In so much as the technic was practically the

same in all cases, it seems strange that Bossuet’s

patient noticed no sensation whatever for three

months. ^lurphy says the disparity in these re-

ports tends to discredit them.

The case which the writer wishes to report

herewith is unique so far as can be determined,

as in this case the sciatic nerve was split and

elongated 1)V three inches, whereas the twelve re-

ported cases of suture of the sciatic represent

end-to-end ap])osition of divided ends simply.

Miss B., aged 15, had i)assed through a severe

attack of typhoid fever some two years prior to

her admission to the service of the writer. Dur-

ing the process of the ty])hoid infection there de-

veloped a deej) phlegmon along the posterior as-

])ects of both lower extremities, extending almost

from the hip to the ankle, attended by all the

local signs of active phlegmonous inflammation,

followed l)y suppuration as well as profound con-

stitutional depression. As a result of this local

infective process, there gradually developed

marked contractures with shortening of all of

the flexors of the knees and on both sides the

legs were tightly flexed upon the thighs.

As the girl convalesced from the acute infec-

tion she began to take on flesh until at the time

of her admission, notwithstanding she Avas barely

15 and not tall for her age, she weighed more

than 180 pounds. She was, therefore, very obese.

The right leg was straightened by elongation

of the tendons implicated in the contracture. It

was possible thus to straighten the right limb.

Upon the left side, after all of the tendons had

been elongated, it was seen that the sciatic nerve

still resisted extension of the leg, maintaining

the limb in the jiosition produced by the con-

tracture.

d'he sciatic nerve was, therefore, freed from its

j)oint of branching to a jioint four inches distant

from the hip joint and traction brought to bear

u])on it, approximately up to the limit of eighty

pounds, but Avithout the desired result.

It is known to he unsafe to stretch the sciatic

iierAC more than one-tAA-entieth of its length.

Perineuritis and super-implanted scar tissue

had so impaired its elasticity that it seemed quite

impossible to elongate the nerA^e trunk sufficiently

by stretching.

There are, as is Avell knoAvn, seA'eral other

methods of elongating nerA’es. For example, by

grafting in a section of nerA’e from a freshly-

killed rabbit, dog or other animal or one remoA'cd

from a recently amputated limb. The nerAe may
he cut and the ends connected “par distance"' bv
numerous strands of catgut, AA'hich serA'e as

guides for the groAA'th of neAv axis cylinders.

Such strands should he enclosed within a tube of

decalcified bone or Cargyle's membrane, AAhich

also should surround the nerve for a short dis-

tance aI)ove and heloAv. This insulation prevents

interference by granulation tissue.

Other intermediary substances have been used,

but these all sei’A'e as conductors of axis cylinders.

In addition to these methods, the nerA’e may, in

suitable cases, lie elongated by flaps cut from the

central and peripheral ends, turned tOAAard each

other and united as in tendon suture.

In the case here reported the elongation Avas

made by splitting the sciatic nerve for three

inches, then severing by cutting the fibers upon
the right side aboA’e and the left side below. In

other Avords, cutting out from the median slit at

each end in opposite directions. Thus the ends

of the fibers of the outer half of the nerA’e AA’ere

united to the fibers of the inner half, completely

disarranging the axis cylinders and breaking

neurons so that no peripheral axis cylinder end

AA’as by any chance united to its corresponding

central portion. In so nntch, hoAAever. as it has

been quite clearly proA’en that there can be no

complete restoration of motor function, until the

axis cylinders are neAvly dcA’eloped from central

cut end-to-end organ, it is clear that the method

employed is not open to serious criticism as

might be carelessly imagined. It is true that the

limited experience AA’hich surgeons haA’e had in

nei’AC suturing has indicated that the uniting of

the ends after the method of tendon suture or

transjflantation of nerves gives results in no Aviso

better than nor different from those secured bv

the simple suture “par distance ;"’ that is, simple,

long distance suture Avith catgut or silk, the
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parity varying with moi’e or less accuracy accord-

strands simply running from one end to the other

whore they can not be brought into coaptation.

In any cases all axis cylinders must grow from
the central cut end (whether the cut be a plain

transverse one or an irregular one like that used

in the reported case) to the end organs.

In the suture of nerves it is always wise to use

a hat Hagedorn needle with a dull end like the

Kousnietzoff liver needle so that the axis cylin-

ders are not pierced by the needle but simply

pushed aside, the' needle passing between them,

and in order that scar tissue may not interpose

itself between the end, Cargyle’s membrane or

other protective should envelop the nerve ends.

These precautions were used.

After the operation the legs were dressed in

plaster-of-Paris bandages for three weeks to pre-

vent recurrence of the contractures, after which
massage, hot and cold douches and electricity

were employed.

The operation was made on Dec. 8, 1905. At
present, notwithstanding the girl is still ex-

tremely obese and of slight musculature, she

walks without crutches and ascends and descends

stairs without difficulty. She extends and flexes

the right foot perfectly, but the left foot only

slightly; that is, through an arc of less than an

inch at the tip of the great toe. She can flex the

toes of the right foot, but not those of the left.

She can adduct the right foot, but adduction is

impossible in the left foot. She can stand upon

the right foot alone, but not on the left alone.

Neither foot hangs down; that is, there is no

drop foot. Neither toe catches as she walks, but

the left toe shufiles slightly. Movement in the

arch of the right foot is normal, but the girl can

not bend and straighten the arch of the left foot.

There is no flattening of the arch upon either

side.

Sensation is not impaired on the sole of either

foot. In fact, it is c(uite normal all over the foot

and lower leg; that is, she is quite conscious

when the left foot and leg are touched and can

determine with considerable precision the char-

acter of the instrument employed. She flexes

both knees almost normally.

It is barely possible that had the union been

made “par distance,” using catgut suture con-

ductors enclosed in a decalcified bone tube, the

outgrouing axis cylinders might have found the

site of their end organs more readily. It is pos-

sible that with more time there will be a better

result as to motor restoration, for it is perfectly

clear to everyone who has had any experience

whatever in nerve suturing that return of sensa-

tion may be expected to precede motor restora-

tion by months in practically every case, the dis-

ing to the distance between the site of division

and suture and the muscles supplied, which dis-

tance, in the writers case, was great.

The fact that motion returns so late in this

case where the nerve was sutured immediately
after division is in support of the central out-

growth and neurilemma scaffolding doctrine. At
the time of suture no time had been allowed for

peripheral neurilemma scaffold building and
the muscles had undergone distinct atrophy from
non-use during the long convalescence.

WHAT THEY SAY A<EOUT US

The Fort M'ayne Medical Journal-Magazine
has been merged into The Journal of the In-
diana State Medical Association, the first

number of which appeared January 15.

If one may judge from a single copy, the new
journal will bring credit to the medical profes-

sion of Indiana and to its editors.

—

Sew Eng-
land Medical Gazette.

It is a very gi’eat pleasure to welcome the

appearance of The Journal of the Indiana

State Medical Association.

This journal made its debut the first of the

current year, and in two numbers which have
thus far appeared it bids fair to take a prominent
place among the best of the state journals. Ex-
perience has proven their value and those states

which have been hanging back are now rapidly

falling into line. Ohio in this, as in other mat-
ters, has demonstrated its progressiveness, and
our Journal, now in its fourth volume, extends

its congratulations and best wishes to our sister

state.

—

Ohio State Medical Journal.

The Journal of the Indiana State IiIedi-

CAL Association is the title of the new Indiana

state journal, published by Dr. Albert E. Bulson.

Jr., of Fort IVayne, Ind. The Indiana Jour-
nal is but slightly smaller in page than this

journal, printed on tinted, calendered paper, and
is very neat and attractive in its typography and

general appearance. The first two volumes have

started off with a list of very excellent original

papers, the first niunber with a fine lithograph

illustration. The editorial columns prove that

the editor has been wisely selected. IVe are glad

to note that the advertising pages are free from

the objectionable advertising still carried by a

number of our state journals. The inestimable

value of a state medical publication has been

thoroughly demonstrated in Texas, and we ex-

tend to the new State journal our hearty con-

gratulations and best wishes.—Traas State Jour-

nal of Medicine.
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EDITORIALS

MEDICAL COLLEGES MEEGED.
The medical profession of Indiana will rejoice

in the knowledge that the medical college merger

is now an accomplished fact. The following is

the account of the matter as given by the Fort

IVavne ]ournal-Gazctte of April 6

:

'Txdiaxapolis. April 5.—President Brvan of

the Indiana University and President Stone of

Purdue L niversity met here to-day and brought

about a consolidation of the Medical School of

Indiana and the State College of Physicians, end-

inn a war of rivalry of about two years duration.

The new school will be under tire direction of

Indiana University. The ^Medical College of

Indiana is known as the Purdue School of iMedi-

cine. and the state college is affiliated with Indi-

ana University.

*Tn this merger both schools made concessions.

A complete course in medicine—embracing four

years—will be maintained in Indianapolis. Also

there will be a two years' course at Bloomington.

The first two years may be taken either in Bloom-

ington or Indianapolis. It was upon this point

that the break came between Indiana U^niversitv'

and the Medical School of Indiana two years ago

when an attempt was made to bring the medical

school under the wing of Indiana University.

'•'The text of the statement signed and given

to the public to-night by President Brvan and

President Stone follows;

‘The efforts of Indiana University and Purdue

L'niversitv to promote medical education in this

state through co-operation with the members of

the profession and with existing proprietary med-

ical schools have been undertaken in good faith

and with the one aim of establishing this im-

portant branch of professional training upon a

sound educational basis. Indiana University has

sought for many years to establish and develop

such a department, in which efforts it has en-

countered many obstacles, but has made contin-

uous progress.

‘Purdue University entered this field only

when convinced that service could be rendered

to the profession and to the state by the tender

of its offices in consolidating existing courses and

aiding in the evolution of a single strong medical

school at Indianapolis under the auspices of the

state and with the co-operation of other educa-

tional interests, a task which was undertaken

only after it seemed that other efforts in this di-

rection had failed.

‘Out of these efforts by the two institutions

had grown an unfortunate controversy which

operated to confuse the situation and becloud, in

the minds of the public, the true relations of the

universities. In the belief that the present con-

ditions are delaying the educational progress and

interfering with the highest functions of the two

universities, the logical conclusion follows that

the two medical schools now in operation in Indi-

anapolis under the direction of the two universi-

ties should be united in one school and that this

should be under the exclusive control of one or

other of these universities.

‘The trustees of the two universities have tlius

mutually agreed to the following conditions, to

which the faculties of their respective medical

schools assent, namely

:

‘To a union of the two medical schools under

the direction of the Indiana University.

‘To a selection of the faculty of the new school

with due regard to the members of the present

faculties.

‘And to the maintenance of a complete medical

course in Indianapolis as well as the two-year

course in medicine at Bloomington.

‘Only in this way does it seem feasible to

accomplish the ultimate purpose of developing

for the state a sound system of medical educa-

tion, which has been the aim of both parties in

their efforts in the field as well as to promote the

harmonious and friendly relations so essential to

the proper discharge of the functions of both uni-

versities.

‘It is hoped, therefore, that the citizens of the

state, whether remotely or intimately interested

in this question, will accept the above decision as

evidence of the disinterested motives of these

institutions, and their desire to serve the state

with undiminished energies.

‘W. L. Bryax,
‘President Indiana L’niversity.

‘W. E. Stoke,

‘President Purdue L'niversity."

‘•The final plans and details of the consolida-

lion have not been worked out yet, but the offi-

cials say the change will be made as soon as pos-

sible. It has not been decided which of the col-

lege buildings the school will occupy in Indi-

anapolis or what its name shall be. Xeither is

it known what arrangements will be made for the

transfer of students, but it was said to-day that
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llie students would all be assured of full credit

for work done in either school.'*’

There is no one, whether he be a member of

the medical profession or a layman, but will be

in hearty sympathy with this union on this broad

basis, provided he has at heart the best interests

of education in Indiana. The details of the or-

ganization remain to be accomplished. T’liis will

take time. We should not grow impatient. We
want a medical school in Indiana that will stand

well, in comparison with the best, and the mak-

ing of a school of this kind will require time,

energy, thought and money. Council with those

who have had experience in similar work will be

needed. Some individual interests may suffer,

but this must be borne if the best interests of

education require it. We feel that the corner

stone of a great medical school has been laid, and

in order that the superstructui’e when completed

shall compel the admiration of all, the profession

and the people of Indiana should unite in help-

ing Dr. Bryan in the completion of the great

work.

Speaking on the subject of medicine and the

university at the convocation exercises of the

University of Chicago last December, Dr. Wil-

liam H. Welch of Johns Hopkins University

said

;

‘‘The public is vitally interested in the supply

of good physicians, never so much as to-day when

their power to serve the welfare of the com-

munity has been so vastly increased and is rap-

idly growing, and if it wants good doctors it

must help to make them.

“I have been able, within the limits of this ad-

dress, to indicate only a relatively small part of

the increased strength gained by both medical

school and university by tbe combination of their

forces, but I hope that I may have conveyed some

impression of the rich fields of discovery, of the

l)eneficent service to the community, of the im-

portant educational work opened to the univer-

sity by close union with a strong department of

medicine, and of the inestimable value to medi-

cine of intimate contact with the fructifying in-

fluences and vitalizing ideals of the university.”

All honor to Dr. Stone, to Dr. Bryan and to

the many others whose labors have made it pos-

sible for Indiana to have a strong medical school,

au integral department of a university.

Miles T. Porteil

MEDICAL OPGAXIZATION IN INDIANA.
We are pleased to announce that the Council,

at a recent meeting, has entered into an agree-

ment with the American Medical Association by

which systematic co-operative organization work

will be taken up in Indiana. 'J’he plan, which

was fully explained in the January number of

The Joukxal when commenting upon the work

in Illinois, is as follows

:

The Membership Department of the American

IMedical Association has selected the best and

most competent men from among its representa-

tives for organization work. These men have had

much experience along this line and are thor-

oughly familiar with all the details of organiza-

tion work. The work is taken up by counties and

councilor districts. Before an organizer is sent

into a district, correct proof of the names of the

])hysicians of each county, indicating the mem-
bers and non-members of the county medical so-

ciety, is sent to the county secretary, who is asked

to revise it and return it to the general office of

the American Medical Association. This is done

for two reasons : first, that the membership list

for that county may be complete and up to date;

second, to enable the secretary to designate on

the proof those jihysicians in the county who are

not members of their county society, but who
arc eligible and who would be acceptable to the

county society. From this returned proof a list of

eligible and desirable non-members is made up,

wliicli list is given to the organizer when he starts

into the district. At the same time he is given

a letter of introduction to the councilor, on whom
he calls before taking up the work in the district,

and with whom he carefully discusses the work

in that particrdar district. Lire councilor gives

him sucli advice and instructions as he thinks

best, and also gives him a letter of introduction

to each county secretary in the district. The or-

ganizer then takes up each county in turn, call-

ing first on the county secretary and presenting

his credentials. The organizer and the county

secretary then go over the list of non-members

of the county in detail, the secretary giving the

organizer such advice in the way of suggestions

regarding local conditions, individuals, etc., as

he may think advisable. The organizer then calls

personally on each desirable non-member in the

county, presenting the cause of medical organiza-

tion and endeavoring to secure the application

of the physician for the county society. Applica-

tions are taken on a triplicate blank, one copy of

which is turned in to the county secretary, the

second is sent to the state secretary, and the third

to the general secretary of the American Medical

Association. The organizer, at the time of tak-

ing the application, collects one year’s dues for

the county society, which, of course, includes the

state society per capita assessment. As soon as

the county is completed the organizer reports to

the secretary of the county society as to the re-
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suits obtained. When an entire district is com-

pleted a report is made to the councilor of the

district. In this way it is anticipated that within

the next few months every physician in Indiana

who is a non-member of his county society can be

personally interviewed and wherever possible in-

duced to become a member of his county and

state organizations.

The advantages of this kind of organization

are many, and as there is room for extended or-

ganization work in Indiana it is hoped that the

officers of county societies will give every possible

aid and assistance to the organizers sent into this

state. There is no reason why at least 500 or

GOO new members for the state association can

not be secured during the next few months. As

a matter of interest, we may say that the Ameri-

can Medical Association does not take up this

systematic organization work in any state where

tliere is no journal published by the state asso-

ciation. It has been conclusively proven that the

organization work is carried on more effectually

and with far better results in those states where

association journals can assist in the w'ork. It

is, therefore, expected that The Jourxtal will be

of particular service in producing results in

Indiana.

rUEKPEEAL SEPSIS.

Pecently the attention of the State Board of

Health was directed by a layman to a fatal case

of puerperal sepsis which, from the history and

circumstances, could be pretty definitely traced

to the obstetrician as the carrier of infection.

Briefly, the facts are these: The physician was

caring for a case of septicemia a few hours previ-

ous to the time he was called to attend the labor

case. Forty-eight hours after a normal delivery

the puerpura suffered a chill, followed by fever

and sepsis, which proved fatal in nine days. It

is (piestionable if the physician even used the

ordinary precautions in sterilizing his hands.

While it must be admitted that even the most

careful obstetricians do occasionally lose a case

by sepsis, yet that is not an excuse for so flagrant

an abuse of our jiresent-day conception of the

practice of obstetrics as this would seem to be.

In the first place, there are doctors enough now-

adays so that it seldom becomes a real necessity

for a physician to attend a woman in confinement

if he is engaged in caring for an acute infectious

disease at the same time, and the most conscien-

tious man will not do it. Next, if the emergency

does arise where it is impossible to secure the

services of some other doctor, then the physician

owes it first to the patient, next her family, and

finally to himself to take every possible precau-

tion for the .prevention of carrying the infection ;

just as rigid precautions as though he had been

visiting a smallpox patient. Then his asepsis

about his patient who is about to be confined

.should be just as perfect as that of the surgeon

who is preparing to open a belly, for there is just

as much risk for the parturient woman as there

is for the patient who is being subjected to a

major surgical operation.

Like tuberculosis, so with puerperal sepsis, the

most effective treatment is the prophylactic one.

Nature’s own remedy. Hence our plain duty lies

in the adoption of every possible measure to

avoid carrying infection up the vaginal tract

which has been naturally protected by its acid-

forming flora. That the vast majority of cases

of puerperal infection are produced by vaginal

examinations has been proven repeatedly. Sem-

melweiss, in 1846, was the first to demonstrate

this fact when he reduced the percentage of

deaths due to puerperal sepsis in the maternity

department of the A'ienna General Hospital

from 11.4 to 1.27 per cent, simply by compelling

all students fresh from the postmortem table to

wash their hands in chlorin water before making

vaginal examinations. To-day the best statistics

from the large maternity services come from

those that eliminate the vaginal examination in

so far as it is possible; and the most effective

wav of stamping out an epidemic of such infec-

tion in their service remains the abolition of this

practice. 4'hat it can be dispensed with alto-

gether is, of course, out of the question, but that

the vast majority of such examinations that are

made are needless there is no denying. And when

occasion does arise for the vaginal examination

the greatest aseptic precautions should be ob-

served, for even the well-boiled glove in a field

rendered as clean as we are able to make it does

not preclude the possibility of carrying in infec-

tion. The main difficulty lies in our desire either

to hurry matters along or to determine the pos-

sible chances of another call or two before the

consummation of the task at hand. Then, too,

it might be suggested that if other methods of

determining the position and presentation of the

fetus, such as external palpation, auscultation,

determination of areas of greatest motion, etc.,

were cultivated to a greater degree, the occasion

for the vaginal examination for such purpose

would become more limited.

But above all, let us lie clean, a thing that any

doctor can and ought to be if he attempts any

obstetrics or surgery, and whatever else our sins

may be there will be one virtue that will in the

end surelv produce results of which we need not
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be ashamed; there will be fewer wifeless hus-

Itands and motherless children, as well as less

chronic invalidism and consequent suffering to

the patient who is fortunate enough to survive

her early infection; fewer gray hairs for the

doctor and harsh things said about him.

PATENT MEDICINE AND QUACK
DOCTOE ADVERTISING.

We have received a copy of the Morning World,

a daily paper published in New Orleans, in which

there is not to be found an advertisement of a

patent medicine or a quack doctor. The editor

says that he is publishing a paper in the interests

of the people, and in doing so he can not con-

scientiously carry the advertising of patent medi-

cine manufacturers or quack doctors, as by doing

so he would make himself a party to deception,

fraud and positive danger to the lives of the peo-

ple.

In an editorial on “Quacks and Their Agents,”

he has the following to say ; “If you had a wart

on your nose and your surgeon began to remove

it by soaking your feet you would suspect him.

A saloon-keeper who sold you half the villainy

contained in the bad whiskey many of the marvel-

ous cures of quackery the moral-wave papers take

pay for aiding and selling, would be jailed for

poisoning. Yet these papers are shrieking pro-

hibition and high license in one column and sell-

ing the vilest, most fraudulent bad whiskey in

another column. The only difference is that

their bad whiskey is not labeled whiskey but goes

under some high-sounding name and purports to

cure every ill on the face of the earth.

“The quack' and the faker must go at the next

session of the legislature. Not only must they

go, but the highway print jobbers who promote

them for pay must be made to stop it. Police

laws prevent the selling of stale fish, and no prop-

osition could be fishier than this class of swindle,

and no means of money-getting baser than pro-

moting such fraud. In the matter of public

health the state is vitally interested. Health is

humanity’s highest asset. Steadily civilized gov-

ernment has suppressed encroachments of fakers

on human ignorance and credulity and stupidity.

The quack is the blatant faker who professes to

1)0 able to do more than the sad experience and

exhaustive scientific study of generations has

realized. A bill should be framed to the end of

putting a stop to it, and that the people may
know exactly what it means and express what

they, as a self-governing body, think of it, this

bill should be put before the people and their

voice heard in the matter. Let’s have no more

fooling about this. The whole abuse spells fraud,

dangerous fraud, and it should not be tolerated.

The point of view of the public should not be

muzzled by a few thousand dollars’ worth of ad-

vertising patronage placed with the job printers

who are supposed to voice public sentiment.”

We need a few more daily papers like the

Morning World of New Orleans that will place

principle above financial gain. Some of the daily

papers that regularly publish the advertising of

patent medicines which are the rankest frauds,

and quack doctors who are the worst of knaves

and fools, are edited and owned by men wEo pro-

fess to be Christians, some of them being deacons

in churches and, sitting under the artificial halo

of sanctity, they pose as honest, humanity-loving

citizens.

Some of the religious papers are worse offend-

ers of decency and morals than the secular press.

While they preach the gospel in one column, in

another column they print the advertising of in-

dividuals and firms who make a business of tak-

ing unfair and dishonest advantage of the sins

and ailments of humanity. If the Lord ever

takes these editors into Heaven, some of us who
believe in the “'eternal fitness of things” have no

desire to join them.

Some men will sell their souls for a mess of

pottage, and the newspaper editor who accepts

money for patent medicine and quack doctor ad-

vertising belongs to this class. The only way in

which the practice can be stopped is by education

of the people. The average newspaper owner,

whether he be deacon in a church or not, has an

elastic conscience and sacrifices principle for

financial gain. If he did not do so we would not

see so many frauds glaringly advertised in nearly

all the newspapers in the country. Most intelli-

gent people recognize the frauds, but the ignorant

and the poor do not, and they, the ones who can

least afford to be swindled, are the real sufferers.

Force the editor to understand that when he loses

his self-respect and honor for the sake of secur-

ing a few dollars from fraudulent advertising he

at tlie same time loses subscribers and readers,

and he will soon mend his ways if for no other

reason than to protect his purse.

The medical profession can do much toward

educating the public by waging a vigorous cam-

paign among the people against patent medicine

and quack doctor advertising. The distribution

of the Collier articles on “The Great American

Fraud” will assist materially in effecting results,

and the co-operation of every intelligent, con-

scientious and public-spirited minister of the

gospel should also be secured. Let the editors
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once feel that their pocket-books are being

touched and they will at once see the force of the

argument we make and begin championing the

cause for which we contend.

MOEE NEWSPAPER RUBBISH.

Apropos of the evil that may be wrought by

the desire for mere financial gain in the manage-

ment of newspapers, the following editorial is

quoted from Collier’s Weekly for l\Iarch 14, 1908,

on ^‘Vivisection”

:

“Every one must sympathize with those whose

hearts are stirred about animal suffering, but the

world ought to know that the present outbreak

against vivisection has been worked up by a

newspaper, hungry for sensation, by an absolute

misrepresentation of facts. To restrict further the

practice of vivisection means untold cruelty to

the human race all over the world. It means that

the investigations by which thousands of lives

have been saved, and the most dreadful suffer-

ings abolished, must be stopped, and the humane
progress of medicine and surgery arrested. The
consequences, if an ignorant, sentimentality

should have its way, are too painful to describe.

When any progress in medicine, whether by new
methods of treatment or new drugs, is accom-

plished, tests must be made either on animals or

men. All our knowledge of physiological func-

tions, on which all rational treatment must be

based, must l)e learned by observation of some

living thing. For this vast gain we pay in ani-

mal suffering not one-millionth part of what the

hideous pictures and articles in such papers as

the Wew York Herald imply. Those pictures

could be equaled by descriptions and photographs

of every clinic, simply by leaving out the explan-

ation, as the Herald does, that the victim,

whether a man or an animal, is almost always

unconscious, and that the cutting and tearing in

operations and experiments are, therefore, in the

vast majority of cases, painless. By this bold

and mone)'-making misrepresentation, therefore,

if applied to clinics where human beings are

operated upon, still greater horrors of medical

progress might be worked up, with still greater

and more harmful execration of science and its

immeasurable benefits to the human race.”

Probably some such officious organ will next

be demanding the abolition of the dissection of

dead bodies or the prevention of animal inocu-

lation, without which Koch’s postulates could

never have been established nor antitoxin nor

vaccine given to suffering humanity.

THE AETOMOBILE FOR THE DOCTOR.

The Journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion Aov March 7, 1908, very properly devotes a

number of pages to the subject of the automobile

as a conveyance for physicians. As might be ex-

pected, not all of the contributors to the pages

devoted to opinions from physicians are of the

same mind as to the value of the automobile for

the doctor, but the general verdict is favorable

As a vehicle for use the year aroiand the use of

the automobile is confined principally to cities

having well paved streets. For ordinary country

roads the automobile is adapted to summer
months only. But even for limited use the auto-

mobile, on account of the saving in time, is a

practical conveyance for the doctor to own. V'ery

dependable cars are now made which cost less

than $1,000, and several well-known makes cost

$500 or less. The trouble and expense arising

from the -use of a car depends very largely upon

the operator, though to some extent upon the

conditions under which the car is operated. ' How-
ever, two men owning cars of the same make and

pattern and operating them over the same roads

and for the same length of time may have en-

tirely different results as to trouble and expense,

all depending upon the manner in which the cars

are used. An automobile is in many respects like

a horse; it must have some kind of care and be

driven judiciously. If so handled it will give

the user general satisfaction by proving economi-

cal, time saving, and a source of pleasure. Any
well known make of car will do this now.

THE NEED FOR ENEORCMENT OF ANTI-
SPITTING ORDINANCES.

The continued laxity in the enforcement of

the anti-spitting Ordinance in Fort Wayne, de-

spite the frequent protestations of her capable

board of health, is the occasion for a recent reso-

lution passed by tlie Fort Wayne Medical Society

appealing to the l)oard of public safety for the

enforcement of such ordinance. And this men-

ace to public health probably flourishes to a sim-

ilar degree in other cities and towns of our state.

A\'ere it only a question of the insult to the

esthetic sense that is wrought by this disgusting

picture of filthy sidewalks over which our women
are forced to travel, then economy in politics

might have a slight semblance of legitimacy for

a lack of proper enforcement of the law; but

when the health of our people is at stake the

most economic measure is that which will con-

serve the integrity of society to the greatest de-

gree.

/
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It has been reckoned by Heller that a single

pellet of a consumptive's sputum contains 300,-

000,000 tubercle bacilli, or, in other words, if

the patient expectorates only once an hoiir he

will liberate 7,200,000,000 of the germs in one

day. This sputum deposited upon the dry side-

walks or floors of public places is quickly dried

and mingled with the dust of travel, to be in-

haled by all who come into the vicinity, or de-

posited upon edibles or utensils exhibited by gro-

cerymen or other merchants in front of their re-

spective stores. True it is that if these germs could

lie undisturbed and exposed to direct sunlight

they would die in a few hours. But with the con-

tinued traffic on the sidewalks, shaded by high

buildings, they are very soon ground up in the

dust or carried off on the pedestrian’s shoes, to

be redeposited and inhaled by new hosts. Just

how long the tubercle bacillus will retain its viru-

lence in this dried state has been the subject of

many investigations. Zoma found dried sputum
virulent up to ten months, while Sawitzki found

it lifeless under ordinary conditions after two

and one-half months, and various other observers

present different data. Probably Cornet reaches

the average when he says that one may assume

that after about three months dried sputum loses

its virulence, but under extraordinary circum-

stances retains it as long as six or eight months.

So that if one ])ictures ,a city with lax health

regulation, whose population is 60,000 or more,

one-seventh of whom are tuberculous and a great

share of these in the amlmlatory and spitting

stage, emitting each day over 8,000,000,000 bac-

teria of six months viability, any one of which

is capable of setting up a new focus where re-

sistance is lowered, the I’eal danger to society

becomes apparent to the merest tyro. And be-

sides the germs of consumption, those of other

infectious diseases, as la grippe, pneumonia, diph-

theria, pertussis, etc., may be disseminated by this

vicious bal)it and add their jeopardizing influence

to that of the tubercle l)acillus.

fl’lie inroads wrought upon the resources of the

state l)y tubercular infections are so various that

it is difficult to conceive of any possible hesitancy

on tlie paid of the state and municipality in es-

tablishing methods of curtailment. In the first

place, the victims are selected from the most
productive age of the individual’s life, viz. : early

adult and middle life, the time when families are

being created and homes established. Then, too,

it is not alone a question of the withdrawal of the

wage earner’s capacity for support, but the drain

necessary for his care throughout the usually

long-continued illness is a factor of no mean im-
portance, for not infrequently, his resources ex-

hausted, the poor victim is forced back, a charge

upon the county or municipality in which he is

stricken. And public responsibility does not

end even here, for the widowed mother of a fam-

ily of small children may easily find herself ut-

terly unable to provide for the little ones robbed

in early life of a father through the lethargy of

narrow-minded politicians.

In communities which have had little or no

opportunity for enlightenment along the lines of

sanitary science, ignorance might be offered as a

possible excuse for neglected prophylaxis, but the

existence of an ordinance for the control of such

a public nuisance is proof that the jmblic has

realized the necessity for such tegulation and
has a right to expect the proper enforcement of

its laws. '

It is more than possible that a few prosecu-

tions, indiscriminately I’et conscientiously con-

ducted, would serve to impress upon the public

that those having jurisdiction mean business in

the discliarge of their duty.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS

SCHOOL SANITATIOX.
We all recognize the necessity of forming the

minds of our children by beginning the process

early in life. It took many years for the reform-

ers to impress this primary fact \;pon the public

mind, and not yet has it been possible to make

clear to the same mind that youth is also the time

to form the body. Both the mind and body are

plastic in youth and may be easily bent in all di-

rections. The child who is made to occupy a

seat and desk which does not fit its body is being

twisted out of shape, and nervoiis derangements

are sure to follow. It does not seem wise to force

an innocent child into positions which will de-

stroy its body and tear down its nervous system.

Of course we are impractical and foolish to do

such a thing, but it is being done all over the Stat

State of Indiana, and has been done ever since

our preseirt school system liegan. All lower grade

schoolrooms should be provided with adjustable

seats and the greatest care should be taken to

adjust the seats to each pupil. If this one little

sanitary requirement were met there would be

an enormous saving of strength and increasing of

efficiency.

In our ignorance and in our false economy we

frequently insist upon not giving the school chil-

dren the full quota of air which Hature says they

must have in order to l)c strong and well. Air

is free, it can not be taxed and the trusts can not
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comer it, and there is no reason except ignorance

and false economy why tlie children should be

denied the amount required by Xature. To give

them less than this amount means to maltreat

them and to force upon them inefficiency, ill

health and disease. The old log schoolhouse

with its big open fireplace was well ventilated,

whatever else may be said about it. If children

are given an abundance of pure air, which is the

most important of all foods, and the full quota

of oxygen in the blood, they are in a measure

provided a protection against the ill conditions

named.

The lighting of a schoolroom is a very impor-

tant matter. This fact has been overlooked, al-

though it is as plain as day when one’s attention

is called to it. ^Ye all know that to look into the

sunlight is blinding, and it is also blinding, in a

degree, to be compelled to sit, as school children

frequently are, and look into the light. Yet there

are schools in Indiana where children are com-

pelled to sit all da}' looking directly into the

light. Parents uho force such conditions upon
their children are foolish, indeed, and they must
expect to buy glasses and to spend much money
in treating eye affections of their children after-

ward. Schoolrooms should all be lighted from

one side and the light should fall over the left

shoulder of the pupil. Xeither teacher nor pupil

should be compelled to look into the light. The
glass area should not be less than one-sixth of the

floor area. Less than this will not admit suffi-

cient light except on bright, sunshiny days.

If the light falls over the right shoulder of the

children then shadows appear when the writing

lessons are given, and the child is certain to lean

forward and distort its body in order to avoid

said shadows. I have seen school children twisted

into very curious positions in order to avoid the

shadows which appear upon book and writing

paper when the light falls over the right shoulder

or from behind. In one of the Terre Haute
scliools I saw a one-legged, tall boy actually get

out of his seat and kneel on the floor in order

to secure the proper light for his work.

4’he medical inspection of school children is

of more importance than all of the commercial

interests of any community. We live exclusively

and entirely for our children. That is all we are

good for and all we are intended for. The im-

perfect school child should be searched out and

the imperfections corrected. It is now well

known that not less than 30 per cent, of school

children are physically imperfect. Their eyes

may be imperfect, their hearing imperfect, or

their respiratory apparatus imperfect. To allow

Ihese imperfections to continue and not remove

them is wickedness itself. The mouth-breathing

child should be operated upon as early as possi-

ble and the obstructions which cause the mouth-
breathing removed. To allow the ill condition to

continue almost always means the death of the

child.

It would seem unnecessary to make any argu-

ment in favor of the construction of school build-

ings so they would not be fire traps, but inspec-

tion in every city and town and hamlet in the

state shows that impractical, extravagant and

unreasoning men have been at work, seemingly

doing all they can to make escape of school chil-

dren impossible if fire should occur. This is the

condition in the Bloomingdale and Harmer
schoolhouses at Fort Wayne. The architects and
school authorities who built these two buildings

were actually stupid; at least so far as con-

structing stairways and exits and enti'ances to

buildings are concerned. These buildings are

ftimsily constructed. They are not strong, be-

cause it was possible for one person standing in

the middle of the room, by simply jumping up

and down, to shake the windows, the floors giv-

ing very perceptibly. It may be it will require

the sight of several score of charred children’s

bodies to arouse the school authorities and some

of the citizens of Fort Wayne to recognize the

fact that some of their school buildings are fire

traps into which they have been forcing their

children for so many years. God forbid that this

should be, but it does seem impossible for some

people to learn except through disaster, suffering

and death. Precept and example seem not to

impress them.

One of the prominent forces which prevents

progress in this world is the desire of cheap pol-

iticians to make reputations as economists. This

cheap and pitiable class do not know that good

works are economy and are the way to success.

They think that money not spent for good things

is money saved. They, of course, do not know
the meaning of the word “economy” and are en-

tirely unfitted for public office. Some day the

people of Indiana will understand that it is a

disgrace to be compelled to purchase a short

coffin, and I think that every death under 40

years of age should be the subject of careful,

medicolegal investigation. In Indiana 1,333

children in the school age of 7 to 14 years died

in 1907. This is a disgrace to our state and a

comment upon our intelligence. It is certainly

true that 90 per cent, of these deaths were pre-

ventable, and perhaps all of them. These chil-

dren were killed. Truly ignorance and stupidity

are the only sins. J. X. Hurty.
Indianapolis.
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THE PROPHYLAXIS OF OPHTHALMIA
XEOXATORUM.

When we consider that of the number of chil-

dren admitted into the asylums and schools for

the blind last year one-quarter had lost their

sight from ophthalmia neonatorum, and that in

some of these institutions the number runs as

high as 30 to 35 per cent, of the whole, it be-

comes evident that there is great need of more

effective measures to prevent such unnecessary

sacrifice.

Prevention of ophthalmia neonatorum can

only come through education. The man who
contracts gonorrhea should know that he has a

disease of unlimited possibilities for harm to an

innocent wife and any children that she may
bear. The wife has a right to know that the dis-

ease which her husband gives her is a serious

menace to her and to future offspring. There is

no excuse for practicing deception concerning

this subject, or in permitting ignorance to pre-

vail until irreparable injury has been done.

The p'^arents and in particular the mother of

e\'ery new-born babe should know that the first

discoverable symptoms of abnormality in the

babe's eyes, such as redness, swelling or slight

discharge, is a warning note which should be

heeded and skilled advice sought and appropriate

treatment adopted at once. The possible penalty

attached to delay should be clearly understood.

Doctors and midwives should also be impressed

with the importance of these facts, and legal

penalties shoiffd be attached to failure to adopt

not only proper precautions to prevent the devel-

opment of ophthalmia neonatorum, but the rec-

ognized treatment to check the disease if it shows

indications of developing. In other words, the

parents and the attendants upon mother and

child should know what ophthalmia neonatorum
is, how it is acquired and how it is avoided.

This campaign of education can be carried on

most efficiently by departments of public health.

Circulars of advice should be distributed to moth-
ers, physicians, nurses and midwives. The dan-

ger to the new-born child should be clearly

pointed out, as also the immediate necessity of

adopting appropriate treatment if the child’s eyes

become at all inflamed. The instructions should

in particular point out the necessity for clean-

liness and the most approved manner of securing

it. It is not enough to say that the child’s eyes

should be washed out or that certain prophylac-

tic measures concerning the care of the mother
before the child is born should be adopted, but

the exact way in which this should be accom-
plished should be plainly described. Xothing
should be taken for granted.

147

In a suspected or developing case of ophthal-

mia neonatorum the practice of Crede’s method
has proven of unquestioned efficiency, and we
believe that any board of health is warranted in

recommending the method as a routine practice

in all suspicious cases. But here again the in-

structions should be explicit, and it is even ques-

tionable if it would not be advisable for the board

of health to furnish a properly prepared 2 per

cent, solution of the pure silver nitrate. To-

gether with detailed instructions as to just how
and when the solution should be used. It should

be made perfectly clear that a single drop of such

a solution, carried on a small glass rod and care-

fully applied in the eye of the new-born babe,

will produce no harm. It is an excess of the so-

lution which may excite undue reaction.

Much may be expected from a systematic

campaign of education carried on by boards of

health, but to be most efficient some legal liabil-

ity should be attached to failure on the part of

physicians and midwives to follow the advice and

instructions given. There is no logical reason

why recognized prophylactic measures should not

be legally enforced in an attempt to prevent such

a record of blindness from ophthalmia neona-

torum as our statistics now show. The results

which may be accomplished justify the means

proposed. Albert E. Bulsox, Jr.

Fort Wayne.

EDITORIAL NOTES

Send the title of your paper for the French

Lick meeting of the state association to Dr. F.

C. Heath, Xewton Claypool Building, Indianap-

olis. —
^Iechaxically speaking, it might be said that

the material difference between Hughes and Fair-

banks is that while the one is “hand-forged,” the

other is “machine-made.” Then Cannon’s sev-

enty odd years must have served only to “'mould”

him.

Oxe of the quack doctors of Fort Wayne ad-

vertises that he will cure all cases of appendicitis

without an operation. He also advertises to treat

the incurable blind. Is there any reason why the

license to practice medicine should not be taken

from this medical pretender who is constantly

victimizing innocent people?

We believe that Mrs. Cora B. Miller, of Ko-
komo, should be prosecuted for practicing medi-

cine without a license. She is prescribing for

any women who are foolish enough to write her
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concerninfi: tlioir ailiiieuts, and we can find no

record of a license granted for tlie practice of the

healing art.

Only two days for the state association meet-

ing at French Lick, hut the committee on scien-

tific work will arj'ange the program so that plenty

of time will he devoted to discussion of papers.

We hope that the pi-ogram will contain few pa-

pers, hut those few of superior quality. Thus will

we have more and better discussion, which is

really the most- valuable feature of any medical

meeting.

Dii. Abbott and his satellites who comprise

the Abbott Alkaloidal Company have success-

fully “worked” a portion of the medical profes-

sion for financial gain, but we are inclined to

l)elieve that their operations in this direction will

have a setback now that The Jo-imwl of the

.imerican Medical Associatio?i and the daily pa-

]Ders of Chicago have publicly exposed the decep-

tion and fraud through which gain was obtained.

All ‘jiings l)eing equal, we trade with the dry
goods merchant, the grocer and the butcher who
is our regular patron. That is reciprocity.

The members of the Indiana State Medical
.Association own The Journal. A certain num-
ber of reputable firms advertise in The Journal
and thus are our patrons. .All things being equal,

we owe them our patronage in return. Eeci-

procity is the basis of all trade.

If "i ou hear any doctor say that he has not re-

ceived this number of The Journal it is fairly

safe for you to assume that the doctor making the
complaint has not paid his state association dues,

which include a subscription to The Journal.
The name ot eveiy doctor who has paid dues is

on our mailing list, and barring an occasional

miscarriage in the mails The Journal should
be received liy every doctor whose name appears
on our list.

The Huntington f'ounty Aledical Society has

succeeded in inducing the Huntington city coun-

cil to pass an ordinance imposing a license fee

of $50 ]ier day upon all itinerant doctors. The
ordinance is being rigidly enforced, with the re-

sult that all traveling quack doctors are cancel-

ing Huntington from their itineraries.

d'he plan is worthy of adoption by all cities,

and if generally adojited and enforced would soon

result in driving the traveling quack doctor out

of business.

Seldovc do the physicians of Indiana have

such an op])ortunitv to attend a meeting of the

.American Medical Association at such a small

sacrifice of time and money as is offered them
this year with Chicago as the meeting place. It

has been several years since the association has

held a meeting nearer than a thousand miles or

more away, and to have it this year right on the

border of Indiana is a rare opportunity for bene-

fit at small sacrifice of which every progressive

iffiysician of the state should take advantage.

d’jiE people are beginning to find out that the

best doctors are those doctors who regularly at-

tend medical societies. It is the busiest doctor

who always finds time to attend medical society

Jiieetings and to read medical journals and books.

The doctor who regidarly fails to attend the meet"

ing of his local medical society and gives as his

excuse that “he is too busy,” or that he learns

nothing by attending the meetings of his local

society, is generally the man who has the least

jjractice, is the least respected in the community,

and is in most need of the benefits to be secured

from medical societies. The people are begin-

ning to find this out.

We want a list of the names and addresses of

all the doctors in Indiana who are not at present

members of any county medical society but who
are eligible to membership. We hope that the

secretaries of county societies will take the hint

and help us to secure such a list. Our intention

is to send sample copies of The Journal to every

doctor whose name appears on the list, together

with a letter soliciting application for member-

ship in the county society of the county in which

the doctor resides. If county secretaries will as-

sist us in this organization work it will not be

long before the number of members in the state

association will be doubled.

Medical fees are altogether too small, but it

is a question if many doctors are not paid much
more than they are worth, no matter how small

the fees. The man who charges 25 cents or 50

cents for a ]n-eseription for headache tablets for

the relief of a headache, the cause of which he

does not know, is charging more than his services

are worth. But the man who examines the pa-

tient carefully and determines to a certainty or

to his own satisfaction that the headache is due

to certain pathological conditions and then pre-

scribes for the relief of those pathological condi-

tions, is worthy of a fee in keeping with the skill

and good judgment exercised, and we believe that

the average patient is willins' to pay accordinglv.
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The Collinwood school fire was a terrible dis-

aster, but when it is considered in all its phases

we wonder that there have been no more similar

catastropbies, for the conditions are favorable to

such a slaughter of children in hundreds of school

buildings throughout the country. Ignorant and
penurious school boards fail or refuse to place

around our school children the proper safeguards,

and parents are too often unacquainted with or

indilferent to the existing conditions. We hope

that competent judges will condemn every school-

house in Indiana which is unsafe on account of

danger from fire, or unhealthy on account of bad

ventilation and lighting. Better tear down 500

buildings tlian have such an experience as Collin-

wood has ])assed through.

WiLiiOT ir. ^'heeler, Chicago, “General Sec-

retary of the School of Accuracy and College of

Prevention,” says, in a circular letter sent broad-

cast, that he is going to jail for helping sick folk.

The Illinois State Board of Health is responsible

for this sad state of affairs, and all because Mi'.

Wheeler jiretended to cure the sick without going

through with the formality of securing a license

to practice medicine. The circular letter is an

appeal for help—financial and political—so that

influence can be brought to bear upon the gov-

ernor in an effort to secure an exercise of the

executive’s pardoning power. Mr. Wheeler’s ca-

reer as a “healer” has lieen cut short, and we hope
that a term in jail will make him fully appre-

ciate the error of his way.

Do YOU know the doctor who is always borrow-

ing medical books and instruments and generally

forgets to return them; who regularly writes for

“sample copies” of various medical journals in

order to get medical reading without paying for

it; who is always asking for your advice concern-

ing the proper treatment for his cases but never'

invites you in consultation; wbo asks you to

render gratuitous professional services for him-
self, his immediate family and all bis relatives

Avitbout as much as thanking you for the cour-

tesy; and who ivill be the first to kick you if

you happen to be down, and considers it fair to

“knife you” wben you are not looking? Do you
know him? '\\'ell, there are a few such medical

shrimps running loose, and they should be

branded for the protection of the young and in-

experienced as well as the old who are unsuspect-

ing.

To COXCLUSIVELY prove the unreliability of the

claims of the Abbott Alkaloidal Company with

reference to H-iM-C anesthesia (a fonn of anes-

thesia considered positively dangerous by many
recognized authorities) Avas an effort on the part

of The Journal of the American Medical Asso-

ciation AA'hich deserves appreciation at the hands
of the medical profession. But to prove that the

Abbott Alkaloidal Compan}^ and its resourceful

president. Dr. Abbott, are guilty of “working”
the medical profession and even the public in

many other questionable Avays for financial gain
is throwing light into dark corners at a rapid

rate. How could the association journal be so

cruel, so heartless ? Supposing the Abbott Alka-
loidal Company has a family of helpless depen-
dents. Think AA'hat it means to deprive these un-
fortunates of the sustenance -Avrung from the

gullible medical men!

'ITie field of surgery is an attractive one, but

there is not enough surgery to go around. If the

young graduate Avould devote his time to the

study of internaf medicine and forget his surgical

ambitions it Avould be better for the public. The
enthusiasm of the untrained surgeon who is suc-

cessful in an uncomplicated case of appendectomy
is A^ery amusing, but I would feel more like con-

gratulating the patient upon his or her escape.

God help the next case as the same man plunges

into a mass of pus and adliesions. Abdominal
surgery should only be done by trained men and
trained assistants.

Internal medicine is sadly neglected. Osier

has AA'ell said : “In the fight against ignorance

ami (juackery, diagnosis, and not drugging, is our

chief Aveapon of offense.” The undergraduate is

t-aught principles based upon scientific facts.

This is all the college can do for him. As to

Avhether he is a good physician depends upon the

man himself.—A. H. Lippincott in The Journal

of the Medical Society of New Jersey.

“The Medical History of Delaware County” is

the title of a rejArint AA’hich Ave have just received

from the author. Dr. G. W. H. Kemper of Mun-
cie. The article gives a history of the medical

affairs of DelaAvare County from 1827 to the

present date and concludes Avith an alphabetical

list of physicians Avho have at one time or an-

other lived in DelaAvare County during the time

mentioned. It may be surprising to many to

knoAv that during the time covered by the history

436 physicians have practiced in DelaAvare

County. Concerning the record of these physi-

cians, Dr. Kemper says: “The record of the

physicians of DelaAvare County has been a cred-

itable one; a fcAV moral delinquencies have ex-

isted. They have been industrious, as shown by
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the numerous contributions to medical literature

contributed b\' our citizen physicians. Our death

rate has not been excessive; our health officers

have been competent, and our surgeons have suc-

cessfully performed nearly all the operations

known to surger}'.’^

The pamphlet is of increased value because of

a splendid likeness of Ur. Kemper which appears

as a preface.

Collier’s Weekly deserves praise for many edi-

torial utterances in condemnation of actions and

policies which are detrimental to the best inter-

ests of the public. But physicians in particular

will be interested in the vigorous warfare which

this outspoken tveekly paper is waging against

the Antivivisectionists.

Xumerous editorials Itave of late been pub-

lished in Collier’s in defense of the practice of

vivisection done in the interest of scientific ad-

vancement and with the ultimate result of pre-

venting suffering and loss of life. These edi-

torials have been so logical, truthful and forceful

that they must of necessity have had great weight

with the thinking public, and to judge by the

enormous circulation of Collier’s Weekly the

thinking public has probably read the editorials.

The fight which this leading weekly paper is

making will have more weight and far greater

effect than the work of a dozen scientific journals

and an equal number of societies composed of

scientific men, for the reason that Collier’s

Weekly goes to tlie reading and thinking public

whereas the scientific periodicals go to scientific

men, and scientific men are usually thought to be

working for self-interest.

We wish that more journals on the order of

Collier’s Weekly and many newspapers having a

keen conception of what is right and just, and

less regard for pecuniary considerations, would

take up the fight for vivisection and many other

humanitarian projects for which the medical pro-

fession stands responsible.

The Keeley Institute, of Marion, Ind., W. .

Daniels, M.D., manager, is sending letters to

physicians soliciting liquor or drug habit cases

for treatment on a commission basis. With ref-

erence to the fee paid the physician for referring

the case the letter contains this significant state-

ment: ‘Tt may be as well to let the fact that

you receive something for your time and trouble

remain a secret between us.”

This is another instance where the doctor is

asked to sell his self-respect for money. If the

doctor is entitled to a fee for referring a liquor

or drug habit case to a sanitarium why should

he not honestly and openly charge the fee to the

patient? There is no excuse for such traffic in

the misfortunes of others as is contemplated by

the offer of the Keeley Institute of Marion.

There is no more reason why a sanitarium for

the treatment of liquor or drug habit cases should

pay for cases referred than a sanitarium for the

treatment of tuberculosis or any other disease

should pay for cases referred. There is room in

every populous community for one or more sani-

taria for the treatment of liquor or drug habit

cases along scientific lines. Such sanitaria, if

conducted in an ethical manner and by physi-

cians of ‘recognized professional standing, would

soon receive the endorsement and support of the

medical profession and would deserve such con-

sideration. But the Lord forgive the medical

men who traffic in liquor or drug habit cases for

the benefit of themselves and any of the Keeley

institutions.

For the benefit of prospective contributors to

The Jourx.\l the editor desires to say that it is

taken for granted that when a paper is submitted

to The Jourx.vl it is for the exclusive publica-

tion in The Journal and is not to appear else-

where. The editor has, in the twelve years’ ex-

perience in editorial work, learned that some

medical men have an itching for publicity, and

with a view to greater advertising in the medical

profession do not hesitate to submit duplicate

copies of an article to numerous medical journals

with the request that it be published in an early

issue. Of course these men do not often fool the

editors a second time, for the ‘^“repeaters” are very

well known to most editors.

It is well enough to remember that every edi-

tor solicits, and is pleased to receive, material

suitable for publication, but he does not want to

publish second-hand articles, though the articles

may be ever so good, and he feels that he has

been imposed upon when an essayist takes such

advantage of him. Therefore, if any of our

prospective contributors submit articles for pub-

lication let them remember that no editor wants

an article that has appeared or is to appear else-

where, as he prefers to publish an abstract if he

can not have the exclusive right to the original.

We call attention to this matter because we have

recently refused to accept for publication the car-

bon copy of a paper Avhich Ave had reason to be-

lieve, and have since learned, was offered to other

journals, and have also felt called upon to refuse

to publish the typeAvritten copy of a paper which
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we k]iow has already been publislied in a journal

issued in a different state.

“Ask your doctor all about Ayer’s non-alco-

holic sarsaparilla. Then you will know whether

you want it or not.”

Such is the heading of an advertisement in

large type which greets the reader in many of the

daily papers to-day. Of course there are a few

good-for-nothing doctors who might, perhaps,

recommend Ayer's sarsaparilla, but a very large

proportion of the medical men of the country

would not think of recommending any patent

medicine and certainly not one of barn-roof fame,

and the J. C. Aj^er Company knows this as well

as we do. But, nevertheless, the advertising will

pay, for the reason that the class of people who
can be induced to buy a patent medicine—and

the number runs into the millions—will never

take the trouble to ask any physician concerning

the merits of Ayer’s sarsaparilla, but take it for

granted that the remedy has the endorsement of

the medical profession, and the Ayer Company
knows that such will be the assumption.

We wonder what the effect would be if the

medical profession as a whole publicly through

newspaper advertising put itself on record as

deprecating the use of patent medicines in gen-

ei'al and Ayer’s sarsaparilla in particular in an-

swer to the misleading advei'tising to which we
refer. Isn’t it time for the medical profession to

give the public a little wholesome education?

We might take lessons from the Christian Scien-

tists, who have a “publication committee” in

every populous community. Whenever anything

derogatory to Christian Science is published in

any 'newspaper or periodical, immediately the

“publication committee” gets busy and the pulffic

liears the Christian Science side of the story.

But the medical profession, wrapped in a wet
blanket of professional dignity, pei-mits every-

thing to go unchallenged, no matter how untrue
it may be or how detrimental to the interests of

the medical profession and public.

Edward Bok, editor of The Ladies’ Home
Journal, said, at a meeting of the Philadelphia

branch of the American Phannaceutical Associa-

tion, that a large number of physicians prescribe

nostrums. In consequence he has been accused,

in print and in scores of letters, of making an at-

tack on the medical profession. He answers his

critics in an article which appears in The Jour-
nal of the American Medical Association, March
21, 1908, and reiterates his accusations in an em-
phatic manner.

In our judgment, the charge preferred by Mr.
Bok is true, and while the truth in this particu-

lar instance hurts, there is no reason why we
should permit the sting to incite us to anything
more than an effort to purge the medical profes-

sion of the disreputable and degrading practice

of which we are accused. It is the rankest kind
of nonsense for us to deny that a large iiropor-

tion of medical men (probably more than a ma-
jority) are guilty of prescribing nostrums. The
records of the pharmacists and the shelves of the

dispensing physician bear testimony to this fact.

l\Ir. Bok is, therefore, warranted in making his

so-called “attacks” on doctors, and in asking the

question, “What business has the physician to

prescribe these nostrums at all”?

There is no logical reason why any doctor
should prescribe any drug or remedy the ingre-

dients and action of which he is unacquainted
with. He is under moral obligation to prescribe

only such preparations of which he knows the
exact ingredients. To do anything else places

him in the position of jeopardizing the patient’s

intei’ests and perhaps his life to ignorance. And
how illogical it is for us to ask the public to

abandon the practice of taking patent medicines
of unknown composition and action when we are

guilty of prescribing nostrums the exact compo-
sition and action of wliich is unknown to us.

While we are asking others to clean house isn't

it good policy for us to clean house ourselves?
It is a little humiliating to have Mr. Bok pub-
licly brand us as he has, but let us frankly admit
that we deserved the scoring we received and
profit by it.

Our very efficient and capable secretarv of the

State Board of Health, Dr. J. X. Hurty, has in-

curred the displeasure of the school board of the

city of Fort Wayne, and all because he found
occasion to state publicly that two of the school

buildings in the city of Fort Wayne are atro-

ciously unliealthy on account of inadequate sani-

tary arrangements, and unsafe because of the
danger from fire. The local city board of health

of Fort Wayne has also come in for the displeas-

ure of the same school officers because it has
found occasion and reason to sustain Dr. Hurty
in his contention.

In a burst of indignation the members of the

school board and the superintendent of schools

assert in newspaper interviews that Dr. Hurty
is sensational in his statements and that the facts

do not warrant any such charges as have been
made. They even go so far as to intimate that
no such catastrophe as occurred at Collinwood
could possibly happen in the city of Fort Wayne,
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for they claim that the buildings are models of

security from fire, and from a sanitary stand-

Iioint are all that could be desired.

The action of the school authorities in oppos-

ing the opinions of such men as Secretary Hurty,

whose reputation as one of the leading health offi-

cers and sanitarians extends from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, and of the local board of health

of Port Wayne, containing as it does two of the

city's most efficient and competent physicians, is,

to say the least, a display of poor judgment and
little diplomacy. The people are not quite so

stupid but that they will accept the opinions of

authorities and those competent to judge rathe?

than the opinions of those who are attempting to

cover up their own lack of efficiency by the dis-

play of antagonism which of necessity must react

to their discredit.

The school buildings under consideration have

been pronounced by numerous competent judges

as unsafe on account of the danger from fire, and

they are shamefully unsanitary! The members

of the school boards have been told this before

Dr. Hurty pronounced his verdict, and had they

displayed even a little tact and good judgment

they would have at once acknowledged that such

a condition of affairs existed and taken some

measures to correct the evils. But, like most

school boards, elected as a result of politics and

not because of fitness for the position, it required

what they term “^sensational charges” in order to

stir them to action because of the indignant de-

mands of an outraged public.

"\t'e have no sympathy for the school board, and

can only say that we hope that Secretary Hurty

will use the prerogative of the law, as is his priv-

ilege, by demanding
_

that the conditions about

which he has complained be corrected at once.

The lives and the health of our children are too

valuable to be sacrificed to the ignorance and

stubbornness of a school board or the false sense

of economy of any political party which seeks to

save money by the avoidance of the expense of

building schoolhouses which are modern as to

sanitation and safety. <

And this reminds us that the laws of Indiana

make provision for the condemnation of public

buildings which are unsafe from any standpoint,

and it is high time that the laws are enforced.

Of course, some ignorant school boards and a few

taxpayers will howl themselves black in the face

when some fire-trap and disease-breeding school-

house is condemned, but human life is worth too

much to be sacrificed because of the wails of this

class of people.

Eerresentatives from two well-known firms

dealing in instruments and physicians’ supplies

are now calling upon Indiana ])hysicians solicit-

ing orders. Neither of these firms has ever ad-

vertised to any extent and neither firm is repre-

sented in The Journal. One of the firms, when
asked to advertise in The Journal replied that

it was not necessary to advertise, and that a large

business in Indiana had been built up without

patronizing the advertising pages of any medical

periodical. IVe sincerely hope that our readers,

who are the owners of The Journal and inter-

ested in its success, will make it quite plain to

these firms that it does pay to advertise, and that

patronage from Indiana physicians will be prefer-

ably given to those firms that advertise in The
-Journal. In this connection we desire to call

attention to the fact that six of our advertisers,

all liaving established reputations for honorable

dealing and excellent quality of goods sold, are

able to supply any physician with instruments,

electrical apparatus, office furniture or, in fact,

equipment of any description. From the income

derived from the advertising of these firms we
are able to publish a larger and better journal

than otherwise would l)e possible. These firms are

deserving of and should have the patronage of

every member of the Indiana State Medical Asso-

ciation, and we urge that they be given the pref-

erence whenever equipment of any description is

purchased. This is not meant to convey the idea

that other firms may not be as responsible in

every way, but that no other firms are better, and
consequently it is good business policy, all things

being equal, to patronize those who patronize us.

Our child-bed deaths are altogether too many
and puerperal fever exists to too great an extent,

and all because some medical men have not

learned, or if they have learned they do not put

into practice, even- the ordinary rules of surgical

cleanliness. “When a doctor is called to attend a

case of confinement he is called to attend a sur-

gical case and surgical cleanliness should be a

part- of his preparation to care for the patient.

Puerperal fever is a septic fever due to inocula-

tion, and in nine cases out of ten in private prac-

tice the attending physician does the inoculating.

Oliver Wendell Holmes was a pioneer in the

movement that has done much to prevent the

slaughter of innocent women and the wrecking of

happy homes by puerperal fever, but there are

'many doctors who fail to put into practice the

lessons which Holmes and every teacher following

him has taught; consequently child-bed deaths

continue to occur directly as a result of the doc-

tor’s unclean hands, instruments, clothing and

tlie like which are brought in contact, during or

after labor, with the genitals of the female. No
physician can attend erysipelas, scarlet fever.
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(liphtlieria or any infectious disease and at the

same time safely pursue his obstetric practice

unless he takes the precaution to go through a

process of thorough disinfection and sterilization

of person and clothing before engaging in child-

bed work. The prevailing idea among many
physicians that a free use of corrosive sublimate

and carbolic acid on the hands and instruments

is all that is necessary is entirely wrong, as the

infection may be carried on the clothing or in

the beard or hair. Then, again, some men who
are clean as to clothes and person from an esthetic

point of view are not surgically clean, though

they imagine themselves to be so. The truth is

they either do not know what constitutes surgical

cleanliness, or, knowing, are too lazy or indiffer-

ent to practice it. In either case it is a criminal

liability assumed.

Puerperal fever occurs sufficiently often to war-

rant us in believing that some law should be en-

acted to safeguard the parturient woman. There

is no reason why innocent women should be sacri-

ficed as a direct result of the criminal carelessness

of doctors.

For a long time it has been known by some

physicians that the Abbott Alkaloidal Company
and its journal, The Atnerican Journal of Clin-

ical Medicine, have shamefully prostituted the

medical profession to commercial ends, but it

remained for the Journal of ike American Med-
ical Association (IMarch 14, 1908), to publicly

ex])ose some of the disreputable practices adopted

to exploit the medical profession. Prefacing its

remarks on the subject, the Journal of the Amer-
ican Medical Association says:

“We have heretofore called attention to the

wildness and unreliability of the claims made by

the Abbott Alkaloidal Company for some of its

products. This week we shall discuss some of

the methods this company has adopted in build-

ing up and conducting its business. What fol-

lows, in brief, indicates

:

“That the president of the Abbott Alkaloidal

Company has used and is now using his position

as a member of the medical profession as a com-

mercial asset.

“That the company is publishing what pur-

ports to be a medical journal devoted to the med-
ical sciences and to the interests of medical prac-

titioners, but which, to all intents and purposes,

is a house organ devoted to the interests of the

company and to the advertising of its products.

“That the president and vice-president of the

company, though engaged in commercial lines,

arc members of medical societies and use this

membership in medical meetings to advance the

interests of their fii’m.

“That the same officers, for the same reasons,

Hood the reading pages of medical journals with

so-called original articles which are but thinly

veiled advertisements.

“That by glowing promises the company has

induced physicians to become financially inter-

ested in its business and thus users and promot-

ers of its products.”

The article, which is rpiite long and contains

ample evidence to support the charges made, con-

cludes with a statement as to why the Journal of

ike American Medical Association piddishes the

expose, and is as follows

:

“Why do we devote so much space to this con-

cern? What is the motive? The same that has

prompted us to expose fraud in connection with

the nostrum l)usiness; that has led us to en-

lighten the medical profession regarding the

various ways in which it is being exploited
;
and

iliat has caused us to give publicity to facts

wliich physicians ought to know, and which they

can not know unless they are enlightened by the

journals that represent them. The Journal is

performing the function of one rejiresenting a

profession; that is, it is enlightening the mem-
bers of the profession it represents regarding

matters of vital interest to the individual and to

the profession as a whole.”

We congratulate the medical profession upon
having an organ like the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association which fearlessly exposes

the questionable methods and practices of such
concerns as the Abbott Alkaloidal Company and
others wlio exploit the medical profession. i\Ied-

ical men are too frequently victimized outside

the ranks of the profession without having to

suffer at the hands of those within our ranks who
pose as our benefactors while at the same time
they are deluding and defrauding us for their

own financial gain. It is eminently proper for

the journals owned and publislied in the interest

of the medical profession to give publicity to

facts which physicians ought to know, and The
Journal of the American Medical Association

has performed a duty, for which it deserves great

]n-aise, in exposing the frauds in connection with
the Abbott Alkaloidal Company as well as the

nostrum Imsiness. It is hoped that medical men
in general will profit by the information thus

furnished, as they shouW also approve of the ef-

forts of the Journal of the American Medical
Association to safeguard their interests.

The danger of severe electric shocks to oper-

ator and patient while usirtg various electrically-

lighted instruments has recently been pointed out

by I)r. E. Fletcher Ingals {Jour. A. M. A., March
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1. 1908). The subject is worthy of serious con-

sideration. for ‘“'short circuits” are liable to occur

when least expected, and if the current is taken

from the ordinary commercial circuit it is pos-

sible to secure a shock that might prove fatal.

To lessen the dangers Ur. Tngals, while using

electric instruments, wears rubber gloves and

rubl)er ovenshoes, and places his stool on a rub-

ber sheet. To guard the patient there are rubber

castors on the table. lie thinks that the question

arises whether some of the hitherto inexplicable

deaths during bronchoscopy may not have been

due to galvanization of the vagus nerves. Danger

from galvanization of the vagus by instruments

introduced for electrolysis of esophageal stric-

tures is well known to laryngologists. In

bronchoscopy the metal tube is quite as close to

these nerves as the electrodes would be in the

operation just referred to, and in unexpected

ways the current may be passed through them.

‘“Doc" Slouch has some practice because he is

the only physician in a town of several hundred

inhabitants and the nearest confrere lives eight

miles away. A\'hen not “seeing. patients” he can

usually be found at the liven' stable, where much
lime is spent in playing pedro, with a greasy

pack of cards, in the company of a congenial

crowd of uncouth and illiterate stable hands.

Ilis clothes are spotted with mud and numerous

traces of tobacco juice, and aside from being

worn and out of shape they also show signs of

the depravity of the owner by presenting a rip

here and there and an absence of the requisite

numlter of buttons. The shirt, supposedly once

white, is liberally splashed with spots of tobacco

juice, and in place of regulation collar and neck-

tie a large well-worn Itrass collar button orna-

ments the frayed collar band. The hair and

stumpy heard show no evidence of having lately

come under the influence of comb or brush, and

the dirty hands, with long finger nails, under

which can be seen a rather unusual quantity of

dirt, indicate an aversion to soap and water.

““Doc,” as he is familiarly known in his home
town, is said to be “a fust rate doctor,” even

though, as one old woman informed us, “he is

not very tidy.” AA'hen not sleeping or eating he

works his jaws constantly in an effort to extract

the juice from a good-sized “chaw” of fine cut,

and whenever he expectorates, which is about

once every minute on an average, a stream of

brown fluid comes out like a geyser and threat-

ens to inundate everything within range. Usu-

ally some of the chocolate-colored fluid dribbles

over chin and onto shirt bosom and. clothes, but

this does not seem to be a matter of the slightest

concern to the expectorator. It was a pleasant

day and not wet under foot when we met “Doc”
in consultation, but this did not deter “Doc”
from wearing his felt boots and heavy rubbers,

for. as he told us, he was afraid of “ketching

cold” if he wore shoes. In the clean and well-

furnished home of the farmer patient “Doc”
continued to wear his well-worn felt hat (also

bec-ause lie ivas probably afraid of “ketching

cold” if he removed it) and to work his jaws

overtime on his quid of finecut, only pausing now
and then to squirt a shower of the brown juice

into a convenient stove, where it sizzled and

steamed as it struck the burning wood. A bright,

clean and neatly dressed girl of 12. daughter of

our patient, complained of feeling ill. and “Doc”
prepared some medicine for her from his anti-

quated looking medicine case. The dirty finger,

witli the long finger nails covering a quantity of

filth all too plainly visible, was used to mix in

a spoon a dose of the medicine which was offered

and rather hesitatingly taken by the girl. Upon
leaving the house “Doc” volunteered the remark,

“Them’s one of my best families and I want you

to treat them white.”

Except for the name of the physician, the

above is a recital of facts based upon an actual

experience and observation in connection there-

with. Fortunately there are few such doctors as

the one described, but there are a great many
medical men who are altogether too careless of

personal appearance and too indifferent to the

rules of ordinary cleanliness. Clothes may be

ever so cheap and plain or well worn, but there

is no reason why they should not be clean, and

the doctor who does not keep face, hands and

finger nails clean deserves to have his license

taken from him. Chewing tobacco is a filthy

habit at any time, but is particularly so when
practiced by a physician. Sick persons are often-

times more observing and are generally more
easily offended than those who are well, and it

certainly is more or less disgusting for them to

be attended by a tobacco chewing, dirty and gen-

erally unkempt appearing doctor. If they toler-

ate attendance of such a man it usually is

Through force of necessity, or as a result of rec-

ognition of unusual traits of character or ability

which seemingly outweigh the repugnance pro-

duced by the punishment of the esthetic sense.

But true ability and high character are incom-

patible with filth and unkempt personal appear-

ance of the physician, and no physician desiring

to earn the respect, confidence and patronage of

a desirable class of people can afford to ignore

the ordinary rules of cleanliness and tidiness in

jTersonal appearance an}' more than he can afford

to ignore the necessity for being progressive in

the practice of his science and art.
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If ‘‘Doc'’ Sloucli sees this article, and no doubt he would writhe at the mercy of the brilliant

he will, we hope he will take the hint and at once

undergo a process of refurnishing, fumigation

and sterilization from head to foot (not omitting

either feet or head), for he needs such an over-

hauling. Incidentally it may be added that the

hint could with profit be taken by some other

doctors of our acquaintance who need a little

soap and water treatment, a clean shirt, collar

and cuffs, a shine, a little pressing and renovat-

ing of the clothes, and correction of some dis-

gusting personal habits.

CORRESPONDENCE

NOTICE TO SECEETAEIES AND AU-
TIIOES OF PAPEES FOE THE
NEXT MEETING OF THE

STATE ASSOCIATION.
In order that we may publish in the May

issue of The Jourx.vl as complete a preliminary

list as possible of the papers to be read at French
Lick, all titles of papers should be in the hands
of the committee on scientific work before May 1,

1908. To avoid mistakes from overlooking or

misplacing of titles already sent in, we would
request that all authors send in titles of papers

whether such titles have been sent in before or

not. T. C. Kexxedy,
Joseph E. Easthax,
F. C. Heath,
Com. on Scientific \York.

THE POSTGRADLATH COUESE OF
STUDY A BOON d'O THE GEN-

EEAL PEACTITIONEE.
Terre Haute. Ixd., March 20, 1908.

Editor The Journal :—Under the old regime

of monthly meetings and long formal papers

there was perhaps forced upon different county

secretaries the unwelcome knowledge that the

general practitioner had lost faith in the divine

ordinance of the county medical society and for

the following reasons

:

1. Meetings were held too tar apart to main-
tain enthusiasm at the proper working tempera-

ture.

2. He rarely knew what the topic for discus-

sion would be, he made no preparation and there

was no incentive to go except primordial curi-

osity.

3. His ears would finally droop while listen-

ing to the second thirty minutes of a paper,

copied out of Sajou’s “Internal Secretions,” or

young surgeon who had just completed his sec-

ond renal decapsulation.

4. The papers often concerned matters which
rarely stretch the pia mater of the general prac-

titioner; hence he was but a “wall flower” in

ihe open discussion—a condition not conducive to

further attendance.

5. Surgical to|3ics have almost monopolized
the county society as they have already done the

state meeting and the medical journals, and the

general practitioner has felt the innuendo that

he and his interests were being regarded as in-

consequential. Not that the internalist can know
too much surgery, for the crying need is for the

g. p. (meaning here both general jiractitiouer

and general public) to recognize when a condi-

tion is strictly a surgical disease, but they must
know how to fight out a case of typhoid fever, be
ever resourceful and hopeful, and never capitu-

lating.

The average physician, among whom I proudly
class myself, has looked for a Moses to free him
from the bondage of the overzealous surgeon and
specialist, and has found a deliverer in this care-

fully planned course of postgraduate study which
re-enthrones the internalist and gives to medical
diseases attention commensurate with the broad
field which they occupy.

’

The much villified Medical Bnef, although its

pages arc dedicated to mediocrity and unreason,

is commendable (the which is attested bv its

myriad readers) because it treats of the common
eveiw-da}' diseases. Discuss the same topic of

pneumonia, puerperal eclampsia, miscarriage,

etc., sanely and helpfully in society meetings, in

reputable journals, and these same readers will

give you their attention. They do not want to

know less of Nemo's technic in gastrojejunos-

tomy, but they do want to know more of wher
and how to use strychnia in treating pneumonia.
The postgraduate course of study meets the

above mentioned objections (1) by necessitating

n-eekly meetings; (2) by supplying a systematic

four years’ program instead of a haphazard one

made out the first of the year and marked “sub-

iects to be announced later;” (3) by insuring ?

well-balanced program, boxing the compass of the

specialties, giving each its dues, but never mag-
nifying one at the expense of the other; (4) br

adding the impetus of providing something for

each member to do each week in studying the

lesson, and after that he will take pride in being

at the meeting because he is well informed; (5)

by vitalizing the county society through more
direct support and supervision of the great Amer'
ican IMedical Association.
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En passant it might be noted that the old rule

requiring the previous reading at the count}^ so-

ciety before papers could properly appear before

the state association must of necessity be abro-

gated. This does not mean that written papers

should be declared obsolete, for in no other way
can medical knowledge be collected for present

use and for future reference. The district so-

cieties and the state meeting, however, furnish

sufficient opportunity for all such essays.

I'he master minds in the medical profession

see in this movement a solution to the immense

jiroblem of the continuous education of the gen-

eral practitioner. While the advance work of

some of the county societies is putting Indiana

at the front in this campaign, yet at present

barely one-fifth of the county societies in the

state have adopted the postgraduate course of

study. From this progressive fraction comes a

message to the remaining four-fifths who are

still undecided : this plan eliminates the dr}',

tedious paper, the horn-blowing, self-exploiting

paper, the paper on an irrelevant and unintere.st-

ing subject, and substitutes systematic study,

short verbal lectures on topics of daily impor-

tance, laboratory demonstrations, and is to be

commended as more nearly approaching the ideal

scheme for small groups of closely associated

men such as constitute the county societies.

Charles N. Combs.

THE OPTOMETRY LAW.

Indianapolis, April 1, 1908.

Editor The Journal:— The article in the

March number of The Journal by Dr. F. C.

Heath upon “Eye-strain and AVho Should Treat

It” will bear careful reading. AVe have in this

state, as a by-product of recent legislative action,

an absurd law placing opticians in the same class

as regularly educated physicians and conferring

upon them all the privileges in certain lines of

practice secured by the medical profession only

after a four years’ course supplemented by a

state examination. The law provides for a so-

called “Board of Optometry,” wliich shall exam-

ine opticians and issue a license, in the name of

the state, to those deemed worthy to practice

ophthalmology in so far as it concerns the em-

ployment of glasses to relieve ocular symptoms.

Nothing in the law refers in any manner to

what has heretofore been regarded as peculiarly

within the province of the optician, namely, the

proper grinding and adjusting of lenses, but the

whole trend is to encourage and legalize the prac-

tice of one of the most important and difficult

departments of ophthalmology by those who are

totally ignorant of the first principles of medi-

cine. This is clearly in conflict with the intent

of the act governing the practice of medicine and
should be taken up by the profession with a view

to securing its complete repeal at the next session

of the legislature.

The passage of the optometry bill was due to

the fact that the profession was not aware of the

introduction of such a bill in the House (where

it was watched over by a paid attorney) until too

late to make an organized effort for its defeat,

and furnishes an added reason for the appoint-

ment of a committee by the state society to keep

watch during sessions of the legislature for bills

inimicable to medical education. The arguments

which were convincing to members of the legisla-

ture were as follows;

First, glasses are solely used for the purpose of

improving failing vision, and no possible harm
could come from jiermitting persons possessing

sufficient knowledge and dexterity to so adjust

glasses as to make vision clear and distinct from

ju’cscribing and selling such lenses. Second, by

forcing each optician to have a permanent loca-

tion the state would be rid of the ti’aveling opti-

cians and the worth and dignity of the “profes-

sion” would be raised.

It is easy to see how this at once appealed to

the lay mind. It did not occur to the unprofes-

sional mind that many if not most cases coming

under the care of the ophthalmologists for the

relief of errors of refraction come not because

of failing vision but because of some discomfort

or disease. Now wliat has been the result? It

is true that a few traveling opticians and dealers

in glasses in the smaller villages have been de-

prived of their means of support and their trade

diverted elsewhere, but has the public been bene-

fited ? Most assuredly “no.” It is a rule of con-

stant application that when one must depend

upon his own knowledge for his personal security

he is alert, but with the multiplication of sup-

posed safeguards this alertness gives way to a

feeling of false security with the most disastrous

results. As long as the optician, jeweler and

peddler sold glasses they were taken at their

])roper value, and each patron knowing the limi-

tation of their knowledge acted accordinghq and

using liis better judgment in case of doubt sought

the proper skilled medical advice. But now the

state proclaims officially by the grant of a license

that the skill and knowledge possessed by the

optician represents the highest skill and knowl-

edge obtainable in the state in that branch of

ophthalmology devoted to the treatment of dis-

ease by glasses. To the mind of the writer this

is the most dangerous phase of the whole matter.
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and the license to “practice” hung upon the walls

of shops will eventually be productive of more
harm than the justly dreaded ophthalmia neon-

atorum.

The layman may well inquire where, indeed, is

there a “doctor” so trusted by the state that she

feels warranted in giving a specific license to

practice ophthalmology? To those of us who
know how completely the public accepts the gov-

ernment stamp certifying to the purity of foods

it will be easy to predict the result of this official

misbranding. That this is not a fanciful con-

ception of the matter is borne out by the sub-

joined account of a few very recent experiences

of the writer, who in each instance was assured

by the victim that he had not been treated by “a

common doctoi’” but by a skilled “oculist” as at-

tested by the “diploma” in his store. A recital

of a few cases will illustrate the point. One case

of glaucoma and two of optic neuritis passing

into complete blindness, and two more of chor-

ioiditis with seriously damaged vision, all treated

with a promise of cure by “optometrical experts”

with glasses. It may be of interest to know that

one of the most ardent advocates of the optomet-

rical law had for months a display of nostrums

for the treatment of e}"es in his show window.

Within the last twenty-four hours the writer has

had the following instructive and at the same
time amusing experience: A lady from a neigh-

boring town brought her little daughter for con-

sultation. The child was wearing glasses fitted,

according to the statement of the mother, by a

most skilled “oculist” of her town. She was
quite alarmed at one statement of the “oculist,”

however, to the effect that the left eye was the

seat of a “spot” which was rapidly approaching

the pupil and would cover it in time if not ar-

rested, but, thanks to Providence, she had sought

consultation in time and the glasses prescribed

would prove the salvation of the child.

No trace of a spot could be found, but the

mother insisted she had seen a white triangular

spot over the pupil but a few days since. While

debating the matter the child suddenly pointed

to my ophthalmometer and exclaimed, “There is

an instrument exactly like the one the doctor

used on me.” Further inquiry showed the child

tq have been placed in front of the instrument

while the “oculist” and the mother looking down
the barrel discovered the white spot on the

cornea, which, it is needless to say, was the re-

flection of one of the mires of the apparatus.

Since the passage of the “optometrical law”

even the language of the “optometrical expert”

has changed. He no longer has “customers” but

“patients.” A'esterday I received a polite note

from one of these “experts” to the effect that I

had some months previously fitted a “patient” of

his and that the said “patient” was again com-
plaining and that he (the “expert”) had discov-

ered I had made a mistake and suggested I give
my consent to having the glasses changed to

meet his measurements.

As a startling example of the operation of the
law in elevating the tone of the “profession” I

quote the following literally as given me by one
of the leading practitioners of the state referring

to a licensed “expert” in one of the large county
seats. “T C

,
pauper, drunkard and

vagabond of the town of S
,
inmate of the

county infirmary, peddles spectacles at times.”

At present “Doctors of Optics” are multiply-

ing with startling rapidity, and Chicago seems

to be the center from which the supply is being

sent over the country. It is becoming a difficult

matter for a young man to spend a week in the

“Windy City” without returning as a “Bachelor

of Tonsorial Art” or a “Doctor of Optics.”

It certainly is time for the profession to take

up a vigorous and systematic fight for the repeal

of this vicious law, especially as a circular has

recently been issued by the Optical Society of the

State of Indiana, calling attention to the work of

the committee of the A. M. A., headed by Dr-

Lucien Howe, and urging its membea’S to unite

not only to prevent the repeal, but to strengthen

the law which is now being menaced by the medi-

cal profession. In my judgment, the fight for

repeal should not be left to a general committee

of the state society, but should be taken up by the

oculists themselves, as they are the ones best

fitted to furnish data necessary to educate 'the

lay members of the legislature. By concerted

and sustained action on the part of the oculists

of the State, contributing necessary funds for

legitimate expenses, keeping careful records of

cases treated by tliese “experts,” together with

the results, and holding to a campaign of educa-

tion, I feel there will be little doubt of the out-

come. Fraxk a. Morrisox.

DBA THS

Dr. J. N. Dexxy died Saturday morning,

March 28, at his home in Ligonier, aged 73 j'ears.

Javies S. Alsord, M.D., a graduate of Eush
Medical College, Chicago, 1878, died at his home
in Zionsville, Ind., February 26, aged 60.
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Dr. A:mos C. Jacksox, one of the oldest pio-

neer physicians in Elkhart County, died at his

home in Goshen, March 10, after an illness of

one week's duratic

JoHX M. XiCKLEs, ^I.l)., died at his home in

Sellersbnrg, IMarch 12, from cancer of the

stomach, aged 60. He graduated from the Uni-

versity of Louisville, Medical Department, in

1876."'

Hexdersox D. Davexport, M.D., a veteran

of the Civil IVar, died at his home in Sheridan,

March 12, from intestinal paralysis, aged 62.

He graduated from Indiana Medical College,

Indianapolis, in 1872.

James S. McMurray, M.D., a graduate of

^ledieal College of Indiana, Indianapolis, 1870,

25, from acute nephritis, following an attack of

died at his home in Frankfort, Ind,, February

erysipelas.

Julius E. Barbour, M.D., died at his home in

Bristol, Ind., February 17, from pneumonia,

after an illness of three days, aged 61. He grad-

uated from the Cleveland (Ohio) University of

Medicine and Surgery in 1878.

William Asbury Horrall, an eclectic prac-

titioner! of Washington, Ind., a veteran of the

Civil War, and for eight years postmaster, died

at the home of his daughter in Indianapolis,

^lareh 9, from influenza, after an illness of

seventeen days, aged 89.

Dr. Hexry a. Mumam, one of Elkliart's old-

est phvsicians, died at his home Wednesday

morning, April 1, of Bright’s disease, at the age

of 58 years. He graduated from the Hahne-

mann ISIedical College, Chicago, in February,

1886.

Dr. THOyiAs J. Ada^is, of Danville, died Fri-

day morning, March 13, aged 70 years. He re-

ceived an academic education at ITiorntown, Ind.,

and began the study of medicine with Dr. Lock-

heart, of Danville. He served as hospital steward

and assistant surgeon in his regiment in the Civil

War. After the war he attended Kush Medical

College, graduating in 1870.

After an illness of several years, incident to

old age. Dr. Vernon Gould died at the home of

his son. Dr. Charles Gould, of Rochester. Tues-

day, March 17. Early in life he adopted medi-

cine as his profession, graduating from Kush

Medical College in 1855. The remainder of his

life was spent in active practice, excepting three

vears spent in the service of his country as as-

sistant surgeon of the Eighty-seventh Regiment.

Dr. Joiix FitzGibbox, one of the last physi-

cians of the old school, died at his home in Wash-

ington, March 30, from an attack of heart fail-

ure which was aggravated by an acute attack of

erysipelas. He came to this country from Ire-

land when a young man and opened an office in

Louisville, where he practiced medicine until

ilay, 1865, when he came to Washington. Virile

in Louisville he rvas a surgeon in one of the

union hospitals.

PERSONALS

Dr. Joseph Sauxders, of Anderson, is very

ill with paralysis.

Dr. S. B. Elrod, of Raglesville, has removed

to Henryville, Clark County.

Dr. Fraxklix W. Hays, of Indianapolis, is

reported to be critically ill in Los Angeles.

Dr. H. R. Allex, of Indianapolis, spent the

month of ^larcli in a cruise to South America.

Dr. M. W. Rothrock, formerly of Tell City,

is now located at Howell, Vanderburgh County.

Dr. a. B. Kxapp, of Washington, has re-

turned home after spending the winter in Texas.

Dr. Theodore F. Seymour has been ap-

pointed secretary of the Mishawaka Board of

Health.

Professor H. Sxellex, the world-renowned

ophthalmic surgeon, died at Utrecht, January

18, aged 73.

Dr. W. T. Lawsox, secretary of the Hendricks

County Medical Society, has been on the sick list

for several weeks.

Dr. a. F. Tully and wife, of Brazil, Ind., are

spending a few weeks visiting at Hot Springs

and other points in the South.

Dr. M. J. Comptox, of Evansville, was ap-

pointed by Dr. H. C. Sharp, of Jeffersonville, on

the auxiliary legislation committee.

Dr. W. S. Shaffer, of Rochester, has been

confined to his bed for several weeks with gastric

ulcer and an hypertrophied heart. He contem-

plates, as soon as he is able, to spend the sum-

mer in travel.
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J)r. Bcrtox 1). Myers and I)r. J. H. Ford
addressed the I’litnam County Medical Society

at Grecncastle the latter part of February.

Dr. L. C. Clixe and wife, of Indianapolis, are

making a tour of the world. Dr. Cline expects

to be back some time in the early summer.

Dr. J. F. BEXiiAii, former professor of ma-

teria medica in the Central College of Physicians

and Surgeons, is now located at Hardesty, Okla.

Dr. P. Y. McCoy, of Evansville, who has been

suffering for several weeks with influenza, spent

the montli of February in Point Christian, ^liss.

ilRS. Emma E. Dryer, wife of Dr. D. W.
Din-er, of LaGi’auge, died at her home Thursday,

ilarch 5. Through error the March Jourxal
gave the date of her death as March 6.

Dr. C. H. "White, president of the Owen
County [Medical Society, and formerly of Cata-

i-act, has located at Danville, where he has en-

tered into partnership with Dr. Charles A. "White.

Dr. Cha.s. Tj. M'right, secretary of the Hunt-
ington County Board of Health, who has recent-

ly undergone an operation for gallstones in Chi-

cago, lias so far recovered that he is again able to

take up his practice.

Dr. Xelsox D. Braytox, one of the govern-

ment physicians at Ancon Hospital, Panama,
who has been visiting his parents. Dr. and Mrs.

A. AV. Brayton,tof Indianapolis, during his vaca-

tion, returned to the Isthmus early in April for

a short period, after which he will again practice

his profession in Indianapolis.

Dr. U. H. Holder, of MYshington, who lost

his sight last winter as the result of an attack of

la grippe, was nominated for coroner at the Ee-

publican county convention held on MYdnesday,
March 25. He is assured of election, as the

Democrats previously decided to have no candi-

date in case of his nomination.

Dr. j. W. Bates, of Broad Eipple, celebrated

the twenty-fifth anniversary of his entrance into

the practice of medicine Thursday evening, April

2, 1908, with a ‘‘Doctors’ Dinner,” attended by
Drs. 31. N. B. Xewcomer of Tipton, J. V. Bower
of 3Iillersville, K. C. Hershey and F. C. Hershey
of Carmel, T. X. Bennett of Broad Eipple, G. "V'.

Woolen, 0. G. Pfaff, T. ^Y. DeHass, G. H. F.

House, J. F. Barnhill, S. P. Scherer and F. C.

Heath of Indianapolis, and a few other personal

friends. A beautiful silver candelabra was pre-

sented to the Doctor by 3Ir. H. E. Zimmer, of

Indianapolis, on behalf of the guests.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

Fifty thousand dollars has been subscribed for

a tuberculosis hospital at Seattle.

3Irs. Lilliax Egolf, wife of Dr. H. 31. Egolf,

of Liberty, Ind., died at her home Feb. 21, 1908.

The Thirteenth District 3Iedical Society will

hold its next meeting at Knox, Ind., on 3Iay 6.

3Iarried, on Frida}', 3Iarch 27, at Shelbyville,

Dr. David E. Johnston and 3Iiss Clara B. Big-

ney, both of 3Ioores Hill.

The next meeting of the Twelfth Councilor

District 3Iedical Society will be held in Fort

Wayne on Tuesday, April 21, 1908.

The next meeting of the Eleventh Councilor

District 3Iedical Society will be held in Logans-

port on AVednesday, April 29, 1908.

The doctors of AAYlls County have resolved not

to permit their names to go into the newspapers

in connection with any cases they may be treat-

ing.

The Canadian government has been asked that

the grant for the maintenance of consumptive

patients be increased from $1.50 to $5.00 per

week.

Chicago physicians are investigating affairs

as pertain to the administration of state insti-

tutions, with the idea of offering recommenda-

tions for improvement.

The Eochester Postgraduate 3Iedical School,

after a few weeks of rest owing to the busy sea-

son, has renewed its regular weekly meetings

with a full membership and doubly increased in-

terest.

The Goverxor of 3Iaryland, on 3Iarcli 26,

signed the bill abolishing the practice of “Chris-

tian Science” in 3Iaryland. By the provisions

of this bill it is made illegal for Eddyites to treat

tlie sick by their methods if they make a charge

for their services. — Journal of the American

Medical Association.
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A PRoposiTiox is before the Xew York T^egis-

lature for the establisliincnt of another lioiiic for

crippled cliildren. The state has a lioiiie for crip-

pled children which already has more applicants
than it can accommodate.

Xeav \ork City has opened a day school for

deaf-mutes with accommodations for 250 pupils,

d'here are classes for crippled children and 50
classes for mentally defective children, but as yet

nothing has been done for the blind.

The commission of Portuguese residents of

Pio Janeiro, which has been collecting funds for

the reception of King Carlos of Portugal, has
determined to appropriate this money for the
erection of a tuberculosis sanitarium to be called

after Queen Amelia.

Xegro cocain sellers are being prosecuted in

the city of Baltimore. Tt has lx?en discovered

that quite a traffic is being carried on among
memliers of the colored race, and the authorities

are attempting to put a stop to the practice.

In Boston sellers of catarrh cures containing
cocain are also being prosecuted and a number
of convictions have been effected.

The physicians of Evansville, Ind., have been
invited to address the grade and grammar schools

of the city on “The Laws of Health.” Tt is

hoped l)v the school lioard that a nuralier of local

pliysicians will volunteer enough of their time
and talent to give the pupils valuable informa-
tion. ddie board realizes that through the schol-

ars the homes can be reached. — The Lancet-
Clinic.

d HE city board of health of Fort Wayne has
made the announcement that in future all plans
and specifications for school buildings to be
erected within the cit}' must first have the appro-
val of the board of health before any work can be
done toward their construction. This is for the
purpose of determining that the building will be
fireju’oof, sanitary in every particular, and per-

fectly lighted, heated and ventilated.

Ix September, 1908, a cancer exhibition is to

be held in Brussels in connection with the Sec-
ond International Surgical Congress. The ex-

])osition is to comprise exhibits of all sorts rela-

tive to the nature, occurrence, investigation and
treatment of malignant new growths, and will

be under the direction of the general secretary of

the Surgical Congress, Professor Denage, of

Brussels.—Medical Eeview of Reviews.

A RILL has been introduced in Congress au-
tborizing the creation of a tuberculosis fund of

•$600,000 to be disbursed by tlie secretarv of the
treasury for employing exports to inquire into

the methods of treating tuberculosis and to inves-

tigate all questions relating to said methods and
the develojmient and improvement of said meth-
ods with a view to ascertaining and publishing
the best available methods of treatment for the
disease.

'Phe professional man who shows no interest

in the organized work of his profession is looked
u])on by every intelligent person as a man who
either regards himself as superior to his fellows

or who is afraid to meet them and discuss pro-

fessional subjects with them. We believe this to

bo a true and just estimate, and the burden of

jiroof to the contrary falls upon the man who
always stays away from such meetings.

—

Jour.
Minn. Stale Med. Assoc.

We are professional men in every sense of the

word; we have the mental labor of lawyers, the

moral standing of ministers, the technical knowl-
edge of organized artisans, and the business

qualifications of school children. The average

man will give a lawyer $300 to $500, together

with a lifetime’s praise, to keep him out of the

penitentiary for from two to ten years, and at

the same time he will raise a phosphorescent glow
and a kick that can be heard around the world if

a doctor charges him $50 to $100 to keep him
out of hell for a lifetime.

—

Texas State Journal.

The Semi-annual Convention of the Indiana

State Xurses’ Association was held in the as-

sembly room of the courthouse at Fort Wayne
^larch 27 and 28. The program for Friday after-

noon was as follows: Invocation, Rev. Rowand;
address of welcome by Dr. M. F. Porter. In

response Miss Edith Favorite presented a paper

on the subject “Hospital Nursing;” Dr. Otto

Cross followed with a paper on “The Prescrip-

tionist” and “What Work Shall the State So-

cieties Do After Registration Is Secured” was

discussed by Miss Isaliel Mclsaac. Saturday

forenoon a medical clinic, conducted by Dr.

Charles Beall, was held at the Indiana School

for Feeble-minded Y'outh. Luncheon was served

by tlie Hope Hospital Alumni at 12:30. The
afternoon session was taken up with papers by

O. E. Mohler on “Associated Charity Work”;
“What Some Women Arc Doing,” by Miss John-

son
;
“Alummc "Work,” Miss L. Garrard; “Sug-

gestions from a Private Xurse,” Miss Elizabeth

Bell, and Question Drawer, conducted by Mrs.

E. G. Fournier.
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“Fruitola/' a fake remedy for gallstones, re-

ceived attention in the Department of Phai-ma-

cology of The Journal of the A. M. xV. of March

14. The remedy is a patent medicine which is

alleged to have the wonderful power of relieving

appendicitis or any intestinal inflammation with-

out an operation. It is also said to be a system

cleanser, to remove gallstones, and to cure all

stomacli trouble. It has lieen discovered that

identically the same results- are secured with

large doses (2 oz.) of olive oil. When olive oil

was suggested for the treatment of gallstone

(•olic it was noticed repeatedly that after its

administration the patient passed a considerable

number of small lumps which were supposed to

be gallstones, but chemical examination of these

concretions showed that they mainly consisted of

soap which had been produced by the digestion

of the oil. This observation has since been made
use of by nostrum manufacturers to convince

physicians and their patients of the efficiency of

fheir preparations in securing the expulsion of

gallstones. A simple examination will usually

show the true nature of these bodies since they

disintegrate readily when stirred in water. They
consist of fecal matter mixed with the mass of

soap.

Thk Jourxal of the Indiana State Medi-

cal Association very properly answers the ques-

tion, “Shall we charge clergymen?” in the af-

firmative. The pernicious habit of giving gra-

tuitous service to members of the cloth is rob-

bing the medical profession of its just dues, and,

in addition, robs the former of their self-respect.

Even should the clergyman charge the physician

no fee for marriage services or for baptismal

ceremonies, etc., which fee he is always extremely

careful to accept, there is something particularly

humiliating in the idea that the clergyman ex-

pects and ought to receive our best attentions

gratuitously. He usually receives a large salary,

jiays no rent, is entertained at dinners innumer-

able, and yet has the consummate self-assurance

of ' expecting medical services free. ' It is to be

hoped that a clergyman will soon be treated in

this respect no differently from persons in other

walks of life. He is no pauper, although if he is

in needy circumstances a reduction in the fee

may be made. We ought to exact a fair remun-

eration from everyone who is the recipient of our

ministrations. It is fair, it is honorable, it is

just. And if the clergymen really desire to in-

crease the respect accorded them, which in this

day and generation is not as marked as in the

times of our grandfathers, then they will hasten

to voluntarily offer to pay for value received.

— I'lic Lanccl-CIiinc.

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

THE COUNCIL.

A sppc-ial meeting of tlie Council of the Indiana State

Aledieal Association was held in Indianapolis March

23, 1908. Councilors Davidson, Leach, Stemm, Wein-

stein, Stevenson, Wishard, Kemper, McCully, Bulson

and Daugherty were present.

Frederick R. Green, assistant secretary of the Ameri-

can IMedical Associaton, was present by special invita-

tion, to offer for acceptance by the Council a plan for

medical organization work in Indiana whereby the

state will be canvassed by specially trained organizers

from the A. M. A., who are given authority to solicit

members for the county, state and national medical

organizations. Dr. Green stated that it was the pur-

pose of the organization committee of the A. M. A. to

more thoroughly organize the medical profession in all

the states, and it was thought advisable to have the

organizers for the national association work in con-

junction and under the direction of the various state

organizations, thereby accomplishing results for county

and state societies, while at the same time accomplish-

ing results for the A. M. A. The canvassers are to

interview all doctors who are pronounced by county

societies as eligible to membership in the county so-

cieties, with a view to securing application for mem-
bership and explaining the benefits to be derived by

affiliation in medical societies. Applications for mem-
bershi[) in county societies are not to be solicited from

physicians who have not been declared eligible and

worthy of membership in the county organizations.

The salaries and expenses of the canvassers are to be

paid by the A. M. A., but for all new members secured

by the canvassers, and whose applications have been

favorably voted upon by the cotmty societies, com-

pensation is to be paid to the canvassers by the state

association.

Following an extended discussion of the proposi-

tion as offered, the Council, by a unanimous vote, de-

cided to accept the offer of the A. M. A., it being

understood that the eanvassers while working in

Indiana are to work under the advice of the Council

officers of the various county organizations, and that

no financial obligation be assumed other than requirerl

in the payment of $1 for each new member secured

for the state association, and that such compensation

be not paid until after the new member has been duly

credited with membership and his dues paid into the

state association treasury.

- Dr. Green advised the Council that several ean-

vassers would be placed in Indiana within a few weeks

and that prior to starting the canvassers to work it

would be necessary for county society officers to assist

in the preparation of complete lists of the physicians

in the several counties, designating those physicians

who are members of county societies, those who are

not members but eligible, and those who are not mem-
bers and not eligible.

Following a rather general discussion of the organ-

ization work in India-na and a report of councilors as

to what has been accomplished since the last meeting,

the meeting adjourned.

Albert E. Bul.sox, Jr., S'ec.
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ADAMS COUNTY.

The rejiiilar nicetinjr of the Adams County ^Medical

Society was lield ’^larch 13, at the office of Dr. P. B.

Thomas of Decatur. ^Meeting was called to order by
President Costello, with a good attendance. Minutes
of February meeting read and approved. The name of

Dr. C. C. Kayl of Monroe was presented for member-
ship, and as the board of censors reported favorably he

was unanimously elected to membership. Dr. C. T.

Kainier, a retired practitioner living in Decatur, was
present by invitation, and was made an honorary mem-
ber of the society.

The paper of the evening was by Dr. IM. F. Parrish,

of iMonroe. on the subject, “General Pathology,” and
was greatly appreciated by the members who tendered

him a vote of thanks.

The next meeting of the society will be held in April

at the office of Dr. Keller, when Dr. P. B. Thomas will

read a paper on “The Anatomy of the Abdomen,” and
Dr. iMclMillen will present the subject, “Diseases of the

Abdomen.”
Adjourned. iMARiE L. Holloway, Sec.

ALLEN COUNTY.
FORT WAYXE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Feb. i8, 1908.)

Society called to order by President Calvin, with

eighteen members and guests present. Minutes of

previous meeting read and approved. The regular post-

graduate program was taken up.

Probability of Recurrence in Carcinoma and Sar-

coma was the title of a paper by Dr. B. P. Weaver, in

which he summarized as follows:

First.—The present chaotic state of our knowledge

concerning the etiology of malignant disease greatly

militates against accurate prognosis.

Second.—The only criterion of cure lies in the

autopsy.

Third.—The three year limit is entirely inadequate

to the proper estimation of the frequency of recurrence,

from 2 to 20 per cent, of recurrent carcinomata re-

curring after this time.

Fourth.—-Thg prognosis as to life and as to recur-

rence depends upon certain well-established factors,

among which are the duration of the disease, the char-

acter or relative malignancy of the tumor, or, as Jacob-

son says, “the virulence of the infection, the location

and extent of the existing involvement, the period of

life at which the disease appears and the completeness

of the operation as well as the caution with which it is

executed.”

Gross and microscopic s])ecimens of carcinoma and

sarcoma were exhibited. Among these was a case of

secondary carcinoma of the heart: specimens showing

regionary recurrence following the second and third

operations in cancer of the breast; specimens showing

a recurrence in a liver twenty months after operation

for melanosarcoma of the chorioid. (At autopsy the

liver weighed 10 pounds.)

Dr. Rhamy opened the discussion by saying that we
must not lose sight of the fact that some of these sup-

posed recurrences, after years, are probably new can-

cers. He thinks that six years is the extreme limit

that should be regarded as for recurrence to happen in.

Dr. Porter said that it sometimes seems that it is

more probable that these manifestations oecurring

eight to ten years after operation for caneer are can-

cers that these patients would have had anyway. In

this connection he reported a case of cancer of the left

lung with death six years after an operation on the

right breast for cancer. There was no local recurrence

at all. He said that if the growth occurs in the scar

or in the lymphatics tributary to the space in whicli

the operation is made, then we may regard the tumor
as one of recurrence. In cases where the growth
occurs in organs having a capsule, and the organ and
the capsule is removed entire, there is less likelihood

of recurrence. Every now and then cases undergo
spontaneous cure. These are rare but they do occur.

There is always a question as to what constitutes an

early operation for sarcoma. Generally speaking, an

early operation may be considered as one that results

in a cure. In the upper inner hemisphere of the breast

a malignant growth is more likely to recur. With
reference to late operations, Dr. Porter said that they

are wortn doing from the humane standpoint. He said

that he had seen cases bedridden from sepsis get symp-
tomatically well for a period as much as two years fol-

lowing operation, ann when these patients do finally

die they die a very much less unpleasant death than if

allowed to go on without palliative operation. The
late operation always gives hope to the patient, and to

put some hope into a hopeless case is doing something.

Dr. C. E. Barnett said that prostatotomy rather than

prostatectomy should be the operation in case of can-

cer of the prostate.

Dr. Weaver, in closing, said that recurrence may be

a true recurrence, as cells which have laid dormant
for years, under some stimulus may suddenly become
active. Apparently hopeless cases sometimes get well,

and they should be given the benefit of an operation.

In operating for malignancy the incision should lie

wide of the involved area, and the surgeon should

avoid manipulation.

The application of Dr. K. C. Evans was read and re-

ferred to the board of censors. Adjourned.

J. C. Wallace, Sec.

FORT W.iYXE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of March 3, 1908.)

The Fort Wayne iMcdical Society met in regular

sesion in the assembly room, with thirty-one members
present. The president and vice-president being ab-

sent. the meeting was called to order by the secretary.

On motion. Dr. S. H. Havice was called on to preside.

Minutes of previous meeting read and approved.

President Dr. W. D. Calvin then arrived and assumed
his regular place.

Carcinoma Caused by Gallstones.—Dr. iMcOscar re-

ported two cases of carcinoma of the gall bladder

which had probably originated from gallstones. One
was known to have had gallstones eight years and the

other ten years. He said that gallstones should not be

left to treatment, but should be removed by surgical

means as early as possible.

Partial Motor and Sensory Paralysis.—Dr. W. D.

Calvin reported case and exhibited patient before

society. Patient. iMr. L. E. L., aged 34. Family his-

torv': Father living, aged 04, general health good.

^Mother died at the ago of 47. of pulmonary tubercu-

losis. She had previously been affected with heart

trouble. One brother died of diphtheria at the age

of 3 years. One brother and one sister living and in

good health. Previous health : Patient had typhoid

fever at the age of lo and recovery was uneventful.

Has had la grippe several times, but without complica-

tions. Was injured when 4 years of age by an a.xe cut
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aljove right temple. Present condition: In the fall

of loot! patient had light attacks of dizziness on bend-

ing over. At such times had frontal and right oc-

cipital headaches. He did not suffer from these at-

tacks during the following winter, but they recurred

during the spring, summer and fall of 1907. In Sep-

tember and October had swelling one and one-half inches

back of right ear, two inches long and one-half inch

wide, which was comparati\ely hard but could be in-

dented. This swelling disappeared of its own accord.

Patient's hearing is normal. A pterygium on each eye

causes headache on rather moderate use of the eyes,

but he detects colors and objects well. Has small

goiter. About November 1 had pain in lumbar region,

worse at night and upon lifting, at which time he suf-

fered frequent urination both day and night. Seemed
to pass a superabundance of dark and cloudy urine,

settling a reddish deposit having no special odor.

Bowels and stomach have been and are normal, as also

are the heart and lungs. About January 20 patient

noticed for the first time a numbness of index finger

and thumb of right hand, and in about two weeks
noticed a tickling sensation in both feet and calves of

legs, also a stiffness and clumsiness in such parts, fol-

lowed in a few weeks with general stiffness of body.

Later the left hand also became numb, contractures in

both forearms following, which prevented sleeping for

more than one or two hours at a time. At the same
time contractures began in neck, drawing, head back-

ward, which lasted twelve days, being worse at night.

All reflexes are present, but patient suffers from in-

co-ordination of the extremities. Has partial motor
paralysis and partial tactile paralysis of extremities.

The sensation of pin prick is still present, but dimin-
ished, and heat sense is present. Can not walk in the

dark or with eyes closed. Palms of hands and wrists

do not respond to electrical stimuli. Dr. Bulson ex-

amined eyes and reported negative findings. Patient

was first seen last Friday. Ilis family are of the non-
nervous type. lie gives no specific history of either

family or himself. He feels like he is walking ort

cotton.

In the discussion Dr. Porter suggested therapeutic
test of 100 grs. potassium iodid three times per day.
Dr. Drayer suggested that the case be put in hospital

for further study and observation. Dr. Beall said the

lesion is in the region that takes care of co-ordination.

The Anatomy of the Brain was the title of a very
extended lecture by Dr. li. ^1. Van Buskirk, in which
he used a model to demonstrate various parts of the

brain.

In the discussion Dr. Porter spoke on paralysis of

the facial nerve following operation for removal of

fifth nerve. There are only two such cases on record.

I
He mentioned the Krause opc-ration in particular. It

is an operation which could by no means touch the

seventh nerve after its exit from the stylo-mastoid

foramen. He said that one explanation might be that
the seventh nerve had an unnatural course. There
might also be a connection between the two, or the
condition of paralysis might be produced by traction

on nerve trunks, as the traction usually made is quite

severe with a view to getting well up before dividing.

Paralysis of the facial nerve might also be produced
through the chorda tympani. It might be that trac-

tion severe enough to produce trauma would be suffi-

cient to produce paralysis of the facial nerve, but if

it were in the center ])aralysis would be on the other

side. The chorda tj-mi)ani route is most plausible, and

Dr. Porter says he owes this explanation to Dr.
Mouser.

Board of censors reported favorably on application

of Dr. K. C. Evans, and motion was made and carried

that the by-laws be suspended and the secretary cast

the ballot of the society for Dr. Evans.
Motion was made and carried that the chair appoint

a committee to report on the advisability of medical
inspection of schools.

ilotion was made and carried that it is the sense

of this society that the commissioners give the use of

the lower floor of the court house in the evenings to

the public.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

(Meeting of March lo, igo8.)

Fort Wayne Medical Society met in regular session

in the assembly room Tuesday evening, ^larch 10, with
twenty-three members present. ^Meeting called to order
by President Calvin, ilinutes of previous meeting read
and approved.

Typical Hereditary Syphilis.—Clinical case report by
Dr. Havice. He had been consulted some years ago by
lad,v for suppo.sed malignant condition of nose. Put
her on KI, 40 grs. and increased to 00 grs., when
she improved rapidly and the lesioii healed up. This
week she brought two of her children, one being per-

feetlj' healthy, the other having a growth under the.

tongue which occupied the entire floor of mouth. The
growth, an enlarged ranula, was opened and cauterized

with nitrate of silver. He thinks that perhaps it

would have been better to dissect it out.

Dr. jVIcOsear, in opening the discussion, said that

the treatment followed by Dr. Havice was the proper
course to pursue.

Dr. C. E. Barnett said that \mless the secreting

surface in these secreting cysts is destroyed they will

return. He suggests injecting these cysts with paraffin

after aspirating and when the paraffin is hard remove
them. Thus you will be sure of removing all the

secreting surface.

Physiology of the Brain was the title of a paper by
• Dr. W. D. Calvin. He quoted authority that you could

not count radial pulse with tip of tongue. Different

members of the society, after attempting the experi-

ment, concluded that this statement was incorrect.

In the discussion, Dr. Porter, speaking on the sen-

sibility of the abdominal contents, said that if the
])eritoncum is exposed to the air for a few moments it

becomes insensitive. As soon as traction on the mes-
entery is made pain is produced. In speaking on cere-

bral cortical motor centers he said that in experiments
on pigeons, after the cerebrum has been removed the
pigeon has not sense enough to get away and yet looks

very wide awake. If the phrenic nerve is destroyed
only on one side a person can live. The first, second
and third frontal lobes have only to do with higher
cerebral functions. Given a man with all the symp-
toms of brain tumor, minus paralysis such as follows

involvement of motor areas, who is gradually losing

his mind, and it is more than likely that the Idsion is

in the front of the ascending convolutions.

Dr. Van Buskirk said the higher you go in the ani-

mal kingdom the more the cerebral function is devel-

oped. He referred to an experiment on a dog in which
the cerebrum was removed, the dog living for more
than a j'ear.

Dr. Buchman said the study of this question of the

nervous system comes down to a study of the nerve
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cell and nerve fiber. If the sense of smell is lost en-

tirely red pepjier will taste like sand. lie referred to

the peculiar condition of a patient of his who had a

diabetic condition four or five years ago, and three

years after had paresis; finally developing an aphasia
and began to get better without treatment. Xow he

can write a letter, but can't read it after it is written.

Dr. 5icOscar said he knew of two cases in which
there was an entire absence of smell, one of which is

congenital, but in both cases the sense of taste is all

right.

Dr. C. E. Barnett referred to removal of cerebellum

in operation for tumor.

Dr. Weaver said he believed that there is a metabolic
function of the brain.

Dr. Xierman said some smells are educated and some
are present naturally.

Fractures of Vault of Cranium was the title of a

paper by Dr. D. C. Wybourn.
Dr. Bruggeman opened the discussion by saying that

the only safe way of differentiating depressed fracture

of skull from a hematoma is an incision.

Dr. Porter said that where there is a question the
r\ile should be that exploration be made to determine
whether there is an intracranial lesion that needs at-

tention. He spoke on hematoma and depressed frac-

ture.

Dr. 51organ referred to one of his cases in which a
young man fell from a height and sustained a frac-

ture of the base of skull about five years ago, from
which he recovered. When seen a few weeks ago he
complained of great physical weakness and continuous
mild headache. He asked whether this condition of

physical weakness could be attributed to fracture five

years ago.

Drs. Xierman, McOsear and C. E. Barnett also dis-

cussed papers.

^lotion was made and carried to refer Dr. Xierman’s
paper on Embryologj’ to the state society.

ilotion to refer Dr. Van Buskirk’s paper to state

society was lost. Opinion was that his and similar

papers from post-graduate course would not prove at-

tractive enough for the state society.

Dr. E. J. McOscar brought up the question of en-

forcing the anti-spitting ordinance.

Dr. M. F. Porter made motion that the secretary be

instructed to inform the Board of Public Safety that

it is the earnest wish of the members of the Fort

Wayne ^Medical Society that the ordinance referred to

be enforced, as we consider it an important ordinance.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

(Meeting of March 17 , 1908.)

The regular meeting of the Fort Wayne Medical So-

ciety was held in the assembly room, with nineteen

members present. Society was called to order by Presi-

dent Calvin. ^Minutes of previous meeting read and

approved.

Ruptured Tubal Pregnancy.—Clinical case report In-

Dr. B. Van Sweringen. Patient, woman, aged 32, in

good health, was suddenly seized with pain in the ab-

domen at C : 30 a. m. When first seen by Dr. Dancer there

was pain and tenderness in the right lower abdomen.

She had had two children at full term and three mis-

carriages, the last one year ago in January. Pulse

rose raj)idly until 4 p. m., when it was 120. Temper-

ature was normal and skin and mueoTis membrane
blanched. Abdomen was opened and tube taken out.

Fetus could not be found. She had menstruated the

same as usual February 10. There was no discharge
of decidua. The drainage tube was removed Saturday
evening.

Dr. Dancer in opening the discussion, said that there

was extreme general tenderness of the abdomen, with
total absence of rigidity.

Dr. Calvin said that he had seen four cases of rup-

tured ttibal pregnancy, in one of which there was
muscular rigidity, due to hemorrhage.

Dr. S. V. Wilking reported case of miscarriage at

seven and one-half months. Postmortem on fetus

showed prolapse of third lobe of liver into cord, pro-

ducing suffocation. Water broke ten days before de-

livery. lie also reported a case of extreme phimosis
in a man aged 41 years, and exhibited foreskin which
had been removed.

Dr. Calvin gave a further report on nervous ease

reported some time before. The man is taking 100
grs. KI three tunes per day. and is not improved.
Since then there is a scaling of the hands and papular
eruption across the shoulders. He has had these

symptoms . before. The examination of the eyes was
negative.

Dr. B. Van Sweringen said this is a very interesting

case, as the rapidity of the paralysis is unusual.

Fractures of Base of Cranium was the title of a

jiaper read by Dr. K. K. Wheelock. The paper was
discussed by Drs. Harvice and Xiennan.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

Meeting of March 24,
igo8 .

Meeting called to order by President Calvin, with
twenty-seven members present. Minutes of previous

meeting read and approved.

Gunshot Injuries of the Head, by Dr. H. A. Duem-
ling. Dr. Duemling said he was unable to get skulls

to show exact effects of gunshot injuries so he u.sed

cans of baked beans, which he had shot with different

kinds of bullets. He said that the soft nosed ball will

cause greater destruction. The wound of entrance in

the bone is seen by concentric fractures around the

]ioint of entrance, and radial fractures due to the

elasticity of the skull. The wound of exit is larger

than the wound of entrance and is made by ball and

pieces of bone carried with it. The ball passes along,

taking pieces of bone with it, and bursts the other side

out, as it were. The wound on the inner table of the

skull is larger at the point of entrance than at the

])oint of exit. He then took up the various points as

given in postgraduate program.

Intracranial Hemorrhage was the title of a paper by

Dr. L. E. Brown in which he gave in detail the symp-

toms and manifestations of hemorrhage in various

]>arts of the brain.

Traumatic Meningitis.—This subject was taken >ip

by Dr. .T. S. Boyers, who gave some of the symptoms.

In the discussion Dr. Buchman said that the nearer

you are to the gun the smaller is the point of entrance.

The reason that the point of exit is larger is that the

speed of the ball is slackened and it therefore makes

a larger wound. ^Meningeal cry is almost a pathogno-

monic sign of meningitis.

Dr. Porter said that in a case of meningitis at first

there is an over activity of physiologic action of brain

function. He said he had never seen a case of trau-

matic meningitis from contusion of the scalp without

the fracture of the skull. He said that the cavities of

the nose and ear should be cleansed and kept clean,

and precautions taken to exclude the air.
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Tlie paper was also discussed by Drs. Van Buskirk,
Weaver, Smith, Havice, Dancer and Calvin.

In closin<r the discussion Dr. Duemling said that

the rilling in a gun is to increase the penetrating

power. He also said that hydrodynamic force is a liv-

ing, moving force.

Motion was made and carried that the chair appoint

a committee of three to investigate the school buildings

in the city of Fort Wayne and report to the society.

Drs. Porter, Bulson and Gilpin were appointed.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

CLAY COUNTY.
The Clay County ^Medical Society met in regular

session March 19.

Ophthalmia Neonatorum.—Clinical case report by Dr.

W. H. Orr of Brazil. Dr. Orr said that the three

eases under discussion were successfully treated by
him.

Laminectomy.—Case report by Dr. G. W. Finley of

Brazil. Patient suffered from traumatic paraplegia

for seven years, finally completely recovering.

At the weekly Thursday evening meetings, in addi-

tion to following the post-graduate studies, it is

planned to give all the members present practical drill

in physical diagnosis with the ophthalmoscope, laryn-

goscope, phonendoscope, sphygmomanometer, etc. It is

a .source of regret that a larger number of the mem-
bership can not attend these weekly study club meet-

ings regularly.

Adjourned. G. W. Fixley, Sec.

CLINTON COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Clinton County Medical

Society was held at the office of Dr. McCarty, Frank-
fort, on February' C. The papers of the evening were
“Treatment of Pneumonia,” by Dr. W. T. S. Dodds,

and “Spondylitis,” by Dr. David Ross, both of Indian-

apolis. The papers were freely discussed, particularly

the former, since Dr. Dodds advocated the placing of

the patient in an unheated room. Dr. M. S. Canfield

spoke with reference to the placing of a high license

on all “traveling doctors.” The local society is trying

to get such a license passed by the council.

Adjourned. A. G. Chittick, Acting Sec.

j

DELAWARE COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Delaware County Medical

I

Society was held ilarch 0, with twenty-three members

I

present. An interesting paper was presented by Dr.

I

C. ]\r. Mix on “Modern Surgical Technic,” in which the

j

practical application anu history of the microscope,

i asepsis and antiseptic methods, hemostasis and anes-
I thesia were presented as factors in the attainment of

the present high standard of surgery.

The following conclusions were drawn:
That ether is the safest and best anesthetic.

That local anesthesia is advisable when feasible.

That hyoscin-morphin-cactin anesthesia is unsafe.

That asepsis should be as rigid in infected as in

clean cases.

Dr. Austin of Anderson, opened the discussion by
stating that only relative asepsis can be obtained and

( is all that is necessary; that infection sometimes

occurs from the use of too highly sterilized cat-gut.

1 In cleansing the hands, preparatory for operating,
' thorough scrubbing with soap and water for fifteen

I

minutes suffices. In the preparation of abdominal

cases e.xcessive scrubbing is to be deprecated. He has
u.scd hjmscin-morphin-cactin anesthesia and only with
good results. Has never used more than two tablets

in one case, and follows the same by the administra-
tion of some chloroform, of which he has never used
more than 2 14 drams, and usually much less.

Adjourned. H. S. Bowles, Sec.

ELKHART COUNTY.
The Elkhart County Medical Society met in regular

session March 5 with a good attendance. Minutes of

previous meeting were read and approved. Dr. Frank
Randolph presented a paper on the “Accessory Sinuses

of the Xose,” giving a review of the history of the

frontal, ethmoid and maxillary sinuses, and showing a

number of specimens. The second paper of the evening

was by Dr. A. A. Xorris on “Arteriosclerosis.” Tn re-

viewing the subject he recommended iodin as a med-
icine especially beneficial in the treatment.

The society held its special annual meeting in

Goshen, March 26. A banquet was tendered to all

the visiting physicians.

Adjourned. George W. Spohn, Sec.

FIFTH DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Fifty members of the county medical societies in the

Fifth District (Vigo, Parke, Vermilion, Clay and
Putnam), met at Terre Haute !March 11, 1908, and
organized the Fifth Councilor District Medical Society.

The meeting was called to order at 1:.30 p. m. by
Temporary Chairman Dr. Joseph H. Weinstein. Dr. F.

H. Jeet acted as temporary secretary. A constitution

and by-laws were adopted and the following officers

elected: President, F. C. Dilley, Brazil; first vice

president, Eugene Hawkins, Greencastle; second vice-

president, C. M. White, Clinton; treasurer, M. A.

Boor, Terre Haute; secretary, J. R. Gillum, Terre

Haute; committee on scientific work, Drs. !Mattox,

Combs and Gillum; committee on public policy, Drs.

Keyes, Findley and King.

Adjourned. J. R. Gillum, Sec.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

At a recent meeting the Franklin County Medical

Society was reorganized and the following officers

elected: President, E. L. Patterson, Brookville, vice-

president, C. W. Carter, Brookville; secretary-

treasurer, C. H. Mayfield, Brookville; censors. Phillip

L. Mull, Oldenburg; .!. F. West, Brookville and Henry

Gregorj*, Laurel. In addition to the officers named the

membership is made up of the following: Chas. W.
Stolzer, A. W. Vogt, I. D. Garrigues, A. L. Preston,

G. H. Warne and J. C. Claussen. The councilor for

the district. Dr. David W. Stevenson, of Richmond,

was present at the reorganization.

C. H. (Mayfield, Sec.

GIBSON COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Gibson County Medical

Society was held at Princeton, Friday, March 27. The

papers of the evening were as follows : “Anatomy and

Physiology of the Ear,” by Dr. F. M. Payne, Prince-

ton; “Acute Otitis (Media, Symptoms, Diagnosis and

Treatment,” by Dr. T. Wertz, Princeton; “Concussion

of the Brain; Differential Diagnosis and Surgical Treat-

ment,” by Dr. R. S. Anderson, Princeton; “Meningitis,”
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t)V I)r. \V. G. Hopkins, Fort Branch. At the close of

the meeting a lunch was enjoyed.

Adjourned. A. L. Ziliak, Sec.

GRANT COUNTY.
At the meeting of the Grant County 'Medical So-

ciety. held March 24, the committee on public health

and legislation were instructed to investigate all who
seemed to be practicing medicine unlawfully. If every

society would wage war on these pretenders they could

he driven from the state. The society is beginning a

crusade against tuberculosis. The records of the city

of Marion show that tulierculosis in the last ten years

ha=; caused more deaths than smallpox, scarlet fever,

diphtheria, cancer and typhoid fever combined.

Ur. D. A. Holliday reitd a paper on pneumonia

which brought out a spirited discussion. Every one

present who had had the disease were strong advocates

of fresh, cold air.

Adjourned. 0. W. McQuowx, Sec.

GREENE COUNTY.

The Greene County ^Medical Society met in regular

session at Switz City ^March 12. Dr. W. H. Beatty

presented an interesting and instructive paper on

“Epidemic Cerebrospinal ^Meningitis.” Dr. Bruce

Fleetwood, of Linton, was expelled from the society

for making examinatioas for old line insurance com-

panies for less than .$5.00, which is contrary to a rule

of the society.

Adjourned. F. A. V.ax Saxdt, Sec.

HUNTINGTON COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Huntington County Med-
ical Society was held at Huntington. ^larch 10. Dr.

F. B. ^Morgan read a very interesting and instructive

j>aper on “Pulse and Tongue as Factors in Diagnosis
and Treatment of Disease.” Di-. Olive O. Nelson read

a paper on “Postpartum Hemorrhage.” Both papers

merited and received extended discussion.

Dr. S. V. Wilking reported the death of an infant at

birth, the autopsy showing the central lobe of the liver

within the umbilical cord, thus obstructing free cir-

cnlatioji. This explanation was offered as the cause

of death. Dr. Wilking presented the specimen for in-

spection.

At the last meeting of the common council of Hunt-
ington, an ordinance was passed imposing a licensing

fee of .$50 per day upon all itinerant physicians visit-

ing Huntington. It is thought that the proper en-

forcement of this ordinance will effectually drive out

the traveling quacks and medical fakers who regularly

come here for the purpo.se of humbugging the credulous

sick. One Fort Wayne doctor, who had been in the

habit of coming to Huntington every montli, without

any fear of molestation, has paid the license once and
not returned since, neither have his advertisements

appeared lately in the local papers. If like action

were taken by the various county secretaries to in-

fluence proper legislation in this direction the days of

the traveling quack would be numbered.

Adjourned. M. H. Krebs, Sec.

LAKE COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Lake County ^Medical

Society was held at Hammond on March 5, 1908, with

twenty-one memhei"s and guests ])resent. Dr. Heman
Spatilding. secretary of the Board of Health of Chi-

cago, gave an address on “The Relation of the Physi-
cian to the Local Health Officers.” He said that the
object of the health office is to put into practice meas-
ures to prevent disease and les.sen the death rate. For
a health officer to be successful in his work he must
have the hearty co-operation of the medical profession

and the public. To enlist the co-operation of the pub-

lic requires an educational campaign conducted through

the medium of the public press, women's organizations,

etc. The public, will appreciate the work of the med-
ical jirofession to a greater extent if medical men are

always accurate in statements made to patients and
the public, and if they do not discredit the work of

each other. The physician should direct and advise

while the health officer must enforce the carrying out

of proper suggestions of the medical profession. It is

the duty of physicians to promptly report contagious

and infectious diseases. With reference to time of

raising quarantine the speaker gave the following in-

formation: For scarlet fever, four weeks, if the

premises arc fumigated; measles, three weeks, if the

premises are fumigated; diphtheria, two weeks, if the

premises are fumigated and two cultures from the

patient prove negative; whooping cough, eight weeks.

For fumigation the sheet plan is the most practical.

Eight ounces of formalin should be used to each 1000

cubic feet of space. For disinfecting excreta 7% grains

of bichlorid of mercury to one pint of water is suffi-

cient, or the chlorid of lime, if 25 per cent, of chlorin

is present, may be mixed with the excreta in order to

thoroughly disinfect it. Physicians, when visiting con-

tagious and infectious diseases, should take precautions

to prevent the carrying of the disease. Aside from the

wearing of a gown, which should be disinfected after

leaving the ca.se, the face, hands, hair, beard and nos-

trils should be wiped with a bichlorid solution, 1 to

5000.

In discussing the address !Mayor Becker of Ham-
mond said that new legislation is necessary to more
clearly define the powers and duties of health officers.

We should also have legislation providing for appro-

priations for maintaining health offices and enforcing

health laws in a suitable manner. The county should

do more for the public health and should provide funds

for the proper carrying out of health measures. It is

easy to suggest what should be done but it is difficult

to conduct the work of an efficient health board without

suitable funds.

Adjourned. W. D. Weis, Sec.

MADISON COUNTY.

The !^^adison County ^Medical Society met in regular

se.ssion at the Public Library, Elwood, Ind., on March
24. with a good attendance. The first paper of the

evening was presented by Dr. Dorris Meister on “The

Young Practitioner.” Dr. C. P. Runyon also read a

paper on “The Doctor and the Society,” and Dr. iL A.

Austin pre.sented the subject, “The Economics of a

Doctor's Charges.” All the papers were well prepared

and received extended discussion. The next meeting of

the society will be held at Anderson.

At the Anderson-Pendleton section of the post-grad-

uate course, which meets regularly every Tuesday

evening, interest is rapidly increasing as a result of the

many scientific discussions.

Adjourned. Bex.1. H. Cook, Sec.
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MARION COUNTY.

THE IXDIAyAPOLIS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Feb. 25 , 1908 .)

Tlie .society was called to order by the president,
IJr. Wynn. The mi mites of the last meeting were read
and approved.
The program was a symposium on E.vophthalmic

Goiter, i'r. J. A. ^McDonald reviewed the pathology
of the di.sea.se. Dr. F. Q. Dorsey reviewed the symp-
tomatologj' and medical treatment of the disease. Dr.

J. V. Keed reviewed the surgical treatment of the

di.sease.

The Pathology of Exophthalmic Goiter.— (Synopsis

of paper by Dr. J. A. McDonald.) At present the

final meeting point of the vast majority of investi-

gators is at the, thyroid gland, where are found definite

and fairly constant changes which are capable of

jiretty reasonable interpretation. The reason for these

changes and the mode of their production are at

pre.sent unknown, the principal theories being that it

is an idiopathic hypertrophy of the gland, or that

the change in gland activity is due to an affection of

the central nervous system.

Clinically, it is unimportant whether the syndrome
is due to alteration in quantity or quality of the gland

secretion, or where this alteration takes place. It is

true in the vast majority of cases, that operative re-

moval of the gland disjiels the symptorhs, and failure

to remove the gland is followed by failure in treatment.

Exophthalmic goiter is clinically, pathologically and
therapeutically the opposite of myxedema, and the

symptom-complex of exophthalmic goiter can be pro-

duced by the aamini.stration of large doses of thyroid

gland or its preparations. The investigations, more
particularly of Dean Lewis, Heineck and McCallum,
record the following changes in the thyroid:

There is a primary form of the disease in which the

goiter and some of the clinical features begin coinci-

dently, and a secondary form in which an enlarge-

ment of the thyroid has already existed, due to simple

cystic, adenomatous, interstitial or malignant change,

and on any of these may be engrafted the clinical

picture of hyperthyroidism.

The gross cnange may be diffuse, involving the entire

gland, or merely in scattered patches; but in either

form seems to be fairly constant. The gland is usually,

though not always, enlarged; the veins are large and
there is hyperemia, though on section the tissue tends

to be pale, hard and inelastic, grayish and opaque.

It has lost its reddish translucence and is dry and
granular rather than glairy and gelatinous, depending
upon the amount of colloid remaining.

Microscopically, the change is indistinguishable from
the compensatory hypertrophy produced experiment-
ally by means of partial thyroidectomy by Halstead
and by Horsley. There is increase of fibrous stroma;
the alveoli are no longer rounded and full of colloid,

but are verj^ irr^mlar in size and form, and in the
central part of each lobule there are large, irr^ilar
alveoli sending out diverticuli in every direction, and
encroached upon by epithelial projections. The epithe-

lium loses its low, cuboidal form and becomes
columnar, so that verj' little lumen is left, with little

colloid. Mitoses are frequent, and in severe eases there
is desquamation of epithelium with great swelling and
alterecl staining reaction. The colloid is greatly dimin-
ished in severe eases and the amount of colloid is said

to bear a fairly constant ratio to the severity of the
case.

Other theories of the cause of this disease have had
their majority of supporters. The thymus gland has
lieen believed to be the seat of the trouble, as has the
sympathetic nervous system, the peripheral nerves and
central nervous system, the restiform bodies, the para-
thyroid glands, the heart, and it has been lielieved by
some that compression at the superior thoracic outlet
may cause the symptom complex. Sajous believes the
adrenal, thyroid and pituitary glands to be a system
whose disturbance may cause the disease

The ultimate cause of the stimulation of the thyroid
gland to hypertrophy in these cases is unknown; there

is a frequent history of infectious disease. Cases show-
ing evidence of hypertrophy without clinical symptoms
should be given thyroid gland or iodothyrin in small
doses, which may demonstrate a latent hyperthyroid-

ism.

S. P. Beebe has contributed much valuable work in

thyroid physiology and chemistry. He believes the

thyroid function to be a detoxicating one, and with
Rogers has obtained some very significant results with
certain sera.

Exophthalmic Goiter: S5nnptomatology and Medical

Treatment.— (Synopsis of paper by Dr. F. A. Dorsey.)

There are three classical cardinal symptoms of exoph-

thalmic goiter—enlargement of the thyroid, the ex-

ophthalmos and the tachycardia. IMarie adds a fourth,

the muscular tremor, and Richardson a fifth, the gen-

eral nervousness.

Tachycardia is the most constant symptom. Rarely,
however, it may be absent. The pulse is usually 110
to 1.50 per minute. There are many disturbances of the
circulatory system. The heart varies in size in most
cases, and is dilated in 30 per cent. The right ven-

tricle is especially affected. There may be heart mur-
murs due even to the excited and accelerated action of

the heart. There is increased pulsation of chest, ep-

igastrium and larger vessels. The pulse is small
and quick. Edema is present in severe cases.

The thyroid gland is enlarged, though not greatly, in

most cases. There is always structural change in the
gland. The tumor is vascular and has a palpable
systolic expansion. A thrill is often present. All
varieties of goiter from cystic to malignant may be
associated with Basedow’s disease.

The exophthalmos present in most marked eases is

absent in one-third of the cases. It is a real pro-

trusion forward of the eyeballs, as distinguished from
a widening of the palpebral fissure. It is increased by
emotion and excitement. Pupils are usually normal,
react to light, but may be dilated or unequal. The
exophthalmos may be unilateral.

From the standpoint of diagnosis, the muscular
tremor, a rapid rhythmical motion with eight or nine
vibrations to the minute, ranks in importance with the
rapid heart action and the struma—usually limited to
muscles of extremities it may involve the trunk and
the whole body tremble. It is increased by excitement.
Murray noticed it in 111 out of 120 eases.

The unstableness of the nervous system is very
marked. Patients are restless, excitable and easily

agitated, rapidly passing from one mood to another.

Insomnia is frequent and they may har'e hallucina-

tions or ideas of persecution. The psychic symptoms
become more pronounced and may pass over into actual

insanity which is likely to be a depressive mania or

paranoiac in type.

Loss of weight is usually marked, and disturbances

of digestion common. Vomiting and diarrhea are
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present singly or combined, in 50 per c'cnt. of cases.

Earely the aj)pctite may remain good and the patient

continue well nourished and even gain in weight.

With loss of weight chere is atroj)hy of the muscles

and loss of strength.

The skin is smooth and moist, and in 90 j)cr cent,

of cases there is marked sweating, accompanied by hot

flashes, without any increase in body temperature.

Various erj’themas and pigmentations of the skin occur

in many eases.

There may be dyspnea—usually late, due to cardiac

disturbance or anemia. A short, deep nervous cough

may be troublesome. The urine shows nothing con-

stant except the total nitrogen content is increased,

due to the increased metabolism. Menstruation is

usually decreased. The following signs are sometimes

an aid to diagnosis: Failure of the upper eyelid to

follow the eyeball normally in looking downward (V.

Graefe)
;

retraction of the upper lid on straight for-

ward vision, revealing some sclera above the cornea

{y. Stellwag, Dalrymple)
;
infrequent and incomplete

involuntary winking (V. Stellwag)
;

difficulty of evert-

ing the upper lids (Gifford); pigmentation of the

upper lids ( Jellinek-Roscn ) ;
failure of forehead to

wrinkle on looking up (Joflroy)
;
epiphora or overflow

of tears; tremor of eyeballs; subjective feeling of pres-

sure behind the eyes; abnormal dryness of eye.

The prognosis is uncertain. Some cases run a rapid

course, but the general tendency is to a chronic course

with periods of temporary improvement. In a few

cases the disease subsides gradually of its own accord,

but with some symptoms partially remaining and

eventually relapsing.

The medical treatment of exophthalmic goiter is not

altogether satisfactory. The vast majority of cases

improve with rest, which must be both physical and

mental. The rest treatment should be given a thor-

ough trial in all cases. Patients should be put to bed

in a large, well ventilated cheerful room, with an ice-

bag intermittently applied to the prsecordia and the

goiter. The environment must be restful and the diet

nourishing, and pushed to the full digestive and assim-

ilative power of the individual. Galvanism through

the goiter is sometimes used and cold salt glows and

massage are often beneficial. The neurotic state of

each patient must be studied as in neurasthenia.

INIany drugs have been used in the treatment of the

condition. Arsenic, quinin, strychnia, digitalis, stro-

phanthus, iron, ergot and belladonna are all described

as improving the condition. Orthophosphate of soda

or potash and phosphoric acid in full doses have given

satisfaction. \Vm. II. Thompson advises dietetic treat-

ment. rest and intestinal antiseptics on the theory that

the disease is a toxemia.

Recently some very favorable reports have been given

of success with x-ray treatment. The gland was re-

duced in size, the nervous symptoms lassened and the

patients gained in weight. Climatic change is some-

times of great benefit. Organotherapy in most hands

has given no results, and thyroid extract has proven

distinetly harmful. lodin (internally), potassium

iodid and iodothyrin are all harmful and should not

be used. Intraglandular injections have cured, but

should not be used because dangerous. Some new prep-

arations have been used which are supposed to have

an antitoxic effect. First, those produced from ani-

mals from which the thyroid gland has been removed,

and, second, those from animals to which normal or

pathologic glands have been administered. These in-

clude the milk, either natural or desiccated from thy-

roidectomized animals; the antithyroidin of Moebius,

the blood serum of thyroidcctomized sheep, the thy-

roidcctiii, the desiccated blood of thyroidcctomized

sheej), and the recent serum made by Rogers and Beebe
liy the use of the nucleo-proteid and thyroglobin from
normal and pathologic glands. While the reports of

the.se j)re])arations are favorable, it is too early to even

estimate their value, but they are full of promise.

!Many eases must be turned over to surgery, but
perhaps the greatest number should continue to be

treated by the internist, as the general tendency of

the disease is toward recovery.

The Surgical Treatment of Exophthalmic Goiter.—
Dr. Reed quoted Dr. Barker as .saying that surgery

cotild cure almost 100 per cent, of the early cases and

75 per cent, of the advanced cases of e.xophthalmic

goiter. These results are far superior to those ob-

tained by medical treatment. This does not mean,
however, that every ease should be operated upon as

soon as a diagnosis is made, for many cases, especially

in young women, do improve or even get well under
medical treatment. If after about three months of

rest and medical treatment improvement is not marked,
operation should be advised. In those secondary forms
of Graves’ disease, that is in those cases arising from
a pre-existing thyroid tumor, operation should always
be done, the results in these cases being especially

satisfactory. In all cases, before an operation is

undertaken, great wire should be given to the prepara-

tion of the patient by giving her one to two weeks of

absolute rest in bed. When this rest and medical

treatment is insisted upon the operation is less danger-

ous and the after results much better.

The choice of an anesthetic is still an open question.

Ilalsted and Kocher use local cocain anesthesia, while

the !Mayos use ether. With the u.se of Schleich’s sol.,

a 1 to 2000 cocain. the greater part of the pain can

be aboli.shed, there is less troublesome mucus in the

throat, the trachea is less easily compressed, and the

recurrent laryngeal nerve is more easily avoided.

The operation of choice at the pre.sent time is the

partial resection of one lobe of the thyroid gland, at-

tempting at the same time to leave an amount of

gland equal to the normal. The ligation of the thyroid

arteries is only ju.stified as a preliminary procedure in

those cases where the symptoms are. too severe to war-

rant resection. In the operation of partial thyroidec-

tomy, the incision most commonly used is the collar

incision of Kochcr. The gland is exposed by incising

its external capsule, and the dissection made between

this and the internal capsule. Great care should be

taken to keep the wound perfectly free from blood, as

it stains the tissues and makes dissection more diffi-

cult. As a serious form of tetany follows the re-

moval of the parathyroids, it is important that the.se

structures be saved, and not be removed with the

thyroid lobe. In order to do this, the thyroid arteries

are ligated, whenever possible, distal to the parathy-

roid arteries, and the parathyroid bodies dissected

from off the gland. Great care should be taken in sep-

arating the gland from the treachea not to injure the

recurrent laryngeal nerve. It can readily be detected

by a change in the patient’s voice when it is approached

too clo.sely. In closing the wound, drainage is im-

]K>rtant in order to carry away any thyroid secretion

that may flow from the cut surface of the gland. Re-

tention of the secretion leads to acute thyroidism,

which may be very dangerous at times. In all cases.
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botli mild and severe, operation offers a cure in from
75 to 80 per cent. The death rate varies from 2 to 5

per cent, with different operators, deaths being due to

the anesthetic, hemorrhage, tetany, acute hyperthyi’oid-

ism, influenza and pneumonia. The cases that survive

operation and are not completely cured, are in the

main greatly improved.

Discl'.ssion.—Dr. F. F. Hutchins said that the

study of this disease is closely related to the study of

those other so-called trophic disea.ses, myxedema, Rey-

naud’s disease, acromegaly, etc. He reviewed the his-

tory of the use of thyroid extract and the wonderful

efl'ect which it produced in certain forms of insanity

on which it was first tried. The most interesting cases

of Basedow’s disease to him are not the well-marked

ones but those that show many of the evidences of

hyperthyroidism!, but not the typical exophthalmos
and glandular enlargement. These individuals show
great extremes of activity; some arc vigorous and ex-

ceedingly active, with marked physical growth
;
others

are dull, apathetic, or just fall short of the normal.

Our treatment now is purely empirical because we
know so little of the real underlying cause of the

glandular hypertroj)hy and hyperactivity. Hot until

we have learned more of the true nature of the disease

will we develop a more satisfactory treatment. One of

the greatest difficulties of the operation on the thyroid

is to know just how much of the gland to remove so

that the .symptoms will be relieved and no harm from
lack of secretion follow. He believes that the essential

condition is a toxemia and the one greatest object in

any line of therapy is elimination.

Dr. E. H. Ritter called attention to the fact that we
must distinguish between a hypertrophy and a hj’per-

activity of the. thyroid as the cau.se of the symptoms in

Basedow's disease. It is evidently not simply a hyper-

trophy since the symptoms develop when there is no
palpable enlargement of the gland, and again there

may be enormous enlargement of the gland with no
symptoms. Another question is as to whether there

is a new proauct thrown into the system by the gland
or whether there is sini])ly the increase in the normal
.secretion. This question seems to be definitely settled

by the fact that all the typical symptoms of Basedow’s
disea.se may be evoked in some individuals by the ad-

ministraton of thyroid extract made from the normal
glands. The disease possesses physiologic as well as

clinical interest; one of the interesting facts being
that while the rate of the pulse is often greatly in-

creased, the blood pressure is not raised. Cardiac
hypertrophy, often present, is most marked in the
right ventiicle and pulmonary congestion is not in-

frequent. That many eases in the past have been
overlooked is evident to all, and that many cases are
even now not recognized can hardly be disputed. This
will always be true if the grosser and more glaring

lesions such as the exophthalmos and thyroid enlarge-

ment are depended upon for a diagnosis. The ex-

planation for lack of palpable or visible hypertrophy
of the gland is probably that there takes place the so-

called soft enlargement in which the organ is so soft

as to make its distinction from the other tissues of the
neck difficult, especially if there is much adipose tissue

about the neck. There is no one constant or pathogno-
monic symptom or sign. The speaker has recently seen
a case in which he considers the diagnosis positive in

which there was neither enlargement of the gland nor
protrusion of the eyes. There was, however, tachy-
cardia, extreme nervousness and indtability, transient

ca|)illary congestion of the face and neck, loss of
weight, and a history of recent gastrointestinal dis-

order. The speaker could not agree with the fre-

quently heard discussion of this disease as a toxemia.
While it can not be absolutely disproven that a tox-
emia may have been the original cause of the glandu-
lar hyperactivity, still if the symptoms are produced
by an increase in the noraial thyroid secretion thrown
into the circulation, as they seem to be, and this secre-
tion is neither a toxin nor a leueomain, there is no
basis for calling the condition a toxemia.

Dr. .T. W. Sluss called attention to the increasing
amount of attention this disea.se is attracting and the
prospect of even more interest in the future. He be-
lieves that the disease is increasing in frequency, al-

though it may be that with a greater knowledge of the
symptoms more cases are now recognized than for-

merly. Surgical treatment is to-day as purely em-
pirical as medical, but in the future there is reason to
believe that the true nature of the condition will be
revealed and a physiologic antidote will be discovered
and surgical procedures will be abolished. While there
is still some question as to the relative value of med-
ical and surgical treatment, when there are cysts and
other anatomical changes in the gland, operation is

the only method of treatment to be considered. Pie em-
phasized the importance of the parathyroids and the
necessity of great care in not injuring nor removing
them in an operation. Complete ligation of the thyroid
arteries is not justifiable, since it also shuts off the
blood supply of the parathyroids. With care during
the operation the parathyroid arteries can be left um
injured.

Dr. I”’. B. Wynn spoke of the treatment of these cases
with the x-ray. One case with extreme symptoms pre-

paring to undergo an operation was given five ex-
])Osures, with complete disapjrearance of symptoms and
perfect health for the past four years. Other cases
have shown some improvement, but none have shown
so remarkable results as this one. In one other case,

after a few exposures, the patient grew rapidly worse,
an abscess developed in the gland, and the patient died
in almost the condition of acute mania.

Dr. .T. R. Ea.stman spoke of the frequency of goiter

in Switzerland and the fact that this enlargement of

the gland often disappears when the individual removes
to another region. All the symptoms of the disease

are aggravated by high altitudes. It is believed by
the natives that there are certain springs whose
waters ])ioduce the condition when drunk and there
are others whose waters are curative. He has operated
on one case of Basedow’s disease and two cases of or-

dinary goiter. He has seen Kocher and others do these

operations under local anesthesia, but believes that this

is not usually practicable, at least in this country,

since the social conditions and the traetahility of

patients is not the same. He exhibited Koeher’s clamp
for seizing the gland and drawing it out during the

operation without making much pressure on the organ,

and also the grooved director for aid in ligating the

many small vessels. The greatest care is taken by
Kocher to ligate each vessel as he reaches it in order

to make the operation as completely bloodless as pos-

sible. There is now almost complete unanimity of

opinion as to the relative value of medical and surgical

treatment. The palliative operations, such as the liga-

tion of the main arteries, while not often done, are

done on special indications.

Dr. A. E. Sterne is still unconvinced that the hyper-
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activity of the thyroid is the cause of the symptoms
in Basedow's disesise. lie is unconvinced that the

thyroid is not an excretory rather than a secretory

organ. The number of cases without any special

thyroid pathology raises this question. He believes

that the sympathetic nervous system is at the base of

the condition, and if this be true, then surgery is

wholly illogic-al and its frequent failure is explained.

There can be no doubt that a verj- respectable number
of cases are entirely relieved by medical treatment.

Tliere axe two chief points to be considered in the

treatment. 1. Absolute rest; 2, maintenance of normal
gastric and intestinal action. Forced feeding is often

advisable. He has had good results from the exposure

of the enlarged gland to a low tension tube. His ex-

jterience with this plan of treatment has been very

satisfactory, and if operation, is advisable later on, the

patient has been much improved and the prospects of

the operation are much brighter.

Dr. A. C. Kimberlin spoke of the diversity of opinions

and the meagerness of real knowledge concerning this

disease and the consequent difficulty in settling on any

uniform line of treatment. Hygienic, psychologic and

medical treatment are of undisputed value and should

always be employed even if surgery is also resorted

to. The condition of the mind is often a matter of

deep concern and should receive the most careful at-

tention.

Dr. C. F. Xeu insisted that a carfeul distinction

should always be made between Basedow’s disease and

simple hypertrophy, and the two conditions should not

be discussed together as is too often done. There is a

marked lack of characteristic histologic changes in the

thyroid gland in true exophthalmic goiter. Eecently

an attempt has been made to establish a connection

between the thyroid, the suprarenals and the pituitary

body in function and control of various activities of

the body, and so far the relation is purely speculative.

Dr. McDonald, in closing, suggested hyperthyroidism

as a most satisfactory name for the syndrome. He
still believes from all the information at hand that

hypersecretion of the thyroid is the real basis of the

symptoms. The histologic changes may be patchy and

in this way overlooked in the examination of the

gland. Again the enlargement may be backward or

down behind the sternum or clavicles and so escape

discovery by the examiner.

Dr. Dorsey, in closing, also defended the hyperse-

cretion theory as the real explanation of the symptoms.

Dr. Reed, in closing, said that it is possible that the

changes in the gland are really secondary to some

metabolic disturbance, and the vital cause of the

trouble may be seated in some far distant region.

The society adjourned. R. H. Ritter, Sec.

(Meeting of March 3, 1908.)

The society was called to order ly the president. Dr.

Wvnn. The minutes of the previous meeting were read

and approved. The applications of Jacob Buehler and

Freeman H. Hibben were read the first time and

ordered posted. The application of Charles D. Humes

was read the second time and referred to the Council.

The Council reported favorably upon the applications

of Frank D. Dowd, Raymond H. Stinger, George L.

Chapman. Harry G. Gaylord and David F. Lee. This

report was adopted and the men declared members.

The secretary announced the receipt of a check for

S.iO from Mr. J. K. Lillv to be applied to the subscrip-

tion for magazines for the medical department of the

City Library.

The program was made up of case reports and ex-

hibition of specimens.

Myelogenous Leukemia.—Dr. Wynn presented a

child, aged 14, with an enormously enlarged spleen and
all the other typical signs of myelogenous leukemia.

After one week's treatment there has taken place a

distinct reduction in the size of the spleen, the child

has gained two pounds in weight, and is improved in

other ways. He also presented a man who has now
been under treatment for three years, and whom he

had previously shown to the society. The spleen is

now barely palpable, there are now no characteristic

leukemic changes in the blood, and the man's general

condition is very good. In the last year he has not lost

a single day from his work as a shoe clerk. Dr. Wynn
also reported a case of myelogenous leukemia in a man
aged 03, who first noticed the enlargement of the

glands and spleen in October. 1907. Since then he

has lost thirty pounds in weight, has developed a cough

with free expectoration, in which no tubercle bacilli

can be found, and has become very anemic. After three

x-ray exposures in the course of one week, there devel-

oped marked evidences of an extreme toxemia with a

temperature reaching 102. The glands and spleen rap-

idly diminished in size, but the cough became excessive

and the expectoration profuse. In the sputum was a

considerable quantity of connective tissue. His ex-

planation for the condition is that the rapid absorp-

tion of the enlarged glands has produced the extreme

toxemia, and the bronchial glands have undergone soft-

ening and disintegration. He believes the outlook in

this case to be bad.

Gastric Ulcer.—Dr. O. G. Pfaff reported the case of

a woman who had pain in the stomach and the right

inguinal region for several years. Finally a cystic

ovary was removed from the right side. The pain in

the pelvis was relieved, but the pain in the stomach
continued and became much worse. She then began to

have violent attacks of vomiting which would always

give temporary relief. There was an excess of HCl in

the ga.stric secretion. The diagnosis of gastric ulcer

with dilatation was made and the abdomen opened.

The pyloric end of the stomach was found to be the

seat of several indurating ulcers obstructing the out-

flow. A posterior gpistrojejunal anastomosis was done

and the patient returned to her home in eighteen days,

apparently perfectly well.

Tubercular Cerebrospinal Meningitis.—Dr. W. T. S.

Dodds reported a case of tubercular cerebrospinal men-

ingitis in a midget 19 years old. The patient was

seized with an attack of acute influenza which sub-

sided in three or four days. She was left weak and

tired and with no appetite. Shortly after this illness

there was evidence of tubercular infiltration of the

apex of the right lung, and this spread with great

rapidity until the whole upper lobe was affected. The

patient went down quickly and was soon confined to

her bed. Two weeks beiore her death she began to

show evidences of involvement of the cerebral meninges,

violent headache, difficulty in deglutition and phona-

tion. The pulse ranged from 85 to 95 and the temper-

ature from 97 to 99. In about five days there was loss

of motor power, altered sensation in the limbs, and im-

pairment of control of the bladder and bowel. Con-

vulsions developed five days before death. He believed

the case to be one of miliarj* tuberculosis; the affec-

tion either ha^ing been latent in the body and only
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called into activity wlien the system was depressed by

tlie influenza, or the latter condition made infection

possible. He mentioned the frequent development of

tul)erculosi.s after an attack of influenza, or the in-

creased activity of the disease after such an attack.

Recurrent Chorea Following Acute Infectious Dis-

eases.— (Abstract from IJr. Earp’s Paper.) The author

spoke of the hereditary neurotic condition and the over

taxation of the nervous system of the individual, and
in all cases the neurotic element predominates.

Anemia is an essential factor.

The first case report is as follows:

Xellie :M., previous to 8 years of age, had shown no
signs of ill health, with the exc-eption that there was
slight evidence of anemia. In July, 1899, during her

ninth year, an attack of whooping coiigh followed

scarlatina and then came chorea, at which time it

necessitatwl her removal from school, in Xovember.
Between the attacks of whooping-cough and chorea she

had hay fever, which has been present during July
and August each year since that date, until 1907. Dur-
ing !May an<l June of each year from 18!)9 until 1908

she has chorea, and each time it has been preceded hy
acute articular rheumatism. In October, 1907, she had
an attack of hay fever following rheumati.sm, but
there was no evidence of chorea. In January, 1908,

rheumati.sm again made its apj)earance and a week
later chorea. Eehruary 21, 1908, the patient gave
even' evidence of iK'ing well.

The treatment consisted of salicylate of sodium, sali-

cylate of iron and Fowler-s solution. Instructions in

reference to absolute re.st were not followed, and at

dili'erent times such agents as elixir of valerianate or

ammonia, hromid of .soditim and chloralamid as resto-

rative agents were used to overcome malnutrition.

The essayist thought the ])atient would permanently
recover from these diseases if she were divorced from
her home surroundnigs.

Two other cases were reported; one associated with
measles and the other with rheumatism.
The treatment did not differ Tuaterially from that

of the first case. One observation in the last ease

seemed to he of some importance. It was necessary

to operate for adenoids, believing that it is a pretlis-

posing cause to chorea. Previous to the child's illness

she was rude, nervous and impudent, and had failesl

to make her grade in school. Since her recovery .she

has been a leadei' in school work, has an amiable dis-

j)osition and is especially bright in mathematics.

Dr. T. B. Eastman exhibited the clamp or towel

holder which Moynihan has recently devised for holding

a towel in clo.se contact with the edges of the incision

so that the hands and instruments of the operator do

not come in contact with the patient’s skin during the

O])eration.

Atrophic Cirrhosis of the Liver.—Dr. C. J. Cook pre-

sented a man, aged 47, with a typical case of this dis-

ease. He discussed the pathology and course of the

disease.

Colostomy with Continence.—Case report by Dr. II.

H. Wheeler. Female, aged 42. History of rectal

tiouhle for thirteen years. Five years ago it began
to gi'ow worse and for ten months she has not been

able to follow her vocation, which is that of a seam-
stress. There were frequent bloody stools, accompanied
by pus, with no relief from pain. She lost 40 pounds
in weight and was ])rohably losing ground. There were
jiapillomatous masses about the anus and three fistul-

ous oj)cnings. The rectum was narrowed and the

tnucosa ulcerated as far up as could he felt and seen.

No imj)rovemcnt re.sulting from the ordinary treatment,
a colostomy was done in the left inguinal region. The
intermuscular incision was used. The bowel was
0])ened on the seventh day. After five or six weeks of

incontinence she gradually gained control atid at the
luesent time she has two natural movements a day
with slight s])hincteric control. She has gained 40
pounds in weight and has re.sumed her former vocation.
The speaker reviewed the indications for this opera-
tion.

Spindle-Cell Sarcoma.—Dr. William Shinier exhibited

under the microscope a section of a sjiindle-celled sar-

coma removed from the finger of a man aged 35. Two
years ago two small nodules appeared, one on the

jialmar and one on the dorsal surface of the second

jihalanx of the second finger. These had grown to the

size of a jiigeon's egg, causing no trouble except inter-

ference with lle.xion of the joint. The patient was
given one tablet of the seopolamin-morphin-cactin mix-
ture and the site of operation infiltrated with a 1 per
cent, cocain solution. No untoward symptoms were
noted. The tumors were round, encapsulated and hail

jnoduced an erosion of the hone hy pressure, there

being no evidence of involvement of the bony tissue.

This is the tumor formerly called recurrent fibroid,

but now recognized as a true sarcoma. They fre-

quently recur when removwl, but rarely form metas-
tases.

Rupture of the Heart.—Dr. John Kolmer read the

following autopsy report: Man. aged 03, found dead
in his bed. In 1890 he had received an injury, on the

head from the handle of a pick in a coal mine: in

1904 he had received a second injun’, and in 1907 a
third one. Since the last injurv’ he had frequent at-

tacks of the most intense pain in the vertex, and great

weakness. Since the first injury he has had epilepti-

form seizures. The calvarium was removed with diffi-

culty because of firm adhe.sions of the dura. On the

inner side of the dura was a piece of bone the size of

a lima bean, around which was a cystic area of brain

tissue throe inches long and two inches wide. Around
this blood vessels were decidedly hardened. The whole
brain looked somewhat bleached. The lungs were very
dark, almost black, and quite firm, as if consolidated.

The pericardium was full of clotted blood and serum.
The right auricle, showed a rupture along the auriculo-

ventriciilar sejitum. and the left auricle showed a small
rent just beneath the a])pendage. All the valves were
calcareous. The walls of the ruptured auricles seemed
no thicker than ordinary paper. The right kidney was
granular on the surface and contained pus. The spleen

wa.s somewhat enlarged.

Dr. F. B. Wynn demonstrated the interesting feat-

ures of the heart presented by Dr. Kolmer. He called

attention to the mitral stenosis, the consequent dilata-

tion of the left auricle and the dilatation of the right
heart with relative incompetence of the tricuspid valve.

The condition of the lungs was evidently due to a
chronic jiassive hyperemia.

Dr. Guido Bell, in referring to the rupture of the
heart, mentioned a case in his own experience of a
woman who h.ad given absolutely no s%nnptoms of

cardiac trouble, who had gone uneventfully through
labor the day before, and who suddenly stretched out
her arms and died. The heart was found ru])tured.

Dr. R. H. Ritter called attention to the .shape of

the auriculo-ventricular orifice in steiiosis. It is

almost invariably cre.scentie, forming the so-called but-
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ton-hole orilice. It is said to he a fact in physics that
Iluid \vill How more ra])idly throu<;h a slit than
throujrh a round hole, the two being of equal area. If

this liC so, it is fortiinate that in the heart the stenosed

orifice assumes the shape.

Dr. A. IV. Drayton, referring lo the occurrence of

the sarcomata, recalled the cases of xerodei-ma jiig-

mentosa which he had reported on a number of times.

In these cases there were great numbers of small sar-

comatous tumors formed on the limbs.

Dr. K. C. Thompson, referring to Dr. Earp's re-

marks concerning chorea causetl by the acute infectious

diseases, reported four cases of chorea, three of them in

one family. In three of these cases there was a his-

toiy of rheumati.sm.

The society adjourned. R. II. Ritter, Sec.

(Meeting of March lo, 1908.)

The society was called to order by the president, Dr.

IVynn. The minutes of the last meeting were read and
approved. The application of Dr. Frank E. Abbett

was read the first time and ordered posted. Dr. A. M.
Cole moved that a conmiittee be appointed to take

steps to have physicians’ vehicles exempted from the

present city ordinance regulating the speed of vehicles.

This committee as appointed by the president, consists

of Drs. Cole, Potter and Dorsey.

The Modern View of the Etiology and Treatment of

Acne Vulgaris and Acne Rosacea was the title of a

paper read by Dr. A. 51. Cole. After discussing the

patholegj- the author expressed the following con-

clusions:

1. Acne vulgaris is usually a pyogenic infection im-

planted on skin whose functions are perverted by the

influence of age, reflex disturbances or seborrhea.

2. Acne rosacea is an acne implanted on a chronic

hyperemia or rosacea which arises almost invariably

from reflex influences from the gastrointestinal tract

or pelvis.

3. Internal treatment in both varieties of acne is ex-

ceedingly important. Reflex disorders must be sought

for and corrected, if possible, before the best results

can be obtained.

4. E.xternal drug treatment in both diseases is usual-

ly di.sappointing. Sulfur, in the form of lotio alba

properly made, is the best e.xternal preparation and
should vary in strength .suitable to the condition of

the disease.

o. Mechanical treatment, such as the use of hot

water, soap, massage and the dermal curette, is ex-

c-eedingly valuable.

0. The opsonic method in acne vulgaris is promising.

7. The Roentgen treatment in both acne vulgaris and
acne rosacea is the most valuable. In its certainty of

cure and infrequency of relapse it almost approaches a

specific.

8. The technic of using the x-ray in acne is of para-

inounl importance. If the ray is properly applied there

should be few if any failures and no undesirable re-

sults.

Gonorrheal Ophthalmia was the title of a paper read

by Dr. W. X. Sharp. The points brought out by the

writer were

:

1. As it is known by so many difTerent names which

arc lial)le to confuse the practitioner it should be

designated by the term gonorrheal.

2. As death has occurred in the infant from joint

and other affections caused by the gonococcus, it is pos-

sible. that such infection occurs through the circula-
tion intrautero.

3. As the state law of Indiana prohibits the mar-
riage of ])ersons having ‘"venereal disease” the guilty
parent of the infant having gonorrheal ophthalmia
should be ])unished by fine or imprisonment or both.

4. As so many cases of purulent ophthalmia resemble
the gonorrheal type, for protection in case of medico-
legal involvement, smear examinations should be made
in every case.

5. As cleanliness is next to godline-ss it should be

the most important part of the treatment.

0. .\rgv-rol has been a sutfieient antiseptic in the
'

hands of the writer in combating virulent cases when
frequently applied in full strength.

7. Properly trained and intelligent nursing is ab-

solutely necessary to success.

8. The conscience of the physician should be alert in

the management of every case.

Discrssiox.—Dr. F. B. Wynn, in discussing Dr.

Cole's paper, said that the etiology of acne is a broad

subject in itself and involves ai wide discussion. He is

inclined to lay very little stress on the relation of acne

vulgaris to constitutional disorders; in four-fifths of all

cases it is a purely local condition. While occasionally

found in the anemic and cachetic, it is most often

found in vigorous, healthy boys and girls. In acne

rosacea, on the other hand, reflexes, gastro-intestinal

disorders and faulty habits are of prime importance.

In the treatment of acne vulgaris, then, the treatment

is purely local except in the occasional case of anemia.

He believes that the anemia may be secondan* to a

severe pustular acne as the result of prolonged absorp-

tion. In this condition he uses the sulfur ointment

more than the lotion. In acne rosacea he has had the

best results from the use of resorcin, so far as local

applications are concerned. Permanganate of potas-

sium in solutions strong enough to cause tingling of

the skin has in some instances of acne ^•ulgaris given

him good results. If used in solution sti'ong enough to

discolor the skin, it may be decolorized with oxalic

acid. This drug is most effective in cases with marked
seborrhea. General treatment is of the greatest im-

]K>rtance and should never be neglected. The induction

of ])assive hyperemia by the use of small cups Is effect-

ive in some cases. He is impressed with the theoretical

value of the Krohmeier drill, although he has never

iLsed it
;

it seems to be preferable to the curette. He
is hopeful that the opsonic method may become of

great help in the treatment but at present it is not yet

establishctl. In using the x-ray the different tj'pes of

acne should be kept clearly in mind. The efficiency of

this ])rocedure can not be doubted, but it is not alwaj’s

necessary or advisable to use it. Acne papillosa and
superficial pustular acne may be in almost every in-

sfance cured by the u.se of sulfur, and the x-ray, while

always curative, is not always essential. In acne in-

durata. with large masses of pus and sebaceous ma-
terial deep in the skin and subcutaneous tissue, he has

seen a latent or passive process fired up into great

activity by the use of the x-ray and deplorable scarring

and atrophy follow. The x-ray should always be used

with the greatest care and while, generally speaking,

no harm should be done with this agent, there are still

unavoidable cases encountered in which harm will in-

evitably be done. Often atrophy takes place long after

its use when the acne is gone and all seems well. Tliis

atro])hy seems to prefer the usual location of wrinkles,

and thus the face is aged and disfigured. He now is
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extremely careful to inotect every bit of skin which

it is not intended to affect, and especially the corners

of the mouth and other locations in which wrinkles

are prone to develop. With all these remedies, and no

matter how complete the cure may seem, relapses are

common even after the lapse of considerable time. In

such cases, if treatment ' is bcfrun at once again, the

disease may usually be arrested and emre again speed-

ily affectetl. While he agrees with the essayist that

the x-ray is the most effective agent in the treatment

of this disease, he can not fully agree with him in his

assurance as to its complete harmlessne.ss even when
used with the greatest care.

Dr. r. C. Heath, in discussing Dr. Sharp’s paper,

said that out of the many teims sugge.sted and used

to denote an inflammation of the eye caused by the

gonococcus, he ])refers the simple term gonorrheal con-

junctivitis. Ho does not accept the view of some that

if the disease does not develop within one week after

birth it is not due to infection from the vaginal canal,

but believes that it is quite possible for an infection

to occur during the passage of the fetal head and the

acute inflammation to be postponed for some time. One
of the most characteristic features of this inflammation

is the swelling of the corneal conjunctiva and this is

the greate.st source of danger so far as vision is con-

cerned. Doctors should adopt every prophylactic meas-

ure in treating cases of gonorrhea and warn patients

of the danger to others and to their own eyes. He be-

lieves firmly in the efficacy of arg^x-rol ; in his mind
its efficacy has been abundantly demonstrated. One of

of its greatest advantages is its painlessness. In adults

it is not as effective as in children. It is occasionally

necessary to incise the outer canthus and use the

stronger salt of silver, the nitrate.

Dr. A. W. Brayton, in discussing Dr. Cole’s paper,

said he is not distracted by the newer methods of

treatment nor inclined to underestimate the great value

of the older and fully tried methods. The x-ray is full

of hope, hut is not yet established nor its province fully

defined. He sees no hope from the vaccine therapy.

He emphasized the necessity of taking up these cases

of acne which mean so much in the happiness and even

success of young women, especially, seriously and ex-

erting eveiy effort to relieve the patients.

Dr. H. H. Weer called attention to Bulkley’s opposi-

tion to the use of arsenic in acne, which had been ad-

vocated by the essayist. The former gives most fre-

quently bitter tonics combined with an alkali. This
discussion on Dr. Cole’s paper illustrated very well the

quite general confusion as to the use of the x-ray in

this disease.

Dr. A. S. Jaeger insisted that education and not

legislation is the proper way to get at the evil of

v(-nereal disease and prevent the disastrous effects of

which blindness is one.

Dr. Cole and Dr. Sharp closed the discussion with an
emphasis of .some of the points made in their papers,

and the society adjourned.

E. II. Eitter, Sec.

MIAMI COUNTY.

The !Miami County 'Medical Society met in regular

session in Commercial Club room, Peru, on Friday,

IMarch 0, with twelve members and one visitor present.

Society was called to order by President E. H. Gris-

wold. Minutes of previous meeting were read and ap-

j)ioved. Dr. J. C. Fretz read a paper on “Etiology of

Carcinoma.” Dr. C. E. Goodriek jiresented a patient
for a clinic, with an affection of the skin. Dr. E. H.
Griswold gave a talk on “Benign Tumors of the

Breast; Diagnosis and Treatment.” Discussions fol-

lowed.

Adjourned. D. C. Eidenour, Sec.

PUTNAM COUNTY.
The Putnam County IMedieal Society met IMarch 5,

with Dr. \V. W. Tucker of Greencastle. Dr. Walter
IMcGaughey by the exhibition of specimens and illus-

tration by drawings, gave the minute anatomy of

articular structures; Dr. Chas. Sudranski discussed
the subject, “The Orifices and Valves of the Heart and
the Anatomy of the Endocardium;” Dr. Chas. F. Hope
read a paper on “The Etiolog\' of Acute Eheumatism”
and discussed the theories of causation by diplococci

and other micro-organisms, and called attention to

the predisposing causes. Dr. J. V. Bastin, in an ex-

liau.stive paper discussed the pathologx^ and clinical

history of acute articular rheumatism. Dr. Hutcheson
closed the meeting by discussing the “Complications
and Treatment of Acute Eheumatism.”

Since the introduction of the post-graduate work
into this society meetings have been held every two
weeks. The entlnisiasm has been unbounded and the
“heart to heart” talks have been of frequent occur-
rence among the members. A mutual good fellowship
is being rapidly developed, and the valuable papers and
friendly discussions presenfed at the meetings are
wiping the “cobwebs” from the minds of the physi-
cians, who are already scrambling to get out of the
“ruts.”

Adjourned. J. V. Ba.stin, Sec.

On IMarch 10 the Putnam County Medical Society
met with Dr. Joseph Gille.spie. Dr. Eugene Hawkins,
on the subject of “Eheumatism of Children,” said that
unless we dismiss the summary of symptoms as mani-
fested by the disease in the adult we will be unable to
properly ai)preciate and diagnose the disea.se in child-
hood. He regarded heredity as a cause in the majority
of cases. He said that a dyscrasia was rapidly devel-
oped in those having a primary attack. The frequent
occurrence of. and the dangers attending cardiac com-
jilications. in children, he thought was being under-
estimated by the average physician. He believed that
the ])roper hygienic care during and after the attacks
would lessen the complications, eradicate the disease
itself, and prevent recurrence better than all therapy.

Dr. Joseph L. Preston discussed the subject of
“Gout” and said that the disease is due to nutritional
di.sturbances. He reviewed the disease from the days
of Hippocrates, congratulated the brothers that they
had no local manifestations and advanced the theory
that this immunity was due to pecuniary conditions
which prevented high living by the members of the
medical profession.

Dr. Clint Zaring discussed ‘Alyalgias” and recom-
mended acupuncture with three of four inch needles
and the injection of sterile water and anodynes.

Dr. Josejih Gillespie pre.«ented clinical cases of

“Arthritis Deformans” and discussed at length the
etiologx’, symptoms and diagnosis of the disease, but
said that as to treatment he had exhausted the Phar-
macopeia and gotten no beneficial results.
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At tlie conclusion of tlic inoetinj' a smoker was en-

joyed.

Adjourned. J. JJastix, Sec.

SPENCER COUNTY.
The 5[arch meeting of the Spencer County Medical

Society was held in the ollice of Dr. H. G. Weiss, of

Rockport. As Dr. C. H. Adye, a member of the board
of censors, had moved away. Dr. II. G. Weiss was
elec-ted in his place. The applications of Drs. S. C.

Lang, W. II. Williams, L. O. Walters, Scott Cook, 1).

V. iIcClary, C. S. Raker and Geo. R. DeTar were ac-

cepted by the board of censors and they were admitted
to member.ship in the society. The members on the pro-

gram being absent a social time was enjoyed. A mo-
tion was made and seconded that the society have
sjjecial meetings in the months of April and May.
The April meeting will be held at Chrisney, April 21,

1008.

Adjourned. Eva Ruxtox, Sec.

TWELFTH DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
The next meeting of the Twelfth Councilor District

Medical Society will be held in Fort Wayne April 21,

1908. Papers will he i)resented by Drs. J. Clarence

Webster of Chicago, A. W. Rrayton and John F. Ram-
hill of Indianapolis.

VANDERBURGH COUNTY.
At a recent meeting of the Vanderburgh County

^Medical Society the following officers were elected to

serve one year : President, Dr. Ludson Worsham,
Evansville; vice-president. Dr. G. C. Johnson, Evans-

ville; and secretary-treasurer. Dr. W. R. Davidson,

Evansville.

Adjourned. W. R. David.sox, Sec.

BOOK REVIEW
Dise.\ses of the Heart. Ry Prof. Th. von Jurgensen,

of Tubingen; Prof. Dr. L. Krehl, of Greifswald; and
Prof. Dr. L. von Schrotter, of Vienna. Edited, with
additions, by George Dock, ^I.D., Professor of iled-

icine. University of ^lichigan. Ann Arbor. Octavo of

848 pages, ilhrstrated. Philadelphia and London:
W. R. Saunders Com])any, 1008. Cloth, $.5.00, net;

half morocco, .$0.00, not.

This excellent work fills a long-felt want in the

library of the English speaking physician. And with

the careful elaboration of its editor. Dr. Dock, it be-

comes a veritable masterpiece u])on a subject upon

which reliable information is eagerly sought by everj"

])ractitioner of medicine and particularly the internist.

Like all the other volumes of the series, the book is

excellently constructed from the j)rinter’s and binder’s

standpoints, and is carefully and minutely indexed.

The editor prefaces his work by calling attention to

the need of such a work in the English language, in

which there ha.s been a wo<*ful ])aucity, despite the

fact that many important contribiitions have been

made by the English-speaking j)rofession concerning the

normal and pathological anatomy of the heart, its

physiology and the circulation, diagno.stic methods,

pharmaeologA’ of cardiac remedies and the application

of non-medicinal measures to the treatment of patients

with heart disease. Few changes from the original
have been made save in wording and in making the
medicinal ])reparations conform to the U. S. Pharniaco-
l)cia. Such matter as has I>een brought out since the
publication of the original, has been added by the editor.

iMany points of interest are brought out bj’ the
authors which merit consideration, such as the broader
conce])tion of the j)athologj' of a chronically insuffi-

cient heart which Prof, von Jurgensen would describe
as a pancarditis rather than attempt to limit the
nomenclature so as to apply to one part of the heart
only, for in such a condition all parts are functionally
deficient, i)articularly the heart muscle.
One of the most satisfactory elements of the work is

the detailed way in which the subject of treatment is

taken up, little being taken for granted. The editor
ha.s certainly shaken our views upon the superiority
of the infusion of digitalis over the tincture, and ac-
counts for the lack of definite results from the latter
preparation by explaining that the real equivalent of
the ordinary dose of the infusion is seldom made u.se of
when the tincture is employed, viz., about 45 minims.
The work is well illustratcHl by case histories, charts,

plates and tracings, and is in every way worthy of the
name of its experienced authors and collaborators.

ABSTRACTS FROM CURRENT MEDICAL
LITERATURE

Chicago has resumed enforcement of the anti-spitting

ordinance. February 24 twenty-one men, who had
been arrested in the down-town districts for spitting

on sidewalks and platforms were found guilty and fined

$1 and costs each .—The Chicaejo Medical Recorder.

Enough attention is not paid in some of the north-

western towns to the practice patent medicine dis-

tributors have of sowing samples broadcast on the

doorsteps of the people. In .some cities ordinances

exist against this ])ractice, but elsewhere the public

sentiment has not been sufficiently stirred to enact

local legislation against it. Pills, powders and herbs

are frequently scattere<l over the porches and door-

steps, and because of the brightness of the preparations

and their aromatic flavor children regard them as

candj- and do themselves great injuiy by eating tbem.

Such drugs as acetanilid, morphin, cocain and strych-

nin, are contained in many of these preparations,

deftly concealed l>eneath the sugar coating. Perhaps if

we had women in our city councils they would take

more interest in ])reventing this evil than is now taken

by the men, who, presumably, have things of greater

moment to discuss and consider .—Medical Sentinel.

The H.xu.m of Coxtract Practice.—The question is

of special interest to the young practitioner who knows

nothing of the trials about to confront him and who
thinks that the perplexities of diagnosis and treatment

constitute his real difficulties. Notwithstanding care-

ful preparation, the young jiractitioner finds the mim-
l)er of his patients in inverse ratio to his expectations.

On investigation he learns that various fellow prac-

titioners are under contract with corporations, lodges

and fraternal societies, to treat the employes or mem-
bers, or even tbe whole families of members, at a

ridiculously low price .—Wisconsin Medical Journal.
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THE HISTORY, CAUSES AXD PREVEX-
TIOX OF TUBERCULOSIS.*

M. Ravdin, M.D.

EVANSVILLE, IND.

“Look up and not down.
Look forward and not back,
Look out and not in, and lend a hand.”—Rev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale.

In the distant past, in the days of our ances-

tors, when tlie science of medicine was pure em-

piricism and hygiene in its early infancy, the lot

of the consumptive was, indeed, a wretched and

hopeless one. Very little if anything was known
in those early days of the cause of tuberculosis or

of its various effects upon the system. All efforts

to cure or relieve the conditions were, in the light

of our present knowledge, imperfect and barren

of satisfactory results. The consumptive saw

before him naught but misery. The death war-

rant was signed and it remained only for “Father

Time” to execute it. As we advanced in knowl-

edge, step hy step, slowly but surely, the great

searchlight of modern methods of research and

laboratory investigation has broken through the

clouds of superstition, ignorance and uncertainty.

The last remnant of obscurity, so far as the real

cause of consumption was concerned, melted

away when Prof. Robert Koch discovered in

1882 the bacillus named after him and proved it,

to the satisfaction of the scientific world, to be

the only real cause of tuberculosis.

Professor Koch’s epoch-making discovery

brought hope and a new lease on life for the

pulmonary invalids. This faint ray of hope has
continued to grow brighter, wider and stronger

as modern medical research has advanced upon

* Read by invitation before the “Monday Night Club"
on March 3, 1908. Published by request of the “Monday
Night Club.”

its triumphal march. The cause once known, the

disciples of Hippocrates have set to work to find

effective weapons with which to fight it success-

fully. Hundreds, nay thousands, of the noblest

and brainiest of our profession have enlisted in

this volunteer army against the white plague,

and many illustrious names from all civilized

nations have covered themselves with glory on the

silent battlefield. Great, indeed, were the dis-

coveries in the field of pathology, bacteriologv,

and chemistiy, and we now have effective weap-
ons with which to stay the deadly march of the

white plague, and if not absolutely to cure but
control tuberculosis.

Science has spoken. It remains now for our

national, state and municipal governments to

jirovide the moans for the execution and applica-

tion of the remedy. It becomes the duty of or-

ganized society to demand the enactment of

proper legislation and its proper enforcement.

While the majority of tuberculous patients will

only too gladly carry out all necessary precau-

tions, the minority will continue to perpetuate

the disease through poverty and ignorance, and
for these few we must have laws and regulations,

hospitals and sanitariums, where they can be

under official control for their own welfare and
for the good of the community.

The necessity for state and municipal institu-

tions for consumptives becomes at once apparent

when we remember that hundreds of human lives

are daily sacrificed to this moloch in our own
dear country. This grim reaper selects the ma-
jority of its victims from among those in the

prime of youth and early maturity, those whom
the world needs most, those who have everything

to live for and to whom life means most. Think
of the numberless homes broken up, the widowed
young wives, the motherless children, the home-
less orphans, left to shift for themselves as best

they can, with probably the seeds of consumption
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planted in tlieir lun.trs. I'hink of the army o(

such children growing np without the tender care

of a loving mother, without wholesome home in-

fluences. But it seems to me that the world has

become accustomed to the j>resence of tubercu-

losis, for society does not respond as it should to

the appeal for aid with which to fight this grim

reaper. But for all this, sanitary and medical

sciences will win the battle. The time will come

when tuljerculosis will be not only preventable

but curable also. The seeds are planted and by

the end of the twentieth century the white plague

will, veil nigh, be eradicated. Two centuries

hence tuberculosis will only be known in history,

as are now the great plagues of the middle ages.

To speed the day of this millenium we all must

work together, we must look forward and not

back, and lend a hand.

iriSTOUY.

The ancient ])hysicians had no knowledge of

I idjerculosis ii; its ])resent sense, although the

disease must have existed since man became a

social being and lived in close communities.’ The

ancient physicians wore familiar with only the

outward ])henomcna of the disease which mani-

fest themselves in the later stages, such as pro-

gressive emaciation, expectoration of pus, etc.

Hippocrates (400 B. C.) taught that the dis-

ease was due to suppuration and ulceration of the

lungs. Some of the Greek physicians recognized

phthisis, as they called the disease, to he infec-

tious. Celsus (50 A. D.) held that phthisis was

due to lack of proper nutrition, poverty and

chronic diseases, conditions which we now recog-

nize as being predisposing factors only. Aritaeus,

the Cappadocian (50 A. 1).), left a description

of the consumptive, which can hardly he im-

proved upon in the present day. Ilis treatment

Mas mainly hygienic and dietetic. Some of his

recommendations, says M'hittaker. read as though

Mi-itten yesterday. For instance, he ordered per-

fect rest, annointing the l)ody M'ith oil, outdoor

life, sea voyages, eggs in plenty, and milk.

Galen (150 A. D.) rc>cognized the value of fresh,

pure and dry mountain air for the phthisical pa-

tient, and sent his patients to dry climates and

to Mount Vesuvius. For fourteen hundred years

after Galen we may discover nothing neu' added

to the knoM-ledge of phthisis. The teachings of

the ancient Grecian fathers Mere accepted by all

physicians during the middle ages. Thus M'e find

that the most learned Arabian physician, Avicena

(1037), M'hile he had “definite ideas regarding

1. The earliest mention of tiiherculosis we find in the

lUhie : ix>viticus 2ii :ll! and Deuteronomy 2S :22.

the infectivity of tuberculosis,” added little to

the knowledge of its cause; nor did the learned

•Jewish jihysician Closes ben Maimon or Maimo-
nides (1135 A. D.), Mith all the advantages he

jiossessed in the jtostmortem inspection of the

bodies of animals killed for food, according to

llie rabbinical code.

l.et us jiause for a feu' moments to inquire into

the cause for the stagnation of medical advance

in the dark ages. Says Huber: “During the

diirk ages Europe M’as essentially dominated by a

theology M'hich re()uired absolute submission and

adherence to the teaching that plagues and epi-

demics M ere visitations of an angry God, and that

the tendency of this theology M’as to suppress a

rational investigation of the causes of disease,

such investigation being held to be a sort of

sacrilege, as if, indeed, a just and merciful God
M’ould cruelly torture and destroy his oMn crea-

tions, M’hich must appear to an Omnipotent
Creator so pathetically helpless ; as if reason and
the ascertainment of knoM’ledge M’ere not states

of the human mind, as essentially God given as

any other, to be employed as conscientiously as

any other ; as if the use of these M’holesome facul-

ties M’ere in any M’ay incompatible M’ith the pos-

session and exercise of the deepest religious sense.

Thus it Mas that many millions of lives M’ere de-

.-t roved mIucIi might otheruise have been saved.”

After the Benaissance conditions changed to

the better. The study of anatomy l)ecame possi-

ble and dissections M’ere permitted. In the mid-

dle of the seventeenth century, tubercles or

nodules Mere found in the lungs and first de-

scribed. Sylvius (IfiSO) Mas the first to discover

that these tubercles break down, soften in. their

center, and form pus, hut he believed the tuber-

cles to he glands in the lungs M’hich undergo dis-

eased processes. Morton (1G89) taught that

])hthisis Mas due to hardening or induration of

the lung tissue and tubercles. Mangetus (1700)

first discovered a case of general tuberculosis.

M’ith dissemination of the minute nodules in the

lungs, liver, spleen, kidneys, mesenteric glands,

etc. Time Mill not permit me to revicM’ the

labor of Willis, Bonnett, Dessault, Sydenham,

Boerhave. and his pupil Avenbregger, the dis-

coverer of percussion of the chest, nor of the

illustrious Italian anatomists, Valsalva and Mor-

gagni. In 1785 Stark and Feed recognized the

true value and significance of the minute tubercle

and shoM’ed that Sylvius erred in assuming that

the tubercles M’ere glands in the lungs. The

first half of the nineteenth century furnishes an

interesting chapter in the history of tuberculosis.

.Vmong the many investigators of that period M’e

find two. Bayle and Laennec, standing in the
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foreground and illuminating Mitli floods of light

the 3'et obscure horizon of jiatholog}’.

Bayle (1803-1810), finding the tubercle de-

posits in almost every organ of the body, includ-

ing the larynx, considered them not as accidents

or curiosities, but as real deposits of the same

disease. He was the first to name the small

nodules ‘‘miliary tubercles’’ and was the first to

demonstrate that the tuberculous deposit is not

the result of other diseases, but that it is a dis-

tinct pathologic entity, a distinct disease. Bayle

then descrilied, as Whittaker puts it, “the dead

facts of the disease,” but he knew of no signs by

which the presence of the tubercle deposit in the

lung of a living person could be detected before

pus expectoration began, and fever set in, and it

remained tor the great clinician, Laennec, in

1819, by his discovery of auscultation of the

lungs, to enable the recognition of the disease in

its earlier stages. From that time on tubererfio-

sis became the battle ground for pathologists,

some affirming, others denying the observations

of Bayle and Laennec and their pujrils. It is

remarkable that such prominent men as Boki-

tansky, Lebert, Beinhardt, Addison, and the il-

lustrious pathologist, Virchow, stood opposed to

the truth as taught by Bayle and Laennec.

In 1865 Yillcmin appeared on the arena. Yil-

Icniin discovered that tuberculosis may be trans-

mitted from men to animals by inoculation. 11 is

experiments were made on rabliits, guinea-pigs,

and cats. The animal inoculated recovered from
the local wound quickly, l)ut when killed a month
or so later tubercles wore found in the lungs,

pleura, [)eritoneum, and intestines. Control

experiments of inoculation Avith ])us from ab-

scesses and ulcers showed no trace of tuberculous

deposits. Hence, Yillemin rightly concluded

“that tul)erculosis is a specific disease; that it is

inoculable; that it may be successfully trans-

mitted from man to animals.” Therefore, “the

disease arises either by accidental inoculation, bvv

direct contagion, or, finally, lyv germs suspended

in the air or contained in the tul)crcu!ous mat-

ter.” The last statement, says Wliittaker, Yille-

min made “as if illuminated Iav a flash of in-

spiration.” The committee ai)pointcd by the

Baris Academy of Medicine to investigate the

claims of Yillemin and his methods confirmed

all his conclusions. ISleA’erthcless the battle with

pen and ink, in the laboratoiy, at the bedside,

and lecture hall continued unabated until Tap-
peiner and Conheim (1878-1880), after years of

experiments and arduous labor, again confirmed
Yillemin’s observations and conclusions.

In the meantime other investigators began the

search for the specific cause of the genesis of the

tubercles, tor the specific animal or vegetable

germ, and in 1883 Prof. Eobert Koch startled the

whole world by his brilliant and epoch-making

discovery of the slender bacillus of tuberculosis

or “bacillus Kochii.” Professor Koch presented

the results of his memorable Avork before the

I’hysiological Society in Berlin on March 24,

1882, under the title of “The Aetiolog}' of Tuber-

culosis.” The communication Avas published

April 10 of the same year in the Berliner

Klinische Wochensclirift. April 26, 1882, Prof.

Koch delivered a lecture before the Congress of

Internal Medicine at ’Wiesbaden. In this lecture,

Koch dAvelt at length on the points Avhich led

up to his final discovery of the real and only

cause of tuberculosis. Koch Avon for himself a

golden memorial tablet in the hall of fame of

medical history. In the ages to come the memory

of him and his Avork Avill stand out as an inde-

structible monument and Avill be an incentive to

the aspiring bacteriologist.

CAUSES OF TUBERCULOSIS.

The factors involved in the production of tu-

berculosis are the same as in most infectious dis-

t'ases, namely, predisposing, favoring or indirect

and exciting, direct and specific. The predispos-

ing factors are those Avhich loAver our vitality or

resisting poAver, make us more or less vulnerable

and thus favor the action of the specific factor.

Among the predisposing factors Ave may mention

ago, sex, race, heredity, previous diseases, vicious

habits, poverty, unhygienic surroundings, climate

and soil. We Avill discuss them in order of their

imjAortance.

Age.—At the extremes of human life, old age

and childhood, there is a greater jAredisposition

to disease. In both instances the resistance is

loAV. Children sutt'er more than adults from tu-

berculosis of the h'mph glands (scrofula), bones

and joints, the spine (Pott’s disease), perito-

neum, and the covering membranes of the brain,

while pulmonary and laryngeal tuberculosis is

seen more often in the adult. But children Avho

contract tuberculosis of the lung succumb to it

more readily than adults. Old people very seldom

contract prdmonary consumption.

Sex.—Certain periods and conditions in a

Avoman’s life make her more vulnerable, hence

more prone to infection, but under favorable con-

ditions of life and surroundings, no AA'omen are

more liable to contract the disease than men.

In crowded tenement districts Avith their ever-

present filth, AA’omen are more exposed to the

disease, because they are more closely confined at

home.
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Race.—People in a primitive state of life when

brought under the influence of civilization are

very prone to tuberculosis, a fact observed among
the American Indians, negroes, and Eskimos.

According to Harris and Millard, cited by Huber_

tuberculosis does not occur on tlie west coast of

Africa nor in the African interior, except when
brought there by white people. The American

Indian was almost free from tuberculosis as

long as he spent most of his life in the open

hunting ground, ate his com and venison and

drank only pure fresh water. As soon as he be-

came accustomed to “fire water,” introduced to

him by the white trader or trapper, as soon as he

learned the bad habits, not the good, of the pale

face, in short, as soon as he became only semi-

civilized, the red man began to furnish victims to

the “white plague.”

Before the Civil War, tuberculosis was rare

among the negroes
;
now they furnish a large

number of consumptives. Professor Osier found

among 427 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis at

the Johns Hopkins Hospital, for the two years

ending June 1, 1891, 41 cases among the colored,

while Kodman, as cited by Anders, states that

tuberculosis is twice as common in the colored

as in the white race.

The effect of tuberculosis on white people can

best be studied in the large American cities, be-

cause of the cosmopolitan character of the popu-

lation, as well as on account of the overcrowded

tenement districts. In studying the statistical

data of American observers in the large eastern

cities, I find that the highest mortality from

consumption is among the Irish and Bohemians

;

that Americans of native parentage furnish a

comparatively small percentage, and that the

lowest death rate from consumption is among the

Jews. In the statistical data of European ob-

.servers, we again find the lowest death rate from

consumption among the Jews. How can we ac-

count for this phenomenon? Mliat factors are

there in the life or in the racial make-up of the

Jew that protect him from the “white plague”?

To say that the poor Jews in the crowded tene-

ment districts of the large eastern cities, espe-

cially the lower east side of Hew York, live in

better hygienic surroundings and are more sani-

tary than other people would be unfair, indeed.

The personal hygiene of the very poor Jews in

Hew York, Philadelphia, etc., is certainly not to

be commended. I had occasion to observe this

in the various dispensaries and out-patient de-

partments of the large hospitals in Hew York

and Philadelphia. The air they breathe in the

tenements and workshops, to say the least, is

vitiated and full of dust
;
in the streets the air is

not much better; they work very hard and so do

their young children to help keep the wolf from

the door of the family; “their lungs expand very

poorly,” says Huber; “they have no chests.”

Their invalids and old people do not return to

the old country home to live and to die as do peo-

ple of other nationalities; they come to live and

to die in this land of freedom and liberty. Per-

secuted in Bussia and Eoumania, they come here

for a permanent home, as my worthy friend. Rev.

Dr. Merrit, said. Mliat, then, is the cause of the

low mortality from consumption among the

Jews? We may explain this phenomenon in the

term, “soberness of life.” The Jewish people,

while not exponents of the temperance propa-

ganda, are nevertheless temperate. They have

no drink problems to solve; they consume alco-

holic beverages in strict moderation, and this is

an important factor, indeed, for the preservation

of health. With very rare exceptions they obey

to the letter the dietary laws of Moses. The

meat they eat must be “Kosher,” which term

signifies “fit and clean.” Meat is “Kosher” only

when derived from a healthy animal of the order

of ruminants—they that both “divide the hoof

and chew the cud.” The animal is slaughtered

for food purposes in the manner prescribed by

the rabbinical code and a postmortem examina-

tion is made by an experienced official, who re-

jects as “trepha” or unfit such meat as is likely

to be diseased. Animals killed in the chase and

which have, therefore, undergone fatigue and

suffering are also excluded. “That fatigue and

suffering produce toxins or poisons in the meat

of such an animal is a well-established fact of

modern medicine.” The Jews cook the meats

well and very seldom eat pork, which is likely to

be tuberculous. Those of you who read Sinclair’s

“Jungle” will admit that but very few people

are so well protected from diseased meat as are

the Jews. The milk they drink is mostly boiled,

and, last but not least, they must have acquired

an immunity from tuberculosis during the forty

centuries of their continued existence as a race.

Heredity.—In looking over the literature re-

garding the influence of heredity upon the de-

velopment of tuberculosis, we come upon a varia-

tion of opinion. Thus evidence of the direct

transmission of the disease from parent to off-

spring is brought forth by some, while others

claim that the parent may confer a total im-

munity to the disease upon the offspring. How-

ever, the majority of observers agree that what

the child does inherit is a weakened constitution

and the tendency to the disease. Huber describes

certain signs by which this hereditary tendency to

tuberculosis may be manifested. He groups them
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collectively under the tenn “scrofulous tempera-

ment.” “The scrofulous child,” says he, “has a

pallid skin and flabby flesh
;
there is often chronic

blepharitis (lid disease)
;
phlectenuloe (a disease

of the eye) are frequent; there are nasopharyn-

geal adenoids and enlarged tonsils, so that these

children are mouth-breathers, starved for oxygen.

There are tedious inflammations of the mucous

membranes—cor}^za—congested and unhealthy

throats and bronchitis rebellious to treatment

;

there are persistent adenitis, the lymph glands

become large and remain so; there is a sluggish

turbid metabolism. All together there is evi-

dence of a radical nutritive disturbance. Besides

struma, we And thoracic malformation, narrow

chests, lacking in depth, projecting shoulder

blades, and small respiratory muscles.”

Huber gives here a true picture of the mouth-

breathing child, which we often see in our con-

sulting rooms, and, while these manifestations

may be due to hereditarv' influences of some sort,

I must disagree with him on the kind. I have

had under my professional care just such chil-

dren, whose parents and grandparents, on both

sides, were free from tuberculosis, lues, or any

other functional, pathologic, or anatomic stig-

mata. The fact is that nasopharyngeal adenoids

interfere materially with normal respiration

through the nose, which organ filters, moistens

and warms the air as it passes through it on its

way to the lungs. Mouth-breathers inhale, there-

fore, cold, dr}’, dust and germ-laden air, and thus

the tissues of the deeper respiratory passages be-

come more vulnerable. The delicate, membran-
ous walls of the air vesicles in the lung become
thickened, due to constant irritation and perfect

oxygenation of the blood is interfered with. The
child starves for the want of oxygen, and in time

the other signs described by Huber manifest

themselves, due directly to the lack of the blood-

purifying, tissue-animating, and life-giving oxy-

gen. By timely removal of the growth and
proper systemic treatment the majority of such

children recover perfect health.

As to adenoids and enlarged tonsils being a

manifestation of some sort of a dyscrasia we all

agree, of course, but as to their always being an

evidence of hereditary transmission of tuberculo-

sis or lues I must emphatically protest. How-
ever, it must be borne in mind that such children

are certainly very susceptible to tuberculosis and
infections in general.

Acute diseases, as typhoid fever, pneumonia,
pleurisy, whooping cough, influenza, measles, and
some of the chronic diseases, especially diabetes,

greatly predispose the afflicted to tuberculosis.

The tissues of the organs of respiration are pre-

pared by the previous disease for the reception

and implantation of the tubercle bacilli; espe-

cially is this true of la grippe.

Occupation .—The influence of occupation as a

predisposing factor in the causation of tuberculo-

sis is very great, indeed, but I must refrain- from

a thorough discussion of the subject for lack of

time and space. Stated in general terms, I will

say that persons who work in dust-laden atmos-

pheres, in crowded, badly lighted and illy ven-

tilated rooms, who are exposed to irritating

chemical gases, tobacco and marble dust, and
those whose occupations require a stooping con-

strained position are greatly predisposed to the

disease. People who spend their leisure time in

the worship of Bacchus and Venus also show ven'

little Resistance to tuberculosis.

Climate and Soil .—Humidity of the soil and

abundant atmospheric moisture increase the

prevalence of tuberculosis. It is especially met
with in regions where protracted cold and damp-
ness prevail. Osier says that this “increased in-

cidence is most probably associated with a height-

ened vulnerability due to an increased tendency

to catarrhal affections of all kinds.” Dry and

mountainous regions are noteworthy for freedom

from the disease. We need not discuss povert}’

and unhygienic surroundings. Most of us are

familiar from our daily professional and charit-

able work with these two weakening factors.
^

THE SPECIFIC CAUSE OF TUBERCULOSIS.
''

The Germ .—The bacillus of tuberculosis is a

slender, rod-shaped, slightly curved, non-motile,

vegetable micro-organism, about 1/10,000 of an

inch long, and 1/25,000 of an inch wide. It is

an “'acid fast” organism, because when stained it

resists the decolorizing action of acids. It repro-

duces itself very rapidly by fission
;

it is best cul-

tivated in the laborator}’ in sterilized blood serum,

at the tem^perature of the human body; it is de-

stroyed in boiling water in four minutes, but it is

not affected by drying or freezing.

The tubercle bacilli usually enter the human
system through the mucous membranes of the

respiratory or alimentary tract, resulting in local-

ized or general tuberculosis. Infection through a

local skin wound may also occur, resulting mostly

in local skin tuberculosis or lupus, but the infec-

tion may be carried from the local skin wound by
the lymphatics to neighboring lymph glands and
thence be disseminated through the system.

Xo tissue or organ of the animal body is ex-

empt from tuberculosis, but the lungs seem to be

more often the site of this disease. In maturity

and old age the lungs usually become involved

when tuberculosis is present anywhere in the
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body. This fact is known as “Louis’ law.” The
germs reach the lungs in various ways by direct

inhalation of dust-laden air containing tubercle

bacilli, by M-ay of the bronchial glands to the

thoracic duct, the right lymphatic duet, the right

heart and, finally, the lung; by way of the stom-

ach, intestines, lacteals, thoracic duct, right heart

and, finally, the lung; by primary infection of

one or both tonsils
;
the germs are then carried

through the ceiwical lymphatics, and by connect-

ing branches direct to the lung, as recently dem-

onstrated hy Dr. llobertson, of Chicago, whose

paper on this sul)ject is very interesting and in-

structive, indeed.

In this manner most probably a large per cent,

of pulmonary tuberculosis is brought about.

The tubercle bacillus is ubiquitous and ver\^

tenacious to life; it is found chiefly in the spu-

tum of consumptives and more or less in all tu-

berculous lesions; it is also found sometimes in

the mouth, pharynx, nose and accessory,sinuses

of apparently healthy individuals, who are daily

closely associated with consumptives.

7’he sputum of tuberculous patients is harmless

as long as it is moist, l)ut as soon as it becomes

dry it flies in the air in the form of dust, teeming

with myriads of bacilli and ultimately settles

upon furniture, floors, walls, draperies, bric-a-

brac of the rooms occupied l)y the consumptive,

and from these jilaces it is conveyed back to the

air l)y the lu’oom, the wall brush and feather

duster. In the streets dry sputum is rapidly

distril)uted far and wide, and may settle upon

non-protected foodstuffs, as milk, meat, veget-

ables, fruit, etc.

On entering the jierfectly healthy animal body

the germs have to contend against a group of

natural protective agencies, as the circulating

fluids, certain Avandoring and certain fixed cells

which possess germ-destroying properties. The

l)attle for supremacy begins and the germs are

destroyed before they have time to multiply and

exert their pernicious activity. These natural

defences are collectively termed “vital force or

vital resistance.” If the animal or human body

is in a state of lowered resistance because of

fatigire, previous diseases, various excesses, bad

hygienic surroundings, etc., the germs are the

victors and man, the pinnacle of creation, falls a

prey to the subtle vegetable micro-organism.

PREVEXTIOX OF TUBERCULOSIS.

The battle against tuberculosis is a fight against

social misery and the tubercle bacillus.—Prof. Caille.

In attempting to solve the ever-present prob-

lem, “How to prevent and eradicate tuberculo-

sis,” one must bear in mind the modes of propa-

gation of the disease, the factors wliich help to

])crpetuate it, and the source of the germs, the

consumptive. Logically, then, we may ask what
can we do or what shall u-e do for the consum])-

tive to cure him, if possible, and, if not, how can

we make his presence hannless to the community
and how can we protect healthy individuals from
contracting the disease.

The most effective single reform for the pre-

vention of this disease is unquestionably the pro-

vision of well-lighted and ventilated dwellings

for the poor of the great cities and, to some ex-

tent, in our own city. “As long as the poor of

the great cities,” says M'ainwright, “will live

huddled together like animals, in insanitary,

badly ventilated dwellings, just so long wdll the

disease originate and spread.” Hence, the phil-

anthropist who will provide dwellings that per-

mit the ingress to every room, hallway and cellar,

of plenty of fresh air and sunlight, dwellings

provided with a good water supply, and drainage,

will have half solved the problem of prevention of

tuberculosis. The home or the house has been

named “the granary of the tubercle bacillus out-

side its host.” Flick said : “Were it not for the

house, this germ would soon have to perish.”

Overcrowding, bad light, and vitiated air are its

friends; sunlight, fresh air, and water its natural

enemies. Exposed to the open air the bacilli will

live, but lose its virulence; exposed to the sun-

light they live but a short time; but protected

from both in the house, covered up hy dust and
dirt, the bacilli live on for a considerable length

of time. How long, I do not know, but certainly

long enough to find new victims.

Xext in imjiortance is the personal hygiene of

the tenants. The shocking condition which we
too often see among the very poor need not be de-

scribed. It is too dauk a picture. Most of you

are familiar with these conditions from your

charitable work. The utter neglect and violation

of the rudimentary principles of personal hygiene

are due in some families to real poverty, in others

lo real laziness, indifference and ignorance, and

occasionally to prolonged sickness of the wife and

mother. To better these conditions we need not

only well directed charity, but we need also a

camjiaign of education. We must patiently and

kindly teach the poor people, enlighten them,

and when they will learn to apply the principles

of hygiene to their homes and themselves the

benefit will soon be apparent to the entire com-

munity in the lessened mortality from tuberculo-

sis.

There are other preventable conditions to at-

tract our attention. The sins of commission and

omission are manifold, and child labor is one of
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thoin. Alcoholism is another ]>otent, preventable

factor in the propagation of tuberculosis. Some
of the French physicians claim that it is the most

potent factor, but, to be mild and perhaps just,

we will say, with Dr. Wainwright, that “alcohol-

ism is a fruitful factor of consumption by lower-

ing the vitality of its victims who usually drink

because they are poor and are poor because they

drink.” But I do not refer to the ordinate, occa-

sional use of mild alcoholic beverages, which to

some people seem to be distinctly beneficial, but I

refer to the inordinate, excessive consumption of

strong alcoholic beverages, which convert man
into an animal and which bring poverty, misery,

and so many family disruptions.

To remove this fruitful cause of consumption,

we must apply educational methods, not repres-

sive legislation. The pulpit and the press, as-

sisted by the medical ju'ofession and by judicious

municipal legislation, which we now have, will

do more toward the eradication of this enervat-

ing, degrading, tuberculosis-predisposing factor

than will all blue laws. The Young Men’s Chris-

tian Association is doing excellent work in this

direction by providing innocent games, healthy

recreation, popidar lectures upon all phases of

human life and conduct, intermixed with free

concerts, where young and old can spend their

leisure hours in wholesome and uplifting sur-

roundings. d'he same is done by the dewish

Educational Alliance in the large cities and the

various branches of the Young Men’s Hebrew
Association.

THE I’L'ULIC SCHOOLS.
•

Tuberculosis in the puldic schools of the

smaller cities does not exist to any great extent.

But 1 have reason to believe that it does exist to

some e.xtent. Tlie state owes to our children

mor(> than a mere mental education; it must be

their guardian and physical protector during

school hours. When we consider that the rising

generation, the future citizenship, is our coun-

try's ho])e and defense, it is clear that not only

must their mental and moral training be wisely

conducted, but gn>at care must be exercised to

guard them from contracting disease in school.

Hence, when a tuberculous child is discovered he

should Ije removed from school immediately for

two reasons : first, l)ccause the healthy children

and teachers must be ]>rotected from the dis-

ease, and, second, l)ecaiise the tubei’culous child

must be placed under favorable conditions for a

cure. A tul)orculous child attending school will

not only infect other children, l)ut it must ulti-

mately forfeit its own life for an education.

Consumptives should not be employed or re-

tained as school teachers, hut to be fair and just

we must demand that teachers who have con-

tracted tuberculosis in the public service should

be pensioned and thus enabled to live under con-

ditions favorable for a cure or at least spend the

Ijalance of their lives in moderate comfort. The
drinking water in the public schools should be

clear and wholesome, and the common drinking

cups should be discouraged. The sale of non-

disinfected, second-hand school books should be

discouraged. The germ of tuberculosis and othei'

disease-producing bacteria may be found on the

dusty pages of a second-hand book.

Smoking for young boys is a pernicious habit,

cspeciallij the use of the cigarette. It predisposes

to tul)erculosis by lowering the vitality of the

l)ody and by irritating the respiratory mucous

membranes. Children having nasopharyngeal

adenoids and enlarged tonsils should have them
removed and thus be enabled to breathe properly

through the nose, which is essential to good

health. The itrinciples of modern sanitation

should be rigorously enforced in public buildings,

schools, theaters, hotels, railway stations, etc. The
janitors of such buildings should be instructed

in a class by the sanitary officer in the proper

methods of ventilation, sweeping, and dusting of

the rooms in their charge. Dry dusting and

sweeping should be discouraged. The dry spu-

tum l;ecomes thereby mixed with the dust and

forms an active source of infection. The feather

duster should be banished. All furniture, ])ic-

tures, bric-a-brac, etc., shoidd be wiped clean

with a moist cloth.

The anti-spitting ordinance has benefited

many communities and it will benefit us also.

The public should demand that sleeping cars,

steamboat and steamship cabins and staterooms

shoidd be frequently disinfected, and the bed

linen changed every time the berth has been occu-

pied l)y a passenger. The existing state laws re-

garding sanitation in factories and workshops
should be enforced. IMany are the victims of the

white plague .that contracted the disease while

working at dust-producing occupations, in badly

lighted, ill-ventilated factories and workshops.

(’onsumptives should not be emplo^'ed in any
capacity where the handling of foodstuffs is re-

quired. Consumptives should be properly in-

structed how to dispose of their expectoration ac-

cording to sanitary methods. A consumptive need

not l)e shunned; his mere breath is not infec-

tious, but children should Ije kept away from
them, for the kiss of a loving consumptive j:)arent

may be the death warrant of the child.
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There should be a strict supervision of the

milk supply of the cities. The cows from which

the milk comes must be healthy and certainly

free from tuberculosis. Until we are assured of

this the only safeguard is the use of pasteurized

or sterilized milk. If you will take the trouble

to consult the reports issued from time to time

by the Bureau of Animal Industry of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture, you will see that

the danger is not overestimated. Xotwithstand-

ing the announcement of Professor Koch in

1901, that in his opinion human and bovine or

cattle tuberculosis are two different diseases, the

consensus of opinion among scientists and inves-

tigators in various countries is that people, espe-

cially children, may become infected with tuber-

cirlosis from cattle. Cows having advanced tu-

berculosis will secrete milk containing myriads

of tubercle bacilli.

It is, therefore, evident that milk is an impor-

tant medium for the transmission of tuberculosis.

Then, again, milk may become contaminated with

the germs in various other ways, by particles of

dirt, manure, from dust in the air or from in-

fective particles on the hands of the milker or

other dair}^ attendants. It is self-evident that

butter, cream, cheese and ice cream may contain

and convey the germs to the consumer, the same

as the original milk, plus those that may gain

access into the milk products through unclean

manipulation.

Only certified milk and meat should be bought

and the same should be well cooked.

A superficial sterilization of fruit and veget-

ables which are to be eaten uncooked may be

effected by dipping them in boiling water for five

or ten seconds.

THE PREVEXTIOX OE TDBERCOLOSIS.

Xo problem before our nation at present com-

pares in gravity and magnitude to the problem

of the possible prevention of tuberculosis. Law-

son’s “system of frenzied finance”
;

the trust

question, the cyclic money market disturbances,

the public service corporation question, are insig-

nificant when compared to tire question of how

can we prevent tuberculosis and blot it from the

face of the earth. It is now twenty-five years

since the scientific world learned to know the

real cause of tuberculosis, the specific germ.

Year by year have we studied its morphology and

mode of entrance into the human body. A"ear

by year have we discovered and recommended

new weapons with which to fight it successfully,

and still it exists.

In the year 1899, seven years after the discov-

ery of the tubercle bacillus. 246.000 human be-

ings died from pulmonary tuberculosis in the

United States. After eighteen more years of con-

stant investigation and application of preventive

measures, we succeeded in reducing the mortality

from this disease to 150,000, a fairly good show-

ing. The European countries did no better,

Eussia hardly as well. But we, the grandest na-

tion on the earth, ought to do better. Is it the

fault of the medical profession? Xo, indeed.

The average American physician is just as pro-

gressive and self-sacrificing as any of his brethren

anywhere in the *world. America has been the

cradle of many important medical discoveries.

The American physician does not only heal the

sick, but he teaches people how to be well and

stay well, and while teaching preventive medicine

he reduces his revenue from the practice of his

profession
;

nevertheless, he continues in this

noble work for the welfare of humanity. Medi-

cal men, with few exceptions, always stood ready

by precept and example, by word and deed, to

help humanity rid itself of preventable diseases.

Many a well-trained, well-informed and ambiti-

ous young medical man gave his life to this noble

cause. The same may be said of the allied pro-

fession of nursing. When I see young women,

after years of study and toil in a general hos-

pital, dedicate their lives to the nursing of con-

sumptives, I can not but admire their self-sacri-

ficing devotion to the victims of the “white

plague.” Xo, indeed, it is not the fault of the

medical profession that tuberculosis still con-

sumes annually the lives of 150,000 human be-

ings which God made in his own image. It is

the fault of our national and state legislators and

the public in general, who are in a sort of leth-

argy in regard to tuberculosis.

As I said before, we have become accustomed

to the presence of tuberculosis. It has been with

mankind so long that its presence is looked upon

as a matter of course. We need an universal

awakening to the dangers of the presence and

pernicious activity of this subtle germ. We need

a Xational Board of Health, the head of which

should be a cabinet officer, clothed with ample

power and provided with plenty of money to

carrv on an active campaign against preventive

diseases. We need more funds for our state

boards of health. We need national and state

sanitariums, situated in suitable localities for

ciirable consumptives and retreats for incurable

ones. We need this far more than monumental

national, state and municipal buildings, and while

we worship God in monumental cathedrals,

churches and synagogues thousands of His chil-

dren die from consumption, a preventable dis-

ease. for lack of funds with which to fight this
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grim reaper. Xo, the medical profession does

its duty and does it M'ell. It is man's indiffer-

ence to man that keeps the germ of tuberculosis

alive. It is the nation, the state and society that

must do its duty now. Here is a problem that

philanthropically inclined millionaires can best

help solve. Here is an opportunity for them to

immortalize themselves on the pages of human
history. Here they have the opportunity to erect

for themselves far more lasting monuments than

libraries and university buildings.

Happily the awakening has begun. State hos-

pitals and sanitariums are springing up -all over

the country. Our own state is about to erect a

hospital for curable consumptives, and the time

may be near Avhen the Xational Congress will

take the matter in its own hands and solve the

problem. And while waiting for better interna-

tional, national and state laws for prevention of

tuberculosis let us not l)e idle. Let us engage

the attention and sympathy to this cause of the

two greatest forces for good on earth, the two

greatest molders of human character and public

opinion, the pulpit and the press. I.et us in this

twentieth century forget racial and sectarian dif-

ferences, let us as children of a common Father
unite with bonds of a true brotherhood and sis-

terhood for a common cause : the extermination

of the “white plague.”

Let us all do our duty in our respective stations

in life to rid the world of this terrible disease,

and let us hope that a few generations of active

work will bring a harvest of golden fruit of

health and freedom from tuberculosis.

Let us look up and not down. Let us look for-

ward and not back, and lend a hand. Let us
push forward toward the noble goal set up by
Emerson

:

“And each shall care for the other,
And each to each shall bend,

To the poor a noble brother,

To the good an equal friend.”

THE GEXEUAL MAXAGEMEXT OF
TUBEllCULOSrS.*

J. Y. Weluokx, M.D.

EVANSVILLE, IXD.

The history of tuberculosis, beginning cen-

turies back and extending through all the subse-

(]uent years of our recorded knowledge, reveals to

us a scourge wliich has been constantly consum-
ing the lives of the human i-ace, while the stu-

dents of science liave been studying and fighting

* Head by invitation before the “Monday Night Club”
on March .3, 1908. Published by request of the “Monday
Night Club.”

it under many misconceived conclusions. Hip-
pocrates, four centuries B. C., had logical causes

lor tuberculosis and therefrom based his jirinci-

ples of treatment. Down the ages of time there

have been other well-grounded theories, which
have met their fate after a few centuries or de-

cades.

From all these reseax’ches many of our most
ini])ortant facts were gleaned, but now during

the last three decades progress has been so mani-
fold, compared to former years, that it seems that

ihost of them are absolute facts and are a per-

manent basis for future investigation. This gives

the present generation a grand opportunity to

decrease the million and a half annual tubercu-

losis death rate of the world.

You have heard how physicians have hereto-

lore considered this disease ultimateh' fatal, and
how many curative methods and medicines have
been lauded, until newer ones displaced them as

failures; and that it was a fact that no cure

could 1)6 made. Such conclusions, while partially

true, should no longer be entertained. I want
to emphatically say that with impressions of this

character the afflicted are inclined to drift al>out.

getting but poor treatment and less advice alxout

proper living.

Hiere is good in well-directed treatment, es-

jiecially in early cases of tuberculosis, and all pa-

tients should be receiving the care and advice of

a j)hysician. - Medicine or antitoxin could be ad-

ministered whenever indicated. In no instance

should this victim take of medicine without his

physician's instructions, because thousands of

cases have gone onward toward their doom while

taking some “sure cure” for consumption, instead

of living a life prescribed for such cases.

What is even more reprehensible is the advice

of “Christian Scientists” and “faith curists,'’

who would have the tuberculous patient to disre-

gard his disease and consider it a product of the

imagination. These imposters go unpunished by
justice for much suffering, loss of life, and familv

bereavement as the result of their teaching that

disease mav be overcome by the mind.

Xow, before leaving the subject, let me again

admonish you that to follow a prescribed course

of treatment is a part of a systematized living

and will save hundreds of people.

The present-day management is naturally di-

vided into two classes, the climatic and the home
treatment. Since the days of Hippocrates the

former has been in vogue; people the world

around have gone from one locality to another,

seeking better health. The good results of this

time-worn resource will never be contradicted.
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The change of climate brings new conditions

which are generally an improvement upon the

jjatient's original environments, and as a result

this individual improves or may become cured.

Experience teaches us that most any change of

surroundings, food and habit or duty tends to in-

vigorate healthy or sickly people. It is for this

reason that short visits or changes within the

same locality are accompanied by improvement.

In changing climate much depends upon the

altitude, the air conditions and the general sur-

roundings, for some places ai’e suitable to one

class of patients and deleterious to others. An
example of this would be a case of tuberculosis

who has heart trouble, wliich is made worse in

high altitudes.

Financial distress is the chief Ijarrier to cli-

matic changes, it l)eing iitterly impossiljle for

most people to stand such expense. i\Iost of such

patients can not even pay the transportation ex-

pense, while others have enough to keep them a

short time and later have to suffer for want and

lack of attention in a strange community. It is

distressingly true that many such patients be-

come subjects of abject poverty.

1 wish to include in this class of treatment

public and private sanatoria, because most of

them are situated in the mountains or some suit-

able climate. These institutions are so managed

as to produce improvement in most all cases.

Here patients get better medical treatment than

they can iisually get at their homes. They are

constantly under the physician's observation, for

directing medicine and watching results, for diet-

ing or forced feeding, for gauging exercise, and

for all other incidentals which are an integral

j)art of routine treatment.

Proper feeding, when scientifically conducted,

is much different from stuffing. While the most

easily digested and most nourishing food is the

paramount idea, varieties of food are necessary

because of their different chemical composition.

Exercise or physical labor are taken with great

precision, and with the idea of nourishing and

building up tissues of the body, rather than tear-

ing them down. Patients with fever should take

none, and after febrile states have passed, exer-

cise is begun, gradually increasing the amount

each day. Over-exertion, producing exhaustion,

may be deleterious in effect for a week or ten

days.

Tbo sleeping apartments are so arranged as

to give perfect sunlight ventilation by day and

outside air by night. Heat is only used for

extreme cold or to obviate dampness. Zero

weather does not prevent complete ventilation
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and at such times practically one-half to one side

wall of a room is oj)en.

Excesses or omissions of any nature are not

tolerated and all noxious habits are discouraged.

Sports and pastime pleasures come under the

strict surveillance of the rules governing exer-

cise.

Hygienic and sanitary measures are inculcated

as effectually as such studies are taught in uni-

versities. The violation of anti-spitting rules is

sufficient cause for severe chastisement, and when

repeated it often results in the expulsion of that

patient from the institution.

The general training obtained at these institu-

tions is scarcely to be had at any other place.

Some one suggests that if tuberculous patients

could spend two or three months in some sanitar-

ium they could then return home and live as con-

sumptives should live.

Tlie discussion of home treatment is of the

greatest importance, and here exists the prin-

ciples of our duties in an educational campaign

against the disease. This must necessarily be

done : 1, by promulgating the doctrine that tu-

berculosis is a communical)le, preventable and

curalde disease; 2, by disseminating the knowl-

edge concerning the means of j)revention and

cure of the disease.

As a result of such teachings the public will

be aroused to establishing home, state and na-

tional hospitals for the afflicted, and the time is

near at hand when every state will have such hos-

pitals. Our state has made its first step by the

purchase of a site for a tuberculosis hospital.

Our next legislative body must appropriate funds

with which to build and conduct the institution.

The first stej) in home treatment, when we

have no public or private institution, is to estab-

lish and maintain methods of preventing the dis-

ease. The best protection against this great white

plagiie is to observe all civic and moral sanitary

laws, and to keep the body healthy and strength

above par. This necessitates living properly,

avoiding noxious hal)its or habits of excess, and

to liave jDlenty of good food and fresh air. Check

all sources of spreading the tubercular bacilli
;

spitting is the chief source, and all people should

be tauglit to avoid tliis habit of expectorating in

public places. Tubercular patients must destroy

their sputum by antiseptics or by heat. They

must be taught and compelled to carry on streets

and in public places some container in which to

expectorate. Cups and small rubber bags are

now made for that purjjose. Expectorating in

kerchieves is a compromise and should be dis-

couraged. Spreading germs about the homes is
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the cause of the majority of cases. AVe must

make every one realize that as much care should

be taken in these cases as is practiced by the indi-

viduals of the home when they are confronted lyv

scarlet fever or smallpox. Kissing, using the

same kerchief, towels and drinking cups tend to

spread the disease, and such haliits must be dis-

carded when suspicious cases are in the house.

It would not be superfluous for every family to

fumigate their homes at housecleaning time, and

in case there are infected memljers of the family

it should be a routine ju’ocedure as often as once

or twice a month. Formalin fumigation is of the

best and is easily accomplished by any one. An
antiseptic solution of chlorinated lime, six ounces

to one gallon of water, is the best known disin-

fectant about the home. This is to he used in

cuspidors, the toilet, and for washing anything

which has been contaminated. This solution de-

stroys all germs in less than an hour.

The most successful treatment is in earlier

cases of tuberculosis, consequently an early diag-

nosis is a necessity. In all cases when people

have some continued symptoms, if not in robust

health, a thorough examination is demanded. It

is here we see the physicians’ duty of giving

thorough examinations, because this disease in its

incijiiency is not easily detected. It is also his

duty to tell this patient of the existing tubercu-

losis rather than to encourage him or her by call-

ing it bronchitis or slight catarrh. AVith few ex-

ceptions people must know when they have this

disease, so they can at once begin every jmssible

effort to ol:)tain a cure. To be sure, tact must be

used in telling this person of his dreaded sick-

ness, lest it distress Jiim unnecessarily. In turn,

the patient’s duty to the jdiysician is important.

He should be obedient and persistent in every

detail. This, I am sorry to say, is too frequently

not the case. Ko set of rules can be laid down
for all patients, because each has its exceptions.

Fresh air is good for all, and the more of it

the better; a case of tul)crculosis should have ten

hours of outside life during the day. I’liis means
out of doors, on porches, verandas or house-tops,

when riding or walking is not possible. In zero

weather one is as comfortaljle well wrapped u])

on the porch as he is indoors. Even on damp or

rainy days the closed room should not be sought.

Persons who are bedfast can be moved about for

the same treatment. I remember when visiting

the Liberty Sanitarium in the Catskilt Moun-
tains the temperature was 10 below zero, and

I saw a young lady lying on a cot on a veranda,

reading a book. Inquiring, I found her to be

perfectly comfortalde. She was well wrapped up,

had a hot water bottle to her feet, wore a hood

and mittens, and enjoyed her reading veiy much.

Slie told me that when she contracted the disease

she was living luxuriously in a furnace-heated

home, d’he change was severe to her at first, but

now she was recovering and avoided indoor air.

This case is only one of thousands. AA7 had a

patient dying of the disease in the sanitarium a

few years ago; he begged for fresh air and that

ho be
2
>ut on the porch where he could die with

ease. AVhen jnit out in the oj^en he got better,

recovered; and is still living and is strong and

robust.

Sunny air is the best, but in the city the night

air is the purest of all. Don’t be afraid of it :

one window lowered is not sufficient, one wall of

the room should be removed, virtually putting the

sleeper out of doors. The veiw fact that the tent

colonies at private sanatoria give the most cicres

is proof positive of the benefit of open-air sleep-

ing. All sorts of tents can be placed in yards,

il’liey can be placed on flat-roofed houses. Many
make a ])latform on the slanting roof and j^itch

their tent. If you have large porches very little

work is required to produce ideal open-air sleep-

ing cpiarters; the yard, however, is preferable

when convenient. Xext liest is sectioning rooms

indoors at windows, which is really opening that

portion of tlie room. AA'hy hesitate to breath pure

air when it costs you nothing? You })aj for un-

filtered and infected muddy river water, then

refuse to breath pure air which is free of charge.

The day has j^assed when jjeoj^le raise a window

about one inch and complaisantly think they

have slept in a well-ventilated room.

A'ourishment is very imjDortant; we all hear

that patients must stuff themselves. The idea is

to take plenty of food. AAliat applies to sanatoria

diet is effectual and projDer at home. The impor-

tance of the very best nourishment is paramount.

It is shockingly true, as has been lately demon-

strated in Xew York, that many hard-working

people are poorly nourished, not always because

of the lack of food but of the very inferior man-
ner of its preparation by the poor lioirsewife. I

want to commend the good work of the Salvation

Army in Xew York City. They have, in a num-
ber of instances, established rooms in some poor

tenement district and one or two of the Salvation

Army girls have devoted their time to teaching

these j50orer classes how to cook. In our mer-

cenary work we should ever have this in mind,

teaching proper cookery. There really is no ex-

cuse for ignorance of proper cooking.
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In a general eonclusion of onr snbjeet let me
again insist that the work against pulmonary

tuberculosis should be systematic and unrelent-

ing, and that it should be incorporated into state

laws and city ordinances.

(’YSTl'nS IX THE FEMALE, ITS

MEDICAL TIIEATMEXT.*

E. li. Bkakd, M.D..

LIBEKTY, IND.

Bacterial infection of the urinary bladder is so

Irequcnt and of such common occurrence that all

practitioners are interested in the subject. I

have chosen the female bladder for discussion be-

cause cystitis occurs in the female bladder more

frequenth’ than in the male, and on account of

the anatomy of the former and its urinary outlet

it admits of more thorough and more sati.sfactory

local treatment than the same organ in the male.

'riiere is no disease in the whole role of gyne-

cological medicine wliich can prove more agoniz-

ing and more debilitating than a severe ease of

chronic cystitis. Acute cystitis may be cured by

remedies early applied, or even cure itself, but

this is not true of the chronic type. The longer

the duration of the disease, particularly the more

the structural integrity of the mucous lining of

the bladder is affected, the more tedious will be

the recovery under any form of treatment, and,

indeed, in some cases nothing but an operation,

hereafter to l )0 referred to, will succeed in af-

fording relief.

When it comes to actual experience in the

treatment of this common condition in women,

the practical physician is taxed often to his ut-

most to devise the proper ])lan for the cure of

each case. And when we take into consideration

the fact tliat a severe form of this disease is apt

to spread 1)V continuity along the ureters and in-

volve the kidneys, causing an inflammation of

these important organs with its serious and often

fatal results, we are more anxious to learn all

we can of the treatment -directed to such cases,

and often the opinion of the specialist on the

subject is sought with the hope that in some way

he may be aide to suggest a means of relief to

our suffering patient.

The theoretical advice of the text-book is in-

adequate and often misleading, and the results

of experience in one case may be of no value in

another. tVe are told that cystitis is always the

result of infection, and however true this may

* Read before the Union County Medical Society, April

1. inos.
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be, nearly all cases are benefited by the use of

liichlorid of mercury.

Our success in the treatment of cystitis de-

jiends upon our finding out the particular cause

and applying the proper medication, and any

treatment which gives any hope of a large aver-

age of recoveries, or even improvements, is to be

welcomed. In considering the treatment of this

intractable disease it is well to divide it into

constitutional and local and to remember that

each of these will vary according to the cause

and characteristic of the inflammation.

We must at the outset so regulate the charac-

ter of the urine that it will cease to be an irri-

tant to the bladder. The whole body should re-

ceive attention and the excretory functions

should be stimulated and kept in an active con-

dition. Saline laxatives should be given often to

prevent constipation and straining, and any de-

rangement of the nervous system which tends to

produce an irritating urine should be investi-

gated and treated. Pain varies in degree of in-

tensity, from slight distress to the most intol-

erable anguish, and associated with pain is the

desire to pass urine every few minutes, although

the quantity passed is but a small amount and

with the most intense efforts. These two symp-

toms first brings the patient to our office, and to

relieve them is her most earnest plea.

AYhat shall we give to relieve pain? Opium
in the form of Dovers powders, or even morphia

hypodermically, may be given in order to insure

our patient a few hours rest, but these remedies

should be given by the physician only. Codein is

a safe drug to use, and one quite as efficient, and

there is less danger of deranging the dige'stive

organs and kidneys and fonning a habit through

its continued use. Often it becomes necessary to

relieve pain for months and even a year or more.

If there is frequent urination and severe tenes-

mus ten to fifteen grains of bromid of potasli

and bromid of ammonia, equal parts, repeated as

often as necessary, is of much value and often

acts as well as opium. Benzoic acid is perhaps

one of the most useful drugs to be used in these

perplexing cases.

But when the internal administration of med-

icines fails we must resort to local treatment. I

refer to the washing out of the bladder. This

method of treatment is very important, and its

])roper and frequent use very necessary if we ex-

pect to handle these cases successfully. It is

well to bear in mind that any fluid whose specific

gravity is below that of urine will cause pain

when injected into the bladder, hence plain water

should never be used unless it holds some salt in

solution.
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The technic of washing the bladder in the fe-

male is simple, one point of especial importance

being to avoid too rapid distension. A fountain

syringe with a recurrent catheter may be used,

yet I much prefer the ordinary soft-rubber male

catheter, to which is attached a small glass fun-

nel; with such a simple device the flow can be

readily controlled by raising or lowering the fun-

nel above the patient’s abdomen. It is readily

cleaned and kept sterile. This operation should

never be attempted under cover, not even the in-

troduction of the catheter into the bladder, no

matter how dextrous one may become in the use

of this simple device. Bubbles of air should not

be permitted to enter the bladder, and eve must

be careful that our solution is at a comfortable

temperature, too cold an injection being as

harmful as one too hot.

Our efforts to successfully perform this im-

portant office for our suffering patient at first

may prove futile, but we can usually coax both

the patient and her miserable bladder to a degree

of tolerance. Some member of the family or a

nurse should be taught to carry out this proced-

ure, as it is often necessary to have these blad-

ders washed out two or three times a day.

Having prepared ourselves and our patient for

washing, what shall we use? Some text-books

advise a solution of cocain, but this can not be

used with safety more than two or three times

except at long intervals. Astringents and al-

teratives arc most commonly used. When the

urine is alkaline and has been retained for some

time, carbolic acid is of use, two minims to the

ounce, but in using it it should be freely incor-

porated with gh'cerin for the reason that it is

apt to float in water as an upper laaer and thus

coming in contact with the mucous surfaces

cause a destruction of the tissues. Xearly all

astringent injections should be followed by an

injection of a normal saline solution. A favorite

I'eniedy, and one which has given me the best

results in these chronic types, is the silver nitrate

solution, commencing with a % per cent, solu-

tion and increasing it 1/2 cent, each time

until a 3 or 4 per cent, solution is reached, fol-

lowing it each time with a normal saline injec-

tion and insisting that the patient remain in the

recumbent position for at least an hour after-

ward. This has served me well, and I find that

under such treatment it is not necessary to wash

out the bladder oftener than twice a week. While

recovery may be slow, yet I am inclined to think

that it is pretty sure to follow. This treatment

has proven so efficient in my hands that I resort

to it in preference to all others.

I have not mentioned those cases of cystitis re-

sulting from stone, because of the infrequency

of stone in the female bladder. Of course the

treatment of this class is obvious to all, removal

of the calculus.

If all our efforts after patient and persistent

use fail to achieve lasting results, it is because

the bladder has not had sufficient rest, and there

remains but one course at our command and that

is to remove the constant irritation of the hyper-

sensitive bladder by making an opening in the

vesico-vaginal septum through which the urine

can flow without interruption and the bladder

have an opportunity to rest and regain its nor-

mal condition. The technic of this operation

falls naturally to the surgeon, hence I will not

enter into a description or discussion of it.

In conclusion I would say that in handling

these cases we must not forget that the great

majority are due to some pre-existing cause, and

our success in treating these will naturally de-

pend upon finding out the cause and applying

the proper medication. And however obstinate

and intractable they may be, j^ei’severance and

patience should be mixed ad infijiitiuii with all

our menstruums, for “What wound did ever heal

but by degrees’’?

CLINICAL LECTUIIES ON SUPPURA-
TION OF THE ACCESSORY

NASAL SINUSES.

Joiix E. Bauxiiill, M.D.

Professor of Otology, Rhiuology and Laryngology, Indiana
University School of Medicine.

IXDIAXAPOLIS, IXD.

I.

The woman whom we are about to examine is

52 years old and has, previous to her present

trouble, been well and strong. The present ill-

ness consists in pain over the right side of the

face, in the right eye and over the frontal region,

chiefly of the right side. She states that for two

months she has been unable to breathe through

the right nostril, and that for a long time there

has been a profuse discharge of pus from this

nostril. She also has diplopia. Her physician

states that she has had no fever, that her appe-

tite has been only partially impaired, and that,

although physically unable, she has been doing

much of her house work. We will first examine

the physical condition of the affected parts. With

the patient's face toward the strong light you

can easily detect a marked protrusion of the

right eye. You will note that this protrusion is

so great that the normal depression beneath the
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orbital ridge is obliterated, and that this, when
compared with the opposite eye, causes the two

to look qnite asymmetrical. This bulging of the

eye probably explains the double vision of which

she has told ns.

We should at this point consider all the dis-

eases that may cause exophthalmos. These are

:

(1) The presence of any tumor in the orbit be-

hind the eyeball, the continued growth of which

presses the eye forward; (2) a fulness of the

blood vessels supplying the eye, as in exophthal-

mic goiter; (3) the presence of pus or other

fluid in one of the nasal accessory sinuses which

lie above, inwardly and below the orbit.

As Mill be more fully explained later on, it is

quite probable that the last of -these causes is the

one present in this case, for, as stated by the pa-

tient, there is a copious flow of pus from the cor-

responding side of the nose, and until some other

reason for the bulging is found M’e M'ill at least

bear the possible sinus suppuration in mind.

In connection M'ith the exophthalmos another

interesting point arises. A"our knoudedge of the

anatomy of the sinuses udiich lie immediately ad-

jacent to the eye M ill teach you that should pus

or otlier fluid be retained in considerable quan-

tity in the frontal sinus, M’hile the neighboring

ethmoid cells and the antrum of Highmore re-

main unaffected, the pressure of this fluid in the

frontal sinus M’ould cause the eye to protrude in

an outM'ard direction, but the axis Mould be

turned in a doMinvard direction. If the ethmoid

cells are alone involved, and there is much pres-

sure from pus retention, the axis M’ould look de-

cidedly outM’ard, M’hereas if the maxillary an-

trum is filled M’ith pus to the extent of causing

exophthalmos the axis of the eyeball M’ould point

upM’ard. Xow if you Mill examine this protrud-

ing eyeball carefully you M’ill be unable to detect

any ujiM’ard, outM’ard or doM’iiM’ard pointing of

the axis, M’hich fact M’ould indicate that if the

protrusion is due to sinus disease the pressure

must be one that is equalized, and, therefore, all

the above named sinuses, M’hich practically sur-

round the orbit, must be filled M’ith pus, and
each must, therefore, contribute to the pressure

M’hich causes the protrusion. We are of the opin-

ion that such is the case in this instance, but M'e

must make no positive assertion concerning it

until M’e have made an intranasal examination,

and have by that means thoroughly investigated

each of the sinuses in question.

In most cases M’here sinus disease is present to

an extent that M’ould cause an exophthalmos

there is considerable external tenderness over the

sites of the affected areas. We M’ill first make
pressure over the seat of the right frontal sinus.

In doing this it is necessary to bear in mind that

the size of this cavity varies in nearly every case;

that ft may be entirely absent, or that it may ex-

tend over a considerable portion of the forehead

(Fig. 1). When present at all it is always to

be found just under the supra-orbital ridge near

fronto-nasal articulation (Fig. 1). The ball

of tlie forefinger, M’lien pressed firmly against the

tissue in this location, gives rise, as you may ob-

serve, to very acute pain. But m’c also find that

there is tenderness on pressure in this case over

a very considerable portion of the forehead, and

M’e should, therefore, strongly suspect a large,

diseased frontal sinus.

The next step in a systematic examination is

to ascertain the condition of the nose and the

adjacent accessory sinuses. The patient is, there-

fore, placed in a darkened room by a good arti-

ficial light, which latter is reflected into the nos-

tril. The lower turbinate is SM’ollen and bathed

Figure 1. Figure 2.

Fig. 1.—Showing the most constant site of the frontal

sinus (designated hy the circle at the Inner end of the

eyebrow), and also the height and width to which the

sinus extended in an individual case—shown by dotted

lines.

Fig. 2.—Line of primary incision of soft tissues.

in creamy pus, M’hich fioM’s doM’n from the mid-

dle meatus. The middle turbinate is croM’ded

tightly against the nasal septum and the adjoin-

ing ethmoid cells bulge against the turbinate,

shoM’ing that there is pressure within. When the

pus is mopped from the middle meatus it reap-

pears immediately. There is no doubt an empy-

ema of one or more sinuses, and the practical

questions M’hich must be settled are, is more than

one sinus involved, or is only one diseased? If

but one, M’hich one? It is impossible to decide

from the mere presence or appearance of pus in

the middle meatus as to M’hich accessory sinus is

affected, for the reason that all the accessory

spaces, M’ith the exception of the posterior eth-

moidal cells and the sphenoidal cavity, empty

into the middle meatus near the same place. The

patient states that the pus ahvays fioM's from the
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anterior naris, and this fact, taken in connection

with what can be seen as to the point of exit of

the pus, enables us to decide that the sphenoid

and posterior ethmoid cells are probably not in-

volved. As previously stated, the bulging of the

anterior ethmoid cells indicates that these are

diseased. IVe will now pass a Myles’ exploratory

trocar and canula into the antrum of Highmore,

as near as possible through the ostium maxil-

laire, and by injecting a sterile solution into the

antrum through the canula will be able to wash

out any accumulated secretion which may be

there. You may now note that the return flow

from the canula contains a large quantity of pus,

and you who will come close enough can detect

that it has a foul odor. Adding these positive

symptoms to those previously studied, there re-

mains no doubt concerning the diagnosis
;

there

is also empyema of the maxillary sinus.

Owing to the blocked state of the attic of the

nose we shall be unable to employ means just

now which will enable us to be so positive con-

cerning the condition of the frontal sinus, for,

as you have been previously taught, it is not al-

ways an easy matter to irrigate the frontal sinus

through the natural channel—the infundibulum

—and in the present condition of this nostril it

would, in my opinion, be impossible until a por-

tion of the middle turbinate is first removed.

However, the swelling which we have observed

over the external walls of the sinus, together with

the local tenderness of the region to pressure,

leads us to the rather positive conclusion that the

cavity is diseased. We will, moreover, transillu-

minate all the sinuses and perhaps secure a skia-

graph of the same in order to make a complete

record and a more certain diagnosis. From our

present examination of the case we are, however,

entirely justified in making a diagnosis of chronic

empyema of the frontal, ethmoidal and maxil-

lary accessory nasal sinuses.

Concerning the treatment, this case could un-

doubtedly be improved by removing the anterior

half of the middle turbinate, biting away the an-

terior ethmoidal cells with forceps, and thus- pro-

viding a better drainage for the affected sinuses.

The condition is, however, such an extensive one,

and the amount of pathologic change within the

cavities so great, that cure by any intranasal

method would probably not be possible, even after

prolonged treatment. To cure this disease would

require radical measures, and the best operation

yet devised is that known as Killian’s. We will,

therefore, send the patient into the hospital, and
as soon as she can be properly prepared for it

we will perform the Killian frontal sinus opera-

tion, which in this instance will also necessitate

opening the maxillary antrum at the same time

and dealing with its disease in a thoroughly rad-

ical manner.

II. THE KILLIAY OPERATIOJI.

d'his is the patient you had opportunity of ex-

amining in the dispensary two days ago. At that

time we made a diagnosis of empyema of the

frontal and maxillary sinuses and the anterior

ethmoidal cells of the right side.

The purpose of this operation is to rid the

patient of all suppurating or other pathologic

foci, and hence it will be necessary to remove

from the various cells and sinuses involved all

diseased mucous membrane, to break down and

remove every bony septa dividing the sinus, to

hone smooth every area of osseous necrosis, and

finally to leave all the cavities smooth and free

from pockets, to the end that healthy granula-

tion tissue may spring up and the sinuses may
be healed by the approximation of non-suppura-

tive structures. This will necessitate a wide

opening into each cavity, since otherwise we

should be unable to see into every nook and cor-

ner that is diseased, and should we fail to prop-

erly attend to every diseased area, failure is cer-

tain to follow our operative effort.

The field of operation has been sterilized in

the usual way. Killian advises that the eyebrow

be not shaved, Init to do so seems more surgical.

'I’he first incision is made from the external end

of the orbital ridge, through the center of the

eyebrow to the fronto-maxillary articulation, and

thence along the side of the nose to the lower

part of the base of the nasal bone (Fig. 2).

This incision goes only through the skin. The

next stroke of the knife follows the first and pen-

etrates to, but not through, the periosteum. With

a sharp periosteotome the structures are slightly

reflected above and below the line of incision, lay-

ing bare the periosteum. A third incision is now

made parallel with the supra-orbital ridge from

its outer angle, to the naso-frontal articulation,

and one-fourth inch above the line of the skin in-

cision (line A B, Fig. 3). The periosteum is

now' reflected ujiw'ard from the entire area of

bone over the usual site of the frontal sinus, but

that lying below' the periosteal incision toward

the orbital margin is left attached to the bone for

the reason that, as will shortly be seen, a narrow'

bridge of bone aliove the supra-orbital ridge is to

be left intact in order to prevent sinking-in of

the soft tissues and consequent deformity subse-

quent to the operation.

The nasal portion of the track of the periosteal

incision begins at a point just under the supra-
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orbital riclgo. and sliglitly internal to the supra-

orbital notch, and is continued toward the skin

incision, which line it joins, and is carried down-

ward to the same distance (Line C IX Fig. 3).

The periosteum is now reflected on either side

of this incision, exposing the floor of the frontal

Fig. 3.—A B. line of incision through periosteum above
bridge. C D. line of incision through periosteum under
bridge. The dark area at C shows opening into the frontai

sinus through its floor.

sinus and the outer wall of the anterior ethmoidal

cells. To be more e.xact, the lacrimal bone, the

nasal bone and the nasal jtrocess of the superior

maxillary are laid bare. In reflecting the peri-

osteum great care is necessary to be observed not

to disturl) the tendon of the superior oblique

muscle at its point of attachment just under the

supra-orbital notch and not to rupture or other-

wise injure the lacrimal sac in reflecting it from

its position in the lacrimal groove.

We will now jtroceed to open the frontal sinus.

You tvill remember the statement made at our

dispensary clinic that the most certain point at

which this may be done is just below the supra-

orbital ridge, at its superior internal angle (Figs.

2 and 3). The first stroke of the gouge pene-

trates the thin plate of bone here, and you can

note the black, thick-looking mucous lining of

the interior of the cavity. We now incise this

membrane, and you see welling up, as if under

considerable pressure, yellow creamy pus in great

quantity. I insert a probe in order to determine

the extent of the sinus, and thus demonstrate

that this one extends far in every direction.

We will, therefore, remove the external osseous

wall of the Avhole sinus almve the supra-orbital

margin, with the exception of the bridge of

bone which I have already mentioned, and

u]K)ii which the periosteum has been left intact

(Fig. 4). We use first a Killian V-shaped

chisel (Fig. 5) with which it is easy to cut

a deep furrow above the bridge of bone, from

the inner to the outer limitations of the sinus.

With stout bone forceps the entire outer cov-

ering is now quickly ablated, and with a flat,

sharp chisel the. osseous margins are carefully

smoothed and beveled. We next flush out the

remaining contents of the sinus with hot saline

solution and inspect the walls of the cavity

most thoroughly. You will notice several bony

septa which partially divide the interior of the

cavity into several compartments, and these we

must remove to their bases and hone away every

roughened edge and diseased portion of the

mucous lining. The outer angle of this sinus is

(piite irregular and forms a pocket which, if

overlooked, would retain subsequent secretions

and prevent a good result from the operation;

hence it must be given special attention, be thor-

oughly curetted, and be left in a perfectly smooth

and aseptic state. We will next examine the in-

fundibulum, the natural channel connecting the

Fig. 4.— B. lower edge of opening into frontal sinus.

C. bridge of bone with periosteal covering which is left

intact above the orbit. C D E, boundary lines cut with

curved chisel, of nasal process which must be resected.

frontal sinus with the nose, because the most per-

fect operation that can be done on the sinus will

fail unless this natural drainage tract be left

widely open and free from disease. A polypoid

mass fills this channel in this case, and this we

will remove by means of the curette, but will
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leave the final enlargement of the duct until a

subsequent step of the operation.

Before leaving the frontal sinus we must not

fail to inspect the osseous septum which sepa-

rates the operated cavity from its fellow of the

opposite side. In this instance the septum is

Fig. 5.—Killian’s straight v-shaped chisel.

partly broken down, and hence the opposite sinus

is undoubtedly diseased and will likewise need

the radical operation. We will, therefore, repeat

the incisions on the left side, following exactly

the plan already executed upon the right. On
removing the entire outer wall we find that the

left sinus is almost as badly diseased as the right,

and hence we will clean it out in the same

thorough manner as the right, and will drain it

chiefly through the infundibulum, which u’e will

shortly enlarge very much for that purpose. We
will at this point pack both frontal sinuses with

Fig. (5.—Shows the amount of resection of bone neces-

sary in Killian operation. W, cavity of frontal sinus, the
anterior wall of which has been removed. Y shows the
window into nasal cavity resulting from the removal of
the nasal process and lacrimal bones. X shows bridge
of bone above orbit, left intact to prevent deformity.

sterile gauze, and will proceed to the next step

of the operation, namely, the resection of the

frontal process of the superior maxillary bone,

the lacrimal Itone, aiid orbital plate of the frontal

bone, in so far as the latter forms the floor of the

di.seased frontal sinus (see Fig. 6).

You will observe that in reflecting the perios-

teum and superimposed soft structures from the

inner segment of the orbit that the eyeball is

necessarily displaced outward, and that injury

may be done to this organ unless some provision

is made for its protection. Killian has devised a

protector for this purpose (Fig. 7) and this

should now lie used to drav,' the orbital structures

outward and away from the field of the proposed

resection of bone, while at the same time it forms

a shield against possible violence from the neces-

sary manipulations in chiseling the bone away.

The first step of the osseous ablation consists in

incisions through the bone such as will partially

bound the field to be resected. Those are best

made by means of a bent Killian Y-shaped chisel

(Fig. 8). The first incision is begun by placing

the chisel at a point near the lower end of the

naso-maxillary suture and then driving it upward

along [his suture to near the naso-frontal junc-

tion, at which jioint the instrument is directed

outward to a point midway between the supra-

orlutal notch and the attachment of the superior

obli<iue muscle. This groove should penetrate en-

tirely through the thickness of the bone, and will.

Fig. 7.—Killian's curveU protector.

Fig. 8.— Killian’s v-shapbd bent chisel.

therefore, exjiose the ttnderlying mucous mem-
brane throughout its entire e.xtent. From the

lower end of this osseous groove we will construct

a second one as far outward as the lacrimal

groove. You will note, therefore, that the part

to be resected has been pretty completely sur-

rounded (see Fig. 4, line C D E), that it becomes

an easy matter to remove the desired jrortion of

bone with the bone forceps, and thus to construct

an ample window through which easy access is

gained for dealing with the middle turbinated

body and the ethmoidal cells. The nasal mucous

membrane which underlies the lower portion of

this resected portion of bone should, when pos-

sible, be saved for the purpose of constructing a

flap from the same, which flap can be made use-

ful by its reflection and application to the ad-

joining denuded orbital tissues. This membrane
is in this case, however, so badly diseased that no

attempt will be made to preserve it, and we,

therefore, bite it away with forceps and expose

the anterior region of the ethmoidal structures
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on this side, all of which it is desirable to r<*move.

Several ditferent sizes of the Griinwald-alligator-

jawed biting f()rce])s, are necessary and useful for

this imrpose, and you will observe how rapidly

these diseased structures are by this means

ablated. The bleeding from the parts thus at-

tacked has become so free that it becomes neces-

sary at this point to pack the cavity with adre-

nalin gauze tape for a minute or two, during

Avhich time we may with advantage clean up the

field of operation and prepare to use reflected

light for the illumination of the rather deep cav-

ity we have already made into the ethmoid. A
common head mii'ror may be used for this pur-

pose, and by means of refiected light, now that

the gauze is removed from the wound and the

hemorrhage has cea.sed, it is easier to see the

structures with which we must deal, and hence

the remaining work may be finished more thor-

oirghly and safely.

The diseased ethmoidal structures being now
satisfactorily dealt with, the remaining portion

of the floor of the frontal sinus must be removed,

which, as you already see, as the plate of bone is

chiseled away, pi’ovides a wide passage between

the frontal sinus and the nasal cavity (see

Fig. G).

d’he })receding step completes the Killian op-

eration with the exception of the introduction of

the sutures and the adjustment of the flaps, and

upon the accuracy of the performance of these

will depend whether or not much scar will result.

Killian advises the use of aluminum bronze wire

sutures, but we shall use small silkworm gut in

this case as a matter of convenience. Before ty-

ing the sutures we will flush the entire wound
with hot saline solution, will then dry the same

with sterile gauze and will dust the cavity with

iodoform powder. Formerly it was thought ad-

visable to pack the frontal siiurs lightly with

iodoform gauze and to bring the lower end of the

gauze strip out from the nostril, removing the

same by traction on the second day. It has been

found, however, that the sinus does as well, if

not better, in cases where such a gauze packing

is omitted, and hence we will in this case insert

the iodoform tape only as far as the greatly en-

larged infundibulum and allow the end to pro-

trude slightly from the nostril. We shall also tie

all the sutures and thus coni})letely close the ex-

ternal wound.

You will renieml)er that the antrum of High-

more is, in this case, also diseased and should be

dealt with radically. We therefore protect the

wound already made by covering it with gauze,

and will proceed to remove a large portion of the

anterior wall of the maxillarv antrum above the

alveolar process. Upon the incision of the soft

parts above the teeth, and their reflection up-

ward, it is found that the anterior osseous wall

of the antrum is carious, and that the peri-

osteal elevator has already penetrated into the

antrum. It is only necessary, therefore, tc

cut away the soft parts sufficiently to reach the

healthy osseous margins and to give free access

to the interior of the cavity. With a stout, sharp

curette we shall now remove the entire diseased

contents and then Invak down a j)assage of ample

size for good drainage into the nasal cavity. This

accomplished, it remains only to pack the cavity

Fig. 9.—Shows result of Killian operation three weeks
afterwards.

lightly with iodoform gauze. Since trivial in-

jury or infection of the eye may have occurred

we will complete the operation by dropping a

drop of a 1 per cent, solution of atrojoin into

each eye before applying the bandage.

Exhibition of case two weeks after operation.

—You will now note the result of the radical

frontal sinus operation (Fig. 9). Union by

first intention has everywhere occurred, the

dijilopia has disappeai’ed and the areas of ex-

ternal tenderness are gone, d’he patient eats

well, sleeps well, has normal temperature and is

discharging l)ut a slight amount of pus from the

nose. The resulting deformity, as you may ob-

serve, is not marked.
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EDITORIALS

A I’LEA FOE UNITED ACTION AGAINST
QUACKEEY.

Is it not about time that the profession of

Indiana should arouse from the lethargic state

into which it has lajjsed in the campaign against

quackery and the nostrum evil ? What has it

beyond a few lukewarm resolutions scattered

here and there throughout the state, to show that

it is really in earnest in its desire to rid the pul>

lic of these nuisances?

In the State of Kentucky there is not to be

found a single quack practicing medicine. This

ideal was not accomplished in a day or a year

but by the active j^erseverence of a well-organ-

ized profession which left no stone unturned in

the uprooting of the evil. There is not a single

one of these advertising scoundrels who is not

fully aware of the fact that he is publishing one

or more lies every time his subsidized paper or

journal goes to press. He knows that he is mak-
ing many promises that he can not fulfill, guar-

antees that he can not execute, and instead of

openly forfeiting the fee in case of failure to

cure, as he promises, connives and schemes in

every possible way to find a loophole of escape.

Doubtless there are a few of these irregulars who
have no little ability and could render consider-

able service to mankind, and for that reason an

injustice might be wrought by revoking their li-

censes. But fortunately the general profession

is broad enough to open wide its doors and allow

these men to enter on an equal plane with all, if

only they are willing to give up their false

claims and dishonest practices. Naturally there

is a certain amount of instinctive aversion in

every honest man's breast to giving his hand in

friendship and brotherly affection to one whose

sense of modesty has been so lacking as to scatter

broadcast his pictures and self-praises merely

because of the greed for financial gain, but this

must be buried. The results attained by the

conscientious, hard-working physician are suf-

ficient testimonials to his skill and will speak for

themselves, but the grafter and the pretender

will ever have to buy his praises, and through

the medium, too, of publications of about the

same caliber as himself. The newspaper which

gives space (and always for a consideration) to

a false guarantee is equally culpable with the

guarantor and should be held equally guilty of

obtaining money under false pretenses, the pen-

alty for which is prescribed by the law.

It is earnestly to be hoped that the coming ses-

sion of the Indiana State Medical Association

will not pass without an earnest effort to inaugu-

rate a campaign against these abuses that shall

never cease until they have been wiped from the

face of our fair state and Indiana has taken her

rightful ])lace among the first of the nation in

medical ethics and practice. To accomplish this

end means that each and evei^ one of us must
get out and work; work with one another, with

our newspa])ers, with our legislators and with

owr ministers. If only we can educate the people

to realize the enormity of these frauds the public

demand will be created and then victory will be

easy. Let us no longer shirk a duty on to lay

publications, such as Collier’s ^Veekly and The
Ladies’ Home Journal, that should be fulfilled

by the medical profession, a body more capable,

and whose true function it should be to keep the

pul)lic informed concerning and protected from
such rank abiises.

A MEDICAL BUEEAU OF PUBLICITY.

If we adhere to the ethical traditions of our

profession we are prevented from making the

profession of medicine what in part it is in-

tended to be, an educational agency for the dis-

semination of knowledge which shall tend to

prevent disease. By our reticence we 2
)ermit

many misconceptions and misajDprehensions to

be a source of injustice to us as well as the public

at large, and commercial interests, profiting by

our reticence, assume to teach and form opinions

for the public for private gain. The question

arises, are we not doing the public, our profes-

sion and ourselves an injustice in being entirely

governed by ethical principles which restrict our

sphere of usefulness as medical advisers? Con-

cerning this question Dr. J. M. Taylor, in a pa-

per presented before the Philadelphia County
Medical Society at its meeting of Jan. 22, 1908

(Medical Notes and Queries), has the following

to say

;

“Above all, we should aid in promulgating

right conceptions of the advances in medical

science. The agency we must use is the public

j^ress. Here, upon this recognized arena, with
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the great hotly of tliinking people as audieuee,

must Ave stand to win or lose on truth as onr in-

spiration, on ethieal principles as rides of the

competition, on onr sincerity of purjioses to ben-

etit onr fellow-man as the banner of onr cause.

In my opinion it is necessary to meet modern
conditions by adopting modern methods. Every

form and kind of op])onent to the ])urposes and

efforts of the profession make use of the newspa-

])ers to reach the attention of the people. The
whole crews of fakers, grafters, panderers to evil

amusements, vendors of disguised poisons, and

all the disseminators of hurtful influences em-

ploy vast sums of money through press agents of

one kind or another. The one available means
of combating these destructive agencies is for

organized medical bodies to estaldish bureaus of

j)ulilicity, safeguarded by competent committees,

through which infoi’ination, opinions, action

shall be accurately and systematically supplied to

the papers. The public are made fully aware

of every tempting method of doing themselves

harm. We, as a profession, fail to exert the

counter influences which ought to impress the

consciousness of those who need our protection.

‘T would jiropose the establi.diment of Medi-

cal Bureaus of Publicity in connection with all

county medical societies. A reliable press agent

.should be retained. ^lany and varied reasons

can be adduced why these are absolutely essential

to secure a correct presentation of facts bearing

upon the integrity of medical science and the

best interests served by the conservators of public

and private health. Among the most important

of these is the well-known fact that all those in-

terests which are diametrically opposed to medi-

cal ethics do employ press agents. With them it

is a (piestion of business. Good business methods
demand that the public shall lie made acutely

aware of the more attractive phases of the prop-

osition offered. These fakers have goods to sell,

advice, or whatever they wish to barter for

money. 4'he chief avenue of diffusion is the

daily press, through the ordinary channels of

advertisements or shrewdly placed news items.

For example, as is well known, the great nos-

trum vendors expend many millions of dollars

annually, and through the intelligent co-opera-

tion of professional press agents. These consti-

tute practical Bureaus of Publicity for Quackery.

“Xo organized medical body in the world

spends one cent for popular education, to “^put

the people wise’ on questions it is their desire

and duty to have correctly understood. Yet a

large and increasing group of irregulars do

spend vast sums to mislead the unwary, thereby

:Sl\Y 15, 1908

causing incalculable damage to morality and
health.

‘‘Teaching mankind .systematically and accu-

rately how to know good from evil, right inter-

pretations of current facts, advancements in

.scientific knowledge of hygiene, correct living

and acting, should be the undivided purpose of

the profession of medicine. The first step is to

get the real facts known, to teach the people cor-

rectly what we are doing for their welfare, to

furnish information df a kind calculated to ad-

vance the best interests of the race, ddie form

and character of such bureaus of publicity

should be carefully formulated. Pules to govern

methods, however, should be revised promptly
and repeatedly, until by intelligent evolution,

consonant with experience, they shall become
perfected.”

SKILL IX AXESTIIESIA.

At a recent meeting of the Medicolegal Soci-

ety in London the question of deaths under anes-

thetics was discussed at some length and a reso-

lution forwarded to the General Medical and

Privy Councils recommending that instruction in

the administration of anesthetics be among the

requirements for jirofessional training. 4’he

present method was declared to be antiquated

and slipshod, as under it any person may admin-

ister an anesthetic, no matter whether he is qual-

ified or not. Furthermore, if the anesthetizer

performs his function to the best of his aliility

and with no unlawful motive he is not liable to

punishment or blame if the patient dies as a re-

sult.

(Ordinarily it would be difficult to determine

whether an anesthetist were acting to the best of

his ability unless he were palpably guilty of some

gross neglect or error, and this for many reasons,

chief among which is the fact, oft stated, that

every subject for anesthesia is a law unto him-

self. Hence it is that the man of sound judg-

ment and wider experience is bound to be more

ready to meet the emergencies and variations as

they arise.

4'he careful surgeon is likewise careful in the

choice of his anesthetist, for no operator can do

his best work when his attention must needs be

divided between his work and that of another, lie

it anesthetist, assistant or nurse.

In no line of medical work more than in anes-

thesia is the student or practitioner impressed

with the total inadequacy of text-book descrip-

tions for meeting the exigencies at hand. The

amount of anesthetic or the time necessary to
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induce narcosis in one suljject is no criterion as

to the same factors in perhai^s tlie next case
;

the

various stages may vaiT very materially' in two

successive instances; the mental state, which,

by the way, is no neglihle quantity in anesthesia,

may he altogether different in one individual

al)Out to undergo operation from that in the one

to follow; the physical condition and previous

habits of the subject at hand will not present in

the next case. All these and many other sub-

jects must of necessity be treated in text-books

in a more or less generalized fashion and the an-

esthetist is left to work out his own salvation

and occasionally at the expense of the patient.

Commensurate with the more recent and broad

strides made in surgery has been the progress in

its right hand bower, anesthesia, so that he who

may have been considered proficient twenty years

ago would probably awake to find himself woe-

fully behind in present-day methods of inducing

anesthesia.

So that nothing could l)e more conducive to

the making of a skilled anesthetist than a

thorough course in practical anesthesia in col-

lege, supplemented by actual training under the

supeiwision of an experienced man before enter-

ing into this very important yet sadly abused

field.

Were the same amount of training required of

the anesthetist that is demanded of the surgeon,

specialist or laboratory man, there would be

fewer deaths from anesthesia to be recorded,

more men making it a life work and less cause

for complaint about the insignificance of the

compensation for services rendered.

A WOKD TO COUNTY SOCIETY
SECKETAEIES.

In the April number of The Joukxal we
called attention to the action of the Council in'

co-operating with the American Medical Asso-

ciation in an effort to increase the membership
in the county, state and national medical organ-

izations. According to the plan decided upon
Indiana is now being canvassed by trained and

responsible men who call upon all doctors in the

state who are not at present members of any

county medical society but eligible to member-

ship, and solicit applications for membership,

fi'he canvassers are directed to first report to the

councilors of the several districts, and then to

the county society secretaries, for suggestions

and advice, and they are not expected to secure

applications from any physicians who are not

eligible to membership in any of our county

societies. The canvassers are requested to col-

lect dues when applications are taken, whenever

possible, and to turn the same over to the

county society secretary, who should also

])romptly remit the state association assessment

to the secretary of the state medical association

after tlie application has been favorably acted

upon.

'The canvassers should be given every pos-

sible encouragement and assistance with a view

to securing the best possible results from their

efforts to increase the membership in our county

societies. To make the work more effective a

sample copy of The Journal and a letter solic-

iting application for membership in the county

societ}' is sent from this office to everv eligible

doctor uj^on whom some canvasser is to call. If

county society officers will also assist in the

work while the canvassers are in this state we

ought, hy our combined efforts, to add at least

six or seven hundred names to the membership
list of our state association. Y'e, therefore, urge

the county society secretaries to join in the

movement with earnestness and a determination

to make the most of the opportunity offered for

advancing the cause of medical organization.

EDITORIAL NOTES

Eemehber that the State Association meets at

French Lick, June IS and 19.

The next number of The Journal will be in

the hands of the members a week before the

French Lick meeting.

Excepting Illinois, the largest state repre-

sentation at the Chicago session of the A. il. A.

should be from Indiana.

Special music written and dedicated to the

American Medical Association. That is on the

progiam for the Chicago session of the A. M. A.

The preliminary program for the French
Lick meeting is pulfiished in this number of

The Journal in the department devoted to

society proceedings.

C. S. Eoberts, M.D., of Xew York City, is

again writing the doctors of Indiana asking

them to send 15 cents to cover postage on a
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“free $3 sample’’ of “hydrocine’’ for use in

treating tul)ereulosis. We hope that no suckers

will be found in Indiana to bite at this nostrum

bait.

The June number of The Journal will be

the French Lick number. It will contain much
interesting and. useful information concerning

railroad rates and connections, hotel accommoda-

tions, entertainments and program for the an-

nual session of the Indiana State Medical Asso-

ciation.

Trained and accredited canvassers are now

soliciting applications for membership in our

county medical societies. Every county society

officer should assist these canvassers in this

work. A letter here, a telephone message or

personal interview there, may be the means of

securing applications which otherwise would not

be secured.

Several county society secretaries in Indiana

are dead. Cause of death, laziness or indiffer-

ence, or lioth. Some have always been dead,

'riiey were corpses when elected and decomposi-

tion has set in. It is time to bury or burn them.

Some ought to lie Imrned in effigy. Nothing can

1)6 expected from resurrection, as we have tried

it. Close up the line and fill the vacancy.

The Journal of the J. M. .1., March 28,

pricks the Ilurnham’s Solul)le Iodine bubble.

Careful and painstaking analysis shows that the

claims })ut forth by the manufacturers of Burn-

ham’s Soluble Iodine do not hold good. The

j)reparation is very similar, if not inferior, to

Lugol’s solution (Licpior lodi Coiu
2
)ositus,

I^. S. P. ), which is an inexpensive and perfectly

available preparation.

'Phe time will come when alcoholism and drug

addiction will be considered as diseases worthy

of some consideration on the part of the state.

'Phe segregated treatment of inebriates as dis-

eased persons has already proven effective, and

legislative bodies should favor the establishment

of hospitals where the victims of alcohol and

drugs from the poorer classes may be properly

treated at state exjiense.

In unity there is strength. Doctors need to

be impressed with that fact. If the doctors woi-k

together there is no commendable object which

they can not obtain. Nothing tends to bring

more harmony and unity of action among medi-

cal men than association in a live and progres-

sive medical society. It is the duty and should

be the pleasure of every reputable doctor in In-

diana to give his active support to his county
and state medical organizations.

The cure for the nostrum evil is the inculca-

tion by medical teachers of the maxims of Hip-

pocrates and their own discontinuance of pre-

scribing secret preparations, the use of the Phar-

macopeia as a text-book in medical schools, the

immediate emptying of samples of secret nos-

trums into the sewers, a better education in

therapeutics, and an insistence that the pre-

scriber of secret nostrums is a dangerous quack,

who commits an actual breach of trust.—John
B. Eoberts, M.D., Journal of the A. M. .1.,

March 21, 1908.

Indiana will not go to ruin, no matter which

of the leading political parties wins in the com-

ing election, but it makes a great deal of differ-

ence to medical interests as to which Bepublican

and which Democratic candidates for state offices

are elected. Therefore, the recommendation of

the Council of the Indiana State Medical Asso-

ciation, to the effect that candidates for office

shall be interviewed as to their attitude on ques-

tions of special interest to the medical profes-

sion, should be followed in every county and dis-

trict in the state. The Journal will publish

the results.

We wish to again remind contributors to The
Journal that copy should be typewritten. Our
printers very properly refuse to accept anything

but corrected typewritten copy, and with type-

writers so common in even the smallest towns

and villages it is unnecessary for any contributor

to send us an original article or letter for publi-

cation the copy for which is not typewritten.

The average doctor may think that it is easy to

read his writing, but printers do not think so.

Therefore, we respectfully ask that articles sent

us for publication be typewritten and corrected

before sending.

Have purely medical papers gone out of style?

We hope not, and yet it would seem so if we can

judge by the large number of surgical papers

and the very small number of medical papers

offered us for publication in The Journal. It

would seem that every man who does a little

surgery as well as every man who does a good

deal of surgery considers it his duty to write

and discuss surgical subjects only. The time is

coming when the internal medicine man is go-
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ing to have his day, but we wish we could begin

to see more evidence of it in the manuscripts

sent us for publication.

Whatever may be the shortcomings of our

Xational Senate, their treatment of the bill pro-

viding a j3ension for the widows of Drs. Carroll

and Lazear has proven that there still remains

in that august body a humanitarian spirit that

must be a source of no little satisfaction to all

to whom this story of patriotic self-sacrifice is

familiar. And to the further glory of the Sen-

ate be it said that the bill was not only passed

by them, but unanimously so. May the House of

Eepresentatives throttle their tyrannical speaker

for the once, at least, and follow the noble exam-

ple of their fellow legislators.

Through intention or ignorance, usually the

latter, many doctors fail to recognize smallpox,

and as a result the disease spreads with great

rapidity until great damage is done to public

health and commercial interests. Why not ad-

mit unfamiliarity with the disease and leave the

diagnosis to experts, meanwhile taking all the

usual smallpox precautions until the diagnosis

has been conclusively established. Some doctors

are seemingly afraid to admit that there are any

conditions under which a diagnosis can be in

doubt, as they are also unwilling to admit that

there is anything concerning the theory and

practice of medicine which they do not know.

All doctors should know that the public thinks

none the less of a man for admitting the possi-

bility of error and will always approve of frank

honesty.

William J. Bryax^s Commoner is guilty of

accepting money for advertising medical frauds.

Mr. Bryan probably numbers several thousand

subscribers belonging to the medical profession,

and if these suhscrihers will, each and every one,

write Mr. Bryan to the effect that support of the

Commoner will be withdrawn unless that paper

ceases to advertise medical frauds it is quite

likely that “the peerless one’’ will take some
notice and perhaps free himself of the odium
attached to acceptance of money from those who
are using his paper to deceive and defraud. The
letter from Dr. Hoover, printed in this number
of The Journal, indicates that one man has

taken the proper stand in this matter, and we
hope that there will be many others among our

ii readers who will follow the example, now that

I the question has been brought to their attention.

j

i

Several A. M. A. canvassers are working in

Indiana now in an effort to secure new members
for our county societies and the A. M. A. The
work is being delayed and interrupted by the

failure of some county society secretaries to aid

the A. M. A. office in securing complete and re-

liable lists of physicians, with designation of

those who are not members of county societies,

but eligible. It is of the utmost importance that

the canvassers have accurate lists, and the easiest

and the most satisfactory way to secure such lists

is through the county society secretaries. We
sincerely hope that the cooperation and assist-

ance requested will be freely and promptly given.

If every county society secretary will do his part

the county societies of the -state will add from
five to six hundred new names to the membership
list of the state association within a few weeks.

The time is rapidly approaching when the

medical journals that now carry nostrum adver-

tising M'ill have to quit the practice or go out

of business. Medical men as a class are not

going to tolerate much longer such prostitution

of medical journalism as is evidenced by an

inspection of the advertising pages of many of

the medical journals of the countiy. When
medical jieriodicals advertise such preparations

as “Bromidia,” “'Antiphlogistine,” “Tongaline,”

“Sanmetto,” “Cilycothymoline,” “Vin Mariani,”‘

“Pepto-Mangan,” “Listerine,” “Hydrozone,”
“Antikamnia,” “Syrup of Figs,” “Anasarcin,”
“Glyco-IIeroin,” “Aletris Cordial,” ‘AWpo Cres-

oline,” “Ecthal,” “Tongaline,” “Cactina,” “Pea-
cock’s Bromides,” “Seng,” and many other nos-

trums which might be named, it is time for the

intelligent and conscientious physician to refuse

to support, either directly or indirectly, such

publications.

The quack doctor and the patent medicine

manufacturer thrive because they are able to

delude the public through skilful newspaper ad-

vertising. Take away the newspaper advertising

and the quack doctor and the patent medicine

manufacturer would go out of business. The
newspaper editors and managers are satisfied to

share in the graft derived from this imposition

upon the public. The newspaper men excuse

their action on the ground that they can not be

expected to discriminate between the good and
the bad, but this is pretense, for they know that

all advertised remedies are either useless or posi-

tively harmful and that all blatant advertising

doctors are frauds. It is a case of sharing in

the spoils which prompts newspaper men to
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continue a business ])olicy which they know is

morally wrong. The practice will not cease until

})uhlic sentiment demands it, and then the news-

papers will he loud in denunciation of the evil.

Metsciixikoff and Toux recommend a calo-

mel ointment com])osed of 33 grams of calomel,

()~ grams of lanolin and 10 grams of vaselin as

a local application after coitus for the prevention

of syphilis. Their conclusions are based upon

experiments on man as well as animals. Injec-

tions of atoxyl are also said to prevent infection,

though the remedy is not without danger to the

optic nerve.

Perhaps calomel ointment will become one of

the toilet accessories of residents of the red

light districts in our large cities. It is difficult

to predict what the effect will be upon morals,

but if innocent wives are saved from inoculation

with syphilis contracted by dissolute and un-

faithful husbands, and the number of cases of

congenital syphilis is lessened, we can afford to

overlook the effect upon morals. The discovery

is also of value to physicians, dentists and nurses

who come into contact more or less frequently

with syphilitic patients.

Till-; Indiana Board of Medical Eegistration

and Examination has been particularly liberal

in some instances in not only granting temporary

permits to practice medicine in the state, but in

extending the permits far beyond the time which

the holder of a temporary permit should have.

It is strange that permits of any kind should be

issued, as it is also strange that the men who

have been allowed to practice for long periods of

time on a temporary permit should be some of

the notorious quacks of the state. All of which

reminds us that the State Board of i\Icdical

Begistration and Examination is entrusted with

the enforcement of the Medical Practice Act

and instead of helping the quacks the Board

should go after them. In prosecuting and driv-

ing from the State the “Boy Phenomenon” they

have shown what can be done. But something

more than a spasmodic action of this kind once

in a great while is required of the Board, and

the medical profession would like to see the

Board fulfill the requirements of office.

Some doctors are human vultures seeking

whom they may devour among the sick and suf-

fering. This was demonstrated during the re-

cent terrilfie hotel fire in Fort Wayne. When a

majority of the physicians of the city were giv-

ing every possii-le assistance to the work of car-

ing for the burned and otherwise injured victims

of the fire, with no thought of anything but

means and measures for affording relief, one or

two doctors, with a view to personal advantage

and gain, were assuming unwarranted authority

and exercising undue control over the sufferers

with not the slightest sense of respect for the

feelings of the victims or the numerous confreres

who labored from a sense of duty and not for

jiersonal gain. The Lord may bestow pity upon

such medical pirates, but we believe they merit

the contempt of those who follow the teachings

of Hippocrates. We take special pleasure in say-

ing that a very large percentage of the doctors

of Fort Athiyne are heroic, self-sacrificing, char-

itable, capable and respectful of the rights, priv-

ileges and honor due others. It is to be regretted

that there are any exceptions, but there are a

few, and perhaps in that matter Fort Wayne is

no worse than any other city of similar size, for

it is probably true that “there are black sheep in

every flock.”

Medical appointments to positions on our

various state boards and in our penal and ben-

evolent institutions should be divorced from poli-

tics. The highest efficiency can never be at-

tained when medical appointments are dealt out

as political favors and irrespective of fitness of

the appointee for the position to which he is

appointed. For the most part Indiana has been

fortunate in having medical men of ability and

unusual fitness appointed to the various medical

positions under state control, but there is room

for improvement and it is hoped that the next

governor will be sufficiently impressed with the

importance of this subject to warrant consulta-

tion with the medical profession regarding any

and all medical appointments. There is no rea-

son why appointments should not be made from

a number of physicians having the recommenda-

tion and endorsement of the leading state medi-

cal organizations. Had this plan been followed

when the members of the present Board of Medi-

cal Examination and Begistration were ap-

jiointed, the complexion of the Board would now

be different and we believe the efficiency of the

Board would have been greater. It matters not

whether a man is a Democrat or a Bepuldican

when it comes to appointment to one of the

medical positions under control of the state. The

thing to be considered first and always is the

qualifications of the man.
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Between' now and next Xoveniber a fierce

political battle will be fought in Indiana. As

])hysicians we are particularly interested in the

character of the men we are to send to the state

legislature and the governor's office and the

principles they represent. The political duty of

every physician in Indiana is to use his influence

for men who not only pledge themselves to favor

the measures advocated by the medical profes-

sion, but whose general reputation for integrity

is a guarantee that the pledge will he fulfilled.

A candidate who refuses to give an unconditional

endorsement of any measure approved by the

medical profession, having for its object the im-

provement of conditions pertaining to public

health, sanitation, vital statistics, medical edu-

cation, restrictions for the practice of medicine,

prevention of sale of fraudulent nostrums, or

anything else of a similar nature which is essen-

tially for the benefit of the people, even though

originating with the medical profession, should

not receive the support or the vote of the intelli-

gent and progressive physicians of Indiana. The
active influence and vote of the medical profes-

sion of the state can defeat many unworthy
candidates, and we owe it to our profession, to

ourselves and to the public at large to vote for

men not because they represent parties, but be-

cause of their character and because they repre-

sent principles for which we contend.

The settlement of the medical college ques-

tion for Indiana is a great step in advance for

medical education, and much credit is due the

presidents of Purdue and Indiana Universities

and the faculties of the two contending well-

established medical schools for the broadminded

manner in which they put aside all selfish mo-

tives and agreed to many concessions and sacri-

fices for the purpose of securing an amicable,

just and satisfactory settlement of the conten-

tion for one school and one school only for the

state and that school to be supported by the

state and having the endorsement of the med-

ical pi’ofession of the state. By the terms of

the agreement the one school is to he the medi-

cal department of the Indiana University, and

we have every reason to believe that President

Bryan will put forth every effort to make the

school one of the leading medical institutions

of the country. As an indication of his inten-

tions to start right it may be said that he is at

this writing piloting a committee of representa-

tive Indiana medical men around among noted

eastern medical schools with a view to securing

information which will be of value in determin-

ing the jjlans to be followed in establishing the

new medical department for Indiana Univer-

sity. We believe that the idea which should

take precedence over every other is not how
large a medical school we can have but how
good. Quality should he the first consideration,

and no doul)t President Bryan and his advisers

have that in mind.

Every doctor in Indiana who accepts an ap-

pointment as medical examiner for a life insur-

ance company that pays hut $3.00 for a com-
plete examination should hold up his hands
when the roll is called for members of the class

of medical men who retard the progress of med-
ical economics. If a doctor is conscientious in

his work and makes a complete examination, in-

cluding urinalysis, and accurately fills out the

insurance blanks j^rovided for use in all exam-
inations, the service is worth $5.00. If the ex-

aminer slights his work because of a small fee

then he is dishonest and does both himself and
the company an injustice. Xo matter what the

fee, the physician owes it to himself as well as

to the company he represents to do good work,

and if he does good work he is entitled to a re-

spectable fee. The only reason why respectable

fees are not paid l)v all insurance companies is

that some men can always be found who are

willing to sell their services for less than thoy

are worth, and are willing to make almost any
sacrifices to secure official positions with life

insurance companies. Fortunately the l^etter

class of medical men refuse to become the cheap

employes of soulless life insurance companies,

and the day will come when the company that

selects its medical examiners on account of price

and not on account of ability will have to go

out of business or raise their rates to meet the

unnecessary losses brought on by such false

economy.

Probably the poor misgirided recreant who so

recklessly swallowed the four hundred cactin

pellets without so much as the wink of an eye or

an alteration in the beat of the pulse was sure

he was not getting “an absolutely pure prepara-

tion,” or else he was of the fire-eating variety,

who could, with equal impunity, have devoured

as many phosphorus tipped match heads and
still retained an intact mandible. And, lo, the

much abused dog, the sudden protege of the

spasmodic anti-vivisectionist, was likewise chosen

from a brand of well-known immunes, whose
blood pressure could not have been altered even

with a stick of dynamite. ^Miat a pity that
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science should so besmirch her otherwise fair

name as to make use of such freaks of Xature

merely to refute the claims of a single commer-
cial concern that was seeking only to sell its

wares ! And then, too, to resort to the use of

the poor, defenseless dog, when all this firm

asked was that this drug be combined with an-

other and more powerful one, hyoscin (the only

pure form of which could be obtained from them

alone) and with some morphin, be injected into

the human victim once, twice or thrice, depend-

ing on his resistance thereto.

We would be the last to attempt to stifle the

legitimate manufacture and sale of new remedies

provided they were able to stand the fire of ex-

perimental tests conscientiously and thoroughly

conducted, but when a concern, whether of doc-

tors or la^Tnen, attempts to force on the profes-

sion a proposition that has no moral excuse for

existence then our stand is on the opposite side

of the fence.

The Industrial heview Publishing Company,

of Philadelphia, has a unique scheme for

“sandbagging” the medical profession. In a

letter to Indiana physicians this company, over

the signature of F. M. Jenkins as business man-

ager, extends an invitation to doctors to become

members of a “P>ureau of Physicians” with a

view of possible sel&tion as physicians for acci-

dent and health insurance companies. Accom-

panying the letter is a blank contract for signa-

ture requiring the payment of $2.00 as a mem-

bership fee, upon payment of Avhich the victim

secures a year's subscription to The Industrial

Review and is enrolled as a member of the

“Bureau of Physicians.” A semi-annual list

of the Bureau’s physicians is to be published as

a supplement to The Industrial Review, and

this list is to be furnished to every accident and

health insurance company. The contract also

provides a schedule of fees to be charged by

members of the Bureau for services rendered

the accident and health companies when any

services are rendered. The fees are ridiculously

low and the number of physicians to be taken

into the Bureau from each city and town is not

mentioned, but these features of the contract

are supposed to be overlooked. Of course noth-

ing is said about the fact that all accident and

health companies are quite capable of selecting

their physicians and without the recommenda-

tion of any publishing company which gives the

recommendation for a price, and would prob-

ably resent any suggestions from such a source

as to fees to be paid for services rendered by

medical men. The scheme is nothing more than

an attempt to increase the circulation of The
Industrial Review for the profit of the publish-

ers, and if there is anything more to it the doc-

tor who signs one of the contracts offered him
will jind that he has agreed to render ten dol-

lars worth of service for one dollar in money.
The doctors of Indiana should be too shrewd

to be victimized by the acceptance of any such

sandbagging proposition.

^Medical men have no one to blame but them-

selves for the passage of the optometry law by

the last state assembly. Without one single

word of protest the optometry bill went through

both houses and was finally signed by the gov-

ernor. The bill looked innocent enough, and

without any knowledge of the dangers to the

public which the passage of such a law makes

possible, it was easy to secure for it favorable

consideration at the hands of the legislators and

governor. Xow that the working of the law has

.shown ujD the brazen effrontery with which opti-

cians pose as doctors and invite the public to

consult them regarding all e}’e defects, and

even in some instances assume to treat eye dis-

eases, the medical profession is becoming

aroused to the necessity of asking the next legis-

lature to repeal or modify the law. The illog-

ical feature of the law is the fact that the prac-

tice of optometry is defined as the measurement

of the powers of vision and the adaptation of

lenses for the aid thereof, all without the use of

drugs. Thus the law gives authority to opti-

cians to do the work, and at the same time pro-

hibits the employment of the means neeessary

to do it. Furthermore, the law authorizes opti-

cians to adapt lenses to eyes for defects of vision

which may be due to diseases in other parts of

the body, and to diseases which may be situated

in the eyes themselves. The adaptation of

lenses to eyes render such circumstances, while

improving vision for the time, may be the cause

of deferring proper treatment until blindness

or even death may be the result. To determine

when defects of vision are due to defects in the

eyes, or to diseases, requires the ability to make

a distinctive diagnosis, and this knowledge can

only be acquired, according to the laws of the

State of Indiana, by four years’ study in a med-

ical college. The harm that has resulted from

the work of itinerant spectacle venders has been

great, but the perils to which the people are ex-

posed by the practice of the opticians who under

the present optometry law designate themselves

as “eyesight specialists,” “ophthalmologists,”

“doctors of refraction,” “drugless doctors,” etc..
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and who even delude the ignorant hy their ad-

vertised claims to cure diseases by the adjust-

ment of glasses, is incalculable.

There are good and sufficient reasons why the

Indiana State Medical Association should^ hold

its annual sessions in the fall instead of the

early summer as at present. One of the chief

reasons for the change is that it is a serious

mistake to have a state association session so

near the date of the annual session of the A. M.

A., as many physicians feel that they can not

afford the sacrifice of time and expense required

to attend the sessions of both associations with-

in a period of two or three weeks, and in conse-

quence the general attendance at neither of the

sessions is what it would be if the dates of the

sessions were farther apart. Many of the Indi-

ana physicians have already declared their in-

tention of attending the Chicago session of the

A. M. A. this coming June, but frankly admit

that they can not afford the additional time and

expense required to attend the State Association

session at French Lick two weeks later. Other

physicians say they can attend only one of the

big sessions, and prefer to miss the Chicago ses-

sion and go to French Lick. It is quite evident,

therefore, that more physicians would be able to

attend both sessions if the dates were further

apart. Then, again, some of the best men in

every state find it impossible to prepare papers

for two associations that hold meetings close

together, and tliC}’ are veiw aj)! to show a j)refer-

ence for the national association, this depriving

the State Association of valuable contributions,

and perhaps even the attendance of such men
who find it impossible to devote time to two im-

portant meetings held so close together. Finally,

there is no particular reason why we should con-

tinue to hold our sessions in May or June except

to follow custom. There is no more favorable

season of the year for holding a medical meeting

than the fall, preferably the last week in Sep-

tember or tlie first week in October, and for the

best interests of both the national and state as-

sociations as well as the physicians of the state

we ought to make the change suggested. The
House of Delegates of the A. M. A. has three

times recommended all state associations to hold

annual sessions in the fall, and those states that

have followed the recommendation report that

the change has proven beneficial from every

standpoint. Indiana should fall in line and

profit in a similar manner.

The Fort Wayne holocaust, caused by the

burning of the fire-trap Aveline Hotel at 4

o’clock in the morning, with a loss of twelve or

fifteen lives and serious injuries to twice as many
more, is a horror that should point a lesson. The
city has been criminally negligent in adopting

and enforcing suitable building laws, in requir-

ing adecpiate fire escapes on all buildings where

large numbers of people congregate, and in se-

curing modern apparatus for fighting fire and

the saving of human lives during the progress of

a fire. Events show that the Aveline Hotel was

nothing but a tinder box which required but a

spark to turn the entire structure into a mass of

flames within a few minutes time. The fire es-

capes were wholly inadequafe and were cut off

from the reach of many of the inmates on ac-

count of smoke, heat and flames which prevented

the use of the halls and corridors. The impris-

oned people were thus forced to look to windows

for escape, but no ladders, nets or any other life-

saving device ^yas offered many of these unfor-

tunates by the fire department, and in conse-

quence the fire victims, driven hy the flames, were

forced to jump, some of them from a height of

five and six stories, only to later be picked up

dead or seriously injured. Some of those who

attempted to reacli the fire escapes by way of the

halls were suffocated by smoke or lost their way,

and were later a jn’ey to the flames. Others never

got out of their rooms, but died like rats in a

trap.

What a pity that such a terrible lesson should

be needed to impress upon any community a

sense of its responsibility for the care and pro-

tection of human life. The Aveline horror could

be duplicated in any hotel in the city of Fort

Wayne and in several of the public school build-

ings, office buildings and factories, which are

known to be fire-traps. Xo doubt some action

will now be taken to prevent a repetition of the

Aveline Hotel disaster, and it is hoped that every

other city in the land will also take extra pre-

cautions, for Fort Wayne is no more negligent in

this matter than hundreds of other cities and

towns. It costs money to build modern fire-

proof buildings and to equip them with safety

devices for the protection of human life, and it

increases taxation to maintain a fire department

adequately equipped for not only fighting fire

but saving lives during the progress of a fire, but

the money is well spent and there should be a

general awakening to the necessity for such en-

terprise. The memory of the crumbling and

blackened walls of what was once the Aveline
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Hotel, the charred corpses in the morgues, and
the burned and injured jieople now in the hos-

pitals of Fort Wayne should for many years

stand as an evidence of what it costs to he crim-

inally negligent.

CORRESPONDENCE

AXTI-SPITTIXG OKDIXAXCE.

Madisox, Ixd., May 5, 1908.

To the Editor:—I desire to report for The
JouKXAL the result of our anti-spitting ordi-

nance and how nicely it works. We have nice

cement walks and for quite a time after they were

made the people seemed to act as if they were

made on purpose to be spit upon. So after

numerous complaints from the public, our city

council passed a very efficient anti-spitting ordi-

nance, with a fine of from $1.00 to $20.00 for its

violation. Then the city board of health passed

strong resolutions endorsing the ordinance and
declaring spitting on the pavements insanitary

and a menace to good health, and then had a

number of large cards printed warning and noti-

fying the public of the penalty, which they tacked

up in all public places. The results are all that

could be desired, and we have not had to prose-

cute a single case for its violation.

J. COOPERIDER, M.D.,

Secretarv Board of Health.

XpSTKUM ADVEKTISIXG.

Elkhart, Ixd., April 22, 1908.

To the Editor:—Your editorial in the April

issue, “Patent Medicine and (^uack Doctor Ad-
vertising,” should be productive of much good.

The suggestion to “let the editors feel that their

pocketbooks are i^eing touched” should be acted

on. One physician alone can not do much to

make them feel that way; it requires united ac-

tion of the profession. I have had some expe-

rience fighting the evil single-handed.

In the Commoner, edited by William J.

Bryan, appears from time to time an advertise-

ment informing the reader that “Dr. Miles Anti-

Pain Pills will prevent and cure pain of every

nature” and that they are “perfectly harmless.”

About a year ago I Mrote the pul)lisher. calling

his attention to the deceptive nature of the ad-

vertisement, and received a reply stating that

the matter would receive consideration. I wrote

again, mentioning the fact that acetanilid, of

which drug the pill in question contains 2

grains, was classed by the Pure Food Act witli

morphin, cocain. chloral, etc., and referred the
publisher to articles in the Journal of the .4.

.1/. .1., volume 44, page 1T26, and volume 46,
page 351, dealing with acetanilid poisoning. The
answer received was similar to the first, only it

contained the .«oul-cheering assurance that “it is

not our intention to advertise anvthin£r in the
medical line but what physicians of our own
acquaintance and of our own cities would be
willing to presc-ribe for their patients.” I have
since written several times to both the publisher

and the editor, but they are evidently too busv
fighting the “spec-ial interests” to pay anv further

attention to the matter. Finally I asked them to

discontinue my subscription to the Commoner,
which they did.

One man alone will be ignored, as I have been.

If one hundred physicians over the State of Indi-

ana alone would write letters to Mr. Bryan ask-

ing him to purge the Commoner of its patent-

medicine advertisements he would “sit up and
take notice.”

Lest any one think I am moved by political

animosity, let him know that I have twice voted

for Mr. Bryan for President and have been a

reader of the Commoner for several years.

Very truly yours,

E. M. Hoover, M.D.

THE OPTOMETEY LAW.

Hartford City, Ixd., April 24, 1908.

To the Editor:—Shall we have progression, or

temporary retrogression in the adjustment of

glasses to the human eye? This subject offers

considerable food for thought.

Having been a general practitioner in an Indi-

ana town of 6,000 inliabitants for six j'ears, I

am in a position to see the inroads which the

present optometry law has brought upon the

general practice of medicine as well as the prac-

tice of ophthalmology. At the present time the

state of Indiana has a large number of opticians

who advertise both in the newspapers and by

hand bills “to cure,” by the adjustment of

glasses, such diseases as appendicitis, epilepsy,

nervous diseases of women and children, hemor-

rhoids, all the female disorders peculiar to

women, stomach trouble and a number of other

diseases. These are all cured, so the advertise-

ments say, by the wonderful so-called “Di'ugless

Science Practitioners,” and I have a communica-

tion from a physician of Indianapolis who limits

his practice to diseases of the eye, saying that he

has recently received a letter from a reputable
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oculist from near Vincennes, testifying tliat one

of these opticians, licensed under the present

optometry law, who styles himself an “ophthal-

mologist, agrcss to cure diseases of the eyes by

his “new method of applying glasses/’

Xow, Doctors, think ^yhat this means to the

unfortunate patient who has an eye disease

which will ra])id!y destroy yision unless checked

by appropriate medical treatment administered

under the advice of a competent physician. i\Iany

a patient who thinks he needs only glasses has a

deep-seated lesion, the discoyery of which re-

quires more knowledge than the spectal)le ven-

dor can eyer hope to haye. Even the proper de-

termination of errors of refraction requires the

use of drugs in the maiority of cases, and this

must of necessity l)e delegated to the medical

man.

So to take a l>road-mindcd view of the subject,

“Eyestrain and Who Should Treat It,” I can

not resist the feeling that for the public welfare

1 must positively take the stand that absolutely

no one but a medical man should attempt to re-

fract the human eye.

I sincerely hope we can secure a new law or

so modify the present law that either the opti-

cian’s present unwarranted assertions and claims

can be prohibited, and prosecutions made pos-

sible when opticians step over the line of what
optometry really means. It occurs to me that if

the matter is discussed by both the general physi-

cian as well as the specialist, a plan can be

adopted which will result in a betterment of

conditions and certainly more protection for tlie

public. C. L. Bell.

EYE-STBAIX AXD WHO SHOULD
TBEAT IT.

Muycie, Ixd., April 22, 1908.

To the Editor :—The articles written l)y Dr.

Frank Morrison and Dr. F. C. Heath, which ap-

peared in the March and A
2
:>ril numbers of The

JoruxAL should arouse our profession to the im-

IJortance of agitating the sulyject of “Eye-Strain

and Who Should Treat It.” The discussion of

this subject should be carried on systematically

by every county society till a sentiment has been

created that will bring about the repeal of the

objectional)le o
2
)tometry law, which was no doubt

enacted without carefully investigating the evils

that would come from its enactment.

Those who pay special attention to ophthal-

mology (more than the general practitioner who
does no refraction work) are confronted with

the wrong that is i)erpetrated on the public

d’he
2
)rofession in general should receive more

knowledge of the irregularities that are l)eing

practiced since the enactment of this law. “The
Optometrical Specialist” apparently enjoys all

the jndvileges and immunities that are enjoyed

by the regularly educated i^hysician who has

jtassed through all kinds of deprivations and

hardship in order to properly prepare himself for

his work. The optician sj^ends only as many
vreeks as the oculist spends years in study, and

the oculist after years sjtent in preparation dis-

covers that in the practice of his specialty he is

in active conq^etition with these incompetents,

who are nothing more than spectacle vendors.

We all know that without a cyclopegic, refrac-

tion work is very unsatisfactory, and in fact

those vho use a cycloplegic every day know that

wc can not give satisfactory results without it in

the majority of eases. The optician has not the

license to j^ractice medicine, therefore he can not

and docs not use this most indispensable adjunct

to the practice of scientific refraction and his

work is therefore very liable to be inaccurate if

not injurious.

It is a common j^ractice for the optician to

dispense proprietary eye lotions and unguents.

He tries to make good after he has been granted

a license to decorate his store or office, which he

points to with pride and which plainly says he is

“doctor of optics.” He assumes that if he is

styled “doctor” he can prescribe for eye diseases.

It is an insult and an injustice heaped upon

our grand profession to be constantly in compe-

tition with men who are incompetent to do this

very important subject the service that it so

justly deserves. The law as passed by our last

legislature intended to prevent the peddling of

spectacles. The “optical specialist” has a very

clever scheme of having an office, as required by

the optometry law, and then every day save one

each week he goes from house to house or town

to town representing himself as an “eyesight

specialist.”

Is this just and right for these men of four or

six weeks’ preparation to be allowed to endanger

the vision of so many innocent people? 'I’he

laws governing the practice of medicine and sur-

gery are right and just as far as they go, but

they should be so amended as to include the prac-

tice of optics and to designate that the fitting of

glasses is as much the practice of medicine as the

reducing of a fracture or the administration of

antitoxin. The present laws are grossly inade-

quate for the protection of the public, so let

every physician and ophthalmologist use his in-

fluence to enlighten the coming legislature on
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the reasons for the repeal of tlie optometry law

and the need of an amendment to the medical

law so that it will make the fitting of glasses a

part of the practice of medicine.

Arthur E. Tixtox.

PEOSECUTIOX OF AX ILLEGAL PEAC-

TITIOXER OF MEDICIXE.

IIuYTiXGTOX, IxD., April 5, 1908.

To the Editor:—It may interest you to note,

if you have not already learned through the pa-

pers, that I, as secretary of the Huntington

County Medical Society, have filed charges with

the prosecuting attorney against one W. E.

Xichols, of Andrews, for practicing medicine

without the proper medical diploma and without

a state license as required by the laws of Indiana.

W. E. Xichols was elected to 'membership in

the Huntington County Medical Society in 1904.

Through the State Board of Medical Eegistra-

tion we were advised that this W. E. Xichols had

no license to practice medicine in the State of

Indiana. Investigation disclosed a doubt as to

the genuineness of this man's medical diploma.

Charges were brought against W. E. Xichols of

having obtained membership in the county so-

ciety l)y misrepresentation and fraud. He was

notided of these charges, and after considerable

effort and delay he appeared before the society

and made a general denial but offering no evi-

dence to disprove the charges. He claimed to

have graduated from Push Medical College in

the L^niversity of Chicago in 1894. There is a

E. Xichols who graduated from Push in 1894

and his present location is at Terre Haute, Ind.

John M. Dodson, dean of Push Medical Col-

lege, in a communication writes that only one

W. E. Xichols ever graduated from Push Medi-

cal College in 1894 and that this Dr. Xichols is

at the present time resident and practicing at

Terre Haute, Ind. Correspondence with Dr. W.
E. Xichols at Terre Haute, Ind., confirms the

aljove. In a malpractice suit brought against

W. E. Xichols, of Anders, in Huntington about

two years ago, W. E. Xichols on the stand testi-

fied and swore that he was a graduate of Keokuk
Medical College, Iowa. In a communication

from Dr. La Force, secretary of Keokuk Medical

College, Keokuk, Iowa, he writes that IV. E.

Xichols never attended there. IV. E. Xichols, of

Andrews, can not procure a diploma from either

institution, but submitted a certificate issued to

him by Push i\Iedical College, which certificate

states that it has been issued to Dr. IV. E. Xich-

ols, graduate of Push Medical College of 1904,

uj)on his affidavit that the original diploma was

destroyed by fire and that this certificate is is-

sued to him in lieu of such diploma. In other

words, this AV. E. Xichols, of Andrews, had rep-

resented himself as being the W. E. Xichols of

Terre Haute and through fraud had obtained

this certificate. Upon this certificate it seems

that the Indiana State Board of Medical Regis-

tration issued him a temporary permit, expect-

ing him to appear for examination for perma-

nent license. It was upon this temporary permit

that AV. E. Xichols had been practicing medicine

in the State of Indiana. Although notified by

the state board a number of times he failed to

present himself for examination until last Octo-

ber, with a negative result. Since then the state

board has refused to permit him to come uji for

another examination owing to his uncertain cre-

dentials. However, the man has been practicing

medicine openly right along. He was expelled

from the Huntington County Medical Society at

a meeting held October 8, 1907.

This case has been set for trial some time dur-

ing the next term of the Circuit Court, and from

present information I have been given to under-

stand that the defense will be the fact of his pos-

sessing a temporary permit from the state board

and that the state board can not go behind or

antedate its permit. Yours very truly,

Maurice H. Klebs,

Secy. Huntington County Medical Society.

DEA THS

Dr. Eraxklix AA^. Hays, for many j-ears con-

nected with the Indiana Medical College and at

one time its secretary, died in Los Angeles, Cal.,

March 25, 1908.

Dr. AATllis B. AATlsox, for more than fifty

years a practitioner of Polling Prairie, Ind., and

a member of the Laporte County Pension Ex-

amining Board, died at his home, April 6, aged

79.

Dr. Fraxcis M. Daily died at his home in

Millhousen, Ind., April 6, after an illness of

several months, aged 64. He graduated from

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Keokuk,

Iowa, in 1878.

Db. Robert Q. Haggerty, a graduate of the

Indiana Medical College in 1874, and a member

of the American Medical Association, died sud-

denly at his home in Elkhart, April 8, from

heart disease, aged 54.
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Dr. Edward C. Prigg died at his home, four

miles southwest of Middletown, April 16, 1908,

aged 82 years. Aside from a practicing physi-

cian, Dr. Prigg was a poet and song writer and

acquired no little reputation in his day.

Dr. Jacob K. Zixx, a graduate of the Physio-

Medical College of Indianapolis, died at his resi-

dence in Covington, Ind., April 23, 1908, after

an operation for appendicitis, aged 4-4 years. He
was a member of the Fountain County Medical

Society at the time of his death.

Dr. Joseph ^^'ARE^AW Jay, a graduate of the

Eclectic Medical Institute, Cincinnati, one of

the most prominent dentists of Eichmond, Ind.,

and at one time president of the State and East-

ern Indiana Dental Associations, died at his

home, Dec. 9, 1907, from debility following mas-

toid disease, after an illness of five and a half

days, aged 70.

Arbaces Cushwax, M.D., for 38 years an

active practitioner at Graysville, died at his

home, April 8, after two months’ illness from
chronic malaria, aged 68 years. He graduated

from Jefferson Medical College, Philadeliffiia, in

1869. He served throughout the Civil War in

the Indiana Volunteer Cavalry. x\t the time of

his death he was a memher of the American
Medical Association, the Indiana State Medical

Association, and Sullivan County Medical So-

ciety.

(XOTICE I-KEPAREI) BY DR, UOP.ERT IIESSLER,
EOGAXSPORT.)

Dr. Joseph G. Eogers, of Logansport, Super-

intendent of the Northern Indiana Hospital for

Insane since its foundation, died Ajjril 11, 1908,

aged 67. He had been in ill health for about

two years on account of a 23urulent renal affec-

tion, which terminated in acute peritonitis.

Dr. Eogers was born at Madison, Ind., Nov.

23, 1841. Confined to his bed from his twelfth

to his eighteenth year by Pott’s disease of the

spine, he pursued during this period a collegiate

course of study. Upon his recovery he I’ead law

for a year and then began the study of medicine.

Entering Bellevue Hospital Medical College, he

graduated thence M.D. in 1864, and in the same
year entered upon practice in Madison, being

until the close of the war an acting assistant

surgeon, TJ. S. Volunteer Arm)’, in the Madison
general hospital. In 1865-66 he traveled in

Europe, and on returning to America he re-

sumed practice at IMadison. In 1875-76 he was

professor of materia medica and therapeutics in

the Indiana College of Physicians and Surgeons.

He married June 20, 1872, Margaret, daughter

of Dr. W. H. V'atson, of Bedford, Pa. The be-

reaved M’idow and five grown-up children now
mourn their loss.

From 1879 to 1883 Dr. Eogers was superin-

tendent of the Indiana Hospital for Insane, at

Indianapolis. He was Medical Engineer on the

Board of Commissioners for Additional Hos-

pitals for Insane from its organization in 1883

lip to the completion of the new hospitals in

1888; at the same time he was Superintendent

of Construction for the Northern Hospital

(Longcliff), and on its comjjletion was appointed

Medical Superintendent, a jjosition he held con-

tinuously up to the time of his death. His

knowledge of the Northera Hospital was com-

plete; it began with its very foundation and all

through its growth in successive years; a con-

stant discussion of affairs, in the daily “1 o’clock

conferences” with the heads of departments, kept

him in toiieh with every detail. He was a very

systematic man and as far as possible supervised

every detail.

He was an upright, conscientious and just

man; everybody who ever came in close contact

with him recognized this fact. He was never

harsh or unreasoning; he set high standards and

his own example led others to live uj) to them.

He was a close observer, a student and great

reader and had a remarkable memory. It is said

of him that he knew moi’e about the construction

of buildings than many an architect; more about

electricity and the wiring of a building than

many an electrician; he knew more about gar-

dening than many gardeners. (The writer re-

calls the interest Dr. Eogers took in the advent

of a number of European weeds in a field of

crimson clover, from seed which came from
Europe, and the timely efforts made to prevent

their spread.) Early each year the garden was

replotted and allowances made for the different

crops to be sown or planted. The garden had an

irrigation system, and this was of constant in-

terest to visitors. The institution was so eco-

nomically managed that its annual per capita

exjicnses were the lowest of any of the state in-

sane hos]5itals.

“Longcliff” as it stands to-day is a monument
to the man; to see it is to appreciate what he

has done for the state.

Dr. Eogers was a frequent contributor to med-
ical societies and literary clubs and published an

occasional pai^er. His j^ublished jjapers of in-

terest to physicians may be divided into three

groups as follows: (a) relating to general medi-
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cine and insanity; (b) liospital construction and
management; (c) relating to the cliemistrv of

water.

Shortly after returning from college he de-

vised a method of preventing the incrustation in

boilers which became commercially successful.

M'hen a young man fresh from college, an old

steamboat captain who knew him well one day

tapped him on the shoulder and told him that

with all his knowledge of chemistry he ought to

make a study of Ohio river water and try to de-

vise some method by which incrustation of boil-

ers might be prevented; it was a hint that was

promptly taken up. In May, 1814, he read a

paper before the American Eailway Master ]\Ie-

chanics’ Association on ^'Steam Boiler Incrusta-

tion, Its Causes, Consequences and Prevention.”

This paper is of special interest to engineers;

it was published in the transactions of the above

association for 1874. Tannate of soda is the

reagent used; the process became important com-

mercially. One of the last things the Doctor did

was to install a “water purifier” at Longcliff,

which obviates the use of the tannate process,

which up to then had been used. Dr. Eogers

was the first to make a quantitative chemical ex-

amination of the sulphated saline waters of

Orange County; the determinations for gas were

made at the springs. Ilis paper appeared in the

^^'estenl Journal of Medicine for December,

18G9. He suggested the name “Pluto's ’Well,”

whose waters seem to play such an important

role in Indiana politics.

M'hile on the board for additional hospitals,

he made a special study of hospital construction,

and subsequently drew up nearly all the specifi-

cations for the new ones—the Xorthern, Eastern,

and Southern—as shown by the reports of the

commission at the time.

“The State and Its Insane” is the title of a

paper presented before the Indiana Social Sci-

ence Association, May, 1883; he traced the de-

velopment of caring for the insane in Indiana

and showed the need for additional hospitals

—

at that time there was only the hospital at In-

dianapolis. Fifteen years later he again raised

his voice before the State Conference of Chari-

ties and Corrections on the same subject—for

the new hospitals were full to overflowing and

more room was needed. In 1900, as President

of the American Medico-Psj’chological Associa-

tion, his address was on “A Century of Hospital

Building for the Insane;” as a student of what

had been accomplished in the United States and

in the world generally, and from his intimate

knowledge of the Indiana hospitals, he spoke

with authority.

The annual reports of the institution contain

many valuable suggestions, as on the importance

of pure water in preventing typhoid fever; the

draining of wet places and prevention of the

breeding of anopheles mosquito and thereby lim-

iting the spread of malaria; of the importance

of pure air in the wards and keeping down dust

and thereby preventing air-borne affections.

Among early medical papers there are men-
tioned, in the Atkinson biography, “Carbolic

Acid in Purulent Ophthalmia,” “4'reatment of

IVounds on Eyeball,” “Sayre's Splint in Hip Dis-

ease.”

“Thyreoids in Catalepsy” was read before the

American Medico-Psychological Association in

189(i, and appeared in its proceedings for the

same year. It gives an account of thyroid medi-

cation carried on in the hospital in 1895-96; the

results obtained by the use of desiccated thyroids

were remarkable.

“First Aids for the Insane” was read before

the Marion County Medical Society in 1898;

the paper was intended for, and is of value to,

the general practitioner; it was published in the

Indiana Medical Journal for April, 1898.

“Cold as a Cure for Tetanus” appeared in the

same journal for October, 1901; the treatment is

based on the theory that cold prevents the growth

or development of bacterial life by chilling the

injured part, as by ice bags, for several days con-

tinuously until the st'mptoms subside. The Doc-

tor was especially interested in this treatment

and induced a number of physicians to try it,

with unifonnly good results when instituted in

time.

“Vocation in Paretic Dementia”—a brief note

before the Amer. ^led.-Psycho. Assn., in 1899,

called attention to the comparative frequency of

the affection among railway employes, notably

engineers; mental stress and physical jar may be

the factors.

The writer's acquaintance with Dr. Eogers

goes back to the summer of 1894, and for over

three years he lived under the same roof. The

Doctor was one of the best informed men I ever

met; he was at all times a student and a close

observer, a clear thinker. In the practice of

medicine there are constantly occurring knotty

problems where one is in doubt of what is best

to do, and all the young men who have been

under him (many now advanced in years) can

testify what a help and inspiration Dr. Eogers

has been to them.

To the long life of a man who has devoted

himself to the welfare of his fellowmen justice

can not be done in a brief note; a volume could

scarcely do him justice.
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PERSONALS

Dr. E. B. Mumford has removed from Xew
Harmony to Indianapolis.

iiRS. E. H. Sissnx, wife of Dr. Sisson, of

Greenfield, is ill with pleurisy.

Dr. Xobi.e P. Howard, of Greenfield, is very

seriously ill with heart trouble.

Dr. Walker Schell, of Terre Haute, has

returned from a year's study in Vienna.

Dr. il. M. Adams, of Greenfield, who fell and

broke his right arm April 5, 1908, is slowly im-

])roving.

Dr. E. D. Thixtux, of Sullivan, has located

in Terre Haute and occupies an office with Dr.

Stunkard.

Dr. Ealpii Bol:max, of Fort Wayne, was op-

erated at St. Josejdi Hospital on April 11 for

mastoiditis.

Dr. Hexry L. ]\Iuxcie, of Hoosierville, was
received as a meml)er of Clay County IMedical

Society in April.

Dr. Harry Elliott, of Poland, Ind., and

Miss Maude Mendenhall, of Indianapolis, were

married April 15.

Dr. George L. Siioe.m.vker, of Ligonier, has

been spending several weeks in Chicago doing

postgraduate work.

Dr. J. Clifford Wallace and Miss Pearl

Bond, both of Fort Wayne, were united in mar-
riage on April 22, 1908.

Dr. Harley Taylor, who in October moved
to Thorntown, Ind., has returned to Eochester

and resumed his practice.

;

Dr. D. W. Sheek, of Greenwood, was united

I
in marriage, April 13, 1908, to Miss Anne Lewis
A’ivian, of Harrodsburg, Ky.

"Che house and office of Dr. E. S. Wilson,

Berne, fnd., including all his office fixtures, were

destroyed by fire IMonday, April 20.

Drs. d. C. Gifford and A. E. Tulley have

returned to their work in Brazil after a pleasant

winter’s sojourn in the Sunny South.

Dr. 0. G. McFarlaxd, of Hamilton, Ind.,

was operated on at the Lutheran Hospital, Fort

Wayne, April 21, for an attack of mastoiditis.

Dr. G. W. Fixley will represent the Clay

County l\tedical Society at the Chicago meeting

of the Amei'icau Medical Association in June.

Dr. Joseph Shoxkwiler, of Eockhill, has

gone to Xew York City to take a course at the

Xew York Postgraduate Medical School and

Hospital.

1 )R. Edgar F. Kiser, superintendent of the

Indianapolis City Dispensary, was united in mar-

riage at Muneie April 14, 1908, to Miss Cleone

Hene, of iMuncie.

Dr. Augustus LaEue Marshall, of Indian-

apolis, was united in marriage, April 21, to Miss

Ethel Sahm, daughter of Albert Sahm, Auditor

of IMarion Count}'.

Dr. E. J. McOscar, Fort Wayne, sailed for

Europe by the Mediterranean route on April 29.

He goes for study in the clinics at Vienna and
other medical centers.

Dr. 1\L E. Combs, of Terre Haute, is conva-

lescing after an operation for empyema follow-

ing a severe attack of pneumonia, and will soon

be al)le to resume his practice.

Dr. j. II. Groff, of Cumberland, has re-

cent !}• i)urchased the home, and office of Dr. W.
E. King, formerly of Greenfield, but now sur-

geon at the Soldiers’ Home, Lafayette.

Dr. S. E. Cuxxixgham, for several years sur-

geon at the State Soldier’s Home, Lafayette, has

resigned and will soon return to Indianapolis,

where he will limit his jiractice to surgery.
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Dr. Frank Sommers, of Indianapolis, has

located in Greenfield, occupying the offices va-

cated by Dr. G. W. Lee, who is now with Dr.

IV. E. King as surgeon to the Soldiers’ Home,
Lafayette.

Dr. T. C. Kennedy, of Shelbyville, delivered

an address before the Chicago Medical Society,

on April 22, by special invitation, his subject

being ‘“The Medical Treatment of Gallstone Dis-

ease.”

Dr. S. a. Shoemaker, of Poneto, is spending

the months of April and May in the various

postgraduates schools and hospitals of Chicago-

After the close of his clinical courses he will at-

tend the Chicago session of the A. M. A., after

which he will return home and resume his gen-

eral practice in Poneto.

Dr. E. 0. McAlexander, of Indianapolis, to-

gether with his wife and two children, left on

April 14 for Europe, where he will devote his

time to the study of abdominal surgery and

gynecology, most of the time being spent in

Vienna and Berlin. The}’ will visit points of

interest in Italy first. They will return about

the 1st of October.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

D. Appleton & Company of Xew York an-

nounce their removal to their new offices at 29-35

West Thirty-second Street, Xew York City.

At the annual meeting of the Twelfth Dis-

trict Medical Society, held at Fort Wayne, April

21, 1908, there were 154 members and guests

present.

Dr. George B. McClellan, alias Dr. Dia-

mond Dick, in the local courts of Marion, April

8, was found guilty of practicing medicine with-

out a license and was fined $25.00 and costs.

One of the special features of the 1908 session

of the American Medical Association is to be a

series of alumni reunions of the different medi-

cal colleges in this country. Owing to the cen-

tral location of Chicago and its unusiml oppor-

tunities, a larger attendance than usual is antici-

pated.

The commencement exercises of the combined
medical schools of Indiana will be held in Bloom-

ington Wednesday, May 20, at 10 a. m. Dr. W.
X. Wishard will be the principal speaker upon
this occasion. The diplomas will be presented by

President W. L. Bryan. Following the exercises

a dinner will be given.

The Indianapolis Medical Society, which has
j

been meeting in the Willoughby Building for
]

about ten years, will change its quarters to the
;

assembly room of the Commercial Building, !May

1, 1908. This change is made necessary by the

increase in membership and attendance, the pres-

ent rooms being too small.

The following physicians, headed by President

W. L. Bryan of Indiana University, are now in

the east on a tour of inspection of the medical

colleges and hospitals with a view to the acqui-

sition of knowledge which will help in the im-

provement of the course of instruction to be given

by the new medical school born of the coalition

of the three former medical colleges of Indiana :

B. D. flyers, J. W. Ford, Miles F. Porter, John

F. Barnhill, A. B. Graham, F. F. Hutchins and

E. D. Clark. They will visit Baltimore, Phila-

delphia, Xew York, Boston, Ithica and Xew
Haven (Yale). A preliminary announcement

will be issued immediately after the return of

this committee.

A CONFERENCE was held at the Claypool Hotel,

Indianapolis, April 21, to consider the matter

of enforcing the medical law. Dr. J. C. Webster

of the State Board of Medical Eegistration and

Examination presided. Talks were made by Drs.

Spurgeon and Gott of the board, Attorney Gavin

and Assistant Attorney General Cavins, Dr. F.

C. Heath, secretary of the Indiana State ^ledi-

cal Association; Dr. J. H. AVeinstein of Terre

Haute, councilor for Fifth District; Dr. E. H.

Eitter, secretary of Indianapolis IMedical Soci-

ety; Dr. M. T. Knowlton of Terre Haute, Dr.

E. AI. Haggard for the physio-medical organiza-

tion, Dr. AV. P. Best for the eclectics and others.

The concensus of opinion was that the county

societies should aid the board by means of a

connnittee on prosecution from each society, the

committees from different schools to co-operate

where possible.

The Association of American Teachers of the

Diseases of Children will hold its annual meet-

ing in Chicago at the Great Xorthern Hotel, cor-

ner of Jackson Boulevard and Dearborn Street,
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on June 1. Eequirements for membership in

this association are somewhat unique. To be

eligible one must be a regular i)h}'sician resident

in the United States, Canada or Mexico, who is

in good professional standing and membership

in his county or local medical society and actively

engaged as j)rofessor or associate professor or

clinical professor of pediatrics, or as adjunct to

such a chair, or who holds the position of lec-

turer on this branch or an equivalent position in

a recognized medical college, or who is a member
of a properly organized hospital or dispensary

staff actively engaged in the treatment of chil-

dren. All such are invited to join the associa-

tion, and all physicians and surgeons interested

in children are invited to attend the meeting. Its

objects are the study, the teaching and the prac-

tice of pediatrics.

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR STATE ASSOCIA-
TION MEETING AT FRENCH LICK,

JUNE 18-19, 1908.

Disposal of Sewage in Small towns. '

Geo. B. Lake, Wolcottville.

Epidemiology of Typhoid Fever.

H. O. Bniggeman, Fort Wayne.

Concerning Anesthesia; Hyosein, Morphine, Cactin

Anesthesia. Thos. M. Jones, Anderson.

Dermoid Cysts. H. G. Xierman, Fort Wayne.

Six Hundred Cases of Labor in Private Practice.

H. A. Cowing, Muncie.

Anesthesia Considered as a Specialty.

C. X. Combs, Terre Haute.

A Consideration of General Anestaetics.

W. R. Davidson, Evansville.

Relation Between Heart and Kidney Affections.

Robert Hessler, Logansport.

Strangulated Hernia, Importance of Early Recognition

and the Xecessity of Its Radical Treatment.

T. B. Eastman, Indianapolis.

Scoliosis. David Ross, Indianapolis.

The Technic of Harelip and Cleft Palate Operations.

J. R. Eastman. Indianapolis.

Obstruction of the Bowels. E. D. Clark, Indianapolis.

Obstruction of the Bowels Due to Traumatism.
•I. H. Ford, Indianapolis.

, Raynaud’s Disease. .John Kolmer, Indianapolis.

! Relation of Physicians and Druggists.

S. E. Earp, and J. R. Francis, Indianapolis.

Some Considerations of Intra-Sigmoid Disease.

G. W. Combs, Indianapolis.

I The Diagnosis and Treatment of Sinus Thrombosis.

J. F. Barnhill, Indianapolis.

A Few Important Points in Regard to Xervous and
!i Mental Diseases. C. F. Xeu, Indianapolis.

“Diabetes; Diagnosis, Treatment and Report of a
Case. L. L. Mebley, Summitville.

Etiology of Chorea and Rheumatism.
W. D. Hoskins, Indianapolis.

Some Ocular ^Manifestations in General Diseases.

W. F. Hughes, indianapolis.

Tuberculin Therapy. W. T. S. Dodds, Indianapolis.

Treatment of Diabetes. Geo. D. Kahla, French Lick.

Symposium on Exophthalmic Goiter:

(a) Etiology and Pathology.

J. A. McDonald, Indianapolis.

(b) Symptoms and Medical Treatment.

F. 0. Dorsey, Indianapolis.

(c) Surgical Treatment. J. V. Reed, Indianapolis.

The ^Modern View of the Etiology and Treatment of

Acne Vulgaris and Acne Rosacea.

A. M. Cole, Indianapolis.

^Myocardial Failure from Other Causes than Valve

Lesions. A. C. Kimberlin, Indianapolis.

^Myocarditis from a Purely Pathologic Standpoint.

R. H. Ritter, Indianapolis.

Atypical Pneumonia. C. R. Sowder, Indianapolis.

Symposium on Obstetrics:

(a) Xormal Labor. .lane Ketcham, Indianapolis.

(b) Toxemias of Pregnancy.

Louis Burckhardt, Indianapolis.

(c) Puerperal Infection.

G. B. .Jackson, Indianapolis.

A Plea for State Control of Inebriety and Drug Addic-

tions. A. L. Wilson, Indianapolis.

A Plea for the Use of Pharmacopeal and Xational

Formulary Preparations.

F. H. Carter, Indianapolis.

The Early Clinical Diagnosis of Ptilmonary Tuberculo-

sis. T. Victor Keene, Indianapolis.

Gonorrheal Ophthalmia. W. X. Sharp, Indianapolis.

The Present Status of Syphilis.

A. W. Brayton, Indianapolis.

The Puerperal Perineum—Protection and Repair.

!M. I. Rosenthal, Fort Wayne.

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Fluctuating Tumors
of the Female Pelvis. George H. Grant, Richmond.

Exeu.ses in Surgical Cleanliness.

M. A. Austin, Anderson.

ALLEN COUNTY.

FORT WAYNE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of March 31, 1908.)

Society met in regular session at the Assembly Room,
with 20 members present. President and vice-presi-

dent being absent. Dr. S. II. Havice was called on to

preside. Miimtes of previous meeting read and ap-

proved.

Sponges Left in the Abdomen.—Clinical case report

by Dr. M. F. Porter. Patient, female, with personal

and family history good. Had been married eight

years. Had one child. Tliree years prior to her visit

to Dr. Porter she had had hematuria, and for two

years had had pain in the right side, which had been

constant for two months. The bowels were regular.

On examination tenderness was found at McBurney’s
point and in both ovarian regions. Diagnosis of chronic

appendicitis with tubal involvement was made and

operation performed, patient making an uneventful

recovery. She was discharged from the hospital three

weeks after her operation. A week or ten days fol-

lowing her discharge Dr. Porter received a message

from her doctor saying tiiat strips of gauze were com-

ing away in rolls the size of a pencil. Dr. Porter then
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wont to see tlic ease ami in consnltation \\ith lier doc-

tor made an examination and found that there was

some cloth protruding from the vagina. This was re-

moved. The cloths were clean save that they were

stained with urine. The vagina was perfectly healthy,

there being no evidences of fistula. Dr. Porter lold

her physician that this material did not come through

from the abdominal cavity, hut was introduced into

the vagina by the patient herself, and he suggested

tiiat they retire for a little, venturing the suggestion

that on their return there would be more cloths coming

away. On their return they found more rags, as Dr.

Porter said. He exhibited these rags for inspection.

They were mostly cotton goods and not siugical gauze.

Dr. Porter said that he was inclined to question the

advisability of allowing convalescent patients to assist

in making sponges, as it might cause a surgeon quite

a hit of annoyance to prove to the jury that this

material really did not come from the abdomen and

that the surgeon had not been negligent.

Abscess of the Brain was the title of a paper by

Dr. H. O. Bruggeman.

Tumors of the Brain, Varieties, Pathology and

Symptoms.—This subject was presented by Dr. W. W.
Ca rey.

In opening the discussion Dr. Porter said that in

considering the etiology of abscess of the brain rve are

a))t to overlook the etiologic importance of common
infections such as typhoid. He said he had seen cases

of multi])le abscess from chronic otitis media, and has

seen acute meningitis, and a phlebitis of the lateral

sinus and abscess in it. He has seen a case of multiple

abscesses where there were sinuses leading to the outer

world and these could be followed into the calvarium.

They were just about to operate the case when the

nurse reported that the patient had ceased breathing.

Artificial respiration was instituted and the patient

was kept alive by this means for sixteen hours. She

died and a postmortem showed multiple abscess in the

occipital lobe. He said we know little of the real

cause of death in these sudden deaths in abscess of

the brain. He reported a case of removal of a tumor

between the corpus callosum and falx which proved to

be a sarcoma after examination by Dr. Rhamy.

Patient is still living and does farm work. These

cases of tumor often go blind if unattended. How-

ever, they need not be allowed to go blind.

Dr. Weaver said that Cushing says respiratory fail-

ure is a common occurrence in cerebral abscess, and

advises having apparatus handy for making artificial

res|)iration when operating. He referred to a case in

which the heart beat twenty-three hours after failure

and leucocyte count in differentiating cerebral abscess

from meningitis.

Dr. Bulson said he had seen two or three cases of

frontal abscess with practically no symptoms, and

has seen two cases of abscess in pre-frontal region

without any symptoms until about one week before

death, and on autopsy they were found to have been

of long standing. He has also seen quite a number of

epidural abscesses and a few cases of sinus abscesses

and involvement of the, brain substance in connection

with his mastoid work.

Dr. Havice spoke on ocular manifestations of cere-

bral tumors and abscess. In a brain abscess you have

the history of a septic condition. He said that very

small growths may produce choked disc. Choked disc

.M.VY 1.-), 1908

is one of the \erv best evidences we have of intra-

cranial growth.

^Motion was made and carried to adjourn meeting of

A]uil '21
, and carry the program over until the fol-

lowing date.

Dr. Van Buskirk made a motion, which was carried,

that a committee be apj>ointed to arrange for enter-

tainment of visitors April 21. Chair appointed Drs.

Kane, G, Van Sweringen and Van Buskirk.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallack, See.

(Meeting of April 7 , 1908 .)

Society met in regular session at the Assembly

Room, Tuesday evening, April 7, with 18 members

present. IMeeting called to order by President Calvin.

Lupus in the Sacral Region.—Clinical case report

by Dr. B. Van Sweringen. He exhibited pictures

showing the condition, which started eighteen months

prior to the date of taking the pictures. The case was

treated by. a thorough curettement and then by actual

cautery on the floor and edges. The patient is now
being treated with tuberculin, with apparently good

results, as the area is now about one-half the size it

was two weeks ago.

Dr. Van Sweringen also reported a case of Epithe-

lioma of the Vulva with Secondary Involvement of

the Inguinal Glands. The vulva and inguinal glands

were removed two weeks ago and the case is now

])iogressing nicely.

Infection of the Eye with Influenza Bacillus.—Case

report by Dr. A. E. Bulson, Jr. Man presented him-

self w’ith a suppuration of the cornea, and anterior

chamber of the eye was filletl with pus. Dr. Bulson

endeavored to evacuate the pus by incision in the

cornea, but found that plastic iritis had set in and he

was later compelled to remove the e,veball. A speci-

men of pus was given to Dr. Rhamy for examination

and he reported nothing found save a few organisms

that looked like pneumococci. Patient shortly after

developed a purulent discharge from his good eye

which was purulent in its nature. Following the re-

moval of the e,ve the mucous membrane became cov-

ered with a thick purulent discharge. Ordinary anti-

sc])lics were employed but without response. Another

examination was made by Dr. Rhamy and he reported

that the infection was probably due to influenza bacil-

lus. Two applications of pure tincture of iodin cured

the case.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

CLARK COUNTY.

At the April meeting of the Clark County Jledieal

Societ,v the following officers were elected for one year:

President, James H. Walker, Henryville; vice-presi-

dent, Claud C. Crum, Jeffersonville; secretary-treas-

urer. David Cohen. Jeffersonville; censors, Drs. J. N.

Ruddcll, Jeffersonville, Wayne Crum, Sellersburg, and

Cad Jones, Charlestown; delegate to state association.

Dr. W. ^Marshall Varble, Jeffersonville.

Adjourned. David Cohex, Sec.

DEARBORN COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Dearborn County Medical

Societ.v was held March 31. The program consisted of

a lecture by Dr. E. G. Zinke, Cincinnati, Ohio, on “The

Significance of Some Abdominal Pains,” and an ad-
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dress by Dr. W. H. Stemni, of North A'ernon, Councilor

for the Fourth District, on “We Want, If Possible, to

Inject Wore Life Into the Dearborn County Aledical

Society.” Twenty members were present to enjoy the

])ro<jram and the banquet which followed. As a result

of the meeting it was voted to have regular monthly
meetings instead of having them only every other

month as heretofore.

Adjourned. O. S. .Taquitii, Sec.

DECATUR COUNTY.

Decatur County Aledical Society met April .3, all

the members being present but Drs. Pcntle and Sanders.

Dr. Bland led the work on “The Lungs: Cross and

Microscopic Anatomy, Blood- Supply, Functional and

Nutritional; Nerves and Lymphatics,” and Dr. E. M.
Thomas conducted the discussion of the subject, “Phy-
siology of Eespiration.” Dr. White read a paper on

“Normal Ph 3’sical Diagnosis. ’

Adjourned. AI. A. Tuemain, Sec.

The societ_y again met on April 10, with Dr. W. II.

Stemm of North A>rnon, Councilor of the Fourth Dis-

tiict, j)resent, who took ])ait in the discussions and gave
a talk on perfecting the county and state organization,

and especially commending the methods of this society

in conducting the postgraduate work. Drs. Wood, Ker-

cheval and Bland conducted the discussion of the sub-

ject, “Bronchitis, Acute and Chronic, Congestion of the

Lungs, and Hemopt^'sis.”

Adjourned. AI. A. Tkemai.v, Sec.

The society met April 17. and the subject. “Pneu-

monia, Lobar and Ixibular,” was studied with Drs.

Bird and Tremain as leaders. It was voted to meet
the following Tuesday at 7:30 p. m. to consider the

treatment of pneumonia. Dr. Wood led in the discus

sion, going over the different methods of treatment,

showing the advantages and disadvantages of each.

Adjourne'd. AI. A. Tke.maix, Sec.

At the regular meeting of the society, held April 24,

“Pleurisy, Emphysema, Cangrene of the Lungs and Ab-

scess of the Lungs” were discussed b^^ Drs. Bentle,

Sanders, Thomas and White.

Adjourned. AI. A. Tkemaix, See.

DELAWARE COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Delaware County Aled-

ical Societj^ was held April 3, at which time a com-

mittee of three was appointed to investigate the duty

and right of the societj- to prosecute violators of the

law in reference to the practice of medicine. An in-

.structive paper was presented hj Dr. E. B. Alann on

“Puerperal Eclampsia,” in which the cause and treat-

ment were the principal jioints discussed. He said

that renal insufficiency and toxemia were the chief

causes, the accumulation of toxins in the blood acting

either bj"^ direct action of the nervous sj’stem or by
irritating action on the caiiillaries, therein’ producing

anemia of the brain and convulsions, lie also said:

“The onset of sj’inptoms indicative of gestational tox-

emia indicate the use of a milk diet, laxatives, diuret-

ics, hot baths, flannel next to the skin, plenty of

water, and with high arterial tension, piloearpin

muriate, gr. 1/6 b. i. d. or t. i. d., as indicated. Give

chloroform at onset of convulsions and deliver if con-

ditions permit. If not, continue active eliminative

treatment.” The use of morphin was strongly con-

demned.

In the general discussion wliich followed, the elim-

inative treatment was favored. Alorphin was advo-
cated by one, who stated that' the eliminative treat-

ment was too slow when convulsions were occurring-.

The death of Dr. W. L. Snyder, of Urbana, Ohio,
having occurred in Aluncie April 2, suitable action was
taken by the society and a committee appointed to
forward resolutions and a floral offering to the fam-
ily of the deceased.

Adjourned. H. S. Bowles, Sec.

ELKHART COUNTY.
The Elkhart County Afedical Society met in regular

session Thursdaj’ evening, April 2, with twentj’-three
members ])iesent. Alinutes of previous meeting read
and approved. Tlie first paper of the evening was by
Dr. Kirby, subject. “Post-Partum Fever,” and showed
careful preparation. It was well discussed. The sec-

ond paper was by Dr. Lemon on “Carcinoma of the
Breast.” He gave the ju’esent progress in cancer cases,

the results of the radical operation and the x-ray. Tlie

discussion was opened by Dr. Fleming, followed bj’

Dr. Bccknel and others.

Provision was made for the full attendance of the
society at the funeral of Dr. Alumaw, who died April
1. Dr. Stauft was authorized to secure a proper floral

piece in the name of the societx'.

Adjourned. George \V. Spohx, Sec.

GIBSON COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Gibson County Aledical

Society was held at Fort Branch April 24. The pro-

gram was as follows:

“Anatoinj- of the Bronchial Tubes,” Dr. II. H. Alex-

ander, Princeton; “Chronic Bronchitis,” Dr. G. C.

Kendle, Princeton
;
“Adenoids,” Dr. W. W. Blair, the

discussion of this jiaper being led by Dr. F. H. Alaxam,
Princeton; and “Fracture of Suixoior and Inferior

Alaxillarv,” Dr. Chas. Aliller, Princeton.

At the annual election of officers, hold Alarch 27, the

following officers were elected to serve for one 3’ear:

President, G. C. Kendle, Princeton; vice-president,

Harrv Gudgel, Hazleton; secretary-treasurer, A. L.

Ziliak, Pi'inceton; board of censors, Drs. W. T. Wil-

liamson, Fort Branch, Alartin Alontgomciw, Owens-
ville, and D. H. Swan, Francisco.

Adjourned. A. L. Zii.i.VK, Sec.

GRANT COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Grant County Aledical

Society was held April 28. The paper of the evening

was presented b\' Dr. Powell on “Vomiting of Preg-

nanc\L” Among other things she said that reflex vom-

iting occurs from stimulation of afferent nerves of

the urogenital tract ly the stretching of the internal

os and malpositions. Correct malpositions by use of

tampons and keep this up, if necessarv, until the

uterus is out of the pelvis. While reflex vomiting is

011 I 3
’ present during the first fourteen weeks, the re-

sourcefulness of a pln’sician will be taxed many times.

Eveiy drug of a sedative character has been used, but

potassium bromid does more good to more cases than
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any other one dni", given eitlier ])er os or rectnm.

Its action is sedative to reflex action. Diet is very

important. We now know tliat toxic conditions are

some of me causes. Vomiting is one accompaniment

of uremia wlien not due to pregnancy, so vomiting in

this condition must oe helped hy elimination. Bouchard

dei)reeates the use of sweating, because it lessens the

amount of urine, and advises copious cold drinks and

cold bathing, but by whatever form, “elimination” is

the word always before us. MetchnikofI demonstrates

that when toxins are due to utero-hepatic origin, they

are combated by ferments found in acid milks, as but-

termilk, sour milk, etc. When patients can not take

the.se the ferments may te taken by capsules. If the

bromids are used in these conditions, use the sodium

salts, as all salts of potassium are contraindicated in

uremia. After all forms of treatment have failed, con-

serve the life of the patient by removing the cause of

the abortion. Dr. V. V. Cameron said, “IMore than

two physicians should be necessary to say when an

abortion is to be performed.” Dr. IV. A. Fankboner re-

ported many cases showing that the resourcefulness of

a physician is needed, lie also reported one case of

hydatid mole whore there was intense vomiting.

Adjourned. 0. W. IMcQuom’n, Sec.

GREENE COUNTY.

The Greene County ^Medical Soviet j' held its regular

meeting at Switz City on Aiuil 10. Two very inter-

esting papers were read on “Acute Alania,” by Dr. J.

W. Cliflord and Dr. W. B. Cravens. The main points

in differential diagnosis between acute mania and de-

lirium were cmi)hasized as follows: In acute mania
consciousness is not entirely lost, and fever is almost

always absent, while in delirium consciousness is

abolished and fever is usually present. The papers

were discussed by the members and highly compli-

mented. The next meeting of the society will be re-

])!aced by the meeting of the Second District Medical

Society at Bloomfield, Alay 14, 1908.

Adjourned. F. A. Van Sandt, Sec.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Hancock County Aledical Society met April 2, at

Greenfield. The paper of the evening was by Dr. E. R.

Gibbs, on the subject, “The Bacteriology and Pathology'

of Gonorrhea.” A general discussion followed, which

added much interest to the meeting. The next meeting

will be Alay 7.

Adjourned. E. B. Gibbs, Sec.

MARION COUNTY.

THE IXDIAXAPOLIS MEDICAI. SOCIETY.

(Meeting of March 17 , 1908 .)

The society was called to order in the clinical am-

phitheater of the City Hospital by the president. Dr.

Wynn. The minutes of the last meeting were read and

approved. The application of Dr. Charles F. Voyles

was read the first time and ordered posted.

Peculiar Psychopathy.—Dr. A. E. Sterne presented

the first case. This was a women, aged 41. She came

into the hospital several weeks ago in a confused con-

dition, unable to give a connected history and unknown

to her relatives. For forty-eight hours after admission

she was delirious, requiring restraint. This gradually

subsided and she was able to give her history. Follow-

ing an illicit coitus several months ago, she had a

profuse menstruation with some irregularity later.

She then develoju'd a leucorrhea and became intensely

worried with the belief that she was both pregnant and
the victim of venereal disease. Without any history,

the delirium was at first thought to be that of typhoid,

especially' as she had an irregular temperature. Later

she told that she had been using large amounts of

whisky secretly for years. Dr. Sterne now believes that

the delirium was due to the sudden and complete with-

drawal of the alcohol. Examination reveals an aortic

regurgitation, and a large mass to the left side of the

uterus which is ])robably a fibroid tumor and is to

be held responsible for the menstrual irregularity.

There is no venereal disease present. The patient is

now becoming much better in eveiy way. The con-

dition is probably one of pure psychopathy.

Internal Hydrocephalus.—Case presented by Dr.

Sterne. Woman who was brought into the hospital

unconscious, and so far no history has been obtained

from her. She was supposed to have been thrown from

a street car. She has had a slight rise of temper-

ature, but for the most part the temperature has been

subnormal. There has been projectile vomiting. The
pulse has been very irregular in its rate, running as

low as 50 for several days. There is deviation of the

eyes and the right eye shows very little movement.

Pupil reflexes are normal. From the friends it has

been learned that she has been subject to epileptiform

attacks. The patient is greatly deformed; the head is

large, measuring 2G 1/2 inches in its greatest circum-

ference. The face is small and asymmetrical. There is

an extreme degree of rotaro-lateral curvature of the

spinal column. Dr. Sterne believes that there has

existed here for years an internal hydrocephalus with

dilatatioai of all the ventricles, probably including '

even the fourth. The accident has simply exaggerated

the old condition. The projectile vomiting and the

slow pulse would indicate cerebral compre.ssion either

from fluid or perhaps a brain tumor. Lumbar punc-

ture would be of very little value here either for

diagnosis or treatment.

Tubercular Tumor of the Cerebellum.—Case report

by Dr. E. C. Beyer. A Hunj-ak, unable to speak

English, who has been in the hospital for one month.

From his friends it was learned that following some

injury to the head received in a fracas, he complained

of headache, malaise and vomiting for ten days befoi'e

entering the hospital. Since entering the hospital he (

has been in a semi-stupor from which he could be

easily aroused. He has had a very irregular temper- !

ature, seldom going above normal, usually subnormal. •

The pulse has ranged from 52 to 80, but has not shoivn
J

harmony with the respiration. The tongue is coated,
j

there is an expression of pain on the face, he groans I

frequently, and has projectile vomiting, especially if I

turned to the left side. He is now markedly emaciated,
j

The heart and lungs are negative, the abdomen is dis-
|

tended with tenderness in the right lower quadrant.
;

There is some rigidity of the neck, the pupils contract

slowly to light, the left being slower and somewhat (

dilated. The patellar reflex is diminished, there is no

Babinski, Kernig's sign is present, and there is some

ataxia of the right hand. The urinalysis is negative, 1

but the ophthalmo-tuberculin test is positive. The
,

diagnosis is between an injury to the cerebellum and f
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a tumor probably tubercular. He believes the latter

to be the true condition and the right lobe of the

cerebellum to l)e the one affected.

Peripheral Multiple Neuritis.—Case report by Dr.

E. C. Reyer. Male, aged 51, now in the tuberculosis

hospital. He exhibits- the typical signs of a peripheral

multiple neuritis of two year’s standing. The ease is

of interest as to its etiologj'. There is no alcoholic nor

diphtheritic history, and in the absence of these usual

causes or .any other toxemia, it is possible that the

cause of the condition is the toxemia of tuberculosis.

Probable Thrombotic Lesions in the Cerebellum.—

Case report by Dr. E. C. Reyer. Man, aged 80, who
had perfect health up to nine years ago, when he fell

and injured his head. After that there was a tendency

to fall to the right. Later he fell and was unconscious

for some time. He regaineu consciousness, but dimness
of vision and impaired hearing persisted. He came
into the hospital with a paraplegia which developed

in the course of four or five days. Now the patellar

reflex is absent, there is some ataxia of the right leg,

the gait is unsteady but not typically ataxic. Dr.

Reyer believes that there are thrombotic lesions in the

cerebellum due probably lo vascular sclerosis.

The society adjourned. R. H. Ritter, Sec.

l\D[AXAPOLIS EYE, EAR, XOSE AND THROAT
SOCIETY.

The fourth regular meeting of the society was held

at the oflice of Dr. Thos. C. Hood on the evening of

IMarch 30, 1908. Dr. Wm. F. Clevenger demonstrated

a. case of adeno-fibroma of the naso ]iharynx in which

the result of surgical procedure had been entirely suc-

cessful. Papers were read by Dr. Keiper of Lafayette

or. “The Calmette Reaction for the Diagnosis of Tuber-

culosis,” and Dr. John R. Xewoomb on “The Value of

Ophthalmoscopic E.xamination in the Diagnosis of In-

tracranial Complications of Suppurative Disease of the

Middle Ear.”

The question of adopting a code of ethics and a fee

bill was discussed bj^ the society, which resulted in

the adoption of a code of ethics similar to that of the

American Medical Association. The question of a fee

bill was discussed freely and left in the hands of a com-

mittee for further report and action.

The first annual meeting will be held at the Univer-

sity Club on the evening of May 20, 1908. Dr. Samuel

A. Johnston will be the chairman for the evening and

Dr. John J. Kyle vice chairman. Dr. Wm. L. Ballenger

of Chicago will be the guest of honor.

Adjourned. H. C. P.vkker, Sec.-Treas.

MIAMI COUNTY.

The March meeting of the Miami Cgunty Medical

[Society was held in the Commercial Club Room, Peru.

Meeting was called to order by President Griswold,

with nine members present. Minutes of previous meet-

ing were read and approved. The paper of the evening

Iwas by Dr. John Spooner, on the subject “Technic of

j

Brain Surgery.” A general discussion followed. The

application of Dr. Spooner was received and he was

’iclected to membership in the society.

Adjournetl. D. C. Ridenour, See.

The Miami County Medical Society met in regular

session April 24, with eleven members present. Society

called to order by President Griswold. Minutes of

previous meeting were read and approved. Dr. E. L.

Resler of Amboy read a very interesting paper on
“Therapeutic Action of the Salicylates,” which was
freely discussed. Dr. Andrews presented a patient
suffering from a peculiar affection, with marked
purpuric skin manifestation over the body, principally
over the pelvic and lower extremities, which disease
he thought to be purpura rheumatica. In the discus-
sion which followed the diagnosis was confirmed, be-

cause of the severe joint pains that accompanied the
eruption and the early clearing of the rheumatic symp-
toms under rheumatic medication. Dr. P. B. Carter of

the Wabash Railways Employes’ Hospital at Peru, pre-

sented a patient for diagnosis suffering from a |)eculiar

nervous afi’eetion. An interesting discussion followed.
It seemed to be a central lesion, though masked for

positive diagnosis.

Adjourned. D. C. Ridenour, Sec.

MONROE COUNTY.
The Monroe County iledieal Society met Thursday

evening, April 30, at the home of Dr. Fred Batman,
Bloomington. Drs. Fletcher Gardner and Henry Al-
burger presented papers on “The Diagnosis and Opera-
tive Treatment of Hypernephroma.” Election of officers.

Adjourned. C. A. Coleman, Sec.

PIKE COUNTY.

The Pike County ^Medical Society at its regular an-

nual meeting elected the following officers for the en-

suing year: President, T. R. Rice; vice-president, S.

R. Clark; secretary-treasurer, E. S. Imel
;

board of

censors, Drs. Hunter, Kime and Basinger; delegate to

state association meeting. Dr. C. Abbott, and alternate.

Dr. J. W. Coleman. Dr. Basinger reported a case and

read a. ])aper on a very interesting case of podalic

version done under morj)hin, hyoscin and cactin anes-

thesia, with good results.

Adjourned. E. S. Imel. Sec.

POSEY COUNTY.

The Posey County Aledical Society met in regular

session at Cynthiana, Indiana, Alay 5, 1908. The

papers of the evening were as follows: “Things of

Interest to the Physician,” Dr. U. C. Whiting, Xew
Harmony; “Traumatic Iritis,” Dr. C. J. Hall, Caborns;

“Treatment of Acute Diseases of Children,” Dr. J. E.

Doerr, LMt. Vernon
;

and “Chemical and Therapeutic

Incompatibility,” Dr. X. W. Alurphy, Stewartsville.

Adjourned. ' F. H. Stallings, Treas.

PUTNAM COUNTY.

The Putnam County IMedical Society met April 2

with Dr. Clint T. Baring, of Greencastle, and in ac-

cordance with the outline of the A. !M. A., Dr. Walter

McGaughey presented the subject, “Anatomy of the

Trachea and Bronchi,” and Dr. Charles Sudranski fol-

lowed with the nerve and blood supply, also demon-

strating the physiology of respiration. Dr. Jerome M.
King, by the use of self-constructed charts, gave the

society a treat as to normal and physical diagnosis of

chest diseases.
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The siihjec-t of “Aeute ami Chronic Bronchitis/’ was

warmly iliscnsscd by J)rs. J. V. Itastin, King ami

(Jillespie.

Dr. Walter Hutcheson ))rescnte<l a very valuable

])aper upon ‘vLung Congestion.s and Hemoptysis,” and

the discussions which followed were cut .short for

want of time.

The society met April IG at the office of Dr. J. AI.

King. Captain Eugene Hawkins presented the first

number on the ju'ogram, discussing at length the

causes of pneumonia and giving a tabulated account

of the ])athological conditions caused by the difTerent

micrococci. The sidjject was also discussed by many of

the members. Dr. C. T. Zaring presented a very in-

teresting paper on the ‘‘Pathology of Pneumonia.” Dr.

W. W. Tucker differentiated croupous from catarrhal

pneumonia, and Dr. Joseph Gillesj)ie read a paper

upon “Abscesses and Gangrene of the Lungs.” Dr.

.Joseph L. Preston was physically unable to be present

to discuss the subject of ‘‘Pleurisy.” This is only

the second time when the members of the society have

been unable to take part when Jieir names were on the

program, since the adoption of the postgraduate course

—a good record.

Adjourned. J. V. Bastix, 8ec.

RIPLEY COUNTY.

-\t the April meeting of the Ripley County Aledical

Society Dr. Bine Whitlach reported a case of ‘‘Typical

^lyxedema,” which was followed by a general discus-

sion. Dr. .John N. Hess was chosen delegate to attend

the annual meeting of the State IMedical Association

at French J^ick. Drs. Holten, Beckett and Hess will

read papers and report cases at the !May meeting.

The meeting was thoroughly enjoyed.

Adjourned. IM. J. Coomes, Sec.

SPENCER COUNTY.

The Spencer County Aledical Society met in special

session Apiil ‘21, ]!)08, with Dr. C. S. Baker of Chris-

nev, 1ml. The first pa])cr of the evening was ‘‘Early

Experiences of a Physician,” by Dr. G. F. Adye, who
related a case of labor with hour-glass contraction of

the uterus. He also reported a case of using a pair of

scissors as craniotomy instruments to effect delivery.

He gave an instance of a case of rupture of the uterus

and delivery of child through rupture and vagina in

place of performing a Cesarean section; all of which

was very interesting. The second paper was on “Treat-

ment of Pneumonia,” by Dr. C. S. Baker. Pneumonia
being a self-limited disease he advised supporting the

vital forces until crisis. Dr. H. G. Weiss of Rockport

was elected to represent the society at the meeting of

the Indiana State jMedical Association to be held at

French I,ick, Indiana, June 18 and 19.

The next meeting of the society will be held at

Chrisney, Alay 19, 1908.

Adjourned. H. Q. White, Sec.

UNION COUNTY.

The Union County Aledical Society met in regular

session at Liberty April 1 . Dr. iM. F. Vereker read a

]>aper on “Obstetrics.” Dr. E. R. Beard read a paper

on ‘‘Cystitis in the Female.” Both papers were freely

discussed by all members present. The ne.xt meeting

of the society will be held .June 3, 1908.

Adjourned. E. P. Weist, See.

VIGO COUNTY.

The Vigo County iledical Society met in regular

session in the Commercial Club rooms at Terre Haute,

April 7. The lectures of the evening were by Dr. Fink

on ‘‘The Anatomy of the Blood,” and by Dr. Donnelly

on “The Physiology' of the Blood.” A letter was read

inviting the Vigo County' Medical Society Library to

join the Aledieal Library' Association. Action deferred.

Drs. Knowlton and Gillum were sent to represent the

.society at the meeting of the State Board of IMedical

Registration.

Adjourned. Charles N. Combs, Sec.

The regular meeting of the Society was held at the

usual place April 14. The papers of the evening were

by Dr. .Jett on ‘‘Secondary Anemia,” J. H. Weinstein on

“Chlorosis,” and E. L. Mattox on “Pernicious Anemia.”

Dr. Bernheimer showed a case of aneury'sm of the in-

nominate artery', involving the right subclavian and

carotid for a short distance. The patient was a young

student given to athletics. Dr. Knowlton made a blood

count of Dr. Mattox to demonstrate the technic of

enumerating the red and white cells.

Adjourned. Charles X. Combs, Sec.

The .society' met in regular session at the usual place,

April 28. Dr. C. X. Combs gave a lecture on “Addison's

Disease,” showing lantern slides of the suprarenal cap-

sule of man and of a cat. and of tuberculosis of the

adrenals, and also a fresh dissection of the suprarenal

gland in the sheep. He also gave a short talk on blood

examination, showing the simplicity' of making a dif-

ferential count and urging its more frequent use. Dr.

Bloomer also lectured on ‘‘Hodgkin's Disea.se.”

In the discussion Dr. Knowlton spoke of grafting the

gland from the lower animals in the cure of Addison's

disease. Dr. Schell said the diagnosis of Hodgkin'.s

disease is not yet worked out. The tendency now is to

eliminate Hodgkin’s disease as a disease jier se since

it covers a number of other conditions. He mentioned

Sternberg’s bypothesis but most investigators reject

this “sarcoma of the blood” theory as absurd. During

the ]iast year he had seen as many as a dozen sudden

deaths while taking x-ray treatment for this disease,

and he cautioned the greatest care in applying the

Roentgen stream. Dr. Gillum described a postmortem

made on a young man whose case could not be diag-

nosed. The sy'inptoms of Addison’s disease were en-

tirely absent, yet he found both a'lrenals enormously

enlarged, associated with a tumor of the liver. The

microscope revealed tuberculosis of both localities. He

also said that the differential blood count saves many

cases of typhoid fever from being called pneumonia

and enables us to diagnose jierforation of the bowel in

time, as we are rarely able to do by the ordinary signs.

Dr. Jett related the findings in a postmortem which he

made in an atypical case of Addison’s disease. A large

retroperitoneal sarcoma enclosed the entire kidney and

suprarenal gland and prevented them from properly

jierforming their functions. Dr. C. X’^. Combs presented

three children in the same family with the classical

.symptoms of hereditary syphilis, including successive

crops of blebs on palms and soles, macular eruption,
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interstitial keratitis, notched teeth, onychia, enlarged

spleen and enlarged epitrochlear and post-cervical

glands.

Adjourned. Charles X. Combs, Sec.

WABASH COUNTY.

The Wabash County Medical Society met April 15

at North jManchester, for the first time in its history.

This was done in honor of Dr. At. 0. Lower, for more

than thirty years a member, but who, owing to con-

finement due to illness, had been unable to attend so-

ciety meetings for several years. An elaborate dinner

was served at the Young Plotel, Dr. F. S. Kitson of

North Manchester being the host. After dinner the

society repaired to the residence of Dr. Lower where

the formal program was followed. The paper presented

for discussion was “Treatment of Puerperal Fever,’’ by

Dr. F. S. Kitson, which was discus.sed at length by
most members present. The following applications for

membership were received: Drs. Geo. D. Balsbaugh,

North Manchester; John B. Shipley, Laketon; Geo. L.

Shoemaker, North Alanchester; and Anna Wilson,

Wabash. The regular date of meeting was changed

from the third to the fourth Wednesday of each month.

Adjourned. L. E. Jewett, Sec.

ELEVENTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT.

The first meeting of the Eleventh Councilor District

Aledical Society was held at the Barnett Hotel, Logans-

port, April 29, 1908. The first number of the afternoon

program was the president’s address, by Dr. Chas. H.

McCully, of Logansport. “The County Aledical Organ-

ization: LIow to Make it Interesting and Profitable,”

was the title of a paper by Dr. C. Al. Kennedy of Cam-
den. The discussion of this paper w'as opened by Dr.

R. F. Frost, Huntington. Dr. Grant Goodwin, Alonti-

cello, read a paper on “Diseases of the Rectum,” which

was di.scussed by Dr. Glenn Henley, Fairmount. “A
Plea for Early Diagnosis of Pyothorax and for Early

Operation, with Report of Case of Resection of Chest,”

was made by Dr. E. 11. Griswold, Peru, and the discus-

sion was opened by Dr. Chas. L. Wright, Huntington.

Dr. James Wilson of Wabash read a paper on “Etiology

and Treatment of the Stomach Troubles We See Every
Day,” whicb was discussed by Dr. W. A. Fankboner of

Alarion. The meeting was followed by a banquet, which
was highly enjoyed by every one present.

Adjourned. AIauiuce H. Krebs, Sec.

TWELFTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

The second annual meeting of this society was held

at Fort Wayne, April 21, 1908. Aleeting was called to

order by President S. H. Havice. The election of offi-

cers was the first order of business and resulted as

follows: President, A. P. Buchman, Fort Wayne; first

vice-president, J. L. Gilbert, Kendallville
;
second vice-

])resident, H. F. Costello, Decatur; secretary, E. AI.

Van Buskirk, Fort Wayne; treasurer, D. C. Wybourn,
Sheldon.

Pseudo-hypertrophic Paralysis.—Case report and ex-

hibition of patient by Dr. G. W. AIcCaskey.

Patient, a boy of 15 years of age. The first thing

noticed was a weakness of one ankle when the boy
iH’gan to walk, followed by clumsiness of the lower

e.xtremities and a tendency to fall which has gradually

grown worse. The e.xcessive development of the calf

muscles had always been noticeable and was tbe oc-

casion of frequent remarks while wearing short trous-

ers. This in itself should create a suspicion of the

disease, especially when associated with awkwardness.
At the present time he walks with considerable diffi-

culty, falls on the slightest provocation, and stands

with his feet widely separated. There is marked
tallipes equinus owing to the shortening of the gas-

trocnemius through the retraction of the connective

tissue which, together with adipose tissue, constitutes

the bulk of the muscles effective. When he stands
there is marked lordosis, rvhich disappears when lying

down. The case belongs to the group of progressive
muscular dystrophy and is dependent upon the em-
bryonic defect. It is for the most part typical of an
interesting and unusual feature, is a distinct tendenc.v
of Raynaud disease. This has been noticed for about
two years. At times one or two fingers on each hand
become perfectly white and pain him .severely, the at-

tack soon passing away if warmth is applied. This
is of course due to a morbid condition of the vaso
jnotor centers and adds a distinct neural to the mus-
cular elements of the ca.se. It suggests a possibility

of complicating disease of the nerv'e center which is

fully sustained by the electrical reaction of degenera-
tion which is distinctly manifested in one leg, contrary
to the general rule.

Dr. AIcCaskey also presented a case of hemiplegia,
the result of cerebral hemorrhage occurring during
the progress of typhoid fever. The attack came with
characteri.stic suddenness seven years ago, four or five

days after the onset of the fever, while the temperature
was 104° F. The lesion was probably located in the
lenticular region. The case is of particular interest, as
the cause of the occurrence of cerebral hemorrhage
was an unusual case of typhoid fever. A number of
such eases are on record. Hemiplegia may occur dur-

ing the progress of an acute attack, or thrombosis re-

sulting from tbe localized focus of infection in artery,

or front hemorrhage usually the result of endarteritis.

The mode of onset in this case shows that it was un-

dotibtedly hemorrhage.

Medical Inspection of Schools was the title of a

liapcr |)rescnted by Dr. .1. N. Hurty, secretary of tbe

Indiana State Board of Health. He said that there

was a growing public sentiment in favor of the medical
inspection of schools, and that the medical profession

should no longer be silent on such a matter, but bluntly

tell the ])eo])le the facts with reference to preventable

diseases. Fully 80 per cent, of the 1,.339 school children

of Indiana who died during 1907 died from preventahle

disea.ses; (10 per cent, of school children are more or

less physicall.v disabled and need medical and surgical

attention. Dr. Hurty said that in the examination of

some of the public schools of Indiana he had found a

deplorable condition of affairs. Alany school buildings

are inadequatel.v lighted, poorly ventilated, and but

little attention given to sanitary arrangements. In

most instances this is due to a sense of false economy
on the part of school boards. This is a state of afl’airs

that is the result of the selection of incompetent and
impractical men as members of school boards. Every-

where in the state we hear it. confessed that it is im-

posible to tear down the old and insanitary fire-traps

of school houses and build those that are safe and
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sanitary, because tliere is not enough money. This is

certainly a confession of incoinpeteney to j)roperly man-

age our schools, ami it is time that the people he

awakened to the dangers of such a condition. The

management of our schools should be changed. Above

everything else, our school hoards should be taken from

])olitics, and it would be a gootl idea if the school teach-

ers themselves could be on our school boards, or, better

still, if our school boards were largely made up of

women.

The diseussion of this paper was opened by Ur.

Uruggeman of Fort Wayne, who said that the state was

to be congratulated uixm having such an earnest ad-

vocate of improved sanitary and public health condi-

tions in our schools as Dr. Hurty has always been. He
offered the following resolution:

Whereas, Not less than 50 per cent, of all school

children at the present time are more or less physically

defective or sick and in need of surgical or medical

attention; and.

Whereas, Not less than 70 per cent, of the school

houses in Indiana are wrongly lighted, badly ventilated,

unevenly warmed, and in other ways insanitary, and
hence reduces the efficiency of the pupils and causes

sickness
;
therefore, be it

Resolved, By the Twelfth Councilor District Medical
Society, in session at Fort Wayne, Indiana, April 21,

inOS. that it is the sense of such society that it M’ould

be an act of public economy and humanity to remove
the conditions which so greatly retard the progress of

the school children, and which bring so much suffering

and not a little death. And to this end it is recom-

mended to the people that they demand a la\v which

will command under henAW penalty the construction of

sanitary and fire safe school houses, and which Avill

command that all primary school children shall he

medically inspected before they are admitted to the

schools, and shall have such medical and sanitary in-

spection thereafter as may seem wise.

This resolution was unanimously adopted by the so-

ciety, and the secretary directed to give copies of it to

the public press.

Dr. MeCaskey of Fort Wayne, in discussing Dr.

Hurty's paper, said that he was in favor of the medical

ii;s])ection of schools, and this should include infirm-

ities, eyestrain, etc., but should take into consideration

the sanitary conditions of huildings. The results of

medical inspection of schools will he shown in the next

generation and fully justify the efforts and funds

Used in that direction.

Dr. Lake of Wolcottville said that some provision

should be made for the proper treatment of children

recpiiring attention when parents are unable to pay

fees to medical men for the services. He believes that

there are physicians in every town who will be willing

to donate their services for the good of the cause.

Dr. Shoemaker of Butler said that it was the duty

of physicians to i)rotect the public as much as possible

and that they should urge ui)on the people the question

of medical inspection of schools and demand a law re-

quiring such inspection.

Dr. Drayer of Fort Wayne said that it is a shame

that intelligent families Avho realize the importance of

this subject find it necessary to call upon the State

Board of Health for facts regarding children’s health.

The people should bo educated by the medical profes-

sion to demand siich reasonable laws from legislative

bodies as are required to protect the health and lives of

school children. Our schools are at present over-

(-rowded and our children are being for the most part
kept in an insanitary, and therefore unhealthful, at-

mos])here several hours each day. We are laying the

foundation for future deterioration of the race.

Dr. Hurty, in closing, said that the duty of the’ doc-

tor is to agitate. ^ledical men see the conditions, but
the ])arents do not. The ])cople should deal with this

((uestion of the killing of children as it deals with other

murder questions. A change in conditions can only

coTue through a change in the manner of electing our
school hoards and in the kind of men chosen to serve.

Erythematous Eruption was the title of a paper by
Dr. A. IV. Brayton of Indianapolis, who thoroughly dis-

cussed the j)hysiology and nerve supply of the skin

and demonstrated the causes of many erythematous
eruptions. He showed tfiat many eruptions are due to

a disturbance of the nervous system. The paper was
discussed by Drs. Drayer, Shoemaker and Fowler.

Sinus Thrombosis was the title of a paper by Dr.

.Tohn F. Barnhill of Indianapolis, who gave a demon-
stration of the anatomy of the sinuses of the skull and
devoted sjx'cial attention to a description of the sig-

moid sinus and its collateral venous tributaries.

Thrombus of the lateral sinus is a very serious con-

dition and is not as infrequent as generally suppo.sed.

Early diagnosis is of the utmost importance. As a rule

the di.sease occurs as the result of extension of an in-

fectious process from the middle ear or mastoid. If a

j)atient giving a history of an acute infectious disease,

followed by suppurative otitis media or mastoiditis is

found running a se])tic temperature ranging from
normal to 10.3 and 104, and then back to normal or

even subnormal, and then up again, we are safe in sus-

pecting a sinus thrombosis. Sudden remissions in

temperature in connection with an acute infective pro-

cess of the middle ear or mastoid, particularly when
these remissions are ])receded or followed by chills or

chilly sensations, should be considered almost as path-

ognomonic of inflammation of the lateral sinus. Every
suspected case should have a competent nurse and the

temperature should be taken frequently. Physicians

shoiild not depend upon taeir daily observations of

temperature in such cases. Tliere may or may not be

any tenderness behind the ear, for an entire mastoid
‘

may he involved without tenderness, and, on the

other hand, a sinus thrombosis may exist without a

mastoid inflammation. All treatment is essentially sur- .

gical, and consists in laying bare the sinus, and if

thrombus is detected the sinus should he widely opened,
^

the thrombus removed, and the sinus dressed in the t

usual way. Puncture of the sinus Avith aspirating 1

needles to determine Avhether a thrombus is present or

not is of but little diagnostic A-alue, and is apt to in-

troduce infection directly into the sinus Avhen it

jireviously did not exist.

Dr. Wheelock of Fort Wayne opened the discussion

hv saying that sinus thrombosis comes on more in-

sidiously than is generally supposed. Many of the

patients giving a history of discharging ears, and sud-

denly developing meningeal symptoms lose their Ha'cs

as result of an unrecognized sinus thrombosis and ex-

tension of the infection to the brain substance. Tlie

sti'cple chart temperature is the safest diagnostic point,

and should be considered significant eA-en if there are

no signs of mastoid involvement. In opening the mas-
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toid operators are warranted in at least uncovering

the sinus and critically examining it in suspicious

cases, and in all eases where the hone overlying the

sinus is unhealthy.

Dr. Bulson of Fort Wayne said that the important

point to the general practitioner is the prevention of

the di.sease, and one of the best ways to avoid sinus

thrombosis is to take care of the middle ear diseases

which every physician is frequently called upon to

treat. It is the neglected infectious processes in the

middle ear crying for drainage which result, through

extension of the infectious process, in mastoid troubles

and perhaps later sinus thrombosis. It should be re-

membered that infection will travel in the direction of

least resistance, and every earache, particularly in

connection with any of the exanthematous diseases, has

in it the potential possibilities of great harm. If these

earaches do not promptly subside under the local ap-

l)lication of heat and other simple measures, free

<lrainage should be established by making an incision

in the drum membrane. This measure will prevent, in

a very large percentage of eases, the dev'elopment of

mastoid complications and sinus involvement. Dr.

Bulson said that he had never seen a mastoid involve-

ment or a sinus thrombosis which he did not believe

was due to neglect in properly caring for the original

disease which was a suppurative otitis media. Alastoid

cases, both before and after operation, require careful

observation. The temperature should be taken fre-

quently or otherwise sudden remissions may be over-

looked. Whenever, during a mastoid operation, the

bone over the sinus appears even to the slightest extent

abnormal, it should be removed and the sinus thor-

oughly exposed. If the sinus does not look healthy the

surgeon is warranted in opening it after first ligating

or exsecting the jugular below. It should be remem-

bered that a sinus thrombosis can come from a peri-

phlebitis, and for this reason the technic of our mas-

toid operations should be as nearly perfect as possible.

Dr. Havice of Fort Wayne reported an interesting

case of sinus thrombosis. The patient had two opera-

tions, but death resulted from extension of the in-

fectious process to the brain.

Dr. Porter of Fort Wayne said that he had been

present several times when cases of sinus thrombosis

had been operated. In one of the cases he had tied

the jugular before the aural surgeon opened the lateral

sinus. He did not believe that there was any good

reason for either tying or exsecting the jugular. It

perhaps shut out some extension of infection from

above, but infection can e.xtend by the collateral veins,

and therefore the advantages derived by the ligation

or exsection of the jugular are oilset by the possibility

of extension of the trouble through other channels.

Furthermore, the infection travels upward from the

sinus. He thought if the sinus was thrombosed it

should be opened and drained, but that it was bad

policy to stir up the infection by curetting, and nothing

was to be gained by ligation of the jugular. In other

words ordinary surgical principles should be followed

in the operation of a sinus thrombosis.

Dr. Barnhill, in concluding the discussion, said that

it was impossible to shut off all the emissary veins,

but that the most likely avenue for the extension of in-
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fection was closed when we ligate or exsect the jugular.
It should he our aim to shut off extension of infection
as much as posible. It is as yet a disputed point as to
whether the jugular should be ligated or exsected.
The opening of the sinus should always be done with
the field of operation as clean as it is po.ssible to make
it. The sinus should not be opened unless it is thor-

oughly exposed, and hemorrhage can be readily con-

trolled by packing.

The Relation of Bovine to Human Tuberculosis was
the title of a paper by Dr. A. W. Bitting of the United
States Department of Agriculture. Dr. Bitting gave
an interesting talk on this subject in which he described
the method of locating certain tuberculous areas in

animals, and the methods of slaughter houses in re-

moving these disea.sed portions from meat which the
department permits to be sold. Hogs contract tuber-
culosis by drinking milk from tuberculous cows. Thev
can also contract the disease by drinking milk which
has been inomilated with the human tubercle bacillus.

Human and bovine tuberculosis are unquestionably the
same, and this being the case it is the duty of the
government and state ofllcials to protect the people by
forbidding the sale of milk from tuberculous cows and
forbidding the sale of meat that is known to be tuber-
culous.

Dr. .1. H. Gilpin of Fort Wayne reported an experi-
ment where hogs were fed on anthrax-inoculated food
and the hogs all developed general anthrax infection,
showing that the infection can travel from the intes-
tines throughout the body. There is ample evidence to
])iove that tuhercle bacilli are taken into the svstem in

the same way, by ingestion.

Dr. Weaver of Fort Wayne said that it is a settled
fact that human and bovine tuberculosis are caused bv
the same infection, and he reported e.xperimcnts which
have conclusively proven this fact. Primary intestinal

tuberculosis is not so rare in children as generally sup-
posed, and it is due to ingestion of tubercle bacilli.

Bovine tuberculosis is pathologic for humans by direct

inoculation. ^Monkeys injected with tubercle bacilli

from both sources have developed the same results.

Dr. Bruggeman gave a history of the fight against
bovine tuberculosis in the city of Fort Wayne. One
dairy sent seventeen cows to the slaughter house and
nine of tliese were condemned. He said that tubercu-

losis is transmitted by fecal matter, and as all milk
has manure in it the danger of infection from this

source is great. Xo matter where the entry of infec-

tion may be the cattle develop pulmonary tuberculosis.

It is even so with human beings. If the infection

enters through the intestinal tract they are quite sure

to develoj) pulmonary tuberculosis.

Dr. Bitting, in closing, said that it is a hopeful sign

when so many states have taken decided action on the

question of inspecting dairies and slaughter houses for

the discovery of bovine tuberculosis. Tliis means that

eventually the development of human tuberculosis from

bevine tuberculosis will be essentially an impossibility.

A Plea for the Earth Closet was the title of a paper

by Dr. George B. Lake of Wolcottville. Dr. Lake il-

lustrated his paper by several drawings and showed

that the earth closet is a very sanitary way of dispos-

ing of fecal matter in rural districts.
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J)r. Hui’ty, ill disciissiiif^ the paper, said that tliis

question of the disposal of fecal matter is of vital im-

portance to the people if sickness and death from ty-

jihoid fever are to be prevented. He said if we could

only impress upon the people the one fact that typhoid

fever means that the patient has been' drinking or eat-

ing fecal matter, we perhaps would be able to secure

more attention to this question of sanitary closets.

Doctors can do much to prevent typhoid fever in the

country districts if they will teach the people to

properly dispose of their own filth so that it does not

contaminate the water supply by drainage into wells,

or does not contaminate the food through the medium
of Hies. Properly constructed and properly operated

the earth closet is entirely satisfactory.

The evening session was held in the parlors of the

Fort Wayne Club.

Perineal Rupture was the title of the first paper by
Dr. M. I. Rosenthal, in which the physician was urged

to use extreme care in the second stage of labor with

a view to preventing perineal tears. These tears will

occur even when the utmost care is exercised, but the

laceration need not necessarily be so extensive. In

cases of lacerated perineum Dr. Rosenthal recommends

subcutaneous sutures deep in the muscles of the peri-

neum, using for suture some non absorbable material

such as silver wire.

Dr. Hamilton of Fort Wayne, in discussing the paper,

said that in the prevention of perineal tears the ob-

stetrician sbould not be hindered in his work. Tlie

jiatient should be placed on a hard table and a skilled

anesthetist should render assistance by placing the

patient under complete anesthesia. Delivery can then

be accomplished without the expulsive efforts which

so frequently lacerate and the surgeon is unhampered

in his efforts to preserve the perineum.

Dr. English of Fort Wayne said that ruptured peri-

uei are more frequent than generally supposed. There-

fore the perineum should be carefully inspected imme-

diately aiier every delivery. Repair of the perineum

should also occur immediately following the delivery

of the jdacenta.

Dr. Porter of Fort Wayne said that in the repair of

a lacerated perineum the essential thing to be consid-

ered is to secure perfect apposition of the lips of the

wound and a. non-absorbent stitch beneath the skin

should be used for closing the opening.

Dr. R. Van Sweringen of Fort Wayne said that e.x-

tensive laceration of the perineum can oftentimes be pre-

vented by support of the perineum during the passage

of the head. The head should not be forced. In repair

of the perineum it is essential that there should be

perfect ajiposition of the parts.

In concluding the discussion Dr. Rosenthal said that

we should always go to an obstetrical case properly

jirepared for surgical work, and we should always be

prepared to repair a ruptured perineum.

Certain Traumatisms Resulting from Labor was the

title of a paper by Dr. J. Clarence Webster. In repair

of the perineum we should not neglect the pelvic fascia.

The levator ani muscle is a rudimentary muscle in

man, attached to the white line of the pelvis. In the

lower animals having tails this muscle plays an im-

])ortant jiart in the movement of the tail. It is at-

tached higher in the pelvis. As we find animals as-

suming more of an erect posture we find this muscle

becoming smaller and attached lower down. This is

true of the higher apes. In man we find it most
marked. This muscle, as it meets the fellow on the

op])osite side in man, is very weak, only finding few
digital ions of muscle at places. The fascia is the

stronger support of the pelvic viscera and should never

be neglected in repair of the perineum.

The pelvic lloor and jiarietes of the abdomen support
the abdominal and pelvic viscera. In frozen sections

ligaments (including those supporting the liver) are

found folded on themselves. The mesentery and various

ligaments’ purposes seem to be to carry blood vessels

and nerves to the organs. It has been computed that

they may support about one-eighth of the weight of the

organ attached to them.

In weak or distended abdomen we find their liga-

ments very much elongated and being drawn out by

the weight of the organ not supported. During preg-

nancy the abdomen is greatly distended and at times

much injured. We find three kinds of weak abdomens:

(1) Weak recti muscles without their separation; (2)

When the recti are separated; (3) When the recti are

torn themselves. The umbilical region is the weakest

part of the abdomen. By separation of the recti wo

find a spindle-shaped area at this place. Child-bearing

is an antecedent history in a great majority of the

cases. Many times the recti tend to come together

without surgical help, as has been demonstrated in a

few cases. Surgical aid and abdominal supports applied

rightly are the only things to be advocated. Consider-

ing the cost of buying many abdominal supporters and

their annoyance, surgical treatment is the one to be

advised.

In discussion Dr. Porter, Fort Wayne, said that a

person with either a “pot gut” belly or the one with a

large belly with a depression in the center is very sure

to have a hernia if he does any physical labor and lives

long enough. The belly is weakened by distension of

food, and eating much food requiring enormous quan-

tity for nourishment. He then referred to feeding

horses and cattle in such a manner that they become

“pit gutted,” and this was i.one away with on giving

more concentrated food. A certain per cent, of chil-

dren’s bellies are distended by food fermentation.

Dr. II. A. Duemling, Fort Wayne, condemned the use

of a tight-fitting bandage to support the abdomen.

Dr. II. D. Wood of Angola called attention to in-

juries to the vaginal wall during labor.

Dr. G. W. IMcCaskey of Fort Wayne thought that it

would take a great many frozen sections to arrive at

the conclusions that the parietal walls and pelvic fa.scia

were main supports to their viscera.

Drs. B. Van Sweringen, Rosenthal and Drayer com-

mended Dr. Webster’s paper.

Dr. IMary Whery asked regarding bandaging the

belly after labor.

In conclusion Dr. Webster said that we have for

many years paid great attention to lacerations of the

cervix and perineum, but that it was the invisible

traumatisms that we had neglected.

A smoker was given by the Allen County Medical

Society to those present.

One hundred and fifty-four members and guests were

registered at the meeting.

Adjourned. E. ;M. VaxBcskirk, Sec.
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While the whole subject of vaccine therapy is

still largely in the experimental stage, enough

good has already been accomplished with it to

make one feel that it will lead to great practical

results, especially in chronic infections of all

kinds. It can not be claimed that bacterial vac-

cines alone effect a cure, for in many cases they

must be combined with other forms of treatment,

such as medical, surgical and hygienic measures.

Their chief value lies in hastening the period of

treatment in many chronic infections, and also in

making operative treatment less radical in other

instances.

PRINCIPLES OF OPSONIC TREATMENT.

The whole trend of modern therapeutics re-

volves largely about the fact that in many dis-

eased conditions there is a tendency on the part

of the body itself to effect a cure. Many of the

cells and tissues possess reserve powers that are

only called into action when our bodies are in-

jured or threatened with harmful agents, the

most common of which are micro-organisms and

chemical poisons. As these reactions on the part

of the body are becoming better understood many
processes heretofore considered pathological are

now being considered as physiological. The splen-

did results following the use of Bier’s hyperemia

treatment of infections go far to show that in-

flammation is a conservative reaction, a true

physiological process, and in most cases should

lie encouraged instead of combated. The im-

munity possessed by individuals who have recov-

ered from acute infectious diseases is in reality

a body-state where the cells and fluids have be-

come more powerful in their ability to destroy

the germs of that disease. In other words, the

body having recovered from one fight with the

micro-organisms, increases its standing army of

antibodies in numbers to efficiency. This im-

munity following the recovery from infectious

diseases differs from the immunity produced by

bacterial vaccine in degree only. In the former

the tissues acquire their training in real warfare,

while in the latter the fight takes on the nature

of a skirmish.

Opsonins are substances existing in the blood

of all persons, but vary in amount according to

conditions. It has been found that bacterial vac-

cines give the best results in chronic infections

where the opsonic contents of the blood are rela-

tively low. In these chronic infections there is

present almost invariably a connective tissue or

scar tissue capsule surrounding focus of bacteria.

The normal opsonins of the blood are reduced in

an attempt to combat the infection, and the in-

cased bacteria are unable to come in contact with

the blood stream sufficiently to stimulate the for-

mation of new opsonins, hence the persistently

low opsonic index. Our aim, therefore, is to at-

tempt to raise this index by injecting a vaccine

made from bacteria taken from the patient's own
lesions. In order to do this we inject the dead

bacteria into a region of the body where they can

come in contact with the general blood stream,

and thus incite a formation of new opsonins. The

bacteriiil vaccine, or suspension of dead organ-

isms, do not act upon the living bacteria causing

the infection directly, as in the case of adminis-

tering antitoxin, but simply serve to stimulate

the formation of opsonins and perhaps other
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antibodies, wliich in tlieir turn act upon the bac-

teria causing the infection.

'J'lie value of the vaccine treatment is increased

b}’ improving tire ])atient's general eondition as

much as possible l>y avoiding antisepties, l)oth

internal and local, by the use of the hyperemia

treatment.

Anemia, malnutrition and fatigue tend to

lower the opsonie index tor all bacteria. Even

in normal individuals the index is lowered l)y

fatigue. This is often more marked in patients

with chronic infections, especially tuberculosis.

It is necessary, therefore, to put the patient in

the best general condition possible, by the pi’oper

diet, tonics, etc., and also by avoiding the occur-

rence of fatigue.

'’I’he use of antisejhics in wounds is Ireeoming

more and more restricted. It is a well-known

fact that an antise])tic will destroy the body cells

quicker and much more easily than liacteria. If

all fhe bacteria in a wound are not destroyed by

the anti,septic they will later have a most abun-

dant field of dead tissue cells in which to grow.

The serum exuded into the wound contains opso-

nins and other bactericidal substances, which are

immediately destroyed on coming in contact with

antiseptics. Thus by applying antiseptic dress-

ings to wounds we replace the natural bacteri-

cidal srd)stances by an artificial one that is prob-

ably less efficient. .Substances like creosote, lac-

tic acid, chloroform and other antiseptics that are

sometimes given internally, tend to reduce the

op.sonins of the blood and to reduce its fighting

powers. It seems rational to su])pose. therefore,

that creosote taken inlernally in tuberculosis

might do more harm than good.

The T)ier method of hyperemia furnishes one

of the most important aids io vaccine therapy of

localized infections. By this ])rocedure, either

by the use of cups or by the aid of a constrict-

ing bandage about the ])art. we produce a local

venous stasis and also an extravasation of lymph
and leucocytes into the tissue. The blood taken

from a hv])eremic area shows a decidedly higher

opsonic index than that taken from other regions.

Thus the Bier treatment consists simply in con-

centrating opsonins in the locality where they are

most needed.

THE rii.VCTIC.VL .VT):MIXISTR.tTIOX OF BACTERIAL

VACCIXE.

Chronic infections due to the staphylococens

albus, aureus and citreus, the colon bacillus, pneu-

mococcus and tubercular bacillus offer the best

results with vaccine treatment. Gonorrheal in-

fection of joints and of the posterior urethra re-

spond favorably to the vaccine treatment in many

cases, but the im])rovement is not so constant as

in the above-mentioned infections. I’ulmonary

tuberculosis, ])neumonia and acute streptococcus

infections have improved in many cases follow-

ing the use of vaccines, but in these cases it is a

(piestion as to whether or not the vaccines really

play an imj)ortant ])art in the cure. In these

acute conditions, where there is no connective

tissue capsule about tbe focus of bacteria, it

would seem that oj)sonic formation would be

stimulated by the organisms causing disease, and

that on giving a vaccine containing bacteria we

would simply be adding fuel to the flames.

ACXE.

Acne responds most fa\orably to vaccine treat-

ment. The majority of cases, both mild and se-

vere, are cured; the skin becomes soft and the

thick, greasy look disappears. If mueh scarring

and ])itting has taken place this will not be af-

fected by the treatment. l\Iost of the aene cases

that are not cured are greatly improved, d'here

are a few cases, however, that seem to be entirely

unaffected, for which we find no explanation. The

whole subject is too new to predict the duration

of the cure. Our first case has remained well for

one year without recurrence.

The first step in the treatment of acne is to

obtain a culture of the offending organs. Slant

agar cultures are made from two or three pim-

ples, selecting those that are just beginning to

soften, as the growths from these are more lux-

uriant than when taken from a well-formed pus-

tule. The ]dmples should be washed several

times with aleohol and allowed to dry; and the

serum, or ])us, scpieezed out, is transferred to the

culture tubes. After twenty-four hours of in-

cubation the culture will have grown so that the

tvpe of organism can be determined, and this

same growth can be often used in making the

vaccine (see below). The opsonic index in acne

is invarial)ly love, ranging from .4 to .0. In our

early cases we followed the index jiersistently

throughout the course of the treatment, taking it

every three or four days. We found that a posi-

tive phase, or increased opsonic index, lasted in

almost all cases from sixteen to twenty-two days.

This time corresponds closely with that obtained

bv other workers, which led us to abandon the

index in aene cases, and also in other staphy-

lococcus infections, except when unusual features

])resented themselves, that we were unable to un-

derstand. We administer the vaccine at inter-

nals of two or three weeks, depending u])on the

clinical features of the case without the index as

a guide, and our results seem to warrant this

omission, d’he vaccine is given hypodermically
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ill tlie left arm, under the strictest aseptic pre-

cautions, and tlie dose of vaccine employed varies

from 201),000,000 to 400,000,000 cocci. The pa-

tient must be warned that the acne may appear

slightly worse two or three days following the

injection, due to the negative phase, or lowered

immunity, which invariably occurs immediately

after giving the injection. From one to two

weeks following the injection, improvement udll

often lie noted, not so much in the existing pus-

tules. but fewer new ones will form. If the im-

provement has been slight, or has not occurred,

a second dose of vaccine should be given in two

weeks; if the improvement has been marked,

three weeks should elapse before a second dose is

given.

A few of our cases have been cured by one or

two injections, while others have ro(|uired as

many as five or six. While the vaccine treatment

is being carried out special attention should be

jiaid to the general condition of the patient, and
lotions containing anthseptics should be imihib-

ited.

BOILS AXD FURUXCLES.

When these cases present themselves the evac-

uation of the pus is of mo.«t immediate impor-

tance, the vaccine treatment lieing secondary. We
have followed Bier's methods of dealing with

the.se infections with the most satisfactory re-

sults. The apex of the swellings is cleaned with

lysol and alcohol and is punctured with a bis-

toury, making an incision not larger than an
eighth of an inch. A slant agar culture is im-
mediately made from the pus. A glass cup is

then placed over the hoil, of such a size that the

rim will be well outside of the line of induration.

Gentle suction is then made by means of an as-

pirator attached to the stem of the cup. and the

pus is slowly drawn out. This is a much more
comfortable procedure than scpieezing out the
contents of the l)oil; in fact, it diminishes the
pain in the majority of cases, and at the same
time it produces an acute hyperemia in the sur-

rounding tissue. If the central slough is too
large to be removed through the original open-
ing, th'is may have to be enlarged, through which
the neurotic tissue can be removed with a fine
pair of forceps. The cavity should not Ite curet-
ted or irrigated with antiseptic solution. The
cup should remain on almut ten minutes, when
an extensive hyperemia and edema will have been
produced. Xo packing is used, and the whole is

covered with a sterile gauze. The cupping should

be repeated in the same way after twenty-four

hours, and the skin wound, which will have be-

come plastered together, will open with gentle

suction. 4'his procedure, carried out daily for

four or five days, will cure the most severe boil,

with a minimum amount of scarring and discom-

fort to the patient.

If there is no tendency for other lioils to ap-

pear, it will be useless to give vaccine; but if

other red or indurated spots are seen, an injec-

tion should be given, made from original cul-

ture, in the same dose as for acne. In all of our

cases of furunculosis one injection was all that

was required to effect a cure. In many cases,

before suppuration has occurred, dry cupping

over the indurated area will cause it to resolve

without jms formation.

ACUTE IXFECTIOXS FOLLOAVIXG TRAUMATIC

WOUXDS.

Acute infections following traumatic wounds

seldom require vaccine treatment, unless they be-

come chronic: but in this class of cases we derive

considerable benefit by concentrating the normal

op,sonins of the blood about the focus of the in-

fection by means of the hy])eremia treatment.

If the infection is definitely localized the treat-

ment will be similar to that used in the case of

boils. When the infection attacks a limb, caus-

ing a diffuse edema or cellulitis, with or without

pus formation, the constricting bandage is indi-

cated. This consists of an elastic bandage, either

an Esmarch bandage or the rubber of a wide sus-

pender, uliich serves equally well, ])laced about

the limb several inches above the upper limit of

the inllamniatory area. The success of this pro-

cedure depends very largely upon the tension

given to the bandage in putting it on. This

should be just tight enough to restrict the venous

return to such a degree as to produce an edema
of the jiart below, but should not be so tight as

to interfere with the arterial supply to the limb.

If pain, numbness or jiaresthesia is complained

of the bandage is too tight. A properly fitting

l>andage causes the limb to swell and to appear

cyanotic, and in the majority of cases there is a

decrease of pain in the jiart. In these acute in-

fections the bandage should be allowed to remain

in jilace from twenty to twenty-two hours out of

twenty-four; or better, five out of every six

hours. The advantage of this treatment is that

the patient suffers less pain
;

there are fewer

constitutional symptoms from the absoiqition of

toxins; the infection sulisides earlier; and if

surgical jirocedures have to lie resorted to, more
good can be accomplished with a less radical op-

eration. In this class of cases, as in boils, anti-

sejitics should be avoided; and if a moist dress-

ing is indicated, sterile salt solution is all that

is required.
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If this infection becomes chronic or leads to

persistent ulcers or sinuses the healing will he

greatly hastened by the use of bacterial vaccines.

One dose of tlie autogenous vac-cine is all that is

required.

CHKOXIC SINUSES LEADING TO OLD ABSCESS

CAVITIES.

In case of chronic sinuses leading to an in-

fected gall bladder, kidney or to appendix ab-

scess, when there is a sluggish granulation tissue

formation, the jirocess can be greatly accelerated

by the use of vaccines. In these sinuses tl'e colon

bacillus is the most common organism found, and

it is from this that the vaccine should be made.

Wright explains the persistency of these sinuses

in the following way : The opsonins of the blood

can not reach the bacteria on the walls of the

sinuses on account of the dried, coagulated fibrin,

which fonns over the granulation tissue, and

which also furnishes a medium for the growth of

the bacteria. Before fresh serum containing op-

sonins can reach these bacteria the fibrin films

must be destroyed. It is a Avell-known fact that

curetting these sinuses Avill often hasten their

closure, but Wright has devised a more refined

method. He fills the sinuses with an aqueous

solution of ..5 per cent, citrate of soda and o per

cent, of sodium chlorid. A fcAv hours later a

clear serum Avill be seen to flow from the pre-

viously choked, dry sinus, because the citrate of

.coda will prevent coagulation of the lymph by de-

calcifying it
;

and the salt solution, being of a

much higher osmotic tension than that of the

body fluids, will cause the flow toward the sinus

cavity. When this simple proc-edure does not

bring about a closure of the sinus an autogenous

vaccine should be giA'en.

GONORRHEAL INFECTION.

Gonorrheal arthritis and tenosynovitis respond

in the majority of cases to gonococcus vaccine,

especially when combined with a restricting band-

age applied above the part for five out of six

hours. .Several workers have claimed good re-

sults from the vaccine treatment in chronic gon-

orrheal infections of the genitourinar}' apparatus.

^\'e have had no experience with this class of

cases so far, but in making cultures from cases of

chronic posterior urethritis we have obtained in

the majority of them a pure culture of staph}'-

lococcus albus, and have seen a marked benefit

following the administration of the autogenous

vaccine.

STREPTOCOCCUS INFECTION.
t

Infections with the streptococcus pyogenes are

generally acute, but in some cases they resemble

the chronic infections by being separated from

the general blood stream, not by a scar-tissue

capsule, but by a coagulation of lymph in all the

capillaries and lymphatics surrounding the focus

of bacteria. This gives rise to the hard, diffuse

swellings so often seen in streptococcus infec-tions

known as brawny indurations. In these condi-

tions streptococcus vaccine often appears to do

considerable good, especially when combined with

treatment that will prevent the coagulation of

hunph in its surrounding vessels, and thus allow

the opsonins of the blood to reach the collection

of bacteria. As a rule the coagulability of the

blood in this class of infection is greatly in-

creased. Wright reduces this tendency to c-oagu-

lation by giving citric acid by mouth, in doses of

from 15 to 60 grains every three or four hours,

depending upon the severity of the case. Often

on cutting into a brawny swelling the wound will

be almost dry, but shortly after giving the citric

acid, serum will be seen to well up in the wound,
thus showing that a capillary circulation has been

established. Wright claims excellent results with

the streptococcus vaccine in these cases when com-
bined with simple incision and the administra-

tion of citric acid.

INFECTIONS OF THE MUCOUS MEMBRANES AND
THEIR GLANDS.

We have had a limited experience along this

line, but according to Wright this is a favorable

field for vaccine tlierapy. He says : ‘T have ob-

tained or had successful results in many different

infections of the mucous lining of the ear. an-

trum, nose, nasal sinuses, dental alveoli, salivary

glands, also in bacillus coli, infections of the in-

testinal mucous membrane and gall bladder, and

in many different infections of the uterus, urinary

bladder and ureter.

TUBERCULAR INFECTION.

Surgical tuberculosis forms a class of cases

that respond most favorably to vaccine therapy.

Xot only our own Avork but that of others point

to the fact that tuberculin properly administered

is the first indication in treating chronic tuber-

culosis. In many cases operation may be neces-

sary, but by the use of the vaccine a much less

radical procedure may be sufficient : and in those

cases where operation has been performed and a

healing has failed to take place, the vaccine Avill

often bring about a closure of the AA’ound. Our

work along this line comprises cases of tubercu-

losis of bones, joints, lATuphatic glands, skin.
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mucous membranes, urinary bladder, kidney and

epididymis. A few of our patients feel that

they are perfectly well, but it is impossible for

us. howeyer, to claim a definite cure. In all

cases there has been improyement in local condi-

tions. a gain in weight and strength, a reduction

of the feyer, an improyed appetite, and in the

alnlity to digest food. Good hygienic conditions,

together with the ayoidance of fatigue, is an es-

sential part of the treatment.

In tuberculosis of the hones and joints of the

extremities the compression bandage should be

used to supjjlement the yaccine treatment, but

should be left on a shorter time than in acute

infections. An application of the bandage for

two hours, night and morning, is sufficient. When
caseation dr necrosis of bone has occurred its re-

moval is indicated. When the tubercular process

is far adyanced, and the indications for opera-

tion are unmistakable, we refuse to give the yac-

cine, tor little good can be accomplished in these

cases by yaccine alone; and, moreorer, tbe pa-

lient may cherish the hope of escaping operation

altogetlier if tuberculin is giyen, and thus waste

yaluable time.

As mentioned aboye, we do not feel that it is

necessary to take the opsonic index in pyogenic

infc'ctions unless unusual features present them-

selyes. In tubercular infection it is an entirely

different matter. Each j)atient seems to respond

differently, and the immunity deriyed from the

injection of yaccine caries in degree and dura-

tion. We feel that it is absolutely e.ssential to

take the tubercular opsonic index in all patients

before the first yaccination, and after that at in-

tenals of four or ffye days for at least three or

four weeks, until we hare learned the degree and

duration of his indiyidual response.

The tubercular yaccine, like other forms, is a

suspension of the dead bacilli, in normal salt so-

lution, ijnd is generally called the ‘“Xew Tuber-

culin"' (T. IT). We employ doses yarying from

1/lUOO to 1/500 mg., starting with the smaller

and gradually working uji to the larger dose. In-

jections are giren at intenals of from one to

three weeks, depending upon the way the patient

responds. With us the larger doses haye fre-

quently produced local and general reaction, and

the patient has had a decided setback. Some ad-

yise that tuberculin should not lie giyen during a

feljrile period. This is
2
)robably true with pul-

monary tubeixulosis. but we have found that

small doses will often reduce the feyer in surgi-

cal tuberculosis.

In many tubercular infections, esjjecially of the

raucous membrane and in sinus and ulcers, we

haye a secondary infection with one or more of

the pyogenic liacteria. In these cases it will be

necessary to giye with the tuberculin a yaccine

made from these secondary inyaders.

In regard to the yalue of tul)erculin in pul-

jiionary tuberculosis, nothing of positiye yalue

can he said. Our own experience is so small,

and the experience of others so contradictory,

that it is impossible to come to a definite con-

clusion.

STOCK AXD AUTOCtEXOCS VACCIXE.

Tlie question of a stock yaccine, compared

with that of an autogenous one, is yery important

from a practical standpoint. If the stock yac-

cine will giye the same results as one made from

llie patient's own infecting germ, the whole sub-

ject of yaccine therapy will be jffaced upon a

much more practical basis than it is at present.

With the staphylococcus albus and aureus stock

\ accines we haye in many cases obtained as good

results as Ayhen the autogenous were used. In

other cases we haye obtained absolutely no re-

sults with the stock yaccine, while a cure or im-

proyement resulted on using its autogenous yac-

cine. In using the stock yaccine a culture from

its lesion must always be made in order to deter-

mine its exact kind of organism producing its

lesion. An albus yaccine will do absolutely no

good in an aureous infection, and yice yersa.

Stock yaccines of the colon bacilli haye failed en-

tirely, while we haye obtained good results with

autogenous yaccines. The difficulty of obtaining

cultures from gonorrheal and tubercular infec-

tions forces us to use stock yaccines in these cases,

but v.-e would probably obtain better and more
constant results if the production of autetgenous

yaccines with these bacteria were practical. We
feel that use of stock yaccines is justified in many
cases, provided the offending organism has been

pre\iously determined by cultural and micro-

sco])ic methods. A stock vaccine containing

staphylococcus albus, aureus and citreus. together,

is put up for the treatment of abscess and pyo-

genic infections, and as this vaccine contains all

three of the pus-producing organisms a culture

might seem unnecessary. This “shotgun" dose

should he strictly avoided, as it is decidedly un-

scientific and Avill do more harm than good. An-
other stock yaccine is o'n the market at the pres-

ent time, labeled simply “Staphylococcus Vac-

cine,” or “Staiffiylo-bacterin,"’ without any refer-

ence being made as to germ. This should be

universally condemned and absolutely avoided

the same as a patent medicine put up without

the formula upon the label.
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Tlic dosos ol' the various vaccines arc as fol-

lows ;

Staphyloeoec'iis alliiis, auiciH,

and' eitreus -iOO.OOO.OOO-oOO.OnO.OOO

Colon Uacilliis oO.ODO.ODO- 100.000,000

Streptococcus 20.000.000- o0,()00,000

Pneumococcus 20,000,000- 50,(100,000

Gonococcus 5,000,000- 20.000,000

Tubercular (T. H.) 1/1000 to 1/500 luij.

orsoxic IXDEX.

We hear from many sources a statement that

the opsonic index is inaccurate and void of any

])ractical value. It would seem, hovrever, that

those who have done serious work along this line,

and who have developed a reliable technic by

making great numbers of indices, lay great stress

upon the value of the opsonic index in vaccine

therajiy. ]\Iany errors may creep in and the per-

sonal equation is considerable, hut when the

index is carefully made the error should he less

than 10 per cent. It not only serves as an indi-

cation for the time to give the vaccine, hut may
also aid in determining the form of an infection

when it is impossible to obtain a culture. A con-

stantly low index to an organism, while that for

all other organisms remains normal, points to the

fact that this is the otfending bacteria, whether it

is tubercular bacilli or other bacteria. A tuber-

cular o])sonic index that tluetuates every three or

tour days from a low to a high points strongly to

a pulmonary or acute form of tuberculosis. As
mentioned above, the detennination -of the op-

sonic index for most bacterial infections is gen-

erally unnecessary except for tuberculosis; in

this it should be frcHpiently taken, espwially dur-

ing the first few weeks of the treatment.

Ti-:cirxic OF ESTnr.vTiXG the orsoxic ixdex.

The object of determining the opsonic index is

to comjiare the opsonic strength of the patient’s

serum to a certain bacteria with the serum of a

normal or healthy person. In order to do this

three things are necessary: (1) The patient’^

serum, and also the serum of one or more healthy

])ersons;
(
2

)
an emulsion of the bacteria caus-

ing the infection; (3) an emulsion of serum-free

or wasted leucocytes.

The serum is obtained by first collecting ten or

twelve drops of blood from the lobe of the ear in

the glass capsule (Fig. 1 ). The blood is allowed

to run into the curved end of the capsule by capil-

lary attraction. The low.er end of the tube is

sealed and the Ijlood shaken to the lower end and

idlowed to clot. The blood from one or more

healthy persons is taken at the same time, to

furnish serum for comparison. The individual

variation is diminished by using several normal

serums as a control, and this mixture is called a

“pool.” These cajisules containing blood should

be kept in the dark, as light tends to destroy the

opsonins. d’he index should he made if jiossible

on the same day that the blood is taken, because

the strength gradually decreases M'ith age. How-
ever, if all serums are taken at the same time the

degree in strength will decrease proportionately

in all of them. Accurate results can be obtained

within twenty-four hours after taking the blood.

These capsules containing the clotted blood are

put into a centrifuge for a few minutes, and the

clear scrum will separate above the clot.

The bacterial emulsion is made from a twentv-

four-hour slant agar growth (in all cases exce])t

tubercular bacilli) by shaking up the culture

with 2 or 3 c.c. of normal salt solution and then

churning the fluid by forcing it in and out of a

fine capillary pipet (Fig. 2) for about a minute

to break up clumps of bacteria. This milky fluid

constitutes the ba'derial emulsion.

a

Figm-e I. Figure 2. F:

Fig. 1.—Capsuie for coiiecting blood, after being centri-
fuged. a. The clear serum above the ciot b.

Fig. 2.—Glass tube for washing leucocytes, a. The mix-
ture of blood and citrate-salt soiution before being centri-
fuged.

Fig. .3.—The same as Fig. 2, after being centrifuged, a.

The serum and salt solution : b, the film of leucocytes lying
on the surface of red cells, c.

The leucocytes arc obtained as follows : A so-

lution of 8.0 per cent, sodium chlorid and 1 per

cent, sodium citrate is prepared. A small tube

(Fig. 3) is filled about two-thirds full of this so-

lution. The remainder of the tube is filled with

fresh blood drawn from the finger or ear. This

is thoroughly mixed together and centrifuged.

The solution containing the blood serum will be

in the upper part of the tube; the rod blood cells

will be in the bottom. On top of this there will

lie a tiny gray film containing leucocytes. The

clear fluid is drawn off with a capillary pipet,

taking care not to disturb the films of white cells.

This little tube is again refilled with an .8-5 per

cent, salt solution and mixed with the red and

-- a

Igure 3.
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wliite cells by gently everting the tulje two or

three times to remove the remainder of blood

serum and also the sodium citrate. This tube is

again centrifuged, uhen the three layers will

again sej)arate (Fig. 4). The ujii^er clear solu-

tion is removed as before, leaving film of white

cells undisturbed, which is called the “cream.”

AVe now have the serum of the patient, and also

of the normal persons, in the capsule, the bac-

terial emidsion in the culture tubes, and the leu-

cocytes. or “cream,” in the small glass tube. AAT

now prepare two capillary pipets by drawing out

a one-l'ourth-inch glass tulje. and draw a line line

al)out half an inch from their tip (Fig. .3). By
means of a rubber ljulb on the ends of these

2
-

2.3

portions of serum, which contains the opsonin,

bacterial emulsion and washed leucocytes or

‘Tream.”

These are now labeled and inculjated for fifteen

minutes at a temperature of about 3T degrees C.

At the end of this time the tubes are taken out,

the ends broken otf, and the contents of each tube

smeared over the surface of a clean glass slide

by means of the glass rod (Fig. 8). These

smears are allowed to dry and are then dipped

in wood alcohol in order to fix them. AA'e have

tried many stains, l>ut the following is the

sim])lest and seems to give universally good

results. Cover the film for aljout a minute within

an aipieous solution of methylene Iilue, wash in

pipets we arc able to draw up the different

fluids. In one pipet we draw in enough of tlu;

jDatient's serum to reach the mark on the tube,

then let in a bubble of air. next the same (pian-

tity of cream, then the same iiuantity of bacterial

water, then cover the slide for about half a min-

ute in a solution of picric acid (concentrated so-

lution of acid, 1 ])art. in water T parts). The
films are then dried with filter paper and are

ready to l)e examined under oil-immei'sion lens.

emulsion (Fig. G). All of these are now drawn
up to the wide part of the tube, where tliey are

churned back and forth gently in order to insure

perfect mixing. 4'hey are next forced down the

capillary portion of the tulje (Fig. ?), the end of

which is sealed in a bunson flame. In the other

capillary pipets a similar mixture is made, ex-

cept that the patient's serum is replaced by the

“pool.” AMien the “pool” is taken from two per-

sons the capillary tube can be filled half way up
the mark with the first, and the rest of the dis-

tance, w-itlr the secon-d. The- contents are then

mixed and the ends sealed as before. AA'e now
have two capillary pipets, each containing equal

AVe now have the two slides, one containing the

mixture of leucocytes, bacteria and patient’s

serum, the (Jther leucocytes, bacteria and normal

ser’um. On examining one of these under the

microscope we see that most of the leucocytes

contain bacteria in a fairly constant number. AA'e

now count the total number of Ijacteria in .50

leucocytes. This is done for each slide; the

average number of bacteria leucocyte consti-

tutes the phagocytic index. The ratio of the

jfliagocytic indices equals the opsonic index. FOr

.example, ifi the slide containing- nonnal serum

or “pool'’ gave a count of 400 bacteria to .50 leu-

cocytes the phagocytic index would be 8 ; that is.
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an average of 8 bacteria ]jer leucocyte. If on the

slide containing the patient's serum 50 leucocytes

contained in 200 bacteria the phagolytic index

would be d. The ratio of these phagolytic in-

dices would be 8 :4 or 1 :.5. The phagolitic index

of the normal serum being taken as one. the op-

sonic index of the patient's serum would, there-

fore. be .5. This method applies practically to

all forms of bacteria except tlie tuberculosis ba-

cilli. In taking the tubercular opsonic index the

only difference is in the preparation of the emul-
sion of bacteria, which is sometimes very difficult.

We have used the dead bacilli which were the

residue from the ‘"old tuberculin,'*’ kindly fur-

nished us by Parke, Davis & Co. A small por-

placed in a bulb, which is sealed and sterilized,

in order to kill any foreign germ. This is used

as a stock emulsion and small quantities are

drawn off under aseptic precaution whenever in-

dices are to be made, and the bull) re-sealed. In

making the index this emulsion is used the same

as with other forms of bacteria, except that in

staining the slides the carbol fuchsin, alkaline

methylene bh;e method is used in the same way

as in staining sputum. The count and estima-

tion is made as above described.

In making ca])sules and glass pipets ordinary

glass tul)ing is used, one-eighth inch tubing for

the former and one-fourth inch for the latter,

tion of these Ijacteria are washed on a filter paper

several times with water to free them from glyc-

ci'in: they are then ground in an agate mortar

for at least ten minutes, to break up the clumps.

Formerly we ground the.se for an hour and a

half, but since we have devised a shaking ma-
chine we have been able to break up the clumps
with much less work (see Fig. 9). A cork is per-

and these are drawn out in an ordinary bunson

flame. In making pipets a piece of tubing about

five inches long is taken, heated in the middle

until thoroughly softened, and then drawn out

until the required caliber is reached (Fig. 5).

All bending and drawing out of glass tubing

should be done after the tube has been taken out

of the flame.

Fig. 7.—Pipet containing mixture ready to incubate.

J'oiated and placed tightly on the revolving rod

of the centrifuge. A heavy needle is stuck into

the cork about one-fourth of an inch from the

center. A tape is tied about a small thin glass

vial that is to contain the emulsion. One end of

the tape is thrust over the needle, the other end

is fastened to a rubl)er band, one end of which

is attached to the wall. The revolving cork, with

its eccentric needle, will give an extremely rapid

viliration to the contents of the bottle.

fl'he ground emulsion is ])laced in a small stop-

pered vial, with three or four glass beads, and

shaken for half an hour, and then allowetl to set-

tle. The supernatant fluid is drawn off and

PREPAHATIOX OF THE BACTERIAL VACCIXE.

Vaccine for staphylococcus, streptococ-cus,

colon bacilli, gonococcus and pneumococcus are

all prepared in the same way. One or two slant

ager tubes are planted with fresh culture of the

bacteria from which the vaccine is to be made.

After these are grown for twenty-four hours 2

to 3 c.c. of sterile normal salt solution is put into

the test-tube; the tube is then shaken from side

to side, which will cause the bacteria to leave the

agar and float in the salt solution. A very fine

capillary pipet with a rubber bulb at the top is

now used to churn this emulsion back and forth
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by alternating pressure and suction on the Inilb.

to break up the clumps of bacteria. This will

produce a milky fluid, which is allowed to stand

for ten or fifteen minutes to allow the clumps

and sediment to settle. The upper layers of the

emulsion are drawn off: and placed in a small

sterile bottle.

Fig. 8.—Glass rod for spreading the incubated mixture
on the slide.

'Phe next stop is to standardize the vaccine.

In order to do this the strength of the solution

just prepared must be estimated. In order to do

this we take a capillary pipet, mark it a short

distance from the end and draw up fresh blood

from the puncture in the finger to the mark, and

Fig. 0.—Shaker for breaking up clumps of tubercle
bacteria.

c(|ual (plant ity of bacterial emulsion is drawn up

in the same tube. The contents of the tube are

then blown upon a perfectly clean glass slide and

tlioroughly mixed up, drawing it backward and

forward into the tube several times. The mix-

ture is then smeared evenly over the glass slide,

fixed and stained with gentian violet. The slide

is now examined under the oil immersion lens.

The eyepiece of the microscope is replaced by one

having a s(|uare diaphragm, or one containing

Fig. 10.—Ocular diaphragm used in estimating the num-
ber of bacteria in vaccine.

four cross-hairs, marking the field with a central

Mpiare (Fig. 10). The slide is now examined

and a number of red cells and bacteria are

counted in about twenty successive fields. The
ratio lietween the total number of red cells

counted, and bacteria, will equal the ratio be-

tween .1
,
000,000 and the number of bacteria in a

cubic mm. By multiplying these figures by a

thousand it will give the number of bacteria per

cubic cm. of the original emulsion. This is then

dilated so that 1 c.c. of bacterial emulsion will

ecpial the maximum dose for the particular or-

Fig. n.— a. b. and c. The three stages in making the

vaccine bulbs, d. The bulb filled with vaccine and the end
sealed.

ganism being prepared. This dilution is made

with normal salt solution. With most workers

when this point is reached the vaccine is steril-

ized by heating and cresol or lysol is added for a

preservative, and the whole kept in a tightly-

corked bottle ready for use.
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Wo liilve devised a ])Ian that does away with

tile preservative, which often causes severe local

irritation and at the same time avoids any con-

tamination of the vaccine. Out of a quarter-

inch glass tubing we blow glass bulbs, into which

we seal the vaccine (Fig. 11). In making these

the tube is drawn out. making a diameter of

about an eighth of an inch. About half an inch

of the Tube lielow this neck is sealed, heated and

blown into the form of a bulb. This is done by

the mouth placed at the other end of the tube.

'Phe' bulb is broken off at the neck and is ready

to receive 1 c.c. of the emulsion by means of our

home-made pipet (Fig. 12).

'I’he pipet is made out of quarter-inch glass

tubing, and the curve above the bulb makes it

easier to handle the fluid more accurately. A 1

c.c. mark is made by standardizing it against an

ordinary 1 c.c. ])ipet. After the emulsion has

been placed in the bulb the ends are sealed in a

blowpipe. These bullis now contain one dose of

2 mg. of dead tubercle bacilli suspended in 1 c.c.

of fluid. 'I'his is diluted with normal sterile salt

solution, so. that 1 c.c. contains 1/500 mg. This

is bulbed the same as the other form of vaccine,

ll’hcn smaller doses are required the amount is

measured in the hypodermic syringe.
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llu‘ omuhion. ljut the Inictcria are still living,

'fhe next step is to kill them by heat. In order

to do this they are placed in an oven, which is

lieated to TO degrees C. for half an hour. We
now have the finished vaccine. After cooling,

tlie contents of two bull)s are put into a culture

tul)c and incubated, to lie sure of perfect steril-

ization.

'I'lic.^e l)ull)S keep indefinitely. When they are

lo be used tlie ntk-k is filled, broken off, and the

contents drawn out with a sterilized hypoder-

mic.
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with lysol. water and alcohol. The puncture is
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THE VALUE OF THE MICHOSCOPE AXD
TEST TUBE IX DIAGXOSIS.

B. W. Bhamy, M.I).

Pathologist to Hope Hospital.

FOIiT WAYNE, IND.

In ])te.senting a paper on this subject, some

hesitation is felt, for the reason that, being en-

gaged in laboratorv work, an expression of opin-

ion might be considered liiased. Deeds speak

louder than words in any achievement, and it is
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iindoubteclly true that tlie clinician rvlio has used

laljoraturv metliods extensivel}' and become ac-

customed to assign to them their true value

coidd give a broader o])inion as to their value

than the microscojrist himself. With this preface

and understanding, the writer will venture to

give his ideas as to the proper sphere of labora-

tory diagnosis in clinical medicine to-day.

The first consideration is the pei’sounel of the

microsco2)ist or chemist. The old saying, “The

microscope does not lie,” holds good, but upon

“the man behind the gun” depends the responsi-

bility of properly preparing the specimens for

examination. He must have the proper technic

and the necessary experience and knowledge to

l)c able to draw the right conclusions. He must

also have the courage to say, “I donT know”
when he can not reach these conclusions.

It has l)een sai'd that “to become a skilled

clinician two things are necessary, d’he first is

skill in tlie art and technic of clinical medicine,

which can only be accpiired by long and careful

practice at the bedside. The second is the ability

to judge disease in accordance with biologic prin-

ciples. T>y this is meant that all clinical knowl-

edge must rest on the exact sciences of anatomy,

physiology, chemistry, ])athology ai^d bacteriol-

ogy, and that, without these, technic in medicine

would avail but little.”

To be a successful clinician one must be able

to interpret intelligently tlie information ob-

tained at the heds'de. It is equally important

and necessary to he able to judge the disease

from the standpoints of anatomy and physiol-

ogy. Without this, medicine would necessarily

fall back to the empiricism of the ancients, and

the ])hysician who neglects either of these can

not do the best for the patient or himself.

In the daily routine of a jiliysician's work he

often feels the need of recourse to laboratory

methods, in clearing u]> some pidnt in diagnosis.

Indeed, at times the diagnosis depends entirely

on the microscope or test tube. How often have

we found tubercle bacilli in the sputum of an

apparently healthy individual who complains of

a cold or slight hoarseness. Or albumin and

casts in the urine when he complains of head-

ache. nr in the course of an in.surance examina-

tion. These things have become so common
nowadays that they are overlooked in passing

judgment on laboratory methods.

The laboratory methods of diagnosis have

made rapid strides in the last few years, and

few are the ])hysicians who have not on their

shelves works on “Clinical Diagnosis,” test tubes

and reagents for a few of the ordinary tests, and

perhai)s a microscoi^e. In many cases, however,

the jdiysician is too busy to take the time for

this work, or if he does he finds that he has

grown “rusty” on the technic and that his re-

agents have sjJoiled.

In the centralized communities these difficid-

ties have been obviated by the establishment of

laboratories in charge of men trained in this

line of work. In these places the work can be

done expeditions!}', and the conclusions can be

considered fairly reliable. In order to be most

reliable, the closer the relations between the

laboratory worker and the clinician the better

able will both beHo draw the right conclusions.

There are many intelligent physicians who

think there is no necessity for the microscopist

to know anything about the clinical history of

the case, and yet, no matter how many correct

opinions have been given, if the microscopist

makes one mistake, the physician’s confidence in

his ability is destroyed. While it is true that

many specimens require no attached history, yet,

when some especial point is to be elucidated, the

moi-e the microseopist knows of the case the bet-

ter able he will be to give .satisfaction.

d'his entire proposition of accompanying his-

torv re.solves itself into that of the patient, who

when asked by the doctor what he complains of,

what are his symptoms, replies, “Yoii are the

doctor; you tell me what is wrong.” IMany able

pathologists refuse to make certain examinations

unless the history accompanies the specimen.

Xot only is it important for the pathologist to

understand the case he is dealing with, hut it is

more important for the clinician to be able to

inter])ret correctly the laboratory findings. The
|)athologist’s duty ends when he re|Dorts his find-

ings. and unless requested to do so he is not at

liberty to draw conclusions as to prognosis,

treatment, etc. The laboratory findings usually

corroliorate the clinical diagnosis. Sometimes

the findings are obscured by complicating con-

ditions. while at other times they are only of

scientific interest and afford no aid in treatment.

In the latter case the physician should not feel

that the microscopist has failed him, for nega-

tive findings are sometimes just as important

as positive findings.

One of the difficulties sometimes met is that

the practitioner fails to recognize the limitations

of the microscope or test tube. Among the things

along this line that the writer has had to deal

with is the request to make several different ex-

aminations from one specimen. It should be re-

membered that certain examinations require spe-

cial preparation of the specimens. This is espe-
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ciallv true in l)lood examinations. The percent-

age of liemoglobin or number of cells per c.mm.

can not be estimated from a dried film or a co-

agulated specimen of blood. Neither can insan-

ity or scrofula be demonstrated in the urine.

Nor can a diagnosis of typhoid fever be made
from the urine alone.

However, laying aside these extreme in-

stances, it is also true that the physician does

not always realize how man}- valuable pointers

can be elicited from laboratory examinations,

and when the time finally comes when the labora-

tory worker is fitted into his allotted sphere as

consultant to the clinician then only will the

full appreciation of laboratory methods be

brought out.

'I'he specialty of “internal medicine” has been

developed in recent years simply by skilled clin-

icians taking full advantage of laboraton- meth-

ods. establishing private laboratories, and there

working out difficult problems with the clinical

and laboratory findings closely associated. This

the general practitioner can do and is doing to a

limited extent. Urinary examinations are per-

liajis 1)V far the most frequent laboratorv' proce-

dures among practitioners. In nidne analysis as

in other lalioratory work, the method of collect-

ing the sjiecimen dejiends on the information de-

sired. For a bacteriologic examination a single

fresh specimen is collected, using aseptic precau-

tions and at times catheterization. A fresh sam-

ple is also best for microscopic examination of

the sediment and for testing for acidity, albu-

min or sugar. For general qualitative and ([uan-

titative examination to determine kidney func-

tion. general metabolism, etc., a twenty-four-'

hour collection is necessary.

d'be best procedure for general urinary work

is to collect a twenty-four-hour sample and in

addition a single fresh sample at the close of the

twenty-four hours. One of the most important

points brought out is the amount of urine pa.ssed

in twenty-four hours. 5Iany a case of toxemia

exists because not enough water is ingested to

flush the system.

'I'be sinqile test for albumin is of great aid in

making a diagnosis of nepbritis, yet the presence

of an albuminuria does not always mean ne]ihri-

tis. Nor does tbe ab.sence of albumin in a single

specimen exclude nephritis. The writer has seen

a number of cases in which albumin was ])res-

ent only at occasional intervals, while casts were

])resent all the time. The microscopic examina-

tion is, therefore, the important thing, and the

sooner insurance companies realize this the safer

will be tbeir risks.

'I'he nitric acid layer test is the most reliable

albumin test, although 'fanret's reagent is a

more delicate test for special laboratory work.

Fehling's solution is the common test for sugar.

But a diagnosis of diabetes must not be made
too (piickly when this test gives a slight reaction,

for the reason that other things, namely, a con-

centrated urine and certain drugs will reduce

Fehling’s solution, especially if the boiling be

prolonged or too much urine added. In these

cases the phenylhydrozen test should be used to

verify the Fehling test. The phenylhydrozen test

is, however, too complicated for general use.

Another important test is for indican. which

when found in pathologic quantities is evidence

of intestinal toxemia. Other important tests are

the bile test, blood test, Diazo reaction, acetone

and diacetic acid reactions, etc. The amount of

total acidity often points the way to other spe-

cial examinations. When the metabolic processes

are in question, the amount of urea, uric acid,

phosphates, chlorids, etc., pa.ssed in twenty-four

hours should be ascertained.

Another important field for laboratory diag-

nosis which is neglected is that of blood exami-

nations, by which many valuable hints can be

obtained. By the use of a simple instrument

like (lower's hemoglobinometer or Tallquist's

paper scale, the 'percentage of hemogloliin can

easily be ascertained. This is often important,

for instance in neurasthenia, where the skin is

pale while the blood is concentrated. The pres-

ence or absence of a leucocytosis is often of vital

importance in operative cases and also where

differential diagnosis must be made between

such diseases as malaria, typhoid fever, or septic

infection. In uncomplicated cases a marked
leucocytosis absolutely rules out malaria or

typhoid fever. When a leucocytosis exists a dif-

ferential count should be made fiom a stained

blood film to determine the kind of leucocytes in

excess. For instance, an e.xcess of neutrophilic

leucocytes points to suppurative inflammation.

An excess of lymphocytes jioints to disease of

the lymphatic system, and tlie presence of luim-

bers of large lymphocytes or myelocytes makes a

diagnosis of leukemia.

In pernicious anemia we find a low jiercentage

of hemoglobin and numerous nucleated red

cells, while in secondary anemia we usually find

only the low percentage of hemoglobin. The

Widal test for typhoid fever is made from the

l)lood serum. This test, while not absolutely ac-

curate. is still the most reliable laboratory meth-

od for typhoid. It should be made after the first

week of fever, and can be made either from a
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(lro}> of dried blood or by collecting the fluid

blood in a glass capsule. The microscopic ex-

amination of blood is made from a dried film

on a cover glass or slide. An easy method is to

place a drop of blood in the center of a slide

and draw the edge of another slide across it at

an angle of 45 degrees. Ft should be remem-

bered that these films should be made as thin as

possible, and also that blood films, whether on

slides or cover glasses, should not be left to-

gether. for the reason that, unless they are sepa-

rated and dried in the air, tlie slow drying whicti

occurs when they are together allows the blood

to coagulate and the cells to crenate, rendering

the film absolutely worthless for examination.

'I'he malarial plasmodia can be looked for

either in fresh blond or in the dried film. For

routine 'work the dord)le stain of eosin and hem-

atoxylin is to be recommerrded, and for malarial

j)lasmodia the thioniir stain.

Tlie scope of this paper does not permit of

tlie description of detailed methods of examina-

tion. so that only some of the most essential

points in the examination of the different excre-

tions will he touched uj)on. In the feces, for

instance, the color and the presence or absence

of free Idle will indicate the state of liver func-

tion. The form, density and color will indicate

the dcgi’ce of constipation. The presence of pus,

mucopus. mucus or blood in appreciable (|uan-

tities indicates varieties of intestinal inflamma-

tion. Microscopic examination will reveal to

some extent the state of pancreatic digestion.

Fecently much attention has been given to the

tests for occult, i. e., old changed, blood in refer-

ence to the diagnosis of ulcer or cancer of the

upper digestive tract. Parasites and their eggs

are found hy microscopic search, also l)acteria

of various kinds, including tubercle bacilli.

The examination of sputum, including bron-

chial and throat secretions, is another field oc-

cupying an important place in clinical diagnosis.

Tul)crculosis of the throat or lungs is manv
times diagnosed exclusively by the microscope;

also other, l)acterial infection of the respiratorv

tract. The morning sputum is to be preferred

for these examinations. Two separate stains

sl'.ould be made, one for tubercle bacilli and the

other for other bacterial forms. The cellular

constituents and other characteristics, like the

presence of elastic filrers, indicative of degree

of lung destruction, can ho studied if desired.

Sometimes it can he determined whelher or not

pus comes from an aliscess. In studving pus.

exudates, etc., for bacterial infection, care sliould

be takcn in the collection. Sometimes a couple

of smears or slides will answer the purpose. At

other times the culture characteristics of bacteria

must be studied before making a diagnosis.

'J’horoughly aseptic precautions must be used in

collecting these specimens. The receptacle must

be sterile, and if the specimen is collected on

gauze or cotton it must be placed in a bottle and

tightly corked to prevent evaporation.

One of the most difficult of all bacteriologic

examinations is the diagnosis of gonorrhea in

the female, especially the chronic form, d’here

is always a multitude of bacteria in a vaginal or

c ervieal secretion which simulate the gonococcus

1o such an extent that it requires great care and

precision in the differentiation. Many patholo-

gists hesitate to make a diagnosis of this sort

without a thorough history of the case.

The field of stomach analysis is another at-

tractive opportunity to use scientific diagnosis

and therapeutics. It is important to know
whether the hydrochloric acid is increased or

diminished before giving acids or alkalies, stim-

ulants or sedatives. It is also important to know
whether a pain is due to an ulcer or to a simple

inflammation. By the examination of the stom-

ach before breakfast, and by the use of the test

meal, we can gauge the digestive power of the

stomach and the abnormalities of the gastric

juice. By making a complete analysis of the

stomach an early diagnosis of gastric cancer can

often be made, and also important information

in connection with disease of other abdominal

organs. The writer has in mind two cases in

which there was a question of stomach disease,

possibly cancer. In both cases a thorough stom-

ach analysis in connection with the hi.-<tory and
physical examination enabled a diagnosis to be

made of cancer of the ahdominal viscera adja-

cent to but not involving the stomach, and which

was proven at autopsy. In this soi't of work the

jiathologist must have access to the patient in

order to give the final opinion, otherwise he can

only report the findings of the stomach analysis,

which must be compared with all other data be-

fore a diagnosis is made. Eecently considerable

attention has been given to the examination of

exudates and trairsudates for their chemical con-

stituents, bacterial content and cellular constit-

uents, so-called cytodiagirosis. This differential

diagnosis between an exudate and transudate is

easily made, since an exudate is an inflamma-

tory product and resembles blood serum, while a

transudate is due to circulatory or osmotic

changes ami contains a considerably larger pro-

portion of water. It is of consideralde impor-

tance in diagnosis to know whether a given fluid

''k,
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is clue to inflammation or to circulatory changes.

This ditferentiation can be made absolutely in

competent liands. In the case of exudates it is

possible by cytodiagnosis. i. e., by the ditferen-

tial count of the sedimented cellular elements, to

indicate the kind of infection. The writer has

in mind two cases in which the cerebrospinal

fluid was examined in this way. One showed an

excess of small lymphocytes indicating a tuber-

cular infection, proven by the presence of tuber-

cle bacilli, which was also demonstrated at au-

topsy. The second case showed an excess of neu-

trophilic leucocytes indicating a pus germ infec-

tion which was corroborated by finding a staphy-

lococcus in smears and cultures, and subsequent

SATnptoms indicating this sort of infection. The
wholesomeness or nutritious value of mother’s

milk is often a question of import to the nursing

infant. The use of a small milk-testing appa-

ratus will give this information.

The examination of ttimors and other path-

ological tissues requires a large amount of expe-

rience. The medical student at this time gets

an insight into this work which he soon forgets

unless the practical work is carried on after he

leaves college, so that he must be very cautious

about giving opinions on important pathological

sections. After a considerable experience in this

line of work the writer can recall several mis-

takes. some of which shoidd have been reported

that “a differentiation could not be made as be-

tween certain pathological conditions.” while

others were inexcusable except on the ground
that there is no man—no matter what his station

in life—^but makes mistakes. It is by our mis-

takes that we gain knowledge, and it is safe to

say that a painstaking worker will hardly make
the same mistake twice.

it comes within the scope of this paper to

mention among the newer pathological methods
the opsonic therapy as advocated by Sir A. E.

Wright of London, which, briefly stated, consists

in treating infections by inocxdating the patient

with minute doses of dead cultures of the germ
causing his infection, and thus by toxic irrita-

tion causing an increase in the protective prop-

erties of the blood. 'I’his increase of the protec-

tive agencies, which are called opsonins. pro-

duces an acquired immunity and enables the sys-

tem to throw off the infection. The size and fre-

quency of the doses are regulated by testing the

opsonic power of the blood by means of a unique

laboratory method devised by Wright. The lim-

itations of this vaccine therapy have not yet been

establi-shed. but it bids fair to occupy an im-

portant role in the treatment of infections.

In this brief resume of the importance of the

niicrosco])e and test-tul)e, mention ha- l)een

made of their use in relation to medical diagno-

sis. 'rhis is by no means the limit of their use-

fulness. 1'heir use in the development of the

arts and sciences and in the public health cru-

sades have been and are of incalculable value.

Xo matter what criticism is offered to their use,

the fact remains that their use has made it pos-

sible for the physician of to-day to understand

the causes and effects of diseases, and to place in

his hands the most relial)le weapons for their ex-

termination.

TII E OPHTHAIAKl-TEBEECrLIX
llEACTIOX.

(Ieorge F. Keipee, A.M., M.D.
Eye and Ear Surgeon to St. Elizabeth Hospital. St. .Joseph

Orphan .\sylum. ('hi'.dren’s Home. St. Anthony's
Home for the .Vged. E. S. Pension nureau. Etc,

LAFAYETTE, IXD.

In the Borliner Khnhclie Wochcnschrift for

iMay 20. 190T, C. Ton Pirquet describes a new
method for the diagnosis of tubercidosis in chil-

dren. He vaccinated a child with tuberculin. At

the point of inoculation appeared a papule like

the papule of vaccinia. At first its color was

bright red, then dark red. and gradually it faded

out. He used two drops of diluted old tuber-

culin on the skin and then scarified the latter. At

the time of his rejwrt he had made the test -jOO

times in infants, securing positive reactions in

nearly all. The most marked reactions were in

tuberculosis of the bones and glands.

In discussing the above paper before the P)erlin

^ledical Society on ^lay 15. 1907. Hr. Wolff-Eis-

ner suggested the diagnosis of tuberculosis l>y the

instillation of tuberculin into the eye. But he

does not seem to have followed u]> his sugsrestion.

The observations of Pirquet have been confirmed

numerously.

Engle^ and Bauer report that in 5S cases in

infants vaccinated for the diagnosis of tuberculo-

sis. six positive reactions occurred. Thev also

re])ort that in 2S0 children between the ases of

3 and 14 they secured results even more satisfac-

tory than in the first series above mentioned.

Ferr and Leilaire,- in a series of 49 cases vac-

cinated thus, obtained the Ton Pirquet reaction

in 29. and in 34 out of 39 cases the diairnosis

was confirmed by the suljcutaneous injection of

tuberculin.

Bandler^ used the Pirquet reaction in 2G cases

1. Berliner Klinisclie Wochenschrift. Sf]it. 10. Ibn7.

a. Presse Medicale. Paris. Sept. 2S. 1007.

.3. Deutsche med. AVochenschrift, Berlin. Oot. 3. 10(i7.
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of tubercular skin affections and 37 non-tuber-

cular. In 22 out of the 26 there were positive re-

actions. In the series of 37 only 15 failed to

develop the characteristic reaction.

Dr. Louis AVaidield, of St. Louis, after trying

the Pircpiet reaction in 138 cases, concludes as

follows: “(1) The cutaneous tuberculin reac-

tion of Von Pirquet is a perfectly harmless pro-

cedure. (2) It is of value in the so-called pre-

tubercular stages. (3) All adults do not react to

vaccination. (1) Xo reaction precludes tubercu-

losis in an active form so far as v.e can be sure

of the results of any one test. (5) A positive

test does not always mean tuberculosis ; it may
mean a healed lesion somewhere in the body, but

it calls attention to the possibility of later tuber-

culosis; it also draws attention to the probable

tuberculous nature of the case, and a more care-

ful examination of the patient will sometimes

reveal the previously overlooked lesion.”

The discovery is certainly of great value and

marks a distinct advance in tlie diagnosis of tu-

berculosis. \Vhat will 1)6 referred to in the Cal-

mette reaction with reference to certain eye dis-

eases of obscure origin will apply here also, for

the Von Pirquet reaction no doubt will serve to

clear up the diagnosis and tbe etiology of the

same.

The Von Pirquet reaction is the forerunner of

the Calmette reaction.

On June 17, 1907, Calmette, of the Pasteur

Institute of Lille, Francej reported that if 1 per

cent. a(pieoiis solution of tuberculin, precipitated

with alcohol jireviously, were instilled into the

eye, congestion of the palpebral conjunctiva fol-

lowed in about three hours in a tuberculous indi-

vidual. J'he maximum reaction is reached in ten

hours and disappears in from twenty-four to

thirty-six hours. The first sign is reddening of

the caruncle, which becomes covered with an exu-

date serofibrinous in character. This spreads to

the inferior cul-de-sac in about six hours. The
reaction lacks pain.

C. Lantemisse, on July 23, 1907, reported to

the Paris Academy of Medicine that he had se-

cured the same reaction with the typhoid bacillus.

It may be that the ophthalmo reaction to the t}'-

phoid bacillus will displace the Widal test.

Comby® writes that he has tried the Calmette

reaction in a large number of children. He pre-

fers the Y2 psi’ cent, solution of tuberculin which

he has used in his last series in 138 cases in chil-

dren. In 132 children a positive reaction was

secured in 62. Autoj^sies in 4 cases proved the

4. .Tour. M. A., Feb. 20. lOb.S.

.>. Comptes reiidiis de 1’ .\cademie des Scdence.
d. I'resse -Medicale, I’aris, -Vug. 10. lOoT.
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diagnosis. In 70 cases it was negative, and six

autopsies confirmed the negative findings in those

6 cases.

McLennan' reports 105 observations as fol-

lows: 70 with the Calmette reaction. 20 with the

old and 10 with new tuberculin, llis conclusions

are : “First, for the most part, the Calmette

claims are fully justified; second, the test ap-

parently reveals the presence of tuberculous le-

sions that are benign and unsuspected from a

clinical point of view, as well as those which are

more obvious; third, in those cases in which a

subcutaneous injection of old tul)erculin lias

given a positive reaction, or a negative one, tlie

same result has followed the application of the

ocular test.

Webster and Kilpatrick® found the reaction

present in all cases where bacilli were found in

the sputum.

E. Franke® reports experiences confirming the

observations of others.

Malan tested 50 cases Avith positive reactioiTS

in tuberculous cases, including tubercular menin-

gitis, peritonitis and jileurisy. Advanced cases

showed no reaction.

Alessandri's 75 cases merely confirm iMalan s.

Eyre, Wedd and llirtz^® report results in 138

cases; 63 were positive and 75 negative. Every

case of advanced tuberculosis was positive. The

test causes the same reaction as the subcutaneous

injection as to the opsonic index of tuberculosis.

The negative phase is lengthy.

F. Kuhle^^ reports positive reactions in 90 per

cent, of 165 tiTl)ercular cases. The negative cases

were the advanced ones.

Smithies and Walker, of the L niversity of

Michigan,^" report observations based on 242

cases, ddiey had 198 negative reactions, ljut they

had tried the test upon a large number knowir not

to be tulTercular.

IMainina^® applied the Yon Fir(|uet test to 208

cases and the Calmette test to 100 cases. Ilis

findings seem to indicate that the active tuber-

cular lesion is diagnosed by the Calmette reac-

tions and the latent foci by the Yon Pirquet re-

action. He states that IVien and Gunther warn

the profession that the ocular reaction is not so

simple a matter as first supposed, and cites cases

from their experience to prove the same. One

patient was a child of 3 Avith a spinal tumor.

The instillation Avas folloAved by a chronic catar-

7. ITrit. Med. .Toiii'., Dec. 7. 1007.

.S. lU'it. Med. .Toiii'.. Dec. 7, 1907.

0. Deutsche nied. AA'ochenscbrift, Xo\’. 28. 1007.
10. Lancet. Dec. 21. 1007.

11. Deutsche med. AVochenschrift, Dec. 12. 1007.
12. .lour. A. M. A.. .Ian. 2.5. lOo.S.

13. Munchener med. AA’ochenschrift, Dec. 4. 1007.
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rbal conjunctivitis still evident months after the

injection. In another patient there was swelling

and suppuration, with slight irritation for some

time, and finally phlyctenule. The conditions are

still far from normal more than three months

since the instillation. In a man of 24 the suppu-

rative secretion soon ceased, but it was followed

by hemorrhage into the conjunctiva and inflam-

mation for more than a week.

Eisen^* reports positive reactions in 66% per

cent, of cases (45 cases). The reaction in the eye

sul)sided harmlessly in all except two. These two

had suffered with conjunctivitis since youth.

FeeE® warns against the application of the test

to scrofulous children. It is liable to set up re-

bellious conjunctivitis. He recommends here the

cutaneous test of Von Pirquet.

Zariboni^® reports the reaction positive in 23

])aticnts who had syni])toms of pulmonary tuber-

culosis. It was negative in 17 cases Avith no his-

tory of the disease.

In an editorial note attached to the review of

the above in the Journal *1. d/. .4. for Feb. 8,

1908, occurs the following:

“G. Serafini states^’ that the ocular test is not

conclusive in cases of tubercular processes in the

bones or joints. He relates particulars of 63

such cases in Avhich it was applied. The reac-

tion Avas positive in certain gonorrheal articular

processes, in Avhich there Avas nothing to suggest

tuberculosis, as also in several .cases of senile and

other non-tuhercudar bone affections. He does not

attempt to decide AA'hether the positive findings

rejjrcsent a latent tubercular focus or merely an

accidental specific reaction. The reaction is less

pronounced, the older the tuhcrcular lesion and

the severer the anemia. He adds that the instil-

lation of the tubereulin is not as harmless as has

been asserted. The inflammatory reaction lasted

for a Aveek or so and Avas liable to reappear later

if the eyes Avere exposed to any source of irrita-

tion. One patient Avith a gonorrheal Avrist affec-

tion developed an intense catarrhal process in the

conjunctiva Avith blisters and keratitis. The con-

junctivitis has occurred in this case as also in a

Avoman of 62 AAuth arthritis Avithout effusion. An
intense catarrhal conjunctivitis folloAved the in-

stillation, Avith an abscess formation. In a man
of 28 Avith a mild tubercular pulmonary process

the instillation produced a reaction not only in

the eyes but also in the lungs and glands, Avith

general phenomena. In a feAv cases the negative

response to the instillation differentiated a

14. Beitragp fui- Klinik der Tuberculose. AA'urzburg.

l.A. Mmichener nied. AA'ochensehidft. .Tan. 1, 1908.

16. Policlinico, Rome. .Tan. 5 1908.

17. Giord, R.. -\ccad. di Med. Tunn., Xovember, 1907.

gumma or other dubious non-tubercular affec-

tions. There Avas no reaction in three cases of

certain but mild tuberculosis.”

Xapier’* rejiorts tivo cases in Avhich he could

get no reaction, although the cases had jndmou-

arv tuberculosis. Sometimes, he says, there is

violent reaction. He also reports tAvo cases in

Avhich there Avas no local reaction, but a local

change like the injection of tuberculin into the

system.

Wolfl'-Fisner and Teichman’" Avrite upon the

“Importance for Prognosis of Ocular and Cu-

taneous Peaction to Tulierculosis.” They took a

number of curA-es and these curves shoAV that the

reaction may occur in three Avays : first, the spe-

cific skin reaction shoAvs an abrupt rise to its

highest point in from tAventy to tAventy-four

hours and keeps high for the second day. subsid-

ing on the third, or at the latest on the fouith

dav; second, this shoAvs a rapid but Aveak reac-

tion, reaching its highest point in about ten

hours and subsiding completely during the sec-

ond day; third, this is a tardy and continuous

reaction, not reaching its highest point until the

end of the second day or later, but then persisting

at this point for seA'eral days.

“The first standard reaction is encountered in

most cases of incipient tuberculosis, and in the

first or second stages AAdien the disease shoAVS a

sloAv and favorable course, demonstrating that

the organism is capable and is struggling against

the bacillary invasion. The second Aveak tvjie of

reaction is observed in the third stage of tuber-

cidosis, and in the first and second stages Avh.en

the resisting poAvers of the organism are at Ioav

ebb. The tardy and prolonged reaction is en-

countered in cases Avithout any clinical signs of

actiA'e tuberculosis. The conjunctiva does not

shoAv any reaction in this class of cases.”

The practical conclusions of the article are

that a lively reaction, according to the first type,

is a sign of favorable prognosis, as it sItoaa’s that

the organism is Avaging a vigorous Avarfare

against its invaders, and AA’ith the aid of rein-

forcements from Avithout, supplied by medical

care, the prospects are in favor of final victory.

Levy-® reports positive reactions in 80 per

cent, of 41 tubercular cases, and in 60 per cent,

of 54 cases Avith diTbioiTs tiTberculosis. Peaction

Avas positive in 240 per cent, of 235 non-tuber-

cular cases.

Walsh-’ reports the ocular reaction in the

diagnosis of a case of lupus. The reaction,

18 . Glasgow Medical .Tourual. .Tarmai-y. 1907.

19. Berliner Ivlinische AA'oclienschrift. .Tan. 1.3. 1908.

1
>0 . Deutsche med. AA'oclienschrift. Berlin.

21. Medical I’ress and Circular, T,ondon. T'eh. 19. 1908.
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which was decided, occurred in twelve hours

after the apiDlication of tuberculin.

A. Plehn-® casts doubt upon the reaction as a

specific one for the diagnosis of tuberculosis. He
instilled tuberculin as follows : In five cases of

typhoid fever with two jrositive reactions ;
in

five cases of scarlet fever with two positive reac-

tions, one of these recovering afterward under

salicylate of sodium; and in six cases of acute

bronchitis with three reactions. Xo tubercudosi.s

was present in any of the above.

For much of the above I am indebted to the

Current Medical Literature reviews in the Jour-

nal -4. 21. A.

As intimated above, Calmette employs a 1 per

cent, solution of old tuberculin in water. How-
ever, recently the writer has been using the tab-

lets of purified tuberculin prepared by Parke,

Davis & Co. One tablet dissolved in 15 drops

of sterile normal saline solution produces the 1

per cent, solution of tuberculin necessary for the

test. The bottle and dropper are sterile.

Houghton-'* describes the preparation of the tab-

elts as follows

:

"Well-grown cultures of human tubercle ba-

cilli on 5 j5er cent, gh’cerin bouillon is concen-

trated over a water bath at 80 degrees C. to one-

tenth of its volume. Then this is filtered to re-

move germ bodies. To a given volume of the fil-

trate is added 9-1 per cent, alcohol, which throws

down a voluminous precipitate. Decant the al-

cohol. Eedissolve the precipitate in distilled

water. Filter through porcelain. The filtrate

is again precipitated with alcohol (94 per cent.) ;

precipitate is washed with absolute alcohol and

ether and dried quickly in vacuo. The residue

is powdered aseptically and manufactured into

tablets.”

The test must be carefully made. It is better

to drop the solution into the patient’s eyes while

the patient is lying on his back to avoid the ex-

pulsion of the drop of tuberculin by gravity. The
upper lid is lifted and the lower lid held away

from the eyeball and the drop placed upon the

ocular conjunctiva at the upper portion of the

outer canthus. The drop is gently manipulated

by the eyelid to secure even distribution. The
eye is then closed for a few minutes. The drop

may lie instilled with the patient’s head thrown

far back. Under no circumstances should the

patient be allowed to rub the eye. There are pre-

cautions to be observed. Before instilling the

tuberculin the eye and adnexa should be care-

fully inspected, for if inflammation exists the

tuberculin had better not be instilled into that

2Z. nputsche med. 'Wochenschrift. Reidin. Feb. 20, 1908.
24. .lour. .\. M. A.. Feb. 29. 1908.

eye. Moreover, it will be wise to observe whether

the patient be scrofulous. If so, according to

J. Citron,-® the solution should be one-fourth as

strong as ordinarily used.

Several hours after the instillation (not less

than three hours) there is a swelling and I’edness

of the caruncle and the conjunctiva of both eye-

lids and eyeball. There may be a sero-fibrinous

secretion also present in the lower cul-de-sac.

Calmette states that the reaction appears in from

three to six hours. In one of our cases the reac-

tion ivas delayed for thirty-six hours, and in two

for twenty hours. In one case we had a reaction

in one hour and thirty minutes. Calmette

further states that the reaction disappears in

forty-eight hours, which, as above noted, will not

likely always be the case. Several writers-® de-

scribe four stages or degrees of reaction, the

mild, moderately severe, inteilse, and very in-

tense. In the latter the conjunctiva becomes

chemotic and a month elapses before the con-

junctiva resumes its normal appearance.

The following stages may be noted in the re-

action : First, in about three hours the edges of

the lids and inner canthus may smart ;
second,

lachrymation may follow; third, caruncle and

surrounding conjunctiva will be moderately red;

fourth, in another two hours photophobia may
develop; fifth, a sero-fibrinous exudate appears

over the caruncle and in the lower cul-de-sac;

sixth, the lids become slightly swollen; seventh,

in eight or nine hours the conjunctival vessels

become visible, the conjunctiva becomes a dark

red; eighth, intense itching; ninth, if laibbed

tlie eyes become intensely inflamed, with swelling

of the lids.

Xo rise in temperature has been noted in tlie

cases where a positive reaction has been secured.

The reaction will not take place in the moribund.

The old tubercular will not fikely manifest it as

well as the patient with acute miliary tuberculo-

sis. A patient of Dr. “W. F. IMcBride, of I'ayton,

Ind., refused to show the reaction, notwithstand-

ing the fact that he has a tubercular knee joint.

The meaning of the reaction from the general

practitioner’s standpoint may be summed up in

a few words, quoting from a recent review in

The Journal A. il/. A. of an article by Calmette^^

on the “Importance of the Ocular Eeaction to

Tuberculin in the General Campaign Against

Tuberculosis.” He writes of the great advan-

tage of detecting the trouble early, especially in

2.J. Deutsche med. Wochenschrift. Feb. 20. 1908.
20. Auboret and Lafond. Gaz. Heb. des Soc. Med. de

Rordeaux.’ Au^. 4. 1907. and Auboret and Mogne. .lour,

de Med. de Rordeaux. Aug. 25. 1907.
27. RuUetin de I'Acadamie de Medicine, Paris, .Tan.

14, 1908.
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inl'ants to ]irotcct tlioin against tnbercular pa-

vonts. for infants are not infected M'itlr taihercn-

losis wlien born. iMoreover, a Mecding-ont proc-

ess is possilile whereby tlie infected can l)o. early

sent to a sanitarium for the cnre of the disease,

{’almctte further states that to date the reaction

has l)een tried in 10.000 cases without liarm.

d’o the o]ihthahnologist tlie meaning is plain

also. As far l)ack as 1881 Yon Michel"® insisted

that tuberculosis is the cause of many cases of

iritis. Stephenson-'-' has shown that chorioiditis

is frequently due to tuberculosis. Stock®® has

e.xperimentally proven that tuberculosis is the

cause of certain cases of iritis, chorioiditis, inter-

stitial keratitis and phlyctenular ulcers. In-

tractable uveitis may be due to tuberculosis. The
Calmette reaction gives us a ready and simple

means of detennining the presence or absence of

tuberculosis in these cases, the other physical

signs being al)sent.

Sydney Stephenson®^ reports experiences with

the Calmette reaction in cases of episcleritis (4).

irido-cyclitis (2). and chorioiditis (7). In the

cases of episcleritis the reaction was positive in

two and negative in two. In the cases of irido-

cyclitis all three cases showed positive reactions.

In the cases of chorioiditis the reaction was posi-

tive four times and negative three times.

Xance and Swift®® report experiences in the

following cases : Phlyctenular conjunctivitis and
keratitis (4). episcleritis (2), lachrymal diseases

(8), tubercle of chorioid (1), interstitial kera-

titis (1), and optic neuritis (1). There were
fourteen positive reactions and eight negative

ones.

In other words, the Calmette reaction is ca-

pable of being of service in ophthalmology, not

to mention otolaryngology.

Like all new discoveries, it has not yet passed

the experimental stage. It has been used with

recklessness in many cases, and the reports of

bad results have in jtart hecn noted above. It is

not as harmless as it has been heralded to be.

In addition to the cases previously noted where

bad results have ap])eared, d. Comby®® met with

excessive reaction twice among twenty-four chil-

dren. To avoid further trouble he used a 14

per cent, solution, and in 108 subsequent instil-

lations no untoward reaction was observed.

1 )e Laj)ersonne®^ collected six cases of ulcero-

vascular keratitis due to the diagnostic use of

L’S. (ii-aefe's .Vrehives for Ophthalmology.
20. Carpenter-s and Stpphpnson's l!p))ort's of the Society

for the Study of Diseases in Children. Vol. 1, 1001.
.‘to. (Iraefe's .Irchives for Ophthalmology, June 18, 1907.
.‘il. Oplithalmoscoiie. December, 1907.
92. Jotirnal Ophthalmology and Oto-Laryngology, Feb-

ruary. 190 .S.

9.9. I’resse Med.. Paris. Jul.v 17. 24 and Aug. 10, 1907.
94. Presse Jledicale. Paris. December. 1907.

tuberculin in the eye. The vision was not im-

])aircd, however. There were, besides, two cases

of iridocyclitis. His conclusions arc; First.

Inspect the eye hcforc instilling tuberculin; sec-

ond, do not ap]dy it to differentiate lesions of the

eyeball, deep or superficial; third, the reaction

being most marked in children, caution is to be

exercised with them. The complications studied

did not manifest themselves until ten to twenty

days had elapsed.

In the discussion of Calmette’s last paper

mentioned above, Do I.ome cited thirty-four

cases of e.xcessive conjunctival reaction.

In the iMareh, 1908, Archives for Ophihaliiiol-

ogy, Dr. Arnold Knapp reports a case of “Inter-

stitial Keratitis After the Use of Calmette's

Ophthalmo Iieaction,” presenting the case to the

Ophthalmological Section of the Xew York
Academy of Medicine, January, 1908. The ei’e

was previously healthy. (On December 4, 1907,

ho dropped a 1 per cent, solution of tuberculin

into the eye of a 9-year-old healthy German girl.

The general reaction was well marked. After

ten days coi-neal infiltration appeared, arranged

in three groups near the outer edge. On Jan-

uary 28 they had coalesced, forming three yel-

lowish-gray patches, covered and surrounded by

characteristic straight deep-seated corneal blood

vessels. The infiltration is progressive, evidently

shutting off vision. II is conclusion is that the

ophthalmo reaction can not lie considered harm-
less.

E. Stadelmann®® calls attention to the fact that

the cutaneous or ocular reaction is liable to flare

up if tuberculin be injected even weeks after the

].)rin]ary ocular tost.

IVebor®" states that the test tried on five doc-

tors who sat up late at night to read, show posi-

tive reaction, and in three the reaction was very

violent. He helievos therefrom that tJie ten-

dency has been to unduly magnify the reaction

as a diagnostic test.

Collins®’ points out very i^ertinently that the

test is safest in the hands of the oculist, who is

able, by examining the eyes previous to the in-

stillation of the tuberculin, to tell whether it be

safe to apply the test, i. e., that the general prac-

titioner is not the safest person, after all, to

apply it.

In The Journal A. M. A., March 21, 1907,

Drs. iM. J. Kosenau and J. F. Anderson, of the

Hygienic Laboratory of the U. S. Public Health

and iMarine-Hospital Service, issue a warning

relative to the ophthalmo reaction. Their ex-

.9.-). Deutsclie merl. Wochensohrift. Bei-lin, Feb. 13. 1908.
30. Brit, Med. Jour., Feb, 15. 1908.
97. Medizin Klinik.
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l)eriinents show tliat the conjunctiva becomes

hypersensitive by the application of tuberculin,

i. e., if no reaction be obtained by the first appli-

cation, a second application days hence will pro-

duce it. They experimented upon twelve adult

males in apparently good health. Xo reaction

followed the instillations. In fifty-one days they

repeated the experiment upon the same twelve.

Ten of the twelve gave a typical reaction. They

conclude that we must lie cautious not to con-

demn the tuberculin of one manufacturer if it

gives negative results when a second application

of another make gives a reaction which is posi-

tive. The last paragraph of their article is

worthy of quotation entire: “The power of trr-

berculin to sensitize the conjunctiva is a beauti-

ful example of the usefulness of a state of ana-

])hylaxis (local hypersusceptibility). The con-

junctiva or any other tissue in such a condition

of hypersusccjnibility is armored against bac-

terial invasion. Thus if a tubercle bacillus

lodges on a tissue having the power to react at

once, the tubercle bacillus would immediately be

surrounded with the protecting humors and cells

of the body. In other Avords, the natural im-

munizing agencies of the body would at once be

concentrated on the spot where they are most

needed.’''

The writer's personal experience is limited to

a few cases, some of which are jointly with Prof.

8. Burrage of Purdue University, who very

kindly prepared the solutions used before the ad-

vent of the tablets of purified tuberculin. Carl

B. was brought Ijy his physician. Dr. E. Parker,

of Oxford. Ind., because of an intractable ulcer

of the entrance of the right nostril, involving

also the upper lip. A 1 per cent, solution of

tul)erculin Avas instilled into the left eye. Uo re-

action occurred for thirty-six hours, l)ut it Avas

then positive, the serofibrinous discharge appear-

ing in the lower cul-de-sac and o\w the caruncle.

Examination of the scrapings from the' ulcer by

Professor Burrage shoAA'ed tubercle bacilli.

TAvelve other tests Avei'e made on members of the

Indiana State Soldiers’ Home. These AA’ere on

undoubted cases of tuberculosis. In these Ave

had three positive reactions.

COXCLUSIOX.

The value of the opbthalmo-tuberculin reac-

tion as a diagnostic test for tuberculosis can not

be ignored. True, some bad results have been

reported, but the proportion of them is so small

that, beyond a passing notice as to care in mak-
ing the test to avoid similar results, they may be

almost AAdiolly disregarded. The contention is

just that the oculist makes the test because the

average general practitioner does not consider

himself competent to tlioroughly inspect eyes to

detect contraindications to tlie use of the oph-

Ihalmo reaction.

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US

Another state journal has appeared. To those

Avho have knoAvn its editor as the distinguished

secretary of the Section on Ophthalmology of

the American iVIedical Association it is not sur-

jAi’ising that the neAv Journ'al of the Indiaxa

State Medtcal Associatiox' is one of the clean-

est, best printed and best edited of medical pub-

lications. Dr. Bulson has a genuis for practical

AA'ork, and Ave congratulate our confreres of Indi-

ana on having secured such an editor. Its edi-

torial pages are as clean as its advertising pages.

In medical preparations no advertisement is ac-

cepted Avhich has not been approved by the Coun-

cil on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American

Medical Association. “Blessed be the tie that

binds .” Let the A'enalists among medical

editors rail as they Avill. the time is coming Avhen

medical journals icill clean vp or quit. Congrat-

ulations to Indiana and to Dr. Bulson !

—

Ken-

tucl-ji Hedical Journal.

We are glad to add to our exchange list The
-lounXAL OF THE IXOIAXA StATE MeDICAL ASSO-

CIATION, the first number of Avhich has just ap-

peared. The great State of Indiana is a little

late’ in entering the field of state association

journalism, Imt that she has come to stay there

can lie no doulit from the fine appearance of this

first number. It contains 48 pages of good, AA’ell

arranged material, and is fortunate in having

an editor of experience, Dr. Albert E. Bulson,

Jr., of Fort Wayne. We predict for the new
journal immediate and permanent success.

—

West

Virginia Medical Journal.

The maiden issue of The Jourxal of the
Ixdiaxa State Medical Associatiox appeared

in January. Dr. A. E. Bulson, Jr., is the editor,

and Dr. B. P. Weaver assistant editor. The orig-

inal articles are by Drs. D. C. Peyton, W. K.

AVishard, D. B. Myers, M. F. Porter and J. U.

Ilurty.

In addition to the work of the editor, there

are tAvo editorials by Drs. J. E. Eastman and

G. AV. McCaskey. The editorial, and in fact all

departments, shoAv good Avork. Dr. Bulson made

a good publication of the Fort Wayne Medical

Journal-Magazine, and AA'ith greater opportuni-

ties Ave bespeak a successful future for the neAV

enterprise.

—

The Central States Medical Monitor.
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EDITORIALS

THE DOCTOirS YACATIOX.

In these days of strenuous competition when

every medical man wants to do his very best

work, not only for the love of his work but for

the sake of his reputation and a means of liveli-

hood, what more essential factor obtains than

that of the physician occasionally taking an in-

ventory of the measures at hand for conserving

his own physical powers? Although notable ex-

ceptions are not uncommon, yet the fact remains

that our profession is not one that favors longev-

ity, and from a personal standpoint this would

not for one moment deter the honest man from

entering its j)ortals. But there are the loved ones

who are dependent upon us, the few grateful

ones to whom our services may have been a help

and who likewise feel that our existence is in a

way linked with their comfort and well-being,

the possibility that we may be fortunate enough

to possess even a single attribute that somebody

will find worthy of emulating, and lastly "the

duty of every man to till his place on earth and

do to the best of his ability the work that is set

before him. These are some of the reasons why
duty demands the conservation of the physician’s

physical forces insofar as efficient services will

permit. Not that we are in the least inclined to

take issue with the old saw that “hard work

never hurt any man,” provided he be willing to

heed Nature’s warnings, but the doctor after all

is but human and an occasional respite will cer-

tainly serve to decrease the necessity for Na-
ture’s service as monitor.

Equally important is the other benefit to be

derived from a well-spent vacation, viz., in-

creased skill. The man who continuously re-

mains at home in the same routine for months

or years will necessarily get into a rut from

which even voracious reading will not rescue

him. And God pity that man who has reached

the point in his career where he can no longer

profit l)y seeing the work of other good men

!

The more a man’s practice increases the greater

should be the sense of responsibility imposed

upon him by the trust of his patients, and hence

the necessity of availing one's self of every op-

])ortunity to render more efficient service. And
what better way can be adopted of gaining

knowledge and skill in medicine than by gather-

ing together and discussing our various successes

and failures, profiting by our mistakes and

learning how to eliminate them in the future,

for another man to be pitied is he who never

makes a mistake ! Aside from this the tem-

porary change of scene and environment, and

the respite from care and responsibility even for

so short a time help to fill a man with new en-

ergy and determination to do just a little better

work than he has ever done before, always profit-

ing by what he has seen and heard from other

workers.

Is it not possible that the indefatigable Senn
might have saved himself from a rather un-

timely death had he pursued some such course

as that being followed at the present time by Dr.

Eobert Koch ?

This year exceptional opportunities are offered

to the medical profession of Indiana, for with

the American Medical Association meeting in

Chicago little time is lost in travel, much may
be gotten in a short space of time, and hence

there will be less sacrifice of time for the state

meeting at French Lick. As will be seen by

reviewing the published program, some excel-

lent papers are in store for us, and with the ma-

jority of the members fresh from the Chicago

meeting the discussions should be full of interest

to every medical man of the state. True it is

that The Journal will publish the proceedings

and as many of the papers, with discussions, as

possible, but the published discussions will of

necessity have to be abstracted, and possibly

something may have been briefly dealt with in

which you are most interested and to the discus-

sion of which you could have added an impor-

tant part.

No one factor can accomplish so much to pro-

mote the good fellowship of the profession

throughout the state as the annual meeting, so

that to the personal benefit is added that to the

general profession of the state by rousing, good,

annual meetings. Let us all unite to make this

the banner meeting in the history of our live,

progressive Indiana State Medical Association,

for with the excellent program and pleasant

meeting place every one should be able to say

upon leaving, that Indiana will not yield the

palm to any other state for good fellowship and

progressiveness in her medical profession.
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THE COLLECTKEX OF THE DOCTOIES
ACCOUNTS.

We liave recently learned that one of tlie re-

spected and busy physicians of Indiana who has

practiced medicine in one locality for forty years

admits that he has never sent a statement to a

patient or made any effort to collect money due

lor 211’ofessioual services rendered. Of course it

goes without saying that the doctor has on his

ledger unpaid accounts amounting to thousands

of dollars, most of which are now worthless but

many of which would have been paid promptly

had an effort been made to collect them. Aside

from the fact that such a practice is decidedly

unbusinesslike and entirely uncalled for, it is

unfair to the members of the doctor’s family

wlio look to him for support and a reasonable

provision for them after his death; to the doc-

tor himself who receives too little remuneration

for his services and is deprived of many things

which his earnings, if collected, would procure

for him; to the patients who learn to look too

lightly upon the value of professional services

and who drift into a kind of pauperism as con-

cerns services from medical men; and to the

medical profession at large, and the younger
medical men in particular, because it makes it

more difherdt for those who desire to be business-

like and must collect what is due them in order
lo live,, to educate patrons to the belief that

physicians, the same as other people, are entitled

to reasonably prompt remuneration for services

rendered.

There is no good reason why physicians, like

merchants, should not render statements monthly
and expect or even insist upon some kind of set-

tlement of accounts at the eird of ninety days,

d'he doctor is not permitted to owe for several

months the butcher, the baker, the groceryman,
the drygoodsman, or even the farmer from whom
he buys his wood, horse feed or anything else.

^^ hy should the doctor extend more leniency to

ins patrons than the patrons grant him? Even
tlie farmers, who ordinarily are the slowest pay
of any class of people, take good care that they
receive cash for everything they sell, and the

most successful merchant in any line is the one
who not only expects but demands prompt pay-
ment for his goods. The average doctor, on the
other hand, seems to think he is not warranted
in asking for any money from his patrons for

fear he will offend them, and in return for this

short-sighted policy he loads his ledger with
many accounts, some of which never were good,
many were good once l)ut fail to be good with
the lapse of time, and a few only are good after

a long wait because the integrity of the patron,

a negligible quantity in many people, does not

permit him to defraud even the lenient and un-
businesslike doctor.

It sounds very well to say that yoii are prac-

ticing medicine for the love of it and for hu-
manity’s sake, but remember that you owe some-
thing to your family and yourself in the way of

a real, tangible income from your labors, and
last but not least, you owe something to your pro-

fession and your patrons. How are new Imoks, in-

struments and an occasional postgraduate course

to be paid for except with cash secured fronr pa-

trons, and how do you expect to render proper
services unless you are progressive? Is it not
true that many a doctor who would like to

‘•spruce up"’ a bit in a professional way is pre-

vented from doing so on account of lack of funds
which would be in hand if unpaid accounts of

bundreds or even tbousands of dollars did not
overload the doctor's ledger?

It is time for medical men to get away from
the sentimental thoughts which prevent them
1 rom considering the practice of medicine a

business as well as a profession. It is not un-
dignified nor improfessional to expect and de-
mand prompt remuneration for services ren-
dered, and the practice of prompt collection of
accounts is imperative if the physician is to
reach the highest point of success from everv
standpoint. 1 his does not mean tliat a physician;
must not extend leniency where lenienev is due.,

nor chaiity where charity is due, but it does
mean that those who can pay but do not do so
Ijecause of the leniency of the physician should
I>e made to do so by tJersuasion or otherwise. No
patron who is of the slightest value to the physi-
cian is going to offer objection to business meth-
ods on the part of the physician, and any physi-
cian can better afford to have only a $3,000 prac-
tice and get $2,500 in cash out of it than he can
Jifford to do a $6,000 practice and get only
$1,000 in cash out of it. dhen, too, the chances
are that the man who does the smaller volume
of work but is adequately paid for it will do
better work, for he realizes that he must give
value received, and his extra time and extra^'in-
come enable him to read, to attend postgraduate
schools, and procure the necessary equipment
which is required by a progressive physician. He
is also more highly respected in his community
because of his businesslike methods and his pro-
gressiveness which businesslike methods en-
genders, and he is at the same time doing justice
to the family dependent upon him, to himself,
to his profession and to his patrons.
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The impracticability ol' sanatorium treatment

for the great majority of consumptives distrib-

uted througliout the country renders its service

almost as meager as the so-called ‘‘climatic treat-

ment.” Hence it is left to the medical profes-

sion to devise some efficient substitute that will

be available to the vast number who must needs

deny themselves the l)lessings of institution

treatment or climatic change. In its issue of

May 9 The Journal of the American Medical

A.'Ciiociation has brietly taken up editorially the

work of the Committee for the Prevention of

'ruberculosis of the Xew York Charity Organi-

cation Society, which contains an account of a

sulx-ommittee's twenty months’ e.xperience. That

part most germane to the subject is contained in

the following paragraph

:

“One hundred and twenty-seven ])atients

were treated exclusively in their own homes.

Out of thirty-five incipient cases, in only eleven

did the disease progress, while in twenty-three

cases, (it) per cent., the condition of the patient

was materially imj)roved at the end of the term.

Of eighty cases originally diagnosed ‘moderately

advancedV in less than one-half did the disease

])i'ogress, M’hile in forty-one the j^atients were

improved. Even out of twelve cases, originally

diagnosed as ‘far advanced,’ one patient im-

proved and all were made more comfortable,

and, above all. were put in circumstances and

aiven instructions which made them less likely

to be foci of contagion to others. The average

cost per patient for accotnplishing this has been

less tban $;5.0n per week. 'Phis includes not only

money used for the ])atient, but also that spent

for the family.”

Several lessons are taught by this work, flie

fnxt of which is the urgent necessity of an early

diagnosis by tbe family })bysician. If material

imi)rovement can be attained in b6 i)or cent, of

the early lases in tfie relatively short time of

twentv months, it is fair to ])rcsume that with a

continuance of the regime a permanent cure will

surelv follow in over half of these cases. And

this Avithout working any financial hardship of

conse(|uence on the ])atient such as would he

wrought by a change of residence into some dis-

tant ])art of the country. And then, too, there

is to he considered not only the actual saving

of tliis ex])ense to the ]>atient himself, hut there

is conserved for his dependent family that drain

which Avould result from his more expensiA'e

maintenance away from home. But perhaps

more important than all else is the opportunity

])resente(l for the dissemination of knowledge

concerning the care of the tuberculous, their

2
)roper isolation, the care of their spulum and

excreta, the immense therapeutic value of sun-

shine and fresh air. (.'ertainly if Ave are to attain

the millenium in the conquest of the great

scourge it must be through pro
2
)hylaxis and

this, in turn, can only come by educating the

jteople. 'reach them to court sunshine and fresh

air and not to shun them, create in them a de-

sire for temperate habits and jjlain, yet nutri-

tious, food, and this, Avith a knowledge of the

2)roper care tor their sick, Avill surely win the

battle. One of the mo.st pernicious oltstacles to

he OA'ercome is the firm belief, so deep rooted in

the mind of the laity, that somewhere in the Avil-

derness of nostrumdom there is surely a cure-

all for the “dread disease,” and the pursuit of

this ]>aiiacea so occupies the mind and the purse

that the belated visit to the physician reveals too

oft a Avell-advanced lesion—a lasting tribute to

conscienceless neAvspaper advertising.

TO IXCBEASE PHOPHYLAXIS.
With the adA'cnt of the summer months come

the increased morbidity and mortality among
the little folks from intestinal disorders, and the

])hA'sician Avill do avcII to be on his guard tor the

early detection of any ])ossibie .•source of con-

tamination of the food sup|)ly for infants and

young children. Fortunately more and more is

being accomjdished in the larger cities of our

state in procuring cleaner milk, for, after all,

coAv’s milk )uust remain the mainstay of infant

nutrition. In these days of comfort and con-

venience in the rural districts Avhen the farmers

have easy access to ice or cool running water, a

little instruction as to cleanly milking and the

after-care of the milk Avill do much in the Avay

of ])rophylaxis in those communities.

iMuch more difficult is the solution of the

prohlem among the poor in the larger toAvns and

cities Avhere living quarters are cramped and

crowded and clean milk a luxury. From Ivng-

land comes the report of an interesting experi-

ment in one .of the poorer London quarters. St.

Pancreas, in the Avay of an effort to educate ]toor

mothers in the feeding and rearing of children,

an account of Avhich appears in the T.ondon let-

ter of the Journal of ihe A. d/. .1. lor May '2,

190S. “A school has been established Avhich has

a big sh.op AvindoAv filled Avith jAictures of rickety

children and an invitation displayed to passing

mothers to come in and learn how to keep their

l)ahies from becoming boA\'-legged. A cookery
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teacher from the London County Council at-

tends and gives demonstrations in the j^repara-

tion of cheap nutritious meals. An attempt is

also made to get the father interested in the wel-

fare of the mother and the child. Fathers are

invited to the school, and after a cup of coffee

and a pipe they receive ‘talks’ on hygiene. It

is intended to open a milk depot for the use of

mothers M’ho can not suckle their babies. Prizes

are given to the mothers who attend regularly

and follow the advice given. The mothers pay a

penny a fortnight for the classes and the weigh-

ing of their babies. It is claimed that the school

has already done something to lessen the infant

mortality of the district.”

Doubtless much benefit would accrue from

such a plan carried out in our own cities, for an

opportunity would be afforded for the dissemi-

nation of considerable useful knowledge besides

the question of proper food preparation. Such

factors as proper ventilation both by night and

by day, the adequate protection against flies by

screens, bodily cleanliness, ])roper care of di-

apers and excreta, water supply and many other

vital problems of hj^giene could be impressed

upon the poorer and more ignorant classes in a

way that would do lasting good for generations

to come. Some of the energy spent in foreign

missions, landscape gardening and pink teas

could bring better results by some such humani-
tarian effort as this and in the end our nation

would be a stronger and better one for it, to say

nothing of the immediate suffering and sadness

that would be avoided. And tlie l)eneflts would
not be limited to the little ones alone, for witli

good In-gienic surroundings and a proper knowl-
edge of ways of attaining such, more adult sick-

ness would surely lie j^revented witli the re-

sultant economic saving. In every city or town
there are doubtless good medical men who would
willingly give a portion of their time absolutely

gratis for the promotion of this work. Can not
a few philanthropic laymen be found in each city

who will do as much ?

FUESS COKRFPTIOX.
Probably there is no other country in the world

whose appetite for the newspaper is greater than

our own and in which more dependence is placed

upon the public press for information concerning

topics of general interest and importance. By
the establishment of rural free delivery the intel-

ligent farmer is enabled to be thoroughly con-

versant with the freshest data on the topics of the

day and he has a right to expect such data to

be reasonably accurate. Likewise the day laborer

contributes his share toward the maintenance of

one or more of these instruments of enlighten-

ment and education, and to him the subscription

price of his paper often means no little sacrifice.

His children are early allowed the privilege of

reading the newspaper and ofttimes that may be

their only source for recreative reading. Is it

any more than fair, then, that the material pub-

lished should be honest, truthful and U2)lifting

in so far as it is possible to make it so? And is

it not possible to fill the columns of our papers

with good reading matter and legitimate adver-

tising instead of “scoops” founded on what are

known to be M'ild exaggerations and advertising

of what are proven to be frauds of the rankest

sort ? We know that is possible and are grateful

for the few organs that have taken the stand for

honesty even at the expense of a few paltry dol-

lars. The man who sells the columns of his pa-

]:)er to the charlatan, the quack and the nostrum

dealer and knowingly gives space to fraudulent

claims and guarantees is selling his soul for a

mess of pottage and is just as guilty as is the fel-

low conspirator with the actual murderer.

THE FPEXCH LICK SESSIOX.

IXDIAXA STATE MEDICAL ASSOCTA-
TIOX.

Thursday and Friday, Juxe IS axd 19.

For the second time within a few years the

Indiana State Medical Association will hold its

annual session at French Lick. The members
of the Association who attended the last session

held at this picturesque spot will recall that tlie

jilace is an ideal one for societ}' meetings as well

as for quiet and comfortable rest and recupera-

tion.

French Lick is situated in Orange County, on

the ]\Ionon and Southern railways. 12D miles

southwest of Indianapolis and about GO miles

from Evansville and Xew Albany. The country

surrounding it is unusually picturesque, the

high hills, fertile valleys, and uealth of foliage

of its virgin forest, giving it a beauty not often

seen in the middle West.

Much of the popularity of French Lick is due

to the springs which have made the ]ilace one

of the famous American health resorts. The
fame of the spring antedates the arrival of the

first white settler in the region, for. according

to Indian legends, the waters were regarded bv

the red men from time immemorial as a sover-
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rcinc'clv I’or ino^t of llio ills to which flesh

is heir, and the springs was the inecea to which

thev carried their sick for hundreds of miles

l)v inanv a winding trail through the ])riineval

woods.

According to pidilished histories and descrip-

tions. the name French Lick is derived from two

soui’ces. one being the fact that many of the

earlv settlers in the vicinity were of French

birth or extraction, and the other the well-veri-

fied statement that almost down to a ])eriod

within the memory of living men great herds of

deer and hnlTalo were wont to come out of the

forests to ‘dick" the salty waters of the springs.

soda, magnesia and lime, caibonate of mag-

nesia and chlorid of soda. In addition to these

salts, they also conlain considerable (pianlities

of two gases—carbonic acid and sulphuretted

hydrogen.

d'he French Lick Springs Hotel, the largest

and most jn'ctentious hotel at French Lick, is

modern and u])-to-date in every ])articular and

affords accommodations for 700 guests. The
sleeping apartments are all outside rooms, and

from the spacious veianda, which surrounds the

entire huilding. and from nearly every window
mav be obtained pleasant views.

The recreation and amusement facilities at

L-uring recent years the combination of pic-

tures(pie scenery and pure, bracing air, with the

medicinal virtues of the springs and the com-

forts and conveniences of a palatially equipped

and well-conducted hotel, have drawn many

thonsands of tourists and health-seekers to

Fi'cnch Lick.

d'here arc three mineral springs at French

Lick, named Pluto. Proserpine and Bowles, re-

spectively, which contain largely the same ele-

ments. although varying in strength. All of

these belong to the sulpho-saline-alkaline waters,

the principal elements being the sulphates of

French Lick are varied. The clubhouse fur-

nishes such attractions as billiards and bowling.

Outdoor sports are provided for, including golf,

tennis, baseball, trap shooting, horseback riding

and driving. The golf course consists of nine

holes over well-kept greens.

The park surrounding the hotel, covering in

all an area of nearly 1,000 acres, and extending

over hills and valleys, includes winding, shady

paths where wild flowers grow in profusion and

Xature lies undisturbed in pi imeval splendor.

Horseback riding has long been a favorite

form of recreation at this resort, and there are
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few pleasures that equal that of wantlering over

trails through these beautiful woods along the

course of some cool stream in its descent from

the hill into the valley below. For those who

])refer to travel lyv motor, the views from the

summits of Orange County hills afford a beauty

of landscape that is a never-ending delight. In-

diana is well known by motorists for its good

roads, and there is hardly a time when there

ai-e not a numlter of machines in the French

Lick garage. They are not only from Chicago,

Louisville, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and cities

nearl)\', hut from Xew York and the West. To
glance over a page of the hotel register one is

impressed with the wide e.xtent of the reputation

of this resort, for one sees the names of cities

scattered from one coast to another, and here

lowed by a hall. Friday night there is to l)e a

musicalc, cake walk and dancing. While the

meeting is fixed for but two days, all of the

scientific work will be completed by Friday

evening, and many will remain over Saturday,

which will be given up to social features. These

latter include a golf tournament for the mem-
bers and their guests, a baseball game, motoring,

driving and riding parties, with progressive

euchre and l)ridge games in the evening.

i\remhers intending to, go to French Lick

should write early for their hotel reservations,

stating the kind of accommodations and rate

desired, and the number in the party. The
rates at the French Lick Springs Hotel are

from $3.00 to $6.00 per day. on the American

plan, hut accommodations may he had at other

and there the name of a visitor from South

America, Europe or Australia.

The Committee on Arrangements, consisting

of Drs. Geo. D. Kahlo, chairman, J. E. Yung
and Albert E. Sterne, have made ample provi-

sion for the care and entertainment of the Indi-

ana State Medical Association.

The amusements provided for the members and

their friends are cpiite varied. During the hours

of the scientific session the ladies will be enter-

tained by trips to Mt. Arie, Cross' Cave and

tliere will be music and light refreshments;

driving, riding and motoring parties will wan-

der in all directions.

'Fhe entertainment for the first evening will

be the Fresident's address, the reception, fol-

hotels in French Lick at rates varying from

$1.00 to $2.00 per day. Among these may be

named the Wells Hotel, $1.50 to $2.00 per day;

Indiana Hotel, $1.25 to $2.00 per day; Tolliver

Hotel, $1.00 to $1.50 per day, and Claxton Ho-

tel, $1.00 per day, all of these on the American

plan. Dr. Geo. D. Kahlo, the Chairman of the

Committee on Arrangements, authorizes us to

say that he will be glad to personally attend to

reservations for members upon request. The
hotels are all located within a short distance of

the Monon and Southern station, and busses

meet every train. Members of the Orange Countv

Medical Society have been designated to meet

the trains and to direct members and their

friends to their hotels.
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All of the meetings will be held in the Casino

Building on the grounds of the French Lick

Hotel Company. The general meetings will be

held in the west room, and this room will also

be devoted to the meetings of the Section on

^ledicine. The Section on Surgery will meet in

the east room of the Casino Building, and this

room will also be used for the meetings of the

House of Delegates, where all the business of the

Association is transacted.

The society will be welcomed to French Lick

by Hon. Thomas Taggart. The principal guest

of the Association will be Dr. James M. Anders,

of Philadelphia, who will deliver an address on

p. m. and i):10 p. m., and Louisville at 10:35

a. m. and 5 :50 p. m. 4' rains depart from French

Lick over the Monon for Indianapolis at 5:4.5

a. m. and S :55 a. m.
;
Lafayette at 5 :45 a. m.

;

Cincinnati and Indianapolis at T :00 a. m.

;

Louisville at T :00 a. m. and 3:40 p. m. : Chicago

at 8:55 a. m. and 9:15 p. m., and St. Louis at

11 a. m. and 9:15 p. m. Trains arrive at French

Lick over the Southeni Pailway at 4:50 ]i. m.

and 10 :20 a. m. from St. Louis and leave

French Lick for St. Louis at 11:35 a. m. and

G :45 p. m. ;
from Evansville at 10:20 a. m.

and 4:50 p. m.. and leave French Lick for

Evansville at 11 :35 a. m. and G :45 p. m.

Friday morning, .June 19, his subject being "In-

testinal Autointo.vication and Its Treatment.''

Fmich Lick may be reached by direct trains

from Indianapolis and Evansville, with close

connections for almost all points in the state.

There is a movement on foot to have a special

train leaving Indianapolis in the afternoon of

.Tune IT, arriving at French Lick aljout 9:00

the same evening, although no definite arrange-

ments have yet been announced. Trains arrive

at French Lick over the iMonon from Chicago at

G :40 a. m., 5:50 p. m. and 9:10 p. m.
;
from St.

Louis at 8:50 a. m. and 5 :5<i p. m. ; from Cin-

cinnati at 1 :1G j). m.
;

Indianapolis at 5:50

OUK PKESIDEXT.

David C. Peyton, I’resident of the Indiana

State Medical Association, was born on a farm

in Clark County, Indiana, Oct. 12. 18G0. He
was educated in the common schools of the

county and afterward had three years of normal

school training. He taught in the jmblic schools

of Clark County for a short time. He remained

on the farm, becoming familiar with all of its

work, until he was about 22 years of age. He

ix'ceived his medical education, the first year, in

the Ohio Medical College, at Cincinnati, and

afterward graduated at the University of Louis-
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ville in 1886, and has continued to practice his

profession at Jeffersonville ever since. He grad-

uated at the Medico-Chirurgical College at

Philadelphia in the winter of ‘98 and ’99. He
Avas commissioned a major general and brigade

surgeon in the Spanish-American War by the

late lamented President iVIcIvinley, and after

seeing service in the field he was detailed as

chief medical officer of the State of Pennsylva-

nia, and Avas stationed in Philadelphia in charge

of sick soldiers in all the hospitals of the state.

He is a member of the Clark County Medical

.Association. Indiana State Medical Association,

.American Aledical Association, and Association

of Alilitary Surgeons of the U. S. Army. He
Avas a member of the first House of Delegates

of the American Aledical Association. He is

chief surgeon of the Louisville and Southern

Indiana Traction CompaiiA', the Louisville and

Xorthern Lighting and Eailroad Company;
surgeon of the American Car and Foundry Com-
panA% of the B. & 0. S. W. Eailroad, and. of the

Big Four Eailroad, as aa'cII as examiner for

many insurance companies. He Avas married to

Aliss Henrietta S. Hay, of CharlestoAvn, Ind.,

June 26, 1883. He has Ijeen successful in the

practice of his profession and his genial manner
has Avon for him a great many friends all OA'er the

state.

THE PEOGEAAI.

THURSDAY, -JUAE IS.

Morxixg Session', 9 a. ir.

Medical Section.

1. A Few Important Points in Regard to Xervous
and Mental Diseases. .Chas. F. Xeu, Indianapolis

Discussion opened by G. AY. McCaskey, Ft. AA’ayne,
and E. C. Reyer, Indianapolis.

2. ^Myocarditis from a Purely Patliological Stand-
point R. H. Ritter, Indianapolis

3 Myocardial Failure from Other Causes Than
A alve Lesions. .. .A. C. Kimberlin, Indianapolis

4. Tile Relationship of Heart and Kidney Affec-
tions Robert Hessler, Logansport

Discussion opened by .1. B. Berteling. South Bend;
F. B. AA'vnn, Indianapolis, and AA'alker Schell,
Terre Haute.

.1 . Diabetes, Diagnosis, Treatment and Report of a
Case L. L. Mobley, Suinmitville

«. The Treatment of Dialietes..G. D. Kahlo, French Lick
Discussion opened bv Allison ^laxwell, Indianapolis,
and George T. IMcCov, Columbus.

Surrjical Section.

1. Strangulated Hernia, the Importance of Its
Earl\' Recognition and Xecessity of Its Rad-
ical Treatment ... .T. B. Eastman. Indianapolis

Discussion opened by A. M. Hayden, EAansville, and
I. X. Trent. IMuncie.

2. The Uterus an Abdominal and Pelvic Tumor.
H. A. Duemling. Ft. AA'ayne

3. The Diagnosis and Treatment of Fluctuating
Tumors of the Female Pelvis

G. H. Grant. Richmond
Discussion opened by ;M. F. Porter, Ft. AA'ayne, and

L. .1. AA'illien. Terre Haute.

4. The Puerperal Perineum—Protection and Re-
pair il. I. Rosenthal. Ft. AA’ayne

Discussion opened by .T. O. Sexton, Rushville, and
H. C. Pantzer, Indianapolis.

a. The Technic of Harelip and Cleft Palate Opera-
tions .1. R. Eastman. Indianapolis

Discussion opened by .1. H. Olii'er, Indianapolis.

r>. E.xcesses in Surgical Cleanliness

iM- A. Austin. Anderson
Discussion opened by Edwin AA’alker, EAansville, and

H. O. Pantzer, Indianapolis.

Afterxoox Session', 2 to 5.

Medical Section.

1. Disposal of SeAA'age in Small Towns
G. B. Lake, AA’olcottville

2. Epidemiology of Typhoid Fei'er

H. 0. Bruggeman, Ft. AA’ayne

3. Report of Committee on State ^Medicine

-T. X. Hurty, Indianopolis
Discussion opened by F. A. Tticker. Xobles\ille.

4. Tuberculin Therapy. . .AA’. T. S. Dodds. Indianapolis.

5. The Early Clinical Diagnosis of Pulmonary
Tuherculosis T. A'ictor Keene. Indianapolis

0. Report of Committee on Tuberculosis
•!. A. Little, Logansport

Discussion opened by Theo. Potter. Indianapolis, and
•T. C. Blossom, ^It. Summit.
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Suryicul Section.

1. Scoliosis David Ross, Indianapolis
Discussion opened l)y H. R. Allen, Indianapolis, and

f. Danjjheity, South Rend.

2. The Diagnosis and Treatment of Sinus Throm-
bosis J. F. Barnhill, Indianapolis

Discussion opened liy L. F. Page, Indianapolis, and
G. W. Spohn. Elkhart.

t)hsti-uction of the Bowels.. E. D. Clark, Indianapolis

4. Obstruction of the Bowels from Traumatism..
J. II. Ford, Indianapolis

Discussion opened by T. B. Noble, Indianapolis, and
T. C. Kennedy, Shelbyville.

5. Gonorrheal Ophthalmia .. W. X. Sharp, Indianapolis

Discussion opened by D. W. Stevenson, Richmond,
and A. P. Roope, Columbus.

(i. Dermoid Cysts II. G. Xierman, Ft. Wayne
Discussion opened by iMoses Thorner, Indianapolis.

Evexing Session', 8 p. m.

President’s Address—"The Physician As a Citi-

zen" David C. Peyton, Jelfersonville

FRIDAY, JUNE 19.

Gener.vl Session, 9 a. m.

Address—"Intestinal Autointoxication and Its

Treatment" J. M. Anders, Philadelphia

Medical Section, 10 to l.i.

1. Relation of Physicians and Druggists
S. E. Earp and J. R. Francis, Indianapolis

2. A Plea for the Use of Pharmacopeal and Na-
tional Formuhitorv Preparations

Frank II. Carter, Indianapolis

Discussion opened by Joseph T. Stokes and II. E.

Zimmer, Indianapolis.

3. A Plea for State Control of Inebriety and Drug
Addictions A. L. Wilson, Indianapolis

4. Report of the Committee on Inebriety

II. J. ilall, Franklin

Discussion opened by A. E. Sterne, Indianapolis, and
George R. Green, ^luneie.

5. Atypical Pneumonia .. Chas. R. Sowder, Indianapolis

Discussion oju-ned by W. C'. IMcFadden, Shelbyville,

and B. S. llunt, Winchester.

Suryical Section.

1. Raynaud's Disease John Kolmer, Indianapolis

Discussion o])ened by Allen Pierson, Spencer, and
C. K. Bruner, Greenfield.

2. Symposium on Obstetrics —
(a)—Normal Labor .... Jane Ketcham, Indianapolis

(b)—Toxicmias of Pregnancy
L. Burckhardt, Indianapolis

(c)—Puerperal Infection

G. B. Jackson, Indianapolis

(d)—Six Hundred Cases of Labor in Private

Practice II. A. Cowing, Muncie
Discussion opened by E. F. Hodges, Indianapolis;

S. J. Young, Yalparaiso, and E. E. Padgett, In-

dianapolis.

Afternoon Session, 2 to 5.

Medical Section.

1. Ocular ^Manifestations in General Diseases....
W. F. Hughes, Indianapolis

Discussion opened by George Knapp, Yincennes, and
L. D. Brose, Evansville.

2. Etiology of Rheumatism and Chorea
W. D. Hoskins, Indianapolis-

3. Acute Rheumatism in Children
L. P. Drayer, Ft. Wayne
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Discussion opened by A. S. Jaeger, Indianapolis, and
II. A. Fo.x, Gosjjort.

4. Tuberculin Therapy. . . .Y’. T. S. Dodds, Indianapolis
garis and Acne Rosacea..A. !M. Cole, lndianai)olis

Discussion opened by C. S. Bond, Richmond, and
1'. R. Charlton, Indiana))olis.

The Present Status of Syphilis
A. W. Brayton, Indianapolis

Discussion opened by W. II. Gilbert, Evansville;
Goethe Link, and W. I*, Garshweiler, Indianapolis.

G. -Veute Nephritis R. E. Holder, Columbus
Discussion opened by C. A. White, Danville, and

Y'. \Y. Tucker, Greencastle.

Suryical Sectio7i.

1. Exophthalmic Goitre

—

(a)—Etiologj' and Pathology
J. A. McDonald, Indianapolis

(b)—Symptoms and ^Medical Treatment
F. 0. Dorsey, Indianai)olis

(c)—Surgical Treatment .. .J. Y. Reed, Indianaj)olis

Discussion opened by B. I). Myers, Bloomington,
and C. E. Cottingham, Indianapolis.

2. Some Considerations of Intra-Sigmoid Disease.

G. W. Combs, Indianapolis

Discussion opened by A. P. Buchman, Ft. Wayne,
and A. B. Graham, Indianapolis.

3. -Miesthesia Considered As a Specialty

C. N. Combs, Terre Haute

4. A Consideration of General Anesthetics

Y’. R. Davidson, Evansville

5. Concerning Hyoscin, ^lorphin, Cactin Anesthe-
sia T. iM. Jones, Anderson

Discussion opened by Ben Perley Y’eaver. Ft.

Wayne; J. B. Fattie, Anderson, and II. S. Thurs-
ton. Indianapolis.

Pathology of the Seminal Yesieles and Prostate,

with Suggestion of the Necessity for Sur-
gical Treatment. Charles E. Barnett, Ft. Y'a.vne

Discussion opened by W. N. Y’ishard, Indianapolis.

EDITORIAL NOTES

We -wonder if Pluto is good for spring fever I

Pemember tlie place—French Lick.

Peinember the dates—Thursday and Friday,

June 18 and 19.

Indiana doctors turned out in force to at-

tend the A. M. A. session at Chicago. But then

Indiana always does things well.

French Lick is one of the most charming

spots in Indiana. Xo moye delightful place

could be selected for the annual session of the

Indiana State Medical Association. The mem-
bers will find it an ideal place for rest and re-

cuperation.

I)o not forget that your wife will enjoy a few

days at French luck, and she probably needs a
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rest and change as Avell as yon. Take her with

you to the annual session of the Association.

The Committee on Arrangements lias provided a

series of entertainments for her.

Te.vd the advertising pages of The Jourxal
and then make it a point to patronize the adver-

tisers whenever a'ou can consistently do so. An
occasional letter to the advertisers, saying that

you are patronizing them and that you appreciate

the fact that they are advertising in The Jour-

XAL, will go a long way toward making them

feel that their money spent with us is bringing

returns. This means something to you in the

way of securing a larger and better journal.

Fort IVavtxe is building a much-needed

eight-story fireproof hotel at an estimated cost

of three-quarters of a million dollars. It will

he opened for Imsiness on Jan. 1, 1909. The Fort

M'ayne Medical Society has been waiting for the

erection of a new hotel, thus affording ample

accommodations for all visitors, before inviting

the Indiana State Medical Association to hold

another session at Fort Wayne. Alow that a new

and commodious hotel is in course of erection,

tlie long-delayed invitation will be extended.

The Anchor Life Insurance Company of In-

dianapolis pays $5 for life insm-ance examina-

tions. Indiana doctors should remember this

when grieving because this state is the home of

so many “cheap skate” life insurance compa-

nies. And the Anchor Life Insurance Company
finds that it is economy to pay a respectable fee

for examinations, as it means better examiners

and better service. IVe take pleasnre in publish-

ing in this number a letter from the company

correcting us in the impression that no Indiana

company pays a $5.00 fee.

We met a doctor recently who was badly

marked as a result of a siege of smallpox. He
told us he was once a rabid anti-vaecinationist

and while in that state of mind he contracted

the disease which disfigured him for life. Ten
other people were exposed to the disease the

same time he was, but, all having been vacci-

nated, not one of them contracted the disease.

The doctor now believes in vaccination.

What a pity that such a lesson should be re-

quired to prove the efficacy of a measure that

has long since established its value and is recog-

nized by scientific men all over the world.

Dr. J. M. Axders, of Philadelphia, is to be

the honored guest of the Indiana State Medical

Association at the French Lick meeting. He
will deliver an address upon the subject “Intes-

tinal Airtointoxication and Its Treatment.”

This address will be a scientific contribution of

decided merit, as Dr. Anders is a man of ex-

tended experience, recognized ability, and one

of the leading medical investigators of this coun-

try. Aside from the purely scientific aspect of

the subject, the practical side will appeal to

every physician, and the members of the State

Association are to be congratulated upon having

secured such an able man to present the subject

to them.

The membership of the Indiana State Medi-

cal Association is now the largest in the history

of the Association. IMany new members have

been secured by the A. M. A. canvassers, but

The Jourxal is largely responsible, both di-

rectly and indirectly, for much of the increase.

Without The Journal the A. M. A. canvassers

would not have been put to work in Indiana.

Hundreds of letters, accompanied by sample

copies of The Journal, have been sent to doc-

tors eligible to membership in county societies,

and these, followed up by the personal inter-

views of canvassers, have been the means of

bringing many doctors into medical societies.

The work will be continued, and it is not too

much to expect an increase of several hundred

in our membership before the close of the year.

It is greatly to be regretted that the medical

profession of America was not allowed more of

an opportunity to show its appreciation of the

distinguished Dr. Eobert Koch upon the occa-

sion of his visit to American soil. And how
happy we would have been had he found himself

able to remain over with us for the Chicago

meeting'! A^et if he can get in our land the rest

he seeks from the arduous labors he has been

performing, then by all means let us respect

that desire to the letter. He is surely aware

that no profession is more grateful than this

of ours for the glorious work that this brave

man has done and the sacrifice he has made to

science, a sacrifice that doubtless to him Avould

have been only a joy even though his govern-

ment had not granted him his honorarium. The
Avorld needs all the Eobert Kochs it can get, so

let us keep him as long as possible.

The action of the corporation counsel for

KeAv York in warning the P>oard of Health
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against licensing oste()])alhs ov receiving death

certificates signed by tliem is most commendable.

'J'he man who is willing to ascribe all buman
suffering to some bony or ligamentous abnormal-

ity. usually a so-called “displacement,” is about

as com])etent to conduct a careful autopsy and

make a report of its ])atbologic findings as the

average American Indian woidd be to interpret

the music of Lohengrin. When the training of

the osteopath includes a diploma from a repu-

table medical college, supplemented by osteo-

pathic specializing, then the matter will assume

a different aspect, but until such an ideal is at-

tained then osteopathy should rest content to

occupy a similar place with Christian Science

and the other fads, viz. : to limit itself to cer-

tain selected instances, where its indications are

plain.

•\fter two years of wrangling as to the expe-

diency of discontinuing the “Transactions,” the

Indiana State Medical Association has shown its

wisdom in launching on the sea of state medical

journalism one of the cleanest and most handsome

crafts that monthly floats into our harbor. Dr.

Albert E. Bulson, Jr., is the editor, and his fore-

Avord as to the policy the Council Avill pursue in

the matter of advertisements accepted for publi-

cation, and the Avork he hopes to accomplish for

organized medicine, presages a great influence

and usefulness for the journal. With the

united and enthusiastic support of the member-

ship of the association, the ideals set for it by

those Avho haA'e so long advocated its publication

Avill be quickly realized. The Journal is so

much like us Ave are justified in claiming it as

our tAvin sister, and "just knoAv that Ave Avill groAv

to be Aery fond of it as times passes on.—Journal

of ike Arkansas Medical Society.

'Fhe medical profession of the State of iMarj'-

land is to be congratulated upon having a Sen-

ate that is sufficiently Avide aivake to realize the

dangers of alloAving Christian Scientists and

faith healers to practice Avithin the state unless

they be equipped Avith a diploma of a regular

physician. And yet it is highly probable that

this commendable measure Avas not enacted Avith-

out some consideralile activity on the part of the

profession itself, without Avhich little can be ex-

pected in the Avay of medical legislation.

This regulation Avill be of both direct and in-

direct benefit to the public. In the first place it

Avill materially deplete the ranks of these fakers

in the state, because very fcAv, if any, Avill be

able to qualify, and, secondly, by virtue of the

.luxE lo, 1!K)S

l>roader education neces.'iary to give them their

medical degree fcAver of these semi-religious

grafters Avill be created. i\Iay the day he not far

distant Avhen like restrictions Avill he inaugu-

rated ill all the states !

Again avg Avish to ask a more careful revision

of the copy sent us 1)A' county secretaries. It is

gratifying to note that our request for type-

Avritten copy is being comjilied Avith more gen-

erally, but the mere fact that a typeAvriter is

being Aised Avithout regard to the inexperience

of the operator does not remedy the difficulty to

any great extent. Misspelled words, poor punc-

tuation or entire lack of it, incomplete sen-

tences, all make for a consumption of time in

the abstracting of papers and reports that abso-

lutely precludes our giving to you all that Ave

could if only Ave had your cooperation in the

matter. This comment is not offered in any

spirit of complaint, for conditions are improv-

ing and Ave are encouraged, hut more as an ap-

peal to you to aid us in making our journal all

that it is capable of being made.

Our publishers haA'e complimented us highly

on the quality of copy subinitted to them and

Ave are otily laboring in the effort to make our

material Avorthy the praise they have giA'cn it.

With an outline of the program of the state

meeting printed so long in advance as it was in

the iMay number, every one ought to go to French

Lick prepared to add something of interest to

the discussion of the papers presented. There is

nothing that adds more to the life and interest

of a medical meeting than free and high-grade

discussion. It is not absolutely essential that

one have had a unique personal experience in

the subject at hand in order to present an inter-

esting and helpful discussion, if only one make

himself thoroughly familiar Avitli the Avork of

those of larger experience in the line under dis-

cussion and then go prepared to think and draAV

conclusions for himself. Better far to haA'e a

feAV good papers Avell and freely discussed than

a multitude reeled off to a silent audience. Be-

sides, it is unfair to a man Avho, after much

study and work along certain lines, condenses

his results and presents them in a conscientious

fashion, to alloAv his efforts to fall as though to

a roAv of empty chairs. Go to French Lick and

go loaded to gAe at least one subject a rousing,

good discussion that Avill help make the meeting

a red-letter one

!
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It is more than proljable that Xe\v York State

will soon liave a law requiring- the registration

of every case of tul)erculosis, for such a bill has

been passed by the legislature and sent to the

governor for his approval and signature. Such a

law should carry with it rigid regulations con-

cerning the sputum, stools, etc., and attaching

a ])enalty upon family or attendant for failure

to carry out such regulations. Eecently we heard

of a tuberculous jiatient who, while confined to

Ins bed. amused himself by seeing how far up

the wall he could eject his sputum. Tliat sucli a

jjractice could be tolerated in a civilized com-

munity seems almost beyond human comprehen-

sion. and the public should certainly be safe-

guarded from such an irresponsible person. Per-

haps a certain amount of allowance should be

made for ignorance in this particular instance,

but even ignorance is no excuse for depravity.

With the public instructed as it should be con-

cerning the dissemination of tul)erculous infec-

tion, ])roperly reinfoi'ced by state laws rigidly

carried out in each case of such infection, there

might 1)0 added hope of ultimately conquering

this lurking scourge.

Probatjly a majority of the members of the

Indiana State Medical Association have never

stopped to consider what it costs to publish a

first-class medical journal, and that it requires

a good deal of hustling and executive ability to

raise the necessary funds to^ make both ends

meet. We, therefore, think it entirely proper to

say that every doctor who pays one dollar in

dues to the Association, which dues includes a

subscription to dhiE Jourxal, receives The
JouRXAL. wliich actually costs nearly twice as

much. Of course, a large part of the expense of

])ul)lication is met l)v the income from adver-

tising. and witliout tliis income The -Journal

would be a small and comparatively insignifi-

cant periodical. Members of the Association

should hear this in mind when we plead for the

support of the advertising pages, for it means
much for the success of The Journal. Please

rememl)er also that out of about twenty state

association journals there are only three that

have clean advertising pages, and The -Journal

OF THE Indiana State Medical Associ.vtion

is the only state association journal existing at

the present time M'hich from the initial number
started out with clean advertising pages. To
start right required the rejection of over -$.3,000

worth of advertising such as is regularly ac-

cejited l)v some of tlie prominent medical jour-

nals of the countrv, hut we were determined to

pul)lish a journal of which we could be proud

and the advertising pages of which the Indiana

doctors would not have to lilush for with shame,

'rhe results tell the story. MY are now publish-

ing a journal larger than at first thought possi-

ble for us to have, and because it is clean it has

won the appreciation of our members as well as

others who receive copies through exchanges and

otherwise. It is 23ublished for Indiana medical

men and in their interests, and it is not depend-

ent upon nostrum and other objectionable ad-

vertising for its supjrort. Its advertising is above

criticism and will remain so.

Put a word as to the support of The -Tour-

N.VL. M'e have pointed out that advertising en-

ables us to publish a larger and better journal

than would otherwise be possible, and every

memlier of the Association is interested in hav-

ing a good journal. We can only secure and hold

advertising by proving to tbe advertiser that we

actually make the advertising pay for him. It

is actual returns rvhich he rvants and it is a cold

business proposition to him and no sentiment

when he considers the advisability of paying

money for advertising in The Journal. Xow
the meniliers of the Association can, l)y patroniz-

ing the advertisers, make the advertising pay the

advertiser and at the same time hel]) The -Tour-

NAL. This can lie done by no unfair di.scriniina-

tion. but, all things being equal, showing prefer-

ence for those firms who patronize us. For in-

stance, there is no excuse for any member of the

Association, if he buys his surgical instruments

of a firm that contributes nothing to our sup-

])ort when there are five or six equally as reliable

firms that patronize us and add to the benefits

which go to every member of the Association,

d’he same thing holds true in the purchase or

use of anything required by the physician in

his regular work. Keciprocity is considered fair

in the conduct of any business, and there is no

reason why medical men should not follow good

business policy as well as any other class of {leo-

ple. We are not asking you to adopt any meas-

ures which smack of a labor union boycott, but

we are asking you to show advertisers that it pays

to adveidise in The Journal which you own

and the' success of which means so -much to you.

The -Iournal not only deserves your support,

but it needs it if the greatest good is to come

from the publication of a periodical which owes

its existence to your needs and is jmhlished

solely in your interest.
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CORRESPONDENCE

IXDIAXA LIFE IXSUFAXCE COMFAXY
FAYS $5.00 FOR :ME1)ICAL EXAM-

IXATIOX.

IxDiAN.vpoLis, May 7, 1908.

To the Editor :— In your esteemed Journal

for the montli of April 1 note, among other mat-

ters of interest, that you find occasion to speak

in two instances with reference to life insurance,

ffiving in connection with one of these instances

a list of companies paying a flat foe of $5.00 to

their examiners for each report made by them.

I also note that you state, so far as you know,

no Indiana company is paying such a fee. I re-

spectfully l)eg permission to herewith inform

you that The Anchor Life Insurance Company
of Indianapolis, Ind., is not only paying a $5.00

fee at present, Imt has been doing so since the

day it began doing business.

Hoping that other life insurance companies

may find it advisable to pay a like fee, I am
Yours very truly.

The Anchor Life Insurance Co.,

M'. B. Kitchen, Medical Director.

(We take pleasure in piililishing the above let-

ter. It is comforting for us to know that at least

one life insurance company claiming Indiana as

its home has the good Imsiness judgment to pay

a respectable fee for medical examinations and

1)V so doing is able always to secure examiners

fi-om the better class of physicians. By paying

adequate fees the Anchor Life Insurance Com-
])any can discriminate in the appointment of

examiners and invariably secure competent serv-

ices. Better examiners and more skill in exami-

nations means better risks, and better risks

means a saving to the company and cheaper

rates for the policy holders. Therefore, it is

economy all along the line, and the Anchor Life

Insurance Company is to be congratulated upon

having considered the matter in such light.—

En.)

COXCERXIXG MEDICAL LEGISLATIOX.

Fort Wayne, May 15, 1908.

To the Editor :—When the Indiana State

i\Iedical Association meets, it should devote some

time to medical legislation, remembering that it

is not by counties nor liy Congress that health

laws are enacted, Imt by state legislatures.

An amendment of law is required in regard to

notifications of births, deaths and infectious dis-

eases. The whole onus is now placed on physi-

cians, contrary to the practice in England. Ger-

many, and other countries. The notification is

for the benefit of the people, and they should he

made jointly responsible with the doctors in

making it. If there were a fine for the head of

the household in case of neglect, as well as for

the doctor, there would not lie so many in-

stances where contagious diseases are dissemi-

nated by neglect of medical care for fear of the

(piarantine law.

Another amendment is suggested relating to

boards of health. All licensed jiractitioners in a

county or city should be memliers of the county

or city board, respectively. These should elect

an executive committee of health for their dis-

trict, and probably should name the secretary,

who is the paid managing official. In this way

only can the hoard, as you suggest, lie divorced

from politics. Xo lay authority could so well

know who is best fitted for membership on the

executive committee as are the members of the

profession. And this plan would have the further

advantage of securing a hearty cooperation be-

tween all the practitioners and the secretary of

the board in each count}' or city.

Wxr. P. WlIERY.

PERSONALS

Dr. J. S. Coverdale, of Decatur, who took a

trip South for his health, has returned home
much benefited.

Dr. C. W. Campbell, of Hammond, who

spent the winter in Florida, has returned home

and resumed his practice.

Dr. W. F. Wood, of Mishawaka, is compelled

to give up practice on account of ill health. He
intends to spend a year in IMexico.

Drs. Herxian and Oscar Piece, who for the

past year have been practicing medicine in the

Standard District of Hammond, have discon-

tinued their practice in Hammond.

Dr. Calvin Carter, of Brookville, who has

been ill for several months, is much improved,

and, while not yet able to attend to his entire

practice, is devoting much of his time to it.

Dr. G. W. H. Kemper, of IMuncie. councilor

of the Eighth District, was elected commander

of the Indiana Commandery, Loyal Legion, at a

recent reunion of that order.
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Durixc; the latter part of the montli of April

l>r. Addison. roj)resenting the American Medi-

cal Association, secured eight applications for

membership in the St. Joseph County Medical

Society.

Du. A. J. WiLLiTS, for a number of years a

j)ractitioner at Lowell, but who for the past

year has been practicing in Hammond, has

moved to Chicago, where he has opened up an

office on the South Side.

dhiE following named physicians who paid

ihcir medical society dues for the year 1907

were erroneously placed in the column of sus-

pended members in the Transactions of 1907

:

Dr. B. F. Snyder, Camden, Carroll County, and

Dr. C. IV. Burket, Warsaw, Kosciusko County.

Du. J. I. Ma1!IS, of Paoli, formerly secretary

of the Orange County Medical Society, has re-

cently bought out Dr. Shewman’s practice at

Waymansville, and Dr. S. F. Teaford, of Paoli,

has been elected secretary of Orange County

Medical Society to fill the unexpired term of

Dr. Maris.

Du. W. P. McMillex, of Decatur, had a nar-

row escape from drowning while on his way to

see a patient near Berne Wednesday night, l\Iay

6. The night was dark, and when about three

miles north of Berne the horse stepped off a

bridge into a flooded creek. The buggy fol-

lowed. and Dr. McMillen was thrown headlong

into the stream. By grasping the floating buggy

he was able to keep from drowning and finally

crawled up the embankment to the road. In due

time the horse was rescued, and the Doctor pro-

ceeded on his way to the house of his patient,

returning home later in a prostrate condition.

As a consecpience of the accident Dr. McMillen

contracted a severe cold and was confined to his

bed for several days.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

1\Irs. Elizabeth Wood, wife of Dr. Theodore

F. Wood, died at her home in Angola, May 5,

1908, aged GG years.

Plaxs, have been received for a custodial

building to be erected for the Indiana Village of

Epileptics, Kew Castle, during the coming sum-

mer. The new building will cost about $20,000,

will be a brick structure, two stories high, and

will accommodate 25 patients.

The graduating exercises of the Indiana Uni-

^ersity School of Medicine, now the combined

medical schools that formerly constituted the

medical departments of both the Indiana and

Purdue universities, were held at Bloomington,

Ind., May 20, 1908, a large class receiving the

degrees. Dr. AV. K. AVishard, of Indianapolis,

delivered the address on behalf of the medical

department, and President Bryan delivered the

address on behalf of the Trustees of the uni-

versity.

Ox looking over the program for the meeting

of the A. AI. A. at Chicago, we find that Indi-

ana was well represented. Aside from the

fact that Dr. Edwin AValker, of Evansville, is

vice-president. Dr. Aliles F. Porter, of Fort

AA'ayne, one of the trustees, and Dr. Albert E.

Bulson, Jr., of Fort AA'ayne, secretary of the

Section on Ophthalmolog}', the following gen-

tlemen were on programs of sections for the

reading of papers:

Drs. George AA'. AIcCaskey, Fort AA'ayne ;
Aliles

F. Porter, Fort AA'ayne; Thomas B. Eastman,

Indianapolis; II. C. Parker, Indianapolis; F. C.

Heath, Indianapolis; L. D. Brose, Evansville;

L. F. Page, Indianapolis, and J. K. Hurty, In-

dianapolis.

The Korthern Tri-State Aledical Association

will hold its summer meeting at the Oliver Ho-

tel, South Bend, Ind., Jidy 14. The officers of

the Association are : President, Dr. Albert E.

Bulson, Jr., Fort AA'ayne, Ind.; vice-president.

Dr. AA'illiam A. Dickey, Toledo, Ohio; secretary,

1 )r. AA'illiam F. Shoemaker, Butler, Ind.
;
treas-

urer, Dr. J. A. AA'eitz, Alontpelier, Ohio.

The program for the South Bend meeting in-

cludes a large number of very interesting sub-

jects bv prominent members of the Association.

Dr. Casey A. AA'ood, of Chicago, is to be the

guest of honor and will deliver the principal

address, his subject being “The Present Status

of Some Ophthalmic Aleans of General Diag-

nosis.” The memliers of the Association will be

tendered a banquet at the Oliver Hotel by the

St. Joseph County Aledical Society.
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SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

ADAMS COUNTY.
The Adams County Medical Society met at the oflice

of J)r. Kellar of Decatur on Ai)iil 10. The members
were so occupied with the discussion of local ati'airs

of interest to the society that the time passed by un-

noticed, and as Dr. \t'. W. P. iMcAlillen, who was to

have presented the ])aper of the evening, was ill with

lagrippe, it was decided to postpone the j)rogram

until the May meeting. Dr. J. S. Itoyers was elected

delegate to the State Association meeting to be held

in dune at French Lick.

Adjourned. Makie L. Holloway, .S’cc.

ALLEN COUNTY.
Fort Wayne ^Medical Society, meeting of April 14,

1908.

Society met in regular session at Hope Hospital.

^Meeting called to order by President Calvin, with 32

members present. The program being a clinical one,

was in charge of Drs. Porter, Gilpin and Havice.

Tuberculosis of Bladder and Kidneys.—Case report

and patient exhibited by Dr. J. H. Gilpin. Patient,

male, aged 27, clerk, American. Family history nega-

tive excei)t that one brother now has tuberculosis con-

tracted in Denver. Patient has had all of the diseases

of childhood. As long as he can remember he has had

to get up in the night four or five times to urinate.

About si.x jears ago he Ix-gan to suffer from freijuent

urination and smarting, and a bearing-down sensa-

tion after urination. He thinks there was blood at

times. Has never had any gravel or gonorrhea. He
urinates about every hour; urine dribbles at times.

He has no ])ain in the bladder region, Imt at times

in the back. Five years ago left testicle swelled to

size of tist and was removed surgically. In the past

six months he has sulfercd greatly with pain over

pubes, and frecjuent urination and pain in the back.

When patient feels very bad he passes some blood

in the urine. In December, 1!)07, he passed blood

constantly for about a week. He has lost about l.o

pounds in the past six months. The condition is ex-

aggerated on exertion. Urine at times is milky as soon

as passed. The pain has never been colicky but is a

constant ache, and worse after a night's rest. Patient

has night sweats, afternoon temperature and reacts to

tuberculin.

Erysipelas.—Case report and exhibition of patient

by Dr. Gilpin. Patient infant eight months old. The
erysipelatous inflammation began on the vulva and
extended until the entire body was involved. The
treatment followed was su])portive and .symptomatic.

A few weeks ago the baby developed aoscesses, first in

the scalp, which were opened and drained. Later two
abscesses in the pharynx broke. This is evidently a

pyemic condition. The temperature ranged from 101

to 1041/1;. This case illustrates that erysipelas is a

self limited disease.

Mongolian Idiot.

—

Case report and patient exhib-

ited by Dr. Gilpin. Patient baby ten months old. This

baby is the second child of healthy parents. At three

months of age it was thought to have colic, as it

rolled its eyes and cried out. The eyes are of the

[Mongolian type. The child is somnolent and apathetic.

It ajiparently neither sees nor hears. It takes nourish-

ment regularly and seems to thrive. There are four

conditions to consider in tnis case, namely; (1) Is

it a ^longolian idiot? Or is the condition due to (2)

myxedema, (3) rickets or (4) blindness. The baby
was placed on thyroids and ini[)roved for a time, but

as the do.se was increased the condition lieeame wois-e.

It lies very listless but notices the rattle of a

bell or whistle. Child will not sit up alone. There
is no edema. Child thought to be a [Mongolian idiot.

In opening the discussion. Dr. McCaskey said, in dis-

cussing the kidney case, that he does not believe there

is any ipiestion but that germs do pass from bladder

to kidneys. They travel up the mucosa.

Dr. Wheelock, in discussing the last report, said

that oi)hthalnioscopic e.xamination is very unsatisfac-

tory, but there is an optic atrophy present. This,

however, would hardly e.xplain the listlessness and
somnolence.

Dr, B. Van .Sweringen, discussing last case report,

was of the oj)inion that the condition is a congenital

affair that involves the sight and hearing. Tiiis ac-

counts for listlessness and lack of mental development.

The child has grown too much to be a case of

myxedema. The spasms indicate an involvement of

brain tissue. The case of erysipelas is interesting as

showing the amount of resistance the baby had.

Dr. Porter, on the infection of the kidney from the

bladder, said that infections of this sort are common.
An ascending infection is what kills men who have

hyperthropy of the prostate. Catheter treatment re-

sults, in about 77 per cent, of cas^s, in infection, and
they die in about four or five years after beginning

catheter life.

Dr. Bulson, in discussing the last case, said that he

had made an e.xamination of the infant's eyes and that

there is a pupillary reaction in both eyes, which in-

dicates that there is not a total atrophy.

Dr. Drayer, in reference to the case of tuberculosis,

said that organisms of the non-motile type do not

ascend, iveferring to the second case he said that the

mortality in general erysipelas occurring at birth or

during l)irth period is high; 9.7 per cent, of the.se cases

die, 50 per cent, in the first year. They die of inani-

tion after they recover from the erysipelas. Another

<[ueer fact about this case is that abscesses are sterile.

Patient had no fever. With reference to the third

ease he said that this child is not an ordinary idiot.

It is one of those borderline cases, and he believes

that organotherajjy should be relied on for diagnosis.

Dr. \'an Buskirk, discussing the last case, suggests

that there may be a congenital lack of blood supply to

a portion of the brain.

The discussion was closed by Dr. Gilpin.

Detachment of Retina.—Case report and patient ex-

hibited by Dr. Havice. Patient 14 years of age. He
was first seen one month ago, at which time he had

failing vision in the left eye. The left eye had been

injured a couple of times. Dr. Havice gave a short

talk on detachment of the retina.

Ulceration of the Cornea.—Case report and patient

exhibited by Dr. Havice. Patient, a man, was injured

five days ago by being struck in the eye with a piece

of metal which was removed and eye bandaged. Ur.

Havice was consulted the next day, the eye being

swelled and causing the patient much pain. At the

point of injury there was an ulceration. Dr. Havice

said that all ulcers of the cornea are caused by in-

fection. As e.xciting causes, trauma stands first. As
treatment for ulcers of the cornea Dr. Havice gave the
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followinsr: For simple cases, eleansino:, atropin and

"rest. When the patient has a foul, ragged ulcer, nio])

out the ulcer and apply pure carbolic acid by means

of a wisp of cotton on a probe. If this does no good,

re])cat. and if this also fails, use actual cautery. Later

teaching is not to open the anterior chamber in case

of hypopion on account of danger of infection. Prog-

nosis dei)cnds on location, extent and depth of the

ulcer.

In opening the discussion Dr. Bulson said that the

<letachment of the retina in the case presented by Dr.

Havice is of traumatic origin. These cases frequently

have traumatic cataract, and all are apt to terminate

in degenerative changes and inflammatory affections

of uveal tract requiring removal of eye. He advises

rest and posterior sclerotomy if seen early, but when

seen late no treatment is helpful.

Dr. Wheelock said that caution should be used in

the use of atropin, as tension is increased by atropin,

and circulation is interfered with, and therefore drain-

age is disturbed. He has had the best results with

cauterization with pure cry:?tals of carbolic acid.

Cancer of Uterus.—Case report and patient ex-

hibited by Dr. Porter. Patient, female, aged (il years.

She passed menopause at 51. Has had three childicn,

the youngest of whom is 24 years old. Has good fam-

ily history. Her present trouble began with a slight

bloody discharge one year ago last winter. The ex-

amination shows the cervix normal, and a body about

the size of fist adherent to the left pelvic wall. The

uterus is hard and there is a fetid discharge. She was
curetted aiiout a year ago for hemorrhages and at

that time was advised against operation. Dr. Porter

asked ‘‘What should be the attitude of the surgeon

under such circumstances toward the ])hysician who
gave such advice in a case of this kind?”

Tumor of Parotid; Endothelioma.—Case report and

patient exhibited l>y Dr. Porter. This is a so called

jnixed tumor of the parotid. This tumor has been

there for 38 years, but has grown ra]>idly of late. It

is essentially ont mildly malignant. The question is.

where does the trouble commence? In this case there

was a very comj)lete capsule. This growth involves

the glandular structure per se. Dr. Rhamy pro-

nounced it endothelioma.

Cold Abscess of Tubercular Origin.—Case report and
patient exhibited by Dr. iSIeCaskey. When the patient

came to the hospital he was prohabl.v suffering from
toxemia of i)itestinal origin. Dr. IMcCaskey later

located an abscess tinder the deep fascia of the right

loin. On o])ening the abscess it was found that it went
up and back to the spine, and a few specuhe of bone
and material tubercular in character came away. The
abscess was cleaned out and the cavity packed with a

1 per cent, iodin gauze for four or five days and then
the patient juit out on the street, as he thinks the

outdoor exercise and freedom of movement is better

for him than to be shut up in the hospital.

For Diagnosis.—Case report and patient e.xhibited

by Dr. ^IcCaskey. Xo diagnosis yet made. Patient
was brought to the hospital for obstruction of the
bowels, resulting from peritonitis, probably due to

appendicitis. Patient single, age 20, and a farmer.
His family history is negative. He had typhoid fever

a great many years ago, from which he completely
recovered. Ten days prior to admission to the hospital

he had pain in the umbilical region and vomiting every
few minutes. Daily movements of the bowels was

secured with cathartics and enemas. Yesterday the

bowels moved three times, and patient is still vomiting.

The belly is distended and very hard and tender over

the entire surface; the condition not localized. Pulse

80, temperature 9945 to 101.

In the discussion Dr. Porter said that he believes

this to be a case of peritonism. He advises that no

medicine be given, Imt only water for ten days, with

rest and light diet. He thinks no operation is neces-

sary for relief, but thinks the patient will recover.

Dr. R. Van Rweringen said that peritonism is an

indefinite term and believes it is unwise to use it.

Dr. Beall suggested the possibility of tubercular

peritonitis.

Dr. Gilpin closed the discussion by speaking on the

remote pathology of tne ease and reported a case that

was opened and a few mesenteric glands found enlarged.

Adjourned. J. C. Y at.l.xce, »S'cc^

(Meeting of April 28, igo8.)

Society met in regular session at the assembly room,

with 22 members present. ^Meeting called to order by

President Calvin. Secretary 44 allace being absent

Dr. Morgan acted as secretary. The subject of the,

evening was ••Kheuniatism.” Dr. S. E. IMentzer read

a ])aper on “The Etiology of Acute Articular Rheuma-

tism.” Dr. G. B. IM. Bower read a paper on “Acute

Rheumatism ;
Pathology' and Clinical History,' Dr.

R. B. IMcKecman read a paper on “Acute Rlieuniatism;

Complications and Treatment.”

In the discussion Dr. Drayer cited a case which had

come under his observation of a man, aged 28, who

had been ill one week and was convalescing, but sud-

denly became delirious, with a temperature of lOi.O.

After a hypodermic injection of morphin Vs gi'ain tke

temperature rose to 108.5. Patient died three liours

later of acute articular rheumatism. Postmortem

showed a temperature of 111 one hour after death.

Dr. Drayer says that acute rheumatism is a sjiecific

infection. He objects to woolen clothing in any acute

febrile disturbance. He says the usual dose of sal-

icylates is too small.

Dr. Boyers, in referring to damp climates, claimed

that thev do not predispose to acute rueumatism. say-

ing that more cases were found in the Rocky ^loun-

tain district than in damp regions. He gave as a rea-

son that people do not perspire in high altitudes. He

advocates rest in bed until entirely' well, and large

doses of sodium salicylate. He say’s that children who

have tonsillitis should be watched carefully, as this

condition predisposes to rheumatism.

Dr. Rothschild reported a ease of acute articular

rheumatism in a woman 75 years of age which ran ,i

typical course. He said that cases of salpingitis fre-

(luently have rheumatic paius.

Dr. Rhamy said that the bacterial origin of rheu-

matism is not settled. He thinks it is due to different

organisms. He say's hy'perpy'rexia occurs just jirevious

to death in these cases and continues after death. He

savs these very' high temperatures may not be what

is ordinarily called fever, but a disturbance of the

heat centers.

Dr. Rawles discussed cases following tonsillitis, re-

jiorting a case with a temperature of 107, with re-

covery.

Dr. Whitson of !Muneie discussed hereditary' predis-

position.

Dr. English said that he was disappointed in the

fact that nothing new in treatment has been suggested.
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lie iuivoeated tlio use of ;!0-grain doses of salicylates

four or five times a day. He also advocated strychnin
when there arc symptoms of heart trouble. He objects

to woollen underwear on patients who are in bed. He
reported a case of large elTusion in pericardium in

rheumatic case.

Hr. Nierman said that patients usually diagnosed
own case as rheumatism wnen it is often something
else.

Hr. Hoall )ej)orted a case following tonsillitis. He
said that salicylates have been used over 100 years,

being given as willow baiK, which contains salicin.

He advocates rest. Said that in the Isle of ^ladagascar
there are few cases, although the altitude is low. He
thinks the climate has little to do with rheumatism.

Hr. Greemvell said that heredity is certainly a fac-

tor in the disease. He said that chilling of the body
when perspiring is often the cause. Tonsillitis should

always be treated with salicylates.

Hr. Morgan objected to these patients wearing under-
wear while in bed, as it retards elimination. He said

that high temperature often appears in a number of

other diseases which may occur with rheumatism, as
tetanus 110; uremic coma with convulsions 108, al-

tiiough without convulsions usually subnormal; in-

juries to cervical cord 110-112; sunstroke 112. The
dose of salicylates is usually too small.

Hr. Calvin said that we do not know just what
rheumatism is. He believes there are many causes,
but j)erhaps the disease is bacterial in origin. He be-

lieves in keeping open the emunctories. He referred
to tonsillitis as a causative factor which he said is

contagious in many cases. He thinks hereditary pre-

dis])osition exists, and reported a case bearing out his

belief. He referred to the geograj)hical location of

disease. The disease is worst in the northwest and
around the great lakes. He said that in this region
everybody had malaria a few years ago, and con-
sequently a pathological condition of liver and s])leen

exists, making impaired elimination as cause of rheu-
matism. He said that if any mistake in treatment is

made it is giving too much salicylate and not enough
climinants. He said “Clean out the sewers.”

Hi-. .Mentzer closed by saying that climate, in his

opinion, has little to do with di.sease, and the same is

true of seasons. He read abstracts from his paper
answering most of the questions asked.

Hr. Bower said that high and dry climates of the
Allegheny mountains have no rheumatism.

-Motion was carried that the paper of Dr. Rosenthal
read before Twelfth Councilor J.»istrict Medical Society
be referred to the State Society.

-Motion was also carried that the paper of Dr. Duem-
ling on “The Uterus as a Pelvic and -Abdominal Tumor”
be referred to the State Society.

-Adjourned. E. E. Alono.vx, .S'ce. pro tern.

(Meeting of May 5, 1908.)

Society met in regular session in the assembly room
with twenty-two members iirescnt. President and vice-
jiresident being absent meeting was called to order by
secretary. On motion Dr. L. P. Drayer was called oil

to jireside. Alinutes of two previous meetings read and
approved.

Progressive Muscular Atrophy.—Case report and pa-
tient exhibited by Dr. AIcCasKey. Patient man, laborer,
age 40. Family history negative. This condition was
first noticed about one year ago when the patient coin-
jilained of stiffness in the neck and shoulders, and

about the same time weakness in hands and thuml.s.

-A little later he noticed a marked weakness of the

arms, and twitching, this finally involving the inner
aspect of the thighs. He lost in weight from 210 to

17') iiounds. The muscles of his arms became shrunken
and llabby. In 1890 patient was injured by a heavy
railroad tie falling on his back in the lower dorsal

region, which rendered him unconscious for perhaps
half an hour, when he was able to stand, and in about
an hour could walk. Following this acement patient

was in bed for two weeks, when he felt able to again

go to work. This history of injury is a little far

away, but is of interest in the etiology, ihe lanoratory
findings were negative. There arc groups of muscles
wasted, his forearm now being only nine inches around.
There is also wasting of the neltoids and infra and
supra s])inata. In addition to these atrophies, on clo.se

examiiiat ion are found minute twitchings of these

groiiiis of muscles, which are fascicular contractions.

The lesion is located in the anterior cornua of the

spinal cord. In this case the elbow jerk is present, and
the knee jerk is jiresent and* really exaggerated. There
is no clonus and no Babinski. The absence of marked
sensory symiitoms excludes lesion involving the menin-
ges and posterior nerve roots. The anterior cornua

and crossed pyramidal tracts are involved. The diag-

nosis is progressive muscular atropiiy with slight in-

volvement of the cross pyramidal tracts. The electrical

reactions in the lower extremities are normal, and but

a little change in qualitative and considerable change
in quantitative in upper extremities. The tendency in

these cases is to jirogress. The treatment indicated is

strychnin, and alteratives to build up the general

health, as the best that can be expected is only to stay

the ])iogress of the disease.

Acute Rheumatism in Children.—Paper by Dr. L. P.

Drayer. in which he says that he prefers to term the

condition acute rheumatic fever. This disease is due

to an infection with the germ micrococcus rheumaticus.

and the tonsil is the point of entrance. He said that

few if any of these cases occur prior to the third year.

He referred to the comparative mildness of joint in-

volvement and mentioned the frequency of heart man-
ifestations and the frequent occurrence of primary

endocarditis. The cardiac manifestations are the most

severe ones, as there is a marked tendency to recur-

rence. -Nodular rheumatism is the form peculiar to

childhood. Erythema nodosum is now questionahly

supported as a form of rheumatism. The relation be-

tween chorea and rheumatism is very close. The most

essential factor in treatment is absolute rest in bed, so

far as possible.

Muscular Rheumatism, Clinical Varieties and Treat-

ment, was the title of a paper by Dr. J. C. AA^'aHace, in

which he discussed lumbago, pleurodynia and torticollis.

In treatment he called attention to the excellent re-

sults from application of heat with a hot iron.

Chronic Articular Rheumatism: Pathology, Symp-
toms and Treatment.—Paper presented by Dr. E. -A.

Crull, in which he said that change of climate and

occupation are of value to the treatment. Concentrated

violet ray with a small therapeutic lamp will give

much relief, and piperazin water has given most ex-

cellent results in this disease.

In opening the discussion Dr. AVeaver said tiiat it

is ([uestionable whether vaccine therapy is of any value

in rheumatism.
Dr. (Morgan said that heredity plays an important

part in the causation of rheumatism. Cases of tonsilli-
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tis shouM be treated as if the disease were rheumatism

and they will get well quicker. He recently made a

j)ostmortem on a young man who gave a history of *

rheumatism, finding the pericardium and heart glued

together as though one organ. This condition had ex-

isted for a number of years. He said that nodules

should he looked for more frequently than they are.

Hr. Beall said that muscular rheumatism should he

regarded as general infection with local manifesta-

tions in the connective tissue. These nodules are micro-

scopical l.y the same as the nodules on the valves of the

heart. He has seen three cases of erythema nodosum
and no history of rheumatism was obtainable. He
referred to a case of muscular rheumatism occurring

in the hack at 3 a. m., which. lasted until t! a. m., the

condition remaining for about one month, and then

got well of itself. Local applications are preferable.

^lotion made and carried that Dr. Drayer's paper be

referred to state society.

Dr. Kane spoke on heart complications.

Dr. Boyers said that salicylates made from the true

oil of wintergreen should be used.

In closing Dr. Drayer said that more than two-thirds

of the cases in children give a history of transmitted

tendency. Chorea is due to some active toxin, be it

rheumatism or what not. Piperazin water gives ex-

cellent results in selected cases.

As the meeting of June 2 occurs at the time of the

meeting of the A. M. A. motion was made and carried

that this meeting be postponed.

The following applications were read and referred

to the board of censors: Drs. D. E. Kaull'man, \V. F.

Schrader, W. A. Connolly, George J. Studer, H. E.

Steinman, Edward Kruse, C. C. Kimmel. J. E. Bickel,

S. F. Henderson, E. H. Underwood, P. S. Titus, John
!McArdle, H. K. Mouser, B. Clark, H. A. Ray, W. H.
Tliompson, Edward Closer and Joseph D. ^Morgan.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, »S'ec.

(Meeting of May 12
, 1908 .)

Society met in joint session with the Fort Wayne
Retail Druggists’ Association in the assembly room.

^Meeting called to order by President Calvin, with
twenty-four members ])rcsent. 'Minutes of ]>revious

meeting read and approved. The applications read at

previous meeting were reported on by the board of

censors, and on motion the secretaiy cast the ballot

of the society for them.

The Relation Between the Medical Profession and

Druggists was the title of a paper by Mr. C. B. Wood-
worth, one of Fort Wayne’s prominent druggists, in

which he said that this relation should be harmonious,

as they are both mseful one to the other in the care of

the sick. Conditions are different than they were years

ago, when the druggist had to mix his own drugs and
make his pills, but now all he has to do is to measure
out some liquids and write the direetions, many times

having to go to the wholesale house and buy an orig-

inal ])ackage, ])aying from 73 cents to $1.50, then

charging the patient only 40 or 30 cents for the pre-

scription, when the chances are that the druggist will

never have an opportunity to use the same compound
again. He thinks the doctor should be able to pre-

scribe for himself and not let the other fellow do it,

and then tiie druggists could again make a fair ‘living

and keep up the dignity of their ])rofession. He said

that overmedication was universal in this country, and
that it was the cause of a great ])ercentage of the

mortality among infants. Frequently people come

into his store wanting him to prescribe something for

their ailment, and he invariably refers them to some
physician, telling them that he might do them harm
by giving something not required in their condition,
and generally succeeds in having them consult a doctor.
He says that he does not approve of counter prescrib-
ing, nor does he think that the physician should dis-

pense his own medicines, for the reason that if he does
not find what he wants in his limited stock he will

invariably substitute for the next best.

The Physician and the Pharmacist.—This paper was
read by Dr. A. P. Buehman.- He spoke at length con-
cerning the use of proprietary medicines by physicians,
calling attention to the fact that if we woukfuse the
drugs listed in the U. S. P. and X. F. and lit the
medicines to the patient and not the patient to the
medicines the results would be much better, and the
physicians would also be doing a very good thing for
the u[)lifting both of the medical profession and the
])harniaeists. The medical profession needs the good
druggist. He also said that he can not imagine a
divorcement of the mutual working interests of the
pharmacist and the physician; however, it is incumbent
that the pharmacist shall practice pharmacy and the
physician practice medicine.

In the discussion IMr. E. L. Mertz said he wished
there would be less proprietaries.

Dr. Bulson said that there are two things that tend
to increase the number of proprietaries:

( 1 ) Ignorance
of materia medica and therapeutics among medical
men who are constantly looking for something to cure
disease and to make the practice of medicine easy.

( 2 )

The money in it for manufacturers. The active co-
operation of the intelligent active practitioners of this
country is needed to help the present crusade against
proprietaries in order to win out. There are three
ways in which the medical profession can overcome
this evil:

( 1
) They must refuse to accept samples of

])roprietaiies. (2) Never prescribe them. (3) Refuse
medical journals that accept nostrum advertisements,
'there must also be influence brought to bear on the
public press.

'The discus.sion was clo.sed by Dr. Buehman and IMr.
Woodworth.

IMotion made by Dr. Bulson that a committee of
three physicians be appointed to confer with a com-
mittee of three druggists to consider evils mutuallv
felt, and advise means for their correction and to take
into acco\mt the prescribing of proprietaries, dispens-
ing by ])hysicians, and counter prescribing by phar-
macists.

Adjourned. J. C. tVALLACE, Sec.

ELKHART COUNTY.
'The Elkhart County iMedical Association met in reg-

ular session IMay 7 in the rooms of the Elkhart

Academy of (Medicine. Minutes of previous meeting

read and apjirovcd.

Orificial Surgery.—Paper pi-esented by Dr. W. B.

Kreider. He said that the orificial philoso])hy deals

with the lower orifices of the body, especially those

that are guarded by the sphincter muscles, as the

rectum and both the male and female urethra>. 'I’hese

orifices are supplied with two sphincters, the upper

and the lower. The upper in each instance is com-

posed of involuntary muscular fibers, and is con

sequently supplied by sympathetic nerves. 'The lower
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sjihiiu'ter is made up of voluiitaiv muscular fibers and
is fioveriied In' Ibe ecrebrosjiinal nervous system. Since

llie blood stream is resjxmsible for all bodily commerce,
it is the duty of a pliysieian to see that it is free and
not blockaded in any of its jiarts. The harmony of the

sympathetic nervous system is resjionsible for this

action. In all forms of chronic troubles there is sympa-
thetic nerve imi)in"ement, cither in the rectum or the

sexual organs, or both. To institute nutritive changes

in the liody the orificial surgeon does all around
orificial work, such as dilation of the rectum, removal

of hemorrhoids, pockets and papilbe, repairs lacera-

tions of the cervix and perineum, circumcises the long

and adherent jirepuce in the male, and unhoods the

(ditoris in the female. All these }irocedures stimulate

sympauietic nerve action, Hush the cajiillaries and cure

many cnronic cases that are declared hopeless.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Kuhn, Lemon and
Lenham. It was evident from the discussion that

]>hysicians in general do not agree with Dr. Kreider,

alt Hough it was conceded that much good is accom-
plished by the orificial surgeon. But many are operated

on with no improvement M’hatever. It was generally

agreed that where a pathological condition exists it

should be discouraged. Ao operation should be under-

taken without a definite knowledge that diseased con-

ditions exist, and the prognosis favorable after the

operation. It was brought out in the discussion that

J)r. Kreider has cured a number of very bad eases of

neurotic states by orilieial surgery. It is evident that

many jthysicians have not investigated the subject, .as

D r. Kreider was obliged to take an earlier car he could

not close the discussion.

Gastric Ulcer v\‘as the title of a paper by Dr. J. C.

Fleming. He said that gastric ulcer occurs clinically

in two forms, (1) the round or jieptic ulcer, occurring

in young cnlorotic females 1.5 to 30 years of age, which
heals rapidly under ])ro))er rest and treatment, and (2)

the chronic ulcer, a large, irregular ulcer, occurring

during the course of chronic gastritis. The symptoms
may be typical, doubtful or latent. They are (1) pain
or tenderness. (2) hematemesis, (3) hyperacidity;

these making up the so-called typical triad, and to

which may be added vomiting, pyrosis, anemia and
emaciation.. The cour.si' of the gastric ulcer is emi-

nently chronic, showing great tendency to recur. Sear’s

ob.servations show that 50 ]ier cent, recur within five

years, it is doubtful if large ulcers ever heal. Gastric

ulcer is subject to tlie same jiathological laws as an
ulcer in any other part of the body. If recognized

early and treated properly it will heal rajiidly. If

allowed to go on until the edges become hard and in-

durated it is hard for it to heal. As to what consti-

tutes a cure, Edwards says nine months without symp-
toms and Musser two years without symptoms and
absence of occult blood for a long time. The complica-

tions of gastric ulcer are jierforation, perigastritis,

hemorrhage and malignant degeneration of stenosis.

As to treatment he said that a patient with a gastric

ulcer is in a critical condition, and should he put to

IkhI for a period of at least four weeks. As preliminary

treatment he advises seven to ten days of starvation

and rectal feeding, followed by a period of two weeks

on liquid diet, small amounts five or six times a day,

this being followed by another week or ten days of

light diet, and gradual return to regular diet. Regard-

ing surgical treatment, he said that uncomplicated

gastric ulcer is a medical disease. Cannon's and

Maury's experiments have proved that if the pylorus

is jiatent the food will jmss through the jiyloric iqien-

ing rather than through the stoma ])roduced by gastro-

enterostomy, and that the stoma of the gastrmmteros-

tomy will close, in a very short time if the pylorus is

patent. Musser's classical rejiort of 1,871 hospital

cases of gastric ulcer collected from literature from
18!t7 to 1!)()7, and 580 cases obtained from jirivate com-
munications jirove conclusively that uncomplicated
ulcer is a medical disease, and that com])licatcd ulcer

is sometimes a surgical disease. If perforation occurs

it is always a surgical disease, if hemorrhage occurs

acutely it is rarely a surgical disease, and if repeated

and chronic in sjiite of medical treatment it is a sur-

gical disease. If symptoms of obstruction of jiylorus,

hour glass contraction or adhesion jiersists in sjiite of

medical treatment it is a surgical disease. However,
be says that jiylorospasm must be ruled out before

resorting to surgery. If symptoms of gastric ulcer

continue in spite of medical treatment and incapacitate

or threaten life the case is surgical.

Following the reading of this pajier Dr. James A.

Work, -Jr., gave laboratory tests and examinations of

the contents of the stomach and very nicely demon-
strated the tests as they were brought out by Dr.

Fleming. It was clearly shown what can be done in

the laboratory in the diagnosis of stomach di.seases.

In opening the discussion Dr. I. W. Short said that

the ]>ain in gastric ulcer was very depressing. In
j

perforation the condition is one of collapse.
J

Dr. O. H. Stauft said that she agreed with the essay- •

ist that the patient should 1m> put to bed and kept
,

there for three or four weeks, but the condition and siir-

roundings of some are such that it is impossible to

carry out this procedure. It is a problem what to do

with such unfortunates.
j

Dr. H. K. I./emon said that he can not agree with
;

the essayist that a dilated stomach may not be path-

ological. He also says that ulcers of the stomach !

should be considered as surgical and not medical cases,
j

Dr. J. B. Porter said that ulcer of the stomach is i

not so easily diagnosed as one might think by reading
^

the various articles on this subject. He affirms that
|

many errors are made in these cases that are not I

cleared up until on the jiostmortem table. He men- I

tinned a case that had only a few symptoms of ulcer
J

of the stomach, but in consultation with Dr. B. F.
J

Kuhn it was decided to operate on the man. The f

ojieration verified the diagnosis and the man made a •

good recovery. t

In closing the discussion Dr. Fleming reasserted that »

a dilated stomach' was not pathological if it empties ^
itself in seven hours.

^
Motion was carried that a committee of three he N

ap])ointed to secure material for scientific work. The *

juosident appointed Drs. Spohn, Stauft and Lemon.
Adjourned. GfxnfOE W. Spohn, Sec.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.
The Franklin County Medical Society met in regular

session Monday. ^lay 4, in the Court House, Brook-

ville, with a good attendance of members and several

visitors present. IMeeting called to order by President

Patterson. Minutes of April meeting read and ap-.

jnoved. The papers of the evening were by Dr. Phillip

L. !Mull of flldenburg, on “^lyxedema,'’ and Dr. A.

L. I’reston, Fairfield, on “Rheumatism—What Is It?”

These papers were greatly ajipreciated and discussed

by all jiresent.
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The name of Dr, ;NF. F. Cupp of ]Metamora was ])re-

sented for membership and he was unanimously elected.

Also the name of Dr. Charles Scluim, the oldest physi-

cian in the county, was ju'esentcd for honorary mem-
bership and he was unanimously elected. Dr. Sebum
oained his education in Austria and served in the Aus-

trian army as a surgeon for a number of years.

The next meeting of the society will be held on IMon-

day. June 1. at tiie Court House, Brookville. at which

time Dr. J. C. Clawson of Cedar Grove will take up

the subject of ‘•Exophthalmic CJoitre.” There will also

be a paper by Dr. S. A. Gifford of Laurel, the subject

to be chosen later.

Adjourned. C. H. ^Mayfield, Sec.

HOWARD COUNTY.

The Howard County IMedical Society met in regular

session at Kokomo Friday. ^I.ay 1. [Meeting was called

to order by Fresident Dr. K. H. Ross, with the largest

attendance of the year ])resent. Dr. J. X. Hurty, secre-

tary of the Iniliana State Board of Health, was the

guest of the society, and delivered an address on “The

[Medical Inspection of School Children.” All the mem-
bers of the medical |)rofession and the school authori-

ties were invited to hear this address. Dr. Hurt.v advo-

cated regular medical inspection of school children in

that tlie physical ailments of children should receive

ju'oper attention, and that the conditions now so ]Ud-

lific in ])romotion of infectious disease may be rem-

edied. He also dwelt on the necessary sanitary precau-

tions and ])ro])er furnishings. The paj)er brought out

a full discussion, not only from the jihysicians, but

from Su])eiintendent Ogg of the city schools, the high

school facailty and School Board.

The society ado])ted the following resolution: ‘‘The

Howard County Medical Society recommends that

st-hool children of the ])ublic schools of Howard county

be required to pass a jdiysica! examination before en-

tering school, and that the school authorities take

siej)S to instruct teachers in these important matters.”

Other res(dutions adoiked were as follows:

Whereas, The International Congress on Tuberculo-

sis will be held in Washington, I). ('., Sept. 2(i to Oct.

DL BIOS, and.

Whereas, The said congress is being promoted by
eminent scientists and ])hilanthropists and is a])])roveil

by the United States and all European governments,
therefore he it

l{esohc(I, By the Howard County Medical Society,

that it most heartilv extends its approval and support

to the International Congress on Tubereidosis, and
herewith directs that the j)iesident shall appoint dele-

gates to represent said society at said congress, and
be it further

Rcsolrrd. That the society send a co])y of this resolu-

tion and a list of the names of delegates to the secre

tarv-general of the congress, Colorado building, Wash-
ington, D. C.

The (hdegates a])pointed are: Dr. IV. II. ^IcClurg,

Dr. .1. IV. IVright, Dr. X. C. Hamilton. Dr. .1. j\l.

.Moulder. Dr. .1. H. Carnelley and W. H. [Martin.

In the evening Dr. Hurty lectured in Grace [Meth-

odist Clnnch. under the auspices of the society, and

the big auditorium was filled. His subject was ‘"The

Bre\ention and Cure of Tuberculosis,” and has

awakened wides])read interest in Kokomo.
.•\djourned. Wii.L .1. [Martix, See.

KOSCIUSKO COUNTY.

The Kosciusko County Medical Societ.v met [May 5,

BIOS. The ])a pel's of the evening were by Dr. .1. G.

Xehrbas. IV'arsaw, on “Anatomy of Endocardium.
Synovial [Membranes and Feri-Aarticular Structures,”

discussed by Drs. Burket, [McDonald, Yocum, Haworth
and Howard : Dr. C. R. Long. Rierceton. on “Acute
and Chronic .\rticular Rheumatism.” discussed by Drs.

Burket. Haworth and Cary; Dr. C’. X. Howard. War-
saw, on “[Muscular Rheumatism, Clinical Varieties and
Treatment

; Rheumatoid Arthritis.” discus.sed by Drs.

McDonald, Cary, Xebrbas, Long. Haworth and Burket.
At tins meeting Dr. 51. S. Yocum, of 5Ientone, and

Dr. ,1. G. Xehrbas. of Winona Lake, were .selected as

delegates to the State meeting to be held at French
Lick June 18 and 19. Dr. C. Xorman Howard was
elected secretary-treasurer to fill the vacancy caused
by the removal of Dr. C. A. Underwood to Dan-
ville. Ind.

The program committee was re-elected to jirepare

another six months' jirogram to follow the ex])iration

of the present one. Dr. G. W. Anglin was elected to

fill the vacanev made on the committee by Dr. Under-
wood's departure to Danville. The committee is com-
posed of: Chairman, Dr. X. Austin Cary, Silver Lake;
Dr. G. W. Anglin. lYarsaw, and Dr. C. Xorman
Howard, IVarsaw.

Adjourned. C. Xorm.ax Howarp, Sec.

LAKE COUNTY.

The society met in regular session at Gary 51ay 7

in the jiarlors of the Gary Hotel, with eighteen mem-
bers and si.\- visitors present. Eight new members
were added, making the total membershi]) fifty-one. A
committee was apjiointed to arrange a joint meeting
with the Lake County Dental Society and a motion
carried to reijuest from the district councilor a perma-
nent organization for the Tenth District.

The first jiaper of the evening was by Dr. E. E.

Evans of Gary on the subject of “E.xophthalmic Goiter.'’

After reviewing the jihvsiology of the thyroid and
parathyroid glands, the therapeutics of Graves’ disease,

both medical and surgical, the essayist presented a

report of three cases, ajijiarently cured or greatly

henefited by the continued u.se of the tincture of bella-

donna combined with strychnia.

The discussion was ojiened by Dr. Shanklin, who
brielly reviewed the history, diagnosis and jiathology

of the condition. He was followed b.v Drs. Loring and

Oberlin.

Emergency Surgery was the title of the next paper,

jnesented by Dr. IV. S. Faulds of Gary. The author

dealt with the exigencies of first attention, laying

stress u])on the necessity for greatest jiossible cleanli-

ne.ss. He favored the use of warm, moist dressings and
the more general use of anti-streptococcic and anti-

tetanic sera. He then jiassed to the treatment of

localized injuries and exhibited certain sjilints that in

his hands had jnoven particularly efficacious in the

treatment of fractures.

The pajier was discussed by Dr. II. E. Sharrer, who
recommended adhesive jilaster approximation of facial

injuries in preference to sutures because of the better

cosmetic effect.

Adjourned. IITleiaxi D. II’eis, Sec.
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(Meeting of March 24 , 1908 .)

'J'lie .society was called lo order by the President, Dr.

Wynn. The ininutes of the last meeting were read and

a])proved. The application of Dr. Eugene Buehler was

read the second time and rcfcircd to the Council. The
evening was devoted to the discussion of the relation

of the physician and pharmacist.

The Relation of Physicians and Druggists was the

title of a paper hy Dr. S. E. Earp. He said that the

recognition of pharmacy as a profession gives a greater

dignity to the relationship between ])hysicians and

druggists. The ethical relations between physician and

))harmaeist should he as far as possible the same as

those between physicians. Schools of pharmacy, de-

partments of pharmacy and other institutions, and
laws regulating the j)ractice of ])harmacy, all con-

tribute to the betterment of conditions. A faithful

and conscientious druggist may be recommended by a

physician, but not to the exclusion of other .equally

competent druggists. Courteous treatment is expected

by physician and patient, hence the druggist has the

right to expect the same in return, and an adherence

to the unwritten code of ethics is essential. The essayist

called attention to the method by which people im-

])osed upon the druggist for the relief of a cough.

The druggist has an opportunity to be a pidjlic bene-

factor by informing such persons that a cough is

frequently a fore-runner of tuheretdosis. the cure of

which depends upon its early diagnosis. A rather

optimistic view was taken in reference to suhstitution

and counter j)rescribing and the evils which result

from such j)iactice were enumerated. As the world is

getting better so are conditions of this kind improv-

ing, and men hones't in their ])rofession will not stoop

lo underhanded jn’oeedures. The public is being edu-

cated to the importance of hygiene, sanitation, and
])revcntive medicine by the medical profession, and in

this the pharmacist must help. He is in a ])osition

to render the physician's work more effective, but an

occasional reference to the unwritten hiw of ethics

between the physician and the druggist will not come
amiss.

J. 11. Erancis also read a ])aper on the same subject,

i)eginning with a brief review of the history of the

two ])i'ofessions. He believes the whole discussion to-

day revolves around four points: (1) The jirescription

itself. (2) The recommendation of medicines by the

druggist. (3) Adherence to the standards of the

E. S, P. and the N. F. (4) Pi'ofessional courtesy. In

regard to the first point, the ownership and copying

and refilling of juescriptions, ho fully subscribed to

the conclusions of the joint committee of the Chicago

Medical Association. The druggist should never

recommenu jiatent medicines, dis])lay them or allow

his name to be attached to them. The author referred

to the completeness of the Pharmaetqjeia and National

Eormulary and urged their general use. He pointed

out the seductiveness of the large manufacturing phar-

macist and his detail men; the glaring fact that tiie

manufacturer is concerned not with the advance of

scientific discoveries and the promotion of accurate

investigation but j)rimarily with the sale of his goods.

A Plea for the Use of the National Formulary and

Pharmacopoeal Preparations was the title of a paper

by Frank H. Carter, in which he referred to the wide-

spread and growing interest in these subjects and the

large number of meetings similar to this that are

being held. Presci ibing of regular remedies he believes

to be desirable to all ))arties concerned, except the

large manufacturer. (3ood ell'ects from such prescrib-

ing mentioned by the author were, a close touch

between the ))hysician and his patient, greater accur-

acy and independence in administering remedies, cheaper

supplies lo the ])atient, a decent profit for the phar-

macist for his skill, and a saving for the i)harmacist

of the necessity for filling up his shelves and tying

up bis cajntal with a great lot of proiirictaries of

doubtful value.

In the discussion ^Ir. E. H. Zimmer said that the

manufacturing (iharmacy business in lOO.") was esti-

mated at 87o,000.000. In a recent aildrcss. Professor

Remington said that he could name two drugs, castor

oil and phenolphthalein, which were advertised under

seventy difTerent names in various parts of the world.

He blamed the druggists for their share in the present

state of affairs. Too often they have emphasized the

side issues in the articles in the drug business and

made the actual j)reparation and dis])cnsing of drugs

a minor matter. At the (u'esent time the Pharmacopeia
and National Formulary are guide boards |)ointing on

the one hand to medical and ethical satisfaction and

on the other hand to legitimate protit for the phar-

macist. There is one caution to be given even if these

authorities are followed; ])hysicians will be urged to

specify some one firm's brand of these official prepara-

tions, and if this is done it will compel the druggist

to carry a number of brands of the same article, and

only add to his burden. The National Association of

Retail Druggists has issued a booklet to be had for

the asking which will assist in the selection of legular

remedies in tlie place of those of unknown conqiosition

which have been used to meet certain conditions.

^Ir. .Toseph Stokes said that when physicians shall

see that the pharmaee\itical |)iofession generally is

coini)ctent to perform its work and that it refrains

from attemj)ting the work of a physician for which

it is not fitted, pharmacy will be certain to receive the

su|q)ort and endorsement of medicine. What the drug-

gist should do is to so conduct his business as to

a])[)cal to all classes of ])hysicians. the one who dis-

])cnses his medicine as well as the one who wiites

])rescriptions. The physicians have done much to en-

courage the habit of self-medication, and bring criti-

cism on the druggist for counter [)rescribing. by tell-

ing ])atients to get certain articles from the druggist,

giving the names of the drugs so that the jiatients

know what they are using and are almost sure later

to secure those articles on their own responsibility

and advise their use by others. Two-thirds of the

])ro])rietary articles, he declares, are sold over the

drug store counter without a |)rescri[)tion.

Dr. C. R. Schefer said that the great question is.

What is the remedy? The fault and the remedy lie

to a great extent in the medical school curricula. The

school should he jirepared and e(|ui]iped to teach phar-

macology by modern laboratory methods. Given a’

student well trained in the jihysiologie action of drugs

and their chemistry, and he will write intelligent pre-

scriptions and not depend on jirojuietary prejiarations.

There should be animal e.xperimentation and clinical

study as well as pnarmaceut ical handling. Doctors

should be discouraged from taking an interest in the

manufacture of preparations for their own financial

profit.
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Dr. W. H. Forman agrees witli Dr. Scliaefer as to

the deficiencies in tlie medical school curricula. One

obstacle in the way of a rigid adherence to the For-

mulary is the time and study necessary for an article

to he placed in the Formulary and its constant tend-

ency to become obsolete. This hiatus is now being

filled by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of

the A. ^r. A., and attention to the work of this body

will give the information desired on new preparations,

as they appear. Ethics is largely a matter of the

individual. A drug oi' a preparation may be classed

as etliical, but if its action is unknown to him who
])rescribcs it the remedy is unethical, for him. Noth-

ing given ignorantly can be ethical. He believes that

no pre])aration should be ])rescribed that can not be

])re])ared by any cnni|)etent local pharmacist. Self-

medication is greatly increased since the multiplica-

tion of ])ro])iiet aides. Loss of respect for the medical

jirofession on the jiart of the public will surely result

if ]iatients discover doctors using proprietaries whicb

they jmblicly and ostentatiously denounce. When the

speaker read the letter id' Edward Bok in a recent

issue of the Journal of the .t. M. A. he did not aece])t

the assertion as to the frecpient use of proprietaries

by jihysicians. Subsequently upon examination of SOU

jnescriptions in the city he found that 45.5 per cent,

called for jnoprietaries either wholly or in part.

])r. Theodore I’otter recalled that eleven years ago

he ])iesented to the society a paper on the same sub-

ject. the publication of which paper he had some dif-

ficulty in obtaining because of the hold the manufac-

turers had on the journals through their advertise-

ments. Simplicity in jnescribing is the first great

lesson in the reform movement. The number of jiroven

useful drugs is very small. The masters of medicine

in days gone by and now, exercise the greatest sim-

jilicity and care in the use of drugs. This was im-

])iessed ujion him in his work as an interne under

Whittaker. In recent years we have been led astray

by commercial interests.

Dr. F. B. Charlton suggested that this society begin

the propaganda for reform in this region and that a

committee be apiiointed to draw up a circular letter

to the physicians of this county setting forth the

attitude of this society in the matter. Motion carried

and the chair a])pointed Drs. Potter, Charlton and
Earp on this committee.

Dr. G. W. Woollen spoke of his student days under

his preceptor. Dr. Bobbs. For some time he filled all

the ])rescri])tions for the latter and was impressed with

the simplicity of his theraiiy so far as drugs were con-

cerned. The curse of ]iractice to-day is polypharmacy.

If a correct diagnosis is made the drug indications are

almost always very similar.

In closing the discussion Dr. Francis was asked if

the society would be willing to take joint action with

the local branch of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation. On motion this was ordered, and the chair

delegated this work to the committee just appointed.

Adjourned. K. H. Ritter, Sec.

(Meeting of March 31, 1908.)

Society called to order by the president, Dr. Wynn.
IMinutes of previous meeting read and approved. The
applications of Drs. Arthur 51. Calvert, Roy Egbert,

Barclay Ratcliff and John J. Booz were read the first

time and ordered ]iosted. The Council reported favor-

ably on the application of Dr. Eugene Buehler and
the report was adopted. The Secretary called atten-

tion to the death, during the past week, of one of the

active members. Dr, Franklin W. Hays. On motion

file Secretary was instructed to prepare a suitable

minute for this occasion.

Scoliosis was the title of a paper by Dr. David Ross.

The term was defined as excluding the compensatory

curves. In the etiology sex seems to make a little

(lifferenee, the excess of females being most likely du<‘

to inconvenience caused in matters of dress. Although
no ages are e.xempt the condition is more common
during the formative periods. The etiologic factors

are. deformities, as shortening of one leg; paralysis,

especially anterior poliomyelitis; oecuiration. as in

school children, stone cutters, etc.; congenital lateral

curvature, a rare condition ; heredity, probably a

small factor. Symptoms; The first thing noticed

is often weakness and awkwardness of child. The
deformity is accompanied or sometimes preceded by

pain, generally of a dull dragging nature. 5Iuscular

cobi'dinatioii is often wanting, and neurasthenia and
hysterical .sym|)toms are often pre.sent. culminating

sometimes in all the unpleasant symptoms of niis|)laced

viscera. Diagnosis; Inclination of the body to one

side; rotation of the spine, curve shown by line of

spinous jiroeesses in the erect posture. Prognosis;

Good when taken early. Disease curable and prog-

nosis better in eases beginning later in life than for

e:irly childhood. Treatment; jirincipal is laid down
by Whitman; First, to overcome all restriction to

jiassive motion; second, to strengthen weakened
muscles. esjK'cially those whose action is opposed fo

deformity; third, to insist on the avoidance of all

over fatigue and imjiroper postures; fourth, to su])

))ort the weak jiart by a brace if the deformity can

not be otherwise corrected.

In opening the discussion Dr. J. H. Oliver spoke of

the necessity of doctors and mothers observing ehil-

dren during their growth. Too often this condition

is wholly overlooked until the stage of fixation, only

to be discovered by the dressmaker. Straight backs

for children require vigilant maternal care. Rest in

bed and an abundance of nutritious food, massage, and
later intelligently directed gyminastics are essential

elements in treatment. Faulty postures are assumed
to compensate for weak, contracted and painful

muscles, the brace being a last resort. The sjieaker

uses the brace in but a small percentage of cases, and
then merely for fixation and the prevention of further

deformity.

Dr. Charles R. Sowder referred to the interest that

should be aroused in the internalist in this direction.

His duty is to educate mothers in the examination

and care of their children. 5Iuch can be accomplished

by public ]day grounds, baths, and rational school

furniture. One of the bad results of this deformity

is the diminution of the respiratory capacity and a

consequent deficiency of oxidation. Curvature .some-

times follows empyema, still further affecting respira-

tion. Prophylaxis is all important. Neurasthenic

symptoms in these cases are resultant upon a general

systemic dejiravity, and a depression of practically all

the vegetation functions.

Dr. Guido Bell said that this subject is of especial

interest to the school sanitarian, as the seating of

children is of prime importance. The child .should

sit with both feet squarely on the floor, the whole

length of the thigh on the seat, the elbows comfortably

on the <lesk and the desk overhanging the seat so that

the child could write without leaning too far forward.
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l)v. I). F. Lee 1ms swii a miinhev of these eases fol-

lowin'; elioi-ea. Faulty seatin'; is doubtless a factor.

Leather eases have in his hands all'orded almost innue-

(liate relief of the deformity and cessation of the

ihoreic manifestations and eventually a complete cure.

Dr. Nelson 1). Drayton, home on a furlon<;h from

the Ancon Hospital at Panama, was requested hy the

|)resident to tell somethin'; of his work and the condi-

tions there, which he did in a very ])leasant manner.

Adjourned. IL H. Pittek, .SVc.

(Meeting of April 7, 1908.)

Society was called to order hy President Wynn.
^Minutes of last meeting approved without reading.

.\])plications of Drs. .Tacoh llnehler, hrank L. Ahhett

ami Freeman 11. llihhen, having been ])Osted thirty

days were read the second time and referred to the

Council. The committee appointed at a previous meet-

ing to draw u]) statements expressing the attitude of

the society regarding ])rescrihing non-anthorized ])repa-

rations reiiorteil through its chairman. Dr. Potter.

Secretary was ordered to have this report printed and

to mail it to every ])iactitioner in Clarion county.

A memorial ])repared hy Dr. Drayton for the late

Dr. F. \V. Hays, was read and made a j)art of the

minutes. Program was made u|) of case reports.

Double Mastoiditis Followed by Left Sigmoid and

Jugular Vein Thrombosis.—Case report hy Dr. .1. F.

Darnhill. O])eration. Kecovery. Girl aged 1(5. Five

weeks ago had severe attack of measles and discharge

in both ears. Three weeks later disciiarged by attend-

ing ])hysician, followed hy high temperature, chills,

double vision, syncopy, and profound deafness, pain

over both mastoids; both ears discharging. Doth mas-

toids cleaned out and free communication established

between mastoid wound and midille ear. Lxtensive

cellulitis on left side and osteitis on right side, marked.

Patient took ether badly. No pain following operation

and general condition ini])roved. Continuous fever,

rising to 104 on the tenth day and lOo'/a on the twelfth

day. I^-ucocytes 18,000, with 80 ]>er cent, polymor-

]dionuclears. Diagnosis of sinus thrombosis on the

left side because that side had been the worst of the

two. Sigmoid sinus widely exposed toward the tor-

cular and jugular ends, ^’essel incised for a distance

of about two inches, the upi)er end being found filled

with a firm coagulum ana the jugular end containefl

creamv jms. No fluid blood secured from the direction

of the jugular bulb. Mastoid wound packed and jugu-

lar vein ex])osed from the entrance of thyroid upward.

It was found thrombosed from entrance of facial up-

ward, hence was ligated below the facial and comidetely

resected above as far as possible. A small cigarette

drain was inserted the full length of neck wound.

Subse'iuent course uneventful.

Extreme Mobility of the Tongue.—Case report and

j)atient exhibited by Dr. S. A. .Johnson. Patient with

slight effort could place tip of tongue in naso pharynx

and pal])ate all structures in that region. Tongue

large and loosely attached to points of leverage.

Pharyngeal \’anlt spacious ami remarkably short

antero posterior diameter of j>alatal bone. No lesion

of the naso-i)harynx.

Cardiac Neurosis.—Two ease reports by Dr. E. C.

Thomas. Case 1. Woman aged ;b), true palpitation.

Neurotic, with attacks of cardiac irregularity for the

])ast two years. Present symptoms: Sense of impend-

ing danger, great fear, dyspnea, precordial pain, occa-

sional nausea and eructation of gas. During par-

o.xysms many deviations from normal heart action are

shown by s])hygmogra)ihic tracing; the paroxysms
lasting from a few minutes to an hour. Predisposing

causes .seem to be the a])|)roach of menstruation, acute

attacks of indigestion and consti])ation.

Case 2. Woman aged 42. Tachycardia, attributed

to vomiting and diarrhea, with nerve shock eight years

ago predisposing.

Dr. J. K. Kastman exiiiinted Carwardine clamps anil

discussed their value as compared to the ISIurphy but-

ton and other clani])s for gastroenterostomy.

Dr. W. F. Clevenger reported two cases of ])rimary

nasal and jiharyngeal diphtheria.

Multilocular Cysto-Sarcoma of the Ovary.—Case re-

port by Dr. IMoses Thorner. Woman aged (i.'i. first

became conscioiis of tumor six months before being

referred to Dr. Thorner. Com]dained of dysuria. con-

stipation and bearing-down pains, (feneral condition

gooit ; other viscera negative. Left ovary incorporated

in large cystic mass, slightly adherent to omentum,
side of uterus, and abdominal parietes; right ovary

cystic; and was also removed: uneventful recovery.

The growth is undoubtedly of connective tissue origin.

In eertain phases presented there is a question as to

whether it is simple sarcoma or whether it is of

endothelial or parathelial tissue origin, the cysts being

extraordinary dilatations of the lymphatic spaces in

the ovarian structure.

Penetrating Wounds of the Abdomen.—Dr. Paul F.

IMartin re])orted two jienetrating gun shot wounds of

the abdomen and two penetrating stab wounds, with

recovery of all but one.

Pleurostomy for Infection of Lung and Pleura.—Dr.

J. V. Reed reported four cases. Case 1. Child (I years

old. Left lobar jnieumonia with jwothorax on the

twentieth day. Suh-|)ericostal resection of IV4 inches

of eighth rib. Lung collapsed, pleura covered with a

thick layer of fibrin: double drainage tube. Two days

later general condition improved, but lung jierma-

nently colla])sed and covered with necrotic exudate.

Tnl)e re])laced by one with tiange, making closure air-

tight about wound. As))iration with bottle and man-
ometer. Negative pressure, .30 millimeters, aided in

ex])ansion of lung, with j)assive hyperemia of jileura.

Completed ex])ansion. of lung in four weeks. Subse-

quent history uneventf\d.

Case 2. Doy .j years of age. Right-sided lobar

pneumonia. On seventeenth day resection of rib for

])yothorax, with immediate lung ex])ansion. Convale-

scence rapid.

Case 55. Doy 2y^ years of age. Nine months pre-

vious to aumission right-sided ])nenmonia followed hy

])yemia. Operated on two months later but did not

lieal for five months. On admission was greatly emaci-

ated. temperature 100 to 101, leucocytes Li.OOO, dull-

ness and absence of breath sounds over lower left side

of chest. At operation no pus was found in pleural

cavity nor on aspiration of lungs at several places.

Drainage tube inserted and wallen off with gauze,

])assing the base of the lung. Second day after opera-

tion dressings found soaked with i)us, abscess of lungs

having evacuated through path of least resistance.

Case 4. Male aged 4.1, typical typhoid fever, with

marked bronchial sym])toms.

Adjourned. R. H. Ritter, Xec.

(Meeting of April 14, 1908.)

Society was called to order by President Wynn.

IMinutes of last meeting read and approved. Dr. F. C.
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Heatli called attention to the ineetin<i of the State

Society at French T^ick, and the necessity of the early

selection of j)apers for preliminary program to appear

in the next issue of The .Toukxal.

The Technique of Harelip and Cleft Palate Opera-

tions.—Paper by Dr. .J. K. Eastman. Xo abstract

furnished.

The discussion was opened by Dr. .1. H. Oliver, who
said that despite the legion of operations described

text-books were adhering to the older methods. Age
limit is being |)ushed steadily backward. He now
operates for both conditions within the first month
instead of later as formerly, believing that the shock

is not so great, the tissues softer and more easily

moulded. He objects to the Lane operation on account

of the contour of the mouth which it makes. He has

come to apjtrove thoroughly of Drophy’s o])eration.

and ])refers horse hair almost exclusively for closing

the soft j)alate, heginning his sutures high up. mak-
ing the floor of the nose first. Plenty of time is

essential, making the operation in as many stages as

desirable rather than atteni])t too much at one opera-

tion.

Dr. H. R. Allen depiecates the use of any one method
to the exclusion of all others. He favors early

oi)eration and Itrophy's ])lan. Instead of IMayo’s reten-

tion suture tapes, he has devised two lateral lead

cleates, held by chromicised catgut sutures. If the

nose remains unduly jnominent a triangular segment
from the cartilage may be removed with good <'Os-

metic effect, fare should be taken to avoid the notch

in the vermilion border often .seen. He mentioned the

s])ring arrangement to ])revent tension on the lip.

The Present Status of Syphilis, by Dr. A. W. Rray-
ton. The essayist dwelt chiefly on the sociologic and
])hysiologic bases of venerejil disease and referred to

tbe advance that had been made in the study of

sy])hilis. He has little faith in the pre.sent agitation

and lecturing to the laity on the nature and effects

of this uisease. There must be education of the |)eople

against prostitution and towards a pure family rela-

tion. He believes that the development of pure and
simple home and family life, early marriage, more
children in families, and the restriction of divorce
are to be the greatest factors in the comhat with
venereal diseases.

In opening the discussion Dr. W. P. (Jarshwiler

called attention to the jiast few years’ advance in the

knowledge and etiology of syphilis. Positive diagnosis
by the finding of the spirocheta may be made eaidy,

whereas formerly it was necessary to wait for the
appearance of the secondary lesion. Uselessness of

extensive cauterization or excision of the primary
lesion has also been established since the disease has
already become general.

Adjourned. K. H. Ritteh, Nee.

(Meeting of April 21, 1908.)

Society was called to order by President Wynn.
^Minutes of last meeting approved without reading.

.Applications of Drs. Eugene Bishop M.umford and C.

C. Wood were read the first time and ordered posted.

Obstruction of the Bowels was the first paper of the
evening, by Dr. E. D. Clark.

Obstruction of the Bowels Due to Traumatism was
the title of the second j)aper, by Dr. J. H. Ford.

In opening the discussion Dr. H. O. Pantzer said
that the greatest difficulty now was in the right diag-
nosis. Temperature is a matter of great importance
and should be taken with greatest care. Often the

thermometer in the mouth shows no elevation where
rectal temperature may show a rise of two or three

degrees. Frerpiently obstruction is a complication of

appendicitis. An inflamed or active bowel is prone
to obstruction, a normal or inactive one is not. Pan-
creatitis is often the cause of obstruction. Ausculta-
tion of the abdomen may show spasmodic action of the

bowel in the movement of gas and fluid, splashing, etc.

Light ])ressure in palpation is more valuable than the

deep rough jabbing, in order not to give rise to ])ain.

but to discover any that may be present. The custom
of giving strong purgatives is pernicious, and is ac-

countable for many fatalities.

Dr. S. P. Scherer em])hasized the necessity of dif-

ferentiating the character of the obstruction, some not
being surgical and some, especially those wiuiout fever,

that mend themselves. The ])aralyzed gut is the one
demanding operation. Contrary to Dr. Pantzer’s .state-

ment he has seen several cases in the extreme condi-

tion where purgatives relieved it and surgical inter-

ference was unnecessary. Alany eases have been for-

tunate in getting well because they refuse surgerv.
Dr, (). G. Pfaff said that the surgeon is made to

operate as a dernier ressort. He operates as rapidly
as possible, handling the gut as little as possible. If

no more, get ouf one loop of the intestine and relieve

the condition without attem])ting anj’ refinement of the
diagnosis since the ])rimary cause is not necessarily

important at this time, the object being to relieve the
obstruction. Price’s advice is "Get in (juickly and for

(Jod's .sake get out (juickly.’’ He condemned too active

juirgation.

Di'. D. F. Lee believes the condition not so dis-

tinctly surgical as might he inferred from the jiapers
read. Brilliant resiilts are achieved from high colonic
Hushing when laparotomy should certainly have been
inexcusable. Surgerv as well as medicine has its jilace.

Dr. B. Graham would distinguish between coiisti-

jiation or ini])action and true obstruction, the former
yifdding to cathartics and colonic flushing but the
latter to surgerv only. The pajrers deal with real
obstruction, hence only surgical juocedures are to be
considered, the greatest desideratum being earlier

diagnosis and hence earlier ojieration. A j)ievious his-

tory of tuberculosis or malignant growth oi- a long
continued and slow undermining of the general health
on which are ingrafted acute symptoms, make the
diagnosis simple. Incidentally he referred to the de-

fects of the ordinary colon tube which is so liable to

curl in the rectum and thus fail to throw the water up
into the colon. He advises the Wales bougie for colonic
injections.

Dr. T. B. Xoble would operate in old cases of fecal

impaction, since around such an old mass, often hard-
ened to the consistency of stone, there sometimes de-

velops inflammation, ulceration and the formation of

cicatricial bands ])rodiicing true obstruction. Dilatory

tactics in treatment are responsible for the high mor-
tality, and physicians should not be responsible for

such procrastinations. If Dr. Clark would say to

o])erate in six hours he would say to operate in six

minutes after the correct diagnosis was made if it

were possible.

Dr. E. C. Thomas referred to the absolute refusal of

many j)atients to submit to operation and the conse-

(jnent dilemma of the attending physician. Under such

circumstances only j)urgatives and enemas can be made
use of with a hope for the best. Physicians are often

criticised for not having their patients operated on

when they are powerless to do so.
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Dr. J. R. Eastman insistetl that wisdom and nic-e

judgment were as necessary in handling these cases as

in any other condition. Operation should follow im-

mediately upon definite diagnosis of obstruction. ^lild

cases Yielding to purgatives and enemas are not real

obstructions. The one essential of success is the early

recognition of the syndrome of ileus, then waste no

time with colonic lavage, but open the abdomen.

Dr. Clark and Dr. Ford then closed the di.scussion.

Adjourned. R- H. Rittee. Sec.

NEWTON COUNTY.

The Newton County IMedical Society was organized

Zifav 1. and the following officers elected: President.

L. H. Recher. ^lorocco; vice-president. J.‘

.

!Merrv‘.

^It. Ayr; secretary. J. G. Kinneman, Goodland; treas-

urer. C. E. Triplett. Jr.. Morocco; board of censors,

G. H. Van Kirk. Kentland. and H. F. Leedom. :Mo-

rocco ; delegates to the state as.sociation. T. E. Collier.

Brook; F. Kennedy. Goodland. and W. M. Porkison.

Brook: program committee, B. M. Pratt. T. E. Collier

and J. G. Kinneman. Tlie society was organized with

the following members enrolled: B. M. Pratt. C. C.

Bassett. Frank Kennedy, John G. Kinneman. Good-

land: T. E. Collier. \V. M. Porkison. Brook; C. E.

Triplett. Jr.. L. H. Recher. H. F. Leedom. F. L. :More-

house. Morocco; G. H. Van Kirk. H. :M. Campbell.

J. W. Merry. Kentland.

The annual dues of the society are .$3.00.

A<ljourned. J- Kixxem.vx. Sec.

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY.

The St. .Joseph County ^Medical Society met in South

Bend Anril 0. The first nai)er of the evening was by

Dr. E. P. Wagner on “The Anatomy of the Lungs,

making use of some well executed blackboard draw-

ings. Dr. H. ^I. ^filler reviewed the ‘'Physiology' of

Respiration.” The subject of “Normal Physical Diag-

nosis‘‘ was presented by Dr. W. H. Baker.

Adjourned. Ciijvules H. Bosexbeky. Sec.

At the meeting of April 13. Dr. S. W. Baer read

a paper on “Chronic Bronchitis." which was freely

discussed by those in attendanc-e.

Adjourned. Cit.vules H. Bosexbi'RY, Sec.

At the meeting of April 20. the general subject was

“Pneumonia. " "The Etiology and Bacteriology"’ were

discussed by Dr. C. S. Bosenbury. “The Pathology"’ by

Dr. W. ;M. Peck and ‘'Symptoms and Signs” by Dr. C.

E. Han.sel. Many of the members present took part

in the discussion.

Adjourned. Cu.krles H. Bosexbuey. Sec.

At the meeting of April 27 Dr. W. G. Wegner read

a paper on ‘'Pleurisy."’ Dr. H. T. iMontgomery gave

a talk on “The Treatment of Lobar Pneumonia.” re-

lating his experience with large doses of quinin. which

gave favorable results in his cases. He recommended

the use of this agent, not in small o-lO grain doses,

but in 40-60 grain doses after the plan advocated by

Galbraith. In the discussion which followed several

members opposed the treatment on theoretical grounds,

while a few who had used quinin in massive do.ses

were convinced that it very materially altered the

course of the disease.

Adjourned. Ch.vrles H. Bosexbury, Sec.

BOOK REVIEWS

The Developmext of Ophthalmology ix America,

1S00-1S70. A CoxTRiBUTiox TO Ophthalmologic

History axd Biography. By Alvin A. Hubbell, M.D.,

Buffalo. N. Y.

This is a volume of nearly 200 pages and is a re-

publication. with much enlarged text, of an address

delivered before the section on ophthalmology of the

A. ;M. a. at Atlantic City last -June. Tlie book contains

twenty-nine portraits of pioneers in American ophthal-

mology and eight cuts illustrating the old eye institu-

tions and ophthalmologic subjects.

New Books. Messsrs. W. B. Saunders Company, med-
ical publishers of Philadelphia and London, announce
for publication before June 30 a list of books of un-

usual interest to the profession. We especially call

the attention of our readers to the following:

Handler's Medical Gjnecology—treating e.xclu-

sively of the medical side of this subject.

Bonney"s Tuberculosis.

Volume 2. Kelly and. Noble"s Gynecology and Ab-

dominal Surgery.

Volume 4. Keen"s Surgert'. Gant"s Constipation

and Intestinal Obstruction.

Schamberg"s Diseases of the .Skin and the Eruptive
Fevers.

John C". DaCosta. .Tr."s Physical Diagnosis.

Todd’s Clinical Diagnosis.

Camac"s Epoch-Making Contributions in ^ledicine

ana Surgeix'.

All of these works will be profusely illustrate*!

with original pictures.

Disorders of Respiilvtiox axd Circt'latiox ; Part 2.

Br.\dycardi.\ -\xd Tachycardia with Bibliography.

Bv Prof. Edmund von Neus.ser. il.D.. Professor of

the Second Medical Clinic. Vienna, etc. Authorize!

Engli.sh Translation by Andrew MacFarlane. il D..

Professor of Me«iical Jurispruaence and Physical

Diagnosis. Alhanv Medical College, etc. Cloth, nn.

1.3(1. Price. -$1.2.5. E. B. Treat & Co.. New York.

lOO.S.

This little volume, the second contribution to the

subjec-ts of cardiac and respiratory disorders, deals

with the subjects treated in a most conci.se manner and

proves even more interesting than Part I of the

.series. Etiologa'. pathology and diagnosis share suf-

ficient sp-ace with clinical illustration to make the

work remarkably readable, and one is led to wonder

at the amount of gi'ound that is well covered in so

few pages. This is probably to be accounted for by

the conciseness and terseness of the descriptions. In

.addition to the parts on tachycardia and bradycaraia.

there is an appendix c-ontaining an article by Howell

on the Cause of the Heart Beat, another on the

Adams-.Stokes .“symptom Complex, containing Adams’

original article in full and abstrac-ts of Stokes’ and

His’ articles as well as abstracts from American and

British medical literature and foreign bibliography on

Adams-Stokes’ diseases and tachycardia. Altogether

an exceedingly interesting and well written little work

is here presented to the profession.

I
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THE PHYSICTAX AS A CTTIZEX.*

David C. Peytonu M.D’.

President of the Indiana State Medical Association.

JEFFERSONVILLE^ IND.

To be a good citizen is the noblest attribute of

man.

“Xot what men think I am, but what I am,

makes me a joy or sorrow to myself.'’

It was a saying of the great physician, Xoth-

nagle, that “only a good man can be a good

doctor.” In this age of vast material develop-

ment, the means, by some subtle alchemy, too

frequently becomes converted into the end, and

worldly success the only legitimate objective

point of human endeavor. We need only to open

our eyes a little way to see the great struggle

going on about us; a struggle in which ethics,

morality and the “square deal” play a rather

pitiful part. Would enumeration not seem trite?

Politics, even in high places, courts of justice,

great corporations, legislatures, life insurance

companies, those semi-eleemosynary institutions

that seem to have been run chiefly for the benefit

of the runner
;
many of the institutions that have

been investigated in the last few years have been

found to be rife with graft and greed and fraud

and humbuggery.

The ethics of the hour condones any chicanery

that wins a smile from the Goddess Gold. In

this malstrom of cold business practicality, this

seething torrent of raw human elemental strain

and struggle, how exotic and fantastic seems the

•fine philosophy conveyed by that sentence, “only

a good man can be a good doctor,” and yet it is

* Presidential address delivered before the Indiana State
Medical Association at French Lick, June 18, 1908.

true. The medical profession, while it may be

infected in spots with the diplococcus of Mam-
mon, is, in the main, sound. The fundamental

altruism on which our guild rests renders us im-

mune to this insidious malady. A"et I would not

have you conclude from this that I wish to de-

tract from the importance of the doctor taking a

most serious view of the business side of his

work, for ultra-altruism will not satisfy the ex-

acting demands of modern commercial principles.

The physician must establish and maintain a

status, commercial and professional, in his com-

munity that commands the respect and confi-

dence of his fellow-men. The doctor is a citizen

in spite of the fact that he is a doctor; he is a

citizen first and then a doctor, and as such he

owes to his state a duty that can not be dis-

charged by merely making money out of the mis-

fortunes of its citizens. He should be patriotic

in all that the word means, and the following de-

scription of patriotism by William Jennings

Bryan is exceedingly good : “Patriotism is a vir-

tue that must be displayed in peace as well as

war, and may be defined as that love of country

which leads the citizen to give to his country

that which his country needs at the time his

country needs it. In time of war the citizen may

be called upon to die for his country; in time of

peace he must live for his country. In time of

war he may be called upon to give his body as a

sacrifice; in time of peace his country demands

his head and his heart, his intellect and his con-

science. You have shown that you were willing

to lay down your lives in order to purchase lib-

erty; now you will be called upon to exhibit self-

restraint and moral courage in dealing with

problems of government.”

Again, the following from the Honorable Wil-

liam H. Taft, who in a recent address spoke elo-

quently for the higher standard of those entering
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file service of state and nation, when he said

:

“Assuredly there is a career in the public service.

One may not prophesy for every man commend-
ably ambitious to enter it that he will end an
ambassador, but there is abundant opportunity

for useful Avork. A good head and good health

are necessary, with the disposition to work hard.

There are opportunities on every hand for men
to distinguish themselves by service of eminent
value. As to rewards, 1 do not talk of rewards.

For the class of men to Avhoin I woidd have the

idea of public service appeal the matter of re-

wards would be irrelevant. I say to you that

there are rewards which are unknown to him
A\ho seeks only Avhat he regards as the substantial

oufs. The best of all is the pui’e jot' of service.

d"o do things that are worth doing, to be in the

thick of it. Ah I That is to live. The poor man
wlio chooses this Avay will have to live jdainly,

as things go nowadays. At least he Avill riot

pile up a surplus of Avealth. Why should he Avant

to ? We used to be told in a homely adage that a

millionaire had no advantage over a poor man in

his capacity for food and drink. Wealth pro-

vides small satisfactions, but not deep ones. It

can giA-e no felicity like that Avhich comforts the

man Avho has identified himself Avith something
bigger than himself. Avhich thrills the heart of
the patriot, of the public servant.” Let us see

to it that Ave rise to the full measure of this duty.

In this connection, let us revicAv briefly some
of the more important things accomplished and
]'oint out others that should l)e the immediate
object of our endeaA'ors.

First, Ave are justly ])roud of the distinction

Ave have attained In' the consolidation of our
medical colleges, thus placing medical education
in Indiana entirely Avithin and under state con-

trol, Avhich makes us one of the only tAvo states in

the union taking this advanced ground in the

matter of medical education, IVIinnesota being the

other. The consummation of this high ideal lifts

medical education in Indiana to a pinnacle that

is, indeed, glorious. We have established a most
salutary precedent, one that is the legitimate

result of the state control of medical practice. If

the state is to control the products of education,

it is not only logical, but inevitable, that it must
control the education itself. This is a dutv of

the people to themseh'es and one from Avhich

there is no escape. It is, lioAveA'er, greatly to the

credit of the medical profession of our state that

in this instance, as in many others, the physi-

cians liaA'e taken the initiative in a strictly pro
hono publico spirit. In order that the things

thus accomplished shall bear the best fruit, teac.h-

crs should be selected by reason of their special

in-ofessional fitness for the subject to Avhich they

are assigned. (Questions of earnings and divi-

dends must bo eliminated and medical teaching

should have no interest Avhatever in the commer-
cial results of its enterprise. It is not neces-

sarily true that the school Avith the largest classes

can do or is doing the l)cst Avork, for the mere

fact of abnormally large classes may be sugges-

tive of ulterior methodism in their assembling.

Success in teaching has to do Avith the A'ery fun-

damental principle of preparedness in its broad-

est sense, and mere patronage can not and should

not enter into the question. Modern ideas Avould

seem to demand a reorganization of the general

principles of teaching. EA'ery efficient living thing

is monocephalic, or single headed, AA'hich idea

must obtain Avith every efficient educational

agency. The teacher’s ch;ties to his students and
the institution should be a first lien upon his

time and his energies. Of course, the right of

the teachers of the elementary branches to accc])t

])i’ivate practice is, and should Iac, limited strict-

ly to the time they could spare from their duties

to the state as represented in and by the institm

tion Avith AA'hich they are connected, and as a

matter of ecpiity to the teachers and safe guard-

ing the best interests of the students the tempta-

tion for these teachers to violate this obligation

should be effectually removed Ijy salaries suffi-

cient to enalrie them to be independent of private

practice.

In many respects our state occupies advanced

ground in the matter of medical legislation. Our
very efficient Secretary of the State Board of

Health, together Avith the other members, not

only of the Board of Health, but the profession

generally, has secured the passage of many im-

])ortant and life-saving hnvs. In about seven

years the_ Indiana State Boai’d of Health has

achieved the repAitation of securing the most ac-

curate mortality statistics of any state in the

Hnion. The Monthh/ Bulletin, ]>ublished by the

State Board, in AA'hich is jjrinted the state mortal-

ity figures, is in demand in all parts of the

Avorld.

The fact that tubercmlosis causes the death of

one out of every seven members of the human
family, and that almut five thousand die in our

state annually of this disease, and that those ill

re]5resent many times this number, causing a loss

to the state each year of millions of dollars, im-

]>rcsses us Avith the importance of any steps look-

ing to its control, and the further fact that this

disease is not only absolutely lAreventable, but

curable, if taken in its incipiency, is cause for

congratulating the people of Indiana that the

legislature of 1907 made provision for, and a site
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for a State Hospital for Consumptives has been

purchased. Much of the credit for this is due

the State Board of Health, with Dr. Hurty in the

forefront of efficient activity. Let us hope and

see to it that the legislature of 1909 appropriates

money for the necessary buildings and for the

support of the institution.

Before leaving this subject—a subject, I regret

to say, our legislatures and law-making bodies

generally seem loath to have leave us—let us see

for a moment, if you please, as to its national

importance. In 1906 we had 160,000 deaths

from tuberculosis, while we had 800,000 ill of

the same disease. From typhoid fever in 1906

we had 28,000 deaths and 180,000 ill of this dis-

ease. Think of the enormous loss or cost to the

countiw in dollars and cents. The loss of human
life and the loss of time by reason of the hun-

dreds of thousands ill each year of tuberculosis

costs us a sum sufficient to not only maintain

cur great navy, but to build two first-class bat-

tleships each year. These stupendous facts are

so startling that the average mind fails to grasp

the cold, clammy situation of this unfortunate

multitude.

The importance of the proposed Xational De-

partment of Public Health is emphasized by

these statistics, which show that e.xisting pirblic

health agencies in Washington, which are scat-

tered throughout the various departments of the

government, are defective. The thousands of

miles of our rivers from which we get a large

supply of our drinking water, which are being

daily converted into great sewers by being made

the receptacle of all the filthy and infectious

waste of a neighboring city, thus spreading ty-

phoid fever broadcast, stands as a monument to

the failure of the present system, and the ghosts

of the sacrificed cry out in disgust. These and

other startling data serve as a summons to the

medical profession to a most important duty

—

one of medical legislation. The physician

should bring not only his high general intelli-

gence, but his valuable special intelligence to

bear on legislative problems of vital importance

to the public. Xobody knows so well as he the

actual human bearing of economic conditions

and of laws that modify them.

The limited number of physicians, found in

our state and national legislative bodies is to be

accounted for in but one of two ways—either the

medical profession or the public is ignorant of,

or indifferent to, this most important condition

of our civil and social duty to the general public.

There were but four physicians in the two houses

of Congress of the United States during the

session ending in Washington in 1907, while

France, the other great republic of the world,

had in the two houses ninety-two physicians.

France, with a population of less than forty mil-

lions and about thirty thousand physicians, as

compared to the United States with approximate'

ly ninety million people and about 125,000 mem-
bers of the medical profession, makes a contrast

at once so striking as to amount to a sociologic

phenomenon. This being true, the question

arises. Who are these men? What, for instance,

is their status in their respective countries ? They
are a distinguished body of men, capable and
sincere, and will compare quite favorably with

their legislative associates, thus establishing the

desirability, as well as the necessit}* of physi-

cians as legislators. Xot so much our right, but

our duty to the state and its general good fur-

nishes us an incentive, and, as I believe that

service is the measure of greatness in the indi-

vidual, so I believe that service is the measure

of our greatness as a national body.

So let us turn to our own beloved profession,

the noblest and most useful profession on God's

footstool. Let us pause and think. Let us be

honest with ourselves. Have we been active in

methods of education having for our aim higher

ideals? Have we been leaders in an effort for

the general uplifting of our civic status? The

intelligence we have acquired by reason of oirr

contact with the innermost recesses of hovel and

mansion, of cottage and palace, enlarges our ca-

pabilities; shall we exercise this intelligence in

the halls of legislation for the benefit of the

general public? It has a right to expect this of

us, and we should see to it that we are not

weighed in the balance and found wanting. Our

profession boasts of cultured and able men

—

men who could discharge this duty with signal

ability. Will they do it? Xone can do it bet-

ter. Shall we not see them in greater numbers

in our state legislatures and the Xational Con-

gress? Our own Dr. Good, who is the nominee

of his party for Congress from his district, de-

serves the active support of every member of the

profession regardless of creed or party affilia-

tion. In such times of emergency as confront

us, when the evolution of the many modern and

advanced ideas that are of such vast importance

to the general public good, are burning questions

of the hour that must and will be settled in the

immediate future, none but brave hearts and

proficient minds can be relied upon to render

such an accounting of their opportunities as will
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reriect credit upon our profession. Tjot us hope

that other physieians may take a firmer liold

upon the responsibilities so vital to our very civic

life. In our ovn state in the legislature of 1907

the following names of physicians are mentioned

as a roll of honor

:

I)r. Horace G. Head, of Tipton County, who
was most active in securing the sterilization law,

^^•hioh promises the only hope of preventing the

perpetuation of paupers and criminals. Ills work

will ever stand as a monument to advanced

thought.

Dr. Frank J. Simison, of Tippecanoe County,

who introduced and secured the passage of the

free antitoxin law that has been such a boon to

those of our citizens not able to afford this rem-

edy which has made this once dreaded disease a

subject of vigilance and not of fear.

Senator Evan L. Patterson, M.D., of Franklin

County, who worked assiduously for the steriliza-

tion law and the free antitoxin law.

Senator M. M. MeDonald, M.D., of Knox
County, who was always on the right side of all

medical and also other advanced and good meas-

ures.

Eepresentative Charles E. Scholl, M.D., of

Carroll County, was also one of our efficient and

faithful Avorkers for all measures affecting the

public good.

Eepresentative A. M. Porter, M.D., of Martin

County, was the chairman of the Committee on

State Medicine, Health and Vital Statistics. He
was always to be found on the firing line, and

his work is a credit to the profession.

The war against transmissible diseases carried

on by the State Board of Health has been effec-

tive, for the statistics show a marked decrease in

diphtheria, scarlet fever and typhoid fever, the

three enemies that have been so persistently at-

tacked.

The food and drag and bacteriological and
pathological departments of the State Board of

Health, with their efficiently manned laborato-

ries, have done most excellent work. Whereas,

in 1906, the year of the opening of the labora-

tories, it was found that 64 per cent, of all food

and drug samples examined tvere either adulter-

ated or below standard, now less than 15 per

cent, are so found. This great improvement of

49 per cent., representing an enormous saving to

the people, has been secured by rigid and honest

enforcement of the law. The bacteriological and

pathological laboratory is notv known through-

out the entire state for its accurate examina-

tions, and the profession in every county seeks

its gratuitous aid in the good work of relieving

human suffering. V'e are, indeed, to be congrat-

ulated in the matter of our State Board of

Health, which in a little over one decade has

achieved an international reputation.

The doctor should be a force for the clean,

plain, moral life of his community. He more

than all others can influence the lives of his

clientele, and thus his opportunities and respon-

sibilities are inseparable. Too often there is

something mawkish and disagreeable about the

generally accepted teaching of morality. But the

morality of science, tvhile in accord with that of

the church, is alive, alert, buoyant tvith joy, and

springing, as it does, from the plainest lessons of

human experience, bears the indisputable evi-

dence of enlightened common sense.

The doctor should lead his felloAV-men. The

service which he alone can render them can be

adequately done only when inspired by a love of

mankind, illuminated by the light which science

sheds.

A great writer once said : ‘‘There exists in

society three men aaIio never can possibly esteem

the world. They are the priest, the doctor and

the lawyer; they Avear black, perhaps, because

they are in mourning for all the virtues and for

all the illusions.” It can scarcely be doubted

that the doctor sees more, hears more, and knoAvs

more about the dark side of humanity than any

other profession; in fact, than all other profes-

sions. He, as it Avere, is behind the scenes and

sees the make-up of the actor. He knoAvs men
as they are, their Aveaknesses, and their strength,

their follies, their vices and their virtues, their

coAA'ardice and often their heroism. He learns to

loA'e humanity because of its very Aveakness and

delights in serving it because of its great need.

The one great lesson Avhich our Avork teaches,

and which Ave Avould all do aa'cII to learn young,

is that happiness and success consist in serving

others; in giving, not getting. He is the best

physician and the happiest and most useful man
Avho renders the most service. Hard Avork, plain

living, high thinking, a sympathetic pity for the

lollies of men, a chivalric charity for the Aveak-

nesses of women, a buoyant, helpful, hopeful,

cheerful, clean personality—these Avill go far

toAvard inspiring in the minds of others that

biologic ethics AA'hich Ave call right living, and

Avill make us a factor in bringing about a healthy

conception of life and further the cause of the

moral evolution of the race.
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Intestinal autointoxication as a morbid condi-

tion was first markedly emphasized by Bouchard

and later by his many followers. Its true impor-

tance is still unknown, but it is safe to affirm

that it has not received the degree of practical

consideration from the profession at large that it

deserves.

Enterogenous autointoxication is not denoted

by a definite set of pathologic or clinical phenom-
ena, and our positive knowledge concerning its

exact causation and of the chemistry involved in

the morbid process is also decidedly imperfect.

The fact that the concept of different clinicians

in recent times, regarding the nature and impor-

tance of this condition, has been widely different,

may account for the slow progress toward scien-

tific accuracy in its study.

Intestinal autointoxication not being recog-

nized as a disease entity, it has not been seriously

considered by the great hulk of the medical pro-

fession. On the other hand, further study of the

subject in the spirit of intelligent research, ob-

servation and experience is greatly to be desired.

Although its pathogenesis is imperfectly under-

stood, it may be safely assumed that when the

absorbable, intestinal, toxic substances—leuko-

mains and ptomains—resulting from normal di-

gestion 'are formed in abnormal amount, autoin-

toxication occurs.

Chemical investigation has shown that oft-

times disease is attributable not so much to mi-

crobic action as to the products of intestinal

fermentation and putrefaction. As well said by

Field,^ “Digestion, too, while it transforms al-

buminoid substances into peptones, also gives

birth to alkaloidal poisons and, lastly, toxic sub-

stances derived from intestinal putrefaction.’’

Entering into the generation of an excess of

these toxic bodies are three main factors : first,

ingestion of too large quantities of albuminous

foods; second, certain intestinal lesions, includ-

ing defective motility brought about in a great

variety of ways, and, third, abnormalities of

metabolism. From recent personal experience

and observation, the writer is convinced that fat

* An address delivered before the Indiana State Medi-
cal Association. June 19, 1908.

1. Virginia Medical Semi-Monthly, Xov. 10, 190o.

and sugar, taken in quantities above the physio-

logic capacity of the organism, are also responsi-

ble in certain cases, at least.

Before considering the local etiologic condi-

tions (which may be acute or chronic) in detail,

it is well to recollect that certain protective bodily

functions are operative, with a view to overcom-

ing the deleterious effects of the toxins already

taken up from the intestinal tract. Thus, their

elimination is effected, in a measure at least, by

the functional activity of the kidneys, skin and

liver (the so-called “filtering function”), as well

as that of the respiratory and digestive tracts. It

is obvious that defective renal, hepatic and cu-

taneous function may predispose to intestinal

autoinfection in the presence of a moderate quan-

tity of toxic bodies. It follows, as will be seen

hereafter, that the eliminative processes are to be

stimulated in the treatment of the condition, and
it is, in a measnre, hy reason of the therapeutic

results obtained in accordance with this view that

we are justified in assuming the dependency of

symptoms upon intestinal toxemia. On the con-

trary, and more significant clinicall}', are the

functional and organic disturbances produced by
the intestinal toxins in the various excretory tis-

sues and organs of the body.

It must be emphasized that to not a single one
of the poisonous intestinal toxins—or a special

group of toxins even—are the clinical feature,

which they originate, ascribable. This statement

rests on the results of the combined efforts of

many careful investigators, among whom may be
mentioned Eisching, Groyer, Alonzo Taylor, Ed-
sall and de Schweinitz, Kraus and others. Bnt,

though nothing definite is known in regard to the

nature of the poison, in general, it may be safely

assumtd that insufficiency of the physiologic proc

esses involved in nutrition, may be an essential

underlying prerequisite. It is especially worthy
of emphasis that alimentary intoxication origin-

ates only from certain elements of food in the

presence of abnormal states of metabolism.

Finkelstein- pertinently remarks: “The symp-
tom-complex in the adult which we call autoin-

toxication and ascribe to intestinal toxins may be

due in reality to the pathologic fate of certain

elements of the food (e. g., fat, sugar) in the

intermediate metabolism.

This observer gives typical tracings and clini-

cal histories to show the importance of the thera-

peutic results oljtained by treatment of infants on

dietetic principles. The alimentary intoxication

can be made to appear, vanish and reappear at

2. .Tabrbucb f. Kinderbeilkunde, Berlin, last iude.xed,

page 1300.
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will by changing the diet; his experience also

teaches that certain febrile conditions, suggest-

ing typhoid or cholera, are solely and exclusively

dependent on alimentar}- Influences. The clini-

cal picture of intestinal autointoxication in chil-

dren differs materially from that met with in the

adult, and it can not I'eceive further attention

here.

Kohlbrugge points out that under normal con-

ditions the small intestine may not contain any
bacteria, so that the putrefactive changes which
occur take place principally in the large intestine

or colon. Obviously, if tlie colonic contents be

not systematically removed, an increased amount
of toxins will be the result.

Under conditions of health, certain autotoxins

are present within the body, but these are dealt

with successfully by the eliminative organs or

rendered harmless by certain antitoxins excited

by them in the circulating blood. On the other

hand, “under abnormal conditions and in the

presence of the failure in action of the inhibi-

tory processes, the injurious and toxic action of

ihe imperfectly oxidized products of metabolism
is evident; in other words, autointoxication of

the organism” (Albu).

It is manifestly confusing and unscientific to

classify, as has been done by Bouchard, Schwalbe

and others, among the autointoxications all of the

infectious diseases. Chapman® wisely remarks;

“Specific infectious diseases must not be included

with autointoxications
;

only substances which

originate in, or are elaborated within, the system

should be regarded as causing autointoxications.

Thus, mussel or sausage poisoning is a different

process from intestinal putrefaction in which

])oisonous diamins are formed within the bowel

lumen. In other words, autointoxication must

not be confounded with autoinfection.”

Intestinal autointoxication, however, has been

slowly rising in the scale of abnormal states de-

manding recognition and judicious treatment.

Becent investigations have extended our knowl-

edge of the class of substances known as toxins,

which are generated within the body, and in this

connection Weichardt’s observation and deduc-

tion are of profound interest to the physiologist

and clinician concerning the “Ermudungstoxin”

(fatigue-toxin)

.

Weichardt^ found that from the muscles of

animals in a state of extreme fatigue can be pre-

pared a toxin which is characterized by its spe-

cific action upon the animal organism. AYhen

3. “.Autointoxication as a Cause and Compiication of
Disease.” Kiske Fund Prize Essay, page 0.

4. National Druggist, St. Ix>uis, February, 1908.

small animals are injected with quantities some-

what less than the fatal dose, the respiration be-

comes retarded and the temperature depressed,

while the fatal dose itself produces death after a

relatively short period of latency. When injected

in doses too small to produce the toxic effect upon
the cells, it renders the animal immune, and from
the blood serum of such an immunized animal the

corresponding antitoxin can be obtained.”

A pure fatigue-toxin ivas also obtained from
certain vegetable substances and by the action of

oxidizing agents of a chemical nature upon al-

bumins, or by the electrolysis of albumin solu-

tions.

Whilst we can not ascribe any specificity of

action recognizable by definite clinical symptoms,

to the toxin taken up by the intestinal tract, yet

it is definitely known that they are derived main-

ly from the albuminous substances previously in-

gested by the individual. It is not one of the

points of this paper to show that the toxic bodies

formed during the digestive process are similar

in their physiologic or pathologic significance to

the so-called fatigue-toxin, but rather to present '

the subject of toxins formed within organized I

bodies in a somewhat broadened aspect.

The present theme has no reference to certain

other recognized forms of autointoxication. For i

example, that due to general abnormalities of J

metabolism or autointoxication caused by disap-

pearance of the function of an organ, as in myx-

edema, Addison’s disease and the like. Again,

the subject of the relation of enterogenous auto-

intoxication to diseases of organs representing

certain specialties (e. g., ophthalmology, otology,

gynecology and the like) does not concern the

present discussion.® As previously intimated,

however, the form of autointoxication under con-

sideration can not be disassociated from the toxic

phenomena induced by retention of physiological

products of metabolism, as in uremia, although

in the majority of instances it is doubtless caused
,

by certain poisonous products resulting more di-

rectly from an excess of albuminous food. It

must be confessed, however, that the precise end

product in the process of proteid metabolism on
,

which the chronic autointoxication is dependent

is as yet unknown. ,

In summarizing the known etiologic factors, I

would assign conspicuous positions to the follow-
|

ing in the order given : 1. Impaired metabolic fl

processes; 2, errors of diet, or the ingestion of too n
large a quantity of proteids, and, although less 9

•j. The reader may, if he so desires, consult “.Autointoxi- ^
cation in Relation to the Eye.” by G. E. de .Schweinitz, .'g

M.D., Journal of the American Medical Association, Feb. 9,
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commonly of fats and sugars
; 3, constipation

; 4,

intestinal pathologic states, as chronic appendici-

tis, mucous colitis and gastroptosis with or with-

out coloptosis. Maytum® states that autointoxi-

cation has an influence in almost all, if not all,

diseases. In most instances, hoAvever, this is sub-

ordinate and probably exerts no controlling in-

fluence over the course of the diseases to which it

is secondary; in others, more particularly in pro-

tracted forms of the acute infections (e. g.,

typhoid fever), it may exert a telling effect upon

the symptoms and issiie.

From an etiologic standpoint, the cases should

be subdivided, according to their origin, into gas-

tric and intestinal forms of chronic autointoxica-

tion. The gastric variety is caused by pyloric

obstruction followed by marked motor insuffi-

ciency, with stagnation of the stomach contents.

Tlie great majorit}" of the cases, however, are of

intestinal origin
; the peptones, as is well known,

pass into the intestinal canal and if the natural

metamorphosis does not take place within the

physiologic time limit, then putrefactive fermen-

tative changes set in with resulting 23oisonoiis

products.

The subject of chronic intestinal autointoxica-

tion from a chemical point of view has been con-

cisely and clearly stated l)y Forchheimer" as fol-

lows : “The changes in these two substances

(albumin and nuclein) are the result of the ac-

tivity of enzymes or of bacterias. The sul)stances

produced by enzymes are alburaoses from albumin
and the xanthin bases and uric acid from nuclein.

In both instances pancreatic digestion is the prin-

cipal cause. The action of l^acteria manifests it-

self only upon albumin, as far as we know, in

the form of pancreatic putridity and the bacterial

processes which go on in tlie colon. The sub-

stances which result from this process and wliich

interest us are phenol and indol, Brieger having
shown that the rest of the bodies formed during
putridity of albumin are little toxic.

“It has been shown that some of the albumoses

formed during digestion are toxic, that is, when
injected into lower animals. Of the jjurin bodies,

xanthin, hypoxanthin, paraxanthin, hetroxanthin

and adenin have also been shown to be toxic.

Uric acid is toxic in a certain sense only; when
it is injected into animals in large quantities no
toxic S3TOptoms are produced, but local symptoms
may result under favorable circumstances. Both
plienol and indol are toxic; in the lower animals

indol produces decided symptoms (Herter)
;

as

tlie production of jihenol and indol usually go

C. Northwestern Lancet, Jan. 15, 190,S.
7. The American Journal of the Medical Sciences, July,

1907.

hand in hand, the determination of one is sulh-

cient for clinical purposes in order to determine

the amount of putridity in the intestine.'"’

Symptdms .—Xo single characteristic grouping

of features is presented by this condition. Gas-

tric symptoms are among the most common clin-

ical manifestations, but their explanation offers

marked difficulties. Doubtless they are often de-

pendent upon primary affections of the stomach,

in which cases they would act as accessory causes

of the intoxication. Krehl has shown that in

gastric conditions accompanied by diminished

IICl, the tendency to putrefactive intestinal

changes is facilitated. Conversely, an excess of

HCl in the stomach contents may be noted in

some cases. Further investigation may reveal

the exact relationship that exists between these

gastric phenomena and chronic intestinal intoxi-

cation, while our positive knowledge at date of

Avriting does not permit of a clear discrimination

of those that enter into the causation of the con-

dition from those that belong to its symptomatol-

ogy.

Forchheimer suggests the possibility that vari-

ous substances formed in the colon may be elimi-

nated into the stomach and there produce either

functional or organic disturbance. The cases ac-

companied by dyspeptic and other gastric feat-

ures will display a coated tongue with more or

less fetor of breath, and the intimate and common
association of chronic intestinal autointoxication

and Eigg’s disease (pyorrhea alveolaris) have

been emphasized by certain writers.

Constipation is among the commonest features

of alimentary intoxication. In the case of con-

stipation, there is a di.scoverable element of causa-

tive relationship, and this symptom, as will be

shown hereafter, presents one of the most impor-
tant indications for appropriate treatment. Con-
stipation may alternate with diarrhea, while in

others mere irregularity of bowel action exists.

A careful physical examination of the colon, more
particularly by light percussion, Avill indicate the

])resence of an overfilled condition of the bowel,

most commonly in its descending portion. Pal-

pation may detect a doughy mass or masses in

one or more sections of the colon, and after re-

moval of these fecal accumulations more or less

thickening of the intestinal walls due to a catar-

rhal state with infiltration may be detectable. In
tlie individual case, therefore, the coj^remia mav
originate similarly with each recurrence, the

lesions mentioned above inhibiting peristalsis in

a given portion of the colonic mucous membrane.
The gastrointestinal symptoms thus far described

are often found to be secondary to certain intes-
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tinal conditions, c. mucous colitis, chronic

appendicitis, gastroptosis and the like.

There are cases in uhich old fecal accumula-

tions, usually occupying the ascending portion of

the colon or the neighborhood of the sigmoid, are

accompanied by fluid stools, ranging from one to

several in number daily. Here the autotoxic

manifestations may be mild in character and evi-

denced by an ocasional headache and so-called

bilious attacks. Occupation has not been shown

to have any etiologic significance, as some writers

have supposed. The metabolic anomalies in as-

sociation with intestinal putrefaction and stag-

nation manifest constantly an inordinate excre-

tion of alimentary decomposition products in the

urine.

Brunon and Guerbet,® from their exceptional

studies, have formulated the following conclu-

sions:
“
1 . The coefficient of intestinal feraienta-

tion is the relation of the ethereal sulphates of

the urine to 100 parts of total urinary nitrogen

estimated in SO 3 . 2. As a result of experiments

made by one of the authors on healthy individ-

uals, this coefficient is often less than 1 and
never passes 1.4. Diets such as milk, vegetarian,

mixed or meat, do not affect this result. 3. On
the other hand, in patients in whom one suspects

hepatic or renal insufficiency (except in the case

of uremia, in which it tends to be depressed),

this coefficient may serve to measure the degree

of alimentary intoxication. It exceeds 1.4 and
may reach a very high figure. In their observa-

tions this elevation of the coefficient almost al-

ways coincided with a slight albuminuria. 4 .

4’he diet has a very marked effect on the coeffi-

cient
;
the vegetarian or milk diet associated with

absorption of lactic acid ferments lowers it. 5.

Clinical improvement has always been observed

in these cases. 6 . The determination of the co-

efficient of intestinal fermentation is a simple

clinical procedure. This coefficient is capable of

giving the physician useful practical indications

for diagnosis, prognosis and dietetic treatment.”

Mv personal experience and observation indi-

cated an increase in the elimination of indican

in practically all cases
;
this is in consonance with

the observations of most writers, and I have

further demonstrated the fact to my own satisfac-

tion that indican is increased most decidedly in

the cases showing marked accumulations througb-

out the colon. It is obvious that in direct propor-

tion to the renal elimination of indican will be

raised the autoprotective power of the human

8. Presse Medicale, Paris ; .Tourna! of the A. M. A., Sept.

7, 1907.

organism. On the other hand, its disappearance

from the urine does not impair the protective

processes, but points to a subsidence of the putre-

factive fermentative changes in the intestine.

Obviously this urinary constituent becomes of the

utmost importance for both diagnostic and prog-

nostic purposes, and chemical examination of the

urine for its presence or absence can not, there-

fore, be considered too tedious for the general

practitioner.

The microscopic urinary findings are unimpor-

tant, the principal ones being calcium oxalate

crystals and hyaline and faintly granular casts.

Chemically the urine has rarely shown any mor-

phologic elements, except that the uric acid has

been generally found to be increased. I have

never observed albuminuria in cases not compli-

cated with chronic nephritis. Among urinary

phenomena stand out prominently the marked
variation in the 24-hour quantity; and the spe-

cific gravity may not bear an inverse ratio to the

daily output, but conversely is sometimes un-

usually high, despite an increased daily amount.

I have observed marked acetonuria in a pre-

ponderating proportion of my cases of chronic

autointoxication of intestinal origin. This find-

ing is indicative of impairment of the interme-

diate metabolic proceses, the indol and In'poxan-

thin bases being imperfectly assimilated, leading

to acidosis.

The nervous system, more particularly the

vasomotor tract, is decidedly affected by the irri-

tant autotoxins. It is exceedingly important,

however, to distinguish between nervous disturb-

ances induced by the absorbed toxic substances

and those resulting from primary changes in the

neuro-mechanism of the body. Before classify-

ing the given disease as being autogenetic or en-

terogenous, an attempt should be made to posi-

tively exclude organic visceral and nervous dis-

eases. On the other hand, it will be found im-

possible to discriminate the commoner forms of

neurasthenia (due to fatigue-toxins from over-

work) from those in which intestinal autointoxi-

cation is the point of departure. Due to the tox-

ins circulating in the blood (acidosis) the alka-

linity of the nerve envelops is decidedly impaired,

with resulting nervous manifestations, princi-

pally neurasthenic and hysteric. I would caution

my hearers against the fallacy of making an as-

sured diagnosis of either autotoxic hysteria or

neurasthenia without clear and convincing evi-

dences of the presence of the etiologic conditions.

For whilst the influence of intestinal autointoxi-

cation in the causation of neurasthenia is un-

doubted, the majority of cases of the latter condi-
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tion do not bear the stamp of an enterogenous

toxicosis.

De A'ries” has emphasized the jtsychic phenom-

ena of intestinal autointoxication, which he at-

tributes cpiite generally to the result of long

continued constipation. These are depression,

dread, fear, nostalgia, melancholia, delusions and

the like. It is to be recollected that, although

sometimes a previously existing intestinal intoxi-

cation appears to be an nnderlying cause for an

exacerbation of psychic symptoms, such as de-

scribed above, there are other and more common
exciting factors recognized for the same phenom-

ena. According to the writer’s experience, the

particular grouping of nervous manifestations

seeming to be most prominent are a feeling of

languor, marked lassitude, loss of physical and

mental energy, vertigo, insomnia, drowsiness, ir-

ritability and occasional headaches. Various

motor and sensory disturbances are also encoun-

tered.

The autotoxic cutaneous conditions sometimes

met with are erythema, urticaria, eczema and

acne. In close clinical union with the skin con-

ditions dependent upon autointoxication of intes-

tinal origin are gouty or rheumatic Joints and

muscular rheumatism, as well as indicanuria. In

an interesting case of my own in which the in-

testinal features were practically constant or

chronic in their course, exacerbations occurred at

irregular intervals, characterized by nausea and

vomiting (at times), fever ranging from 101 to

103 F., and defervescing by lysis, either urticaria

or erythema with multiple arthritis (without mi-

gration) resembling acute or subacute articular

rheumatism. Such attacks often follow flagrant

errors of diet, as in the case just referred to.

Among the cardio-vascular concomitants, special

mention should be made of neurosis and general-

ized arterial sclerosis with secondary myocardial

degeneration. Instances of chronic myocarditis

may be encountered in symptomatic connection

with enterogenous autointoxication, but it is not

clear that the latter condition is the sole cause for

the former. Unquestionably, certain cardiac

neuroses, such as attacks of palpitation, tachycar-

dia and various forms of arrhythmia, may owe

their origin to toxic absorption from the intesti-

nal tract. The same causative influence habitu-

ally maintained exerts a potent effect in the de-

velopment of arterial sclerosis.

Obviously, depending upon the individual’s

susceptibility, it may be months or years before

the first indications of sclerosis of the vessels ap-

0. "Psychic Phenomena of Intestinal Autointoxication
and Their Treatment.” hy J. C. De Vries, Military Surgeon,
Carlisle, January, 1908.
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pear, and associated etiologic factors are com-

monly soon or late in evidence. The intestinal

autotoxemia admittedly leads to the development

of purin bodies, including uric acid, which, in

turn, are potent in the production of sclerotic

changes in the vascular system. During exacer-

bations in the course of enterogenous autointoxi-

cation, I frequently have been able to satisfy my-

self of the presence of marked vaso-constriction

of the peripheral blood vessels, presumably the

resultant action of the toxic substances absorbed

from the intestines upon the intima of the ves-

sels.

There is no more difficult problem in medical

diagnosis than the positive recognition of chronic

intestinal autointoxication. The diagnosis of this

condition should always be made with much cau-

tion and reserve, after careful consideration of

the anamnesis and a Judicious balancing of all

data bearing upon the case. If there be present

any recognized acute or chronic affection, the

diagnosis of primary enterogenous autointoxica-

tion is precluded. It is not permissible to regard

the given case as one of chronic alimentary in-

toxication, retrospectively, merely because the

symptoms have disappeared as the result of an

eliminative plan of treatment, since this method

also serves to remove other disposing and excit-

ing causes. In connection with the principal

causative factors, the following symptom group

would suffice for an assured diagnosis : heavily

coated tongue, fetor of breath, often indications

of Rigg’s disease, headache at intervals, constipa-

tion, evidence of fecal accumulation in the colon,

the elimination of an increased amount of indi-

can and (commonly) acetonuria, showing impair-

ment of intermediate metabolism. Less charac-

teristic, perhaps, although strongly confirmatory,

are the nervous manifestations and the associated

febi’ile, arthritic and cutaneous conditions pre-

viously described.

From personal experience and ol)servation in a

considerable number of cases, the wi'iter feels that

it is imperative to draw a practical distinction

between primary chronic autointoxication of in-

testinal origin and that form which occurs sec-

ondary to other acute and chronic diseases. In

the latter variety, which is decidedly more com-

mon than the former, the alimentary autointoxi-

cation is sufficiently open to observation to be

recognizable, and it requires attention, but is not

to be regarded as the principal disease.

Treatment .—The prophylaxis of enterogenous

autointoxication must embrace first and foi-emost

a consideration of all known etiologic factors.

"With a view to diminishing further formation of
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toxins, the diet must he earefully arranged, as a

rule. 'I'lie quantity of unsuitable food whieli

inav vary in dill'erent cases must l)e excluded

from the dietary. For example, I have observed

instances in -which the carhohydrates (sugar,

starch) were to be principally eliminated, al-

though in a preponderance of the cases the pro-

teids in abnormal amount were potent in excit-

ing the fermentative and putrefactive processes.

In the acute form of intestinal autointoxica-

tion, a marked, temporary restriction of diet, even

to fluids alone, is advisable. During the acute

exacerbations in the course of chronic intestinal

autointoxication, especially in that form charac-

terized by so-called bilious attacks, accompanied

with headache (migraiire)
,

the diet should he

regulated in accordance with the indications for

the intestinal condition, not as to the cephalalgia.

1 have found that alisolute abstemiousness from

food for a period of twenty-four hours meets the

icquirements of this group of cases from air ali-

mentary viewpoint.

In general, to meet the demands of nutrition

in the chronic forms and at the same time mini-

mize the production of intestinal toxins, the

lighter and more digestible albuminoids, such as

milk, eggs, fish, oysters, fowl (except turkey)

and game (in season)—all in moderate quantity

—in combination with wholesome fruits, green

vegetables, cereals, ]iotatoes, cither mashed or

baked, and a small amount of fat and sugar,

forms the bases of an appropriate dietary. In the

secondary form, the diet is to he formulated with

reference particularly to the primary afl'ection,

and if rightly adjnsted tends to mitigate or even

remove the cause of the secondary condition.

'Pea and cofl'ce should he replaced by milk,

cocoa and hot water as beverages. Alcohol of all

forms must he used cautiously, and when, as

sometimes happens, it causes ill effects, its total

exclusion is imperative. A small amount of light

acid wine, as claret or llhine, aids in keeping the

patient in a good state of nutrition and may he

ordinarily recommended miless special contra-

indications exist.

The second leading indication is to empty the

bowels by the use of laxatives possessing antisep-

tic properties, of which the most useful are calo-

mel and the salines. It is my custom to prescribe

a course of calomel at the beginning and later at

varying intervals of time according to the degree

of intensity of the local phenomena. Each course

of this remedy is followed by a saline laxative,

such as the phosphate of sodium dissolved in

hot water while fasting, and it is continued daily

so long as the indications, as shown l)y the condi-

tion of the stomach, tlie character of tlie dejecta

and urinary findings, persist.

Certain of the so-called alkaline-saline mineral

waters which owe their superior therapeutic value

])rinci])ally to the presence of sodium, calcium

and magnesium sulpliate, together with a smaller

percentage of sodium chlorid, and the carbonates,

are also decidedly ctlicacious. Such waters are to

he found at Carlsbad, Aix les Bains, IIoml)urg.

Baden, Weishaden and other springs abroad, as

well as at certain sj)as at home. Xot all cases,

however, need to he sent to resorts, hut only the

more severe and protracted ones. In the majority

of instances, home treatment, including the use

of saline mineral waters or salts made from them,

may be successfully employed. They should he

administered on rising and hot.

In intractable forms, colonic irrigation with

\arious antiseptic solutions given in the usual

manner should he advised and encouraged. In

no other way can the mucous membrane of the

colon and rectum be so quickly and thoroughly

cleansed. These high enemata should be admin-

istered at regular intervals of from 2-i to 48

hours and their temperature should he not less

than 100° F. For the fecal impaction when
'

etiologically associated with autointoxication, it

is best to give a small hypodermatic injection of

morphin (gr. 1 TO) and then to administer ese-

rin (gr. 1 80) every four hours until the desired

result is produced, or, failing to obtain relief

therein', high enemata, copious, and regularly

repeated, containing ox-gall and magnesium sul-

phate, may he tried. |

Further elimination of the toxic substances is

to he secured by stimulating the action of the

sweat glands. Among favored means to accom-
plish this purpose are the hot water baths and the j

electric, Bussian or Turkish baths. I am clearly
j

of the opinion that it is preferable, although not .

an ahsolnte necessity, for the application of by- <

dropathic measures to send the patient to some ]

well-regulated institute. ^

Perhaps the chief channel of elimination is the *

urinary tract, and present-day professional opin- i

ion in regard to meeting this indication may he ^

formulated by saying that the best diuretic is (

plenty of water. The use of mineral waters tliat
j

tend to stimulate kidney secretion is also to he

encouraged and advised. My own 'l^est results

have followed the use of either Poland water or I

one of the feebler lithia waters. These are to he '»

taken in large amounts, and my rule has been to

allow three liters per diem in divided portions at g,

stated intervals. In cases in which there is car- 8
I

diac insufficiency with lowered arterial tension.
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cardiac stimulants, e. g., digitalis, strophanthus

and the like, may be employed with a view to

raising the vascular tension and thus aiding the

nitration of water through the kidneys.

Stern'*' emphasizes the value of enteroclysis of

large amounts (from 4 to 8 liters of 0.6 per cent,

sodium chlorid solution), hypodermoclysis and

intravenous injection of sodium chlorid solutions

for the production of free diuresis. This method

should he brought into requisition only in case of

failure of the means advocated above.

An important item of treatment remains to l)e

considered, to wit
:
physical exercises or suitable

manual work which is useful in promoting the

general metal)olism, improving the digestive func-

tion, stimulating the respiratory function and

liastening elimination by the cutaneous and other

routes. Another possible effect of exercish is the

direct oxidation of the intestinal toxins. The
form of the exercise and also the time and fre-

(inency must be adjudged for individual cases.

In all cases, however, muscular activity must he

carried forward systematically and should he

encouraged in the open air. In cases in which

adequate physical exertion is misuitable, I would

advise the judicious employment of massage sup-

plemented by various forms of Swedish move-

ments.

After preventing the ingestion of an excessive

quantity of food, it is customary to
2
)i’escril)e in-

testinal antiseptics. Trite though this recom-

mendation may seem, and obviously of secondary

importance as compared with the comljating of

causes, I have nevertheless observed manifest im-

])rovemcnt from their use in cases attended with

marked meteorism. From efficient doses of char-

coal and henzonaphthol given in combination

with extract of pancreatin and pepsin, the best

and speediest henefits may be expected. For the

prevention of the putrefactive changes, HCl
well diluted after food has proved serviceable in

my hands. It has l)een recommended to employ
only such agents as are soluble in the intestinal

tract. Forchheimer advises the use of the so-

called intestinal pill, i. c., one in which the coat-

ing is dissolved only in alkaline medium. Wald-
svein’s method of preparing these pills, which
usually contain either menthol, thymol or jS-najdi-

thol, is to coat them with an alcoholic solution of

shellac containing salol (salol-coated pills).

It is not the object of the present paper to dis-

cuss the treatment of the various conditions and

diseases to which chronic intestinal autointoxi-

cation may he secondary. In this large group of

cases, however, an attempt should be made to J3re-

10. Medical Standard, September, 1004.

vent further itoisoning with ptomains and leuko-

mains, to promote elimination and meet symp-

toms as they arise, provided always that in so

doing the aims and objects of the treatment of

the primary disease is not controverted thereby.

THE Ol’POirrrXITY fof avork, prog-
ress AXD PEACE.*

W. X. WiSHARD, IM.I).

IXDIAXAPOLIS, IXD.

It is estimated that the number of students

who are citizens of Indiana and who annually

seek a medical education, and who have a right

to look for ample educational ojiportunity within

the boundaries of their own state, is between (iOO

and 700. At lea.st half have heretofore attended

medical schools located outside of this state. The
total number doubtless will and should diminish

relatively as educational requirements liecome

more exacting. And yet there will still be many
more than the total number of those who now and

who heretofore have constituted the entire stu-

dent body of the different medical schools in this

commonwealth. The causes of this in the past

have been various, but the duty of those who are

charged with the responsibility of medical educa-

tion in Indiana in the future, it seems to me, is

clear. It is not difficult to discover the influences

which have in the past led so many medical stu-

dents to go outside the borders of their own state

and which will hereafter inevitably influence,

may we not hope, a diminishing number to do the

same thing. It may not be unprofitable, however,

to consider some of these influences.

Among them may be recognized incidentally

the usual individual factors which determine the

choice of a particular educational institution of

any kind, such as the fact that a relative or

friend may have attended the school selected or

ihat some especial circumstance or influence may
have been operative. But more important and

fundamental reasons must be conceded in ex-

planation of the remarkably large per cent, of

those who have gone to medical schools elsewhere.

The fact is too patent to be questioned that

medical schools in this state have been laboring

under disadvantages that have made the highest

success impossible. Very naturally students who

have collegiate training and who have also ample

financial resources will seek the medical schools

possessing the best ei^uipment taken as a whole.

• Toast RespondeU to by Dr. W. X. Wishard at the
Alumni Meeting of the Indiana University Medical School
at the Grand Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind., May 23, 1908.
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The answer to tlie linancial and administrative

handicap which has restricted the noble efforts of

tliose who liave sought to elevate the standard of

medical education in Indiana and in other states

in tlie past is found in the one M'ord, University.

There has been no lack of unity of opinion as

to what constituted the reined}', l)ut there has

been an honest and somewhat radical difference

of opinion as to its application. The solution has

happily been found in an agreement whicli, al-

though possibly questioned by some who entertain

opposite views, is, nevertheless, I believe, the very

best possible solution of the situation. This solu-

tion is well expressed in the recently published

statement over the signatures of the presidents

of Indiana and Purdue universities. In saying

that the best possible solution has been found, I

am glad to quote the opinion of a distinguished

ex-president of this university. Dr. David Starr

.Iordan, expressed in an interview some three

years ago, when he said that he believed the plan

which has now been adopted would be best calcu-

lated to meet medical educational necessities both

for research work and the practical training of

medical practitioners. As one who has been deep-

ly interested in and somewhat actively identified

with the recent events leading up to the present

solution of this problem in Indiana, perhaps it

may not be inappropriate for me to express the

convictions which have been entertained by, and

have influenced, a very large proportion of those

having the liveliest interest in medical education.

There has never been, so far as I am aware, any-

thing but commendation of the course of the au-

thorities of this university in undertaking and

maintaining the excellent department now con-

ducting the medical work of the freshman and

sophhmore years at Bloomington. In this the

proper authorities have wisely recognized the

necessity for such provision as an essential and

integral part of university work. But there has

been a widespread opinion that medical educa-

tional necessities require also that ample provi-

sion should be made for the first two years of

laboratory work in direct connection with the last

two years of clinical work. If it is the right of

the state to define the educational qualifications

which shall entitle a man or woman to enter the

practice of medicine, it is also the duty of the

state to make the broadest and most ample provi-

sion for obtaining medical training. Such pro-

vision can only be the broadest possible and the

most ample which gives an elective opportunity

to take laboratory and clinical work separately or

in direct conjunction. Happily this opportunity

is now afforded, and in both instances ample and

well-c(pii])ped laboratories are provided, each do-

ing excellent and equally good work. There are

many and satisfactory reasons for what might

otherwise seem an unnecessary duplication of

work. The future development of this school

must necessarily include the early establishment

of a postgraduate department for practitioners

which, of iiecessity, must be in intimate relation-

ship with the clinical part of the work done in

the junior and senior years. In anticipation of

the establishment of a postgraduate department

ample provision for review and experimental lab-

oratory work by physicians who now go elsewhere

should be made. This larger and greater uni-

versity opportunity which is now afforded is to

me a most attractive one. Let us keep within our

l)orders and provide ample facilities not only for

these postgraduate students, and those who now
seek the regular course already provided, but also

the considerable number of graduates of non-

state schools whose views of college loyalty and

other reasons may heretofore have led them else-

where.

Loyalty on the part of its alumni is an in-

valuable and absolutely essential asset of every

college or university. Its helpful and support-

ing power in critical periods of an institution's

career has many notable examples. Its influence

upon the subsequent educational activities and

associations of the individual is a matter of com-

mon knowledge. This is notably true in the

selection of a professional school. Indiana Uni-

versity has had no more potent aid in her efforts

to establish a medical department than the splen-

did support given by her graduates in every city

and county from Lake Michigan to the Ohio.

The opportunity happens to have been afforded

some of us who have differed wifh her on certain

matters in the past three or four years (which

happily are no longer matters of controversy) to

have had abundant evidence of the loyalty of the

graduates of the state university. I have repeat-

edly expressed the highest admiration of this

loyalty, however much I may at times have de-

murred at the particular direction it took. This

loyalty has been shown cheerfully, heartily, earn-

estly. Doiditless in many, and possibly in the

majority, of instances without especial interest in

the particular incident that called for its display,

but because their alma mater had sounded a call

to her loyal sons and daughters to give her their

needed assistance. "What is true of Indiana Uni-

versity is true of DePauw, Wabash, Earlham,

Xotre Dame, Hanover, Franklin, and all other

schools, both state and non-state. In the present

solution of the medical problem in Indiana I am
absolutely convinced that more has recently been
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done to disarm any spirit of antagonism on the

part of these institutions and their graduates than

is generally realized. From the graduates of the

combined colleges and universities of Indiana the

student body of the Indiana University School of

l\Iedieine nnrst in the future be chiefly drawn.

The time is near at hand when a diploma from a

licensed high school will no longer secure admis-

sion to an institution that is endowed with au-

thority to confer a medical degree. In the future

under the ample provision now assured there can

and should be no reason why this school shall not

receive the sympathetic support and achieve the

splendid success which its obligation to all the

citizens of the state demands of it as an educa-

tional institution and which every friend of medi-

cal education shoirld desire for it. You will par-

don a personal word in closing.

Some of you have done me the honor during

‘'the late unpleasantness” to credit me with being

a rather earnest opponent. I have fought for

simply what I believed to be fundamental, and

gave best assurance of permanency in building

up a great medical school in Indiana. With

others with whom I have been associated I have

sought to attain that which I knew was nearest

the hearts and received the sympathetic support

and earnest approval of a great majority of the

members of the medical profession in this state.

The adjustment attained insures the endorsement

of the profession, it guarantees elevation of the

standard of medical education, and it will un-

questionably increase the number of those who

take the first two years’ work at Bloomington,

as well as at Indianapolis, and will by giving a

complete course in medicine in the latter place

afford oportunity for reference and review labora-

tory work in the junior and senior years, and by

this dual and elective plan give certain assurance

of the success which has been so notably attained

at Cornell and elsewhere.

And now let us have peace and unity of effort.

If anyone still entertains a lingering doubt that

the desired end has really been attained, I am
glad to say that his doubts are unfounded. On
the night of April 4, 1908, at the joint conference

of the official representatives of Indiana Uni-

versity, and Purdue University, and the Indiana

Medical College, when the proposition of Indiana

University was under consideration, I asked Hon.

B. F. Shively, president of the board of trustees

of Indiana University, a question to which he in

his official capacity gave an emphatic affirmative

reply, and to which President Bryan also gave an

affirmative reply. The question asked was simply

this : “Do you interpret the proposition which you

2T 5

present to mean tliat you will not only assent to,

but that you will honestly and earnestly work to

secure legislative approval of a permanent four

years’ course in Indianapolis?” The cordial ac-

ceptance of this plan by the authorities of Indi-

ana University should, and I believe most heart-

ily does, bring peace and tranquility to medical

educational efforts in Indiana. Let us justify

this belief by united and harmonious effort.

BUBAL AYD VILLAGE IIYGIEXE.*

D. W. Bobertson, M.D.

DEPUTY, IXD.

l\Iy title would indicate that there is a differ-

ence between urban and rural districts in this

very important matter of the prevention of dis-

ease. It is true that while both wage warfare

against the same foes, better methods are irsually

observed in the cities. Statistics indicate that

fatal disease is less prevalent in the country, and

this notwithstanding the carelessness observed in

the enforcement of sanitary regulations there.

Often we find no evidences that there are any

regulations applying to rural districts except in

such special cases as an outbreak of smallpox or

other virulent contagion, and it is this lack of

authority that constitutes the greatest defect in

the present system. It now takes a regular pro-

cedure in the courts to suppress a too odoriferous

pigpen situated in a village or unincorporated

town. There is no autocrat there to demand in-

stant cessation of such a nuisance and enforce

the demand.

It is my belief that a little more paternalism

is absolutely necessary if we are ever to accom-

plish much in these country places. This idea

of independence that is bred and trained into

Americans becomes pernicious when it leads men
to object to any health regulation that entails

personal loss. Avarice has fought against and

interposed objections to almost every advance in

sanitary methods.

The health conditions which many large cities

attain by the exercise of constant vigilance are

the natural inheritance of the country. It has

been said by some one that “God made the coun-

try and man made the towm,” and when we com-

pare the country and town from a sanitary stand-

point we feel that we must subscribe to the senti-

ment so tersely expressed. The maintenance of

the health of the people is the crowning function

* Read at the Fourth Councilor District Meeting at

North Vernon, Ind., Oct. 25, 1906, and referred for publica-

tion in The Jodrx.^i..
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of government, bnt vre Americans do not believe

it, for while we have at Washington a depart-

ment of agriculture and one of commerce, sani-

itation is not thought of sufficient importance to

be similarly dignified.

Health is said to be 90 per cent, of capital,

and if you don't believe it get the testimony of

sick people and be convinced that it is true, and

having been convinced do your best to spread the

infection, llobert G. Ingersoll once sneeringly

asked why God didn't make good health con-

tagious instead of disease. The sanitarian makes

answer that He does do so when He gets control

of the boards of health.

If, then, the care of the health is of such great

importance as I have averred, its custodians

should be chosen only on the high ground of fit-

ness. Xo “grafter'’ parading in the stolen uni-

form of a patriot should ever be entrusted with

a duty so sacred as that of conserving the public

health. Questions of life and death demand too

much conscience to stay inside of politics unless

the politics is strictly of the Folk-Hanly brand.

For many years men have been stumbling onto

facts that liave been of the greatest importance

in prophylaxis, but the prevention of disease as

a science is the product of a very recent time.

The revelations of bacteriology alone made such

a science possible. When I was a student of

medicine, not so very long ago, I heard a revered

teacher give voice to the prophesy that the time

would come when physicians would be better paid

for preventing disease than for curing it. The

ideal, dimly perceived by him, is rapidly becom-

ing a reality, and in no other department of med-

icine do such splendid opportunities for honor-

able distinction present themselves.

^ledical students twenty years ago considered

preventive medicine decorative rather than use-

ful, but to-day it is a matter of pride to observe

the achievements that have come along this line.

As the world's most impressive example of this

we have, unfortunately for our pride, to look

away from America. The sanitary corps in the

Japanese army operating in ^lanchuria in the

recent war shamed us by the admirable work it

did. Look at its record and then look at our own
in the Spanish-American war and find cause for

self-gratulation if you can. Organized responsi-

bility resting definitely on some efficient and par-

ticular pair of shoulders was the secret of Jap-

anese success, and the lack of it the explanation

of our failure. Theirs was a demonstration to

the world, second to none ever given, in practi-

cal prophylaxis.

Another conspicuous examjde in preventive

medicine in which our own countrymen played a

worthy part and earned the everlasting gratitude

of the world is the story of Havana, which you

all know so well. For many decades she was one

of the plague spots of the tropics. Death sallied

forth from her ports ravaging our coasts and in-

vading our interior. But brave investigators es-

tablished a definite etiology for yellow fever, and

Havana is to-day, what it never was before in all

its history, a clean and healthful city. To-day

no terror writes itself in pallid and despairing

faces at the bare mention of yellow fever, but the

cases that come in from the Isthmus or other

tropical points are conveyed, securely covered, to

the general hospital and there treated rationally

intelligently and humanely with small fear for

infection. Thanks to the work of faithful and

courageous men, it is no longer a foe in the dark.

This writes itself a wonderful triumph for pre-

ventive medicine, but let us not forget that the

addition of this truth to our art demanded strug-

gles and sacrifice and martyrs, and the martyrs

were there. By their sacrifice they added un-

numbered centuries of happy life to humanity

and demonstrated anew the fact, declared of old,

that he who would be greatest among you must

become the servant of all.

There are other problems, the correct solution

of which means so much to the world. The con-

struction of the Panama Canal is not a problem

for the civil engineer primarily, but for the sani-

tarian. It presents some peculiar questions to

him, and its completion finally will depend upon

the answers he gives. But this is just one of

the larger opportunities that are presenting and

I only mention it to impress you with the im-

portance of the general theme of jJi’ophylaxis.

The prevention of disease largely concerns it-

self with the questions of air, water, food, soil

and personal habits. In the maintenance of

healthy existence, pure air, pure water and pure

food are essentials, but pure air is of first im-

portance because of the necessity of a constant

supply. Country air is generally pure on the

outside of the houses, but on the inside, owing

to faulty construction and bad management, it

is often very noxious. Those abominations

known as door strips are put up, the v.indows

are tightly closed, the doors are shut and locked.

Xow add to this air-tight room an air-tight stove

and. at night, to facilitate the giving of needed

attention to a protesting first-born, add a lighted

lamp, turned low, and you can see one of the

methods by which the grandson of a pioneer, who
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slept -where night overtook him, and lived to get

his second eyesight, slowly but surely suicides.

1 have no doubt that many, if not all, of my
brother physicians resent have -^valked into a

room similar to the one above described, say

about 3 a. m. on a winter night, and if so it

isn't necessary for me to punish language trying

to make it convey a correct idea of how your

olfactories resented the insult. The people who

sleep in such rooms comitlain of a dark-ljrown

taste, headaclies, lassitude, and if they can not

be induced to reform they soon wear pallid faces,

liave hectic flushes, habitual coughs and wasted

l)odies, and a later observation will very likely

disclose a funeral cortege. This isn’t a visitation

of divine wrath; it isn’t a case of disease con-

tagion. It is simply a case of bad air.

Very often I find houses in which there is not

a single room that is adapted to use as a sick

chamber. Doors and tvindows so located that

the room is draughty or else no chance for air.

Transoms are so arranged that cold air comes

into the room in a gale. Such rooms are an

abomination. Often tragedies occur in them, for

which the doctor stands more than an even

chance of receiving the blame. Did time permit

I could relate some j^ainful jsersonal experiences

in proof of it, and I doubt not that many of you

could duplicate my experience.

The trouble with such buildings is faulty archi-

tecture, and it can only be remedied by popular

education on sanitary questions. The proper

place to begin this education is in the construc-

tion of our public buildings, and more especially

in the construction of our schoolhouses, for there

the most important years of life are spent, and

certainly the very best is none too good for these

emljryo citizens.

Tlie orator has learnedly and wordily referred

to the little rod schoolhouse as the palladium of

our liberties. If it is to be a real safeguard to

our liberties we ought to make it promote not

only his mental activities and advancement, but

we ought to see to it that it promotes as well

his physical and moral well-being. We do this

by building it to conform to the most approved

plans. The schoolhouse ouglit to be a model in

sanitary construction, but we know that it is ex-

ceptional to find one that is so. Usually the

pupils are alternately freezing and suffocating;

colds are engendered, throats liecome irritated

and sore. A homeless liacillus of malignant type

flnds a location favorable for its growth, an epi-

demic is inaugurated, and perhaps some deaths

occur, all because the heating and ventilation is

defective.

Speaking of schools, I am reminded that while

schoolrooms should be irreproachable from a san-

itary point of view, the teacher himself should

be in good health. It is really more important

that lie be well than that he should be competent

to teach the principles of music, which I under-

stand is now a requirement. Xo pity for the

only daughter of a dependent mother should be

a factor in securing for her a position as teacher

if her health record is shady.

Especially should we guard against the em-

ployment of tuberculous teachers. I myself at-

tended a school one of whose teachers, a con-

sumptive, taught until within a few weeks of his

death. Such a thing should now be impossilile

anywhere. Think of it, the dust in that recita-

tion room held constantly in suspension, myriads

of bacilli ready to implant themselves on any

favorable location, such as a sore throat or irri-

tated bronchial tubes. Those charged with the

selection of teachers should bear in mind that

phj/sical fitness is primary in importance.

'I'here are efforts being made to have compe-

tent medical supervision and inspection in the

cities, but what shall we do in our country

schools ? Let us have more teaching of the prin-

ci])les upon which health depends. Pope well

said that “the proper study of mankind is man.”

Let teacher and pupil study physical man to-

gether. ^lake the course in hygiene so full that

the teacher will be competent to exercise all the

more common functions of the sanitarian. Make

it one of the specific duties of the teacher to care

for the health of the children entrusted to his

care. • Certainly the surroundings in which a

child is to pass the first years of its life should

be conducive to perfect physical development.

The United States census report on vital sta-

tistics for 1900 shows that typhoid fever is much

more prevalent in the country than in the cities.

This is a severe arraignment, as the facilities for

prevention are much greater in the country dis-

tricts.

There are three important sources of typhoid

infection: (1) Direct transfer from infected

drinking vessels, eating raw fruit in sick room,

and eating cold victuals; (2) through the medi-

ation of the common housefly; (3) infected

water and milk.

It is my belief that the fly is the most common

infecting agent in country places, and preven-

tion- of typhoid depends largely on our ability

to shut him out of our dwellings. Better give

monev to the hardware dealer for wire screen-

ing than to fee the doctor.
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Kverv state board of health should specify the

kind of closets and their proper care. Some one

competent should be designated as health oflieer

in every township, with power to act. Pigpens

should be banished from towns and villages. In

small villages the alley is often used for manure
heaps, demised pet cats, tin cans and cholera-

stricken chickens. Two pig styes often face each

other across the narrow way, the wallows of

which in mid-summer are filled with fetid mud.
The odors M'hich emanate from them on a warm
summer night, when the air is heavy with mois-

ture, are no reminders of Eden. I asked a county

health officer to look at the landscape from which
I drew the above picture. He came eighteen

miles to see it with me, but when I asked him
what I must do about it he said he had no au-

thority to act. This was some years ago and I

hope that ere this his powers have been extended.

M’hat we need is more education along sani-

tary lines, good laws well enforced, and a reali-

zation by the people that j^revention is better

than cure. All these are needed to accelerate the

tardy pace of the much talked-of but long over-

due millenium. It is my belief that a card is-

sued by the state board of health giving explicit

directions for the proper construction of closets

and the care of e.xcreta, distributed through
county and township board to every physician for

general use among the people, would be a very

useful measure. The card might contain other

items on household hygiene.

Speaking of closets reminds me that there

ought to be jmidic conveniences of this kind main-
tained by every incorporated town. A stranger

in Xorth Vernon to-day, if away from a hotel, is

tiependent upon the saloon for such accommo-
dations. It ought not to be left for this parasite,

that is the greatest menace to the physical and
moral health of mankind, to do through motives

of self-interest, the only motives that ever ac-

tuate it, what it is the duty of the municipality

to do for the same reason. Every real sani-

tarian knows that we maintain and protect by

our laws a greater nuisance in these same saloons

than is afforded by foul air, pigpens, infected

wells and adulterated food combined. John
Burns, the great English labor leader, recently

said : ‘^‘Throughout the centuries the drink shop

has been the antechamber to the asylum and the

recruiting station for the hospital.” His testi-

mony agrees with your personal experience and

observation, and with mine, and must, therefore,

be true. And if it is the truth, the drink shop

is a nuisanee and should receive the treatment

of a nuisanee that is to be suppressed.

In conclusion I would say, let us work for a

I)ctter and more effective sanitary law. one that

extends effectively to the village and the country

j)lace. Let us fight for the systematic care of

all human e.xcrcment and our air will be purer,

our water better, typhoid rarer and life sweeter.

LOBAB PXEUMOXIA: ITS PATHOLOGV
AXD TPEAT.AIEXT.

H. T. 1\I0XTG0MERY, M.I).

SOUTH BEXD, IXD.

liobar pneumonia is a very common disease,

and one of much interest and concern to the gen-

eral practitioner. It is a subject that is much
written upon by those who are wise in medicine.

We are carefully advised as to the plan of treat-

ment, and warned against different lines of treat-

ment and against the e.xhibition of various reme-

dies. We are advised never to apply cold to the

chest, as it reduces the vitalitx', nor hot applica-

tions, as they are conducive to suppuration. We
are also advised not to administer aconite, as it

weakens the heart and causes capillary stasis,

and that opium should be withheld because it

locks up the secretions and prevents expectora-

tion. We are urged to carefully close the doors

and windows to keep out the cold, as the difficulty

originated from taking cold.

Then the drug nihilists speak up and tell us '•

that drugs have no effect, that the disease is

microbic and self-limiting, and that treatment is J

of no avail. And after we carefully follow these !

admonitions and various plans of treatment we

get the usual death result, 18 to 25 per cent,

double pneumonias dying and all but a few sin-

gles recovering. |

It is now a generally accepted fact that lobar

pneumonia is due to the toxin elaborated by the

Diplococcus lanceolaGis or the Micrococcus 'pneu-

monia. It enters the lungs by inhalation and

locates itself in the air vesicle, where, if the

vitality has been reduced by exposure to extreme
,

cold, or irritating gases or other substances cal-
,

culated to produce slight congestion or the least

solution of continuity, it becomes active, and of ^

all pathogenic bacteria I think it the most pro-

lific, as the prodromal period is the shortest.

The toxin being an irritant, an inflammatory

process follows. A fibrous or plastic exudate is
;

thrown out and the air vesicle and the bronchiole .

to the extent of aboiit one-fifth of an inch is

completely filled. This constitutes the entire an- ^
atomic pathologic lesion. In itself it constitutes

no loss or destruction of tissue necessary to life.

4
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and if death does not occur from toxemia, lique-

faction and absorption follow, leaving the tissues

in every way normal. The exiidate in a lobar

pneumonia never of itself suppurates, for it is

always plastic.

Inflammatory exudates are always largely the

same, their only difference being in the propor-

tional quantity of the exudate constituency,

which is liquor sanguineous, white and red cor-

puscles, with the cause-producing bacteria. Nor-

mal inflammatory exudates always coagulate and

become plastic. But if the bacteria produce

products which prevent coagulation, then it re-

mains liquid, and we have a suppurative inflam-

mation which destroys tissues and often ends in

abscess.

In croupo\;s pneumonia the exudate always

coagulates, and consequently we have a plastic

inflammation with no destruction of the parts.

Why do patients die of pneumonia? Croupous

pneumonia usually attacks one or two lobes of

the same lung, and while it is confined to this

area there is sufficient remaining aerated lung

tissue to easily sustain life, and the patient al-

ways recovers unless the bacteria are extremely

virulent and there is sufficient toxin elaborated

to paralyze the cells of the life centers and pro-

duce death. We have then death froni toxemia.

But if the disease travels to the opposite lung

and a part of that becomes inflamed and hepa-

tized there is not sufficient healthy lung tissue

remaining to properly aerate the blood and the

patient dies of asphyxia. Hence, we have two

modes or causes of death : first, fronx toxemia,

and, second, from asphyxia. Few cases die of

toxemia. Most cases of single pneumonia re-

cover, most cases of doublp pneumonia die, and

they die from asphyxia before the toxic products

have time to bring about hematic conditions and
cell destruction sufficient to cause death. The
cases that die of toxemia are those cases of single

pneumonia where one or two lobes are involved,

with very decided objective symptoms, as weak,

flabby muscles with consequent heart failure and
distended abdomen, very high temperature and

active delirium. This occurs when the condi-

tions of the system and climatic conditions are

most favorable for the growth and production of

the microscopic vegetation which produces the

peculiar pneumo-toxin. For this reason some

seasons we have epidemics with great fatality,

while other epidemics of the same disease are

noted for their moderation.

If we expect to go further than mere symptom-
atic treatment, which is all that is offered to us
in text-books, we must endeavor to hold the in-

flammatory action in abeyance, jjreventing, if

possible, the involvement of a second lung and

death by asphyxia. We must also endeavor to

disorganize or neutralize the chemical product '

known as the toxin and render it inert. If these

two objects can be accomplished, the death rate

in pneumonia would be nil.

The physiologic processes in inflammation are

the same in all tissues and in all parts of the

body, and must be treated upon the same general

principles. Shut off the blood supply. Cold-

blooded or bloodless animals or bloodless tissues

have no inflammation. They repair injury 1)V

cell proliferation.

Believe the irritation at the nerve periphery or

Jock up the brain centers so that they can not

receive it. It is the irritation transmitted to the

brain that causes the increased blood supply or

congestion. This can be done with opium and

its derivatives. Then partially paralyze the heart

so that it can not respond. This can be done

positively with aconite. You can bring the pulse

]-ate down to normal or belocv and reduce its vol-

ume. Apply moist heat to the thorax to soothe

the nerve filaments and assist in allaying irri-

tation.

You can not prevent the inflammation, from

the fact that at your first visit the patient has

had his initial chill and reaction has set in. The
lung is in a high grade of inflammation and the

blood full of toxin. But you can intelligently

attempt to lower the inflammatory action and

hold it to the tissues then involved. In otlier

words, control the inflammation by allaying irri-

tation, or render the brain centers unable to re-

ceive the impression caused by irritation, and

slow or weaken the heart’s action so that it can

not force an increased amount of blood to the

seat of irritation. Then administer agents, if

there are any, that will chemically combine with

the toxins and render them inert and also agents

that act as germicides destroying the cause-pro-

ducing organism. You will then have specific

medication and something more than sympto-

matic treatment.

In the summer of 1881 I was called to see a

yoitng woman, 19 years old, who was suffering

from general peritonitis originating from some
masked pelvic disorder. The third day the pulse

was 140, temperature ranging from 104i/h to

105, abdomen highly distended and tympanitic,

with active delirium. I concluded that she was

going to die and advised counsel. They dis-

patched a messenger for Dr. Haggerty, of Elk-

hart, 17 miles away. We saw her about 6 o’clock

that evening. The Doctor looked her over and
said there was not much doubt about her dying.
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and that he had nothing to suggest further than

wliat 1 had been doing, but that he would give

lier 5it grains of quinin. as he had often seen that

amount act promptly. I moistened oO grains,

making a tablespoonful of qiiinin dough or

cream, and succeeded in getting the jiatient to

.'wallow it. We returned home, and I saw the

jtatient the next morning and found her tempera-

ture normal, her pulse So and mind clear. Her
tympanitis slowly subsided and she made an nn-

interrnpted recovery. The attendants informed

me that "she sweat profusely all night."

The following winter Mr. C.. of M'akarusa. in

the western part of this county, contracted a

facial erysipelas, involving the eyes and mucous
memltraue of the nostrils, and I believe became

meningeal. II is pulse was ver}' rapid, tempera-

ture lOo. and he became violently delirious, re-

quiring four or five men continuously to restrain

him. and making it very difficult to administer

agents. About 9 o'clock in the evening of the

third day I placed a temporary gag in his mouth
and gave him a large tablespoonful of quinin

dough. I saw him early the next morning and
found his temperature nearly normal, pulse 90.

delirium gone, and sleeping like a child. I gave

him nothing more internally or externally. The
swelling of the face and head rapidly disappeared

and convalescence was established.

^lany times since those years I have prescribed

large doses of quinin with often very positive re-

sults. but I mention in detail the above cases as

being my first experience with large doses of

quinin and the striking results obtained.

In the Journal of the A. d/. A. Dr. W. .7. Gal-

braith of Sonora, dlexico. published an article on

the quinin treatment of lobar pneumonia, in

which he recommends the administration of oO

to G() grains and follows it in two or three hours,

if nec-essary, with doses of 20 to 40 grains. He
also recommended the tincture of chlorid of iron

in 10 to 15 m. doses every four hours, alternating

it with 10 gr. doses of quinin. If the tempera-

ture does not fall, the general symptoms decid-

edly abate within six or eight houi*s. he repeats

the large dose of quinin. "With this line of treat-

ment he has reduced his mortality to 2 per cent.

In the Journal of the A. .1/. A., Xov. IS, 1905,

Dr. C. F. Xeider, Genoa. X. Y.. publishes the

results of three cases treated in the same manner,

and one a double pneumonia, without a fatality.

In the Journal of the A. d/. A., Feb. 10, 1906,

page 410, I>r. Galbraith presents another article

detailing the history of twelve cases treated with

the quinin method by other physicians in the

same locality without fatality.

In the Journal of the A. d/. A., March IT,

1906. page T99. Dr. A. L. Gustetter. acting as-

sistant surgeon V. S. Public Health and Marine-

Hospital Service. Nogales. Ariz.. hospital service,

says: "Pneumonia is a very prevalent disease in

Xogales and vicinity, dly mortality in cases was

formerly nearly sp per cent. Thus far 1 have not

had a death from pneumonia since 1 lieiran the

quinin treatment according to Dr. Gall)raith‘s

method."

In the Journal of the .4. d/. A., July 28. 1906.

page 2T2. Dr. Xeider of Genoa. X. Y.. reports

twelve more cases treated by the quinin method

with one death. The death occurred in a con-

firmed alcoholic Avho was previously sutfering

from pulmonary tuberculosis.

In the Journal of the .1. d/. A., Jan. 12. 190T.

page 131. Dr. dl. A. B. Smith. profe.s.sor of medi-

cine in the Halifax diedical College, reports four

cases treated by the quinin method, one a double

jtneumonia. with no fatality. He believes that

(luinin is as much a specific in pneumonia as anti-

toxin is in diphtheria. In a footnote to this ar-

ticle Dr. Smith refers to a communication from

Dr. Galbraith in which he mentions that he has

treated and had reported to him over 300 cases

of pneumonia treated by the quinin method, with

a mortality of 2 per cent.

dly early experience with large doses of quinin.

and knowing it to he a positive specific in ma-

laria, I was easily led to follow Dr. Galbraith’s

teachings in reference to quinin in pneumonia.

During the last year I have had but two cases of

pure, unmixed cases of lobar pneumonia in which

I could put the quinin treatment to a test. The
cases are as follows :

Case 1.—Patient C. II., aged 3S, had severe

chill July IT, 1906, followed by fever and pain

in left lung. I first saw him July 19. Temper-
ature 102.5. pulse 120, respirations 32, with pro-

fuse bloody sputa, an anxious expression and

dull leaden countenance. Prescribed opium and

aconite and omitted quinin from the fact that I

had no quinin with me and patient lived nine

miles in the country. July 20, 9 a. m.. temper-

ature 102. pulse IIS. respirations 30. with pain

and hepatization developed in lower part of right

lung, saturating clothes with rusty sputum. Gave

him 32 grains of quinin. and 16 more in one

hour, and ordered S grains every four hours, al-

ternating with S minims of tincture chlorid iron.

July 21. 4 p. m., temperature 102. pulse 112. res-

pirations easier and patient feeling more coju-

fortable. Gave 32 grains of quinin and followed

in one hour 1)V 16 more, and continued routine

quinin and iron. Left instructions that he be

given 32 grains of quinin at 9 a. m. the next

morning. July 22. 5 p. m.. temperature 99^5.

i
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j)ulse 80, j)ain gone and sputum rapidly disap-

jjcariiig. (’ontinued quiiiin and iron every four

hours. July 23, 4 p. in., temperature 100, pulse

72, respiration 30. With this slight increase of

temperature and rapid resjiiration I felt war-

ranted in giving him 24 grains of quinin. July

24, 4 p. m., temperature 98.6, pulse 68, respira-

tion 28, patient sitting up fanning himself. The
rapid breathing was due to the remaining hepa-

tization without inflammation. He had no

furtlier inflammatory action, but it required

al)Out a week to complete resolution.

Gentlemen, this was the first case of double

pneumonia, during thirty-two years, that E

treated to a successful termination.

C.VSE 2.—Patient W. L., aged 24, severe chill

the evening of February 2, followed by fever,

cough and pain in right lung during the night.

Saw him February 3 at 12 ni.
;

temperature

103.5, pulse 120, respiration 36, ivith copious

rusty sputum. Gave him 48 grains of quinin,

and ordered 8 grains every four hours, and 12

minims of tincture chlorid of iron alternation.

February 4, 9 a. ni., temperature 103. pulse 114,

respiration 30, no pain, feeling comfortable and
rusty sputa rapidly disappearing. Gave him 48

grains quinin and continued routine. Saw him
at 5 p. m., temperature 101.2, pulse 105, respira-

tion 28, no sputum. Continued routine quinin

and iron. February 5, temperature 99, pulse 76.

respiration 22. Ordered 4 grains quinin everv

four hours and continued the iron. Fel^ruary 7,

found him dressed and about the house, appa-

rently in normal condition. This was five days

from initial chill.

Dr. Bosenbury of our city also had the courage

to try the quinin treatment in four cases, and

kindly gave me an opportunity to see them sev-

eral times during their jn’ogre.ss, and has fur-

nished this history

:

C.VSE 1.—C. C., aged 21; called to see him
March 27, 1906; temperature 103, pulse 120,

res|)i ration 30, severe pain in right chest. iMarch

28, temperature 104, pulse 120, respiration 32,

profuse rusty sputa and increased pain. March
29, 4 p. m., temperature 104.4, pulse 110, respi-

ration 40, continued severe pain. With fear and
trembling, 50 grains of quinin were given and

5 grains every two hours thereafter, also 10 m.
of tincture chlorid every four hours; 11 p. m.,

temperature 102, pulse 104, respiration 30, all

pain gone and patient comfortable; 30 grains

more of quinin were given. March 30, 10 a. m.,

temperature 102.4, pulse 96, respiration 34; at

this time 30 grains of quinin were given; 6

p. m., temperature 103, pulse 96, respiration 32;

12 p. m., temperature 102, pulse 100, respira-

tion 30 ; 30 grains quinin administei’ed. March
31, 10 a. m., temperature 102.8, pulse 110, res-

piration 28; 25 grains quinin given; 5 p. m.,

temperature 102.8, pulse 84, respiration 28; 20

grains quinin were given. April 1, 10 a. m.,

temperature lOl, pulse 88, respiration 24; 6

m., temperature 102, jmlse 88, respiration 30;

25 grains quinin given. April 2, 10 a. m., tem-

perature KHJ.4, pulse 84, respiration 28, large

dose omitted and routine doses continued. April

3, condition normal, temperature 98.5, pulse 80,

respiration 22, resolution not complete.

C.vsE 2.—Male, aged 20; called April 11, 10

a. m.
;

temperature 102, pulse 120, respiration

36, pain in lower part of left lung with rusty

sputa; 48 grains quinin given, and 12 grains

every two hours thereafter, with 10 in. tincture

chlorid of iron every three hours. Saw him
one hour later and gave him 24 grains more; 5

p. ni., temperature 103, pulse 128, respiration

32
;
gave him 36 grains, and 18 grains one hour

later. April 12. 10 a. m., temperature 99.6,

jndse 96, respiration 26 ;
ordered 6 grains quinin

cveiy two hours and iron continued. April 13,

12 a. m.. temperature 99, pulse 78, respiration

22. In this case the treatment began April 11

and terminated April 13.

Case 3.— R. M., male, aged 22, weighing 200

pounds and an alcoholic. The doctor was called

to see him May 12, 1906. Patient had been sick

three days and attended by another physician,

tvho informed the parents that he could not re-

cover. At 2 p. m. on the fourth day his temper-

ature was 103.5, pulse 132, respiration 30, con-

solidation left lower lobe, with severe pain, and
profuse rusty or rather bloody sputa. Marked
helietude and great prostration. Was given 48

gi-ains quinin at 4 p. m., 24 grains two hours

later and 6 grains every two hours thereafter, and

tincture chlorid of iron 15 m. every four hours.

May 13, 9 a. m., temperature 101.4, pulse 120,

respiration 24; 24 grains quinin given. May
14, 11 a. m., temperature 103, pulse 112, respira-

tion 24; 30 grains of quinin given, and at 12

a. m., 15 grains more were given; 10 p. m., pa-

tient delirious, temperature 102, pulse 108, res-

piration 24
;

given 30 grains of the triple bro-

mids every three hours. May 15, 10 a. m., con-

tinued delirious, temperature 100, pulse 112, res-

piration 30 ;
continued routine treatment and

the bromids; delirium passed away and slept

quietly all the afternoon. May 16. 8 a. m., tem-

jierature 98.6, pulse 108, respiration 24 ; rou-

tine quinin and iron continued, bromids omit-

ted. May 17, temperature, pulse and respiration

normal, but resolution not complete. Patient in

three days was attending to his business.

Case 4.—B. C., aged 22. The doctor saw him
first Oct. 23, 1906. Had pain in left chest, short

hacking cough but no expectoration, tempera-

ture 102, pulse 120. On physical examination

for pneumonia no definite findings were found,

but the evening of the same day he began to ex-

pectorate bloody sputum. The next day at 10
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a. m. his temperature was 103, pulse 124 and
respiration 32. Complained of severe boring pain
in chest, cough frequent and discharging bloody
sputum, body covered with perspiration

;
gave

48 grains of quinin and one hour later 24 grains,

and followed with 12 grains every two hours, and
tincture clilorid of iron every four hours; at 5

p. m. his temperature was 101, pulse 110, respi-

ration 28; gave 24 grains of quinin and con-
tinued small doses thereafter. October 25, 10
a. m., patient had a fairly comfortable night,

pain in his side mostly gone; gave 25 grains
quinin and continued routine; 5 p. m.. temper-
ature 99, pulse 98, respiration 24. From this

time on patient was practically normal except
resolution, which required about three days.

Dr. Bosenbury makes this practical observa-

tion, “that quinin undoubtedly acts as a phylaxin,

either micro or toxo, rapidly limiting the inflam-

mation and establishing a normal equilibrium,

but that plastic exudates can not be so rapidly

removed, but leave during the next few days

under non-inflammatory conditions.*’

The first stage in all specific diseases being the

active inflammatory stage, I would immediately
resort to anti-inflammatory measures, which are

:

relieving irritation and limiting or cutting off

the blood supply and following this, or in con-
nection with it, the administration of an anti-

toxin or toxicid. And quinin, at this time, seems
to be the only agent that may possess that qualitv.

Dr. Galbraith’s conclusions are that when the

temperature has reached 105 or over the dose of

quinin should be from 60 to TO grains as an
initial dose, followed in one hour by one-half of

the first quantity. If the temperature ranges
from 103 to 104 then an initial dose of 40 to 50
grains will be sufficient. If a lower temperature
is found in the beginning, then 40 grains, which

is the smallest dose he would advise. He also

administers the tincture of chlorid of iron in

from 10 to 15 minim doses ever}- four hours, al-

ternating it with 10-grain doses of quinin. And
in the event, at any time, of a pronounced rise

of temperature he repeats the initial dose. He
also strongly advises against any compromise in

the way of dividing the doses of quinin during

the active pneumonic stage.

My observations, in the six cases that I have

been able to watch under large doses of quinin,

have been that within a few hours after the initial

dose they become quiet and composed, the rusty

sputa begins to diminish, pain subsides, the pulse

becomes decidedly slower and stronger, the dull

leaden hue of the face disappears, and the vital

depression is decidedly relieved. I do not believe

that quinin acts simplv as a febrifuge, but as a

toxicid by combining cliemically with the toxic

product, fonning a new compound tliat is inert

or non-pathogenic. In all acute specific diseases

bacterial life is short, the virulence and duration

of the disease is almost entirely dependent upon
the action of the toxin produced while the bac-

teria are in evolution. Hence in the rational

treatment of specific diseases to.xicids should be

searched for rather than bactericides.

I believe that Dr. Galbraith, and those who re-

ported cases treated in like manner, were honest

and made honest reports as to the clinical results.

I know of no reason why they should mislead or

juggle with facts. And if these reports were true

it is a wonderful step in advance of the old symp-

tomatic treatment with a death loss that is ap-

palling to mankind. It must be remembered that

most of these cases were reported by men who
were practicing at a very high altitude, where

there could be but little pulmonary obstruction

without asphyxia, owing to the fact that atmos-

phere at a high altitude is poor in oxygen. The

deatli rate from pneumonia at these places is

from 50 to T5 per cent., and yet this result was

lowered to about 2 per cent.

So far as my personal judgment is concerned,

I am fully convinced that cjuinin is a patent,

powerful and valuable remedy in pneumonia, and

that it exerts positive specific action in streptococ-

cus toxemia involving puerpural or erysipelatous

inflammations, consequently I feel warranted in

putting it to a full test in pneumonia. And as

long as you have nothing better than symptom-

atic treatment to offer your patient in defense

of his life, you nor he, have anything to lose in a

careful and conscientious trial of the powers of

large doses of quinin in this deadly disease.

Mliile I am thoroughly satisfied that the body

of this audience will not take kindly to the sug-

gestions in this paper, and will, at least mentally,

subject them to ridicule, if the seed falls upon the

least receptive soil and one mother is saved to her

babies, then my efforts have not been in vain.

During his stay in Xew Yprk Dr. Koch visited the

otBces of the health department and was enthusiastic

in his praise of the antituberculosis work inaugurated

in this city by Dr. H. M. Biggs. He said that Berlin

was about five years behind Xew York in the organiza-

tion of the tuberculosis crusade, and was watching with

interest the progress of the work here. Dr. Koch also

visited the quarantine station and was much interested

in the organization of that service. He was particularly

impressed by the successful campaign which Dr. Doty

has waged against mosquitoes in Staten Island.—Yeic

York Medical Journal.
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HE^^IOLYSIS IX MALIGXAXT DISEASE.

In his oration on surgery at the Chicago meet-

ing Crile opened up a subject of such interest

and import that if his hopes are realized and his

apparently n'ell-founded theory becomes a clin-

ical reality, it is difficult to measure the debt of

humanity to him and to those tvho are working

along similar lines. By means of a compara-

tively simple blood test a diagnosis of malignant

disease has been established where before it could

only be suspected. And in the fight against can-

cer this has been the one Vete noire to our suc-

cess. Eadical operation at an early stage of the

disease gives a reasonably good prognosis as to

cure, but the difficulty lies in making the diag-

nosis before the lesion has diffused itself suf-

ficiently to preclude its complete surgical eradi-

cation. And we know that some forms of malig-

nant disease are prone to early metastasis. Xo-

body flatters himself any longer that he has made

an early diagnosis of 'cancer of the uterus in the

presence of hemorrhage and a stinking discharge

;

cancer of the breast when axillary, subclavicular

or supraclavicular nodules are discernible
;

or

cancer of the stomach when the vomitus reveals

microscopically well-defined cancer fragments.

That there is frequently a pre-cancerous stage

is believed by such men as Boas, Ewald, Houser,

Eosenlreim, Leber, Mayo, Eodman, Moynihan

and others, who recognize in ulcer this pre-exist-

ent form of malignancy. If this be time, then

j

'there is certainly a time in the early history of

1
the malignant process when the lesion is abso-

lutely localized, and it is just at this time that

the disease must be recognized if we are to im-

prove our percentage of cures. So that a relia-

ble working test that would establish a diagnosis

of malignancy at this stage would prove an even

greater boon to humanit}’ than the discover}’ of

Koch’s tuberculin.

The reaction, as given by Crile, is as follows

;

''The blood serum of a cancer patient may hem-

olyze normal corpuscles, but normal blood serum

usuallv does not hemolyze the red corpuscles of

a cancer patient. In some patients—thus far

onlv those with inoperable cancer— there was

reverse hemolysis, i. e., the cancer corpuscles were

hemolyzed by normal serum. In some cases

there Avas no reaction. If this reaction is to be

of diagnostic value then it must occur in cancer

cases only or in diseases not readily confused

with cancer.

“In 125 normal individuals tested there Avas

hemolysis in no instance. Among eighty patients

Avith cancer, 82 per cent, showed hemolysis, while

those Avith benign tumors showed no reaction. In

the cases of tuberculosis those showing hemolysis

showed a much greater autolysis than hemolysis,

thus giving a characteristic reaction. In chronic

suppurations and acute infections no hemolysis

occurred.”

A correct interpretation of the test proved it of

positive value in the folloAving cases: Long-

standing breast myxoma recently enlarged, clin-

ical diagnosis “cancer transformation,” hemoly-

sis negatiA’e, the case proved benign; bone tumor

gradually enlarging for six months, clinical diag-

nosis “sarcoma,” hemolysis negative, osteomye-

litis Avas demonstrated; a like result obtained in

a tumor of the clavicle
;
breast tumor in a woman

of 46, clinical diagnosis “carcinoma,” hemolysis,

negative, the tumor proving to be a small cyst

surrounded by hyperplasia; secondary anemia

Avith indigestion but Avithout other cancer symp-

toms shoAved hemolysis, tAvo months later epigas-

tric tumor presented and fragments of A'omitus

shoAved carcinoma; luetic sigmoidal stricture

under treatment ten years showed hemolysis, at

operation early stage of “cancer transformation”

Avas reA’ealed; uterine fibroid Avithout suspicion

of malignancy shoAved hemolysis, at operation

“sarcomatous transformation” in tumor center

being disclosed. So that althougli Crile does not

believe in its present state of development the

hemolytic test for malignancy to be specific, yet

it has, in his hands, proven valuable as a diagnos-

tic aid and occasionally has furnished the only

evidence of malignancy.

Furthermore, basing their Avork upon that of

Gavlord. CloAves, Beebe and others on cancer im-

munity, Crile and Beebe Avere able, by OA’ertrans-

fusion from an immune animal, to cure trans-

plantable sarcoma in nine out of eleven dogs,

some cachectic and even shoAving metastasis. The

cured animals becoming in turn immune, Avere

similarly employed for other dogs, and though

repeatedly inoculated with sarcoma since, have

remained both aa’cII and immune for OA’er a year.

From this they Avent to the human and attempted
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imnumization in six sareoinatous subjects into

whom normal blood was transfused after removal

of their tumors. Although of round and spindle-

(:clled varieties, and hence of bad prognosis, they

are now, after sixteen mo'nths, apparently free

from the disease and show no hemolysis. It is

liopcd that they may become available in the

future for curing and immunizing others until a

colony of immunes becomes established.

So that all this, though being as yet more or

less in the experimental stage, yet offers us a ray

of hope that we are not at our zenith in the fight

against cancer and that ultimately we may be

as victorious as has heen the crusade against the

great white plague.

EDITORIAL NOTES

The Grant County l\Iedical Society has nearly

$1,350 in the treasury. That is a remarkahle

showing for a county medical society and indi-

cates an exceedingly prosperous condition.

So :urcri sjiacc in this number of The Jouk-

XAL has been required for the rojiorts of the ses-

sions of the Indiana State and the American

Medical Associations that it became necessary to

carry over to the August numher some of the

reports of proceedings of county societies.

We AGAIN' desire to call attention of county

secretaries to the necessity of sending us items of

news, and [larticularly information concerning

deaths and removals. Short obituary notices

concerning deaths of members of county socie-

ties should he forwarded [iromptly. Newspaper

clippings are always appreciated, but due care

should 1)0 observed to mark date of publication

on the clipping.

The .Ioukxal is sent regularly to members of

the Indiana State Medical Association who have

])aid their dues for 1908. There are 200 or 300

doctors who have not paid their dues but think

they are still members of the Association and

consequently entitled to The Joukn'al. It might

be well for county secretaries to remind all de-

linquents that their names will he added to the

list of suspended unless settlement is made at an

early date. 4'he list of members in good stand-

ing will be published in an early number of The
-Tourxal.

'fo ATTEXD an annual session of the .Vmerican

iiledical Association is one of the greatest treats

which a jihysician can have, and if the attendance

at the Chicago session is a criterion, the value of

attendance at the A. iM. A. sessions is hecoming

more and more apju'eciated hy a larger number
of medical men. The American iMcdical Asso-

ciation is to-day the largest and best medical as-

sociation in the world, and the scientilic work

accomplished hy its members ranks as foremost

in practical and scieatilie value. An attendance

at an A. iM. A. session is equivalent to taking a

short postgraduate course, and everv man who
desires to be progressive and in touch with the

advances in medicine should profit hy the ad-

vantages offered.

We hope we shall see no more souvenir pro-

grams like the one issued for the French Lick

session. Aside from the fact that it was super-

ffuous, it received and merited severe criticism on

account of the character of the advertising. Nos-

trum advertising should have no place in any '

jmblication issued in the name of the Association
'

or in the interest of the Association. Mffiat is

true of nostrum advertising is also true of nos-

trum exhihiting, and the House of Delegates

acted wisely in passing a resolution directing

future committees on arrangements to refuse to

permit firms who manufacture, sell or advertise

medicinal preparations not approved by the
^

Council on I^harmacy and Chemisty of the A.

M. A. to exhibit at any of our As.«ociation meet- '

ings.
;

We have recently received some circulars '

(“one cent apiece in stamjis”) sent out by Fran-
;

cis B. Livesay, Sykesville, ^Maryland, in whidi an

impassioned and anarchistic plea is made for the $

abolishment of the public schools because they J

interfere with child labor. He says that honest S

labor for the child and the bread that it brings is t

worth more than an education and starvation. lie \

claims that 50,000 children are dying every year \

as a result of education. President Poosevelt and
^

Senator Beveridge, and everyone else in favor of ,r

child-labor laws, are severely censured, and the jt

American IMedical Association and all doctors rf

come in for severe criticism because advocating L

more education concerning preventable diseases, a
Evidently tbe insane a.sylums of Maryland are f
all full or this crank would not be running loose.

The committee recently appointed by Presi-

dent Bryan of Indiana University to visit vari- -v

ous leading medical schools of the country, after
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a tour of inspection, found medical teacliers gen-

erally throughout the country familiar with the

recent union of medical teaching forces in this

state. They not only commended most heartily

what they designated as the ‘Tndiana move-

ment,” but were enthusiastic in their belief that

what has been achieved in Indiana would be

most helpful in elevating the standard of medi-

cal education elsewhere.

The chaimian of the Council on Medical Edu-

cation of the American Medical Association, in

his official report, referred to the amalgamation

of the medical interests in Indiana as one of the

most hopeful features in the evolution of medical

education which has perhaps occurred in years.

Professor Welch, in speaking of this subject,

congratulated the profession of Indiana that

whereas, with a population of 3,000,000, there is

but one medical school (that assured to be of

first-class order), Maryland, with a lesser popu-

lation has eight medical colleges.

We hope and pray that the next session of the

Indiana State Medical Association will develop a

little more enthnsiasm in the purely scientific

work of the Association. The excessive heat did

much to take attendance from the sections, but

it did not in the least interfere with the politics

of the Association, which seemed to be over-

worked from the beginning to the end of the

session. The program gave promise of all'ording

the members a scientific treat, but with few ex-

ceptions the papers were read to very small au-

diences. In some instances the essayists failed

to put in an appearance, and to cap the climax a

number of ])apers were read by title. This kind

of work should not jmevail at future sessions, and

we hope some ladical action will be taken to })re-

vent its repetition. There should also be no

meetings of the House of Delegates conflicting

with meetings of the sections. The first mooting

of the House of Delegates should be on the day

jjreceding the first day of the session, and all

other meetings of the House of Delegates should

be at hours not conflicting with the meetings of

the sections. Unless some attention is given

these matters our State Association will fail to

live up to its aims and objects.

We desip.e to call special attention to the fnll-

page announcement of the Indiana University

School of Medicine found in the advertising

pages of this numlier of The Jourxal. The
announcement is noteworthy from the fact that

it is the first official bulletin of the one and only

medical school in Indiana resulting from the

consolidation of all the previously existing medi-

cal schools in the state.

The amicable and ec[uitable settlement of the

Indiana Medical College cpestion is a source of

great satisfaction to everyone and we are proud

of the fact that the contending factions in the

medical profession have considered the rpiestion

and come to a settlement of it with the single

purpose in view of having but one medical school

in the state, and that one of exceptional merit

and under the control of the state. The result

is a distinct advance in medical education and at

once puts Indiana in a position to have one of

the best medical colleges in the country. It now
remains for the legislature to deal liljerallv with

the Indiana University when making an appro-

priation for the medical department, and we Im-

lieve that with the influence which a united med-
ical profession and the lay friends of th'e Univer-

sity can bring to bear, the desired result will be

attained.

To OCCUPY a jdace u2:>on the program of one's

state society should be considered an honor second

onh' to a place u]jon the program of the national

society. That such an honor should be so lightly

regarded as for its recipient to fail to attend the

meeting, present his subject and be glad of the

opportunity, unless vital interests prevent, is

both ungrateful and unfair. Xo little time and

pains are spent in arranging the program for the

annual meeting of a society of the magnitude of

that of our state, and it is expected that all who
are favored with a place thereon will gladly re-

hpond. i\Iany a memlier who has the interest of

his society at heart attends at considerable sacri-

fice of time and business interests, and he has a

right to expect that the program will be all that

it originally purports to be, and perhaps even

more. Often-times more is gained from the dis-

cussion of a subject than may have been covered

by the essayist, particularly when the time limit

is short for the reading of pajjers, as it needs

must be. There are, of coiirse, certain extenuat-

ing circumstances, such as death or serious ill-

ness in one’s own immediate family, which fur-

nish a legitimate excuse- for an essayist to absent

himself, but in the absence of such exigencies

there is little excuse for the man who allows his

name to appear upon a state program, or anv

other, for that matter, and fails to fulfill his

obligation to those who have so honored him.

We sincerely trust that it will be a long time

Ijefore we have a repetition of the many defaults

that obtained at the French Lick meeting.
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J'liE registration as ordinarily carried on at

our annual sessions is of little value because it

does not represent a list of members who are in

attendance. Oftentimes the names of doctors

who are not members, and even the names of

exhibitors and other laymen, will be found on

the registration list. This should be changed at

future meetings, and we believe it is time to adopt

.“'Ome such system as that used by the A. M. A. in

registering attendance, whereby only those who

]u-esent membership cards or other credentials are

]iermitted to register. There is no reason why
the secretary of the state association should not

issue a membership card to every member who

has paid his dues for the year, the cards being

very similar to those issued by the A. INI. A., and

such cards would always be a passport at the an-

nual sessions of the state association. Another

good reason for the issuance of membership cards

is that it gives every member something which

definitely shows that he is a member in good

standing and entitled to all the rights and bene-

fits of the association, including a subscription

to The JoLTiXAL. Until the membership card is

issued he is not entitled to the rights and benefits

of the association. We hope that with the begin-

ning of the jtew year on January 1, when the

annual assessment for 1909 becomes due, mem-
berbership cards will be issued to each and every

member, and that such meml)<:'rship cards or

other ecpially definite means of identification as

a member will be a requirement for registration

at Terre Haute.

IVe have received some letters written by some

(if the Indiana life insurance companies to medi-

cal men concerning the $3 examination fee, which

\vould prove interesting reading if published.

These letters indicate that it is not a question of

what the services are worth but what the doctors

will accept for the work which influences life in-

surance companies. One company even has the

brazen effrontery to say that a doctoi can afford

to drive five or six miles and make a life insur-

ance examination for $3 because the $3 life in-

surance examinations made in his office overbal-

ance the lack of sufficient fees for the five or six

mile drive; and they j)ut up the further argu-

ment that doctors frequently ]uake drives of five

or six miles to see patients and are never paid

for the service and life insurance companies are

always good pay. This certainly is the limit, but

it is no more than can be expected from organi-

zations that have as their ultimate aim to get all

they can and give as little as they can.

We believe that it is high time for the medical

profession of Indiana to take hold of this matter

in a fearless and vigorous manner. Two or three

counties of the state have already taken a posi-

tive stand, as evidenced by the communication

from Benton County published in this issue of

The Jouhxal. If more counties will take a sim-

ilar stand it will not be long before the insurance

companies paying but $3 for examinations will

have hard picking in Indiana, and they deserve

the fate. Incidentally we believe the medical

directors of insurance companies are deserving of

severe criticism for their fight against the medi-

cal profession in efforts to secure adequate com-

pensation for professional services rendered.

CORRESPONDENCE

THE THBEE-DOLLAB FEE FOB LIFE
IXSUEAXCE EXAMIXATIONS.

Oxford, Ixd., June 29, 1908.

Editor The Journal:—The physicians of Ben-

ton County have decided to charge all old-line life

insurance companies $5 for each examination.

Most of the companies have accepted the propo-

sition without a word and are paying the price,

while others are making a fight. One company

has run examiners in from another count}', but

when the applicant asks that his family physi-

cian be permitted to make the examination no

objection is made to the $5 fee demanded. We
have not a man in our country who will make an

examination for less than $5, and we are sorry to

think we have l)rethren in the cities who are so

cheap and who do not think enough of their pro-

fession and ability to demand a proper fee for

their work, but are willing to accept anything a

company may offer.

The companies will tell you that you are well

paid for your work and that you do not assume

any responsibility, but let them have a loss or

two from oversight or ignorance on the part of

the examiner and you will see how soon they will

find another examiner. They say they can not

afford to pay more than $3 for a life insurance

examination. Have you hoard of an insurance

company breaking up lately unless to beat some

one? Have you heard of any officers of life in-

surance companies working for small salaries?

Has any effort been made to cut down the large

salaries jiaid to officers and large commissions

paid to agents so that the policy holder could get

his insurance cheaper? We do know that life
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insurance is one of the gi’eatest money-making

schemes in existence, and, to my knowledge, the

companies have not reduced the premium in

order to help the insured. But this is nothing to

us one way or another, except that we know they

are able to pay the fee. IVe know that an honest

and capable physician is a necessity to any insur-

ance company, and we know that his services are

worth $5 for every examination he makes. If you

seek the services of any good lawyer for an opin-

ion in a case where anything from $500 to $1,000

is involved he will charge you not less than $5

to $10. In a life insurance examination any-

thing from $1,000 to $10,000 or more is involved,

and a fee of $5 for passing an intelligent opinion

upon the risk, based upon careful examination, is

reasonable indeed.

The insurance companies will pay a $5 fee if

all medical men refuse to make examinations for

less. We ought to put a price on our labor and

not allow any one to dictate to us what we can

charge. Let us discuss this question in our county

and state societies and in our journals. Our pro-

fession should not be lowered to the level of a

trade, and our services should not be bought like

the services of a common laborer. Our weak-

kneed brethren should have the courage to say

"no'’ when offered $3 to make an examination for

.some agent who is getting 65 per cent, of the

premium. It is only a matter of time until all

of the insurance companies will jjay the full $5

fee, as they have done before. Then the fellows

Avho were cheap will be dropped. The insurance

companies will have no more use for cheap ex-

aminers and the man who has held out for a full

fee will get the work. This is not a conspiracy

to extort an unreasonable price for services or

an effort to intimidate any one, but an effort to

secure reasonable and just remuneration for

work that is wortli all that is asked for it. The
man who thinks tliat his time and ability are not

worth more than $3 should not receive more than

83. and it is a safe proposition that he is giving

services actually worth even less.

llespectfully, E. E. Lee.

PERSONALS

Dr. G. G. Eckart has assumed the practice of

Dr. A. M. Loyd of Marion, who is locating in the

West.

2sr

Dr. C. a. Warwick has given up his practice

at Marion and has gone to his former home in

Keokuk, Iowa.

Dr. Ed Cruse, house surgeon of the Lutlieran

Hospital, Fort Wayne, is in Europe doing post-

graduate work.

Dr. C. J. Eothschild, Ft. Wayne, leaves the

latter part of this month for Europe, where he

will do postgraduate work for several iveeks.

Dr. AXD Mrs. Wvi. F. Shumaker, of Butler,

are making an extended trip to the Pacific Coast.

The}' expect to be away two or three months.

Dr. Geo. D. KLvhlo, president of the Indiana

State ^ledical Association, served as official phy-

sician for the Democratic convention at Denver.

Dr. G. L. Greexawalt, Ft. Wayne, has re-

turned from an extended vacation trip which

included a visit in Chicago, where he did post-

graduate work.

Dr. Geo. T. McCoy of Columbus, ex-president

of the Indiana State Medical Association, lost

his eldest daughter, Mrs. Gertrude ^McCoy

d’homas. by death the last week in June.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

The members of the faculty of the late Purdue

School of ^ledicine presented to President Stone

of the university a beautiful gold watch and an

engraved testimonial of regard signed liy all the

members of the faculty, as an evidence of their

appreciation for his efforts in bringing about a

satisfactory solution of the medical college ques-

tion in Indiana.

The Chicago and Suburban Health League

held an important meeting at Indiana Harbor

March 2. The question discussed was ‘'What Is

to Be Done to Prevent the Spread of Typhoid

Fever in the Cities Bordering on Lake ^lichi-

gan. Especially Those of the Calumet Eegion?"’

Tlie idea of the league is that each physician in

the cities of the Calumet region who has found a

case of contagious disease should be prompt to

report the same to the secretaries of the health

l)oards.
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'I'liE city of Logims[)ort has passed an or-

dinance regnlaling the selling and the ]>ractice of

medicine by itinerant physicians and other per-

sons. The ordinance is as follows:

Section 1.—Be it ordained, by the Common
Council of the city of J.ogans])ort, Ind.'that be-

fore any itinerant physician or other traveling

person is authorized to 2
)ractice or offers to }>rac-

tice as a physician or sell or olfer to sell any

medicine or other drugs or remedies used in cur-

ing and healing diseases or recommended for

such use, within the limits of the city of Logans-

port. Ind., such itinerant physician or other trav-

eling person shall make application to the city

controller for a license granting such privilege,

which application shall specify the number of

(lavs sucli itinerant physician or other traveling

]>erson intends to practice or offer to practice or

sell or otter to sell such medicine, drugs or reme-

dies therein and shall ]tay to the city treasurer

ffftv ($50.00) dollars for each day said itinerant

physician or other traveling person intends to

practice or offer to practice or sell or offer to sell

such medicine, drugs or remedies. The city con-

troller u])on presentation of a receipt for such

])ayment shall issue a license for the number of

days such recei])t was issued.

Sec. 2.—Any person or persons, firm or cor-

])()i’ation, or any ]icrson or ])ersons acting as

agent to any firm or corporafion, or ])erson. or

persons, violating any of. the provisions of this

ordinance shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined

in any sum not less than fifty ($50.00) dollars

or more than one hundred ($100.00) dollars for

the first violation and not less than fifty ($50.00)

dollars or more than three hundred ($300.00)

dollars for each sidjsecjuent violation.

Sec. 3.—Xothing in this ordinance shall bo

construed to apply to traveling salesmen in the

sale of medicine, drugs or remedies to hona fide

druggists or physicians.

Sec. 4.—This ordinance shall l)Ccome in full

force and effect on and after its passage and legal

publication thereof.

Presented to the mayor for signature dune 1.

1908.

,\.])proved this 1st day of June. 1908.

C. F. ITavoioxthee. City Clerk.

(Ieo. P. DIcKee, Mayor.

C. F. TlAvrvrnxTKEE, City Clerk.

It is reported that J. Lor Wallaeh. who claims he

can cure leprosy, has been permitted by the Honolulu

Hoard of Health to treat the lepers of the Alolokai

settlement.—St. Lovis Medical Review.

After a long eontest the Alaryland State Senate, on

Alarch 19, passed a hill preventing Christian Scientists

or faith healers from juacticing in Alaryland without

the di])loma of regular physicians. The bill has already

passed the house.— 77(c .Uedical Fortnightly.

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

Indiana State Medical Association.

French Lick Session.

(First General Meeting.)

The lifty-ninth annual session of the Indiana State

Aledical Association was held at French Lick, Indiana,

•June 18 and 19, 1908. d'he first general meeting
uas called to order by the ])resident, I). ('. I’eyton, of

dellersonville, at 10 o’clock a. m.. June 18, and Hon.
Thomas Taggart made a few felicitous remarks wel-

toming the doctors to French I,iek. At the conclusion

of his remarks, on motion, he was made an honorary

iiu niber of the society. Dr. Kahlo, of the locai ar-

rangements committee, made an announcenient con-

cerning entertainments and the meeting then divided

into the medical and surgical sections and took up the

scientific part of the program.

(Second General Meeting.)

The second general meeting was held early Friday

morning. Dr. J. Al. Anders, Philadeljdiia, the honored

guest of the. Association, delivered an address on "In-

lestinal Autointoxication,” after which the two sec-

tions took uj) the regular order of work.

SURGICAL SECTION.

(Morning Meeting, First Day.)

The Surgneal Section was called to order by Dr. D.

Peyton, President of the Association. The ])a])ers

read and discussed at this meeting were; "Strangu-

lated Hernia, the Importance of Its Early Pecognition

and of Its Kadical Treatment,” by T. P. Eastman,

Indianapolis; “Tlic Diagnosis and Treatment of Fluctu-

ating Tumors of the Female Pelvis,” by (J. II. Grant,

Richmond; "The Puerperal Perineum, Its Protection

and Repair.” by AI. I. Rosenthal, Fort Wayne; and

"The Technic of Harelip and Cleft Palate Operations,”

hy J. R. Eastman, Indianapolis.

(Afternoon Meeting, First Day.)

At the iifternoon meeting of the Surgical Section

the following ])apers were read and discussed:

"Scoliosis,” by David Ross, Indianaj)olis ; symposium
on obstruction of the howels, (o) “Obstruction of the

Rowels,” E. I). Clark. Indiana])olis
; ih) "Obstruction

of the Rowels from Traumatism,” J. H. Ford, Indian-

apolis; "(ionorrheal Ophthalmia,” by W. X. Sharp. In-

dianapolis: and "Dermoid Cysts,” by H. G. Xierman,

Fort H'ayne.

(Morning Meeting, Second Day.)

At this meeting of the Surgical Section the follow-

ing ])apers were read and discussed: "Raynaud's Dis-

ease,'’ by John Kolmer, Indianapolis; In the sym])0 -

sium on ob.stetrics the following papers were read;

"X'ormal Labor,” by Jane Ketcham. Indianao]dis;

"Toxemias of Pregnancy,” by L. Rurckhardt. Indian-

apolis; "Puerperal Infection,'’ by G. R. Jackson, In-

dianapolis; and Dr. Hugh Cowing. Alimcie, gave a "Re-

port of (100 Ca.ses of Labor in Private Practice.”

MEDICAL SECTION.

(Morning Meeting, First Day.)

The Aledical Section was called to order by \\ . H.

Stemm, of Xorth A’ernon, First Vice President of the

Association. The pai)crs read and discussed at this
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meeting were: “A Few Important Points in Kegard

to Xervons and Mental Diseases,” by Charles F. Xen,

Indianapolis; Symposium on the heart, (a) “Myocar-

ditis from a Purely Pathological Standpoint,” R. H.

Ritter, Indianapolis; (6) ‘Alyoeardial Failure from

Otlier Causes Than Valve Lesions,” A. C. Kimberlin,

Indianaj)olis; (c) “The Relationship of Heart and Kid-

ney Affections,” Robert Hessler, I»gansport
;
sympo

siutn on diabetes, (a) “Diagnosis and Treatment with

Report of a Case,” L. L. Mobley, Summitville
;

(h)

“The Treatment of Diabetes and Glj’cosuria,” G. D.

Kahio, French Lick.

(Afternoon Meeting, First Day.)

At the afternoon meeting of the ^Medical Section,

first day, the following papers were read and dis-

cussed: Symposium on public hygiene, (a) “Disposal

of Sewerage in Small Towns,” G. B. Lake, Wolcott-

ville; (b) “Epidemiology of Typhoid Fever,” H. O.

Bruggeman. Fort Wayne; (c) “Report of Committee

on State Medicine,” ,1. X. Ilurty. Indianapolis. Syni-

posiiim on tuberculosis, (a) “Tuberculin Tlierapy,"

W. T. S. Dodds, Indianapolis; ih) “The Early Clin-

ical Diagnosis of Pulmonary Tuberculosis,” T. Victor

Keene, Indianapolis; (c) “Report of Committee on

Tuberculosis,” J. A. Little, Logansport.

(Morning Meeting, Second Day.)

At this meeting of the (Medical Section the following

papers were read and discussed: Symposium on

pharmacologv’, (a) “Relation of Physicians and Drug-
gists,” S. E. Earp and J. R. Francis, Indianapolis;

(b) “A Plea for the Use of Pharmacopeal and Xa-
tional Formulary^ Preparations,” Frank II. Carter, In-

dianapolis: .symposium on inebriety, (a) “A Plea for

State Control and Treatment of Dipsomania. Inebriety

and Drug Addictions,” A. L. Wilson, Indianapolis;

(b) “Report of Committee on Inebriety,” II. J. Hall,

Franklin; “Atypical Pneumonia,” Charles R. Sowder,

Indianapolis.

(Afternoon Meeting, Second Day.)

On account of the heat and the fact that many mem-
bers had gone home, a number of paj)ers were read by
title. The medical and surgical sections joined. The
following papers were read, completing the program:
“Ocular Manifestations in General Disease,” by W. F.

Hughes, Indianapolis; “Some Considerations of Intra-

sigmoid Diseases,” by G. W. Coombs, Indianapolis;

“Etiology of Rheumatism and Chorea.” by tV. D. Hos-

kins, Indianapolis; “Report of Committee on Preven-

tion of Venereal Diseases,” by Goethe Link. Indianapo-

lis; “Anesthetics Considered as a Specialty,” by C.

X. Combs, Terre Haute.

The President-elect. Dr. G. D. Kahio, of French Lick,

was introduced by Chairman Peyton and made a few

remarks, thanking the Association for the honor.

Adjourned to meet at Terre Haute in the Autumn
of 1909.

THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES.

(First Meeting.)

The first meeting of the House of Delegates was
called to order at 2 o’clock p. m. by President D. C.

Peyton, Thursday, June. 18. Dr. F. C. Heath. Secre-

tary, read his report, which, on motion, was referred

to the auditing committee. The report of the treas-

urer, Albert E. Bulson, Jr., of Fort Wayne, was also

read and referred to the auditing committee. Dr.

Bulson also made the report of the Council, including

a brief statement as to the establishment of The
JOURXAE OF THE IXDIAYA STATE (MeDICAE ASSOCIATION
and its expense.

The Council recommended changes in the by-laws of

the Association, which were required to lay over one

da.v before being acted upon by the House of Delegates,

and also some other recommendations, as follows:

First, that Sections 13 and 14, Chapter ix of the by-

laws be amended to read as follows:

“Section 1.3. The fiscal year for the Association

shall be from .lanuary 1 to December .31. and all as-

sessments sball be for the fiscal year and payable in

advance. The Secretaiy of each component society

shall forward the assessment for his society, together

with the roster of officers and members and list of

non-affiliated j)hysicians of the county to the Secretary

of this .Vssociation on .January 1 of each year, and he

shall promptly report thereafter the names of any new
members elected to membership in his society, and
promptly forward to the Secretary of this Association

the assessment for such new members. The assessment

shall be tbe same for all members and entitle the

members to all the benefits, including the pid)lications

of this Association, from the time of paying the as-

sessment to the close of the fiscal year only.

“Section 14. Any county society which fails to pay
its assessment or make the report reqiiired bv Feb-
ruary 1 of each year shall be held suspended, and none
of its members or delegates shall be permitted to re-

ceive any of the publications of the Association or

j)articipate in any of the business or proceedings of

the Association or of the House of Delegates until

such rc(|uirements haye been met.”

.‘second, that Section 11, Chapter ix, of the by-laws
be amended to read as follows:

“.\t some meeting in adyanee of the annu-il ses-sion

of this Association each county society shall elect a

delegate or delegates to represent it in the House of

Delegates of this Association, and the secretary of the

societ.y shall send a list of such delegates to the Sec-

retary of this Association at least 30 days before the

annual session.”

Third, that Section 5. Chapter vii, of the by-laws be

amended to read as follows:

"The Council, as the Finance Committee of the Asso-
ciation. shall haye authority to appropriate money for

and provide for and superintend all publications of

the Association, and shall have authority to a]q)oint

an editor and such assistants as it rteenis necessary,

and fix the amount of their salaries. All money re-

ceived by the Council and its agents resulting from the

discharge of duties assigned to them must be jiaid to

the Treasurer of the Association. The Council shall

annually audit the accounts of the Treasurer and
Secretary and other agents of this Association, and
jnesent a statement of the same in its annual report

to the House of Delegates, which report shall also

s])ocify the character and cost of all the publications

of the Association during the j-ear and the amo\int of

other property belonging to the Association, under its

control, with such suggestions as it may deem neces-

sary. In the event of a vacancy in the office of the

Secretary or Treasurer the Council shall fill the

vacancy until the next annual election.”

Fourth, that “the reports of standing committees

of this Association be jirinted in the number of The
.lorRX.u, issued immediately before the annual ses-

sion at which such reports are intended for jiresen-
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iation, and that in view of this piit)lication the reports

be not read before the House of Delegates but be dis-

cussed and disposed of without reading.”

Fifth, that “the ne.xt annual meeting of the Indiana
State ]\[edical Association shall he held in the Fall,

preferably the last week of September or the first

week in October, the exact dates to be determined b.v

the officers and the Committee on Arrangements.”

The report of the Committee oir Public Polic,v and
Legislation was called. The report was to be read in

the medical section and discussed. Chairman Hurty
stated that the committee had two recommendations
to make, and in that connection Dr. Edwin Walker,
of Evansville, ofTered the following resolution:

WiiERE.vs, It is necessary that the General Assembl.v

of 1909 shall make an appropriation to construct and
conduct the Hospital for Treatment of Tuberculosis,

which was created by the General Assembl.v of 1907,

the site for the same being purchased, therefore, be it

Resolved. That the Indiana State Medical Associa-

tion heartily favors such an appropriation, and that

the organization as such and its members as citizens

and tax])a.vers urges that the said appropriation, being

for a true and great economy, be very liberal. And be

it further

Resolved, Tliat the President of this Association

shall appoint a special committee of ten. to be called

“The Indiana State ISIedical Association Committee on

Aj)propriation for the Hospital for Treatment of Tuber-

cxilosis,” and it shall be the duty of said committee
to advocate before the next General Assembly, in the

name of the Association, that a liberal appropriation

be made for the construction and support of the said

hospital.

On motion the resolution was adoj)ted. In the same
connection Dr. T. B. Noble introduced the following

resolution concerning the Committee of 100 of the

American Health League, and moved its adoption:

Whereas, The Committee of One Hundred, and its

auxiliary society. The American Health League, are

organized for the purpose of advancing the public

health interests and the establishing of a National

Bureau of Public Health, and,

Whereas, The said organizations are of the highest

character and have in their membership many of the

most prominent philanthropists, statesmen and physi-

cians of our land, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Indiana State ’^Medical Associa-

tion indorses the above named organizations and the

objects for which they are organized, and heartily

recommends them to the people.

Carried and adopted.

The Committee on Tuberculosis and the Committee
on Prevention of Venereal Diseases had no recommen-
dations, and the reports were placed in the program
to bo read Friday in the medical section.

Dr. Sharp, of Jeffersonville, Chairman, read the re-

port of the Committee on ^Medical Education and

offered the following resolution relative to the com-

bination of the medical schools and the affiliation with

Indiana University:

WheRE.vs, The authorities of Purdue University, and

Indiaiuv Universit.v, have mutually agreed, in the

interest of all concerned, and in the higher interest

of medical education, to combine the former medical
schools of this State under the control of Indiana
University, and

Where.\.s, The mutual agreement referred to is fully

set forth in the following ])uhlished statement, viz.:

“The efforts of Indiana University and of Purdue
Universit.v to j)romote medical education in this State

throvigh cooperation with the members of the profes-

sion and with existing proprietary medical schools

have been undertaken in good faith and with the one

aim of establishing this important branch of profe.s-

sional training upon a sound educational basis. In-

diana Universit.v has sought for many years to estab-

lish and develop such a (lej)artment, in which efforts

it has encountered many obstacles, but has made con-

tinued progress. Purdue University entered this field

only when convinced that a service could be rendered

to the profession and to the State by the tender of its

offices in consolidating existing courses and aiding in

the evolution of a single, strong medical school at

Indianapolis under the auspices of the State and with

the cooperation of other educational interests, a task

which was undertaken onl.v after it seemed that other

efl'orts in this direction had failed.

“Out of these efforts by the two institutions had
grown an unfortunate controver.sy which operated to

confuse the situation, and becloud, in the minds of the

public, the true relations of the universities. In the

belief that the present conditions are delaj’ing the

educational progress and interfering with the highest

functions of the two universities the logical conclusion

follows that the two medical schools now in operation

in Indianapolis under the direction of the two univer-

sities should be united in one school, and that this

should be under the exclusive control of one or the

other of these universities.

“Since Purdue University has at no time regarded

a department of medicine as an essential part of its

program, and, on the other hand, Indiana University

believes that it has been especiallj’ charged with the

responsibility for such instruction, the latter institu-

tion has been selected to proceed in the matter, and

the trustees of the two universities have this da.v

mutually agreed to the following conditions to whicii

the faculties of their respective medical schools assent,

namely

:

“To a union of the two medical schools under the

direction of Indiana University.

“To a selection of the faculty of the new school with

due regard to the members of the present faculties.

“And to the maintenance of a complete medical

course in Indianapolis as well as the two-year course

in medicine at Bloomington.

“Only in this way does it seem feasible to accom-

plish the ultimate purpose of developing for the State

a sound system of medical education, which has been

the aim of both parties in their efforts in the field,

as well as to promote the harmonious and friendly

relations so essential to the proper discharge of the

functions of both universities.

“It is hoped, therefore, that the citizens of the state,

whether remotely or intimately interested in this ques-

tion, will accept the above decision as evidence of the

disinterested motives of these institutions, and their

desire to serve the State with undiminished energies.

“W. L. Bryax,
“President Indiana University.

“W. E. Stone,'

“President Purdue Universit.v.

“Indianapolis, April 4, 1908.”
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Therefore, Resolved, That the Indiana State Medical

Association fully and cordially indorses this movement
and believes if is the wisest possible solution of the

question of medical education in Indiana, and will best

tend to secure the best results. Also,

Resolved, That we congratulate the authorities of

the two universities, and the medical schools referred

to, and pledge our efforts to secure the enactment of

proper legislation to carry out the basis of union

agreed upon which provides for “The maintenance of

a complete medical course in Indianapolis as well as

a two-year course in medicine at Bloomington."’

'me resolution was adopted by a rising vote and the

members seemed to regard the settlement of this mat-

ter with great satisfaction.

The report on Necrology was not read but will be

published in The Journal.

The Committee on Inebriety, Dr. H. J. Hall, Frank-

lin, Chairman, offered the following resolution concern-

ing preliminary' steps for the establis -ment of an hos-

pital for inebriates and moved its adoption

:

Resolved, By the Indiana State Medical Association

that preliminary steps be taken for the establishment

of a hospital for inebriates at the next meeting of the

State Legislature.

The resolution was adopted. Tlie report of the com-

mittee will be published in The Journal along with

the other reports.

Dr. F. C. Heath, of Indianapolis, introduced the fol-

lowing resolution concerning the rejjeal of the present

optometry law, which, on motion, was adopted;

Resolved, That the Indiana State ^Medical Associa-

tion unqualifiedly favors the repeal of the present

optometry law, on the ground that the relief of eye-

strain is the practice of medicine, and no standard of

fitness for such work should be established unless it

include complete knowledge of the anatomy, physiology

and the diseases of the eye, and the effect of diseases

of the general system thereon.

Dr. Varble, of Jeffersonville, introduced the follow-

ing resolution, which, on motion, was adopted:

Whereas, certain newspapers, periodicals and mag-

azines like the Indianapolis Evening Xeics, The Ladies

Home Journal and Collier's Weekly, have, in the recent

past, and are now, most honorably defending and edu-

cating the public against fraudulent swindlers, pre-

tenders and robbers who have been and are now seek-

ing to defrauQ, swindle and rob the credulous sick and

afflicted by misrepresentation and falsehood through

the columns of the press, therefore, be it

Resolved, That we recommend that all honorable

physicians everywhere give undivided and faithful

support and encouragement in every possible way to

the publications above mentioned, and to all others of

like character. We view with surprise and shame the

dishonorable mercenary spirit of any newspaper or

periodical of any kind that will stoop so low, and so

far forget all the attributes of honor and decency as

to sell its columns, give its support, or in any way
join any conspiracy with imposters and swindlers to

impose upon, deceive and swindle the credulous af-

flicted, who, in many instances, by reason of long-con-

tinued, hopeless affliction, are already impoverished.

Dr. Albert E. Bulson, Jr., Fort Wayne, introduced

the following resolution, which, on motion, was
adopted

:

Resolved, That the Committee on Arrangements here-

after do not accept as exhibitors at any sessions of

the Indiana State Medical Association any firms that

are selling to physicians, or exhibiting to physicians,

j)roprietary preparations not approved by the Council

on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the -American Medical

Association.

Adjourned.

THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES.
Second Meeting.

The second meeting of the House of Delegates was
held Friday afternoon. The roll call showed 05 officers,

councilors, and delegates present.

The election of officers resulted as follows:

President, George D. Kahlo, French Lick; First Vice

Presiuent, E. D. Lreeman, Osgood; Second Vice Presi-

dent, Charles H. ^IcCully, Logansport
;

Third Vice

President, Charles Cnittick, Frankfort; Secretary, F.

C. Heath, Indianapolis; Treasurer, Albert E. Bulson,

Jr., Fort Wayne.
Dr. B. O. C. Bowell, Laporte, was elected councilor

of the Tenth district, for three years, to succeed E. G.

Blinks, of Michigan City, and Drs. W. R. Davidson,

Evansville, First district; W. H. Stemm, North Ver-

non, Fourth district; W. N. Wishard, Indianapolis,

Seventh district; C. A. Daugherty, South Bend, Thir-

teenth district, were re-elected councilors, each to

serve three years.

Delegates to the American Medical Association, for

two years, W. N. Wishard, Indianapolis, and Edwin
Walker, Evansville; for one year, G. W. Thompson,
Winamae, and H. C. Sharp, Jeffersonville; alternates,

J. T. Dickes, Portland, and G. H. Grant, Richmond.

Terre Haute was selected as the place for the next

session, and it was voted to have a two days’ session.

A motion was made and carried that the delegates at

the Terre Haute session be provided with a distin-

guishing badge.

The amendments to the by-laws and other recom-

mendations presented by the Council at the preceding

meeting, were taken from the table and passed unani-

mously.

A resolution pledging the Association in an effort

to totally banish saloons was laid on the table, it being
the general consensus of opinion of the delegates that

the Association ought not mix in politics.

The following resolution was unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That the Indiana State Medical Associa-

tion, in annual session June 18 and 19, 1908, most
cordially indorses the International Congress on Tuber-

culosis to be held at Washington, D. C., September 21

to October 12, and that the President be empowered
and directed to appoint ten delegates to represent the

Association at such Congress.

The Association also unanimously passed the fol-

lowing resolution

:

Wereas, Dr. Charles A. L. Reed, of Cincinnati, has

been urged to become a candidate for the United States

Senate from Ohio, and.

Whereas, The States of Missouri and Kansas, and
the American Medical Association have unanimously
adopted resolutions urging and approving Dr. Reed's

candidacy, therefore be it

Resolved, That the Indiana State Medical Associa-

tion, in annual session this June 19, 1908, at French
Lick Springs, heartily indorse his candidacy and rec-

ommend that every honorable means be employed to

procure his election.
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The thanks of tlie Association were voted to Dr. J.

M. Anders, of ]’liiladelj)liia, the guest of tlie Associa-
tion, for his adniirahle scientitic address, tlie officers

and coininittecs of the Association, the French Lick
Hotel Coni])any, and tlie Orange County ^fedical

Society for their services in making the French Lick
meeting an umiiialitied success.

Adjourned.

THE COUNCIL.

Mr. President and Members of the House of Delegates:

There have been two meetings of tlie Council since

the last session of the Association, the proceedings of

both meetings having been published in The Jourx.vl.

At the first meeting the organization work was dis-

cussed and favorable action taken upon the proposition

to establish a journal for the Association. Arrange-
ments were also made for two or more lectures to the

jnihlic in each councilor district by Dr. J. X. ^IcCor-

niick. the A. !M. A. medical organizer. At the sec-

ond meeting favorable action was taken on the propo-

sition to employ A. ^I. A. canvassers to secure new
members for the county medical societies. As a result

of this action about one-third of the State has been

worked by the canvassers, resulting in the securing of

1")0 ap]dications for membershij) in county societies.

The remaining jiortion of the State wilt be worked by
the canvassers during the next few months, and it is

thought that fully 3.50 more ajiplications for member-
ship will be secured, thus adding 500 to the member-
ship of the State Association. The work has been car-

ried on under the immediate direction of the Council,

and The .Journal has been of material assistance in

securing such satisfactory results. From •200 to 400
sample cojiies of The .Journal have been sent out
every month to eligible doctors, each accompanied by
a, letter soliciting application for membershiji in the
local medical society. The councilors have also ren-

dered valuable service in efforts to increase interest in

medical organization.

The .Tourx.vl has finished the first half year of its

existence and seemingly has met with the approval of

a majority of the members of the Association. At the
start a large part of the expense of publication had to
be guaranteed by the editor, as the Association had not
sufficient funds to meet the expense, but at the present
time the assured income for the year is not only suffi-

cient to publish a journal of 48 jiages every month-, as
originally intended, but to warrant the addition of more
reading pages and a greater liberality in the way of

illustrations. Tlie cost of publishing The Journal in

its present form and size for one year will be ap-

jiioximately $5,000, not counting any salary for the
editors. Of this amount about $1,800 is received from
the Association in subscriptions aiui the balance must
be secured from advertising. Remuneration for the
editors’ services is to be paid from any surplus at the

close of the year.

The eaitorial policy of The Journal has been to

work for the upbuilding of the medical profession of

the State, and to advocate and uphold principles which
represent the best interests of the profession. The ad-

vertising policy has been to aecejit no objectionable ad-

vertising, and in carrying this policy out it has been
necessary to refuse over $3,000 worth of advertising
contracts, such as are regularly accepted by many
other journals.

The Council recommends several amendments to the

by-laws for the purpose of facilitating the purelv busi-

ness management of the Association. These amend-
ments include the fixing of a definite time for the lie-

ginning of the fiscal year for the Association and the

time for jmyment of dues and receipt of re])orts from
county secretaries, and giving the Council full author-
ity to control the puhlication of The Journal, includ-

ing all expenses pertaining thereto. A change in the

date of holding the annual session is also recommended,
and it is urged that the Committee on Arrangements
accept as exhibitors at annual .sessions no firms who
are selling or advertising jiharmaceutical products not

approved by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry
of the American IMedical Association.

The councilor districts report as follows:

Fir.st Di.strict: W. R. Davidson, Evansville, Coun-

cilor. This district is well organized and the county

societies seem to be in a flourishing condition. The
membership remains about the same, but there is an

increased interest in society work. Tlie district has a

good district society, meeting twice a year and having

a good attendance.

Second District: George Knapp, Vincennes, Coun-
cilor. This district is thoroughly organized with a

good, active society in each county, and with a much
more harmonious feeling among its members than
there has ever been. The membership remains about

the same. The .Journal has been greatly appreciated.

Third District: Walter J. Jjcach, New Albany,

Councilor. This district is not in as flourishing a

condition as it should be. The counties of Lawrence,

Il'loyd, Clark and Scott are doing good work, but the

counties of Dubois, Harrison, Washington and Craw-

ford are not having regular meetings. The Councilor

expects to visit these latter counties during the year

and try and stimulate some interest in society work.

There have been two splendid district meetings during

the year, one at Xew Albany and the other at Jeffer-

sonville.

Foirtii District: W. H. Stemm, North Vernon,
Councilor. In this district the membership remains

jiractically the same, although one or two counties

show an increase. The loss by deaths, removals, etc.,

counterbalances the gain. There is a vast improvement

in the jirofessional spirit since last year and a more
fraternal feeling exists, leading to better work and

attendance in the county society meetings. The dis-

trict society is in a flourishing condition, there being

a large attend,ance at each annual meeting. Three of

the county societies, Decatur, Jackson and Jennings,

have taken up the postgraduate course of study and

are very enthusiastic over the results secured by the

new plan. The Journal gives universal satisfaction

and has received no word of complaint or criticism.

Fifth District: J. H. Weinstein. Terre Haute,

Councilor. The counties of the Fifth District are

in good condition. Parke county is having regular

monthly meetings which are well attended, and re-

newed interest is shown in the work. Vermilion county

has been completely reorganized and is now holding

bi-weekly meetings. Putnam and Clay counties are

holding monthly meetings and in some places thej'

have organized local postgraduate clubs, which are

proving a great success and very beneficial. Vigo

county is holding weekly meetings and following

closely the post-graduate course of study. The mem-
bership in Vigo county has increased over 25 per

cent, in the last six months, making the number 108

on its roll. It has taken up the work with a great
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(Ipiil of earnestness and is using ])atliologieal exhibits,

presenting eases, and numerous stereO])tican slides

are shown. Tlie district medical society meets twice

a year, in Ylarch and September. The Septembei

meeting always being held in Terre Haute, and the

^larch meeting being migratory. While a great deal

of work has been done in the past year, yet there

lemains a great deal more to he done, and the coun-

cilor hopes to be able to give a still letter report

next year.

Sixth District: D. W. Stevenson. Kichmond, Coun-

cilor. This district is now well organized and every

county has a flourishing medical society. Franklin

county was the last to organize, an active working so-

ciety, but it is now in excellent condition. Tlie district

society is very well attended and is productive of an

immense amount of good. Fayette county has adopted

the postgraduate course and is doing excellent work.

Sevkxth District: W. X. Wishard. Indianapolis,

Councilor. This district is well organized and shows a

sulistantial growth in the membership of nearly all

of the county societies. There is also a splendid fra-

ternal feeling existing in the ma jority of counties. The

district society is thoroughly organized and its meet-

ings are very well attended.

EKiiiTH District: (1. W. II. Keiu])er. Yluncie. Coun-

ciloi’. In this district each county is thoroughly or-

ganized ancj,the several county societies are doing good

work. There have been slight gains in membership in

all of the .societies. Harmony ju'evails in every so-

ciety. Tliere is a well organized district society which

meets semi-annually. It is well attended, valuable

papers discussed, and much interest is manifested.

XiXTii District: George Howland. Covington.

Councilor. The district contains nine counties and the

Councilor lives in the extreme southwestern portion.

The railroad facilities are such that it is dillicult for

the Councilor to visit the several county medical so-

cieties in the district without considerable loss of

time. The organization work has, therefore, been

largely done by correspondence. Some of the societies

are not as active as others, but all rejiort regular meet-

ings and considerable interest in society work. There

have been no material gains in membership. The
,Tourx.\l has met with general approval by all mem-
bers.

Tenth District: E. G. Blinks. IMicnigan City,

Councilor. In this district the counties of Lake. Por-

ter and Laporte have societies in excellent condition.

Xewton county organized ilay 1st with thirteen mem-
hers and promises to he an active organization. Jas-

])er and Benton counties have no societies of any con-

sequence. but could be brought to life by an active

Councilor residing in one of those counties. In the

district there has been a slight increase in membership.
As yet no district society has been organized owing to

the poor transportation facilities, hut as soon as in-

terurban service begins it will be possible to have a

good district society. The Journal ])leases every one.

Eleventh District: Charles H. ^IcCully, Logans-

port. Councilor. In this district the county societies

are all in a healthy condition with the exception of

White county, which seems to he in a had way from a

medical organization point of view. This society has

had but one or two meetings in the past year and those

meetings have been poorly attended. There is a strong

feeling of personal antagonism and at present there

seems but little ])ossibility of affecting harmony.

Three of the countv societies in the district are follow-

ing the postgraduate work as outlined hy the A. YI. A.

and others have the matter under consideration. Two
counties have jcassed ordinances placing icrohibitive

licenses on the itinerant physicians or other traveling

persons vending medicine, and the YIedical Practice Act

is being more rigidly enforced. There is a ilourishin.si

district medical society which meets semi-annually.

There has heen a decided increase in the membershi]).

brought about through the work of the A. YI. A. can-

vassers. The Journ.\l and the effect of Dr. YlcCor-

mack’s lectures.

Twele'th Di.strk'T: Albert E. Bul.son. Jr.. Fort

Wayne. Councilor. This district is well organized

with the possible exception of Whitlev countv, where

a sociel.v exists practicallv in name onlv. The Allen

county societv, the largest and most jcrogressive so-

ciety in the district, meets weekly and shows a marked
gain in membership, now having 112 members. It be-

gan the postgraduate work but abandoned it with the

close of the first half year and returned to regular pro-

grams. which have always heen of great interest to all

members. There are twenty eligible ph.vsicians in the

countv to he secured as members of the societ.v. Adams
count.v. which was dead for so long, now has a very

flourishing society of twenty members with regular

monthlv meetings which are well attended. There is

also enfire harmonv in the profession of that count.v.

In this county it is suggested that branch societies

should be established in some of the pojnilous towns

not easily accessible to the countv seat where the

regular meetings are held. Xoble county has had an

active medical organization for a good manv years,

even though the society meets but four times per

year. It has thirty-two members in good standing,

an increase of two during the last year. The meet-

ings are all well attended and the iirograms are

creditable from every point of view. Entire harmony
juevails and the societ.v as a societ.v controls all

contracts for treating the county ])oor, the remunera-

tion for the service being quite satisfactorv. Steuben

Countv has a membership of 21. an increase of 8

during the past year. The scientific work is not up

to the standard but seems to be improving as a result

of the interest taken by some of the younger mem-
hers. There is some lack of harmony in the medical

profession, but this seems to be graduallv dying out.

Wells Count.v has regular meetings once a month, and

everv eligible doctor in the count.v is a member of the

societ.v. Harmonv ])revails and the scientific work
is satisfactorv. DeKalb Count.v is in good condition

with a membership of 24, an increase of ti over last

year. There are stilt eight eligible doctors in the

county whose applications the societ.v exj)ects to have

within a short time. LaGrange Count.v numbers
everv eligible doctor in the count.v in its membershi]).

and the organization is in a flourishing condition in

everv respect. The district societ.v is a wide-awake

organization and its semi-annual meetings resemble

State Societ.v meetings on account of the large attend-

ance and the high character of the scientific work done.

Thirteenth District: C. A. Daugherty, South

Bend. Councilor. This district is a verv well organ-

ized distriet, there being flourishing societies in everv

count.v. The membershp has increased in most of the

societies and a harmonious feeling exists. The .Tour-

XAL ])leases all members and is a great im|)rovement
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over tlio “Transactions.’’ The district society is a live

organization and its seini-animal ineetin<; brings out

a large attendance and excellent scicntitlc work.

Ai.ukkt E. IU lsox, -Th., See.

REPORT OF SECRETARY.
Mr. President and .Members of the House of Delegates:

Your Secretary begs leave to jiresent the following

report

:

The paid membership to date for 1908 is 2,4.5<),

at least 2.30 more than was ever reported at

the annual session. About 1.50 members have failed

to j)ay their dues prior to the annual session.

We expect that the year will show a gain

of several hundred. Benton, Crawford, Franklin,

Xewton and Starke Counties have been reorganized so

that we now have organizations in every county of the

State except Brown, .Jasper and Ohio, and doctors

from each of these counties belong to societies in ad-

joining counties. Tlie new Journal, and the A. M. A.

organizers now working in Indiana, are to be large

factors in increasing the membership. In a few coun-

ties the number of delinquents is still large, early

payment of dues being contrary to custom and there-

fore difficult. llespectfully submitted,

F. C. Heath, Sec.

Approved: W. H. Stemm,
G. W. H. Kemper,

.inditing Committee.

REPORT OF TREASURER.
,1/r. President and Members of the House of Delegates:

Your Treasurer respectfully submits the following

report for the year ending .Tune 18, 1908.

.Albert E. Bulson, .Jr., Treasurer, in account with

the Indiana State ^Medical Association for the year,

ending .Tune 18, 1908:

1907. "EBIT.

!XIay 21. To cash on hand .$ 385.18

1908.

.Tan. 1. To cash from Secretary, dues col-

lected for year 1907 2,382.00

Total .82,707.18

CREDIT.

By cash to .Secretary, honorarium and in-

cidental expenses .$ 313.00
By cash to Chairman Committee on Publica-

tion. honorarium 100.00

By cash to Chairman Committee on Xecrologj',

honorarium and incidental expenses 13.72

By cash to J. B. Champion, stenographer, 1907

meeting 120.00

By cash to Sentinel Printing Co., printing. . 32.85

By cash to S. IT. East, t.vpewriting and ad-

dressing and mailiii!r circulars 00.24

B,v cash to .loseph Ratti, envelopes tl.OO

B.v cash to Cleary & Bailey, printing 51.25

B.v cash to United States Express Co., ex])ress-

age stationery to Councilors 0.70

By cash to Councilors, expenses 142.33

Bv cash to William 15. Bnrford. Transactions

‘of 1907 1,400.22

Total .82,240.31

Balance on hand 520.87

Your Treasurer has also received from the Secre-

tary .82.455. representing dues collected to date for the

year 1908. from which has been ]>aid to The .Tournal,

on the order of the Council. .81.841.25. leaving a

balance of .8013.75 from this year's dues, or a total

balance of .81.134.02. Your Treasurer holds this year's

unpaid bills amounting to a])proximately 8880, which,

upon apjiroval. will be paid, leaving a balance of

ap]uoximately 8250 in the treasury with all indebted-

ness of the Association jiaid to date.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert E. Bui.so.n, Jr., Treas.

Approved: W. II. Stemm,
G. W. H. Kemper,

.Inditing Committee.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL
EDUCATION.

.1/r. President and Members of the House of Delegates :

The Committee appointed to report on Medical

Education, begs leave to submit the following:

After many months of careful consideration, the

several interests concerned in the medical colleges of

the State have combined: and tne one great institution

resulting will receive the cordial support of the mem-
bers of the Association.

Xo words are needed from this Committee to empha-
size the possibilities for good that must accrue from

this union of the teaching forces, the clinics, and the

class work, as will be planned and executed by the

wise directors of the new college.

At the next .session of the Indiana University School
of ^Medicine, several new and important features will

be incorporated as a part of the medical college work,
as a result of an investigation of the leading medical
colleges of the United States b.v a joint committee
appointed for that purpose.

The State Board of Jledical Examination and Regis-

tration have continued their efficient work, and are

keeping Indiana on the same high plane on which
their past labors have jilaced it. With 21 other States,

it requires a four-year high school period, or its equi\ -

alent; and beginning in 1910, the Board will require

one year of work in a college of arts devoted to phy-

sics, chemistiy and biologv, in addition to a four-

year high school education. While all of these pro-

posed advances are to be endorsed, .vour Committee
would urge that a constant effort be made to attain

higher ideals, and that the college wliich is so in-

separably an interest of the State Jledical Associa-

tion, be brought as rapidlv as possible to the plane

which will entitle it to the recognition not only of all

the medical colleges of this country, but of the whole

medical rvorld.

This is not impossible. In this countrv there are

48 per cent, of the medical colleges of the world.

Twenty years ago. the most of these were ridiculed

abroad, and the diploma of none of them was con-

sidered as sufficient evidence of a medical education

to entitle its holder to engage in practice. While the

various laws of the continental nations still prohibit

our country’s graduates from actuall.v practicing,

it is gratif.ving to note that the pre-medical require-

ments of tile United States and the European conn

tries are no longer so widely apart, and in several

instances the medical course in this country is the

equal of anv in the world.Grand Total .82,7(57.18
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The problem of reciprocity remains the greatest one

yet to be solved. In whole or in part, 34 states now
reciprocate.

In conclusion, your Committee urges that a uniform

pre-medical course, followed by such a collegiate

course that all the States will without restriction or

evasion grant the graduates of such course a license

to practice, be the aim and effort of the Indiana State

Medical Association to secure.

Respectfully,

H. C. Sharp.
John C. Sextox.
George H. Graxt.

Committee.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON INEBRIETY.

Mr. President and Members of the House of Delegates

:

The provision of the pure food law that went into

effect in the United States during the past year,

requiring the per cent, of alcohol and other dangerous

drugs to be placed on the bottles containing patent

and proprietary medicines, is proving a splendid pro-

tection to the people against the formation of drug
habits, and it has the approval of the medical profes-

sion. This is one of the most substantial advances

that has been made in recent years in the prophylaxis

of inebriety. We are pleased to note, that one of the

medical men of Indiana, Dr. Harvey W. Wile}’, who
is now at the head of the Government Chemical

Department at Washington, had much influence in

procuring this whole.some law. Dr. Reed Hunt, of the

United States Hygienic Laboratory, has been rendering
valuable service in this department. He has recently

made experiments showing the effect of small doses

of alcohol in increasing the susceptibility of animals’

bodies to poisons. His experiments also demonstrated
that lower animals fed on an extra supply of sugar
foods could resist three times as much poison as those

fed normally, while those that were fed on small

quantities of alcohol were killed by one-third as much
poison as those that received the normal diet. The
experiments of Prof. T. Laitinen, as reported at the

Stockholm International Congress against Alcoholism,

shows the effect of small doses of alcohol in increas-

ing the susceptibility of animals to infectious dis-

eases and the lowering of the vitality of their off-

springs. To the International Congi’ess mentioned

above, our government sent two representatives of the

medical profession. Dr. Macnicholl of Xew York, and

Dr. T. D. Crothers of Hartford, Conn.

A substantial advance has been made in the study
of inebriety and other narcotic drug habits by the

organization of the Scientific Temperance Federation
of Boston, Mass. This is directed oy the leading phy-

sicians and other scientific men of Xew England.
IMany valuable books, pamphlets, papers and other

studies in this field which in the past had too limited

usefulness, simply because they are not kept on file,

and the facts were not brought to the attention of

ttie general public by some central independent agency,

failed of their purpose. There was need, therefore,

of a trained acquaintance with the publications and
help of disassociated workers which would at once

refer the inquirer to the particular facts he wished,

and could turn all useful information on these sub-

jects into every possible channel into which it could reach

the people. The Scientific Temperance Federation was
organized to meet this need. What has been done
by a campaign of education towards stamping out

typhoid fever, malaria, tuberculosis, and other pre-

ventable disease can be done to a large e.xtent with
alcoholism and narcotics, when the physicians take
hold of these questions with the same energy and
with conviction born of thorough acquaintance with
the progress of scientific inquiry. Another very prac-

tical aid to the medical profession interested in this

department is the Journal of Inebriety, published by
the Scientific Temperance Federation with Dr. Crothers
of Hartford, Conn., as the editor. This is the most
scientific and helpful journal published in the English

language on the prevention, care and treatment of

those addicted to drug habits. The number of

papers published in our medical journals on the sub-

ject of inebriety and morphin and the cocain habits

has been greater during the past year than ever

before. The cocain habit, especially in our larger

cities, is very ra))idly on the increase and the writer is

reliably informed that systematic effort is being made,
for commercial reasons, to extend the use of this drug
throughout the country. Medical men need to be on
their guard and if preventive legislation could be

secured it would prove a blessing to humanity. The
thirty-eighth annual meeting of the

,
Society for the

Study of Alcohol and Other Xarcotics, held in con-

nection with . the meeting of the American Medical

Association at Chicago, was by far the largest held

during the 38 years of its history. iMany carefully

prepared papers were read and addresses were given

by physicians who have filled the highest offices in the

American Medical Association. Xot only through the

medical press, during the past year, has the subject

of inebriety received more careful consideration than

ever before, but literary and educational journals and

even our daily newspapers have given the subject

more extensive notice than ever before. The results

of scientific investigation have been given to the general

public more fully than during any previous year. It is

well known by all physicians that the laws of evei’y

State in the Union require the teaching of the effects

of alcohol and other dangerous drugs on the human
body, in our public schools. This is certainly laying

the foundation for intelligence as regards the danger

of forming the destroying drug habit. Our nation has

not only become a world power, recently, in a com-

mercial and diplomatic way, but has also become an
educational world power. For only very recently have

the leading countries of Europe framed their Scientific

Temperance educational laws after those of the United

States.

We certainly commend the excellent paper just read

setting forth the necessity for a hospital for inebriates

in Indiana. It is true, as the author says, that the best

efforts of physicians are rendered useless because we
can not control this class of patients. The plan as

outlined for a State Hospital is certainly commendable.

The humanitarian and financial reasons he gives are

strong. In nearly half of the States in the Union the

various legislatures have passed some law looking

toward the care and restoration of this unfortunate

class. A few States have built and equipped hospitals for

their treatment. Others have provided for the appoint-

ment of guardians with power to send to private hos-

pitals the habitual inebriate but not at the expense of

the State. Others have provided that an habitual in-

ebriate may be sent to a State insane asylum. Still

other States permit the treatment of the habitual

drunkard at the expense of the State, restricting the

expense to $2.5 a week or even $100 for the entire
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troiitment of tho patient. Tlio Su])erintendent of tlie

-Massaclui.^etteis IIo.<])ital cites the fact lliat inebriates

to lie treated in the insane asylum contribute very

largely to the establislunent of a State Hospital for

Inebriates. I am relial)ly informed that at least one of

our hold-over senators has a bill ])repared now to be

introduced at the ne.xt session of our State Le<rislature

looking to the establishment of such a State institution.

Vour Committee on Inebriety has had bills prepared at

least twice, ready to be introduced, to establish a State

Inebriate Hospital; but the strong plea for an epileptic

hospital and a hospital for the treatment of tubercu-
losis. both of which were needed, led us to withhold
these bills in favor of those other institutions. Some-
thing will soon l)c done in Indiana in this direction

and certainly the directing wisdom of the medical
])rofession is needed that the best possible means and
jilans should be adopted.

H. J. Halt..

C. A. Dauoherty.
•I. II. Greex.
il. F. Gerri.sh.

Austix Fuxk.
Committee.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TUBERCULOSIS.

Mr. President and Memhers of the House of Delegates:

The great movement against tuberculosis is now most
thoroughly established in every cmintry. The facts con-

cerning the prevalence of tuberculosis and the factors

known to be chielly responsible for its so universal

]trevalence, as well as the essential matters in the great

tight against it, have been reviewed by former com-
mittees of this organization and are also being very
thoroughly treated by professional and lay publica-

tions of the day.

\\ hile there is still much discussion upon the trans-

mission of bovine tubercle bacilli to the human being
and vice versa, it is now pretty well acknowledged
that in man this disease has a double etiologj-, being
caused by either or both the human and bovine
bacilli, and that in most cases both are present with
the human predominating: also that the action of

these two bacilli is somewhat antagonistic, causing
a more or less chronic course, while on the other
hand those ca.ses in which only one variety is found,
are the most virulent and most difficult to treat.

Each of these varieties is best tieated witli its own
tuberculin.

It is also noticed that the bovine bacillus is more
often found in the parts of the body distant from
the air jiassages—namely, in the lymph glands, bones,
etc. Pathologists are still divided as to whether the
mode of entrance is chielly by inhalation and through
the ])Ost nasal cavity. ])haryn.\' and alveoli or by the
ingestion of food and through the gastrointestinal
tract. Much jirogress has been made in the early
diagnosis of tuberculosis, and this is most important
for the successful treatment. Not only has much
cmjihasis been laid upon the clinical findings, but
additional tests have been developed cither for diag-

nosis or confirmation—namely, the o])thalmo tuber-

culin test of Calmette, the cutaneous or vaccine test

of Pir(iuet, and the precutaneous or inunction test of

Moro. While sufficient data has not been collected

to speak definitely of these different tests, yet they

have been used in sufficiently large numbers of cases

to prove themselves of great value. There has also

been a remarkable revival of interest in the U'e of

tuberculin both a.s a diagnostic and therajieutic agent.

Xew im])etus has been given to the theory of latent

tuberculosis dating from childhood, which calls for

closer attention to the ujiper air ]>assages and the

ju-ompt removal of offending tonsils, adenoids and
other pathological conditions. Medical insptstors to

the public schools are common to some of the larger

cities.

The Secretary of the State Hoard of Health and
others have spent much time in lecturing before

farmers’ institutes, labor organizations and social

clubs during the past year, with a greatly increasing

demand for their services, and many health bulletins

have been distributed among these audiences and to

the general jiublie elsewhere. Arrangements have been

made with [uiblic school superintendents of some of

the cities and counties of the state for talks to the

pu])ils upon health and hygiene.

We are yet in the beginning of a great cam|>aign

of education, but we are behind many of our sister

states. The Pennsylvania lA>gislature has, at its last

session, appropriated $1,000,000 .'or the benefit of

this cause; $000,000 for the establishment and main-

tenance of one or more sanatoria and .$400,000 for

the establishment and maintenance of dispensaries,

dissemination of knowledge and for the study of the

social and occupational conditions. The State of Ohio

has under construction a sanatorium for incipient

cases, and tne last legislature ]>assed an act provid-

ing for a hospital in each county for chronic cases of

tuberculosis. Many other states are taking similar

steps, but probably the most effective work is being

done in the southwestern part of the United States,

Colorado, Xew ^Mexico, Arizona and California, for

no place is more concerned in this question of the

hel])less consumptive, there being yearly an over-

whelming influ.x of sick and poor people whose own
states immediately cease to be in any way responsible

for their support. They realize that the immediate

])roblem in the fight is the disposition of the heljiless

consumptive, both on humanitarian grounds and in

the interests of public safety.

Tuberculosis finds victims among all classes, but
it is essentially a disease of poverty with its necessary

concomitants—ignorance and filth—and from these

culture grounds the germs are tiling broadcast to

spread the infection in more favored places. Xo one
thing, not even war itself, is so great a drain on the

resources of the country. It is estimateil to disable

one-quarter to one-third of the population at the

productive periods, i. e., between 1.5 and 4.5 years.

Its victims represent a great army withdrawn from
the active jiroductive forces of the countrv; and in

the verv nature of things more than half this army
must be supported by charity, public or private.

This is the keynote of the jiroblem. Science may
very well be able to stamp out the disease entirely,

but the proper means must be provided and the vic-

tims must be placed in favorable surroundings and

maintained there under favorable conditions until they

are cured or until death renders them no longer a

menace and a source of infection to others. How
best this ma,v be done is a question that confronts the

whole world as well as every individual countrv. In

no jiart of the world has it been met adequatel,v and

in each country the course of action must be guided
by the sum of existing conditions. But in the ulti-
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mate consideration it is too large for private charity

;

or for sectional control. It is so deeply rooted in our

social fabric that it demands the attention of society

as a whole, and must have municipal, state and

national aid. It comes as truly within the province

of the general government as the repelling of an army
of invasion. And if 10,000,000 American citizens or

5.000 ciiizens of Indiana to-day were threatened with

death by a foreign power, the whole country would

arm and ri.se to meet the emergency; no city or com-

munity would be left to protect itself as best it could;

but a systematic campaign, based on all obtainable

knowledge of the invader, as well as the forces avail-

able against him, would be pushed to the utmost.

The victory over yellow fever and smallpox, the

losing battles with typhoid fever, diphtheria and con-

sumption, and the misuse of relief means in recent

great calamities prove that we need a department of

I’ublic Health as seriously as we need a department
of Agriculture or Commerce and Labor. Since the

“greatest asset of a people is the health of its citi-

zenship,” is it not time this department should be

created? Until we have such a department to battle

systematically with tuberculosis, the control of it

can be only local and temporary, but the fight must
be carried on with whatever moans are available.

We can not pass it by with indifference because we
are very deeply concerned both financially and phy-

sically.

To-day the sanatorium is recognized as one of the

greatest factors in the warfare against tuberculosis.

Every individual cured in such an institution as

well as many who are only improved will cease to be

a danger to his friends. Humanity, therefore,

demands that the state sanatoria be established, that

the afflicted may be cured and that the “great white
plague” may not be transmitted to others and handed
down to the next generation as one of the great sins

of this. The state sanatoria are important educa-

tional centers, where object lessons in the prevention

of tuberculosis are given, and whose patients taken
from the homes of the poor where their friends could

scarcely help becoming infected, are placed under
hygienic conditions to be cured, if possible; and if

not cured they are at least taught how not to be

a danger to their fellows. They are also taught that

fresh air, regular habits and careful living have much
to do, not only with curing the disease or prolonging

life, but also with preventing the spread of the dis-

ea.se. The individuals treated in these institutions

return home as missionaries teaching that fresh air

and better living are necessary to life. Every one
returned from state sanatoria is a power for the

prevention of tuberculosis. This state has purchased
a tract of land in Park county, but as yet it has
appropriated no money for the erection of buildings.

This committee most earnestly pleads with every

physician in the state to put forth his untiring

energies, by way of political influence, social rela-

tionship, or otherwise to encourage this work until

tuberculosis, like yellow fever, shall cease to be a

.source of suffering and sorrow and deprivation to

ourselves and our fellowmen.
J. A. Little.

E. P. E.vsley.

C. H. Emery.
Ch.vrle.s R. Sowder.
A. M. Cole.

Com mittce.

REGISTRATION AT THE FRENCH LICK SESSION.

Total Number, 312 .

G. H. Kamman, Seymour. IV. II. Boggs, Salem.

Fred Heller, Brownstown. Chas. X. !Murphey, Salem.

Xeal Vlatlock. IMedora. -Jane 51. Ketcham, Indian-

G. W. Copeland, 5Ioore- apolis.

field. C. D. Ryan, Crossplains.

Win. X. Wishard, Indian- G. T. Beckett, Versailles.

apolis. 51. Joseph Coomes, Bates-

•J. Rudolph Yung, Terre ville.

Haute. W. X. Tliomnson. Sullivan.

B. O. Bowell, Laporte. H. W. Shirley, Shoals.

H. II. 5Iartin, Laporte. W. L. Ciilkison, Loogootec.

George Knapp, V’incennes. W. I). 51artin, Blooming-
Geo. J. Cook, Indianapolis. ton.

Geo. F. Lewis, Asherville. G- D. Luckett, English.

J. B. Duncan. Bedford. A. I. Donaldson, Washing-
G. F. Holland, Blooming- ton.

ton. Vance 5Iay. Washington.
51. F. Gerrish. Seymour. David W. Stevenson, Rich-

Albert E. Bulson, Jr., Ft. mond.
Wayne. Albert E. Sterne, Indian-

B. I). 5Iyers, Bloomington. apolis.

A. B. Knapp. Washington. J. 51. Dinnen. Ft. Wayne.
0. K. 5IcDittrick, Wash- F. C. Heath, Indianapolis.

ington. 51. F. Boulder, Frankfort.

Jacob V. Baker, Harrods- George D. Kahlo, French
burg. Lick.

J. 5’. Reed, Indianapolis. R- E- Troutman, Logans-

T. V. Keene, Indianapolis. port.

T. F. Spink, Washington. 51. A. Spink, Indianapolis.

John .7. Kyle, Indianapolis. Geo. H. Grant. Richmond.
Henry Herr, Washington. -5. U- Ziliak, Princeton.

5V. D. Schwartz, Portland. R- -Vnderson. Princeton.

J. O. Dickes. Portland. J- lY. 5IcGowan, Oakland
Thomas J. Dugan, Indian- City.

apolis. Chas. A. 5Iiller. Princeton.

Allison 5IaxwelI, Indian- E- 51orris, Princeton.

ajiolis. F. 51. Payne, Princeton.

F. G. Grisier, Columbia V m. Cluthe. Tell City.

City. C. 51. Brucker, Tell City.

Geo. W. IVilleford, Wash- 51. Robinson, Dubois,

ington. 8. P. Sherer. Indianapolis.

C. E. Harris, Bloomington. R- R- Dugdale, South Bend
T. A. Hays, Bruns Citv. lY. W. Sloan, French Lick.

Augusta F. Knoefel. Lin- Edwin Walker, Evansville.

ton. J- F- Weathers, Xew Al-

L. B. Hill. Sevmour. bany.

K. K. Wlieelock, Ft. F- H- Wilcox. Xew Albany.

Wavne. H. E. Yose, V’allonia.

J. H. Ford, Indianapolis. 8. L. Lingle, Paoli.

J. K. Ritter. Se;nnour. F- Lindlev. Paoli.

F. A. Van Sand't, Bloom- 'Y. H. Gilbert, Evansville,

field. Robt. E. Baker, Orleans.

H. O. Bruggeman, Ft. F. P. Easle.v, Xew Albany.
' Wavne. Wm. 51oore, Xew Albany.

Helene Knabe. Indianapo- F. P. Hunt, Leipsic.

lis. 51. P. Hallingworth, Prince-

51. H. Kutch, Terre Haute.
J. L. Freeland, Indianapo- F- F. Grant, 5Iarengo.

lis. D. V. 5IcClary, Dale.

G. tv. Combs. Indianapolis. -5- 51. Hayden, Evan.sville.

W. 51. Varble, Jefferson- F. Carson. Lincoln City.

ville. Thomas Eastman, Indian-

.1. A. Little, Logansport. apolis..

G. W. Thompson, Wina- F- F. Taylor, Velpen.

jnfie. H. A. 5Ioore, Indianapolis.

C. F. Briggs. Sullivan. -T- H- Oliver, Indianapolis.

C. 8. Black, Warren. G. V. 5IcCaskey, Fort

E. E. 5Iitchell, Bedford. Wayne.

Chas. P. I^nthart, Galena. -5. \t . Dierking, Oolitic.

H. C. Sharp, -leffersonville. 8. F. Teaford, Paoli.

A. G. Wollenmann, Ferdi- 8. B. 5Iontgomery, Cjn-

nania. thiana.

H. G. Weiss, Rockport. B. A. Rose. Linton.

W. L. 5IcClain, Scottsburg. H. C. Lowder, Bloomfield.
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Ghas. F. Hope, Coatsville.

C. A. Dauglierty, South
Bend.

J. \V. Bales, Broad Ripple.
G. W. H. Kemper, Muncie.
G. Reynard, Union City.

T. C. Webster, Lafayette.

W. R. ^lolfett, Lafayette.

Geo. B. Hake, Wolcottville.

Clias. H. !McCully, Logans-
port.

George R. Green, Huncie.
R. E. Holder, Columbus.
]\r. M. Lairv. Lafayette.
K. C. Hershey, Carmel.
George Revis, Lafayette.

H. F. Lee, Indianapolis.

John F. Barnhill, Indian-
apolis.

L). J. Cummings, Browns-
town.

A. B. Cray, Monticello.

P. G. Foust, Santa Fe.

IM. Rosenthal, Ft. Wayne.
Wayne.

Edgar Cox, Kokomo.
H. A. Fox, Gosport.
J. L. Thompson, Indian-

apolis.

J. K. Tlurty. Indianapolis.
Geo. T. McCoy, Columbus.
C. II. English, Ft. Wajme.
L. Burrage, Lafayette.
G. D. ^Miller, Logansport.
A. L. Palmer, lyogansport.
W. .1. Mitchel, North Ver-

non.

.James II. Green, North
Vernon.

W. H. Stemm, North Ver-
non.

L. O. Carson, Traders Pt.
.1. C. Blossom, ^It. Sum-

mit.

C. ^r. Harris, Bourbon.
H. G. Nierman, Ft. Wayne.
B. iM. O’Brio'-'. New Win-

chester.

W. J. Sandy, Martinsville.
Geo. Rowland, Covington.

T. .1. O'Brien, Stilesville.

G. O. Barnes, Seymour.
.Joseph R. Eastman, In-

dianapolis .

T. O. Armfield, Elwood.
A. Ij. Wilson, Indianapolis.

.J. L. McElvoy. Darlington.
Clarence Abbott, Otwell.

W. S. Campbell, Lafayette.

.1. B. Garber, Dunkirk.
C. II. Tomlinson, Cicero.

W. W. Hoggatt, French
Lick.

W. B. McDonald, New
Augusta.

F. D. Norton, Columbus.
G. B. Hammond, English.

B. J. IMoffitt, Lafayette.

Fred R. Gobbel, English.

C. F. Ncn, Indianapolis.

W. .J. Norton, Hope.

W. T. S. Dodds, Indian-

apolis.

F. B. Wynn, Indianapolis.

Moses Thorner, Indianapo-
lis.

L. W. Smith, Wabash.

(leorge Kei|>er, Lafayette.

Walter N. Sharp, Indian-

apolis.

David C. Peyton, JelTer-

sonville.

W. :\1. Helms, Williams-
burg.

.J. N. Hess, New Marion.
W. W. Wadsworth, iMun-

cie.

Robt. Hessler, Logansport.
.J. II. Clark. Connersville.

.James L. Gilbert, Logans-
port.

Chas. E. Cottingbam, In-

dianapolis.

Goethe Link. Indianapolis.

Win. R. Cravens, Bloom-
field.

O. A. Rea. Culver.

R. H. Ritter, Indianapolis.

A. B. Graham, Indianapo-
lis.

N. I). Cox, Spencer.
Thomas Noble, Indianapo-

lis.

W. Schell, Terre Haute.
.1. II . Christie, Canaan.
.Joseph H. Weinstein, Terre

Haute.
G. R. Hazlewood, English.
W. R. Mattox, Terre Haute.
O. R. S])iuler. Terre Haute.
N. W. King. Taswell.
Alice L. Hobbs, Indian-

apolis.

Clias. Chittick, Frankfort.
L. L. Ball, jMuncie.

H. A. Cowing, ;Muncie.

Win. P. Harter, Anderson.
L. L. Whitesides, Franklin.
David Ross. Indianapolis.
I. .1. Vaughan, Topeka.
W. A. Spurgeon. iMuncie.
E. S.Imel, Petersburg.
C. W. Dowden, West Baden.
W. C. Sherwood, ’Mitchell.

.J. D. Byrns, ^Mitchell.

Earl iMiller, Indianapolis.
C. Kennedy. Shelbyville.

R. II. Leavitt, Terre Haute.
E. D. Clark. Indianapolis.
Wilmer, Christian, Indian-

ajiolis.

Win. S. Tomlin, Indian-
apolis.

F. F. Hutchins, Indian-
apolis.

E. S. Knox. Indianapolis.
.John Jjittle ^Morris, Colum-

bus.

A. C. Kimberlin, Indian-
ajiolis.

H. E. Gabc. Indianapolis.
G. W. Brown, Frankfort.
T. L. Ivockhart, Owensville.
J. R. iMontgoinerv, Owens-

ville.

IM. G. Yocum, IMentone.

W. .J. Leach, New Albany.
J. W. Phares, Howell.

Chas. C. McFarlin, Zenas.

E. Derbyshire. Connersville.

E. R. Luekett, iMarengo.

•J. R. Dillinger, French
Lick.

II. R. Allen, Indianapolis.

E. rJ. I^ibbcrt, Aurora.
E. 1). Freemau, Osgood.
iMaurice Krebs, Hunting-

ton.

H. R. Shotts, Nebraska.
S. B. Elrod, Henryvi lie.

C. E. Holton, Holton.
H. R. Lnckey, Seymour.
R. .J. Danner. Elnora.
.J. G. Hoover, Boonville.

L. T. Cox, Napoleon.
A. R. Logan, Algiers.

W. S. Garrison, Tennyson.
S. V. Wilking, Roanoke.
E. G. Lukemeyer, Hunt-

ingburg.

T. W. Swarts, Hunting-
burg.

Chas. Barnett. Ft. Wayne.
A. May, Crothersville.

0.

E. Boyd, West Baden.
E. O. Daniels, jMarion.
J. V. Bower, IMalott Park.
T. W. DcIIass, Indianapo-

lis.

S. E. Earp, Indianapolis.
J. Kolmer, Indianapolis.
C. B. Harpole, Evansville.
J. A. Toliver, French Lick.
A. .1. McDonald, Bedford.
Chas. A. White, Danville.
A. Gertrude Wolferraan,

Indiananolis.

,

J. W. Benham, Columbus.
S. Cook. Gentrvville.

S. L. McPherson, iMont-

gomery.
F. F. Tourner, Blooming-

ton.

Tf. G. Kelso, Dubois.

E. F. Steinkamp, Hays-
ville.

Geo. T. Williams, Craw-
fordsville.

B. P. Weaver, Ft. Wayne.
A. W. Brayton, Indian-

apolis.

C. E. Stone, Shoals.

IM. F. Porter. Ft. Wayne.
J. T. IMcFarlin, Williams.

F. R. Maxwell, !Martins-

\ille.

.1. W. Hadley, Shelbyville.

N. W. Clark, Rossville.

J. De Motte, Odon.
G. M. Freeman, Shoals.

Claude Dollens, Avoea.
Chas. E. Rariden, Bedford.
C. N. Combs. Terre Haute.
T. C. Dollens, Trinity

S])rings.

•J. P. Salb, .Jasper.

•J. A. Salb, Indianapolis.

H. C. Knapp, Hunting-
burg.

E. P. Easle.v, New Albanv.
P. T. Oliphant, Buena

Vista.

H. J. Hall, Franklin.
L. T. Lowder, Bloomington.

P. J. Barcus, Crawfords-
ville.

C. L. Boyd, Paoli.

R. C. Peare, Bellmore.

C. P. Cook. New Alban.\’.

W. F. Hughes, Indianapo-

lis.

J. A. Gibbons, Mitchell.

P. II. Senoen, New Mid-

dletown.

F. R. Royer, North Salem.

A. if. Cole, Indianapolis.

P. Woolerv. Heltonville.

.J. A. McDonald, Indian-

apolis.

Charles R. Sowder, In-

dianapolis.

II. E. Phares, Shelbyville.

C. E. Laughlin. Evansville.

G. E. Dennv. IMadison.

L. E. Lukemeyer, Hunt-
ingburg.

S. W. Stuteville, Frand-
view.

II. Harter. Newtonville.

W. D. Ho‘j1-”-’s. Indian-

anolis.

G. ]?. .Jackson. Indianapolis.

Willard Parrish, Shelby-

ville.

T/ie American Medical Association.

Chicago Session.

The Fifty-ninth Annual Session of the American

IMedieal As.sociation was held in Chicago, Jnne 2 to 5.

For the first time since the St. Paul meeting in 1901

the Association met in the center of the country. To
this fact, as well as to the greatly increased member-

ship in the last few years, is due the large attend-

ance. In the four days of the session 0,447 members

were registered. Including those Chicago members

WHO did not register, there were at least .500 in

attendance whose names do not appear on the regis-

tration list. The actual attendance would not fall

far short of 7,000. Adding at least 10,000 guests,

exhibitors, etc., makes the actual numl)cr of persons

in attendance about 17,000.

The House of Delegates was called to order on

IMonday morning at 10 o'clock, by tbe President, Dr.

.Joseph D. Bryant of New York, who in his presi-

dental address commended the work of tbe Council

on Pharmacy and Chemistry as well as that done by
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])r. 5IcCormnck in educating the public. lie also

recommended that a standing committee be estab-

lished to elaborate the ethical principles underlying

the practice of medicine and that general instruction

in ethical medicine be made a part of the undergradu-

ate course. He dwelt particularly on the efforts now
being made to restrict animal experimentation and

recommended action by the House of Delegates on

tliis subject. Dr. Bryant also called attention tb the

invitation extended by President Roosevelt to him as

President of the American Medical Association, to

take ])art in the Conference recently held at Wash-
ington on the Conservation of Xatural resources.

The report of the General Secretary showed that

the mcmhcrship of the As.sociation on iMay 1, 1908,

was 31,343, a net gain for the past year of 3,828.

The report of the Board of Trustees included the

customary report from the auditing company, show-

ing that the entire business for the fiscal year of

1907 was $385,030.89; that the total expenditures of

the year had amounted to $350,222.21, leaving a net

leveuue for the year of $28,808.08. The report showed
that during 1907, 2,715,293 copies of The Journal

had been issued, forming a weekly average of 52,217,

an increase of I 21/2 per cent, over 1900.

The Committee on Aledical Legislation reported that
the Army IMedical Reorganization Bill and the Car-
roll-Lazear Pension Bills had become laws during the
last session of Congress. The importance of uniform
and adequate state legislation on the practice of

medicine and the preservation of public health was
emphasized as well as the necessity of careful study
of the problems involved. The Committee recom-
mended that jicnding the comjiletion of the work now
being done only those changes in existing laws which
are imperatively needed should be attempted by State
Associations. The formulation of the Vital Statistics

Bill endorsed by the United States Census Depart-
ment, the American Public Health Association, the

Conference on Uniform State Laws of the American
Bar Association and the American Statistical Asso-
ciation, was reported and the endorsement of the
House of Delegates was asked for this measure. The
report of the Chicago Conference on IMedical Legisla-
tion was al.so given.

The Council on Medical Education reported that
the work of the Council during the past year has
been along the following lines:

1. The inspection and classification of medical col-

leges as (a) acceptable, (b) doubtful and (c) unsat-
isfactory.

2. The conducting of an annual conference with
representatives of state examining boards and lead-

ing educators for the discussion of the important
problems of medical education and medical licensure.

3. The collection and compilation of data regarding
(a) medical college students and graduates, and (b)

regarding results of state license examinations.

4. A thorough investigation of preliminary and
medical education in Europe.

5. Working for the advancement of the requirement

of preliminary education in the United States to

include a year’s work in physics, chemistry, biology

and modern languages.

0. Obtaining accurate information regarding high

schools and universities in their relation to medical

education.

The Board of Public Instruction reported that it

had secured a Secretary, Dr. R. Max Goepp of Phila-

delphia, and that it was considering the establishment

of lecture systems and of state boards of public in-

struction and intended to publish articles in the maga-
zines ai;d public press for the enlightenment of the

public on disease.

The Committee on Ophthalmia Neonatorum advised
the enactment of laws in each state regarding the

registration of births and placing the control of mid-
wives in the hands of the boards of health; that

health boards distribute circulars to midwives and
mothers on the dangers and prophylaxis of this dis-

ease; that state and local boards of health prepare
and distribute proper prophylactic solutions with
specific directions for their use; that proper records
be maintained in all hospitals in which children are
born; that ])eriodic reports be made by all physician;--

to boards of health; that concerted effort be made along
the lines of imblic education throughout the country.
This report was approved by the chairmen of the
Sections on Ophthalmologv', Obstetrics and Diseases
of Women and Hygiene and Sanitary Science.

The Committee on Scientific Research recommended
the approjiriation for the assistance of each of the
following:

Drs. 1). .J. McCarthy and M. K. Myers, Philadel-

])hia, “An Experimental Study of Cerebral Throm-
bosis.”

Dr. Karl Voegtlin, Baltimore, “Chemistry of the

Rarathyroid Glands.”

Dr. Isabel Herb, Chicago, “A Study of the Etiology
of IMnmps.”

Drs. It. iM. Pearce, Albany, N. Y., H. C. Jackson
and A. W. Elting, “A Study of the Elimination of

Inorganic Salts in a Case of Chronic Universal Edema
of Unknown Etiology with Apparent Recovery.”

Dr. 11. T. Ricketts, Chicago, “An Investigation of

the Identity of the Rocky Mountain Fever of Idaho

with that Found in Western Montana.”

On Tuesday afternoon, at the uiird meeting of the

House, the reports of the Reference Committees

were taken up, the reference committee on IMed-

ieal Education approving the work of the Council

on Medical Education and recommending that it be

continued. The Reference Committee on Reports of

Olficers recommended the appointment of a commit-

tee of five to consider the elaboration of the Prineiple>

of Ethics. Resolutions condemning the legislative

efforts to restrict animal experimentation were jire-

sented. The action of the Board of Trustees in pre-

paring the second edition of the Directory was ap-

jiroved. The Reference Committee on Legislation and

Political Action recommended the approval of the

model law for vital statistics, which recommendation

was adopted. The resolution presented by Dr. A. T.

IMeCormack of Kentucky, requesting all State Asso-

ciations publishing or controlling medical journals

to restrict advertisements to such preparations as

were approved by the Council on Pharmacy and Chem-

istry was adopted. A committee of three to confer

with a like committee from the American Pharma-

ceutical Association in regard to drug stores was

authorized. The candidacy of Dr. C. A. L. Reed, of

Cincinnati, for the United States Senate, was endorsed.

On Thursday afternoon the annual election took

place with the following results:

President—Dr. William C. Gorgas, Ancon, Panama.
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A. Hatchett, El

Thomas A. Woodruff,

Hall, Wood-

Chi-

First Vice-l’resideiit—Dr. Tliomas Jefferson Mm
ray, lUittc, ^lont.

Second Vice-President—Dr. John

Reno. Okla.

Third \'ice-Presidcnt—‘Dr.

Chicago, 111.

Fourth Vice-President—Dr. E. X.

burn, Ky.
General Secretary—Dr. George II. Simmon

cago. 111., re-elected.

Treasurer—Dr. Frank Billings, Chicago, 111., le-

elected.

Trustees to serve until 1011—Dr. isner K. Town-

send, Xew York; Dr. Philip iMills Jones, San Fran-

cisco; Dr. William T. Sarles, Sparta, Wis.

The following were elected honorary members: Dr.

Edward F. Schaefer, Edinburgh, Scotland
;
Dr. August

Itlarlin, Griefswald, Germany; Dr. E. Treacher Collins,

London, England.

The Committee on Transportation and Place of Ses-

sion recommended Atlantic City as the next meeting

place, which choice was agreed to by the House of

Delegates. The Reference Committee on Legislation

and Political Action reported, requesting the Commit-

tee on Medical I,«gislation to arrange for a conference

with the Committee of One Hundred, the Surgeons-

General of the Army, Xa\y and Public Health and

Marine-Hospital Services with a view to securing co-

operation on the establishment of a Xational Depart-

ment of Health. After the transaction of some rou-

tine business the Hou.se adjourned.

One hundred and thirty-four members of the House

were present out of a total membership of one hundred

and forty-two.

The social events of the week were particularly at-

tractive. On Alonday night the secretaries of the

state associations and the editors of the state journals

met at dinner and completed the organization of a

State Secretaries and Editors Association. A dinner

to foreign guests, a.s well as a number of othei social

events, also occurred on ^Monday evening. On Tues-

day evening twenty-seven alumni dinners were held

in the various hotels and restaurants throughout the

(ity, the largest being that of Xorthwestern Univer-

sity :Mcdical School, held at the Illinois Athletic Club,

at which over 800 alumni were, ])resent. On Wednes-

day evening the President’s reception and ball was

heid at the Coliseum, thousands of members and gue.sts

being present. On Thursday evening the local juo-

fession tendered the members of the Association a

smoker at the Coliseum at which the attendance

amounted to about 8,000. Xumerous social attrac-

tions were ],rovided during the day for the ladies and

guests, including receptions at the South Shore Coun-

try Club, Chicago Woman's Club, etc. The sections

were all largely attended and the programs were of a

high order. The session was in every way the most

no'teworthy of any which has yet been held and it is

anticipated that some years will elapse before the rec-

ord established will be surpassed.

Barens. I’aul J., Craw- Clark. .1. 11.. Connersville.

fordsville. Clark. Stanley A., South

Barnett. Charles E., Ft. Bend.

Wayne. Claj)p, Fred R.. Ligonier.

Barnhill, John F., Indian- Clevenger. William F., In-

apolis. dianapolis.

Bartholomew, A. C., Lo- Cline, L. C.. Indianapolis.

transport. Clouse, B. A., Columbus.

Bechtol. A. C., :Marion. Cochran, Robert W., Mad-

Belt. Richard, West Terre ison.

Haute. Cole, Albert IM., Indianaj)-

Berteling, John B., South olis.

Collins, C. C„ Roachdale.

Bicknell. I. J., Goshen. Cook. Charles P., Xew
Bird, Charles R.. Greens- Albany.

Cook, George J., Indianap-

Bishop. !Mumford Eugene,
Indianapolis. Cook, L. H., Bluffton.

Bitting. A. W.. Lafayette. Combs. Charles X., Terre

Black, Frank W.. Ligonier. Haute.

Blinks. E. G„ 'iMichigan Combs. Geo. W., Indian-

Cit\. apolis.

Blount. R. D.. Valparaiso. Copeland, Chas. C., Xorth

Blue. C. L.. Tocsin. Madison.

Boggs. W. R.. Salem. Corsen, J. C.. Val])araiso.

Bonell', B.. Laporte. Cowen, Lewis C., Rising

Bosenburv, Chas. S.. South Sun.
‘ Cox. Edgar, Kokomo.

Botts. Edwin H., Zanes- Crampton, Chas. C., Del-

ville. phi-

Bower. G. B. ]M., Fort Crawford, Chas. Lee, Ve-

Wayne. vay.

Bowers. Whitfield, !Michi- Cronier, ^lary C., Union
gan City. City.

Boyd-Snee, Harry, South Cromer. L. G.. Union City.

Bend. Crull. E. A.. Ft. Wayne.
Bradfield, John, Logans- Culbertson. Scott, Vevay.

I'ort. Current. O. E.. Farmland.
Bramkamp, Allan L., Rich- Cnthbert. F. S., Kingman.
mond. Dancer, Charles R., Ft.

Brannon, G. D., Crown Wayne.
Point. Darroch. S. C.. Cayuga.

Brayton, A. W., Indianap- Larroch. W. P.. Cayuga.
olis. Daugherty, Chas. A., South

Brotighton, F. H., W'olcott- Bend.
''9e. Defrees. H. J.. Xappanee.

Broughton, Frank, Water- TIe„aut. :M. S.. Walkerton.

CHICAGO .S7AS’N/OV.

Harbor.

Ambrose, U. C., Conners-

ville.

Ash, E. E., Goshen.

mouth,
.ustin, I

derson.

loo. Dewey, E. L., Whiting.
Brokaw. R. E.. Portland. p)pwev. F. X.. Elkhart.
Brose. L. D., Evansville. B,AVees. Roy E.. Key-
Brudi. G. G., Xew Haven. stone.
Bryan, T. A.. Plainfield. -nielman F. C.. Fulton.
Buck. Dexter A.. Laporte. -nipkes John T.. Portland.
Buchanan, William Austin,

7)ip,.king, A. W.. Oolitic.
Hammond. Dinsmore W. H.. Kramer.

Bulson. Albert E., Jr., Ft. p,„prr. J. E.. :\It. Vernon.
M ayne. Doolittle. B. U.. Whiting.

Bulla. ;M. S., Gas City. Douglas, Walter, Indianap-
Butterwortii, C. !M., South olis.

'

Bend. DuBois, Franklin L., Lib-

Caffee. Bennett V., Terre erty.
Haute. Dugan. Thomas J., Indian-

Calvin, W. D.. Ft. Wayne. apolis.

Cameron. V_. V., 'Marion. Dugdale. R. B., South
Camnbell, C. 15 .,

Ham- Bend.
mond.

^ Duncan. J. B., Bedford.
Carnelley, James H., Ko- D. W.. La Grange.

komo. Eberhard. E. L.. South
THE Carey. Willis W., Ft. Whitley.

Wayne. Eberhardt. W. .
^Michigan

Ply- Carson. L. 0., Xew Au- City.

.
Xew Al-gusta. Easley. E. P.

An- Caylor. Chas. E. . Pennville. bany.

Chittick. Chas., Frankfort. Egan. B. W., Flora.

:^Iad- Clark. Edmund D., Indian- E(kelman. ileti us M., Elk-

apolis. hart.
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Eidsoii, J. W., Bourbon.
Emery, C. H., Bedford.

English, C. H., Ft. Wayne.
Englerth, Perry O., North
Judson.

Epperson, Adah, South
Bend.

Eshleman, L. H., ]\rarion.

Evans, Edward Everett,

Gary.
Fankboner, W. A., ^Marion.

Farver, M. A., Middlebury.
Flack, 0. ]\I., Boswell.

Fleming, C. F., Wabash.
Fleming, J. C., Elkhart.
Foxworthy, Frank \X., In-

dianapolis.

Franke, W. E., Newton.
Freeland, J. L., Indianap-

olis.

Freeman, E. D., Osgood.
Frink, C. W., Elkhart.
Fro.st, B. F., Huntington.
Galbreth, W. II., Kocktield.
Garber, J. B., Dunkirk.
Gardner, Lucy W., Bloom-

ington.

Garrett. John D., Indian-
apolis.

Gibbons. John A., ^Mitchell.

Gibbs, J. C., Crown Point.
Gilbert, Joseph L., Ken-

dallville.

Gilbert, Win. H., Evans-
ville.

Gillespie, J. F., Green-
castle.

Gilson, Edmon A., Coving-
ton.

Goodrich, C. I)., Elkhart.
Graham, A. B., Indianap-

olis.

Graham. Hannah M., In-

dianaiiolis.

Grant, L. E., ]\Iarengo.

Gray. J. Lucius, La])orte.

Gray. John W., Bloom-
field.

Grayston, B. II. B., Hunt-
ington.

Grayston. W. S., Marion.
Green. William L.. Pekin.
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ALLEN COUNTY.

FORT WAYFE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

I Meeting of May ig, igo8.)

Society met in regular session in the assembly room
with 30 members present. President and V^ice-Presi-

dent being absent, meeting was called to order by the

.Secretary’. Minutes of previous meeting read and ap-

proved.

Gout: Theories of Causation, Clinical Varieties, was
the title of the first paper of the evening, by Dr. W.
P. Whery. He said that attacks occur mostly at night.

Gout is not a local disease, but the local manifestation

is the safety valve. Drinking water and plenty of it is

the best solvent of uric acid. He said that sodium
salts should be avoided in the treatment of gout,

even table salt. Among the remedies highly recom-

mended for the treatment of this disease are colchicum

and cimicifuga. The hot air apparatus is also of

great service. The universal law that everything

beneficial generates something detrimental accounts

for gout. He said that meat eaters more often have

gout, and quoted from history to show that such is

the case.

Rheumatoid Arthritis: Etiology, Symptoms, Diag-

nosis. Paper by Dr. B. Van Sweringen, in which he

discussed neuropathic origin, and said that disturb-

ances of sensation, glossy skin, and their symmetrical

distribution tend to show that the disease is of neu-

ropathic origin. Organisms have been founu that are

said to cause the condition. He said that the disease

attacks females more frequently, and usually the

poorer classes of j)atients; however, there are excep-

tions. The condition is said to follow shock. The

acute form is most likely to be diagnosed as acute in-

tlammatory rheumatism. He closed with giving an

offhand talk concerning the outline as set forth in the

postgraduate course.

In opening the discussion Dr. Barnett reported a

case of gout in which there was a deposit two inches

long in corpora cavernosa in penis of physician.
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Dr. Beall said that he had seen one case, which was
a case of poor man's gout. There were trophi in the

ears. In about GO per cent, of eases are found trophi

in the ears as white kernels. The majority of evi-

dence now leans to the bacteria origin of arthritis

deformans. He has seen the spine of one case of

spondylitis deformans after dissection.

In closing the discussion, Dr. Whery said that men-

tal and physical strain brought on attacks of gout in

London 40 years ago, during his practice there, and

not eating and drinking. He said that attacks of gout

were used by diplomatists to avoid discussing deli-

cate questions.

Pathology of Seminal 'Vesicles and Prostate, Preced-

ing Instrumental Epididymitis, was the title of a paper

by Dr. Charles E. Barnett, in which he said that

gonorrheal epididymitis, like gonorrheal salpingitis, re-

solves itself from the acute stage after proper treat-

ment in a comparatively short time, but the retained

pathology, after resolution has reached the limit, is

likely to ever remain a menace during the future life

of the individual. The essayist considers that in spite

of every precaution taken to prevent infection, there

are certain few epididymites that occur after the first

sound introduction, especially since the advent of the

Kollman dilator, which, in his opinion, is due to dis-

turbance of the pent-up pathology contained in the

prostate and seminal vesicles. He considers the

Bartholin gland and duct pathology the best com-

parison with the female compared to the seminal vesi-

cle pathologj’ in the male. In closing, he said “sur-

gery is governed by necessity, and if no other means
control vesicular pathology, surgical removal is the

necessity for the vesicle, as well as the prostate, when
infected.”

The discussion was opened by Dr. Drayer. He made
a motion, which was carried, that Dr. Barnett's paper

be referred to the State Association.

The Board of Censors reported unfavorably on the

application of Dr. B. Clark. They reported favorably

on the applications of Drs. L. J. Zoeller, E. Y. Mur-
ray, D. E. ^Murray, W. H. Tliompson, I. X. Myers.

^Motion was made by Dr. Drayer that the by-laws be

suspended and that the Secretary cast ballot of the

Society for these men. Seconded and carried.

^Motion made that the Fort Wayne IMedical Society

instruct its delegate to e.xteiid an invitation to the

State Society to meet in Fort Wayne in 1909. After

much discussion the q\iestion was laid over until the

next meeting.

Dr. Calvin announced the society’s committee to

meet with druggists’ as Drs. Bulson, IMorgan and Van
Buskirk. Dr. Bulson resigned and Dr. Calvin was
appointed in his place.

Motion made that the Society purchase a number of

the pamphlets on the Great American Fraud and send

them to teachers and clergymen. Motion carried.

Adjourned. J. C. W.xll.xce, Sec.

(Meeting of May 26
, 1908.)

Society met in regular session in the assembly room
with 30 members present. Meeting called to order by

Secretary J. C. Wallace. On motion. Dr. H. O. Brugge-

man was called on to preside. Minutes of previous

meeting read and approved.

Gastric Ulcer. Clinical case report by. Dr. B. Van
Sweringen. Patient, man. aged 03, in apparently good

health, was suddenly taken with pain in the right

hypochondrium, and in the back and right shoulder.

He was given hypodermics of moiphia to relieve the

pain. After resting some the patient vomited. He
had vomited several times after the attack started.

There was no tenderness in the back on 'either side

of the spine. The character of the pain and the loca-

tion or distribution pointed to gallstones. Upon ex-

amination the next day there was pain in the right

hypochondrium, and rigidity in this region, as well as

in the region of the appendix. The belly was opened

;

incision being made so that region of gall bladder and

appendix could both be investigated if necessary. The

appendix was examined and found to be the seat of the

old trouble. It was gotten up with difficulty. Free

pus was found in the peritoneal cavity, but as no per-

foration of the appendix could be found, therefore

there must have been some trouble somewhere else, as

the pus did not come from the appendix. The gall

bladder was palpated, but no stones were found. The

incision being enlarged, pus was found coming from

the stomach. The opening in the stomach was closed

with Lembert sutures, with the intention of making a

gastro-jejunostomy later, as the patient was in a very

bad condition. Drains were inserted. Tlie operation

was done one week ago, and now the patient is doing

fairly well.

In opening the discussion Dr. Porter said that it is

not necessary to have a perforation of the appendix

to account for pus in the peritoneal cavity. The loca-

tion of the perforation accounts for location of the

pain and tenderness. The direction of the least re-

sistance' was down to the E. I. fossa, and, therefore,

the pus went to that place. He said that there is a

larger per cent, of recoveries after perforation in gas-

tric ulcer than in intestinal perforations, as the gas-

tric contents are relatively more sterile than the con-

tents of the intestines. It will be very interesting to

note the progress of the case and whether the ulcer will

get well.

Dr. English stated that vitality had much to do with

the recovery of the patients after a perforation. The

vitality of a patient with gastric perforation is much

better than those with intestinal perforations such as

occur in typhoid fever.

Dietetics in Rheumatism and Gout, was the title of

a paper by Dr. A. P. Buchman, in which he said that

in the first few days or period of invasion of any dis-

ease there is little assimilation, therefore it is wrong

to give food. He said that if constructive metabolism

is in abeyance, it would seem that foods would be a

menace rather than an aid. The personal experience

of the esayist has been that patients are without appe-

tite or desire for food, and will not eat unless they arc

forced to do so by their friends. In certain forms of

chronic rheumatism he believes that they do better on

restricted diet, such as proteids and water. There is

no single dietary which is adapted to every rheumatic

case. The author thinks that the least quantity of

food is the best, assuming that excessive metabolism is

the trouble at the Start. If you now cut as withdraw

food you cut out future excessive metabolism, and

then by getting rid of the products of excessive met-

abolism you cure the case.

Therapeutic Action of the Salicylates. Paper by

W. 0. Gross. He said that in order to intelligently

study the therapeutic action of salicylates it is im-

portant to know something of their composition. ( 1 )

Il'hat is salicylic acid? (2) How is it obtained? (3)
Salts of salicylic acid. (4) Action of salicylates ther-
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apiniticiilly. ^\'ith reference to tlie lirst division of

the subject, lie said that on examination it is found

that salicylic acid is an or<ranic acid, existing natur-

ally in combination in various plants, such as straw-

berries, raspberries, blackberries, currants, plums,

black cherries, apricots, peaches, grapes, crab apples,

ajiples and oranges. It is also a constituent element

of the oils of wintergreen, bivch and other plants of

the spirsea family. About 24 years ago Kolbe suc-

ceeded in producing salicylic acid at a moderate cost

by mixing jihcnol with carbon dioxid through the in-

strumentality of sodium. The sodium salt thus ob-

tained is dissolved in water, decomposed by hydro-

chloric acid, the salic.ylic acid filtered oti, washed and

crystallized out of hot water.

In the study of therapy, particularly in regard to the

action of salicylates, we are confronted with the ever

apparent chemical changes which are constantly occur-

ring in the human body, both in health and disease.

When the natural chemical reaction is interfered with

through ini])roi)er food or other causes, the abnormal

condition resulting may usually be corrected by the ad-

ministration of agents acting chemically. While

agents other than chemical may, and often do, serve

therapeutic purposes, they eventuallly act chemicallj
or alter the abnormal conditions in the various tissues

and organs of the body. The fact that the abnormal

conditions can not always be corrected, simply means

that the proper reagent has not been em])loyed or that

decomposition has so far advanced as to preclude its

arrest or change.

In studying the therapeutic action of the salicylates

we find that they not only suspend the action of

diastase, but akso the starch digesting power of the

])ancreatic secretion. Salicylic acid was originally

brought to the notice of the profession on account of

its inhibitory influence on putrefaction, as small quan-

tities prevented the souring of milk, and one-fifth of

1 per cent, is sufficient to prevent the development of

bacteria in ordinary organic mixtures. This antisep-

tic power of salicylic acid led to its use in preserving

cider. It is largely used in the canning of corn, beans,

])cas, tomatoes, and other vegetables. When salicylic

acid is given to man in doses just sufficient to manifest

ifs presence, symptoms closely resembling cinchonism

result. ^Moderate therapeutic doses appear to have no

]i(>werful influence upon the circulation. Such physi-

ological evidence as we have indicating that they in-

crease arterial pressure somewhat by exciting the vas-

omotor centers and directly increasing the cardiac

force. The action of the acid upon the nervous system

seems to bo a depressant of the motor centers. Mod-

erate doses increase the frequency of respiration, prob-

ably in ])art by an action upon the peripheral pneu-

mogastrics, btit chiefly hv a direct influence \ipon the

respiratory. It is absorbed and circulates in the blood

|)robably as sodium salicylate, and is eliminated partly

\inchanged, as a salicylate, and partly as salicyluric

acid.

The question of the comparative medicinal value of

the artificial and natural salicylic acid is one of great

importance 1o the medical profession. It is an estab-

lished fact that the artificial acid is more poisonous

than the natural acid. According to Dunstan file poi-

sonous ])ro))ertics of the artificial acid are due to the

]uesence of three impurities, the meta, ortho and para-

cresotic acid. Of all the salts of salicylic acid, per-
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liajis the strontium salicylate deserves special men-
lion.

What has been said of the salicylates holds equally

true of another very inqiortant remedial agent, namely,

salol, or technically called phcnyl-salicylate. It has

been largely used in rheumatism as a substitute for

salicylic acid, but it is much less prompt than is that

remedy.

The e.xtcrnal use of salicylic acid in the strength of

1/1000 makes an ideal application in swellings due

to infection. Some of the fake cancer applications

contain salicylic acid in combination with other irri-

tants.

In opening the discussion. Dr. B. Van Sweringen

spoke on the difference between true and synthetic

salicylates, and said that in his personal experience

lie has been able to see but very little difference. In

the treatment of inflammatory rheumatism he has had

the most s\iceess with salicylate of soda, but very often

not until large doses were giwn. Concerning dietary,

he said that he thinks it is unwise to feed uuring acute

symptoms. In chronic forms, where there is nutri-

tional disturbance, the treatment should be pushed as

rapidly as possible.

Dr. Drayer stated that in one who has a tendency

to abort, the salicylates have a tendency to act as an

abortifacient. He says he knows that salicylic acid

will increase the menstrual flow, and sometimes bring

it on; therefore, we sho\ild be careful in using it in

pregnant women. Regarding permanent deafness from

the use of salicylates, he said that large doses, 15

grains four times a day for a week, produced deafness

lasting four months. He said that 30 grains t. i. d.

has a decided effect in stopping pruritis of diabetes.

In phosphaturia it will clear up urine and stop the-

reflex nerve pains. It is one of the best drugs in use.

Dr. Pulliam said that the reason sodium salicylate

deranges the stomach is that bottles in drug stores

allow moisture to get at the medicine and change it,

forming sodium hydroxid and salicylic acid. The de-

composition of salicylate of soda is what deranges the

stomach.

Dr. Weaver stated that Osier is giving salicin in 20

grain doses to children every two hours, claiming less

stomach disturbance.

Dr. Wheelock said that acute articular rheumatism

is a septic infection and the tonsil is the offender. The

value of salicylates resolves itself into that of an an-

algesic. He gets remarkable results from salicylates

given with large quantities of water. As to the physi-

ological effect he says that there is an effect similar

to cinchonism, where there is ringing in the ears or

fullness. This effect is produced by one drachm in

10 or 12 hours. He said that the best results were

secured, not by going beyond this effect, but rather stay

this side in using salicylates.

Dr. Buchman said that acute rheumatism is a gen-

eral toxemia. There is no constructive metabolism
' during acute invasion period, and it usually takes at

least four days after the crisis before we have con-

structive metabolism. One patient will come into the

stage of constructive metabolism earlier or later than

another.

Dr. Gross closed the discussion of his paper.

A motion to invite the Indiana State Medical

Association to meet in Fort Wayne in 1909 was dis-

cussed at length and finally carried.

The following resolution was presented:

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS
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Resolved, That after June 30, 1908, the Fort Wayne
Medical Society sliall discontinue the so-called post-

graduate system of instruction. And be it further

Resolved, That the Program Committee of the society

be, and hereby is, directed to prepare a program for

use after the summer vacation, which program will be

similar in its nature to the one in use before the adop-

tiori of the postgraduate program.

(Signed.) H. O. Bruggeman.

Motion made and seconded that the above be post-

poned until the next regular meeting.

Motion made by Dr. Porter, and seconded by Dr.

English, that the delegates and members who attend

the American Medical Association and State Associa-

tion meetings attend with a view to reporting matters
of interest to the local society on their return. Dr.

Drayer seconded the motion, making the amendment
that the chair appoint one man for each section.

Amendment accepted. 51otion as amended carried.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

CLAY COUNTY.
The Clay County ^Medical Society met in regular

session IMay 21, at the office of the President, Dr. S.

G. Hollingsworth. The applications of Drs. 51. A.

Freed and H. E. Vandiver of Clay City, C. D. Kay
of Cory, J. A. Davis of Coalmont, and Dr. Griffin of

Brazil, were presented, and after a favorable report

by the Board of Censors, all were received as mem-
bers of the society.

5Iotion made and carried that the society have one

afternoon and one evening meeting each month, the

afternoon meeting to be on the second Thursday, and
the evening meeting on the fourth Thursday. A com-

mittee, consisting of Drs. Cook, Dilley anu Sourwine,

was appointed to arrange and publish in advance for

the entire year a delinite program for each regular

session, and to provide an afternoon summer meeting

in some central jiart of the county on the banks of

Eel river, to which the doctors’ families be invited.

Dr. F. C. Dilley was appointed to secure a regular

meeting place in the public library building.

Adjourned. G. W. Finley, Sec.

CLINTON COUNTY.

Clinton County 5Iedieal Society met 5Iay 7, at 8:30

)). m., with President George W. Brown in the chair.

5rinutes of previous meeting read and ajiproved. The
first paper of the evening was by Dr. R. H. Ritter, of

Indianapolis, on “The Blood.’’ This was followed by

a paper on “Strangulated Hernia,’’ by Dr. John H.

Oliver, of Indianapolis. These papers were freely dis-

cussed by all the members present. At the close of

the session the members and invited guests, to the

number of thirty, rejiaired to the v’ushwa parlors,

where a banquet had been prepareil.

Adjourned. Ciia.s. Ciiittick, Sec.

DELAWARE COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Delaware County 5Ied-

ical Society was held 5Iay 1, with 23 members persent.

The committee aiipointed to draft suitable resolutions

in reference to the death of Dr. William L. Snyder,

reported as follows, which was adopted by consent:

Whereas, In the untimely death of our friend and
co-worker, Dr. William L. Snyder, the medical pro-

fession has lost a member whose scholarly attain-

ments, high character and noble purposes had won
him a conspicuous place in the profession; and,

Whereas, The community he served has lost a

faithful friend and able counselor; and.

Whereas, His family has sustained a profound
sorrow; therefore be it

Resolved, That the 5Iedieal Society of Delaware
County e.xtend to tlie family, the faithful wife, loving

mother and devoted brother, in the hour of profound
sorrow through broken ties, blighted hopes and de-

feated aspirations, its sincere sympathy.
The Board of Censors reported favorably upon the

application of Dr. George F. Ames, Eaton Ind., and
he was duly elected to membership in the society.

The following applications for membership were

received: Dr. FT. G. Powers, Albany; Dr. N. D.

Berry, 5Iuncie, and Dr. Earl S. Green, 5Iuncie.

An excellent paper on “Heredity’’ was presented by

Dr. A. A. Cecil, and ably discussed by Dr. W. W.
Wadsworth and others.

5Iotion made and carried that Dr. Cowing’s paper

on “Six Hundred Cases of Labor in Private Practice’’

be referred to the Indiana State 5Iedical Association

for presentation at its next meeting. 5Iotion made and

carried that the June meeting of the society be post-

poned from June 2 to June 12.

Adjourned. H. S. Bowles, Sec.

The regular monthly meeting of the Delaware
County 5Iedical Society was held Friday, June 12.

Resolutions of respect were adopted on the death by
drowning of Dr. Homer 51. Shaw, of Gaston, a mem-
ber of the Society.

The Board of Censors reported favorably upon the

applications of three physicians for membership in

the society, filed at the 5Iay meeting, and they were
elected to membership as follows: Drs. Earle S.

Green, 5Iuncie; Noah D. Berry, 5Iuncie, and U. G.

Powers, Albany.

Dr. A. H. Good juesented a paper on the subject,

“Puerperal Peritonitis,” in which he emphasized the

value of serum therapy in this aflection. The paper

elicited an excellent and general discussion by the

members. Among the points brought out were the

extreme necessity of prophylaxis, the blameworthy
tendency to regard and handle peritonitis, septicemia,

etc., dillerenlly when they appear during the puer-

]>erium, and the danger of sepsis from the parturient

woman e.xamining herself during the progress of

delivery.

Adjourned. D. 51. Green. Sec. mo iem.

KOSCIUSKO COUNTY.
The Kosciusko County 5Iedical Society held its

regular monthly meeting at the Court House in War-
saw, June 0. 5Ieeting called to order by President

C. K. Long, of Pierceton. 5Iinutes of the 5Iay meet-

ing read and apiiroved. The following physicians

were elected to membership: Drs. W. 0. Benson,

51ilford; Emanuel Stockberger, 5Iilford, and Forrest

J. Young, Leesburg. Dr. S. S. Allen, of Packerton,

was unanimously granted a certificate as to his moral,

ethical and professional character, to be used in secur-

ing right to practice in the State of Illinois.

The first paper of the evening was by Dr. E. E.

Haworth of Claypool, on the subject, “Anatomy and
Histology of Tumor.s,” which was discussed by Drs.

Schakelford and Hines of Warsaw. Dr. A. C. 5Ic-

Donald of Warsaw, read a naner on “Differential

Diagnosis of 5Ialignant and Benign Tumors; Varieties
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Ix)fation and ^Microscopic Ai)peaiance.” This paper

was discussed by President Long of Pierceton, and
Dr. Hawortli. lir. C. E. Thomas read a paper en-

titled, “Cancer and Fibroids of the Uterus.” l)rs.

Fermier, Long, Haworth, McDonald, Hines and How-
ard participated in the discussion. Dr. Fermier pre-

sented a pedunculated fibroid tumor of the uterus.

The operation was performed eight years ago (a

complete hysterectomy being done), and the patient

is well to-day.

Adjourned. C. Xoumax Howard, See.

PIKE COUNTY.
The Pike County !Medical Society met in regular

session June 9, with an exceptionally large attendance.

Dr. .J. T. Kime presented the first paper of the even-

ing on the sid)ject, “Prostatitis,” giving many interest-

ing facts regarding this disease, and showing the

good results to be obtained from the use of faradic

electricity. The paper was freely discussed. Dr. tVal-

ter )M. Hunter was also to have read a paper on “Puer-

peral Fever,” but was compelled to leave before read-

ing on account of illness. Drs. Coleman and Basinger

reported several interesting cases to the soeietj'. All

the physicians of the county were invited to attend

the meetings and join in discussions whether members

or not.

Adjourned. E. S. Imel, Sec.

BOOK REVIEWS

Glimpses of Medic.vl Europe. By Ralph L. Thomp-
son, Professor of Pathology, St. Louis, Univer-

sity School of ^Medicine. Cloth; pages, 235; price,

SI. 50. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, 1908.

This book contains a very entertaining and instruc-

tive descrijdion of things medical as seen by an Ameri-

can physician during a visit in the medical centers of

Europe. The book is not intended as a guide in any

sense and yet it contains much information concerning

the various hospitals, clinics and medical teachers of

Europe which will prove of value to the man who is

about to take his first trip abroad.

Bier's Hyperemic Treatment in Surgery, jMedicine

AND ALL THE SPECIALTIES; A MANUAL OF ITS Pr.YC-

TiCAL Application. By Willy !Meyer, M.D., Profes-

sor of Surgery at the New York Postgraduate IMed-

ical School and llosjutal; and Professor Dr. Victor

Schmieden, Assistant to Professor Bier at Berlin

University, Germany. Octavo of 209 pages, illus-

trated.’ ifiiiladelphia and London: W. B. Saunders

Company, 1908. Cloth, $3.00, net.

This contribution is an attempt to bring before the

]irofession in brief form what is known about Bier’s

hyperemic treatment up to the present time. Espe-

cially noteworthy and commendable is the freedom from

extravagant claims and fine spUn theories concerning

this rather new yet promising therapeutic agent. Ac-

tual clinical results are presented, together with sug-

gestions as to the possibilities in other conditions, with-

out any claim for the remedy as a panacea. The phy-

sician is not asked to discard other well recognized

and valuable therapeutic measures, but merely to con-

sider hyperemia for what it is worth, in the hope that

it will be given just credit for what it has already
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accomplished and a patient and conscientious trial

wherever it may seem to be indicated.

The whole method is of course founded upon Bier’s

conception of intlammation as an auxiliary to a cure
rather than a detriment, and as Nature’s own we.ipon

in fighting infection. The various kinds of hyperemia
are described in detail, together with their methods of

induction, and then follows a resume of the clinical

conditions in which it either has been or may be ad-

vantageously employed. The work ends with a very
modest conchision and an appeal to the profession for

a more extensive and thorough trial of what would
appear to be a rational therapy where indicated.

Dlsea.ses of the Nose, Throat, and Ear. Medical
times a slightly clumsy diction have crept into what
must otherwise be considered an excellent resume on
the subject dealt with and for which the profession

owes its thanks to the authors.

Diseases of the Nose. Throat, and Ear, :Medical
AND Surgical. By William Lincoln Ballenger, M.D.,
Professor of Otology, Ehinolog;^’ and Laryngology,
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago. Illus-

trated with 471 engravings and 10 plates, 905 pages,
cloth, $0.00. Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia and New
York, 1908.

This is the most comprehensive as well as the most
practical and thoroughly up-to-date work on medical

and surgical diseases of the ear, nose and throat that

has ever been published. Such marked advances in the

knowledge of tne.se subjects have been made within a

comparatively short time that no apologx^ had to be

offered for the presentation of such a thoroughly

modern work to the medical profession. The author

has very wisely solicited and secured the very latest

opinions from recognized authorities in his particular

specialty and incorporated the knowledge thus obtained

with his own, based upon extensive experience and
painstaking investigataion, thus giving to the reader

an exposition of the subject which carries with it the

weight of the leading progressive oto-laryngologists

and presenting at the same time the very latest and

most advanced thought on the subjects considered. To
enumerate all of tne special features of the work would
require reference to a large number of sidijects, for

nearly every chapter has something in it which marks
it as being entirely modern as compared to other books

on the subject which have found a place among authori-

tative works. Particular mention may be made of

the consideration of diseases of the accessory sinuses

and their relation to other diseases and conditions,

the role which infection plays in the diseases of the

ear, nose and throat, and the operative treatment for

the surgical diseases or conditions. Bronchoscopy and

esophogoscopy, resection operations for the relief of

deviated septum, the intranasal operation for disease

of the accessory sinuses, the grafting of the facial nerve

for the cure of facial paralysis, and many other subjects

which have lately received such marked consideration

and alteration of opinion are all considered in a most

admirauie and satisfactory manner. The wealth of

illustrations, a large portion of which are original,

add materially to the value of the book and make of

it an atlas as well as a text-book. The mechanical

features of the work are also all that could be desired.

In short the book fills a demand for a practical yet

comprehensive and modern treatise on ti.e subjects

discussed, and the author has fidfilled his efforts in this

direction in an eminently satisfactory manner.
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^niE DIAGNOSIS AND TKEATMENT OF
FLUCTUATING TUMOES OF THE

' FEMALE FELYIS.*

Geo. II. Graxt^ M.D.

KICHYIOND^ IXD.

Tlie diagnosis of the various forms of fluctu-

ating tumors of the pelvis recpiires great care,

each individual case presenting its own peculiar

symptoms and difficulties. Direct and conjoined

e.xamination must always be employed, and even

by these metliods errors may occur unless the

general physical conditions and past as well as

present history of the patient be interrogated and

correctly interpreted. After exhausting all other

means of inquiry, it will not infrequently happen

that nothing except an exploratory incision into

the field in question will positively establish the

character of the disease and reveal the extent to

wliicli the organs are affected. For instance, an

ovarian cyst and a parovarian cyst present no

different signs, symptoms or history, and both

may quite easily have all the symptom-complex

of an early tubal gestation. Other instances of

the same character will occur to every practi-

tioner, but the limits of this article prevent a

full elaboration of the matter.

Certain pelvic accumulations of a fluid charac-

ter are common to both sexes, the more impor-

tant being j^^oas and iliac abscesses, distended

bladders (both urinary and gall bladders), renal

tumors, floating kidneys, encysted ascites, intes-

tinal tumors, hydatid, pancreatic and mesenteric

cysts, retroperitoneal gland.s, and cysts of the

‘Head lipfore flip Indiana State Medical .Association
at French Lick. June 18, 1908.

urachus. Psoas and iliac abscesses originate

either from a breaking-down vertebral bone or

from suppuration of the ilio-sacral joint, or of

the inner surface of the ilium or acetabulum. The
pus follows the iliac muscle-sheath, finally ap-

pearing below Poupart's ligament in the space

between the outer edge of the rectus femoris.

Sometimes pus burrows along the sartorius, ap-

jtearing alotig the course of that muscle. The
history and the fact that pressure on the tumor
causes its displacement will usually establish the

diagnosis of these collections. Attention to the

necrosed bone and drainage from the lowest point,

either anteriorly or posteriorly, together with

care of the general health, constitute the indica-

tions for treatment.

Pus may accumulate in the pelvis from any

form of abdominal suppuration, as quite fre-

(luently, for instance, after a]jpendicitis. After

lupture of a pyosaljtinx, the pus may gravitate

to Douglas’ cul-de-sac, from whence, as a tem-

porary means of relief, it may be evacuated by

an incision back of the cervix. Sometimes this

will accomplish a complete cure, but the diseased

lube remaining many sequehe, such as fistula'

or recurrent pelvic peritonitis, may eventually

demand the tube's removal. L^nless a urinary

bladder is sacculated, the catheter will determine

whether distention is present. Gall bladders ex-

tend from above downward into the pelvis, and
have such a history of pain, with recurrences of

jaundice, nausea and other symptoms that estab-

lishment of their diagnosis is usually easily

made. Ascites is ordinarily easy to differentiate,

because of its accomijanying diseased conditions.

Floating kidneys, renal .tumors and cysts of the

urachus and pancreas also can be traced from
above downward into the pelvis, and each of

these conditions will have its own history to aid

in a diagnosis. Encysted ascites, mesenteric and
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intestinal cvsts and that very rare disease, hy-

datid cysts, may require an exploratory incision

to make a })ositive diagnosis. Proj)aration must

ahvavs be made to conclude sucli an incision l>y a

complete operation for a cure of the conditions

tliat may be found. Tlie tumors of the ])clvis

that are distinctively diseases of the female are

liydramnios, or uterine cysts, extrauterine gesta-

tions. ovarian and parovarian cysts and tlie vari-

ous forms of salpingitis (hydro-, sacto- and pyo-

salpinx)

.

A fluctuating tumor inseparable from the pel-

vic brim below, with resonance above and beside

it, and known not to be a distended bladder, is

probably either an ovarian or a uterine tumor.

If the tumor is ovarian, it probably has a pedi-

cle, and is limited in its range of motion upward.

If it is continuous with the uterus, giving the

impression that no pedicle exists, and has a his-

tory of rapid growth, with irregular or sup-

pressed menses, morning sickness and perhaps

ballottement, tubal pregnancy is probable. If

such a case suddenly develops intense pain, with

a very rapid pulse, cold, sweaty skin and the

other symptoms of hemorrhage, a ruptured

extrauterine gestation probably exists, and the

utmost caution must be exercised in its manage-

ment.

Salpingitis is usually bilateral, and is the se-

quel of some other disease, either specific, tuber-

cular or of some less virulent micro-organism.

Its svm])toms in the early stages are merely those

of metritis or pelvic cellulitis. Pain, usiially

dull, aching or of a burning sensation, is felt.

This is increased by any local pressure such as

examination by touch or speculum, and it is ex-

aggerated hv the effort to defecate. On local ex-

amination a very tender, irregularly swollen mass

of a rounded character can he made out on one or

both sides of the pelvis. Care must be exercised

in such local examination for fear of breakijig

the tumor and releasing its contents into the

peritoneal cavity.

It was the author's experience to have recently

under his care the three kinds of pelvic tumor

last mentioned, all at the same time. One was

an unusually large parovarian multilocular cyst.

The second case combined the results of a chronic

salpingitis and an ectopic gestation, and the

third was an nncomplicated tubal cyst. In the

first or large tumor, the weight of Avhich was

thirty jiounds, there was a history of irregular,

scanty menstruation, which led to the belief that

jn-egnancy existed. After a few months, how-

ever, the normal function was re-established, and

the tumor grew very rapidly and assumed the

characteristics of an ovarian cyst. The patient

complained of soreness and pain of a neuralgic

nature above the right ovary and imagined she

felt fetal movements, hut later it was definitely

established that these were due to gas in the in-

testines. fl'he contour of the abdomen was smooth

and symmetrical and always found about the

same. Distinct fluctuation was easily detected

upon palpation and dulness upon percussion.

C'oni])laint was made of dyspnea, especially in

the recumbent jiosition, and a general discomfort

due to abdominal distention was experienced.

After a delay of eleven months the ])atient was

fully convinced by rejieated consultations that

the condition ])resent was an ovarian cyst and

that abdominal section must be done.

On the 10th of March I removed the tumor at

the Peid i\Iemorial Hospital. A long incision

was required, because of the size of the tumor,

commencing three inches above the umbilicus

and extending downward to the pubes. The

main cyst contained twenty pounds of fluid, and

after delivering the sac in the usual manner con-

siderable difficulty was encountered in removing

the su])plementary cysts, which were quite firm

and numerous and which, in addition to the sac

itself, weighed ten pounds. While not adherent,

the mass was so bulky it was difficult to remove

through the long incision. Her recovery was un-

eventful—she walked about the room on the

twentieth day and returned home a few days

later.

The second case has the following history

:

Xine years ago, after a severe attack of pelvic

peritonitis, an ovoid, boggy, fluctuating mass was

found in the right pelvis about one-half inch

away from the uterus. Operation was urged at

ihat time and repeatedly in the A’ears that fol-

lowed. The danger of a rupture of this sac be-

ing pointed out to the patient by other physi-

cians and myself, however, she steadfastly de-

clined an operation. AVhile there operation was

lirged, but, because of the rapid improvement

while resting in bed, and^witli the use of ichthyol

tampons and hot douches, she concluded to wait

until fall for the laparotomy, which she knew at

last was inevitable. On March 23 I called on her

at her liome, found her in excellent spirits and

entirely free from pain, but still having an ovoid,

fluctuating mass in the pelvis, connected with

the uterus. A slight menstruation had occurred

and she was very urgently entreated to have an

immediate operation for fear of a rupture of the

sac
;
liowever, she again refused. At 9 :30 a. m.

on Alarcli 25. less than forty-eight hours after

this conversation, I was hastily called to see this
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l)atient and found her apparently about to die.

She was cold, her features pinched and drawn,

and intense pain present in the right pelvic re-

gion, and no radial pulse could be detected. I

hastily summoned an ambulance, but waited an

iiour before removing her to Reid Memorial Hos-

pital, for fear she might perish onAhe road. Re-

covering somewhat, I removed her, and the lapar-

otomy revealed a chronic, inflamed tube, within

which pregnancy had occurred and progressed to

about the sixth week, and then the tube ruptured.

The abdominal cavity contained an immense
quantity of blood. The hemorrhage was imme-
diately controlled by clamps; hot sponges were

packed in the pelvis. She made an uneventful

recovery. The intercutaneous stitch was removed

on the tenth day, and two days later she returned

home, without any elevation of temperature or

other disagreeable symptoms following the opera-

tion. Xo more frightfully marked contrast could

possibly exist than that which was present imme-
diately before rupture of this tube and the con-

dition of the patient directly afterward.

In describing the symptoms of a tubal abor-

tion, such as this one was, J. Whitridge AYilliams,

in his “Obstetrics,’’ says:

“In many cases the first manifestation of the

abnormal pregnancy is the sudden occurrence of

intense, lancinating pain in one or other ovarian

region, which is soon followed by faintness, the

patient rapidly passing into a state of collapse.

This indicates the occurrence of abortion or rup-

ture. In the former case the patient usually

rallies promptly, whereas, if rupture has oc-

curred, the collapse deepens, the face becomes

extremely pallid, and the patient complains of

intense pains in the lower abdomen. The tem-

perature is persistently subnormal, and an ex-

amination of the blood shows a marked diminu-

tion in the number of red corpuscles and in the

amount of hemoglobin. Death may occur within

a few hours, unless the hemorrhage is checked

by operative means.”

The third case came to my office on April 6.

She had a history of irregular menses twice with-

in two weeks, the last time the hemorrhage being

very profuse and exhausting in character. She

also had severe backache, especially on the left

side, and headache always more severe at night

and when h'ing down or after being on her feet

very much.

On examination a fluctuating tumor, the size

of a very large lemon, was found about one inch

away from the uterus. This was free from pain

on pressure. Tlie danger of the case was ex-

plained and, the possibility of a pregnancy being

mentioned, an immediate operation was urged,

which was agreed to and performed on April 9.

On section a tubal cyst was found and removed,

and the patient made a very satisfactory recov-

ery, the intercutaneous stitch being removed on
April 18, and she returned home ten days later.

In a recent letter from Dr. A. J. Ochsner on
the treatment of fluctuating tumors of the female

pelvis, he gives as his opinion that all such

tumors must be removed surgically, and that

such is his routine practice, after having ob-

served them long enoiigh to insure a good result.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. H. G. Xierman, Fort Wayne:

—

I think

possibly the question as to whether thirty-pound

tumors should be immediately removed is a de-

batable one. Probably dividing the operation

into two sittings will reduce the amount of shock

and give the patient a little advantage in that

respect. I offer this as a suggestion. There are

cases with no complications. There are others

with hemorrhage and shock that die as the result

of the operation.

Dr. T. B. Xoble, Indianapolis:—I wish to

take the opposite view, that in large multilocular

ovarian cystoma tapping should be resorted to

before removal, in the way mentioned here. With
local anesthesia, puncture is a matter directly

under our observation. Two days ago I was com-
pelled to do, under local anesthesia, a very diffi-

cult and trying operation in a case of adeno-

cystoma which had been tapped several times, to

have the fluid recur, the leakage through the

tapping producing a very widespread reaction in

the peritoneum, in which the ovarian tumor was
adherent to everything that it came in contact

with. Under a local anesthetic and nothing else

this tumor was removed. So that I am certain

that with the experience I have had with local

anesthesia we do not have to contend with such

a procedure as tapping or temporizing treat-

ment. We can do radical, curative work by local

anesthesia.

Dr. Xierman

:

—This was a thirty-pound tumor
I was speaking of.

Dr. Xoble:—Mine was a thirty-pound tumor
also.

Dr. M. I. Rosenthal, Fort Wayne

:

—This is

1908. The way to remove a cyst is to take it out,

and if you want to tap it at all tap it after it is

out.

Dr. Goethe Link, Indianapolis:—I favor tap-

ping in ovarian cyst after the belly wall is opened

and not until then. Yet if there is a case in

which the patient is so exhausted that she can
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not stand the complete operation rve have an-

other procedure known as marsupialization, in

which the edges of the cyst may be tacked to the

belly wall and left for later developments. This

method of handling ovarian cysts does not hold

sood altogether in dealing with another fluctu-

ating tumor of the pelvis mentioned in the paper,

and that is large pelvic abscesses or even large

pus tubes. I am very much in favor of dealing

with large pus tul)es where the patient is very

ill by first opening them through the vagina and

draining them and later on taking them out

through the anterior abdominal wall. ^ e mu.st

not, however, tell the patient that we expect to

cure them by this drainage operation, which is

only to prepare them for later treatment. But

in doing this we occasionallj’ haie a patient get

so well that they will not submit to further pro-

cedure. This is especially true, as I have found,

in cases in which the infection is due to some-

thing aside from gonorrheal infection. In gon-

orrheal infection there will be found different

compartments in the pus tubes and we can easily

demonstrate that they can not be drained through

the vagina.

In closing the discussion, Dr. Grant said

:

"Ttegarding what has been said as to evacuating

a pelvic abscess or an ovarian cyst by means of

a trochar, or by aspiration, I heartily agree with

Dr. Bosenthal.

“Beside thanking the Section for their atten-

tion, I believe I have nothing more to say.”

TECTIXIC OF HABE-DIP AXD CLEFT

PALATE OPEBATTOXS.*

Joseph Bilus Eastmax, M.D.

IXDIAXAPOLIS.

In the works of most writers upon this subject

we And the statement that it is never wise to

operate for cleft palate on a child under 3 years

of age, and tliat the time of election is from this

age up to the age of 6 years.

It is said that infants do not bear operations

well. Tliere is very little support for this state-

ment.

Brophy, of Chicago, who has had an enormous

experience in this field, believes that there is less

nervous shock after an operation on a child of a

few rveeks of age than when the babe is older,

*Read before the Indiana State Medical Association

at French Eick, June 18, 1908.

tliat the liones are softer, that after operation tlie

cliild will be lictter nourished, that the mus-

cles of the palate are given an opportunity to de-

velop instead of atrophy, and that the patient

does not get into the habit of articulating

through the cavern of the nose.

Lane, of London, whose work in this field is

distinguished both for its fiber and volume, de-

clares the best time for cleft palate operations to be

the day after birth or as soon after that day as

possible. I have an a.ssured conviction that the

newborn child bears surgery much better than

is generally imagined. The capacity of the tis-

sues for repair at this time is at the best. Be-

sisting power has not been reduced by the breath-

ing in of cold air through a roofless mouth. Di-

gestion has not been impaired by unsatisfactory

feeding. Moreover, at this time the impression^

of pain is probably not so acute (Lane). The

very circumstance that the infant has just

passed through the birth canal with all the brutal

mechanical insults which may be incident to this

excursion indicates the presence of a tolerance of

traumatism which becomes less in evidence as

the infant grows older.

In Lane’s operations during the first week the

infant rarely cries or shows evidence of being in

pain. It is almost never sick after the anes-

thetic and takes its food wdthin an hour or two

after the operation with evident enjoyment.

Brophy says the baby weighs more just after

birth and has greater vital resistance than for

months later.

In an ordinary cleft palate operation at this

\ Ime the loss of blood should be trivial, but. how-

ever this may be, the danger from loss of blood

is no greater than at a later period. Our experi-

ence has never suggested that young infants do

not bear the loss of blood well. If there is any

i-eliable evidence to the effect that a very young

infant does not bear the loss of a given propor-

tion of its blood as bravely as an older individual

we have no knowledge of it.

\Ve must not forget Lane’s injunction that the

success which attends these operations, so far as

the perfection of speech is concerned, varies di-

rectly with the degree of possibility of develop-^

ment of the nasopharynx at the time of operation

and with the freedom of the passage of air,

through it.
!

“When, as in cleft palate, the septum betweeff

the nasopharynx and the mouth is incomplete, the

mechanical factor upon which the nasal cavities
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depend for their development is in abeyance and,

therefore, they do not increase proportionately in

size. In consequence, the sides of the alveolar

arch become approximated, as do the edges of the

cleft, and the portions of the roof on either side

become more vertical and extensive.”

Many surgeons use as an argument in favor of

delaying the operation the statement that the

changes in the roof of the mouth which take place

in time render surgical interference more simple

at a later date. In other words, they say “the less

developed the nose, the more ‘easy the operation

for the closure of a deficiency in its floor.”

Lane, however, contends that “since the caliber

of the nasal cavities bears an inverse proportion

lo the height of the palate and as the lower part

of the nasal fossa is that through which air is

chiefly transmitted, this is especially encroached

upon by any 'abnormal increase in the height of

the palate. Being aware of the mechanics of the

nasopharynx, it will be easy to recognize the im-

;nense importance of separating the mouth from

the nose as early in life as possible so that the

pressure exerted by the air as it passes through

the former can be brought to bear upon the walls

of the space and the nasal cavities and the adja-

cent bones influenced by normal developmental

factors.

“The conclusion that closure of the cleft in no

wise remedies defective articulation was formu-

lated after observation of cases operated too late.

A closure of the cleft does remedy defective speech

if the operation is performed early in the period

of growth. The peculiar intonation of the cleft

palate child, the miscalled nasal tone, is due to

the circumstance that the outgoing air does not

pass through the nose at all, and when the cleft

is closed at the usual late time, there is in the

extremely underdeveloped nose very little space

through which air can be transmitted and, of

course, there is very little good in trying to de-

velop this space after such a late operation.”

Brophy says: “The later the operation the

weaker the lungs, the narrower the nasal passages,

the more abundant the adenoids and the more

difficult the operation for the closure of the

palate cleft from the technical standpoint.”

Brophy advises against closing of the palate

cleft and that of the hare-lip at the same time;

that is, he waits until the palate has completely

closed and the patient has recovered before de-

voting any attention to the lip. It is needless to

say that when both operations are done at the

same seance the palate should be treated first, for

the reason that the existence of the hare-lip gives

more room in which to work, but in the contro-
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versy as to whether the lip should be operated

with the palate I have preferred to follow the

teachings of Lane, who operates the lip and the

]3alate at the same time. He does this for three

reasons.

The first and most important is that the soft

parts which are removed necessarily from the

margins of the lip may be of the greatest service

in completing the closure of the anterior part of

the cleft of the palate. “Indeed,” he says, “to
one unfamiliar with the employment of these
portions of the lip in this manner the large area
of cleft which the pieces of lip can be made to

close is most striking. They have a remarkable
vitality and bear an extraordinary amount of

liandling and suturing with safety.”

The second reason is that postponing the hare-
lip operation for a time reduces the chances of
union.

I he third reason is that the sooner the jiressure

of the complete lip is brought to bear upon the

segments of the upper jaw as well as upon a dis-

placed premaxilla, should it exist, the more rapid

is the approximation of the bones forming the-

front of the cleft and the restoration of the pre-

maxilla to its normal relationship. The muco-
periosteuni covering the premaxilla is also use-

ful in helping to close the cleft.

The pressure which is exerted upon a protrud-
ing premaxilla by the lip after its continuity
has been effected is, in the ojoinion of some sur-
geons, sufficient to bring about its backward dis-

placement into the interval between the two max-
ilhe. If the hare-lip is closed very early, this

lakes place with rapidity, but if the hare-lip and
cleft palate are ignored for months or years il

will be necessary to free the premaxilla with a

chisel or a stout knife before it can be pushed
back into the interval between the two maxillae
in front. It is needless to say that the prola-
bium and the premaxilla should never be cut
away, but always used to close in the gap in
Iront where the cleft of the lip is bilateral or that
of the palate is complete. Surgeons to whom
these cases come frequently have all been in-

formed at some time that a rolled up piece of tis-

sue hanging from the septum of the nose had
been promptly and confidently cut away, the
family physician either being ignorant of the
value of the prolabium in closing the defect of

the lip or perhaps being unable to understand at

all the meaning of the presence of this centrally

developing portion of the lip.

After early operations upon the lip and palate

the nose is gradually pushed forward by the

growth of the septum.
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In r.ane’s technic for narrow cleft, if the soft

parts overlying the edges of the cleft are thick

and vascular, a Hap is cut from the mucous mem-
brane, subnuicous tissiie and periosteum of one

side, having its attachment or base along the free

margin of the cleft. The palatine vascular sup-

ply is divided while the Hap is being reHected

inwards and it depends for its blood supply on

vessels entering its attached margin.

The mucous membrane, submucous tissue and

periosteum are raised from the opposing margin

of the cleft by an elevator, an incision being made
along the length of the edge of the cleft.

The reflected flap with its scanty supply of

Iflood derived from small vessels in its attached

margin is then placed beneath the elevated flap

whose blood supply is ample and it is fixed in

position by a double row of sutures. In this

manner two extensive raw surfaces, well supplied

with blood and uninfluenced by any tension what-

ever, are retained in accurate apposition.

If a wide gap is found to exist in soft palate,

Lane dissects up a flap, consisting partly of mu-
coperiosteum from over tlie hard palate and part-

ly of oral layers of the soft palate. He turns this

flap over, doorlike, it having been dissected free

down to the edge of the cleft, and sutures it to

the freshened edge upon the opposite side of the

defect.

In many cases of wide defect, after dissecting

up a flap in this manner on one side upon the

oral surface of the soft palate, a similar flap is

dissected free from the upper or nasopharyngeal

surface of the soft palate so that it is then possi-

ble to fill in the defect by applying these flaps to

each other, raw surface to raw surface, so that

the tissue bridging the defect is covered both

above and below by mucous membrane.

The Brophy uranoplasty is often the one of

choice after the age of six months. After seizing

the tip of one of the divided halves of the uvula

with fine forceps, a sharp tenotome is introduced

at the uvular end and a narrow strip is split off

all the way around the edge of the cleft. The
strip should come off in one piece and cut with

the knife introduced obliquely go that more mu-
cosa is cut from the oral than from the nasal

side. When the suturing is begun, it will be

seen that this beveled edge is an important fac-

tor in precise coaptation.

By incising parallel to the edge of the cleft the

soft palate is split and all the mucoperiosteum

is raised from the hard palate, being left at-

tached in front and behind. Through the in-

cision thus made in the oral mucous membrane,

the nasal mucous membrane and the tissues at-

tached to the posterior edge of the hard palate

on each side are divided with scissors.

In practice it will be possible almost invariably

now to bring the edges of the cleft together with-

out division of the hamular process, as in Bill-

roth’s procedure. For in high palatal arches the

two mucoperiosteal flaps will fall together after

having been loosened, like the two halves of a

cantalever draw bridge.

Incisions dividing the muscles of the soft pal-

ate are quite unnecessary and mischievous in

many cases.
,

The use of Brophy’s wire and lead plates in

his simple uranoplasty is likewise unnecessary.

The wire and plates frequently slough and cut

out, even in Brophy’s hands.

C. H. Mayo, after having prepared the parts

for the insertion of sutures and having made two

lateral incisions close to the alveoli, introduces a

narrow tape which surrounds the right and left

mucoperiosteal flaps. Traction on the ends of

the tape brings the flaps towards the operator,

steadies them and facilitates the introduction of

the ordinary sutures. When the sutures are in

place and tied, Mayo crosses the free ends of the

tape and fixes them by tying a ligature around

them at this point, cuts off the superfluous por-

tions of the tape and, lastly, slides the whole tape

until that part fastened by the ligature lies in

the nasal instead of in the oral cavity. The tape

fastened as above, it was claimed, acts as an effi-

cient relaxation suture or support; it also drains

secretions from the nasal cavity into the mouth.

Into the lateral incisions Mayo packs iodoform

gauze to “splint” the flaps.

In our experience, the use of Mayo’s tape has

proven very disappointing. It is true that with

the tapes passed through the lateral incisions

around the flaps, the edges of the flaps may be

held easily in apposition and the introduction of

sutures thus facilitated. However, the practice

of tying the tape and leaving it in as a sort of

support or relaxation suture is somewhat dan-

gerous. If it is tied tightly enough to give any

additional support whatever, it must be tied

tightly enough to strangulate the slender flaps

in some degree. We have used the tape several

times and believe that its presence has always

interfered somewhat with union. The results

have been better since it was discarded. Sher-

man, of San Francisco, prefers waxed tape, which

he says does not become infected.

In suturing together the edges of the cleft in

ordinary uranoplasty, there is no better suture

material than fine chromic or iodin catgnt. After

using silk, linen, celloidin hemp and Lane’s Chi-
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]iese twist, we find simple chromic catgut the

best of all. The sutures should, as advised by

Sherman, be mattressed to the end that the

greatest extent of raw surfaces be coapted.

We think that many of the special instru-

ments are unnecessary.

Many gags have been presented, but it is diffi-

cut to appreciate their superiority over the IVliite-

head. Small French needles serve admirably,

and for this work there is no better needle holder

than a good Halsted artery clamp, the cerations

upon whose jaws have been filed down a bit.

The anesthetic employed should be ether, ad-

ministered in the form of vapor through a curved

tube passed into one naris and attached to a

double Junker bottle or to the double bottle of

Brophy devised for this purpose.

We confess we have had no experience with

Brophy's compression operation, believing, per-

haps with insufficient reason, that, though ideal

in the first week, it should be employed in such

selected instances only for the reason that it in-

volves forcibly pressing together the two sides of

the upper maxillary arch with consequent nar-

rowing of the nasopharynx and vault of the

mouth. Brophy occasionally divides the malar

process to the end that the edges of the cleft

may be forced together. If the operation is done

in a very young infant, subsequent growth and

development may overcome the narrowing of

the channels consequent upon this compression,

but perhaps not.

In the Brophy operation, with a stout needle

threaded with silk or celloidin hemp, strong sil-

ver wire is passed tlirough the superior maxilla

just back of the malar process and high enough

to be above the palate. In other words, the wire

passes from the outer surface of one alveolar

process through both sides of the upper jaw to

the outer surface of the other. One or two ad-

ditional wires are passed through both superior

maxilhe and in front of the first. The ends upon

each side are twisted together over lead plates

after the edges of the cleft have been forced to-

gether by powerful compression of the two su-

perior maxillary hones between the operator’s

thinnbs.

In every operation for complete hare-lip it will

be observed that the ala of the nose is pulled to

one side and the nostril much widened. To the

end that there may be no tension upon the su-

tures and that the nostril may not he too broad,

it is important that the nose be separated from
its deep connections upon the side concerned.

This is readily done by passing a pair of scis-

sors between the lip and the superior maxilla

and completely severing the soft tissues from the

bone over an area approximately as large as a 25-

cent piece.

“The upper lip is everted and pulled upwards

and outwards by the finger and thumb of the left

hand. The mucous membrane is incised at its

reflection from gum to lip and divided from the

premolar region on one side to the premolar re-

gion on the other side, if necessary. Through
this incision, with knife and scissors, one sepa-

rates the soft parts from the bones (keeping the

instrument close to the bone). Particular at-

tention must be paid to the separation of the ala

of the nose from the bone.”

To what extent must the soft parts be sepa-

rated from the bone ? Binnie answers : “Until

the edges of the cleft of the lip, when placed to-

gether, show a tendency to lie in apposition so

that the sutures when introduced may be tied

without giving rise to tension.”

Alter trying most of the suture materials for

hare-lip, we are convinced of the superiority of

horse hair sutures alone, unless there be consid-

erable inevitable tension, in which case silver

wire may he used.

When silver wire is used for suturing, it is'

usually attached to a straight or curved needle

by simply bending back one end of the wire after

it is passed through the eye. It may be intro-

duced somewhat more easily by using a needle

armed with a loop of silk thread with which the

wire suture is drawn into position. The free

ends of the sutures are then twisted, quilled or

shotted or secured by glass beads, according to

the degree, of tension and the character and loca-

tion of the wound.

If thick wire be threaded indirectly through

the eye and doubled backward upon itself, there

will be formed at the necessarily broad butt-end

of the needle an awkward lump. To jerkily draw

this lump through delicate tissues, like those of

the soft palate or the lip of a young infant, must,

in the nature of things, cause tearing and con-

tusion which detract from the usefulness of the

suture. The jerking of the lump of wire

tlirough the tissues becomes especially disagree-

able after one or more sutures have been intro-

duced and secured, the likelihood of loosening or

displacing such already adjusted sutures being

considerable. The entrance and erratic excur-

sions of the loop of wire produce an unneces-

sarily large skin opening and stitch canal and

predispose to infection and consequent “cutting

out” of the suture.

To obviate these difficulties, we have used in

liai'e-lip operations a Xo. 24 standard gauge sil-
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ver wire suture, eighteen indies in length, to one

end of whidi is attadied with silver solder, after

annealing of both metals, a full or half-curved

steel needle. This gives a perfectly smooth joint

which may be drawn tlirough delicate tissues

without adding unnecessary laceration to that

produced by the needle point and which does not

catch abruptly at the skin. In most cases,

eighteen inches of wire will suffice for a lialf-

dozen sutures, a piece of the desired length being

cut from the distal end of the wire after each

introduction of the needle. The needle, after

the sutures have been thus cut away, may be re-

armed with wire or discarded.

Some years ago there was introduced to the

profession a silver wire needle witli a hollow

threaded butt, into wliich a wire suture might
be serewed and fastened. This needle has not

come into general use, for the reason that its

butt, though beveled in both directions, is much
larger in diameter than the wire it admits and
its attachment to the wire is insecure.

'

Silver wire is generally recognized as a useful

suture material. It is easily sterilizable. More-

over. it lias been repeatedly demonstrated that

metallic silver has an inhibitory effect upon the

growth of bacteria. A properly prepared silver

wire suture is, therefore, not simply aseptic, but

more or less ‘‘antiseptic.”

Silver wire is unirritating and strong. If it is

sterilized by heat, as by boiling in soda solution—with instruments—the metal becomes annealed

and is thus rendered soft and pliable and less

liable to break when twisted.

A shotted wire suture is easily removable, since

the shot is not apt to be obscured by the swollen

tissues and is easily seized with forceps and cut

from the wire. After the suture has been intro-

duced and cut off to the desired length, the ends

are passed each through a perforated shot. One
sliot is clamped and the other is “shirred” or

drawn along the wire to the skin with inoderate

firmness, to bring the wound edges together, and
then compressed. The ends of the wire suture

should be cut “flush” with the surface of the

shot. The malleability of silver enables the sur-

geon to give to the wire suture any desired bend.

This is impossible with a silk wormgut suture

Avhich, wherever possible, assumes the form of a

ring. This disjmsition of silkworm gut to shajDe

itself, owing to its “springiness,” into a ring,

is not infrequently responsible for the first lac-

eration of the tissues, which results in complete

“cutting out” of the suture.

It will, however, be rarely necessary to use a

suture of the character of wire. In almost every

.case of incomplete hare-lip, strong horse hair is

in every way satisfactory. The elasticity of horse

hair and its possibility of almost complete sterili-

zation, together with its relatively small diame-

ter, militate against scar fonnation. It is the

only suture material in use which grows nat-

urally in the skin. It is constructed of epithe-

lium, is non-irritating and, if properly prepared,

is the best possible suture material for use in the

skin.

The writer’s more or less original method of

arranging the hair sutures is as follows:

After freshening the edges of the cleft accord-

ing to the best method suitable in the particular

case, the first horse hair suture is introduced at

the top of the cleft, penetrating the skin about

one-eighth of an inch from the edge of the cleft

on one side and emerging at the mucous border.

It is then passed through the flap on the oppo-

site side in the same way, except in the opposite

direction. This top suture is tied and the ends

left long. Then at the vermilion mucous border

a similar horse hair suture is passed, precisely

coapting the mucosa. It is tied and the ends

left long. Traction upon the ends of these two

sutures coapts the freshened edges of the cleft

so that intervening sutures may be put in with

remarkable facility. Especially is this true of

the horse hair sutures upon the mucous surface,

the upper lip being everted and pulled upwards

by traction upon the lower suture, the entire

length of the freshened edges of the mucosa be-

ing exposed.

In order to avoid the occurrence of a notch on

the lip after the wound has shrunk, the freshen-

ing is done after one of the classic methods which

are legion. But in order to make assurance

doubly sure in this instance, a little roll of gauze

about the size of the distal phalanx of one’s little

finger is fixed with its long axis transversely

across the plane of suture and the long ends of

the uppermost and lowest horse hair suture are

tied over the little gauze roll so that the line of

suture is wrapped, so to speak, around the gauze

for about two-thirds of its circumference. This

sim|)le plan will effectively prevent notching

after healing is complete and, moreover, it keeps

the dressing in place, a matter of no slight im-

portance. A good many surgeons use relaxation

sutures. For example. Lane almost invariably

introduces two relaxation sutures as follows

:

He starts the needle upon the mucous side

aboiit a third of an inch from the edge of the

cleft, passes straight through the lip and out

iipon the skin side. He then introduces the

needle at its minute aperture of exit and passes
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across the plane of suture to the opposite side,

keeping the needle just under the sldin and

emerging again about one-third of an inch from

the line of suturing. He then passes the needle

l)ack through this second opening in the skin,

penetrating all of the tissues of the lip, includ-

ing the mircosa. The suture is tied upon the

mucous surface, an objection being that the knot

IS left upon the mucous surface where the infant

will instinctively poke at it with the tongue.

Such sutures should be omitted, if possible.

Binnie’s suggestions in this connection are

very sensible. “Should tension on the suture be

feared, a strip of adhesive plaster cut dumb-bell

shape may be placed from cheek to cheek with

The narrow part across the upper lip in such a

way as to relieve tension. If, however, the soft

parts of the lip and cheeks have been sufficiently

separated from the bones at the beginning of the

operation, then such a measure is unnecssary

and undesirable, as it simply irritates the already

irritable patient. It is not necessary to apply

any dressing to the wound, as ATature soon seals

it with dried blood-clot. Until the sutures are

removed there should be as little interference

with the wound as possible. If it is going to

heal, it will heal under the scab, and the best

intentioned endeavors to clean the wound will

merely interfere with Nature’s work and do no

good.' as cleanliness can never be attained in such

cases. Care must be taken so to fix the little

patient's arms that scratching of the wound is

rendered impossible.”

All of these operations should be done with

the patient in Bose’s position in order that

breathing may not be obstructed by blood gravi-

tating into the air passages. In the case of a

small infant, this simply means the placing of

the baby in the dorsal recumbent posture and
allowing the head to hang down over the edge

of the rubber pillow.

DISCUSSIOX.

Dr. J. H. Oliver, Indianapolis:—At the pres-

ent time the controversy in regard to these opera-

tions seems to be between an absolute bony appo-

sition of the divided parts, as advocated by

Brophy, and the plastic methods of Lane. Until

the last year I have been rather averse to Bro-

phy’s method, because it seemed to me the opera-

tion was extremely radical for so }’oung a subject.

I had been taught that the two extremes of life

bore operations badly. I now believe the two

extremes bear surgical procedures remarkably

well. 'Within the last two years, after visiting

Brophy ’s clinic and watching him operate, I have

been won over to the belief that absolute bony

apposition of these parts in early infancy is the

proper thing. Infants stand this operation very

well. I have reference now solely to the hard

l)alate. I believe that Brophy substantiates his

claim that the cleft in the palate makes the

superior maxillary bone just that much wider

than the inferior, and to get total occlusion we

must bring these bones together in order that the

teeth may properly touch. Xow if this be true,

the plastic operations so definitely and brilliantly

laid down by Lane will not be necessary on the

Ixard jDalate. 'Within the last two or three days I

read an extremely interesting paper by Sherman,

of San Francisco, a master in the art, who frank-

h' admits he has never had the nerve to perform

the operation and does not believe it is a justifi-

able procedure. Why? Because the bones after

being held together three or four weeks by silver

wire sutures would certainly spring apart. With-

in the past six months in one of my cases the

bones did spring apart. But we should leave the

sutures longer. I not infrequently tighten my
silver sutures from time to time until I get union,

fibrous fhough it may be. I am beginning to be-

with Lane that the operation should be done

within the first forty-eight hours. The parts are

soft, infants stand hemorrhage very well, and

there is very little of it.

As to the delayed operation, the operation on

the soft palate, after eighty-five months, when

Brophy’s operation is no longer available, we are

still a little at variance, although we are pretty

well agreed upon the hard palate operation. I

am at present using lead plates without the lat-

eral incisions. I am going to do a few more

before I come to any conclusion concerning it.

There is certainly danger of sloughing. Brophy

uses liorse hair in the palate operations just as

in the lip. I do not think Dr. Eastman’s exter-

nal applications in hare-lip are justifiable. Dr.

Allen’s appliance is very ingenious, just as all his

ap])liaiices are, but I must say, after trying it

and the plaster and various forms of retention

suture, I do not use any retention suture at all.

I use horsehair and nothing else. I do not

think retention sutures are necessary.

Dr. H. E. Allen, Indianapolis:—In cleft pal-

ate work there are two stages—the early infant

stage and the adult or neglected stage. The

reason we have so many methods of treatment

of this defect is because we have a big variety of

clefts in the palate and li]^ to meet. Dr. Oliver

quotes Brophy, that the upper jaw in these cases

is wider by the width of the cleft in the palate

than the lower jaw. This is and is not true. I
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believe Dr. Oliver has seen cases in which the

upper teeth corresponded with the lower, and

then again the spread ones where the lower jaw

will shut up inside the upper. In a body a day

old strong fingers will pinch the cleft together,

as is shouTi in the head of the fetus passed

around, and up to six months we will have an

easy job to press the cleft together, and after you

have pulled it together the ideal cure is to get

bony union. It is, as the Doctor has said, a

spring under tension, and when we take the sup-

port away they may separate. But let them
separate. You have union of the soft parts and

all you want is to separate the nose from the

mouth.

Xow as to the later operation, after six

months, it is certain that if you send a case to

Brophy he will do the Brophy operation, but his

operation is somewhat limited, and he admits

that it is sometimes unsuccessful. The Brophy

lead plates do not set horizontally and all the

support you get is from the wires.

(Dr. Allen exhibited some cuts of the Davies-

Colley operation and described the operation, and

then continued:)

As to the hare-lip operation, they do not all

require the same operation. It is a matter of

sculpture in human flesh. It is a matter of

artistic work. It is said hare-lip pins must be

taken out within a few days. I have left them

in two weeks. The adliesive plaster strip for

taking oil tension is of no use. You might as

well tattoo the patient or paint him green. This

cleat of mine they can not get away from.

Dr. David Boss, Indianapolis:—There is not

so much difference in the treatment of hare-lip

as in cleft palate, and certainly not as many ab-

solute failures, because we deal with tissues in

the lip where the resistance is better and they

have a tendency to unite without trouble. But

when we come to operations on the palate we deal

with tissues that do not stand pressure. The
tendency at present is to discard the lateral in-

cisions to relieve tension in this line of work,

and I believe in the main it is right, but we must

bear in mind that we have not yet attained an

ideal method of relieving tension where it is

necessary. My objection to the Brophy plates

is that they make pressure over a great deal

larger area than is necessar}', and that pressure

does harm. In the second place is the objection

Dr. Allen has raised, that we get the pressure

only at an angle, and we have seen where they

cut through and do harm and leave the condi-

tion worse than at first. ^Yhat we want to do is

to relieve the tension well back where we have

the separation, and the Brophy plate does not do

it to our satisfaction. Certainly those of us who
have not had such a large experience have not

been entirely successful.

Dr. J. F. Barnhill, Indianapolis:—There are

two things that are intended to be done in cleft

palate and hare-lip. First is the esthetic result,

and I think especially in the performance of the

cleft palate operation the surgeon is too careful

to get that esthetic result and hinders or dam-

ages the voice that may result, for the surgeon,

of course, wants to show that the closure is per-

fect. All of these operations, to a certain extent

at least, interfere with muscular action of the

soft palate, and to the extent of this interference

will there also be interference with the voice.

Consequently nearly all plastic operations will

not give a perfect voice. The less the interfer-

ence with the levator palati and tensor palati

muscles the better will be the result. Hence the

Brophy operation is the ideal one and I can not

help but believe it is correct in principle. Cer-

tainly all the cases I have seen have had this

widening of the superior maxilla, this lack of

imion and not lack of development, as he main-

tains, and if you put these parts together with-

out interference with the muscular development

of the parts you will get this almost perfect voice

of which Brophy tells us. Brophy does two

operations, the one Dr. Eastman illustrates, and

the other, the infantile. The Lane procedures, I

believe, are the best that can be used in adults

and children past the Brophy operation age. But

if one expects from these operations that the

voice is going to be what it should be he is going

to be disappointed. The esthetic result will be

good, but not the voice.

Dr. W. H. Gilbert, Evansville :—Me all must

concede Brophy has taught us a great deal about

cleft palate. In fact, he has been the jjioneer

in successful hard and soft palate surgery. One

thing he has taught us is the absolute necessity

of infantile operation. It fis impossible in any

but the very young cases to achieve ideal results,

and general practitioners should be so taught.

My experience with the Brophy operation has

been most excellent, with the exception of one

case where there was some leak. Too many

times sentiment stands in the way of good re-

sults in these operations, and the family is told

by the physician to wait till the child is a year

old. This is wrong. I am convinced that the

first forty-eight hours is the best time, when, as

Dr. Allen has stated, the cleft can be closed with
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tlie lingers. Brophy tells ns it is not caused by

lack of development, but by the lower jaw press-

ing against the upper jaw in embryonic life,

thus pressing it apart.

Dr. B. D. Myers, Bloomington, called atten-

tion to the low degree of sensitiveness of the

child at birth, which is also true in the lower

animals. A baby rabbit can be operated on up

to twelve hours after birth and not need an anes-

thetic at all, even such an operation as an enu-

cleation of the eye, and it will make no outcry;

but eighteen hours after birth he sets up an

awful howl. The reason is that at rhe time of

birth the sensory nerves are in an imperfect state

of medullation and are, therefore, not good con-

ductors. The same holds true in the human,

although it is not known at what time the medul-

lation of the sensory nerves becomes more .com-

plete. Osmic acid is found to blacken medul-

lated nerves, but they do not blacken with this

agent rrp to fourteen hours after birth. Another

experiment in this line is that the heart of a

rabbit, if taken out and placed on a platter with-

in twelve hours after birth, will continue to beat

for a half hour, but if taken after twenty-four

hours old it will cease immediately, showing the

different stages of vitality and sensitiveness to

external influences, and this may l)e taken ad-

vantage of in the operations referred to.

Dr. J. E. Eastman, Indianapolis (closing) :

—

The compression treatment of cleft palate is not

original with Broph}*. I agree with the other

gentlemen that the use of the lead plates is

founded on a very faulty principle, because un-

doubtedly we have wire traction and nothing else.

I think Dr. Allen is wrong in his statement that

the use of this plaster strip does not interfere

with the contractions of the risorii and orbicu-

laris oris. He will find in practice that if the

plaster be drawn backward toward the ear and
twisted across the nose you can so draw the tissues

of the cheek together that the child can do little

crying or laughing. Dr. Allen’s device, which in

his hands gives good service, also has the fault

that it makes pressure on the two sides, which
might interfere with the blood supply to the

wound.

THE EAKLY DIAGNOSIS OF INGUINAL
HERNIA.

B. Van Sweringen, M.D.

FORT W'AYNE, IND.

It would seem that nothing could be added to

Avhat has already been written on the subject of

hernia which would give any further aid to its

thorough understanding by student or practi-

tioner, and yet one meets with cases in which it

seems difficult, if not imjrossible, to say whether

or not a hernia exists. If one now turns to his

“mass of material” on hernia for help on the

question of diagnosis he will be rewarded by sev-

eral very commonplace observations and find that

the subject of diagnosis is dismissed as though

it were the least important or the most obvious

of the whole subject.

That it is not always a simple matter to diag-

nose hernia was illustrated by the following case:

Mrs. D., a young married woman, was seen by

me on account of a persistent vomiting. She had

had a “stomach trouble” for several years which

manifested itself by sudden attacks of vomiting

associated with an illy-defined pain in the lower

abdomen on the right side. These attacks came

on at irregular intervals and would last for vary-

ing lengths of time, but would pass away finally

after resuming the recumbent posture. When I

was asked to see her, she had been much worse

as far as the nausea and vomiting were concerned

and was then under the care of a stomach spe-

cialist who was using lavage, diet, etc., to no

effect. Upon examination pregnancy was sus-

pected to be responsible for the aggravated condi-

tion, and no diagnosis made of the underlying

trouble, although it was thought that the stom-

ach symptoms were reflex. Time proved the sus-

picion of pregnancy to be well founded, and the

nausea and vomiting subsided largely after a few

weeks’ confinement to bed on a liquid diet.

She noticed a swelling in the right groin when
three months advanced in pregnancy, which ap-

peared during the act of vomiting and which I

found to be a bubonocele, although it was not

down at the time the examination was made.
She was very negligent about her truss and con-

tinued to have her “stomach spells” even after

her delivery. Finally the rupture made its ap-

jrearance, and I was successful in gaining her

consent to an operation. The hernial sac was
found intimately connected with the round liga-

ment. It was obliterated, a new inguinal canal

was formed and a perfect recovery and result ob-

tained.

The symptoms that led to the operation were

those which were not recognized by the patient

to bo in any way connected with the rupture,

namely, the nausea and vomiting and the occa-

sional pain in the side. Of course, the fact that

a swelling was known to have been present on

several occasions was a great help in the diagnosis

in this case, although twice the attack looked

very much like a beginning appendicitis on ac-
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count of rigidity and tenderness being added to

the other symptoms, and the fact that at these

times no tumor was discovered. The demonstra-

tion of the relation between these symptoms and
rupture is proven, it seems to me, by the length

of time Avhich has elapsed since the operation

(four months) Avithout their recurrence. For-

merly she AA'ould haA’e had a great number of at-

tacks in that time.

The symptoms usually given in text-books as

indicating incipient hernia are pain, reflex dis-

turbances and impulse on coughing.

1 ain as a symptom of hernia is present in A'ary-
mg degrees. It may be totally al)sent. It may
he very slight and referred to merely as a sense
of Aveakness or discomfort Avhich appears gradu-
ally and groAvs Avorse as time goes by, being
brought on by any act Avhich increases intra-
abdominal tension, as coughing, sneezing or lift-
ing. It may even be described as a gripinf pain
It may be very acute. The milder grades mav
be referred to parts more or less remote from the
mternal rmg, as the back, the epigastric region
or le appendix region. The more severe attacks
are usually located nroperly.

Eeflex disturbances may or may not accompany
le pain. Of these, nausea and vomiting are themost frequent. One of my patients suffered at-

irregular .inter-
als, often after a full meal, and she had learned

hy experience that she was obliged to assume the
eciimbent posture to secure relief, without the
knoAvledge of the presence of a beginning hernia

Impulse on coiigliing is spoken of as the most
J-ehable sign, and when it is Avell developed and
unmistakable it is pathognomonic. One is di-
rected to invaginate the scrotum or labium on
he huger pressed into the external ring and then
ask the patient to cough, Avhen the boAvel Avill be
ielt to touch the finger. In relation to this test
a word of caution should be uttered, for under
the conditions above mentioned there Avill almost
always be felt an impulse Avhen the patient
coughs. And if one be too enthusiastic about
early operations for hernia he may find an ex-
pected congenial hernia absent. The difference
betAveen one impulse and the other is that in the
case of an incipient hemia the impulse is de-
cisive, the bowel hits the finger in an unmistak-
able Avay. The other impulse is less distinct and
seems to be more the result of a general inerease

in tension than a local impairment of the ab-

dominal Avail.

208 Washington Blvd., West.

THE PUEKPEIIAL PEPIXEUM; ITS PPO-
TECTIOX AXD KEPAIE.*

Maurice I. Eosexthal, M.D.

FORT AVAYNE, IXD.

As this subject is of general interest, and since

it is the experience of very excellent olistetri-

cians that results from primary repair of lacer-

ated perinei are more or less disappointing, I

take this opportunity of presenting this subject

for A’our consideration and discussion. I Avill

confine myself to primary lacerations, iireven-

tion and repair. I haA'e used all manner of su-

ture material under most favorable conditions,

AA’here the patients in the institutions Avere placed

on the operating table and all sloughing parts or

apparently devitalized parts carefully trimmed

aAvay, and yet I Avas never surprised to find, after

forty-eight hours, more or less, that the stitches

Avere loose or the Avound gaping. I think fre-

quently very little more is accomplished than

the natural tendency to repair. I have occa-

sionally been surprised to find A\*hat appeared to

be a serious laceration unite spontaneously.

In my surgical practice, as a rule, at least for

a number of years, most of the perineorrhaphies

AA’hich I have been doing Avere preceded by an at-

tempt at primary suture. (By the Avay, the

practitioner aaFo never has a laceration in his

obstetrical practice either never has many cases

or never looks to see.) There are local condi-

tions just postpartum Avhich are inimical to pri-

mary union by suture; to these Ave will refer in

a few moments. While resident at the Gebehr

Anstalt in Prague I had ample opportunity to

giA’e this subject especial study, make some ob-

servations and arri\'e at some conclusions Avhich

I think in the main are correct and are borne

out by experience in private practice.

As previously stated, conditions inimical to

AA'ound repair must be considered. In the early

months of pregnancy the vaginal mucosa (and

submueosa) is in a state of vascular stasis, as-

sumes a bluish color and is hypertrophic and

thickened so that it has a peculiar soft velvety

feel—in fact, it is in a state Avhich Ave might

term a physiological edema. In the course of

deliA'er}^ this mucosa as Avell as the underlying

tissues is subjected to contusion, not by sudden

impact, but by prolonged pressure, and finally

these tissues gi\'e Avay, leaving a ragged, torn

Avound through the mucosa, muscles and fascia,

through any one of these tissues, or through all

of them, depending upon the extent and depth

*Kead before the Indiana State Medical Association

at French Lick. .June IS. 1908.
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of the tear. Tliis is followed during the next

few da}’s by necrosis and sloughing and by

marked swelling and edema. The edema finally

subsides and, as a rule, at least the edges of the

wound undergo necrobiosis. The deeper struc-

tures are somewhat protected by the soft and

thickened mucosa, and the reaction in the mus-

cle and fascia is consequently much less, al-

though there is always discharge of fluid mixed

with thrown-off cells from these deeper struc-

tures.

In Prague, in the Gebehr Anstalt, after deliv-

ery, in some cases immediately, and others the

next day, the patients were placed upon the

operating table, sloughing or excessively trauma-

tized parts pared away under most favorable cir-

cumstances, and practically ever}’ rent in mucosa

and muscle carefully sutured; yet I had to admit

that results on subsequent examination were not

what might be expected. I could not help but

notice that the maximum edema was in the

mucosa and that as a result, if the stitches were

made reasonably tight, in a few days the swell-

ing would cause them to cut through so that the

wound would gap with the stitches hanging loose,

or if the stitches were placed loosely the disap-

pearing edema would leave them so loose as to

render them practically useless. In that the

same condition presented, regardless of the su-

ture material (catgut, silk or silkworm gut),

the natural conclusion was that the fault lay in

tlie placing of the suture. For some time I ob-

tained better results from a single purse-string

suture introduced through the skin at the vulvar

margin, passing under the vaginal mucosa along

the border of the rent and tied, allowing some

drainage below and locking out the discharge

above. While the results are better, yet the pel-

vic fascia and muscles were not brought into

their proper surgical apposition.

The following method of primary repair is ra-

tional and surgical and overcomes the objections

of the ordinary through-and-through method as

before mentioned. All the sutures are introduced

in the vagina and of catgut (ten day). The
needle is entered through the muscle and fascia,

avoiding the mucosa, care being taken that the

needle enters deep laterally and picks up a good

hold in the muscle. The more muscle included

in the stitch the less the tendency to strangula-

tion when the same is tied. The stitches may be

introduced, interrupted or continuous, begin-

ning above, and the last one knotted in the va-

gina, including the sphincter vagin*, but not

transfixing either the mucosa or skin. If the

levator and sphincter are broadly coapted with

deep sutures, these elastic and stretched muscles

will dilate without damage to the sutures. The
stitches should be introduced before the placenta

is delivered. The structures under the mucosa

ave very readily picked up so that these stitches

in the vaginal canal, placed from above down-

ward, re-establish the continuity of the divided

structures, which is all that need be accom-

plished by any operation for lacerated perineum.

The introduction of the stitches in this manner

has the additional advantage of not being pain-

ful. The mental anguish which surgical inter-

ference always produces when the woman thinks

everything is or should be happil)’’ over with is

avoided when our manipulations are at an end

with the delivery of the placenta. The placenta

acts as a great sponge passing over the sutured

area, and, if the sutures are properly placed, in

no way interferes with their efficiency.

In lacerations of the third degree much the

same condition that is found in the vaginal mu-
cosa is found in the rectal mucosa, where pre-

vious congestion with hemorrhoids and dilated

vessels have precedel a division of the mucosa

by divulsion. In these lacerations the first stitch,

a purse-string, entering at the anal iDorder, fol-

lowing parallel to the rent in the submucosa of

the rectum and anus, is placed and tied, thus

locking off the rectum. A second buried stitch

(catgut) is placed above this, including muscle

as an additional support to the first stitch. Xow
a buried gut suture unites the sphincter, and the

skin is sutured over these two stitches. The

laceration is now reduced to a tear of the second

degree and repaired as above described in one

or two layers of stitches.

Xow a word as to the protection of perineum

against laceration. Laceration may be due to

some defect, anatomical or histological, in the

perineal structures themselves; may be caused

by excessive size of the presenting part; may be

caused by precipitate passage of the fetal parts

through the outlet, not giving time for the grad-

ual stretching and distension, or may be caused

by too early extension of the head, so that the

head presents a longer diameter while making

extension, instead of the lesser diameters as oc-

curs when the occiput, has passed well under the

pubic arch. Lacerations frequently occur just

as the cliin is passing over the fourchette, or

perineal raphe, since it presents its most angular

contour at the most vulnerable part of the peri-

neal body. The shoulders may also cause ma-

terial lacerations, especially if they extend with
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tlieir most angular surface over the perineum in

the median line. Frequent examinations, espe-

cially with the ungloved hand, and insufficiently

lubricated, as well as douches which wash away
the natural lubricants, may also be predisposing

factors.

Supj)ort of the perineum by external pressure,

as usually advised, can certainly do no good, ex-

cept by way of retarding a rapidly advancing

head. Additional pressure externally can only

add to the contusion of the parts. Toward the

termination of the second stage of labor the ex-

pulsive pains become more continuous and meet-

ing with a lesser resistance than when the pre-

senting part is passing through the bony struc-

ture higher up, they become more efficient, hence

the head does not advance and recede as it

does higher up, but has a tendency to rapidly

advance through the parts. In the upper ma-

ternal diameters, I)efore the head engages under

the pubic arch, the head advances with the pain

and recedes in the interim, allowing a restoration

of circulation, a stretching gradual and repeated

with the least increase of vulnerability of the

parts. To secure this advantage for the peri-

neum, control of the patient must be had at

ihis critical time and usually this can be secured,

assisted with mixed anesthesia (morphin-atropin-

ether). By explaining the danger to the parts

the patient can be urged not to bear down during

the pains, and when the head is about to be born

it can be deliberately brought through between

uterine contractions by voluntary effort on the

part of the mother. As the head reaches the

perineum the gradual distention may be antici-

pated and assisted by the introduction of two or

three gloved fingers well lubricated, the parts

gradually and- forcibly distended during the pain.

The head should be retarded and precipitate de-

livery over the perineum prevented by manual

pressure upon the presenting head, not upon the

perineum. Too early extension should also be

carefully prevented. This is probably one of the

most important stops in preserving the perineum.

The head should be kept in flexion manually un-

til the occiput is well passed under the pubic

arch, thus presenting lesser diameters to the out-

let when extension takes place. Mlien extension

begins, lateral rotation of the head can be secured

so that the chin in delivery is made to extend

laterally rather than over the median line. Very
frequently, if this is not done, all having gone

well up to this time, the impinging angular part

starts a tear in the fourchette which rapidly ex-

tends into the deeper structures. The shoulders,

as before stated, should also be carried over the

perineum obli(|uely by two fingers inserted under

llie ])resenting shoulder and carrying it laterally

so that its most angular parts shall not engage

the most vulnerable part of the perineum.'

The second stage completed, careful inspection

should be made and all lacerations repaired as

above mentioned. Extensive rents in the mucosa
should be closed by a submucous stitch placed

like ordinary subcuticular stitch. Bubber gloves

should always be worn in obstetrical operations.

They are a protection to the mother and in many
instances are also a protection to the obstetrician.

DISCUSSION-.

Dr. David F. Lee, Indianapolis:

—

I thank Dr.

Rosenthal for this most excellent paper and the

practical manner in which he has handled the

subject. I admire very much the technic he sug-

gests for the repair of the perineum and quite as

much his suggestions for protecting the peri-

neum.

Dr. C. H. English, Fort Wayne:

—

In recent

years I have been using for suture material the

ten- to twenty-day chromicized kangaroo tendon.

I think it is more elastic and is better in every

particular for this repair work than any other

material I have used. In regard to catching up

the lateral pelvic fascia, we do not appreciate the

importance of proper apposition and care of the

pelvic fascia, as well as the muscle. As Dr. Ro-

senthal has said, these lateral sutures should be

deep and the tissues should be carefully coapted.

There should be no necessity for hurry, and we

should draw every stitch Just so tight and no

lighter and we will have better results.

Dr. II. R. Allen, Indianapolis:—I have had

the opportunity in Fort Wayne of seeing some of

Dr. Rosenthal’s cases. He is certainly most skil-

ful in his manipulations and plastic work and

his results are ideal, and from the standpoint of

manipulation and the beautiful way he expresses

himself in the paper I want to congratulate him.

Dr. Holland, Bloomington

:

—The paper of Dr.

Rosenthal is thorough and gives us what can not

be found in the text-books. The introduction of

sutures is essential in all cases torn, except per-

haps cardiac and nephritic cases, which I think

present such a variation as to make it advisable

to wait for the secondary operation period. I

have had a few cases like that. In general prac-

tice we are often confronted by lack of hospital

facilities, proper assistants, etc., and being a great

distance from headquarters, and if these sutures

are introduced they almost always pull out. We
can not make them tight enough to get apposi-

tion. and failure is more frequent than a good

result. The question of suture material would
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vary according to the results obtained with that

material. Chromicized catgut seems to be the

prevailing material. The position the child as-

sumes in delivery can he controlled by the opera-

tor, and I think that has never been sufficiently

accentuated by the text-books. The head can

he slightly rotated so that the chin and angular

presenting parts present laterally on the peri-

neum rather than in the median position. The
fourchette presents another easily torn part, and

having once begun to tear it continues very easily,

as Dr. Ilosenthal has told us. The shoulders and

elbow are frequently guilty of beginning a tear

which is completed by the breech, if it be large.

The shoulder in being rotated so as to make it

present laterally, puts the other shoulder in a

more anterior position to the child’s body, de-

creasing somewhat the diameter of the shoulders.

Dr. Jane Ketcham, Indianapolis:—I like Dr.

liosenthal’s point about the support of the peri-

neum. When you support the perineum the force

is directed at a tangent with the force from the

head and the force is rather in the line of least

resistance rather than the way you want it to be.

The method of Dr. Varman, of Berlin, is a good

one. By simply pushing the head down with the

thumb on the occiput as it passes under the

symphisis, and when it comes to extension pull

up with the fingers. The force is just exactly

where you want it to be and can be easily con-

trolle’d with much less effort on your part, and it

has the advantage that the mother has no con-

ception that the labor is being delayed, which is

always the impression they get. The perineum

does not necessarily have to be touched at all.

The hand, also, does not have to go into the

vagijia and there is less danger of infection.

Dr. T. B. Xoble, Indianapolis: — Oftentimes

the ill results that come from operative proce-

dures at this time are due to faulty light. I have

been usijig for some time one of those single dry

cell hand electric lights, which can be snapped in

connection and brought directly to bear upon the

i'leld of operation. It is ample and sufficient and

lielps out in a practical way very materially.

Dr. G. Link, Indianapolis:—I should like to

add the suggestion that all women who are child-

bearing should be examined before labor in order

to determine the size and strength of the levator

aiii muscle, and especially with regard to the

thickness of the so-called pubo-vaginal levator.

’I'liere are two reasons for this:- In those with

heavy pubo-levatores we may expect to have bad

tears. Examining it after the labor has been

linished, if we do not find it in the condition it

was before, even though we do have a very slight

tear of the skin, we should repair this muscle, for

therein lies the trouble, and not in the large,

gaping skin and mucous membrane wound.

Dr. M. I. Rosenthal, Fort Wayne (closing) :

—

I only again emphasize the importance of secur-

ing union after primary operation for laceration

of the perineum. The fact that one has a de-

fonnity, a large lacerated tube where the vagina

ought to be, is a secondary matter, as the conse-

((uent increasing pathological conditions which
will follow the destruction of the musculo-fascial

diaphragm of the pelvis, prolapse of the uterus,

subinvolution, tubal disease, prolapse of the rec-

tum, of the bladder, with consequent cystitis and
pyelitis, etc., can be prevented by a properly

executed secondary operation, but the straighten-

ing of the rectum with the consequent danger of

infection of open tears in the vagina as well as

the uterus and the periuterine vascular areas, is a

matter of immediate importance. It is this neces-

sity for immediately restoring the normal back-

\vard direction of the rectum to which I also

desire to draw attention in this paper.

REASONS FOR THE RADICAL OPERA-
'ITON IN INGUINAL HERNIA.*

Tho:mas B. Eastviax, M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS.

There are few abdominal conditions wherein

prompt and efficient intervention promises so

much
;
few in which the dilatory makeshift meth-

ods of the past promise so little, as in the various

forms of incarcerated or of strangulated hernia

of the inguinal region.

The refinements of modern aseptic surgery have

brought to the truss wearer a release from the

annoyance and uncertainty of this artificial sup-

port which will eventually be relegated to ob-

livion along with many other devices whose only

recommendation is the very doubtful one that

they avoid a surgical operation.

At the time when the peritoneum was a noli

metangere and before herniotomy was brought to

a point of approximate surgical perfection, both

in its technic and results, the truss, doubtless,

served a useful purpose, but it is no longer a

device either of necessity or of election. Further-

more, it often lends a sense of security not to be

depended upon, for not rarely have cases come to

the notice of surgeons in which the incarceration

of the intestine occurred after the patient, after-

having removed the truss, had retired.

‘Read I>efore the Indiana State Medical Association

at French Lick. .Tune IS. inOS.
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In point are tlie oases of two farmers of ad-

vanced age, who having retired after the inges-

tion of a heavy meal somewhat distressed by the

accnmnlation of gas in the intestines, were

awakened dnring the night to find the scrotum

distended and themselves unable to reduce the

hernia for the first time in many years.

Again, the truss used over a long period of

time without doubt tends to increase the hernial

opening, since in the very nature of things any

pressure on the ring sufficiently firm to retain the

viscera within the abdominal cavity will stretch

the already more or less relaxed pillars after a

period of time.

Xor is this all. Xo man wearing a miserable

truss is capable of work up to his full efficiency.

If he attempts any particularly heavy work, he

does so at the risk of his life, particularly if hav-

ing had an irreducible descent he falls into the

hands of such members of our -profession as be-

lieve that taxis should be employed even to the

death of the gut from assault and battery.

Dr. G.^Paul La Roque, of Richmond, Ta., in

a paper published in the Virginia Medical Semi-

Monthly of Dec. 26, 1907, says: “A certain

amount of enteroptosis is a part of the pathology

of the affection, and in many cases a distorted

structure and position of the enteric canal are

present and progressive in severity.

“The recurrent colic, indigestion and other

functional disturbances forming a part of the

svauptom-complex of most hernias are attended

by the same impairment of health and danger of

gastroenteric catarrh due to other causes, in addi-

tion to the menacing effects of the hernia itself.

“The recurrent, often constant, backache and

general fatigue incident to complete and often

incomplete hernia caused bj'' irritation, traction

upon and distortion of the delicate, highly or-

ganized nervous structures within the peritoneal

cavity, are often debilitating and causative of

semi-invalidism.

“It is difficult to estimate even approximately

the number of vague cases of indigestion, obscure

backache, and other such common and generally

miserable complaints due to this cause.”

Xaturally the question arises as to the province

of the truss in children. Perhaps in children the

truss treatment, as a routine practice, may be

seriously considered, since perhaps two-thirds of

all cases of inguinal hernia in children under 4

years of age get well under treatment by the

truss. This, however, in the very large majority

of such cases, should be regarded as spontaneous

cure and not as truss cure. The best that can be

said in behalf of the truss in such cases is that it

arrests the descent of the hernia at the external

abtlominal ring, thus possibly preventing an in-

crease in the size of this opening and, in addi-

tion, protecting the individual, no doubt, to

some slight degree against strangulation.

It should be noted, however, that a large num-
ber of surgeons, both in this country and abroad,

are now advocating operation as the primary

method of treatment in infants. Coley, who ad-

\'ocates truss treatment in children, enumerates

the following important exceptions. He says,

first : “If there is a history of strangulation that

has become reduced by taxis, I l)elieve that an

operation is indicated, no matter how voung the

child.

“Second, in cases in which, despite carefully

directed truss treatment, the hernia has become
irreducible, I think early operation should be

advised.

“Third, in cases in which the rupture can not

be controlled by a truss, and as a consequence is

gradually increasing in size.

“Fourth, in all cases of femoral hernia, the

reason for prompt operation in this class being

that a cure by persistent truss treatment is prac-

tically unknown at any age.

“Fifth, immediate operation is indicated in all

cases of hernia associated with reducible hydro-

cele or fluid in the hernial sac, inasmuch as it is

impossible to control the rupture by means of a

truss, and there is, hence, nothing to be gained

by waiting.”

A careful perusual of Coley’s exceptions leads

one to the conclusion that they include practically

all cases.

Likewise, taxis along with its associate, the

truss, must pass to the museum of surgical an-

tiquities, except as it is used by the old truss

wearer. Its employment should rarely be made
by the physician or surgeon except most briefly

and most delicately.

If taxis Avill safely reduce an incarcerated in-

testine, it will do it quickly. And even though

the intestine after prolonged manipulation with

its necessarily ensuing trauma be replaced, the

question as to whether the intestine will be re-

stored to normal becomes a serious one. Indeed,

M'ho can say whether it ought to be replaced or

not.

The condition of the intestine will depend more

upon the amount of constriction it has suffered

than upon the length of time it has been incar-

cerated.

Frequently, with the tissues incised down to

the intestine and the ring and with the former

directly in the grasp of the fingers, it is difficult

or even impossible to replace tbe intestine with-

out enlarging the ring; then how can one expect
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.successfully to carry out the manipulation with

the skin, fat and other tissue intervening between

the fingers and the involved gut?

In short, the hernia that can be reduced by

taxis is in no dire need of reduction.

It is not the intestine which descends through

the large ring in the old truss wearer that gives

rise to grave symptoms, as illustrated in one of

the cases mentioned above, in which the intes-

tine had been incarcerated for eight days and at

operation seemed but little the worse for its ex-

cursion to parts without the abdomen. Far more
grave are those cases in which the intestine de-

scends through a small ring known to exist or

where the patient, formerly soimd, strains him-

self by great muscular effort and finds his scro-

tum filled with abdominal viscera. In such a

case as the latter, so rapidly did sphacellation

ensue that at operation twelve hours later the

intestine could be picked to pieces with the finger.

Occasionally there appears a case in which the

history is to the effect that the patient had a

lump in the groin for a period of months or years

without symptoms. Later, after .some muscular

effort, distressing symptoms come on with evi-

dences of intestinal obstruction, although there

is but little depression, a temperature not sub-

normal and a good pulse. In three such cases

the writer found the omentum densely adherent

around the entire circumference of the ring, the

intestine which had distended being so protected

by its cushion as to give rise to few serious symp-
toms and, upon operation, to seem little injured.

If after very gentle and very brief manipula-

tion the intestine can not be returned to the ab-

dominal cavity, it becomes the plain duty of the

attending physician to resort to surgery either at

his own hands or that of a competent surgeon.

He must decide at once to do away with brute

force and brook no delay. If resort to surgery

is had promptly, it will often decide whether the

physician continues or gives v'ay to him who is

pleased to call himself a funeral director.

Done promptly, the operation is a simple one.

It is nearly always necessary to enlarge the ring

by incision, and in this necessity we have added

proof of the futility of attempting to reduce

through skin and subjacent tissues what we can

not reduce short of a considerable enlargement

of the ring.

But if for various reasons the doctrine of pro-

crastination has prevailed until upon operation

the intestine is found black, friable, its luster

gone, then resection is demanded. And here it

may be said that it is better to err in resecting

an intestine which might have restored itself

than to return one which is not viable, since by

the commission of the former error the patient

has a chance for life; by the latter error, none

whatever.

Having determined upon resection, our experi-

ence has led us to believe that the Murphy but-

ton affords the greatest opportunity for success.

Frequently these operations must be made in

country houses after nightfall and with sur-

roundings far from ideal and our patients oft-

times in extremis. And while using suture meth-

ods in other forms of intestinal surgery, the but-

ton gives us a method by which the work can be

done quickly and, so far as our experience goes,

in a large percentage of cases successfully.

If the writer has made upon his hearers some
small impression as to the paucity of those cases

of strangulated or incarcerated hernia which are

amenable to reduction by manipulation, he has

accomplished his purpose in reading his paper.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. David F. Lee, Indianapolis ;—I fully con-

cur in the many good things Dr. Eastman has

said and believe, as he says, that the time will

come when the dangerous instrument known as

the truss will he relegated to the past. In this

day of clean surgery, of perfect technic, this day
when we recognize deformities and correct them,

to advocate, as I have in my paper, the examina-

tion of the region of hernia in children the same
as we do the eyes and nose, and, inasmuch as

hernia is always due to congenital defects, cor-

rect them in infancy or early childhood at least,

is the proper procedure. As the wearer of a truss

becomes older he becomes more indifferent about

his condition, and the first thing he knows he
comes down with a strangulated hernia. Many
times there are contraindications for operation

and he dies. I firmly believe it is our duty to

correct in childhood congenital hernia the same
as clubfoot. The truss is at best a makeshift,
and many times at operation we find evidences

that the wearing of a truss has complicated con-
ditions and favored strangulation.

Dr. J. H. Oliver, Indianapolis:—There are a

few surgical emergencies for which nevery medical
practitioner should fit himself, however much he
may be opposed to surgical procedures in the
main, and one of them is strangulated hernia. I

have recently been called to operate one of these

cases in the very center of another state, and
when I asked why a local man was not employed
was assured that there was not a man in that
vicinity who would think of doing the operation.

I am pleased to say this did not occur in Indiana.
A couple of English surgeons have recently called

the attention of the profession to the danger of
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reducing hernial masses en bloc. Xearly 200 of

these cases have been studied. The word taxis

causes cold shivers along my spine. I believe

thoroughly that a hernia that can be reduced is

in no particular danger and will reduce itself if

let alone long enough. But taxis is something

that should be obliterated. In a case operated

within the last few weeks the gut had sloughed

off and dropped back in the abdominal cavity

after four days of waiting.

I do not look upon resection of the bowel with

that lasting hope that the author of the paper

seems to express. Operating anywhere in the

middle of the night with artificial light does not

give me results in resection of the bowel that I

consider ideal. Now while I do not wish to be

understood as advocating the replacing in the

abdomen of gangrenous bowel, yet there is a

little bit of technic that I have used for some

years that has resulted well. In operating a case

ten or fifteen years ago there were suspicious-

looking spots in the bowel. I took a piece of

iodoform gauze and with a No. 0 catgut took two

or three stitches in the omentum superiorly and

interiorly and brought the whole thing out

through the opening. Seven days afterward it

let loose and I had a beautiful fecal fistula. Three

or four weeks afterward the man was sound and

well and went back to work. On a hunting trip

afterward the fistula opened again, but under rest

in bed promptly healed and he has been well ever

since. I have employed this a goodly number of

times, and only recently in a man 72 years old.

Slipping the suspicious gut, enveloped in a bit

of gauze, back into its natural habitat a fistula

opened on the sixth day. In three weeks he was

out at work on his farm, showing that this is a

safe procedure. During this time I have both

resected the bowel and used the Murphy button,

and they have died. Every case in which I have

used this procedure has gotten well, and I think

it is worthy of consideration.

Dr. E. D. Clark, Indianapolis :—Agreeing with

Dr. Eastman, my idea is that strangulated hernia

should be operated before it becomes strangu-

lated. As soon as we have made a diagnosis of

hernia we have a surgical case, and the more
cjuickly and the more strongly we advocate this

the better it will be for humanity at large. A
case I had about three weeks ago illustrates one

danger not mentioned here. A part of the

strangulated mass had been reduced and a part

of it left in the sac and had been there for two

years, and when I opened the sac I found the

omentum had undergone a change which ap-

peared to be either tuberculous or malignant.

Examination proved it to b'e an endothelioma.

So there is danger of allowing even omentum to

remain unreduced on account of the pathological

change that may take place.

Dr. M. I. Rosenthal, Eort Wayne:—Ferguson

has indicated that the pathologv’ of inguinal

hernia, at least, is due to the faulty attachment

of the transversalis and internal oblique tendon.

The proper treatment, therefore, is to restore the

normal attachment. The question of operating

young children has long been a debatable one. I

have seen patients in my practice upon whom I

jdaced a truss in infancy grow to manhood and

they have no hernia. In the face of this I can

not say we should abandon the truss entirely; but

I will say that in the last ten years I have not

placed a truss upon any individual who was not

an infant in arms or had some disease of the

lungs or heart which contraindicated operation.

In children I do the Ferguson operation. There

is danger of atrophy in handling the cord in chil-

dren. In adults I do the Bassini. So far as

the use of sutures or the button is concerned,

that depends upon the habit of the operator and

the speed with which he can work. In femoral

hernia, houever, where the ring is necessarily

small, you will find considerable difficulty in re-

turning the bowel through the ring in using the

button. Personally I have been using the btitton

less often. Now I can see that the use of iodo-

fonn gauze for the purpose of draining a sus-

picious bowel may at times be very good, and I

may in the course of the next two Aveeks have oc-

casion to use it, but from the surgical standpoint

it is not ideal. In the first place resection is not

difficult, and I have not found the mortality ex-

cessive, and it is probable that Dr. Oliver has

run across an unusually unfavorable class of

cases. ]ilv experience has been most satisfactory,

and this includes, by the way, one case reduced

t-n bloc. The A-omiting and pain had ceased, but

the incarceration AA'as internal, and Ave found

ihree feet and tAvo inches of dead boAA'el because

of embolism due to trauma consequent upon ex-

cessive taxis. This three feet and tAvo inches of

boAvel Avas resected Avith a perfect result. In an-

other case of umbilical hernia reduced by taxis

the vomiting had ceased, the pain Avas gone, but

ihe pulse stayed up and there Avas a condition

approaching collapse. Notwithstanding this the

patient was brought from Columbia City to Fort

Wa3’ne, a distance of tAventy miles, placed on the

table and eighteen inches of absolutely gangren-

ous boAvel resected, Avith a perfect result. In an-

other case of reduction en bloc the pain and vom-

iting had ceased. The boAvel Avas brought out

and AA’as apparently devitalized. Sponging Avitb

saline solution for a time, the circulation re-
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turned, the bowel returned and a perfect result

was had there. So far as old people are con-

cerned, I should like to have the opinion of the

es.sayist. I have been surprised to find how
nicely they stand operation.

Dr. H. G. Nierman, Fort Wayne:—It is im-

portant in these cases that the healthy portion of

the bowel and the stomach should be cleaned and

drained. If necessary it should be drained by

any method, such as putting in a catheter. The
poisons created by the bowel contents is what

may kill the patient even after you have operated

and think they are going to return to their nor-

mal selves.

Dr. T. B. Noble, Indianapolis:—As long as we

have hernia I believe we will have to contend

with the truss. I have no doubt there are men
in this room who know all about the dangers of

hernia and truss, but who ai’e wearing trusses.

Personally I am opposed to the truss and agree

with everything that has been said against it and

against taxis, and would suggest this idea rela-

tive to taxis. AVe have cases many times in which

we are refused operation. The doctor is compelled

to do something. In such cases I would suggest

that taxis be refused and that operation be urged.

It is a good time to drive home the arguments

in favor of operative procedures. As to technic,

these cases present a wide field of difference in

management. AATiile I think the Murphy button

is one of the most ingenious devices ever pre-

sented to modern surgery, yet for myself I would

rather use the suture method, because I believe I

can do an end-to-end anastomosis about as quick-

ly as I can put in a Murphy button, and I feel a

good deal easier to know there is no foreign body

in the intestinal tract which must pass at some

future time and may cause further trouble.

Dr. J. E. Eastman, Indianapolis:—As Dr.

Lee says, we still have saloons, but not so many
as fomierly, and so we may continue to have the

truss, but we have not as many as ten or fifteen

years ago. I have had to deal with more tlian 200

cases of hernia and I have never put a truss on

anybody. I have always been able to persuade my
P'atients that the proper thing to do was to have

the parts restored to their normal anatomic rela-

tionships. I believe to put a truss on a hernia is

about like stuffing an old pair of overalls through

a pane of glass, whereas to operate radically is

to reglaze the window. The truss is a jjoor make-
shift at any rate. The truss belongs to tlie

preaseptic era, and tlie time is not far distant

when it will be consigned to the lumberyard and
the museum of antiquities. I .subscribe to the

statement of Dr. Clark tliat every strangulated

hernia should be operated before it becomes
strangulated. This is driven deeply into the

minds of every surgeon who has to deal with

them. I have never had any trouble with chil-

dren. I believe they stand it well. AVe do the

Czerny operation in which the sutures are

passed through all the layers. The child bears the

operation well and is relieved of the awful possi-

bilities that hang over the patient like a Damo-
clesian sword, ready to cut his head off. I saw a

case of strangulated hernia day before yesterdav,

in a city in Indiana, which had been diagnosti-

cated olxstruction of the bowel. Here was a

woman with a tumor the size of the butt end of

a]i egg at the femoral opening, with all the symp-
toiiLS of ileus. She was in the hands of two
prominent physicians, one of whom had recog-

Jiized it and the other had completely overlooked
the hernia as the cause of the obstruction. AAT
would not believe a competent man would over-

look so important a landmark. The woman said

there was no pain, the lump did not change in
size when standing or lying down and there was
no tluctuation, there evas nothing peculiar about
the percussion note. It felt like a fatty tumor, a

li])oma, and I am sure I felt very doubtful about
it being a case of obstruction. On opening the
abdominal wall in the median line, which should
always bo done, here was the gut jammed down
through the ring, and black. I think the patient is

dying. I wish to put myself on record as saying
that before a dozen years roll around we will look
with a good deal of condemnation upon the truss.
There is no age limit for operation. If the pa-
tient is so ill that he can not stand any surgical
opeiation, of course, he will not stand this opera-
tion, but that is rare. But those that have been
neglected so long must keep the truss on. They
should have been operated fifty years ago.

Dr. C. II. McCully, Logansport:—Two points
I wish to emphasize. One is the statement made
by Dr. Eastman as to the age limit. Two of mv
most satisfactory cases of operative interference
were at the extremes of life. The other point I

wish to emphasize was' brought out by Dr. Xier-
man, the flushing of the bowel and clearing it of

all toxins as early as possible. The fatal cases

die from toxemia and not from ])eritonitis.

Dr. T. B. Eastman (closing) :—So far as Dr.

Eosenthal’s question as to the way in which old

])ersons stand these operations, my experience is

that they stand it surprisingly well. There has
been some discussion as to pain in these cases of

strangulation. I simply wish to say this and trv

to impress it upon you, that dead guts tell no
tales, and it is a very good thing to remember.
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EDITORIAL

THE FKEXCn LICK SESSIOX.

The 1908 session of the Indiana State Medical

Association, lield at French Lick June 18 and

19, can be said to have l)een fairly successful not-

withstanding numerous drawbacks. The attend-

ance was not as large as usual, but this was to be

expected, considering the fact that the session

followed so closely the Chicago session of the

American Medical Association, which Indiana

medical men attended in large numbers. Xo

doubt many physicians felt that they could not

afford the time and expense required to attend

two sessions so close together, and, therefore,

chose to attend the A. M. A. session as offering

the greater benefit. Then, too, French Lick is

not easily reached,
.
especially by those living in

the northern part of the state, and many no

doubt remained at home rather than make the

long and tiresome trip, with numerous changes

of cars, during one of the hottest weeks we have

liad this year. But French Lick is a delightful

place for a meeting, and the Association lacked

nothing in the way of splendid accommodations

and excellent entertainment at the hands of Mr.

Taggart, who was the real host for the Associa-

tion at its French Lick session.

Tlie scientific jn’ogram was above the average,

and it is regretted that some of tlie excellent

papers were presented to small audiences or read

by title owing to excessive heat which drove the

members to seek cool places in the park rather

than confinement indoors to listen to papers and

discussions. The addresses of tlie guest of honor.

Dr. J. M. Anders, of Philadelphia, and the

president of the Association, Dr. D. C. Peyton,

of Jeffersonville, printed in the July number of

The Journal, ivere of exceptional merit and

greatly appreciated by the members. Numerous

other valuable contributions were worthy of note,

and particularly the papers forming the two or

Tliree symposia on the program, all of which will

appear in future numbers of The Journal.

An unfortunate arrangement, and one which

we hope can lie changed at future sessions, was

the conflict of the meetings of the House of Dele-

gates and the meetings of the sessions. The
resolution passed by the House of Delegates re-

quiring tlie printing of the reports of all officers

and committees in advance of the session, thus

doing away with the reading of such reports

at the session, will materially shorten the time

required by the House of Delegates to transact

the business of the Association.

ddie amendment to the by-laws, ntaking the

fiscal year of the Association the period between

January 1 and December 31, a<nd requiring the

payment of all dues on January 1 of each year,

will greatly aid in the proper business manage-

ment of the Association and do away with tlie

misunderstanding heretofore existing as to when

dues are payable. It also greatly facilitates the

work of keeping a record of the subscriptions for

The Journal, as a provision of the amendment

requires that dues, which include a subscription

for The Journal, shall be paid in advance for

the year, and any member failing to pay the dues

by February 1 stands suspended and is not enti-

tled to the rights and benefits of the Association.

Another important action of the House of

Delegates was the change of season for holding

the annual session, it being unanimously decided

to hold the next session in the fall of 1909, prefer-

ably the last week in September or the first week

in October, the exact dates to be decided by the

officers and the committee on arrangement. It

is thought that this change will result in a larger

attendance and increased interest and enthusiasm

in the scientific work. It certainly will be a dis-

tinct advantage to have the session at a time when

it does not conflict with the annual session of the

A. ]\L A., and, as the fall is one of the most de-

lightful seasons in Indiana, the attendance ought

to be larger than ever before.

ddie new president of the Association, Dr. Geo.

D. Kahlo, of French Lick, is well known and

popular all over the state, and for many years he

lias been an active and influential worker in the

Association. He was formerly dean of the Cen-

tral college of Physicians and Surgeons of In-

dianapolis, and now holds the chair of professor

of medicine in the medical department of Indi-

ana University.

The selection of Terre Haute as the place for

holding the next session gave general satisfaction.

Vigo County has a large and progressive medical

society, and no doubt the physicians of that

county and of the city of Terre Haute in particu-

lar will entertain the Association in a highly

creditable manner.
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KECEXT STUDIES OX SCAELET FEVER.

In the July number of the American Journal

of Obstetrics occurs an article of the above title

by Dr. Anna W. Williams, of Xew York City,

based upon studies carried on at the Research

Laboratory of the Health Department for the

last five years. During the past year an increase

of about 200 per cent, in the number of cases of

scarlet fever has been observed in their contagious

disease hospitals and the majority have been of

the moderately severe type with marked strepto-

coccacmic sequels, deaths occurring late and ap-

parently as a result of the secondary lesions, the

total death rate being about 7 per cent.

Despite the early recognition of the disease

(Sydenham, 1685) definite knowledge is still

lacking upon many points, such as the chief site

of the virus and source of infection, the duration

of infectivity of the viims, the exact period of in-

cubation, the pathognomonic symptoms, the only

one of which may be said to Is the enlargement

of the papilhn at the tip and sides of the tongue,

and lastly the minute pathology of the disease.

The only constant change found is a universal

hyperplasia of the lymphatic tissue and the only

characteristic change reported is the appearance

of the bodies described in 1903 by Mallory, who

found in four scarlet fever autopsies, bodies re-

sembling protozoa. He found none of these

bodies in the skin of living cases. The name

cyclasterion scarlatinale was given because of the

more common radiate forms. In the above-named

laboratory. Field, after an examination of the

skin from twenty living cases and ten autopsies,

with a number .of controls, concluded that prac-

tically all of the bodies were degenerations of the

cytoplasm of the host cells. From a further ex-

amination of the skin from seventeen living cases,

thirty-three autopsies and nine controls, the same

conclusion was reached, viz., that the bodies were

not organisms, the same cycloplasmic change

being found in the skin of a control whose death

had occurred from a severe burn. Xor was the

tiny organism described by Pi-owazek isolated in

any case. More promising results seem to offer

from a minute histologic examination of the ex-

udates and superficial tissues of the mouth and
nose, and perhaps the general lymphatic system.

Although the streptococcus pyogenes can not

l)e assigned as the real cause of the disease, )'et

there is no question as to its role in the secondary

lesions and sequelan And yet Park’s observations

in the Vienna clinics on the use of antistrepto-

coccic serum were disappointing. In certain

gland and joint cases, where the prognosis was

l^ad, V ilson, of the Contagious Disease Hospital,

has made use of streptococcus vaccines, with en-

couraging results, although the number of cases

so treated has been too few for positive con-
clusion.

The failure of the antistreptococcic serum and
the apparently successful use of the streptococcus
vaccine bring up once more the question of the
importance of using autogenous vaccines rather
than depending upon an unknown strain of the
infecting organism for an immunizing or anti-
bacterial effect.

But as far as the true etiologic factor of the

disease itself is concerned, we seem about as far

away as was Sydenham. Therefore let it be
hoped that the work will go on until the second
commonest infectious disease will be as clearlv

elucidated as that caused by the Klebs-LoeffleV
and Koch bacilli.

WHEX TO OPERATE FOR IXTRA-AB-
DOMIXAL HEMORRHAGE DUE TO

TUBAL PREGXAXCY.
1 he above was the subject for a most inter-

esting symposium at the recent meeting of the
American Gynecological Society, and as was re-

marked by Dr. Joseph Taber Johnson, “one was
struck with the differences of opinion that had
l)een expressed by the fellows as well as with
the difficulty of attempting to decide whv so

many doctors disagree.”

It was generally conceded that there were
only about 5 per cent, of these cases that were
of the “tragic” or so-called “cataclysmic” type,
in which the life of the patient was in imme-
diate danger from the acute hemorrhage. So
that in 95 per cent, of the cases the first hemor-
rhage will cease with the depression of the
heart’s action from the actual loss of blood. In
this latter class some surgeons advise waiting
until the symptoms of collapse have subsided
and the patient given time to react and be
brought into a better operative condition. Pari
passu, who can say whether a case is to be of
the fulminating type and end like the 5 per
cent, of “tragic” cases or whether it will fall

under the larger group of 95 per cent, that will

seem to recover from the first hemorrhage, or

what right have we to expect that, once the
patient comes out of the collapse attendant
upon the initial hemorrhage and the heart re-

gains some of its lost vigor, the eroded vessels
will not again begin to bleed? And, too, even
though a woman with a ruptured tube be for-
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lunate enough to suffer but the one hemorrhage

there is the liability to infection awaiting the

extensive abdominal or pelvic hematocele, the

suffering attendant upon adherent pelvic struc-

tures or perhaps a fate similar to the case re-

ported by Eobb in which the patient died on the

tenth day after a deferred operation from

volvulus due to intestinal adhesions. Given a

dextrous operator with experience and celerity,

and it seems reasonable to suppose that there

is a greater chance of obviating these latter

complications by a quick removal of the clots,

placenta and fetus, if found, together with the

ligation and removal of the lacerated tube, a

gallon of warm saline left in the belly, and a

rapid closure of the belly, further shock to be

combated by intravenous or subcutaneous injec-

tion of a saline solution, than by deferring the

operation until the patient is either dead or a

chronic invalid. And this opinion was shared

bv a goodly number of the contributors to the

symposium, among them Janvrin, A ineberg,

Aloutgomery, Frederick, Grandin, Manton, A.

La])thorn Smith, Bovee, Currier, Ehrenfest.

Pfflunenstiel, Brooks Wells and J. T. Johnson.

Krug believes in a happy medium, neither de-

laying oi:)eration as long as has lately been ad-

vocated by some, nor yet subjecting the patient

to a precipitate laparotomy. Among those Avho

seem inclined to wait are Simpson, Boldt,

.\u trust Martin, Gordon and Eobb.

Lawson Tait, of Birmingham, the pioneer of

ectopic pregnancy, who, in 1883, performed the

first laparotomy for a fully ruptured tubal preg-

nancv, did well when he pointed out that tubal

jiregnancy was never a medical, but alu ays a

surgical disease. And in the light of our pres-

ent knowledge on the subject, how utterly fal-

lacious does the old time galvanic therapy ap-

pear! Although Tait believed that it was im-

possible to diagnose unruptured tubal pregnancy

and once declared that “no living man had ever

made a diagnosis of extrauterine pregnancy before

rupture,” yet so fully convinced was he of the pos-

sible danger to the patient that he afterwards

declared that “if there be any reasonable

suspicion that there was a tubal pregnancy which

had not yet ruptured, I should recommend opera-

tion.” Fortunately Tail’s teaching has by now

been so greatly improved upon that many cases

of the unruptured variet}’ have been diagnosed,

operated upon, and reported. As far back as

1887; Janvrin pertinently remarked, “in any case

in which from the rational and physical symp-

toms I became convinced that I had to deal with a

tubal pregnancy, even' before symptoms of a rup-

ture in the peritoneal coverings of the tube oc-

curred, I should most earnestly urge laparotomy

and perform it if I could obtain the consent of

the patient. Even if mistaken in my diagnosis,

I should find something which ought to be treated

surgically.” And again our knowledge of the

etiology and pathology of extra-uterine preg-

nancy teaches us the wisdom of such a policy. By
the removal of an offending pus tube in such a

case, many a woman would be saved the risk of a

future extrauterine conception with its certain

lermination. Hence we are constrained to con-

clude that the time to operate for intra-abdom-

inal hemorrhage due to tubal pregnancy is n<it

one day or one week after it has occurred, nor the

same day nor hour, but to urge upon our patients

with old inflammatory conditions of the tubes

the danger of allowing them to remain dormant,

ready to start a fire at any moment, or in other

words, operate before extrauterine conception has

taken place, just as we would remove an appendix

which has given signs of inflammation, before A
becomes the seat of a pathologic condition that

actually threatens the life of the patient.

EDITORIAL NOTES

Terre Haute in the fall of 1909.

AVe hope and pray for reasonably cool weather

in Terre Haute.

It was oppressively hot at French Lick during

the annual session, but we learn it was hot every-

where else in Indiana at that time.

AVe have a few back numbers of The Journal

which we will be pleased to send members for

completing their files if request and statement

as to numbers desired is made.

Every physician in Indiana who is not a mem-

ber of any medical society, but eligible to mem-

bership, should be induced to join the medical

society in the county in which he lives. If our

county medical society secretaries will put forth

a little effort applications for membership can be

secured from a large number of these eligibles.

To aid in the work we will send sample copies of

'I'he Journal to all eligibles whose names and

addresses are furnished us.
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The two leading political parties have placed

•'•health planks'’ in their platforms. The Demo-

crats have gone a little further than the Repul)-

1 leans in their advocacy of measures for the pro-

motion of public health interests, but both parties

have taken steps in advance, which promise much

for the common good if the measures advocated

by either party are carried out. Considerable

credit is due Dr. Geo. D. Kahlo, president of

the Indiana State Medical Association, for his

work and influence with the committee on plat-

form at the Denver convention, as he, personally

appeared before the committee and urged the

adoption of such a plank as has been placed in

the Democratic platform.

Hox. Thovias I\. ^Marshall, the Democratic

candidate for Governor of Indiana, has publicly

placed himself on record as favoring an increased

appropriation for the State Board of Health, and

an increased salary for the Secretary of the

board, who is one of the most capable, energetic

and efficient health officers in the United States.

!Mr. Marshall has always appreciated the real

value of public health work, as he has always been

a consistent friend and supporter of the medical

profession. Perhaps this is due to the fact that

he is a son of a medical man, though we are more

inclined to believe that it is due to that broad-

mindedness and logical reasoning which always

leads to the recognition of those things which are

good for the public welfare.

The nostrum manufacturers are making fran-

tic efforts to overcome the injury done them by

the work of the Council on Pharmacy and Chem-
istry of the A. M. A., and physicians are more

frequently than ever visited by the detail man
and showered with samples and literature. The
most effectual way to suppress the nostrum busi-

ness is to refuse to use or prescribe nostrums, and
the detail man from the nostrum manufacturer

should be politely but firmly informed that he

wastes his time in talking to you, and that his

samples will not be accepted. Any firm that can

not obtain approval of its pharmaceutical prep-

arations by the Council on Pharmacy and Chem-
istry of the A. M. A. is unworthy of patronage

either directly or indirectly by any physician who
desires to prescribe for his patients in an intel-

ligent manner.

Some of the medical directors of Indiana life

insurance companies were at French Lick with
their war paint on trying to head off any action

of the Indiana State Medical Association on the

question of reasonable and just fees for life insur-

ance examinations. For their benefit we desire

to say that the Association has already put itself

on record as favoring the $5 fee and urging its

members to secure such fee for all complete life

insurance examinations. But aside from this do

the medical gentlemen who are doing their best

(or worst) to keep their fellow practitioners from

securing adequate compensation for professional

services rendered feel particularly proud of the

stand they are taking ? Would it not look a little

better to let the medical profession fight out this

question of fees with the insurance companies

without encountering the unwarranted and un-

professional opposition of a few medical men
who ought to be willing to assist their medical

brethren in obtaining what is reasonable and

right ?

The Board of IIeat.th for the City of Fort

Wayne, headed by its efficient secretary, Dr. H. 0-

Bruggeman, is actively engaged in not only en-

forcing city ordinances and state laws pertain-

ing to public health, but in efforts to educate the

public concerning the prevention of disease and

the preservation of health. At this writing the

board has caused the arrest of several milk deal-

ers for delivering milk and cream not up to

standard in quality or of the temperature re-

quired by law, and through newspaper articles

and circulars the public is kept advised as to the

requirements of the law, the reasons therefor, and

a plea made for the support of the regulations in

the interest of the public good. The secretary of

the board has recently caused to be printed in

the daily papers of Fort Wayne a plain but for-

cible article on the feeding of babies in hot

weather, with instructions concerning the proper

preparation and care of the food for the baby.

The information given ought to go a long way
toward aiding in the lessening of the morbidity

and mortality among children. The example

could with profit be followed by municipal and

county boards of health all over the state, for the

enforcement of public health laws and the edu-

cation of the public concerning rules of health

must come from public health officers, encouraged

and aided by the members of the medical profes-

sion, individually and collectively.

DEATHS

Dr. Noble P. Howard died at his home in

Greenfield Tuesday morning, May 26. He had
suffered for the last four weeks from pneumonia.
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Dn. lIoMEH X. SiiAW, of Gastou, was acciden-

tally drowned in Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko

County, Indiana, Sunday afternoon, June 7. At
the time of his death he was a member of the

Delaware County Medical Society. He was 30

years of age.

Dr. L. M. Black of Greencastle, died at his

home Thursday, July 18, of gastro-enteritis. He
was born in Lawrence County, Ind., Feb. 5, 1843,

and graduated from the i\Iiami ]\Iedical College

in 1871. He has been a secretary of the Board of

Health of Greencastle, United States pension ex-

amining surgeon, and member of the city council.

Dr. T. AVilliamsox died at his home in

Fort Branch, Ind., Jul}" 22, 1908, from pyemia
resulting from a carbuncle on his neck. He was
l)orn in Crowland, Lincolnshire, England, in

1844, and graduated from the American Aledical

College (Eclectic), of St. Louis, in 1879. He
practiced in Hazleton, Ind., for three years, in

Olney, 111., for four years, and in Fort Branch
for twenty-two years. He was a member of the
Gibson County Medical Society and of the In-
diana State Medical Association at the time of

Ins deatii.

Dr. J. C. F. Tiior.xe, for many years one of

Kokomo’s foreinost practitioners and a former
mayor of that city, died at his home in Kokomo
Sunday, Ma}' 24. Death resulted from an illness

of three years, following a street-car accident in

February, 1905. AA’hile driving to his office his

buggy was struck by a street ear, and in the crash

he received an injury to the head, which resulted

in general paresis. He was born near xVlto, Ind.,

Sept. 2G, 1857, and graduated from Bush Medi-

cal College in 1883, soon beginning the practice

of medicine in Kokomo.

Dr. M. 0. Lower, of Xorth Alanchester, died

at his home Sunday morning. May 24, from
diabetes and a complication of diseases. He was
one of the best known and most highly respected

])hysicians of AA’abash County, where he had prac-

ticed for many years. For many years he had
known the nature of his malady and that he

could not long survive, yet he continued his large

practice almost to the day of his death, and at

the same time continued to be an active and pro-

gressive student. Even durjng the last few

months of his life he began a thorough and pains-

taking study of electrical therapeutics, work that

M-as continued up to the day of his death. He was

an ex-president of the AA'abash County Aledical

Society, secretary of the Xorth Alanchester Board
of Health and for a number of years was a mem-
ber of the Xorth Manchester School Board. He
was a member of his county and state medical

associations, as well as of the American Medical

Association.

PERSONALS

Dr. 0. P. Kemr, of Center, has moved to Ko-
komo.

Dr. AV. C. Black, of Alarion, has located at

Okmulgee, Oklahoma.

Dr. G. AV. H. Kemper, of Aluncie, is recover-

ing from a surgical operation.

Dr. Lorex AAV Smith, of AA^abash, has recently

returned from a visit in Pennsylvania.

Dr. axd Mrs. Edward August AATllis, of In-

dianapolis, announce the birth of a son.

Dr. F. AA'. Cregor, who has been practicing at

Carthage, Ind., has located at Greenfield, Ind.

' Dr. Earle S. Greex and Miss Alary Kinert,

of Aluncie, were united in inarriage Alay 27, 1908.

Dr. L. a. Sim:moxs and family, of Kokomo,

Avho spent the wfinter in Florida, have returned

home.

Dr. Hermax S. Bowles and Aliss Alargaret

Scott, of Aluncie, were united in marriage June

10, 1908.

Dr. J. H. Boss and familj', of Kokomo, have

returned home from AVinter Haven, Fla., where

they spent the winter.

Dr. AATlliam F. Clevexger announces re-

moval of offices to 744-747 Xewton Claypool

Building, Indianapolis.

Dr. Charles J. Stover, of Eaton, Ind., and

Aliss Anna G. Carroll, of Hartford City, Ind.,

were united in marriage June 24, 1908.

Dr. Hermax Bowles and Aliss Alargaret

Scott, both of Aluncie, were united in marriage

June 10. Dr. Bowles is associated with his

father in the practice of medicine.
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Dr. John F. Barnhill, of Indianapolis, read

a paper, by special invitation, before the Section

on Laryngology and Eliinology of the Xew York

Academy of Medicine on Saturday, May 23.

Charles S. Griffin, son of Dr. L. B. Griffin,

of Greenfield, who has been at Asheville, FT. C.,

for the past eight months, for pulmonary tuber-

culosis, returned home June 2, practically cured.

Dr. F. C. McBride, assistant surgeon. Sol-

dier’s Home, has resigned and will practice med-

icine at his home, Sullivan, Ind. Dr. L. B.

Campbell of Birmingham, Mich., will fill his

place.

Mrs. Chas. Sellers, wife of Dr. Chas. Sellers,

of Montpelier, Ind., aged 34 years, died at Hope

Hospital, Fort Wayne, Monday morning, June

15, from cardiac thrombosis, five days following

confinement.

Dr. Earle S. Green and Miss Mary Ivinert,

of Muncie, were united in marriage May 27. Dr.

and Mrs. Green left at once for a three weeks’

tour of the East. Dr. Green graduated from the

Indiana Medical College in the class of 1907, and

for the past year has been acting assistant sur-

geon in the Public Health and Marine-Hospital

Service, stationed at Fort Stanton, Xew Mexico.

He will be associated with his father and brother

in practice in Muncie in the future.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

The Philadelphia Academy of Surgery offers

the Samuel D. Gross prize of $1,500 for the best

original essay, not exceeding 150 pages, octavo,

in length, illustrative of some subject in surgical

pathology or surgical practice, founded upon

original investigations, the candidates for tlie

prize to be American citizens. Essays will be

received not later than Jan. 1, 1910. Applicants

may secure further information regarding the

prize by writing the “Trustees of the Samuel D.

Gross Prize of the Philadelphia Academy of Sur-

gery, care of the College of Physicians, 219 South

Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.”

At a meeting of the board of trustees of the

Indiana Universit}^, held in Bloomington June

23, the following officers and faculty for the

school of medicine were selected

:

Dr. Allison Maxwell, dean; Dr. Edward F.

Hodges, vice-dean; Dr. Edmund I). Clark, secre-

tary; Dr. John S. Barnhill, treasurer, and B. D.

Myers, secretary of the medical department. Drs.

Henry Jameson, Allison Maxwell and George W.

McCaskey, professors of medicine; Drs. Louis

Burkhart, Samuel E. Earp, George D. Kahlo,

Theodore Potter and Albert C. Kimberlin, clini-

cal professors of medicine; Drs. Francis D. Dor-

sey and Eobert H. Eitter, associate professors of

medicine; Dr. Frank B. Wynn, professor of medi-

cal diagnosis; Dr. William T. S. Dodds, associate

professor of clinical diagnosis; Dr. Simon P.

Shearer, professor of gastrointestinal diseases;

Dr. L. Park Drayer, professor of pediatrics
;
Drs.

James H. Taylor and John A. Lambert, clinical

professors of pediatrics; Dr. Amelia E. Keller

and Dr. Oscar K. Torian, associate professors of

pediatrics; Drs. Frank F. Hutchins, Ernest C.

Eeyer and Albert E. Sterne, professors of mental

and nervous diseases; Drs. Charles S. Keu and

Eobert K. Todd, associate professors of nervous

and mental diseases; Drs. William H. Foreman

and C. Eichard Schaefer, professors of thera-

peutics; Dr. Thomas W. Haas, associate professor

of therapeutics; Dr. John K. Hurty, professor of

hygiene and sanitary science; Dr. Samuel C. Kor-

ris, associate professor of hygiene and sanitary

science; Drs. James H. Ford, John H. Oliver and

Miles F. Porter, professors of surgery; Drs. Ed-

mund D. Clark, J. Eilus Eastman and George M.

Wells, professors of clinical surgery; Drs. May-

nard A. Austen and David Eoss, associate pro-

fessors of surgery; Dr. Horace E. Allen, profes-

sor of orthopedic surgery
;
Drs. William X. Wish-

ard and John A. Sutcliffe, professors of genito-

urinary surgery; Drs. Frederic E. Charlton and

Harvey A. Moore, clinical professors of genito-

urinary surgery; Drs. George J. Cook and John

C. Sexton, professors of gastrointestinal surgery;

Dr. Alois B. Graham and Thomas C. Kennedy,

clinical professors of gastrointestinal surgeiw

;

Drs. Walter S. Given and Homer H. Wheeler,

associate professors of gastrointestinal surgery;

Dr. Alembert W. Brayton, professor of derma-

tology and syphilology; Drs. Albert M. Cole and

E. Oscar Lindermuth, professors of electrothera-

peutics and dermatology; Drs. Albert E. Bulson,

Jr., Thomas C. Hood and Frank A. Morrison,

professors af ophthalmology; Drs. Harry C. Par-

ker and Frederick C. Heath, clinical professors

of ophthalmology; Drs. John S. Barnhill, Lewis

C. Cline, John I. Kyle and Kent K. Wheelock,

professors of otology, laryngology and rhinology

;

Drs. John L. Masters, Lafayette Page and Ernest

DeW. Wales, clinical professors of otology, lar3Ti-
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siology and rliinology ; Dr. Orange 0. Pfaff, pro-

fessor of gynecology; Drs. Thomas E. Eastman,

Thomas B. Xoble and Hugo Pantzer, clinical

professors of gynecology; Urs. Bernays Kennedy

and Pohert 0. McAlexander, associate professors

of gynecology; Drs. John T. Davis, Sidney J.

Hatfield, David Tahn, Goethe Link and John

Pfatf, associate professors of gynecology
;
Dr. Ed-

ward F. Hodges, professor of obstetrics; Dr.

Charles E. Ferguson, clinical professor of obstet-

rics; Dr. Henry F. Beckinan, associate professor

of obstetrics; Dr. Charles S. Xeu, professor of

jiathology; Dr. John W. Fluss, professor of anat-

omy: Drs. John Morris, Xorman E. Jones, Wal-

ter W. Barnert, W. B. Pobinson and Charles 0.

Durham, associate professors of anatomy; Drs.

Gustave A. Petersdorf and Charles S. Woods,

professors of chemistry, and Dr. William 0.

Gross, professor of toxicology.

Dk. .T. X. Huett, Secretary of the Indiana

Slate Board of Health, in a letter written to Dr.

C. Xorman Howard, of Warsaw, Secretary of

il)e Kosciusko County Medical Society, makes tlie

following pertinent remarks concerning the war-

fare against consumption

:

‘'The people do not appreciate, and very likely

we of the profession do not fully appreciate, the

colossal importance of the combat against ‘the

great white plague.’ It is true that if this arch

enemy were defeated the people of Indiana would
be saved $10,000,000 annually. I have submitted

this estimate of the annual loss to Indiana by
tuberculosis to several bankers and business men,
and all have said it is too low. One bank presi-

dent gave two hours to going over the figures and
the basis of figuring, and said he was astounded,

and the estimate was below rather than above the

truth. He is now warmly interested in the anti-

consumption fight and says it is the most impor-

tant economic question before the people to-day.

in this opinion he agrees with tlie Xew York
Board of Trade, which, after referring the mat-

ter to a committee and discussing the subject

from all sides, passed the following resolutions

covering not only the prevention of consumption,

but the general subject of the preservation of the

public health

:

“ ‘Whereas, Health is the basis of happiness,

wealth and power; therefore, be it

“
‘Resolved, by the Xew York Board of Trade,

That the preservation and promotion of the pub-

lic health is of paramount importance to the na-

tion, and is of more importance than the build-

ing of the Panama Canal, the building of a navy,

the construction of public works, or the jtromo-

tion of finance or business; and be it further

“
‘Resolved, That this Ijusiness organization

recommends to the people that such legislation

be speedily adopted as will lead to the education

of the masses in the laws of health and to the

practical application of said laws to every-day

life.’

“The business men of your city would certain-

ly do wisely to follow the lead of the practical

and successful Xew York Board of Trade and

heartily endorse the work of disease prevention.

You should try to induce the business men of

Warsaw to attend your meeting. Of course, only

a very few will come. They will say they ‘have

not time.’ This is because they do not under-

stand that they can lower taxes and make money

and increase their happiness by fighting such a

seemingly intangible evil force as consumption.

It is the duty of the medical profession to keep

at the business men until they understand, this

great economic movement, and then keep after

them until they act.

“Warsaw should have an anti-tuberculosis so-

ciety, and its highly economic work of preventing

tuberculosis and saving the lives of those stricken

with the disease should have liberal private and

public support. The city authorities should take

hold of the matter and the city board of health

should lead.

“The medical profession is the repository of

the knowledge that consumption is not hereditar}',

and that it is always preventable and that it is

curable in its early stages. Being such reposi-

tory, it is the duty of its members to continually

cry forth the facts from the housetops until the

so-called practical men hear and act. They will

be practical when they act and impractical until

they do.

“To make plain to the people the awful havoc

wrought annually by consumption, permit us to

give the following table from the actual records

in the office of the State Board of Health for

1907:

“Total consumption deaths, 4,456; males,

1,675; females, 2,771; mothers, age 18 to 40, the

prime of life, 927; fathers, age 18 to 40, the

prime of life, 255 ;
orphans made under 12 years

of age, 2,553; homes invaded, 3,483; actual cost

to the people, $10,000,000.

‘‘That the fight against tuberculosis is an eco-

nomic proposition appears when we know and

understand that this awful loss of life and money

can be saved. Ylien will the saving begin ?”
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SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

ALLEN COUNTY.

FORT WAYFE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of June g, igo8 .)

Society met in regular session in the Assembly room

with twenty-six members present. Minutes of previous

meeting read and approved.

The first paper of the evening was by Dr. Chas. G.

Beall, on “The Physiology of Respiration.” His talk

wa.s illustrated with charts and apparatus.

Reports from the meeting of the A. M. A. were heard

as follows: Dr. L. P. Drayer, pediatrics; Dr. Albert E.

Bulson, Jr., ophthalmology; Dr. B. Van Sweringen,

surgery; Dr. G. Van Sweringen, dermatology and

genitourinary surgery; Dr. C. E. Barnett, American
Urologic Association; Dr. C. H. English, obstetrics and

diseases of women
;
and Dr. B. W. Rhamy, pathology.

Motion made and carried that the matter of resolu-

tions concerning discontinuing postgraduate program
after June 30, 1008, be taken up. ^Motion made by Dr.

Drayer and carried, that the resolutions be adopted.

Motion made and carried that a committee be ap-

pointed to arrange for the meeting of June 30th. The
chair appointed Drs. Beall, G. Van Sweringen and
Kane.

Dr. Buchman brought up a question concerning the

serving of an injunction on the Board of Health to

stop it from enforcing the milk ordinance. Dr. Bulson
made a motion that it is the sense of the Fort Wayne
Medical Society that the Board of Health is pursuing
the proper course in enforcing the milk ordinance and
that this society pledges itself to furnish all the support
possible. Motion seconded. The motion was amended
that the publication committee acquaint the papers
with the facts for publication. Motion as amended car-

ried.

Dr. Bulson moved that the society instruct their

delegate to vote for a resolution to have the state

society meet in the fall. Motion seconded and carried.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

(Meeting of June i 6, 1908.)

Society met in regular session in the Assembly room
with sixteen members present. Meeting called to order

by President W. D. Calvin. Minutes of previous meet-

ing read and approved.

Round Celled Sarcoma.—Clinical case report by Dr.

M. F. Porter. Case was supposed to be one of floating

cartilage of the knee following injury. The patient was
operated and the growth removed; and instead of white
cartilage was found a bluish mass having a pedicle.

Microscopical examination proved the growth to be a-

round-celled sarcoma. A radical operation was neces-

sary.

Cancer of the Lip.—The technic of the operation

was given by Dr. Porter.

Dr. Wheelock reported three eases of headache re-

lieved by tonsillotomy.

Dr. W. D. Calvin reported a case of typhoid fever

with purpura hemorrhagica.

In discussing this case. Dr. Porter gave the therapy
of purpura.

Bronchitis, Chronic, Pathology and Symptoms, was
the title of a paper by Dr. W. W. Carey.

In opening the discussion Dr. Nierman said that the

author ought to have emphasized home treatment.

Dr. Rhamy, in discussing the subject of sputum, said

that one form of the sputum showed an abundance of

eosinophiles. In another form the sputum has the

appearance of coagulated milk; microscope shows fibrin

and fat globules, but no leucocytes.

Dr. G. Van Sweringen called attention to the fre-

quent exacerbations in chronic bronchitis. The Diazo

reaction never occurs in acute bronchitis.

The discussion was closed by Dr. Carey.
Drs. Henderson and Moser were elected to member-

ship in the society.

Dr. Porter made a motion that a committee be ap-

pointed to draft resolutions and procure flowers for

^Irs. Dr. Charles Sellers. Motion carried and the chair

appointed Drs. Porter, Wheelock and Beall.

Dr. C. H. English presented the following resolutions

concerning Fourth of July celebrations, and motion was
made and carried that they be adopted :

Resolved. That the Fort Wayne Medical Society ex-
tends its thanks and appreciation to ^lartin H. Anken-
bruck. chief of police, for the order forbidding the shoot-
ing of firecrackers before the Fourth of July, and that
in so doing he not only conserves the comforts of the
sick and suffering, but also the safety of the general
piiblic. And, be it further

Resolved, That owing to the great danger of tetanus
or lockjaw resulting from wounds inflicted by the blank
cartridge and giant firecracker, that every means pos-
sible be employed to prevent their use on the Fourth
of July.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

ADAMS COUNTY.

Tile Adams County (Medical Society met in regular

session June 19. (Minutes of the last two meetings

read and approved. The paper of the evening was by

Dr( (Mc(Millen, on “Diseases of the Abdomen,” in which

the essayist said that the diseases of the abdominal

cavity cover a wide field—entirely too wide for the

scope of a single paper. He said that the diseases

of the abdominal cavity are far reaching in their

effects. The author referred to the recent theory that

tuberculosis is never a primary disease of the lungs

but that the bacilli first enter the alimentary tract and

finally reach the lungs through the blood. The author

also discussed the subject, “Acute Catarrhal Gas-

tritis,” saying that it may occur at all ages, and is

commonly due to the irritative effects of indigestible

food, or food in a state of incipient decay or fermenta-

tion. Overloading the stomach with wholesome food

may also be a cause. The symptoms produced by the

different causes were clearly stated. As treatment, he

said the bowels should be unloaded, and the system

flushed with good, pure drinking water. A diet of

milk, buttermilk, starches and cereals should then be

inaugurated, and sane and simple ways of living in-

sisted upon.

In the discussion Dr. Beavers said that he would

give intestinal antiseptics after eliininants, and then

follow with tonics.

Dr. Costello said that too many cases are treated

for typhoid which are auto-infection cases. He said

that the system should first be cleansed thoroughly and

then antiseptics given, such as calomel, the sulpho-

carbolates, and the salicylate and arsenate of soda.

Dr. Boyers said he thought too much emphasis is

placed on intestinal antisepsis. He thinks elimination

is sufficient.
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Dr. Beavers uses “iodalbiii” and thinks he has an
ideal antiseptic, especially in old cases.

After this meeting the Adams County Medical So-

ciety takes a vacation until the second Friday in Octo-
ber, when the following papers will be presented:
“Fetal Circulation.” by Dr. D. D. Clark, and “Chemical
Incompatibilities in Ordinary Prescription Work,” by
Dr. J. M. ^Miller.

Adjourned. Marie L. Holloway, Sec.

CLAY COUNTY.

The Clay County Medical Society met at Bowling
Green, July 19. The papers were by Dr. Cook of

Bowling Green, on “The Heart in Tuberculosis;” Dr.

Dilly of Brazil, on “Detection of Tuberculosis in Dairy
Cattle,” and Dr. Finley of Bazil, on “Gastroenteritis.”

Adjourned. G. W. Fixley, Sec.

DELAWARE COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Delaware County Medical

Society was held June 12, the date of meeting being

postponed one week to allow members so desiring to

attend the meeting of the A. !M. A. -Members present,

twenty-four.

The attention of the society was called to the death
of Dr. Homer ;M. Shaw of Gaston, Ind., and the fol-

lowing resolution was passed:

Whereas, It has fallen to us to lose one of our num-
ber, Dr. Homer M. Shaw, by the hand of death

;
be it

Resolved, That while we bow in humble submission to
the divine will, we deeply deplore our loss, and desire
to extend to the bereaved family our sympathy in their
time of trouble; and that a copy of these resolutions
be forwarded under the seal of this society to the sor-
rowing wife and father of the deceased.

The board of censors reported favorably upon the
following • applicants, and they were unanimously
elected to membership in the society: Drs. Earle S.

Green, Xoah D. Berry, both of !Muncie, and U. G.
Powers, Albany.

Mr. L. D. Clark, president of the Delaware County
Hospital Association, appeared before the society in the
interest of the hospital association, forcibly presenting
the need of a county hospital, and the reasons why
same should be secured, and appealing to the medical
society to lend their aid and influence in assisting the
association to secure same.

Dr. A. H. Good read the first paper of the afternoon
on “Puerperal Peritonitis,” in which he particularly
emphasized the value of serum therapy. The paper
elicited an excellent and general uiscussion by the
members. Dr. 0. W. Owens leading. Particular men-
tion was made of the danger of sepsis from the par-
turient woman examining herself prior to delivery.
Protest was made against the tendency to handle peri-
tonitis, septicemia, etc., differently when they appear
during the puerperium, and an appeal was made to
treat the patient rather than the disease. Stress was
laid upon the extreme necessity of prophj’laxis.

Adjourned. H. S. Bowles, Sec.

ELKHART COUNTY.
The Elkhart County IMedical Society met in the

oflice of Dr. I. J. Becknell. Goshen, May' 28. The min-
utes of the previous meeting were read and approved.
Ihere were 20 in atfendance. So manv of the members

desired to attend the American iledical Association
meeting in Chicago that the meeting was held one
week earlier than the regular time.

Distortion of the Foot, with Paralysis of the Affected
Part. Clinical case report and patient exhibited by
Dr. I. J. Becknell. Patient, male, with goou history,
aged 30. He was in splendid condition with the ex-

ception of the left leg and foot. He had the whooping
cough when but two years of age, and soon after his

foot began to bother him. He has a distortion of the
foot, almost the opposite of talipes; there being
paralysis of the affected region. The case was discussed

by various members of the society. The majority
seemed to think that a tenotomy of the tendon of

Achilles and treatment with electricity and massage
would be of much benefit to the case.

Puerperal Albuminuria was the title of a paper In-

Dr. I. J. Becknell, in which he said that this disease

was little known to medical science a little more than
a half a century ago, but it is now conceded to be one

of the most frequent of all the puerperal diseases

Albuminuria is no longer believed to be a symptom of

Bright’s disease only. In fact, nine cases out of ten

do not show the structural lesions of the kidneys, such

as are found in Bright’s disease. Albuminuria and
uremia are not identical terms, the one may exist and
the other be absent. It is now fully conceded by all

advanced men that albuminuria has an immediate

bearing on a great variety of pathological conditions

other than convulsions; that it often exists in its

fullest development without causing convulsions; that

dangerous and even fatal convulsions may occur when
albuminuria is wholly absent, and still further that

the nervous perturbations which cause the convul-

sions may also be the cause of albuminuria. The
albumen of Bright’s disease differs * essentially from

that occurring in the temporary albuminuria of preg-

nancy, as can easily be shown by its chemical reaction.

The causes of puerperal albuminuria are not yet fully

understood, though it is an accepted fact that, in a

large number of eases, gestation develops a temporary

albuminuria which may disappear during or soon after

puerperal convalescence. It has been fully demon-

strated that convulsions, the various phlegmasia;

incident to the puerperal condition, the pyemic

diathesis, septic absorption, and puerperal fever, or

any of these causes, may develop albuminuria. Albu-

men in the urine is not the disease, but it is the

aggregation of symptoms, if which this is one, that

constitutes the disease we call albuminuria. The most

frequent of the nervous symptoms is headache, and

this is very significant, especially when associated

with insomnia, impaired vision, and nervous irri-

tability.

Glycosuria was the title of a paper presented by

Dr. W. A. Stauffer. He divided his subiect into three

divisions, namely: “Physiological glycosuria, patho-

logical glycos-jria, and alimentary or induced gly-

cosuria.”

In opening the discussion Dr. I. W. Short said that

he has had a number of cases that had no special symp-
toms, and yet the albumen was often more than 2o per

cent. He reported one case that had no albumen in

the urine up to the fifth month when she aborted in

convul.eions. With the catheter he obtained a little

urine that was 50 per cent, albumen. She made a

good recovery, but had albumen in the urine for two
months.
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Dr. Samuel Wagner says that the examination of

tile urine is not always reliable. In some cases with

the ordinary symptoms of edema, frontal headaches,

nausea and vomiting, where one expects to find albu-

men, none can he found. But in this class of cases

there has always been an unusual amount of urea.

He reported one case where he suspected albumen,

that miscarried at five months. The urine cleared up

soon after and she has had no trouble since.

Dr. J. A. Work, Sen., said that the subject of albu-

minuria of pregnancy is very important and should be

understood by every physician. He said: “I always

make it a rule to examine the urine every two weeks,

and many times oftener if I suspect any serious

trouble. I realize that we ean not be so careful in all

of our ca.ses, because some do not engage a physician

until the time of confinement. I have found that as

the symptoms grow worse the albumen increases in

the urine. As to the treatment much can be done

with the proper diet and elimination. I remember

one case of mine which was relieved with careful

living, good elimination and as a tonic I gave her

nothing but iron and strychnin.”

Dr. James Mathews said that “the great majority

of these cases that I see have convulsions when I am
called. Situated in the country as I am, we can not

do as our city brethren. We are often obliged to

resort to means and methods that tax our ingenuity.”

Dr.- M. K. Kreider said: “I was very much inter-

ested in both papers. I well remember one case of

mine that had no trouble during the gestation or

during labor, but afterward she had sugar in the

urine that worried me somewhat. After a careful

examination of the urine I found that it was a case

of lactosuria instead of glycosuria.”

Dr. W. B. Kreider said: “The oculist is interested

in these cases, especially in glycosuria. The rapidly

developed cataracts that are frequently seen in con-

nection with sugar in the urine are not hopeless cases.

Many of these cases can be relieved and good vision

restored. Cases of albuminuric retinitis are some-

times recognized when there is no aioumen in the

urine.”

Dr. H. K. Lemon said that as to the pathology in

glj’cosuria, lesions are found in the liver. The essayist

also spoke of the involvement of the pancreas and that

the prognosis was bad. He did not mention that if

the tail of the pancreas was involved, as it often is,

the condition was unfavorable.

Dr. I. J. Becknell reported a case, primipara, seven

months gestation, pulse 120, edema upper and lower

extremities, labia swollen in extremis, tongue swollen,

headaches, nausea, vomiting, urine scanty. She had
retinitis for two months. The case aborted and the

urine increased soon after. She recovered entirely

from her retinitis but not for a number of months.

It is <a question, still disputed, as to whether an
abortion should be produced in these cases. There

is argument on both sides and many able men oppose it.

Dr. George W. Spohn said: “I agree with Dr. W.
B. Kreider that more emphasis should be put upon
these cases. It is a fact that cases of albuminuria

were not diagnosed until the ophthalmologist recog-

nized the retinitis in the dark room. When a preg-

nant woman complains of failing vision it should

arouse the sus])icion of the attending physician. The
retinitis in these cases comes on slowly and generally

does much mischief in a short time. A number of

cases have been reported who have recovered their

normal vision, but such is not the rule. The prognosis

as to vision is always bad. The prognosis in retinitis

depends upon the period of gestation. If it comes on

at labor or a few weeks previous, the prognosis is

good, but if it comes on before tbe fifth month the

chances for vision are bad. I can not agree with Di.

Becknell, unless it be near the end of gestation, an

abortion should be produced, and delivery should be as

early as possible.

The applications for membership of Drs. C. A. Inks

and F. II. Ferguson, of Xappanee, were received.

Dr. J. C. Bateson, of Scranton, Pa., one of the A.

5f. A. organizers, being present, was asked to give a

short talk. He spoke of the advantages of organiza-

tion. He said that, the better organized the medical

society is the better work it is doing. The greatest

discord in the profession exists in those counties

where there is no organization. They never learn to

know each other. An organized society cultivates

fraternalism, and physicians become scientific in their

work, more thorough in every way, and they do better

work for their patients and hence can ask more money
for their services. It has been pi'oven that the union

of the various medical schools has been a great bene-

fit to the profession. The profession should get closer

to the people. He suggests that a society have one oi

two open meetings each year. In these special meet-

ings invite people of all classes to meet with you and

discuss such subjects as will interest all. When the

public once learn to know the profession they will

have more confidence in physicians. The public gen-

erall.v has a wrong impression of physicians. This

can be overcome by mingling with each other and by

education.

IMany questions were asked the speaker, such as

the standard of medical schools, legislation, pharmacy

hoard, public health and the clinic material of some

of our medical schools. The doctor conceded that the

private physician has a just grievance in the wa.v

many of our medical schools accept clinical material

from many people that are perfectly able to pay for

services. In fact, some schools advertise that if

patients pay the hospital expense the medical services

will be free. This takes from every city a goodly

number of patients each year, who are able to pay

good fees to their home physicians. It is an injustice

to the private physician. Such a medical school should

be boycotted by the profession. If the county societies

would take up this question it would be handled soon.

It will be only a short time until a movement will

be in motion that will stop the evil or some of the

schools will lose numerically by their .practices.

Adjourned. George W. Spohx, Sec.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The Franklin County Medical Society met in regu-

lar session June 1, at Brookville, with an attendance

of two-thirds of the membership. Dr. S. A. Gifford, of

Laurel, read a very interesting paper on “Chronic

Bhinitis, Its Complications and Treatment, from the

Standpoint of the General Practitioner.” Dr. J. C.

Clawson, of Cedar Grove, also read a paper on “E.xoph-

thalmic Goitre,” treating the subject in a very clear

and concise manner. Discussions of both papers were

entered into bv all present, and some very interesting

and instructive experiences were presented.
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The application of Dr. John W. Lucas, of Mt. Carmel,
was presented for membership and he was unanimouslj'
elected. The question as to the proper procedure in

regard to the case of the fake “cancer cure” man, re-

siding near New Point, Ind., after considerable discus-

sion, was tabled until the next meeting.

Adjourned. C. H. Mayfield, Sec.

GRANT COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Grant County Iticdical

Society was held July 28. Dr. E. 0. Harrold read a
paper on “The Prevention of Tuberculosis,” and Dr.
G. G. Richardson on “The Treatment of Tuberculosis.”
The election of officers for the new year resulted a.s

follows: President, G. R. Daniels; vice-president, E.
0. Harrold; secretary, 0. W. McQuown; treasurer, M.
T. Shively; censor, Glen Henley; delegate, J. A. Mat-
tison.

Adjourned. 0. W. McQuown, See.

The Grant County Medical Societj’ met Tuesday
evening, June 23. The first paper of the evening was
by Dr. Glen Henley, on the subject of “The Doctor and
His Records.” The second paper was by Dr. Mattison,
on “The Early Diagnosis of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.”

Dr. Holliday presented a case of supposed colic,

which was due to the appendix.
Dr. Harrold presented a case of Charcot’s knee.

Cretinism. Case report and patient exhibited by Dr.

Loomis. The family history is negative, except a
scare by the mother in pregnancy, and its paternal
grandmother, having had a goiter from the age of 10
to about 10 years of age, at which time it entirely

disappeared and has not returned. When the patient
was first seen three weeks previous to this date, it was
a typical cretin

;
viz., a thick, short neck, large face,

thick lips, short arms and legs, thick stubby hands and
fingers, mouth open, tongue protruded, apathetic, would
lie indefinitely in any position, non-expressive eye. men-
tal impairment marked, large abdomen, skin hard and
apparently swollen, but not pitting on pressure.
Patient was placed on thyroid extract one and one-
third grains three times daily, and within three weeks
it presents a very different picture, with all the symp-
toms very much improved; in fact it would not be
recognized as being the same child. It has lost several

pounds in w'eight, skin has changed, and the mental
condition is improved.

There seems to be an entire absence of the thyroid
gland in this case. The important criteria in making
a diagnosis in a cretin, are the physiognomy, shape
of face and head, stunted growth, especially of the
long bones, and the condition of the connective tissue.

Adjourned. O. W. McQuown, Sec.

GREENE COUNTY.
The Green County Medical Society met at Switz

City, June 11, with twelve members present. The
paper of the evening was by Dr. L. A. Hyde, on the
subject of “Chorea, Associated with Endocarditis and
Nephritis,” report and presentation of case. Patient,

child 9 years of age, had typhoid fever four years ago,

uncomplicated as far as observed. Had neurotic

heredity. All symptoms improved on exhibition of

salicylates, but no history of rheumatism.
An amendment to the by-laws, making a violation of

any resolution of the society punishable by reprimand,
suspension or expulsion, was finally adopted unani-
mously.

Drs. J. M. Harrah and L. A. Hyde will present the

subject of “Chorea” at the August meeting.

Adjourned. F. A. Van Sandt, Sec.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Hancock County ^Medical Society held its regular

monthly meeting May 7, 1908, in the small courtroom,

Greenfield. Meeting called to order by President

Barnes. iMinutes of previous meeting read and ap-

proved. The Board of Censors reported favorably on

the applications of Drs. Benjamiue, Cook, Larrabee,

McCord, Fisher, Ilervey, Johnston and Collins. Mo-
tion made and carried that the report of the Board be

accepted.

The program of the evening consisted in case reports

by Drs. Bruner, Barnes and Trees. Dr. Bruner is hav-

ing fine success with trypsin in cancer of the breast.

These cases were all freely discussed.

Adjourned. E.^rl R. Gibbs, Sec.

The regular monthly meeting of the Hancock County
^Medical Society was held at Greenfield, Ind.. Thurs-
day, July 2. Meeting called to order by Vice-President
Dr. C. K. Bruner. Dr. E. F. Sommers' was elected

to membership.

The first paper was by Dr. .loseph L. Allen of Char-
lottesville, on “Symptoms and Treatment of Typhoid
Fever,” in which he said that the symptoms are mani-
fest during the period of incubation, which is usually

given as from one to two weeks. A sense of weariness

and fatigue on exertion is one of the common forms of

onset. Peculiar, characteristic rose-colored spots make
their appearance about the seventh day of the disease,

and their appearance is usually regarded as pathogno-

monic. The spleen is almost always enlarged and can

usually be palpated. A slight bronchial cough may be

noted. A very wide variety of symptoms present them-

selves in this fever. The disease rarely begins with

a chill, but it may occur in consequence of hemorrhage

of the bowels or nose, or perforation of the bowels.

The tongue is at first furred with a heavy white coat

and, as the disease advances, tends to become dry and

brown, clearing at the edges and tip as the case

improves. While diarrhea is the most common
bowel disturbance, constipation often proves even

more troublesome. Perforation of the bowel may occur

and is attended by sudden acute pain in the abdomen

and symptoms of collapse. The urine is always of a

high color and high specific gravity and may contain

albumin. For treatment the author presented the fol-

lowing outline: (1) Rest and diet; (2) The Brand or

bath treatment; (3) The expectant symptomatic treat-

ment; (4) The antiseptic treatment; (5) The elimina-

tive and antiseptic treatment, and (6) The serum

treatment. In closing the author gave case reports of

several cases of typhoid fever which had been treated

by him.
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The second paper was by Dr. Griffin. Both papers

were freely discused by the members present.

Adjourned. Earl R. Gibb.s, Sec.

JEFFERSON COUNTY.

The Jefferson County Medical Society met in regu-

lar session June 17, with nine members present. The
subject for discussion was “Nephritis.” The discus-

sion was opened by Dr. J. H. Calvert, who said that

in treatment the first thing to be done was to give

a thorough purge of calomel and jalap, to be followed

by a warm infusion of digitalis. If the skin is dry,

give a warm saline bath, and if necessary give small

doses of pilocarpin.

Dr. Christie said that in addition to the above he

received good results from nitroglycerin.

Dr. Cooperider said he had obtained good results

from tea of water melon seed, with true sweet spirits

of niter.

Dr. George E. Denny advised leaving off all food

except milk, and give high saline injections with

nitrate of soda as a diuretic.

In closing the discussion Dr. Copeland said that he

thinks diuretics are of little value in this connection.

Adjourned. J. Cooperider, Sec.

KOSCIUSKO COUNTY.

The Kosciusko County Medical Society held its July

meeting on the 7th of the month.

Dr. T. J. Shackelford, Warsaw, read the first paper

of the afternoon, entitled “Pathology, Prognosis and

Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.”

In the discussion which followed Dr. M. G. Yocum,
Mentone, spoke for the protection of other members of

a family in which one or more were afflicted with

tuberculosis.

Dr. Frank E. Foster, Warsaw, said that patients

are apt to he shallow breathers. He spoke of the

value of deep breathing, and demonstrated how full

inspiration and expiration could be most thoroughly

accomplished.

Dr. W. S. Leiter, Claypool, spoke of the necessity of

disinfecting, renovating and admitting fresh air and
sunlight into homes where tuberculosis has existed.

Dr. C. E. Thomas, Leesburg, said that, even if it does

scare them at the time, patients were better off in the
long run if they are told they had tuberculosis as soon
as the diagnosis was made.

Dr. Forrest J. Young, Leesburg, spoke of the x-ray

as being of value in helping to make the diagnosis of

pulmonary tuberculosis.

Dr. C. C. DuBois, Warsaw, presented a specimen of

tubercular sputum, having brought a microscope to
the meeting so that it might be examined. There were
an enormous number of tubercle bacilli, being prac-
tically a pure culture. They covered a large part of

the glass slide.

Dr. L. W. Ford, Syracuse, said that there should be
a law permitting the health officer to look after fam-
ilies in which there is consumption, and see that they
live in a proper manner.

Dr. A. C. McDonald, Warsaw, spoke of the value of
early diagnosis before the tubercle bacilli are found in

3;iT

the sputum, laying special stress on dulness at tlie

apex of the lungs as an early objective symptom.
“Tuberculosis of Bone” was the subject of the next

paper, read by Dr. J. il. Bash, Warsaw.
In the discussion which followed Dr. C. W. Burket,

Warsaw, stated that when the disease had not pro-
gressed to the extent of suppuration and the joint was
simply enlarged, he had seen very good results from the
injection of iodoform emulsion.

Dr. Forrest J. Young said he believed in the immob-
ilization of the joint and then letting the patient get
out of doors into the fresh air. He spoke of the vahie
of the bed-board on which a patient could be put out
under a tree. He said that when cavities form they
should be opened and curetted, then swabbed out with
a solution of zinc sulphate and packed with either iodo-
form gauze or plain gauze. This gives a nice clean
granulating surface which heals quickly. The joint
should be put in the position in which it will be most
useful if anklyosis occurs.

Dr. N. Austin Cary, Silver Lake, spoke of the value
of the bed-board in tuberculosis of the lower cervical,
dorsal and lumbar vertebra;. Dr. Cary also spoke of a
patient under his care at the present time suffering
from tuberculosis of bladder, ureters and kidneys who
was doing well under tuberculin therapy.

Dr. A. C. Dubois said that if the part is in poor posi-
tion through muscular contraction the joint should first
be immobilized with a view to lessening the strain on
these muscles. After that had been accomplished the
joint could then he put into the best position for future
use.

Dr. C. N. Howard, Warsaw, spoke of the diagnostic
value of the night ery of the little patients with be-
ginning tubercular hip disease. The muscles around
the joint relax after their day of tension.

Dr. P. G. Fermier, Leeshurg, read the next paper,
entitled “Tuberculosis of the Digestive System.”

In the discussion which followed Dr. G. W. Ano-lin,
Warsaw, spoke of the cases of chronic diarrhea which

p on for years, the patient passing into a low condition
u0fore the diagnosis of tuberculosis is made.

Dr. Thomas said that there was at least palliative
treatment for sufferers from tuberculosis of the di-
gestive system whose prognosis was bad. We can treat
the symptoms of pain, diarrhea and tympanites.

Dr. Leiter said that Professor Martin of Germany
had found in operating upon those suffering from
tubercular peritonitis that the opening of the abdomen
and admitting air had improved the patient. Dr.
Leiter spoke of a patient of his suffering from tubercu-
lar peritonitis who had been operated upon some weeks
ago. There had been particular attention paid to sun-
light and fresh air since the operation. The patient is
getting better.

A letter on the subject of tuberculosis from Dr. J N
Hurty, Secretary of the State Board of Health, was
read before the society. Dr. Hurty had kindly prepared
the letter for this meeting.
Adjourned to meet at 1 p. m.-, Tuesday, August 18.

C. Normax Howard, Sec.

LAWRENCE COUNTY.

The Lawrence County iledieal Society met in regu-
lar session July 2 in Bedford. In the absence of both
the president and vice-president. Dr. Andrews occupied
the chair, by consent of the members.
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"Cholera Infantum." Case reports and paper pre-

sented by Dr. McFarland. He said that the disease

should be treated promptly; the stomach emptied and

the bowels washed out. Do not wait for the action of

c-athartics. Bathe, use ice by mouth, and morphin

and atropin hypodermically.

"My Experienc-e in London Clinics” was the title of a

very instructive paper by Dr. Perkins.

"Iritis."'g Dr. Emery read a paper on this subject, in

which he emphasized the importanc-e of early diagnosis

and treatment. He said that early recognition and

proper treatment may save time and prevent suffering

and often loss of vision. The tension of the eyeball

should be tested in patients over 30 years of age, if

not in every case, before using a mydriatic, as care

must be taken not to confound iritis with acute glau-

' coma. Reports of a number of cases showed that early

diagnosis with prompt appropriate treatment gives

uniformly good results.

Dr. Freeland reported a cases of double ovariotomy,

showing multiple cysts of both ovaries.

Drs. W. H. Smith and,E. E. Mitchell were appointed

as a committee to arrange a program for the remainder

of the year.

Adjourned. Claude Dollexs, Sec.

LA PORTE COUNTY.
The Laporte County Medical Society met in regular

session .June 12, at Laporte. The first paper on the

program was by Dr. B. C. Bowell, on the subject,

"The Milk Supply of Cities,” which was full of valu-

able ideas. The paper was referred to the committee

on publication, after being discussed by almost all the

members present. Dr. .J. W. Milligan, secretary of

the society, presented a paper on "The State Control

of Tuberculosis.”

The next meeting of the society will be held in

Michigan City, Aug. 14.

Adjourned. -J. W. Milligax, Sec.

MADISON COUNTY.

The Madison County Medical Society met Thurs-

day, May 26, at the county infirmary, with 72 mem-

l>ers and guests present, including the wives of the

members.

"Cretinism.” Ca.se report and patient exhibited by

Dr. Etta Charles. Patient, female, 14 years of age,

which had been exhibited before the society at the

November meeting, 1907, at which time a verv- care-

ful examination was made by all the members of the

society. The child has been treated since with thy-

roid tablets 2% grains three times a day, and the

improvement is very marked. Pictures of the con-

dition were taken at the November and May meetings.

"Trophic .Joint Disease,” paper and clinic by Dr. ^I.

A. Austin.

‘•Locomotor Ataxia.” Case report and patient ex-

hibited by Dr. Benjamin H. Perse. He has been in the

practic-e of medicine over forty years, and yet is mod-

ern in his diagnosis and treatment of this disease.

“Fractures of the Hip -Joint,” was the title of a lec-

ture by Dr. Thomas M. .Jones with exhibition of patient.

Patient, aged lady with impacted fracture of one

vear's standing. She now walks, but with much

shortened limb. In his lecture he laid great emphasis

on the point that in the aged great care should be

exercised in not breaking up an impacted fracture in

an effort to make sure of the diagnosis.

President appointed two delegates to attend the
National Congress on Tuberculosis, to meet at Wash-
ington, D. C.

At the close of the meeting refreshments were served
by Mrs. Heagy, Assistant Superintendent.

Adjourned. Bexj. H. Cook, Sec.

PUTNAM COUNTY.

The Putnam County Medical Society met April 30,

in the office of Dr. Charles Sudranski, Greencastle.

The principal speakers of the evening were Drs. Kim-
berlin, McDonald and Brayton of Inuianapolis.

Dr. A. C. Kimberlin presented a very interesting

paper, in which he brought out many new points in

the diagnosis of “Pleuritic Effusions,” urging exami-

nation and early diagnosis, and the institution of a

proper course of treatment.

Dr. .J. C. ^McDonald discussed the subject of “Rheu-

matism,” while Dr. A. W. Brayton delivered a most

interesting heart to heart talk to the elder as well as

the younger members of the profession. Besides the

above named doctors, the following were also guests

of the evening: Drs. Williams, Hunt and Hope, of

Coatsville: Collins, of Rochdale; Mercer, of Reels-

ville, and O'Brien, of Fillmore.

At the conclusion of the meeting the doctors repaired

to the dining room of the Palace restaurant, where a

feast was spread, to which one and all did justice

Adjourned. -J. V. B.xsxix, Sec.

The Society again met May 4 with Dr. Eugene Haw-
kins, who, with Dr. .Jerome King, were elected dele-

gates to the State meeting to be held at French Lick

.June 18 and 19.

The papers of the evening were by Dr. McGaughey
on “Anatomy of the Bones;” Dr. -J. M. King on

“Necrosis of the Bones;” Dr. .J. V. Bastin on “Osseous

Tuberculosis,” and Mr. Charles Webb, representing'

the A. M. A., made a brief address.

Adjourned. -J. V. Bastix, Sec.

Society met May 21 at the office of Dr. W. W.
Tucker. Drs. E. Hawkins and C. T. Zaring discussed

the subject of “Fractures in General;” Dr. W. W.

Tucker, “Fractures at the Neck of the Femur and

Pott's Fracture,” and Dr. -J. L. Preston devoted his

time to the proper reduction and treatment of “Colles’

Fracture.”

Adjourned. J- 5 . Bastix, Sec.

SPENCER COUNTY.

The Spencer County iMedical Society met in regular

session with Dr. H. G. Weiss, -June 16. Meeting was

called to order at 3 p. m., with Vice-President Dr. A.

P. Gwaltney in the chair. Minutes of April meeting

read and approved.

The paper of the evening was by Dr. H. G. Weiss,

on ‘"Precautions Against Ophthalmia Neonatorum,"

and showed careful preparation. He said that infec-

tion came on within three days after birth, and that

the condition of the towels and hands was largely

responsible for infection. As treatment he prescribed

a 1 per cent, solution of silver nitrate, chlorid of mer-
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cury 1/4.000, a 2 per cent, solution of boracic acid,

tannin solution, and hot applic-ations.

A case of eclampsia was reported by Dr. G. B.

DeTor, of Lade P. O., three weeks before confinement.

Treatment prescribed was chloroform and veratrum

viride to control spasm. Prognosis good.

Adjourned. H. Q. White, Sec.

The Spencer County ^Medical Society met at Richland,

.July 21.

The first paper was by Dr. DeTar on ‘"Acute Summer
Diseases of Children.” In his paper he discussed the

following: Acute intestinal indigestion, acute gastro-

enteritis, cholera infantum, and ileocolitis. He said

that the majority were caused by over-feeding. As

treatment he prescribed listerine, opium, capsicum, bis-

muth, castor oil, and flushing the colon.

“Infant Feeding” was the title of a paper by Dr. S.

C. Long, in . which he said that the first essential was

cleanliness of the nipple and bottles. The mothers milk

is always considered best. In the discussion cows milk

was lecommended above artificial food.

Dr. J. C. Jolly of Lade was reinstated to membership

and the applications of Drs. -I. C. Glockman of Hat-

field and .J. E. Long of Rockport received and referred

to the board of censors.

The sociey will meet in joint session with the War-
rick County Society in August.

Adjourned. H. Q. White, Sec.

VIGO COUNTY.

The Vigo County Medical Society met in regular

session !May o, 1908. Dr. Louks lectured on “Embry-
ology,” and Dr. Knowlton on "Multiple Pregnancy and

Antenatal Pathology.” The doctor showed with the

lantern sections of the ovaries of cats; in one show-

ing five ovules in a single Graafian follicle—corpus

luteum of pregnancy, sections showing the develop-

ment of the chick from one to five days, and a series

of colored drawings from Edgar's Obstetrics on the

different arrangements of fetal structures in super-

fetation. He exhibited fetuses of all ages, one of

mummification of the fetus.

Dr. E. D. Thixtun was received to membership by

letter from the Sullivan County IMedieal Society.

The following amendments to the Constitution and
By-Laws, having been previously submitted in writing,

were voted upon and accepted unanimously: (1)

Omit reference to exclusive systems of medicine, mak-
ing every legally registered physician in the county

eligible to membership. (2) Raise the dues from S2

to $5. Secretary was ordered to have 200 copies of

the revised Constitution and By-Laws printed.

Adjourned. Charles X. Coombs, Sec.

Society met again in regular session May 26, 1908.

State Food Inspector Owens gave an interesting talk

on milk inspection and the tuberculin test. A reso-

lution was adopted by the society recommending that

the city council pass the proposed ordinance requiring

dairy products sold in Terre Haute to come from
tuberculin tested cattle. Motion made and carried

that the president appoint a committee to arrange

for a public meeting to be addressed by Mr. Owens
and Dr. Hurty, for the purpose of making a tubercu-

losis exhibit.

The Board of Censors reported favorably upon the

applications of Drs. A. T. Payne and H. H. Thompson
of Terre Haute; Harry H. Ward and A. D. Ashbury
of Coalmont; J. R. Wilson and W. F. Payne of Prairie

Creek, and C. B. Collins of Clay City, and on the

ballot they were elected to membersmp.

Adjourned. Charles X. Coombs, Sec.

WABASH COUNTY.
The Wabash County Medical Society met !May 27,

in regular session at Memorial Hall. Dr. Charles E.

Barnett of Fort Wayne, read a very instructive paper
on “Cystoscopy,” illustrated by original drawings and
followed by a clinical demonstration.

Four new members were voted in at this meeting,

being Drs. George D. Balsbaugh, Xorth Manchester;
George L. Shoemaker, Xorth Manchester; .John B.

Shipley, I.aketon, and Anna Wilson, Wabash.

Adjourned. L. E. .Jewett, Sec.

THIRD COUNCILOR DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

The sijcth semi-annual meeting of the Third Councilor

District ^Medical Society was held at the Elks’ Home.
.Jeffersonville, April 30. Society was called to order

by President Cook of Xew Albany, with 75 members
and guests present. The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year: President, Dr. W. L. McClain.
Scottsburg; secretary. Dr. David Cohen. .Jeffersonville.

The address of welcome was delivered by Dr. H. C.

Sharp, -Jeffersonville.

Dr. W. J. I>each, councilor of the Third District,

read a paper on “The Tonsil and Its Treatment.”' Xo
healthy tonsil should be removed. Xo chronically dis-

eased tonsil nor one which is frequently acutely in-

flamed should be retained within the throat. The
pathologv", clinical history, and condition must dictate

the course in each case. Xo function of the tonsil has
been proven beyond reasonable doubt. The histologic

structure suggests an internal secretion. The picket

guard theory is most prevalent. Xo ill effects are
maniiesica from removing even the healthy tonsil.

Pathologic tonsils are responsible for many cases of

middle ear diseases and deafness, by interference with
drainage and ventilation of the tympanum. Path-
ologic tonsils are always characterized by low re-

sistance for such infections as tuberculosis, diphtheria,

la grippe, scarlet fever, streptococcic and pyogenic
bacteria, and probably rheumatism. Peritonsillar in-

flammation, the so-called quinsy, is usually the result

of an infected tonsil or a fragment of one. The mushy,
cramped voice is often caused by hypertrophy of the
tonsils. Caseous contents of the crypts are extremely
potent in the cause of indigestion and fetid breath of

some patients. For treatment he recommended, in

non-operative cases, to empty and cleanse the digestive

tract, and then give sodium salicylate and aconite

internally, using Loeffler's solution locally, preceded
by an abundance of hot alkaline washes. Always
empty the crypts. For surgical treatment he recom-
mended not to remove an acutely inflamed tonsil, bui
await the interval. The methods of removal and
instruments to be used depends upon the size, shape
and surrounding structures of the tonsil, as well as
the age and controlability of the patient. In all cases
of submerged tonsils the tonsillotome is’ a failure.

Tonsillectomy upon all patients over sixteen years of

age is best done under local anesthesia and the methods
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iicconliiig to tlicir order of clioice would be Kobertson’s

scissors, electric cautery, and cold snare. Cautery

operation is aseptic and bloodless, winch is quite ad-

vantageous for patients advanced in years, as age is

conducive to hemorrhage. With the scissors, the cap-

sular cleavage is easier sought out and followed, which

is necessary to perfect removal of the whole tonsil.

The partial removal of the tonsil is a surgical failure.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Emery, Sharp,

Duncan, Fl 3’nn, Wilco.x, Shelby, Samuels and Starr.

Dr. Wayne Crum, of Sellersburg, read a paper on

“Xeuralgia,” which was discussed by Drs. Ruddell,

itlcClain, Duncan, Graham and Samuels.

Dr. J. H. ..alker, of llenryville, presented a paper

on the subject, “Chronic Dright’s Disease.” This ]>aper

was discussed by Drs. Pev'ton, Ruddell, Leach, Crum,
^leClain and Samuels.

“Autotoxemia in Ileocolitis in Children” was the

title of a paj)cr by Dr. .1. R. Duncan, of Bedford, in

which he said that successful management requires

constant endeavors to prevent decomposition of foods

and to minimize the amount of autotoxic products

absorbed. Prepared foods are always a disappointment.

The use of intestinal antiseptics is correct in theory

but immeasurably disappointing in practice, as it is

impossible to prevent by their use the absorption of

streptococci. The disease is managed more success-

fu!\’ by mechanical than by medicinal means.

The discussion was opened by Dr. Harris, followed

bj' Drs. Sharp, Kahlo, Ruddell and Crum.
Dr. W. L. McClain, of Scottsburg, next read a paper

on “Opsonins and Opsonic Index.” He said that the

technique of determining the opsonic index is long

and difficult and none but those who have access to a

laboratory and have had much laboratory experience

can hope to get consistent results. It is to be hoped

that simpler methods of technique will be discovered

in the near future so that the general practitioner

can applv’ it in his practice, for in the discovery of a

method of determining the opsonic index and its appli-

cation to the vaccination method of treating certain

infectious diseases, we have a new and valuable thera-

peutic agent.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Crum, Sharp and
Flynn.

Dr. C. H. Emery, of Bedford, presented a paper on

“Iritis; Importance of Early Diagnosis and Treat-

ment,” which was discussed by Drs. Leach, Stalker,

Graham and Gatterer.

Dr. George D. Kahlo, of Freneh Lick, read a paper

on “Diabetes.” Discussion was opened by Dr. Walker,

followed bj^ Drs. McClain, Sharp, Peyton, Duncan,
Leach and Cohen.

After a short address bj' Dr. J. Nathen, of Louis-

ville, Kentucky, the meeting adjourned, the next ses-

sion to be held at French Lick.

Adjourned. David Cohen, Sec.

EIGHTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT.

The semi-annual meeting of the Eighth Councilor

District Medical Society was held in Portland on

Thursday, April IG. The meeting was to have been

held in the Methodist Church but on account of the

high waters which Hooded the basement it was neces-

sary to hold the meeting in the Presbyterian Church,

and this being a smaller building, was taxed to its

utmost to accommodate the visitors. The meeting was

a little out of the ordinary in that the doctors’ wives

were invited.

The business session conchuled with the election of

officers for the coming year, and Dr. Granville Re\'-

nard, of Union City, was chosen president; Dr. M. IM.

Clapper, of Hartford City, vice-president; and Dr. M.

A. Austin, of Anderson, was re-elected for a third term

as secretarj’-treasurcr.

The morning session was devoted to a sj'in|)osium on

the (jnestion of “Race Suicide.” The Hon. Emerson
!McGrilI, of Portland, introduced the topic witii an e.x-

Ircmely interesting jjaper covering the economic ques-

ti(/iis involved, considering quality rather than quan-

tity the desideratum to be striven for. Its tone was so

helpful and full of truth that the paper was imme-

diatelj’ recommended for publicjition in The Journal
OF THE Indiana State Medical Associatiu?-’. Dr. \V.

W. W’adsworth, of Muncie, took up the question from

the practitioner’s viewpoint, and Dr. Etta Charles, of

Summitville, discussed the mother’s side of the ques-

tion. These last two papers gave a review of the

everydaj' experiences of the average doctor. The Hon.

Frank L. Snyder, of Portland, had prepared a paper

coverifig the medico-legal questions involved, but was

called out of the city" and could not give the excellent

paper he had prepared. All these papers were com-

mended for their careful and honest presentation of

facts, and a motion made that The Jour.nal ob' the

Indiana State Medical Association be requested to

publish the papers as given in the symposium, and that

reprints be secured for more general distribution, es-

pecially to teachers. Dr. Charles was requested to

return to Portland as the guest of the high school and

give the girls a lecture on sexual hygiene.

The .society, on the motion of Dr. Garber, voted to

have a committee appointed who should formulate

resolutions covering the following points:

1. The necessity of teaching, by competent instruct-

ors, a thorough knowledge of self and sex to the

students in the higher grades of the public schools.

2. The desirability of a better dissemination of vital

facts among the laity.

3. The suppression of the advertisements in secular

and lay journals and the newspapers, offering relief

for real and imagined sexual conditions, and especially

those offering relief for sexual indiscretions.

4. Commending suitable instruction making quality

rather than quantity the desideratum in family pro-

duction.

5. Commending the present laws which have to do

with the prevention of disease, marriage I'estrictions,

and compulsory sterilization of the incurably insane,

idiots and the habitual criminal.

The next meeting will be held in Anderson, in

October.

The ladies of the Presbyterian Church furnished a

banquet, after which. Dr. Schwartz, acting as toast-

master, called for responses from the following doctors

:

Dr. W. W. Root, of Parker, spoke on “The Fee Bill.”

Dr. L. F. Schmauss, of Alexandria, told of the ad-

vantages and disadvantages in going to Europe. Dr.

H. R. Spikerman, of Muncie, told of the doctor’s trials

and troubles and how to get rid of them. Dr. S. E.

Earp, of Indianapolis, spoke on some things which the

doctor ought to do in a political way. Dr. Samuel

Hollis, of Hartford City, spoke of the good that an

active society can do, and the necessity for their con-

tinuance and improvement. Dr. Albert E. Bulson, Jr.,

of Fort Wayne, did not arrive until too late to enjoy

the festivities. However, he made a few remarks on

‘Alcdicine as a Side Line.”

Adjourned. ;M. a. Austin, Sec.
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KAYXAUD'S DISEASE; AVITII EEPOirr

(3F A CASE.*

John Kolmer, ]\I.D.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

In 1862 Eaynaud published a thesis, calling

special attention to a peculiar affection, usually

symmetrical and affecting the extremities, char-

acterized hy local ischemia and local asphyxia

and frequently terminating in local death.

Before Eaynaud’s time there had been recog-

nized many obscure cases of spontaneous gan-

grene in which no occlusion of lilood yessels or

other tangilile cause could be ascertained. Such

cases were noted to he apparently idiojiathic and

others symptomatic in origin and it was eyen sug-

gested that the cause might he a lesion of the

neryous system. Raynaud collected and at-

tempted to classify such cases and adyanced a

theory of causation. While further oliseryations

and some research, especially on peripheral

neuritis, modify somewhat his conception of a

few cases, yet in a true case of Raynaud's disease

his theory of its causation stands practically un-

altered.

ETIOLOGY.

The disease is helieyed to he of a tro])hic na-

ture, a profound yasomotor distnrhance. mani-

fested as a yasomotor s])asm. 'I’his yasomotor

element is not a distinct entity, it is often a

symptom of some underlying affection and con-

sequently the sup|io.-ed causes are many and
yaried. A yciw marked proportion of cases af-

fect the female sex, as women are more suscep-

tible to functional neryous disorders. Age also

*Uead before the Indiana State Medical Association at
French Lick. June IS. 1!)()S.

has an important influence, for the great major-

ity of cases appear between the ages of eighteen

and thirty yoar.<, although a few cases are seen in

childhood and old age. One would naturally

expect the weak and puny indiyidual to he pre-

dispo.'jed, hut on the contrary the great propor-

tion of cases enjoy good health up to the e])och

of the inyasion. Although idiosyncracy is a

pernicious term, seiwing in reality to hide our

ignorance, yet in the present state of our

knowledge it must he used to designate a peculiar

morbid susceptibility of some indiyiduals with

regal’d to the extremities. IMany cases are found
in persons in whom the extremities cool easily,

with chilblains frequently occurring in winter

and with other seemingly insignifleant symptoms
which become iuqiortant wlien the malady in

question becomes manifest. (,)ne would think

that cold, hy lowering tissue resistance and as a

direct stimulant of yasomotor irritability pro-

ducing spasm, may he an exciting cause. ^lany

cases are a])parently caused by seyere cold. hut. on
tlie other hand, in more cases an imperceptible

change of temperature was sufficient. The dis-

ease generally commences in autumn and spring

and esjiecially during the month of Xoyemher.
Raynaud thought that suppression of the menses

was a cause, hut this seems to he only a co-

incidence.

T thought it would he of intere.st to study the

I'elation of the ordinary pus producing bacteria

to the disease and determine if an infectiye

gangrene were present. Two methods of exam-

ination presented themselyes. First, to make
deep punctures and aspirate some fluid from the

tissues and make cultures; second, to determine

the opsonic indices. The latter method seemed

the most promising of results and the use of the

opsonic index as a diagnostic measure has been

reported many times and is a standard recog-
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nized procedure. I am indebted to Dr. A’ictor

Keene for the technic and work of this examina-

tion. Preliminarv counts showed an unusuail}'

large number of ervtlirocytes, 6,800,000 per cm.,

with a slight decrease in the number of

eosinophilcs, 1^4 per cent. Technic: Five

drops of blood were obtained from each of four

apparently healthy persons, mixed and taken as

normal. The opsonic index of this blood was

taken with a suspension of staphylococcus

aureus, one of staph-albus, one of staph-citreus.

and one of streptococcus pyogenes. The opsonic

index obtained from the normal serum was care-

fully calculated and then the index of the pa-

tient's serum was taken. In the cases of the

.'taph-pyogenes aureus, albus, and streptococcus

the patient's serum had practically the same in-

dex as the normal serum. In the case of the

staph-citreus the patient's serum showed an in-

dex nearly S per cent, higher than the ‘‘normal"

serum. We can infer that in this case the pro-

cess was not associated with any of the ordinary

pus producing bacteria.

PATHOLOGY.

This may be considered in few words. ^lany

theories have been advanced. It was thought to

be caused bv a peripheral neuritis or an en-

darteritis obliterans. The intermittent nature

of the disease and negative microscopical examin-

ation of the vessels do not substantiate the latter

view. Eaynaud himself considered it the result

of vascular spasm. Its frequent occurrence

among women and under the influence of cold,

the frequent dimness of vision, the occasional

presence of a chill and the phenomena of hemo-

globinuria all go to show the probability of vaso-

motor spasm. 'I'he exact cause of this vaso-

motor spasm is not known. Whether it be due to

irritation of the intrinsic nervous mechanism of

the vessel walls by a circulating irritant, or by a

direct consequence of the sclerosis, or merely an

independent neurosis, is still speculative. Osier

thinks that the ‘‘kidney symptoms, brain symp-

toms and eye symptoms, etc., are due to angio-

spasm.” There occurs first, a contraction of the

arterioles and capillaries, which explains the first

stage; this is followed by dilatation and paralysis

of the vessels, giving rise to the livid or blue

color.

SYMPTOM.A.TOLOGV

.

The patient is most frecpiently a woman and

of young adult age and may give a suggestive

history of peculiar susceptibility to changes in

temperature. The disease is usually symmetrical.

attacks the extremities and may be divided clin-

ically into three more or less well defined stages.

'I'he first phenomenon noted has been termed

local syncope because the vessels are in spa^m

and the parts are of an unusual pallor with re-

sulting marble whiteness and loss of sensation,

l.ocal asphyxia, which usually succeeds local

.syncope or may occur independently of it. now

comes on. in which state the vessels are dilated

and capillary circulation is quite stagnant, with

resulting hardness and dark purplish mottling

of the parts. The change from pallor to purplish

discoloration does not occur simultanenously in

all fingers and toes or whatever parts affected.

This produces a peculiar and striking mottling

as the shades of purple (asphyxia) intervene

with lighter spaces (syncope). There are also

swelling, resulting stiffness and pain, the latter

being often extreme and associated with an in-

tense itching. iMore frequently there is an-

esthesia than pain. I'nder warmth and proper

treatment these symptoms may pass away, re-

action takes place and congestion is replaced by

active circulation. Such attacks may recur for

\ears without effect, though in extreme cases

there may be slight loss of substance. The third

stage, or local gangrene is reached only in a few

cases. It is due to permanent asphyxia and is

simply dry gangrene. The affected part becomes

dry. black and cold, while gangrenous blebs ap-

pear in the parts adjacent to sound tissue. A
line of demarcation appears and the dead part

sloughs away, but less extensively than at first

seemed likely to be the case. This is important

wheTt the question of operative interference is

considered. Earely and only in cases occurring

in young children does a fatal termination occur.

Among more unusual symptoms of clinical value

are hemoglobinuria and associated albuminuria.

Dimness of vision, due to retinal syncope, is fre-

quently encountered. At times cerebral s}Tnp-

toms, including torpor and partial loss of con-

sciousness are present, also epilepsy, mania, de-

lusions and even temporary hemiplegia. Per-

ipheral neuritis and arthritic swelling may be

present.

DIAGNOSIS.

A typical case of Eaynaud's disease presents

little difficulty in diagnosis. But in an elderly

patient it may be mistaken for senile gangrene.

Embolic gangrene usually affects but one ex-

tremity and has other associated symptoms con-

nected with the primary condition. Embolism

and thrombosis of the aorta do not give much

doubt in a typical case. Only chronic cases
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might, at some stages, suggest EaymoncTs dis-

ease, but the fact that only the lower extremities

are affected, the progressive character of the

lesion and lack of arterial pulsation should rule

this out (Keen’s System of Surgery).

The following table is taken from the American

Practice of Surgery:

Senile Gangrene. Raynaud's Disease.

Distri-
bution

One limb alone, or
first one limb and
then the other ; us-
ually the lower.

Corresponding parts
usually.

Extent Affecting whole part. Limited to skin and sub-
cutaneous tissues.

Progress [Begins at one point;

1
apt to be serpigin-

1
ous.

Definite ;
several digits on

both sides ; does not
spread.

Arteries Atheroma. No change.

Age lOld. Young ; any age.

PROGNOSIS.

Raynaud wrote: “In the presence of these

atrocious and persistent pains, of this deep black

discoloration invading at the same time the

hands up to the base of each digit; the feet up

to the tarsus
;
the nose up to the root

;
I ask what

well informed doctor, who, seeing, so to speak,

his patient die at all extremities at the same time

would not give a most gloomy prognosis?” The

outlook for permanent recovery is not very favor-

able, although it is quite possible under favorable

circumstances to outgrow the tendency, especially

if the etiologic factor can be removed. The prog-

ress of the disease serves somewhat as a guide

in the prognosis. Paradoxical as it seems, early

gangrene, as when black dry sloughs form in

from ten to twelve days after the invasion of

severe symptoms, is quite likely to be arrested and

cure results after four to five months of elimin-

ation. On the other hand, where milder symp-

toms persist, as cooling and cyanosis recurring

from time to time, a more prolonged course of

misery and suffering may be expected.

TREATMENT.

Persons very susceptible to changes in temper-

ature and presenting mild symptoms of Ray-

naud’s disease, should be advised to maintain

their health up to a high standard by appropriate

exercise and nourishing food, and they should

protect themselves by woolen clothing. Mdien

the attack comes on, the parts should be care-

fully massaged, wrapped in wool and artificial

heat applied. These prophylactic measures are

very important, because wRen the disease is well

started the treatment is far from being satisfac-

torj'. There is no course of treatment known

which will remove the vasomotor irritability.

At best, we can hope to retard the onward prog-

ress of the disease, improve the nutrition of the

parts and restore general health. The nitrites

have done good in some cases. The constant

galvanic current may be used according to the

convenient method of Barlow : immerse the

asphyxiated parts in a large basin containing

warm salt solution. Apply one pole of a constant

current battery to upper part of the limb, thus

converting the salt and water into an electrode.

Apply current as strongly as patient can com-

fortably bear and it is well to make and break

the current freely, so as to get repeated mod-

erate contractions of the limb. The patient

should be instructed to make voluntary move-

ments of the digits while galvanism is applied.

Occasional applications of the faradic current to

the affected parts is well recommended. In

chronic cases especially, galvanism does most

good, and when applied along with daily massage

and Swedish movements, nutrition of the limb is

much favored and gangrene staved off for a long

time. When pain is severe it may be necessary to

use opium. The gangrene is benign and simple

protection and rest is all that is needed. Severe

cases must be treated on surgical principles.

Amputation should not be performed until the

line of demarcation is definite. The outlook

after amputation is more hopeful and better than

in case of extensive atheroma of the vessels or in

diabetic gangrene.

Case 1.—History of A. T. Occupation, book-

keeper; age, 35; nationality, German descent;

married, and the father of three healthy children.

Family History.—Father living, apparently

healthy at 70; his parents died, one at 82, one

at 72. Father had a brother who was troubled

greatly with his feet, supposedly rheumatism,

and whose physicians were at one time consider-

ing amputation. This man died suddenly at 48

years. Mother healthy at 69 years; her parents

died, one at 50, of abdominal trouble, and one at

45, from tliroat trouble.

Personal History.—Is seventh child. No com-

lication at birtli. Breast-fed infant. All other

children that survived childhood are healthy.

Previous Illness.—Summer complaint at 2

years; rapid recovery; scarlet fever at 3 years,

followed by prolonged convalescence. Physician

said kidneys were affected. Child was stiff in

legs for several months. Measles at 16 years.

Rapid recovery.

Present Illness.—In July, 1901, while bathing

in a lake, patient cut plantar surface of left foot

at third toe. This healed in about four weeks.

However, pain continued and in about four

months area broke open and discharged for per-

haps one month, when it healed by use of local

applications. Patient has suffered since that

time with sharp, shooting pains radiating through

both feet to leg above ankle.

In 1903, patient was troubled greatly with

tliese pains, and small areas of necrosis appeared
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on botli ' feet. Ilealpd witliout patient losing

time from work.

In Febrnarv. IDOO, skin on third toe of right

foot began sloughing along border of nail,

necrosis continued until toe fractured and was
amputated in dune and healed after about four

weeks by granulation.

In February. 1907, fourth toe of right foot

became involved, but healed in about eight weeks

by topical applications. In July of same year

fourth toe again began to slough, followed in

four weeks by first toe, then fifth toe, then scar

of 'former amputation, and then second toe;

sloughing continued to spread until February,

1908, when leg was amputated.

The extension of the slough was always pre-

ceded for perhaps two weeks by period of intense

])ain, starting in toe and radiating well into lower

j)orti()n of leg. The veins of entire foot were

very ])rominent, but during extreme pain would
diminish in size by contraction.

Area about necrosis woiild become deep purple

and swollen, then skin would rise and serum and
then jnis form under skin, and area would break

down, extending to deeper tissues and to spon-

taneous amputation in case of fourth toe.

llepeated urine examination showed a trace of

all)umin of transitory appearance. Urea dimin-

ished. Otherwise normal.

On my visit Feln’uary 4. 1907. I found ])atient

in hed. presenting a clinical picture of great

suffering, 'the only pulsation found of any
artery was over femoral in Scarper's triangle.

On consultation with his former family physi-

cian. Dr. II. P". P>eckman, Ave concluded that am-
putation was the only possible chance for pro-

longation of life. To this the patient consented,

and on February fi. 1908. we amputated at junc-

lion of middle and lower third of thigh. At the

end of first week there was quite a discharge,

which was readilv controlled by local antiseptic^,

and patient left hospital after third week. ITe is

using artificial limb at the present Avriting and is

apparently in good condition.

m.scr.ssTox.

I)'-. J. A. ^IcDonald. Indianapolis: This dis-

ease. to my mind, belongs to the great group of

diseases or syndromes Avhich are hecoining grad-

ually better understood or more frequently rec-

ognized. Tliey are that class characterized hv

local manifestations of disturbed circulation, the

ischemias and local plethoras Avith or Avithout

edema, a group attracting a great deal of atten-

tion, and Avhere not recognized is capable of caus-

ing serious error and very unfortunate mistakes.

P'or exam])le. the group of local edemas, the in-

testinal intumescent colic Avhich may cause a

sym])tom complex Avhich certainly can not he

easilv and sometimes not at all differentiated

from intestinal obstruction and intu.=susc-ej)tion.

Avhich only on careful study of the history may
be recognized

;
local disturbances in the fingers

or hands or in the brain. Avhich bring me to local

edemas of the brain. I have recently seen a case

diagnosticated as hemiplegia Avherein the post-

mortem shoAAed disturbance of the kidney.

Within the same v.eek another case diagnosed as

])rohahly uremia. Avith local apoplectic manifesta-

tions, proved to he an actual apoplexy. What
probably happened in the first case, Avhich Avas

diagnosticated ]iemi])legia. Avas a local edema,

preceded hv headaches, a sudden, sharp attack

folloAving, being altogether characteristic of

apoplexy, being either meningitic or edema of the

cortex, and no doubt belonged to this group of

cases. FolloAving them came peripheral mani-

festations, as loc-al manifestations or local edema
and perijfiieral angioneurotic disturbances, par-

ticularly spasm. I shall not go into it further

except to call attention to the possibility of error

in cerA'ico-pachy- or leptomeningitis. The sole

manifestation is pain in the fingers, continuing

for hours and hours, perhaps for days. But it is

paroxysmal, as it passes off. This may also occur

in lumbar pachymeningitis. There is a group of

erythemas coming in children Avhicli belong to

this class, but they are not at present properly

elucidated. Heredity is probably the most im-

portant factor, a vicious heredity producing un-

stable splanchnic or vasomotor conditions AA-hich

precipitates the attack.

Dr. John Kolmer, Indianapolis: I do not be-

lieve any medical treatment AA'hatever will benefit

a genuine case of Baynaud's disease. OjAium is

advocated for pain, nitroglycerin is also advo-

cated, and all the other drugs that have effect

upon the peripheral blood vessels by dilating o"

contracting them, but a genuine case will result

in gangrene, sloughing and amputation. I have

here the history of a case under observation last

Avinter, and Avhich has been in progress since

1901. The case Avas sent to Chicago and Avas

under the oljserAation of Dr. Bevan and Dr.

Billings. After tAvo Aveeks" consideration the pa-

tient was sent home as incuralile and Avas

refused amputation. I do not Avish to state this

to you in any l)ragging Avay at all, but aa'o must

as physicians and surgeons never giAe up, no

matter hoAv little the chance may be. AVe must

give the patient the last cliance, like tlie drown-

ing man Avho grasps at the straAV. He came to

me on the eighth day of February. I Avas im-

]>ressed that something should lie done for tlie

])atient and I said to him I believed it to be

rational surgery to remove the offending part.
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4’he urine was loaded with pus and tube casts.

''J'hey consented, l)ut were told beforehand of the

possibility of death. 1 amputated at the junc-

tion of the middle and lower thirds of the femur.

'I’he patient made an uneventful recovery and I

am hap]iv to say is to-day able to wear an arti-

ficial limb and pursue his work.

Symposium on Obsfetrlcs.

THE IdAXAGEMEXT OF XOllMAL
LAROIE*

Jane iM. Ketciiam, M.I).

IXDIAXAPOLIS, IXD.

In the management of all labor cases a thor-

ough and an early appreciation of the case is of

the greatest value, d’here are some procedures

which should he routine before the onset of labor.

The measurement of the pelvis is very important,

but much can be learned by simple inspection.

Short women often have unusually broad pelves

and may have precipitate deliveries, hut on the

other hand, a generally small stature may suggest

a general contraction of the pelvis. An acute

pubic angle means a similarity to the male pelvis,

and in such cases dystocia may he expected.

I’elvic deformities may be suggested if in pri-

niiparm during the last month before the onset

of labor the abdomen is prominent and pendulous,

there lieing prol)ably a discrepancy between the

size of the head and the inlet. Also if the woman
stands with one hip elevated there may he some

deformitv due to tilting of the jielvis.

The history of rickets should he iiupiired into

carefully. The variations in the lozenge or rhom-

boid of IMichaelis, the four points of which are

formed by the spine of the last lumbar vertebra

above, the tip of the sacrum below, and the pos-

terior s[)ines of the ileum or either side are very

suggestive. The lozenge is diamond shaped in

normal women. The uppei- point sinks towards

the level of the line lietween the spines in rachitic

conditions. Spondylolisthesis and justo-minor

pelvis are both suggested respectively by asym-

metry and a genei’ally contracted lozenge. How-
ever, at best, these im])ressions are only suggestive

and all ])rimipane and such multijiara^ as give a

history of previous hard labors .<hould be care-

fully measured. d’he three measures which

should be routine are the intercristal, interspinal

and the external con jugate. If there is any sug-

*Uea(l before the Indiana State Medical -Association at
I'T-ench Lick, .Tune 18. 1008.

gestion of deformity the internal measurements
should also he taken.

Xothing is of more importance than the re-

peated examination of the urine. It should be

examined at regular intervals throughout the

last three months with especial attention to

(luantity, reaction, sugar and the relations of

allmmin and urea. Eclampsia, one of the gravest

situations of the lying-in room, can either be

avoided, or at least ])repared for, if repeated e.x-

amination of the urine has given warning.

A third and obvious consideration is the correc-

tion of any mal-position. If due to the presence

of constricting clothing, the abandonment of

such may produce’ a spontaneous version.

When you are called at the onset of labor, the

abdominal examination, being by far the most

im])ortant, should be made first. The four

maneuvers of Leopold should lie used. The pa-

tient having lieen prepared, lies fiat on her back

on a hard and even lied. During the first three

movements the jdiysician faces the patient.

First Maneuver.—The fundus is first palpated

to ascertain its height and which pole of the

fetus it contains. The head will be hard and

T'ounded and much more freely l)allottal)le than

ihe breech. Tlie breech is softer and more ir-

regular and less freely movable. Inspection will

show from the contour of the ovoid whether or

not the long axis of the child is with the long

axis of the mother.

Berond Maneuver.—The hands are placed flat

against either side of patient's abdomen
;
gentle

])ressure will reveal a hard resistant surface on

one side the hack ; and irregular nodulations on

the other, the small parts. If there is much tluid

or the woman is fat it may l)e neces.sary for an

assistant to maintain deep pressure on one side

while you palpate the other. Having ascertained

the position of the hack you next discover its

direction and general outline. These two manip-

ulations give you your conclusion as to the posi-

tion and ])resentation of the child.

Third Manciover.—If labor has not set in and

the occiput not engaged, the third maneuver will

complete your examination. You gra.sp the lower

part of the abdomen between the thumb and

fingers of one hand, depressing your elbow to a

level with your hand. If the part has not en-

gaged it will he found to he freely movable.

I'alpation will indicate upon what side the great-

est ju'ojninence is felt iir head presentation
;

if

on a side with the small parts the head is well

flexed and the vertex presents. If on a line with

the hack, the head is extended and you have a

face or brow presentation.
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Fourth Maneuver.—The fourth maneiiver is

necessary if the liead is engaged. You face the

patient's feet, and with the liands almost directly

towards the bed, make deep pressure in the pelvis.

The degree of flexion is determined in the same

manner as in the third maneuver. The depth

that your hands take will indicate how far the

head is engaged.

Auscultation will conflrm your diagnosis as to

position. In vertex cases the fetal heart will be

heard below the line of the navel and above in

breech cases, and will be transmitted through the

hack. In face cases, the sound will be trans-

mitted through the anterior chest wall and will

be less distinct.

An abdominal examination can be made be-

tween pains without inconveniencing the patient

and has the great advantage that the danger is

greatly lessened of infecting her, either by your

hand or from her o'nm discharges. To repeat:

The points to be learned from an abdominal ex-

amination are the presentation and position of

the child and its general condition as evidenced

by the heart tone; the comparative size of the

engaging part and the inlet ; the degree of en-

gagement and flexion of the presenting part
;
and,

other things l)eing equal, the probable course of

labor.

The examination of the vulva is the next to

consider. Suspicion of infection will demand

especial precaution in aseptic measures. Vari-

cose veins will indicate a frequent cause of hein-

orrhage, usually minor in quantity. Edema and

swelling from long pressure means that there is

more resistance from below than the advancing

part is able to overcome, and almost always in-

dicates that sooner or later forceps will be neces-

sary.

The character of the perineum is important.

If previously torn, has it been repaired? Scar

tissue offers but little resistance and a fresh tear

is hard to avoid. A relaxed perineum may mean
a precipitate delivery. A short perineum means

an easy one, and a long, tight perineum means a

long, hard delivery with much advancing and re-

treating of the head l)efore sufficient relaxation

will permit the expressing of the head.

The anterior fourchette demands especial care.

It should be examined for abnormality, and care

must be taken in delivery to preserve it intact.

A laceration into the rectum may offer many
difficulties, but an anterior laceration of any ex-

tent is far worse.

The intbrnal examination demands especial

])recaution. It should invarial)ly be a rule that

the pubic hair should be shaved and the parts

scrul)bed and prepared as for a surgical opera-

tion. Also, it has been my custom to have within

easy reach a basin of antiseptic solution, pre-

ferably lysol, with which, as the case progresses,

I can do the necessary sponging. The scrupulous

maintenance of asepsis is equally as important as

the original attainment of asepsis.

In making a vaginal examination there are

three things to be learned: 1. The condition of

the passages, which includes the bony and the

soft parts. 2. The condition of and the degree

of dilatation of the cervix. 3. The presentation.

In examining for the presentation you should

confine your manipulation to that part of the

presenting part which is exposed. Do not slip

your finger inside of the os. In doing so your

hand has entered the uterine cavity and thereby

has greatly increased the danger of infection.

If the labor is dry and the head fixed, a thinned

uterine segment may present an obstacle in

diagnosis by being so tightly stretched over the

head that the fontanelles and sutures are felt

without difficulty, thus giving the impression that

dilatation is complete, and only further search

Avill reveal the tight, knife-like edge of the barely

obliterated cervix up and behind the advancing

part.

Moreover, when dilatation is further advanced

the presence of a caput succedaneum is very con-

fusing, the fluctuating tumor being taken for the

face, and the swollen face for the breech, differ-

entiation being made through the abdomen.

The management of the first stage of labor in

multiparas is very different from that of

]>rimiparae, owing to the essential difference in

the relaxation of the cervix. In multiparae so

little is the resistance that two hours is often

sufficient for complete dilatation, whereas in

primiparfu from one to three days is commonly
consumed in dilating the rigid and unyielding

cervix. Unless some sudden emergency presents,

interference is not pennissible. If the patient

becomes exhausted she can l)e given narcotics i

and allowed to rest. Codein in three-fourths

grain doses and repeated in half an hour is often

given. I like to give thirty to fifty grains of

chloral by rectum. Morphin and h}'Oscin have

also been reported upon favorably. I have not
'

used them myself. It will be found that after

the patient has had some rest that the pains

which had probably become nagging in char- .

acter will once more become active and dilatation

proceed without further delay.
[

Usually the patient feels better during this
|

.

stage if she is allowed to be on her feet the greater ;

'

part of tire time. Such a position allows the force
,

i

of gravity to act upon the presenting part and I I

assists in its fixation in the pelvis.
|
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If there is an excess of fluid in the uterus or

the head is large, there may be some delay in the

engagement of the head. This can be helped by

allowing the M’oman to lie upon the side to which

the occiput is supposed to engage, the right side

for right positions, and vice versa. It often

happens towards the end of this stage that labor

is delayed by the presence of a full bladder, and

this point is often overlooked. If the occiput has

been down for some time the patient may have

no sensation herself. A bulging over the pubis

will indicate the condition, and if the patient is

not able to void, resort must be made to the

catheter. The condition is obviously important.

Another condition which will in time remedy

itself is the presence, when dilatation is prac-

tically complete, of an enlarged and edematous

anterior lip of the cervix caught between the ad-

vancing part and the symphysis. If left to Ma-

ture, it may take hours to overcome this obstacle,

whereas it is a very simple thing to strip it back

before the advancing part. If the head presents,

it will usually suffice to strip it up once, but if

the breech presents, it may be necessary to replace

it many times and to hold it during the pain,

since the breech in itself is not sufficiently re-

sistant to prevent its coming down again.

The presence of a show will indicate a rapidly

dilating cervix and of the approach of the second

stage. Do not ask the patient to bear down at

this time. She will give you abundant warning,

and a premature effort on her part may result in

torn cervix, and, if for no other reason, such an

effort unnecessarily exhausts the patient. She
will not be able to resist the bearing down pains

when they do finally come, and will voluntarily

assist herself.

If the patient is not very phlegmatic she

should be given, during the second stage, a few

drops of chloroform at the beginning of each pain,

and just at the end anesthesia must be deepened

in order to control all voluntary movement. You
do not want to have the head forced through the

cutlet in a hurry.

After the head has appeared at the vulva, the

obstetrician must take his place at the bedside.

In multiparao he will not again remove his hand
from the advancing part. In primipara; it will

be sufficient for him to w'atch the advance until

the outlet has been slightly distended. After

which, at the beginning of each pain he will

push the head down against the perineum so that

the perineum is stretched tightly up over the head
and artificially dilated. When dilatation of the

outlet is about two-thirds complete, the patient

is turned on her right side and her left leg ele-

vated, the obstetrician sitring at the patient’s

back. (It will be remembered that flexion of the

legs tends to tighten the perineum, therefore the

legs must be extended as much as possible.) The

advance of the head is controlled in the same way

until the tight cord-like feel of the anterior

fourchette has been softened and the occiput well

under the srnnphysis. Anesthesia is then deep-

ened to narcosis and the head expressed between

pains. I say between pains, for the outlet will

then be relaxed and will offer less resistance.

With one hand on the occiput, the head is crowd-

ed w'ell up toward the symphysis, while the other

hand pushes the chin up, the chin being plainly

felt through the now' tightly stretched perineum.

The head should be expressed very slow'ly, the

advance being watched with the greatest care.

The brows will indicate the presence of the long-

est diameter, and if they are expressed success-

fully the danger of laceration is then fairly

passed. Too great force should not be used in

crowding the head up against the symphysis be-

cause of the danger of an anterior tear.

It w'ill rerpiii’e considerable judgment to know'

just when to deliver the head. Too early delivery

means laceration, and too great retardation means

discomfort after the delivery from sw'elling and

contusion of the parts induced by too long pres-

sure, the condition being often so aggravated as

to require repeated use of the catheter during the

three or four days after labor.

As soon as the head is born the w'oman can be

tiirned on her back and anesthesia stopped.

You next examine to see if the cord is around

the neck. This condition is very frequently found

and is suggested before delivery by pain over the

site of the placenta, and also w'hen, after a good

advance, the head will make a long retreat a

number of times before it can be delivered. If

such a condition is present and the cord can be

looped over the head or slipped back over the

shoulder, w'ell and good; if not, it must be

clamped and cut and delivery hastened.

The eyes and mouth are now sponged with

boracic acid solution, and internal rotation of the

shoulder having taken place, the head is grasped

between the hands and firmly depressed tow'ard

the bed until the anterior shoulder appears from

under the symphysis. The child is then lifted

up w'ell away from the perineum and the posterior

shoidder slowdy withdrawn. If, however, the

head has torn the perineum’ it may be possible to

jjrevent a further tear by pushing the anterior

shoiilder well up under the symphysis and wdth-

draw'ing the postei'ior shoulder first.

Some authorities claim that it is best to wait

for the next uterine contraction to deliver the

body, and that a premature withdraw'al of the
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uterine content opens the way for a postpartem

hemorrhage. This can be avoided if your assist-

ant grasp the uterus firmly and exerts pressure

from above as you slowly withdraw the child.

'File cord is tied about two inches from the

child's abdomen and looped back to the umbilicus

and tied again and cut. This method ofl'ers

slightly more resistance to infection. Any time

within an hour will do for the Crede treatment

of the eyes, which I make as routine practice.

In the interval before the third stage the pa-

tient should be examined for laceration of the

perineum and if any is present it must be sewed

up while the ]tarts are still anesthetized from

jiressure. A cervical tear will show itself by hem-

orrhage which can not be controlled by the usital

abdominal manipulation of the uterus, Itut unless

the hemorrhage is extensive and uncontrollable,

an examination and repair may be made at a later

time, preferably after involution is complete.

In the course of half an hour if the placenta is

not spontaneously delivered, the Crede manipula-

tion may be instituted; the essential points to be

remembered are to insure firm uterine contrac-

tion before you begin your attem])t, and in grasp-

ing the uterus to direct it almost directly down-

ward, otherwise the os is apt to be occluded by be-

ing pushed against the symphysis. The jdacenta

and membranes must be examined as soon as de-

livered. for on their complete removal almost

more than anything else depends the future health

of the woman. If any of the placenta is retained

and can not lie delivered liy the Crede method, the

obstetrician is obliged to go up after it. If any of

tbe membrane is retained, the nurse may be in-

structed to watch for it in the lochia. If it is not

expelled naturally, and especially if there is a rise

of temperature in the next three or four days it

may be washed out with an intra-uterinc douche.

'I'he use of ergot after delivery of the placenta

is a mooted (jnestion. I have yet to see any ill

effect from its administration, and I lielieve that

Iiy hastening contraction of the uterus aside from
the (juestion of hemorrhage it lessens the danger
of infection. It has lieen my custom to give a

drachm at this time, but in addition tbe uterus

is held for an hour, and at any sign of relaxation,

or hemorrhage, is massaged.

The after-care of the patient in uncomplicated

(.ases is very simple. The infant is jnit to the

breast after six hours. The nipples mu.st be

watched with the greatest care for the appearance

of fissures and these must be treated at the time

of their appearance. The use of the catheter

after delivery must, if possilile, be avoided, many
cases of profound cystitis having been reported.

hvery effort must lie made to induce the jiatient

lo void her urine. Hot applications over the ab-

domen, external douche, hot water in the bed pan.
running water and hot rectal enema must all be
tried, the patient can lie propped uji in lied or

turned on her face. All these failing, if there has
iieen no laceration nor tendency to bleed, the

patient may be allowed to sit up. Xo effort must
be .spared along this line, and if the patient is

successful once there will probablv be no further

trouble. On the second day the patient is eiven
a dose of oil and after her bowels have moved well

her diet can be increased, and on the third day. if

there are no untoward symptoms, the patient can
lie given a full diet.

In conclusion, may I lay especial emphasis on

tlie following points:

1. In the very large majority of cases the

diagnosis must lie made from the abdominal ex-

amination, preferably avoiding vaginal examina-

tion.

2. The first stage is intended for dilatation of

the os, and for moulding of the presenting part.

There is no descent in the first stage.

3. Deliver the patient on her side to protect

the perineum.

4. And lastly, follow natural laws as nearly

a- possible in the after care of the patient.

TOXE:\nA OF ITIEGXAXCY.*

LofIS BfRCKHAItDT, M.D.

IXDIAXAPOLIS, IXD.

Toxemia, or autointoxication, mean' an ac-

cumulation of toxic substance in the blood. Ec-

lampsia has been considered for a long time as

due to such a condition of the blood. Of late,

however, not only pernicious vomiting, but most

of the minor ailments of pregnancy, have lieen

recognized as being due to tbe overloading of the

maternal organism with the products of the

maternal and fetal metabolism. Therefore, such

symptoms as nausea, continued vomiting, dizzi-

ness, irritability, disturbances of vision, neu-

ralgic jiain, etc., gain in importance as fore-

warning tbe advent of more serious complications.

If tbe organs destined to jirotect the organism

against autointoxication are in a pathological

condition at the onset of pregnancy, a rapid in-

crease of the existing toxemia is to be expected.

We must not overlook the fact that the kidneys

are not the only organs which protect a pregnant

woman from the pathological autointoxication.

‘Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick. .Tune 18, 1!)08.
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One portion of the toxins is eliminated by tlie

kidneys, intestines, skin, and lungs. The re-

mainder, in fact, the largest part, is destroyed

by the liver, and eventually lj_v the thyroid gland.

It is obvious, therefore, that among organs of de-

fense the liver, next to the kidneys, is most fre-

(juently damaged by fatty degeneration, hemor-

rhage, and acute yellow atrophy. Although but

rarely observed, cases of eclampsia terminate

fatally, which never show any symptoms of kid-

ney disease, neither clinically nor under postmor-

tem findings. We must infer from that, as far

as the destruction of the poison is concerned, that

the liver proved insufficient to such an extent that

the organism practically succumbed to the poison

before secondary changes in the jjarenchyma of

the kidneys could develop. It is the province of

the liver to synthetize the lower nitrogenous prod-

ucts of catabolism to urea and uric acid. Its fail-

ure to do so is responsible for the accumulation

of these substances in the blood, namely, amino-

acids, ammonia, and the xanthin bases. Only
one, carbaminic acid, is a chemical poison, and

this is only found in non-toxic (juantities in the

blood.

In high degrees of toxemia, unsynthetized

nitrogen compounds appear in the urine at the

expense of the urea. Xot taking into account

the nitrogen eliminated in the form of all)unien,

a high ammonia coefficient (above 5 per cent.)

might make up for the low coefficient, so that the

total nitrogen amount is seemingly normal.

low urea coefficient, therefore, need not indicate a

retention of nitrogen compounds in the system,

but only the inability of the liver to anabolize the

lower nitrogenous compounds into the higher

compounds, urea or uric acid. Therefore, a low

])ercentage of ui'ea must he considered as an in-

dication of a disturbed function of the liver.

Such a disturbance may be due to excessive

work to be done by the hepatic tissues, owing to

the increased amount of toxic substances to be

destroyed, or to pathologic changes preventing

the liver from doing its normal amount of work.

Hugo Ehrenfest^ says: “As soon as the equi-

librium between the formation of ])oisonous ma-
terial and its disposal is disturbed, either by a

sudden overwhelming of the maternal system
with an excessive amount of toxic substances or

on account of insufficient elimination, toxins be-

gin to accumulate in the blood and a vicious

circle is established. The blood laden with a

pathologic quantity of poisons causes additional

changes in the ‘kidneys of pregnancy,’ and
through these nephritis may develop. In this

1. Piactice of Obstetrics, by Peterson.

way the renal function is no longer relatively but

is absolutely inefficient. Other poisons are now

retained, and these in turn begin to exert a dele-

terious effect upon the circulatory and nervous

systems and the functions of the liver.”

441101101- secondary anatomical changes take

place in the liver or the kidneys depends on the

severity of the metabolic disturbance or on the

resistant power of the organs ; a previously dis-

turbed liver or kidney would naturally succuml)

sooner than healthy ones. A younger individual,

with a higher adaptability to sudden changes,

will naturally be less exposed than older primi-

paras.

That the loss of a seemingly small quantity of

albumen through the kidneys should be accom-

panied by such extensive waste of tissue has al-

ways been a puzzle. In fact, it is, but in ‘'‘higher

cases,” only an indication of a serious disturb-

ance of metabolism. 44'e have in the so-called

kidney of j)i-egnancy a temporary functional dis-

turbance of that organ which is hardly ever fol-

lowed hy a pathological change in the paren-

chyma.

The advent of casts—granular or hyalin

—

marks the l)cginning of a true inflammation. In-

versely, the amount of albumen might be exceed-

inglv small. However, casts may be found dur-

ing the months following the acute attack, and

we have to make the diagnosis of a chronic in-

flammatory ])i'ocess Ijrought on by the overtaxing

of the kidneys in eliminating the toxic prod-

ucts of metabolism. The pre-existence of neph-

ritis in pregnancy must be diagnosed, in order to

realize in time the danger of threatened insuf-

ficient elimination. E.xtra demands that are

made on the kidneys, through an increased

amount of toxic substances, depend on the ])res-

ence of unsynthetized lower nitrogenous products

of cataboli.sm
;
the chemical analysis of these sub-

stances (amino-acids, ammonia, xanthin bases),

if not difficult, demands so much time that a

general jiractitioner could not possibly follow the

course of events closely enough to be of any prac-

tical value.

As I mentioned al)ove. the increased elimina-

tion of ammonia, amino-acid, etc., is accom-

panied by a decreased elimination of urea. The
urea, therefore, can be utilized as a valuable in-

dicator as to the normal or insufficient action of

the liver in anabolism of nitrogenous sultstances.

Idle presence of afitumen in the urine should

indicate a disturltance of the function of the kid-

neys ; a decreased amount of urea in the urine

would indicate a disturbance of the function of

the liver. The presence of albumen and a nor-

mal amount of urea indicate the circulation of
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toxic substances in tlie blood in sufficient quan-

tities to overtax tlie kidneys but not the liver.

A low amount of urea, with an absence of

albumen, indicates an over-taxing of the liver,

the toxic substance, however, not affecting the

kidne3’s. A low percentage of urea and a high

percentage of albumen indicate a functional in-

sufficiency of liver and kidneys. Either one of

the first two mentioned conditions is a warning

that serious disturbances of metabolism exist,

and I want to emphasize the fact that a low urea

percentage is just as important a symptom as the

presence of albumen. In a given case of albu-

minuria in pregnancy we are permitted to allow

a case to go on uninterrupted as long as the per-

centage of urea does not diminish, even if the

amount of albumen should increase perceptibly.

The time for interference (induction of labor

and bleeding) has come as soon as the urea coef-

ficient decreases and the percentage of albumen

increases.

As the insufficiency" of the liver precedes the

insufficiency of the kidneys, the decrease of urea

will be shown in the urine earlier than the in-

crease of albumen. Frequent and careful exam-

inations of the urine for urea and albumen must

prove most valuable aids in determining our

coiirse of procedure in toxemia of pregnancy.

.y? Willoughby Building.

puekperal ixfectiox.*

G. B. Jacksok, M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

The dictum of Bumn, ‘‘Puerpural fever is

wound fever; wound fever is wound infection,”

is a concise and comprehensive statement of the

present status of our conception of “child bed

fever,” i. e., puerpural infection.

That it was, before the days of antisepsis and

asepsis, the cause of death of 20 per cent, of wo-

men of child bearing age; that it constitutes al-

most three-fourths of the mortality of the puer-

perium to-day, to say nothing of the great

amount of invalidism
;
finally, that it at the pres-

ent time has a mortality* of 6 per cent, of women
dying between the ages of 20 and 50 years, this

l)eing in excess of that of any other disease—per-

haps not excepting the great white plague itself

—

seem facts sufficient to account for our interest in

the subject.

The cause and pathology of puerperal infec-

tion are essentially those of surgical wound fever

Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

I'rench Lick, June 18, 1908.

generally, qualified only by the peculiar condi-

tions pertaining to the parturient canal in which

the prerequisite wound is universally present.

The superficial necrosis of the decidual surface,

the underlying delicate and spongy layer, the

great vascularity of the parts and the immediate

proximity of the peritoneum are anatomic condi-

tions which add greatly to the possibility of in-

fection and also to the seriousness of its course.

What then is the manner or source of this wound
contamination ?

Oliver Wendell Holmes in 1843, and Semmel-
weiss, of Vienna, in 1847, proclaimed it “con-

tagious.” To the present time their idea has pre-

vailed with some doubt as to the rare occurrence

of the exceptional auto-infection.

In order to determine the possibility of the lat-

ter occurrence much work has been undertaken

upon the bacterial fiora of the vagina of pregnant

women. We can not go into the results of such

observations here in detail e.xcepting to say that

they have been at great variance—from those of

Bumm and Sigwart, finding the streptococcus in

74 per cent., to those of Williams, who found it

present in none with proper technic.

With such observations from many of our best

workers we must concede the question as yet un-

settled, though personally we do believe with

Williams the lochia to be normally sterile and

non-infectious. Infection does occur through the

blood current from distant foci—though very

rarely—and also as a result of pre-existing gon-

orrhea. These latter are not, however, cases of

auto-infection in the time sense, but rather of

secondary implantation.

It is only necessary here to briefiy enumerate

some of the sources of this contact contamina-

tion; these are, first and most frequent, the ex-

amining finger or operating hand
;
then also in-

struments, l)ed clothes, hands of the puerpera

herself, coitus, bath water, and, in short, any

surgically unclean thing which may come in con-

tact with the vulvo-genital region of the puer-

pera.

The active agents in producing the disease are

the following micro-organisms with their re-

spective pathologic conditions:

Streptococcus Pyogenes .—As early as 1865

Ma3
*erhofer demonstrated this organism in the

tissues at postmortem examination of several

puerpera. Pasteur and Doleris were the first to

cultivate it from cases of puerperal infection and

many later observers have substantiated their

findings and established the streptococcus as the

most frequent and most dangerous of all the or-

ganisms involved.
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It occurs altogether in one-third and as the

only offender (i.e., in pure culture) in one-fifth

of all cases. Zangemeister and Meissel have re-

cently shown a relationship between the many
various strains from the saprophytic forms to

the virulent ones inclusive. They believe, there-

fore, that any form may become pathogenic with

widely varying virulency, and that a polyvalent

specific serum should be possible of development.

Gonnet has suggested a marked difference be-

tween the pyogenic streptococcus and the strep-

tococcus gracilis, which latter—saprophytic in

character—he finds in the normal vagina; the

former only in infected cases. The virulent form

is said to give a black spot with white halo on a

medium of blood serum and agar, not produced

by the saprophyte.

The course of a streptococcus infection may
manifest many different forms and vary greatly

in its results. The process may remain local or

]nay spread beyond the surface of implantation.

The localized infections may be limited to a

perineal laceration, vulvo-vaginal or cervical

wound, or the endometrium—one or more or all

of these being involved. The infection is usually

descending—in the latter instance being carried

with the lochial flow to the wounds below

—

though it may ascend in some cases from wounds

in the lower tract to the endometrium l)y con-

tinuity.

The pathologic change in these surfaces is one

of superficial necrosis with or without a reaction-

ary wall of granulation tissue—the so-called

“wall of leukocytes”—^below; this having been

demonstrated to be absent or only slightly de-

veloped in many of the virulent eases and then

permeated with the infectious microbes. The
necrosis gives rise to the typical pseudo-mem-

branous investment which varies greatly in thick-

ness—in rare instances amounting to gangrene

involving even a part of the tunica muscularis

—

and is of a grayish white color. These local in-

fections give rise to an initial chill, fever and

malaise without any local pain, as a rule.

Septic endometritis rarely remains a local in-

fection. Because of the peculiar vulnerability of

the placental site, the infection has a marked
tendency to deeper or even generalized invasion

resulting in thrombophlebitis, pyemia or sep-

ticemia, if the invasion occurs through the vas-

cular system; or in parametritis, perimetritis or

peritonitis when spreading through the lymphat-

ics. Pyometria, pyosalpinx and other local ab-

scesses are also often met with. The description

of the pathology of these lesions we can not go

minutely into, but shall touch upon them later in

considering their diagnosis, prognosis and treat-

ment.

The next organism in importance is the diplo-

coccus of Neisser (gonococcus). It is demon-

strated in 10 to 15 per cent, of cases or more,

Ivrbnig having found it present in about 30 per

cent, of febrile puerpera. More rarely the colon

bacillus, gas bacillus of Welch, staphylococcus

])yogenes aureus, the typhoid hacillus, pyocyaneus

and others—some as yet unidentified—have been

found in a causal relation.

The colon bacillus is in pure culture in about

5 per cent, of cases and in mixed infection more

often. It is said to be quite virulent in combina-

tion with the streptococcus—as is also the gas

l)acillus combination, as shown in a recent report

from the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

DIAGNOSIS.

With a temperature above 100.4 F. for more

than 24 hours after the bowels have been moved

well, thus excluding intestinal auto-intoxication,

and when such conditions as typhoid fever, acute

miliarv-tuberculosis, mastitis and malaria have

also been eliminated by careful examination, we

may safely presume a case of puerperal infection.

General Examination .—In attempting to dif-

ferentiate the form of infection we must bear in

mind that septic endometritis manifests itself by

an initial chill, usually early, and persistent tem-

perature; the abdominal examination revealing

slight subinvolution of the uterus, which feels

somewhat softer than it should be and which may

be slightly tender to pressure.

The lochia is sanguino-purulent or somewhat

serous, increased or diminished—in some virulent

cases ceasing—and usually odorless. In putrid

cases there is an increase in amount of the lochia

(unless retained), a foul odor and sometimes

frothy character due to gas production. There

is, however, a growing tendency to doubt the oc-

currence—or at any rate the very frequent occur-

rence—of purely putrefaction processes; rather

are they to be considered mixed infections in

most instances—and the general condition one of

toxemia rather than of sapremia.

Septicemia may be diagnosticated by the early

onset with an initial chill without a recurrence, a

profound toxic condition with relatively increased

rapidity and weakness of the pulse, and in very

severe cases by involvement of the sensorium in a

delirium, semicoma, and finally coma—without

the signs of localization which characterize other

forms of the infection. In the most virulent and

rapidly fatal cases there being no local signs, ex-

cepting sometimes a suppression of the lochia.
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'I'lie sensorium may. however, remain elear for a

long time in some eases.

PeritoiiHis, with its ])ain, pulse, tympanitis,

vomiting and faeies of great suffering, may form

a part of the above pieture in less rapid and less

vi indent infections, or may oeeur alone without

se])ticemia. In very severe eases there may he

onlv a small amount of serum in the abdomen, or

there may he fibrin or even ]nis. Other serous

cavities, as the pleura and the ])ericardiiim may
he involved, with or without marked additional

symptoms.

Pi/cmia, on the other hand, usually has a later

onset with recurrence of the chills and the hectic

tvpe of temperature and pulse curve, involvement

of the pelvic—and in some instances the peri-

])heral—veins, joints and internal organs in the

process. Depending upon the systemic resistance

and other factors, these foci may or may not sup-

])urate. Yerneuil considers the pyemic disease

as a seeondarv infection of the venous thrombi in

se])ticemia.

I'hroinhosls is usually a very late occurrence

and characterized by the marked increasing rap-

idity of the pulse (climbing), repeated chills, and

the pelvic signs (V. T.). Among these venous

involvements may he mentioned the femoral, or

'‘phlegmacia alba dolens,” and I have seen an

edema of the eye in one case which 1 could c.x-

]ilain in no other way than the occurrence of

venous thromhosis. d'he pelvic involvements are

of the ovarian, uterine, round ligament and hypo-

gastric veins. We may mention that embolism

sometimes occurs here as in any other thrombotic

]>rocess—causing foci in the lungs, kidneys, liver

and other tissues, when ])vogenic infection super-

venes. These thrombi, though septic, may not

become purulent; on the other hand they may
discharge j)ut; directly into the circulation.

Parauictritix is better diagnosticated by the

bimanual examination (V. I.), hut sometimes a

distinct mass around the fundus, jmsteriorly,

laterally or bilaterally, may he felt in the ab-

domen with tendeincss to touch and manifesting

spontaneous pain.

Perimeiritis manifests a marked ])oint of ex-

cruciating tenderness and ])ain u])on the surface

of the uterus, without the iutlammatorv tumefac-

tion.

Finally, as a part of the general examination,

blood cultures and a leukocyte count should l)e

made, although not indisjiensahle to our search

for diagnostic or prognostic aids.

Our duty now becomes that of determining the

condition of the genital tract and the haeterio-

logic cause of the lesions in order to guide our

opinions as to prognosis and direct our treatment.

For this local examination we must have the ])a-

lient in a favoral)le position at the edge of her

bed or on a table, and in the lithotomy position

so that we can inspect the tract under a good

light—the vulva and surroundings having been

previously thoroughly cleansed and the bladder

( inptied.

Careful inspection of the vulvar region will

reveal to one the condition of vulvar or j)erineal

wounds. After this inspection we introduce a

s])eeulum and inspect the vagina up to the for-

nices, the condition of the wounds being thus

easily seen. The condition of the uterine cavity

is now made known by the a])pcarances of the

cervix on simple inspection, the inner cervical

surface being a part and a counterpart of the

surface of the whole endometrium.

If the vulvo-vaginal wounds and the })ortio

vaginalis show a fresh red granulation surface,

we mav have a sapremia—a putrefaction fever

—

hut not an infection. The putrid malodorous

lochia of saj)remia does not affect the appearance

of the wounds.

On the other hand, if the wounds and cervix do

not appear clean and fresh, hut show a grayish

white, membranous coat, we recognize the nec-

rotic surface due to microbial infection.

Our next routine step in the examination is

that of obtaining cultures and smears for im-

mediate examination from the wounds and uter-

ine contents. (Lochia.).

(dinner and Diiderlein introduced this stej) in

accurate diagnosis some twenty years ago and it

has gradually made its way into general use.

though even now some of our best workers disap-

prove of it, declaring it useless.

The lochia is taken according to the ]n-ocedure

of Diiderlein with any of the glass uterine col-

lecting catheters which have been devised with

or without suction as the case may necessitate.

( 1 have used a long, female catheter when no

other tube was available). Care in preventing

contamination of the tube and the usual technic

(d' making cultures and smears must be observed.

The bimanual pelvic examination and a digital

cx])loration of the uterine cavity—the latter only

in cases where we are not sure from ])revious ex-

amination of the “after birth” that the cavity is

clean and always preceding the bimanual—are

now in order. The bimanual should discover the

presence of localized swellings or exudates in or

around the uterus and the condition of the broad

ligaments, tubes and ovaries. Venous thrombi

may also l)c felt as hard cylindrical masses in the

ligaments.

Fyosalpinx may be the result of the septic

form of diseases, or, more usually of gonorrheal.
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iind 1 wisli to take up l)riefiy the diagnosis of tlie

latter at tliis j)oint.

i\Ianv cases of gonorrheal cervicitis cause no

syni|)toins, and are, tlierefore, nnsnspected until

after labor, when the infection travels iipward

into the uterine cavity and thence to the ad-

nexa—tubes especially—and the first symptoms
of gonorrheal disease are ])roduced.

The disease sets in late in the puerperium— it

may he even after the ])atient is up and around

—

with fever, severe pain in the lower abdomen on

one or both sides and the appearance of a ])uru-

Icnt flow from the uterus, in which the diplo-

cocci are plentiful.

In my limited experience this has been the

most frequent form of infection in the puer-

])crium and the one which we would naturally

ex])0ct to find most often in institution work,

where ail ])rccautions are taken against the oc-

currence of the contagious form.

I have on my records a case of gonorrheal en-

dometritis with a parametritis filling the lateral

iliac regions almost as high as the navel witli

repeated chills and liuctuation of tem])erature

from 100 to 105.5—the pyemic type. In this

case the onset at the sixth day and the organism

alone in smears of the lochia made the diagnosis

and a favorable prognosis immediately possible.

Because of ]>rognosis and treatment the main

fjuestions of diagnosis are : 1. Have we (a) sim-

])le retention with sapremia
;

(h) local or lim-

ited infection—sejdic-intoxication
;
or fc), sep-

ticemia (or pyemia) ? 2. Are we dealing with

(a) a gonococcic or (h) streptococcic or other

virulent infection?

riUKiXOSis.

Simple retention of lochia or of secundines

with purely putrefactive changes are, when prop-

erly cared for, favorable conditions, (ionorrhea.

even in its severest form with parametritis, sal-

pingitis, pelvic peritonitis, chills, severe pain,

high temperature, and, in short, the great(>st

signs of distress, gives a good prognosis for life

though less favorable' so far as future invalidism

is concerned.

On the other hand, septic wounds, esiiecially

when the cervix and uterine cavity are involved,

are to he seriously regarded—especially if the

streptococcus he demonstrated—though the con-

dition may remain toxemic. So much for the

results of lochial examination.

Still more grave are septicemia or pyemia and
septic peritonitis, the latter being usuallv con-

sidered a mortal condition. Usually the earlier

the onset and the greater the constitutional svmp-

toms, especially the condition of the pulse, the

graver the prognosis—gonorrhea here excepted.

Much, however, depends upon the close observa-

tion and ex])erience of the attendant, for, as a

rule, septicemia or ])yemia are only clinically

diagnosticated, though the blood cultures may
show the organism in some cases, which must

then he considered grave.

IROPHYLAXIS.

As ill all the realm of infections and contagious

diseases, of which this is one of the very gravest—
prevention is the most important concern of the

physician. Ascqisis, through and with the aid of

antisepsis, constitutes the key to success.

Semmelweiss, by having his students and

nurses cleanse their hands with chlorin water,

I'educed the mortality of his clinic from 10 per

cent, to 1 per cent., this being the liirth of anti-

septic prophylaxis. .Vt the present day the prac-

tice of ])revention of infection should he suc-

cinctly stated, the “conduct of labor."

Brietly, the following jioints should always he

borne in mind;

1. d’he reduction of vaginal e.xaminations to

the minimum and then only with sterile rubber

gloves and after pedantic prejiaration of the ex-

aminer's hands and the patient's vulvar region.

It seems pertinent here to mention the vaginal

so-called prophylactic douche only to condemn it.

2. Reduction of interference with natural labor

to its minimum of absolute indications.

3. Rrevention of retention of secundines and

clots.

4. Immediate repair of wounds—excepting

slight cervical, the lattei' naturally remaining

unobserved.

5. 'riie most conscientious avoidance on the

])art of the physician of exposure of his person

to contact with highly infectious cases. (These

matters will doul)tless he taken up in detail by

Dr. Ketcham).

Dr. De Lee reports only one death in over

S.lUH) deliveries in an outpatient dispensary

practice from sepsis—this greatest of all records

having been attained by strict adherence to the

above ]>rinciples.

TliEATMKXT.

The subject of the active or curative treatment

of this condition is, I take it, one of the most con-

fused and chaotic at present before the profes-

sion. In the nature of the condition there is

little ho])e of an absolute decision upon the many
and ])orplexing problems, esi)0cially those of sur-

gical interference.
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!• ortimately. liowever. we do liave some strict

indications for therapeutic activity. 'I'lie first of

these is the removal or destruction of the attack-

ing organisms at their points of entry, i. e.. a

local cleansing of all wounds, or pus cavities, in-

^•olved ; the second a systemic support of the pa-

tient, including, of course, promotion of im-
munity.

The first indication is one for local treatment.

ounds of the vulvo-vaginal regions, and cervix

as well, are best treated by antiseptic applica-

tions—tincture of iodin, carbolic acid, bichlorid

or others—and the stitches of perineal wounds
should be removed for the treatment if the wound
be unclean. The uterus must be emptied if its

cavity is not already clean and free drainage ob-

tained.

It is concerning the method best adapted to

this end that the storm of dissension is greatest.

The Germans and many Americans adliere to the

intra-uterine douche—advised by Fritsch—the

linger first clearing away retained particles.

In France, A'ienna and by many in England,
notably Sinclair, the curette is universally used,

followed by various cleansing and antiseptic

treatments. Alost authorities agree that what-
ever of these methods is applied, it must be done
early to be of avail and is harmful and useless

after the infection has penetrated through the

uterine lining.

If the examination has revealed a smooth uter-

ine cavity I believe the cleansing douche of sev-

eral liters of sterile solution—salt, boric acid, or

acetate of aluminum in very weak solutions

—

sufficient.

The argument of some workers that the uterine

wound surface should be as thoroughly cleansed

as the external wounds seems to me quite perti-

nent, but it is ver}' doubtful if strong antiseptics

will sterilize the cavity with only a short period

of contact and long periods are dangerous. There-
fore, if bichlorid douches, or others of the

stronger solutions, are used, they shouhl be fol-

lowed by sterile water or salt solution flushing.

If, however, there be rough masses, the finger

or the curette must remove them. I cannot see

any harm in the use of the curette in experienced,

careful hands, and I believe with Sinclair that

the sharp instrument is the one of choice, being
more effective and less dangerous than the dull

form. If subinvolution is marked, the uterus

very spacious, the recesses difficult to reach and
its lining membranous, I believe the finger futile

and the curette indicated—just as in superficial

woimds. I make gonococcus infections and am
inclined also to make streptococcus cases excep-

tions to this rule—as einphatically taught by

Bumm, illiams and others of the more con-

servative practitioners; believing that even the

douche point may produce harm.

The first interference, whether douching alone

or mechanical separation of contents followed by
the douche, should be done at the earliest pos-

sible moment and thoroughly once for all. A
general' or morphin and whiskey anesthesia—the

latter highly recommended by Sinclair—may be

necessary for the curetage. Alcohol suggested by

Sitsinsky, Corossa, etc., for local application to

the uterine cavity in douches, packs, etc., has

been lauded, but, as yet, there is not sufficient

evidence for a conclusion.

Various antiseptic gauze packs have been rec-

ommended, both for their local bactericidal ac-

tion and drainage. The bactericide which will

not injure living tissue has not yet been found,

and local injury to tissue is the one thing we are

attempting to avoid
;
nor do I believe that a gauze

strip or pack will enhance drainage in this loca-

tion.

SURGIC.VL TREATMEXT.

Let US turn our attention to surgical pro-

cedures as they appear to be justified and indi-

cated in the following conditions

;

1. General septic peritonitis. 2. Absces.ses.

3. Septic thrombosis.

Man}' reports of the favorable results follow-

ing laporotomy, toilet of the peritoneum, hushing

and drainage in these otherwise generally hope-

less cases of septic peritonitis lead us to conclude

that the attempt should always be made im-

mediately upon diagnosis. It appears that almost

if not quite one-half of these cases may thus be

saved.

Laparotomy is also indicated for abscesses of

the tubes and ovaries as at any other time. Pelvic

peritonitic abscesses and abscesses of the uterus

not readily accessible per vaginam demand evacu-

ation and drainage by laparotomy.

Hysterectomy seems to me to have a very lim-

ited field of usefulness, being indicated when the

uterus is so greatly involved that its musculature

is rendered almost useless and the abscesses seem

doubtful of successful drainage; and in gangren-

ous or necrotic myoma and carcinoma, as at any

other time in life, they being distinctly surgical

conditions.

Septic venous thrombosis in the pelvis has also

been successfullytreatedbyexcision of the throm-

botic areas and the section is indicated when a

probable diagnosis is made. In this connection I

am in full accord with Dr. Geo. H. Xoble that

“any puerperal case, with pelvic lesions, variable

temperature, and climbing pulse, of three or four
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weeks’ duration witliout signs of improvement,

justifies an operation of some kind, especially if

the uterus proves negative as the source of

trouble.”

For, “if a mistake is made in diagnosis, and

the locus infectus is found in the tubes, or ab-

scesses in other parts of the pelvis, no surgical

error is committed, for they, too, afe in need of

serious attention.”

He claims a mortality for excision of veins of

^8 4/7 per cent, as against 44 4/9 per cent, in

hysterectomy, and concludes that “early recogni-

tion of septic thrombosis of the pelvic veins and

prompt excision is the best means of surgical re-

lief which we can offer our patients—until future

experience shall have worked out the solution of

this problem.”

It seems fairl}' generally conceded that in gen-

eral streptococcemia surgery and local treatment

are to be avoided and likewise in the acute stages

of gonorrheal infections. Personally, I believe

in prolonged rest and tonic treatment in gonor-

rhea—with local treatment and surgery only as

indicated later after acute symptoms have sub-

sided.

GEXERAL TREATMENT.

Support of the patient is first in order and de-

mands liquid, easily digestible diet and alcohol

in large amounts, in form of wine, whiskey, cham-

pagne, etc. Eectal alimentation may be neces-

sary in rare cases. Of drugs, I employ ergot if

there be any sub-involution and str5'chnia for the

general neuro-muscular system, including the

heart. Iron is obviously valuable in late stages.

Pelvic pain is best controlled in early stages

bv the ice bag over the lower abdomen
;
later the

hot bag or priesnitz (warm moist application)

may be used. Morphin may be necessary in some

cases and is indicated in general peritonitis.

Elimination is aided by increased fluid inges-

tion and the uses of salt solution either hypoder-

moclysis or per rectum. I make use of the latter

means in almost all cases where the liquid intake

by mouth is not sufficient because of anorexia or

vomiting. The bowel should be evacuated thor-

oughly at the onset and daily thereafter, avoiding

drastic purges.

Fever and nervous symptoms are best con-

trolled and the skin elimination encouraged by

hydrotherapy. I usually employ tepid sponging

with a dilute alcohol rub. If any antipyretic

drug be needed, sodium salicylate seems to me
the drug of choice in moderate doses.

The attempts at systemic disinfection by means

of the venous infusion of antiseptic solutions has

fallen into its merited disrepute. Likewise, the

organic silver salts.

As regards the serum treatment, many fairly

favorable reports have been recorded by such ob-

servers as Fromme, Bumm and othei’s. De Lee

says that he has also seen a few cases in which he

thought improvement due to the serum.

However, changes are so sudden, so frequent

and so marked in these cases, without the use of

serum, that it will take longer observation upon a

larger series of cases to determine its usefulness.

Pecent observations make it clear that a poly-

valent serum is to be chosen and given in doses of

40 c.c. repeated after eight hours and again 20 or

40 after the second intervening period of eight

liours. It should be employed in all severe cases

early, even before the bacteriologic report, and in

all streptococcus infections, whether local or sep-

ticemic, including general peritonitis.

It is generally regarded haiTnless, but the re-

cent work of Vaughan and ISlovy upon albumin-
ous poisons might show this view to be erroneous,

and the possibility of sensitizing a patient so that

in later times—weeks or years—other antitoxin

injections might be disastrous must be borne in

mind until the question of such possibilities be

definitely answered.

SIX HUXDEED CASES OF LABOE IX
PEIVATE PEACTICE.

Hugh A. Cowing, M.I).

MUNCIE, IND.

The obstretrical experience reported in this

]iaper covers a period of aboufi'flfteen years, be-

ginning with the year 1890. The cases all oc-

curred in homes in or near Muncie, Ind. Con-

sultation cases are not included. During almost

this entire period the writer served as countv
health officer, and of necessity was frequently in

attendance upon contagion.

The desire to make the paper a clinical one

has led to the introduction of case-book reports

of some complicated cases. These are not pre-'

sented because they represent ideal management
and treatment, but are faithful records of experi-

ence.

COMMENTS.

The physician who approaches the lying-in

chamber should thoroughly understand his re-

sponsibilities, but he should not be depressed by

them. He should carry with him s^unpathy, con-

fidence and hope. TMiatever the trial, whatever

*Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick, June 18. 1908.
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the eoni plication, lie should maintain his jirofes-

sional itoise. lie should be undisturbed hv the

importunities of the patient or relatives or at-

tendants. With all he should be firm, hut con-

ciliatorv. (^uick to anticipate danger, yet he

should not be unduly apprehensive. He should

he patient, and also resourceful. He should

never hurry unless haste means life.

During pregnancy, by advice and treatment,

the physician mav greatly contribute to the suc-

cess of the final issue. Our people are not vet

.-ufficientlv trained in the importance of securinEr

jirofessional advice early in pregnancy. The one

death reported in this paper was due to convul-

sions. The writer learned of the patient's condi-

tion only at the beginning of labor. Eeasonable

wrappwl aroiiiul >houl«ler and piils**le-'. C'liild showed
hut little life. All efforts at resiiseitation failed.

Xo. 449. April 1. 1001. Age g.'t. .'Second. Face pre-

sentation. Chin forward. Pains began at .3:30 p. m.
March .31. Arrived at lO:30 p. m. Os two-third-

dilated. Membranes ruptured sjmntaneously at 11

j). m. Long ilbwlgei forceps and chloroform 1:.30

a. m., April 1. Child Inirn 2 a. m. Face black ami
swollen. Child cried at once and did well. The third

day mother had chill and temperature 104. Had use<l

creolin douche once or twice daily, (tave brisk cathartic

and temperature 101 ne.xt day. few chills and some
fever for three or four days. This, due. apparently

to left ovarian abscess. Had l)een tender at times

since first labor. .Alxuit the seventh day abscess dis-

charged per vaginam. and ten<lerness in left ovarian

region disappeared and fever subside<l suddenly. There
was slight tear of perineum. One stitch at once after

labor. Oiild male. 12 pounds.
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1
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aseptic and antuseptic precautions before, during

and after labor amply repay the physician in

large returns of success, .\fter labor the peri-

neum should be carefully inspected. If lacer-

ated it should be promptly repaired.

FACE PRE.SEXTATIOX.

Xo. 173. 5Iay IS. 189-5. .\ge 20. First. Pains be-

gan at 12 noon May 18. .Arrived at 1 p. m. Os di-

lated 1 inch. Diagnosed face presentation. Labor

made good progress with no untoward symptom. En-

deavored to correct into vertex by manipulation, but

without success. Membranes ruptured spontaneously

about 5 p. m. The descent of the child was progressive

and rapid, and I could see no indication for interfer-

ence with forceps. Child l)om 8 p. m. Cord was

OCCIPITIO-PO.STERIOB.

Xo. 371. Aug. 25, 1899. .Age 19. First. A'ertex.

( )ccipito-po.«t. Pains l>egan 7 p. m., .August 24. .Ar-

rived at 4 a. ni., .August 25. Os fully dilated. Mem-
branes ruptured at li a. m. Bom at 9 a. m. Child

small male, delicate, but lived.

FOOTLING.

Xo. 325. -Tune 17, 1898. Age 19. First. Pains be-

gan at 4 a. m. .Arrived 10 a. m. Os two-thirds di-

lated. Footling. Child had probably l>een dead sev-

eral days. Under chloroform assisted delivery. Child

had ventral hernia which ruptureil in delivery and feet

deformed. Born 11:30 a. m.

Xo. 410. -July 31. 1900. .Age 33. First. Pains be-

gan at 7 a. m. .Arriveil at 9:30 a. m. Os two-thirds
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dilated. Footling. At 10:30 a. ni. meinliranes were

ruptured, and brought down one foot. Cord protruded.

j)ii!ilied it back. Brought down second foot and made
pressure on uterus externally. Born 10:4.5 a. m. Child

alive. Small female, premature ' alxnit eight months).

Lived eight hours.

BREECH PRESENT.\TIOX.

No. 40. .June .5. 1S92. Age .30. .Seventh. Called at

10:30 p. m., the 4th. Os slightly dilated. Pains slight

and very far apart. Returned at 11:30 a. m., the 5th.

Pains strong and frequent. Os one-half dilated. Diag-

nosed breech. Right buttock presenting. Woman had

fever, distressing cough, freely expectorating purulent

sputa. Pains continued strong. Hips born at 2:30 p. m.,

ruptured membranes at 1 :30 p. m. Body followed

rapidly. Some difficulty with shoulders and slight lac-

eration of perineum. With right forefinger brought

down right arm. which was posterior, and was slow

to descend, the hand being up near head. Other arm
more easily delivered. Brought alxlomen of child for-

ward toward abdomen of mother, and head was born.

Husband under my direction made pressure upon fun-

dus during birth of shoulders and head. Cliild. male,

weight IOV2 pounds. Vigorous.

Xo. 127. March 13, 1894. Age 2(>. First. Pains Ije-

gan at 1 a. m. Xot severe until toward noon. Mem-
branes ruptured soon after beginning of labor. Arrived

at 1 p. m. Os two-thirds dilated and pains strong.

Felt breech of child, though still high. Could feel

coccyx of the child distinctly. Labor progressed well.

Called Dr. W. H. Kemper, who made external pres-

sure. and I brought child upward to mother’s alxlo-

men (oc-ciput to pubes). Child required artificial res-

piration, but did well.

Xo. 278. June 17, 1897. Age 24. First. Breech. La-

l»or uneventful. Child small. With birth of hips had

woman in attendance make pressure on fundus, and

head and arms were easily delivered.

Xo. 288. .8ept. 21. 1897. Age 31. First. Breec-h.

Labor uneventful and of seven hours’ duration. Child

medium in size, .‘'ame method as previous case.

n.\XD PRESENTING.

Xo. 47. June 9. 1892. Age 21. Second. Arrived at

4 p. m. Pains had been strong since 12 p. ni. Began

at 0 a. m. Os two-thirds dilated. Membranes unrup-

tured. Diagnosed hand presentation. Failed to turn

by manipulation. Pains continued strong. Avoided

rupturing membranes. Had Dr. Oreen called at 7 a. m.

We resolveil to now rupture membranes and turn child.

\t 7:30 ruptured membranes, much water escaping.

Dr. Oreen making pressure over fundus. I succeeded

in seizing right foot, which I drew out. Chloroform.

-After drawing out right leg seized left foot which pre-

sented. and soon hips were delivered, but not without

considerable traction. Encountered difficulty with arms.

Brought right arm. which was posterior, down over

chest. I..eft was well up to face. This was brought

down also by hooking forefinger over humenis, and

making considerable traction. Brought body over ab-

domen. making traction, and head was born. Child

cyanosed. but resuscitated in 55 minutes. Child large,

male. Woman and child did well.

prol.vp.se of flnis.

Returned at 8 a. m. Pains have continued, but not

much increase of dilatation. Membranes yet unrup-

tured. Child not engaged in brim. Presentation likely

vertex, but still obscure. Woman lost both children

during previous labor. Believing that counsel would

be liest. requested husband to telephone for Dr. G. W.
H. Kemper, who came at 9 a. ni. We waited upon re-

sults of pains for an hour, when we ruptured mem-
branes and found that a prolapse of the cord had pre-

vented the head from engaging in the brim. After

repeatedly attempting to replace the cord 1)V manip-

ulation and knee-elbow position, we delivered child

with forceps, using chloroform. Child bom 11 a. m.

Was still at first, but was resuscitated in 10 or 15

minutes. Recovery of both uneventful.

CONVULSIONS.

Xo. 87. May 31. 1893. Age 22. First. Vertex.

Pains l)cgan at 4 a. m. Arrived at 4:30 a. m. Os di-

lated one-half, and pains strong and frequent. .At 7 :30

a. m. head was well down upon perineum. Labor had

been progressive, and there had been no untoward

symptoms except a general edema, of which I had no

previous knowledge. Pains were growin" more and

more 'stormy." the woman making but little complaint,

when without any warning she was seized with a most

violent convulsion. Gave her at once a hypodermic

of morphin sulph. one-half grain and atropin sulph.

1/75 grain. With the husband administering chloroform

under my direction, applied short forceps and easily dc-

livenni the child. The whole procedure from the be-

ginning of the convulsion did not consume more than

twenty-five minutes. The placenta was delivered in

ten minutes, and shortly afterward the woman awoke
to complete consciousness. In the course of an hour

gave her another hypoilermic of morphin one-fourth

grain and enjoinetl perfect quiet. Left B. of K. and

morphin and atropin to administer per orum. Xo
other convulsion occurred, and her recovery was pro-

gressive and complete. Child medium sized, female.

Three years later attended this woman in her second

labor, which was uneventful. For a few months be-

fore labor had examined urine and had given woman
eliminative treatment.

Xo. 104. Age 31. Third. A'ertex. Pains liegan at

7 p. 111 ., but were slight until nearly midnight, when

child was born. -Arrived about 1:30 and delivered

placenta. Woman had pain in her head. She stated

that motion of child had ceased two days before. I-eft.

morphin and Dover powders. Called next morning and

found her comjilaining bitterly of her head. Swollen

face and twitching muscles warned me of approach of

a convulsion. Gave her a hypodermic of morphin.

Convulsion followed in a few moments. She did not

have a second one. Repeated hypodermic in an hour.

Darkened the room. At suggestion of Dr. Kemper. I

gave one-half teaspoonful of English calomel in

melted butter. Received good movement of bowels.

Gave bromids. Child Imrn dead. Aledium sized, male.

Woman promptly recovered.

Xo. 137. June fi. 1894. -Age 33. Sixth. Brow

presentation. Pains began at noon. -Arrived at 3:30

p. m. Pains strong and frequent. Os nearly dilated.

Ruptured membranes at 4 p. m. M oman was quite

nervous and this condition continued to increase until

in a short time strong contractions of the limbs with

rigidity followed each pain, and there was a wan-

dering of the mind. Pupils widely dilated. Gave one-

Xo. 123. Feb. 7, 1904. -Age 29. Vertex. Third. -Ar-

rived at 3 a. m. Os dilated 3 inches. Could not ascertain

presentation. Membranes unruptured. Pain ineffective.

I
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fourth grain of morphin, 1/100 atropin as these symp-

toms began to develop, lleeanse of the violence of the

symptoms and fearing a severe convulsion, had her

inhale chloroform and delivered with short forceps.

Child born at 4:30 p. m. Child medium, female.

After-treatment: Bromids and morphia for nervous-

ness and cramps, which occasionally developed in limbs.

Xo. 397. April 1C, 1900. First. Vertex. IVIembranes

ruptured without pain 4 a. m. Pains began at 5 a. m.

Arrived at 9:30 a. m. Os fully dilated. Born at 1:30

p. m. Child medium sized, male. Woman seemed well.

Had slight convulsion at G:30 p. m. Arrived at 7

p. m. and gave hypodermic morphin one-half grain.

Another convulsion at 7:30. Xone afterward, flood

recovery.

Xo. 419. Aug. 15, 1900. Age 23. First. Vertex.

Pains began at 4 p. m., August 14. Arrived at 0:30

p. m. Os fully dilated. Membranes ruptured at 7:30

p. m. Born at 8 p. m. On account of headache I was

called at 1 a. m. Gave morphin one-half grain, hypo-

dermic. Convulsions at 5 a. m. Another at 0:30

a. m. and at 8:30 a. m. At 5:30 a. m. gave morphin

one-half grain, pilocarpin one-eighth grain. At 8:30

morphin one-half grain. Trained nurse with her after

first convulsion. Xo further convulsion. Good recov-

ery. Child, healthy, male.

Xo. 507. Feb. 3, 1903. Age 20. First. Vertex. Pains

began at 7 p. m., February 2. IMuch headache. Os

slightly dilated. Arrived at 9 p. m. Gave chloral.

Called Dr. G. R. Green. At 9:30 convulsion. Ruptured

membranes at 10. ;Much water. Hypodermic morphin

one-half grain at ii:15. At 11:30 Dr. Green gave

chloroform. Os two-thirds dilated. Applied long for-

ceps. Born 1 a. m., February 3. ilale, dead. Cord

around neck. Convulsion at 1:30. Morphin one-half

grain hypodermic, followed with pilocarpin. Much
sweating. Placenta delivered about 1:20. Veratrum

viride 30 drop.s given from time to time. Rallied dur-

ing the day. At 4 p. m. convulsions returned. Had
seven in a few hours. Had 12 in all. Saline enema at

4 p. m. Saline under breasts at 12 p. m. Died in con-

vulsions at 1 a. in., February 4. Had no previous

opportunity to prescribe for this case.

Xo. 500. Feb. 24, 1905. Age 22. First. Pains began

3 a. m. Arrived 2 p. m. Os dilated one-half inch.

Chloral (albumin in urine for two months). Had
given treatment. Headache. Rigid os. Emetic. Mem-
branes were ruptured about 5 p. m. Forceps 1 a. m.,

February 24. Born 2 a. m. Convulsion 10 minutes

later. Morphin one-half grain and again one-fourth

grain at 0 a. m. Xorwood tincture. Veratrum 20 gtt.

every two hours. Good recovery. Xo more convulsions.

Xo. 509. !Mareh, 1905. Age 29. Third. Pains be-

gan 12 p. m. Labor uneventful. About third day

after some exposure woman developed severe headache

and liecame comatose. Albumin in urine. Brisk ca-

thartics. Gave pilocarpin for two days, then sweating

by beat for four or five days. Good recovery.

TURE.VTEXEI) COXVULSIOX.

Xo. 201. Dee. 12, 1905. Age 35. Xinth. Vertex.

Child born in five hours with uneventful labor. This

woman had convulsions in a previous labor. For ten

days previous to this last confinement she had severe

headaches, dizziness, cloudiness of vision, and in the

day time, when she imagined the carpet tacks were

ui)side down, endangering i..e children, and that imag-

inary neighbors were in the room. Urine; no albumin.

At 11a. in.. December 11, opened medial cephalic vein

and drew off three pints of blood. There was immediate

and permanent relief from all troublesome symptoms.

Woman confined same night.

PLACENTA PR.T:VIA.

Xo. 553. Xov. 0, 1904. Age 20. Third. Vertex.

Pains began 2 a. m. Arrived 0 a. m. Os slightly di-

lated. Sudden and severe hemorrhage. Lateral pla-

centa praevia. Tamponed with cotton. Called Drs.

S])ickerman and Mann, who assisted. Chloroform. Re-

moved cotton. !Much hemorrhage. Os dilated about

three inches. Manual dilatation. Ruptured membranes.
Could not apply forceps because of insufficient dilata-

tion. Turned child, bringing down foot, and soon

delivered child, which was born at 9 a. m. Placenta

quickly followed by Credo’s method. Child, male, dead.

Woman did well.

ADHERENT PLACENTA.

Xo. 408. Dec. 1, 1901. Age 21. Second.’ Vertex.

Arrived 5 a. m. Os dilated two inches. Had had

pains alt night. Had been taking viburnum compound
and Dover’s powders as needed for pain for a week on

account of threatened miscarriage. Returned at 10

a. m. Os two-thirds dilated. Pains ineffective because

of hydramnios. Ruptured membranes at 11:30 a. m.

Born 12:30 p. m. Gave child attention, and delayed

tying cord for half hour. Pulsation of cord continued

unusually long, due, no doubt, to adherent placenta.

This was delivered in about an hour. Crede’s method.

IVoman quite weak. Child female, small premature

(about 8 months). Lived about six hours.

Xo. 472. .Tan. 11, 1902. Age 25. First. Vertex. Was
sick with chills and fever for three days before child

was born. Had slight pains 8 a. m., .January 9, when
os dilated one inch. At 8 a. m., January 10, os di-

lated two inches, but no recent pains. Water broke

at 9 a. m., .January 11, without pain, but pains soon

began. Os two-thirds dilated. Born 4 p. m. Male,

weight 7 pounds. Placenta adherent. Removed by

Crede’s method in 00 minutes.

Xo. 480. April 9, 1902. Age 20. First. Vertex.

Pains began 8 p. m. IMembranes ruptured about 3 p. m.

Arrived 9:30 p. m. Os dilated one inch. Gave chloral.

Returned 12 p. m. Os dilated three inches. Born 6

a. m. Placenta adherent. Crede’s method. Placenta

delivered 7 a. m. Child, female, weight 8 pounds.

Xo. 484. June 28, 1902. Age 24. Second. Vertex.

Pains began 0 p. m., June 27. Slight during night.

Arrived 7 a. m. Os dilated two inches. Membranes

ruptured 9 a. m. Fully dilated 10 a. m. Born 12:30

p. m. Placenta adherent. Called Dr. Mann, who gave

chloroform, and introduced my hand into uterus, re-

moving placenta. Woman did well. Child, female,

weight 8 pounds.

rOSTPARTFil HEMORRHAGE.

Xo. 337. Sept. 29, 1898. Age 25. First. Vertex.

Pains began 9 p. m., September 28. Woman small

and delicate. Membranes ruptured at 10 p. m. Arrived

at 1 a. m, September 29. Os fully dilated. Pains con-

tinued quite severe. Head large and slow to mould. At

8:30 a. m. applied (Hodge) forceps, and brought head

down to perineum, working slowly with each pain.

Removed forceps.. Chloroform given by attendants
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under my direction. Woman unable to expel child.

Applied short forceps at 9:15, bringing head partly

past vulva without rupture of perineum. Born 9:30

a. m Had attendant make compression over uterus

while I tied cord. Placenta easily expelled in 15 min-

utes. E.xcessive hemorrhage. Passed hand up into

uterus. Xot contracting. Geared out a few clots and
made pressure externally, manipulating fundus. With
the expulsion of placenta, had given two-thirds dram
of normal liquid ergot. The hemorrhage being ex-

cessive within five minutes afterward, gave another

dram of ergot, and uterus being slow to contract I held

a piece of ice in uterus until nearly all had melted.

Soon had contraction. Woman did well. Child, male,

weight 9 pounds.

No. 422. Aug. 22, 1900. Age 25. First. Vertex.

Pains began at 4 p. m. Arrived at 7 :45 p. m. Os
nearly dilated. Pains regular every five minutes and
strong. 5Iembranes broke at 9 p. m. Child born 11:30

p. m. Xo chloroform nor instruments were used. Child

cried at once. Placenta away easily in twenty minutes.

Had kept one hand externally constantly over uterus,

kneading it occasionally. Gave two-thirds dram ergot

as soon as placenta was expelled. Hemorrhage began
at once. Was very profuse. Uterus refused to con-

tract. Treatment.—Aseptic ergot hypodermically, first

cleaning out clots from uterus with hand. Repeated
this in a few moments as hemorrhage continued. Xo
effect, so introduced ice in hand into uterus, knead-

ing uterus externally. Some contraction after ten

minutes. Woman nearly pulseless. Ergot with strych-

nin for three or four hours. Child, male, weight 8

pounds. Woman did well.

FORCEPS.

Xo. 70. Jan. 5, 1893. Age 26. First. Arrived 8

p. m., .January 4. Had strong pains since 11 a. m. Os
but slightly dilated. Returned at 2 a. m. Os dilated

one inch. Pains strong and frequent. Vertex. Labor
gradually progressive. Os fully dilated at 10 a. m. At
11 a. m. head well engaged. Pains were stormy every

five minutes. At 3 p. m., as but slight progress had
been made in the last three hours, applied Hodge for-

ceps and delivered child in twenty-five minutes. Pla-

centa delivered in twenty minutes. Gave ergot. Uterus

well contracted, but noticed some tendency to inertia

and collection of clots. Remained for some time. Re-

turned at 9 p. m. and removed clots by Crede’s method.

Perineum lacerated into rectum. On -January 7 re-

paired it with silk sutures under chloroform. Good
union resulted and woman made a satisfactory recov-

ery. Child medium size, female.

Xo. 90. June 15, 1893. Age 40. Second. First la-

bor when she was 20. First saw her on evening of

June 14, when pains were slight and no dilatation. Re-

turned at 8 a. m., -June 15. Os dilated three inches. Ver-

tex. Pains frequent and regular. Os dilated readily, but

head remained upon perineum for about two hours,

with but little progress. Applied short forceps at 12

noon, and slowly and cautiously made traction during

each pain. Child delivered in about thirty minutes.

Placenta delivered in twenty minutes. Child medium
size, female.

Xo. 188. Aug. 14, 1895. Age 25. First. Vertex.

Pains began early in moming of August 13 and con-

tinued almost regularly during day and night. Arrived

at 4:30 a. m., August 14, in country 6 miles. Os
dilated two inches. Pains every ten minutes. Os fully

dilated at 10 a. m. 5Iembranes ruptured 11 a. m. La-
bor tedious. At 7 p. m. os fully dilated and head
engaged. At 7 p. m. applied long forceps because of

slow progress and uterine inertia. Brought down head
from its entrance into strait on to the perineum and
removed forceps. Labor was not hastened as to fre-

quency or strength of pain. Woman unable to expel
child. Completed labor with short forceps. Giild, fe-

male, dY2 pounds.

FORCEPS.

Xo. 374. .Sept. 22, 1899. Age 32. First. Vertex.
Pains began evening of September 20, when I was
called. Membranes had ruptured. Xo progress. Rested
some during the night. Xext day had pains far apart.
Os slightly dilated at 8 p. m. Pains not effective.
Gave chloral in the evening and through the night.
Cervix rigid but dilating. At 9 a. m.. September 22.
os dilated three inches. Pains not verv strong and
every fifteen minutes. At 2:30 p. m. full dilatation.
Applied long forceps. Chloroform. Brought head down
to perineum, then applied short forceps, bringing head
under arch. Removed short forceps, and child born
without rupture of perineum. Child, female, 8 pounds.

X'o 385. X'ov. 30, 1899. Age 30. First. Vertex.
Membranes broke without pain 11 p. m., Xovember 29.
Pains began 12 p. m. Arrived 3 a. m. Os dilated.
Chloral. Returned 9 a. m. Os fully dilated. Long
and short forceps 11 a. m. Born 12 noon. Child, male.
13 pounds.

Xo. 411. -July 1, 1900. Age 26. Second. Pains began
1 a. m., .30th. Arrived 6 a. m. Os dilated one inch. Gave
Dover’s powder. Returned 10 p. m. Os dilated at 6
a. m. Labor had been severe, progress slow and
woman s strength failing. Called Dr. ^lann, who gave
chloroform at 7:30. Long forceps on head at brim.
Slowly brought head down to perineum. Finished with
short forceps. Time of using forceps about an hour.
Born 9 a. m. Child medium, male. Placenta thirty
minutes.

TEDIOrS LABORS.

Xo. 593. Feb. 12, 1906. Age 34. First. Vertex.
5Iembranes broke without pain at 10:30, February 10.

Pains began 11 p. m. Arrived 5 a. m., February 11.

Os dilated one inch. Returned 1 a. m., Februarv 12.

Os two-thirds dilated. Born 8 a. m. Child, female,
weight 10 pounds.

X'o. 538. March 9, 1904. Age 19. First. Vertex.
Pains began at 9 a. m., March 8. Arrived 10 a. m.
.Slight pains. Os dilated one inch. Returned 7 p. m.
and gave chloral. Returned 1 a. m., March 9. Re-
turned 5 a. m. Returned 12 a. m. Returned 3 p. m.
Os dilated two inches. Returned 7 p. m. Os nearly
dilated. Membrane ruptured at 2:30 p. m. Born at
9:30 p. m. Child medium, female. I attended another
case and used forceps 10 a. m. to 2:30 p. m., March 9.

Xo. 160. -Jan. 23, 190.5. Age 19. First. Vertex.
Pains began morning of -January 21. Called at 8 p. m.
Pains light and os not dilated and high. l>ft anodyne.
iMorphin and atropin. Xext morning no progress. Gave
chloral 15 grains every two hours and patient rested
well between pains, sleeping some. Called two or
three times during the day. At 8 p. m. os dilated
one inch. Made but little progress during the night,
woman sleeping between pains. Returned home at 4
a. m. At 8 a. m, .January 23, os dilated three inches.

At 10 a. m. os fully dilated. Membranes broke. Child
born 4 p. m. This labor was quite tedious, but pro-
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firessive; tlie woinaii and family were ])ati(>iit. and at

no time did I see any indication for tlie nse of forcei)s.

Cliild. male, weifjlit S pounds. At my first visit, even-
in'; of .lanuary 21, I found this woman’s father sufi’er-

iii" from ervsi])elas of the face (in adjoininj; room).
I caused him to he removed to a more distant jiart of

the liouse and ordered Ids nurse to refrain from coin-

in'; into the woman’s room, and intervenin'; doors to

he kejit closed so far as possible. The woman made
a "ood recovery. The case of erysipelas jiroved ohsti-

nate and severe, invading the entire surface of head,

then the mucous surfaces of the mouth, nose and ears,

and finally firoducing a cerehral meningitis, from
which he died, nearly three weeks after the hirth of the

child.

Xo. .‘{OS. !March IS, 1!)(),S. Age 27. First. Vertex.

J’ains began 4 a. m., ^larch 17. and membranes soon
ruptured. Arrived at 7 a. m. Os not dilated. Chloral

1ft gr. ever hour from 10 a. ni. until .> p. m., when os

dilated one inch, tailed two or three times during
day. At 1

1 p. m. os was two-thirds dilated. Dystocia.

Parts firm. Head large. Head on perineum 0 a. m.,

when I used short forceps. Born 7 a. m. Child, fe-

male, weight 12 pounds.

Xo. 441. Feb. 5, 1001. Age 20. First. Vertex.

Pains began at .5 p. m., February 3. Arrived 4 a. m.,

February 4. Os dilated one inch, (lave chloral. Be-
turned three times during day. I’ains continued every

fifteen minutes except two hours in afternoon, when
she slejit. Returned again 4 a. m., February .), and
remained. Os dilated two inches. Pains every five and
ten minutes. At 10 a. m. os fully dilated. Membranes
ruptured at 1 1 a. m. Born 1 p. m. Child, male,

weight 1) pounds.

SEVERE I..\CER.\TIOX.

Xo. 10i. Sept. 10. 1.S03. Age 10. Second. Pains
began 10 a. rn. Arrived at 2 p. m. Os one-half inch

dilated. Vertex. At 4 j). m. os fully dilated, ilem-
branes ruiitnrcd. Pains very strong. AVoman short,

fleshy and quite muscular. Used some chloroform with
good effect. Perineum had evidently been lacerated

during first labor. Endeavored but failed to prevent a

complete laceration into rectum. Woman had a chill

one hour after hirth of child, which occurred at 0

]). m. A fever followed lasting two days. Four days
after labor, fever having subsided, under chloroform,

fastened edges of torn perineal body and united parts

with silk sutures. Woman made speedy recovery.

Child, female, weight 11 pounds.

ME.VSLES.

Xo. 104. Feh. 22, IS!).). Age 24. Fourth. Vertex.

Pains began at 2 a. m. Arrived 9 a. m. Os fullv

dilated and jiains strong. Ru|)tured membranes at

9:1.'). Child horn at 10 a. m. With the birth of child

there was a great (piantity of water, and lifted the

child out of it and had the nurse hail it u]) with a cup.

The woman was broken out with measles, which most
likely hastened labor. Child, male, premature, about
S months. Placenta delivered in fifteen minutes.

Woman developed milk leg. but made good recovery in

about two weeks.

II.VREI.IP.

Xo. ll!l. Dec. 27, 1893. Airs. A. gave birth to fe-

male child with harelip.

Xo. 1(!(). Alarch 14. 1S9.). Same woman gave hirth

to female child with harelij) more e.xtensive than first

child, involving alveolar ])rocess. An o]ieration in each

case gave very good result.

L.VRfiEST ClIILn.

Xo. 173. A])ril 21. 1S9.'). Age 28. Verte.x. Fifth.

Labor easy. Child weighed 13'/o pounds.

.\XEXCEIMI.\I.IC.

Xo. 01. Oct. 8. 1892. Age 30. Called at 1 a.m. Pains

began 12 midnight. Arrived 1 :30 a. m. Child was horn

at 1 a. m. Footling. Female. Premature and stillborn.

Body and limbs of child well formed, but eyes lay above

and close together on small fleshy elevation above

shoulders. Anencephalic. Alouth very small. Ears

small and stiff. Three years before Dr. O. W. H.

Kemper attended same woman, when child was simi-

larly deformed.

Health of the Canal Zone.—The report of Col. Will-

iam C. Oorgas, U. S. A., chief sanitary officer Canal

Zone, for .Tune, shows a reduction in the death rate for

white employes for the month as compared with the

rate of 1907 of 1.21 per cent.: among colored employes

for the same jieriod. a reduction of 20..)0 per cent.,

c(|uivalent to a reduction in the death rate of all em-

jiloyes of I.T.IS jier cent. Out of the total of 47 deaths

during the month 21 were due to iiccidental violence; .>

were due to malaria, as compared with 8 in the corre-

sponding jieriod of last year: 2 to typhoid fever, as

coni])ared with 8 in -Tune, 1!)07. and .) from pneumonia,

as com])ared with 30 during the corresponding period

of last year, showing a definite im])rovement along all

lines. Of the 4 deaths which occuiTcd among whites

from the United .States. 3 were from external violence

and one from organic heart disease. The first 2 deaths

on the Isthmus from hydrophobia occurred in .Tune.

There was no (juarantinahle disease of any kind during

the month.
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THE THREE DOT.EAR LIEE IXSIHEWOE
EXAMIXATIOX FEE.

'I'he comimniication from Dr. Dauhenlieyer,

])rintc(l in tliis isfsne of The .Touhxal. olfers

further ])oints for discussion on the suhjecd of

the fee whicli sliould he received I)V tlic i)liy.'iciaii

for niakiuo- a complete e.xamiuatiou for life in-

surance.

'Phere is no logical reason why a doctor shoidd

examine for some companies for $-5. for other

eom]ainies for $3, and still other companies for

$2 or even $1, and I'ender ])ractically the same

service in each case, d'he essence of a life insur-

ance examination is the dwision as to whether

the applicant is a good risk or not, and e.^isentially

the same thorough and ])ainstaking examination

is required in every instance before the examiner

can intelligently pass an o]hnion upon the char-

acter of the risk. Tf, to determine the facts, the

examiner is entitled to a fee of $5. then $5

should he re([uired from every company, whether

it he an old line life com])anv, an assessment

company or a fraternal organization, and the fee

shmdd he the same whether the ]iolicy is for .$500

or $50,000, as the requirements and the res])onsi-

hilities are the same in each case. If the ])olicy

is for a large amount, and the com])any desires

to take unusual precautions, a numher of exam-

inations hy the same man or different men should

T)e made, each !)eing thorough and complete and

the fee in each instance being the established fee.

If a life insurance examination is worth only $3

then that fee should })revail in all instances.

We have always contended that a complete life

insurance examination, not including microscojrie

examination of the urine, is worth $5, and we are

glad to note that there are many conpranies. a list

of which we have published in TiiE Jorux.^L,

take this view of the (piestion. There are some

companies that originally paid $5 and now ])ay

hut $3, other companies that have never j)aid over

$3, and still other companies that have never

paid over $1 or $2 for their insuranee examina-

tions. But these com])anies have not ])aid these

fees because they thought they were paying all

that the services were worth, hut because they

could get the work done for the amount that they

were willing to ]iay. As long as there are doctors

who are willing to make life insurance examina-

tions for one, two and three dollars, there will be

insurance companies that will never pav any

lat'ger fees, as it is against the policy of most in-

surance companies to pay any more than they are

actually obliged. They ]iay large salaries to their

officers, immense fees to their attorneys for

npinions rendered. eTiormous rentals for ])alatial

office (piai'ters, and large commissions to agents

and brokers, hut when it comes to jiaying for the

o])inion of the doctor, upon whom the life and
|)ros])erity of the company depends, they rise

up in a burst of indignation and say that a three,

two or one dollar fee is all that they will ])ay for

an examination, and that they can secure all the

examiners at this rate that their business re-

(]uires.

Truly it is up to the medical jirofession to de-

cide vdiether the insurance companies shall fix-

fees for professional services rendered or whether

the medical men shall have a voice in saving what
the services are worth and what amount shall he

received for the services. When the medical pro-

fession becomes unanimous in the demand for

reasonable and just compensation for services

rendered, then .some consideration will he shown,

and not until then.

THE DlSTRIBETIOXi OF BACTERIA TX^

MILIx.

In the August numher of the Archives of

Pediatrics, Dr. Alfred Hess, of XTw York, dis-

cussed the relative distribution of bacteria in

bottled milk in its relation to infant feeding, and
gives the results of repeated examinations and
animal inoculations be has made to prove that

the bacteria are not only not equally distributed

in the cream and milk, hut also that the cream

varies in bacterial content in its several layers.

And from his work he is able to deduce some
very practical and valuable points in the modifica-

ti('n of raw cow’s milk.

'fables are appended, a glance at the first two

of which reveals the fact that, contrary to the

heretofore accepted theory that the cream was a

homogeneous and uniform sus])ension of the

greater numlrers of Ijacteria, it is the top-most

layers of the cream that are highest in bacterial

content, such content diminishing as the lean

milk is a])proached. Hence, by removing the

up])er two ounces a great nidus of bacterial in-

fection is eliminated and a much cleaner milk
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results, whose fat percentage can be readily cal-

culated and made the basis for any modification

desired. That the same fact holds true for

tubercle bacilli, streptococci and other bacteria,

he was able to prove by inoculation into guinea-

pigs and by smears made with artificially inocu-

lated milk. Eapidly centrifuged milk will, of

c-ourse, c-ontain relatively fewer bacteria in the

cream and more in the sediment than gravity

cream.

By this simple procedure of removing the

upper two ounces of the bottled milk a much les?

contaminated milk is available to the great masse?

to whom certified milk might be a forbidden

luxur}'. and a 3 per cent, milk results that serves

admirably for a summer diet for those babies that

are being fed upon modified cow’s milk. But if

it is desired to increase the fat, this can readily

be done by c-omputing that with the upper two

ounces discarded the next seven ounces give a 12

per cent, milk, next eight ounc-es a 10 per cent,

milk and the next twelve ounces a 7 per cent,

milk.

.\ny method that will materially reduce the

bacterial content of milk without depriving it

of its vital nutritive properties, as is evidenced

bv the rickets produced by sterilized milk, should

appeal strongly to those interested in the artificial

feeding of infants.

“OXE HUNDRED CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
CURES.”

In the August number of McClure’s Magazine,

under the above caption. Dr. Richard Cabot deals

with some of the fallacies and virtues of Chris-

tian Science as observed in a series of cases per-

sonallv investigated. In not one of the cases

studied has he been able to find any evidence of

the arrest or eradication of an organic disease,

the ‘•'cures'' being either among the functional

disorders, usually some form of neurasthenia, or

of some disturbance the diagnosis of which wa=

entirely home-made or at least second or third

hand. In some ten of the cases no rational diag-

nosis at all had been or could be made. ‘'Irritable

disposition,” ‘‘an abnormal growth,” “weak

back,” and “an incurable disease” hardly appeal

to the average thinking physician as sufficiently

definite for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes,

vet these are onlv a few among the multitudinous

triumphs of Christian Science as heralded by the

official organ, the Christian Science Journal.

“Seventeen bruises, cuts and breaks, havffig

healed rather slowly under ordinart- surgical

treatment in a hospital were nevertheless classed

as a “cure.’' and a case of insanity removed from

an insane hospital by Christian Science friends

and pronounced cured, remains insane at the

present time.

Dr. Cabot is generous enough to credit some of

the enthusiasts of this cult with no intention of

wilful deceit, but points to the experience of

every physician in the daily encounter of patients

who come in with their own diagnosis already

made and who are honest enough in their own be-

lief, e. g., pain in the back almost invariably leads

the average layman to accuse his kidneys, thanks

to quack advertising and the advice of solicitous

friends.

“Chronic nervous or mental disease is the

Christian Scientist's stock of trade,” says Dr.

Cabot, and hence the peculiar susceptibility of

their clientele to most forms of psychotherapy.

One only needs observe his acquaintanc-es in this

cult to glean the impression that the chiefest

ailment with which they are afflicted is them-

selves, and as Dr. Cabot says, “Christian Scien-

tists do set idle people to work and turn inverted

attention outward upon the world—the greatest

service that can be done to a human being.”

That scientific psychotherapy can be more

safely and effectively applied by those who are

familiar with physiologic and pathologic pro-

cesses, a knowledge gained by years of study in

these and allied branches, ought to be patent to

all who are blessed with an average amount of

God's common sense without any of His “special

dispensations.”

THE FREE CLINIC.

The Indiana University School of Medicine is

sending letters to the physicians of Indiana an-

nouncing the advantages offered by the State

CoUege Hospital at Indianapolis for the free

treatment of indigent patients.

No medical school can be counted a suc-cessful

institution from an educational standpoint un-

less it affords its students an abundanc-e and
variety of clinical material. Eveix- community,

and the larger cities in particular, has its quota

of worthy poor who are deserving of medical

charity, and the state of Indiana can furnish an

abundance of clinical material for the medical

department of the university without recourse to

the pernicious practice of accepting in the clinics

patients who are amply able to pay for services

rendered. Indiana has been particularly free

from the free clinic evil, largely as a result of the

determination of the medical colleges to accept

in their clinics only the indigent. Now
that we have only one regular medical school in

Indiana, and that under State c*ontrol. we hope
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that the policy pursued with reference to the free

clinics Avill be similar to the policy pursued by

the medical schools that united to form the med-

ical department of the universit}^ in that the

clinics will be open to the deserving poor and

that class only. The city of Indianapolis alone

can furnish an abundance of material for the

clinics, and supplemented by the material which

can be furnished from various portions of the

state, the clinics ought to be overcrowded with

material all of the time without the necessity or

inclination on the part of those in charge of the

clinics to resort to the practice pursued in some

cities of accepting patients from any class

whether able to pay or not.

The evils of the free clinic to which we refer

do not always arise from a detennination on the

part of the well-to-do patients to secure free

services in the clinic, but are in part due to the

short-sighted policy of some physicians who in

their endeavors to curr\' favor with their patients

often times suggest the free clinic as a means of

securing gratuitous professional attention, and

the patients are encouraged to take advantage of

tlie opportunity. The physician who follows this

practice is injuring himself, for he is educating

his patients to seek gratuitous services at the

clinics under all circumstances, and when such

services can not be secured, to underestimate the

value of any services rendei’ed outside of the

clinics. This pau}x?rizing of the community has

its injurious effect upon the medical profession

in general, and in time would end in a decided

decrease in the income of ever}- physician in the

State, and in many instances would force physi-

cians to adopt some other means of earning a

living.

We are firmly convinced that the university

authorities have determined upon a course of

action that is entirely in keeping with the high

aims and objects of the medical department of

the university, and in the circular recently issued

they indicate that the only patients to whom they

are offering the advantages of the State College

Hospital wards, are those who are unable to pay

for regular hospital fees and medical service. In

all probability the privilege will be frequently

abused, but we sincerely hope that no medical

man will be guilty of aiding the abuse, either

directly or indirectly, by referring any patients

for free hospital service and attention who are

able to pay a fee of any kind whatsoever. The
indigent are deserving of charity, and physi-

cians should not hesitate to refer such pa-

tients to the free clinics, for without such ma-
terial—and there is an abundance of it in

Indiana—one of the chief features of successful

medical teaching would be handicapped.

EDUCATION IN PUBLIC HEALTH.

In his oration on state medicine delivered at

the last meeting of the American Medical Asso-

ciation and published in the Journal of the Amer-

ican Medical Association, June 13, 1908, Dr.

Harrington touched upon some very salient

points concerning the shortcomings of the United

States in preventive medicine. In the first place,

he emphasizes the tremendous interest that is

aroused by things commercial among our people

and contrasts it with the lethargy displayed to-

ward the more humanitarian projects. As a re-

sult of this national trait, it is, relatively speak-

ing, an easy matter to obtain the necessary' legis-

lation for the control of those evils that directly

touch the pocketbooks of any large number of the

people, whereas years of persistent effort are re-

quired for the enactment of laws to promote the

health of the people and the prolongation of

human life. As a specific instance he contrasts

ihe outbreak of yellow fever in the Giilf states in

1905, for the eradication of which epidemic Con-

gress appropriated not one cent, with that of foot

and mouth disease in New England in 1902, for

which $500,000 were allowed, the greater part of

which was paid to the owners of the slaughtered

,cattle. Again he calls attention to the extreme

liesitancy on the part of the national legislature

to enact laws for the protection of the public

health for fear of infringing on the sacred rights

of state, but immediately such laws concern them-

selves with commercial interests it becomes ap-

]>arently an entirely different question. Such

was the case with the recent so-called pure food

law, which, Harrington says, is not in reality a

health law, at all, but one of commerce.

That it becomes practically an impossibility to

reckon the nation’s financial loss by preventable

mortality and morbidity is the fault of the wide-

.‘•pread lack of interest in vital statistics, not only

among the laity, but even the medical profession

itself. And there is but one way to overcome this

shortcoming in our national economy, and that

is by the education of the masses along the lines

of preventive medicine, Avhich duty, of course,

devolves primarily upon the medical profession.

Tlioiigh a great deal has been and is being ac-

complished in their field, yet much remains to be

done and this will only be brought about by an

unselfish devotion to the task by a united profes-

sion. The present systems of health boards,

municipal and otherwise, are accomplishing a

wonderful amount of good, but they must ever

remain handicapped so long as the present system

obtains of allowing their tenure of office to re-

main a matter of political preference. Contrast

with such a custom as ours that of England,
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(uTiiiiiny and otlior Kuro])ean countries in whifli

no man receives tlie appointment to tliese re-

.'poiisible ])osts witliont evidence of years of

special trainiipii in tliis particular line of work,
and once appointed he is likely to remain in office

so lono- as he renders satisfactory service, inde-

pendent of ])ctty political prejudices.

The laity should receive due credit for manv
])hilanthropic enterj)rises along medical lines,

such as its part in the great tuberculosis cru.sadc,

its aid in the establishment of free dispensaries,

iiiilk and ice depots for the worthy poor, etc.,

which shows that once instructed in the ways of

do ng. its aid will he forthcoming. One of the
most direct ways of promoting the interests of

preventive medicine then remains that of creating

among the laity a demand for a national depart-

ment of public health with a separate head and
an assurance of an adecpiate support from our
national treasury to permjit of the broadest and
fullest ])ursuit of all cpiestions that have to do
with the health of our peojde.

EDITORIAL NOTES

Tin-: Intermediate Life Assurance Company,
ol Lyan.s\ille, Indiana, has rcxamtly notitied its

medical examiners that on and after August 25,

IhOiS, the medical examination fee will he $5 for

each examination. In writing the medical ex-

aminers the company hands out this delicious

morsel: “We have ado])ted a ])lan whereby we
hope to secure a large volume of business, and
it will mean, of course, that our examining jdiysi-

cians will have (piite a lot of work to do for us.”

W'e i)resume that the “plan” mentioned consists

in increasing the commission given the agent for

])rocuring business and a corresj)omling decrease

in the amount ]>aid for medical examinations.

'I'lrn dej)artment of health of Chicago has re-

cently sent the following notice to physicians:

“d’he department of health suggests: Wliy not

use tuberculin and diagnose your case of con-

sumption now? W’hy waif until there is no
hope? Which ])oiicy is best for your patient

—

for the community—or for you? The depart-

ment will give you the tuberculin.”

This is certainly a most commendahle de-

jiarture and one which could with profit be un-

dertaken by the State Board of Health of

Indiana. Is it not <piite as important that

])hysicians of the rural districts Ije urged to avail

themselves of all means of early diagnosis in the

tuberculosis crusade as that those of the cities

should be so importuned?

'I’liE communication from Dr. Bird, ])ublished

in this issue of 'riin douux.vL. is worthy of the

attention of all physicians who have cases re-

ferred to them by confrere's. Many surgeons and
specialists are notoriou.sly negligent in the mat-
ter of writing physicians concerning ca-'^e.' n‘-

feiT('d. We recognize the fact that many of

these negligent ])hysicians are very busy men,
but that is no excuse for not attending to impor-

tant corres])ondence. and in particular .showing

common courtesy to physicians mIio have referred

cases for attention. In this connection it 's not

out of ])lace to say that it is generally the men
who have the largest ])ractices and who are always

the busiest who find time to give attention to

the ordinary civilities, including early and proper

care of correspondence.

The Indiana State Board of Health has issued

a letter to the j)eople entitled, “Wliy Xot Protect

the Health of School Children?” In this the

importance of pure air and proper heating and

ventilation is urged, the evils of air starvation

detailed—all these with the idea, first of preserv-

ing the health of the school children, and second

of saving the money of the State and increasing

the general wellbeing and happiness. A’ery

many valuable suggestions are given concerning

the ndes to l)e followed to j)rotect the health of

school children, and the circular concludes with

the statement that the State Board of Health,

welcomes and invites inquiries from the people,

and is always glad to he of service. We believe

that every parent in Indiana should receive a

copy of this circular.

Ix answer to numerous im|uiries, we desire to

say again that The JoriiXAL is sent regularly

to only those whose State iMedical Association

dues, which includes a sub.scription to The don;-

XAL, have been paid. In a few instances county

secretaries have neglected to promptly forward

colkx-ted dues to the secretary of the State A.sso-

ciation, and in consecpience some jihysicians who
think they are members in good standing in the

State Association are not. and their names are

not on the mailing list of The Joukxal. Fail-

ure to pay State xVssociation dues also deprives

the delinquent of the privilege of being a member
of the American IMedical Association, as member-
shi]) in that body is dependent upon membership

in the State Association. Furthermore, the new
medical directory .soon to be issued bv the

A. 1\I. A. will credit membershijis in county,

state and national associations from the record

of jiaid dues.
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Sixc'E the piihlication of Dr. Hoover’s com-

miinioatioii witli reference to the medical ad-

vertising cai’i'ied hy l\Ir. Bryan’s Com moner, we

have received several letters from physicians say-

ing that they, too, wrote IMr. Bryan concerning

the fraudulent character of some of the adver-

tising carried in his pajier, and receiving no sat-

isfaction cancelled their subscriptions. It is

(luite evident that Mr. Bryan thinks more of the

many dollars received from medical advertising

which swindles the sick and afflicted than he does

of the few dollars received from subscriptions

from doctors, and he ]irohably cares little for the

ojiinion of the medical profession as long as the

subscription list continuc-s to grow. But Ave

would like to ask Mr. r)ryan how he eases his

conscience when in a Imi'st of oratory he dis-

courses upon the high moral principle which

should prevail in our relations with our fellow-

men.

Ax officer of a life insurance company has re-

cently made the statement that in Kentucky and

some other states where it is presumed that no

reputable physician makes a life insurance exam-

ination for less than $.5. it has been possible to

secure examiners from among the very best physi-

cians in every community on the understanding

that the fee for examinations is not to exceed $3.

The officer imparting this information says that

the men accepting appointments haA'e generally

re([uested that no ineTition be made of the fact

that examinations were to be made for the $3

rate.

Dither this statement is a deliberate falsehood

or there are a great many knaves in the medical

])rofession, and Ave are not quite prepared to

take the latter view Avithout further proof. So

far as we know there is nothing in the constitu-

tion and by-laws or the code of ethics of any

medical organization Avhich preAonts a medical

man from estimating the value of his services as

lie may Avish, but every rejAutable medical man
ought to a])preciate the fact that his services in

making a thorough and complete life insurance

examination are Avorth $5, and he should obtain

that fee or none at all. If he has a mutual under-

standing Avith his felloAv j^i’actitioners to this

effect and then quietly accepts anything Avhich

he can get for his Avork, he is deserving of severe

censure at the hands of his confreres Avho have

jilaced respect and confidence in him. If it is his

intention to make life insurance examinations for

whatever he can obtain, then let him frankly an-

nounce that fact so that his associates Avill know
where he stands.

And, concerning the $5 insurance examination

fee, it may be said that the only way to secure

that fee is for a majority of the recognized com-

jietent medical men of this country to refuse to

make any examinations for any less.

CORRESPONDENCE

TUB THBEE DOLLAl! LIFE IKSUBAXCE
EXA-AirXATIOX FEE.

Butlekville, IXD., Aug. 12. 19()8.

Editor The .Tourxal:—The question of the

proper fee to charge for a life insurance exam-

ination has been agitating the profession of this

and other states. To examine a man. to ]iass

judgment on him as to the jirobability of his

living his allotted time, to say that he is not a

good man ]ihysically Avhen he thinks he is all

right, or that he is not fit to become a member of

tbe association Avhich ho Avishes to join, is, for the

physician avIio does this, to assume a responsi-

bilitv out of i)ro]iortion to the remuneration re-

ceived.

To make an intelligent report requires not

only competency on the part of the examiner,

but a careful and thorough examination of the

applicant, Aihich requires considerable time,

d’be examiner oAves it to the company as Avell as

to hiiiuself to make a report Avhich is accurate

and reliable, no matter AA'hether it be in favor ol

tlie applicant or not. If the examiner “turns

doAvn’’ the apjilicant, he probably Avill lose the

ap|dicant’s practice and perhaps the practice of

some of the applicant’s friemls, the remuneration

of Avhich Avould amount to many times more than

the insurance examination fee. It is quite true

that this is not ahvays the case, but I haA’e

knoAvn many instances AA’here the applicant avIio

A\ as rejected Avould ahvays look Avith disfavor

upon th.e pliA'sician AAdio did his duty. I Avrote

life insurance before studying medicine, and

Avhile engaged in that line of Avork discovered

that in nearly eA’ery case the rejected applicant

thought that he had been mistreated and that

the examiner AA’as responsible for the mal-

treatment and from an uiiAvarranted cause.

Considering the expert services rendered and

the responsibility assumed, T belicA’e that anv

professional or business man Avill say that not

less than $5 should be paid for a life insurance

examination if the fee is to be Avithin reason.

But the (piestion that comes to my mind is, aa’Iiv

do the physicians of Benton County, or any other

county or locality, Avhen passing resolutions Avith

reference to life insurance examination fees, de-
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cide that the $5 fee shall apply to only “old line

life insurance companies’'? Why not say that

rhe fee shall be $5 for any life insurance ex-

amination? Why examine for one class of in-

surance companies and charge one fee and then

do the same amount and kind of work for an-

other class of companies and charge a different

fee? The same kind and amount of work ought

to be worth as much to a fraternal organization

as to a legal reserve compan^^ On a $1,000

policy there is as great a loss to the one as to the

other. In fact, the assessment company loses

more, as the applicant pays in less for his insur-

ance, and therefore a thorough examination is of

more value to an assessment or to a frateimal

organization than to an old line company.

In comparing the examination blanks of dif-

ferent companies it can readily be seen that

fraternal orders not only demand more of their

examiners, but pay less for the service. So far

as I know, physicians all over the country make
examinations for the ^Modern Woodmen for $1,

and the Modern Woodmen require more of an
examiner than is required by any old line life

insurance company. On the first page of the

examination blank of the Modem Woodmen are

over one hundred questions to be answered and
properly filled out by the examiner, and this in

addition to the questions pertaining to the family

history, which goes into detail even back to the

year in which the grandparents died. To all

these questions the physician must write the

answers and certify that he has written them per-

sonally. Of course, it would be as binding on
the companv and the applicant if the applicant

or the agent filled in these blanks, and it would
give the examiner as much information, hut I

presume the company wants the examiner to earn

his $1. Under the part entitled “Special Eeport
of Camp Physician” the instructions are numer-
ous and demands many. It has even been a

source of wonder to me that the examiner was
not required to go before a justice of the peace
and be sworn.

Xow why in the name of reason do physicians

make these examinations and comply with all of

the exactions of the Modem Woodmen at $1 for

each examination and refuse to do the same work
for another organization for less than $5 ? ^\^ly

make this distinction? The work is practically

the same, the responsibility is the same and the

liability of the company is the same. It is as

important to one company as to another to have

the poor risks culled out. In fact, the assess-

jnent and fraternal companies are more de-

pendent and can not stand loss as well as the

old line companies, and a thorough examination

and opinion of an able physician is of more value

to them than to the old line companies. Would
it be right to pass resolutions to the effect that

we shall charge steam railroad companies $50
for amputating an arm and then charge an

electric railroad company only $10 for the same
work ?

It strikes me that if we are going to pass reso-

lutions to cliarge $5 for an insurance e.xamina-

tion we should include all companies and make
the fee the same for the same kind of work in

everv case. Xo distinction or favoritism should

be shown. If the fraternal orders and assess-

ment camps are too poor to pay a reasonable

examination fee, they are also too poor to pay
their losses. I believe it to be a self-evident

truth that the less money a company has or the

liarder straights they are in financiall}’, the more
money they can afford to pay their medical ex-

aminers. If the fraternal orders and assessment

camps are objects of charity, then give them the

service and charge the $5 to charity, but if any

fee is to be accepted from them, then insist that

the fee shall be the same as from any other com-
pany. Treat all companies alike.

M. F. DArBEXHEYER, M.D.

Greexsburg, Ixd., Aug. T, 1908.

Editor The Jourxal:

—

In the strenuousness

of the time have we not lost sight of some of the

common civilities? ^Miy does not the surgeon

take occasion to keep the practitioner informed as

to the progress his patient, whom he has kindly

referred for operation, is making?
Very truly yours,

Charles E. Bird.

DEATHS

Dr. Samuel Eisexbeiss died at his home in

Elkliart, July 20, from carcinoma of the colon,

after an illness of four months, aged 74.

Dr. Samuel S. Horxe died at his home in

Jonesboro, August 9, after a long illness, aged 65.

He was a graduate of the Medical College of

•Ohio, and iledical Department, University of

Cincinnati.

Dr. Johx a. Morehouse, for forty-six years

a practitioner of Indiana, died at his home in

College Park, Huntington, August 1, from cancer
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of the stomach, after an illness of six years, aged

69. He graduated from the Physio-Medical

Institute, Cincinnati, in 1870.

Dr. Solomox D. Kell died at his home in

Liberty, Ind., August 3, from locomotor ataxia.

He had practiced medicine for forty years in

Liberty, coming there after graduation from the

old Pennsylvania Medical College. For a num-
ber of years he served as secretary’ of the County

Board of Health.

Dr. Thoiuas A. Glasgo, one of the oldest

physicians in his county, died at his home in

Brazil, Ind., August 8, at the age of 69 years,

after an illness of three weeks. Dr. Glasgo began

the practice of medicine in Holmes County,

Ohio, but had practiced for the last forty years

in Brazil. While not an active member of the

county society during the last few years, he had

been carried on the list of honorary members, and

ihe society voted a floral tribute to his memory
and attended the funeral in a body.

PERSONALS

Dr. Edward J. McOscar, of Fort Wayne, has

returned from a European trip.

Dr. Joseph Maurer, of Marion, is in Chicago,

taking a short post-graduate co^irse.

Dr. Johx F. B.vrxhill, of Indianapolis, is in

Europe, visiting the medical centers.

Dr. D. B. Taylor, of the Soldiers’ Home, has

resigned, and is now on a farm in Ohio.

Dr. J. M. Pixkstox, of Holton, has been nom-
inated for coroner on the Democratic ticket.

Dr. James W. Hadley and Miss Ethel Stoms,

both of Frankfort, were united in marriage

July 2.

Dr. Schuyler A. Whitsitx and Miss Margaret

Crosby, both of Kent, were united in marriage

J line 24.

Master Bevan, son of Dr. R. C. Townsend,

was successfully treated for tetanus by Osgood
ph}'^sicians.

Dr. L. T. Cox, of Kapoleon, present Repub-

lican representative, has been nominated to suc-

ceed himself.

Dr. .Jay D. Kusbaum, of Auburn, has been ap-

pointed surgeon to the Toledo & Chicago Inter-

urban railway.

Dr. Harry C. Sharp, surgeon at the Indiana

Reformatory, Jeffersonville, has resigned, to take

effect October 1.

Dr. Hexry' G. Lixx, of Rushville, has been

taken to the East Haven Hospital, Richmond, for

treatment for cholelithiasis.

Dr. H. W. Lautexschlager, of Dayton, has

taken the position made vacant by the departure

of Dr. Taidor, of the Soldiers’ Home.

Dr. Harold J. Pierce, of Cloverland, who re-

cently underwent an operation for appendicitis,

has recovered and resumed his practice.

Dr. Floyd G. McBride, assistant surgeon at

the Marion Soldiers’ Home, has resigned and will

be succeeded by Dr. Lloyd B. Campbell.

Dr. j. N. Hurty, secretary of the State Board

of Health, has been appointed a director of the

Xational Association for the Study and Preven-

tion of Tuberculosis.

Dr. axd 1\Irs. Oliver James, of Cor\-, re-

turned August 15 from a summers tour of Eu-

rope. Tlie}7 re}x»rt a delightful Journey through

England, Scotland and Germany.

Dr. George D. Kahlo, president of the

Indiana State Medical Association, who has been

ill with typhoid fever at the Methodist Hospital

in Indianapolis, is slowly recovering.

Dr. Mary HTddop, for several years superin-

tendent of the nurses of Lafayette Soldiers’

Home, has been made assistant physician in the

State Hospital for the Insane, Longcliff, Logans-

porr.

Drs. j. N. Hess, of Xew Marion, and Bine

VvTiitlach, of Pierceville, were chosen to read
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paper? at the annual nieetinjj of tlie Fourth

Councilor District iMedical Society, October 22.

at Madison.

Dii. Frank Krnoi.i’ir, of Elkhart, has just re-

turned from London, where he has spent three

months in iMoorefields Hospital. The two

previous summers were spent in Vienna, studying

diseases of the eye, ear, nose and throat.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

Foundku's Day was ohseived at Dr. W. B.

Fletcher’s Sanatoi’ium. August IS, in commemor-
ation of the life and work of Dr. M’illiam Baldwin

Fletcher, horn Aug. IS, 183T, and died April 25,

isinr.

Dr. .7ohn Bidlon. of Chicago, will read a pa-

])cr entitled “Lateral Curvature of the Spine,”

at the meeting of the d'welfth District iMedical

Society, to l)e held at Fort AVayne Dctober 27.

DOS.'

The newspapers of Indiana announce in glar-

ing headlines that Dr. F. C. Heath, secretary of

the Indiana State i\Iedical Association, a life-

long Hepuhlican, has decided to vote the Demo-
cratic ticket this fall and has l)een delivering

political speeches before Democratic audiences in

Indianapolis.

'I'liE graduating e.xercises of the Training

School for Xurses of Dr. AV. B. Fletcher’s Sana-

torium were held on August IS, the following re-

ceiving the degrees: Luella Schlosser, Blanche

P. Bell, Ivah X. Hill, Alargaret E. McCrath,

Olive L. Xeal, Alazy DeBertrand and dolin J.

Lynch.

Dr. J. 1j. Freeland, superintendent of the

Indianapolis City Ho.spital, gave an informal re-

ception in honor of the ex-su])erintendents at the

hospital Tuesday evening, .hdy 28. There was a

large attendance of ])hysicians. Short talks were

made by Drs. .L AI. Kitchen, P. H. Jameson, F.

J. A'an A'orhecs, (L A'. AA’oollen, AV. B. AIcDonald.

AA’. X. AA'ishard, J. H. Oliver, H. F. Fldenharter,

(v. E. I’erguson, Paul F’. Afartin and J. L.

Thompson. Befreshments and cigars were served

in the new laundry building, and the new admin-

istration v.’ing was thrown open for public in-

spection.

Dr. AA’. 1). Hoskins, of Indianapolis, has re-

ceived from Dr. Flexner, of the Bockefeller

Institute for Aledical Besearch, a su])])ly of anti-

iiieningitis .«erum for gratuitous (listril)ution

among meml)ers of the medical ])rofession who

wish to use the serum in the treatment of ]>a-

lients and are willing to comply with the condi-

tions and re.strictions laid down by the Institute

for the use of the serum. In all cases it will be

necessary to prove the cases bacteriologically, so

that the final records may he complete, and it is

incumbent upon the physician who receives the

serum to keep a complete record of all cases

treated with the serum and furnish a copy of such,

record to the Bockefeller Institute.

The State College Hospital, located at 210

Xorth Senate street, Indianapolis, under the con-

trol of the Indiana rniversity School of Aledi-

cine, is now ready for admittance of surgical,

obscure medical, and obstetrical cases among ]>a-

tients who are unable to ]>ay for regular hospital

fees and medical services. The hospital is not

a place for chronic cases or incurables. The

services of the clinical teachers of the faculty are

rendered to those ])atients available for clinical

instruction. Patients may be entered in the

obstetrical ward and the male and female medical

and surgical wards at $6 per bed per week. An
operating room fee of $5 is charged for surgical

cases. 'I’he cost of plates is charged where skia-

graphs are neces.^ary. Private rooms may be

secured at from ten to twenty dollars per week.

Patients wbo can alford private rooms should not

be referred to the wards. The hospital is modern

in every jtarticular and has seventy beds. For

information concerning rules for admission of

patients to the hospital, corres])ondence should

be addressed to Dr. Edmund D. C’lark, secretary,

Indianapolis.

The following list of committees of tbe

Indiana University School of Aledicine is an-

nounced :

Advisory Committee: The Dean, Drs. Barn-

hill, Clark, Earp, d’. B. Eastman, Ford, Hutchins,

Jameson, Kimberlin, Lyons, Alorrison, Alyers,

Oliver, Porter, Sowder, Sutcliffe, AABshard and

AA'ynn.

Education: Drs. M’ynn, Earp, J. B. Fiastman,

Alyers, Parker, IM'aff and Witter. Curriculum-

Bitter, Graham, Afyers and Sowder. Library:

Parker, Brayton and Beed. Teachers’ Associa-

tions: Flarp, Dodds and Heath. Scientific

Publications: O. G. Pfaff, Brayton, Bulson and

Fiarp. Graduate AA'ork : Alyers, AIcCaskey and

Witter.
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Hospital Clinics: Drs. Kiinlierlin, Charlton,

T. 1C Eastman, T lodges, Hutchins and Wells.

Hospitals: Charlton, Dellass, Dorsey and

Karp. Obstetrics: Hodges, Beckman and Jack-

son. Insane Hospital : Hutchins and Xei;.

Dispensary: Drs. Morrison, Dodds and Wales.

Laboratories and IMuseums : Drs. Lyons, Burk-

hardt and Xeu. IMiiseums: Burkhardt, Allen

and Bitter. Laboratories: Beed, Dodds, Gar-

rett, Keen, Morris and Xeu.

College Hospital : Drs. Sowder, Clark, Kahn,

Kimherlin and Lindenmuth.

Finance: Drs. Barnhill, Clark and Hutchins.

Buildings and Grounds: Drs. Clark and Lin-

denmuth. Text-hooks: Wales and Charlton.

^Miscellaneous Affairs : Drs. M'ishard, Hood,

Hurty and Sterne. External Belations: M'ish-

ard, Ford, Kahlo, Porter and Sexton. Social

Affairs: Hood, T. Kennedy and Kyle. Student

Organizations: Sterne, Link and Woods. Med-
ical Instruction of the Public : Hurty, Potter,

Scherer and Sutcliffe.

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

ALLEN COUNTY.

roRT ir.tr.vA’ medical society.

(Meeting of June 30 , 1908 .)

Tile society met in joint session witli tlie clergymen

in tlie assemlily room Tuesday evening, witli 182 mem-
bers and guests ])resent. Minutes of previous meeting

read and ai)])roved.

"Tlie, Healing of a !Man" was the title of an oll'-liaiid

talk by Kev. Frank Fox, in wliicli lie said that there

is much in common between the ministry and the

medical ])rofession. He said that a man should not

enter the ministry or the medical profession without

a call or fitness for the work. We work upon the

same subject and upon the same lines, i. e., man.
Man is physical and sjiiritual. Sickness and disease

belong to a world that is opposed to (iod, hut God
])erniits it to exist. When a man has broken spiritual

laws, then there is ne«l for the minister to bring him
hack to his proper relation to (Jod. The physician

ministers to the physical man and the minister to the

s])iritnal. The body is the temple of God and His

sjiirit dwells within. He spoke of the Emmanuel
movement in Boston, or psychic tlierajiy. Ministers

and physicians can cooperate in preventive medicine.

"Psychic Research, Its Relation to Science and The-

ology’’ was the title of a paper by Dr. H. V. Swerin-.

gen.

The papers were discussed by Dr. Porter, Rev.

Leiiig, Dr. Buchanan and Dr. W. P. Wliery. The dis-

cussion was closed by Rev. Fox and Dr. Sweringen.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Secretary.

GRANT COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Grant County (Medical

Society was held August 25. The entire evening was

360

spent in discussing "Typhoid Fever.” Dr. G. G. Eck-

hart presented a young man on whom he intended to

operate for supposed stone in the kidney.

Adjourned. 0. W. McQrowx, Secretaiy.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Hancock County (Medical Society met in the

grove at Lake View House, near Greenfield. August (i.

with members of the Henry and Wayne County socie-

ties as guests. Meeting called to order by President

Barnes. In the absence of the secretary, Dr. E. R.

Gibbs, Dr. E. F. Sommer was appointed secretary pro

tern.

"Puerperal Convulsions” was the title of a ])r.ictical

informal talk by Dr. Gronendyke. He reports being

called in consultation in fourteen cases, in which hut

one died. One may well he terrified when called to see

such a condition in a human being, the ])athological

condition about which so little is known. The author

said that i)lacenta prievia was the worst yet. In such

conditions it would seem that the unfortunate woman
had little chance for recovery. In puerperal convul-

sions the liver may he affected, hut always recovers to

the normal. The condition is, no doubt, due to a

toxemia, depending largely upon changes which are

due to the presence of the fetus in ulero. Dr. King,

of the Cniversity of Pennsylvania, finds albuminuria in

nearly all cases, and Edgar says 84 per cent. The

author’s ca.ses have all had albuminuria. The elimina-

tion of urea is increased. Small fees are responsible

in many instances for carelessness and lack of ]ire-

paredness. The eases usually present symptoms a

long time before the convulsions come on, and by being

pro])erly prepared convulsions can he prevented in

many instances. In one case that died there had been

no elimination established for fourteen hours after the

convulsions came on. In the treatment of puerperal

convulsi(ms every case is a rule to itself. Veratrum

no doubt has its place in these cases, es])ecially when
the pulse is hounding and full, which it nearly always

is. ^I|in|)hin .seems to have some effect in ])roducing

elimination.

In oiiening the discussion Dr. Bramkamp, of Rich-

mond, said he had been fortunate in escaping such

cases. At the last meeting of the A. At. A. the treat-

ment of emptying the uterus immediately was emjiha-

sized.

Dr. Groff, of Greenfield, said that in one of his cases,

six months pregnant, he used morphin and chloral to

good advantage—patient recovered. In another case

convulsions came on after delivery of child; he con-

trolled the convulsions with veratrum, and the patient

recovered.

Dr. Heath, of Indianapolis, said that his experience

in obstetrics was now ancient hi.story, having treated

the eye for eighteen years. Do the eye symptoms

s])oken of recover completely? Dr. Gronendyke says

yes. There are two forms of eye trouble due to al-

buminuria—one a simple retinitis which disappears

entirely, the other of a more malignant type and which

is permanent. Blood-letting used to he the routine

treatment in such ca.ses and is practiced occasionally

in suitable ca.ses.

Dr. Cook, of Anderson, said that the main point in

the treatment is the relief of the symptoms. He al-

ways carries chloroform and induces labor as soon as

possible. The metabolism between child and mother
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secnis to be the cause of the convulsions or the toxic

condition. Chloral, veratruin and codia are preferred

hv the author to morphia. The ultimate recovery is

not satisfactory, as a ])redisposition seems to be estab-

lished.

Dr. Adams, of Greenfield, reported a case in which

there was complete suppression of urine, and elimina-

tion could not be established—patient died. Reported

several other cases with recoverj’.

Dr. Benjamin, of Wilkinson, reported three cases in

which two recovered and one died. He has adopteu the

treatment already emphasized.

Dr. Stevenson, of Richmond, said that any man who
would produce pregnancy in a woman who had once

had puerperal convulsions should be treated to the

same operation on the vas deferens as is used in the

institutions of correction and the insane in the State

of Indiana. Fortunately chloroform is a vasomotor

depressant and is a safe agent in this condition from

the fact that the pulse is always full and bounding.

After depression comes on, chloroform should not be

used.

Dr. Comstock, of Greenfield, Dr. Weller, of Rich-

mond, and Dr. jMarkley, of Richmond, all agreed with

the principles of treatment, namely: every case is a

rule to itself; control convulsions; establish elimina-

tion, and empty the uterus. Dr. Markley reported a

case which died from exhaustion due to convulsions

and mentioned the induction of elimination by the use

of a tent-like arrangement for holding steam to the

body.

Dr. King, of Richmond, said that he disagreed with

Dr. Gronendyke in that puerperal convulsion is the

worst condition to be met with in the pregnant woman.
He said that placentsi pra>via is the worst yet. to which

Dr. Gronendyke concurred. He reported one case of

puerperal convulsions with recovery.

Dr. Earned, of Greenfield, asked for information con-

cerning cases in which there was no albuminuria,

bowels in good condition and convulsions present.

There is little literature on such a condition, but it is

supposed to be a ner\'ous irritation of some kind or a

vicious circle o,f the nervous system.

Dr. Gronendye, in closing, said that all his cases

had been purely toxic. Hypodermoclysis is very im-

portant in treatment. Tlie apparatus for this purpose

is as important as forceps. Heated corn is great for

the purpose of diaphoresis. To deliver the child in

these cases is no easy task when the os is not patulent.

“The County Society and Its Members” was the title

of a paper by Dr. Weller. The author said that the

county society is of great benefit to the doctor, as it

teaches him how to think and to think out loud. He
is always enabled to carry home some idea which will

prove a jewel. From a social standpoint it is of great

benefit; it increases love for profession and brethren.

Preparation is the key to success; hence the work of

the society in preparation on any subject is of great

benefit to all. What a mistake to consider attendance

a loss of time because nobody is present who knows

more than we do. We should remember that we can

learn something from every one, to say nothing of

being of benefit to others. We must do our part to

lend a helping hand to our brethren, Do not knock.

In the discussion of Dr. Weller’s paper much was

said in regard to making the meetings of the county

society more interesting by Drs. Heath, secretary of

the State Medical Association, and Stevenson, coun-

cilor of the Sixth District. Special attention was paid

to the idea of doing postgraduate work at these meet-

ings by the use of the cadaver. Dr. Sommer, being

-secretiiry and treasurer of the State Anatomical Board,

was able to explain how to secure bodies under this

act, also the care and preparation of the same.

“Etiologj' and Prevention of Typhoid Fever” was the

title of a paper by Dr. Sommer, in which special stress

was laid on sanitation and the care of existing ca.sc's

to prevent the spread of the disease. The author also

mentioned the duty which is laid to the doctor in edu-

cating his patients on the nature and cause of the

disease in order that they may be better able to pre-

vent its spread, also the spread of the disease by con-

valescing patients when the feces and urine are still

loaded with the bacilli. The method of railroads in

allowing the feces of passengers to be scattered along

the country, washed into the streams and polluting

water supplies was condemned, and is no doubt the

cause of many which appear to be sporadic ca.ses. The

use of antiseptics in purifying water supplies was

spoken of. Copper sulphate seems to have ac-quired

some reputation in that direction.

In the discussion Dr. Bruner emphasized the use of

copper sulphate, it being safe, cheap and he believed

efficient. That part of the program which was con-

ducted around the dinner table was not slighted in any

respect.

Adjourned.

E. Fr-VXCIS Sommer, Secretary Pro Tern.

KOSCIUSKO COUNTY.

The regular meeting of the Kosciusko County !Medi-

cal Society was held August 18. IVIeeting called to

order by President C. R. Long. The first paper of the

afternoon was by Dr. C. E. Thomas, of Leesburg, enti-

tled “Acute and Chronic Ileocolitis,” which was dis-

cu-ssed by Drs. Cary, McDonald, Long, Howard, Foster

and Yocum. “Anatomy and Physiology of Stomacli

and Intestines” was the title of a paper by Dr. F. J.

Young, of Leesburg, the discussion being opened by

Dr. Cary, followed by Drs. McDonald, Burket and
Warvel. The subject of “Acute and Chronic Gastric

Indigestion; Acute Gastritis,” was presented by Dr.

M. G. Yocum, of Mentone, and was discussed by Drs.

Burket, ^McDonald, Bowser and Cary. Dr. J. L. War-
vel, of Sidney, read a paper on “Acute Intestinal Indi-

gestion; Cholera Infantum,” which was discussed by

Drs. Burket, Ford, Young, Howard, Foster, Bowser,

McDonald and President Long.

A letter was read from the Directory Department of

the American Medical Association, asking for a list of

the advertising doctors and medical companies in the

county, which request has been complied with by the

secretary.

A congratulatory letter in regard to the society’s

program was read from Dr. John H. Blackburn, direc-

tor of the A. M. A. “Course of Postgraduate Study for

County Societies.”

The secretary reported that there were only seven

active physicians left in the county who were sup-

posed to be eligible but who were not yet members of

the society. Two more who were eligible were not in

active practice. The editor of The Journal of the

Indiana State jMedical Association had kindly sent

a copy of The Journal, a letter and an application

blank to each one of these nine. The secretary has

also written letters to some of them, enclosing applica-
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tion blank and program, while others have been seen

personally by members of the society living in the

same town.

Adjourned. C. Nokman Howard, Secretary.

LAPORTE COUNTY.

On August 14 the LaPorte County Medical Society

departed from its time-honored custom of meeting on

dry land, and was called to order by the president.

Dr. J. L. Gray, on the weaves of Lake Michigan. We
were for the afternoon the guests of Dr. F. R. Warren,

aboard his new launch Lucille, a trim 51-footer of 25

gross tons, graceful in all her lines and beautiful in

finish of mahc^any and brass. Though the wind was

brisk and the breakers rolling, yet such w’as the steadi-

ness of the craft and the skill of the “skipper” that

no serious outbreak of “Mai de Lac” occurred, much

to the disgust of certain overzealous ones who hoped

for abundance of clinical material in order to demon-

strate some “new' remedies.”

When safely out from land it was discovered that

there were no papers on board and only one essayist,

who was easily overpow'ered. Being thus deprived of

our “feast of reason,” nothing was left us but the

“flow of soul,” along with such light refreshments as

the “skipper's” well-stocked locker afforded. At length,

anchored in quiet waters, swimming w'as declared in

order. Then did Allopaths and Homeopaths, discard-

ing therapeutic differences, and their clothing, become

for the once Hydropaths, all eager to excel by divers

stunts in going to the bottom of things.

Our sorrow that the afternoon was gone was only

equaled by our pity for the brethren down state who
can not enjoy these fine times, for, though they may
substitute something, claiming it “just as good,” we
know better. Suffice it to say that when again the pro-

fession of LaPorte County is overcome by that “tired

feeling” it will prescribe:

R. Lucille.

( Warren )

.

Sig. Pro re nata.

Omnes.

Though it may be claimed that this is in a sense a

“proprietary article,” yet it will be found strictly

ethical, thoroughly pleasant, an agreeable vehicle, and

when taken with a proper amount of water not in-

clined to disturb the most sensitive stomach.

While my stammering pen can never do the subject

justice, yet we hope that some time again Dr. Warren
“will git us,

when
we’re

all

tired

out.”

J. W. Milugax, Secretary.

PIKE COUNTY.

The Pike County Medical Society met in i-egular ses-

sion August 13, with a large attendance. The paper

of the evening w'as by Dr. Hunter', entitled “Constipa-

tion in Children,” which was generally discussed.

Various case reports were also made, with clinical

history and treatments. A very interesting program

is being prepared for the September meeting, and all

physicians in the county are cordially invited, whether

members or not.

Adjourned. E. S. Imel, Secretary.

RIPLEY COUNTY,

The regular meeting of the Ripley County IMedical

Society was held, August 3, at Versailles. The appli-

cations for membership of Drs. M- L. Samms, of Mor-
ris; H. G. Nelson, of Osgood; C. D. Ryan, of Cross

Plains, and Lucien Bailej', of Friendship, w'ere unani-

mously accepted.

Adjourned. M. Joseph Coomes, Secretary.

STEUBEN COUNTY.

The Steuben County Medical Society held its August
meeting in Dr. Waller's cottage at Crooked Lake, with
eleven members and thirteen guests present. Dr. Brown
of Kalamazoo among the number.

The program was opened with two clinical ca.se re-

ports, which were well discussed. “Acute Intestinal

Indigestion” was the title of a paper by Dr. Mary T.

Ritter, the discussion being opened by Dr. T. F. Wood,
followed by Dr. F. B. Humphreys.

.
The next paper

read was on the subject, “Public Sanitation and
Hygiene,” by Dr. T. J. Creel, which very ably brought
out the needs of Steuben County along the lines of

sanitation. The general discussion was unusually in-

teresting.

The society then adjourned to the Crooked Lake
Hotel, w'here a banquet w'as served, followed by toasts.

The meeting was one of the best ever held in Steuben
County.

Adjourned. !Mary T. Ritter, Secretary.

WARRICK AND SPENCER COUNTIES.

The Warrick County and Spencer County Medical

soideties met in joint session at DeGonia Springs,

August 11. ileeting called to order at 2 p. m., with Dr.

S. W. Stuteville as chairman.

Dr. Edwin Walker, of Evansville, read a paper on

“Tuberculosis of the Kidney.” The discussion was
opened by Dr. P. N. Hoover, of Boonville. Dr. H. Q.

White, of Grandview, pre.sented his opinion on “Min-
eral Water in Treatment of Disease,” which w’as fol-

lowed by an interesting discussion. Dr. P. N. Hoover
gave the symptoms of a patient who suffered from an
obstinate case of constipation, from an obscure cause.

It was the consensus of opinion that such joint meet-

ings were profitable in a social as W’ell as a profes-

sional way.

Adjourned. Dalton Wilson, Secretary.

NORTHERN TRI-STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The thirty-fifth meeting of this Association was held

at the Oliver hotel. South Bend, Ind., on July 14. The
society was called to order by the President, Dr. Albert

E. Bulson, Jr., of Fort Wayne. About 125 members
and guests were present at the meeting. The follow-

ing papers were presented: “Osteomyelitis,” by C. A.

Daugherty, South Bend; “Tlie Surgical Treatment of

Ulcerative and Purulent Cystitis,” C. M. Harpster,

Toledo; “Mastoid Symptomatology and Treatment,”

Albert H. Andrews, Chicago; “The Future Hygiene,”

J. N. Hurty, Indianapolis; “The Etiology and Treat-
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nient of Nepliro-Eiiteroptosis.” by II. \V. Loii};yeiir. De-

troit; ‘‘Con junetivitis,'’ Walter K. I’arker, Detroit;

“Traumatic Neuroses, with Special Keference to Liti-

»atiou," by I^uvis Miller. Toledo: address. "The Present

Status of Some 0])hthalmic Means of General Diag-

nosis,’' by Casey A. Wood. Chicago.

Some fifteen or twenty new members were added to

the society.

The annual election of officers resulted as follows:

President. William A. Dickey, Toledo: vice-president,

C. 15. de Nancrede. Ann Arbor, 5Iich.
;

secretary. Wil-

liam F. Shumaker, Butler; treasurer. J. A. Weitz,

Itfontpelier, Ohio; board of censors, H. F. IMitchell,

South Bend
;

J. A. Duncan, Toledo, Ohio
;
and A. W.

Crane, of Kalamazoo, IMich.

The Association will hold its mid-winter meeting at

Ann Arbor, some time during January, the date to be

selected by the officers and committee on arrange-

ments.

SECOND DISTRICT MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The third annual meeting of the Second District

5Iedical Association was held in the Knights of Pythias

building. Bloomlield, Ind., Thursday, 5Iay 14, 1908.

It was one of the most successful and enthusiastic

meetings in the history of the Second District.

The afternoon session consisted of the following

papers: ^'Should the Country Doctor Do 5Iajor

Surgery?” by Dr. O. K. 5IcKittrick. discussed by Dr.

B. A. Rose; “Hematuria," by Dr. J. F. Spink, dis-

cussed by Drs. Allen Pierson and Joe Crowder; “Rup-

ture of Lungs from Injury Without Fracture of Ribs,”

and re])ort of cases, by Dr. E. T. Sherwood, discussed

by Drs. August Kno<‘fel ami II. R. Lowder
;

“5Iastitis

in the Puerperal Woman,” by Dr. H. R. Lowder, dis-

cussed by Drs. J. W. Clillord and John Sloan; “Head-

ache as a Syiu])tom,” by Dr. John -Tones, and “Puer-

])eral Eclampsia,” by Dr. IV. E. Kessinger, discussed by

Drs. -J. M. Harrah, II. R. Lowder and B. A. Rose.

At the clo.se of the afternoon session the society and

gue.sts were taken en masse via automobiles to the

factory of the American Post Company, where the com-

plete process of constructing sheet metal posts was

observed. Following this the society spent a very

pleasant hour at the Bloomfield Social Club as guests

of the club.

The evening session opened with a paper by Drs.

Henry Alburger and Fletcher Gardner on the subject,

‘'Hypernephroma and Fibroid Associated with Tuber-

culosis of Endometrium and Tubes,’’ with specimen

and report of case. Pa])er was discusse<l by Dr. C. E.

Harris. “Therapeutics or No.” was the title of a

paper presented by Dr. Frank Holland, which was dis-

cussed by Drs. E. R. Mason and Augmst Knoefel. Dr.

John Sloan read a ]>a])er on “Some of the Difficulties

That Come To the Private Practitioner in Obstetrical

Work.” Dr. N. D. Co.k read a paper on the subject,

“Treatment of Fracture of Clavicle,’’ which was fol-

lowed by election of officers, resulting as follows: Pres-

ident, Dr. J. E. Harris, Bloomington; vice-president,

Dr. Fletcher (tardner, Bloomington; secretary. Dr.

Frank Holland.

At the conclusion of the meeting a banquet was en-

joyed at the Elnora Hotel.

Adjourned. Fr.\xk Holland, »S'cc.

BOOK REVIEWS

I.NTKUNATIONAL ('LINK'S. Volume 1. Eighteenth Series.

1998. J. B. Lipi)incott & Co., Philadelphia and Lon-

don. Cloth. P]). ;509. Price, $2.00.

A rather unusually interesting volume is here pre-

si nted, combining articles of considerable jiractical

worth with the more scientific ones. The year’s ])rog-

ress in medicine and surgery occupies considerable

space and contains much condensed information that

is new. The volume is well illustrated.

International Clinics. Volume 2, Eighteenth Series,

1908. J. B. Li])pincott & Co., Philadeliihia and

London. Cloth. Pp. ,304. Price, $2.00.

In this volume are included several articles of in-

terest under the general headings of Treatment, 5Iedi-

cine. Surgery. Gynecologr'. 0])hthalmology, Dermatol-

ogy, Ortho])edics, Pediatrics and Pathology. The vol-

ume closes with a contribution by Charles E. Simon
oil the “Rec-ent Research into the Pathology of 5Ia-

lignant Disease," including some original work by the

author which would indicate that ere long the former

gloomy juognosis of malignant disease may be altered

through the properly selected u.se of injections of au-

togenous e.xtracts of the patient’s own growth.

Treatment of Internal Dise.vses. By Dr. Norhert

Ortner, University of Vienna. Edited by Nathaniel

Bowditch Potter. VI. D.. Visiting Physician to New
York City Hospital, etc.. Instructor in VIedicine.

Columbia University. Translated by Frederic 11.

Bartlett. VI.D., from the Fourth German Edition.

Cloth. Pp. ().)8. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphiii

and London.

In this fourth edition the work has been condensed,

the ])rcscri]>tions made to conform to the Americar

Pharmacopeia, and the equivalents in the English scab-

added to the metric quantities. Temperatures have

been transjiosed to the Fahrenheit scale and, in short,

the volume made to meet the demands of the Ameri-

can ])ractitioner. Dr. Potter has rewritten certain sec-

tions and added one on treatment of neurasthenia. On
the whole, we are inclined to agree with the editor’s

criticism, viz.: the jirofusion of prescriptions and the

too inherent faith in drugs by the author.

The Treat.ment of Fractures: With Notes Upon a

Few Com.MON Dislocations. By Chas. L. Scudder,

VI.D., Surgeon to the Vlassachusetts General Hos-

pital. Sixth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Octavo

volume of 035 jiages, with 854 original illustrations.

Philadeljihia and Tvondon : W. B. Saunders Company,
1907. Buckram, $5.50 net; Half VIorocco, $7.00 net.

The sixth edition within almost the same number of

years, sjieaks not only for the popularity of the work

but also for the commendable effort of the author to

keep it well abreast of the times regarding its subject

matter.

Already jirofusely illustrated, even more has been

added to this very essential element, to which the x-ray

has contributed no small part. VIore recent bibliog-

raphy has been recorded, and especial attention has l)een

given to obstetrical skull fractures of the new-born,

fractures of the zygoma, malar bone, head and neck of

radius, femoral neck, and old, unreduced and pathologic
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fvactuies and dislocations, ^lore attention is directed

to the treatment of iiniinited fractures, operative and

otherwise, and more frequent and repeated inspection

is urged. The use of the x-ray for the demonstration

of results obtained serves a double j)urpose; both as a

therapeutic aid and a measure of {>rotection for the

surgeon-, in case of legal coni])lications. Indeed it is

very pertinently remarked that “when there is doubt

of the diagnosis of a fractiire, no physician has done his

full duty by his j)atient if he can command skiagraphic

examination and has not used it.”

The volume is beautifully gotten up, on excellent

paper, and with the ])rofuse illustrations and full

descrijition should rank first in its line.

]’i!0(iRESsiVE itfEinciNE. Volume 2, June, 1!K)8. Lea

& Febiger, Philadeljihia and Xew York. I’p. 352.

Pa])er. (Quarterly. Price, $().00 per annum.

In this nundjer are discussed the general siibjects of

abdominal surgery, g^mecology, diseases of the blood,

diseases of the glandular and lymphatic systems,

metabolic diseases, and o])hthalmology. Worthy of

especial mention are the extensive and interesting dis-

cussions of the general subjects of hernia, by Coley,

and cancer of the uterus, by Clark.

The Pi.I'e.s (Splanchnic XEriiA.sTiiENiA ) Cause.s and
Cure. 15y Albert Abrams, A.iM.. iM.D. (Heidelberg),

F.Pv.M.S., Consulting Physician Denver National Hos-
))ital for Consuni]itives. Illustrated. Third Edition,

revised ami enlarged. New York: E. B. Treat &
Comi)anv, lOOS. P]i., 287. Cloth. $1.50.

Des])ite a few ])oorly worded clau.ses and an unpleas-

ant confusion of terms, such as “[uieiqierar’ for “gesta-

tion” on ]>age 32. and “jialjiitation” for “palpation” on

]iage 125. this little work proves interesting reading to

the general jiractitionor in that it deals with conditions

so commonly encountered in daily work. The author

would ascribe most of the phenomena obtaining in

neurasthenia to a condition of engorgement (venous)
of the abdominal viscera, |)articularly the liver, and
directs his attention to the different methods of reliev-

ing this condition. Various useful hints are given, and
a treatment outlined that is commendable for its lim-

itation of medication. iMore can be acconqdished by a

ju’oper dietary, abdominal and res])iratory gymnastics,

and a regulation of the habits of life of the patient.

The author accords the sinusoidal current an enviable

jilace in the armamentarium of him who would suc-

cessfully treat the curse of “the blues,” believing it

superior to all other forms of electrotherapy. Hj’p-

notism. in selected cases, comes in for its share of

commendation at the hands of the author.

Certain jiarts of the book might prove equally inter-

esting reading to both the lay and i)rofessional minds.

ABSTRACTS FROM CURRENT MEDICAL
LITERATURE

PHYSICIANS IN POLITICS.

A member of the committee on medical legislation

comments this week on the work recently accomplished

in Ohio, where 105 i)hysicians went to the state con-

vention as delegates of one of the leading parties, the

result being that, for the first time in the history of the

country, a state convention adopted a platform contain-

ing a declaration in favor of the organization of a

national department of health. It is hardly necessary

to say that such a plank would never have been adopted

had not a large number of physicians been sitting as

members of the convention with the right to vote. This

is in marked contrast to the attitude of the medical

profession heretofore, which has been to send commit-
tees to stand without and to plead for desired legisla-

tion. Physicians hereafter, if the example of Ohio is

of any value, will work and vote for needed reforms as

members on the floor of the conventions and legisla-

tures, and will not merely wait as visitors in the lob-

bies or a]ipear before committees. If better conditions

are to be obtained in municipal and state government,
it must be through an appreciation of the fact that the

proper work of government is administration and not
exploitation of the public. With this in view, there is

no reason why the jihysician should not prove as good
an administrator as his brother the lawyer, to whom
the lion’s share of political duties and o[q)ortunities
has been awarded in the past. Three-fourths of the
work of the average legislative body to-day has to do
with the questions of administration. There is nothing
in the personality, training or experience of the suc-

cessful physician that would render him less eflective

in dealing with administrative problems than the law-
yer or the business man; neither is there any reason
why a ])hysician should not demand and exercise his

full rights as a citizen, especially since he is far better
fitted by education and experience for dealing ade-
quately with many of the problems of modern legisla-

tion than is the average lawyer. It can not be denied
that the management and conduct of many of our state

institutions would be far better were physicians rej)-

resented on the legislative committees, or that better

sanitary laws would be enacted if physicians had votes
in tlie legislature instead of merely being repiesented
by jiroxy. The message of the Ohio profession to the
j)hysicians of the country is, “If you want a thing
done, do not send another, but go yourself.” It is hoped
that ])hysicians in many other states will follow the
example of their Ohio brethren .—TournaJ of the .1.

M. A.

“I he signs of the times’’ point to a rajiid change in

the status and work of the medical man. Changes
have already occurred within the memory of those
now in active inactice. Time was when the luospective
])hv.sician registered with so-me neighboring doctor,
took care of his horse and garden, assisted in a few
operations, and read more or less thoroughly the few
books on his jireceptor’s shelves. Having thus spent a

few months, he felt duly qualified to hang out his

shingle. There were medical schools, too, in which he
might listen to the lectures given by the more promi-
nent practitioners, and the most embryo .Esculai)ians
sought this means of completing their professional

education. The best of these college.s required atteml-

ance at only two short sessions, and laboratory work
was limited to a little chemistry and anatomy. The
line between the scientific physician and the eiu])iric

was difficult to discover, and very frequently the man
who have never seen the inside of any other educational

institution above the district school could look with
pity upon his ])oor neighbor who struggled hard,
though entitled to append “A.iM., M.D.,” to his name.
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To-day tlie people are bec-oiniii" so educated that

they are realizing the difference Indween the man who
knows and the one who tries to look wise. The quack

and imposter is finding his position less profitable and

more ignoble. Our municipal, state and national

health officials are making such war upon the causes

of disease that already the amount of sickness is being

reduced, and consequently there is less work for the

individual physician. There is no longer excuse for

permitting any but the thoroughly trained to enter

the profession, and those already in must keep up with

the advances in the science of medicine. It is not

improbable that the average practitioner of twenty-

five years’ standing shall become an expert bacteriol-

ogist, but he may become posted upon the facts of bac-

teriology and make use of a neighboring laboratory.

He should recognize that diphtheria and typhoid fever

are the results of special bacilli, and he should know
the diagnostic value of tuberculin injections. Every

practitioner may make the Tallquist hemoglobin esti-

mation or the agglutometer test for typhoid.

Tile physician of to-day is rightly expected to be

much more thorough in his study of each individual

case than was the custom a quarter of a century ago.

He must have a better office equipment and a larger

library. He must have fewer cases, but spend more

time upon each, and he should be paid accordingly.

—

The Charlotte Medical Journal.

The public hejilth planks in the platforms of the two

leading political parties ought to be placed in juxta-

position, so that every jjhysician and every layman

who is interested can make an odious comparison.

The Lancet-Climc is non-partisan, but it can not re-

frain from expressing the regret that the Republicans

have failed to take advantage of an opportunity to go

on record for a most important reform. Here is what

the politicians of that party want the intelligent

voters to applaud and swallow: “t\e commend the

efforts designed to secure greater efficiency in public

health, and favor such legislation as will effect this

purpose.” As originally drafted this plank might have

been endorsed as promising something respectable, but

now it is meaningless and vapid. Here is the Demo-

cratic health plank: “We advocate the organization

of all national public health agencies into a National

Bureau of Public Health, with such power over sani-

tary conditions connected with factories, mines, tene-

ments, child labor and other such subjects as are

properly within the jurisdiction of the Federal Gov-

ernment and do not interfere with the power of the

states controlling public health agencies.” Further

comment is unnecessary at this rime. But the un-

prejudiced reader will do some effective thinking.

The Lancet-Clinic.

Practicing medicine is a pretty dangerous thing for

the patient if the man doesn’t know anything about

the science, and sometimes it is rather dangerous for

the alleged practitioner himself, as was the case with

a fellow out in Massachusetts who sold a person two

bottles of “catarrh cure” that contained cocain. The

catarrh curist was arrested, fined $50, and put in jail

—

a ])raetical lesson to all who have no business to deal

in medicine.

Then there was that woman, mentioned in the papers

the other day, who gave the little girl attending her

daughter's party some of her headache medicine, and

then put the child to bed to sleep it off. The child

went to sleep and never wakened again.

But these overt acts are not much worse than the

simple carelessness of some people, as was the case of

that woman who left her “heart medicine” on the

table, where her little girl got it and ate a portion of

the tablets. In a few hours the child was dead.

Sometimes these little medicine adventures do not

result fatally. But most of them, if ignorantly taken,

manage to get around among the organs somewhere
and do more or less damage. It is about as bad to deal

haphazard with powerful cures as it is to go meander-
ing about a magazine with a lighted candle.—The Ohio

State Medical Journal.

The bills now before the New York State Legislature

“to prevent cruelty by regulating experiments upon
living animals” will seriously interfere with research

work should they become law’s, and it is the duty of

every physician to use his best endeavors to defeat them.

These bills seek to define and fix by law the cases

in which an anesthetic must be, or need not be, given

to an animal; the cases in which an animal must be,

or need not be, killed immediately at the end of the ex-

periment, and if such experiment “is calculated to

cause pain or distress” it becomes a misdemeanor un-

less it conforms with the sections of the bill.

The laity becomes the judge and jury of all original

work where animal experimentation is needful and if

the future is to be judged by the same hysterical out-

bursts as in the past, the outlook is not bright for the

scientific advancement of the art of medicine in those

states where such law’s may prevail.—Pediatrics.

SoifE doctors w’ho have been annoyed by the frequent

and unauthoried repetition of prescriptions have been

inquiring for an ink which will last about as long as a

bottle of medicine or a box of pills. We select the fol-

lowing from pharmaceutical formulas: lodin, 0.35;

potassium iodid, 0.35; mucil, acacia, 8.00; aqua ad. oz.

60.00. Dissolve the potassium iodid in one dram of

water, add the iodin, and when it is dissolved add more
water and the mucilage. Use the ink on glazed paper.

The writing disappears in about four days. Another

method is to boil some nut galls in some nitric acid and

add to the infusion gum arabic and a little sulphuric

acid. However plain the writing may be at first it will

disappear in a few days. The latter formula is found

in Practical Druggist.—The Medical Fortnightly.

The howl about vivisection goes regretfully on. No
question is so self-evident but that there are supporters

for either side. Animal life is precious and should be

considered in a greater or less measure as sacred.

Human life, though, should be held so far above animal

life as the blue vaulted skies are above the earth. If

the sacrifice of the lives of a thousand—^yes, a million

—dumb animals, will give us the knowledge for saving

some human lives, let us shed tears, not of sorrow for

the animals, but of joy for the human.

—

The Medical

Fortnightly.

Osteopath Not a Physician.—The Corporation

Counsel of New York City, George L. Sterling, has ad-

vised the Board of Health that it should not register

osteopaths, and that it should decline to receive death

certificates signed by them.

—

Journal .4. M. A., April

18, 1908.
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THE SUEGICAL TEEATMEXT OF EXOPH-
THALMIC GOITEE.*

Jewett V. Eeed, M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

The value of the surgical treatment of exoph-

thalmic goitre is emphasized by Dr. Barker in

the following words: “In the very early cases,

surgery is capable of curing nearly 100 per cent.;

even in the outspoken cases almost 15 per cent,

can be cured by operation judiciously planned

and skillfully performed; and the mortality,

now about 5 per cent., can be further reduced.

Internal medicine, up to this time, has been

utterly unable to obtain results comparable with

these.” This same view regarding the superior-

* ity of surgical over medical treatment is held by

many internists. However, they do not mean

that every case of Graves’ disease should be

operated upon as soon as the diagnosis is made.

We frequently see mild but typical cases of

exophthalmic goitre, especially those cases coming

on at puberty and in early pregnancies, and also

those acute cases following certain infections,

which can be practically cured by medical treat-

ment, the essential element of which is rest in

bed. In these cases the thyroid gland seldom

returns to its normal size, and there is also a

tendency for the sj-mptoms to return at various

times; but with intelligent patients, who can be

made to appreciate the value of rest as soon as

symptoms appear, medical treatment is probably

a safer and a more comfortable procedure than

operation. As a certain number of cases of

Graves’ disease do improve very markedly under

a non-operative treatment, one feels that in all

*Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick, June 18, 1908.

cases there should be given the benefit of the

doubt, and medical treatment used for a period

of from two to four months before operation is

advised. If at the end of this time operation is

found to be necessary, the result will be much
more favorable on account of the previous rest

and preparation. The indications for operation,

and the best time to perform it, varies with in-

dividual patients; but, in general, they may be

stated as follows

:

In the primary form of the disease, that is, in

those cases where the goitre is of the soft, vas-

cular type arising in an apparently normal gland,

operation should be performed when, after three

months of medical treatment, the symptoms are

worse or at a standstill; or when, in spite of a

general improvement in many of the symptoms,

the pulse-rate remains permanently high. Also

in all cases where the patient is unable to carry

on his regular work, on account of general weak-

ness and nervousness; or when the degree of

exophthalmos is so great as to lead to corneal

disturbances. Xo case is so far advanced as to

contraindicate operation. However, these serious

cases especially demand a preparation in the

form of rest and medical treatment for a few

weeks before operation is attempted. The indi-

cations given by Dr. Charles Mayo for this pre-

operative preparation are, a pulse that can not

be counted continuously because of uneven ten-

sion, gastric crises and diarrhea, and edema of

the feet and hands.

In the secondar}^ forms of Graves’ disease, that

is, in those cases where symptoms of hyperthy-

roidism supervene upon a pre-existing thyroid

tumor, an operation is practically always indi-

cated, and medical treatment should not be at-

tempted except as a preparation for operation.

Exophthalmic symptoms have been seen to follow

all forms of tumors of the thyroid gland, cysts.
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simple colloid adenoma, fetal adenoma, and car-

cinoma. The mere existence of these tumors is

an indication for operation, and the added exoph-

thalmic S}Tnptoms makes this even more imper-

ative. Moreover, the operative treatment of these

secondar}’ forms of disease, with the exception of

those arising from carcinoma, have given univer-

sally good results, with an exceedingly low mor-

tality.

Perhaps in no disease treated surgically is the

estimation of the patient’s resistance more neces-

sary than in exophthalmic goitre. The degree of

hypertrophy and dilatation of the heart should

be ascertained as accurately as possible, together

with the pulse-rate and blood-pressure changes

throughout the day. The changes in the vascular

system should be noted after a moderate exertion,

as a rough indication as to how the patient will

stand the operation. The preparation of the pa-

tient before operation, by rest in bed and modi-

fied diet, is a point that should be emphasized. If

the medical treatment has not continued up until

the time of operation, the majority of patients

will do much better if they are given a period of

from one to two weeks, depending upon the con-

dition of the heart and nervous system, of ab-

solute rest.

The question of the proper anesthetic is still

an undecided one. Deaths have occurred with

both local and general anesthesia. Kocher and

Halsted prefer the local infiltration with cocain

solution, while the Mayos use ether. Other oper-

ators use choloroform alone or with oxj'gen. The

advantages of general anesthesia are that the pa-

tient, already in a highly nervous state, is free

from pain and discomfort, and that the operator

can do his work more easily and more rapidly.

Local anesthesia is generally used in the form

of Schleich’s solution, which is a 1/2000 cocain

in normal salt solution, to which is added a small

amount of morphin. This can be used in large

quantities without giving an excessive dose of

cocain. All pain is practically abolished, so far

as cutting is concerned; but traction on the tis-

sues, and the weight of the arter}^ forceps are

very often uncomfortable. Local anesthesia has

the advantage of throwing less strain upon the

heart, and of producing less mucus in the throat

than general anesthesia. The mere fact that

the patient is conscious prevents the operator

from pressing or dragging upon the trachea and

cutting off the air supply, which is very easily

done; and also by having the patient talk while

working in the region of the recurrent lar}mgeal

nerve, he is able to escape cutting the nerve, by

the changes of the patient’s voice when the nerve

is approached. Dr. HaMed says that in spite of

the fact that operation done under local anes-

thesia may produce a certain amount of shock in

an irritable and nervous patient, nevertheless he

considers the local safer than a general anes-

thesia.

With the exception of Jonesco’s operation of

excising the cervical sympathetics, all operative

procedures aim at reducing the secreting paren-

chyma of the thyroid gland. The resection of

the S3Tinpathetics relieves some of the symptoms,

especially the exophthalmos
; but this operation is

probably based on unsound principles, gives un-

certain results, and has now become practically

obsolete. Attempts have been made to reduce the

substance of the gland by the use of the x-ray

and also by burying a bulb of radium in a lobe;

but I find no definite cures following these

methods. The injection of caustics into the sub-

stance of the gland has given perfect results in

some few cases; but this procedure is dangerous,

and decidedly unsurgical. The ligation of one

or more of the thyroid arteries, in an attempt to

produce an atrophy of the gland, has been done

with good results in some cases. The benefit is

only temporary, however; for it is difficult to

regulate the degree of atrophy by this means.

The ligation of two arteries is seldom sufficient,

while the tying of three or four has lead to

tetany, and even necrosis of the entire gland.

Moreover, in the case of very large goitre, liga-

tion alone may be even more difficult than resec-

tion. There is a field for simple ligation, how-

ever; and that is in those cases where the symp-

toms are very severe, and where an acute thyroid-

ism, which generally follows resection, might be

sufficient to cause death. In these cases a pre-

liminary ligation of the arteries of one side

should be done, but more than two should never

be tied at the same operation.

At the present time the operative treatment of

Graves’ disease consists in a partial resection of

the thyroid gland. This consists in removing a

part or the entire lobe of the more enlarged side.

The ideal operation is one where the thyroid

tissue left is equal to the normal amount. The

more exactly this is done the better will be the

result. When too little gland is removed the

sjunptoms will be improved but the disease will

not be cured. If too much is taken away, symp-

toms of thyroid insufficiency will appear, which

will necessitate thyroid feeding. It is better,

however, to err on the side of taking away too

little than too much. The main points in this

operation are as follows; The incision most

commonly used is the transverse or collar in-

cision of Kocher. One of the serious objections

to this operation in young women is the resulting
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scar in the neck. This disfigurement can gener-

ally he overcome by marking with silver nitrate

ihe line where a close-fitting necklace falls. By
making the incision along this line the scar can

generally l>e completely hidden by the necklace,

afterward. After the muscle has been divided,

and the external capsule of the gland incised, the

thyroid will be seen as a purplish-colored mass

covered with a very thin connective tissue cap-

sule, under which run many large, friable veins.

In cutting down upon and dissecting out the

lobe great care should be taken not to soil the

tissues with blood, as the staining of the areolar

tissue makes the dissection more difficult, and

also harder to avoid important structures. This

soiling can generally be avoided to a large extent

by clamping all vessels before cutting them. The

dissection of the gland is carried out between the

external and internal capsules, and this is gen-

crallv very easily done over the anterior and ex-

ternal surfaces of the gland, and up over its

superior pole. In dissecting the posterior and

interior surfaces of the lobe, great care must be

taken to avoid two important structures, the

para-thyroids and the recurrent laryngeal nerve.

The para-thyroids are small, glandular bodies

situated on the posterior and inner surface of

the thyroid gland. Each lobe generally possesses

two of these glands, one connected with the supe-

rior. the other with the inferior thyroid arteries.

The para-thyroids are small, disc-like bodies,

about a quarter of an inch in diameter and

lighter in color than the thyroid tissue. At pres-

ent it is generally accepted that post-operative

Letany is due to the removal of the para-thyroids.

Even the excision of two of these may be fol-

lowed by bad results. It is, therefore, important

to do everything possible to save these important

little structures. This can only be done when the

field is bloodless, so that they can be seen; and

when the thyroid arteries and their branches can

be ligated distal to the para-thyroid artery.

Charles Mayo leaves the para-thyroid undis-

turbed, l>y what he calls the “sub-capsular

method of dissection.” This consists in slicing

off the posterior part of the gland, leaving the

])ara-thyroids untouched between the layer of in-

ternal capsule and a thin layer of thyroid tissue,

llalsted prefers the ultra-ligation method, of

tying the thyroid arteries distal to the para-

thyroid branch, and then dissecting the bodies

awav from the surface of the thyroid gland. Both

of these methods are based on the same principle,

but are somewhat more difficult than the simple

ligation of the main thyroid trunks. With the

knowledge of the im
2
)ortance of the para-thyroids

an attempt should be made to save them in all

cases.

On continuing the dissection downward, next

to the trachea, we come close to the region of the

recurrent laryngeal nerve. This can often be

seen and avoided, if the field is perfectly blood-

less. When local anesthesia is used it is gener-

ally very easy to avoid this nerve by gently pick-

ing up all tissue with forceps before cutting, and
at the same time requesting the patient to count.

As soon as the nerve is caught in the forceps a

marked change in the voice will be noted.

When the lobe is entirely removed, all bleeding

points are stopped, the cavity is flushed with

normal salt solution to remove any thyroid secre-

tion that may be in the wound, the muscles and
skin are sutured, and a small gutta percha drain

is placed from the depth of the cavity to the

outer angle of the skin-wound. This drainage is

most important, for in most cases it prevents or

reduces, at least, post-operative thyroidism, or

“thyroid fever,” as it is sometimes called. This
condition is practically always seen to a greater

or less degree, and is due to the rapid absorption

of the thyroid secretion that comes from the cut

surface of the gland, or that has been sqiieezed

out during the dissection. It shows itself by an
intensification of all symptoms, to which is added
fever that may reach as high as 104 to 105 de-

grees. "When very severe this may lead to death.

Acute thyroidism can generally be reduced to an

insignificant degree by proper drainage of the

wound, and in favorable cases disappears in from
24 to 36 hours.

The post-operative treatment consists in keep-

ing the patient in bed, in a semi-sitting position,

and giving large quantities of cracked ice or ice

water. The patient should stay in bed for one

week at least, or longer, depending upon the sub-

sidence of the symptoms. Improvements have

been seen within 48 hours after operation, while

in other cases months may pass before the bene-

fits of the operation are seen. As a rule the

tachycardia is the first symptom to improve, next

the nervous manifestations, and last, the exoph-

thalmos. In fact, the exophthalmos may persist

when all other symptoms are entirely gone.

It is difficult to obtain accurate figures show-

ing the results of operative treatment. From
the statistics of Heineck, Kocher, Halsted, and
the ]\Iayos, it would seem that in general we can

conclude that the operation in all cases, both

mild and severe, promises a cure in from 75 to

80 per cent. Deaths due directly to the oper-

ation, or following close after it, have been due

to the anesthetic, hemorrhage, tetany, acute
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hyperthyroidism, influenza, and pneumonia; and

with different operators the mortality has ranged

from 2 to 5 per cent. !Most of the cases that

survive the operation, and are not completely

cured, are greatly benefited. A very small num-

ber of cases are not improved in the least. It is

difficult to obtain the number of recurrences, but

they are probably not very great. When they do

recur it is generally due to not enough gland

being removed, or to a subsequent hypertrophy

of the remaining portion of the gland.

IMiile partial resection of the thyroid gland

cures from 75 to 80 per cent, of all cases, and

this number will probably be greatly increased

when we get the cases earlier, nevertheless we

must not think that we have solved the whole

problem of treatment until we learn more in re-

gard to the cause of the disease. There is no

doubt that the thyroid gland undergoes marked

changes in Graves’ disease, but these changes are

admitted by practically every one to be identical

with those compensatory changes experimentally

produced. If the hypertrophied thyroid gland in

Graves’ disease be due to a compensatory process,

the removal of the gland would hardly seem

rational; but until we know more regarding its

etiology and primary pathologic changes, ex-

cision is the best means of treatment at our dis-

posal.

THE DIAGXOSIS AND TBEATMEXT OF
SIXUS THROMBOSIS.*

John F. Barxhill, M.D.

INDIAXAPOLIS, IXD.

Since ISSO, when Zanfal of Prague first oper-

ated on a thrombosed lateral sinus, considerable

interest has ])cen manifested by the profession,

especially otologists, concerning thrombosis of

the intracranial sinuses. The sinuses most

likely to become affected are the sigmoid and

lateral sinuses, the jugular bulb, the superior

and inferior petrosal and the cavernous sinuses.

From the above channels the thrombus may ex-

tend into the internal jugular vein as far as the

innominate, into the ophthalmic veins from the

cavernous sinus; posteriorly to the torcular, or

may even spread to the lateral sinus of the op-

posite side.

Although the throml)us may be due to an in-

fection carried inwardly from an injury to an ex-

ternal part of the head, and to the marasmus of

old age or malmitrition, the chief cause lies in a

•Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick, June 18, 1908.

suppuration within some part of the temporal

bone. Such suppuration may be acute or chronic.

When resulting fi'om the acute form, the trans-

mission of septic material from the focus within

tlie temporal bone to the blood stream of the vein,

the path of infection is through the intercom-

municating blood or lymph channels, whereas in

chronic cases of mastoid disease the pathogenic

material from the mastoid usually comes into

direct contact with the sinus wall, the osseous

tissue lying between the 'original focus of sup-

puration and the vein having been first destroyed

by necrotic processes. In many cases of chronic

discharging ears there is formed first in the attic

of the middle ear, and later by extension to the

mastoid antrum, that curious collection of ma^

terial known as cholesteatoma. Cases of this

kind are always favorable ones for the sinus in-

fection and sinus thrombosis. The presence of a

cholesteatome in the mastoid antrum causes the

breaking down and removal of the surrounding

bone to such an extent that the antrum is thereby

several times enlarged, and as a result of the loss

of osseous structure, the dura mater may be ex-

posed above, or the wall of the sigmoid knee may
be laid bare posteriorly. In either case infection

of the intracranial contents may follow, resulting

in meningitis, brain abscess or lateral sinus

thrombosis.

A predisposing cause of sinus thrombosis, and

one to which I have on another occasion called

the attention of the profession,^ is due to the

formation and arrangement of the pneumatic

spaces of the temporal bone. Thus one temporal

bone may contain but few cells, and these may
be separated from the sinus by thick and

eburnated bone, while another temporal bone may
contain numerous cells which are so located that

the)’ extend along the sinus for one or more

inches, and will sometimes halfway surround the

vessel. In any individual having a temporal

bone with cells like the latter, it is not difficult

to understand the ease with which, in case of

mastoid suppuration, the pathogenic material

could find its way into the vessel where infection

would speedily follow.

The symptoms of sinus infection and throm-

bosis are of practical interest to every physician.

Any case of either acute or clironic discharging

ear, whether in child or adult, is one in which

sinus thrombosis may possibly follow. A dis-

charging ear is, therefore, the chief key to un-

locking many a difficult problem relating to an

otherwise meaningless chain of ugly s)'mptoms.

1. Rarnbill and Wales’ Modern Otology. W. B. Saun-

ders & Co., 1907.
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The story of sinus thrombosis may be briefly

stated as follows : A running ear, which has

possibly never been considered more than the

most trifling annoyance
;
to this is added at some

indefinite period of its progress a chill or chilly

sensation, a raj)id rise of temperature, a sudden

fall of the fever, and a profuse sweat. In other

words, a septic state has been added to the aural

discharge, which for many years, perhaps, has

been thought of no importance. Such a septic

condition may, and often is, not in any way as-

sociated with the discharging ear l)y the physi-

cian in charge, or l;y those having most intimate

knowledge of the patient. Indeed the patient

may deny that the ear has discharged any for the

past several months, and this may be true in so

far as the appearance of any purulent outflow

at the external meatus is concerned. A careful

examination of the fundus of the ear by means

of reflected light would, however, reveal the fact

in such cases that a discharge had been present

in small amount, that it had dried into a crust,

which completely covered the perforation in the

drum mcml)rane, and thus had blocked the

further outflow of pus. Hence the mere fact that

an ear has not discharged for several weeks or

months is no indication that the ear is not pri-

marily respon.5il)le for the septic condition found

in a given patient. On the other hand, the his-

tory of a previous discharge which has ceased

may be, and sometimes is, responsible for the

spread of the pyogenic infection to the sinus, for

the reason, as just stated, that dried crusts have

hindered the drainage to an extent that has

driven the pus into new directions.

Thrombosis of the sigmoid sinus occurs rarely

in cases where no discharge whatever has at any

time occurred from the external auditory meatus,

and when no perforation is present in the drum-

membrane. In instances like this the infection

has reached the mastoid antrum and cells without

all the usual j^henomena of middle ear siippura-

tion.

It would l)e impossible in this short paper to

narrate all the symjDtoms that may be present in

sinus thrombosis. The chief one, as already

stated, is a condition of sepsis. The temperature

rises from normal to 103°-4° or G° F, and sud-

denly drops to the normal or near the nonnal.

This rise and decline does not occur with the

regularity of malaria. Indeed it may occur more

than once in twenty-four horrrs. Profuse and

exhaustive sweating occurs, as a rule, during the

period of declining temperature.

A marked chill, or at least chilly sensations,

occurs in most cases at some time during the

progress of the disease, although many cases of

sinus thrombosis have been reported in which no
chill was present at any time. It is my belief

that if careful inquiry and frequent examination
of any case be made that it will be found that a

chill or coldness of the surface in some degree

will usually be present.

Pain may or may not exist on the affected

side of the head. It is often not present unless

there is an acute mastoiditis accompanying the
disease. There is often no swelling of any part,

no stiffness of the muscles of the head and neck,
and indeed no external evidence of anything go-
ing wrong. This is oftenest true of cases follow-

ing chronic mastoid suppuration. Later in the
disease, when the internal jugular vein may be
involved, the cervical lymphatics may be infected,

in v.-hich event the neck is stiff and feels hard.
In the earlier stages of any case, the stages when
it should usually Im possible to make a positive
diagnosis, no such formations as a “sausage cake’^
in the neck, as formerly described, should ever
be expected. In the late stages general infection
may occur. Particles of the broken down clot
are carried into the general blood stream and
thence to the lung where septic pneumonia is

set up. A harassing cough and disturbed
breathing, together with physical signs distinc-
tive of pneumonia will then be present. Should
the patient withstand all this, septic emboli are
sooner or later likely to be carried from the lungs
to the distant parts of the body like the arms and
legs, where multiple abscesses are formed.

rnimpaired intelligence of the patient is one
of the distinctive features of the affection.

Throughout the trying ordeals incident to the
disease the patient is usually rational and the
mind unusually active. I have known patients
during the remission of the temperature to desire
to read or write, and if permitted to do so would
often show surj^rising mentality.

Ocular changes occur in from 25 to 50 per
cent, of cases, and, therefore, where possible, the
fundus should be examined frequently for such
evidence. Disturbances of the eye grounds mav
occur in other intracranial affections, as brain

tumor, brain abscess, etc., and hence when pres-

ent in suspected thrombosis such spnptoms form
only a help, but not a cei’tainty as to diagnosis.

Nystagmus and double vision are also present in

perhaps one-third of all cases. Sinus thrombosis

being a disease due to infection, the general

symptoms will, of course, resemble those occur-

ring from infection due to other causes. The
disease may be mistaken for malaria, typhoid

fever, pneumonia, and the disturbances due to

faulty digestion of food. In some of the typical
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cases of sinus thrombosis the symptoms may re-

semble one or more of the above diseases so closely

that the diagnostician will find it necessary to

call to his aid every artifice known, and then may

l)
0ssibly find that he must await the further de-

velopment of additional evidence.

Bezold, in harmony with most writers, states

that few cases of thrombophlebitis get well, un-

less the condition is managed properly, and surg-

ically. "Wliile it is believed by all observers that

cases do occasionally get well without operation

such an outcome can not be expected in the

simplest cases, and then not ixnless the original

focus of infection in the temporal bone be thor-

oughly eradicated by means of a mastoid opera-

tion. Procrastination, and the use of poultices

and other external applications, are favorable to

a high mortality.

Tlie treatment is nearly always surgical.

While waiting, as is often necessary and wise,

for absolute evidence upon which to base a

definite diagnosis, almost any method of treat-

ment may Ixe followed which will make the pa-

tient most comfortal)le. Since the vast majority

of all cases of this disease is due to the presence

of a mastoid suppuration, it is permissible, and, I

think, highly advisable in most cases of strongly

suspected sinus thrombosis, to do a complete

mastoid exenteration as a preliminary necessity

as well as a proper aid to diagnosis. At the time

of this operation all diseased tissue which lies

in the direction of the sinus should be removed,

and if necessary to be certain, it is proper at this

time to remove the bone and uncover the wall

of the sinus for one and one-half or txvo inches.

This will allow of an easy and reliable inspection

of the sinus, and it may then be determined

whether the sinus is or is not thrombosed. In

uncovering the sinus the operator may find a

perisinous abscess, or the sinus may be covered

with thick unhealthy granulation tissue. If such

extra-sinus disease is found as has just been de-

scribed, and the sinus itself looks and feels to

the touch, rather healthy, the safest procedure is

to disinfect the mastoid wound as perfectly as

possible, pack the same loosely with iodoform

gauze, and await the development of the next few

days. During the succeeding two or three days

every feature of the progress of the disease should

be noted, and if marked and satisfactory change

in the condition does not take place the patient

should again be anesthetized and the sigmoid

sinus should be opened and examined in each

direction. Any clot or collection of pus should

be removed, and when thought advisalde the in-

ternal jugular vein should be ligated in the neck

and the diseased part resected.

l\[any of the procedures connected with the

surgery of the sinuses are still in dispute, and 1

shall not enter into their discussion. The aim
of all operators is to first clear out of the vein or

veins all the septic material that is pre.sent, and

then, if thought best, to prevent by means of

ligation of the internal jugular, the entrance of

further sepsis into the general circulation. In

all cases I believe it is not wise to undertake this

class of surgery without the best reason, for reckr

less operating with the cranium, especially if it

involves opening one or more of the large blood

streams, is undoubtedly a procedure that is

dangerous to life. But when the surgeon is

assured by a careful study of all the symptoms
present that some accessible sinus is thrombosed

he is entirely justified in opening the same and

ridding the patient of his fatal malady. The re-

sults of the operation when performed earlv and
skillfully are favorable in from one-third to one-

half of all cases.

DISCUSSIOX.

Dr. J. J. Kyle, Indianapolis: The doctor has

emphasized a very important point, and that is

the early diagnosis of sinus thrombosis. I have

had five fases of sinus thrombosis that died sub-

sequent to operative procedures, and all came

under observation when they were practically

moribxmd. One case in the city hospital had

been treated four or five days for suspected

typhoid, but the Widal and diazo tests were nega-

tive, and the patient was in collapse when I was

called. It was reported that the lungs were in

very good condition, but at the postmortem the

second day after the operation both pleural cav-

ities were found half filled with muco-pus, and

there were abscesses throughout the lungs, kid-

neys and spleen. I remember another case

treated for a number of weeks for pneumonia.

She had metastatic pneumonia, but the ear

symptoms had been altogether overlooked. It is

very important in ear trouble, wherever you have

a sudden chilling of the body, or a distinct rigor

followed by a rise of temperature, to suspect sinus

thrombosis or an osteomyelitis or extra-dural

abscess, and in either case it is necessary to make
exploration. The danger of incision in the

mastoid and dura is little compared with the

danger of suppuration in or about the sinus.

Dr. George F. Keiper, Lafayette : I wish to

emphasize a point in diagnosis in these cases,

and that is the frequent taking of the tempera-

ture. In fact, it is the only way you can tell

sometimes whether you have sinus thrombosis or

not. AWiere we have a temperature that fluctu-

ates markedly and suddenly we may be pretty
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certain of sinns involvement. I like the classi-

fication into stages, as given by MacCiien in his

classic work on Diseases of the Brain and Spinal

Cord. MacCuen divides sinns thrombosis into

three stages, the first beginning with the forma-

tion of the clot, the intima being involved, where

perhaps nothing has yet entered the circulation

to give any clue in the way of temperature, few

chills or rigors occurring at that time. The tem-

perature should be taken every three hours, so as

not to miss the fine points the chart would re-

veal to us. The second stage is where the clot

has formed in the sinus and more septic material

is entering the circulation marked by more

severe symptoms. And the third stage where

the elot has fully formed and broken down and

suppurating, entering the circulation, revealing

the marked temperature changes shown on the

chart. The question of the ligation of the jugu-

lar vein in these cases has probably been settled

by the statistics of Perrin, which show that when
the jugidar vein is ligated septic matter is pre-

vented from getting into the circulation and

producing pneumonia, and the percentage of

fatalities is improved about 18 per cent., so that

ligation of the vein is a desirable procedure.

Dr. D. W. Stevenson, ^Richmond : I operated

a short time ago on a case of sinus thrombosis in

which the temperature reached 106.5, and there

was very severe inflammation of the optic nerves

of both eyes. I may say that in cases with this

high range of temperature, if the patient lives

there will usually be some atrophy of the optic

nerves.

The steps in the operation, as emphasized by
Dr. Barnliill, are two : the exenteration of the

mastoid, which ought always to be done and done
early; and second, the ligation of the jugular.

But about this latter there is some doubt. In
my case I did not tie the jugular. It was a case

of severe infection and was so treated. I gave

large doses of strontium salicylate, 100 grains a

day, and also mercury almost to salivation, and
I believe the life of this patient was saved by
this rather bold treatment with these internal

antiseptics. I believe the time will come when
ligation of the jugular will not be performed so

often, and we will depend more on internal anti-

septics. The high temperature records in these

cases are interesting. A case in Boston broke

five thermometers that registered 110 and over,

and yet the patient is living. It seems that cer-

tain centers in the brain are affected that give

this high temperature found in no other diseases.

Dr. K. K. Wlieelock, Fort Wayne: There is

too much temporizing on the part of the general

practitioner, as well as the specialist, in handling

suspicious ear eases. Within the past year we
have lost two valuable young lives by the

dilatoriness in the diagnosis on the part of the

general practitioner, although after it was rec-

ognized every resource was brought to bear to

save the children’s lives. This should not be, and
while I appreciate that the general practitioner

lias a lot to contend with, yet if he takes the. re-

sponsibility of treating suppurative ear cases he

must take the full responsibility. In regard to

treatment, as shown by the cases collected by

Tupfer, the question is not so much how you
operate as when you operate. If we operate

within the first w'eek after the development of

the temperature shown by Dr. Keiper, we will

save 75 per cent, of them; after that time you

will lose 62 per cent. Therefore, it is a question

of the early recognition of these cases and of a

complete and radical operation, opening and ex-

ploring the sinus, and if you have a septic sinus

open it and cause a free flow of good blood where

bad blood exists. Simple tying of the jugular I

do not think is the best method. Alexander's

method I think is a better one—cutting off the

jugular and tying, of course, the distal and leav-

ing the proximal end open in the wound. I have

made it a rule in mastoid operations, in view of

my experience within the past year, to expose the

lateral sinus to the extent of an inch or an inch

and a half, and it is entirely within our province

where there is the least suspicion of infection to

examine the lateral sinus.

Dr. J. F. Barnhill, Indianapolis (closing) :

The object of the paper was to bring before you

for the first time, as I believe, the subject of

siniis thrombosis, and it was my aim to dwell

upon the diagnosis. I would like to emphasize

the points 'brought out in the paper. First, it is

a common disease. Second, it ought to be recog-

nized by any one who practices medicine. Any
case of suppurating ear in which there is an i;n-

usual rise of temperature ought to call attention

to something more than a simple mastoiditis, in

which latter trouble it is rare to find a tempera-

ture more than 101, and if higher than that, and

especially if it shows the zigzag course shown in

Dr. Keiper’s diagram, we ought to suspect that

it is complicated bj' some general disease or by

some intracranial complication of the ear dis-

ease. Now, as to diagnosis, it might be, in the

first place, malaria. Examine the blood and find

the plasmodium. hTou may find it is typhoid

by the blood examination. A'ou may find

a central pneumonia, a latent pneumonia, in

which it might be difficult to decide whether it is

the ear or the lung. I had one case in a child

in which it was difficult to diagnose. We held
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the case for a week and then found it was due to

a difficulty of digestion. I want to emphasize

what every one has said. Have the marse ex-

amine the liands and feet and body frequently,

because a little chill would be as important as a

decided rigor. If you have a discharging ear, a

possible mastoiditis, a little coldness of the ex-

tremities, a septic temperature, you ought always

to think of the disease which we have been dis-

cussing.

THE PEEVEXTIO^vT OF YEXEEEAL DIS-

EASES.*

Gof.tiie Lixk, M.D.

Assistant Professor of Gynecology in the Indiana Univer-
sity School of Medicine.

IXDIAXAPOLIS, IND.

It is our intention to deal only with one phase

of this subject: The responsibility of the physi-

cian in the prevention of venereal diseases, with

special reference to gonorrhea. In considering

the subject from this standpoint we can not over-

look the fact that the entire responsibility rests

upon the physician just as the educational cam-

paign against tuberculosis, begun and pushed en-

cntirely by physiciansj has become a duty. We
M'ill not consider those benefits that might arise

only from the action of law makers, involving

deep sociologic problems, such as the control of

prostitution, moral proph}-laxis and the regula-

tion of marriage.

It is a self evident fact that if every person

suffering from a venereal disease were cured

without having transmitted the affection to an-

other the disease would soon be stamped out.

YTiat conditions prevent an approach of this de-

sideratum, and what is the duty of the physician

in bringing them to an end? There are two ways

whereby proper control would be preventive: 1.

The control of the uninfected individual, pre-

venting his contracting a prevalent infection.

2. The control of the infected individual, pre-

venting his communicating the disease. Keogh
asserts that the heated discussions that have
arisen to.obscure the question depend more upon
differences regarding the nature and morality of

legislative control of prostitution than upon the

denial of the scientific fact that the spread of an
infectious disease, venereal or otherwise, can be

and is limited by such measures as notification,

isolation and adequate treatment.

There has always been such a widespread

prejudice against any dissemination of knowl-

•Kead before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick, June 18, 1908.

edge along these lines that lay information is

very limited and usually erroneous. A campaign
of enlightenment must be originated, sustained

and prosecuted by the physicians of this countin'.

AVith the social problem unsolved, our hope lies

in education. As a means of reaching everyone

at the proper time, in life nothing offers oppor-

tunities equal to the public schools. This has

been recognized by the zealous workers against

tobacco and alcohol, who have succeeded in mak-
ing it compulsory that every child have placed

before it exaggerated pictures showing the bane-

ful effects of these drugs. This suitable season

to reach the mind when it is most impressionable

should not be disregarded. AA^ith proper activity

cn the part of the medical profession some of the

time now devoted to teaching scientific temper-

ance might be used for instruction in scientific

physiology and special pathology. Of course

there would be difficulties hard to surmount in

teaching youths, as education in regard to vene-

real diseases presupposes a certain amount of

knowledge concerning sexual matters, or would

require .accompanying light on these subjects.

The fear of thus injuring the minds of children

may be dismissed, for a subject properly pre-

sented in the light of science loses vulgarity. By
all means, however, the contamination of our

young men and of our young women should not

he as it is now, the tainting of the innocent.

AAdiy should a picture of a haggard user of

whiskey and tobacco be shown a school boy when
he has never heard of the terrible results of dis-

eases which await the indulgence of strong, nat-

ural appetites? AA'hy should a diseased lung be

charted to the boy and girl who are not to be

taught the anatomy and physiology of the organs

of generation and will probably not be able, even

as adults, to connect cause and effect when the

surgeon removes the wifes’ pus tubes. I have

yet to find a case of initial gonorrheal infection

that the patient did not bewail his ignorance in

regard to the severity of the disease. His state

of mind can usually be likened to that of a man
who, thinking he had exposed himself to vari-

cella, had developed a malignant case of variola.

Education must be begun early. It is custom-

ary now to confine efforts along this line to gath-

erings of adults and, as a rule, in such a tech-

nical manner that little good is done. Eecently

a member of the A'oung Men’s Christian Asso-

caition came to me complaining bitterly because

the specialist who had lectured to the society had

failed to cure him of an acute gonorrhea in ten

days. There was evidently a misunderstanding

in that case. The young man had utterly failed

to grasp the most important facts taught by the
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physician. Thus is shown the futility of efforts

toward educating the masses as they are usually

directed to-day. Education in regard to the im-

portance of venereal diseases must be begun at an

age when, acting as a control of the uninfected

individual, it will serve to prevent his contract-

ing disease. We have always “locked the door

after the horse is stolen.”

It is in the treatment and control of the in-

fected individual that we need the greatest awak-

ening. The burden of this work rests entirely

upon our shoulders. There are practically no
cases of syphilis that do not come under the care

of a physician. A large per cent, of cases of

gonorrhea are at some time in the physician’s

care, though a considerable number seek restora-

fion by means of patent medicines, druggists’

treatment, and favorite prescriptions. The physi-

cian can not be held accountable for those indi-

viduals who do not seek his advice, but the med-
ical profession is to blame for not having, by
education, given the patient sufficient fear of this

malady before it was contracted. In our cities

there are many drug clerks with a clientele of

venereal patients, and several druggists in In-

dianapolis boast a svrb-rosa reputation as special-

ists in venereal diseases. One of these informed

me that he had, at one time, as many as twenty

cases of gonorrhea under treatment. The worst

feature of this is that the druggists as well as

the patients believe in the cure, and in their

ignorance consider themselves able to 'judge of

the absence or presence of this dread disease.

Why do these sufferers go to the druggists and to

the patent medicine shelves? Invariably, I have

found it to be either a matter of expediency or

a financial reason, or both. The disposition of

the average American is to have the best for his

own comfort and health, and I have concluded

that he usually seeks the cheaper methods be-

cause he thinks them just as good as the physi-

cian’s treatment. Thus we are brought back to

the first premise that lack of education regarding

the nature and importance of venereal affections

is the principle cause of trouble.

Though the number who treat themselves or

are maltreated by druggists is great, they alone

do not account for the spread of disease. Where
did the 95 per cent, of gonorrheal pus tubes and
pelvic abscesses that Joseph Price has operated

get their infections? Not from among the care-

less and those too poor to pay for treatment.

Careful investigation will show that most of the

chains of infection at some time passed through
a physician’s hands and should have been broken.

This brings us to an accusation of the profession

at large for a great crime of omission.

It is a fact that hardly one case of gonorrhea

in Indiana out of one hundred is properly diag-

nosticated, properly treated, and properly dis-

missed, aside from the cases of a very few en-

thusiasts. Gentlemen, the import of that state-

ment can hardly be appreciated until you think

of the hundreds of abdominal sections made
yearly because the male focus is not cured of his

infection. By carelessly dismissing him uncured,

the physician becomes a party to the crime

against society, the spread of gonorrhea. It is

unnecessary to recount all the blasting results of

this' disease. The cases of male and female ster-

ility, with the consequent loss to the state, the

50 per cent, of blindness in children, the suffer-

ing in later life from stricture, and the many
aches and pains that gonorrheic woman is a

victim of are all familiar to you.

You will bear with me if I go into the subject

of treatment very carefully, for therein lies the

foundation of the evil which we seek to remedy.

The physician accepts a patient suffering with

gonorrhea and not appreciating the importance

of the disease himself, he causes the patient to

consider it as of little, consequence. He makes

no microscopic examination in the beginning and

he makes none during the course of the disease.

Many times he does not even make a physical

examination, but merely takes the patient’s state-

ment. He regards the disease as unclean and is

willing to quit treatment whenever the profuse

discharge is checked and the patient satisfied.

The result is that nine-tenths of these cases, feel-

ing unmarred, become active centers of distribu-

tion. At a table conversation during a recent

professional gathering I was surprised to hear a

confrere give a prescription which he declared

would stop a urethral discharge in one week. He
slyly added that with the discharge stopped the

doctor could collect his fee and not be troubled

further. To my disgust another young physician

took out his note book and eagerly copied the

prescription with great care of detail. Is it any

wonder that under such conditions people think

that gonorrhea is a trivial disease, often “no

worse than a bad cold,” and that it is easily and

(juickly cured? Naturally it is not surprising

that they are willing to give only a small fee for

short service, consisting of a bottle of medicine

with advice. Nor are they to be blamed for

considering themselves sound when they have

been assured by the physician, anxious to be rid

of such work, that a slight intermittent discharge

is only a sequel, a weakness.

To recapitulate: for years the physician has

regarded gonorrhea lightly. The people, there-
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fore, regard it liglilly. The physician has done

small work and has asked small pay, and the

people have come to expect the same. The people

liave been allowed to Ijelieve a quick cmre pos-

sible and a poor cure safe. Upon these miscon-

ceptions depend the other abuses enumerated,

drug store treatment, as well as self-treatment

and patent medicines. I’hysicians, the blame for

this deplorable condition lies at our doors.

Before we can exjiect a better understanding

bv the laity we must come to a projDer conclusion

among ourselves, then the people, as the}" always

do, will meet us. Have we not taught them to

accept operatic]! for appendicitis and many other

lessons far more difficult to learn than this one?

We must remember that gonorrhea is a mierobic

disease with its bacteriology placed upon

a firm, practical basis. The treatment should

be conducted with the aid of microscopic exam-

inations, and above all the cure must be exactly

and scientifically proven with the most searching

microscopic examination of debris from the

prostate, seminal vesicles, posterior and anterior

urethra. This does not necessarily mean the

ownership of an expensive apparatus, as the state

has wisely made provision for the examination

of specimens both in the state laborator}- at the

capital and at Indiana University. It does

mean, however, careful and untiring labor.

But you say we can not afford to do all that

for a mere pittance. I answer : Patients

must be taught to pay fees commensurate with

the treatment. I can say on the authority of

others and from my own experience that the

people are ready for this education and will pay

for the labor if we are worthy of our hire. Per-

sonally, I would rather undertake an abdominal

section than a case of acute gonorrhea. The

laparatomy does not require as much time and

labor and puts no greater demand on skill.

Every case of gonorrhea should cost the sufferer

from fifty to one hundred dollars, but he should

get full value in proper treatment and a safe

cure. For the class of patients who can not af-

ford such expensive private treatment, the state

should provide hospitals or dispensaries. AWiy

should the tuberculous subject be cared for to

prevent the spread of disease and subsequent loss

to the state, and not the victims of this malignant

affection? Venereal patients are not only neg-

lected, but they are discriminated against.

There is not a hospital in the state of Indiana

that will receive a sufferer from gonorrhea, as

such. AVhile resident physician in the largest

general hospital in the state, the Indianapolis

City Hospital, I did not treat a single case of

gonorrlieal urcthitis, except where the patient

liad l)cen admitted on account of some grave com-

plication. In charge of a free clinic later, I

found these patients coming in sucli numbers

that they had to be turned away and only the

most interesting, from a clinical standpoint, re-

ceived for treatment.

In the light of our present knowledge, the

successful treatment of gonorrhea in the male

calls for adequate physical examination and

proper medication. Becently I was told by a

country physician that what was needed was some

simple successful plan of treatment which would

meet the convenience of the physician, and

especially of his rural patient. Something that

would not make frequent office visits necessary

and thus expose the patient to an enquiring

neighborhood. Unfortunately this is not now

available. The present methods of treatment,

while satisfactory in their results, are often

tedious and require personal attention for a con-

siderable period of time.

Drug makers have flooded the market with

remedies, each lauded as a specific for gonorrhea.

Some of these are better than the old remedies,

but all the good derived from them has been

vastly outweighed by the great harm done in

fostering the idea of a specific and encouraging

a false sense of security in careless treatment.

“What we need most is not better drugs, but bet-

ter methods in the application of those we have.

The profession, as well as the laity, can not re-

linquish the idea that in one remedy we may dis-

cover the long sought sure cure. Soon after the

popularizing of a new silver compound among
the profession, we find a certain class of patients,

on their own counsel, injecting their anterior

urethra with this magic drug vaguely expecting

to cure a discharge which originates from a

seminal vesiculitis, prostatitis or posterior

urethritis.

The science of genito-urinary surgery has

been neglected and even to-day the average med-

ical student looks upon the teacher and prac-

titioner of this specialty as a person defiled.

Quite recently I was told by a physician who
graduated from a large eastern medical school

that during his time in college he did not see a

single case of urethritis. Upon visiting the same

school later I found one man in the department

devoted to this class of work, and he seemed

half-hearted and apologetic about it. The sur-

geons and gynecologists in this school were not

lacking in numbers nor in ability.

Before this society three years ago the writer

advocated legal control of prostitution. This

met with unanimous disapproval. A short time
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after, through a change of administration in

Indianapolis, we were able to see the effects of

control. During the administration spoken of

a policy was pursued consisting of segregation

of regular jmostitutes and almost complete abol-

ishment of clandestine prostitution. The result,

as verified by the observation of several physi-

cians, was a very appreciable reduction in the

number of acute cases of venereal infection dur-

ing that time. It seems, however, that the

spread of venereal diseases can not be succes-

fully attacked from this rjuarter just now, and it

devolves upon the physicians of this country to

educate the uninfected that they may protect

themselves and by thorough work to prevent as

far as possible the communication of infections.

DISCUSSION'.

Dr. Harvey A. Moore, Indianapolis : The

subject of venereal infection has been ably pre-

sented by Dr. Link, and there is little to add

at this time save to urge a greater radicalism

and a more unanimous awakening of the reform-

ative impulse in the medical profession at large.

I heartily agree with the speaker that the

fundamental responsibility for the prevention of

venereal disease rests upon the physician, and I

believe that the first move is to educate the

public. It is true that there is a large element

in the medical profession that needs this educa-

tion almost as badly as does the suffering pub-

lic, but the weakness in this case is from indif-

ference or direct antagonism to the subject, and

will therefore only fall before the disgust of an

educated population.

We must, therefore, gather together the en-

ergies of the men who do appreciate the serious-

ness and the immediate dangers of this situation,

and bend our combined faculties in the effort to

give the public the needed reform. It is true

that we must tolerate the limitations of our pri-

vate practices and expend our greatest energies

in therapy for the present, but we must not lose

sight of the fact that a more radical move must

be made in the not far distant future.

At the present rate of gain of the venereal

plagues the individual cases cured will in no way
equal the number of new infections. Our ef-

forts, then, are not eliminative, but only modi-

fying, and we can not be satisfied to merely

moderate this monster. It must be eradicated.

Education is the solution; it is the quenching

fluid that will forever kill the flames of this sac-

rificial pyre; it is the ultimate materialization of

the fabled elixir of life. Every evil is based

upon the absence of that great and only uplift-

ing influence which we call knowledge.

It must not be forgotten, however, that

knowledge is not acquired in a night, in a de-

cade, or even in a lifetime. Before knowledge

can be properly assimilated there must be an up-

l)uilding of the finer tissues through careful

breeding and a continuation of the educational

processes year after year and generation after

generation. Thus, it is easily seen, time is the

greatest handicap to our movement. Will the

plagues undermine and cause the fall of the

efforts before a sufficient foothold is found to

make our offensive and defensive tactics suf-

ficiently effective to turn the tide ?

An affirmative to this cpiestion would surely be

a black conclusion, but the position would be

untenable. Confidence in mankind, in his uni-

versal and inevitable impulse to progress, forbids.

But what will be the methods by which ad-

vance is made? This is the question which most

greatly perplexes us at this time. It Avould be

folly to attempt to eliminate the venereal plagues

by such methods as were used against alcoholism

a few years ago. Prohibition teachings probably

made as many, if not more, drunkards than they

cured, for prohibition, as a class, told lies and

not truth about alcohol. Prohibition revelled in

exaggeration, and exaggeration is provocative

and not preventative. AVe, in our campaign,

must not fall into this error.

AVe must make truth our motto and our battle-

crj", and then live up to it. Teach the public the

truth about venereal diseases, and when all the

better minds have grasped it we may be able to

get an enlightened legislature and thence laws

and law enforcement which will lend an impetus

to our effort.

AATien we have reached a point where laws can

be made to support the truth, we will have the

plagues throttled and will be able to slowly choke

them to death. AAffien venereal diseases are

placed in the same legal category with smallpox,

yellow fever, bubonic plague, cholera, leprosy,

and all other diseases which are isolated and

published, they will disappear.

“AATiy,” I have heard men ask, “do not these

other diseases disappear before isolation and pub-

licity?—and if they do not, why should syphilis

and gonorrhea?”

The question is an easy one to answer. Small-

pox and the other diseases in the same jurisdic-

tion are the diseases of misfortune only.

Syphilis and gonorrhea are the diseases of shame.

Shame is the child of crime, and the most mas-

terful enemy of that foul parent is the great

white light of publicity.
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The conquest of the venereal diseases must
not he undertaken merely as a moral question.

They must be combated finally on the broad
grounds of economy, public and individual.

Economy is the governing principle of civiliza-

tion, and it surely crushes out the wasting ele-

ments, sometimes slowly, but always with the
certainty with which it is now crushing out the
ravaging forc-e of alcohol.

GOXOERHEAL OPHTHALMIA.*
Walter Xevix Shaep^ M.D.

Visiting Ocnlist to tbe Indianapolis City Hospital and
City Dispensary.

lADIAXAPOLIS, LSD.

There are three diseases of the eve that the
general practitioner should be able to recognize
unmistakably ; these are iritis, glaucoma and
gonorrheal ophthalmia. The latter disease is

dreaded by the physician when he feels the re-

sponsibility of its ultimate results.

The disease is known as gonorrheal ophthal-
mia, gonorrheal conjunctivitis, purulent ophthal-
mia, ophthalmo-blennorrhea, ophthalmia neona-
torum, etc. This varied nomenclature must be
somewhat confusing to many practioners.

^ hite makes a distinction between gonorrheal
conjunctivitis and gonorrheal ophthalmia; the
former being an involvement of the conjunctiva
only and caused by direct infection

; while the lat-

ter includes the deeper structures of the eve and
is of metastatic origin, can only occur in persons
having urethritis, usually accompanied with ar-

thritis and affects both eyes. From custom, all

eases called ophthalmia neonatorum are supposed
to he gonorrheal ; but Arlt in an examination
microscopically, of the pus in seventeen cases of
blennorrhea neonatorum, found the gonoc-occus of

Xeisser in only nine, and Houpt, in sixtv-two
eases of suppuration of the conjunctiva in the
new born, found that in seventeen cases the gono-
coccus was not present. I have seen several cases

myself which resembled gonorrheal infection, but
on microscopical examination the gonococcui
could not be found. For this reason it seems to

me that the true condition should be specified b'-

the term gonorrheal.

The disease is caused by direct or indirect con-

tact, or by metastasis. In the infant the former
mode is more common, while the adult is subject

to the two latter means of infection. iMetastasi-^

in the adult may be due to a preceding, dormant
or co-existing active urethritis, often accom-
panied by anhritis. By this latter mode of in-

• Read before the Indiana State Medical Association, at
French Lick. June IS. lOOS.

fection the deep structures of the eye are in-

volved. The adult is not alone the subject of

metastasis in gonorrheal infection. As the or-

ganisms travel the lymphatics from primarv
urethral infection in the adult, so they do in the

infant from primary conjunctival infection.

Dahlstrom reports fifteen eases of infection of

the joints with ophthalmia neonatorum. Stevens

has reported a fatal case of septicemia due to

ophthalmia neonatorum; after the eleventh day

the joint affection became noticeable: the infant

succumbed to endocarditis seventeen days after

the beginning of the attack of ophthalmia.

Many cases of intrauterine infection have been

reported with accompam-ing theories. Some claim

the infection to take plac-e through a prematurely

ruptured membrane
;
others to the passage of the

coccus through the membrane itself. It ma}- be

possible that these cases are affected through the

maternal circulation; the current is so strong

through the umbilical c-ord, the organisms are

pushed along the course of the vessels : but at

birth the circulation is much more feeble and the

organisms confined within the infant body find

lodgment at some point of election and manifest

their pathological influence in due time. This, of

course, is only theoretical, but it seems feasible,

particularly in those cases where other parts than

the eye are involved.

We know that in adults gonococci do travel in

the blood or lymph channels, or both, and de-

velop in remote parts, or toxins produced, excite

inflammation of the deep structures, such as

those of the eye. I have no doubt that many
cases of so-called ^“'rheumatic iritis'’ are caused

by gonorrhea in this manner. I recall cases in

my own practice in which the diagnosis was ques-

tionable. Galezowski calls attention to the metas-

tatic affections of the iris, chorioid and optic

n^rve in gonorrhea, and ascribes their develop-

ment ‘'to the virulence of the bacteria and the low

general resistance to the individual. Generaliza-

tion of the infecting virus generallv accompanies

an increased production of toxins."

There is a wide difference in the degree of

virulence of the gonococcus. I have seen infants’

eyes filled with pus and the fields of the micro-

scope containing many cells enclosing numerous
gonococci, while the pathological conditions were
comparatively slight and confined to the conjunc-

tiva; other cases were extreme in the degree of

pathological involvement, while the amount of

secretion was slight and the bacteria so few they

were difficult to find. This shows that the at-

tenuation of the organism is not, in all cases, the

most favorable indication.

The gonococcus affects the whole conjunctival

surface but seems to have choice points of selec-
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tion, principally the retrotarsal folds. It bur-

rows itself beneath the epithelium, and for this

reason is more difficult to control in some cases.

Probably the pathologj’ of the conjunctiva could

not be more briefly
,
and better stated than b\'

quoting Schridde, who “found the ocular con-

junctiva fairly intact in an infant who died while

suffering with blennorrhea. The retro-tarsal folds

and the palpebral conjunctiva were very foul and

permeated with neutrophile leucocytes. The
epithelium was loosened in places, and here and

there were particularly large numbers of leuco-

cytes and gonococci. These lay in bands, free be-

tween the cells in tlie sub-epithelial connective;

tissue, and only on the surface were they enclosed

in the leucocytes. In places where the affection

had progressed further there were ulcers, total

destruction of the epithelium of microscopic size

from the bases of which granulation tissue was

springing.”

The clinical picture of gonorrheal ophthalmia

varies according to the stage of the disease and
the intensity of the inflammation—from a slight

injection of the conjunctiva without secretion to

a severe inflammation accompanied by a secretion

varying from a muco-purulent character to that

of a thick, creamy greenish-yellow pus and pro-

found edema of the lids and conjunctiva.

When confronted with a case, the question

arises, what have we to deal with, a case of true

gonorrheal ophthalmia or a ptirulent conjunc-

tivitis from other cause? I recently had a case

which was diagnosed gonorrheal conjunctivitis by
the attending physician

;
it looked like such a case

in ever}' particular
;
I could And no organisms by

smear examination, but a serum culture showed
a luxuriant growth of colonies which proved to bo

diplo-bacilli. It is not an easy matter to make
an offhand diagnosis in such cases, especially

when the history is negative. We are not justi-

fied in accusing a patient of having gonorrheal

ophthalmia unless we are positive that such is

the fact by bacteriological examination. There-
fore smear examinations should be made in ever}'

case of purulent ophthalmia, and if diplo-bacilli

of the biscuit varietv are seen the diagnosis

should be verified by Gram’s method, particularly

in such cases where medicolegal questions are

apt to be involved; as other cocci resembling

gonococci may be present, and if the smear be not

properly made, these may appear to be within the

cell when in reality they are above or beneath it.

Therefore it is safer to make several smears,

using Gram’s method with some of them at least.

If a physician has not a microscope, and many of

them have not, smears should be made and sent

to the State Board of Health for diagnosis, and
in the meantime the physician should confiden-

3Sr

tially take it for granted that gonorrheal oph-

thalmia exists and treat it as such, as no harm
can result from the treatment and it is always

best to be on the safe side. As this disease,

neglected, is the cause of such a large percentage

of blindnesss, it is criminal practice not. to put

forth every effort by watchfulnesss, care and

treatment with every case. We can not always

consider the family or its standing in society, for

the gonococcus is no respecter of persons and the

practitioner' may be confronted with this organ-

ism where he least suspects it.

I presume that no one knows the percentage of

gonorrheal ophthalmia accompanying urethritis

in the adult—which must be small—nor the per-

centage of infants which have escaped eye infec-

tion when favorable conditions prevailed. Herf

finds that of infants bom in institutions 0.2 per

cent, have ophthalmia, and he estimates that ;n

private practice 0.7 to 0.8 per cent, are infected.

In an experience with nearly five hundred cases

of labor in sixteen years of general practice near

the city of Boston I never had a case of gonorrheal

ophthalmia in the infant. I do not know that

the parents ever had gonorrhea, or, if they had,

the absence of ophthalmia in these infants may
have been due to the prophylatic measures used

in cleansing the mothers previous to delivery and

the personal care of the infants’ eyes immediately

after delivery. Even if gonorrhea exists in the

mother I believe many infants escape infection

by careful cleansing and other prophylaxis.

The report of the Committee of the American

IMedical Association on Ophthalmia Neonatorum

shows that in the investigation of the schools for

the blind, where the records were exact in ten

schools, representing eight states and the province

of Ontario, for the fall admissions of 1907, that

25.21 per cent, were needlesssly blind. It was

difficult for this committee to get an accurate

percentage of blindness caused by ophthalmia

neonatorum, because of the inexact data, but

from the census taken by the Commission of the

blind in New York and Massachusetts, in 1906,

it was estimated according to the age when vision

was lost, that nearly one-half the whole number

became blind as a result of ophthalmia neoua-

torum.

In Indiana there is no improvement over other

states in this respect. Through the kindness of

^Ir. George Wilson, superinteudent of the In-

diana Institution for the Education of the Blind,

I recently looked over the record of admiissions to

this school for a period of the past three fiscal

years, and I found during that period that only

one report of cause of blindness had been given as

ophthalmia neonatorum. The number of new

admissions for the three years past is 47, and
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the nimiber of whicli blindness occurred un-

der eight months is 22 ; under three montlis 20,

and under one montli 15. The causes given were

numerous, such as “unknown,” “strong medi-

cine,” “birth mark,” “Tad treatment,” “sickness,”

etc. It would be safe to say that if the real cause

were known that all, or nearly all, of the twentj'-

two cases became blind as a result of ophthalmda

neonatorum, as the percentage tallies favorably

with the report of the committee above referred

to. In one annual report for the 5'ear 1903-1,

page 14, under age at which blindness occurred,

54 were classed as congenital and 29 during the

first year, making 83 children who became blind

under one year of age of a total of 132. Had
the blindness of these 83 cases been prevented, as

it might have been, by timely diagnosis and

proper treatment, it would have saved the state

for that year alone $19,200.39, as the expense per

capita was $231.33.

The fact that there is no improvement in these

conditions is shown by the admissions for the fall

of 1907. Out of a total of fifteen admissions nine

became blind under three weeks after birth, or 60

per cent, of the total. We should not go to

foreign countries for statistics, but should study

the conditions at home, and to lessen this large

percentage of needlesssl}’ blind children the state

should legislate compulsory prophylaxis. Many
of the younger physicians of recent graduation

become careless in this respect, and many of the

older practitioners are not only careless but

ignorant of the diagnostic measures and the

therapeutic indications. The laity should also be

instructed in plain language of the danger to

their own eyes and to those of their infants while

suffering with gonorrhea. Xot until this is done

and the conscience of the careless ph}'sician is

awakened will the percentage of blind infants be

lessened.

There seems to be no excuse now, with our

knowledge of the cause and prevention of this

disease, for it to occur in the infant in private

practice, nor in institutions where women are

confined. Whether we should drop into every

infant’s eye at birth a solution of silver nitrate,

as is prescribed by law in some states, irrespective

of existing conditions, is, it seems to me, an open

question, one which the attending physician and
the parents of the infant might modify. If a

case can not be watched either by a competent

nurse or the physician it is the most desirable

thing to do; otherwise it seems needless to irri-

tate the eyes with silver nitrate, especially when
they have been cleansed with antiseptic solutions.

To be wilfully negligent in suspected cases is

criminal practice. To combat such negligence and

the ignorance of midwives the state laws above

referred to in regard to the compulsory use of

silver nitrate in the eyes of the new bom were

enacted. If a physician is not able to cope with

gonorrheal ophthalmia as it is met with in his

practice he should immediately place it in thc-

hands of a specialist. The great danger is, such

cases are often tampered with by untutored

hands, and when they are placed under the care

of the specialist the damage already done is often

beyond repair.

In neglected cases the mother wonders why the

infant does not open its eyes, and when they are

opened, probably by the physician who has been

called for that purpose, the lids are found to be

stuck together, and when released, masses of

creamy 3'ellowish pus fiows out, and much dam-
age has probably already been done to the deli-

cate corneal epithelium if ulceration has not

actually taken place. Usually too few calls are

made following labor cases. Every infant should

be watched for the first week, at least, even if no

apparent symptoms of eye trouble are present.

When the physician leaves directions for the care

of the eyes, in many cases, through carelessness

and ignorance, the directions are not earned out.

It is one thing to drop into the eye one of the sil-

ver salts and quite another thing to properly

cleanse the eye. Even some trained nurses fail

to appreciate the importance of this. I have in

numerous instances found thick pus in the folds

of the conjunctiva immediately after it was sup-

posed to have been cleansed. This is one, if not

the most important, indication in the treatment.

There has been much controversy during the

past year in regard to the value of the proteid

silver salts. Some have discarded them, claiming

them' to be practically inert, others continue to

use them and claim them to be the best antisep-

tics for ophthalmic use, and these conflicting

statements are from men of national repute.

After reading a discussion on the treatmlent of

purulent conjunctivitis in one of the leading

medical journals a practitioner of note in In-

dianapolis told me that he was more at sea than

ever in regard to the treatment. Because some one

of large practice makes the assertion that a

valued remedy is practically uselesss it is no

reason, if in our hands it has served us well, that

we should abandon it. We have in medicine, as

well as in other departments of life’s labor, to a

certain degree, to work out our own salvation,

and if our experience has taught us anything it

is that we should cling to that which has proved

itself of great value.

For my own part, in the treatment of these

cases, I prefer arg}Tol in fresh solution of 50 to

25 per cent, strength, beginning with the 50 per

cent, applied every half hour. This is dropped
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into the eye and not applied with cotton on the

end of a stick. In inexperienced hands the lat-

ter method is a dangerous one, as too much pres-

sure is often used, causing the conjunctiva to

bleed, and the cornea was in one instance

scratched, when applied by a nurse, and an ugly

ulcer was the result. If cotton is used, which all

will agree is indispensible for cleansing the eye,

the gentlest pressure should be exerted especially

when the conjunctiva is edematous and bleeds

easily by slight friction. I mould a small piece

of cotton about the size of the end of the little

finger, free it from loose fibers, dip it in an anti-

septic solution, preferably a saturated boric acid

solution, squeeze out the excess of fluid, flatten the

cotton and apply the edge to the everted lids,

when any' secretion present will adhere to it. By
a repetition of this procedure several times the

eye can be entirely freed from pus, though it may
take some time to dq it well. It pays, however,

to make a thorough cleansing in the first place, as

the subsequent cleansings are much easier. After

this I then drop in the 50 per cent, argyrol, let it

remain a minute, and again cleanse the eye as be-

fore, as the argyrol coagulates any remaining

particles of secretion which form in shreds; these

are easily dislodged, while if allowed to remain
they act as a foreign body and cause much dis-

comfort. After the second cleansing more argy-

rol is dropped in and allowed to remain. This

operation I repeat every half hour to every two,

three or four hours, according to the severity of

the case, and it has been sufficient in my hands,

even when the cornea ha.s been much involved.

In some cases of corneal ulceration compres-

sion is an excellent adjuvant to other treatment,

but when the eye is bathed with gonorrheal pus,

the corneal epithelium softened and abrasions

occur, compression is by no means desirable; in

fact, we wish to encourage the patient to keep the

eye open as much as possible, in order to keep the

conjunctiva from coming in contact with the cor-

nea. Irritation naturally causes reflex spasm of
the orbicularis and consequent pressure on the

cornea. Silver nitrate will produce this result,

while argyrol obviates this, practically causing no
irritation if dropped in rather than rubbed in.

If argyrol is inert as a bactericide, as some claim

it to be, then the excellent results I have had have
been due to frequent cleansings.

It is needless to say' that when only one eye is

involved the other eye should be bathed with
argyTol, properly protected and watched; and if

the patient is an infant, in addition to the above

precautions, its arms should be bound to its side.s

and the child caiised to lie on the side of the af-

fected eye. Also, when severe complications

exist, such as deep ulceration of the cornea, iritis,

etc., they should be met by' proper adjunctive

treatment.

I believe that cold applications are useless ex-

cept in extreme edema of the lids. Hot applica-

tions for five minutes at a time every' hoi;r are

more favorable when the cornea is involved.

As blindness from gonorrheal ophthalmia is es-

timated to be about 50 per cent, of the total num-
ber of blind, it seems to me that in all our expe-

rience in general or special work, there is nothing

more gratifying than to know that we have saved

one more of these unfortunates from the environ-

ments of a blind asylum, and there is nothing
that pricks one's conscience more keenly than a

knowledge of the fact that through his careless-

ness one more child has been committed to such

an institution.

As an example of many cases treated by the

foregoing method I will report three, and two of

these collectively'

:

Case 1.—A male infant ten days old. The
eighth day the attending physician noticed that
the infant had a discharge from both eyes. He
called me to see the infant two days later and
left it in my' charge. I found both eyes literally

filled with pus, and the right cornea had a central

ulcer of considerable depth. The left cornea
was clear. I spent fully fifteen minutes in clean-

ing the eyes and instructing the mother how to

care for them. The cleansings were kept up
every half hour day and night for forty-eight

hours. After each cleansing a drop of 50 per
cent. argyTol was dropped in each eye. I made
several smears which showed many gonococci in

every field. The secretion stopped almost mar-
ically', and in two days from the time I first saw
it there was no secretion. The infant opened its

eyes and looked about in the darkened room.,

much to the delight of the mother and w'elfare of
the cornea. The cleansings and argyrol applica-

tions were lengthened in frequency. The ulcer

took on a healthy look, became clean and grad-
ually filled in. The argyrol was reduced in

strength but was kept up to the end of the third
week, when boric acid solution was substituted

and a mild yellow oxid mercury ointment used
t. i. d. to stimulate corneal repair, and now, about
eighteen months since I first saw the infant, the
corneal scar is faintly' visible.

Cases 2 and 3.
—

*Both men of foreign birth,

and as neither spoke English we could get no in-

telligent history' of the cases. When they came
under my care at the City Hospital last year the
four eyes were bathed in pus, and three were
complicated with corneal ulceration and one with
iritis. The pupil in this eye was very small and
would not react to a strong solution of atropin.

It was difficult to see it well on account of the
cloudiness of the cornea, which was in places in

a state of maceration and multiple ulceration.
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The same treatment was used in tliese cases as in

that of tlie infant. On my return visits for the

first few days I noticed that pus was. present each

time. I admonislied the nurse in attendance to

exercise more care with the cleansings. This wa»

better for a day or two afterwards, but one morn-

ine: 1 saw the patients at an unusual hour. 1 was

informed that the ej-es had just been cleaned, but

on personal examination 1 found thick shreds of

23US in the conjunctival folds. My patience be-

came exhausted and 1 demanded a special nurse,

one who could give the patients her constant at-

tention or the patients would be blind for life.

After this I had no further trouble
;
the eyes \vere

free from pus at each visit. In addition to the

treatment used in Case 1, atropin and hot ap-

plications were used. These cases were obstinate

at first, but in my o|>inion this was due to want
of proper care. The patients were in the hospital

altogether about six weeks, principally because

they had no home nor any one to give them atten-

tion outside. Except for several scars over the

site of the ulcers, the corneae gradually cleared up.

The patient with the iritis was the worst case

;

the man was totally blind in this eye and nearly

blind in the other eye when he entered the hos-

pital, but when released he could count fingers at

six feet with the better eye. I used A'ellow oxid

of mercur}" ointment for the corneal complica-

tions as soon as they became clean.

Without going into the minute details of these

cases, I will simply say that my object in report-

ing them is to show the efficiency of argjTol in

full strength frequently applied and acconupanied

by proper cleanliness, even in severe and compli-

cated cases.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. D. W. Stevenson, Eichmond: I believe

these are cases the general practitioner ought to

turn over to some specialist. Even the specialists

will have troubles enough in tlie severe cases and

enough worry and responsibility. Then, again,

the cases ought to be treated in a hospital, if pos-

sible, and I believe almost every specialist would

be willing to go do-\ra in his own pocket and pav

rathey than see these little ones suffer blindness

for life. It is only a matter of two or three days

before the serious symptoms are over, and during

this period a trained nurse should have charge.

The treatment the doctor mentioned will cure 95

or 100 per cent, of these cases; but there are a

few cases in which the nitrate of silver ought to

be banked upon and applied effectually under the

conditions of a surgical operation, with a good

light and several assistants, and where the pa-

tient is controlled by wrapping with a shawl or

sheet so that there can be absolutely no move-

ment. If you use the nitrate in 10 per cent, solu-

tion and hold it on long enough you will get the

effect of 100 grain solution, but I prefer to use

the 100 grain solution, and 1 Avouldn’t care if it

was 300. 1 would not be afraid to use it in my
own eye or my children’s eyes. I would also have

irresent a simple salt solution and a boracic acid

solution and then thoroughly wash off the super-

fluous nitrate, and I wouldn’t care if a little of

the strong solution remained in the cul-de-sac.

In the Chicago Eye and Ear Infirmary, Dr.

IMontgomery was known for his successful treat-

ment in these cases, and he never used less than

70 grains to the ounce. I saw him treat dozens of

cases with no bad results to cornea or conjunc-

tiva. This is a virulent germ and is often deep

in the succulent tissue, and you want to reach

some depth, and I believe in bad cases we should

rely on the old reliable nitrate of silver, and you

can go to bed and sleep with a free conscience,

for you will probably save children from blind-

ness.

Dr. J. L. Thompson, Indianapolis : There is a

difference between the treatment of adults and

infants. In adults, in spite of all you can do,

3'ou will lose many eyes. There is a stiffness of

the lids, even though you cut the canthus, and

this is important; but in infants, if you com-

mence in time, you will not lose one in 500. i

commenced with Dr. Williams a long time ago

with the nitrate of silver, as the doctor men-

tioned. But unfortunately some physicians do

not open the lids and you are called to the child

some days afterward and there is ulceration of the

cornea. If the doctors would examine them and

see how they are they would save many:. If there

is no ulceration of the cornea you want to treat

the lid, and if not due to gonorrhea the mild

cases will get well in three weeks, but if due to

gonorrhea you will have to treat it six weeks. Foi

about twenty years I treated cases in the old city

hospital and never lost a case in that time. I

never lost but one case in thirty-seven years. The

cornea was ulcerated beforehand. In infants

take the patient on the knee with a shawl

wrapped around it, with something over you, and

then evert the lid. It is difficult to do. Then

have the nitrate of silver and some water and a

pipette and a toothpick or something of that kind

wrapped with cotton and dipped in the silver.

Then lay it on till it turns white and wash it.

Do it every day j-ourself. If you do not you will

lose the eye.

Dr. F. C. Heath. Indianapolis: We still have

the old controversy as to the use of the nitrate

of silver and its substitutes. That controversy,

in my opinion, is unnecessary. I have a rule of
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action which has been satisfactory. It has given

good results in nearly all cases. It is this: In

the average case and in the mild cases it is un-

necesssary to use nitrate of silver. Good results

follow frequent cleansing and the use of arg
3
'rol

as a substitute. In the most severe cases I do not

neglect the argjwol or the cleansing, but resort to

the occasional applications of the nitrate of sil-

ver. I object to the routine use of so violent a

remedy as the nitrate of silver. Its use can not

be justified unless it can be shown that it is nec-

essary, for this reason: First, it is an extremely

painful remedy; secondly, it may damage the eye

if not used with caution. Of course, the saving

of the eye is the great thing, and if you can not

save it without the nitrate of silver you are justi-

fied in its use, and in the most severe cases I be-

lieve we should resort to it, not depending upon

it alone, but in addition to the argyrol and fre-

quent cleansing. I have had considerable ex-

perience with these cases, especially of ophthal-

mia neonatorum, not only in private practice but

in the Eleanor Hospital and the city hospital in

Indianapolis, and for quite a number of years I

have used the nitrate very little. There has been

no case in which the eye has been totally lost, dur-

ing the last four or five years or since I haveTeen
using argyrol. I can recall but two cases with

ulceration of the cornea at all. The bacteriologists

tell us argyrol is not an efficient germicide. It

may not be an efficient gennicide, but it does

something, because if you continue the use of a

5 per cent, solution, dropping in one drop every

hour, following cleansing with boric acid, carried

out faithfully by the nurse, on the second or third

visit very little pus will be found. It is true if

you neglect the argyrol for a few hours the pus

returns. But that argyrol does something. We
do not know whether it inhibits the genus,

or whether it acts simply mechanically by

crowding out the pus. We do not know whether

it stimulates the cells to resist the action of tin;

germs. I do know it does good in these cases,

and, inasmuch as it is a painless remedy and
usually an effective remedy, I will continue to

use it and rel}' upon it with frequent cleansing

in the majority of my cases of ophthalmia neona-

torum, and only resort to the nitrate of silver as

an adjuvant to this treatment in the most severe

cases.

Hr. George F. Keiper, Lafayette : I believe, as

the result of education, we are seeing less oph-

thalmia neonatorum than we used to. It is so in

my practice. For the recognition of the cause of

this trouble we give great credit to James Gibson

in the Edinburgh Medical Journal in 1897. He

noted in one case a baby with sore eyes had been
born of a mother with what was then called fluor

albus. That was a great discovery. ISTow, in these

days, the general practitioner should follow out

the method of Crede; that is, filling each eye

with a 1.6 per cent, solution of nitrate of silver

as soon as the head of the baby is born. Tlie ex-

perience of Crede has shown that the percentage

of cases in the hospital was reduced from 16 per

cent, to .3 of 1 per cent. In other words, instead

of being common, it became a very rare disease,

and his experience has been duplicated time and
again. Some objection has been made to this

method because some have had the experience of

losing the eye after the application of the nitrate.

M}' opinion is that these results were due to free

nitric acid in the nitrate of silver. This should

be guarded against. It has been found that the

gonococcus is not always present, but we are not
going far wrong if we treat it as if it were, be-

cause these cases yield very nicely to the nitrate.

Arg}’rol, I believe, acts mechanically in strong

solutions. It searches out the innermost recesses

of the cul-de-sac and lifts out the pus. Several

years ago I went with Keynolds to see a case in

M'hich he was relying upon irrigations with boric

acid solution every twenty minutes, having a

nurse to attend to them and using a special ap-

paratus, and the germs were gotten rid of as

quickly as possible. The boric acid and argyrol

make an active form of treatment and shouhl be

commended.
Hr. W. X. Sharp, Indianapolis (closing) : It

is almost impossible for one in the limited time

to include all that might be said upon this sub-

ject. I attempted to bring out a few of the im.-

portant features. I think, however, there should

be some action by the state which shall oblige

physicians to use more care in these cases. This

large number I have taken from the records of

the blind institution, it seems to me, shows that

the}^ are blind simply through carelessness and

ignorance as well. To illustrate this I asked one

of the older practitioners of the state what he

would do in a case of ophthalmia neonatorum.

•‘Well,” he said, “I would use a little sulphate of

zinc, just enough to make it smart. Then I

would send to the meat shop and have fresh meat

ground up, and apply that to the eye every

night.” Xow, it is just such physicians who
are the cause of this large percentage of blind-

ness, because of ignorance. Hr. Hurty has

told me of numerous cases of carelessness on the

part of physicians that he has come in contact

with throughout the state. I think if the state

would talce this in hand it would be the means
of lessening this large percentage.
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

IXTERXATIOXAL COXGKESS OX TUBER-
CULOSIS.

J. X. Hurty, M.D.

Secretary Indiana State Board of Health.

IXDIAXAPOLIS.

The long-heralded International Congress on

Tuberculosis opened in Washington. D. C., for

three weeks, commencing Sept. 21, 1908. In the

first and third weeks, public lectures and demon-

strations of the exliibits constituted the Congress,

and the real Congress met the week commencing

^londay, September 28.

The opening was very impressive. The 4,000

seats in the great auditorium were all filled, and

despite the efforts of the soldiers, who had been

instructed to keep the aisles clear, standing room

was at a premium. IVhen the procession of

notables, most of them in uniform and decorated

with their medals of honor and led by Secretary

Cortelyou and Professor Koch, stepped upon the

stage, a great ovation was given. The great

audience rose, and tvith cheers and waving of

hats and handkerchiefs made the flags of the

nations, which decorated the room, move in

unison with their enthusiasm.

Dr. Lawrence F. Flick, chairman of the Cen-

tral Committee, declared the Congress open and

announced the names of the honorary presidents.

Mr. Cortelyou then delivered his address. This

was followed by the short addresses of the repre-

sentatives of the thirty-three participating coun-

tries. From the appearance and from many

expressions heard, it was plain that Dr. Jee, the

Chinese delegate, made the best speech. He
spoke in English without the least accent or hesi-

tation. Ilis attitude of mind and general person-

ality was very pleasing. Dr. Jee greatly pleased

Chinese Minister MTi, who sat in the audience

with several itttaches of the legation, all dressed

in gorgeous silks. Dr. Jee ended with the follow-

in<r : “We must work out our own medical salva-

tion througli our own medical men, and I hope

some day China will have the honor of entertain-

ing this Congress of humanity.'^

The opening meeting continued from 11 a. m.

to 1 p. m. At 2 p. m. the seven sections began

work. These sections were : Section 1, Path-

ology and Bacteriology. Dr. M’illiam H. M elch,

chairman ; Section 2, Clinical Study and Therapy

of Tuberculosis. Sanatoria, Hospitals and Dis-

pensaries, Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch, chairman;

Section 3, Surgery and Orthopedics, Dr. Charles

^layo, chairman: Section 4, Tuberculosis in

Children, Etiology, Prevention and Treatment,

Dr. Abraham Jacobi, chairman; Section 5,

Hygiene, Social, Industrial and Economic
Aspects of Tuberculosis, Mr. Edward Devine,

chairman
; Section 6, State and Municipal Con-

trol of Tuberculosis, Surgeon-General Wyman,
cliairman : Section T, Tuberculosis in Animals
and Its Relation to ilan. Dr. Leonard Pearson,

chairman.

Xo matter when any of these sections was

visited, a treat awaited. The intensity that ex-

isted appears in the fact that Section 1 had 140

papers to read and discuss from Monday noon
to the following Friday noon. All the other sec-

tions were equally engaged. The program itself

was a study. In Section 2 papers were read bv

Koch, Arloing. Szaboky, Courmont, Kinghorn,

Calmette, von Pirquet, IVolf-Eisner, Klebs.

Woodhead, Fibiger, Ravenel, Raw, Park, Webb,
Vaughn and other well known writers.

The greatest session was held on Wedne=day,

when all of the sections joined to hear Koch,

Smith, IVoodhead, Ravenel, Arloing. Fibiger and

Raw discuss “The Relation of Human and

Bovine Tuberculosis.'’ Koch read first and took

the ground that it was not yet absolutely proven

that bovine tuberculosis Avas communicable to

man. The following utterance by Koch was re-

ceived in absolute silence : “Of all human beings

who succumb to tuberculosis, eleven-twelfths

die of consumption or pulmonary tuberculosis,

and only one-twelfth of other forms of the dis-

ease. One would have expected, therefore, that

those investigators who are interested in establish-

ing the relation between human and bovine

tuberculosis Avould have searched for bacilli of the

bovine type preferably in cases of pulmonary

tuberculosis. This, howeA'er, has not been the

case. Evidently, animated by the desire to bring

together as many cases as possible of bovine

tuberculosis in man. they have investigated par-

ticularly cases of gland and intestinal tubercu-

losis and have neglected the much more impor-

tant pulmonary tuberculosis. In spite of the bias

under which the researches hitherto have suf-

fered, there yet remains at our disposal a suf-

ficient number of investigators of pulmonary

tuberculosis to Avarrant a provisional expression

of opinion.”

Prof. Theobald Smith folloAAcd Dr. Koch. He
revieAA’ed the experiments AAhich shoAved he had

concluded that bovine tuberculosis Avas communi-

cated to the human family. Prof. S. Arloing, of

Lyons, spoke in French, the same being imme-

diately interpreted into English. Professor

Arloing took sharp issue with Professor Koch,

declaring that from the standpoint of hygiene.
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Iiis experiments emphasized unity and fusion of

tlie classic types and demonstrated the neeessity

of taking precautions against tubercidosis, what-

ever may be its origin, human or bovine.

Dr. Johannes Fibiger, professor of pathology

and anatomy, University of Copenhagen, pre-

sented a paper, the joint work of himself and Dr.

C. 0. Jensen, professor of pathology. Royal

Veterinary Hospital, Copenhagen, which voiced

the most pronounced views heard in opposition to

Dr. Koch.

Dr. Mazyke Ravenel, formerly of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, and now professor of

bacteriology in the Wisconsin University, fol-

lowed Dr. Fibiger. He is about 40, stocky build,

pleasant, clear voice, a frank, open countenance,

and neatly dressed in dark gray. He is a pictiire

of health, evidently has a great capacity for work,

and turns off words like a machine gun. The
chairman had hardly announced that Dr.

Ravenel would discuss the question, and he was

at it. He had no notes, and said in part

:

“On the correct solution of this question de-

pends, no doubt, the health of many children, and

even their lives, and 1 w'ould consider it an ex-

treme misfortune, not only for this country, but

for every country on the face of the earth, if any

impression should go from this meeting that even

the small proportion of deaths due to the bovine

bacillus was a negligible (|uantity.

“1 have inoculated repeatedly the bacilli of the

bovine tyqie, absolutely characteristic in every

I'espect to the human, and if not recovered in

culture, if examined in the tissue yoi; will find

them beaded and stained exactly like the human
bacilli. I have also demonstrated that cows

cough up sputum and distribute it exactly as

human beings do, and in the sputum of such

cows I have demonstrated the tubercle bacilli ex-

actly cori'esponding to the human body.

“One other thing has been proved through the

work all over the world, namely, that the tubercle

bacilli can press through the intestinal wall and
move through the mucous membrane of different

parts of the body vei’y rapidly without leaving

any mark of its passage. Demonstrations have

shown that inside of four hours, in fact, inside of

three and a half hours, tubercle bacilli have passed

from the milk of animals through the thoracic

duet and have reached the lungs in sufficient

quantities to kill other animals inociilated.

“Having demonstrated that there are a certain

number of cases due to bovine tubercular bacillus

;

tliat a certain number of deaths occur from this

l)acillus, and having demonstrated that the tuber-

cular bacillus passes into the stomach, or gets

there from some outside source, it behooves us

from every point of view to take every precaution

possible against contamination of our milk. I do
.not think it is iiossible with our present knowl-
edge, and it will be many years before we have

sufficient knowledge to determine the number of

cases due to bovine bacillus as compared to those

due to the human bacillus. There can be no
doubt, I think, that at the present time the hu-
iiian phthisis is the phthisis that we must look at

for the first victims.

“1 can not agree that the proportion of cases

due to bovine bacillus is insignificant. It is an
extremely important factor. 1 may call attention

to the fact that to stamj] out this disease both
sides must be looked after. There is no use of

keeping cats out if you are going to let the kittens

in. The kittens will grow to be cats, and, there-

fore, it is important to guard against tubercu-
losis in cattle, not only from the public health

standpoint, but because it is a most serious

economic question in every civilized country in

fhe world, with one or two exceptions.”

In opposition also to Dr. Koch was Dr. Kathan
Raw, of Liverpool, who presented the views of the
Lnglish delegates to the Congress. He contested
vigoi'ously the view that tuberculosis from catttle

could not be conveved to human beings.

“As a result of observation in hosjjitals of more
than five thousand cases,” said Dr. Raw, “I am
convinced that there are two distinct forms of
the disease occurring in the human body. The
first, or largest group, commonly called consump-
tion, is caused by infection from person to per-
son. The second group occurs chiefiy in children
and is conveyed by tuberculous milk. I am con-
vinced that when tuberculous cattle are eradicated
this latter tyjie of disease will entirely disappear,
but I am also convinced that consumption will

only be stamped out by education, improved sani-

tation, and scientific treatment.”

X hen the Koeh-bovine-human-bacilli s^mi-

posiuin ended, it was the general feeling that
J^rofessor Koch had lost the tuberculosis leader-
ship.

Dr. Detre demonstrated his method of differ-

entiating between bovine and human infection on
Thursday evening, and this was a further blow
at Professor Koch’s contention. His method is

through the cutaneous test. The application of
human tuberculin causes a reaction if the infec-

tion is from human bacilli, and the bovine tuher-
lin causes a reaction if bovine bacilli are the
infecting agent. Bovine infection should be
treated with bovine tuberculin, and human in-

fection with human tuberculin. Dr. Detre's
demonstrations and lectures made a marked im-
]iression.
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OUK POLITICAL FAITH.

Tliree medical men, all running for office and

partisan politicians, have written us to the effect

that The Journal should not discuss political

questions or saj anything for or against candi-

dates for political office. One writer says that he

knows that the editor is a “red hot Democrat or

he wouldn’s slander Joe Cannon.” Another

writer says that “if the editor was not a rabid

Pepublican he would not jump on Bryan because

l\e (Bryan) carries quack medical advertising in

The Commoner/’
To all of this we desire to say that the editor is

neither a Democrat nor a Kepublican when he

edits The Journal, and his editorial comments

of a political nature prove the* statement. He is a

medical man, with the best interests of the inedi-

cal profession at heart, and he honestly believes

lliat medical men owe it to themselves and to

tlieir profession to take an interest in political

questions from a medical man’s standpoint. He
also believes that The Journal is not overstep-

ping the bounds of propriety or diplomacy in

frankly discussing political questions and candi-

dates when such discussion is limited to that

pliase which is of particular interest and impor-

tance to the medical profession, and which should

be considered wholly and above the question as to

whether it is for or against any political party.

Dne of the reasons why w'e as medical men have

not accomplished more for our profession and for

Immanity is that we have devoted too little atten-

tion to politics, and in consequence tlie politicians

have given us scant consideration. We have been

too long wrapped up in partisan politics to ac-

complish anjdhing, and M'itli a Democratic or Ee-

publican halter around our necks we have been

led up to the political trough to drink, and often-

times swallowed a bitter draught for the sake of

keeping in line with one or the other leading po-

litical party.

Medical men as a class are way above the aver-

age in intelligence and good judgment. There is

no reason why they should not wield a powerful

influence for good in a political "way, but they

jiever will wield that influence until they begin to

think and vote independent of political parties.

4'he doctors in Joe Cannon’s district in Illinois

could, if they united for the purpose, defeat him
for Congress, and if ever a man merited the con-

demnation of the medical profession that man is

Cannon. If the doctors of Indiana would unite

in their efforts to elect members of our state legis-

lature who favor rational public health and medi-

cal legislation there would be no question about

the fate of the measures we labor so hard to have

recognized. Let the medical men of Indiana but

once make the influence of their vote felt, and

ever afterward the candidates for office would be

right careful to pledge themselves to support all

rational legislation proposed by the medical pro-

fession. It is with a view to stimulating medical

men to exert this influence that The Journal
ventures to discuss some questions having politi-

cal significance. The Journal is not Eepubli-

can or Democrat, but it is independent, and at all

times and on all occasions will try to uphold all

that a progressive, intelligent and conscientious

medical profession deems worthy of advocacy and

support.

GUBEEALVTOEIAL CANDIDATES WAT-
SON AND MAESHALL ON PUBLIC

HEALTH AND MEDICAL
LEGISLATION.

Following the suggestion of the Council of the

Indiana State Medical Association, The Jour-

nal sent the following letter to Hon. Thomas E.

Marshall and Hon. James E. Watson, Democratic

and Eepublican candidates for governor:

Fort Wayne, Oct. 2, 1908.

Dear Sir :—The medical men of Indiana, irre-

spective of political faith, are constantly working

to secure rational medical and public health legis-

lation. Whatever is accomplished by their efforts

is for the best interests of all the people and has a

value which can not be estimated by a standard of

dollars and cents. Indiana has been slow to rec-

ognize the necessity for legislation which aids in

the prevention of disease and thereby increases

the comfort and happiness of the people as well

as adds to their wealth. This has been evidenced

by the failure of legislators and governors to

favor legislation which if enacted would have

widened the scope and beneficial influence of the

work of our public health boards. At the next,

as well as the succeeding, sessions the State Legis-

lature will be asked to place and keep Indiana on

a plane with the progressive states that recognize

the real value, even from a monetary standpoint,

of expenditures and provisions for carrying on
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every phase of work pertaining to public health.

Believing that the medical men of Indiana,

Avho are most active in urging medical and public

health legislation, are entitled to know how you

v.dll act with reference to these important matters

in case j’ou are elected governor, we solicit an

opinion from you for publication in the October

number of The Jour^'al, soon to go to press. IVe

especially desire to ask you if, as governor of

Indiana, you will approve all rational public

health and medical measures, and in particular if

you will approve measures which have as their

object an increase in the efficiency and service of

the State and County Boards of Health.

Your early answer to these questions, or any
comment thereon, will be of interest to the read-

ers of The JOTTRX.A.L, who are found in every city,

town and village in Indiana.

Very truly yours.

The Journal of the Indiana State
Medical As.soci.vtion.

The folloAving answers were received

:

Indianapolis, Oct. 11, 1908.

Editor The Journal :—I thought I had made
myself thoroughly understood in my two printed

speeches, in which I said that I was heartily in

accord with all measures Avhich the state could

afford that would increase the efficiency of the

various Boards of Health and would promote pre-

ventive medicine. Sincerely yours,

Tnos. E. Marshall.

Indianapolis, Oct. 12, 1908.

Editor The Journal :—I received your letter of

the 2d at Indianapolis, and I hasten to respond
to it.

You ask me whether or not as Governor of In-

diana I am Avilling to “approve all rational public

health and medical measures.’’ I do not see how
any right-minded man could object to approving

legislation of that character. There may be some
dispute as to what constitutes rational or irra-

tional public measures, but certainly no reason-

able men ought to disagree on a proposition of

that character.

You aslc v'hether or not I would be willing to

“approve measures which have for their object an
increase in the efficiency and service of the State

and County Boards of Health.” I do not see how
it would be possible to have a difference of senti-

ment on a matter of that kind. However, men
who understand the objects of these boards cer-

tainly want to increase their efficiency and would
be willing to see such legislation enacted as would
bring about that result, and I would certainly ap-

prove of such measures.

I am greatly pressed for time and can not write

at length, but more need not be said.

Sincerely yours,

James E. Watson.

Owing to the short time at our disposal we
were able to secure but one of the two printed

speeches to which Mr. Marshall refers. In that

speech, delivered at Eichmond, June 3, iMr.

Marshall said

:

“I belieA'e in tlie equitable adjustment of sal-

aries, and instead of a horde of petty officeholders

parading the State of Indiana and drawing sal-

aries out of its treasuiw, I should prefer some of

this money to be expended in increasing the sal-

ary of such men as Hr. J. X. Hurty, men whose
life, whose talents and whose learning are being

devoted to the upbuilding of the mental, the

moral, and the physical Avelfare of the people of

this state.”

We are reliably informed that in the other

speech 5fr. l\Iarshall commented favorably upon
the work of the medical profession and the State

Board of Health, in the interest of public health,

and said that it should be the duty of the state to

make suitable provision for increasing the extent

and value of this Avork.

So far as Ave know, l\Ir. Watson has made no
public reference to public health or medical meas-
ures, and in vicAv of his early attitude concerning

the “Pure Food LaAv” so earnestly adA’ocated by
tlie medical profession, we are pleased to have
him come out so emphatically in favor of an in-

crease in the efficiency of our boards of health.

At the next session the State Legislature Avill be

asked to make larger appropriations for carrying

on public health Avork, and to so change the laws

governing the selection of county health officers

tliat such officers Avill be chosen for their fitness

and not because of their political faith, and an

adequate salarA’ be paid for their services. To
accomplish the desired result Avill require a very

much larger appropriation than has ever before

been made, but it is an economical expenditure

AA’hich the state can Avell afford and means the

saving of many times the amount expended. If

the state can expend thousands of dollars for the

protection of its hogs, sheep, cattle and horses, as

it does now, it certainly can expend a much
greater sum for the protection of human lives.

Xo expenditure of money by the state can be of

greater benefit from a purely commercial stand-

point, to say nothing of resulting comfort and

happiness, than the amount spent in public

health Avork, and the governor and legislators

should be thoroughly impressed with that fact.

The promises of Mr. Marshall and Mr. Watson
indicate that the next governor of Indiana Avill

be in fa\’or of increasing the efficiency and Aviden-

ing the scope of the work of our State and

County Boards of Health. It Avas Avith a view to
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getting the gubernatorial candidates to place

themselves on record on this point that led Tiik
JounxAL to solicit an exin’ession of opinion for

publication. IVe regret that the candidates for

the legislature Mere not also placed on record in a

similar M-ay, so that the meml^ers of the medical
profession M'ould knoM' just M’hat to expect from
the men uom^ soliciting votes. So far as the influ-

ence and action of the next governor is concerned,
it seems quite safe to assume that the aims and
objects of the medical profession M'ill receive ap-

propriate consideration at the hands of either Mr.
Marshall or iMr. Watson as governor.

LAY HELP IX THE SOCIAL EVIL FIGHT.
Again Editor Bok has come out in a most

commendable effort to arouse the laity to re-

form, hut this time the subject for attack is the

great “black” plague. In the September issue

of the Ladies Home Journal there appears upon
the editor’s personal page a discussion of this

evil M’hich merits the perusal of even medical

men, M'ho, above all others, are presumed to be
familiar M'ith these hideous facts. In truth, the

conditions herein described are not one M’hit

overdraM'n and the medical profession should re-

joice that there is at least one laxunan -who is en-

gaged in reaching a great number of the people,

M’ho is courageous enough to come out and face

this matter squarely and openly.

Doctors can and should deal frankly and

earnestly Avith their patients in their efforts at

education in venereal projAhylaxis, but M'ithout

the support of the fathers and mothers and their

more active cooperation but little can be accom-

plished. So that it is a matter of no little satis-

faction to see Editor Bok “put it up to” the

parents straight from the shoulder.

The subject is treated under three headings,

the condition, the five results, and the remedy.

Under the condition the folloM'ing appears; “Be-
cause of the secrecy M’ith M’hich the Avhole ques-

tion is enshrouded it is practically impossible to

obtain ab.solute figures. But so far as the highest

authorities have been al)le, through the most care-

ful incpiiries, to secure accurate figures, it is a

conservative statement to make that at least sixty

out of every hundred young men are to-day solv-

ing their “M'ild oats.” Of these sixty young men
a startling number are already making or ivill

make a traged}’ of marriage. They jn’oduce either

childless homes, dead-liorn or blind babies, chil-

dren M’ith lifelong diseases M’ith them, or they

M’ill send thousands of M’omen to the operating

table. Exactly M’hat percentage of these sixty

men escape the lifelong perils of their early in-

discretions it is imiiossible to tell.”

“The statements are not made upon theorv,

but facts that are proved and demonstrated at

thousands of domestic bedsides and in the au-
topsy rooms of hundreds of hospitals. They are

facts that are knoM’n to everv’ physician.

“This frightful condition has been brought
aljout largely by tM’o contributing factors : First

:

d’he ])arcntal policy of mock modesty and silence

M’ith their sons and daughters about their physi-

cal selves, and, second, the condoning in men
M’hat is condemned in Avomen. Fathers and
mothers, and, in consequence, girls have con-

doned in a young man this soAving of his Avild

oats’ because it Avas considered a physical neces-

sity; that ‘it AA’ould do him good; that ‘it Avould

make a man of him;’ that ‘it Avould shoAV him
the Avorld'—all arguments absolutely baseless.

“With hundreds of girls the young man Avho

has most promiscuously and profusely scattered

his ‘AA’ild oats’ has been looked upon as the most

favored amiong possible husbands. To many a

girl there is ahvays something alluring to marry

a man Avith a past because it appealed to her

vanity to ‘remake’ or ‘reform’ him. The peril to

herself she has neA’er known, for silence has been

the portion meted out to her by her parents.”

The five results are giA’en as folloAvs : “First

:

The lifelong invalidism or the surgical mutila-

tion of thousands of AA’omen. Second : The deaths

of thousands of unborn or neAV’born infants.

Third; The lifelong taint of disease upon chil-

dren Avho do Ua’c. Fourth; The blindness of

OA'er sixty out of everj' hundred neAV-born babies.

Fifth; The domestic unhappiness of tens of

thousands of homes because of the absence of

children.”

As the remedy; “Xoav thousands M’ill natur-

ally ask, ‘Is there a remedy for this slaughter

and maiming of babies and the surgical mutila-

tion of Avomen?’ There is not only a remedy, but

a remedy as potent as it is simple. It is this, and

it is distinctly ‘up to’ the parents.

“First; We parents must first of all get it into

our heads firm and fast to do aAvay .vitli the

policy of silence Avith our children that has done

so much to bring about this condition. Our sons

and daughters must be told Avhat they are, and

they must be told lovingly and franklv. But

told they must be.

“Second ; We fathers of daughters must rid

ourseh’es of the notion that has Avorked such dia-

bolical haA’oc of a double moral standard. There

can be but one standard
;
that of moral equality.

Instead of being so painfully anxious about the

‘financial prospects’ of a young man M’ho seeks

the hand of our daughter in inarriage and mak-
ing that the first question, it is time that avc
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put health first and money second; that we find

out,. first of all, if the young man comes to court,

as the lawyers say, with clegn hands. Let a

father ask the young man as his leading question

whether he is physically clean; insist that he

shall go to his family physician, and if he gives

him a clean bill of health, then his financial pros-

pects can be gone into. But his physical self

first. That much everj’ father would do in the

case of a horse or dog that he bought with a view

to mating. Yet he does less for his daughter;

his own fiesh and blood. Once let young men
realize that such a cjuestion would be asked them

by the fathers of the young women whom they

would marry; that a physical standard would be

demanded, and that knowledge would be more

effective for morality among young men than all

the preaching and moralizing and exhortations

of the past thousand years. Thusi and thus only

can we save our daughters and their unborn chil-

dren. But in no other way.”

This editorial is followed by an article in the

October isssue, by Dr. A. C. Wolbarst, which en-

larges somewhat upon the editorial and very

aptly states that the time has come for us to

cease our ostrich-like policy of hiding our faces

from the facts but to turn around and meet the

condition squarely as it is found to exist at the

present time.

It would seem, that reprints from such articles

or similar compilations, based upon straight

facts, pointing out in plain language where the

fault lies and the remedy, mailed by physicians to

the various family heads of their clientele, might

be productive of considerable results in this

thankless campaign heretofore attempted by the

medical profession alone.

AXTITOXIX IX DIPHTHERIA.

The time of year is approaching when diph-

theria will be more or less prevalent in many

localities, and the suggestion that antitoxin be

used early and in sufficient doses in every case of

suspicious sore throat may not be out of place.

The matter is worthy of special note at this par-

ticular time because we have learned that re-

cently three children in one family have lost their

lives from diphtheria, the attending physician

either intentionally or through ignorance neglect-

ing to use the one treatment which at the present

time is recognized as practically a specific in this

disease.

Diphtheria has lost its terrors since the proper

use of antitoxin has demonstrated that the dis-

ease can be both prevented and cured. It is un-

fortunate that there are some doctons, though

their number is constantly diminishing, who will

persist in ignoring the value of antitoxin, and

who, if they do use the remedy, do so only as a

last resort and then in a manner which experience

has shown is devoid of beneficial effect. It has

been, clearly proven that antitoxin, to be most

efficient, should be administered early, the earlier

the better, and in large doses. In a suspicious sore

throat the antitoxin should be administered at

once and the bacteriological diagnosis made after-

ward. A few hours’ delay in instituting anti-

toxin treatment oftentimes means greatly in-

creased severity of symptoms.

iMost authorities are agreed that even to a very

young child the dose, under any circumstances,

.should not be less than 3,000 units, and if the

symptoms are severe the initial dose should not

be less than five or six thousand units and re-

peated in three or four hours, and as often as

necessary thereafter to bring about the desired

improvement. Those who have had the largest

experience in the use of antitoxin insist that the

guiding practice in the use of the remedy is to

give it until the characteristic effects are pro-

duced, whether 5,000 or 50,000 units be required

for this result. In other words, the antitoxin

should be administered until there is shriveling

of the membrane, a diminution of the nasal dis-

charge, correction of the fetid odor, and a general

improvement of the condition of the patient.

The importance of giving large doses in the

very severe and apparently hopeless cases has

been clearly demonstrated. The mistake made by

man}' physicians is in giving too little rather than

too much antitoxin, as this method of treatment

has been proven both safe and efficacious even

when abnormally large quantities of the remedy

have been used. Of the untoward effects that

have been noted the most common are urticaria

and arthralgia, but they are trifling and unim-

portant.

The one fact which stands out prominently is

that antitoxin is a specific, and no physician does

his whole duty to his patient and to liimself if he

neglects to use this life-saving remedy.

EDITORIAL NOTES

The exhibits at the International Congress on

Tuberculosis covered two acres. Germany’s

show was far and away the best, but Xew York

and Pennsylvania were a close second. England,

France, Sweden, Hungary, Switzerland, Belgium,

Austria, Canada, Argentina, Russia, Uruguay, our
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uational govornmeiit, all of the New England

States, and Ohio, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa,

Illinois and ilicliigan, all had very excellent

exhibits. Indiana had no exhibit, simply because

no money was available. How fortunate it was

that the legislatures of other states understood

the wisdom and economy of lotting their light

shine before men

!

;Mk. Cocxty Secketauy, have you done your

duty to your society, yourself and The Journal

by sending in for publication a report of the pro-

ceedings of your county medical society, and such

news items and personals as are of interest to the

members of the medical profession?

It is intended that the department devoted to

‘^‘Society Proceedings” shall be a feature of The
Journal, but we regret to say that many county

society secretaries are not giving us the desired

cooperation in carrying out the plan. If your

county society is not being represented iii The
Journal by reports of meetings then ask your

secretary wliy he does not send us the reports.

The health plank in the Pepulilican national

platform reads as follows; “Public Health.—Me
commend the efforts designed to secure greater

efficiency in the national public health agencies,

and favor such legislation as will effect this pur-

pose.”

The Democratic plank : “We advocate the or-

ganization of all existing national public health

agencies into a national bureau of public health

with such power over sanitary conditions con-

nected with factoi'ies, mines, tenements, child

labor and other such subjects as are properly

within the jurisdiction of the federal government

and do not interfere with the power of the states

controlling public liealtli agencies.”

The Vigo County Medical Society has placed

tlie seal of disapproval u^wn contract practice by

adopting a bylaw prohibiting its members, under

penalty of forfeiture of membership, fronr en-

gaging in contract practice for any lodge, fra-

ternal order, social society or mutual protective

association, wherein unlimited services for a fixed

and limited compensation are required. This is a

step in the right direction. There is nothing

more demoraliizing tlian the contract practice en-

gaged in by some misguided medical men, who,

for temporary gain, are willing to sacrifice future

prospects for themselves and their confreres. But,

worse than all else, contract ju-actice breeds in-

difference to good scientific work.

Again we urge the readers of The Journal
to carefully examine our advertising department

and patronize the firms advertising with us. Ee-

niember that this is YOUE journal, and that our

income from advertising enables us to give you a

larger and better periodical than otherwise would

be possible. Eeciprocity is not only warranted

but necessary if ve are to keep up our present

standard. Our advertisers expect returns from

the money paid us, and the readers, who are also

the owners of The Journal, owe it to the adver-

tisers to give a fair return. Yo objectionable

firms advertise with us, and practically every

necessary required by the medical man for use in

his profession is advertised in The Journal.

We, therefore, urge our readers to give our adver-

tisers the preference, and when doing so to men-

tion the fact to the advertiser.

Concerning the working of the Indiana Optom-

etry law the Ohio AledicalJoiirnal verv' pertinent-

ly says that instead of having a few harmless spec-

tacle vendors in this state we now have a horde of

opticians who all call themselves doctors and who
do not limit their work to the fitting of glasses but

attempt to treat diseases of the eye, and in many
instances assume the rights of a physician by

prescribing medicines. It is even reported that

not a few of the opticians are attempting to per-

form surgical operations, particularly operations

for the relief of strabismus. The harm that is

being done by these imposters is incalculable and

some effort should be made to suppress the evil.

That the average optician is daily breaking the

law pertaining to the practice of medicine is a

recognized fact, and yet our Board of Medical

Eegistration and Examination, sworn to enforce

the medical practice act, are, so far as we know,

doing absolutely nothing to stop the opticians

from practicing medicine. Certainly it is not

lack of evidence which prompts the board to

maintain such a painful silence.

Judging from the monthly bulletin issued

by the Vigo County Medical Society, and the re-

ports of meetings sent in for publication in The

Journal, the medical men of Terre Haute and

vicinity are an active and progressive crowd. The

bulletins contain not only the programs for the

weekly meetings but much interesting miscel-

laneous information concerning the businesss af-

fairs of the society. The dues are $5 per year,

and recently an assessment of $1 was made to
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meet current expenses. The society owns a

stereopticon wliich is freely used in illustrating

papers and lectures, and clinical demonstrations

;

exhibition of specimens and microscopical slides

are a prominent feature of the meetings. In one

of the bulletins the active and capable secretar}-

announces that he wants the members of the so-

ciety to turn out in force at every meeting so

that he can report to The Journal an average

attendance of fifty. This shows the proper en-

thusiasm and spirit, and we call attention to the

matter with a view to stimulating other societies

to emulate the example.

The AVisconsin Board of Medical Eegistration

and Examination has succeeded, after long and

persistent effort and in the face of powerful oppo-

sition, in convincing and driving from the state

of MTsconsin a band of advertising quacks who

for years have swindled the gullible public and

who, with a free use of their ill-gotten gains, were

aide to control in a large measure the courts of

the state through political influence. The AA^is-

consin board deserves great credit for their per-

sistence in following up the prosecution of such

a dangerous and well-entrenched set of scoundrels

posing as medical men, and medical boards in

other states can well emulate the example. In

Indiana there ai’e man}' notorious medical quacks

and pretenders who deserve the fate meted out to

their AVisconsin brethren, and our state board of

medical registration and examination owes it to

itself as well as to the inhabitants of Indiana to

take hold of the question. It is neither the duty

nor the province of the individual members of the

medical profession to enter prosecution in these

cases. The medical law of Indiana distinctly

states that it shall he the duty of the board to en-

force the medical practice act. That the board

will have the earnest and loyal support of the

medical profession of the state can not be doubted.

County secretaries should remember that the

State Association dues are $1 per year for each

member and the fiscal year begins January 1st

and ends December 31st. Membership carries

with it a subscription to The Journal for the

fiscal year only. Dues for any less than a year

are not accepted, and, in view of the fact that the

tines are so small and the association has no ap-

plication fee, all new' members, no matter when
admitted, are required to pay a year’s dues, which

carries membership and subscription to The
Journal to December 31st follow’ing the date of

admission.

Attention is called to this subject because a

few county society secretaries have been collecting

less than $1 as dues to the State Assosciation for

unexpired portions of the fiscal year, and some

secretaries have been collecting dues for 1908 and

requesting the State Association officers to credit

membership and send The Journal for the bal-

ance of 1908 and all of 1909. It can be readily

understood that for every membership for 1908

the accounts of the State Association must show

the payment of $1, no matter what time of year

the membership is entered, and one of the re-

quireinents of membership at any time is the pay-

ment of dues. Xew members Joining the asso-

ciation now' are credited with membersliip until

December 31st only, and no one is credited with

membership until dues have been paid, and even

the American Aledical Association will not credit

membership in that organization until the State

Association membership requirements have been

complied with. No objection w'ill be made to

donating The Journal for a month or two to

prospective members for 1909, but no member-

ship in the State Association for any jx)rtion of

1908 can be granted except upon receipt of full

dues.

It should also be remembered that The Jour-

nal may be secured without Riembership in the

State Association, as any person may subscribe

and receive The Journal for a full year upon

the payment of $1. In other words, every mem-
ber of the association, by virtue of his member-

ship is a subscriber to Tile Journal, but every

subscriber to The Journal is not a member of

the asssociation.

The A. M. A. organizers who have been work-

ing in Indiana during the last few months have

taken several hundred applications for member-

ship in the State Assosciation. Up to date less

than one hundred of these applications have been

acted upon by county societies. In some instances

doctors who are eligible to membership in county

societies have written us that they paid their

dues to county secretaries when applications were

made, but as yet no action has been taken upon

the applications. In other instances doctors who
have made application for membership in county

societies have informed us that they were ready

to pay membership fees or dues whenever re-

quested by the county society secretaries to do so.

Some of the count}’ society secretaries, w’hen

asked concerning failure to act upon applications,

write that applicants have not sent in their fees

for membership, and consequently their applica-

tions can not be acted upon. This failure to send

in membership fees is in many cases due to an

oversight or to letharg}’ on the part of applicants-
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Bixt in any case it is tlie iluty of the county so-

ciety secretary, if lie tills his position crcxlitabh',

to follow up these applications and make an en-

deavor to secure membership fees, and afterwards

encourage these applicants to become active mem-
bers. Xo county secretary should take the posi-

tion that it is the duty of the applicant to ap-

proach the county secretary with the fees in his

hand. As a matter of fact, the secretary ought to

be the aggressive one in 'seeing that no man who
has once become interested in organization ever

gets away.

If we are to build up the county societies in

Indiana and bring into the State Association all

of the eligible doctors in the state, the county so-

ciety secretaries must lend a helping hand in the

organization work, which has been so laboriously

and expensively carried on by Dr. McCormack,
the A. M. A. canvassers and the councilors. Xoth-

ing can be accomplished without work, and plenty

of it, and when once organizations have been

built up they must be kept active by a continu-

ation of the work which created them.

3Iost if not all of the county societies have an

election of officers in the fall or not later than De-

cember. It is not too early to consider the quali-

fications of the men who are to serve for the en-

suing year. We desire to urge every society to use

great care in the selection of a secretary, for upon

the secretary depends in a very large measure the

life and growth of the society. A secretary can

either make or break any society, and therefore

he should be selected because of his special quali-

fications for the office. Above everything else he

must be energetic and ambitious as well as capa-

ble. Under no consideration should the office be

given to a man as an honor, for if the duties of

the office are properly performed it means hard

work and the display of no little executive ability

and diplomacy. Generally speaking, the younger

m^'ii make the best secretaries, as they are more
apt to be interested in the work and to comply
with the requirements of this important office.

When once a good secretary is found he should

lie retained from year to year or until it is shown
that he has outlived his usefulness. Any society

can get along witli a poor president, but no so-

ciety can get along with a poor secretary. It is a

recognized fact that the most active and the most

progressive medical societies have good secre-

taries, whereas the societies that exist in name
only usually have a secretary who has utterly

failed to take any interest in his work or make
any move to improve the conditions for his or-

ganization. It is therefore of the utmost import-

ance that all and in particular the inactive so-

cieties weigh well the question of the selection of

a secretarA'.

CORRESPONDENCE

A CO.MMEXT OX CIIAXGE OF POLITICS.
inaianapolis, Ind., Sept. 20, 1908.

Editor The Journal:
As the note, in your last issue, concerning the

announcement of mv jiolitics might convey some
wrong impressions, I beg the privilege of a few

words of explanation. One might infer from the

expression “a life-long Eepublican has decided to

vote the Democratic ticket” that I had made a

sudden flop, which is far from the case. (Of

course I know that you simply used the expres-

sion given in the lay press). I never have been

in line with the Kepublicans on the tariff and

have differed with them on other points, and,

with such views, it was only a question of time

when I must have broken away from) the associa-

tion and overcome the prejudice against the

Democratic party in which I xvas reared. A close

stud}' of the lives and works of Jefferson and

other leaders has helped this along, together with

an intense admiration acquired for Mr. Bryan

on hearing him speak.

When I announced at the First Ward meeting

of Democrats that I stood with them I did not

suppose that it would be deemed of sufficient im-

]X)rtance to get into the papers. The prominence

was thrust upon me and I have been, in a way,

roped into making some speeches, and may make
more, not of course to the neglect of professional

business.

Although the prime motive is sincere devotion

to the cause, I believe that I may secondarily in-

crease my usefulness to the profession and public

by the influence thus acquired in the Democratic

party, especially with relation to medical educa-

tion, medical and sanitary legislation and other

matters, right in the line of the article you quote

from the Journal of the American Nedical Asso-

ciation on ^‘Physicians in Politics.”

And in this age of enlightenment and freedom

from bigotry in religion or politics, we can differ

in opinion without disturbing our friendly rela-

tions and Avithout changing our estimation of*

each other’s Avorth.

Sincerely yours,

F. C. HE^mir.

THE LIFE IXSUPAXCE EXAMIXATIOX
FEE.

Oxford, Ind., Sept. .30, 1908.

Editor The Journal:

In ansAver to Dr. Daubenheyer, I Avish to say

that there is a difference betAA'een an old line life

insurance company and an assessment company.

In the latter the applicant pays the examination

fee, and the majority of the applicants for insur-

ii«>
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ance in assessment companies are among the poor

classes of people. We are called npon to do char-

ity ever}' day, and I suppose the examination of

a])plicants for asses-sment insurance goes with it.

That is the essential reason why our county so-

ciety did not make a .$.5 fee for all insurance ex-

aminations. While Dr. Dairbenheyer is urging

one fee for all insurance examinations he has of-

DBATHS

Dr. Geo. H. Grant, ex-president of the In-

diana State Medical Association and one of the

most prominent jdiysicians in Indiana, died at

his home in Eichmond, September 21, aged 40

years. He was born in Eichmond, .Januar}' 5,

1868, and received his early schooling in that

Di. George II. (,raiit, Ex-I’resirlent of the Indiana State Medical .\ssociation. Died Se|)t. 21. 1908.

fered no remed}' for the $3 examination fees ac-

cepted from the old line companies able to pay
what the services are worth. If he will get his
county society solid for the .$.5 fee from all comi-
panies I will promise to get all of the physicians
in our county in line, but we would like to see

other counties go even as far as we have. We are
collecting the $5 examination fee from some com-
panies that are paying only .$3 in other counties.

E. E. LEE.

city. lie graduated from the Eush Medical Col-

lege, Chicago, in 1888, and for one year follow-

ing his graduation he practiced at Hanover, In-

diana. at the end of which time he located in
Eichmond. where he continued his professional

work until the date of his death. He was a

member of the American Medical Association,

the Mississippi Valley Medical Association and
his own state and county medical societies. In
1905-6 he was president of the Indiana State
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-Medical Association, a jwsitioii he filled with
honor to himself and to the association. At the

time of his death he was lecturer on surgery in

the Indiana University School of ^ledicine.

surgeon to the C., C. & L. and Erie railroads, a

member of the statf of Reid Memorial Hospital,

Richmond; health officer for Wa}’ne county and
physician to the Home for Aged Women and
the Lutheran Orphan As3dum.

Dr. Grant was not only studious, conscientious

and progressive in his professional work, but he

|X)ssessed that rare faculty of making and hold-

ing friends in and out of the profession by his

genial and optimistic manner, his loyalty and
devotion to his friends and his strict adherence

to all the principles which go to make a right

ihinking and right acting man. During the last

few months of his life he was not a well man,

though he bravely and uncomplainingly attempted

to attend to the requirements of a large and
lucrative practice. It is reported that while de-

spondent on account of continued ill healtli he

sliot and killed himself.

PERSONALS

Dr. R. S. Wilson, of Berne, Ind., has moved to

Wren, Ohio.

Dr. Edward J. McOscar, Fort Wayne, has re-

turned from Europe.

Dr. C. A. Roark, formerly of Milton, has
located at Brookville.

Dr. Chas. E. Barnett, of Fort Wayne, is in

Europe doing post-graduate work.

Drs. J. E. Barnhill and Chas. R. Sowder re-

turned from Europe September 21st.

Dr. and Mrs. Frank Rudolph, Elkhart, have
rctunicd after three months abroad.

Dr. Kent K. Wheelock, of Fort Wayne, is tak-
ing an extensive vacation trip in the East.

Dr. Florence M. Olmsted, of Versailles, has

located at 21 S W. Sixth street, ^lichigan Citv.

Dr. Richard E. Holder, Columbus, fractured

his arm recently while cranking his automobile.

Dr. Harry Miller, surgeon of the Soldiers’

Home, is in Wa.shington attending the Congress
on 'ruherciilosis.

Dr. C. H. Adye has again located at Patron-
ville, Spencer County, after a few months’ resi-

dence at Troy, Ind.

Dr. H. G. Xierman, Fort Wayne, was a dele-

gate to the Congress on Tuberculosis which re-

cently met at Washington.

Dr. C. J. Overman, avIio has been at Asheville,

X. C., for the past month, in the interest of iMrs.

Overman’s health, has returned to his home in

iMarion.

Dr. Perry Wollery, of Helton ville, has just re-

turned from St. Joseph Infirmary at Louisville,

where he recentlj' underwent a very delicate

surgical operation.

Dr. William H. Wood, Mishawaka, en route,

to Xew Mexico, was seized with hemorrhage Sep-

tember 14th and was removed to the Trinidad

(Colorado) Hospital, where he is said to be in

a critical condition.

Dr. G. D. Kahlo, president of the Indiana

State Medical As.ssociation, who has been ill with

typhoid fever at the Methodist Hospital, Indian-

apolis. has recovered sutficienty to enable him to

leave the hospital.

Dr. John T. Scott, for many j-ears treasurer

of the Indianapolis iMedical Society, and Miss

Lena E. Hanson were married Tuesday, Septem-

l>er loth in the private car of their friend, E. E.

Elliott, in which they were to take their wedding

trip.

The many friends of Dr. W. T. Lawson, of

Danville, Secretary of the Hendricks County

IMedical Society, will regret to learn of the death

of his wife, which occurred at Danville, Septem-

ber 25, 1908, from the effects of a goitre with

heart complications.

Dr. Freeman H. Hibben, for two years assist-

ant surgeon in the Government Hospital at An-
con, Panama, and now general surgeon to the

Indianapolis Street Raihvay, was united in mar-

riage September 15, 1908. to Miss Evadne Hay-
ward, of Indianapolis.
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NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

!JIrs. Louisa Casselberry, wife of the late Dr.

Isaac Casselberry, of Evansville, died September

23rd from exhaustion.

The 1909 session of the American Surgical

and Gynecological Asssociation will be held at

Fort Wayne. The invitation was extended by

Dr. M. F. Porter, of Fort Wayne, who is one of

the Indiana members of the association.

The twenty-third annual meeting of the Con-

ference of State and Provincial Boards of Health

of North America w'as held at Washington, D. C.,

Sept. 25 and 26, 1908. It was the largest at-

tended and best meeting in the history of the

society. Drs. Hurt}’, McCoy and Tucker of the

Indiana State Board of Health were present.

Notice to the physicians of the Ninth Coun-

cilor District of the Indiana State Medical As-

sociation. The date of the District Meeting has

been changed from October 13 to November 10;

place of meeting Crawfordsville. The House of

Delegates will meet at 10 a. m. Each county so-

ciety should elect its delegate immediately. Dr.

J. N. Hurt}’ will be the guest of honor. A ban-

quet will be served in the avening.

Chas. Chittick, President.

Geo. F. Keipee, Secretar}’.

The T\velfth Councilor District Medical So-

ciety will hold its semi-annual meeting at Fort

Wa}me on Tuesday, October 27. The morning

program consists of an orthopedic clinic at St.

Joseph Hospital, to be conducted by Dr. John

Eidlon, Professor of Orthopedic Surgery in the

Northwestern University, Chicago, and Dr.

Maurice Kosenthal, of Fort Wa}me. The after-

noon program is as follows: “Two Bare Heart

Lesions,” report of case, by Dr. Fred. Metz, Os-

sian, and Dr. B. W. Ehamy, Fort Wayne; “Lat-

eral Curvature of the Spine,” by Dr. John Eid-

lon, Chicago. “The Treatment of Cross Eyes,”

by Dr. Albert E. Bulson, Jr., Fort Wa}’ne; “The
Anemias of Pregnancy,” by Dr. L. P. Drayer,

Fort Wayne. The evening program consists of a

paper by Dr. Joseph Brenneman, of Chicago, on

“Infant Feeding,” and a stereopticon illustrated

lecture, subject to be announced later, by Dr.

Eeuben Peterson, Ann Arbor, ^licli. The evening

rrneeting will be followed by a smoker to be given

at the Fort Wayne Club. The Twelfth Councilor

District Medical Society has already proven itself

one of the most active and progressive councilor

district societies in the state. All of the previous

meetings have been ver}’ largely attended and

the programs have been of unusual excellence.

It is expected that the coming meeting will fully

equal its predecessors. The officers of the society

are as follows: President A. P. Buchman, Fort

Wayne; First Vice-President, J. L. Gilbert, Ken-

dallville; Second Vice-President, H. F. Costello,

Decatur; Secretary, E. M. Van Buskirk, Fort

Wayne; Treasurer, D. C. Wybourn, Shendon.

The fall meeting of the Eleventh Councilor

District Medical Association was held at Wabash,

Thursday, October 22. The committee in charge

liad made arrangements for a good scientific and

practical meeting, while the social features were

not neglected. The Ladies’ Committee of the

Wabash County IMedical Society had arranged

suitable entertainment for the wives and friends

of the members during the business and scientific

session in the afternoon. The banquet in the

early part of the evening likewise included the

entertaining of the ladies. The annual election

of officers took place at this meeting.

The tenth annual meeting of the Ohio Valley

Medical Association will be held at French Lick,

November 11 and 12, 1908. A program of thirty-

six papers is announced. The following Indiana

men are on the program : Drs. N. A. James, St.

iMeinrad; F. L. Davis, Evansville; H. E. Allen,

Indianapolis; J. E. Eastman, Indianapolis; T.

Victor Keene, Indianapolis; L. D. Brose, Evans-

ville; A. E. Sterne, Indianapolis; Carl Viehe,

Evansville; G. W. Combs, Indianapolis, and A.

M. Hayden, Evansville. The list of officers is as

follows: President, Dr. J. L. Wiggins, East St.

Ijouis, 111.
;

First Vice-President, Dr. Curran

Pope, Louisville, Ky.
;
Second Vice-President,

Dr. Albert E. Sterne, Indianapolis; Third Vice-

President, Dr. G. Frank Lydston, Chicago; Sec-

retar}’ and Treasurer, Dr. Benj. L. "W. Floyd,

Evansville.

The annual meeting of the Eighth Councilor

District IMedical Society was held at Anderson,

October 22. The President, W. L. Bryan, of

Indiana University, delivered an address on

“Medical Cooperation.” After dinner the meet-
ing was in the hands of the following: Dr.

J. B. Fattic, Anderson, “Text Book Essays;”

Dr. H. A. Cowing, Muncie, “Cooperative Medi-
cine;” Dr. John Oliver, Indianapolis, “Doc
Seifers;” Dr. Fred. Euby, Union City, “How to
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Get Money Out of an Automobile;” Dr. G. E.

Green, ]\Iuncie, ‘“Benzene or Betsy ;” Dr. H. E.

Alburger. Bloomington, “Post 3Iortem Values;”

Dr. E. E. Brokaw, Portland. “The Mind of the

Patient;” Dr. H. E. Danfield, Marion, “The
Poor Devil.” Article 4, Section 11. Clause 44

of the revised constitution and by-laws states:

“Any person who uses the personal pronoun ‘I,’

talks shop or tries to work the specialist game, is

subject to a fine and expulsion from the society.”

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

ALLEN COUNTY.
FORT JVAYXE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Sept, i, 1908.)

The society met in regular session in the Assembly
Room. Tuesday evening. September 1. Meeting called

to order by President Dr. IT. D. Calvin, with thirty

members present. iMinutes of previous meeting read

and approved.

Dr. C. E. Barnett presented some specimens for in-

spection. ( 1 ) Appendix with a hog bristle in it. Ap-
pendix had been removecl from Dr. S. (2) Appendix
taken from baby 4 months old. Baby had been

operated for strangulated inguinal hernia and the

appendix was found to be in the hernial sac, and was
removed. (.3) Uterus with .submucous fibroma in it.

This little affair had bled so profusely on five or six

oc-casions that it almost exsanguinated the patient be-

fore it was removed.

Nephrectomy.—Case report and patient exhibited by
Dr. C. E. Barnett. Patient, 5Ir. D., age 55, married;
two children; occupation, farmer. First symptoms be-

gan three years ago with pain in both lumbar regions.

Last September patient noticed bladder pain and pain

at the end of penis. Family history showed a daugh-
ter having died five years ago from tuberculosis.

Patient was treated by many physicians for his blad-

der trouble, but each treatment was followed by an
increasing inflammatory action; his physician reported

considerable blood, pus and albumen in his urine.

Nocturnal mic-turition frequency began three years

ago; bladder capacity was found one-fourth normal.

Cystoscopy was done 5fay 5, 1908; right ureter was
seen emptying pus; bladder soon filled with pus and
blood, obscuring the field. Patient was sent home
with directions for his physician to inject 10 per cent,

iodoform oil into the bladder every third day, besides

washing the bladder daily. May 25 the bladder

capacity was found to be one-half greater. Cystos-

copy found left ureteral opening seemingly healthy;

the right side of the bladder trigone was found ulcer-

ated and the ureter again pouring pus. May 31,

cystoscopy showed left kidney competent; (nine min-

utes prior patient had been injected with 30 min. of

indigo carmen

;

) right kidney showed incompetent to

blue reaction. On June 4 the lumbar pain symptoms
were not marked on either side, the right side possibly

predominating on deep pressure. Cystoscopy findings

were the only true symptoms for operation, outside of

the urinalysis made by Dr. Rhamy, which showed
quantities of tubercle bacilli and kidney detritus.

Patient was .sent to St. .Joseph Hospital and for two
days the kidney and bladder were thoroughly flushed

out. On .June 0, a five-inch oblique lumbar incision

was made through to the perinephritic fat, and found
the right kidney densely adherent and considerably
tumefied. Kidney delivered by shelling it out of the
capsule; stump ligatured and kidney removed; vessels

sei)arately ligated and ureter tied off; ureter tubercular
and as large as a lead pencil. The cavity was drained
with a cigarette drain to ureteral stump, which is

located in the mid iliac fossa, and fa.scia and muscles
closed in tiers down to and up to drainage tube (iodo-

form gauze drain to renal stump). Skin wa.s closed

with silk worm gut and patient put to bed in Fow-
ler’s position. On .June 8 the patient's condition was
good; was up out of bed. He passed twenty-six

ounces of cloudy urine during the first twenty-six

hours. On June 15 the stitches were removed (pri-

mary union), and cigarette drain was also removed
and iodoform gauze introduced. Condition .was ad-

m.irable. Patient left hospital for his home on July 1.

Prostatectomy.—Case report and patient exhibited

by Dr. C. E. Barnett. Patient, Mr. W., age C7
;
mar-

ried three times; three children dead. Was an old

soldier who had been shot in the right thigh and the

femur broken, but the bullet was not found. Dead
lK>ne came away after the injury in 1SC4. His present

tiouble was pronounced nine months ago, beginning

with pain in the end of penis, and frequent micturi-

tion. June 11, 1908, patient micturates every fifteen

minutes; no retention. Rectal examination showed
marked prostatic hypertrophy in right lateral lobe.

On June 11 urinalysis showed hea-\-y cloud, acid 00,

albumen 9 per cent., pus 3 per cent, pavement cells

and a few blood cells. On June 24 urinalysis: Albu-

men 8 per cent., urea 2.2 per cent. Patient sent to

hospital June 16 and placed on eliminative treatment
with daily bladder washings with boric acid solution.

June 29, urinalysis: Sp. gr., 1.016, reaction acid,

transparency cloudy, and albumen 3 per cent, by vol-

ume. Patient operated June 30, a pre-operative

cystoscopy being done. Prostatie hypertrophy was
seen, but no .stone discovered by sight or sense of

touch. (Tire skylight made the room too light for

cystoscopic examination.) A tuberischail incision was
made; dissection to bulb, and bulb lifted up. Central

tendon was cut and urethra opened on staff from
membranous urethra into bladder neck. The stone

searcher found stones, and forceps delivered five highly

polished faceted stones, each about the size of the

thumb nail, and about the thickness of the thumb.
The right and left lateral lobes of the prostate were
delivered, the right being much the larger and the so-

called middle lobe slightly enlarged. The small por-

tion was removed and drainage tube introduced into

the neck of the bladder; adrenalin injected and blad-

der washed. Two small pieces of gauze were packed

along the drainage tube, which was closed in the usual

way. Patient was put to bed in exaggerated Fowler’s

position with continuous drainage. On the next day,

July 1, the patient’s condition was admirable; he was
out of bed. July 14 he returned home from the hos-

pital, forty miles distant, on the railroad, in fine

shape. Instructions were given to his physician to

irrigate the bladder twice daily and keep the perineal

drainage opening as large as possible. On August 2

patient returned to the office with a history of im-

provement in every direction. His physician was un-

able to introduce the smallest probe into the perineal
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sinus July 30. Found perineum entirely closed. The
Kollinan dilator wa.s introduced into the bladder with-

out difllculty and dilated to 23 F. without pain. The
patient reports nocturnal micturition frequency, and

at no time more than twice, and claims perfect blad-

der control. One feature of .special interest in the

ease was the enormous albuminuria complicating its

beginning. On the evening of September 1 was able

to dilate to 2.5 F. without pain.

Or. E. .T. ^IcOscar, in opening the discussion, said

that in tuberculosis of any part of the body it is well

to remove the focus of infection if possible. But in

supposed cures we should not overlook the resisting

power of the patient as a factor where surgical treat-

ment failed to reach such foci. He reported a case of

tuberculosis in a woman where, by segregation, pus

was collected from both kidneys. The left showed
tubercle bacilli present, and the right showed pus, but

no tubercle bacilli. Tlie fact that both kidne.vs were
throwing out pus decided the surgeon to let the case

alone and not operate, because of the likelihood of

both kidneys being tubercular. At best both were
seriously diseased and two defective kidneys are better

than only one kidney and that defective. She devel-

oped a facial erysipelas of a very severe type which

continued for several weeks. She was given urotropin,

etc. In three or four months the pain subsided and
now, after five years, she claims to be relieved from all

pain, has gained in body weight, and presents no
svinptoms referable to kidney function. Had not pus
been present in the secretion from the right kidney
the clearly tubercular kidney would have been re-

moved and the return to apparent health would have
been accredited to the surgical treatment.

He reported another case of a man, a minister, who
for nine years had suffered from bladder trouble;

gravel. He presented a tluctuating mass on the back,

and incision was made and about a gallon of foul,

stinking pus came out. Pus of the same character

was voided from bladder in large quantity. This in-

cision wa.s done to relieve him. as it was thought that

he could live only a short time. From 100 pounds
weight he was reduced to 111 pounds. A few weeks
following the incision he was removed to hospital and
the kidney removed, which was found to be very much
disorganized and numerous stones were found in the

stippurating mass. The ureter was not removed. Fol-

lowing the operation the patient gradually regained
his weight, and the discharge ceased after several

months. After ten months he had taken on about his

normal weight, which has continued two years and
three months after the operation.

In closing the discussion Dr. Barnett said, concern-

ing the removal of the ureter, he believes it ought to

bp removed. In this ease it was left for second opera-

tion if necessary. A great number of authorities say

that a diseased ureter if left will drain itself. If you
have tuberculosis of kidney on one side and don't

remove it you will have tuberculosis on the other side

before long.

Malaria.—Case report by Hr. II. K. \Mouser. Patient,

girl, age IG, middle grade, an imbecile. Family his-

tory and previous history negative. Sne was admitted
to the hospital on June 18, 1908, with a temperature
of 104, pulse 110, respiration 28. Physical examina-
tion was negative, with the exception of slight dis-

tention of abdomen, together with some little tender-

ness. Patient's limbs were cold and lips blue, but
she had a bright appearance. Urine 48 oz. in twenty-

four hours and presented nothing of interest chem-
ically or microscopically. Blood examination gave 70
per cent, hemoglobin, red 4,100,000, and whites 4,107;
diflerential count, small 2 per cent, large 34 per cent.,

polynuclear 64 per cent. On June 20 and 30 the
Widal reaction was negative. Blood was examined in
fresh and stained specimens repeatedly, but gave no
sign of the hemameba malaria. Tlie patient as shown
by the chart ran an irregular remittant temperature
varying from 97 to 105.2 F., together with irregular
chills and sweating. The face and extremities were
c.vanotic. On July 12 the patient was given 30 grains
of quinin sulphate in divided do.ses of 10 grains each
an hour and a half before expected chills. The patient
had a slight chill with temperature of 99 degrees,
after which temperature fell to normal and remained
there. With the aid of arsenic and iron the patient
completely recovered. This case illustrates the cases
of irregular temperature due to malarial infection in

which the hemameba can not be found in the periph-
eral circulation. While quinin will often clear up an
irregular temperature due to malarial infection, yet
the salutary effect of this drug, together with the
clinical picture presented by this case, marks it one
of estivo-autumnal malaria.

Typical Lobar Pneumonia, involving right upper
lobe. Case report by Dr. iMouser. Patient, boy 17
years of age, admitted to hospital in a chill; toxic
symptoms were marked by vomiting, which lasted
three days. The examination marked case as one of
lobar ])neumonia. as shown by the chart. Tlie points
to be mentioned in this eonnection are the good effects

of fresh cold air in the treatment and the correct use
of a heart stimulant. Xorthrup was the pioneer in

advocating cold air treatment in pneumonia. Pneu-
monia is a self-limited disease, and a great many cases
will recover with good nursing alone. Those cases in
which the toxemia is marked are the most likely to
prove fatal. Air, fresh and cool, together with proper
diet, proper attention to the bowels and good nursing,
make up the main treatment. On the third day the
heart in this ca.se began to flag. Digitalis is the rem-
edy in cases like this; it strengthens the heart muscle
and rests it, not whipping it out like alcohol and
strychnin do at times. That strj'chnin and alcohol act

more quickly is the only excuse for using either of

them in preference to the digitalis, and then only in

exceptional cases. Tliat digitalis acts in the presence
of comparatively high temperature is shown by the
pulse in this case being reduced and strengthened in

the presence of a temperature of 103 to 104. Tliis

boy had the crisis on the fifth day and was discharged
on the twelfth day after admission.

Sarcoma.—Case report by Dr. iMouser. Patient, a
girl, 19 years of age, was discovered to have a hard
giowth involving the short head of the right biceps.

In Xovember, 1907, the growth was removed entire.

^Microscopical examination showed it to be a fibro-

sarcoma of large spindle cell type. In May, 1908, the
tumor began to return and the patient, owing to her
lowered condition, was not deemed strong enough to

resist another operation. For three months she has
been receiving gradually increasing doses of the com-
bined toxins of Coley every other day. Tlie treatment
in Dr. iMouser’s opinion, has not been in the least

beneficial

A Case with Three Major Operations at One Sitting.

—Keported as follows by Dr. B. Van Sweringen. ]Mrs.

M., G5 years of age, was referred to me by Dr. Dippel.
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of IIimtin"toii. Tiul.. for a liystoroc-toniy for a sus-

pected Tnalipnancy of the uterus. Her menopause
occurred at .50 years, and it was not until la.st winter

that she afrain saw a bloody discharge from the

vagina. This appeared only at times, but in addition

there was a constant discharge of pus. Pain was also

complained of in the pelvic region on both sides. The
uterus was prolapsed, enlarged and heavy, but freely

movable, and she had not lost very much weight, so

that it seemed a favorable case for operation. The
perineum was gone, down to the rectal sphincter, and

there was found a caruncle at the meatus urinarius.

At the umbilicus was found a tumor the size of a

small orange which could not Iw reduced into the ab-

dominal cavity, and which, from the consistency, was
thought to be an omental hernia incarcerated. In the

gall-bladder region was felt a tumor the size of a

man's fist, somewhat tender on palpation. There was
no history of clay-colored stools nor had she suffered

much from “stomach trouble.”

It was thought best to go after what appeared to

threaten her life most, and do as much as possible

after the hysterectomy was accomplished. Accordingly

the abdomen was opened in the midline below the um-

bilicus, and what appeared to be an enlarged uterus

was grasped with a strong volsellum forceps and

drawn up in the wound. It was then seen that the

broad ligaments were absent or represented by very

insignificant structures at the bottom of the pelvic

cavity. Upon closer examination it was found that

what we had to deal with was a senile uterus from

the very fundus of which had developed a fibroid about

the size of a pear, resembling very closely the shape

and size of an ordinaiy uterus somewhat enlarged. This

fibroid was removed and the fundus of the uterus

gra.sped and drawn up, revealing the broad ligaments

in their usual position. Tlie hysterectomy was then

completed, the whole organ being removed.

The umbilical hernia was next treated by excision

of the sac and ligation and removal of the contained

omentum. It was found that the edges could be ap-

proximated in the vertical direction.

The gall bladder was next palpated and found filled

with calculi. An incision was made two inches to the

right of the midline incision, and the gall bladder

emptied of five of the largest gallstones it has been

my fortune to see contained in one gall bladder. Tliis

was not accomplished without considerable difficulty,

especially the last and largest one, which was im-

pacted in the cystic duct.

The operation lasted two hours and after she re-

covered from the immediate efl'ects she had no un-

toward sj-mptom. Her color lightened each day as the

drainage improved, and she left the Lutheran Hos-

pital in four ^yeeks, with the fistula closed. The case

is interesting as indicating what a patient 05 years of

age will stand in the way of surgical procedures and

yet make a good recovery.

Dr. Rhamy’s report on the specimen was adeno-

niyonia of the uterus, also two adenomatous polyps in

one of the cornua. These accounted undoubtedly for

the hemorrhage.

In opening the discussion Dr. Weaver said that

Coley advises that fluid be given daily and that the

best effect is obtained when they do react. Reported

case of sarcoma oi the ovary in which Coley’s fluid

was u.sed in conjunction with dechloridization. Dropsy

came down but patient was not materially benefited by

the treatment.

^lotion was made and seconded and carried that the

secretary send in the names of quacks to the A. ^I. A.

Directory when presented to him.

Dr. C. 11. English presented resolutions concerning

legislation with reference to the use and sale of ex-

plosives on the Fourth of July, and a motion was
made and carried that a committee of three be ap-

pointed to bring the matter before the city council.

President appointed Drs. C. II. English, E. J. !Mc-

Oscar and K. K. Wheelock.

Adjourned. .1. C. Wallace, Sec.

GREENE COUNTY.
The Greene County ^Medical Society met in regular

session at Lyons on September 17, with twentj’ mem-
bers present. This was one of the most enthusiastic

meetings in the history of the society. Tlie first

papers of tne evening were on the subject of “Chorea,”

by Drs. L. A. Hyde and J. ]M. Harrah, which brought

out considerable discussion. The subject of “Melan-

cholia” was presented by Drs. J. M. .Tackson and A. F.

Knoefel, which was also freely discussed by those

present.

During this meeting a resolution was introduced to

abolish or repeal a former resolution making the fee

for all old line insurance examinations $5, but it was
almost unanimously voted down.

After meeting adjourned an elegant supper was en-

joyed at the Lyons Hotel.

The next meeting was held at Worthington, on

October 15, the subject being “Responsibility in Men-
tal Disease.”

Fraxk a. Vax Zaxdt, Sec.

GRANT COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Grant County IMedical

Society was held September 22. “Typhoid Fever” was
the subject of a paper by Dr. Toney, which brought

out an extended discussion. Dr. Davis also read a

paper on “Diarrhea of Children.”

Adjourned. O. W. McQuowx, Sec.

KOSCIUSKO COUNTY,
The regular meeting of the Kosciusko County !Med-

ical Society was held September 15. Tlie first paper

of the afternoon was by Dr. J. E. Potter of Milford,

entitled, “Etiology of Typhoid Fever, Methods of

Tran.smission, Prophylaxis.” This was discussed by
Drs. Burket, Cary, ^McDonald, Yocum, Howard,
Thomas and Xehrbas. Dr. J. G. Nehrbas then read a

paper on typhoid, entitled, “Intestinal and General

Pathologj',” which was discussed by Dr. Burket. Dr.

A. C. McDonald, Warsaw, spoke on the “Diagnosis,

Symptomatology and Special Symptoms,” after which

President C. R. Long, Pierceton, took up the question

of the “Treatment of Typhoid Fever.” The former

paper was discussed by Drs. Warvel, DuBois, Howard,
Cary, and Leiter, and the latter by Drs. Haworth,

Cary, ^McDonald and Burket.

It was moved, seconded and carried that a commit-

tee of three be appointed to look over the constitution

and by-laws of the society and report at the next

meeting any amendments which they consider would

bn of value. The following committee was appointed

:

Drs. A. C. McDonald, C. C. Dubois and G. W. Anglin

Adjourned. C. Xormax Howard, Sec.
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SPENCER COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Spencer County Med-

ical Society was held at Chrisney, September 15. Min-

utes of previous meeting read and approved. The
evening was spent in the discussion of typhoid fever,

which was opened by Dr. II. Q. White. Each member
presented some little variation in treatment, but all

were agreed on calomel for cleansing the alimentary’

tract and quinin during the initial stage, sponging

of either hot or cold to reduce fever, and strychnia in

order to support the patient.

The next meeting of the society will be held in Rock-

port the third Tuesday of October.

Adjourned. H. Q. White, Sec.

VIGO COUNTY.
The Vigo County Medical Society did not take a

summer vacation this year, but held meetings every

Tuesday night throughout the hot weather, with an
attendance that was gratifying.

Under the auspices of the society, the State Board
of Health gave a public tuberculosis exhibit all day
July 2, with a popular lecture in the evening by Dr.

J. X. Hurty. The success of this meeting warrants us

in recommending that every county society secure this

exhibit for at least one day.

During the month devoted to typhoid fever, demon-
strations were made of the new diagnostic test for

that disease. The blood of a suspected case was mixed
with a culture of ox-gall. After incubation, a hang-
ing drop preparation showed the motile bacillus

typhosus. The result was verified by a control speci-

men of ox-gall mixed with a pure culture of the same
germ.

Dr. Knowlton showed photographs of a case of

hydrocephalus in which the head of the child, 1 year
and 10 months old, was 40% inches in circumference.

Dr. Cook showed a case of tuberculosis of the spleen,

liver and mesentery in a boy aged 13. Other cases

were reported by Dr. W. R. Matto.x on birth paral.y-

sis; Dr. Bohn, spina bifida. Dr. Louis, incipient tuber-

culosis, and Dr. Bloomer, on cement workers’ erj-

thema.
* * ^

At the regular meeting of this society on August
25 Dr. Schell entertained the society with a lantern
e.xhibition of slides, covering practically every path-
ological lesion found in the liver.

* * *

The Vigo County IMedical Society met in regular
session September 1, with thirty-one members present.

Dr. Mullikin lectured on ‘‘Tlie Physiology of the Kid-
ney,” and Dr. Leavitt on “Hematuria and Hemoglo-
binuria.”

The following physicians were unanimously elected

to membership in the society: Drs. O. T. Crafton, W.
G. Crawford, R. Z. Taylor, F. L. Farman and L. A.
Salb. Prof. C. L. Mors, M.D., Prof. C. R. Dryer,
M.D., and J. A. Pin.son, M-D., were elected to hon-
orary membership. The secretary read a fee bill in

which the amounts were averaged from replies re-

ceived to letters sent different members, and the same
was ordered printed.

Dr. J. H. Weinstein, after a discussion of the evils

of lodge practice, submitted the following resolution,

which waa unanimously adopted and was ordered
printed as an amendment to the by-laws:

Resolved, That any lodge, fraternal order, social

society, or mutual protective association practice.

wherein unlimited services for a fixed and limited
compensation are required, shall not be permissible bv
any member of the Vigo County Medical Society, anil
any member engaging in such contract practice* after
Jan. 1, 1909, shall forfeit his membership in this
society.

Adjourned. Charles X. Combs, Sec.

BOOK REVIEWS

Text-Book of Surgical Axatomy. By William Fran-
cis Campbell, M.D., Professor of Anatomy at the
Long Island College Hospital. OcLavo of 675 pages,
uith 319 original illustrations. Philadelphia and
London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1908. Cloth,
$5.00 net; half morocco, $6.50 net.

There is here presented a very pr-’ctieal work on
e.ssential anatomy as used in every day work by the
surgeon, without any attempt to cover all the details
of a descriptive treatise of the subject. l\Liny val-
uable hints in operative surgery are inserted which
are at the same time intensely practical.

A few grammatical and typographical errors have
unfortunately ereja in, but will uoubtless be elim-
inated in future editions.

A profusion of illustrations which are well done,
combined with an appended bibliography of the subject
matter, serves to make this work deserving of a piace
among the standard texts on the subject.

PuLMOXARY Tuberculosis and its Complications.
By Sherman G. Bonney, JLD., Professor of Medicine,
Denver and Gross College of ^Medicine, Denver.
Octavo of 778 pages, with 189 original illustrations,
including 20 in colors and 60 x-ray photographs.
Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Com-
pany, 1908. Cloth, $7.00 net; half morocco, $8.50
net.

A thoroughly practical and comprehensive treatment
of the subject embraced in the title of this work is

at last offered to the hungry profession of our con-

tinent by one who has a wonderful store to draw upon.
In the midst of an environment teeming with clinical

material ready to demonstrate each and every phase
of the subject. Dr. Bonney has proven himself equal
to the occasion and produced a work that meets the
crying need of every general practitioner.

Possibly some would desire that he incline to a
less restricted use of the subcutaneous tuberculin test

in the early eases, and yet his stand is here only
equally conservative with that which he has wisely
adopted in regard to other problems, such as the
wholesale denunciation of the climatic treatment.

More about home treatment for the indigent would
have been welcome.

An admirable set of skiagrams and a profusion of

illustrations accompany this most excellent and timely

work.

Anatomy, Descriptive and Surgical. By Henry
Gray, F.R.S., late lecturer on Anatomy at St.

George’s Hospital, London. Xew American edition,

enlarged and thoroughly revised, by J. Chalmers
Da Costa, M.D., Professor of Surgery and Clinical

Surgery, and Edward Anthony Spitzka, M.D., Pro-
fessor of Anatomy in the Jefferson Medical College
of Philadelphia. Imperial octavo, 1625 pages, with
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1149 large anil elaborate engravings. Priee, with

illnstrations in colors, cloth, net; leather,

.$7.00 net. Lea & Fehiger, iniblishers, Philadelphia

and Xew York, 1908.

Gray's Anatomy, larger, more complete and more

improved than ever, is striking evidence that “Gray s
’

will continue to be, as it has been for over fifty years,

the standard anatomy for student, teacher and prac-

titioner. The publishers have very wisely selected two

able and noted authorities to thoroughly revise, re-edit

and supplement this new edition, and as a result they

have produced a work that has no equal. Every

page shows evidence of alteration and improvement,

and the whole section on the Nerve System has been

rewritten in conformity with recent revolutionary

changes in methods of approaching and viewing it.

The liberal use of colors in illustrating very greatly

enhances the value of the work, and as the publishers

announce, “the new Gray's Anatomy embwlies all that

careful thought and unstinted expenditure can com-

bine in book form, and it now enters its second half-

century well equipped to excel even its own record.”

Prixciple-s and Practice of Gynecology. By E. C.

Dudley, A.iM., !M.D.. Professor of Gynecology in the

Northwestern L’niversity itledical School, Chicago.

Fifth edition, thoroughly revised. Octavo, 80(5

pages, with 431 illustrations, of which 75 are in

colors, and 20 fuli-page colored plates. Cloth, $5.00

net : leather, $0.00 net ; half morocco, $0.50. Lea &
Fehiger, publishers, Philadelphia and New York,

1908.

This work is dedicated to Thomas Addis Emmet.

The introductory chapter is a strong and eloquent

plea for gynecology as a specialty, and especially for

the combined specialties of gynecology and abdominal

surgery. The great debt which surgery owes to the

gynecologists is clearly and forcefully shown.

The plan of the work is rather pathologic than

anatomic. Tliat is, the various infections, tumors, etc.,

arc classed together as they are manifest in the

various structures instead of treating of these varied

conditions as they appear in one organ. Tlius, after

the consideration of general principles in part first,

infections, inflammations and allied disorders are

treated of in part second, while tumors, tubal preg-

nancy, and malformations are taken up in part third,

and so on.

Space will not permit of a complete review in detail

of this book, nor is it necessary of a work so well and

widely known as one must be to have reached the

fifth edition. Sufiice it to say that it is a clear,

strong, systematic and altogether splendid exposition

of the subject, brought well up to date.

The illustrations are numerous and good, though

wanting perhaps a little from an artistic viewpoint.

The use of heavy-faced type for headings and sub-

headings makes it easy to refer to any particular

phase of a subject. Tlie index is ample. Tlie paper,

type and binding are good.

There are many, no doubt, who will disagree with

the author on some jx>ints, but all will agree that the

book bears ample evidence that it is the work of a

master.

;MYdical Gynecology. By S. tYyllis Bandler, !M.D.,

Adjunct Professor of Diseases of tYoman, New Y’ork

Post Graduate Medical School and Hospital. Octavo

of ()75 pages, with 135 original illustrations. Phila-

delphia and London: \V. B. Saunders Com])any,

1908. Cloth, $5.00 net; half morix'co, $(5.50 net.

Non-operative Gynecologv', or, better still, jierhaps.

Minor (iynecologv’, would more clearly indicate the

lie-id covered by this book. For certainly dilatation of

the cervix, curettage, intrauterine applications, etc.,

etc., are surgical procedures. The first part of the

work is given to a description of the methods and

means used in examination and treatment of gv’iie-

cologic ca.ses and includes with the more common the

less common, such as bacterial cultures and inocula-

tion. aiid the Nauheim bath.

The anatomy and physiology of the genital organs

are largely omitted, and, we think, wisely so. Follow-

ing the introductory sections above noted, the symp-

toms and disea.ses usually discussed in books of this

kind are taken up, and in addition other subjects more
or less closely related to gynecology, and yet not es-

sentially a part of it. are discussed. Special mention

should be made of the section on constipation which

occupies forty-two pages, and is especially good. Other

noteworthy sections belonging in this category are that

on pain, including vaginismus, dyspareuria, and coc-

cygodinia, and that on associated nervous conditions

in gv'necologv’. The author's views are sane and sound

and hence in accord with the majority of the advanced

gvnecologists of the day. Especially commendable is

the section on uterine deviations and their relation to

pregnancy, together with the prophylactic effect of in-

telligent treatment of women after labor.

The plan of the work is unique, indeed it may be

said that it is not methodical, but it is very interest-

ing and very good, and especially valuable to the gen

eral practitioner because of the emphasis put upon

diagnosis; for it is he who must make at least the

jirovisional diagnosis in many gymecologic cases if

they reach the surgeon early enough for a timely

operation. The publishers’ work is satisfactory.

ABSTRACTS FROM CURRENT MEDICAL
LITERATURE

Convinced that the distribution of samples of patent

medicines in violation of the Cleveland city ordinance

had resulted in many cases of sickness and one death

among children, the judicial committee of the city

council took steps in a meeting recently to enforce

the ordinance. Dr. Martin Friedrich, health oflicer,

was instructed by the committee to write a letter to

the chief of police asking him to rigorously enforce the

ordinance, llie police will be orderetl to make arrests

wherever violations are discovered .—The Lancet-Clinic.

The public is by no means doing its whole duty

towards its children when it furnishes them with what

is generally understood by the word education, and

when it permits its schools to be devoted entirely to

the training of the mind. A child with physical de-

fects can never compete with a perfectly healthy child,

and when these physical defects are such as may be

easily remedied it is the duty of the public to see to

it that these defects are looked for and that the proper

medical means are taken by those who have charge of

the schools .—The Lancet-Clinic.
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In ir>79 AniliTose Pare, in one of his published

volumes, said ; “For God is m}' untness, and all

good we know, that I have labored fifty years

with all care and pains in the illustration and

amplification of surgeiu’
;
and that I have so cer-

tainly touched that work whereat I aimed, that

anticpiitv may seem to have nothing wherein it

may exceed us beside the glory of invention, nor

posterity anything left hut a certain small hope

to add some things.”

Though posterity since then has added many
things to the .sum total of surgical knowledge,

yet we would each he doubtless willing to admit

that what we each arc able to add in our time

and sphere is small enough, so I do not claim

much, if anything, for originality in what I may

say to-night.

Gray tells us in his description of the spine

that it is a flexuous and flexible column com-

])osed of a series of bones called vertebrie (from

vertere. to turn), and it is this ability not only

to bend but to form the compound curves which

makes the sj>ine so graceful, as well as useful in

overcoming deficiencies of the body elsewhere.

Also its slight degree of rotation between each

vertebra permitting a man to see objects other

than those directly in front of him that makes

the disea.se, or condition, under discussion pos-

sible. So all through life every good is offset In

possible hann. Without these advantages of

flexion, flexuousness and rotation there could be

no curvature of the spine, neither could man en-

Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick. June 18, 1908.

joy the manifold blessings and comforts that

these properties bring.

“Lateral curvature of the spine is a habitual

or fixed deformity in which the spine is deviated

in whole or part to one or the other side of the

median line.”—Whitman.
d'he definition, as given, excludes all the com-

pensatory curves that disappear when the condi-

tion or need which called them into being ceases

to exist or operate. The curve, or curves, that

result from the tilting of the pelvis because of

the shortness of one leg, disappear when the

patient sits down.

In fixed lateral curvature we have passing into

a pathological state what we have in a less de-

gree as a physiological function of the spine. In

all bending of the spine of any appreciable amount
to either side there is also some rotation of the

vertebne, the bodies turning to the side of the

convexity. In all simple accommodative lat-

eral inclinations of the spine, the change in con-

tour would be more marked if viewed from in

front, or, in other words, the change in contour

is more marked in the bodies than in the spines,

and since the pathological is simply the physi-

ological exaggerated and fixed with more or less

permanency, we can readih' see that the curva-

ture may he much further advanced than we

would at first suppose from a superficial ex-

amination, as in those cases in which we have a

slight lateral curvature without an appreciable

rotation. Although I doubt if such a thing can

be as a lateral curvature with absolutely no rota-

tion.

The necessity for dividing the weight about

the center of gravity in order to balance the body

in the upright position accounts for the distribu-

tion and effects of lateral curvature. As the

normal contour of the spine is the necessar\- re-

sult of static conditions, a change in the normal

relation in one part necessitates a change else-
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where. If there be a priniarv curve convexity to

tlie left in the lumbar region, there mu.s.t be a

secondary or c-ompensating curve convexity to

the right higher up, and if these curves be suf-

ficiently pronounced there will be a corresjwnd-

ing appreciable rotation in either region. Thus
we have the “S'"’ shaped curve of scoliosis. These

curves may divide the spine equally, or there

may be one long and one short one. Occasionally

we may haa e three distinct curves, or in rare in-

stances the spine may be bent laterally into one

long curve, ‘Total scoliosis,'"’ which in childhood

is often combined with gener<il posterior curva-

ture, and is peculiar in that the torsion of the

vertebne may be toward the concave instead of

the convex side, as is usual, the torsion probably

representing the early stasres of the secondary or

compensatory curve.

Xot only the balance but symmetry of body is

preserved by the com^XMisatory curves. In case

of one long curve, either lateral or antero-pos-

terior, the lialance is maintained only by swac-

ing the entire liody on the pelvis in the direction

opjwsite to the distortion.

Etiology.—This is the most common of all de-

formities. thougli its insidiousness often allows

it to develop to harmful proportions before it is

recognized. In fifteen years, from 1885 to 1899,

3,252 cases were recorded in the out-patient de-

partment of the hospital for rupturecl and crip-

pled in Xew York, and during that time was
only exceeded by lx)w legs, of which 5,030 cases

were treated during the same period.

Sex.—"Lateral curvature occurs more fre-

quently among females than males in about the

]>roportion of four to one.”—Whitman. Sex
seems to exercise no influence in early childhood.

Possildy the greater solicitude of the mother for

her daughter who thus suffers as compared to a

son. may l)e one rea.son why so many more are

detected and brought for treatment, just as bow
legs and knock knees are more serious deformities

in a boy since his manner of dress does not hide

his misfortune.

Age influences its development, but no time of

life is exempt in the 3,252 cases just noted; 39.9

per cent, were less than 14 years of age, 48.4

per cent, were between the ages of 14 anfi 21,

and 11.0 per cent, were more than 21 years old.

Tlie.se figures simply show the age at which the

patients presented themselves for treatment and

give little or no clew to the beginning of the de-

formity. Certain}- those influenced by rachitis

would naturally liegin in early infancy, though

thev mav continue to develop later in life. In a

table ]>rcpared by Dr. Walter Truslow, Hospital

Puptured and Crippled, of thirty-seven patients

of six years or less, twenty-five were unmistakably

due to rachitis, .so we see this trouble plays no

small }>art as a causing factor.

It is an ea.sy matter to go down the line and
suggest predis|X)sing factors, but it is by no
means easy always to jxiint out the detennining

cause in each case.

1. Lateral curvature secondary to deformity

elsewhere, as where one leg is shorter, or follow-

ing torticollis.

2. Paralysis, particularly tliat of anterior

])oliomyelitis, along with its many other horrors,

may, and often does, add this deformity to the

othem.

3. As to occupation, certainly no cause is more
active as a determining cause than occupation,

from the school girl at her desk to the stone cut-

ter plying his trade, from infancy to age. Jean
Val Jean was intelligent enough to detect the

evils a habitual attitude due to their occupation

had on the other prisoners in the galley .drips,

and was not slow to profit by what he saw and
.*aved himself by using the same intelligence.

When fathers and mothers and all concerned in

growing childhood use the same good sense, lat-

teral curvature will be a thing of the past.

4. Congenital lateral curvature is uncommon
in infants otherwise normal, but beware of the

rachitis. Those with a weaker spot and an entire

framework as easily moulded as clay are easily

irent in any shape and are certainly creatures of

circumstances.

5. Heredity, tho'agh mentioned, is not easily

connected with the deformity in most cases. The
pranks that Xature plays in this regard, in bles.s-

ing us with oiir ancestor’s virtues as well as curs-

ing us with their vices and deficiencies, are in-

disputable if not always explainable.

Symptoms.—Generally the first is the deform-

ity. Pain may accompany or precede the de-

formity and is generally of a dull, dragging na-

ture. and is often said to be due to pressure of

the nerves caused by the cun-ature, but pain is

often felt on the convex as well as the concave

side, so that theory does not hold well. In ex-

treme cases doubtless the above explanation

would hold good.

Often weakness and awkwardness precede de-

formity. The writer recalls a case, a child of

throe that was brought to his office by the parents

to see why the little fellow fell so often as he

would run across the floor. A beginning lumbar

curve was found which rapidly progresssed from

want of treatment.

iiluscular coordination is often wanting and

neurasthenic or hysterical symptoms are often

present, sometimes culminating in all the un-
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pleasant symptoms due to mis
2
)laced thoracic or

abdominal organs in the cases of extreme deform-
ity.

Diagnosis.—Scoliosis is a simple deformitj-, ac-

companied by the symptoms of disease. Unfor-
tunately, too often the diagnosis is made, or

rather the deformity detected, by the dressmaker
or tailor. The doctor has had no chance to know
of the trouble. The elevated hip or shoulder

gives trouble when we demand something near

accuracy in fit of our clothes. The inclination of

the body to one side; rotation of the spine as

shown by fulness on one side or flatness of the

other; the curve best shown by the position of

the spinous processes in the erect position; the

lessened flexibility of the spine and range of mo-
tion of the shoulder joints.

Prognosis.—Doubtless there is a predisposing

or preliminary stage, a stage of progression and a

stage of arrest. All deformities of this class are

more likely to progress during the growing

period, so the later in life tha,t the deformities be-

gin the better the chance for the stage of arrest

to lie reached before great damage is done.

Cases seen in the preliminan* or early part of

the stage of progression may, under proper care,

if the patient is in proper health, be completely

cured, but if the muscular change has gone too

far or if adliesions have formed, or the osseous

changes have occurred, a checking of the deform-

ity is all that can be hoped for.

Treatment of this class of deformities, like the

education of children, should begin before the vic-

tim is born. Every child is entitled to a birth-

right of a good, strong, healthy constitution, and

such a guardianship of its early life as would

have judgment enough to know and take interest

enough to see that all is well with the child physi-

cally as well as miorally. To secure all this is be-

yond our power, but we may give an occasional

word of advice to those in charge of these chil-

dren so that they may know better what is nor-

mal, and knowing that, know how to secure it

and keep it. Seating of our schools has been
and is sadh' deficient. The cliild must fit the
seat and not the seat the child in the present sys-

tem of economics. This condition exists partly

because of ignorance, partly because of indiffer-

ence. Tasks l)eyond the strength and in no wise

adapted to childhood must be abolished. Child
labor in factories is going and must go. Good,
healthy play grounds with proper equipment,
both as a prevention and cure, mnst be furnished.

Whitman gives the following principles for the
guidance of those who would deal ^vith such
cases

:

1. To overcome all restriction to passive mo-
tion.

2. To strengthen weakened muscles, especially

whose action is opposed to habitual deformity
3. To insist on the avoidance of overfatigue

and improper postures.

4. To support the weak part by a brace if de-

formitj’ can not be corrected otherwise.

It would seem that these principles cover the

ground prett}' thoroughly, but it is much easier to

give principles than to apply them. AVhen the

muscles that resist passive motion are not easilv

reached and the bodies of the vertebrae can not be

affected, it is not so easy to overcome all restric-

tion and passive motion.

The second principle is the most important in

the curable cases unless the third be added to and
classed with it, for nothing is more important
tlian what is taught in the two combined, proper
exercise and proper rest. Proper exercise, both
j)assive and active, as far as the patient is con-

cerned. Passive, as properly given massage and
l)osture

;
active, all that is combined in proper

movements and exercises. If one has a well

equipped gvmnasium at hand and at its head a

good physical director to turn these patients over

to, the matter would be simple; but only the few

cam get one or both and nearly ever}' one has to

meet and treat these cases.

The exercises illustrated and described by
1 eschner in the Annals of Surgery and used bv
AA’liitiman in his excellent work on orthopedics are

fine, but are more elaborate than most can master
untaught, and few can get the proper instruction.

The Avriter has had good successs in dorsal and
lumbar curves in having the patient swing from
a ]X)le or rings by the hands. In case of high
dorsal or cervical cun'e a halter fastened under
the occiput and chin with an elastic band fas-

tened to the pole above gave the necessan- exten-

sion. This has been used in both antero-posterior

and lateral curves.

The necessity for proper rest at proper times
can not Ixj too strongly emphasized and avoidance
of improper posture is absolutely necessarv if

aught is to lie accomplished.

The last principle is to be shunned where pos-

sible, but in infants to overcome deformity and in

those Avhere support or such correction as it may
give to aid exercises, and lastly in those to whom
there is no other course open, the mechanical sup-

port is a necessity.

DISCUSSIOX.

Dr. H. R. Allen, Indianapolis: Any jiajier on
scoliosis is a good paper. And there is entirelv

too much ' scoliosis and it is largely because of
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some kind of fake modesty tliat seems to be not
to look at naked little children. You will save

them a great deal to see that their pelvis is square

and level. That is the foundation of the sj)ine.

The second thing is to look after the spine. There
are two or three things in regard to the human
spine not to he found in text books. Of all the

creatures, the human being is the only one that

has ever ventured upon the dillicidt task of bal-

ancing. In the spinal colpmn a series of culx's

rest upon a series of spheres. You have your

vertebra with a double convex disc of ca,rtilage,

and this spine is all the while held in the per-

pendicular iwsition, and man is the only animal

that has ever attempted it. j\lice and elephants

and other creatures have been taught to asssume

an uj^righf, position for short periods, but the

biggest apes we have walk on the first three fin-

gers of their forelegs, and this approaches nearest

to the human being. The rock seal goes down and

sleeps in an ujn-ight position, but is surrounded

l)y something that acts hy hydraulic presssure.

The bat hangs with its hooks on rock ledges.

There is no creature with a tilted pelvis but what

the spine is going to come on up and provide for

some point of balancing. Dr. Ross made fre-

quent reference to local irritation of the spine.

1 will show you what I mean by the rotation

theory. I found that the theory 1 had learned in

the books would not answer, and so I built a ma-

chine that would work in any weather and any-

where. (Tlie doctor illustrated on the blackboard

his rotation theory). So there is no use of their

talking about the rotation of the vertebra and no

use of talking about scoliosis unless the curve and

the rotation are as 1 maintain they are. And in

scoliosis they had better not use instruments

until they change their scheme of thought a little

bit. The Doctor si)oke of complete scoliosis—

T

have yet to see a case of complete scoliosis. There

is no more complex thing than that presented by

the spine, muscles and ribs attached thereto in all

medicine and surgery. Proper exercise—I do not

know what it is. I do not know any exercise cal-

culated to produce any correcting effect but what

you will find a corresponding point where you

will find your conditions reversed. In the Ortho-

pedic Society they varied in their treatment of

scoliosis, ami will keep on varying. They varied

on the treatment with the plaster of Paris cast.s.

In that you have a hump here and a depression

there. Likewise with the braces
;
they were prop-

erly condemned because while pushing on one

place they were pulling on another. They must

change their process. What good is twenty or

thirty minutes of proper exercise going to do

when all the rest of the time is having a develop-

ing influence, and gravity is the biggest force?

Another thing, swinging by the hands is recom-
mended to correct scoliotic curves, but swingriim

b}' the hand is only lifting the weight off the

sj)ine.

When you come to swinging the patient by
tlie arms 1 want you to notice what you do. The
latissimus dorsi is the biggest mus(de in the bodv.

1 1 comes from tlie pelvis and the jirocesses of the

spine and is attached to and swings the arm. If

you want to lift the pelvis up tlie latissimus is

the best thing to do it with. Your attachment in

front is the rectus. If you want to jmll up the

front part of the symphisis catch hold of the up-

per part of the rectus and do it. If you swing

them by the head then you come down to causes

and do something. Catch them and su’ing them

by the chin and the occiput. My treatment de-

])ends on correcting positions under strain, and

the application of a brace of this sort built along

progressive lines to carry off the weight by the

chin and the occiput to keep the deforming influ-

ences out of the question and put them in exer-

eising machines, which will shove the vertebr*

in such a manner as to untwist the I’evolution

that has occurred. It wouldn’t be fair to go into

details. Every one of these cases must stand on

its own feet. You must measure them from time

to time and find out what you are doing. There

is one machine that will measure them just as the

oculist can measure his eye cases. But remember

when you jmt traction on the spine do it with the

chin and the occiput. Show me one muscle that

will pull the spine one way and I will show you

several that are pulling harder the other way.

Dr. David Ross, Indianapolis (closing) :

There is no question but what great good comes

from extension of the spine, and yet often times

in these exercises in which the patient swings,

whether from the surrounding muscles or not,

you do get good, and without being aided by

them, by swinging them from the occiput and

chin alone, you can not, as in deformity such a.s

club foot, get at the part offending.

OBSTRUCTION OF THE BOWELS FROM
TRAUMATISM.*

J. H. Ford, M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Traumatism of the abdomen is a frequent

source of intestinal obstruction. The obstruction

may be mechanical or reflex. If mechanical, it is

due to rupture of the intestine, due to pressure

Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick, June 18, 1908.
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upon the intestinal cavity b}’ hematomas. It may
bring on violent peristalsis which may cause a

kink in the bowel. If it is reflex it is more prob-

ably due to injury of the nerve centers within the

abdomen, which brings on paralysis.

In examining a patient for traumatism the ut-

most gentleness must be emploc'cd lest the sur-

geon’s fingers or the patient’s movements should

convert an incomplete into a complete rupture

or induce a renewal of hemorrhage.

Exact diagnosis may be impossible. Tlie ab-

sence of all acute symptoms, or of symptoms dis-

tinctly pointing to a visceral lesion, is not enough

to justify the surgeon proclaiming the injury im-

important. For example, there may be nothing to

indicate soon after the injury such a severe lesion

as rupture of the intestine, but in a few hours

the onset of acute peritonitis will reveal the grav-

ity of the ca.:t. In many cases, therefore, where

an actual diagnosis of visceral lesion can not be

made, an exploration sliould be made. This is

particularly true where rupture of the intestine

is suspected and cvhere the injury in the solid

viscera would lead to severe hemorrhage.

The most pronounced symptom is shock, which

is most intense immediately after the injury. It

is an indication of interference with the nerves,

and is usually most intense when the traumatism

is in the upper half of the abdomen, especially

if the stomach is full, though it may be absent or

very slight and transient in rupture of the intes-

tine.

Hemorrhage may be of the concealed variety,

and the general signs are acute anemia and shift-

ing dullness in the abdominal cavity, though it

is not always advisable to move the patient from
side to side in hemorrhage of the abdomen. Per-

cussion should be made very carefully and lightly,

not only to avoid giving pain and exciting mus-
cular spasm, but tlie force of the blow may pos-

sibly comjDlete an incomplete rupture of the in-

testine or blood vessel. Eupture of the abdominal

wall is an extremely important sign in visceral

injury. When the patient can take a full deep

breath without pain and the abdominal wall is

everywhere quite soft to the touch, it is almost

certain that there is no visceral injury or peri-

tonitis. Pain is the symptom of all injury. When
it is intense, and increasing spontaneously Avith-

out any movement on the part of the patient, and

is fixed in one spot and radiates thence over the

belly, it becomes of serious import.

Vomiting is another very frequent symptom.
When the patient receives a blow upon the ab-

domen soon after a meal, vomiting to the extent

of emptying the stomach usually occurs and is of

no serious significance, but when the act is oft

repeated, and particularly when the ejecta con-

tains blood, it is an important sign of visceral

lesion. The signifiancec of passage of blood by

the bowel is obvious, and it may be pointed out

if bright blood is passed, as a result of abdominal

injury, it points to a lesion of the colon, while an

altered condition of the blood (tarry stools')

would shoAv that it comes from some loop of the

alimentan' canal further removed. The most fre-

quent and most violent sequela of abdominal in-

jury is peritonitis, which may result from a per-

foration of any part of the alimentary canal, or

from a less severe injury which permits patho-

logical organisms to traverse tlie intestinal wall

and infec-t the peritoneum.

Peritonitis is a frequent cause of intestinal ob-
struction, and Avhen the obstruction arises from
this cause surgical interference is demanded.
Probabh' the most frequent cause of obstruction
from traumatism is adhesive inflammation. Con-
tusion of the peritoneal coating of the bowels and
abdominal Avails causes adhesive exudate to be
thrown out, Avhicii agglutinates the bowels into

masses and frequently forms adhesive bands
Avhich constrict the boAvel, producing an internal

hernia. These conditions have all the character-

istic SAunptoms of hernia produced in any other

position. As an example, I Avas called to attend
a man aa'Iio Avas pinched between two cars. At the
time of the injury he had profound shock, tem-
perature dropped to 96 1/2°, pulse small and
thready, Avith a leaky skin. The man recovered
Avithout any symptoms of peritonitis and was dis-

charged from the hospital at the end of a week
or ten days. Some tAvo weeks afterward I was
called to his home in the night and found him
Avith the characteristic S3'mptoms of intestinal ob-

struction. He Avas immediately removed to the

hospital and an abdominal exploratioii made,
Avhen we found a knuckle of bowel had slipped

under an adhesive band which had formed from
the promontory of the sacrum, into the right iliac

fossa. The obstruction was complete, the bowel
Avas strangulated, and necrosis had already set in.

The strangulation was relieved and the man has

made an uneventful recover}’.

Probably the most serious obstruction from
traumatism with AA’hich we haA’e to deal, and the

one AA’hich the surgeon fears the most, is post-

operatiA’e ileus. This condition is not as well un-
derstood as it will be, and seems to be due, first,

to nervous shock, producing a paralysis of peri-

stalsis. This allows the contents of the bowels to

take on active fermentation with great distention,

which further complicates the paralysis. This
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condition promotes absorption of toxins, and tlie

patient soon becomes thoroughly poisoned. Un-
less the condition is speedily relieved death will

surely ensue.

The treatment of this condition is one which
puts a grave responsibility upon the attending

jjhysician. If the bowel can not be moved by
laxatives, then there is only one recourse, and
that is surgical interference. Open the abdomen,
incise and drain the bowel, washing out the con-

tents of the intestinal tract, getting rid of <ras

and the fermenting fecal matter. This is rather

a radical procedure, but is advocated by some of

the best surgeons.

I'locher advocates opening high in the jejunum
and low in the ileum, washing the gut through

and through, and closing the opening at the

termination of the irrigation.

Munks, of Boston, in the last copy of Antuds

of Surgery, has an article upon this subject, in

which he states that he has not been able, in ex-

periments upon animals, to wash the whole of the

small bowel through the high and low ojreniugs,

but states that he has been able to cleanse this

tract through some three openings : ojoen high in

the jejunum and make a middle incision at the

vipper end of the ileum, washing out the upper
part of the tract; then, closing, the upper open-

ing, make another incision low down in the ileum,

using the lower opening in the first washing for

the high opening in this second washing. In tliis

manner he has been able to cleanse the small

bowel and also force the water through the ileo-

cecal valve into the colon.

Dr. llaslam of Fremont, Xeb., as far back as

1902, reports cases of obstruction treated in this

manner. He reports a boy, fourteen years of

age, suffering from a severe attack of intestinal

parah'sis following a relapse of appendicitis. A
loop of the bowel as high up as possible was
drawn through an opening in the abdomen and
incised, (juite a length of bowel was drawn
through the 0|>ening and an incision low down
was made. The bowel was flushed out and the

opening in the bowel stitched up and the bowel
returned to the abdomen, the patient recovering.

Dr. I’ond, of Brooklyn, also reports a case

where he opened the abdominal cavity and irri-

gated the lower part of the bowel dowm to the

ileocecal valve. He flushed the bowel out with

hot saline solution and thoroughly unloaded it.

He stitched the open howel into the wound and

kept up the irrigation for several days.

I have to report a case of my owm in which ob-

struction followed a case of pus appendicitis,

where I had i)aralvsis with great distention, and

was unal)le to unload the bowel by any medica-
tion tried; high colon flushing, catharsis of saline

and croton oil, injection of hydrobromate of

eserin, all failing to produce peristalsis or get

ail}' motion whatever. The abdomen was not

opened at the old wound but in the median line,

for fear that there might be some contamination
still lingering in the old pus tract, which was
Ijeing drained. The bowel immediately appeared
in the wound, and when brought out on the ab-

domen we found it largely distended, the peri-

toneum quite congested, adhesive exudates being

thrown out and more or less agglutination hav-

ing taken place. These adhesions were broken uj)

and the howel was opened as high as possible and
found to be filled with gas and fermienting liquid.

This portion of the bowel was washed in both di-

rections as far as it was possible, but I found it

impossible to bring about contraction of the lower

part of the bowel which was out upon the abdo-

men. The upper incision was now closed and

the bowel was stripped gently downward so as to

force all the contents as low in the bowel as pos-

sible, and compresssion forceps put upon it. .\n

incision was now made in the small bowel and it

was again drained of fecal contents. As we pro-

ceeded down the bowel we found the contents

dark, liquid and very foul. This bowel was thor-

oughly drained by stripping upward toward our

compression forceps, filling repeatedly with hot

saline solution, the salt solution being forced bv

compression down the bowel, afterward returning

to the opening. After as thorough cleansing as

])ossible, the wound was closed by a doul)le row

of Lembert sutures and the bowel returned to the

abdomen. Before closing the abdomen a colon

tube was passed into the lower bowel and by put-

ting the hand in the abdominal cavity throug'.i

the opening and guiding the tube into the colon

we were enabled to pass it almost to the first

flexure. The colon was filled with a solution of

epsom salts, the abdomen closed with drainage

and the patient put to bed in the Fowler position.

In a few hours the lower bowel was thoroughly

unloaded, a great amount of gas passing, and the

patient made a lingering and tedious recovery,

but without ain- further ileus.

I am firmly of the opinion that many of these

cases of post-operative ileus could be relieved by

thoroughl}^ washing the intestinal tract. I can

see no objection to the operation, as, under proper

precautions, it is certainly safer than to allow the

ileus to run its course, as death almost invariably

follows.

In closing, I would state that all cases of ob-

struction due to traumatism should be operated
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promptly, before peritonitis has set in, or the

patient has become weakened from loss of blood

or intestinal absorption has taken j^lace and

the patient has become thoroughly poisoned. I

believe, after reading the article by Munk, that

I shall be tempted to operate if the patient gives

any promise whatever of living to come off the

table.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. T. B. Noble, Indianapolis : Every case of

intestinal obstruction is a case which puts the life

of the individual in imminent jeopardy, and

death will occur unless the condition be promptly

diagnosed and properly treated. In personal ex-

perience, by all odds my greatest mortality lies

in this class of cases. I believe, as a rule, every

one of these cases ought to get well, just as every

case of appendicitis ought to get well, because

there is a time if these cases be properly inter-

preted, properly anatyzed and proper treatment

instituted they will uniformly recover. They must

be treated promptly. The death angel is busy

from the time the obstruction is complete and we
have no time limit in which, to operate. I have

seen cases recover in six weeks and in six days

following an obstruction, and I have seen them
die in twelve hours. My experience is that I am
not called in to interpret symptoms of obstruction

of the bowels, but to interpret symptoms of im-

pending death, symptoms of exhaustion and col-

lapse resulting from peritonitis or some ether se-

quential pathological condition, the outgrowth of

the obstruction which occurs probably days be-

fore. It is a shame that in these cases we en-

counter gangrenous intestine. The day is now
here when we should study more carefully the

early symptoms of this condition. These are pa-

pers that should be over in the other section, be-

fore the men who do not often see inside the ab-

dominal cavity and do not appreciate the serious-

ness of the changes that so rapidly occur follow-

ing an obstruction. Nature’s first cry for relief

from this fatal malady is pain, and if doctors

properly interpret this first cry they will relieve

the pain and we won’t have intestinal necrosis,

we won’t have general peritonitis and but very

few deaths from this terrible disease. It is the

pain from impaired peristalsis, pain from ob-

struction, pain that is colicky in character, it is

severe, it refuses to he relieved. Then how often

w’hen we are called do we find that the pain has

ceased, an obtundation of general character, a re-

ceding abdomen, a leaky skin, weak pulse, cyano-

sis over the abdomen, and we are called now to

operate as a last resort. 'We should be called in

when they are having their early pain. When it

comes to the management of these cases, that de-

pends upon the individual experience of the oper-

ator himself, the environmental condition in

which the patient is, together with the path-

ological conditions that obtain at the time he is

called into the case to do his operation.

Dr. T. C. Kennedy, Shelbyville; Too fre-

quently we come to these cases to find they have

been relieved by morphin, and there is 'a sense

of security felt by the patient and his friends .and

they refuse operation, as occurred in a case

where I was called recently. But, as has been

well said here, these cases should be operated

early, as soon as the condition is diagnosed, and it

does not make any difference whether we diagnose

correctly a volvulus, an intussusception or what-

ever it may be, but as soon as obstruction is diag-

nosed laparotomy should be performed at once.

And, as Dr. Clark has said, I do not believe it is

well to hunt for the obstruction, but drain the

bowel and wait for improvement in the condition

of the patient. In- many cases when the sur-

geon is called the patient is in collapse, the pain

is gone and the patient is in a profuse sweat and

when even an operation would no longer be of

service. But I believe we would be warranted,

no matter how extreme the condition, in attempt-

ing to relieve the condition by operation.

Dr. E. D. Clark, Indianapolis: I did not refer

to my personal experience except to say when I

am called in the vast majority of cases the patient

has been so greatly intoxicated by the absorption

of poisons from the intestine that it is absolute

folly, almost, to attempt operation. It is my be-

lief, and I think is the belief of every operator,

that if these cases could be gotten soon enough

they could be relieved of their trouble.

Dr. J. H. Ford, Indianapolis: I believe the

surgeon is not in position to decide when an oper-

ation is futile. While it is desirable and ex-

tremely important to have early recognition of

the conditions obtaining, still I do not think a

man should refuse to operate on a patient in a

reasonable stage of collapse, because cases have

been recorded where the alimentary tract has

been unloaded and cleansed and the patient has

recovered. The hunting for the obstruction is

serious business. It is easy to recognize, as a

rule, because above the obstruction you find a

distended bowel and collapsed below; but the

trouble is that if the obstruction is low down we
have such a mass of intestine that it is almost

impossible to find it. So I believe the thing to

do is to relieve the bowel of the material that is

poisoning the patient and Nature will come to

the rescue.
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THE EELATIOX OF FIIYSICIAXS AXD
DEUG GISTS.*

Samuel E. Eakp,

IXDIAXAPOLIS.

Tlie universal recognition of pharmacy as a

science and a profession is the dawn of a new' era,

which, consequently, gives greater dignity to the

relationship between physicians and druggists.

'The subject is a broad one, and yet much that

might be said is embraced in the following four

propositions: First, the relationship should be

professional ; second, trade relations should be

distinct and separate: third, obligations on

either side should be those of a professional char-

acter; fourth, the ethical relations of physicians

and pharmacists should be, as far as possible, the

same as those of physician and physician. These

are sufficiently axiomatic to make a discussion of

them in detail unnecessar}’.

Contributory to the betterment of the condi-

tions of pharmacy are both the state and the

non-state schools of pharmacy and the special

departments in many other institutions of learn-

ing. The progressive states have passed laws

regulating the practice of phannacy, so that now

phamacy is given deserved credit among the

professions. As a result the present generation

of druggists are pharmacists and no longer bear

a relation to the drug-store conditions that ex-

isted several years ago.

While it is proper and right that there should

be a dignified relation between physicians and

druggists, yet the former has no right wdiatever

to dictate the method by which a store should be

conducted, although he may feel like entering an

objection if there is a violation of the unwritten

law of ethics. The physician may recommend

to his patient a conscientious and faithful drug-

gist, but he should never depart from the method

of right and equity to do so to the exclusion of

others who are equally competent.

A physician has a right to always expect cour-

teous treatment, wdiich applies equally well to

his patients
;
and the druggist has an equal right

to exjiect the same in return.

I readily see wherein an unwise druggist might

unintentionally cause conditions that would be a

mutual detriment; to discuiss, with the members

of a family, a prescription in reference to its

merits and intents, rendering an opinion as to its

value, would be unethical, and, furthermore, it is

not a part of his profession to form a judgment

of the propriety of a prescription.

•Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at
French Lick, June 19, 190S.

'Ihat either one should not speak disparag-

ingly of the other applies to both physician and

druggist.

Occasionally some proportion of the prescrip-

tion does not seem quite clear to the compounder,

and rather than depend upon his ow’n judgment

the pharmacist seeks information from the au-

thor of the prescription, -which naturally reacts

to the credit of one or both of the parties inter-

ested. Fpon this point the pharmacists of some

localities are verv^ particular and this method is

commendable.

I am inclined to take rather an optimistic view

in reference to phannacists frequently wearing

the garb of a physician and engaging in the

practice of medicine which their license does not

entitle them to do. Xor do I believe that simply

to recommend a remedy is close to counter pre-

scribing. To suggest an agent for the relief of

pain or to act in a case of emergency so far as a

pharmacist’s knowledge will permit, is surely not

objectionable; but to inaugurate a line of treat-

ment, thereby usurping the powers of others, is

an injustice to physician and to patient.

I do not believe that the cry of substitution of

the “just as good” has strained the relations of

physicians and druggists. It is a medium which

has been overworked by the advertiser. Some
few manufacturers have ridden it as a hobb)'-

horse until it has become wind-broken. There

may have been some guilt, but the innocent have

been made to suffer.

The pharmacopeia recognizes certain prepara-

tions and some trade preparations are identical

with them. There is every reason why the physi-

cian should give the standard the preference, but

if a prescription contains the trade preparation

and a druggist uses the standard it is substitu-

tion; yet it is a violation of the letter of the law

and not the spirit. There can be no question but

that a prescription should be filled as written

unless a conference is held -with the prescriber

and permission given to do otherwise. The drug-

gist is in a position to frequently furnish in-

formation, and relations should be such as to

warrant such a conference. The interests of

physicians and druggists should be mutual and

professional men should be honest in their work

and there is no reason why conditions should be

otherwise. If our confidence is weak, let us

increase its strength.

One of the greatest evils that I recognize is the

method which the public has of calling upon the

druggist for remedial agents to relieve a cough.

Some do this simply for the purpose of avoiding

a physician’s fee, while others form a judgment
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that it is of too trivial a nature to require the

attention of a pliysieian. Cases of this kind un-

questionably are frequently cases of tuberculosis

which may be carried to a period beyond redemp-

tion, and if they had been txnder the care of a

skilled physician at the onset a cure would have

been effected. I call attention to this point,

Avhich in no sense is a criticism of the druggist,

but to emphasize the fact that if the druggist

will stop the imposition of the people upon him

lie will be as great a factor as many health offi-

cials in eradicating tuberculosis. This is true

because what appears to be a simple cold is fre-

quently the forerunner of a fatal issue, and also

because curative methods depend upon an early

diagnosis.

I have frequently been told that the treatment

of venereal diseases by the druggist is a com-

monjfface practice, but I do not know of a case

in point, and I would be loath to believe that the

members of a profession of pharmacy are guilty

of anything of this character; however, I can

readily see that if such a method were in vogue

tiiere would be a possibility of a larger number

of complicated cases visiting genito-urinary spe-

cialists for a final cure, and perhaps furnish a

few sterile women, if not worse, for the gynecolo-

gists; and yet with the confidence I have in the

best class of pharmacists I am impressed with

the idea that tliey use the skill that rightfully

belongs to them as members of the profession of

pharmacy without a stain of this character ttpon

their garments, and if there are a few exceptions

others shoitld not be condemned, but the guilty

deserve punishment.

Tlie ]ture food law will react to the advantage

of the two professions under consideration, and

the department store method will wane under the

restrictions of this law and it will soon be knovui

that the place to get standard drugs is at a stand-

ard drug store. The topic is worthy of further

consideration, but time forbids.

Some members of the medical profession have

been in the habit of using preparations in the

treatment of disease which were on par with an

ordinary patent medicine, which in no wise in-

creased the respect of the practitioner from the

standpoint of a skilled pharmacist, nor was it

conducive to harmonioits relations.

'There is now a wave of reform movement in

progress, and on April 7, 1907, the Indianapolis

]\Iedical Society issued to the physicians of

Illarion County the following address, a copy of

which was sent to every physician in the county.

It is as follows:

It is well known to all who keep themselves

informed upon the progress of things medical

that an earnest and determined movement has

arisen throughout this country and the world

looking to a refonn in the prescribing of medi-

cines. The advertising and the more or less

irrational and unscrupulous promulgation of

various types of proprietary medicines and nos-

tnims has to such an extent beguiled, deluded,

degraded and even debauched the profession that

tlie situation has become intolerable to a liberal

and self-respecting calling such as ours.

This matter, as you know, has been officially

taken up by the American Medical Association,

and its Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry is

doing a great work in a preliminary clearing of

the field. We commend this work, as published
from time to time in the association journal, to

your constant and serious consideration.

Influential representatives of the public press,

daily journals, widely-circulated monthly maga-
zines and scientific publications are not only
endorsing the campaign against the ordinary
“patent medicines” and promiscuous and irri-

tional self-drugging, but are also seriously look-

ing into and criticising this evil of the use of

“professional patent medicines.” Plainly there
is a loud call for an awakening of the profes-

sional intelligence and conscience in this matter,
and an equally urgent call upon our integrity and
self-respect, in view of the fact that our derelic-

tions are being scrutinized, not only among our-
selves, but among those upon whom we must
depend for recognition, respect and support.

It is idle to seek to lay the blame upon others;
upon too enterprising and unscrupulous manu-
facturers, upon the commercial necessities of
medical journals, or upon the druggists whom
we have been chiefiy responsible for leading
astray. The fault lies chiefly with us in that
we have been false to our own ethical principles
and have been seduced away from our own recog-
tiized standards.

The reform must begin and continue among
ourselves. Then only will the other guilty ones
—the manufacturing pharmacists, the medical
journals and the druggists—be willing and com-
pelled to follow us. We must come back to a
recognition and appreciation of what is meant
by rational therapeutics, by a rational simplicity

in the prescription of drugs, by rational profes-

sional independence in medical practice, and by
rational pharmacologic standards. Having
adopted a Pharmacopeia and ISTational Foimu-
lary as our chief guide, we should follow the
earnest advice of our appointed authorities in

clinical medicine and phannacy, avoiding the
use of unnecessary and meaningless proprietary
preparations and the worse nostrums, as far as

possible, prescribing and thus encourage the
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druggist to dispense according to the Pharma-

copeia.

At a recent meeting of this society this impor-

tant subject was freely and helpfully discussed in

conjunction with representative pharmacists of

the city, the pharmacists expressing their will-

ingness and desire to follow the physicians in

this form of prescribing, and a committee was

appointed to formulate an expression of com-

bined medical and pharmaceutical conviction

and advice. Therefore

:

Resolved, That the Indianapolis Medical Society does

hereby record its approval and endorsement of the

pre?°nt movement for reform in the prescription of

drugs; and.

Resolved, That the Society does hereby call upon

its members to give heed and serious consideration to

this reform; urging upon them the conviction uni-

formly and repeatedly expressed by the master-minds

of clinical medicine, that the habitual and routine pre-

scribing of meaningless proprietary medicines and nos-

trums is degrading to rational therapeutics, lays our

calling open to a charge of insincerity in its claim as a

liberal profession, makes insignificant its criticism of

the ordinaiy patent medicine business, deprives it of

that public esteem and confidence which is its due,

belittles it and us in the eyes of the pharmacist, and,

sooner or later, almost invariably compromises the

otherwise thoughtful and capable physician in his diag-

nosis and treatment of disease.

You are, therefore, urged by this society to

cease prescribing unworthy and irrational reme-

dies and to act in conjunction uith your local

druggists in bringing about a new order of scien-

tific prescription writing. . . .

Failure to participate in this reform move-

ment lays us open to the charge of either indif-

ference or of inability or unfitness to scientifi-

cally practice and to prescribe medicines.

The medical profession is trying to teach the

public the importance of hygiene, sanitation and

preventive medicine, and we must have the help

of the pharmacist. He is in a position to render

service which will make the physician’s work

more effective and thereby he becomes a public

benefactor.

I am impressed by what I believe to be a fact

—that it is the duty of the members of the med-

ical profession to recognize the ability of the

jDhannacist to a greater extent than we now do.

He is not simply a tradesman, but after years of

study the pharmacist of to-day is fully able to

meet the demands of the physician; do we justly

give him the opportunity? If our knowledge of

materia medica and therapeutics is deficient, if

we are rusty or indolent, so much so that it is

easier to prescribe a nostrum, then we do not

utilize his skill. If we have been unconsciously

drifting to a port of danger, let us resolve to steer

clear of it, and after all it will not be disad-

vantageous to now and then refresh our mem-
ories concerning the unwritten law of ethics

between physicians and pharmacists.

THE EELATION OF THE PHxkEMACIST
TO THE PHYSICIAN.*

J. E. Francis, Ph.G.

INDIANAPOLIS.

In order to better understand what should be

the relation of the pharmacist to the physician,

it may lie well to review briefly the history of

medicine and pharmacy and the origin of the

two professions as separate practices.

During the Galenic period the art of medicine

consisted chiefly of the endeavor to discover rem-

edies for the cure of disease. "We note the super-

stitions and mysticism which prevailed in the

amulets and other charms
; the famous “Anodyne

Necklass of Galenus,” and so on. At this time it

naturally required that the physician would pre-

pare, compound and often collect medicines

which he employed. Thus was developed the

vegetable materia medica.

During the latter part of this period the search

for the “elixir” was also participated in by the

alchemists, in connection with the “philosopher’s

stone,” which when found was expected to trans-

mute baser metals into gold and also to supply

the key to everlasting life.

While the alchemists did not realize their am-
bitions, their labors resulted in a vast amount of

experimentation upon which the science of chem-

istry subsequently developed.

The Galenic period was succeeded by the Para-

celsic period, commencing about 1600 A. D.,

which introduced mineral substances in medi-

cine, beginning with mercury and antimony, and

with their introduction the materia medica was

vastly augmented.

The preparation of chemical substances re-

quired more time than the physician could de-

vote, and thus was developed a class of specialists

who manufactured these chemical substances and

who also relieved the physician of himself pre-

paring all other medicines that he used.

The introduction of chemical substances and

medicines into commercial use was soon taken

advantage of by la}'men and others for criminal

purposes. Thus we have the “era of the poison-

ers,” one of the darkest pages of the middle ages.

*Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick, June 19, 1908.
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We are reminded here of the woman Tofana in

Italy who, at the time she was executed, con-

fessed having murdered several hundred persons

by poisoning them with arsenic. This name is

also a ghastly reminder of the New England
woman, Toppan, who only a few years ago con-

fessed having murdered some thirty persons by

administering poison to them. Poisoning became

so common a practice that it became a profes-

sion, and was the common practice invoked to

get rid of undesirable citizens, whether through

hate, jealousy or greed. Beginning with the

sixteenth century the authorities in all countries

of Europe employed rigid means to stop this

px'actice. Phannacies under the strict supervi-

sion of the authorities were established, and
certain exclusive privileges to the pharmacist

attending controlled competition through re-

striction of trade. As a result there developed a

class of highly educated and trained apothecaries

who, assured of a life tenure, were largely inde-

pendent of commercial considerations. These
things are possible, however, only in countries

where the code is supreme as distinguished from
those governed by the common law. In the lat-

ter such regulations and restrictions must await

the slow progress of enlightened public sentiment

and the treacherous processes of political com-

promises before they can be enacted into legisla-

tion. ^Wiile commercialism is allowed to play

such an important part in the handling of medic-

inal agents, the relation of the pharmacist to the

physician is difficult to define.

The medical profession has its code governing

relations between its members and the public, but

there is no written code concerning the relations

of the pharmacist. However, the latter’s relation

to the physician may specifically be stated as fol-

lows: (1) The attitude of the prescription. (2)

The recommendation of medicines. (3) Adher-

ence to the standards of the U. S. P. and N. F.

(4) Professional courtesy.

Since many physicians have quit writing pre-

scriptions, because they do not feel warranted in

writing one prescription which may come into

use for a whole neighborhood, or from the dan-

gerous effects of potent or habit-forming drugs,

following unwarranted repetition of compound-

ing such medicines as were designed only for a

particular person for a particular period, I would

call attention to the recent conclusions of a joint

committee of the Chicago Medical Society and

the Chicago branch of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association, expressed in their declara-

tion as follows:

First.—The prescription is an utterance of the

prescribe!’ who alone should direct and control its

emploxanent. It should, whenever practicable,

carry the name of the patient, the age in years if

a minor, and the date when written.

Second.— The pharmacist who prepares the

medicine should retain the prescription as refer-

ence for his services and as record for a certain

limited period—not less than five years—for the

protection of the prescriber, himself and the pa-

tient.

Third. — The medicine prescribed should be

supplied not more than once on the same pre-

scription: (1) If ordered by the prescriber,

“Not to he repeated”; (2) if containing narcotic

or habit-forming drugs; (3) if called for by

some person known not to be the original holder.

Fourth.—Copy of the prescription may be fur-

nished and should be written on an especial

blank, containing a declaration that it is a copy

of a prescription which has been delivered to the

original holder and is not to be refilled except on

order of the prescriber. The copy is made with-

out recourse to possible error.

To my mind these requirements are exceed-

ingly reasonable.

Theoretically, it might be said that the phar-

macist should not recommend any medicine, but

suggest that his patrons seek the advice of a

physician. But this is impracticable because the

average layman thinks he knows as much about

medicines as does the doctor. Incidentally, it

might be added that this attitude of the la;\Tnan

is in no wise improved by the observation he

often has the opportunity of making, in the fact

of physicians recommending proprietary phar-

maceuFcals to him which, through the trade

name and literature accompanying, offers oppor-

tunity of too much familiarity. Besides, in this

great country every man, woman and child en-

joys the privilege of recommending medicine for

every ailment, and while the laws require a high

degree of qualification and license for the prac-

tice of medicine, any old woman can set up as a

healer, and any adventurer with a few dollars can

organize a chemical company and dope the com-

mimity by the wholesale under the apparent

sanction of the government; that is, by the nat-

ural although wrong interpretation of the guar-

antee label of the food and drugs act.

It is, therefore, exceedingly difficult to draw a

line where the pharmacist’s privilege begins or

ends, except for at least one well-defined prin-

ciple, namely, he has no right to diagnose.

I should say that he has the right to supply the

articles of the poison and narcotic drug schedule

only under such restrictions as required by law.

He should never recommend any patent medi-
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cines, display them or allow his name to be used

in connection with them. As to what extent he

shall entirely refuse to handle them will be a

matter of individual taste or judgment.

As to patent medicines generally, and I refer

to those articles exploited on the public through

the press, in my judgment the marketing of them

as practiced is fraught with so much danger as

to overshadow all the good to which they may lay

claim. So far as the layman’s personal interests

are concerned, there is about as much judgment

used in this self-medication, especially for ob-

scure ailments, as there would be in his trying to

pilot a modern locomotive over a piece of busy

railroad track with which he was unacquainted.

The pharmacist, from the nature of his position

toward the public, ought to be honest enough to

protect his patron, even against his credulous in-

sistence, and to point out that Avhen medication

is needed for obscure troubles the only proper

thing to do is to consult the physician.

That uniformity may be secured in strength

and dosage of medicines, every civilized country

has established a standard through its pharma-

copeia, a work compiled by joint medical and

pharmacal authorities. The United States Phar-

macopeia, as presented to us in the last or eighth

decennial revision, fixes the standards for the

identity, purity, strength and quality and gives

directions for the preparation, valuation, preser-

vation and compounding of medicinal substances.

For the first eighty-eight years of its existence

the U. S. Pharmacopeia was not legally recog-

nized by the government, and then not until the

enactment of the Food and Drugs Act in 190G.

The Xational Formulary is a work issued by the

American Pharmaceutical Association, compiled

by a committee on revision of this association.

It is a compilation of some 500 formulas and is

now in its twentieth year. The National Formu-
lary is now likewise recognized in the Food and

Drugs Act on the same basis as the Pharma-

copeia. It is the consensus of opinion that the

present U. S. Pharmacopeia is the most complete

of the world’s pharmacopeias, no less an author-

ity than Dr. L. F. Barker of Johns Hopkins hav-

ing recently expressed his judgment to that

effect.

The medical profession and the pharmacists

of our country have drifted away from these

standards of authority in recent years. To my
mind one reason for this is that it is easiest to

follow the line of least resistance. The latter has

lieen supplied through the medium of the large

manufacturer, and myriads of lesser ones, in

their specialties, so-called specifics and ready-

made prescriptions, chiefly because to them it is

a profit-earning method. Besides this great flood

cf specialties, etc., sampled by the iflivsician and

vended chiefly through the pharmacist, we also

have to contend with the small manufacturer

who sells the physician direct, often quoting

prices below actual market value and throwing

in a few shares of stock beside. This kind of

thing, generally speaking, has gone on to the

point where it would seem both physician and

])harmacist have lost sight of their true interests,

individual and mutual.

The young physician starting in practice,

often but meagerly equipped so far as pharma-

colog}' and therapeutics are concerned owing to

the shortcomings of his alma mater in this re-

spect, and feeling the need of something, some-

where, to lean upon, naturally listens to the siren

\oice of the neatly-dressed and artistic detail

man and promises to prescribe. The pharmacist

in turn meets this same genial gentleman, who
bombards him with a long list of names of physi-

cians Avho are going to prescribe his specialty

and, as a consequence, stocks up the pharmacist.

At this point, it may be properly asked, what

are the real objections to proprietaries, secret

formula?, after all? There is really no objection

to' them if a better knowledge of medicines than

we have of them is not required, or if something

better is not desired. Indirectly, however, the

use of them as a practice is very objectionable,

possibly most so because they are in direct oppo-

sition to the liberal principles upon which true

medicine and true pharmacy are based; their use

encourages or falsely rewards pretense and un-

dermines those fundamental processes which en-

courage true pharmacologic and therapeutic at-

tainment; and it certainly can not be said that

the use of such things is in any way consistent

with the extremely precise methods employed in

all other departments of medical and surgical

practice.

In my judgment, it has come about largely

because it is easiest. I do not wish to l)e under-

stood as undertaking to dictate to, or to criticise

ihe medical profession for having, by their

method of prescribing proprietary remedies, as-

sisted in the vending and the use of such agents.

Bather, I wish to acknowledge the fault of the

pharmacist and to shoulder a full measure of

blame; for is not the pharmacist in his true

sphere, the helper, the assistant of the physician

and the outer-guard, as it were, toward things

pliarmaceutic ?

That we have drifted far, very far, from the

proper channel is evidenced by a glance through
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Ihe revised or fourth edition of the “Propaganda

for Eeform in Proprietary ]\Iedicines/’ being a

reprint from the Journal of the American Medi-

cal Association. In this we find article after

article, with which, after years of handling and

of use, we felt perfectly familiar, fallen by the

wayside as a result of the scrutiny of careful ex-

amination. Page after page of evidence that the

true reason for all this heraldry by tongue and

pen of the wonderful discoveries of new mixtures

and combinations, has not teen any desire on the

part of the makers to aid and assist in establish-

ing true therapeutic standards, but to the con-

traiw, has been purely a selfish and commercial

one. To encroach upon the threshold of sickness

and disease with falsehood and deceit, under the

guise of being a helpmate to the physician, is an

extremity in commercial practice which is cer-

tainly profound in its dishonor.

If time permitted I should like to call atten-

tion in detail to the work being done by joint

committees of medical societies and local brandies

of the American Pharmaceutical Association,

but 3’ou doubtless are all more or less familiar

with this subject, which has for some time past

been presented through the columns of the

Journal of the American Medical Association

and elsewhere.

A few days ago I received, upon request, from

the secretary of the Kentucky State Board of

Health a copy of the reply postal card which has

been sent all members of the Kentucky State

Medical Association for their signature and re-

turn, bearing the following obligation :

“I hereb}'’ agree with the other physicians of

Kentucky that T will, as far as possible, use only

those medicinal preparations which are described

in the United States Pharmacopeia and the

National Formulan-, and of other medical prep-

arations will only use those which have been
approved by the Council on Pharmacy and Chem-
istry of the American Medical Association, and
that I will not subscribe for nor receive from the

postoffice any medical journal which advertises

nostrums or proprietaries which have not received

such approval. I sign this with the understand-

ing that I intend doing my part toward freeing

the profession and its publications from the use

of nostrums and useless proprietary medicines.”

My understanding is that with true Kentucky
enthusiasm, the members have responded one

and all.

Throughout the land the propaganda of the

new reform is active. I am told by Dr. Barnard,

State Drug and Food Inspector of Indiana, that

the conditions throughout the state have vastly

improved as to quality, strength and standards

of medicinal articles carried in drug shops. Upon

inquiry of commercial representatives of the

johannaceutical manufacturers I am told that the

pharmacists of the state, having awakened to

the sophistry and fraud which heretofore has

been practiced upon them by the vendors of

cheap goods, have turned almost entirely to the

leading manufacturers who are reliable. It

seems to me that the physician should under-

stand the imjx)rt of these facts as a safeguard to

himself and against the vendors of unreliable

goods sold to him direct.

In conclusion, I believe the plan which in sub-

stance contemplates a better understanding be-

tween the physician and pharmacist, and a closer

leaning toward those medicinal preparations

which are legitimate, is the correct one. Per-

scnalh’, I believe we should welcome any and all

opportunity .of a proper kind for a better under-

standing between the professions of medicine and

jdiarmacA^ We mav not hope to accomplish so

much as has l)een done in Europe by the hard

hand of the law, but it is by the kindlier offices

of affiliation and fraternity; of encouragement

and helpfulness from the stronger to the weaker,

that we must look for betterment and for truth.

A PLEA FOR STATE CONTROL AND
TREATMENT OF DIPSOMANIA, IN-

EBRIETY AND DRUG AD-

DICTION.*

A. L. Wilson, M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS.

Since Cain, in the veiw dawn of creation, after

having slain his brother Abel, asked “Am I my

brother’s keeper?” men in all ages have been

answering that question in the affirmative. If

not in word, in act and deed. At the present

time we need only to look at the vast amount of

money expended annually besides the self-sacri-

lice and human suffering entailed in missionary

woi'k—medical and otherwise—besides the fra-

ternal organizations and national, state, county

and municipal charities all over the civilized

world which testify to the universal ‘^brotherhood

of man.”

That “all men are created equal” can not be

accepted as true, at least in so far as relates to

their physical and mental capacities. But all

men, women and children are or should be “en-

dowed with certain inalienable rights,” among

which is freedom from the curse of alcoholic

Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick, June 19, 1908.
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excesses, either in their own lives or that of

members of their immediate families.

It is a blight upon our boasted civilization that

such conditions should exist as shown in a recent

publication meant to be funny, where a mission-

ary in making her rounds soliciting contributions

was met at the door by an overworked, forlorn-

looking woman just from her washtub, who, in

answer to the question “Have you anything for

the Drunkard’s Home?” answered “Yes, come

around next Saturday night and get my hus-

band.” How many hundreds of wives there are

in Indiana who have sufficient cause to feel as

this woman did. And, unfortunately, there are

a good many husbands as well as fathers and

mothers, besides helpless children, who feel the

same way. I have no desire in this paper to out-

line any particular medical treatment for alcohol-

ism or drug addiction; in fact, I feel my utter

inability to do so, however much I might wish

to suggest a treatment that would hold out a ray

of hope to these poor unfortunates.

I presume we all are ready to admit that much
of the drunkenness and drug addiction is due to

heredity and environment. This is no doubt

true; but we should be careful lest our sympathy

cause such persons to become imbued with the

idea that they, by reason of heredity and en-

vironment, are a class to themselves and not

responsible for their lack of self-control. Of

course, we are not responsible for our hereditar)'’

characteristics; but certainly we can, to some

extent at least, control our appetites and passions

and no man has a right to say because his father

was a dinnkard it is necessar}' that he should fol-

low in his footsteps.

As “the child is father to the man” so it seems

to the writer that if we wish to influence heredity

it can best be done upon the generations yet

unborn by proper education and control of those

now living. As to environment, that can be

changed; and while it may be a difficult thing

to do, I believe no man should hide beliind his

environment and give that as an excuse for his

dissipated habits. The causes of drunkenness

and drug dissipation may be many and varied.

Among them, as has been stated, heredity and

environment are probably of first importance;

physical and mental suffering also play a part in

these cases. Business failures, domestic unliappi-

ness, and, unfortunately, in some cases we must
admit the cause is due to careless prescribing by

the physician.

It is not necessary to believe because drunken-

ness is influenced by heredity that a child 'is bom
with an appetite for strong drink any more than

to believe the child born of tubercular parents

harbors tubercle bacilli in his system as a legacy

from the father or mother. But that there is a

transmitted tendency toward tuberculosis and

other so-called hereditary diseases there can he

no doubt. So also it would seem that the cliil-

di'en born of parents who have become excessive

users of alcohol or narcotic drags would be more

likely to be deficient in mental poise and nervous

equilibrium and more readily become the slaves

of appetite and passion than the children of bet-

ter balanced parents. For these reasons the

children of these unfortunates should be taught

from their earliest infancy the danger besetting

them and every effort made to guard them from

this foe. Some of these victims seem to be in

this condition purely from choice, as they con-

tinually place themselves in the way of tempta-

tion and make no effort to abstain.

Then some appear to be criminally inclined,

committing theft and deeds of violence when in-

toxicated which they would not do when sober.

i\.nd, judging from the circumstances surround-

ing some of these criminal cases, the delinquent

purposely nerves himself to commit such crimes

by over indulgence in alcoholics or possibly nar-

cotics.

Another class of these unfortunates seems to

be on the border line of insanit3^ Indeed it is

difficult to comprehend how human beings, made
of God’s own image, can so far forget their duty

to themselves and their families and fellov\'men

as to degrade themselves even beneath the level

of the lowest animal. But whatever the cause

roay be the fact remains that we have them with

us, and the qicestion is what to do with them.

Believing as I do that it is incumbent upon the

state to make some provision for the control and

treatment of dipsomaniacs, inebriates and those

addicted to the excessive use of narcotic drugs is

the only excuse I have for bringing before t’ou a

paper which can in no wise be considered scien-

tific; but rather humanitarian. I am aware that

this subject has received a great deal of attention

in the past and that there are many perplexing

problems to be worked out before anything like

satisfactory results can be hoped for in the man-
agement of this most difficult class of cases. But
as guardians of the health and happiness of the

people I know of no profession or class of men
more competent to deal with this question or

upon whom, by reason of their calling and inti-

mate relationship with moral as well as physical

delinquents, the burden of agitating a movement
of this kind justly belongs, than to us.

Every physician who has had any experience in

treating these cases knows that in most in-

stances his best efforts are rendered useless be-
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cause he can not control his patient. A few of

them will recover under proper medical and

hygienic treatment while retaining their free-

dom; and a few others will get away from the

habit after a period of forced confinement in a

penal institution, without any special medication.

Jt would appear then that with absolute control,

which can be secured only by legislative enact-

ment, together with good hygienic surroundings,

a pleasant environment, being well-fed, clothed

and housed, supplemented with proper medical

treatment for a sufficient length of time, ought to

result in a permanent cure of some of these pa-

tients and a larger percentage of others would

remain free from the habit for longer or shorter

intervals. Of course, some of them would not be

greatly benefited, if at all
;
and some would prob-

ably prove to be criminals from choice, and some

might become insane.

In the opinion of the writer, state guardian-

ship of these people is much more feasible than

municipal or county. An institution such as

contemplated in this paper should be founded

upon broad general principles; and to reach all

who should come under its infiuence it should

have the moral and financial support of the state.

It should be a hospital primarily for the treat-

ment of such cases as should properly come under

its beneficent care. The management should be

free from political and mercenary motives. The
superintendent should be a competent medical

man with full control, not only of the inmates,

but he should have the right to select his assist-

ants, including physicians and nurses. And he

in turn should be responsible to the board of

trustees. Its doors should be open to all who
need such treatment and have been residents of

the state long enough to be entitled thereto.

Admittance should be both voluntary and by legal

commitment. But persons placing themselves

\'oluntarily under such treatment should be sub-

ject to the same rules and regulations as those

committed by legal process. Every effort should

be made, for a sufficient length of time, by kind

treatment, pleasant surroundings, work for those

able to labor as a means of recreation and to keep

the mind employed; good nourishing diet and

jwoper medical treatment to restore these victims

to their normal condition. However, it should

not be made a permanent home for any one; but

rather a sifting out place, where, in the discre-

tion of the superintendent, after sufficient time

has elapsed, they may be discharged on parole

subject to return for violation of the same; or

if the superintendent is convinced that a cure is

impossible such patients should be placed in a

separate institution sufficiently removed from the

former that no contaminating infiuence may be

had upon those for whom there is still hope of a

cure. This annex or auxiliary institution should

exercise custodial care rather than hospital

treatment; and should be made a permanent

home for incurable cases, as the state can exercise

better control over them than can be had other-

wise and society thus saved from the baneful in-

fluence of such persons in the community at

large.

It seems to me that the presence of persons

who constantly permit themselves to be under the

infiuence of alcoholic drinks or narcotic drugs to

such an extent as to render them unfit to attend

to business and to become a nuisance to their

families and the community in which they live,

can not be otherwise than harmful to those about

them, especially the young. The presence of such

a person in the home tends to destroy the do-

mestic and social happiness of the family, and
tlie financial strain upon those compelled to con-

tribute toward their support is almost unbearable.

How many innocent young lives have been

blighted and 7'uined by the curse of strong

drink? Many a young man has had his college

course cut short and many a young woman her

social standing in the community ruined by the

father’s delinquency. But you may ask, what
Jias all this to do %vith inebriate asylums? The
answer is, give the father a chance to recover

from his excesses and to again assume the re-

sponsibilities of life. But if he proves to be

incorrigil)le and will not do the right, then free

the family from his presence and the responsi-

bility of his support. There is a law now in this

state constituting child desertion a felony. Tliis

is right; but if child desertion, in the sense of a

parent separating himself from his child and
leaving it without support, is a felony with a pen-

fdty attached, what shall be said of the man who
not only fails to provide for his wife and children

but adds the burden of his own support, besides

other abuses he too often heaps upon them?

I have tried to point out some of the moral and

humanitarian reasons why the state should as-

sume control and care of these people; now let

us for a moment consider it from an economic

standpoint. First, statistics show that the saloon

license fees (count}% city and town) in Indiana

almost equal the entire maintenance cost of all

the state charitable and correctional institutions.

Second, the strength of a state or nation depends

upon the mental and physical vigor of its in-

dividual citizens. Third, I believe statistics will

bear out the assertion that a large percentage of

the inmates of each of the thirteen charitable

and correctional institutions of the state of
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Indiana are wlierc they are as the result, either

directly or indirecth", of the intemperate use of

alcohol and narcotic drugs. Fourth, if these

statements are true it would seem that the state,

for financial reasons alone, ought to take steps

looking toward the restoration of as many of

these unfortunates as possible; and those who
will not cease their evil habits should have state

supervision as to marriage in order that the

propagation of such undesirable offspring may be

reduced to the minimum. This may appear too

drastic upon first thought; but it would only be

in keeping with the restrictions now in force re-

garding the marriage of consumptives, epileptics,

etc.

lleferring again to county care of these cases, I

wish to quote from the report of the Indiana

Board of State Charities for the year 1907:

“Our jail system is a standing disgrace, though
it is some comfort to know that Indiana is no
worse in this respect than any other state.”

Then they quote from the report of the commit-
tee appointed by the National Prison Associa-

tion at Albany, X. Y., last year to make an
investigation of the jail system of the United
States as follows: “The county system of pris-

ons, judged by over a century of experiment, is

banlcrupt. All who have studied the subject in

full light of experience advocate removing all

convicted persons to district workhouses and
colonies under the control of state officials.”

Home and private sanitarium treatment results

in the cure of some cases; but they fail in most
instances because of a lack of control of the pa-

tient.

Whatever success the so-called Keeley and other

like “cures” have enjoyed has been due perhaps

more to the long time these patients are required

to remain at the institution than to any specific

Mrtue in the remedies used. Private sanitarium

treatment is expensive also, and many who would
can not afford to go to these places. And, on the

other hand, some who could do so will not avail

themselves of such assistance.

1 find upon investigation that Massachusetts

and Iowa are the only states maintaining sep-

arate hospitals at public expense for the treat-

ment of inebriety, dipsomania and drug addic-

tion.

Quoting from the statistics compiled by E.

iM. Mathews, JuU, 1907, we find that Maine pro-

vides for treatment of sufferers from habitual

use of narcotics; and Connecticut, Delaware,

]\lichigan, Mississippi and Xew Jersey provide

for appointment of a guardian over and com-
mitment—without patient’s consent—to some in-

stitution for the cure of habitual drunkenness.
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but makes no provision for public defrayment of

his expenses if he be indigent.

In Pennsylvania a guardian must give secur-

ity for payment of expenses, and in Ehode Island

security by some one must be given for expenses.

In Virginia two friends of the family must give

security for expenses. In Xew Mexico and
Texas provision is made for appointment of

a guardian over an habitual drunkard, and his

support at the county’s expense if indigent, but

no permission is given to have him treated for

inebriety at public cost. An habitual drunkard,

if indigent, is to be committed to the state insane

hospital at county cost in Michigan, Xebraska
and Wyoming. In these states the courts are to

proceed in the same manner as if the person were

insane.

In the following states an habitual drunkard,

if indigent, may, with his consent, be committed

to some curative institution for treatment at

jmblic expense as indicated :

Colorado.—County expense, not more than $25

per week for treatment and $7 per week for

board. Institutions must show at least 75 per

cent, of cures for past year.

Louisiana.—Parish expense, institution must

agree to $100 for one year.

Maryland.—At cost of county or city of Balti-

more. Xot imperative to treat an inebriate a

second time at public cost.

North Dakota and, Oklahoma.—At county ex-

pense if not over $100 per year.

Vermont.—Consent of drunkard not necessary.

At expense of the state.

Wisconsin.—Consent of drunkard not neces-

sary. At county expense if treatment be taken

ill a state institution.

In all the above states if an inebriate be finan-

cially able, or his friends willing to bear the cost,

he can be committed without his consent to any

institution for his care through guardianship.

Commitment means power to enforce confine-

ment in institution for the period allowed. In

Minnesota laws providing for treatment of in-

digent inebriates at public expense were twice

enacted, but were both declared unconstitutional

on account of details. x\nd the supreme court in

rendering an opinion in this case makes the fol-

lowing statement in part : “Xor are we to be

understood as holding that a general act uniform

in its holding throughout the state, providing for

the treatment of inebriates at the public expense,

would not be a valid law for reclaiming the in-

ebriate, who is incapable of self-respect or self-

support, and restoring him to society prepared
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again to discharge the duties of citizenship, di-

rectly promotes the public welfare.”

The argument may be advanced by some one

that if the present wave of “anti-saloon” senti-

ment continues to advance there will soon

be no use for an inebriate asylum. But as there

has been drunkenness since the days of Xoah it

is hardly to be hoped that all men will become

total abstainers so long as human nature remains

as it is now.

And even if the time should come that for any

reason such an institution was no longer needed

for its original purpose, it could be turned into

a hospital for insane, as we understand that all

the state hospitals for the insane are overcrowded

and that even the completion of the one at Madi-
son will hardly provide for all the insane wards

of the state.

A bill has been prepared by Senator A. J.

Bowser, of Chesterton, to be introduced into the

next session of the Indiana State Legislature,

providing for the establishment of a state in-

ebriate hospital. I presume most of you have

read this bill, as it has appeared in the public

press. This is a move in the right direction and
one I believe which most medical men will en-

dorse. There are many good provisions in this

bill, but I wish to quote especially from Section

17, which reads as follows:

In any case wherein a person is convicted of a

misdemeanor 'in a court of original jurisdiction

in this state, if the evidence presented proves to

the satisfaction of the judge that the person so

convicted is a fit subject for the treatment of the

State Hospital for Inebriates, and if the judge
believes that the ends of justice and the best in-

terests of the person convicted and of the state

would be better served by a commitment to said

hospital than by the imposition of the penalty
as required by law for the misdemeanor of which
the said person has been convicted, the said

judge may make affidavit setting out such facts

and belief and in the name of the state make ap-

plication for the commitment of such person to

said state hospital and shall suspend sentence

pending the hearing thereon, which hearing shall

be before another judge than the one making
such application, and in no such case shall such
hearing be dispensed with or waived. If there-

upon a commitment of such person to the said

hospital be ordered the penal sentence aforesaid

shall be suspended subject to the discretion of

the coiirt before which such conviction was had.

In a letter from Dr. Charles E. "Woodbury,

suix'rintendent of tlie Massachusetts Inebriate

Hospital, he says: “Xo other one thing aided so

much in the establishment of the institution at

I'oxborough as the fact that inebriates had to be

treated in hospitals for the insane.” Dr. W. S.

Osborn, superintendent of the Iowa State Hos-

pital for Inebriates, in a letter- says : “While we

have been in operation less than two years, we
have met with a fair degree of success. The
matter of state care and treatment of this class

of patients is largely in an experimental stage.

There are a great many things that will have to

be brought about in the course of time when we

liave found just what are the needs and require-

ments of such an institution. Patients are com-

mitted to this hospital in a similar manner as to

insane hospitals. The usual duration of treat-

ment is in the neighborhood of four months, de-

pending upon the individual case. Some pa-

tients we have had with us since the institution

opened, and others have been paroled after a

residence of two months. The inmates are under

restraint for an indefinite jreriod after admission.

Xe have both the voluntary and involuntan-

committed cases. Patients are paroled under

pledge to make written report at the beginning

of each month. If they fail to report they are

taken and returned to the hospital, or if the pa-

tient relapses into his former intemperate habits

he may be returned for further treatment and
given parole when sufficiently recovered that he

may get along.

“Since the institution opened there have been

800 patients. The daily average, about 150.

The majority of patients are alcoholics, perhaps

85 to 90 per cent. The remaining 10 or 15 per

cent, are composed largely of morphin habitues ;

however, we have a great many cocain users un-

der treatment, and I regret to say that the num-
ber of this latter class is increasing, and we find

them to be difficult individuals to manage and
treat.” Then he adds, a statement which I

especially wish to endorse: “I think that the

time is coming when most of the Commonwealths
will, provide similar institutions for the care of

this unfortunate class.”

809-10-11 0(1(1 Fellows Building.

DISCUSSIOX.

Dr. A. E. Sterne, Indianapolis.—I have so fi’e-

quently voiced my feeling and sentiments upon

this question in the State Medical Association

that it is difficult for me to keep from repeating

something of that which I have said on various

occasions. I took the opportunity yesterday of

registering myself in the line of the paper, more

ably expressed by Dr. Wilson, of terminating this

curse and of inculcating the teachings so needful

and advocating the consideration of heredity,

which is the cause of insanity, drug addictions

and alcoholism itself. We must clearly appre-

hend as physicians what a significance heredity
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has. We should and must know tins, but we must
refrain from teaching that a man the son of a

drunkard must be or has a right to be a drunkard

and that the son of a man insane must necessarily

Ixicome insane. Many a man has become insane

Ihrough fear, and we must keep that clearly in

mind. Xow we have tried on various occasions

—that is, your Committee on Inebriety has tried

—to get the attention of the legislature, but we
have invariably met with opposition, and in one

case with opposition from the drug trade. One
objection was that it was putting too much bur-

den on the druggist—not the right kind of a

druggist. The bill failed to pass because of the

opposition. We have learned something since

then and will probably not make the error we did

before. But I have grown somewhat sceptical. I

used to be very optimistic about our power to

stamp out this evil. As I grow older and see

more I feel more shaky and dubious about it. The
trouble is this, we look upon these individuals as

sick people and imagine that is true. But it is a

great and unfortunate outcome that society as a

whole stamps to a certain extent its disapproval

upon this kind of fight. That is a lamentable

fact. But alcoholism is a social evil primarily.

Most men take to drink in the beginning on ac-

count of the social atmosphere. It is a general

thing. I believe years and years ago, possibly

early in the last centur}', heavy drinking was
commoner than now and general drinking less;

now the general drinking is common and the

heavy drinking growing less. MTien I was a

young man—say twenty years ago, possibly a

little longer—it w-as an uncommon thing to see a
young lady or young matron in public using alco-

hol in any, form, but I am sorry to say it is very
common now, and it is looked upon with a certain

degree of approval. Cocain and morphin are

liidden. But it is unfortunate that the alcohol

question is one which has this social prominence.
I don’t know how we are going to stamp that evil

out. In our state meetings, general meetings,
among our own profession, we sit down and do
exactly what we condemn in others.

In regard to the drug addictions, I do not

believe that a physician ever has a right or ever

has occasion as a physician to give a prescription

calling for morphin, cocain or anything of that

kind—there is never a single condition in which

he should give that drug out of his hand. The
patient need not know what it is, this that or the

other, so as to easily get it replaced. This is

unlike the alcohol question, where the social ele-

ment is a prominent one. In these drug addic-

tions the first start came from some member of

the profession. The cocain addiction is extremely

easy from the common use of cocain sprays in the

nose and throat. Sprays are so easy to get and

afford so much relief. I want to say that I most

heartily endorse the movement for a state insti-

tution for this class of cases, which will increase,

and in a generation or two double our present

number of state institutions, because there is no

doubt but that alcoholism increases the mimber
of inmates in our prisons, insane asylums and
other state and charitable institutions. We will

lessen the nixmber there by striking at the root

of the evil at any rate.

Dr. J. M. Anders, Philadelphia.—I might say

that this is an important subject and that w'e in

Philadelphia have a bill to be presented at the

next legislature with a view to establishing an

institution for this class of cases. There is an

earnest determination to do so, at least. I have

jjromised to do what I can to help to secure its

passage. Unfortunately in our state those ad-

dicted to drugs have no place to go except to the

asylum for the insane and the poor house.

Dr. J. X. Hurty, Indianapolis.—In discussing

heredity there is one point I think should be

brouglxt out, and yet I have not heard it brought

out. It was not brought out yesterday, and that

is the point that has been called attention to by

August AVeisman; that acquired characteristics

arc not transmitted. I am aware that this is

disputed, but it must be pretty generally true.

The addiction of alcoholism which comes

through social conditions is dwelt upon, and it

is claimed will not in any way affect the germ
plasm. It is a habit pure and simple that has

been acquired b}’^ evil surroundings and I con-

sider these conditions w'hich would produce that

habit as always evil whether in the parlor of the

rich and great or in the clubs of the land. I

entered a certain club house not long ago and

passing through the dining room there sat the

cocktails already prepared for each diner. There

were three different glasses prepared for three

different wines and it was a surprise to find that

the giver of that dinner was a practical business

man, a man managing great interests. Xow,
could he do anything more impractical than

that? And subsequently I saw his own daughter,

less than 30 years old, partaking of those alco-

holics. How may we reach that class? It is a

big problem. The person who takes alcohol is

more susceptible to disease, mental degeneration,

everything that is bad for man.

Dr. G. AV. McCaskey, Fort AA^ayne.—The chair

would like to be permitted a word to express the

disapproval of the theory of the non-transmission

of acquired characteristics. He believes it is
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unscientific and dangerous, as individuals who
have acquired these diseases are disabled and

can not discharge their full duty, therefore the

posterity must be affected.

ATYPICAL PNEUMONIA.*

Charles E. Sowdee, M.D.

I’rofessor o£ Clinical Medicine in Indiana University School

o£ Medicine.

INDIANAPOLIS.

Eecent investigations of pulmonic inflamma-

tions by Aufrecht, Kuhn, Freidreich, Leichten-

stern and others emphasize the necessity for a

more definite classification of these acute inflam-

mations.

The older writers recognized as such acute

croupous pneumonia and grouped all other pneu-

monic inflammations differing from it in mode
of onset, sputum and clinical course under the

indefinite term of “typhoid pneumonia.” Such

atypical pneumonias may lie produced by various

bacteria, and the present tendency is to classify

these various clinical forms according to tlieir

etiological factor. Differing from the ordinary

croupous pneumonia is a type occurring during

file prevalence of sharp, cold north and northwest

winds in wliich tlie inflammation begins in a

circumscribed area and gradually advances from
day to day. The fever lasts ten to fourteen days,

with undiminished severity. The fever more fre-

quently terminates by lysis. Delirium and coma
are more apt to develop. The spleen is enlarged

often two or three finger breadths below the

costal margin. Jaundice is very apt to occur and
diarrhea is common. The case may assume a

malignant, pernicious character resembling a

typhoid infection. Leichtenstern, under the

name of asthenic pneumonia, calls attention to

a class charactei’ized pathologically by the fact

that infiltration takes place slowly, the hepatiza-

tion being flaccid, more aptly termed splenization

by rapid change to gray and marked tendency tc

purulent infiltration, abscess and gangrene.

Clinically the disease differs from the so-called

croupous pneumonia in that it develops insid-

iousl}', temperature curve is atypical, there is

great prostration witli severe cerebral disturb-

ances. The sputum if present is not character-

istic, and tlie initial chill and pain are absent,

d’his type is prone to occur in individuals suffer-

ing from some chronic disease as diabetes mel-

litus, chronic interstitial nephritis, cirrhosis of

‘Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at

French Lick, June 10, 1908.

the liver, chronic alcoholism, extreme age, etc.

Because they occur in the course of these affec-

tions and depend upon their presence as the pre-

disposing factor they have been tenued secondary

asthenic pneumonia.

Primary asthenic pneumonia differing from

the above fonn may occur in the young as well as

old and in strong individuals. It is due to infec-

tion with a specific poison and frequently occurs

in a lobular form. Constant enlargement of the

spleen, frequent enlargement of the liver with

jaundice and the presence of albumin are suf-

ficient to characterize the disease. This type

more frequently occurs in prisons or similar in-

stitutions, although Mueller and Batry describe

similar epidemics in villages.

Numerous other observers have reported cases

that tend to show it as quite distinct clinically

and etiologically from the acute croupous type.

A comparison of the pathology of acute croupous

pneumonia with the atypical forms may be of

value.

Most writers recognize four stages in acute

lobar pneumonia: first, stage of engorgement;

second, stage of red hepatization ; third, stage of

gray hepatization
; fourth, stage of purulent in-

filtration or resolution. If consolidation occurs

fbe vesicles and finer bronchi are filled with exu-

date consisting of filirin, cellular elements and
blood.

Atypical pneumonias in contrast are also lobar,

the lung is heavy, airless and on section of a dark
red appearance. The structure is soft, similar to

the diseased lung of croupous pneumonia in the

stage of engorgement. The vesicles are filled with

blood, the lining of the bronchi are open and
fibrin is absent during the entire course of the

disease. The appearance noted above has led to

the term splenization being used to describe it

rather than hepatization applied to the liver-like

consistence in acute lobar pneumonia. These
characteristic differences permit of a different

group of lobar infection in which the individual

cases will in the future be differentiated by the

baeteriologic cause.

It is now recognized that so-called acute croup-
ous or lobar pneumonia is always due to the pres-

ence of the diplococcus of Fraenkel, diplococciis

]meumonia.

In atv'pical pneumonia the bacteriological studv
has not been sufficient for them to be classified

according to their etiological factor, yet it is

(•xpected that a definite bacteriological cause will

be found for each type. The diplococcus, bacillus

pneumonia, staphylococcus, streptococcus, bac-
terium coli and in the type transmitted from par-

rots to man a bacterium not identified have been
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found in these conditions. Further investigation

may enable us to state with a reasonable certainty

the etiological factor and to properly classify the

disease.

Aufrecht gives the following classification

without regard to the etiological factor: 1. As-

thenic and' bilious pneumonia. 2. Prison pneu-

monia. 3. Pneumonia occurring in epidemic

form in special localities and directly transmis-

sible. 4. Pneumonia communicable from birds to

man. o. Pneumonia communicable from other

animals to man. G. Pneumonia occurring in

pyemia.

Other authors may make different classifica-

tion, thus adding to the general confusion from
lack of a definite nosology. For c.xample, Bab-

cock mentions under this classification migratory,

relapsing, abortive, central, massive, latent ty-

phoid, bilious, asthenic, terminal and hypostatic

and senile pneumonia, taking as his basis the

clinical course. French, Osier, Anders and

Strumpell merely mention the various forms,

Anders giving perhaps the most complete descrip-

tion of the clinical varieties. Further bacterio-

logic study will ultimately bring out of confusion

and place the nomenclature on a definite scientific

basis and will make the clinical study much easier

and more fruitful of results.

Every variety of atypical pneumonia presents

peculiarities in the duration and severity of the

disease. These will depend largely on age and

susceptibility of the patient. The etiological fac-

tor will have marked influence on the course of

the disease. As a result of the above-named in-

fluences marked differences in the symptomatol-

ogy will occur and no classical description can be

made.

The disease in most instances begins with a

feeling of general malaise and gradual rise in tem-

jierature so that it will not be well marked before

the fourth day. In such cases the physical signs

of pneumonia may not be demonstrable before the

second to fourth day. The disease, however, may

begin witli a chill and sudden rise in temperature

to 103 or 105 and may terminate by either lysis

or crises, more often the former.

Physical e.xamination will reveal on the second

to fourth day over the area of the affected lung a

diminished resonance, rarely well-marked dul-

ness, an empty note with or without tympanitic

admi.xture is frequent, later marked dulness may

occur, the affected area becoming more extensive.

The loud bronchial breathing of acute lobar pneu-

jnonia is replaced by a note of soft bronchial res-

piration and crepitation. Vocal fremitis is less

marked.

The sputa are rarely characteristic. Busty

.'putum rarely occurs, although the prune juice

sputa may occur rather early, the sticky fibrinous

character of acute croupous pneumonia is ab-

sent. Sputa may be purulent from the beginning.

The spleen is nearly always enlarged. Diarrhea

with foul-smelling stools is frequent. The urine

is albuminous and parenchymatous nephritis fre-

quent. Boseola and petechi® occasionally occur,

f’he nervous system is frequently involved,

clouded sensorium, stupor and delirium occur-

ring. Pleurisy is frequent; pericarditis rare.

X early all writers regard the disease as severe

and the mortality great. Marked albuminuria

with earl}’^ and severe involvement of the nervous

system renders the prognosis exceedingly unfa-

vorable. Early microscopie examination of the

sputum is essential, the absence of the diplo-

coccus pneumonia and prevalence of other bac-

teria aiding in the diagnosis.

In institutions where the disease occurs the

cases should be isolated. The medical treatment

of the disease does not differ materially from that

of acute lobar pneumonia.

The insidious onset, the atypical temperature,

the absence of characteristic sputa, the lateness

of physical signs, the bacteriological content, are

aids in differential diagnosis. The variations in

clinical course, the graver prognosis, make the

condition worthy of further study. At the pres-

ent the streptococci have been the most frequent

demonstrable etiological factor, Finkler finding

it in twent3'-seven out of forty-two cases, the

staphylococci coming next in twelve cases. Be-

cently T have had occasion to observe two cases

coming under the atypical class

:

Case 1.—Mrs. B., age 26, wife, family and
personal history negative. In the fourth week
following labor complained of general malaise,

headache, loss of appetite and slight cough, with

temperature of 99.5, pulse of 116. Physical

signs on examining chest negative. On fourth

day temperature had gradually increased to 102.4,

pulse 120. Cough rather severe, no pain. E.x-

amination revealed diminished resonance over

base of right lung, involving about one-third of

lower lobe, soft bronchial breathing and sputum
purulent and filled with streptococci, no other

Ijacteria present. Disease terminated by lysis,

temperature becoming normal on tenth day. Be-

peated examination revealed streptocoeci.

Case 2.—Charles Me., age 43, butcher, ad-

mitted to State College Hospital Feb. 25, 1908.

Family history negative, personal history diseases

of childhood, including scarlet fever. Had drunk

beer since age of 2 till ten years ago, since which

time whiskey had been used to extent of twelve to

fifteen drinks daily.
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Present illness, symptoms of la grippe for three

A\eeks, general aching and malaise, more or less

fever, cough, Avith considerable 3'elloAV' expectora-

tion, sometimes tinged Avith blood. Became Avorse

two days before entering the hospital, had a light

chill, cough and expectoration increased. Severe

diarrhea, foul-smelling stools. Patient Avalked

to hospital and admitted at 8 p. m., February 25,

Avith pulse 92, temperature 98.4, respiration -20.

February 2G, pulse 82, temperature 100, respira-

tion 20, and at 8 p. m. pulse 80, temperature

101, respiration, 24. Physical examination, in-

spection, patient Avell nourished, Aveight 175,

dusky appearance of face, conjunctival jaundice,

tongue dry, tremulous, broAA’n coat, lips dry.

Chest, veins prominent, small telangiectasis over

surface, capillary reflex sluggish, respiration reg-

ular, retarded on left side.

Pei’cussion, impaired resonance on left side be-

ginning at clavicle and extending to fifth inter-

space in mammary line. Vocal fremitis increased

over area of suggested dulness.

Auscultation, soft bronchial breathing over

left side to fifth interspace, moist rales, increased

vesicular breathing over right side.

Heart, negative except slight increase in second

pulmonic sound. Abdomen, distended and ten-

der to touch. Spleen enlarged. The feA'er grad-

ually increased until temperature reached 102.G.

Pulse 100. Area of diseased lung became mark-
edly dull by third day. Expectoration purulent

and full of streptococci, occasionally streaked

AAdth blood. Diarrhea profuse, sensorium clouded.

Patient in stupor during most of illness, albumin,

constantly present, marked leucocytosis.

Illness terminated by lysis, temperature reach-

ing normal on tAvelfth day. Patient left hospital

on March 30, having been in five Aveeks.

The things noted in these two cases Avere

:

First, the insidious onset; second, physical signs

not prominent before fourth day; third, temper-

ature irregular and terminating by lysis ; fourth,

presence of streptococci as only demonstrable

etiological factor.

The further study of these cases, differing as

they do from the acute croupous pneumonia so-

called in so many Avays, may lead us to a rational

basis for their classification. I believe they should

be classified according to their etiological factor.

A careful study of atypical forms Avill enable us

to have a better basis for prognosis as well as a

more scientific basis for treatment.

Discussioisr.

Dr. J. M. Anders, Philadelphia.— This is a

question of great interest to the general practi-

tioner from the fact that the cases are more
numerous than has been supposed. I agree Avith

the essayist that tlie classification of these cases

is entirely unsatisfactory at the present time.

The symptomatology Avas fully presented by the

doctor. With reference to the physical signs, they

are precisely as Dr. Sowder has given them. The
diagnosis is, of course, very important, and in all

cases I Avould earnestly urge that the sputum be
examined microscopically and the organisms be
identified. It is only in this Avay that Ave Avill be
able to knoAv the pathology.

Question.— Do you think the opsonic index
Avould be of value?

Dr. Anders.—Xo sir.

Dr. Chas. K. Sowder, Indianapolis.—I simply
presented this paper to call attention to the dis-

tinction that we ought to begin to make in these

cases, and that we should particularly be careful
in using the term “pneumonia.” Recently a phy-
sician said that he had sixty-five cases of pneu-
monia in one Avinter, which would be most un-
usual. I think there Avould be a question as to

the diagnosis of the condition rather than such a
Avide prevalence of the disease. We mav be able
to solve some of these problems later by the use
of the serums, and we should as internists keep
abreast of the fellows in the laboratory and aid
them in getting a serum that will throAv off these
conditions, as well as aiding us in their classifi-

cation.

DERMOIDS.*
H. G. XiEMiAX, M.D.

FORT AVAYFTE, IND.

A discouraging feature in the study of these

groAvths in tlie body of man. is the want of defin-

ite knowledge on the subject. This is particularly

noticeable in the etiolog}-. The idea in medicine,

AA'herein the question of tumors is most pressing,

is to discover a preventative or institute a reliable

cure. It is not unlikely that control could be ad-

vanced over the present method of treatment if

the nature of false groAvths were more fully un-
derstood.

A research in the properties of a protoplasmic

cell shows a decided preference in its actions to

conform to a set environment. That impulse test

fitted in design to the welfare of its being is most
readily accepted, while opposite situations are

equally well rejected. It is analogous to the
changes in other elements in Nature which obey
an inexorable law, i. e., the sea tides of the ocean
and chemical reactions in minerals conform to

graA'itj' and attraction.

When mistakes of Nature are unfolded they re-

veal a rational order infringed; a guiding infiu-

•Read before the Indiana State Medical Association at
French Lick, June 18, 1908.
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ence or force, which, in the inanimate atonu or

molecule is termed affinity. An appropriate title

for such an organic inception is not at hand. The
‘'susceptibility” which impels the branch towards

the light and the root towards the ground in

plants and guides the spermata:;oon toward the

ovum in animals, governs the entire arrangement

of the cells throughout the body of man. Physi-

cal change in the life of a unicellular body is

practically identical to anatomical changes in the

human system; “irritabilit}"” in the cell corre-

sponds to “sensibility” in the cultured human
being, and follows the same fundamental princi-

ple inherent in all living matter, taken as a

whole.

This theory of Webber-Fechner brings the en-

tire psychophysical relation of the body of man
in consonance to the law. Where the adjustment

is harmonious the body is considered to be in

health; a deviation from this balance manifests

itself in s}’mptoms the meaning of which we
diagnose as disease. The words normal and death

are descriptive terms for the extremes in perfec-

tion and disorder respective!}'.

The origin of dermoids traces back to frag-

ments or cells of skin which became displaced in

the embryo into tissues where they do not nor-

mally belong, and to defects in the fetus that en-

cmnber its proper evolvement. In spite of the

failure of various attempts to demonstrate the

parasite of malignant tumors, it may be hoped

that, with improvement in scientific methods,

such a parasite may be unequivocally demon-

strated. As striking examples: the miliary

formation in tuberculosis, granuloma in leprosy,

gummata in s}'philis and the toxic elements

found in carbuncular diseases, force a recognition

of the marked influence of bacteria and their

poisons on the tissues of the human body.

The name dermoid limits the contents of these

tumors to the elements which properly belong to

the skin and the mucous membrane. Their walls

possess the characteristic structures of these tis-

sues, and contain sebaceous material, hair, fatty

detritus, cholesterin, teeth, etc. As sequestered

growths they occur near the tissues where union

of skin surfaces took place in tlie embryo and in

obsolete organs which fail to disappear before

birth.

Landmarks to locate the positions referred to

follow in the lines of coalescence of the primitive

processes that form the face and neck. The con-

tour of these parts give an inuaginar}' drawing of

surface delineation along the eyes, mouth and

fronto-nasal divisions, a guide indicating the

places where these tumors are most apt to arise.

A line dra\vn from the occipital protuberance

to the coccyx through the perineum (scrotum

and penis) onward through the midline to the

neck, corresponds to the tumor line in the

body proper. It was here that the skin surfaces

met when the germinal layers tubed the trunk

and enrobed the spine. Implantation is a means
of migrating these tumors to the limbs, and
for this reason they might be found on any other

part of the body. Another t}-pe of these der-

moids are those that grow in the scalp and at the

base of the nose. During early embr}'onic life

the hyaline cartilage of these parts is covered

u'ith skin; as bone develops between the two a

fragment of skin remains under this bone and
gives rise to a tumor.

The prognosis depends on the location and ex-

tent of the growths. When occurring near the

surface of the skin they can be removed without

any danger of harm to the body. A growth of

hair in the mediastinum, however, will invade

the lungs, et cetera, and cause a suppuration in

the bronchi. It demands an early diagnosis with

enucleation to prevent fatal consequences. Der-

moids of the scalp interfere with the brain by

their dou-nward growth and result in death to the

2
>atient when not removed.

Persisting branchial clefts, a remaining thyro-

glossal duct, or a retained post-anal gut, are

sources from which tumors manifest themselves

as tubulo-dermoids. Tlie first of these mentioned

(branchial) occurs beneath the deep cervical

fascia of the neck; the next (lingual) forms in

the genio-hyo-glossi muscles of the tongue, and,

lastly, the anal variety may pedunculate intra

rectum, like polypi, or project out of or up into

the hollow of the sacrum, between the bowel and

the coccyx. Complex in structure they may con-

tain teeth and grow to be large in size. (14 lbs.).

The so-called ovarian dermoids belong, in real-

ity, to embryomata; pure dermoids are rarely

found in the region of the ovar}’. They originate

in the oophoron, whether from ectopic blastomers

or fertilized polar bodies, is not determined. They

include all of the germinal layers as structure

material; are smooth and spherical in shape and

pearl gray to yellowish white in appearance.

Eudimentary organs of smooth muscle, bone, cen-

tral nervous system, glands of skin, intestine and

other abdominal organs make up their content^.

Adult cells are characteristic. These tumors

may occur in intrauterine life or old age, vary-

ing in size from microscopic growths to fifty

pound tumors.

Teratomata class as embn'omata and are sup-

posed to be characteristic of malignant tumors of

the ovar}’ in early life. Their contents corre-

spond to the different layers of the germinal

membranes but have no fairly regular form or
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arrangement, existing as a complicated mass. The
cells also are embryonic in type. Teratomata are

known to occur in parts of the body outside of the

abdominal cavity, and sometimes to be nodular in

growth.

Moles become items of concern when large

areas are involved, as half of the body and face,

or where secondary changes threaten to give them

a malignant character. Hydatidiform moles are

embr}’onic neoplasms that deserve attention on

account of their intense malignancy.

It is not uncommon to find yellow to brownish

patches of pigmented skin, varying in size from

dots to one-fourth inch in diameter, on the body

anywhere. The places scanty of hair are most
affected, but the scalp and conjunctiva are not

exempt. Microscopically, they consist of flattened

or papillary columns of chromatophoric cells ar-

ranged perpendicular to the surface of the skin.

Melanoma is the malignant tumor which de-

velops from the cell changes that set up an al-

veolar sarcoma. When sharply defined from the

stroma and its arrangement and form are like

epithelial cells, it has the appearance of pigment-

ed carcinoma; extravasated blood in tlie tumor
gives it the resemblance of a hematoma. They
class as pigmented spindle-celled sarcoma.

DISCUSSION'.

Dr. Moses Thorner, Indianapolis: The origin

of these peculiar growths has been made clear in

great measure since embr}'ology has been devel-

oped. There is, however, considerable chaos in

their classification and riddle as to why they

should so often be the seat of malignancy. Thus
these growths are for the most part classified as

dermoids, whether their structure conforms to

the skin and its elements or a variety of tissue

inclusions. . . . We can only look upon
these formations as growths of sets of tissue, in

which more or less skin, as well as more or less

tissues from other embryonal layers take part,

and have not been used in tlie general economv,

i. e., superfluous tissues. It likewise is confus-

ing to group as dermoids various cysts of the

occlusion type, which are the result of simple

failure of coalescence of different layers, as in the

branchial clefts, or the remains of the Wolffian

duct (the duct of Gartner), etc.

It would seem that the real gro'wths, due pri-

marily to cell hyperplasia, and not the result of

occlusion and distension, should be included un-

der the one term “embryoma,” and the name
“teratoma” (miraculous tumor), abolished as in-

accurate. Under this latter term are included

growths which vary in structure from a complex
grouping of irregular cell masses to parasitic

fetal growths and (Siamese) twins. Of these

teratomata the former type are undoubted dis-

placements of embryonal tissue, and are rightly

classed with the so-called dermoids; while an ex-

planation of the latter, well organized and con’e-

lated tissues, would scarcely harmonize them' with
the above named growths, particularly if we would
seek a different, and, it appears to me, more
plausible genetic explanation of their occurrence.

The close relationship that certain so-called

dermoids and teratomata bear to malignancy has

tempted me to discuss for the most part simply

this phase of the subject, at the same time to offer

a theory of my own with reference to the caus-

ation of malignancy, wdiich is original if it is

nothing else.

The Cohnheim theory of the causation of ma-
lignant growths, namely, as being due to dis-

placed embryonal tissues, has been the one theorv

that until very recent times has answered in con-

siderable measure the solution of this complex

})roblem. And even now, with modification, it

still holds the field as more nearly answering the

varied conditions of malignant tumors. Still the

fact of limitless power of multiplication, the lack

of order and correlation (“altruism of tissues”

as termed by Ewing) stand as a grave impedi-

ment to accepting this theory as explaining more

than a soil for these growths, than as a cause of

the same.

Embryomata (i. e., dermoids and certain tera-

tomata) are undoubtedly displaced embryonal
tissues

; but malignant growths are more than
this. The energy of malignant tumors knows no
bound and they never mature. Contrasting with

this, the tissues concerned in true embryomata
mature, and show a waning energy, as does ordi-

nary normal, matured tissue.

Again malignant growths are proliferations

chiefly of special cells (round cells, spindle,

squamous, and gland epithelial cells, respective-

ly) and remain confined to them, while metas-

tases reproduce but the original type—the stroma

following along in haphazard fashion. Embrvo-
mata, on the other hand, are simply the develop-

ment to greater or less degree of groups of tis-

sue. Reasoning from analog}^ malignant gro'wths

are very like the fecundated o-vum. Thus in the

latter there is evidence of mitosis most pro-

nounced and energetic, beginning with concep-

tion, and lessening as life progresses. The same is
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true in tlie former, though there seems to be no

lessening of its energy to proliferate.

In the case of the fecundated ovum, the energy

is applied to the source of all succeeding cells ; so

that the cells of embryonal remains, receive but a

part of this impetus, and normally, completely

differentiated cells but an infinitesimal part of

the whole vis a tergo, the one exception being the

sexual cell.

In malignancy the entire impetus to proliferate

is concentrated in the single, differentiated cell,

and explains its ability to far outgrow its en-

virons, at the expense of the latter.

What can instill such an imipetus into a dif-

ferentiated cell? We know that in the ovum it

must be the opposite sexual cell, the spermato-

zoon. The spermatozoon is attracted to the ovum

(chemotaxis) . We do not positively know that

superfecundation does take place in the higher

animals, and in these it has never been artificial-

ly produced, but it is knowm to occur in the lower

type, and- when it does monstrosities are the out-

come.

Carr)' the development of tissue down to com-

plete cell differentiation, and, although w'e have

no record of the spermatozoon fecundating such

a cell, at least I have it from two of the best au-

thorities in this country in this work, that it has

never been attempted experimentally, and is

worth}'' of trial.

The necessity of fertilization of cells in order

to produce the regenerative power, as is exhibited

in malignant growths, has led to different theories

of this accomplishmient. Thus Klebs (1887-89)

supposed that tumor cells are fertilized through

conjugation with leucocA'tes; IValdeyer (1887),

by some parthenogenesis
;

v. Recklinghausen

(1896), by conjugation of endothelium and fibro-

blasts; Auerbach (1891) and Bashford (1904) by

nuclear conjugation of equivalent cells; and re-

cently Farmer, by the conjugation of nuclei.

The fault in these theories lies in the explana-

tion of the resultant reproductiveness of such

\inion of cells being so greatly tn excess of the

inherent power before conjugation. This diffi-

culty can be met in assuming one cell at least a

sexual cell, the spermatozoon.

The above briefest outline of my theory is then,

that;

(a) Superfecundation by the spermatozoon

may take place at any time in embryonic, fetal

and postfetal existence.

(b) When superfecundation occurs in the un-

differentiated germ plasm, certain teratomata

(fetal parasites, etc.) result.

(c) When occun-ing after complete cellular

differentiation, then malignancy (cancer and sar-

coma) results.

(d) Only cells that can primarily proliferate

can be fecundated
;
thus we never have malignant

tumors consisting of the purely parench}unatous

cells of organs, as the liver, brain, etc.

From a study of the available malignancy theo-

ries the fecundation theory seems the one that

answers all the conditions for these growths.

Every reader of The Jourxal uses instru-

ments, drugs and other equipment which must

be purchased outright or prescribed. There are

several reasons why these things should come

from the firms who advertise in The Journal.

In the first place, we carry only advertising of

firms that are perfectly trustworthy from every

standpoint; in the second place, those firms ad-

vertise with us purely for the returns to be se-

cured from the readers of The Journal; in the

third place, the readers of The Journal are its

owners, and an exchange of patronage is not

only warranted, but is necessary if The Journal

is to continue to prosper. Without advertising

it would be absolutely impossible for us to pub-

lish a journal w'orthy of the name. Every mem-

ber of the state association should be proud of

The Journal, and he should feel that he owes

it to the association and to himself to give The
Journal his encouragement and support. This

can be done in no more substantial way than by

patronizing the advertisers, and when doing so

tell the advertiser of the fact. You may be

patronizing our advertisers now for the purpose

of helping The Journal, but make it a point to

inform the advertisers and say to them that you

appreciate their patronage of the periodical of

which you are part owner. If you have not

done this before, do it now.
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THE EFFECT OF SUXLIGHT OX THE
TUBERCLE BACILLUS.

To the modern clinician, the stand taken by

iMajor AVoodruff^ in regard to the danger of sun-

light in tuberculosis is both irrational and illog-

ical. The real question hinges upon the ]Doint

of whether or not, other things being equal, sun-

light is in itself inimical to the longevity of the

tubercle bacillus, and such far fetched analogies

as Woodruff would draw between his own and

the commonly accepted doctrine, and that of

Bodington and his confreres upon the occasion

of the opening of the first fresh air sanitarium,

are absurd. Plenty of experimental evidence is

at hand and readily accessible for establishing

beyond doubt or cavil the deleterious effect of

sunlight upon the growth of the tubercle bacil-

lus, even though Dr. Einopf had not been kind

enough to furnish the Major yrith evidence from
clinicians whose opportunities and powers of ob-

servation are beyond reproach. The point has

been demonstrated time and again, and we would
refer especially to the work done along this line

by Koch, Ransome and Delephine, Gardiner,

IMigneco, Mitchell and Crouch, Strauss and
Twitchell. The perfection of detail and the posi-

tiveness of the conclusions of Twitchell’s recent

work are sufficient excuse for reproducing an
abstract herein

:

One c.c. of virulent sputum from two patients

with active tuberculosis was deposited in ster-

ilired, corked and paraffined white glasss bottles,

three c.m. in diameter, with a depth of one c.m.

One bottle was placed in a dark, moist box, and

similar bottles in a dark closet, and in the dif-

fused light of an ordinary room. In another

series of experiments the bottles were exposed to

light conditions but were stoppered with cotton.

Still again the sputum was deposited in sand

within the bottles, with the bottles corked and

paraffined in some instances and iinsealed in

others. Sputum deposited in the white glass

1. New York Medical Journal. Sept. 12.

sterilized bottles with and without sand, sealed
and unsealed, were placed in the thermostat.

Open white glass bottles were deposited in the
open air during the winter months. Corked and
])araffined bottles were buried in the ground.
Other bottles corked and paraffined were packed
in ice or frozen in blocks of ice. Sputum
was deposited upon handkerchiefs, carpets,
u ood and woollen blankets, under ordinary
room conditions. Subsequent inoculation ex-
periments with the sputum placed in sand
and in blocks of ice were not satisfactorv. The
sputa placed in a dark moist box or a dark closet,

under the varying conditions described, produced
tuberculous lesions in guinea pigs after 157 dai’s,

but in no instance after 188 days Positive re-

sults attended the inoculation of guinea pigs
with sputum contained in paraffined bottles

after exposure to the diffused light of an ordi-

nary room for 124 days but not after 175 days.

'Pile sputum in open bottles placed out of doors
in the winter months produced tuberculous
lesions after 110 days but not after 132 days;

the sputum from ice after 102 days but not after

153 da}-s; from a handkerchief or woollen
blanket after 70 days but not after 110. The
same was true of the sputum deposited upon
wood. Tuberculous lesions were produced by
the inoculation of sputum deposited upon the
carpet after 39 days, but not after 70; upon the

sand in a light, drs- place, after 30 days, but not
after 70. The sputum exposed to the direct rays

of the sun was found productive of a tuberculous
lesion after one hour, not after seven hours.

Compare the results of the sputum exposed to

tlie direct sunlight with that in an ordinary

room, and this question has its solution con-

clusively demonstrated.

THE EFFECT OF OYERCIVILIZATIOX
OX ^ilATERXITY.

Exceedingly apropos of the times appears an

article under the above caption in the October

issue of the American Journal of the Medical

Sciences, by Dr. Franklin S. Xewell.

It has become a well-established fact among
obstetricians of wide experience that a certain

type of woman exists who, by virtue of an over-

civilized environment from childhood up, has

come to depart very widely from the natural

condition which pennits of the processes of

gestation and labor as perfectly physiologic ones,

from which, with reasonable care, the patient

should be expected to make an absolutely com-
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plete recovery. And, unfortunately as it may
seem, the evil is on the increase, rather than

otherwise.

A vivid contrast is drawn by the author, of

the hard-working woman in the midst of poor

environment, with her daily toils continuing up

to the advent of labor, coming to term in good

physical condition, and, in the absence of definite

organic disease, able to go through, if need be, a

prolonged or difficult labor with no untoward

symptoms and often delivering herself safely

even without aid of anesthetics; and of the other

type, the overcivilized woman, who in spite of

constant medical supenusion throughout her

pregnancy, ' develops marked nervous symptoms

or manifestations of faulty elimination and

autointoxication. The latter type, often unwill-

ing or unable to obtain the proper amount of

fresh air and exercise, comes to labor in a condi-

tion of poor resistance, the process is often patho-

logically prolonged or, in spite of anesthetics,

painful, or a short and easy labor terminated

perhaps by an easy operation is followed by an

alarming collapse with slow recovery. Even after

convalescence is completed the patient is left

with a dread of future pregnancies, the nurse

may be entirely inadequate or at best last only

two or three months.

The author is unwilling to believe that this

disparitv can be explained alone on the theorj’

of evolution, the principle of survival of the

fittest among the working class eliminating the

weaker, and environment among the overcivil-

ized permitting of the perpetuation of the less

strong. But he believes the key to the situation

will be found in a study of the conditions under

which the city-hred girl of to-day is reared.

Like a hot house plant she is trained from child-

h.ood up Avith the one idea that at a specified

age certain definite accomplisliments must be

acquired, that she may be the finished product

that is necessary for her social position. To the

strain of her usual studies are added those of

music and society, ivliile the fresh air and out-

door exercise of athletics, if to the latter she be

inclined, are obtained only at the expense of the

time she should be using in recuperating from

the effects of the previous night’s ball. A large

proportion of these girls suffer from a neri'ous

breakdown before the age of 25, temporarily

nervous invalids at the time ivhen health is most

needed. The duty of the obstetrician lies not

only in concluding labor ivith a living mother

and child, but also in bringing the young mother

through the whole process in the best possible

nervous and physical condition for the fulfill-

ment of her further functions.

The question arises then, how best to meet
these abnormal conditions as we find them.

Many Avomen there are, peculiarly sensitive to

pain, and on Avhom the effects of a hard labor

are severe and lasting, Avho react but slightly

to a moderately severe operation imdertaken be-

fore the occurrence of exhaustion. If a thorough
study of the patient’s condition throughout

pregnancy rcA'cals the fact that she has not im-

j)roved in health, her condition in the later

period being less satisfactory than in the earlier

stage of her pregnancy, elimination poor, muscu-
lar system llabby, nervous equilibrium so un-

stable that marked reaction follows the slightest

discomfort, it is fair to presume that such a pa-

tient Avill come to labor in an unfavorable condi-

tion to Avithstand the strain of a prolonged and
difficult one. Borderline cases may be alloAA'ed

to enter labor under such careful supervdsion

that immediate deliver}’ aaIII be undertaken with

tlie first appearance of unfavorable signs. But
Avith a bad prognosis certain before the onset

of labor, operatiA’e procedure at a set date is ab-

solutely indicated.

Until recently, in the absence of faulty rela-

tion betAA’een the child and the mother’s pelvis,

operation Avas limited to delivery by forceps or

A'ersion, despite the fact that many a AA'oman

lias been temporarily or permanently sacrificed

on account of injuries to the pelvic organs in-

cident upon a normal or operative delivery.

Hence the study of the patient must include an

estimation of the probable damage that will

result from delivery per vias naturales.

GiA’en an elderly primipara Avith rigid soft

parts and the danger of serious after-effects con-

sequent upon a pelvic delivery, the wisdom of

the conservatiA'e obstetrician will to-day demand

abdominal deliver}’, Avhich, under proper condi-

tions and in the hands of a competent operator,

is practically Avithout danger and at the same

time offers a distinctly better chance for proper

recovery than the mutilating peh’ic delivery,

Avhich so often requires subsequently a more or

less serious operation to restore the patient to

eA’en a moderate degree of health.

EDITORIAL NOTES

If your county society meetings are not re-

ported in The Jourxal ask the secretary of

your society why he does not furnish us the re-

port.
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Po YOU attend the meetings of 3'our county

society? Do you realize that the society needs

you and you need the society? Xo man knows

so much that he can not learn from others, and

knows so little that others can not learn some-

thing from him.

Xews items of interest to the medical men of

Indiana are solicited from any member of the as-

sociation, but in particular from county society

secretaries who by virtue of their offices are cor-

respondents for The Jourxae. Xewspaper clip-

pings, with name and date of paper from which

taken, containing accounts of deaths, marriages,

removals or other items of interest, are always

gratefully received by the editors.

We wish to remind our readers that the state

association dues for 1909 are payable on Janu-

ary 1, and it is therefore advisable for county

societies holding meetings only once each month
to collect dues at the December meeting. It is

also well to remember that any member who
does not pay his annual dues on or before Feb-

ruary 1 will be dropped from the rolls, and his

name taken from the mailing list of The
JOURXAE.

Xext month the majority of the county so-

cieties will elect officers. Extreme care should

be exercised in the selection of a secretary. If

your secretary is a good one, full of energy and
enthusiasm and. constantly working to build up
}'our society, then retain him. If he is apathetic,

indifferent tofihe success of your society, and
otherwise inefficient, then elect a new secretary.

Eemember that the best society is the society

that has the best secretary.

It is eminently proper for a medical man to

devote from one to two hours to a formal ad-

dress, but it is a stretch of propriety for any man
to consume two hours of the time of a medical

society in the reading of a regular paper which,

according to the rules of the society, should be

confined to fifteen or twenty minutes. The dif-

ficulty of many men is that they have an exag-

gerated idea of their own importance or else

they lack the faculty of ‘Toiling down” their

speeches and avoiding iteration and reiteration.

Public attention in England has been aroused

by the frequency of deaths from anesthetics,

three inquests in one day having recently been

held in London on persons dead from this cause.

On this account the question has been taken up

with the Home Secretary and a communication

addressed to the general medical council, urging

the adoption of a course of instruction in the

administration of anesthetics in all medical col-

leges. This is in accord with the sentiment ex-

pressed in a former editoriaP in which we advo-

cated including this branch in the curriculum of

every medical college in the country, this course

to be supplemented in hospitals by practical ex-

perience imder the supervision of a trained anes-

thetist.

Goverxor-elect Thohas E. Marshall, son

of a physician, a man of unquestioned integrity

and superior intelligence, and for years the

friend and supporter of the medical profession

in all honest and progressive endeavor, can be

counted upon to do the fair and sensible thing

when he comes to consider the medical, public

health and other legislation in which the medical

profession is seriously interested. Mr. Marshall

is a broad-minded, capable and conscientious

man. He is above the narrow-minded, dema-

gogic and selfish attitude displayed by some men
who have served in the gubernatorial chair of

Indiana. He believes in the old-fashioned hon-

esty which applies in public as well as private

life, and no influence, of whatever kind, will

swerve him from what he considers the straight

and narrow path of duty. His highest ambition

as governor will be to serve in such a way that

the greatest good to the greatest number will be

secured. In his endeavors he will ever be found

on the side of tnith and Justice as he conscien-

tiously views it.

Do YOU as a member of the Indiana State

Medical Association realize what you are receiv-

ing for the small sum you are paying each year

as dues? Your membership alone and the honor

and privilege accompanying it are worth the $1

you pay as dues, but in addition you are receiv-

ing The Journal, which alone actually costs

more than twice as much as you are paying as

dues. And what are }'ou doing to help the as-

sociation, The Journal and yourself ? Are you

cheerfully and willingly giving the association

and The Journal your encouragement and sup-

port in order to buEd them up and make them

better, or are you indifferent to their success and

only show activity in efforts to discourage and

create trouble? The association and The Jour-

N.AL are not what they can be made and will be

made, but for either to progress requires your

1. Journal of the Indiana State Medical Association,

vol. 1, No. 5.
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encouragement and support. Not everyone can

be pleased, for tastes and opinions differ, but if

in the main the association and The Journal
are conducted along right lines then each mem-

ber should make it his business to help the good

work along. All effort should be constructive

and not destructive, and always in the interest

of the medical profession as a whole.

The Journal was established in the face of

obstacles and dithculties which it was prophesied

by some were insurmountable, but labor and per-

sistent effort have brought about a result that

certainly should be gratifying to the members

of the association. The Journal has stood and

will continue to stand for right principles, and

for all that is best for right-thinking medical

men. It will always work for the upbuilding of

tire state association, and in particular the

county society, which is the foundation for all

medical organization. The editors solicit and

have a right to expect not only encouragement

and support, but honest and friendly criticism

in this work, in endeavors to make The Jour-

nal larger and better in every way. They have

the capacity for work and the proper amount of

enthusiasm, without either of which nothing

could be accomplished, but they want the co-

operation of every member of the association in

order to accomplish the greatest good for the

greatest number. Will you help in the good

work ?

There are now 152 inedical schools in the

United States, of which 123 are regular, 16 are

homeopathic, S are eclectic, 2 are physiomedical,

and 3 are nondescript schools which offer to

teach all systems of medicine. Since last year

there has been a net decrease of nine colleges,

and indications point to a further decrease dur-

ing the present year. On the whole, there has

been a lengthening of college terms. Only two

colleges this year report sessions shorter than

twenty-seven weeks. Of those having sessions of

twenty-seven or twenty-eight weeks, the number

is 21 this year. There are now 26 colleges claim-

ing courses of twenty-nine or thirty wueks, 51

claiming courses of thirty-one or thirty-two

weeks, and 46 colleges require from thirty-three

to thirty-six weeks. Among the latter is the

Indiana University School of Medicine, which is

also one of the 26 schools which either already

require one year of work in a college of arts de-

voted to physics, chemistry and biology, in addi-

tion to a four-year high school education, or have

announced their intention to do so on or before

1910. In tbe majority of the schools there has

been a decided tendency not only to advance the

entrance requirements and lengthen the terms

of actual work, but to improve ujton the meth-

ods of teaching and greatly increase the require-

ments for graduation. With the rapid advance

in medical knowledge has come this demand for

a more thorough preliminary preparation and a

tliorough laboratory and hospital training before

a student becomes a qualified practitioner. To
meet the modem demands a medical college must
be fully equipped with all the extensive apparatus

so necessary for the teaching of modern anatomy,

physiology, pharmacolog}’, bacteriology and path-

ology; must have experts paid to devote their

entire time to these laboratories; must have

liospital and dispensaiw facilities for graded clin-

ical instruction, and laboratory courses in clinical

diagnosis in connection with the study of hospital

and dispensary patients. Trained teachers who

are also siiccessful clinicians are required to se-

cure and maintain a high standard, and the at-

tending expense requires state aid. The medical

men of Indiana should be proud of the fact that

our own school, the Indiana University School

of Medicine, meets all the requirements of a

modern medical school and gives promise of

keeping abreast of the most advanced institu-

tions of learning. The highest aims will not be

met, however, without the earnest encourage-

ment and support of a united medical profession,

and Indiana medical men should constantly

work for such state aid as will make it possible

to maintain standards of efficiency second to

none of the medical schools of the country.

The Liberal Life Insurance Company, with

home office at Anderson, Ind., has the following

to say concerning the fee paid for life insurance

examination : “Two dollars and fifty cents is

our fee to all examiners through the state; our

examiners are the verj' best and we have never

had the least bit of trouble with any of them

regarding our fee; the amount is tlie same re-

gardless of how much the policy may be. We
use the same blank for a $500 man that we

would a $5,000 man, and the questions all re-

quire the same attention.”

We suggest that the fee, fixed as it is upon

what some doctors will accept and not upon what

good services are worth, should be reduced to

$1.25, or even $1. If the “very best” examiners

can be procured tor $2.50 without the least

trouble then it certainly is possible to secure

enough “very best” examiners at smaller fees,

and the money thus saved can be devoted to an
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increase in the salaries of officers who work so

hard (to keep the doctors from obtaining just

fees) in the interests of the company. Meanwhile

the doctors will probably send in a vote of thanks

for the privilege of making examinations at

such a profitable rate.

For the benefit of the “very best” examiners

of the Liberal Life Insurance Company, we de-

sire to say that there are many insurance com-

panies that appreciate the value of medical serv-

ices and pay fees for examination that are in

keeping with the value of the services rendered.

In this issue of The Journal we publish a list

of the companies paying $5 for medical exam-

ination.

AVe may be a little bit old-fashioned in our

conclusions, but we believe that the companies

paying tlie $-) fee secure on the whole better

examiners and a higher grade of service. There

may be, and probably is, a competent and con-

scientious man here and there who does not

know what his services are worth, and is willing

to take what he can get, but the general proposi-

tion that a cheap price gets a cheap man holds

good in securing medical services the same as it

holds good in any other profession or a trade.

Proficiency in medical practice is very much

higher now than it was a few years ago, and it

is secured and maintained at a correspondingly

greater expenditure of time, effort and money.

'Idle returns should be correspondingly increased,

and Ave venture to say are increased for the

really
2
U'oficient. It is very probable that some

of the doctors who are making $2.50 examina-

tions for insurance companies are being paid

all the services are worth, and perhaps are paid

too much, but the really proficient doctor is

worth more to the company, and if he has any

sense of justice for himself he ivill not sell his

servic'cs for a fraction less than they are worth.

He knows that a thorough and reliable examina-

tion for life insurance is ivorth $5, for many
companies pay that price, and a similar examina-

tion of a private patient, less the clerical Avork

entailed in filling out a long AATitten report of the

examination, invariably commands and brings a

$5 fee. There is, therefore, no logical defense for

acceptance of anything less than $5 for a life in-

surance examination by the really competent

men. Of course, there Avill ahvays be men who
Avill make examinations for $2.50, and there are

many aa’Iio even make examinations for $1, but

Ave believe Ave are right in saying that for the

most part these men are not from the ranks of

the better qualified physicians, and if they are

qualified and are making honest examinations

they are greatly depreciating the value of their

services.

CORRESPONDENCE

THE AXTIMEXIXGITIS SERUM.

Bloomington, Ind., Oct. 24, 1908.

Editor The Journal:

—

I am Avriting you to

ask you to make a note in The Journal of the

Indiana State Medical Association of my
appointment by Dr. Simon Flexner, of the

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, Xew
York, as agent for his Antimeningitis Serum in

this section of the state. I Avould also like to

suggest that you make an urgent request of the

profession of the state to be on the alert for cases

of epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis, and urge

that they call upon Dr. Hoskins, of Indianapolis,

or myself for the serum.

I have just returned from Boston, Mass.,

Avhere I had postgraduate instruction in the de-

partment of children’s diseases of Harvard Med-

ical School. While on service in the Boston

Children’s Hospital as home physician, Ave tested

Dr. Flexner’s Antimeningitis Serum in a num-

ber of cases of epidemic cerebrospinal menin-

gitis. The effects of the serum, as you are no

doubt aAvare, are most brilliant indeed, equally

if not more specific than the antitoxin for diph-

theria. The mortality for the cases treated in

the Boston Children’s Hospital from 1899 to

1907 was 69 to 80 per ecnt. Since the spring of

1907, when the use of the serum AA-as first intro-

duced, the mortality has fallen to beloAV 20 per

cent. The use of the serum further prevents,

in those that recover, the terrible sequelse, as

hydrocephalus, blindness, deafness, defective

mentality, and other serious deformities.

The serum has been tested noAV in over 400

cases, with results most brilliant, and that point

toward its being a specific remedy. Reports of

cases in Avhich it has been tried have come in

from many states, including Massachusetts, Xew
York, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois,

California, Kentucky, AVashington, and from

England, Canada, Ireland and Scotland. But

up to date not a single case in Indiana has been

given the benefit of this great discovery. Yet the

reports of the Board of Health shoAV deaths from

epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis. This must

mean that the profession of the state is either

failing to recognize the disease or is not aAvare of
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tJie existence of this serum and the readiness

with wliich it ina\’ be obtained.

Experience has proven a positive diagnosis

can not be made (antemortem) of meningitis

—

tubercular, cerebrospinal or pneumococcic

—

without a lumbar puncture. Dr. FlexneEs
agents are not oulj' able to furnish gratuitously

the antimeningitis serum for all cases of epi-

demic cerebrospinal meningitis for which a re-

quest is made, but they are prepared to properly

make the lumbar puncture for the diagnosis and
the administration of the serum, or to show
other members of the profession the same
technique whenever so requested.

Again allow me earnestly to solicit you to

make a strong appeal to the members of our pro-

fession in the state, through The JouRJfAL, to

be on the lookout for cases of this disease and
io not hesitate to apply to either Dr. Hoskins or

myself for this serum and thereby help save a

number of lives that the state must otherwise

lose.

'nianking you in advance, not only in my own
behalf, but for the people of our commonwealth,
I am respectfully, IIomeh AVoolery.

SOHXOEOEH FATALITY.

The George Kxapp Saxitariuh,

A’ixcexxes, Ixd., Oct. 6, 1908.

To the Editor:—On account of the widespread

tendency of idiysicians. and especially dentists

and laity, to view the use of somnoform as ab-

.solutely harmless, I feel that I owe it to the

medical profession and the dentists to report a

case that proved fatal.

For the benefit of tliose who may not be ac-

quainted with the literature, I will state that

somnoform is said to be made of chlorid of ethyl

GO per cent., chlorid of methyl 35 per cent.,

bromid of ethyl 5 per cent., and is claimed to

be one of the safest of anesthetics, the death

rate, as stated in several publications, being

1 to 250,000.

Harold K., aged 20 months, poorly developed,

of stnimous type, a mouth breather, showed
nothing on examination except enlarged adenoids

and tonsils. It was best to remove the adenoids
in order to improve his respiration. He was
given somnoform by means of the attached in-

haler as per instructions. At the third respira-

tion the patient became rigid, chest fixed, eyes

opened, balls rolled up, pupils dilated and jaws
set so that they could be hardly opened. Xeed-
less to say. as the first of these symptoms mani-
fested itself somnoform was withdrawn. From

this rigid condition he gradually relaxed, but
all’ attempts at resuscitation failed, though the
heart could be felt to beat for several minutes
after breathing ceased. Artificial respiration

was kept up for forty-five minutes after all

signs of life were gone. Strychnin and atropin
were given In^podermically, all to no avail.

Satisfied that this death was caused by an
idiosyncrasy, or that it was due to the fact that

it was a strumous child, somnoform was still

given at the sanitarium. A month later the fol-

lowing case presented itself

:

John E., male, aged 13 years, strong, well de-

veloped, showed nothing on examination except
enlarged adenoids, which at times interfered

with breathing. Decided to do adenectomy. He
was given somnoform by the same method as

used in the preceding case, and at about the
fourth or fifth breath went off in a rigid condi-

tion not unlike the other case, from which con-

dition it took several minutes to restore him to

natural breathing.

Since this one fatality, and the other case that

came so nearly being fatal, somnofonn is no

longer given at the sanitarium. This report is

not written as a criticism, but to acquaint the pro-

fession of this one fatality from somnoform and
likewise to see if any other cases will be reported.

Egbert Caldwell, AI.D.

House Surgeon to Dr. Geo. Knapp Sanitarium.

XITEITE OF SILVEE GAUZE.

IXDIAXAPOLIS, IxD., Oct. 19, 1908.

Editor The Jourxal:—I enclose herewith

an interesting letter from Professor Eovsing, of

Copenhagen, concerning nitrite of silver gauze.

As you are doubtless aware, nitrite of silver

gauze and nitrite of silver catgut are in gen-

eral use in the Copenhagen clinics. As this is a

matter of lively interest, perhaps you will care

to use the letter in The Journal.

Very truly yours,

Joseph Eilus Eastman.

The Eoyal Frederic Hospital,

Copenhagen, 10 October, 1908.

Dear Doctor Eastman :—The preparation of

nitrite of silver gauze is utmost simple; Pour

a 1 per cent, solution of nitrite of silver into a

sterilized yellow cylindric glass, stuff then pieces

of sterilized gauze—of different greatness and
form for the different purposes—into the solu-

tion at the bottom until the gauze is thoroughly

moistened without being dropping, and the sil-

ver nitrite gauze is ready for use. I am using

silver gauze in all wounds and cavities where
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formerly iodoform gauze was used, in rectum,

vagina, mouth and nose. Tor all suppurating

cavities; so in osteomyelitis after chiseling and

having cleaned the bone cavity, I fill this with

solution of nitrite of silver and stuff then with

dry gauze, so making at the same moment a

tamponade with nitrite of silver gauze.

For septic peritonitis, appendicitis gangrenosa,

salpingitis, etc., I introduce a Mikulicz gauze

pouch into the cavity (fossa Douglassi, for in-

stance) and fill this with strips of silver nitrite

gauze.

In especially virulent infection I use a 2 per

cent, solution for the preparation.

I never more shall use iodofoiun gauze with

its bad odor, its poisoning properties and its

doubtful antiseptic qualities.

Hoping that j^ou will find this description

sufficient and the gauze useful, I am sincerely

yours, Tiiorvald Eovsing.

DEA THS

Dr. Greex Hazlewood, a graduate of the

Medical College of Indiana in 1870, died at his

home near Chambersburg, Ind., October 16,

aged 73.

Dr. Frank Campbell died suddenly at his

home in Shelbyville, October 8, from heart dis-

ease, aged 39. He was a member of the Ameri-

can Medical Association and his state and count}'-

associations. ____

Dr. Benjamin C. Wright, Hospital College

of Medicine, Ijouisville, 1891, formerly coroner

of Clark County, Ind., a member of the Indiana

State Medical Association, died at his home in

New Albany, October 4, aged 45.

Dr. Frederick A. Herring, Goshen’s oldest

physician and one of its oldest residents, died

October 1 from senile debility, age 96 years. He
had been gradually failing in health for several

months. Dr. Herring was born in Lennep, Ger-

many, in 1812, coming to this country in 1855.

Dr. Alonzo H. Good was born at Economy,
Wayne County, Indiana, Sept. 22, 1843, and
died on his sixty-fifth birthday, at his home in

Muncie, from the effects of pneumonia. He
served in the Civil War, taking up the study of

medicine at its close. He practiced medicine at

Economy, Bloomingsport, Selma and Muncie.

He was a member of the I. 0. 0. F. Lodge,

Masons and G. A. E. Post, and of the county,

state and national medical associations.

PERSONALS

Dr. F. E. Morgan, of Illinois, has located in

Kokomo.

Dr. Frank J. Spillman, Jr., Connersville,

sailed for Europe October 1.

Dr. W. E. Eisinger, formerly of Fort. Smith,

Ark., has recently located in Bedford.

Dr. Otis L. Schrock, formerly of LaGrangc,

Ind., is now practicing in Greento^vn.

Dr. G. W. H. Kemper, Muncie, has been

elected president of the Wilder Brigade.

Dr. W. S. Grayston expects to leave Marion

and enter the practice of medicine at Hunting-

ton.

Dr. J. M. Moulder, of Kokomo, recently

toured the southern part of the state in his auto-

mobile.

Dr. William L. Hines and Dr. Frank H.

Foster, both of Warsaw, have entered into part-

nership.

Dr. j. a. Mattison, of the National Military

Home, is spending his vacation in the woods of

South Carolina.

Dr. E. D. A^arner, who has been practicing

for several years in Kokomo, has removed to

Eidge Farm, 111.

Dr. 0. E. Harrold, of Marion, in alighting

from his buggy, fell and sustained a fracture of

the right clavicle.

Dr. 0. H. Swantusch, of Metz, Ind., has

moved to Butler and gone into partnership with

Dr. AY. F. Shoemaker.

Dr. AAaliielvi T. A’on Knappe, A'incennes,

who was seriously injured several weeks ago, has

recovered and resumed practice.
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Dii. C. M. IIakrjs, Bourbon, has sold his

practice to Dr. B. M. Stormont, of Posey County,
Ind., and will locate in Casey, 111., in the near
future.

Dr. T. B. Eastman has vdthdrawn from the
Joseph Eastman Hospital at Indianapolis. Dr.
J. liilus Eastman will now have entire control
of the institution.

Dr. P. 0. McAlexaxder, of Indianapolis, has
visited, during the past summer, the well-known
clinics of Europe, spending one month in
\ ienna, one in Berlin and one in London. He
also made a \isit of one week to Dr. Kocher^s
clinic in Bern.

Dr. a. C. McDonald and Mrs. Edith Webb,
both of At arsaw, were married on October 14.
-\fter the marriage, which took place at Marion,
Ind., the home of the bride’s parents. Dr. and
Mrs. McDonald spent two weeks in visiting some
of the Eastern cities, including Toronto, Boston,
Aew Tork and Philadelphia.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

St. Joseph’s Hospital, Logansport, is under
cover and is expected to be ready for occupancy
January 1.

Ligonier is reported to be suffering from an
epidemic of diphtheria; twenty-seven positive
diagnoses were made.

At the last meeting of the Kokomo City
Council an ordinance was passed appropriating
$25,000 for the purchase of a site and the con-
struction and maintenance of a public hospital.

I HE Newcastle Physicians’ Association was
organized September 22, Dr. Elmer H. Brubaker
being elected president; Dr. H. H. Koons, vice-
president, and Dr. Clifford E. Canaday, secre-
tar}--treasurer.

The semi-annual open meeting of the Fort
Wayne Academy of Medicine was held Nov. 12,

1908. The evening was given over to the discus-

sion of some medicolegal questions presented by
City Attorney Guy Colerick. A number of law-
yers were present as guests of the society and
added materially to the free discussion that is

characteristic of this society of younger medical
men. A banquet-smoker at the Homestead Cafe
followed the meeting.

Dr. and Mrs. Christian B. Stemen, formei’-

ly of Et. Wayne, but now of Kansas City, Kan.,

celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary on
November 1. For many years Dr. Stemen was
dean of the Fort ATayne College of Medicine,

and he took an active part in the amalgamation
of the medical colleges of Indiana to form one

medical school under state control. He now
holds the position of emeritus professor of sur-

gery in the Indiana University School of Aledi-

cine.

The following item has been received from
the Ohio Board of Medical Kegistration and Ex-
amination for publication in The Journal:
“The State Medical Board has received in-

formation that some medical students, having

preliminary educational requirements less than

demanded hy the Ohio law, have been induced to

attend medical colleges in other states, under the

impression that after graduation they can return

to and obtain a license to practice in Ohio under

reciprocity. This should be corrected. All

medical students who have or who contemplate

matriculating in colleges in other states with

such impressions should understand that a

license from another state is accepted in place

of an examination only. The applicant in all

other particulars must comply with the laws of

Ohio and the rules of this board. The prelimi-

nary educational attainments must he the same

as required of students of Ohio colleges.”

Ahong those companies paying the $5.00 rate

for life insurance examinations are the follow-

ing: American National Life, Galveston, Texas;

Anchor Life, Indianapolis, Ind.; Boston Mutual

Life, Boston, Mass.
;

Citizens’ Life, Louisville,

Ky.
;
Commonwealth Life, Louisville, Ky.

;
Cap-

ital Life, Denver, Colo.; Colorado National Life,

Denver, Colo.
;

Connecticut Mutual Life, Hart-

ford, Conn.; Equitable Life of New Aterk; Etna

Life Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn. ;
Fort

AAterth Life, Fort AVorth, Texas; Guarantee Life,

Houston, Texas; Manhattan Life, New Aterk;

Massachusetts Mutual, Springfield, Mass.
;
Mu-

tual Benefit Life, Newark, N. J.
;

Mutual Life

of New York; National Life, Montpelier, A^t.

;

New England Mutual Life, Boston, Mass.;

Northwestern Mutual Life, Milwaukee, AAis.

;

Pacific Mutual Life, Los Angeles, Calif.
;

Pa-

cific Alutual Life, San Francisco, Calif.
;

Provi-

dent Life & Trust Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Ee-

liance Life, Pittsburg, Pa.; Southwestern Life,

Dallas, Texas; State Mutual Life, Eome, Ga.

;

Soutliern States Life, Atlanta, Ga.
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SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

ALLEN COUNTY.
FORT WAYNE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

(Meeting of Sept. 8, 1908.)

Society met in joint session with the Northern In-

diana Dental Society in the assembly room, Tuesday
evening, with twenty-seven members present. Dr. W.
D. Calvin read a paper on

Etiology and Prophylaxis of Harelip and Cleft Palate.

Dr. C. E. Johnson gave a lantern slide demonstra-

tion of the operative procedure in harelip and cleft

palate.

In the discussion Dr. Porter said that it was an
established fact that defectives are apt to breed de-

fectives of some sort; that is to say, a club-footed in-

dividual is more apt to breed a case of scoliosis or

cleft palate than is a person of good ancestry. lie said

that if too much is promised these persons operated on
for harelip and cleft palate in the way of phonation
they will be displeased when they grow up. The ob-

ject of operating early is to commence to train the

patient very early to do well with an imperfect

palate, and not because we hope to give the individual

a perfect palate. If he is operated early he commences
talking early with as perfect a palate as he has, and
finally learns to use it very well.

Dr. McOscar reported being present at one of Dr.

Brophy’s operations for harelip and cleft palate, and
saw Dr. Brophy gain a very excellent function for the

child, who had been born very badly deformed. The
defect was a perfect cleft of both the palate and lij).

Dr. Bnchman said that heredity and arrested develop-

ment needs to be studied more than it has in the past,

and we will have to take up ^Mendel’s law of heredity

and study it if we want to find out the facts, and
apply it to these cases, after which it can be said

with absolute certainty whether these cases are due
to hereditary influences or some intra -uterine acci-

dent. In IMendel’s law you can trace the heredity from
one generation to another and you can make a cal-

culation as to how many in a given family wull escape
the influences of the hereditary taint and how many
others within a certain limited number are going to

be affected by it. Tie believes that a good many of

these cases of harelip and cleft palate are due to

intrauterine accidents.

Dr. Xierrnan said that Dr. Brophy’s operation has
in its favor the age of the child to be operated on.

Sensation in the first few hours of life is not very
pronounced, and the action of the heart is stronger

and of greater vitality than later in the age of the
patient. lie said that when viewing the situation for

an ideal method of procedure he thinks that Dr. Allen’s

operation comes more closely to meeting the plan than
any known to him. Ilis conception is to bring the
membranous surface of one side of the nasal cavity to

act as the oral surface in the mouth; he transfers <a

flap from the mouth to the floor, the base of the nasal
passage, making the two outer sides membranous and
the apposing surfaces raw tissue. The blood supply
is not cut off and the union of these parts should be
good.

Closing the discussion Dr. Calvin said that the study
of Ribot’s work on the subject of hereility is most

interesting and logical, and extremely stimulating to

further investigation and study of the subject. Con-

clusions without proper amount of study should never

be made. One of the laws of Nature is that like begets

like. If like does not beget like in exactness, defects

beget other defects, as Dr. Porter has said, and as

seven or eight of the cases I have cited, have shown
Some have shown spina bifida, club foot, deformities

of the hip, physical deformities and mental deform-
ities. If we would give these cases more careful study
in looking up the family history, in studying the men-
tality and physical condition of the parents, and
especially of the mother of such children as these, we
would in the future be able to refer cases with a his-

tory that is complete, much more so than I have found
in the literature read.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Sec.

(Meeting of Sept. 15, 1908.)

Society met in regular session in the Assembly
room, with thirty members present. (Minutes of two
previous meetings read and approved.

Operation in Diffuse Peritonitis, with Obstruction of

Bowels in Typhoid.—Clinical case report by Dr. M. F.

Porter. Patient, man aged 48, referred by Dr. Murphy,
of Antwerp, Ohio. On operation found perforation of

the bowels, and later found that he was suffering

from typhoid fever. The patient gave history of hav-

ing suffered with femoral hernia ever since he could

remember. lie had always been able to reduce it

until two weeks previous. Patient called Dr. Murphy,
who was able to redtice it without trouble. Forty-
eight hours before admission to the hospital he suf-

fered from sudden excruciating pain in the abdomen,
and sent for the doctor, but he was unable to cause
the bowels to move. On examination diagnosis of dif-

fuse peritonitis with obstruction of the bowels %vas

made. On account of pain in the right side, a diag-

nosis of appendicitis as the origin of the trouble was
made.

In operation, a midline incision was made, and belly

found full of pus which seemed to come from the re-

gion of the liver or right kidney fossa. Appendix was
examined and found healthy. On manipulations
of the intestines a perforation was found in the
small intestine, on the right side, high up, the per-

foration being about the size of a 48-calibre bullet.

It was closed in the usual way. The abdomen was
washed out and drain placed in the neighborhood of

perforation, and one placed lower in the pelvis. The
patient made an uninterrupted recovery following the
operation.

About a week after the operation he was still run-

ning a fever, which was getting higher; he had
headache, general malaise, anorexia, etc. An examina-
tion of the blood by Dr. Rhamy showed a positive

Widal reaction. It was concluded that this patient

was suffering from typhoid perforation of the ileum,

as some blood streaks appeared in the stools prior to

the operation.

Struma Nodosa.—Dr. Porter next presented a thyroid

gland, unusually large, a form of struma nodosa, and
perhaps colloid variety. This is the most common
form of enlargement of the thyroid. The upper por-

tion showed the wall of the cyst, which was firm, be-

ginning calcareous deposits. In the other portion was
an unusually distinct nodule. These very seldom de-

velop in the upper aspect of the gland, but usually,

as in this specimen, in the lower border. This speci-
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men is of the vascuhir type; the "oitre capsule bein"
very vascular, as were also the tissues of the neck.

Dr. Dorter thinks that on two or three occasions he
had as many as twenty-four forceps on at once, then
lignled, went on with the operation, used forceps and
later ligated again. He spoke of the difliculty of

avoiding recurrent laryngeal nerve and parathyroids
on account of the e.xtreme size of the gland. He
thinks best to leave a small j)drtion of the gland in

Order to avoid cache.xia, and the po.sterior capsule to
avoid injury or removal of the parathyroids. He said
that if parathyroids do hapj)en to be removed, the ad-
ministration of parathyroid glands overcomes the tend-
ency to tetan3^

In opening the discussion. Dr. E. J. McOscar, speak-
ing on typhoid perforation, referred to the case of a
laboring man, working to Saturday' night, taken to

hospital Sunday noon, with extreme shock, pulse 150,

temperature 05, which gradually rose to 107, and he
died thirty hours after admission.

Dr. Beall said that he had recently read an abstract

of a paper by some German reporting having removed
the thyroids and parathyroids from a dog, and failed

to get tetany before it died from adrenal insufficiency.

The question of connection between parathyroids and
adrenals is interesting.

Dr. Porter, in closing the discussion, said that it is

now established that most perforations occur in walk-
ing typhoid cases. To save parathyroids leave some
part of the thyroid gland, barring malignancy. The
four cardinal ])oints in the operation are: (1) Avoid
m.ueh hemorrhage; (2) avoid injuring or removing
parathyroids; (.3) avoid injury to reoirrent larjTi-

geal nerves; (4) leave a part of the gland.

“European Surgery” was the title of a talk by Dr.
E. J. ^McOscar, who recently returned from a trip on
the continent. He said that at Rome they have a
magnificent and extensive hospital under, charge of

the government. He was accompanied through the
hospital by two physicians and an undergraduate, the
latter being an Italian interpreter. The equipment is

good for doing modern surgery; the wards clean and
well ventilated.

At Bern, Switzerland, contrar,v to commont report,

goitres are not plentiful. He saw one on the streets,

outside of hospital where they always make up a part
of the Kocher clinic. It may be that most of these
people have had their goitres removed, Kocher and his
son having removed .3,700. Dr. IMcOsear spoke on the
simplicity of dressings. In ever,y abdominal wound,
whether in midline or appendiceal region, it is dressed
with four thicknesses of gauze about six inches long,

brushed with collodion, another layer and more col-

lodion, and another layer and collodion until a splint
is made. No abdominal bandage is used. General sup-
purative peritonitic cases are closed without drainage
in Koeher’s clinic, the abdomen being opened, wiped
out, and closed up tight. Of course, there must neces-
sarily be some selection of cases for this kind of pro-
cedure.

Dr. Kocher did four goitre operations, two large and
two small, with the patients in a semi-sitting posture,

under novocaine and adrenalin anesthesia, the patients
never stirring. He used about 75 artery forceps, and
it took assistant a half hour to close up the wound,
with no groan from the patient. Silk ligatures and
sutures were used, and glass tube put in for drainage,
to be removed the following day. Metal clamps were
used to close the skin after operations. They have the

advantage of not carrying infection through the skin

along (he track, and can be removed as warranted.
One man uses catgut soaked in juniper oil for two or

three months, as it is strong and durable.

At Zurich the sterilizers are in a separate room from
the operating room, and there is an opening from the

sterilizers into the operating room, and sterilized

dressings, etc., are taken through this opening directly

into the operating room. At Vienna the best general

surgical clinic is conducted by Silbermark, the best

orthopedic surgery by Lorenz, the best paraffine injec-

tions by Prof. Gersuny. Wertheim is one of the best

men in Vienna in operations devised by himself.

A surgeon who goes into the abdominal cavity
should be able to do whatever he finds to do within.

Dr. IVIeO.scar saw a gynecologist make a creditable hys-
terectomy who also operated the same ease for gall-

stones and was clearly out of his accustomed field,

much to the disadvantage of the patient.

He spoke on the method of preparing patient. If

it is a walking case it is put on the table and covered

up, then covered with soap and lather for ten minutes
by the surgeon. The surgeon then washes himself and
gets on gown, doing all the preparation himself.

Sometimes the patient is under the anesthetic a half

hour before the surgeon starts to operate. They do
not care much for modesty. The patient is put on the

wagon and stripped. For anesthetics they use ether,

chloroform and alcohol, and no pxire chloroform is

used. For suture material silk is used very exten-

sively. The silk is boiled 25 minutes, put in formalin

3 per cent, for three days, and then boiled with the

instruments.

Dr. Boyd, of Charing Cross Hospital, London, uses

sowing machine twist. Dr. IMcOscar saw him operate,

amputating foot under spinal anesthesia, absolutely

successfully.

Bier’s clinic was the only place where he saw collars

and vests worn through long clinic by the surgeons

and assistants. He did not see any wound closed with

adhesive plaster.

In discussing this subject. Dr. Bulson said that the

surgeons in Germany seem to have very little regard

for danger from anesthesia. He saw one case in Ber-

lin where the patient was asleep from 8:30 to 1:30.

He said that he had followed some of the eases oper-

ated on in clinic for mastoid trouble, and found that

there were not such a large proportion of them cured.

Some of the results of operation in foreign clinics arc

very interesting. On the whole, the surgical work in

Europe is not better than in this country, and in some

clinics and certain kind of work it is not as good as

in America.

In closing. Dr. McOscar said that surgical clinics in

Germany are excellent.

The dphlhalmo-Tuberculin Reaction was the title of

a paper by Dr. Chas. G. Beall.

In the discussion Dr. Rhaniy condemned the oph-

thalmo-tuberculin reaction, saying that it was dan-

gerous.

Dr. !Metts, of Ossian, said that in one case in which

he used it the patient developed a corneal ulcer and

he thought the patient was going blind. He had tuber-

culosis all right. He thinks it is good collateral evi-

dence.

Dr. IMorgan said that Arnold Knapp reports a case

of interstitial keratitis in a perfectly healthy eye

from the use of tuberculin.

Dr. Weaver stated that from the evidence he has

been able to gather the consensus of opinion is that
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the ophthalmo-tuberculin test is no more reliable than

the subcutaneous.

Dr. Bulson said care should be taken in its use, as

he has seen on five occasions bad results from its use.

The subcutaneous test should have the preference.

Dr. Drayer said that it is applicable to the class of

cases where the subcutaneous test is not advisable. He
said that it should not be discarded on account of a

few bad results. It has its particular applicability in

children. Drs. Dancer and Mouser also discussed the

subject.

In closin" Dr. Beall said that people should not be
in too much of a hurry to pass judgment on it until

more is known about it.

On motion the meeting of October 27 was postponed

on account of the meeting of the Twelfth Councilor

District IMedieal Society.

Dr. Porter silggested that hereafter arrangements be

made to have the meeting of the Twelfth District So-

ciety on some night that will not interfere with the

Allen County Society meetings.

Dr. Weaver asked the aid of the society to get the

Library Board to bind journals.

Adjoiirncd.

J. C. Wallace, Secretary.

(Meeting of Sept. 22, 1908.)

Society met in regular session at the Assembly
room, with thirty-five members present. In the absence

of the president and secretary the meeting was called

to order by the vice-president. Dr. C. K. Dancer. Dr.
E. E. Morgan was appointed secretary pro tern. Eegu-
lar secretary arrived later in the evening and assumed
his regular duties.

Enuresis Due to Enlarged Tonsils and Adenoids.—Dr.

Bulson reported a case of enuresis totally relieved by
the removal of tonsils and adenoids in a girl 10 years

of age. He also reported a similar result in a boy.

Decompression for Choked Disc.—Dr. Bulson reported

an interesting case of choked disc left eye, and atrophy

right eye, in which he diagnosed intra-cranial lesion,

and skull was opened to relieve the pressure which he
assumed existed. The patient is relieved but is still

in the hospital. A full report will be given later.

In discussing the report Dr. Weaver said that the

decompression operation in Dr. Bulson’s case had im-
proved the general condition of the patient as well as

improved the vision.

Dr. S. II. Havice asked if anti-syphiltic treatment
had been given and reported a case of choked disc

without any history except failure of vision. Patient

recovered in about one year on K. I., but the condi-

tion has again returned.

Collections was the title of a paper by Dr. B. P.
Weaver, in which he said that to his mind justly
earned gratitude is the greatest stimulant and the
most acceptable compensation that comes into a doc-
tor’s life. And if such gratitude could only furnish a
livelihood for the doctor and his family the problem
might perhaps be solved. But unfortunately this is
not so, and the physician is forced into that field
which is by nature distasteful to most of us, and in
which few of us are adept, viz., the role of the busi-
ness man. To him who does, however, decide in favor
of medicine for his life work, it becomes a plain duty
to avail himself of all just and honorable means to
maintain his collections at a legitimate maximum, a
duty to himtolf, his family and his patients.

Proper Medical Fees; How Maintained.—Paper read
by Dr. E. M. Van Buskirk. There is not a physician
in this society who does not know what he sliould re-

ceive for any service rendered. If his services are up
to the standard he should demand proper compensa-
tion. The doctors who charge fifty cents a call to
people who have paid better fees do it to obtain busi-

ness and know that they either undervalue their serv-
ices or unjustly accept money for services they can not
perform. Competition and customers are two causes
for low fees. By charging small fees a physician may
be able to get a great many of his competitor’s pa-
tients. If he is capable and succeeds in this way he
would no doubt succeed by charging proper fees. Peo-
ple usually employ and retain a man for his ability,
and will not continue his services indefinitely because
he is cheap. Then, again, the mechanic receives five
or six times more for this work than he did half a
century ago, and yet the doctor receives about the
same. Should not the tradesman, therefore, receiving
more for his time, be willing to pay his doctor in pro-
portion ? Physicians ai'e also, by their unbusiness-
like competition, imposed upon by outside interests,
such as insurance companies and railroads. Competi-
tion, such as it is, is very injurious to the medical
profession as a whole, as each one tries to succeed
regardless of any welfare or embarrassment to any
other physician. No physician has a right to pursue
any course for his own benefit at the expense of others
without their consent. Medical proficiency at the
present time is only obtained at a greater sacrifice of
time, energy and money than was required a few years
ago, and the advance in our standard of efficiency en-
titles us to the same increase in returns tliat comes
to those in other walks of life who have made ad-
vances.

A Few Things We Owe the Public was the title
of a paper by Dr. C. E. Dancer, in which he said
that “our duties may be divided into (1) those that
we owe the patient, (2) those due the state, and (3)
those due ourselves. These duties become cooperative,
and, after all, may be summed up as our plain duty,
or in modern phraseology, a square deal. One thing
wc owe the public is the elimination or at least
the minimization of quackery and the spreading of
information concerning preventable diseases. Should
the doctor enter politics? Let us answer this question
by jiointing to the work done by those representative
members of our profession who are now in politics.

Eoosevelt sent Dr. Eeed, of Cincinnati, into the canal
zone to investigate existing conditions : Colonel Gorgas
was appointed a member of the Canal Commission,
and let us give Dr. Wiley credit for his share in the
enactment of the Pure Food law. Did not the Japa-
nese medical profession play the greater part in de-
feating Eussia? Our own local board and the state
board of health have done much with reference to pure
milk, meat, etc., and our local board is now sending
appropriate literature to the homes of people quaran-
tined with any of the infectious diseases, thus en-
abling the physician to better carry out the method
of treatment. We owe it to ourselves, our patients
and the public to give our best service in remedying
or correcting those conditions dependent upon influ-

ences which we as physicians are familiar with.”
Opening the discussion. Dr. Havice said that we

should charge proper and reasonable fees and do good
work to earn them. The man who charges good fees
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is always thought more of than the man who charges

small fees.

Dr. ISlcOscar said that the physician is the loser

nine times out of ten when he is lax. If he demands

good round fees and requires early settlement he will

make more friends and he hetter oil financially. In

eases where you suspect or have good reason to be-

lieve that the patient has been to another physician

and not paid him, it is wise to call up the other

jdiysician and let the patient know that you know he

has not squared himself with the other physician. No-

torious abortionists should he put out of business,

and if a man has the stamina to proceed against this

cla.ss he should have the suiiport of his medical

brethren.

Dr. Bulson said that the average general practi-

tioner is too poorly paid, and all because reasonable

and just fees are not charged and collected. The

charge for a visit in the city is $1.50, in most in-

stances, and some doctors never charge but $1.00, and

this condition existed twenty years ago when it took

less time, energy and money to become a qualified

practitioner, living expenses were not so high and the

people were not so able to pay just fees as now.

:\rany doctors have no business ability and do not

collect what they earn, and they have not the good

sense to charge fees that are in keeping with the serv-

ices rendered. These men make it more difficult for

their confreres to charge respectable fees and collect

them. The man who gives his patients proper atten-

tion according to present standards of medical prac-

tice is deserving of better fees than generally charpd

in Fort Wayne, and he can get better fees if he insists

upon having them. The public generally values a

man’s services at about the price which the man him-

self fixes upon for those services, providing the price

is anywhere within reason. If good service is ren-

dered, the public stands the fees, but if the service is

poor the public rebels. Many men who charge ffiw

fees are really getting all or more than their services

are worth. The proper way to establish a fee bill is

1o publish in the daily papers, as they did in a

Texas town, a statement to the effect that the under-

sio^ned doctors, giving the names, believe their services

to'’ be worth such and such fees, and that they will

charge accordingly, but that some doctors who realize

their incompetency and lessened value for services

rendered will charge less. No doctor who permits

his name to be attached to such a statement will dare

to cut fees, for by so doing he would at once lay him-

self open to the opinion of the public that he did not

consider himself competent to be classed with his con-

freres and consequently was willing to work for less.

The doctor’s best friends and most appreciatiie pa-

tients are those who pay good fees and pay them

promptly. It is good policy to present bills at

least once each month, and it is poor policy for physi-

cians not to uphold each other in efforts to secure

proper remuneration and prompt settlement of ac-

counts. If one doctor gets a good fee it helps others

to obtain good fees, and doctors should sustain one an-

other in efforts to obtain just remuneration.

Dr. Henderson said that he had found that a per-

sonal presentation of the bill by the physician himself

is the best means of effecting settlement and the

sooner the bill is presented after the services are ren-

dered the easier it is to secure payment and retain a

satisfied patient.

Dr. Bower said that there are many people who

change doctors in order to avoid the payment of bills

for medical and surgical services, and we ought to re-

establish the “dead beat list” which the society started

several years ago. The doctor who has a few good pay

patrons is better off than the doctor who has many

patrons, the majority of whom pay little or nothing.

The doctor who furnishes medicines should charge

extra for the medicines.

Discussion closed by Drs. Weaver, Van Buskirk and

Dancer.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Secretary.

(Meeting of Sept. 29, 1908.)

Society met in regular session in the assembly room,

with twenty-four members present. IMinutes of two

previous meetings read and approved.

Phraseology of Bone Fractures was the title of a

paper read by Dr. H. G. Xierman, in which he said

that coined names for lines and degrees become essen-

tial items in the phraseologj’ on fractures, whereas

location and other details arc apt to assume the

names of authors or the like for synonyms of dis-

tinction. When the lines of a fracture radiate from a

central point and they are distinct in form, the char-

acter is termed a stellate. Where the fragments are

small and the ijoint of radiation is not pronounced

the same is understood to be comminuted. If several

parts are broken and healthy bone intervenes, the word

multiple implies such a condition. Transverse,

oblique, longitudinal, T-shaped, or V-shaped are self-

explanatory and require no comment. If the whole

thickness of the bone is traversed by a fracture it is

said to be complete; when less in extent, incomplete.

Should the lines of fracture be fissured, the break is

spoken of as fissured. Depressed denotes that the

fragments are pressed down below the surface of the

bone. Simple, compound and complicated are of rela-

tive importance as follows: The ordinary closed frac-

ture is of the first kind mentioned. If laceration

communicates the wound with the surface of the skin,

open fractures, the second title is appropriated to de-

fine it. Should a large blood vessel, nerve, joint or

internal organ become implicated, the complexity

makes the fracture a complicated one. Traumatic

fractures are caused as the result of violence to bones

that were primarily healthy. Necroses or caries in-

duced from poisons of diseases that produce such con-

ditions in bones and tumors that make the adjacent

or affected bone fragile will dispose to a fracture.

In the discussion Dr. Porter said that there are too

many proper names without adequate descriptions of

fracture used to name fractures. He said that he is

opposed to the introduction of proper names to de-

scribe pathological conditions such as Graves’ an<l

Basedow’s disease; the same applies in operations.

His objection is that by using proper names we do not

signify anything, and often give priority to individ-

uals to whom such credit does not belong.

Acute Osteomyelitis; Etiology, Symptoms and

Treatment.—Paper by Dr. G. L. Greenawalt. Chil-
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(hen are peculiarly liable to this disease. The start-

ing point is the anatomical condition favoring locali-

zation of infection niicro-organisins. The essential

symptoms are chill, pain, tenderness, redness, swell-

ing, synovitis, etc. Pain is the earliest and most con-

stant symptom; and the reasons for failure to make
a diagnosis are not usually due to lack of ability but

hasty and incomplete examination. lie cited two cases

of multiple osteomyelitis where treatment had been

given for rheumatism. He spoke of the effect of the

unyielding bony case and venous stasis from thrombo-

phlebitis in dis.seminating sepsis, and the reasons for

the absence of swelling in the early days of the at-

tack. He also mentioned the differentiation between

serous synovitis and suppurative synovitis as com-

plications, taking up exploratory puncture. The early

diagnosis and differentiation from other maladies,

rheumatism, gonorrheajl rheumatism, typhoid fever,

tubercular arthritis, and cellulitis, is very important.

As to treatment, prompt action is necessary to save a

useful limb and promote early recovery. The author

spoke on the responsibility of the general practitioner,

and the sequence of not recognizing a rapidily destruc-

tive process. Radical treatment and immediate drain-

age is imperative. Constitutional treatment has its

good effect, but proper drainage and proper dressings

relieve the burden of giving much medicine. The
expectant plan of treatment in acute osteomyelitis is

trifling with fate and inviting disaster.

Opening the discussion. Dr. E. J. McOscar said that

we must recognize that osteomyelitis is a surgical dis-

ease and, therefore, treat it surgically.

Dr. ;M. F. Porter said that multiple osteomyelitis

of acute variety manifests itself in the medullary

canal of bones and is usually due to streptococcic or

staphylococcic invasion. Osteomyeritis may be due to

typhoid, tubercular, syphilitic or gonococcic invasion.

In tubercular osteomyelitis, if not complicated with

pus organisms, it is best not to open. On the other

hand, the best treatment of cases of staphylococcic

infection is to open. When thei-e are tubercular and

other germs present, the physician must ofttimes com-

bine various methods of treatment. He spoke on the

relative frequency of osteomyelitis with periostitis.

Periostitis is one of the rarest of rare conditions ex-

cept as secondary to osteomyelitis. After the medul-

lary canal is opened, the more the curette is used,

all things being equal, the more harm you are liable

to do. The simple opening is often sufficient, with

drainage.

Dr. Henderson asked about encasing the limb, and,

in closing the discussion. Dr. Grecnawalt said that

the matter of encasing the limb should be left to the

surgeon to decide. He spoke of the use of Beck’s

paste in sinuses, injecting the same, and then putting

to rest. This paste is composed of bismuth subnitrate,

30 parts; vaselin, CO parts; soft paraffin, 5 parts;

formalin, 1 part; white wax, 5 parts.

Phosphaturia was the title of a paper by Dr. L.

P. Drayer, calling attention to phospbaturia vera and

phosphaturia spurius.

The paper was discussed hy Drs. Ehamy and B. Van
Sweringen, and the discussion was closed by Dr.

Drayer.

Dr. A. P. Buehman made a motion, seconded by Dr.

English, that the chair appoint a committee of three

to draft a scheme, or plan of procedure, in accordance

with the spirit of the papers read at the last meet-

ing, relative to collections, fees, etc. The chair ap-

pointed Drs. Weaver, Van Buskirk and Dancer.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Secretary.

ELKHART COUNTY.

The Elkhart County Medical Society met at the
office of Dr. Yoder, Goshen, on October 1, Dr. Snapp
presiding. The secretary being absent, the chair ap-
pointed Dr. Norris secretary pro tern. ^Minutes of

previous meeting read and approved.

Hiccough.—Case report by Dr. M. K. Krieder.

Patient, woman, 40 years of age, healthy in appear-
ance, but an invalid for years, which invalidism has
been getting progressively worse. Examination
showed a lacerated cervix, eroded os, and hemorrhoids,
with subjective symptoms of various kinds. At one
time patient suffered with a marked attack of hic-

coughing. Dr. Krieder recommended dilatation of

sphincter ani, which was done, with immediate relief

of hiccough. This dilatation was repeated in about
one month, and permanent relief was promised by
repairing the laceration and relieving the hemorrhoids,

“therehy instituting sympathetic nerve force and a
better capillary circulation.”

In opening the discussion Dr. Fleming said that he
considered this a case of nervous hiccough which
simply demonstrated the value of suggestion. He did

not doubt that the procedure adopted in this individ-

ual case was all righ't to relieve the patient tempo-
rarily, but he thought that in the treatment of these

neurotic cases in general the medical profession

should refrain from drugging them and tell them
frankly that there was nothing serious the matter
with them, that the condition was purely a nervous
one from which they would recover if they could get

their minds off themselves. He considered it a great

mistake to operate in the neurotic cases unless they
presented absolute evidence of organic disease, and
even then during their convalescence they should be
treated by the method of re-education which was
outlined so well by Barker in the American Journal of

the Medical Sciences a few years ago. When the pro-

fession handles these cases in the proper manner they
will take out of the hands of the Christian Scientists

and osteopaths the bulk of those nervous cases which
is their stock in trade.

Dr. Norris said that many of these neurotic cases

are anemic or give evidences of autointoxication such

as indicanuria, and he recommended appropriate treat-

ment of these conditions.

Dr. Matthews of New Paris stated that hiccoughing

can usually be cured by diverting the attention of the

patient into other channels, which was all that dilata-

tion of the sphincter would do.

“Typhoid Fever” w'as the title of a paper by Dr. YMder,

in which he said that the diagnosis of typhoid fever

is of peculiar interest, first, because it is a common
disease; secondly, because it may be quite atypical

and hard of recognition; and, third, because the mor-
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tality is comparatively liigli. In 1890 the death rate

of typhoid fever in tlie United States was 40.27 per

100,000 of population. In Indiana, in 1901, the rate

was 50.8. This was eighth in the list from all causes

of deaths, there being thirty-two other causes of death

whose percentage was lower than that of typhoid

fever. Often the diagnosis is not made until the dis-

ease is well established, or even not until convales-

cence sets in, as the diagnosis may be difficult, so

difficult that every available source of information

must be sought before final judgment is rendered. No

diagnosis of typho-malaria should be made unless it

is definitely proven that the patient is infected, both

with the plasmodium malarial and the bacillus

typhosis, which condition is rare. lie said that if

called to see a case of continued fever, it is his in-

variable rule to inquire into a possible prodromal

period of lassitude and exhaustion, a possible existing

cough, and whether bleeding at the nose has occurred.

If these conditions have existed, and if he finds an

enlarged spleen, he makes a diagnosis of typhoid

fever, or if he finds rose spots, although a palpable

spleen is absent, a diagnosis of typhoid fever is also

made.

To further aid in the diagnosis of typhoid fever, we

have confirmatory tests such as the reaction of Ehrlich,

Widal’s reaction, and the isolation of the bacillus of

Eberth from the blood, from the urine, from the

stools, or from the rose spots.

There is no leukocytosis in uncomplicated typhoid

fever, which helps to differentiate varioiis septic fevers

and acute inflammations. Perforation with peritonitis

in typhoid, however, is accompanied by leukocytosis.

The differential diagnosis must exclude malaria, mil-

iary tuberculosis, septic processes, pneumonia, menin-

gitis, tubercular peritonitis, appendicitis, and malig-

nant endocarditis.

He said that the diagnosis of typhoid fever must

often be tentative, and the patient must be carefully

watched and investigated, and as evidence accumu-

lates we must be prepared to render final judgment.

Dr. Hoopingarner also read a paper on the subject

of “Typhoid Fever.”

In opening the discussion, Dr. Miller said that he

considered diarrhea a favorable symptom, and when it

was not present it was lus custom to give laxatives,

usually calomel. He considered it of particular diag-

nostic value if the fever was higher than the other

symptoms would seem to indicate. Dr. Work, Jr.,

insisted on the value of the diazo reaction, and called

attention to an error in diagnosis which was often

made. The ring at junction of sulphanilic acid and

sodium chlorate solution with aqua ammonia, must be

rose red and not brownish red to indicate typhoid, and

the foam on top must be rose pink.

Dr. Krieder called attention to the similarity be-

tween inflammatory rheumatism and typhoid.

Dr. Snapp took exception to the statement that anti-

septics were of little value. He considers them of

much value in prevention of fermentation and dis-

tention. It is his custom to use salol. He also urged

sponging, often with tepid water, in those cases where

baths could not be instituted.

Dr. Holderman spoke of his experience among the

Amish. For religious reasons they would not permit

any form of hydrotherapy. His usual treatment con-

sists of internal antiseptics and laxatives for constipa-

tion, and a modification of the Woodbridge treatment.

The applications of Drs. !M. T. Brumbaugh, Harry

T. Barber and Chas. W. Haywood were reported on

favorably by the board of censors and they were

elected to membership in the society.

Adjourned. Allen A. Nonius, Sec. pro tern.

GRANT COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Grant County Medical

Society was held October 27. At this meeting it was
voted that each member of the society write the state

senators, congressmen, and congressmen-elect urging

them to support the policy of concentrating health

bureaus into one department.

The paper of the evening was by Dr. .1. E. Johnson, on

“Eczema of the Conjunctiva,” in which he said that

the characteristic lesion of eczematous conjunctivitis

is a small elevation about the size of a millet seed,

composed in the main of leukocytes and situated either

on the bulbar conjunctiva or on the cornea. This ele-

vation is rarely seen clinically, for by the time the

patient presents himself for treatment the thin epithe-

lial covering has ruptured and a small superficial ulcer

remains. The two chief symptoms of this disease are

lachrymation and photophobia. The eyes are dis-

tressingly sensitive to light. The intense photophobia

causes blepharospasm, and the lids snap shut like

the jaws of a vise. The affection in its milder forms

lasts from one to two weeks; where we have several

ulcers and deep invasion of the cornea the course is

correspondingly long. The tendency of the disease to

recur is proverbial; ofttimes one attack has hardly

subsided before new lesions appear and the patient is

in the throes of a second. The treatment in these

cases should consist of nothing irritating to the eyes,

especially during the height of the inflammation.

Dr. F. B. McBride was given a transfer card to the

Sullivan County Society.

Adjourned. 0. W. McQuown, Sec.

GREENE COUNTY.

The Greene County Medical Society held its regular

meeting at Worthington, October 15. Meeting called

to order with President Knoefel in chair and twenty-

three members and visitors present.

“Responsibility in Mental Disease” was the title of a

most interesting paper by Dr. II. R. Lowder of Bloom-

field. The paper was discussed by all the members

present and ordered sent to The Journal for publica-

tion.

Motion made and seconded that the chair appoint a

committee of three to revise the fee bill and report on

fraternal insurance examination fees at the next

meeting. Carried. Drs. J. E. Talbott, IT. R. Lowder

and J. W. Gray were appointed.

Mr. Weims of the Worthington Times addressed the

society in a pleasing and happy manner, and on motion

was made an honorary member of the society.

The subject for the next meeting is “Epilepsy,” and

papers will be presented by Drs. Lukenbill and Mallett.

Adjourned. Fr.xnk A. T anSandt, Sec.
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HOWARD COUNTY.

The Howard County ;Medical Society met September

4, after an adjournment of three months, with a large

number present. The paper of the day was on the

subject, “Coi-neal Ulcer,” by Dr. Will J. Wartin, and

was freely discussed by all present.

Adjourned. Will J. Martix, Sec.

«

The society held its regular monthly meeting Octo-

ber 2, in the Carnegie Library. Dr. A. A. Martin pre-

sented a paper on “Typhoid Fever.” It was an excel-

lent paper, stimulating a general discussion. The

paper dwelt at length on the etiology of the disease

and on the necessity of early differential diagnosis.

Dr. O. D. Hutto was appointed to read a paper at

the district society meeting to be held at Crawfords-

ville.

Adjourned. Will .1. !Martin, See.

KOSCIUSKO COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Kosciusko County !Med-

ical Society was held on October 20. ^Meeting called

to order by President Long. Dr. W. S. Leiter of Clay-

pool read a paper on the subject, “Changes in Other

Organs and Structures During Pregnancy.” This paper

was discussed by Drs. Warvel, Bash and Howard. Dr.

C. E. Leedy, Pierceton, read a paper entitled. “Diag-

nosis of Pregnancy
;
Eclampsia,” which was discussed

by Drs. Leiter, Burket, Howard, DuBois, Long, Warvel

and Cary.

Congratulatory resolutions were passed in regard to

the marriage of Dr. A. C. ^McDonald of Warsaw.

Adjourned. C. Xormax Howard, Sec.

LAPORTE COUNTY.

The La Porte County ^Medical Society met in regular

session October 9, with Vice-President Hollenbeck in

the chair. The papers of the afternoon were by Dr.

II. H. Martin, on “Cancer of the Uterus,” and Dr.

Bowers on “Locomotor Ataxia.” Dr. Martin illustrated

his talk with several pen and ink drawings. The next

meeting of the society will be held in Michigan City,

Dec. 11, 1908, for election of officers.

Adjourned. .Tames W. ^Milligan, Sec.

LAWRENCE COUNTY.
The Lawrence County Society met in regular ses-

sion at Bedford, September 3, with fifteen members

and two visitors present.

Dr. Emery read a paper on the subject, “Puerperal

Septicemia,” showing a diversity of opinion on the

drug treatment of this trouble. Tlie author said to

take care of any wound in the genital tract, carefully

curette, using a dull instrument, and then wipe out

the uterine cavity with the following solution: equal

parts compound tincture of iodin, carbolic acid and

glycerin. He does not favor the intrauterine douche,

but others claim good results from it. He believes

iodin to be the ideal antiseptic in this condition, and

in a direct streptococcic infection antistreptococcic

serum to be of great value. Special attention must

be ])aid to elimination.

Dr. Risinger, in discussing this paper, said that

])iophylaxis is everything.

At the afternoon session Dr. Short read an excellent

paper on “Constipation,” which was followed by a

lengthy discussion on the causes and modes of treat-

ment. Two cases of appendectomy were reported, and

a photograph of an advanced condition of a carcinoma

of the forearm was shown.

Dr. Hays spoke against the two frequent use of

coal-tar headache remedies, citing a case in which he

believed death was due to this cause, as the patient

had been a constant user of acetanilid headache tablets.

MADISON COUNTY.
The Madison County Medical Society met in regular

session October 27, with Dr. Alexander in the chair.

Diphtheria was the subject for discussion. Dr. .1. W.
Crismond, of Anderson, read a paper on its history

and treatment from the earliest history to the dis-

covery of antitoxin. Dr. Samuel E. Earp, of Indian-

apolis. read a paper on “Tlie ^Modern Treatment of

Diphtheria,” or the serum treatment, which very thor-

oughl)' .covered the subject. The public school board

and teachers and the ministerial association were the

guests of the society at this meeting.

The next meeting of the society will be held at Sum-

mitville, the subject being pneumonia.

Adjourned. Bexjamix II. Cook, Secretary.

MIAMI COUNTY.

The !Miami County ^Medical Society met in regular

session at the Commercial Club September 25. Meet-

ing called to order by President Griswold, with twenty-

two members and one visitor present. The new con-

stitution and by-laws were read, and Dr. Carter offered

to amend Article 9 of constitution to read, “The so-

ciety may amend any article of this constitution, at

any regidar meeting, by a two-thirds vote of its mem-
bers present, instead of its entire membership.” ^Motion

lost. Dr. Yarling moved that constitution as read be

adopted. Carried. Dr. Spooner moved that the by-

laws as read be adopted. Carried.

Dr. F. B. Wynn, of Indianapolis, talked on the sub-

ject, “Diagiosis of Tuberculosis.” The subject was

very interestingly handled by Dr. Wynn, and was dis-

cussed by several of the members.

Dr. J. C. Fretz spoke upon the temperature feature

in tuberculosis and recommended that such temper-

ature be taken every three hours for six days to assist

in diagnosis.

Dr. .lohn Spooner asked Dr. Wynn if there was any

marked difference in percussion sound of both lungs

in tuberculosis, and Dr. Wynn said that the right

bronchus is more voluminous and shorter, consequently

the sound is greater on right side.

Dr. O. L^. Carl related circumstance of two patients

which he considered lobar pneumonia, who several

months later proved to be tubercidous, and asked Dr.

Wynn if he thought the disease was tuberculosis

from the start. Dr. Wynn said that he believed they

had croupous pneumonia from mixed infection, which

merged into tuberculosis.
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Dr. Lynn reported a ease of supposed tuberculosis

with hoarseness, who recovered in Albuquerque, New
^lexico, and asked “is this the proper climate in which

to treat tuberculosis, and how soon should we decide ?”

Dr. Wynn said that hoarseness is an early and quite

positive symptom. Tt may be late, however. Send

away early if at all. You can cure here. Insist upon

eggs, oxygen and milk.

IMotion made and carried that the invitation of the

Commercial Club to attend in a body the laying of

corner stone of new Miami County Court House be

accepted. Drs. John Spooner, F. B. Carter and J. E.

Yarling were appointed committee to arrange for

marching. Moved and carried that secretary prepare

a list of membership of the society to be placed in the

corner stone of the new court house.

Adjourned. C. Ridexocr, See.

SPENCER COUNTY.

The Spencer County Medical Society met in regular

session with Drs. Long and Long of Eockport on

October 20. ;Meeting called to order by vice-president.

^Minutes of previous meeting read and approved. The

members who were on the program being absent, the

society discussed some interesting eases by iridividual

members. Two applications for membership, those of

Drs. Kokomore and Bryant, were received and placed

in the hands of the Boajd of Censors.

Adjourned. II- Q- H hite. Sec.

FOURTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT.

The fo\irth annual meeting of the Fourth District

Medical Society was held at :Madison, October 22.

^Meeting was called to order by President Dr. Freeman

of Osgood.

The program consisted of sixteen papers, two from

each county society. Dr. D. R. Saunders of North

Vernon read a paper on “The Business Side of !Med-

icine.” which elicited a great deal of discussion, sev-

eral seeming to realize for the first time that medicine

had a “business side.”

The association adopted a constitution and by-laws

closely modeled after that of the state association,

altered to fit local conditions. Owing to the fact that

the state association meets in October, the date of the

annual meeting was changed to May of each year.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President, Dr. H. H. Sutton, Aurora; vice-

president, Dr. Curtis Bland. Oreensburg; secretary.

Dr. James II. Shields, Seymour; treasurer. Dr. J. H.

Green, North Vernon.

The next meeting of the association will be held at

Seymour, May, 1009.

At 9 p. m. a banquet was given by the Jefferson

County :Medical Society at the Hotel Jefferson to the

visiting physicians and their wives.

Adjourned. George E. Dexxy, See.

EIGHTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT.

The Eighth District ^Medical Society held its semi-

annual meeting in Anderson on October 22. Seventy-

five members and guests registered, and a number of

Anderson physicians later arrived and participated in

the festivities, who did not register, making the at-

tendance nearly a hundred.

The meeting was called to order a*t 10 o’clock by Dr.

Granville Reynard, and after the reading of the min-

utes of the previous meeting Dr. J. B. Garber, chair-

man of the committee on resolutions, presented the

following, which was adopted by the, society:

“We, the Committee on Resolutions, appointed at

the last meeting of the District Society, held in Port-

land, .Jay County. Ind., A])ril It!, 1908, beg leave to

submit the following:

Resolved, 1. That we favor teaching by competent in-

structors, a thorough knowledge of self and se.x to the

students in the higher grades of the public schools.

2. The suppression of the advertisements in secular

and lay journals and newsj)apers offering relief for

real or imagined sexual conditions or indiscretions.

3. Suitable instructions making quality rather than
quantity the standard in family production.

4. We commend the present law which has to do
with the prevention of diseases and the compulsory
sterilization of the incurably insane, idiots and habit-
ual criminals.”

Dr. G. W. H. Kemper of Muncie then presented the

following resolutions, which were adopted as read:

“Whereas, A combination of the leading medical
colleges of our state has been effected on a substantial
basis and placed under the management of the Indiana
State University, with a bright prospect for a great
future; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the physicians of the Eighth District

of the Indiana State ^Medical Association here as-

sembled, hereby express our gratification over the con-
summation of the work, and that we pledge our
hearty co-operation and sympathy for the same, and
that we will use all proper efforts to establish and
maintain this great state institution; and, be it also

Resolved, That we request our legislators of this dis-

trict to extend to this valuable branch of education all

necessary legislation and financial aid required to make
it one of the grand institutions of the whole country.”

Following the business session the society was ad-

dressed by Dr. William Lowe Bryan, president of In-

diana University, on the subject of “iMcdical Co-opera-

tion.” The address was one of the finest the society

has ever listened to and besides giving an historic re-

view of the development of our art. Dr. Bryan took up

and considered a number of the general needs of the

profession and the special needs of our state. He par-

ticularly pointed out the fact of the great neglect of

the human animal while we are seeking for perfec-

tion in the development of the lower orders. Great

sums of money are expended every year by the gov-

ernment and state in agricultural schools, and the cow,

the horse, the sheep and the hog are beneficiaries of

the state’s munificence.

The medical profession in good part have only them-

selves to blame; the peculiar selfishness and egoism

that has developed in the fraternity has prevented all

measures that co-operation alone can secure. The

State of Indiana should appropriate a sufficient sum of

money to give to the State of Indiana, doctors who are

all that could be desired. It should establish a hos-

pital that could at the same time afford proper treat-

ment for the indigent and serve as a training school

for those who are to be our successors. It should pay

the teachers in the department of science, in art, and

in agriculture.
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The state should make this medical school one in

which the doctors of Indiana could have opportunities

for advancement and learning here at home that can

now be obtained only at great expense of time and

money in a visit to some so-called medical center.

Following Dr. Bryan’s address, commendatory

speeches were made by Drs. Kemper, Perce, Keller,

Green and Schwartz. These speeches considered the

advisability of a non-partisan campaign in which the

doctors should secure from the senators and repre-

sentatives expressions as to their attitude in respect

to the above needed legislation.

The President was authorized to appoint a commit-

tee consisting of one man from each county who would

act as a chairman of a committee of three from each

county society in an effort to secure for the human
animal the rights and benefits that the state is giving

the horse, the cow, the sheep and the hog.

An old fashioned chicken dinner, country style, was
served at noon by the ladies of the Central Christian

church and nearly a hundred doctors and guests sat

down to a most excellent repast. After dinner there

were seven other ])apers and addresses. Dr. II. A.

Cowing of Muncie, Ind., taking up co-operation in

medicine as it would affect the individual to his pro-

fessional and financial betterment, said many things

that ought to sink into the minds of all doctors. He
summed up the matter in a nutshell liy saying that

the quickest way to kill competition is to make your
competitor your friend, and that no co-operation would
be practical until the doctors stopped that continual

and endless knocking of one another.

Dr. J. B. Fattic of Anderson considered the necessity

of doctors solving some of the problems in regard to

the doctor’s own welfare which demand that he study
himself as well as his text -books. Many physicians

consider it an imposition when they are asked to pre-

pare a paper for their local medical society, and in-

stead of improving their own brain matter by a little

original thought and investigation, they waste their

time and burden the society with something copied out

of a text-book, and many times the text-book is an

old edition, already repudiated.

A paper by Dr. Fred il. Ruby of Union City and one

by Dr. G. R. Green of Aluncie considered the practica-

bility, the availability and the cost of running an

automobile. The automobile question being one that

is most seriously considered by the average doctor at

present and first hand information heretofore has been

untrustworthy. Their conclusions were that every

doctor ought to buy an automobile, run it until the

enthusiasm subsides, then sell it to some other fellow

who has the fever, then buy a good horse and buggy
and be content.

Dr. J. II. Oliver of Indianapolis told of the country

practitioner. A review of the lives of many of our old

family doctors would show the community that no
other one person has had so great an economic and
social value as that grand old man who day and night

visited the scattering household and gave of his life

and his love as much as he gave them medicine.

Dr. II. R. Alburger of Bloomington, Ind., professor

of pathology in Indiana University, spoke of the neces-

sity of more frequent postmortems. When a patient

gets well either the Lord is given credit for it, or it

happens in spite of the doctor (so our enemies say).

When a patient dies the cause of this death should not

be left to guesswork and the physician censured by

busy-bodies. The knowledge gained from our post-

mortem work has saved the lives of hundreds. The
surgeon is a better diagnostician that the average

doctor because he had the opportunity of “seeing

inside”; he verifies his diagnosis or finds out the true

cause of the disease and exploratory surgery in this

manner has saved its hundreds more. Dr. Alburger

also stated that one reason why few postmortems are

held is the fear of the doctor that he will find his

diagnosis to have been wrong. The failures, however,

will continue unless such evidence of his mistakes can

be found and no other means or method can ever be

had than that of postmortem work.

Dr. R. E. Brokaw of Portland, Ind., had a paper on

“Suggestive Therapeutics,” a much neglected subject

of vital importance, since it seems desirable and neces-

sary to prove to a patient that his leg is not broken,

his kidney not diseased, and death a matter of tem-
porary aberration.

The next fneeting will be held in April at Win-
chester and the successful plan of limiting the papers

to discussion of general and economic problems will

be continued. An editorial in the Cincinnati Lancet-

Clinic sends a message which is worth reproducing:

“It is refreshing occasionally to note that some med-
ical societies go out of the beaten track of listening to

antiquated nonsense compiled from various sources,

and really consider the doctor’s welfare. This wel-

fare is augmented by a proper study of his relation

to his patients and to the community from the eco-

nomic standpoint. The Eighth District Medical Society

of Indiana is one of these wide-awake organizations

which frankly says : We have been neglecting to con-

sider some of the things that go to make our profes-

sion a pleasurable one, our pocket-books healthier and
our debtors fewer.” M. A. Austin, See.

TWELFTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT.

The Twelfth Councilor District IMedical Society met
in regular session at Fort Wayne, Oct. 27, 1908, uitii

an attendance of approximately 200, the largest in its

history. An abundance of material presented for the

morning clinic held at St. Joseph Hospital by
Drs. Ridlon of Chicago, Allen of Indianapolis and
Rosenthal of Fort Wayne. The afternoon session was
particularly well attended, and the papers and dis-

cussions proved worthy of the attendance. The even-

ing program was a most excellent one and was supple-

mented by a smoker, at which the district society

members were the guests of the Fort Wayne Medical

Society.

The following is the program in brief : Morning
session. Orthopedic Clinic at St. Joseph Hospital, by
Dr. John Ridlon, Chicago; Dr. H. R. Allen, Indian-

apolis, and Dr. Maurice Rosenthal, Fort Wayne.
Afternoon session: Reports by Drs. H. G. Xierman
and L. P. Drayer, delegates to the International Con-

gress on Tuberculosis; “Chronic Pericarditis and Can-

cer of the Heart,” with specimen, uy Drs. Fred Metts.

Ossian, and B. W. Rhamy, Fort Wayne; “Paramyocio-
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iius ^lultiplex,” ])r. E. M. Van Buskirk, Fort Wayne;
"Heart Block/’ Dr. Chas. Beall, Fort Wayne; “Lateral

Curvature of the Spine,” Dr. John Ridlon Chicago;

“Anemia of Pregnancy,” Dr. L. P. Drayer, Fort

Wayne
;
“Differences in Anatomy of the Child and the

Adult, Predisposing to Disease of the Former,” Dr.

B. D. Myers, Bloomington, and “Strabismus,” Dr.

Albert E. Bulson, Jr., Fort Wayne. Evening session:

“Infant Feeding,” Dr. .loseph Brennemann, Chicago,

and “Indications for and the Technic of Vaginal Cesa-

rian Section” (stereoi)ticon)
,
by Dr. Reuben Peterson,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

BOOK REVIEWS

Why Worry? By George Lincoln Walton, M.D., Con-

sulting Neurologist to the Massachusetts General

Hospital. Cloth, pp. 275. J. B. Lippincott Company,

Philadelphia and London, 1008.

. An admirable little treatise, well worthy of perusal

by physician as well as layman, is here presented.

The chapters and references dealing with the subjects

of hypochondriasis, neurasthenia and insomnia are

particularly apropos and in decided accord with com-

mon sense in the broadest acceptation of the term.

Di.seasks of the Eye. By G. E. de Schweinitz, A.!M.,

:SI.D., Professor of ( )])hthalniology in the University

of Pennsylvania, and Ophthalmic surgeon to the

University Hospital, etc. Fifth edition, thoroughly

revised. 895 pages, 313 illustrations. Cloth $5.00.

tv. B. Saunders Company, Philadel])hia.

Such a well known text-book by such a distinguished

author, teacher and clinician certainly needs no ex-

tended review notice. This fifth edition has been thor-

oughly revised and much new matter lias been incor-

liorated, which places the work fully abreast of oph-

thalmological progress. The author has devoted spe-

cial attention to the methods of examining eyes, and

the symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of ocular dis-

ea.ses have received the largest share of attention. As

in former editions, a chapter of over one hundred

jiages is devoted entirely to the various operations per-

formed on the eye, and an appendix fully describes

the use of some of the newer instruments of precision,

and the method of localizing foreign bodies in the

eyeball with the Roentgen rays. Though American

and foreign authors of note have been freely quoted,

the work bears the indelible stamp of the author in

every authoritative statement, and the ojiinions ex-
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pressed are based upon an extendcnl experience and .»

master’s knowledge of the subject.

State Board Qi^estion.s axd Ax.swers. By R. Max
Goepp, ]M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine at the
Philadeljihia Polyclinic. Octavo volume of 084
pages. Philadelphia and Tjondon: W. B. Saunders
Company, 1908. Cloth, .$4.00 net; Half Morocco,
$5.50 net.

A condensed work of this sort finds a ready place

for those who are seeking for a digest of the usual

type of state board examinations of to-day. Taken,
as it is, from a number of state board examination,

with preference given to the larger and more repre-

sentative states, and utilizing only those of the past

few years, the work becomes at once general and strictly

modern in its adaptability. The answers are of neces-

sity condensed and brief, and repetition has been

avoided to the greatest possible extent, while a com-

mendable effort at classification renders the book even

more time saving in its purpose.

Adenomyoxea of the Uteru.s. By Thomas S. Cullen.

iM.B., Associate Professor of Gynecology in Johns

Hopkins L’niversity. Large octavo of 270 pages,

with illustrations by Hermann Becker and August
Horn. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders
Com])any, 1908. Cloth, .$5.00 net; Half ^Morocco.

$f).50 net.

This volume is in keeping with the other published

works of the author—a masterpiece of its kind. To
his rich gynecologic and gyneco-pathologic experience

the author has carefully added in his book the pub-

lished results of the work of a selected few, enough to

render the work of some service for reference.

The plates and illustrations are most excellent and

profuse, and taken with the gross and microseopic

findings so vividly drawn, render the volume as satis-

factory to the student as to the practitioner.

Enough ease reports are offered along with the opera-

tive and pathologic findings to illustrate clearly the

subjects of the text. An interesting description is

that offered of a specimen presenting in a single

pelvis the following separate conditions: Subperi-

toneal myoma, adenomyoma, primary adenocarcinoma

of the body of the uterus, pyosalpin.x and primarx'

adenocarcinoma of the ovary of a totally different

type from that occupying the uterus. The text con-

cludes with a summary containing in condensed form

the essential facts upon the subject as they are now
known.

The paper and type are admirable, the latter large

and plain, and spaced where special emphasis is to be

placed.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

FIRST AID TO THE INJURED.*

I. W. Short, M.D.

ELKHART, IND.

Every case of injury or accident is a case by

itself, and while we may follow in a general way

a set rule, my experience has taught me that we

should handle each case separately.

Purpose .—When we find an injured patient at

the factory, shops, or by the wayside, we should

give immediately such relief as to prevent any

chance of further infection, or increase the al-

ready existing injury; in fact, we should put

our patient in the best possible condition to be

moved with the best results, and so prepare him
that he may be able to meet any contingency that

may await him.

Scope.— If unconscious, watch your patient

very carefully; distinguish between drunkenness

and a pure injury; if vomiting, gently turn

your patient on his side, lower the head to avoid

getting any of the matter in the lungs, clear the

mouth, nose and throat of any foreign sub-

stance; open up any clothing or resistance that

interferes with the breathing, usually placing the

patient in a reclining position on the back, with

the head slightly lower than the body, where the

conditions to air and surroundings are the best;

guard against any chill, aid the circulation, quiet

severe pain, and use every means at hand to pre-

vent shock or collapse
;

control the hemorrhage

;

if there are open wounds, immediately dress

them wfith gauze and cotton to prevent further

infection; if there is fracture, so place the in-

jured member that it may be moved with the

least possible danger.

• Read before the Elkhart County Medical Society, at

the meeting of Nov. 5, 1908.

Instruments. — A good hypodermic syringe

with at least three good needles, shears, needles

and holder, artery forceps, several tourniquets,

or rubber bandages, and an equipment of pocket

instruments that one ordinarily carries, a few

pliable thin boards or other material that can be

easily adapted for splints.

Drugs .—The usual drugs that one would carry

in a medicine case, a full line of soluble hypo-

dermic tablets, such as strychnin, morphin,

nitroglycerin, atropin and apomorphia. It is

always well to have in your case a supply of

aromatic spirits of ammonia, digitalis, discs of

nitrite of amyl, alcohol, chloroform and ether.

Dressings.—Cotton, gauze, different kinds of

bandages, antiseptic powder, spools of adhesive

straps, a can of sterile vaseline, catgut, silk,

tubes of threaded needles with catgut and silk,

and a pair of rubber gloves.

Fractures .—Always put a fractured limb in as

nearly normal position as possible and thus avoid

causing a simple to become a compound, or muti-

lating the tissues and increasing the severity of

the case if it is a compound. If a compound

fracture, cut the clothing away and cover the

wound, or if a hole pack it with gauze; in fact,

all wounds connected with any fracture should

immediately be covered with gauze and cotton.

Place over this a shingle or board or anything

that will make a splint, well padded with cotton,

and bind snugly around the injured member.

If a fractured rib, place a bandage of cloth or

adhesive strap snugly around the body, the width

of three or four inches.

Fractures of the arm, shoulder joint, collar

bone or shoulder blade require, in addition to the

above, a sling over the opposite shoulder, to take

the weight off the injured member.

In fracture of the skull elevate the head, move

your patient carefully, if there are any woimds
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control the liemorrhage, and get your patient

where he can have permanent care immediately.

In fracture of the nose, if the hemorrhage is

severe, pack both nares with gauze.

In fracture of the spine keep }'our patient on

liis back, as even turning him on his side may
prove fatal. Keep him warm, and if necessan-

resort to artificial heat. Handle this kind of

injuries with despatch.

Burns .—Carefully cut away all clothing, and

avoid pulling any that adhere. If there is a

large burned surface only expose a small area at

a time. If the burn is caused from caustic, lye

or ammonia, wash the surface freely with water

or diluted vinegar. Dress burns with mild anti-

septic powder, cover the surface well with sterile

vaseline, and cover all with plenty of gauze and

cotton, and bandage loosely. Watch for shock,

control pain and keep patient warm.

Shoclc .

—

Shock and collapse are so nearly alike

in many cases that it is hard to have a dividing

line, and I will treat both together.

In my experience shock is one of the greatest

things to be dreaded in severe railroad accidents,

as it is usually more noticable in cases where the

tissue organs or bones are badly crushed, while

collapse usually occurs spontaneously or from

mental or intrinsic causes not connected with

physical violence and may follow apparently triv-

ial causes, while both are of a reflex depression.

Shock may be of all degrees from the most tem-

porary faintness which will leave in a few min-

utes to a condition of vital depression which ter-

minates fatally without any reaction.

Symptoms .

—

These at least can be referred al-

most soleh' to vasomotor paralysis of a reflex

origin from the peripheral nerves. The face be-

comes pale, there is pallor of the skin and visible

mucous membrane, coldness of the body, dilated

pupils reacting slowly to light, heart irregular

with a weak, thready or imperceptible pulse, res-

piration irregular, breathing shallow and hard,

mental inactivity, subnormal temperature, nausea

and vomiting. Again, the shock may be of such

a type as to cause the patient to be restless and
excitable and even uncontrollable, with irregular

pulse and breathing.

We have another type, which is called delayed

shock, in Avhich the symptoms are practically the

same and come on some hours after the injur}',

and may be due to concealed internal hemor-

rhage. If the shock becomes more pronounced

we have coma, the surface becomes cold and cov-

ered with perspiration, and death usually fol-

lows quickly. These symptoms are often noted

in injuries to the head or severe injury to the

v'iscera, or gunshot wounds.

Often in the first aid we can in many cases

prevent shock or alleviate it and avoid collapse.

At the very outset one must go cautiously, as

there arc several things that can not safely be

neglected. It is not well to establish reaction too

quickly, as over-action might be followed by sec-

ondary hemorrhage. Often patients are unable

to swallow, and it is a poor rule to give a patient

suffering from shock strong liquors, as it might

bring on coughing and that in itself prove fatal.

The same is true of inhaling such strong stimu-

lants, as ammonia.
The patient should be laid flat on the back, or

even with the head lower than the body, or the

extremities should be raised. In severe cases it

is a good plan to bandage extremities from the

tips to the body. Warm stimulating drinks if

they are available are good. Aromatic spirits of

ammonia well diluted may be given. Keep the

patient well covered. Often artificial respiration

or rubbing may be resorted to, and nitrite of

amyl will often help to equalize the circulation.

The principal remedies with which to stimu-

late the activity of the heart are strt'chnia and

tincture of digitalis in good-sized doses h}q)o-

dermically. Nitroglycerin should be given with

caution. The respiration may be helped by giv-

ing atropin, and if the patient is extremely rest-

less give hypodermic injections of morphin.

Often in severe shock or loss of blood, or where

the limbs are badly mangled, a prompt amputa-

tion of the mutilated part is important, as it will

often bring about an improvement. It is a ques-

tion in my mind whether whiskey should be

given at all. If it is given it should be well di-

luted or given hypodermically.

Hemorrhage. — Hemorrhage of the brain is

better controlled by keeping the patient in a sit-

ting position or with the head elevated.

In hemorrhage of the limbs cut away enough

clothing to expose the wound, use tourniquet or

rubber bandage or ordinary roller bandage above

the wound. Never touch the wound except when
absolutely necessary. If the flow of blood is se-

vere, place a pad or roller bandage over the

arter}' and bring enough pressure to bear to

check it. After a few minutes, if the hemor-

rhage ceases, loosen up the pressure and only

maintain pressure enough to control it. Elevat-

ing the limb will often help to control hemor-

rhage. A string or rope is not a good thing to

use in eontrolling hemorrhage, and too long con-

tinued high pressure will often interfere with the

recovery of the patient, as it will likely cause

sloughing and tend toward gangrene. If unable

to check the flow of blood it may become neces-

sary to pick up the artery and tie it, or in rare
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cases where this is impracticable, by taking a

long curved needle with catgut or silk and going

into the wound where the hemorrhage is severe,

picking up the tissue and tying temporarily, the

hemorrhage may be checked. In many cases

packing the wound well with gauze will suffice.

In hemorrhage from the armpit, where the

arm is mangled or torn away and you are unable

TO find the artery, any hard substance, such as a

roller bandage or paper, covered well with gauze,

may be pressed into the wound and bandaged

tightly, or a hard substance may be placed in the

artery back of the collar bone and the arten’

pressed down on the first rib.

Internal Hemorrhage. — Slove the patient

gently and as little as possible. If the hemor-

rhage is from the skull have the head elevated,

otherwise the patient should be in a recumbent

position on the back, with the head slightly lower

than the body. Hemorrhage from the skull often

can be controlled or checked by using hard pads

of gauze and compressing tightly with bandages.'

In hemorrhage from the lungs or bowels apply

cold wet cloths or ice packs externally, give mor-

phin hypodermically, and if the pulse is weak
give strychnin and digitalis.

Bullet Wounds.— Gunshot wounds as a rule

are dangerous. Usually we have very little hem-
orrhage, though at first there may be a free gush

of blood, then the arteries recede and the hemor-

rhage will cease. It is well to pack the wound
with gauze, covering the surrounding tissue with

gauze and cotton. If the hemorrhage is severe

treat it as ordinary hemorrhage. If the bone is

fractured use the same precaution as in other

fractures.

In gunshot wounds we should be on the look-

out for shock, which follows very rapidly in

nearly every case, especially if the viscera or

brain is injured.

Suspected Internal Injuries.—If your patient

is in severe pain give morphin hypodermically.

Tone up the heart if necessary and watch the

respiration. Keep the patient warm; if necessary

resort to artificial heat, and get him to the hos-

pital or his home as quickly as possible, where

you can give him permanent relief.

SUMMARY.

A noted siTrgical writer has well said that the

fate of an injured person depends very largely

upon the acts of the surgeon in whose hands the

injured person first falls; therefore, the neces-

sity and value of prompt and efficient first aid

needs no comment. Do not handle the patient

or wounds any more than is absolutely necessary.

Dress all wounds as nearly as possible antisep-

tically, using plenty of gauze and cotton. Fix

all fractures in a normal position and in such

shape that they can be moved with safety. Avoid

shock and guard the respiration and circulation.

Move the patient gently and carefully. Kever

touch the wound with unclean hands, and if there

is dirt in the wound you will have less trouble

from it by covering the wound with gauze and
leaving it until you have a chance to give it care-

ful and permanent attention. Keep the patient

warm and avoid a chill. Be guarded in your

diagnosis and prognosis, because sometimes ap-

parently mild injuries prove fatal in a few mo-
ments, while many cases badly mangled and
apparently fatally injured will recover. And,
finally, the most essential thing to remember is

to use good common sense and good judgment in

each and every case.

CYSTITIS IK THE FEMALE.

Everett E. Padgett, M.D.

Lecturer on Obstetrics, Indiana University School of

Medicine.

INDIANAPOLIS.

Perhaps no other organ in the mechanism of

the human body is more abused and less nursed

than is the female bladder. From its structure,

its function and its relation to other structures

this organ is first of all predisposed to disease.

On the other hand, it appears to possess a certain

immunity which renders it less often the seat of

disease than we would expect. It is possible that

from its own nature the bladder is tolerant of

great injustice and so well able to recover or ward

off infection and disease that we have until re-

cently heard less of its diseases than of those of

other organs whose treatment falls into the field

of the gynecologist or surgeon.

It is not that these conditions are new, but that

there is and has been for a time a tendency to

regard lightly diseases of this organ in our eager-

ness to relieve by treatment of the generative or-

gans. Winckel points out in his “Diseases of the

Female Bladder and Urethra” that much that is

now known of the diseases of these organs was

known thousands of years ago and, having been

forgotten, was rediscovered by late observers.

Aetius (502-5T5 A. D.) described ulcerative af-

fections of the bladder, and Paul of iEgina (670

A. D.) treated diseases of the bladder by means

of injections through a catheter. In the nine-

teenth century Simon devised a series of conical

specula with obturators by which the urethra

could be dilated to an extreme degree, and from

that time rapid strides in the examination and
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treatment of the bladder have been made. The
awakening of our own surgeons to the importance

and simplicit}' of this line of work is due ver}'

largely to Howard Kelly, whose contributions to

this department of the diseases of women rank

M'ith the most important of the past century.

True, we are all quick enough to recognize the

symptoms of a diseased bladder when they are

manifest, but how few of us stop to consider the

numerous forces against which the bladder in the

female must constantly guard. Cystitis implies

an infection, the entrance of bacteria into the

bladder, and their subsequent growth and devel-

opment there. The principal object of this paper

shall be to point out the factors which predispose

to this infection. Among these we find, doubt-

less, the most important to be congestion. Both

anatomically and physiologically the bladder in

the female is prone to become congested. Among
the anatomical factors are;

1. Position .

—

This varies with its contents and

the relation to other structures. In the healthy

state the empty female bladder lies in the median

line behind the pubes and in front of the vagina,

covered immediately over its fundus by the peri-

toneum, while the anterior wall for a part of its

distance is devoid of a peritoneal covering. In

the empty state the transverse diameter of the

organ greatly exceeds the antero-posterior diame-

ter, the antero-posterior walls being directly ad-

jacent, while the transverse walls are widely sepa-

rated. When the organ is distended it inclines

slightly to the right side, and the fundus may

reach the level of the umbilicus.

2 . Size.

—

The average capacity of the female

bladder is four hundred grams, somewhat less

than that of the male bladder. Its minimum

capacity is twenty to thirty grams, while the max-

imum is 3,320 grams (Fritsch).

3. Structure .

—

In the immediate structure of

the organ we find the principal predisposition to

congestion in the richness of its blood supply,

which is derived from the vesiculous superior and

inferior branches of tlie arteria hypogastrica. The

branches of these vessels form a thick capillary

network which can be seen just beneath the super-

ficial epithelium of the mucous membrane. The

vertex is not so thickly supplied as the deeper

parts.

4. Relation to Surrounding Organs .—This

brings us into a field of importance as well as of

neglect. It is so easy to overlook some pelvic

condition only to realize its importance after the

bladder has been long congested and is thorough-

ly infected. Among these factors are the follow-

ing :

(a) Urethra: The most frequent channel of

entrance of bacteria into the bladder. Its length,

its direction and dilatability make it also the

channel for the introduction of foreign bodies

into the bladder. It is pre-eminently the organ
from which an infection may by direct extension

reach the bladder, while its direct relation witli

the vulva and its indirect relation with the va-

gina, uterus and anal region render it especially

liable to be involved when the supporting parts

are the seat of infection.

(b) The ureters by their constant drainage of

urine, which may carry infection to the bladder,

form a frequent predisposing agency to infection

of the bladder.

(c) Peritoneal cavity : A general visceroptosis

in many cases results in pressure on the bladder

with attendant Inqieremia. In addition to this,

complete filling of the bladder may, from the

same cause, be prevented. Relative to the peri-

toneal cavity, gravity must form a factor of more

or less importance, as all free fluid gravitates to

the lower abdomen, with consequent pressure

upon the bladder, as in ascites, peritonitis, hemat-

ocele, etc. General or local peritonitis may re-

sult in involvement of the bladder by direct ex-

tension. Abdominal tumors must not be lost

sight of in considering bladder symptoms.

(d) In the non-pregnant state, a perfectly

healthy uterus becomes enlarged and congested

at the menstrual period, producing congestion of

the bladder. Among the diseased conditions we

must consider endometritis, fibroma, polypi, sar-

coma or carcinoma. Any malposition of the ute-

rus is capable of producing an irritable bladder

by mechanical means; e. g., in anteflexion the

uterus is above and around the bladder, the fun-

dus and anterior wall often pressing directly

upon the bladder. In retroflexion the body of the

uterus, by being tipped backward, results in pres-

sure upon the bladder by the cervix. A general

prolapsus produces pressure upon the bladder,

with resultant congestion.

(e) The vagina and perineum are concerned

more especially in cases that have suffered lacera-

tions and as a result produce a cystocele of greater

or leBs degree, which is not only a very prolific

cause in the production of cystitis, but a great

hindrance in its cure, because of the accompany-

ing difficulty or impossibility of completely

emptying the bladder.

(f) Tubes and Ovaries: Any disease or en-

largement of these organs will result in more or

less pressure upon the bladder, and they are cer-

tainly a rich field for the process of extension of

a localized infection through adhesions. A colon

bacillus infection may easily pass into the bladder
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from the rectum, intestines or appendix in cases

in which they become adherent to the bladder

wall.

In the pregnant state there are two distinct

periods in which the bladder must bear the brunt

of pressure effects. These are during the first

three months of pregnancy, when the growing

uterus still occupies the pelvic cavity, and during

the last few weeks of pregnancy, when the gravid

uterus settles by its own weight into the pelvis.

Hence the irritation of the bladder in the early

months of pregnancy and its return in the last

few weeks. In labor and the puerperium we have

two distinct factors introduced—the first, the

traumatism during the passage of the fetus

through the birth canal, and the second, the use

of the catheter.

The period which confines the patient to bed

and requires more or less catheterization is the

period from which a great majority of patients

date the first attack of cystitis. Careful as one

may be, the introduction of the catheter at this

time into a bladder rendered sensitive by trau-

matism is responsible for a great majority of

cases of cystitis. Many a patient comes to the

physician for examination, thinking she has been

lacerated at labor or has falling of the womb,
and, much to the disgrace of the profession, she

is often tamponed for a period of time, when in

reality the trouble is a cystitis dating from this

period of catheterization. Such cases following

surgical operations are by no means unknown.

From a physiological standpoint we have two

important factors predisposing to congestion and

disease; first, the bladder at all times contains

urine which may in itself carry infection from

the kidneys or ureters or it may be decomposed

within the bladder, rendering it unhealthy; sec-

ondly, the peristaltic movements of the ureters

and bladder keep it in constant motion and ren-

der healing of the surface slower and in some

cases impossible without artificial drainage.

To the factor of congestion as a predisposing

agent in cystitis we must add (2) retention of

urine, which may be acute or chronic, resulting in

overdistension or decomposition; (3) abnormal

urine, as from elimination of drugs, toxins, etc.;

(4) foreign bodies, and (5) neoplasms.

The pathogenic organisms which are the direct

cause of cystitis are summarized by Ashton in

order of their frequency: colon bacillus, gono-

coccus, staphylococcus pyogenes, streptococcus

pyogenes, proteus vulgaris, tubercle bacillus, ty-

phoid bacillus, mixed infection. These organ-

isms may be present in the bladder without af-

fecting the mucosa so long as its resistance is not

lowered, but will become active upon the develop-

ment of congestion. An exception must be made
to this statement in the cases of the gonococcus

and the tubercle bacillus which it is now believed

are capable of attacking a perfectly healthy blad-

der mucosa.

The symptoms of cystitis have for a long time

been held by the profession as so marked and
classic as to offer little doubt as to the diagnosis.

Many times has this self-confidence resulted in

painful and dangerous irrigations of the bladder

when in reality there is a stone or an infection or

both in the pelvis of the kidnej*, to say nothing of

the gtmecological diseases that are thus over-

looked.

The onset of the disease may be sudden or very

gradual even when the same organism is respon-

sible for the infection. In well-developed cases

(ff cystitis the cardinal symptoms are: (1) Fre-

quency of micturition (and there is no cystitis

without it). This varies in degree from a few
minutes to an hour or so, and may result in con-

stant tenesmus. It is always accompanied by the

more unpleasant condition of having to empty
the bladder on the first impulse. It is the first

svmptom to appear and the last to subside. (2)

Pain, not always present at first, develops some
time during tlie disease. It follows micturition at

first and later becomes more nearly constant. The
pain is sharp, cutting, bearing down in character

and when the bladder alone is involved does not

radiate. (3) Bleeding may or may not follow

micturition. (4) Pus, which is present in all

true cases of cystitis, has so many sources that it

may be confusing, as from the urethra, ureters,

kidney or bladder. However, its presence in con-

junction with the above s}Tnptoms points to cys-

titis.

The general s}-mptoms in the acute state, as

fever, rapid pulse, dull headache, loss of appetite,

nausea and constipation, pass away with the acute

state, and their persistence in chronic cases

should always suggest something more serious, as

retention of urine, tuberculosis, pyelitis, etc.

Diagnosis.— The presence of a milky urine

passed frequently and with pain should always

suggest to the practitioner the existence of a

cystitis, and in a majority of cases the treatment

udll prove this suggestion correct. It is only the

rarer cases which need further investigation to

complete a diagnosis. Xo one is justified in treat-

ing for any length of time an acute cystitis with-

out signs of improvement and neglect this inves-

tigation in the first step, which is the urine exam-
ination. In going about this procedure, if it is

to be of real value in diagnosis, the patient should
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not be allowed to void the urine, but, after the

parts are thoroughly cleansed it should be re-

moved by a sterile catheter, thus lessening the

danger of mistaking an admixture of leucorrheal

discharge for pus and the smegma bacillus for the

tubercle bacillus. This precaution will often

obviate worry for the patient and the embarrass-

ment of having the patient get well after one has

given her a grave prognosis. If the microscope

reveals pus in the catheterized specimen there is

a possibility that it conies from the kidney. The

settlement of this question depends upon the sec-

ond step—that of direct examination of the blad-

der, which consists of : inspection of the urethra,

inspection of the vagina and perineum for cysto-

cele, tear or congenital deformity, palpation, ex-

ternal, combined or internal should be carried

out. External palpation is made through the ab-

dominal wall above the symphysis, bimanual or

combined with one hand above the symphysis and

the other in the vagina. The latter will deter-

mine the existence of cystocele, the consistence of

the bladder wall, the presence or absence of a

tumor, calculus and, in most cases, of adhesions.

I’he bladder may be explored with a sound intro-

duced through the urethra, and finally the in-

terior may be palpated directly by introducing

the finger through the dilated urethra. The final

diagnosis, however, in cases of persistent c}’stitis

is made by direct inspection of the interior of the

bladder wall. This is a process which falls dis-

tinctly under the head of surgical operations and

should be carried out with the same precautions.

Instruments, accessories and field of operation

should be rendered aseptic and kept so. A local

or general anesthetic may be given, dependent

upon the severity of the symptoms and the sensi-

tiveness of the patient. A 4 per cent, solution of

cocain on cotton packed into the urethra will

suffice in most cases. The patient may be placed

in any one of three positions, the dorsal position

with hips elevated by pillows, the knee chest posi-

tion as advocated by Kelly, or the exaggerated

Trendelenberg position as recommended by Web-

ster. All of these positions depend for their prac-

ticability upon the expansion of the lumen of the

Idadder by air. MTien the anesthesia is complete

the urethra must be dilated for the insertion of

the speculum. This is accomplished by means of

some one of the many round solid urethral dila-

tors, as Hegar's dilators in serial sizes. Any
dilator working on the principle of all the forceps

is bad enough for the dilatation of the uterine

cervix and certainl}' has no place in operations on

the urethra. When the urethra is stretched to

the extent of about 12 mm. in diameter a round

urethral speculum with cone in place is inserted,

tlie cone withdrawn and the speculum left in

place. Any residual urine is to be removed by

one of the many instruments of suction made for

this purpose.

The interior of the bladder is then inspected

directly by the aid of light reflected tlirough the

speculum by a head mirror from an electric bulb

in the hands of an assistant, or perhaps better

with a light on a band on the head of the oper-

ator. By moving the speculum about, the whole

bladder mucosa can be inspected and the diseased

areas made out. The beginner with the cysto-

scope should disabuse his mind of the opinion,

current until recent 3'ears, that the whole bladder

mucosa is affected in cystitis, as the investigation

of recent years proves that this is the exception

rather than the rule. The picture gained by the

speculum varies with the nature and severity of

the infection and the stage of the disease. In

acute cases most often the trigone is affected, but

the inflammation may localize in any part of the

mucosa. The white areas become in color a pale

red to a bloody red, the mucosa is swollen and

the blood vessels, which in the healthy state are

plainly visible, now are seen faintly or may be-

come entirely invisible. Mucus is exuded from

the surface. Many cases show an exudate of pus,

and there may be central sloughing of the in-

fected area. In eases of tuberculosis the areas

are small, nodular, ragged and harsh in appear-

ance with. a nodular or a sloughing center from

which the inflammation extends, gradually shad-

ing off into the healthy tissue. Such areas may
be single or multiple.

In the absence of these findings the persistence

of the symptoms with pus in the urine would

indicate that the trouble lies in the kidney. If

there is a history of long standing trouble the

chances of tuberculosis of the kidney are great.

At any rate under these circumstances one is jus-

tified in resorting to catheterization of the ureters

to locate the true seat of infection. MTiile }^et in

its experimental stage no one is justified in mak-

ing a positive diagnosis in cases of long standing

without resorting to the tuberculin test (by cu-

taneous application, not ocular), which is at

least to be commended both from its simplicity

and its harmlessness.

Differential Diagnosis.—The most common af-

fections one is called upon to differentiate from

cystitis are; neurosis of bladder, contraction of

bladder, pelvic tumors or other abnormal condi-

tion in pelvic organs, infection of ureters and

kidneys, vesico-urethral fistula and stone or for-

eign body in bladder.
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Treatment. Prophylaxis .—As noted in the be-

ginning of this article, the most potent factor in

producing cystitis is congestion; therefore in

preventing cystitis one slioidd look to the relief

of the cause of congestion. This is often due to

some gynecological trouble. This trouble shouhl

always be remedied by operation when necessary.

Great care should be used at times when cathe-

terization is necessary. The catheter should be

avoided when possible, and when finally resorted

to the process should be considered in the light of

a minor surgical operation and performed with

the same aseirtic precautions. A well regulated

life, good food, abundance of water and the ab-

stinence from alcoholic excesses all contribute to

the prevention of disease of the bladder.

Active Treatment .—This varies with the stage

of the disease. In acute cases rest is the essential

factor in contributing to recovery. The patient

should during the first few days be put to bed and

absolute rest insisted upon, the patient not rising

to empty the bowels or bladder. It is in this

stage that internal medication is of value. Uro-

tropin is perhaps the drug that can best be relied

upon to benefit more cases of bladder irritation

than any other. It should be given in capsules in

doses of seven to ten grains about four times a

day. Other drugs that are of value are sanfal-

wood oil, methylene blue, copaiba and salol

;

along with these a milk diet and an abundance of

water should be given.

A^Hien the acute symptoms have begun to sub-

side, and it is not vase to do it earlier, we may
i-esort to irrigation, the patient remaining in bed

and the irrigation given through a two-way cath-

eter. Among the many solutions used the follow-

ing will be found most useful: Sterile salt solu-

tion, boric acid (sat. sol.), permanganate of pot-

ash 1-5000 to 1-1000, silver nitrate 1-5000 to

1-1000 or even stronger, ^tdien these solutions are

employed they should l)e used at least Gvice daily

and the bladder allowed to retain part of the solu-

tion for a short time, tlien upon its being voided*

the writer has found it valuable to introduce into

the bladder an oily preparation, this to be re-

tained. For this purpose I have employed with

excellent results liquid alboline with twenty

grains of bismuth sub-nitrate to the ounce.

Liquid vaselin or boroglycerin may be used for

the same purpose and in the same way. In cases

where tliere is constant tenesmus which fails to

yield to irrigations it is possible to give rest to

tlie bladder only by artificial drainage. This is

best done by making an opening through the an-

terior vaginal wall into the lumen of the bladder.

The bladder is then irrigated, the fluid being

introduced through the urethra and escaping

through the vesicovaginal fistula. Upon recovery

of the bladder the fistula can easily be closed by

suturing through the vagina.

In tuberculous cases, or in eases of other

origin, which become chronic, topical treatment

must be resorted to. This consists of inserting a

speculum into the urethra and by means of a

swab applying to the ulcerated surface a prepara-

tion of silver nitrate pure or the tincture of

iodin. This procedure .should be repeated about

every third day. If, after this, healing is not in

progress, it becomes imperative to cut down upon

the bladder, remove the ulcerated area and close

up the opening thus made in the bladder.

Tuberculin in the treatment of tuberculosis of

tlie-bladder deserves mention and a trial.

.331 N. Delaware Street.

IdYOCARDIAL FAILURE FROM CAU'SES

OTHER TIIAX YALVE LESIOYS.*

.\. C. Kimberlin, M.I).

IXDTAXABOLTS.

In this Inuef paper it is not my purpose to

Ireat exhaustively on the subject of myocardial

failure, nor have I attempted to follow the def-

inite rules of classification usually found in text-

books, but shall only bring out some of the more

common and a few of the misleading points con-

needed with this disorder. In the past few years

medical science has made such marked and prac-

tical advance in the recognition and management

of all infectious diseases that we, with some de-

gree of pride, point to our ability to handle this

class in their acute form ;
but to certain changes

induced by this class of diseases in some of the

organs or tissues, especial!}' the vascular system,

we still plead a degree of ignorance and admit

our helplessness to control. How frequently does

chronic toxemia, especially that resulting from

intestinal indigestion or faulty tissue metabolism,

so insidiously but surely exert an injurious effect

on the peripheral capillary circulation, raising in

a chronic state the intracardiac pressure, or again

chronic conditions of whatever origin may cause

degenerative changes in the walls of the large

blood vessels, particularly the coronaries or of the

aorta at their origin, occluding the mouths of

these vessels, and myocardial failure results. In

one instance from overwork of the heart muscle

itself, or, what is more frequent, from faulty

nutrition, resulting from degenerative changes in

• Read before the Indiana State Medical Society, at

French Lick, June 18, 1908.
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the arteries suppl_vin<r nourisliinent to tlie heart

nuiscle. Of tliis last condition I might suggest

that of the infections diseases syt)hilis and ty-

phoid are hy far the most common.

It is well to hear in mind that often because

of the frequent negative physical findings about

the heart and the nature of the clinical symptoms

pointing to some remote organ, as the kidne-vs,

,'tomach or nerves, as the |)rimary seat of the dis-

ease, the diagnosis is most difficult. It is appall-

ing that in so many patients in middle adult

life, onlv after irreparable damage has beeii done

to the myocardium, is the real nature or tendency

of their disorder recognized or fully appreciated.

Who in medicine would not advise certain restric-

tions in the habits and occupations of a young

man with valvular endocardial disease? Wliy?

Ilecause the conditions are so ])lain and there is

present the bugaboo murmur so needlessly alarm-

ins: to the man who knows from statistics and his

own' personal knowledge that if the condition be

not safeguarded there will follow myocardial de-

generation, invalidism and premature death. Yet

how little dilferent the ultimate effect of the

chronic toxic condition of whatever nature, es-

pecially when associated with habits of work

causing hy])crtension, inducing vascular and

jiiyocardial degeneration— a condition which,

after conq)ensation is once broken, is, as a rule,

less amenable to treatment than myocardial fail-

ure resulting from valve lesions. To be sure,

valvular insufficiency is frequently met with in

this class of ])atients, but only as the result and

not as the cause of the myocardial condition, and

when ]>rescnt is freciuently accompanied by a

murmur, which, occurring as they do in the lat-

ter stages, taxes the diagnostician to his utmost

1(' directly separate- cause from effect. Tlie

human organism recognizes no difference in the

insult of an overload of toxin contained in the

alcohol consumed by the drunkard and that con-

stantly filling fhe system of a tense and strenuous

b.usiness man who, by his constant mental effort,

so disturbs his metabolism that a normal chem-

istry is most impossible, which condition is often

made all the more damaging by the habit of

irregular and rapid eating. Unconsciously this

man is constantly saturating his system with

toxic substances of imperfect digestion or metab-

olism. Both in reality are nothing more than

dissipation, and the evil effects of the latter are

just as certain and even more disastrous than

the former. Age and heredity, to be sure, are the

common causes of degenerative changes in all the

tissues, especially that of the heart and arteries.

Yet why the increase of myocardial degeneration

in those comparatively young, without specific

etiological history, and why should they come to

us in such increasing numbers bianded as incur-

able cardiopaths ? 'I'lie fnapiency with which we

overlook a sup])oscdly unimportant early etiology

of such a condition is second only to our failure

in many cases to inlcuqjret correctly the symp-

tomatology. dlie age of 40 was immortalized by

Osier as the ileadline of a perfect physical human
organism. Yet how often do we see men even

at an (‘ai'lier age who, after physical effort cams-

ing a strain of the myocardium which under nor-

mal condition should quickly disappear, show a

heart which remains in a state of dilatation with

tachycardia, often arrhythmia, fatigue, dyspnea

or slight edema— all symptoms and signs of myo-

cardial failure. IIow often a mild pneumonia or

some siin
2
)le infection is followed by this same

condition ! (’ould such happen to a healthy heart

muscle? Possibly, but very unlikely, and a careful

examination into tbe history will, in many,

develop in the family a marked tendency to pre-

mature tissue degeneration. In such a case a

careful phvsical examination only confirms the

Idstory by finding a heart enlarged, most often

to the left, but sometimes to the right, which by

change of jeosition or after exercise will show a

soft systolic murmur but little transmitted from

its point of origin. In many of these subjects

the arteries are recognized as being quite super-

ficially iffaced, full and round, not tense, but

often with thick leathery walls. All, these things

combine to show conclusively that the physical

effort or slight inlection only precipitated the

crisis and the real mischief had been going on in

the vascidar system for many years. This iden-

tical case may, owing to change in the blood

sujiply due to want of ]>roper propelling force of

the heart, or impermeability of the arteries of the

imrvous system, manifest, first, marked change

of temperament or, what is so fre(]uently com-

plained of, a chronic form of muscular fatigue, or

the accompanying renal symjttoms may direct

attention to the kidneys. Another of this class

of patients we so frequently encounter is the man
of middle life of active business habits, who
])reviously, so far as we know, was in good health,

who is suddenly seized with some acute infectious

disease, particularly influenza, which is only of

moderate severity, generally of the so-called

catarrhal or bronchial type. Our treatment is

only routine. The acute condition subsides and

we dismiss him as cured. The cough continues.

Muscular fatigue is complained of and sleepless-

ness appears. The convalescence is not prompt

or complete and the patient does not recover suf-
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ficiently for him to do his ordinary work. lie

will be found flinchin<r business responsibilities,

!)ecomes irritable witli himself and all those about

him, exiwriences a mental lethargy, appetite and

digestion may be normal, rarely is there loss of

weight, although in some cases this is quite ex-

treme and is tlie first and only evidence of myo-

'ardial mischief. Color remains fairly good, but

the vasomotor tone is unstable. Skin is relaxed

and ho perspires freely on making the slightest

mental or physical effort. Examination shows

still some moisture throughout the lung, but not

enough to explain all the symptoms, and after a

siege of symptomatic treatment and disappoint-

ment we begin in earnest to eliminate various

possibilities. The constantly changing syinjitom-

atology encourages us to search for a common
cause. By careful study the pulse rate, when at

rest, is found nearly normal hut easily excited

and not of the best fprality. The wave may be full

but is not sustained. The tests of the functional

capacity of the heart muscle show it to he de-

cidedly wanting in strength or reserve power.

I'lie apical impact is feeble and scattered, often

displaced inwai'd from the left border of the

cardiac dulness, which area is markedly quad-

rangular in outline. It is evident that you will

have compiled sullicient ]>roof to leave no doubt

of a diseased myocardium and make plain the

line of treatment.

Another tyj)e of myocardial patient Jiiet with

is the man more advanced in years, yet not old,

of thoroughly temperate habits e.xcept the work

incident to the making and management of a

successful business, who gives no definite etio-

logical history, who on retiring at night notices

on first lying down a little fluttering about the

jirecordium or epigastrium, a mere consciousness

of his heart action, lasting an instant—not long

enough to cause any discomfort, hut long enough

1o make a decided impression on the mind of the

jiatient. This may not he re
2
)eated in months or

for a year, hut it undoubtedly marks the begin-

ning of mischief, and sooner or later is repeated,

possibly a time or two in the same evening or

more frequently the patient is awakened from

sound sleep by this sensation. Then comes the

sense of dyspnea when the imtient is making no

physical e.xertion, for which the stomach is often

blamed. The consciousness of the want of breath

in this eaidy stage is not usually accompanied by

an increased breath rate so common in the

dyspnea or effort. The latter may be present in

some cases or come in the tei-minal stage of oth-

ers, bnt it is entirely absent in many. A past

polyuria is not uncommonly associated with the

early history of this condition. There is some

anemia and an indisposition to take irhysical ex-

ercise. .Such a patient omits his pleasures, find-

ing them only in his office at work, which he now

feels needs all his energy. This he is content to

do and no more. In habit and often in api)oar-

ance he has aged rapidly. His family insists he

is not well, but ho refuses medical attention.

These individuals, owing to the variability of

the physical signs, fall easily into two classes.

First, the slight built man of active habits and

poor muscular development will, on examination,

be found with a distinct and apparently strong

apical im|)act, an area of cardiac dulness more

apparently increased than real, with a high-

])itched, rather abrupt short first sound. The

aortic second sound also is accentuated and heard

over the whole of the precordium. The rate of

the heart’s action may be raj)id, but often slow,

frequently very slow when the jratient is at rest,

but easily excited by exercise. This slow j)ulse

rate, I might add, in this class of ])atients is

pretty positive evidence, when direct toxic or

reflex factors are eliminated, of fibrotic changes

going on in the muscular walls involving some

}iart of the auriculo-ventricular bundle of fdters.

Arrhythmia may be present, which naturally

jueans involvement of the auricular walls, usually

demonstrated by finding an increase in the trans-

verse area of dulness in the third interspaces. In

these subjects the systcunie arteries apj)ear very

large and round and are easily felt, sometimes

(piite visible, giving the impression of being ex-

tremelv sclerotic, which a careful examination

will jirove not to he true, hut ap2
>ears so owing

to their fullness and su|)erticial location. The

heart findings may ])rove misleading, as the ac-

centuation of the aortic valve closure is in ])art

I)ecause of their nearness to and thinness of the

chest wall, or because of the moderate dilatation

of the first part of the aorta. The first sound

a])[)arently so strong is not so at all, but is only

high pitched and entirely withorrt duration or

muscular (pialitv. 4'his characteristic sound is

especiallv significant of myocardial degeneration.

4’he other class is represented by the full-

blooded plethoric man, greatly over weight, es-

pecially large in the abdomen, phlegmatic in tem-

perament and usually of sedentary habits with

no anemia, few or no nerve symptoms, a urine

variable in amount but more likely to show at

times albumen and casts. Blood pressure is ^mac-

tically always very high, continuing late in the

disease, even when compensation is badly broken.

Cough and dyspnea are quite prominent and ap-

pear early. This in part explains why this class
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of patient is so often mistaken in the early stages

as sntfering from pulmonary disorders. Xervous

symptoms are conspicuously absent as compared

with the previous class. Physical examination

shows the lungs, in many instances, to be more

or less emphysematous. This condition, together

with the abundance of subcutaneous fat, makes

the physical findings about the heart very uncer-

tain. Xo apical impact can be either seen or felt

except occasionally with the patient lying on his

left side, when it will be located, as a rule, much

higher than normal. This is one of the mislead-

ing signs. While the area of cardiac dulness in

these cases is mostly impossible to outline, pal-

patory or auscultatory percussion generally shows

a greatly increased area of deep dulness. On

auscultation, as may be expected, the sounds are

feeble and distant, Imt have distinct diagnostic

characteristics. The first sound is low pitched,

often with a prolonged and marked murmurish

quality, heard, as a rule, best between the nipple

and ensiform cartilage. At times a more distinct

vibratory sound ending in a sort of a whet may

be heard. Peduplications of the heart sound are

not only frequent in this class but are often pres-

ent as a very early symptom. i\Iurmurs are much

more common in these subjects than generally

suppo.sed and have a few distinct characteristics.

They are always systolic unless complicated by

relative aortic insulficiency. The}' seldom have

any distinct direction of transmission, and as

pericardial murmurs they rarely leave the pre-

cordial area. In the routine method of examina-

tion murmurs are absent by superficial, examina-

tion in a majority of cases, but can be developed

in nearly all by a moderate amount of physical

exercise, after which the patient should imme-

diately lie fiat on his back. By this means a

murmur will be heard most often in the aortic

area in a great majority of cases and any mur-

mur previously present will be much intensified.

The aortic second sound is always accentuated if

the valve cusits themselves are free from disease,

in deciding which the quality of sound from the

aortic closure should be carefully noted in every

case. While this sound is accentuated, it is sel-

dom so heard at the apex as in the first class.

Both the arteries and pulse wave are quite small,

arousing little suspicion of the high tension so

constantly present. AWiile blood pressure in sub-

jects of myocardial failure of non-valvular origin

is in the vast majority greatly increased, yet in

those cases due to aortic disease or resulting from

acute infection the myocardium may fail very

early with reduced size of the impulse, or simple

dilation and the blood pressure will be found

even below the normal. I’lie heart rate, as a rule,

is rapid and regular until the terminal stage or

until its auricles are involved, although ar-

rhythmia is present in some as an early symptom.

(Iravity edema is strikingly absent in both

classes, being never present in the first and but

slight in the lungs and liver of the last. In this

last class of patients, while edema is rare, a rw-

ognizablc cyanosis is often seen, sometimes only

in the lips, and may be noticeable for many
months or even years before the final breakdown,

in all cases presenting clinical symptoms which

make the diagnosis doubtful. This sign should

l;c carefully watched for, as it may be very slight,

but certainly of value. Bain in cither class of

])atients is exceedingly rare, considering the very

great number, but when present and of a true

anginoid character must be regarded as unmis-

takable evidence of disease involving the coronary

vessels. But this symptom is always of interest

to a diagnostician owing to the frerpiency with

which it will be found as a result of other condi-

tions. Of the nervous symptoms v.hich so fre-

quently in the beginning dominate the clinical

pictures in myocardial subjects, making the diag-

nosis so difficult, I will add that a heart which

responds promptly and uniformly to all mental

and 2:ihysical efforts is more safely diagnosed as

one of jrending myocardial failure. In obese sub-

jects an initable heart may be jrresent without

physical signs for many years before the myo-

cardial failure becomes aj)parent. The bacterial

toxins, especially of influenza and other infec-

tions, often ju’imarily irritate only the nerve or

their centers; yet we constantly find both acting

directly on the cardio-vascular tissues, the first

acutely on the heait muscle, while the second is

a common cause of arterial and myocardial de-

generation. In regard to some stimulants, es-

pecially tobacco, the excessive use of which so

often masks the diagnosis of beginning myocar-

dial failure, while frequently a cause of irritable

heart, it is well to bear in mind that an already

weakened heart is much more susceptible to the

effects of tobacco than is one in perfect health.

Vt’hile many of the nervous manifestations may
come from myocardial failure, it is well not to

forget that a jiart of such symptoms may be the

result of an organic disease associated with the

myocardial failure and not as a result. In sus-

pected heart cases, with marked nervous manifes-

tations, we should study more carefully for pul-

monary or hepatic engorgement as well as

observe carefully the quality of the first heart

sound, the character of the ])ulse wave, the con-

dition of the arterial wall and study repeatedly
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llie urine and test most thoroughly the functional

capacity of the heart muscle and not attempt to

make a diagnosis of myocardial disease by the

use of the stethoscope alone.

SUMMARY.

1. Of all causes of non-valvular myocardial

failures, diseased coronaries are the most common
cause.

2. Heredity is a most active factor, often being

in marked evidence in two or three generations.

3. In many instances the early symptoms of

myocardial failure manifest themselves in some

part of the nervous system, the kidneys or the

stomach, and thereby lead the diagnostician far

from the seat of the primary trouble.

4. Chronic infection or toxemia of any char-

acter forms the beginning in most chronic cases.

5. The overstimulation of the nervous energies

operate first by maintaining an increased vascular

tension, and, secondly, by exhaustion, making the

individual more susceptible to toxic influences.

6. Hypertension, accompanied by overdisten-

sion of the arteries, is most active in causing

arterial degeneration and myocardial failure.

7. Hypertension, associated Avith a chronic

toxic condition, predisposes strongly to arterial

degeneration and myocardial failure.

8. Myocardial failure from causes other than
valve lesions is much more serious, uncertain and
difficult to restore, and may approach a stage of

complete failure without pain, edema or the least

evidence of renal involvement.

10. A tense and strenuous business life is

nothing but dissipation, and among Americans is

not only directly responsible for more domestic
unhappiness, but a more potent cause of primary
myocardial failure than any other excess.

A FEW IMPOKTANT POIXTS IX REGAED
TO XERVOUS AXD MEXTAL

DISEASES.*

Charles P. Neu, M.D.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

"While the principles of medicine in general

are making noticeable advancement and prog-

ress, particularly in regard to the prevention of

disease, and in the attempts being made to deter-

mine and devise means by ivhich to enable Xa-
ture to combat and overcome pathological condi-

tions, there is one branch that does not seem to

be keeping apace, viz. : that part dealing with
diseases of the nervous system, inclusii^e of the

mental condition. In other departments of medi-

* Read before the Indiana State Medical Society, at
French Lick, June 18, 1908.

cine it will be found that various measures which

have for their object the elimination of those

factors acting as causative agents in the produc-

tion of diseased conditions are being continu-

ously instituted and carried out. As a result we
find that the ravages of many of the more viru-

lent diseases are not only being lessened, but are

becoming to some extent eliminated, viz. : small-

pox, 3'ellow fever, malaria, tuberculosis, etc. It

is unnecessary to go into detail to point out

wherein the ravages of these diseases have less-

ened, and to a certain degree been eliminated,

or to indicate the various means and methods
utilized to bring about such results. Attention

need only be directed to the interest that is being
taken in one of them, namely, tuberculosis, to

show what is being done. It is a condition en-

gaging the vital attention not only of the pa-

tients affected, of the physician in charge, and
of the immediate family, but also that of the

surrounding community, of the local authorities,

and of those in charge of federal and even inter-

national affairs. It is difficult to form even a

relative estimate of the time, energy and monev
that is being spent in the endeavor to lessen and
stamp out the ravages of just this one disease, so

appropriately designated “the great white

plague.” Suffice to say it is occupying the time
and brains of some of the best men of the ivorld

of to-day.

MORTALITY AND FREQUENCY.

If a disease carrying off annually on an aver-

age between G5,000 and 70,000 individuals in the

United States alone demands so much attention,

and will demand more and more so long as its

ravages continue, should not another condition

Avhich carries off almost as great a number also

demand a corresponding attention? The report

of the United States government of the Bureau

of the Census for 1904 gives the number of

deaths annually from tuberculosis as averaging

over G5,000 for the five years preceding, and the

deaths from diseases of the nervous system as

averaging over G0,000. It must also be taken

into consideration that for a disease which blots

out the lives of this number annually there must
be some ratio in regard to the average number
afflicted ivho are either partially or wholly in-

capacitated from earning either their own liveli-

hood, or providing for those who are dependent

upon them, and as a consequence must be taken

care of and thus become a burden. The same
government report gives the enonnous number
of 199,773 as suffering from diseases of the nerv-

ous system and who are in institutions devoted

to their care and treatment. In addition, there

must also be taken into consideration those who.

because of inherited mental deficiencies or of ac-
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quired mental \ve<iknesses, are burdened with a

constitution which renders them incapable of

taking part in the struggle for existence from

the first, and thus, also, must be taken care of.

According to the same report, there are of this

number 17,000 given as being in and requiring

institutional care and support. The cost of this

care and maintenance amounts to about $35,-

000,000 annually. While there is this large

number directly under institutional management

and control, it must be remembered that this is

by no means all that are thus afflicted, since it

can be readily ascertained that there is just as

large a number who are being taken care of

either by private resources or eke out a parasitic

existence as tramps, vagabonds, charlatans,

criminals, etc.

IMPORTANCE OF SUBJECT INDICATED.

Eecognizing these facts, it becomes at once

evident that this is a question which deserves

more attention than is being given it, and that

it is not receiving the close study that its seri-

ousness demands. The solution of the problem

is unfortunately a most difficult one, more so

probably than in any other branch of medicine,

as thei'e are so many different factors that come

into consideration as causative agents. It is

only too true that in such a disease as tuberculo-

sis the active causative agent is vastly different

from those in the subject under consideration,

for in the one we have the invasion of the living

body by a living organism, while in the other it

depends more upon the action of outside agencies

acting upon a constitution whose power of re-

sistance is limited, or which possesses a suscep-

tibility to those influences. But just as there

are means being devised, measures being insti-

tuted and metliods carried out which have for

their object, and, as a matter of fact, succeed in

lessening the ravages of tuberculosis and many

other diseases of a kindred nature, so, also, can

the lessening of the horrors of this condition be

accomplished by the institution and adoption of

proper measures. In order to indicate the prob-

able and possible factors that will have to be

taken into consideration in bringing about a

solution of this problem, it will scarcely be neces-

sary to go into details, but reference will be

made to only a few of the more important ones.

HEREDITY AS A FACTOR.

It can hardly be denied that of all the factors

which take part in the development of this con-

dition heredity is the most important, not in ftat

it directly transmits the pathological conditions

manifested, although even that can be shown to

be true in some cases, but in that it transmits

an endowment, taint or predisposition which

renders the individual particularly susceptible to

outside deleterious influences or agencies. Here,

perhaps more than in any other class of patients,

one is able to perceive the enormity of the sen-

tence imposed u]X)n mankind when it was de-

creed that the sins of the parents should be vis-

ited upon the children even unto the third and

fourth generations.

It is unfortunately impossible to give an ac-

curate estimate of the frequency with which a

direct hereditary connection can be established,

for as yet no reliable methods have been general-

ly adopted to place it upon a statistical basis,

but its importance must be paramount when it

is recognized that all authorities maintain it to

be a predominant predisposing factor. Another

condition that makes it difficult to ascertain the

frequency of hereditary connection is the fact

that only too often when inquiry is being made

to obtain the hereditary history of a patient,

instead of giving what information can be given,

an attempt is made, not only by the patients

themselves, but also by those in a position to

furnish such, to refute any possibility of it,

under the mistaken idea that a more favorable

aspect of the case will be presented, or from

some other motive unknown to the examiner.

Broadly speaking, it may safely be said that

from 60 to 65 per cent, possess such hereditary

transmission.

DRUG ADDICTION AS A FACTOR.

Probably the second most important factor

taking part in the generation and production of

nervous and mental disturbances is drug addic-

tion, the most prominent of which are alcohol,

opium and cocain. Of all the exciting causes it

seems probable that the injudicious and exces-

sive use of alcohol takes the lead. But one must

not lose sight of the fact that it is not always

possible to determine definitely whether this drug

addiction is to be regarded as a causative factor

or as a partial manifestation of the disturbance,

for it has been definitely proved that in many
patients the latter is the condition existing. It

is a well-established fact that the nervous system

appears to be especially sensitive to the influence

of alcohol, and in many cases suffers to a much
greater degree than the other tissues from the

effects of habitual and prolonged use. But even

here heredity must be taken into consideration,

for the tendency to drink is often inherited. Its

relation to occupation, social status and personal

surroundings is only too manifest to require any

detailed discussion. It is impossible to give any

reliable estimate as regards the frequency of its

existence in this class of diseases, for it is a

notorious fact that the statements of those ad-

dicted to its use are, as a rule, wholly unreliable,
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and also because of the fact that some of those

so addicted are able to conceal it from their sur-

roundings for years, and it only becomes evident

from some casual incident. But the seriousness

of the effects of the prolonged or habitual addic-

tion to drugs, particularly alcohol, does not limit

itself to the individuals themselves nor indirectly

to their surroundings, but is also manifested in

the offspring, for such has been shown to be, if

not the most prominent, at least one of the most
prominent factors in the production of defective

children, and in the transmission of a neuro-

pathic or psychopathic condition.

VENEREAL DISEASES AS A FACTOR.

Another prominent factor taking part in the

production of the diseases under consideration

is one that hitherto has not received the atten-

tion that the seriousness of its effects demands,

and one for which the medical profession in gen-

eral is to be highly criticized and censured, be-

cause of its apparent indifference and apathy in

regard to it. The action and effects of venereal

diseases are so far reaching and in some cases so

disastrous that it makes one shudder at the

thought of the suffering it entails. It is a well-

recognized fact that gonorrhea is one of the most
potent factors in the causation of diseases of

women. It is a prominent factor in morbidly

modifying the sexual life and functions of both

sexes, to a degree as yet too little recognized and

understood, and with too little attention given

to it along that line. Morbid appetites and de-

sires leading to morbid actions and habits.

To what extent syphilis is to be regarded as a

causative agent it is difficult to" say. So far as

general paresis and tabes are concerned, we know
that the great majority of cases are the result of

syphilitic infection, and the frequency of these

two conditions alone is sufficient to stamp it with

tJie brand of the strongest condemnation and to

demand the consideration of methods leading

to its extinction. But its action does not stop at

this. While at certain stages its toxins seem to

Irave a special predilection for nervous struc-

tures, yet throughout its whole course there is no

organ or tissue of the body that is immune to its

action, and its action is not confined to the in-

dividual infected, but is also manifested in the

offspring. Its importance in this direction is at

once evident when it is taken into consideration

that at least 10 per cent, with certainty, and 15

or 20 per cent, probably, of imbeciles are the

result of syphilitic infection in the parents.

FAULTY TRAINING AND EDUCATION OF CHILDREN.

In the faulty training and education of chil-

dren is also found a most important factor in

the production of an unstable nervous and men-

tal constitution. When we take into considera-

tion the impressionability of the nervous system

of children and their susceptibility both physi-

cally and mentally to external impressions and

influences, it is not surprising that the effects

resulting therefrom are instrumental in shaping

and molding more or less definitely and perma-
nently their physical and psychical make-up.
The most powerful and most lasting impres-

sions are, as a rule, those coming from the ones

in direct control and care, particularly when
parental. Unfortunately, only too often there is

present in these parents a nature but ill-adapted

to educate and train their offspring, due, on the

one hand, to inefficiency and inadequacy and, on
the other hand, to oversolicitousness and over-

anxiety. Unconscious of their own weaknesses
and defects, they all too readily instil the seed

of an imperfect judgment into the organism
which they are rearing and molding. But this

faulty education and training is found not only
in the home or in the guardian, but also in the
school. How frequently do we hear of certain

children being stigmatized not only because they
are in part out of harmony with their surround-
ings, but also because the teacher and fellow-
pupils fail to understand their character and
constitution? It is difficult to determine defi-

nitely to what extent such faulty education and
training are instnimental in the production of
an unstable nervous or mental constitution, but
the frequency of such disturbances at this time
of life attributable to such causes is such as to
indicate the necessity for a serious consideration
of the question.

CLASS OF IMMIGRANTS AS A FACTOR.

Another condition which is regarded as a fac-

tor in this relationship is the class of immigrants
that are being continuously dumped upon our
shores. Just what is the relative proportion of

such disturbances manifested as between those

native born and those of foreign extraction is

difficult to say, but Burgess of Montreal has
shown that for Canada, at least, the proportion

is decidedly higher in the foreign bom, and it

can be safely assumed that what is true of that

country also holds true for the United States.

And, furthermore, it is only too evident that the

physical, as well as mental, status of so many of

the class of immigrants that are being poured

into the country is decidedly below the average.

THE STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE AS A FACTOR.

Still another factor, because of its prominence,

deserves serious consideration, namely, the influ-

ence of the high pressure of so-called civilization,
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llie ovcrwlielmiii" ile?iro to acquire an imaginary

>utficioncv of this world's supplies, the inclina-

tion and tendency to live beyond the means at

command, the impetuous ambition to occupy the

topmost heights in the social whirl, exert an in-

(luence which necessarily taxes to the utmost the

mental and physical conditions of those engaging

in the struggle. The struggle for existence is

more strenuous and vigorous at present probably

than at any other stage of this world’s history,

and in the struggle as between one with better

endowments than the other, there is no question

as to which will come off the victor.

There are many other factors which play a

role either as j)redisposing or exciting causes in

the production of this class of disturbances, such

as prolonged illness, prolonged emotional strain,

disturbed domestic relations, injuries, etc., birt

these come into consideration more in the domain
of general medicine and are there dealt with

:

suffice to say that they only bring about the final

breakdown.

CURATIVE AX I) PKEVEXTIVE COXSIDERATIOX.S.

In the consideration of the question as to how
existing conditions can be remedied, or the agen-

cies bringing about those conditions combated,

it may be approached from two viewpoints, the

one a curative, the other a preventive one.

CURATIVE COXSIDERATIOXS.

So far as curative measures are concerned, one

must consider those applied before admission

into institutional care and those administered

aftenvard. In regard to the latter not much
can be expected beyond what is being done at the

present time. In this, as in every other form of

illness, the best results are obtained the earlier

curative measures are adopted, and in the great

majority of cases they have passed beyond this

early stage before the question of admission is

considered.

PART PLAYED RY THE GEXERAL PRACTITIOXER.

Upon the family physician falls the opportun-

ity of applying those measures or administering

those remedies at the time when the best results

are to be expected. Few persons seem to realize

tbe responsibility that devolves upon the general

practitioner. AVhile this seems to be an age of

specialism and of specialists, they may all yield

the position of honor to the general practitioner,

lie is the one who is called upon to face and

meet first all the diseases and ailments in their

incipiency to which human flesh is heir. He is

the one called upon to give first aid, and, as a

rule, only when he fails to give relief do the

patients resort to those engaged in a specialty,

and that these frequentlv fail also is indicated

by the numerous methods adopted by so many
who, without any or very little preparation be-

forehand, endeavor to remove, and in some cases

do, that which the physicians fail in. These

methods are not always such as appeal to what
appears to be just and honest, and some to be

anything but reasonable, but there are some pa-

tients who will yield to such measures when more
rational ones fail to make an impression. Great

public prominence is often given to such cases,

but we rarely hear much comment concerning

the scores who rec-eive no benefit or are even made
worse. The injury in these questionable methods

is in that they are carried to an extreme, are

applied to conditions where they do positive

harm and can not possibly accomplish any good.

Amongst the foremost of these is Christian

Science and allied principles. That it does good

in individual and properly chosen cases is un-

questionable, but that it can nullify the action

and effects of a tubercular infection, of a diph-

theritic infection, of a syphilitic infection, or,

broadly speaking, of any disease in which there

is a structural organic basis, is a condition be-

yond comprehension, and the danger attending

the assumption that such is possible, and the

treatment carried out accordingly, is fraught

with such direful results that those guilty of

such indiscriminate methods of treatment should

be made to suffer the consequence.

RREVEXTIVE MEASURES FROM AX EDUCATIOXAL

STAXDPOIXT.

To the realm of preventive medicine must we

look, however, for the greatest beneficial results

in lessening the frequency of those disturbances.

From this standpoint, education must be the

fountain head of our measures to combat these

conditions. Just as education has been, and is,

one of the predominant means utilized to incul-

cate the principles and conditions which, when

put into action, have lessened the ravages of all

infectious and contagious diseases, so well illus-

trated in the crusade being carried on against

tuberculosis, so also must reliance be placed upon

education of the masses, of the conditions tend-

ing to produce abnormal nervous constitutions,

or abnonnal functioning of an apparently nor-

mal one, and upon education in the measures to

be carried out which will tend to lessen and limit

the existence of those conditions, and when a

proper conception of the gravity of existing con-

ditions has been inculcated and appreciated more

stringent measures can be readily instituted.

The question of a more thorough education of

those choosing the profession of medicine as a

life work comes first into consideration alone
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tliis line. ConsidoHiiff the frequency and seri-

ousness of this class of diseases, on the one hand,

and the limited time and attention devoted to

their stud_y in the educational institutions in

M’hicla such fundamental knowledge is acquired,

on the other, it is at once evident that one of the

first steps to be taken is in that direction. The

scientific study of psychology has not kept pace

M’itli that of other branches of medicine. Too

little attention has been given to it, and as a con-

sequence we know' very little in regard to the

normal mechanism of the ps3nhological proc-

esses; how can it, then, be expected that patho-

logical processes will be any better understood,

much less intelligently and scientifically treated?

It is time that the institutions for medical edu-

cation awaken to that fact and act accordingly.

I'here are encouraging indications that some of

these educational institutions are giving more

time and attention to the study of psychology

and ps3Thological processes, both in the normal

and abnormal, but still more is required.

As has already been stated, upon the family

physician falls the responsibility of applying

measures during the earliest stages of the dis-

turbances, and to him must we also look for the

diffusion of that education which must play an

important role in the realm of prevention. He
unconsciously becomes the family mentor. His

knowledge of the physical and mental weaknesses

and defects makes it possible for him to advise

where another neither could nor dared. In his

relation of confidential intercourse with the fam-

ily he exercises an influence which but few, if

any other, could reach. Consequently the neces-

sity of being prepared to detect the danger sig-

nals, to advise and administer the proper pre-

ventive measures, is so evident as to need no

further discussion.

TREATMENT OF HEREDITARY INFLUENCES.

In regard to the question of heredit3q a close

study of the situation reveals the fact that it is

a most difficult problem to solve. It may seem

harsh, unjust and even inhuman to resort to

measures which will involve personal rights and

liberties, but when it comes to a question that

not only entails the welfare of the individual and

of the community at large, but also the welfare

of future generations, there should not be an
overconsideration of those personal rights. Aldiile

leniency can, and should be, shown to those un-

fortunates who possess constitutions that render

tlicm susceptible to such disturbances, for much
can l)e done to prevent their development, to

lessen their intensit3’, fo ameliorate their

conditions, yet when it becomes evident that the

]u-opagation of the species means the propagation

of beings whose pli3'sical or mental constitutions

possess endowments and stigmata which must

render them incapable of competing in the strug-

gle for existence, and consequently make them a

burden not only to themselves, but also to their

environment, the question of sacrificing those

rights should be seriously considered. A^iewing

this question from an impartial standpoint, or

as nearly impartial as it is possible so to do,

does it not seem more just and humane to all

concerned to limit the suffering and sorrow to

the individual rather than permit it to be trans-

mitted to those who unfortunately must bear the

curse of their inheritance whether or not? To

those who may feel justified in thinking other-

wise, let them consider the hordes of tramps,

vagabonds, criminals, etc., scattered broadcast

over the land; let them visit the halls and cor-

ridors of our charitable institutions, of our in-

stitutions of correction and of penal punishment,

and let them remember that at least 60 per cent,

of this class have inherited a constitution which

is responsible, in a great measure, for such a

condition of affairs; then, perhaps, the\’ will

take a different view of the situation and be will-

ing to admit that, at any rate, something should

be done to lessen and abolish such human sorrow

and affliction. There is no state in the Union

but has some form of law to regulate the mar-

riage act, rude though they be in some of them,

but more stringent measures are necessary. Too

manv are permitted to enter the marriage state

whoso propagation can not fail to produce any-

thing but creatures who are a burden to them-

selves and a curse to the community. Some

states have established institutions for the cus-

lodial care of the feeble-minded, and these un-

questionably are a great blessing to humanity,

and, on the whole, a source of public economy,

but their number is far below what is required,

and their influence is far too restricted. This

custodial care and the question of the propaga-

tion of the species should not only include the

feeble-minded and defectree, but should also ex-

tend to those who have acquired a constitution

or condition that must inevitably transmit its

baneful influences to the offspring.

FREVENTIVE TREATJMENT OF DRUG ADDICTION-

AMiat has been said of heredity applies almost

equally to the question of drug addiction. Alco-

holism, the most prominent and extensive of

these, is receiving probably more attention than

any other condition active in the production of

nervous and mental disturbances, but not for

this reason. An active propaganda is being car-
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ried on in various channels, having for its object

tlie lessening and abolition of its use. Various

methods are being utilized in an attempt to dis-

seminate a conception of the baneful influences

and dire results following excessive or prolonged

consumption. Various legislative measures are

being enacted, tending to lessen and prohibit its

distribution, but more stringent measures still

are necessary. When it becomes evident that

an individual has so far lost the personal respect

and morale that he owes not only to himself, but

to his environment, when morbid appetites and

desires have grown beyond control, it is only

humane and just that they, too, should be placed

under custodial care, which would exercise a su-

pervision which can not be procured otherwise.

This necessity is still further warranted in that

too many are unable to control their ungovern-

able appetites even in spite of the personal re-

morse, in spite of the heartaches and suffering

that they cause to others, and in spite of the

imposition of fines and even imprisonment tem-

porarily.

But there is another point to consider in this

connection. It can not be doubted but that to

the offspring of individuals Avhose bodies are con-

tinuously saturated with and bathed in alcoholic

beverages, or other drugs, whose minds are dulled

and stupefied, rendering them incapable of recog-

nizing and realizing the curse they are, not only

to themselves, hut also to their procreation, is

transmitted a constitution which is far below

the average, and which so frequently manifests

itself in the form of some neuropathic or psycho-

pathic derangement, or even imperfect develop-

ment. Bourneville has shown that in 1,000 cases

of imbecility, alcoholism was present in the par-

ents in at least 620. No comment is necessary

in regard to the conclusions to be drawn, or the

preventive measures that are indicated. It is

sufficient to ask the question, Vdiether or not

such creatures, for the mere gratification of their

passions, should be allowed to propagate their

species, which must inevitably bear the conse-

quences and suffer the penalty of such an in-

heritance?

TREATMENT OF VENEREAL DISEASES.

The relation of venereal diseases in regard to

causation has already been pointed out, and so

far as treatment is concerned but little can be

expected, more than is being done at the present

time. There should, however, be more active

steps taken, more energetic measures instituted

leading to the prevention of its dissemination

and to its abolition. It is time that the mem-

bers of the medical profession were aroused from

their apparent indifference and apathy, and

goaded to the education of the laity as regards

the injurious actions and horrible consequences

resulting from this evil. Its very insidiousness

and privacy endow it with a relative degree of

danger. Why should this class of cases be ex-

empt from the publicity or quarantine any more
than tuberculosis, smallpox, diphtheria, etc., for

it is just as infectious, and, although the imme-
diate effects are not, perhaps, so directly danger-

ous to life, yet its ultimate effects are many fold

more productive of constitutional disturbances,

and these, in turn, must involve the neuropsychi-

cal. It is time that the mantle of this false

sense of modesty and secrecy be thrown aside

and the condition placed upon its proper basis.

RELATION OF ILLEGITIMACY.

Closely allied to this class of cases is another

group of unfortunates who, while victims of the

results of tlie gratification of their own passions,

yet, on the whole, are deserving of more leniency

and generosity than is, as a rule, meted out to

them. It is a condition which involves not only

the young and ignorant just entering upon that

stage of life wherein they are brought to a reali-

zation of a special element in their nature, but

it also involves those of maturer years, who, be-

cause of their knowledge and experience, should

have exercised better judgment. It is a condi-

tion that will exist so long as there are individ-

uals of the two sexes. It is a condition which is

not to be countenanced, but condemned from

every standpoint, and yet it is a condition which,

vhen it does arise, is deserving of at least some

consideration. The poor unfortunate who, in

response to one of the most powerful forces in

her nature, steps beyond the threshold of virtue

and moralit}", becomes disgraced and shunned by

all society, except, perhaps, a few vultures who

hover about her only to feast upon her misfor-

tune or intensify her misery, is called upon not

only to suffer the pangs of hell herself, but also

to propagate a being who throughout life must

bear the stigma of illegitimacy. Is it to be wmn-

clered at that this is also a source of many admis-

sions to our charitable institutions, or the source

of many a degenerate, physicall}', mentally or

morally? Here likewise education fails to ac-

complish what is desired. In spite of the fact

that the principles of morality and virtue are

inculcated into their minds from earliest child-

hood, in spite of the fact that the evil conse-

quences which are almost inevitable should the

step be made beyond the threshold of those prin-

ciples, are observed day after day, month after

month and )fear after year, yet its existence and
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frequency have not lessened; consequently it is a

problem which must be taken into consideration

in the measures instituted for the lessening of

the disturbances under consideration.

DEFECTIVE IMMIGRANTS.

So far as the question of defective immigrants

is concerned, it is gratifying to note that the

requirements for admission into the country are

being raised higher year after year, and it is only

a question of time until a standard is reached

which will place them upon a basis equal to that

of the native born.

SOCIAL CONDITIONS.

In the various causative factors that have

hitherto been considered, the conditions have

been such that remedial measures were not only

possible, but quite probable, for sooner or later

public opinion will become alive to the necessity

of exercising more energetic and stringent means

to lessen such a source of sorrow and suffering

to humanity. But there is another condition, so

complex and so far reaching, involving so many
different elements, that it is most difficult to

determine which of those elements are the most

dominant, or how they are to be regulated. It

is the condition of affairs participating in the

struggle for existence. Among the more promi-

nent of these elements may be mentioned the

continued high tension, physically and mentally,

of those engaged in the struggle to keep abreast

of, or to supersede their fellow, the increasing

participation of the female sex in vocations and

occupations which formerly were limited to mem-
bers of the opposite sex, the high nervous and

emotional tension due to the increasing demands
of the social whirl, the baneful influences result-

ing from the conditions leading up to and ter-

minating in divorces, and many other closely

allied conditions. Of these there is one class

particularly which deserves the severest criticism

and censure. This is a class that is unwilling to

exercise the care and attention that the fulfill-

ment of the marriage vow entails, who resort to

every means conceivable to prevent or interrupt

the process of conception even at the risk of

their own lives, a fatal termination of which is

only too frequent. No one but the medical pro-

fession knows how many otherwise healthful

lives are sacrificed annually, either directly or

indirectly, from this cause, upon this altar of

imaginary self-protection. Failing in the at-

tempt to prevent, they chafe under its continu-

ance, they shrink from the duty and care that

it will necessitate, and too often they nurture an
unkindly feeling toward the offspring, and too

often place it into the hands of an entire

stranger to nurture, at a time when nothing is

so essential to its healthful development as its

natural nourishment and protection. Is it any

wonder that under such circumstances there is

brought into existence a being possessing a con-

stitution but poorly supplied with the forces

capable of withstanding the influences against

which it must struggle?

These are only some of the more important

factors instrumental in the production of nerv-

ous and mental disturbances, which, as yet, do

not receive the attention from this standpoint

that their importance demands, and the consid-

eration of which must concern the question of

the lessening of this scourge of human health

and happiness.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. G. W. McCaskey, of Fort Wayne : I will

not take up any time in criticism, but will limit

myself to the discussion of two or three points

that will bear emphasis. One of the ([uestions

which the Doctor has emphasized very particu-

larly is that of heredity. We all of us under-

stand the influence of bad heredity on children

and the different diseases resulting from it. As
the Doctor has said, it is not the disease per se

which is usually transmitted, but the hereditary

tendency; some condition embryonic in its ori-

gin, some condition of the nervous system or

other organs which makes that individual more
susceptible to disease. More particularly is this

true of nervous diseases, and that is what we are

now considering, and we would like to impress

the position which tire medical profession should

feel and exercise tow’ard the unfortunate class

of society, because we know if we could control

these conditions during the development, during

the prenatal period, much could be accomplished.

Oliver Wendell Holmes said : “Our education

begins a century before we are born.” It cer-

tainly begins several months before, and the

early months and years are certainly important

in the development of the nervous system.

Usually the effects of inebriety are nervous dis-

eases and venereal diseases and a large class of

other diseases, and I want to emphasize our ob-

ligation. We should feel our obligation on this

question and do our part to educate the
2
'>Rblic

and make them understand the importance of

the prevention of these diseases.

The question of drug addiction is an old and
time-worn one. We do not understand the

phenomena of it. We understand its far-reach-

ing importance, and we are perhaps doing what
we can. It is true with drug addicts and with

those suffering from venereal diseases we meet
with the progeny suffering from disordered

nerves. We may feel the desire for gratification

of those tastes and passions implanted in us by

Nature; however, I believe it is our duty to
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press along these lines and educate the public

lip to the point of a reasonable degree of control

being extended over society in these things which
are undoubtedly a menace and which are produc-

ing disastrous results upon the body.

The Doctor mentions the responsibility of the

general practitioner in the early recognition and
treatment of nervous diseases. I would like to

emphasize this point, also. As the Doctor has

said, practically every case of nervous disease

first falls into the hands of the general practi-

tioner, and it is often true that it goes on per-

haps because the physician fails to recognize the

disease in its incipiency. It is true of the heart,

lungs, etc., as well as of the nerves and mental
diseases. After the case has developed into in-

sanity the problem is a very different one, and it

is astonishing how many cases of severe insanity

could be successfully treated by timely measures.

Those slight deviations from the normal mental
state of the individual should have more impor-
tance attached to them by the family physician

than has before been done, and the family physi-

cian should see that they do not go on to pro-

nounced cases of insanity.

I agree with the Doctor in a general Avay that

the integrity of the social body is more impor-

tant than the individual. It is a fundamental
principle of our government, “the greatest good
to the greatest number.” We must restrain in-

dividual liberties in order to get best results

for the general public, so I believe there is a

limited class in which this is profitable. I think

it is a little premature, perhaps, to press this,

other than to attempt to educate up to the point

where they will recognize its importance and take

the measures to effect their control. The same
is true of venereal diseases. The whole problem
is of a difficult character and I fear it will be sev-

eral generations before the profession can be
anything like a unit, and still longer before the

public can be made to see the necessity of the

public dealing in this way. The whole subject

of nervous and mental diseases is extremely in-

teresting, and is the necessary result of the ex-

tremely strenuous life we are living, and we see

it on every hand; nervous systems breaking down
and people suffering from overstrain because of

the strenuousness of modern life, and Avhile we
see things that ought to be done we have got to

move slowly. This means almost a revolution,

so we must move slowly, educate the profession

first and the public at the same time, if possible,

because they need it.

Dr. Albert E. Sterne, Indianapolis: I want

to corroborate the propositions which the essay-

ist has set forth, but I want to emphasize in

particular two things- The first of these deals

with the popular idea that mental diseases par-

ticularly arise from natural causes. That is es-

pecially true in the beginning of mental dis-

eases. When a mental disease arises it has a

basis. It makes no difference whether or not

there is in that disease an organized pathology;

there is a ])hysical basis from which this case

arises, and it is our duty to recognize that, and
ii is a delusion that mental diseases are heaven-

sent or hell-sent, as the case may be. Another
(piestion of extreme importance I want to speak

of. There is no doubt at all that heredity and
hereditary influences play a considerable role in

the manifestation of disease. At the same time

we should recognize that there can be no doubt

of the fact that by preaching this doctrine of

heredity, pure and simple, we as a profession are

doing a great deal of harm. AVe should recog-

nize heredity, but we should be very careful of

impressing too strongly upon the progeny that

he or she will suffer by a disease because the par-

ents sufl'ered from that disease. I am thor-

oughly convinced that many a man and woman
has committed suicide because the idea was En-

graved on their minds that because some ances-

tor has committed suicide that he must have

that tendency. And, gentlemen, we must under-

stand that diseases are not actually hereditary.

Xo disease is hereditary. That is, if we under-

stand the proper derivation of the word ffiieredi-

tary,” namely, that such a disease exists from

the prenatal conception. AA'e have a tendency,

but no disease is hereditary as such, not even

syphilis. AA'hen syphilis exists in the ovum it is

acquired syphilis, and there is a vast difference

between congenital diseases and inherited dis-

eases. I want to emphasize these things par-

ticularly, because we can do a great deal of dam-

age in putting too much stress on heredity. AA"e

must educate the people, but we can accomplish

a great deal of harm by the tactless use of our

knowledge about the true aspect of this question.

Dr. F. B. AVynn, of Indianapolis: The great

thing in medicine at the present day is preven-

tion. AA'e are prone to think of prevention as

applied to such diseases as are of known, germ
origin—diphtheria, tuberculosis and such dis-

eases—and the sanitarians are certainly accom-

plishing a great work in this line. Now it ap-

peals to me that there are other fields in which

prevention is just as possible, and I should

place preventive medication under three heads

:

First, the prevention of communicable diseases;

second, the prevention of social conditions—im-

provement of social conditions, educational de-

velopment and the like, and, third, I should

make it apply particularly to those diseases from

the use of various insanitary articles which are

used either as drugs or medicines. That is a

good thing, and all concede that the future of

medicine is along the line of prevention, and the

doctor of fifty years in the future will be a very

different man, because he will be paid really for

preventing disease rather than to cure it. I just

want to refer to the third thing, namely, the

question of drug addiction. I came near miss-
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iug this meeting beeause just before I started I

was visited by a lawyer who requested that 1

should go and talk to a man who was a subject

of the cocain habit, having acquired the habit

by the use of an atomizer or something of that

sort. I am afraid he is a ruined man. I believe

as practitioners we should take that home with

us, because we are prescribing cocain and mor-

phin and because in one way or another we have

been in part responsible. I know that it is true

that these habits are acquired through the use of

patent medicine, but how often do we prescribe

remedies for cough in which there is opium, and

our patients get the prescription refilled again

and again, and so without our knowledge these

habits are being formed. I never prescribe mor-

phin without I give it myself. I believe you

ought to presci’ibe these things yourself and not

write prescriptions for jDeople to have filled over

and over again, and so with cocain.

Dr. F. P. TIutchins, of Indianapolis: There

is another feature in the mental and nervous dis-

eases that it does not seem to me has been

touched upon. It is true there is a physical

basis, but I do not believe that physical basis is

a diseased one. The patient may be a man of

genius perhaps; it may be that he began wrong,

was badly trained. If that is it, this ti’ouble lies

in the hands of our educational fraternity, the

early educators in the schools, but that ought to

be combined with the physician’s influence, be-

cause in this environment lies the situation at

the present time. If there is one thing we need

in these cases of neurasthenia it is the old-styled

faculty of common sense—it is good common
liorse sense. We have these cases coming to us

with distorted ideas and opinions wliicli seem to

us ridiculous. What is the thing at fault? It is

simply the inability to see themselves as they are.

If, instead of trying the various forms of hyp-

notism, sending them off on trips—if we would

simply take these patients and on the idea that

“a little knowledge is a dangerous thing” work
the thing out on a sensible basis, and say to them
if you have this idea you must give a reason for

it. Have them reason out these ideas and see

that these reasons bear the light of investigation.

If they can not do that in the conversation, have

them keep a book, a ledger, and have them keep

an account of even^ idea and have them present

the reasons for and against and then go to some
person and sit down and reason it out with them
on the ground of common sense. Many of these

brains are simply twisted—warped—and if we
have hereditary strain we can not help that. We
can not take that strain off of these ijeople, and
we have got to train up these brains to meet it

and that can only be done by developing the

reasoning faculties.

Dr. George T. McCoy, of Columbus: I just

want to speak one word. The question of hered-

ity has been brought out very fully and the ques-

tion of early training has only been hinted at. I

believe that the early training of the child has

much to do with its history thereafter, and at the

risk of being called an old fogy I will say that I

am opposed to the kindergarten for that reason.

You educate the mental, and I would much
rather that my children spend their time mak-

ing mud pies and wading the creek than attend-

ing kindergarten.

Dr. G. W II. Kemper, of Muncie: There has

been something said in the paper, and very par-

ticularly too, in regard to the alcoholic question.

And I notice that heredity in this day always

hits the boys and not the girls; so I am inclined

to think that with the man inclined to the habit

that it is the example he sets for his sons. He
takes his boys to the saloon. He does not take

his daughters. We talk a great deal about the

alcoholic question—and I am not a Prohibition-

ist, never voted the Prohibition ticket—but in

the last few years I am Avonderfully down on the

saloon and I want to see the day come when the

saloon is banished. It is one of the vents of hell

for the habit of intemperance and for every

other vice and crime that has been mentioned in

these papers here to-day. God help us to vote it

dOAVTl !

Dr. A. C. Kimberlin, Indianapolis: Some one

has said that if parents would buy skates for

their children instead of books they would have

a much happier famil3^ There is a story of a

certain king in Avhose family there was a tend-

ency to insanity. The king had one son. He
educated this son separate and independent from

any one Avho Avas predisposed to insanity and did

cveiwthing that medical skill could devise to pro-

tect his son. He kept him away until he reached

liis maturitv’, when he Avas suddenly seized Avith

insanity. Certainly Ave have to stand aside for

heredity. Dnig addictions, etc., become causes.

Everything that plays Avith the powers of reason

is most disastrous, but, as Dr. Hutchins has

emphasized, the victims are those aaKo have been

Avell trained, of good social standing, and Ave

have to go back to a family evidence of an un-

balaneed mind, and tliere is a predisposition that

Ave must take account of. Yet we should be ex-

ceedingly careful in making representations to

the case. They respect you and they esteem you

as their friend, and Avhat you say is not manifest

then, but Ave find the influence of it later.

Dr. Charles F. Keu : I have nothing in addi-

tion to add to Avhat has been said. As mentioned

in the paper, the coming thing is preA’ention, and

the first step is the question of education. I

quite agree Avith Dr. Sterne that it Avould be most

injurious to impress upon any individual the

influence of heredity. The first point is educat-

ing the physicians themselves. That is AA’here it

shoAild begin in order that Ave may be in position

to recognize the progression of these moi’e

marked things which are to folloAV.
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EDITORIALS

THE FIEST YEAH OF THE JOUKNAL.

Y'itli this intmber The Journal closes the

first year of its existence. Ajrpreciating, as we

do, the difficulties that were encountered and the

obstacles to be overcome in the establishment

and maintenance of such a periodical, we feel

justly proud of the record. Starting in with less

than half the capital required to finance such

an enterprise, and being compelled to accept

proffered individual financial responsibility for

the balance, the Association is fortunate in now
having a journal which is closing the first fiscal

year without a deficit and with prospects for the

future which augur well for an increase in its

size, an improvement in its quality and a widen-

ing of its sphere of usefulness.

In the beginning it was thought hazardous to

print even 48 pages each month, owing to the

large expense of such a journal, and the small

dues and correspondingly small amount of

money available for publication expenses. But
with the exception of one month The Journal
has regularly contained from 56 to 72 pages,

and the arrangement and mechanical work has

made it equal to, and in most instances better,

than any medical journal published.

During the year there have been published 54

original articles, 11 special articles, 18 district

society reports, 182 county society reports, 59

death reports, 24 book reviews, the proceedings,

program and announcements of * the Indiana

State ]\Iedical Association, and numerous gen-

eral editorials, editorial notes, communications,

personals, news notes, etc. The Journal has

regularly carried a full page devoted to a county

society directory, a page devoted to a list of the

officers and committees of the Association, and

a half-page devoted to a list of the officers and

announcements of the district societies. It has

also printed the program and announcements in

advance of the Association’s annual meeting.

Each month a large number of sample copies

of The Journal, accompanied by a letter so-

liciting memberships for the Association, have

been sent to physicians not identified with any

)T\edical society, and letters running into the

hundreds have been sent county society officers

in connection with the work of organization.

Work upon a biographical index of all of the

jihysicians of the state has also been started.

The advertising has been above criticism, and

in carrying out the policy of not accepting ob-

jectionable or nostrum advertising it has been

necessary to refuse proffered contracts amount-

ing to over $3,000. The determination to pub-

lish a journal clean in its advertising pages has

not only met with the approval of all right-

thinking doctors, hut it has also met with the

approval of the better class of advertising

patrons who are glad of an opportunity to be

})laced in a distinctive class that obtain position

through merit and fair dealing with the profes-

sion.

The editorial and business policy has been to

conduct all the affairs of The Journal in a

manner to the best interests and credit of the

Association and the medical profession of In-

diana. The business affairs have been placed

on a system whereby a large amount of work

can be carried on with the least expenditure of

time and money and with the greatest degree of

accuracy. A system whereby all reports and cor-

respondence is filed and carefully checked makes

it possible to reduce errors to the minimum.

The editorial expressions in The Journal
liave been uttered in a spirit of endeavor to up-

hold the principles which should be sanctioned

by every progressive and conscientious physician.

For the many cordial words of general appre-

ciation of The Journal and its work which

have come from every section of the state, the

editors are very thankful. For the very few

complaints that have been entered the editors

feel regret, even though they realize that it is

on impossibility to please every one. The editing

and management of a medical journal is no easy

task, as any editor of experience will testify,

and the man does not live who can edit any kind

of a periodical and not have some one think the

effort unproductiye of any good. The more

fearless the editor is in expressing views in the

interest of truth and justice, the more surely he

Avill court the displeasure of those who profit

directly or indirectly from courses of action con-

trary to those approved by the editor, or who are

chronically in a state of dissatisfaction with

everybody and everything. Some people are only

happy when they are fault-finding, and the med-

ical profession is not yet composed of only those

who are always satisfied and never displeased.
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The editors of The Journal realize that their

\vork can be improved upon, and in their desire

to add to the value of what is being done for the

Association they have solicited and profited by

the suggestions and advice of numerous influen-

tial members in the dissociation. They are in

particular indebted to the members of the Coun-

cil, under whose immediate control The Jour-

nal is published, for valuable advice. They also

feel grateful for the cooperation of many county

society secretaries in efforts to make The Jour-

nal what it is intended to be, a journal in which

every member of the Association should feel a

sense of personal interest and pride.

Beginning with the January number, it is ex-

pected that The Journal will appear regularly

with 64 pages and upward, and an effort will be

made to improve the quality of material fur-

nished the readers. But to obtain the best re-

sults the editors should have not only the en-

couragement, but the active assistance of all the

members of the Association. This can be shown

in no better way than by an exhibition of en-

thusiasm and interest in the work of the county

society, and insistence upon a report of the work

of the county society and its members for pub-

lication in The Journal, as also a report of

things personal connected with the medical pro-

fession. It can also be shown by an active in-

terest in the effort on the part of the editors to

secure increased advertising patronage, upon

which entirely depends the possibility of enlarg-

ing The Journal.

The Journal is owned by the members of the

Indiana State Medical Association, and in a

very large measure its success depends upon the

support the members of the Association give it.

The editors are willing to put energy, time and

thought into the work of producing a good, clean,

practical and up-to-date medical journal, but they

solicit and deserve suggestions and friendly

criticism of their work, and cordial cooperation

from those who are equally interested with the

editors in giving the Indiana profession the best

journal that can be produced under the existing

conditions. What has already been accomplished

in the short period of one year is a credit to the

Association, but we should not be satisfied with
anything but better results for the coming year.

We should all put our shoulders to the wheel, to

the end that at the close of another year we mav
say that the progress of the county society, the
Association, and The Journal has been steadily
forward in the direction of larger and better
things.

ETHICS OE COMPULSORY OPERATIONS.

In its issue of Nov. 14, 1908, the Literary

Digest presents a criticism from The Hospital

(London, October) upon the recent action of

surgeons of the Cook County Hospital who, be-

cause of parental opposition, were forced to ap-

peal to the court for an order directing the am-
putation of a boy’s arm because of gangrene fol-

lowing a fracture.

The English organ comments thus : ‘AYe

should not like to question the accuracy of this

paragraph, but as it stands it is a little startling

to British ears, accustomed to a large degree of

personal freedom, and impatient of official in-

terference in matters affecting the individual as

opposed to the collective health. However impor-

tant it may be to secure obedience to medical

orders, it seems doubtful whether—even in the

ideal republic—the enforcement of a surgical

operation should properly come within the

jurisdiction of a court of law. The action of the

Chicago court in this instance, although certain-

ly in the best interests of the 14-year-old boy,

savors somewhat of a violation of the liberty of

the subject. To perform an immediate opera-

tion, without waiting to obtain permission, upon
a hospital patient whose condition is one of ex-

treme urgency, is one thing; but to resort to

compulsion (whether legally sanctioned or other-

wise) when persuasion has failed is quite an-

other. For his own sake, as well as in the public

interest, an ignorant person can be isolated

against his will if he breaks the law, or if he
becomes afflicted with mental or infectious dis-

ease, and education and vaccination also can
(with more or less success) be thrust upon him,
but the time scarcely seems ripe for compulsory
operations.”

Although unacquainted with the details of the

case further than has been outlined above, yet

we have every confidence that the radical meas-
ure adopted was resorted to only as a dernier

one, and with life-saving interest at heart. So
that one is at a loss to understand the justice of

so narrow a view as that taken by our English
cousin. Could he for one moment consider that

in as capably conducted an institution as the

one referred to, with a service covering thou-
sands annually, a surgeon would proceed thus
with any other purpose than that of saving the
life of his patient? And why should such a pa-
tient be allowed to die from the toxemia of his

gangrene, be it the result either of his own or an-
other’s ignorance or wilfulness, any more than a
suicide should be allowed to carry out his own
wilful destruction ?
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'I'o u? it M'ould seem an indication of the good

sense and broad judgment of our courts that

they should issue such a decree, the more

])romptly tlie better, and by following any other

course than the one pursued both judge and sur-

geon would be derelict in their respective duties

toward mankind.

THE ETIOL(3GY OF CAXCEE.

In opening the symposium on cancer, at the

second triennial meeting of the International

Society of Surgery, held at Brussels last Sep-

tember, Boswell Park took a very decided stand

in behalf of the parasitic etiology' of cancer, and
adduced some very convincing evidence in sup-

port of his view. Like many another, he be-

lieves^ that, when we consider the 40,000 deaths

annually in Germany, and as many in the

United States, from cancer alone, the subject is

worthy of even more persevering investigation,

and he feels that enough is being at present ac-

complished to warrant encouragement. That
more progress is to be expected from the study

liy the clinician than by the pathologist is more
or less patent to all, because it is the former

who comes into personal contact with the disease

in its early and living forms. Furthermore, and
by reason of such contact, the observant clini-

cian, Park declares, can not fail to note the

striking evidences of infectivity of the process.

The alacrity with which the profession accepts

the infectiousness of many other diseases, as

leprosy', syphilis and several other distinct clini-

cal entities whose parasites either are not known
or do not meet the requirements of Koch’s pos-

tulates, as scarlet fever, measles, smallpox, ma-
laria or yellow fever, and yet refuse to accept

a similar origin for cancer, the essayist would
attribute to tbe blind faith of the pathologist in

the teachings of Yirchow and his followers. The
laboratory' man is so engrossed in the study of

the evolution of this attractive cell, the theories

of its evolution and life history that he is led to

ignore its clinical course and picture. Two hun-

dred and fifty years ago Tulpius, the Dutch
anatomist, made the statement that “cancer is

just as contagious as inflammation of the eyes.”

In 1730 Junker maintained that cancer is con-

tagious, and Harvey declared that tumors

strongly resembled parasitic productions in the

vegetable kingdom; statements founded on the

broad observation of great men of the past.

1. Surgery* Gynecology and Obstetrics, November, 1908,

p. 53C.

Although transmission of cancer hy direct

contact often occurs, as from one lip to the

other, or from contiguous surfaces of the blad-

der, yet immediate contact is not always neces-

sary', as is instanced by cancer of the stomach

produced by swallowing vegetations from an

esophageal cancer, or cancer of the lung from

esophago-tracheal cancer.

Indeed, Park takes the stand that time is

wasted, progress delayed and regular pathology

made ridiculous by considering the disease from

any other standpoint than an infectious one, and

“'would simply pay a surgeon’s compliments to

those who find it necessary to imagine a specific

cancer cell of spontaneous origin, or a parasitism

of epithelial cells, and those who seriously be-

lieve any epithelial cell can become a parasite

or act like one from any innate tendency or in-

trinsic cause.” He cites a recent personal experi-

ence concerning a woman of 55 with cancer of

the uterus, who lives in a little farmliouse where

she has within a short time cared for a father

who died of facial cancer, a sister dead from

mammary' cancer, and another relative who must

have had cancer of the stomach; “what explana-

tion,” he asks, “can be offered for such a sudden

local epithelial rebellion except by an invasion

by some outside intruder?”

From the clinical standpoint are offered the

following reasons for believing in the infectivity

of cancer;

(1) Direct transmission from a diseased to a

previously healthy area, as from lip to lip, or

during operation, as when tapping for cancerous

ascites.

(2) Cancer a deux, as from wife to husband,

from patient to laundress.

(3) Cancer houses, i. e., homes in which

there have been so many cancer deaths as to sug-

gest strongly that the dwelling is infected.

(4) The epidemic appearance of cancer with-

in definite boundaries.

(5) Metastases, in which the infection has

been transferred by the germ-laden cell, these

metastases occurring earlier and more frequently

in organs without a capsule, as the mamma,
tongue or pharynx. Likewise the remarkable

growth-energy of the cancer cell must come from

an external source which is closely' connected

with the capacity for penetration and infiltra-

tion of the surrounding tissues.

From the experimental side there are to be

considered: (a) The analogy of tumors in the

vegetable kingdom, and the character and course

of all sorts of tumors of the lower animals, (b)

Epidemic appearances of cancer among animals
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many times reported and instanced by Gaylord’s

re*cent observation of cancer cages used in the

Buffalo Laborator}'. (c) The very interesting

work done in the actual transmission of unmis-

takable malignant tumors between animals of

the same species, by Loeb, Jobson, Hanan, No-

winsky, Moran, Jensen, Gaylord, Clowes, Beebe,

Crile and others on carcinoma and sarcoma in

cattle, rats, mice, dogs and rabbits, these studies

including the questions of inoculability and sub-

sequent immunization from such tumors, (d)

Occasional successful causation of tumors by in-

jection into animals of human products, (e)

The general behavior of the disease, namely, its

resemblance to other known infectious condi-

tions, with reactions to certain serums, its ten-

dency to hemolysis, its behavior to transfusion,

its ending by some terminal infection, and all

the other well-known evidences of infectivity.

(f) The same tendency to metastasis, with the

same explanation as occurs in other infections,

and the same rare tendency to spontaneous retro-

cession which has been noted in human cases.

(g) The practically complete demonstration

that in animals it is an infectious disease and

tlie unavoidable inference that if it be so in them

it must also be in man.

Unfortunately the only evidences of transmis-

sion between human beings must be clinical,

since sentiment prevents that experimentation

which might settle the whole question. This the

essayist holds to be a false sentiment and be-

lieves that hardened and condemned criminals

should be subjected to such investigation, and

be thus made to render their tribute for the ben-

efit of others. Indeed, he asks why they should

be brutally executed when something of great

^alue might be learned through them.

If cancer were a constitutional disease, there

would be about as much use in operating as in

amputating the foot of a gouty patient, while as

a matter of fact thousands have been cured by

early operation, and recurrence has only been

the result of early metastasis or late operation

instead of the reverse. Healthy tissues seem in-

vulnerable to the cancer parasite, the causes pre-

disposing to the acquisition of the disease, in-

cluding whatever impairs the powers of resist-

ance, chief among which is the tissue degenera-

tion due to obsolescence of organs or general

senility.

The omnipresence of the cancer parasite obli-

gates us to the same prophylaxis that would ob-

tain for any filthy disease and the same preven-

tive measures should be adopted as for any con-

tagious disease. While an advantage in treat-

ment is at hand because of the fact that at first

cancer is a local disease, yet unfortunately it is

‘•'a disease without a symptomatology of its

own,” and is recognized only by signs which are

usually recognized at a period too late for the

radical cure by surgical measures, as yet tlie

most reliable therapeutic measure.

While exception might be taken to so radical

a stand as that assumed by Park, yet, in the

main, his logic is sustained, and at present the

outlook for the conquest of this terrible scourge

seems mofe promising by regarding the disease

as infectious in origin than otherwise. The ex-

cellent progress being made along the lines of

hemolysis points toward such an etiology and

bids fair to give us the clue to early diagnosis

that is afforded by tuberculin in its realm, the

absence of which diagnostic aid has been so uni-

versally recognized and so much lamented.

EDITORIAL NOTES

We wish for you all a merry Christmas and
a happy and prosperous Hew Year.

The Association dues for 1909, amounting to

the large sum of one dollar, must be paid some
time during January. Why not pay now?

The Association assessment is due and pay-

able January 1, and becomes delinquent February

1, when the names of all those who have not paid

will be canceled from the mailing list of The
JOURXAL. Get busy and send in your dollar now.

Your county secretary is ready to receive it and
will undoubtedly forward it at once.

This number of The Jourxal contains an

index for the year. It will prove valuable foi.'

those members who wish to bind their journals.

AVe have a few back numbers which we shall be

pleased to send to those who wish them for com-

pleting files. AAYite us stating numbers desired

and enclose postage to cover cost of mailing.

If every physician who reads a paper before

a county society would make a short abstract of

his paper and hand the same to the secretary of

his society for use in making a report for The
JocRXAL, our department devoted to society pro-
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ceedings would be much more interesting and

complete in its record of the work done by the

county societies. It would also save the county

society secretaries much work.

Maxt news notes, personals, and society re-

ports are received between the first and the tenth

of the month with request that they be published

in the current number of The Journal. Occa-

sionally it is possible for us to publish this late

arriving copy, but as a usual thing our forms are

arranged early in the month and our printers

either refuse to use late copy or use it on the

understanding that it will delay the mailing of

The Journal. IVe, therefore, earnestly urge all

contributors to send in copy before the first of

the month.

IVe are now compiling, at considerable labor

and expense, a biographical index of the physi-

cians of Indiana. Such an index will be of great

value to all officers in carrying on organization

work, and it is almost a necessity for The Jour-

nal. The county society secretaries have been

asked to assist us in the work of securing a list

of all of the physicians in the state, and the

proof sheets recently mailed to secretaries for

correction and revision have begun to come in.

AVe wish to thank all those who are giving us

such cordial and painstaking assistance in carry-

ing out our plans. The work is in the interest

of more effective organization and will indirectly

prove of value to the entire medical profession.

Beginning with the next issue. The Jour-

nal will publish a series of historical articles on

“What Indiana Has Done for Medicine” under

the authorship of Dr. G. W. H. Kemper, of

Muncie. No man in the state is better able to

write the medical history of Indiana, and, while

the editor of The Journal feels personally re-

sponsible for draughting Dr. Kemper into this

laborious work, it will be a source of satisfaction

to all to know that the duty has been assumed

by one so deservedly qualified. Fortunately Dr.

Kemper has in his possession or knows where

he can obtain the data concerning the early med-

ical history of the state. In a few years it might

be impossible to secure this data, and we are,

therefore, fortunate in being able to make it a

matter of permanent record.

Altogether too many deaths from diphtheria

are reported in Indiana. Physicians and public

should know that antitoxin is a specific in the

treatment of diphtheria and that a death from

diphtheria in almost every instance means that

either antitoxin was not administered, or, if ad-

ministered, was not given early enough or in

sufficient doses. It should be borne in mind that

the state now furnishes antitoxin for use in the

treatment of patients too poor to pay for it.

The remedy may be obtained in almost any town

or village and can always be secured in any of

the cities of Indiana. By telephoning or tele-

graphing to the nearest city or large town it is

possible to secure antitoxin in any community in

Indiana within a few hours. There is, therefore,

no excuse for not using this life-saving agent in

any case of diphtheria or suspected diphtheria.

It should also be remembered that antitoxin is a

preventive measure when administered to those

who have been exposed to diphtheria. The in-

telligent use of antitoxin should practically do

away with our reports of deaths from diphtheria.

It is the unusual and new things which at-

tract attention and are of interest. Therefore, we
hope we may have more of the new and unusual

things related to the practice of medicine and

surgery for report in The Journal. Interesting

case reports, descriptions of new methods of

treatment or operation, descriptions of new in-

struments or appliances and criticisms of pre-

vailing methods are all solicited for publication.

The average so-called “original article” is noth-

ing more than a compilation, often times copied

word for word from some well-known text-book,

though a comprehensive review of the literature

on a certain subject and conclusions drawn
therefrom may be considered an original article

worthy of the attention of any thoughtful stu-

dent, and, therefore, entitled to a place in medi-

cal journals. But the man who really can say

something which is worth space in a progressive

medical journal is in the minority and often

times, through his own modesty or other reason

depending upon himself, he is not heard. It is

such men The Journal would like to hear from.

An agreeable and smooth-talking woman is

introducing to the medical profession and public

of Indiana a preparation styled “Peptol,” which

is reputed to contain “130 food units per ounce

—65 pure, highly emulsified vegetable oils and

65 perfectly dextrinized starches and sugars.”

The remedy is advertised as a health giver and

recommended in extravagant terms as a tonic

and tissue builder in the treatment of a large

number of diseased conditions. On the back of
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the circulars which are distributed is the state-

ment “Watch the papers for notice of the Peptol

demonstrations to be given this week at the down-

town drug stores.” The fair detail woman en-

trusted with the duty of introducing the prepara-

tion to the medical profession naively admits that

Peptol was once commercialized and extensively

advertised in the public press, also that the home
of the preparation is Battle Creek, where numer-

ous fake breakfast foods and nostrums owe their

origin, but with seeming saint-like candor she

solemnly declares that now the preparation is to

be exploited as an ethical production which phy-

sicians will be pleased to recommend to a suffer-

ing public long awaiting such a marvelous

health-giving remedy. We shall be interested in

knowing how much encouragement the medical

profession of Indiana will give to this scheme to

boost a preparation clearly intended to be adver-

tised and sold like patent medicine, and probably

containing as little virtue.

The treatment of alcohol and drug addictions

seems to he a favorite scheme for graft in the

medical profession, if we are to believe the re-

ports from certain “jag cure” institutions that

claim to secure nearly all their patients from

physicians at a specified price per patient. One

J. B. Stewart, not unfamiliar to readers of The
Journal, is now writing from Indianapolis to

physicians offering to pay $25 for patients re-

ferred and claims to have the only known for-

mula that absolutely cures alcohol and dnig ad-

dictions. Indiana physicians will do W'ell by

themselves and their patients to steer clear of

any “jag cure” institution which has to offer a

commission for patients referred. Incidentally

we desire to say that The Journal carries the

advertising of three sanitariums that make a

specialty of treating alcohol and drug addictions.

These institutions are owned or controlled by
reputable medical men who are members of the

state societies in the states in which they live

(members of the Indiana State Medical Associa-

tion in one instance), and we believe that they

can be trusted to give patients and physicians

due consideration without the necessity of resort-

ing to graft. If we thought they were running
institutions on the order of the one run by Mr.
Stewart heretofore mentioned we would cancel

their advertising contracts at once. Ethical in-

stitutions, presided over by not only ethical but

competent medical men, deserve and should re-

ceive recognition and patronage from the medi-
cal profession, and The Journal carries the ad-

vertising announcements of some institutions of

that character.

Murine, a nostrum widely advertised on bill

boards and fences and in the daily press as a

positive cure for sore eyes, and its promoters,

the Murine Eye Eemedy Company, have been

exposed in T/te Journal of the American Medi-

cal Association, November 7. An analysis of

IVIurine shows that it is essentially an aqueous

solution of borax, 12 grains to the fluid ounce,

and contains a trace of golden seal. Its actual

cost to the promoters should not be to exceed 5

cents a gallon, though the retail price to the

public is $1 an ounce. During the Chicago ses-

sion of the American Medical Association, the

promoters of this nostrum attempted to work
the medical profession and lead the public to

believe that Murine was accepted as an exhibit

at the A. M. A. session. The daily papers of

Cliicago contained an invitation for the entire

medical profession to visit the Murine exhibit at

the Murine offices, or send addressed cards to

insure delivery of samples of Murine. The an-

nouncement concluded with this misleading

statement : “The demand at the Exhibition Hall
was so great as to render this notice necessary.”

Perhaps a few gullible doctors swallowed this

bait, hook and all, for in advertising to the gen-

eral public the promoters of i\Iurine enlarge

upon the approval which physicians accord their

preparation. In addition to their Murine inter-

ests, the Doctors McFatrick (James B. and
George W.) are presumably the whole faculty in

a school of spectacle fitters operating under the

name of the “i^Iorthern Illinois College of Oph-
thalmology and Otology.” This institution con-

fers no fewer than seven degrees, and the cata-

logue emphasizes the statement that the di-

plomas “frame handsomely.” The success of this

combined nostrum business and college lies in

humbugging and deluding the innocent, and it

is said that the promoters have grown rich from
the practice.

Ie The Journal fails to reach one of our sub-

scribers we generally hear of it very promptly,

and usually with a suggestion that the name has

been taken from the mailing list by mistake. Me
wish to say that whenever we receive the dues,

which include a subscription to The Journal,
from any member of the Association, we at once

enter that member’s name on our subscription

list, and it remains there until the end of the

fiscal year. As the journals are all addressed by

machinery, we are positive that every subscriber

has a journal addressed to him each month. It

should be remembered, however, that occasion-

ally a journal will go astray in the mails, and
each month a very few journals have the ad-
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dresses rubbed off while passing through the

mails, and until we hear from members who
liave failed to receive their journals we are un-

able to remed}' the trouble b}^ sending duplicates.

We invite all members to write us concerning

failure to secure The Joukxal, as also concern-

ing incorrectness or change of address. It is as

much to our interest to have a correct mailing

list and avoid errors as it is to the interest of

other members of the Association, for, while we
are pleased to make corrections and supply du-

plicate journals to replace those miscan-ied or

lost in the mails, every time we do this it means
extra work and extra expense, both of which we
try not to have unnecessarily. Next month the

dues for 1909 become payable, and every mem-
ber of the Association who desires to keep his

name on the mailing list of The Jocrxae after.

January 31 should see that his dues are sent in

prior to that date. A by-law of the Association

provides that the fiscal year shall be from Janu-
ary 1 to December 31, inclusive, and that all

assessments become due and payable on January
1 of each }-ear. It also provides that if dues are

not paid on or before February 1 membership is

iorfeited and the name is canceled from the

mailing list of The Journal. We desire to re-

mind the members that this by-law is a neces-

sity now that we have The Journal, published

at large expense, and the regular mailing of

which, according to the postal laws, must be to

subscribers only. Furthermore, the one dollar

assessment of the Association can and should be

paid by any member almost upon demand, and
nothing but carelessness should prevent any
member from paying his assessment when due.

Those who are habitually forgetful or careless

about this should attend to the matter at once

while it is fresh in the mind. Tie a string around
the finger, if no better way offers, to remind you
that your Association assessment, including sub-

•«cription to The Journal, is due and payable in

two weeks, but that it will be accepted and
credit given iww. Promptness in this matter will

save us all much unnecessary embarrassment,

inconvenience and labor.

CORRESPONDENCE

A DAY IX THE VIENNA CLINICS.

(by a fort WAYNE PHYSICIAN.)

Vienna, Nov. 8, 1908.

To the Editor:—The surgical clinics here are

at the height of their activity, and material is

so abundant that they are especially rich in

(juality, and one finds himself lamenting that

he can not be in several places at one time. In

order to show some of the work that is being

done, I will endeavor to briefly describe a sam-

ple day's work done with some of the surgeons

and pathologists. Beginning in the early morn-
ing with

Eiselsberg.—He leads in surgical reputation

in Austria (and Germany, too, for that matter,

for he was offered the von Bergmann chair in

Berlin after von Bergmann’s death) and con-

tinues his unusual brain surgery. He is able to

practically demonstrate the diagnostic value of

radiography in locating brain tumors. Case 1.

—Craniotomy over left parietal region. Large

horseshoe bone flap lifted. Hinge portion of flap

exsected and flap replaced. Scalp sutured and

patient returned to bed for seven days until

dural adhesions take place. A second operation

will then lift the dura with the bone flap, at

which time the tumor will be removed. Case 2.

—Craniotomy with removal of cerebellar tumor.

The electric bone drill that he uses looks like a

miniature “jumping Coulter” plow. The plow-

share portion passes under the inner table, while

the blade portion is a revolving drill that cuts

a clean furrow ver}’ rapidly. I was shown this

case the day prior to the operation and am
promised another examination after his recov-

ery.

ZucKERKANDL.—There is no surgeon in all

Europe who equals Zuckerkandl in perineal pros-

tatectomy, and it is my opinion that he has no

superiors in other genitourinary surgery outside

of suprapubic prostatectomy. He is using more

catgut and not as much silk as the other opera-

tors here use. I find him more conservative,

and, if possible, even better than he was three

years ago. Case 1.—Perineal prostatectomy.

Perineum was opened by the extra-urethral

route. Prostatic capsule incised. Prostate fixed

with screw retractor and enucleated in toto.

Fascial plains (elevator fascia) sutured back into

place. Drainage done entirely through urethra.

The prostates after removal look identically like

the ones removed en masse suprapubically. Case

2.— Nephrolithotomy. Eight kidney. Kidney

delivered. Opened on long axis upper one-half

of kidney. Finger introduced and small stone

delivered. Two a;-ray pictures, both perfect.

Kidney sutured with interrupted catgut, deeply;

replaced, and wound closed with drainage. Case

3.—Nephrectomy for suppurative nephritis fol-

lowing nephrolithiasis. Incision made directly

through to perinephritic fat. Kidney was mark-

edly adherent and could not be delivered, so he
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exsected it from the renal vessels and ureter.

The skiagrams show accurately the stone loca-

tions compared with the opened kidney. Mus-

cles were apposed and kidney fossa drained with

rubber tube and gauze. Case 4.—Carcinoma of

Ijladder invading left trigone. Resection of half

of bladder, including left ureter and left trigone.

Ureter transplanted to right side. Peritoneal

cavity opened and closed during operation. Blad-

der mucosa brought up and fastened to abdomi-

nal wall. A two-way drain introduced and cavity

packed with iodoform gauze.

Wertiieim.

—

In pan-hysterectomy (abdomi-

nal) for carcinoma uteri, Wertheim is inimit-

able. Case 1.—Showed the operation being done

with only the hands used as retractors. After

the uteriis and adnexa were removed down two

inches into the vagina you could see the ureters

l)i'idging over the space between the sacroiliac

synchondrosis and their insertion into the blad-

der. Case 2.—Was a removal of both tubes and

ovaries (hydro, s.
)
per vaginam. He enters the

peritoneal cavity through the vesico-uterine fold

of peritoneum rather than through the Douglas

pouch. Wertheim says that he reverses the or-

der that is usually done relative to the abdomi-

nal routes, i. e., he prefers the abdominal route

in malignant cases and the vaginal in non-

malignant cases.

Stoerk.—Vienna is admitted to be the center

of all the world for gross pathology. Stoerk, who
has been an assistant of AVeichselbaum’s for

many years, we have at 4 p. m. in gross pathol-

ogy (in English). To show the quantity of ma-
lerial, I made a count and found that we had

nine bodies represented, showing fifty-nine por-

tions of pathology therefrom. One especially

interesting case showed syricytioma when an hys-

terectomy was done, yet there was metastasis in

almost every organ of the body, especially in the

lungs. Another was a brain abscess due to the

s])irillum leptothrix (one of four known cases).

'I here are many cases of brain abscesses due to

middle-ear infection that are successfully oper-

ated upon.

The day closes with an address in the evening

by Fixger on “The Spirochoete Pallida in Its

Relation to Syphilitic Inoculation” before the

.American Medical (branch) Society here. He
made demonstrations in many ways, the dark

field being one of the most perfect ways of see-

ing the pallida spirochaete. Finger’s life-long

investigation of syphilitic inoculation, autoin-

oculation during different stages, animal (ape)

4
,-w-v

i i

inoculation and immunization period, made his

lecture so authoritative that one readily sees in

him a greatness that has resulted from untiring

investigation. Ch.vrles E. Barxett, M.D.

DBA THS

Rolla AV. Bula, M.D., Philadelphia Univer-
sity of Medicine and Surgery, 1870; died at his

home in Indianapolis, November 10, a year after

a surgical operation, aged 60.

Joiix Hari’ER, AI.D., Cincinnati College of

Medicine and Surgery, 1863; died at his home
in Alount A'ernon, Ind., October 19, from cere-

bral hemorrhage, aged 82.

Thomas J. Richards, AI.D., Jefferson Aled-

ical College, Philadelphia, 1868; a veteran of

tlie Civil AVar; died at his home in Clear

Springs, Ind., October 17, from paralysis,

aged 86.

AATlliam R. Schooxover, AI.D., Kentucky

School of Aledicine, Louisville, 1876; of AA’ar-

saw, Ind.; physician to the AA^inona Assembly;

died in the Northern Indiana State Hospital for

the Insane, Longcliff, Logansport, November 12,

aged 68.

AATlliam Field AA'ood, AI.D., Queen’s Univer-

sit}', Kingston, Ontario, 1891; a member of the

American Aledical Association; formerly presi-

dent of the Alishawaka Physicians’ Club; died

at his home in Alishawaka, October 20, from tu-

berculosis, aged 41.

Dr. Joseph AA'eeks died at his home in Ale-

chanicsburg Nov. 14, 1908. He was born in

Orange County, New York, Sept. 17, 1820, and

began the practice of medicine in 1847. He
came to Alechanicsburg in 1856, and resided

there until his death.

Jacob D. H.vyxie, AI.D., Cincinnati College

of Aledicine and Surgery, 1878; chief of the

medical staff of the Richmond division of the

Pennsylvania System; died at his home in

Richmond, Ind., October 29, from the effects of

a fall down a stairway, aged 56.

John E. Harris, AI.D., Louisville Aledical

College, 1870; a member of the Indiana State
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Medical Association, and a member of the board

of pension examining surgeons; for two years

city editor of the Louisville Evening Post; died

at his home in Bloomington, Ind., Xov. 5, 1908,

aged 64.

Dr. C. M. Gravis, of l\Iartinsville, died Nov.

10, 1908. Dr. Gravis Avas born in Ohio, and at

the outbreak of the Civil War entered the serv-

ice, serving throughout the Avar. He was at one

time a prisoner at Libby and Andersonville. He
practiced medicine in Martinsville for twentA'-

five years.

Dr. Eliiiu T. Mexdexhall, of NeAvcastle,

died Nov. 14, 1908, after an illness of five Aveeks,

aged 64 years. He Avas a prominent physician

of Henry County, and had practiced there for

thirty-four years. He graduated from the Ohio

Medical College in 1877. He AA’as a charter mem-
ber of the G. A. E. Post. For many years he

Avas secretary of the Pension Board, and also

county health officer. He AA'as born in Mont-

gomery County, Jan. 25, 1844. At the time of

his death he Avas a member of the Henry County

Medical Society and the Indiana State Medical

Association.

PERSONALS

Dr. E. H. Eoss has remoA’ed from Kokomo to

Galveston.

Dr. J. F. Poavell, of GreentoAA*n, has located

in Garrett.

Dr. S. D. Black, of Brazil, has moA’cd to Los

Angeles, Cal.

Dr. Marion Goss, of Eockville. is reported to

be seriously ill.

Dr. a. T. Griffin, of Brazil, has located in

southern Illinois.

Dr. a. F. Smith, of Waupecong, is noAv prac-

ticing in Kokomo.

Dr. J. H. Eoss, of Kokomo, is spending the

Avinter in Winter Haven, Fla.

Dr. Josephine M. Mitchell, of Lafayette,

has returned from a trip abroad.

Dr. E. Q. Taa'iner, of Huntington, was
elected coroner of Huntington County.

Dr. F. E. Morg.vn, avIio located in Kokomo a

fcAv months ago, has removed to Anarga, 111.

Dr. Jaxies K. Moss, of Ashboro, Avho has

been suffering from ty|3hoid fever, has recovered.

Dr. John M. Kitchen, Indianapolis, is ill in

the iMethodist Hospital Avith cerebral hemor-

I’hage.

Dr. j. E. Hunter, of Huntington, has been

appointed chief surgeon for the C. B. & C. Eail-

road.

Dr. Charles F. Stone, of Shoals, has been

appointed secretary of the Martin County Board

of Health.

Dr. Apollos F. Phillips, Corunna, has re-

turned from Europe and opened up for practice

in Fort AYayne.

Dr. Charles S. Mack, La Porte, coroner of

La Porte County, has announced his intention of

resigning and entering the ministry.

Dr. E. j. Clark, of Monticello, a member of

the 'WJiite County Medical Societj’, is seriously

ill, suffering from malignant prostate.

Dr. D. AA". Stevenson, of Eichmond, coun-

cilor for the Sixth District, is taking a short

postgraduate course in the eastern cities.

Dr. AAJvllace Grayston, fonnerly of Marion,

has located in Huntington and has announced

that he will limit his practice to surgery only.
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Dr. Harry C. Spiarp, Jeffersonville, for

eleven years physician at the state reformatory,

has retired and has been succeeded by Dr. Harry
P. Smith, Kokomo.

Dr. E. B. Mumfoed, Indianapolis, has been

appointed special physician of the city board of

health to supervise the inspection of contagious

and infectious diseases.

Dr. Helene Knabe, Indianapolis, head of

the state bacteriological laboratorj^, has resigned,

taking effect December 1. Dr. J. P. Simmonds,
St. Louis, is announced as Dr. Knabe’s successor.

Dr. Charles A. O’Brien, Fillmore, has re-

signed as physician and coroner of Putnam
County. Dr. Walter B. Hutcheson, Greencastle,

has been appointed to fill the unexpired term as

county physician.

At tpie annual meeting of the DeKalb County

'I’eachers’ Association, held November 28, Dr. C.

S. Stewart, of Auburn, delivered an address on

the subject “The Examination and Care of the

Eyes of School Children.”

Dr. Henry Herr, a member of the Daviess

County Medical Society, and local surgeon for

the B. & 0. S. W. Eailroad, of Washington,

Ind., was united in marriage with Miss Lillian

Stone, also of Washington, October 27.

Dr. Charles N. Combs is taking the Pasteur
treatment in Indianapolis, as the result of being
exposed while administering chloroform inter-

mittently to control the convulsions of a patient

suffering with hydrophobia whom he had in

charge.

The members of the Committee on Legisla-

tion of the Fifth District Medical Society se-

cured, during the recent campaign, pledges from
all candidates from Brazil County to support all

measures upholding the efficiency of our boards

of health and the continued non-partisan man-
agement of all the state institutions.

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS

The Fort AVayne Hospital Training School

of Nurses graduated a class of six on Novem-
ber 25.

The midwinter meeting of the Northern Tri-

State Medical Association ivill be held at Ann
Arbor on Tuesday, Jan. 12, 1909.

Dr. Frederic Brush, of Boston, has been

appointed superintendent of the New A'ork

Postgraduate Medical School and Hospital. Be-

fore assuming the position he will devote some

time to a study of postgraduate instruction and

hospital administration in the various American

medical centers.

Dr. Nichols, late of Andrews, Ind., on No-

vember 18, through his attorneys, pleaded guilty

to the charge of practicing medicine without a

license. He was fined in the sum of $25 and

costs. This charge was made against him by

the Huntington County Aledical Society.

The Caroline E. Sharp Club, a philanthropic

organization of some of Kokomo’s best women,

entertained in honor of the Kokomo Academy of

Medicine at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. M.

Leach on the evening of November 30. It was a

notable social event; besides a large number of

physicians, several members of the legal profes-

sion and the clergy were present. A program of

music and short talks on “The Model Wife” and

“The Model Husband” enlivened the occasion.

The Vigo County Medical Society has been

carrying out the postgraduate course of study

and is now well along in the second year’s work.

In addition to this, we have had some extra work

which has been very interesting. One evening

Dr. Schell introduced a guessing contest. He
brought up to the meeting four cases of incipient

heart lesions. Each member present made a

physical examination of the patient and wrote

his diagnosis on slips of paper. Afterward these

slips were collected, read and compared by Dr.

Schell.
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The agents of the Board of State Charities

have in tlie past j'ear been very successful in se-

curing a large number of good homes for de-

pendent children wlio are public wards. There

are still a large number of desirable children

available for placing in suitable homes. Doubt-

less there are many families that Avould make a

home for a child. An important part of the

board’s work is to bring the homeless child and

the childless home together. The board solicits

the cooperation of all who are interested in se-

curing proper homes in families for children.

For further information address The Board of

State Charities, State House, Indianapolis,

Ind.

‘"Twenty Years in Persia” is the title of

an interesting volume by Dr. John G. Wishard,

director of the American Presbyterian Hospital

at Teheran. Dr. AVishard is well known in In-

diana—which he still calls home—and his clear,

straightforward narrative of personal experi-

ences in the land of which he writes will have a

double interest to the Hoosier readers on this

account. The author has enjoyed exceptional

advantages in the way of gaining information

for his w'ork, as his position at the head of the

hospital has put him in very close touch with

the highest authorities in Persia, as well as with

the people. Dr. Wishard is a brother of Dr. W.

N. Wishard, President of the Council of the

State Medical Association, and a son of Dr. AY.

H. AVishard.

Complimentary to Dr. L. A. Simmons, on

AVednesday, November 11, the eve of his depart-

ure for permanent residence in Florida, the

Howard County Medical Society gave a dinner

in the private dining-room of the St. Francis

Hotel. AVhile given in honor of one of the oldest

members of the society, for whose departure gen-

eral regret was expressed, the dinner proved an

enjoyable affair and one of good-fellowship,

probably in that respect the most profitable meet-

ing of the year. The sole occurrence to mar the

occasion was the hasty adjournment caused by

the calling of Dr. Simmons to his home because

of serious illness of a member of his family.

Pesolutions commendatory of Dr. Simmons, in-

iroduced by Dr. J. 0. Garr, were adopted.

The annual banquet and election of officers

of the Huntington County Medical Society will

take place December 17. Prior to the baiupiet

an opening and public meeting will be held at

the Court House, at which time Dr. Charles II.

McCully, of Logansport, councilor of the district

and vice-president of the Indiana State Medical

Association, will deliver an address entitled

“Twentieth Century Bondage.” He will treat

the subject in a way that will interest the public

and profession alike. A general invitation to the

meeting has been extended to the public and a

special effort has been made to obtain the attend-

ance of the city council and other public officers.

The list of the speakers and the subjects assigned

are: “The Profession as Seen by Others”

—

The
]\finister, Prof. AA’. P. Hart; The Teacher, Rev.

AAk H. Dennison; The Doctor, Hon. S. E. Cook;
The Lawyer, Dr. R. F. Frost. Mr. Hugh Butler,

editor of the Huntington Herald; Mr. 0. W.
AAdiitelock, editor of the Huntington News-Dem-
ocrat, and Mr. Thad. Butler, editor of the Hunt-
ington Morning Times, will speak on “The Press

in Relation to the Medical Profession.”

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS

ALLEN COUNTY.

FORT WAYRE MEDICAL SOCIETY

(Meeting of Oct. 6, 1908.)

Society met in regular session at St. Joseph Hos-
pital, with 33 members present. Meeting called to

order by secretary, in the absence of president and
vice-president. Minutes of previous meeting read and
approved.

Dr. Kane presented a mounted specimen of extra-

uterine pregnancy. Fetus five or six weeks old.

Glycerin gelatin mount.

Paramyclonus Multiplex.—Case exhibited by Dr.

Kane. He said that only sixty-eight cases are found
in literature. Patient, young lady, age 23 , born in

United States, third child of parents in good mental
and physical health at the time of her birth. Had
typhoid fever three years ago, with complete recov-

ery. About six months later she was awakened at

night by violent convulsive movements of the shoulder

muscles of both sides. These movements were clonic

in character, at the rate of about 100 a minute, and
almost ceased when patient’s attention was at-

tracted. No regular system involved. This first at-

tack has been followed by others at irregular inter-

vals. Subsequent seizures have involved the muscles

of the thigh do\vn to the knee, particularly the quad-

riceps e.xtensors. The facial muscles have never been

involved. The convulsive seizures last from a few

minutes to several hours, and vary from one to <i

dozen a day. During the past summer she has been

quite free from the attacks, but during September

they returned. Tlie examination of this case was
carefully made because of the liability of confounding
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this condition with hysteria; but have failed abso-

lute!}' to demonstrate any of the stigmata of the latter

condition.

Tlie only history having any bearing on the case is

that the mother has had nervous prostration. Father

died of typhoid fever. At the time of examination

patient weighed 97 pounds, temperature 98.2, pulse

100, respiration 18, blood pressure 110 m.m., hemo-

globin GO per cent., reds 4,000,000, whites 14,000.

Skin and deep tendon reflexes are plus. Reaction to

the normal electrical formula. Xo inversion of the

color fields could be demonstrated, except a slight

contraction of the left, but Dr. Bulson, who made the

examination, stated that no importance could Ire at-

tached to tnis in the absence of other stigmata of hys-

teria. Attention was first called to this condition by

Friedrich in 1881. The disease is characterized by

the clonic muscular contractions occurring mostly in

the body and limbs, rarely in the facial muscles. The

contractions are short, sharp, very rapid, unsystem-

atized, may occur on both sides of the body, so do

not occur synchronously or rhythmically, may be dis-

seminated or localized, and may involve a single mus-

cle or a whole group of muscles. The muscles most

often involved are the supinator longus, biceps,

trapezius, quadriceps femoris, semitendinosis. Active

movements are not at all hindered, but seem rather

to control the spasm, the opposite is true of the emo-

tions. Tlie twitchings are lessened if attention is

diverted. The tendon phenomena are generally in-

creased.
_
In many cases trauma, fright or an infec-

tious disease precede the onset. Unverricht has de-

scribed a pajticular form of the disease, characterized

by its combination with epilepsy. Moebius and Striim-

pell h.ave doubted the independence of this condition

and are inclined to regard it as a form of hysteria,

but, as has been stated, this ease has failed to show
stigmata of the latter condition. Patient was pre-

sented for inspection.

Dr. M. I. Rosenthal reported several cases and pre-

sented a number of specimens.

Specimen 1. Ectopic gestation with fetus five or

si.x weeks old in tube. This specimen was removed

from a woman who had been well except for the fact

that there had been atypical menstruation. An ex-

amination revealed a tumor in the cul-de-sac, and

diagnosis of ectopic gestation was made, and patient

brought to the hospital and operated on immediately.

There was no bleeding, and no blood in the belly. Dr.

Rosenthal said that these cases frequently die of

shock, and not from hemorrhage. Tlie mortality is

due to the infection accompanying this condition. Do
not wash the belly in these cases, but wipe out the

blood clots, and if the shock is marked pour salt solu-

tion into the belly.

Specimen 2. Fibroid from uterus. This ease was
also pregnant about four months, though she had men-
struated slightly between times. The tumor was caus-

ing pressure on the bladder. On examination tumor
was found in front of the uterus and to the left. It

is not good practice to make a forcible examination
w’hen liable to find ectopic gestation. Diagnosis was
either ectopic gestation or pre-existing tumor, but on
operation it proved to be a subserous fibroid. This
would have afforded obstruction to delivery. The
peritoneum was split and the tumor shelled out. It

is a question in these cases as to whether it is wiser

to remove or to leave and make a Ce.sarean section

later. Following the operation there were no uterine

contractions, and no indications of abortion.

Specimen 3. Growth from finger. Tliis growth was
quite dark, and still shows some black. This was re-

moved from the finger of a lady, age 18 years. There

was a question as to its malignancy. Had it been

malignant, amputation of even the arm would have

been useless. The tumor was movable over the ten-

dons, and was a fibroma molluscum.

Dr. Rosenthal spoke on some of the results to be

obtained in operations for carcinoma. (1) Carcinoma

of breast. He removed the entire breast and pectoral

muscles, and other end of clavicle. He took off, also,

a gland from vein about the size of a bean. She has

been practically well since, the operation having been

done four or five years ago. This shows that this

little gland was the last, or was inflammatory in its

nature. She had a large metastatic growTh under

arm. She has also had recurrence or another car-

cinomatous nodule over one of her ribs, this was re-

moved in Chicago, and is now well.

Dr. Rosenthal also reported a case of operation on

advanced carcinoma of the uterus in an old lady, who
is now doing nicely after three years, and a ease of

multiple fibroma of the uterus, which was removed on

account of hemorrhage and pressure. There is a

tendency to myocarditis in these cases of multiple

fibroma of the uterus.

Dr. Rosenthal presented a case of cholelithiasis, in

a man suffering from biliary colic. This case had

been operated and gall stones removed, with drain in

place. He prefers that these cases drain four or five

weeks rather than close prematurely. He makes it a

habit to sew the tube into the gall biadder. Old

stones are a menace because of mechanical effect,

cholemia inflammation and absorption of pus. There

is also danger of rupture, and on account of secondary

effect as producing or tending to produce carcinoma-

tous degeneration in immediate and neighboring or-

gans. As to recurrence of gall stones after operation.

Dr. Rosenthal said that if you get all the stones they

will not recur. Tlie only case in which he had a re-

turn he feels quite certain that one stone was left.

Dr. Rosenthal reported a ease of a woman suffer-

ing from biliary colic, who was operated on about

five weeks ago, fifty-eight stones being removed. The

sinus is expected to close in about another week. The

danger of gall stone operations is about the same as

ordinary appendix operations if seen early. The pres-

ence of considerable pus in gall bladder or stone in

common duct adds to the danger. The common duct is

about two inches long. In case the stone is impacted

in the common duct he believes it is less dangerous to

open the duodenum.

Dr. Rosenthal reported several appendix cases, as

follows:

1. This case on examination per vaginum showed

pelvic abscess. This was opened and drained, and two

days later she was operated and appendix removed.

2. Man 50 years of age, had an attack of appendi-

citis lasting over one week. Operated.

3. Every evidence of intestinal obstruction mani-

fested; abdomen markedly distended, and patient

vomiting fecal matter. On operation found bands ' f

adhesions, and appendix was diminutive, but gut so

bound down with adhesions that same could not be

cleared. An intestinal anastomosis with Murphy but-

ton was made, and patient is expected to recover.
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Dr. Blosser presented a case, a young lady, whose
scalp was torn ofT April 9th. Att^empts were made to

place the scalp on the head again, but they were
futile. Skin grafting was then tried, and ethyl

cldorid spray used as anesthesia in removing grafts

from her body. The grafts from the patient herself

were the only ones that took, and Dr. Blosser believes

that this was due to patient’s immunity to infection

present.

Dr. Porter reported a case of typhoid perforation,

with operation, and said that the case is progressing

nicely, ana is expected to recover.

In opening the discussion Dr. B. P. Weaver said

that only 5 per cent, of unopened cases of ectopic

gestation die from hemorrhage per se.

Referring to the case of tumor removed from the

little finger. Dr. Porter said that the fact that it was
movable over underlying tissues does not prove that

it was not malignant. He said the fact is that these

melanosareomata are not attached for a long time, and

sometimes never attached. These tumors for a long

time have potentiality of malignancy without mani-

festing it, and after a long time suddenly show

malignant tendency. lie believes the microscope

should be used.

Speaking on fibroma in pregnancy. Dr. Porter said

that it is quite right to remove fibroid from the

pregnant uterus. He referred to a case in which he

had removed a fibroid from pregnant uterus, and the

case went on to term, and patient has since given

birth to another child. On the question of the growth

of fibroids in presence of pregnancy he said that some

grow and some do not grow, still others seem to grow

but do not. The rapid increase in the size of the

uterus lifts them up so that they are more noticeable.

Any fibroid large enough to attract the attention of

the patient should be removed.

With reference to the case of appendicitis where

anastomosis of the colon was made, Dr. Porter said

he believed that the abscess originated from rudi-

mentary appendix, and that this appendix had been

damaged by inflammation. He also spoke on the

danger of plugging of the button in cases where it

was used in the colon, and said that the stools should

be kept liquid.

Concerning these cases of ectopic gestation. Dr.

Porter said that Dr. Rosenthal is to be congratulated

on making the diagnosis of estopic gestation before

rupture or abortion. These cases in which this con-

dition occurs, as a rule, have had a diseased tube, and

the fact that the tube is diseased and pregnancy pres-

ent is sufficient cause for removal.

Dr. Rosenthal said, in closing, that the appendix

ease in which anastomosis was made was in extremis,

and therefore a more deliberate anastomosis was not

made. It was a case of appendicitis obliterans He
also said that the tumor removed from the finger was
fibroma.

A vote of thanks was given the Sisters for the

luncheon prepared.

Adjourned. J. C. Wallace, Secretary.

(Meeting of Oct. 13 , 1908 .)

Society met in regular session in the assembly room,

with sixteen members present.

Peritonitis from the Standpoint of the Anesthet-

ist was the title of a paper by Dr. J. H. Gilpin, in

which he said that a patient with acute peritonitis

requires much more skill to anesthetize correctly, and
is in much greater danger from the anesthetic than

one with an incompensated heart lesion. One of the

first and most important rules to follow is to use as

little anesthetic, drop by drop, as is necessary to pro-

duce complete anesthesia, and no more. To a large

extent the patient is more or less anesthetized by the

toxins of his peritonitis and consequently needs much
less ether than with most other conditions. In fact,

diffuse peritonitis and acute pus formation in the ab-

domen can be diagnosed almost without exception by

the manner in which they take the anesthetic. Xot all

deaths are due solely to the peritonitis or the opera-

tion, but some blame must be laid to the anesthetic.

Both ether and chloroform have exactly the same ef-

fects; both depress the heart, although chloroform

more so than ether, and it is to this that death is

due, and not to paralysis of respiration. Acute peri-

tonitis is the most dangerous and dimcult condition

for which an anesthetic is given, and the surgeon

should inform the anesthetist when such a condition

is present.

In discussing tn.s paper. Dr. Van Buskirk said that

he had had more experience with chloroform, and

with this you are more liable to notice the tongue

dropping back into the pharynx and giving trouble.

He said that the surgeon is often to blame for long

anesthesias, as he does not get to work promptly, nor

does he work as rapidly at times as he should.

Dr. Weaver said that in cases of acute peritonitis

+he plan of attack should be, in the vast majority of

cases, to get in and do what is to be done and then

get out as rapidly as possible. He advocates that the

scrubbing-up process of the patient be started as

early as possible, thereby saving valuable time. Just

enough, and not too much, anesthetic should be used.

The first consideration should be the patient and then

the convenience of the surgeon and the anesthetist.

Dr. Beall said that he believed that chloroform is

contraindicated in acute diffuse peritonitis on account

of the damage it does to the organs. Ordinarily these

cases are pale and not much cyanoscu, as shown in

color of skin, but when the surgeon makes his in-

cision and the blood flows you can readily see that

they are affected by the anesthetic. He disagrees with

tiie statement that ether is a depressant. Before the

belly is opened the pulse is good, but after the belly

is opened the pulse is not so good. The patient should

be thoroughly asleep, for the reason that when not

asleep the reflex action caused by opening the abdo-

men will be more than if thoroughly asleep.

Dr. Gilpin said, in closing, that if enough ether is

given you will get fall in blood pressure. He also

said that both ether and chloroform are depressants.

Intestinal Obstruction Caused by Meckel’s Divert-

iculum.—Paper read by Dr. Allen Hamilton. Patient,

boy, aged 6 years, admitted to Hope Hospital Nov.

24, 1907. Three days before admission child com-

plained of pain in abdomen, which become rapidly

worse and was severe ever since; vomiting began, first

food, then bile, and later fecal matter; there was ab-

solute constipation, neither catharsis nor enema bring-

ing away gas or feces. Child was in collapse and

almost moribund, temperature 98, pulse 115 and very

weak, abdomen markedly distended and tender chiefly

in region of umbilicus. Case appeared hopeless, but,

as death was rapidly approaching, operation was de-
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cided upon. On opening the abdomen I found the dis-

tended gut led down to the pel^, where, within a few

inches of the ileocecal valve, was an obstruction. A
IVIeekel’s diverticulum was present, the tip of which
was attached to the mesentery of the ileum surround-

ing a loop of small intestine. Both diverticulum and
ileum adjoining were gangrenous. The diverticulum

was removed, and a Murphy button put in.

Meckel’s diverticulum is the remains of the vitelline

or omphalo-mesenteric duct that in the early weeks of

fetal life connects the intestine with the umbilical

vesicle. Xormally the abdominal wall is closed by the

sixth week of intrauterine life, and this duct atrophies,

only a cord being left connecting the gut with tlie

umbilicus; as the fetus develops this, too, disappears
and the intestine is left free. In one human subject

in fifty, or thereabouts, the duct fails to become ob-

literated and remains present in a more or less incom-
plete condition. As an exciting cause, trauma plays a

part, as well as do digestive disturbances, flatulency

and overeating. The symptoms are those of any ob-

struction, later that of peritonitis, but it is remark-
able in how many cases appendicitis is closely Simu-
la ted.

In the discussion, Dr. Weaver stated that he be-

lieved the diverticulum should be amputated when at

all possible and future complications thus avoided.

Dr. jVIouser stated that he had seen four cases;

three cases were caused by bands, the other formed
an obstruction by cyst. He said this condition is a

])hysical stigmata and indicates that the child is not
finished.

Dr. Van Buskirk said he had seen two cases post-

Uiortem, one where the diverticulum had detached
itself from the intestine and formed a small cyst in

conjunction with the umbilicus.

In closing. Dr. Hamilton said that there is no ques-
tion but that the diverticulum should be removed if

the condition of the patient warrants such a proce-
dure.

Dr. K. K. Wheelock gave a talk on his observations
while in Boston doing the clinics there. He said it

was a very good field, and advised members to pay
Boston a visit for the purpose of clinical investigation.

Dr. W. W. Carey gave a short talk on his experi-
ences in Boston while in attendance on clinics there.

He also spoke of his observation while attending the
Tuberculosis Congress.

(Meeting of Oct. 20
, 1908.)

The society met in the assembly room, with thirty-

five members present. Minutes of two previous meet-

ings read and approved.

Postoperative Hernia.—Dr. M. F. Porter reported

a case which he had operat-ed for postoperative hernia,

following operation with drainage, and also operated

for removal of appendix as well. On opening the

abdomen he found the lower abdomen a mass of ad-

hesions, and discovered that he had to deal with
femoral and inguinal hernia. The intestines and
omentum were bulging out. In closing the opening,

he lifted up Poupart's ligament and reached under,
grasping the internal oblique, bringing it down under
Poupart’s ligament, and then brought down the exter-

nal oblique. There was no tension, inasmuch as there

was no strength in these muscles. He did not break
up the adhesions, because they were not causing any
trouble. Dr. Porter wished to call attention to the
procedure in this case of pulling down the muscles

under Poupart's ligament ami pulling the muscles
over the inguinal and crural rings at the same time.

Syphilis of the Nervous System was the title of a

paijer by Dr. G. Van Sweringen, in which he consid-

ered early involvement of the nervous system in syphi-

lis; the frequency of syphilis of the brain and cord;
etiology of nervous syphilis; the pathological changes
in early syphilis, to which can be attributed many of

the vague nervous symptoms; the similarity of tabes

dorsalis, paresis and cerebrospinal syphilis, with the

pathological changes in each, showing the reason for

failure of antispecific treatment in tabes and paresis,

find the good results of this treatment in cerebro-

spinal syphilis
; a case history of the last-named dis-

ease, illustrating the result of treatment. He made a

plea for early diagnosis of nervous syphilis in order

to get the best result from antisyphilitic treatment,
i. e., before any destruction of nerve tissue has taken
place and most of the symptoms are due to pressure,

and the institution of large doses of potassium iodid

and mercury until symptoms are controlled, then tonic

doses of mercury.

Dr. Beall contributed a pathological specimen of

syphilitic arteritis.

Dr. Porter opened the discussion by saying that the

practical point is that after a gumma has produced
changes in the tissues the trouble cannot all be cleared

up. K. I. will clear certain lesions, but the results of

these lesions may be permanent. He had one case of

chancre of the lip which was not placed on treatment
until diagnosis was certain. After a length of time
the ehanci’e got well, and in about six weeks a facial

palsy and nervous manifestations presented. Patient
was put on K. I. and Hg. and after about two years
of this treatment he recovered.

Dr. Rhamy said that syphilitic induration of the

lung shows usual picture of fibroid degeneration.

Dr. Gilpin said that it is hardly fair to state that

all cases of paresis are due to syphilis.

Dr. B. Van Sweringen reported a case of paraplegia

which was rather sudden in manifestation. The pa-

tient was put on very active antisyphilitic treatment,

with no results for a couple of months. The patient

ceased treatment, and has recovered in a great meas-
ure. Dr. Patrick, of Chicago, diagnosed this case as

one of rapidly developing tabes. This patient is now
able to do work as rural mail carrier.

Dr. Morgan said some years ago he reported a case

as having got well under K. I. This patient did well

for a year, but now he has returned to Fort Wayne
to die. It is now about three years since the patient

was appai’ently well.

Dr. Carl Schilling said that about a year and a half

ago he was called to see a case with symptoms of

hemiplegia. This patient was put on active anti-

syphilitic treatment. A short time ngo he was called

to see this case, which was suffering from severe pain

in abdomen, which grew more severe, followed by death
in a few days. Postmortem showed perforating ulcer

of the duodenum, also gummata in kidneys, liver and
pancreas.

Dr. Weaver spoke on the question of trauma bring-

ing out syphilitic tendency. He spoke of the case of a

man who fell, and eleven days later there was inabil-

ity to urinate, and later loss of control of bowels, also

paraplegia. He developed a hematuria, and was put
on K. I., and is now taking 90 grains t. i. d. He is

now able to control bowels and can walk. Patient has
been on antisj’philitic treatment three months.
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Dr. W'ea\er moved tliat tliis paper of Dr. Garrett.

\'an Swei'iiigen he referred to the state society. Car-
ried.

Dr. W. D. Calvin gave a further report on the case
of 5!r. L., shown here some time ago, in wliieli tliere

was incoordination, spastic gait and local ane.sthesia.

He was put on K. I., 150 grains, and Dr. Calvin has
lately received a letter from this man, written by
himself, showing that this was a case of syphilis of

the nervous system.

Dr. Havice said these cases should be followed up
and treated and they would get along better.

Discussion was closed by Dr. G. Van Sweringen.
Gastric Trouble in Different Diseases was the title

of a paper by Dr. A. E. Fauve, in which he said that
hunger is the result of general cellular work and the
demand of material for reconstruction, while appetite
i;> the setting in action of the digestive forces, mostly
gastric. As diseases in which the appetite was af-

fected he named grippe, influenza, malarial fever, tu-
berculosis with high temperature, septicemia and ty-
phoid fever. In high temperature, as we find in septi-
cemia, especially when it lasts several weeks, we often
find the separation of soluble ferments and hydro-
chloric acid. In general the percentage of hydrochloric
acid lowers gradually with the elevation of tempera-
ture. This diminution is especially more sensitive in
infectious fevers, as we find it in pneumonia, typhoid
fever, septicemia and articular rheumatism. In per-
nicious anemia the gastric secretion diminishes slowly;
if we e.xamine the gastric contents after a test meal
we do not find any hydrochloric acid nor soluble fer-

ments, but only a mucous secretion. In those eases
the gastric digestion is absent, and the intestinal di-

gestion diminishes gradually until death takes place.
'I he heart function plays an important rf>le in the
digestive process. In patients suffering from cardiac
affections you will find with all the dietetic precau-
tions you may lake the gastrointestinal digestion will
be gravely compromised by the effect of the myo-
carditis. The venous stasis of the gastric mucosa will
suffice to diminish the secretion of the gastric juice,
while the mucous secretion increases; the same symp-
toms take place that we find in chronic gastritis, the
gastric digestion will be retarded, and all stomachic
medication will be useless. In this class of cases a
cardiac remedy, such as digitalis, will be very effective
if employed in time. Certain skin diseases if they are
not caused by digestive troubles are kept up or exag-
gerated by them, and under the influence of a better
gastrointestinal digestion we see these skin affections
diminish and even disappear.

Pajier was discussed by Dr. B. Van Sweringen.
Adjourned. j q Wallace, Secretary.

(Meeting of Nov. 3, 1908.)

Society met in regular session in the Assembly room
with twenty-one members present. Minutes of pre-

vious meeting read and approved.

Abscess of Frontal Lobe of Cerebrum.—Case report
by Dr. I\£. F. Porter. Patient referred by Dr. Gray-
ton. The patient was brought in about one week ago,

with abscess of frontal sinus. A sinus had formed
above the eye from which a piece of bone had been
removed about the size of the end of the finger. Pa-
rient complained of pain in the back of the head and
neck. Frontal sinus was opened in the usual way
and cleaned out, and drainage established througli

nose and eyebrow, but the pain in back of head con-

tinued. For the last week has had practically normil
temperature. In consultation Dr. MeCaskey agreed
with diagnosis of meningitis, although the only evi-

dence of this condition was a little sluggishness of

pupil, myosis and nystagmus. On November 3 jia-

tient was in semi-comatose condition, pulse 140,

respiration 40 to 50. Exploration was advised, and
an opening made in the frontal sinus. Pus was found
to come from the upper outer angle. A closer ex-

amination revealed that the posterior wall of the

sinus was gone and granulation tissue bulged througb.

An opening through this revealed an abscess in the

frontal lobe of the cerebrum, which contained about

an ounce of pus. This abscess is now draining tlirougii

the frontal sinus. Whether this procedure will ac

complish the desired results depends on whether

thrombophlebitis is present. (Patient died eighteen

hours after operation.)

Dr. S. II. Havice reported two eases of ocular dis-

turbance following the use of tuberculin in the eye

for diagnostic purposes.

Opening the discussion. Dr. Chas. G. Beall said

that it is generally admitted at the present time that

we do have some bad results from the use of the

tuberculin test. It has been demonstrated that any-

thing stronger than a 1 per cent, solution is danger-

ous. Both of these cases of Dr. Havice have intersti-

tial keratitis, resulting, no doubt, from an old syph-

ilitic lesion which has been irritated by the tuber-

culin. Dr. Beall does not think that Koch’s old tuber-

culin should be used at all, because its strength is not

exactly known. The precipitated tuberculin should be

used. The test should not be repeated in the same

eye, for the reason that there is a hypersensitiveness

produced.

Dr. Wilking asked Dr. Havice if by diseased eyes

he included refractive errors as well as inflammat.jry

troubles.

Dr. W. W. Carey reported having heard at the Tuber-

culosis Congress at Washington a report by a man
who had used the tuberculin in the eye in 800 cases

and came to the conclusion that nothing was gained

by it.

Dr. McOscar said that we do not know what changes

have taken place in the old serums, therefore only

fresh products should be used.

Dr. Weaver stated that the solution should be a gl.v-

cerin free product. The question arises, what is a

normal eye, and does the general practitioner know
one when he sees it?

Dr. L. T. Rawles said he had had some bad results.

He instilled a % per cent, solution in the ej-e of a

child 14 years of age, no reaction resulting. In fif-

teen days he again instilled a 1 per cent, solution in

the other eye, which caused a violent reaction in both

eyes.

Dr. Havice, in closing, said that the one case had

uleero vascular keratitis. He also said that an eye

that has simply a refractive error is practically a nor-

mal eye. He said that a drop of tuberculin in an

eye did not produce a positive diagnosis.

Dr. W. D. Calvin suggested the advisability of a

physicians’ club, and physicians’ building, and asked

that a motion be made that a committee be appointeil

to look the matter up and report to the society as to

the advisabilitjq plans, etc., of building to be built and

owned by physicians for meeting place, to hold

library, museum, social rooms, etc.
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Dr. McOscar made a motion that a committee of

five be appointed, Dr. W. 1). Calvin being chairman,

to attend to this matter and report to the society.

Motion carried.

Dr. B. P. Weaver, chairman of the committee ap-

pointed to review papers on collections, fees, etc., re-

ported as follows. We recommend that:

1. (a) A common collector be retained in the form

of a reputable law firm for all accounts placed for

collection, (b) Such collector be required to keep a

list of delinquents, to i.e revised at certain frequent

intervals, and a copy of such list be furnished each

member of the society.

2. Owing to increased cost of living, equipment, and

cost of securing a medical education, that medical

fees be maintained at a higher standard.

3. A definite percentage of the common collections

be appropriated to a fund for the establishment and

maintenance of a permanent home for the Allen

County Medical Society.

Motion carried to table this matter for two weeks.

Adjourned. j. c. Wallace, Secretary.

(Meeting of Nov. lo, 1908.)

Society met in regular session at the Lutheran Hos-

pital with thirty members present. Minutes of pre-

vious meeting read and approved.

Dr. B. Van Sweringen presented three specimens, as

follows: The first was a large fibroma of the uterus,

associated with an ovarian cyst the size of a cocoanut.

The case was presented because of its rarity, as only

a few instances of such association could be found in

a rather hasty search.

The second specimen was a prostate removed after

the evacuation of a large prostatic abscess which had

burst through the cap.sule and burrowed forward to

the perineo-scrotal angle. The question of the ad-

visability of the removal of the prostate under sueh

circumstances was discussed. It was removed in this

case because it was thought impossible even in clean

cases to prevent the wouml from becoming infected,

and the infecting organism in this instance did not

seem to be very virulent.

The third specimen was an appendi.x: removed the

night before, after an illness of seven hours. The pa-

tient began to have colic at 2 a. m., which continued

at irregular intervals until operated at 6 a. m. When
e.xamined at 4 p. m. the pulse was normal and there

was no rise in temperature. He had vomited and was
suffering considerable pain. Abdominal palpation re-

vealed some tenderness over the appendix but no rig-

idity. The specimen shows the beginning of a severe

infianimation, but no gangrene or perforation, and is

presented as a case in which one of the classical

symptoms (rigidity) was absent.

Cesarean Section was the title of a paper by Dr. B.

Van Sweringen, in which he detailed three cases oper-

ated on at the Lutheran Hospital by Drs. Duemling,
Porter and himself. The first was made neeessary by
the presence of adhesions between the uterus and ab-

dominal wall following drainage after the removal of

a gangrenous appendix. The seeond was a case of

placenta prsevia centralis. The third was a contracted
pelvis with a bischial diameter of 2% inches. All of

the mothers made good recoveries and all of the babies

are alive.

These cases were made the basis of a plea for the

more general employment of the operation, especially
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in cases presenting minor degrees of pelvic contraction

in whom a high forceps operation becomes necessary.

It was argued that the fetal mortality was certainly

less in Cesarean section than in high forceps, and that

accidents resulting from injuries to the head by the

forceps were wanting in the former operation. The
maternal mortality and morbidity, it was pointed out,

IS perhaps less after section than after high forceps.

In a woman with the history of one severe disastrous

labor the question of Cesarean section should be very

carefully considered as she approaches her second con-

finement. Placenta praevia and abdominal adhesions

were also discussed as indications for section.

Present Status of Indications for the Use of the

Forceps was the title of a paper by Dr. II. A. Duem-

ling. He said that changes of almost revolutionaiy

character have taken place in obstetric science within

the last decade. The trend of these changes have

been largely toward minimizing the injury to the

maternal parts. To understand the proper use of the

forceps, he said it is well to study their aetion. The

forceps as well as any other instrument is an ampli-

fication of the hand or fingers fitted to the object in

view. The forceps therefore may act in four different

ways, viz., tractor, compressor, lever and as a rotator.

During traction there is always a certain amount of

compression and leverage, and usually more or less

rotation. The forceps therefore can not be used as .a

tractor only, but at the same time becomes a lever.

For the least traction, i. e., force, the pull must be in

the axis of the parturient canal. From 70 to 80 pounds

of tractile force should be considered the limit.

Forceps in its action somewhat copies the normal

scheme. When applied it compresses the head and by

the resistance offered by the structures is in turn

mouldfca to conform with the maternal parts. In other

words, when traction is applied, comi)ression begins,

and when traction ceases, compression ceases—both as

regards forceps or maternal parts. The amount of

compression is in relation to the amount of traction.

Avoid compression and consequent paralysis of various

nerves caused by foreeps slipping, by placing your

forcep blades properly, and do not begin traction until

firm hold is secured. When forceps is used as fulcrum

it must be understood that the intrinsic usefulness de-

pends entirely upon the fulcrum used. The pendulum

movement must not be used without traction. Forceps

are dangerous rotators. It is permissible to rotate a

head with the forceps and using them as the fulcrum.

Too firm a hold on the forceps prevents rotation. If

the tractile force, however, is applied close to the lock

the head will make a normal rotation.

Indications for the use of forceps may oe two fold:

Those in the interest of the mother and those in the

interest of the child. The most important indication

for the use of the forceps is found in actual or rela-

tive uterine or abdominal inertia. A fetal heart beat

at 100, prolonged for a minute, is a positive indica-

tion for the speedy use of the forceps. A good rule is

to apply the forceps in the second stage of labor when-

ever (in head presentations) the presenting part re-

mains stationary for two hours.

Dniit's .
—Forceps must not be applied unless os is

fully dilated. Forceps must not be applied unless

head is engaged in the superior strait. Forceps must
not be applied until membranes have ruptured.
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Forceps must not be applied in impossible positions
i.ehin posterior Forceps must not be applied unless
bead is of average size. Forceps must not be applied
when disproportion between bead and pelvic eanal
too great.

Opening tbe discussion. Dr. E. J. ilcOscar said that
in tbe narrow or contracted pelvis we have the most
urgent demand for Cesarean section. If it can be dem-
onstrated that it is less hazardous for the mother in
plac^ta prtvia to deliver by Cesarean section, then
ibis method should be used. He said be Hag been in
the habit of using roddng motion of forceps in any
direction. In cases of occipito posterior, if tbe pelvis
allows the head to pass, then the soft parts shonld not
be lacerated to any degree in birth of child

Dr. Drayer stated that he had recently read of a
method of ccmtrolling hemorrhage in placenta prsevia
by putting a ligature on the uterine arteries nnril

after the delivery and then letting it loose. He says
if this can be done then the terror of placenta pravia
centralis can be abandoned. He had one case of
placenta pr*via centralis in which the mother died in
one hour after delivery. He said he would prefer pre-
mature delivery at the seventh or eighth month. Yet,
as the ease goes on to full term, he would advise
Cesarean section. Thrombus follows perineal lacer-

ations, but cervical lacerations are not so dangerous.
Dr. Hamilton said that ccmiplications are very liable

to follow Cesarean section. He gives the following
roles for call for forceps, that he has been in the
habit of following: If the head has been on the peri-

neum for one hour, apply forceps; after the greatest
diameter has been passed and no advance after two
hours, apply forceps. If tbe second stage is on and no
progress for three hours, apply forceps. \Yhen the
case is in labor. Cesarean section is as favorable if

not more so than before labor has set in, on account
of the cervix being open for drainage.

Dr. H. V. Sweringen said he had had no experience
with Cesarean sectiMi, but that he had had some cases
in which he thinks he would have been able to save
the baby if Cesarean section had been performed.
Dr. Havice said he has had three cases of placentia

piaevia. In the first the babe died, second baby lived,

and third died in delivery.

In closing. Dr. B. Van Sweringen said, in regard to
ligature of the uterine artery, it is unwarranted, first,

becanse it is unnecessary, and, second, because it has
a bad effec-t on the child.

Dr. Duemling suggested tbe use of the Mc-Graw
elastic ligature for uterine artery.

Drs. Beall, Calvin and Dancer also discussed the
papers.

Dr. Beall moved that these papers be referred to
the state society. Carried.

Vote of thanks was given the nurses for the fine

lunch.

Adjourned. -J. C. Wat.T-\ce, Secretary.

(Meeting of Nov. 17, 1908.

Society met in the Circuit Court room, with thirty-
one members and about one hundred visitors present.
Tbe paper of the evening was by Dr. J. X. Huny,
secretary of the State Board of Health, oa the subjert
“•The Medical Inspection of School Children,” in which
he said:

“Out of the 1,339 school children who died during
the year 1907 I believe that SO per cent, of them were
murdered by the state, and I also believe that 60 per
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per cent- of all school children at the present time
need physical examination,”

Dr. Hurty began his lecture by telling of some per-
sonal experience in which he knew of «Aildren who
fell back in their studies, grew listless and finally so
careless that they dropped out of sight altogether,
when it was found afterward that the little ones were
suffering with physical defects which precluded their
keeping up with their healthy fellows.

"In France, England, Switzerland, Germany, Hun-
gary, Austria, Norway, Sweden, Boumania, Japan,
Egypt, South America and even in darkest Russia,
medical inspection of schools is in force, but here in

Indiana, where we believe we have the fin«t school
system in the world, we allow our children to suffer

and die, all for the want of a little care and attention

npon the part of the state. By a simple medical
inspection of the children many hundred of lives

could be saved eadi year, and yet we cry that we
have no money with whidi to do the work.”

Dr. Hurty severely scored the school boards of the

state for their carelessness along those lines. He
stated that while he was in Mexico he was taken on a
visit to the public schools, and the very first thing
he ran across was a physician upon his periodical in-

spection of the school children. "These Greasers,”

said the doctor in fine scorn—“these Greasers whom
we despise—could teach us something in charity;

conld teach ns that unless we look after the children

we are doomed.”

Dr. Hurty also told of a visit made to the public

schools in Terre Haute, and said: ‘‘In a visit to one

school in Terre Haute I found one child with pul-

monary tuberculosis, several with diseased tonsils,

several with sore eyes, several with defec'tive vision,

a number with curable diseases, but who were sure to

die if left to their fate, yet when I called upon the

people to put down this awful thing by medical in-

spec-tion of the children, business m«j who were sup-

posed to possess real acumen for business stated to me
that there was no money for tbe purpose.”

The speaker scored such a system, tore it into

shreds, and from even the economical point of view
showed that the state would save thousands upon thou-

sands of dollars annually.

At the conclusion of Dr. Hnrty's address. Dr. H. O.

Bmggeman, secretary of the board of health, made a
short talk and told how the department of health was
seeking to provide for medical inspection of the school

children, but stated that the old cry of "no money”
was made each time the authorities were approached.

‘When the jieople become aroused the money will be

forthcoming,” said Dr. Bmggeman.
Dr. A. P. Buchman, president of the board of

health, in a short speech, went after the school board

and called on the people to force the board to provide

for such an inspection. "TTnle^ you go after the

sebool board with Rooseveltian clubs,” said Dr. Bueh-

man, “you will get nothing done, but if you do go

after the board and keep after it perhaps we may se-

cure some provision for the saving of the lives of the

little ones.”

The discussion then became general and was par-

ticipated in by the Rev. A. K. Zamnan and others

who were present.

On motion of Dr. Bnlson a vote of thanks was ex-

tended Dr. Hurry.

Adjourned. J. C. Waxxacx, Seeretarv.
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CLAY COUNTY.

The Clay County Medical Society met in regular

session at the office of Dr. Hollingsworth, in Brazil,

Xov. 26, 1908. Meeting called to order by president.

Minutes of the last regular and one special meeting

read and approved, including final reports of com-

mittees.

Diphtlieiia was the title of a very carefully pre-

pared paper by Dr. L. M. Weaver, of Staunton. He,

vigorously advocated prophylaxis, warned against the

kissing habit among the sick and convalescent, and

urged the early and thorough use of antitoxin.

Discussion was opened by Dr. J. F. Smith, followed

by several others, who complimented the author on

the completeness of his presentation of the subject.

Hydrophobia was the title of a paper by Dr. Will-

iam Palm, of Harmony. He gave an excellent his-

torical diagnosis between true rabies, tetanus and
pseudo-rabies. He advocated prompt suction and
cautery of the lacerated wound, caused by the bites of

animals, and the Pasteur treatment for demonstrated

cases.

Discussion was opened by Dr. L. L. Williams, who.

also reported details of a recent case which is yet

under treatment.

The papers of Dr. Dilly, of Brazil, and Dr. Vandion,

Clay City, were continued to the next regular meeting

to be held December 17, at which time Dr. James, of

Cory, will give an account of his recent travels in

Europe.

Adjourned. G. W. Fixley, Secretary.

DEARBORN COUNTY.

The Dearborn County Medical Society held an open

session and, banquet at the Lawrenceburgh Commercial
Club rooms, Tuesday, Nov. 24, 1908, to which the doc-

tors and their wives were invited. In the absence of

the president. Dr. H. H. Sutton, of Aurora presided.

Drs. D. E. Johnson, of Moore’s Hill, and 0. S. Jaquith,

of Lawrenceburgh, presented the subject of “Diph-

theria,” Dr. Jaquith confining his paper entirely to

the treatment, while Dr. Johnson called attention to

the well known fact that all epidemic diseases as they

occur throughout the country prevail in cycles of mild

and severe form, and that possibly our splendid mor-

tality statistics in diphtheria at present might in a

measure be due to a mild form of this disease. The
discussion following was very free, some of the ladies

taking part. The early use of antitoxin was the treat-

ment universally recommended. Dr. Jaquith laid spe-

cial stress on the inhalation of oxygen gas in laryngeal

diphtheria, stating that it gave marked relief in the

attacks of suffocation. Dr. Ford, of Aurora, in a

paper on tuberculosis, gave some excellent advice as

to the management of the disease. This paper was
discussed by Dr. Smith, of Lawrenceburgh.
The banquet followed the regular program, and

added much to the pleasure of the evening.

Adjourned. jj h Sutton.

ELKHART COUNTY.
The Elkhart County Medical Society met in regular

session at the Elkhart Academy of Medicine, Nov. 5,

1908. Minutes of previous meeting read and approved.

The election of officers for the coming year resulted

as follows: President, Dr. Fred. N. Dewey; vic-e-

president. Dr. Herbert K. Lemon; secretary. Dr.

Allen A. Norris; treasurer. Dr. N. Ophelia Stauft;

censor. Dr. Daniel L. Miller.

First Aid to the Injured was the title of the first

paper on the program, by Dr. I. W. Short. (Paper ap-

pears in this number of The Jore'nal. )

Cystitis was the title of a paper read by Dr. E. D.

Stuckman, in which he said that cystitis, or inflam-

mation of the bladder, is caused by traumatism, re-

tention of urine, or extension of inflammation from
adjoining parts. The most characteristic and com-
mon symptom is frequent and painful micturition,

chills, fever, sweating and head symptoms, caused by
the absorption of decomposed shreds of sloughed mem-
branes. Urinary findings usually acid, specific gravity

1005 to 1015, smoky tinge; microscope finds blood and
pus corpuscles. Prognosis good in most cases. Per-

fect rest and quietness form an important part of the

treatment. For sympathetic rectal tenesmus morphia
or belladonna suppositories may be used. As appro-

prite medicinal treatment he mentioned hydrobromie

acid, diaphoretics, diuretics, the sulpho-carbolates, cal-

cium sulphide, sodium salicylate, and frequent wash-

ing of the bladder with boric acid water.

In the discussion. Dr. J. C. Flemming said that it

has long been proven that it is bad practice to probe

bullet wounds to any great extent. In abdominal

wounds where an o|>eration is indicated it should be

done early. In cystitis some of the newer drugs are

very useful. Many of the so-called cases of malaria,

that are in reality cystitis and resist all treatment,

need drainage. Urotropin is a splendid medicine in

many of these cases.

Dr. M. M. Eckleman said that he was of the same

opinion as the previous speaker with reference to the

probing of gunshot wounds. In his eight years of ex-

perience acs physician for the poor he met many of

this class of cases, and had much better results if the

wounds were not probfed. In fractures he suggested

that the fracture be reduced as early as possible, and

not wait for developments. He would suggest the use

of an anesthetic in all cases of fracture, in order to

produce complete relaxation. He suggests the use of

adrenalin instead of strychnin in shock.

Dr. J. A. Work, Sr., said that in cystitis the cause

should be removed, and in most cases the disease will

get well. The diet is an important factor in treat-

ment. Many of these eases are large meat eaters. To

put them on a vegetable or cereal diet will make .i

great difference in our cases.

Dr. I. W. Short said that in severe cases of cystitis

the patient should be put to bed and kept quiet. Irri-

gations in many cases will be of no service.

Dr. A. A. Norris, speaking of the diagnosis of

cystitis, said that it is generally not difficult. Tuber-

culosis of the bladder is secondary to tuberculosis of

the testicles or of the kidneys. Washing out the blad-

der is good prac-ce in many of the cases if the technic

is right. Salol is very useful in many of these cases,

perhaps better than formin.

Dr. W. A. Neal said that in the acute cases of

cystitis he found many years ago that from one-half

to a grain of nitrate of silver to an ounce of water

is the best wash he has used. He rarely failed to

give relief when this solution was employed.

Dr. J. A. Work, Jr., said that chronic cystitis

divides itself into two classes, with and without pus.
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In the former nitrate of silver is useful, while in the
latter where there is much pain he advises the use of
very large quantities of normal salt or boracic acid
solutions.

Dr. J. B. Porter, with reference to the treating of
liesh wounds, said that it would be well to omit
sutures in this class of cases unless where a cosmetic
efiect is desired. Better results are obtained by dress-
ing the wound without suturing. As to cystitis, in

general very little is accomplished bj' washing the
bladder out. In acute eases nitrate of silver serves
best, used in weak solutions. In chronic cases wash-
ing will often make them worse. In fact, balsams
and everything else often do no good. Hyoscyamus
hydrobromid is useful in the prostatic varieties.

Dr. E. ;M. Hoover said that where there is frequent
micturition and tenesmus, atropin and hyoscyamus
hydrobromid are useful.

Dr. A. H. Snapp, in discussing the subject of
cj'stitis, said that he first used medicines internally,

and then resorted to irrigations if the former gave no
relief. He always puts his patients to bed, and can
not understand why some physicians object to quiet-

ness.

In closing the discussion. Dr. I. W. Short stated
that he advocated the hot sitz bath in cystitis. He
stated that a fracture should be reduced as soon as
the patient is in a comfortable or permanent place.

Xo one should try to reduce a fracture upon the street

or in a place that is not suited. Make the patient as
comfortable as possible, remove him to his home or to

a hospital, and then reduce and dress the fracture.

The society adjourneu to meet December 3, when
it will have a public meeting on the subject of Tuber-
culosis. Speakers outside of the profession are in-

vited to participate in the program.

Adjourned. George W. Spoiin, Secretary.

GREENE COUNTY.
The regular meeting of the Greene County Medical

Society was held at Switz City, Xov. 12, 1908. Min-
utes of previous meeting read and approved. Com-
munications from Owen, Monroe, Daviess and Sullivan
Counties were read, regarding their fee bill and the
possibility of adopting a uniform fee bill in the second
district, all reporting favorably except Sullivan
County.

I’apers were read by Drs. Lukenvill, of Marco; Mal-
lett, of Switz City, and Mason, of Bloomfield, on
“Epilepsy,” which covered the subject thoroughly.
There were eighteen members present, and a good
meeting was enjoyed. A banquet was served at Hunt’s
Tavern in the evening. The next meeting will be held

at Bloomfield, Dec. 17, 1908, and the subject for dis-

cussion will be apoplexj’.

Adjourned. p Van Sandt, Secretary.

GRANT COUNTY.
At the regular meeting of the Grant County Medical

Society, Dr. M. L. Harris, of Chicago, talked on
“Tuberculosis of the Kidney.” His talk was one of
great instruction.

Dr. Jos. Maurer removed a submerged tonsil, ex-
plaining in detail his method.
Adjourned. q McQuown, Secretary.

HANCOCK COUNTY.
The Hancock County Medical Society met in regular

session in the small court room at Greenfield, 'ind.,
November 5. Society called to order by President C.
A. Barnes. Jlinutes of previous meeting read and ap-
proved. The Board of Censors reported favorably on
the applications of Drs. M. M. Adams, E. A. Hawy, E.
E. jMace and F. W. Creagor, and on motion they were
elected to membership. The following cases were pre-
sented: Membranous Croup, Dr. Milo Gibbs; Pem-
phigus, Dr. Allen; Tuberculosis, Dr. L. B. Grillin;

Tuberculosis, Dr. Adams; Epithelioma, Dr. E. K.
Gibbs.

The election of officers for the year 1909 resulted
as follows: President, Dr. C. A. Barnes; vice-presi-

dents, Drs. Allen and Milo Gibbs; secretary-treasurer,
E. B. Gibbs; censor, Dr. Griffin.

Adjourned. p p (Jibbs, Secretary.

HUNTINGTON COUNTY.
The Huntington County Medical Society met in

regular session on the evening of Xov. 10, 1908, with
an exceedingly large attendance.

Dr. G. M. O’Leary presented the paper of the eve-

ning on “Anesthetics.” The essayist confined himself
entirely to ether and chloroform. At the outset he
stated that many of our schools graduated men who
were absolutely ignorant of the elementary principles

of anesthetic administration or with a very imperfect
knowledge at the most. He discussed the wide differ-

ence of opinion as to the several anesthetics, conclud-

ing that each had its place; that the men who are

familiar with both are in a position to obtain better

results than those who are only acquainted with one,

and that in regard to all anesthetics much more de-

pends on the skill and experience of the anesthetist

than on the nature of the anesthetic or the inhaler

used. The safest anesthetic is nitrous oxid, the

death rate of which is 1 in 100,000. The essayist gave

the history of chloroform anesthesia, describing the

best methods and preferring the drop method using a

Schimmelbusch mask. He discussed the pulse as a

guide in enabling the anesthetist to determine the

stage of anesthesia. Tliis could be relied on in adults

but not in children. In children the breathing is of

greatest importance. The various accidents and com-

plications were discussed. His experience with chloro-

form has been very satisfactory. In three hundred

cases in hospital service all but three were chloroform.

Taking up ether, the essayist discussed its history

and the various methods of administration. He pre-

ferred the semi-open method with a Blake improved
inhaler. He discussed the method of administration

with its complications. The contra indications of

ether anesthesia were enumerated and their treatment

discussed. He took up the preparation of patient be-

fore and after anesthesia. Urine should be e.xamined.

Lavage of the stomach following anesthesia is now
being used as a routine procedure by some surgeons.

In the discussion, participated in by all present, the

paper received favorable comment. A wide difference

of opinion and preference for either of the drugs was
very evident.

Committee consisting of Drs. Morgan, Clokey and
Krebs was appointed to arrange for the annual ban-

quet to be held Dec. 17, 1908.

Adjourned. W. II. Krebs.
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KOSCIUSKO COUNTY.
The society met in regular session Tuesday, Novem-

ber 19. Dr. F. H. Fostei', of Warsaw, read a paper on

‘The Chemistry of Bile Formation of Glycogen and

Urea;” Dr. E. E. Haworth, of Claypool, on “Carcinoma

of Bile Passages and Liver;” Dr. L. W. Ford, of Syra-

cuse, on “Cholelithiasis, Symptoms and Treatment,”

and Dr. P. G. Fermier, of Leesburg, on “Amyloid Dis-

eases and Cirrhosis of Liver.” These papers were dis-

cussed by Drs. Burket, Foster, McDonald, Anglin,

Young, Bash, Leedy, Haworth and Howard.

Kesolutions were adopted requesting the Repre-

sentative from the Thirteenth District and the U. S.

Senators from Indiana to use their best efforts to co-

operate in the effort being made to concentrate United

States health bureaus into one department and to

eventually establish a department of health.

The amendments to the constitution and by-laws

read at the last meeting were adopted. These amend-

ments included an increase in the annual dues. They

are therefore now .$3 a year, which includes the State

Association dues.

Adjourned. C. Norman Howard, Secretary.

MADISON COUNTY.

The Madison County Medical Society met in regular

session at Summitville, Nov. 24, 1908. Society called

to order by president. Dr. \v^. A. Boyden.

Five Atypical Cases of Typhoid Fever was the title

of a paper by Dr. L. F. Mobley.

Smallpox as the Busy Physician of To-Day Sees It

was the title of a paper by Dr. E. V. Boram, in which

he said that whereas at one time smallpox caused one-

tenth of all deaths, the results of vaccination as a pre-

ventative have been so successful that, with our pres-

ent knowledge no one need acquire the disease. He at-

tributed the usual mild form occurring in recent years

to the results of this protective measure, and believes

it is a well proven fact that no other disease possesses

a specific so certain in results. Councilman’s experi-

ments in the inoculation of monkeys and his claims as

to the discovery of a specific germ of infection W'ere

discussed, as M-ere also the contagiousness of the dis-

ease and its mode of transmission. The writer men-

tioned an instance where an individual acquired small-

pox from a vacant house in which the disease had

existed many months before, giving this as the only

known source of infection in that case, thus illustrat-

ing the great length of time the contagion may be

dormant. The incubation period of seven to fourteen

days, and the characteristics of the eruption and its

passage through the successive stages, beginning with

the scarlatinous rash on the second or third day, fol-

lowed by papule, vesicle, pustule desiccation, and

desquamation were discussed in enumerating the

symptoms and in reference to the diagnosis. The

umbilication of the vesicles as they change to pus-

tules, and the appearance of eruption in palms of

hands and on soles of feet were mentioned also in

speaking of diagnosis. He insisted on frequent bath-

ing, especially after the pustular stage, as it limits

the spreading of scales and adds to the patient’s com-

fort. He discussed methods supposed to limit pitting,

including absence of light, administration of calcium

sulphide and opening of pustules. Early puncture of

pustules be believes has proven most useful in his

cases, although no method succeeds in many cases.

The methods of disinfection of houses and furnish-

ings were given in closing the paper.

Adjourned. jj. II. Cook Secretary.

NEWTON COUNTY.

The Newton County Medical Society met at Brook,

Ind., Nov. 20, 1908. Dr. T. E. Cotten reported cases

of vulvar edema accompanying pregnancy in the

fourth month, and malaria. Dr. C. C. Bassett re-

ported a case of kinking of the lu'eter, with subse-

quent operation and finally the extirpation of the

kidney. Dr. FraiiK Kennedy also reported a case of

broncho pneumonia. Patient, a female, age 02 years.

The usual sjunptoms were manifest; coarse rales

heard over all parts of the lung. On the third day

of the disease patient ceased to cough, and within an

hour or two uied from 'a hemorrhage, the blood issuing

from the mouth in a great stream. Death came at

once after the hemorrhage began. No autopsy was

secured. It was the opinion of the speaker and the

society that an aneurism of the transverse aorta had

eroded through the trachea and burst, causing the

enormous Hemorrhage and death. Dr. Recker, the

president, reported a case of puerperal eclampsia,

which called forth a general discussion. Many
theories for the condition were advanced, and the

treatment received xull consideration. The next meet-

ing of the society will be held at Brook, Dec. 18, 1908.

ORANGE COUNTY.

The Orange County Medical Society met in bi-

monthly session at Orleans, on Nov. 10, 1908. Al-

though not a large number of members were present,

.some interesting reports of unusual cases were pre-

sented. Resolutions were offered on the death of one

of the members of this society. Dr. Franklin P. Hunt,

of Ijeipsic, which occurred on Sept. 22, 1908.

The next meeting will be held at French Lick on

Jan. 12, 1909, and a large attendance is expected.

Adjourned. g_ F. Teaford, Secretary.

POSEY COUNTY.

Posey County ^Medical Society met at the Court

House in Mount Vernon, Ind., Friday, Nov. 6, 1908.

Meeting called to order by Dr. Wm. M. Holton.

Minutes of previous meeting read and approved.

Application of Dr. K. C. Fitzgerald, of New Har-

mony, was presented. There being no objection, he

was admitted.

It was moved and seconded that the by-laws be

amended so as to provide for quarterly meetings, sub-

ject to the call of the secretary, as follows: Posey-

ville in mid-winter. New Harmony in the spring,

Wadesville in the summer, and Mt. Vernon in the

fall.

Dr. S. W. Boren, of Poseyville, read a paper on

Puerperal Eclampsia. The paper described the con-

dition in full and included a report of cases. The

view that the condition is a manifestation of toxemia

of pregnancy was adhered to and a description of the

attack was minutely given. The etiology was con-

sidered. In the methods of treatment given, special
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attention was directed to prophylaxis, and routine

examination of the urine was insisted upon. Treat-

ment of the attack should consist of sedatives, elim-

ination and supportive measures.

Discussion was participated in by Drs. Holten, Hall,

Hicks, Fullenwider, Rawlings, Henderson, Ramsey and
Hall. A number of cases were reported and there

was a free interchange of ideas. The discussion

showed that calomel was a favorite remedy in cases

in which time permitted its use. Chloroform and
morphin were apparently the favorite sedatives, with

chloral and veratrum close seconds. Opinion differed

concerning the advisability of hurriedly emptying the

uterus. Elimination by any and all means %vas agreed

to be of prime importance.

The writer of the paper is to be congratulated on

his thoroughness, and that great interest was taken

was manifest b}' the earnestness of the discussion.

Adjourned. q l Rawlings, Secretary.

VIGO COUNTY.

The Vigo County ^Medical Society met in regular

session October 27. Ur. A. C. Kimberlin, of Indian-

apolis, occupied the evening with a clinical lecture on

“Blood Pressure.” After thoroughly explaining the

technique and the different apparatus used, the Doctor

demonstrated the Janeway and Erlanger instruments

on the eases present. The eight cases embraced dif-

ferent kinds of heart and kidney lesions and furnished

sufficient variety to show the different degrees of

blood pressure. The lecturer was kept busy until a

late hour answering questions.

Adjourned. Charles N. Combs, Secretary.

The society met again December 17, and Dr. T. Vic-

tor Keene, director of the Pasteur Institute, of Indian-

apolis, addressed the meeting on the subject of “Hy-

drophobia.” Dr. E. S. Niblack reported a ease of hy-

drophobia in a boy, 12 years old, who had been bitten

three months before; the boy dying within four days

of the first symptoms. In view of the rabies scare in

Terre Haute this meeting was of timely interest. A
resolution was passed asking the council to pass an

ordinance requiring all dogs in the city to be muzzled

for all time.

The following changes have been made in the mem-
bership lately: Dr. E. M. Glaser, transferred to the

Franklin County Society; Dr. A. G. Rogers, trans-

ferred to the Henry County Society, and Dr. C. A.

Ray, of Cory, Ind., suspended for non-payment of dues.

Adjourned. Charles K. Combs, Secretary.

NORTHERN TRI-STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-fifth semi-annual meeting of this association

will be held at Ann Arbor, Mich., Tuesday, Jan. 12,

1909. The following is the program: “Neurological

Clinic,” 9 a. m. to 10 a. m.. Dr. C. D. Camp, from the

university; “Clinical Methods of Examining the In-

sane, with Cases,” from 10 to 11 a. m.. Dr. A. M. Bar-

rett, from the university; “Gynecological Clinic with

Surgical Operations,” from 11 to 12 a. m., Dr. Reuben

Peterson, from the university; “A New Factor in the

Diagnosis of Gastric Ulcer,” with lantern-slide demon-

strations,” Dr. A. W. Crane, Kalamazoo, Mich.; “The

Early Diagnosis of Gastric Cancer,” Dr. L. Breischer,

Detroit, Mich.; “Intestinal Tuberculosis, with Report

of Cases,” Dr. G. W. McCaskey, Ft. Wayne, Ind.;

“Why Mastoiditis Is Sometimes Misunderstood,” Dr.
Emil Ambcrg, Detroit, Mich.; “Some Phases of the
Treatment of Syphilis,” Dr. Jeremiah Metzger, Toledo,
O.; “Further Observations on Cancer,” Dr. Geo. W.
Crile, Cleveland, Ohio; “Incipient and Atypical Graves
Disease,” Dr. Chas. G. Jennings, Detroit, Mich.;
“Some Common Misconceptions of the Symptomatology
of Aneurisms of the Thoracic Aorta,” Dr. Robert B.

Preble, Chicago, 111.

Tlie faculty of the university and the local profes-

sion will entertain all the visiting physicians. A large

attendance is anticipated. Every member is expected

to bring at least one visiting physician.

Goerge W. Spohn, Secretary.

NINTH COUNCILOR DISTRICT MEDICAL ASSO-
CIATION.

The regular annual meeting of this society was held

at Crawfordsville, Nov. 10, 1908, with sixty members
present. The doctors were welcomed to the city by
the Hon. Jere West, Judge of the Circuit Court, of

Montgomery County. This was responded to by Presi-

dent Chittick, who delivered his annual address.

Ocular Manifestations of Renal Toxin was the title

of the first paper, by Dr. J. D. Hadley. This was dis-

cussed by Drs. W. G. Swank, of Crawfordsville; H.
Woolery, of Bloomington; J. R. Etter, of Crawfords-

A’ille, and W. S. Walker, of Lafayette.

Direct Digital Examination of the Eye was the title

of a paper by Dr. H. E. Greene, of Crawfordsville.

The essayist proposed to examine the eye by using

the tips of the index fingers directly upon the cocain-

ized eye. The paper was discussed by Dr. John Sick-

ler, of Frankfort, and Dr. George F. Keiper, of La-

fayette.

The Treatment of Salpingitis was the title of a

paper by Dr. W. H. Williams, of Lebanon. This paper

was discussed by Drs. W. G. Swank, of Crawfordsville,

and W. S. Walker, of Lafayette.

The courtesy of the floor was extended to Dr. Homer
Woolery, of Bloomington, to explain the u.se of Flex-

ner’s serum in the treatment of cerebro-spinal menin-

gitis. Its merits were discussed by Professor Burrage,

of Purdue, and Drs. W. S. Walker and W. R. Moffitt,

of Lafayette.

The House of Delegates having adjourned. Dr. E.

A. Gilson presented a resolution from the Fountain

County Medical Society looking to the better protec-

tion of physicians’ bills than now enjoyed under our

present laws. The physicians are expected to see their

senators and representatives in the forthcoming ses-

sion of the Legislature and secure the passage of such

a bill. The Committee on Legislation of the Indiana

State Medical Association is asked to cooperate.

Dr. J. N. Hurty, the guest of honor, addressed the

meeting on “The Medical Inspection of School Chil-

dren.” Tlie paper was discussed by Drs. E. A. Gilson,

of Covington; Professor Burrage, of Purdue; G. W.
Miller, of Covington; G. F. Keiper, of Lafayette, and

A. R. Tucker, of Noblesville. It' was ordered that the

Committee on Public Policy and Legislation submit

the sense of this meeting concerning the inspection of

school children and teachers to each legislator in the

coming session of the legislature.

The election of officers resulted as follows: Presi-

dent, Dr. Charles Chittick, Frankfort; first vice-presi-

dent, Dr. John C. Webster, Lafayette; second vice-

president, Dr. S. L. Ensminger, Crawfordsville; secre-
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taiy. Dr. Geo. F. Keiper, Lafayette; assistant secre-

tary, Dr. Roy Gerard, Crawfordsville; treasurer. Dr.

F. A. Tucker, Noblesville.

It was ordered that hereafter the society meet in

May because of the meeting of the Indiana State Med-
ical Association in October.

Dr. A. R. Tucker, on behalf of the Hamilton County
Medical Society, extended an invitation to meet in

Noblesville next May. It was unanimously accepted.

At 6 o’clock, at the jMasonic Temple, a banquet was
served, at which a number of toasts were proposed, to

which happy responses were made.

Geokge F. Keiper, Secretary.

ELEVENTH INDIANA COUNCILOR DISTRICT
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The second annual session of this association was
held at Wabash, under the auspices of the Wabash
County Medical Society, on the afternoon and evening

of Oct. 22, 1908. The afternoon session was devoted to

the business and scientific program, the evening ses-

sion to the banquet at which both the doctors and
their wives were present. During the afternoon ses-

sion the visiting physicians’ wives were entertained by

the ladies of the Wabash County Medical Society.

The afternoon meeting was called to order at 2:30

p. m. by the president, ur. C. H. McCully, of Logans-

port. All the counties of the district were well repre-

sented. The minutes of the previous meeting, held at

Logansport, were read and adopted as read. The
secretary-treasurer, in his annual report, said that,

beginning with a membership of seventeen, in less

than one year the association has grown so that it

now has a paid-up membership of forty-nine. A deficit

amounting to $43.39 was reported, but with the ex-

pected increase in membership it was thought that all

expenses of the association can be met. Report

adopted.

Upon suggestion of the Ohair the secretary read

that section of the Constitution which provides that

only those members of the district association were en-

titled to all the benefits and privileges of the associa-

tion who had paid their annual dues of $1.00 before

the beginning of the annual meeting.

Dr. Lorin Smith, Wabash, chairman of the arrange-

ment committee, reported that the visiting ladies were

to be entertained at a musicale and reception by the

ladies of the Wabash County Medical Society and that

all proper arrangements had been made to entertain

a goodly number at the banquet in the evening. Re-

port of the committee adopted and the committee dis-

charged with thanks.

On motion, duly carried, it was decided to hold the

next meeting at Marion, May 20, 1909.

The secretary was instructed to send a message and
greeting of good lyill to the Ninth District Associa-

tion, which was then in session at Anderson.

Election of officers resulted as follows: President,

Dr. J. Spooner, Peru; secretary-treasurer. Dr. M. H.
Krebs, Huntington.

Dr. Ader, Somerset, presented resolutions concern-

ing the vending or selling of any kind of patent medi-

cine, also the treating of persons by any form of

electricity or massage by any one except a regularly

licensed physician or surgeon, and requesting Con-
gress to pass a bill, with suitable penalties attached,

to prohibit the same. The resolutions were referred to

the Committee on Public Policy for action and with
instructions to report at the next meeting. The ques-

tion of having the coroner a licensed physician was
also referred to the Committee on Public Policy and
Legislation.

Acute Intestinal Obstruction was the title of a

paper presented by Dr. W. L. Grayston, of Marion.
Tlie essayist urged the importance of early diagnosis

and the thorough study of initial symptoms. He
stated that surgeons were liable to neglect the study
of diagnosis and resort too cheerily to the exploratory

investigations of lesions in the abdominal cavity. On
the other hand, many lives would undoubtedly be

saved if all physicians realized the futility of wasting
time in the effort to settle diagnostic problems when
the fecal current and perhaps the blood are stopped
by mechanical causes demanding instant operative

procedures. High mortality is due to delay in making
the diagnosis. The three types of obstruction ordi-

narily accepted are, first: mechanical (the most fre-

quent cause of an acute obstruction)
; second, the

adynamic or paralytic form; third, the dynamic or

spastic form. The last is rare and few cases reported.

Pain is generally the first symptom. It is severe,

may be continuous and occasionally increases by
paroxysmal colic. It is practically always present,

unless gangrene has occurred and the patient gone
into collapse and stupor. The pain may be diffuse, as

in volvulus, or localized, as in various forms of hernia
in the pi’esence of constricting bands. Initial pain
may subside and be followed by secondary pain due
to peritonitis.

Vomiting follows quickly on appearance of pain, and
rarely precedes pain, especially in cases of high ob-

struction. It begins within the first twelve to twenty-
four hours and persists until the end, unless the ob-

struction is relieved. It is accompanied by nausea,

hiccough and eructations of gas; is copious, and con-

sists of stomach contents; may become bile stained,

and finally has intestinal odor. Causes of vomiting
may be, first, reflex; second, may be due to septi-

cemia; third, vomiting due to actual obstruction in

the lumen of the bowel. It is still a question whether
anti-peristalsis does occur and is the cause of fecal

vomiting.

Complete obliteration induces absolute constipation,

even when the obstruction affects the upper bowel.

Peristalsis below the site of the lesion seems to be in-

hibited by reflex action. Contents of the rectum and
lower colon may be washed out by enemas, but, as a

rule, there is no spontaneous evacuation of intestinal

gases or of feces.

Tympanites may be present in a moderate degree,

but when peritonitis has developed as a secondary

complication the distension becomes more general and
may be very great. Tlie shape of the abdomen is

changed and the least asymmetry should be carefully

studied.

It is important to diagnose obstruction, its location

and character. The most common site is the lower

quadrant of the abdomen. Intussusception chiefly

found in the young; very common in the ileo-cecal

region; most frequent in some portion of the colon.

Volvulus is most apt to occur in the sigmoid colon,

especially in the aged. A differential diagnosis of the

various forms of obstruction is usually difficult and
often impossible, and if the diagnosis can not be estab-

lished with a fair degree of certainly within twelve

to twenty-four hours, open the abdomen aseptically

and inspect its contents.

The treatment depends on the form of obstruction.

Operations should be done not only for the relief
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sought, but also in a manner that shall leave a mini-

nunn of post operative sequelae of all kinds. Blood

c-lots left in the abdomen will produce adhesions at

that point. Handle the intestines as little as possible,

avoid unnecessaiy tearing of the peritoneum in sepa-

rating adhesions and above all prevent the spread of

pus. Cover the denuded parts by peritoneum. The

denuded small bowels are the most dangerous. It is

an error, frequently made, to open the abdomen, re-

lieve the obstruction and allow the fluid contents

above the obstruction to pass down into an empty
healthy absorbing gut below, and simply kill the pa-

tient by the lethal dose. The bowel should be opened

above the point of obstruction, should be drained of

its poisonous contents and later use lavage into both

afferent and efferent loops.

In the discussion, Dr. J. L. Gilbert, of Logansport,

said that pain is most always the first symptom of

obstruction, though sometimes it is absent altogether.

He cited a case where a patient had passed a gall

stone and immediately the obstruction of the bowel

was relieved, yet this patient never had any pain.

But pain is an important early symptom, and is often

a guide as to the location of the obstruction. There

can be sudden pain which is due to a partial choking

of the bowel. This may last an indefinite period and

then may be followed by a distinct pain due to a tear-

ing of the inner coating of the bowel. Pains are often

excruciating, even before the patient is seen. When a

doctor is called in such a case he should make his

diagnosis and then operate. The most important part

of the treatment is to drain.

Dr. C. L. Wright, of Huntington, said the diagnosis

is the most important part to be considered. When
you have the symptoms, the next question is, “W’hat

is the cause of the obstruction?” Stercoraceous vomit-

ing only can determine it. The reflex peristalsis and

vomiting are the only sure symptoms to go by.

Dr. Gilbert, of Logansport, said: “I do not believe

that stercoraceous vomiting can determine the matter.

If we wait until the pulse begins to fail, our patient

is already lost.”

Dr. Wright, of Huntington, said; “How are you to

know, if these symptoms of reflex peristalsis are not

seen?”

Dr. Stevens, of Logansport, said that he was called

to see a child fifteen months old and found the case

very difficult of diagnosis. Tlie case resembled more a

bilious colic than anything else. The child was im-

mediately operated, obstruction relieved, and he was

able to report a prompt recovery. If we wait for con-

tinuous vomiting he believes we wait too long, and

even the knife would be of no avail.

Dr. IMcCully, of Logansport, said: “There is no

age limit. Extremely old and extremely young pa-

tients bear operations best. Conditions ought to be

recognized earlj' and there should be no hesitancy on

the part of the doctor.”

Dr. Grayston, of IMarion, in closing the discussion,

said that it is a mistake to let the case go until vom-

iting is profuse.

Ocular Manifestations of Constitutional Diseases was

the title of a paper read by Dr. H. B. Hill, of

Logansport. Tliere is no special histologic tissue in

the eye, and it is subject to pathologic processes

similar to those in other parts of the body. Its cir-

culation, nutrition and nerve supply are parts of a

universal system and it must suffer with other mem-

bers.

Seeing is a muscular act, and as such sight feels

the stress of fatigue, nerve exhaustion, shock, debility

or toxemia, and is subject to weakness, blurring or
suspension, under their influence. The anatomic char-

acteristics rendering the eye liable to nutritional cir-

culatory and inflammatory disturbances are: The
cornea, lens and vitreous have no blood vessels, the
iris floats in the aqueous and glides over the lens cap-

sule, the retinal arteries are end arteries, the small-

est in the body, and are subject to changes of intra-

ocular tension. With constitutional disturbances of

nutrition, the cornea, lens and vitreous will be af-

fected quickly. With arteriosclerosis or endarteritis

the minute retinal arteries give way under lessened

intraocular tension. Inflammatory conditions which
attack the iris easily cause adhesions between it and
the lens capsule.

Syphilis, rheumatism, nephritis, gonorrhea, leu-

kemia, anemia, rachitis, hysteria, gout, smallpox,

scarlet fever, measles, lead, alcohol, tobacco, and
quinin toxemia, and many other diseases have their

ocular complications. Bright's disease presents early

and late ocular symptoms which are often means of

diagnosis, and judging to some extent the progress

and prognosis of the disease. Edema of the integu-

ment of the lower lid is an early symptom. Hy-
peremia of the papilla and retina, retinitis, neuritis,

neuroretinitis, choked disc with nearly complete blind-

ness are symptoms of uremia as are atrophy of the

optic nerve, or detached retina. Retinitis is not an early

symptom of Bright’s disease, but is often the first to

lead to a diagnosis. Tlie disea.se affects the blood ves-

sels as an arteriosclerosis, and the retinal changes

follow their deterioration. Retinal lesions are usually

symptoms of advanced nephritis, due to contracted

kidney, and make their appearance after a period of

high vascular tension, when elimination is beginning

to fail. Prognosis is grave, even in acute nephritis

following exanthemata or complicating pregnancy, and
the loss of vision may be permanent. Patients with

chronic Bright’s disease, under the best care, live one

to two years after retina infiltration.

Combination of retinal disease and uremic ambly-

opia are rare. Diabetic cataract may occur at any

age and disappear if the sugar disappears from the

urine.

In acquired syphilis, iritis occurs in the second to

the ninth month after the infection, sometimes as late

as the eighteenth month. In two-thirds to three-fourths

of the cases both eyes are affected. It is of exudative,

plastic type and sometimes complicatea by severe cyclitis.

It rarelj’ recurs after complete recovery. Chorioiditis

and retinitis occur from the sixth month to two years

after the infection, occasionally as late as the fourth

year. Thej' are prone to be chronic and recurrent and

to cause a secondary atrophy and blindness and affect

both eyes. As tertiary lesions, oculomotor paralysis

in connection with locomotor ataxia is frequent.

Lesions anywhere in the cranium cause optic neu-

ritis. Congenital syphilis occasionally shows iritis in

secondary stage, corresponding to same in acquired

s}-philis in the second to fifteenth month, and cho-

rioiditis from the sixth month to the third year. Later

keratitis, the most frequent manifestation of inherited

.syphilis, makes its appearance from the sixth to the

fifteenth year. It runs a very chronic course, almost

invariably in both eyes, one after the other, and is

sometimes complicated by iritis.
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Rheumatic eye diseases present themselves, usually,

after long periods of general rheumatic infection, as

iritis, scleritis or tenonitis. These may occur with

the acute inflammatory attack but are more frequent

with relapses. They must be differentiated from

syphilis, gonorrhea, gout and traumatism. Pain is

more severe, attacks last longer and are less affected

by treatment and more apt to relapse than other

forms of iritis. Tenonitis is quite like an attack of

rheumatic arthritis; swelling, chemosis, painful mo-

tion, and tenderness present themselves. Iritis is very

apt to be followed by posterior syneehiae or cyclitis.

Nervous diseases have ocular symptoms that are

important indications of acute inflammation or deep

seated degenerative processes and are frequently im-

portant as guides in diagnosis.

The fundus presents an important opportunity for

the study of circulatory conditions in their relation

to the central nervous system and general blood pres-

sure by means of the ophthalmoscope, which instru-

ment, with the perimeter, should be in as general

use as the stethoscope, sphigmograph and the hemom-
eter. Profound neurasthenia or epilepsy, caused by

eye strain, the slight inconvenience of easily tired

eyes, the permanent, total blindness, following acute

hemorrhage from the stomach, bowels or uterus, the

transient dizziness or scotoma of indigestion are ex-

treme examples of possibilities to be considered in

relation of ocular to constitutional disease, and illus-

trate the futility of intelligent practice of medicine

too closely specialized.

Dr. Jordan, of Wabash, called attention to the im-

pairment of vision, scintillations, ocular hallucinations

and eye pain associated with migraine; the protrusion

of the eyes, abnormal winking and imperfect closure

of lids in exophthalmic goitre; the contracted pupils

in irritation of the brain from tumors, abscess, hydro-

cephalus and meningitis, and dilatation of the pupils

when pressure increases from these causes and occur-

ring preceding and following death
;
the distortion of

color and form sense in epilepsy and hysteria
;
and

the open or staring expression of the eyes in som-

nolence, coma vigil, insanity and abstraction of the

mind.

Dr. Hoffman, i^ogansport, said Stevens, of New
York, has called attention to the inclination of the

head in those prone to consumption. They have eyes

adjusted for a plane much higher than the horizon.

Fewer people lose their mind from blindness than

deafness, the ratio being 4 to 1.

Dr. Stevens, Logansport, said that the best practi-

tioner is the one who makes the best use of the spe-

cialist. The field is too large and takes in too many
different sciences for one man to master them all.

Dr. Gilbert, Logansport, said the best specialist is

the one who makes the most use of the general prac-

titioner. A doctor should have ten years of general

practice before he specializes. The general practi-

tioner should use the ophthalmoscope. With this you

can see the circulation and other things, and we ought

to use the ophthalmoscope and be more familiar wdth

the eye.

Owing to the absence of Dr. H. M. Hall, of Camden,
his paper was presented and read by the secretary.

“The Diagnosis and Treatment of Penuinonia in Chil-

dren” was a thorough and exhaustive resume of the

entire subject. He first discussed the anatomy of the
chest and its bearing on physical signs in pneumonia.

Tile forms, broncho and lobar pneumonia were taken

up in reference to symptoms, subjective and objective,

with physical signs and modes of onset. He divided
the various types of broncho pneumonia into, first,

very acute, or acute congestive; second, capillary
form; third, the ordinary form. In the secondary
forms of bronehpneumonia he discussed those compli-
cating pertussis, measles, scarlatina, diphtheria, in-

fluenza and ileocolitis.

He discussed at length the classical symptoms anil

gave the differential diagnosis between lobar-pneu-
monia and broncho-pneumonia. He discussed the sub-
ject of treatment under prophylaxis and general man-
agement.

Prophylaxis .—It becomes our duty to impress our
clientele with the fact that a constant per cent, of
moisture in the air, about 60 per cent, of saturation,
is more important than a high temperature; an ample
supply of fresh air than the price of a little coal;
that extra bedding and a moderate degree of heat in
the w-ell ventilated sleeping room are among the best
of investments

;
that wholesome food and plenty of it

when properly selected for the individual are much
cheaper and better than doctors’ and undertakers’
bills. Further than that we can not strongly impress
them that a cold may be and often is only the pre-
cursor of a pneumonia of the most dangerous type to
children, and that its treatment and the removal of
the predisposing cause of recurrence is of the greatest
importance.

(fCneral Management .—Given a case of pneumonia,
tlie patient should first be given a warm bath witli
soap and water and thorouglily dried. The surface of
the skin should be made to glow during this drying,
and the extremities should be warm. A cotton jacket
should be applied to the chest, and if the temperature
is high or tlie nervous symptoms prominent, cold
sponging or the cold pack should be used, with ice to
the head and spine. The surface should be kept pink;
if necessary, by the use of mustard paste locally. No
poultice should be permitted, as it prevents the radia-
tion of the heat and by its w’eight impedes respiration
and the pores of the skin are closed by it. When the
fever is high or the child is nervous phenacetin may
be given in 1 or 2 grain doses every four hours. If
the cough is severe or the pain much in evidence
Dover’s powder in occasional doses is useful, but
should be only used as needed.

The child should be kept in a well-lighted and ven-
tilated room and in a reclining posture mo.st of the
time, but its position should be changed frequently to
avoid any tendency to hypostasis. In order that the
supply of ox'j-gen be more certain the child should be
often carried to another room, and the sick room
freely ventilated. The medicine should be given sepa-
rate from the food to avoid aggravating the anorexia.
If the stomach is not able to digest the food it should
be predigested and given at longer intervals than the
usual periods of three hours. It should be kept in
mind that much water is being evaporated from the
surface, and water should be given at frequent inter-
vals, and when stimulants are indicated wine or brandy
may be added to the water as needed. If there be
fermentation in the stomach and bowels a grain of
calomel in divided doses, followed by a saline or castor
oil, and a few doses of the sulphocarbolates will

usually correct the error if the feeding be at the
same time properly adjusted.

So far as medical treatment, with the hope of

aborting the process is concerned, there is too little
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evidence at hand to give it imieli credence. As a gen-

eral proposition, in the usual case, the routine atten-

tion to the feeding, digestion, elimination and the

adequate supply of fresh air of proper and even

warmth and humidity, and the plentiful use of water,

internally and externally to supply the body needs and

keep the temperature from becoming hyperj)yrcxic

fulfils the indications, and the use of drugs should be

reserved for the combat of special symptoms as they

arise. We have a self-limiting disease to deal with,

for which dnigs do not have any selective action, but

we have also a patient for whom much can be done by

l>roper nursing and careful well selected feeding, and

wlio is liable to develop weak points in his struggle

with a relentless foe, for which we can do much if ue

use the stomach for nutritional purposes so long as

possible, and an avenue for the exhibition of drugs

only when there is a definite indication to be met.

We will derive better results fronr an active stomach

than from one that is nauseated; from cold than from

antipyretics and nerve sedatives; from mustard re-

peated ev'er’v three or four horrrs to the sirrface tharr

anodynes arid expectorairts ;
from irrhalation of vapors,

as of creosote, than from opium for the relief of the

irritation of the mucous surfaces. All these measures

are useful wheir other rtrearrs fail, but are seldom

available for routine use as the simpler means. In

secorrdary cases and at the crisis of lobar pneurnonta

the patieirt shorrld be very carefully watched for

cardiac or respiratory failure and alcohol used freely

and such other drugs as neeued hypodermically.

In the discussion Dr. Gilbert, Logansport, said

the practice of rrredicitre is truly arr art. It is said

that medicine has become more of a science every day.

It is particularly true irr this disease. Irt the majority

of irrstarrees we carr diagnose the disease rrpon eirterirrg

the room. Give the patient all possible chances of

getting fresh air. Give plenty of water and try to

obtain perfect relaxation. If the head is low mucus

and saliva will run out of the mouth.

Dr. Fankboner, of INIarion, said that in this disease

we have one that requires more outside of drugs than

any other disease, 'i'he case should be treated accord-

ing to the temperament of the j)atient. It has been a

good manv vears since I have given drugs in this dis-

ease, and 'in‘ children 1 do not think of giving alcohol.

There should be nothing on the chest more than a cot-

ton jacket. No poultices. Uy whole idea is not to

give very much medicine, but plenty of fresh air and

good nursing.

Dr. Krebs, of Huntington, said in the treatment of

pneumonia the less drugs you use the better olT your

patient is. Watch the heart. If the heart and cir-

culation continue good your patient will almost al\\a,\s

pull through. Use cardiac stimulants very spaiingU

and as long as the heart and circulation are good

leave them alone. If you keep on stimulating the

heart you will in the long run weaken it, and when

there "is actual need for cardiac stimulations your

heart will not respond or respond very feebly to the

stimulants. The temperature is of no use as a guide

as to the severity of pneumonia in children. It is a

well known fact that children with a very high tem-

perature continue to sit up and play. My own child,

with a tem])erature of 100 per rectum, evidenced no

apparent discomfort and was at play.

On motion the treasurer was directed to pay the

stenographer the sum of $;") for the work of rei)orting

the meeting.

In the evening the members of the assordation, with
their wives and guests, to the number of 110, sat down
to partake of a most sumptuous banquet furnished

by the tVabash County ;Medical Society. Dr. McQuown
made a most pleasing and witty toastmaster. Through-
out the evening, between musical selections, the asso

eiation was entertained by a number of toasts.

MAuhick II. Krkb.s, Secretary.

BOOK REVIEWS

iNTKRXATioNAL Clinic.s. Quarterly. Vol. 3. Eight-
eenth scries, 1908. Pj). 298, Cloth. Price, $2,00. J.

15. Liiipincott Company, Philadelphia and London.
In this volume appear contributions on treatment,

medicine, surgery, gynecology, pediatrics, orthoi)cdies,

p.syehiatry, neurology, ophthalmologjq rhinology and
pathology.

As worthy of especial mention we would name
Scott's article on perforation in typhoid, adenoma of

the thj-roid gland, by H. P. Muller; diarrheal disor-

ders of infants, by J. II. M. Knox, and Jellifle's clin-

ical lecture on general paresis. As to the pai t played

by naso pharyngeal adenoids anil enlarged tonsils in

the etiology of appendicitis, Kretz's position seems to

us a trifle strained.

Practice of Medicine for Nurse.s. By George H.
Ilo.xie, A.M., M.D., Professor of Internal Medicine
in the University of Kansas, etc. With <a chapter
on the Technic of Nursing, by Pearl L. Laptad,
Principal of the Training School for Nur.ses at the

University of Kansas. Cloth. Pp. 284. W. 15.

Saunders Company, 1908.

As stated in the author’s jireface, this work is in-

tended for those who care for the sick, cither profes-

sionally or in the home, as an aid to the medical at-

tendant. Believing that the function of the nurse is

neither to diagnose nor prescribe, little space has been

given to difl'erential diagnosis or remedial dosage.

Practical points in pathology, bacteriology, hygiene

and prop'.iylaxis are mentioned along with the nurse’s

part in therapy. Certain trivial inaccuracies appear,

and the chapter on surgical nursing would seem to

have been written by one not as familiar with its

technic as might be de.sired. Following a concisely

written chapter on •‘The Care of the I’atient and Sick-

Itoom,” occur one on •Emergencies,” and an ap-

pendix.

Deseases of Infants and Children. The new (2d)

edition, revised. A manual of Disease of Infants

and Children. By John Ituhriih, M.D., Clinical

Professor of Diseases of Children, College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, Baltimore. Second Revised Edi-

tion. 12mo volume of 423 pages, fully illustrated.

Philadeliiliia and Ix>ndon; W. B. Saunders Com-
jiany, 1908. Flexible leather, $2.00 net.

An excellent little treatise on the subject is here

jiresented in condensed form, which makes a handy
little reference volume for both student and practi-

tioner. By virtue of such condensation, questions of

etiology, jiathology, difl'erential diagnosis, etc., are

rather cursorily dealt with.

A most timely section on the subject of medical in-

spection of schools proves a worthy addition to the

previous edition, and references to pediatric literature

have been brought thoroughly up to date.
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